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Astruc.  tereometers or Astrometers of Jeaurat and 
"~~ ter, described under the last of these articles. (0) 

THE 

EDINBURGH ENCYCLOPAEDIA. 

_ Astropha- STROPHANOMETER, another name given 
nometer, A the As- 

r Brews- 
by Jeaurat to instruments resemblin 

ASTRUC, Joun, M.D. a very eminent French 
physician, who was born at Sauve, a town or Lower 
Languedoc, on the 19th of March 1684, and died at 
Paris the 5th of May 1766, at the advanced age of 82. 
He completed his education at Montpellier, and in 
1702 obtained from that university a bachelor’s de- 

in medicine. Soon afterwards he distinguished 
If in a controversy with the mechanical physi- 

eians on the subject.of digestion, which he considered 
to be the effect of a Bese ferment, and not of tri- 
turation, as Pitcairn and others had obstinately main- 
tained. He obtained in 1710 the professorship of 
anat and medicine at Thoulouse ; and in 1716, he 
wacedatad to the chair become vacant at Montpellier 
by the death of Chatelain. His reputation for learn- 
ing and medical skill was here fully established ; and 
in 1729 he was invited to remove to Poland, where he 
was appointed physician to Augustus II., but he 
very soon quitted that court, and returned to France. 
He now fixed himself at Paris, and so early as 1730 
he was made consulting physician to the French king, 
and on the death of Geoffroy he received the appoint- 
ment of professor of medicine in the Royal College. 
He became also doctor regent of the faculty of phy- 
sic at bei Astruc Lp these honours: he was 
unquestionably a man o t learning, a distinguish- 
ad eaiezs} a very akilfal physicias ; his calebeit 
as a teacher drew to Paris a crowd of pupils from all 

s of Europe, and his work De Morbis Venereis, 
published in 1736, everywhere established his fame as an 
author. His Traitédes Maladies des Femmes,published 
in 1761, also possesses great merit. His other acknow- 
ledged works are: A dissertation De Motus Fermenta- 
tivt Causa, 1702 ; De Hydrophobia, 1720; Sur ? Ori- 
gine des Maladies Epidemiques, 1721; Memoires 
pour l Histoire Naturelle de Languedoc, 1737; Trac- 
tatus Pathologicus, 1745; Tractatus Therapeuticus, 
1748 ; Traité des Tumeurs et des Ulceres, 1759 ; Con- 
gectures sur les Memoires Originaux dont il paroit 
que Moise se servit pour composer le livre de Genese, 
759; Art d’ Accoucher reduit @ ses principes ; and 

. VOL. I. PART I, 

published after his death 
servir 2 TP Histoire de la 
espe ae (9?) . 
ASTURIAS. Two provinces on the north of 

Spain, containing about 700 square leagues of the 
most mountainous country of the whole monarchy, 
form what is called the principality of Asturias. Ac- 
cording to some writers, these two provinces are to 
be considered separate and distinct, one being the 
Asturia of Oviedo, and the other the Asturia of San- 
tillana ; but no such division is recognised in the ad- 
ministration of the kingdom. This principality is 
bounded on the north by the Bay of Biscay ; by Gal- 
licia on the west ; and by the kingdoms of Leon and 
Old Castile on the south and east. 

The climate is excessively humid ; and no care can 
perce grain or fruit from decay, and iron from rust. 

he atmosphere is continually surcharged with vapour 
which is attracted by the mountains, and unless the 
wind blows from north-east, the sky is covered with 
clonds. 

The whole principality abounds with marl, chalk, 

by Lorry, Memoires pour 
Faculté de Medicine de 

Asturias. 
+ een iene 

Bounda- 
ries, 

Climate. 

Natural 
gypsum, and very fine marbles. The limestone is full history: 
° fossil shells, coral, and corallines. Amber, inde- 
pendent of being found on the shore, exists in a fossil 
state, uniformly accompanied by jet, and a kind of 
cannel coal, These, when broken, disclose white crust- 
ed nodules, including bright and transparent amber. 
There is abundance of coal deposited in a caleareous 
bed, which has never been warked for fuel, both be- 
cause plenty of wood can easily be procured for that 
urpose, and because it emits an intolerable odour in 
urning. There are also strong prejudices entertain- 

ed against it, as being injurious to health. The an- 
cients, particularly Pliny and Silius Italicus, speak of 
the gold of the Asturian mountains, but none is known 
now to bethere. Mines of copper, lead, and iron, are 
found ; and likewise those of arsenic and cobalt. 

Woods, consisting of elm, ash, and poplar, cover 
the hills. Many trees fit for domestic purposes, or 
useful in ship building, particularly oaks of very fine 
quality, abound ; and fruits are produced in sheltered 
places without care or cultivation. 

The cattle of the Asturias grow to considerable 
size: they universally supply the place of horses for 

A 
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ASTURIAS. : 2 
Asturias, icultural uses. Martial and Silius both speak of limits the quantity of agricultural produce ; never _ Asturias. 
—o i gr ncaa horses. It does not appear, however, that theless wheat, rye, barley, and maize, are culavated ——, 

are at this day equal celebrated. with success, and another kind of corn called escanda, so. 
Asturias containa bishopric, 668 parishes, 28 affording white flour of good quality. "Two crops in jure. 

ty 

239 tablishments. The total population is about 350,000 case barley follows either maize or flax. But the 
Besides dignitaries of the church, the num- operations of the pedsantry are ude and unskilful. 

of religious, including 200 nuns, is 2858, whichis Their ploughs are ill constructed, being adapted only 
less in proportion than in some other parts of Spain. to scratch the ground, which rather requires a deep 
From the nature of the climate, the mode of life pur- furrow ; and their harrows have no iron. These are 
sued, and eertain predisposing causes, the people are used only for nraize, as the wheat and barley never 
subject to many. severe diseases, such as fevers, drop-  undergo-harrowing. Their cart wheels are made of 
sy, scro a , and others. The malde planks, and are fashioned without spokes; and the 

¥ rosa attacks the back of the hands, the insteps, and axles, to which no grease is applied, are eight or ten 
Disease, the neck, where it descends to part of the breast, but inches in diameter. An immoderate degree of friction, 

leaves the rest of the body free. At first it appears produced by such a clumsy apparatus, is increased by 
red, attended with pain and heat, and ends in scurf. the most injudicious expedients. In some of the ra- 
Vertigo and delirium succeed in the progress of the vines of the mountains, horizontal water wheels are 
disease, and another extraordinary symptom, consist- seen driving the mills. Very considerable quantities 
ing in a peculiar propensity of the patientsto drown of fruit are gathered throughout the principality, and 
themselves. The disease disappears in summer, and much cyder is made from the apples, “This is — Sqga'eies 
returns in spring: it may be cured by gentle medi- tained to be inferior to English cyder, fortwo reg- ©” 
cines, but if neglected, terminates in scrofula, maras- sons; first, because the inhabitants neither suffi. 
ma, melancholy, and insanity. The inhabitants. are cient attention to the proper selection of fruit, nor ta ~ 
also grievously afflicted with leprosy, for which there the treatment of the liquor; and secondly, because 
are no less than 20 hospitals in the Asturias. Some _ its quality is impaired b> the extreme humidity of the 
labouring under it are covered with adry whitescurf, climate. There are some vineyards, but no wine is 
and look like so many millers: some have the skin made from their produce. ‘Though the Asturias 
almost black, full of wrinkles, and covered with a chiefly consist of successive mountains, there are se- 
loathsome crust : some have one leg and thigh swol- _veral extensive pastures, grazed by numerous flocks of 
len to an enormous degree, with many pustules and sheep and cattle. ; 
ulcers; while in others, especially women, the swelling The whole commerce of the Asturias is inconsi- Commerce- 
seizes one hand or the face, and hardly leavesthe hu- derable: the imports are linen, woollen stuffs, and 
man features discernible. Certain patients, again, hardware goods; the exports, fruit, cyder, and mill- 
amidst the variety which this disease assumes, have stones. ‘There are eighteen sea-ports on the coast, 
carbuncles as large as hazel nuts all over the surface some of them so unimportant as hardly to be known 
of the body. : by name. They send out shipping to France and 

State ofthe _ Formerly the lower classes were in a condition but England for articles which the province requires. 
peasautry. little better than bondage. Now, however, they are Formerly their whole trade was engrossed by the 

monasteries and nunneries, and 13 other religious es- 

not adscriptt glebe, because a great portion of the 
peasantry abandon their native soil in quest of em- 
ployment, and are absent even for whole years. Du- 
ring the interval, the ground which they would have 
hat to labour, is cultivated by their wives. An in- 
dulgence is shewn to tenantry here, of which we have 
hitherto found no example m other countries, and 
which we can scarce reconcile with our notions of 
the right of property in land. A landlord in the 
Asturias, as elsewhere, .could remove his tenants 
at the expiry of their leases; but a royal ordi- 
nance interposed in the year 1755, stating, that 
the principal cause why agriculture declined was 
the unlimited power of landlords to eject their 
tenants at the termination of their leases: and it 
declared, that thenceforward, if a farmer cultivated 
his lands properly, and was in no considerable arrear, 
he should neither be removed, nor have the rent raised. 
Both landlord and tenant were empowered to appeal 
to skilful persons, in order that the value of the farm 
might be ascertained; or to fix the compensation 
which a tenant on quitting it should receive for the 
improvements he had made. The chief estates of 
tlie Asturias are said to be in the hands of 80 fami- 
lies, and those of the next degree belong to the clergy. 

The great extent of surface Secdieied hey mountains, 

one year are obtained from the low lands, in which 

Dutch, but is now partitioned among other countries, 
The difficulty of intercourse with the rest of Spain, 
undoubtedly restricts the commerce of the Asturias ; 
and the roads in general are represented as frightful. 
There is only ove great road leading from Madrid to 
Oviedo, which traverses this principality: the rest 
are bye roads, many of them almost impracticable 
even by a foot passenger. A road runs along the 
coast forty leagues, or nearly the whole length of the 
principality. iF its course the traveller has ‘to pass 
thirty-one rivers, only ten of which have bridges. 
Five of these are crossed in boats; the remainder 
must be forded. The dangers of attempting this 
road on-harseback, can be but imperfectly conceived. 
Sometimes the traveller finds himself on the summit 
of lofty mountains, then in dark and narrow vales ; 
next~buried in the thickest woods, or journeying 
along the edge of naked precipices. But to com- 
pensate for his difficulties, the true picture of the 
country is disclosed to his view, here consisting of 
hills whose tops are covered with snow, while the 
greenest pasture is seen below; and there of rocks,, 
cascades, and natural fountains, or fields in a rich 
state of cultivation. 

There are several edifices of Gothic architecture Remains of 
in the Asturias. Not, far from Caugas de Onis, is antiquity). 



Asturias. 

‘ Ags 
the monastery of St Peter Villanosa, said to oc- 
cupy the site of a palace belonging to Alphonso I. 
the son of Favila, prince of Oviedo. Here there is 
a Gothic areade, eiireng: proofs of great antiquity, 
which is reputed to have been the entrance to the 
chapel of e. At the of the:church are 
sculptured the tragical incidents attending the death 

” of the prince Favila, who while hunting was torn to 

Character 
of the peo- 
ple. 

pieces by a wild boar, in 738. 
have been found near pee ah 

In regard to the lijstory of the Asturias, it appears 
that Rigas a: ineffectual attempts to subdue 
them. Florus describes a great body of Asturians 
descending from the mountains, and boldly attackin 
the Roman camp. The enga: nt was long an 
bloody, and the victory uncertain. When the Moors 
struggled for the conquest of Spain, and gained a 
decisive battle at Keres de la Frontera, in 711, the 
Asturians received Pelayo and the other Christians, 
who escaped the force of their arms. The Moors 
found an impenetrable barrier in the mountains sur- 
purses this province. Their cavalry, which con- 
trib so much to their successes in the low ceun- 
tries, was of little use; and after being exposed to 
various attacks from the Asturians, they judged it 
expedient to retreat to a distance from the mountains. 
Pelayo, protected by their fastnesses, here laid the 
foundation of the Spanish monarchy ; his posterity 
waged constant war with the Moors, but it was only 
after a contest of several successive centuries, that 
they were able to effect their expulsion. From that 
zra the Asturians derived those privileges of nobility 
which they still retain: the inhabitants of Ansena 
are distinguished from the rest of their countrymen, 
by the title of Z//ustrious Mountaineers. 'The two 
provinces of Asturias were erected into a principality, 
and the oldest son of the Catholic king, under the 
late dynasty, has from the year 1388 bore the title 
of Prince of Asturias. 

The character of the Asturians seems formed, in a 
great measure, from local circumstances. Extreme 
simplicity of dress and manners prevail: the women 
use no artificial decorations, trusting only to what na- 
ture has bestowed. Shegemie are distinguished for 
honour, probity, and candour; every thing bespeaks 
their remoteness from the more sociable and civilized 
districts of the kingdom: they are warmly attached 
to their country, faithful to their rulers, and passive 
to the laws. hey are zealous, perhaps it may be 
affirmed. superstitious, in matters of religion ; and in- 
herit a degree of co frequently the characteris- 
tic of mountaineers. Dasboanery is said to be quite 
unknown among them. Yet notwithstanding such qua- 
lifications, they are accused of dullness, and the want 
of vivacity, which we may probably ascribe to the 
interru intercourse subsisting between those who 
dwell in wild and uncultivated regions. ‘However, 
they should probably prize their situation, though 
the source of so many disadvantages, as it removes 
them from the impression of those convulsions to 
which a province more populous, civilized, and ac- 
cessible, would be exposed. 

The state of the sciences is at the lowest ebb in 
the Asturias: medicine in icular, as now prac- 
tsed, is less calculated to effect a cure than to en- 

Roman antiquities 

: AT H 
danger life. Hence a modertauthor, in speaking of 
the frequency of palsy, observes, “ The physician 
has such a dread of palsy, that he bleeds his patient 
into a dropsy, or-leaves him to‘languish between life 
and death, a prey to the most gleomy of all diseases 
to which humanity is subject.” See Bourgoing 
Tableau de Espagne Moderne, tom. 2. p. 162. 
Townsend’s Travels in Spain, vol. i. ii. Laborde’s 
View of Spain, vol. ii. Bleau’s Atlas, tom. 8. Ma- 
riana Historia de Espana. {c - 
ASTYAGES, the last king-of Media. See He- 

rodotus, lib. i. cap. 74, '75 ; Pausanias, lib. v. cap., 
10; Justin, lib. v. cap. 45 and Univers. Hist. vol. v. 
p- 40, 47, note (C); 170, (B), &c. See also Mepra 
and Persra. (w 
AASTYANAX, the son of Hector and Andro- 

mache, who was saved by his mother from the flames 
of Troy. His superiority to Hector having ‘been 
predicted by one of the soothsayers, the Greeks ate 
said to have determined his destruction, and Ulysses 
to have precipitated him from the Trojan walls. See 
the Iliad, lib. vi. v. 400, lib. xxii. v. 500.3 the 
fEneid, lib. ii. v. 487. lib. iti, v. 489; and Ovid’s 
Metamorph. xiii. v. 415. = r 
ASYLUM, from the Greek acvdov, sanctuary, 

or place of refuge. See Sanctuary, where this 
subject will be discussed at some length. (j 
ASYMPTOTE, is aline which, being indefinitely 
duced, continually approaches another line also 

indefinitely produced, so that the two lines never 
meet, though their distance may be less than any 
assignable magnitude. See Conic Sxcrions and 
Curves. (0 
ATAHUALPA, one of the kings of Quito. 

See Robertson’s History ef America, vol. iii. p. 29 5 
and pore ~ 
ATALANTIS. See Arzanrts. 
ATE, from «raw, the same as the goddess of dis- 

cord among the Latins. She was regarded as the 
daughter of Jupiter, and the author of all evil. She 
raised such commotions in heaven, that Jupiter drag- 
ged her away by the hair, and threw her headlong to 
the earth. See the I/iad, lib. xix. v. 195. (/) 
ATERGATIS, Arareatis, or Dercero, one 

of the goddesses of the Syrians, whom they repre- 
sented like a mermaid,*@ith the head and chest of a 
woman, but with the rest of the body like a fish. 
According to some, she was the Babylonian and As- 
syrian Venus, and, like the Astarte of the Pheni- 
cians, had her origin from Semiramis, the foundress 
of Babylon. See Strabo, lib. xvi. p. 748. ; Pliny’s 
Nat. Hist. lib. y. cap. 23.3 Macrobius’ Saturnalia, 
lib. i, cap. 23. ; Manilius’ Astron. iv. ; and Bryant’s 
Ancient Mythol. vol. ii. p. 298. (w) 
ATHABASCA, the name of a territory, lake, 

and river, in North America. The inhabitants of 
this territory carried their furs to Fort-Churchill, 
Hudson’s Bay, till the year 1782; but, since that 
time, their trading establishment has been on the 
north side ef the river La Pluie, where the inhabi- 
tants of Montreal repair to exchange their commodi- 
ties. See Mackenzie’s Voyages, Introd. p. 56, &c. 

(w) 
ATHAMANES, the name of an ancient people 

who inhabited Athamania, in Epirus. They seem 

Astyages 

Athamanes. 
——— 



Athamanta 

i] 
Athanasius. 

ATH 
to have existed a century before the Trojan war, and 
to have preserved their name and customs in the days 
of Alexander. Tt is said that there was a fountain 
in their territories, the waters of which became so 
sulphureous during the last quarter of the moon, that 
they burned wood. See Strabo, lib. vii. 3 Pliny, 
lib, ii. cap. 103.; Pompon. Mela. lib. ii. cap. 3.5 
and Ovid’s Metamorph. xv. v. 311. (7) 
ATHAMA NTA, a genus of plants of the class 

Pentandria, and order Digynia. See Borany. (w) 
ATHAMAS, king of Thebes. See Apollodo- 

rus, lib. i. cap. 7, and 9.; Pausan. lib. ix. cap. 34. ; 
Hygin. Fab. 1, 2, 5.3 and Lempricre’s Classical 
Dictionary. (j) 
ATHANASIA, a genus of plants of the class 

Syngenesia, and order Polygamia Aiqualis. Sec 
Borany. (w 
ATHANASIUS, Sarn7, flourished in the fourth 

eentury, and was the renowned champion of ortho- 
doxy against the Arians. We have no certain ac- 
counts of his parentage; and all that we know of 
his younger years, is, that he was a native of Egypt, 
and probably distinguished by his proficiency in theo- 
logical learning. fre accompanied the bishop of 

exandria to the council of Nice, in the capacity of 
secretary ; and though then only a deacon, distinguish- 
ed himself greatly by his zeal and his eloquence against 
Arius, and his party. He recommended himself so 
much te his patron and employer, that, in the year 
$26, he succeeded him in the see of Alexandria, by 
his special nomination. He immediately devoted his 
time and his talents to a zealous support of the ca- 
tholic doctrine of the Trinity, against the innovations 
of Arius; and never had any cause a more intrepid 
advocate. He was five times driven into exile, or 
forced to abdicate his episcopal see, by the intrigues 
of his enemies ; but his zeal was never diminished by 
his misfortunes, and he at last triumphed over all his 
opponents, dying in quiet possession of his see in the 
year 373. e was first banished by the Emperor 
Constantine, on the unfounded accusation of detain- 
ing at Alexandria the ships which supplied Constan- 
tinople with corn. The place of his exile was 'Treves, 
in Gaul, where he remained about eighteen months, 
when he was honourably restored to his see by an 
edict of Constantius. coéncil of Arian bishops, 
held at Antioch, represented this restoration of Atha- 
nasius as an encroachment on synodical authority, 
and confirmed his former deposition. Upon this he 
fled to Julius, bishop of Rome, and was patronized 
by the Emperor Constans, who threatened to make 
war on his brother Constantius if Athanasius was not 
restored. The eastern emperor complied with this 
demand; but Athanasius was soon assailed by the 
violence of his adversaries, and, being again deprived 
of his episcopal authority, was forced to seek an asy- 
lum ‘in the desert of Thebais, where he remained un- 
heard of for the space of six years. He was again 
restored to his see under Julian, and afterwards ba- 
nished by the same emperor, to whom he was parti- 
cularly obnoxious. He was afterwards restored by 
Jovian, and again banished by Valens; he was finally 
restored under the latter emperor, and ended his days 
in tranquillity. 

The character of Athanasius is thus drawn by 

4 

his first book « ene the Gentiles ;”? «¢ A 

A TH 
Gibbon, who cannot be supposed partial to his te- 
nets: ** Amidst -the prot persecution, he was 
patient of labour ; jealous of fame ; careless of safety : 
and though his mind was tainted by the contagion 
fanaticism, Athanasius displayed a superiority of cha- 
racter and abilities, which would have qualified him, 
mich better than the degenerate sons of Constantine, 
for the government of a great empire. His learnin 
was much less profound and extensive than that o 
Eusepius of Cesaria, and his rude eloquence could - 
not be compared with the polished oratory of Gre- 
gory, or Basil; but whenever the primate of Egypt 
was called upon to justify his sentiments, or his .con- 
duct, his unpremeditated style, either of speaking or 
writing, was clear, forcible, and persuasive.?? - 

Eusebius Renaudotus, in his history of the Pa- 
triarchs of Alexandria, has collected all the accounts 
which oriental writers give of Athanasius; and the 
celebrated Bernard Montfaucon has published a splen- 
did edition of his works, in three valued folio. His 
works consist chiefly of apologies for himself, or in- 
vectives against his enemies, The most valuable are, 

lo- 
gies ;’’ ‘* Letter to those who lead a Monastic Life ;” 
“ Letters to Serapion;’’ Conference: with: the 
Arians,”’ &c. &c. Dupin and Cave have enumera- 
ted both the genuine and the spurious works: of 
Athanasius. For an account of what is commonly 
called the Athanasian Creed, see Creeps See Gib- 
bon’s Hist. vols. iii. and iv. Lardner’s Works, vol. iv. . 
v 

) THANOR, or AcANoR, a species of furnace 
used by the alchemists in the tedious processes, by 
means of which they expected to produce the pre- 
cious from the baser metals. It is derived gom 
elaveros, immortal, denoting its property of maintain- 
ing a» long continued heat with 
means of a magazine of fuel connected with it. This 
instrument is now superseded by furnaces of a more 
useful kind. 
ATHAPUSCOW, or Stave Lake, the name 

of a large lake in North America, about 120 leagues 
long, and 20 wide, It is variegated with a number 
of islands covered with trees, and abounds in various 
kinds of fish. It is connected by rivers with a great 
number of smaller lakes to the east and north of it, 
and with the North Sea by Mackenzie’s River. Ac- 
cording to some maps, it is separate from Slave Lake, 
and lies to the south of it. N. Lat. 61°, and be- 
tween the parallels of 112° and 120° west. (w) 
ATHEISM, (from @ priv. and @es, God,) may 

be defined to be, the total want of religious principle. 
The word is ey employed by modern wri- 

ters to signify, the absolute denial of an Intelligent 
First Cause. This has been called pure atheism. 
But we conceive, that those who habitually doubt 
this fundamental doctrine, or who object to all the 
proofs which have ever been offered in its support, 
must be considered as subjecting themselves to the 
same charge, although they may not have arrived at 
such a degree of hardiness, as formally to avow their 
unqualified disbelief. Lord Shaftesbury thinks it 
hard that any man should be pronounced an atheist, 
whose whole thoughts are not steadily and invariably 
bent, at all times, and in all circumstances, against 

out attendance, by, 

= — whe 



Atheism. every supposition of desi 
——_ reason, no man can be 
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in things. For the same 
atheist, who is not uni- 

formly and constantly convinced that an omnipo- 
tent sa has produced the universe; and, if this 

. language be admitted, we know not what name to 
assign to those who fluctuate in their opinions con- 
cerning the origin of the world. We cannot form a 
conception of the incongruous combination which 
his lip calls a mixture of theism and atheism,— 
a co-operation of God and chance. 

The app@Jation Atheist may, we think, be ap- 
i oe ice ; propriety, first, to those who pre- - 

tend that they are unable to discover any evidences 
of wise design in the formation of the universe; se- 
condly, to + who not only withhold their assent, 
but decidedly maintain, that there are no such evi- 
dences ; and, thirdly, to those who undertake to ac- 
count for the origin of things without having re- 
course to the agency of mind. We would extend 
the term still farther: To those who have no idea of 
God at all, if any such persons there be; and also to 
those whose notions of the creating or superintend- 
ing mind, are completely incompatible with every 
datieiade of Deity which has been given by enlight- 
ened reason. He who admits that the world exhi- 
bits marks of contrivance, and that inconceivable 
ower must have been exerted in bringing it into ex- 

istence, but at the same time denies, or refuses to re- 
ise, the moral attributes of the Supreme Being, 

is to be accounted an atheist, inasmuch as he does 
not believe in a Being possessed of those excellencies, 
which are as essential to the idea of a Divinity as 
eternity, ubiquity, and omnipotence. If ‘there be 
such an opinion as what has been called perfect De- 
“monism, belief in a malignant first principle, we 
hesitate not to rank it among the modifications of 
atheism. 

- Though this is not the usual acceptation of the 
word, it is sanctioned by many great authorities. 
The ancient Stoics applied the name Atheists equally 
to those who acknowledged no God, and to those 
who thought or spoke in terms repugnant to the di- 
vine perfection,—sos +¢ barring Sei Avyousvors. St 
Paul, in writing to the =— converts, formerly 
the votaries of Diana, sses them as having late- 
ly been 25:0: & cw xocuw, atheists in the world, be- 
cause they had paid their adorations to bein gs who, in 
the characters ascribed to them, were devoid of eve- 
poem of divinity,—rois pon Ques over Seo1s. 'T'o 

same De 5 Dr Clarke expresses his opinion, 
that all who deny the principal attributes of the di- 
vine nature are to be numbered among the atheists. 
In this particular, the language of Mr Thtae coincides 
with that of these Christian writers. All polytheists 
and idolaters, he remarks, are to be considered as 
superstitious atheists, because they acknowledged no 
being who corresponds with our idea of Deity. The 
fathers of the Christian church branded all the idol- 
atrous Gentiles with this reproachful term ; and they, 
in _— = oe corse as Justin Mar- 
tyr declare; ‘in hi Yi—ePe0s nenrnueda, &e. 
Both parties nibrkeied « on the supposition, that the 
objects of worship, to whom their adversaries render- 
ed homage, were unworthy of the name of gods; the 
former abhorring the heathen deities as vanities and 

dumb idols; and the latter deriding the proselytes 
of the new faith for setting up Zoe daimova, strange 
and unheard of demons, because they spoke of Jesus 
and Anastasis (the resurrection ). 

Those who, in their moral conduct, give no evi- 
dence of their belief in a superior power, or, in other 
words, who act as if there were no Ged, are gene- 
rally denominated practical atheists. In this sense, 
Sophocles, Plato; and other ancient writers, apply 
the term to those impious persons who neglect the 
institutions of divine worship, and contemn the obli- 
gations of morality. 

It has often been questioned, whether a specula- 
tive or contemplative atheist ever existed; and it is 
generally admitted that the instances have been rare, 
in which men have so completely divested themselves 
of the original feclings of the mind, as to take refuge 
in absolute atheism. Cicero says, that there never 
wasa man who constantly and absolutely denied a God. 
If this assertion be well founded, there can be no 
atheists, according to the definition of Shaftesbury 
and others. All must be exempt from the charge, 
in whose minds the opinion is not coeval with the 
very dawn of intelligence, and all who, at the close 
of life, may haye been led, either by some undefined 
terror, or by the importunity of others, to acknow- 
ledge, that their belief was the same with that of other 
men. Our opinion is, that, in strict propriety of 
language, the term atheist must comprehend all who 
are not theists,—all who do not ascribe the forma- 
tion and government of the world to an intelligent 
power. In the whole compass of the Pagan history, 
we find no unequivocal trace of what can, with any 
degree of correctness, be:named polytheism, or the 
bel ef in a plurality of uncreated, self-existent beings, 
the authors and preservers of the world. The opi- 
nion of Zoraster and the Magi concerning a good and 
an evil-principle, commonly called the system of the 
Manichsans, is the nearest approach to a scheme 
of polytheism. But itappears to be universally admit- 
ted, that the Pagan deities were never regarded by 
their worshippers as the creators or governors of all 
nature; and indeed Aristotle proves the impossibi- 
lity of conceiving a number af ‘aries self-existent 
beings. ‘T’hese imaginary divinities were either the 
animating spirits which impelled the heavenly bodies, 
or they were the souls of good men and heroes de- 
parted, or the invisible tutelary powers which watch- 
ed over particular regions and individuals, or they 
were abstract qualities personified, as health, tempe- 
rance, fame, or last of all, they were merely a diver- 
sity of appellations referring to the same object. 
This last Cudworth calls Polyonomy. The religion 
of the ancients consisted chiefly (or entirely, as Bry- 
ant says,) in Awimovearargsia, the worship of deified 
mortals, as mediators between heaven and earth; and, 
we may add, the invocation of the genti, the ares, or 
penates, who may be considered in the same light. 
Some of them believed, that these various divinities 
were all subordinate to One Supreme. his was a 
modification of theism. A great proportion, how- 
ever, of the people could not be viewed as theists. 

Atheisn 
— 

Addicted to idolatry, or rather to demonolatry, they 
rendered homage, and addressed their prayers, to be- 
ings who had no concern in the creation of the world, 
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Atheism. and whom they believed to have sprung, like them- Till the time of Anaxagoras, the leaders of the Atheism. 
“—v———"’_ selves, from the air, or the ocean. Ionic school were atheists in the strictest sense of “—\—~ 

Sentiments like these we find in the most ancient 
poets of Greece. Thus Homer says, Qxsaver v6 Seay 
vyincin, xces penrige TaSvr. Hesiod is less distinct ; but 
he ascribes the same origin to gods and men, ‘Qs; 
opcodey yeyectes S201 Svezos + dv9eax0%. The scholiast 
explains sgotsy,—'sx rou dvrev yvevs. Aristophanes 
says, that Love, the offspring of Night and Chaos, ge- 
nerated all the gods, as well as other animals. xgwrégoy 
D ovx ix yaves adavarar, wei Egos curseitey amavre. Pin- 
dar also says, “Ev év8eay, &y Seay yev0s. We could quote 
many other expressions from the poets, which even 
the ingenuity of Aristotle has failed to reconcile with 
the principles of theism. Lenginus, speaking of the 

ross ideas of the Deity conveyed by Homer, ac- 
Enceisiges that they are completely atheistical— 
mwavramacsy cba. 
We are aware, however, that the same writers = 
ar elsewhere to recognise a sovereign God, as the 

father of all inferior ‘Fvinities, and the ruler of na- 
ture. But as the expressions of the poets are very 
unsatisfactory, let us inquire how far the opinions of 
the philosophers were rational and consistent. 

If we recur to the earliest times, we are compelled 
to acknowledge, that the notions of the wise men, as 
they were called, were at least as chimerical and false 
as atheism itself; and in the more enlightened periods, 
we are mortified to find, that though there were a 
few who ascribed the formation of worlds to a Su- 
preme Mind, there was not one: who honoured him 
as the original creator of matter itself. The sub- 
stance of which all things are framed, was supposed, 
by the theists, to be co-etérnal with the prime mover, 
who bestowed on it form, and life, and activity. In 
vain do we look for the belief in a Being who gave 
origin to all dependent existences; and if the crea- 
tion of matter itself is to be considered as an essential 
attribute of the divinity, we must admit that it does 
not seem to have entered into the conceptions of the 
founders of any of the schools. It is perfectly evi- 
dent, that Anaxagoras, Plato, and Aristotle, the three 
greatest luminaries of Athens, held the eternity of 
matter, and applied the incontrovertible axiom, no- 
thing can proceed from nothing, to prove that to 
the production of the present system, the pre-existence 
of a material cause was not less necessary, than the 
pre-existence of an omnipotent energy or mind. 

For an account of the opinions of other Grecian 
theologists, we would willingly refer to Cicero’streatise 
De Natura Deorum ; but we must caution our readers 
against relying implicitly.on his authority. His enu- 
meration isnot complete, and his view of the different 
systems is not only incorrect, but sometimes contra- 
dictory. Neither can we vouch for the accuracy of 
the laborious Cudworth, who, in his attempt to 
overthrow the different atheistical hypotheses, was 
anxious to avail himself of every expression in the 
writings of the ancients which could be interpreted 
so as to support his peculiar system. Bayle and 
Lord Bolingbroke have many observations on the 
subject, but they also had preconceived notions to 
support. : 

the word. There is some doubt with regard to 
Thales, whose language is extremely ambiguous; 
but the tenets of his immediate followers, ‘iman- 
der and Anaximenes, are decidedly hostile to the sup- 
pees that mind was the first principle of thin 

there were gods, they were either air itself, or the 
progeny of air. Diogenes Apolloniates held a simi- 
ar opinion, which approached very nearly to the 
system of Spinoza. 
We shall only mention the names of Democritus, 

Leucippus, Diagoras, Protagoras, Epicurus, Theo- 
dorus, Strato of Lampsacus, Eumerus, Hippo, and 
Bion of Borysthenes ; all of whom either rej the 
belief in God altogether, or insisted that it was un- 
necessary to have recourse to this supposition in or- 
der to account for the formation ‘of dine; or at 
least professed themselves unable to perceive any evi- 
dences that a God exists. 
At a period equally ancient, Confucius, though he 

spoke sometimes of the Spirit of Heaven, is general- 
ly believed to have propagated an atheistical creed 
among his followers, insomuch that from his time the. 
literati of China have been considered as a race of 
atheists. It is alleged by others, that Foé, before his 
death, revealed to a few disciples his secret doctrine, 
that inanity and vacuity were the principles of all 
things; and this incomprehensible dogma having 
transpired, is said to have given rise to the infidel no- 
tions of the philosophers. Couplet the Jesuit en- 
deavours to vindicate Confucius from the charge, and 
Sir William Jones subscribes to the opinion of that 
missionary ; but we must own, that neither in. the 
writings of Confucius, nor in the religious worship of 
the people, is there any trace of a belief in a Supreme 
God, or in any powers much superior to human be-. 
ings. Sir William Temple is said to have been a 
follower of Confucius, and to have believed that this 
world existed in its present form from all eternity. 

In modern times, the systems of Spinoza and 
Hobbes have been the most remarkable. The fol- 
lowers of the former call themselves Pantheists, as 
they maintain God and the universe to be the same. 
The most impious among them were Meier a phy- 
sician, Lucas, also a physician, Count Boulaiovilhies, 
and John Toland. 
Among modern atheists we may also mention 

Barbara, the wife of the Emperor Sigismund, a 
rare instance, says Bayle, of such an error being 
maintained by a woman. Averroés, Campanella, the 
Popes Leo X. and Clement VII., Czsalpinus, Des 
Barreaux, and Charron, have also been accused by 
different writers ; but with what degree of justice, we 
do not pretend to decide. We know well, that the 
following parece suffered death for their erted 
zeal in endeavouring to disseminate atheistical prin- 
ciples. Giordano Bruno, the author of many im- 
pious works, was burnt at Rome in 1600,* Vanini. 
was burnt at Toulouse, in 1629, and to the last mo- 
ment obstinately adhered to the profession of his un- 
belief. Casimir Leszynski, a Polish knight, was 
burnt at Warsaw in 1689, and, after the body was 

* Hiiet and others have said, that Des Cartes borrowed many of his sentiments from this man. 
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Abbetem. consumed, his ashes were collected and shot from 

———" the mouth of a cannon. Cosmo Ru: eri, a Floren- 

tine, one of the most audacious infidels of any age, 

died at Paris in 1615, uttering the most horrible im- 

ieti Ve might have mentioned also, that among 

tte pre Recta ras and Diagoras, followers..of 
‘and Theodorus one of the Cyrenaic 

sect, were accounted martyrs for atheism, The first 
was banished, the second condemned and obliged to 
flee from his country, and the last underwent the 
punishment @8 death. Ba, ‘es ‘ 

It has been common to reduce this variety of profes- 
sed atheists to a few general classes. Inthe first volume 
of Observationes Select. ad Rem. lit. Spectant. it is said 
that there were three degrees of atheism one. the 
ancients. 1. The denial of the existence of God: 
2. Denying that the world is the work of the God 
or Gods who are acknowledged: and, 3. Asserting 

that God, in creating the world, was moved, not by 

his own free will, but’ by the invincible necessity of 
nature. Under the last head, Aristotle and the 
Stoics are comprehended. ma 
We sp hs general terms refer all atheists to two 

principal divisions, those who accounted for the pre- 
sent system of things on the supposition of chance, 
and those who ascribed all things to fate. Cudworth 
subdivides these classes into four; two of whom be- 
lieved matter to be animated, and the two others in- 
animate. "The first class were the Hylozoists, or Stra- 
tonici, (so named from Strato of Lampsacus, ). who 
beli all the particles of matter to have life essen- 
tially, though without sense or knowledge. Hobbes 
is supposed to have borrowed some of his notions 
from this school A second scheme, called the 
Pseudo-Zenonian, or Stoical, supposes the universe 
to be disposed and ordered by one regular and me- 
thodical, but senseless plastic nature. Seneca, and 
the younger Pliny, appear to have adopted this opi- 
nion. The third form, denominated the Hylopathian, 
or Anazimandrian, resolves every thing into van», mat- 
ter, and its x#Si«, affections, forms, and qualities. 
This was the unintelligible language of the Ionic phi- 
losophers, The last form, the Democritic system of 
atoms, is by far the most considerable, and the best 
known, Sty in consequence of its having been 
-adopted by Epicurus, ‘and illustrated by Lucretius 
in one Of the most beautiful productions of the Ro- 
man muse,—the poem De Rerum Natura. The An- 
aximandrian and Democritic atheists derive all things 
from a fortuitous nature, and assert the eternity of 
matter, but not of the world. The Stratonical and 
Stoical atheists suppose some life to be fundamental 
and original, ingenerable and incorruptible; but they 
do not admit that it possesses consciousness or per- 

All these sects, it will be observed, undertook to 
solve the phenomena of nature by means of hypothe- 
ses, which excluded the operation, of ee ; but 
which, it must at once be perceived, were altogether 
unsusceptible of proof. Modern atheists have in 
Cs ay been more cautious. ‘They have contented 
themselves with endeavouring to refute the argu- 
ments on which the belief in a Deity is founded ; 
and. some of them have thought it prudent, like the 

aacient Pyrrhonists, to + ada themselves in unli- 

mited scepticism. By the aid of metaphysical sub- 
tleties, they have sometimes confounded the ignorant, 
and -perplexed even the rational believer. But we 
are confident, that the wonderful economy of the 
material world, the evident adaptation of means to 
ends, the mutual subserviency of different parts of na- 
ture, the symmetry, the harmony, the manifest yni- 
ty of design, and the numerous beneficial provisions 
for the accommodation and enjoyment of sentient 
beings, which every moment burst on our notice, 
cannot be contemplated by a sound and reflecting 
mind, without irresistibly impressing a conviction, in- 
comparably more powerful than any of. the transient 
doubts, resulting from objections which insinuate that 
all our knowledge is delusive. 

If the indications of design be so abundant, and if 
the idea of Deity be so natural and obvious, whence 
is it, that a multiplicity of systems have been contris 
ved by speculative men, to account. for the creation 
of the world without the aid of intelligent power ? 
and yrhat have been the causes which have led num- 
bers to embrace these unsatisfactory tenets, or at 
least to reject the belief in a God? Lord Bacon 
says, in one part of his writings, that the principal 
causes of atheism are curious controversies, and pro- 
fane scoffing. In another place he adds to these, the 
unworthiness of. priests, and. what he calls learned 
times, especially when attended with peace and pros- 
pemeye He says also, that atheism proceeds from 
olly and ignorance ; because, though in the thresh- 
hold of philosophy, the mind, dwelling on second 
causes, may be apt to overlook the first cause, yety 
by proceeding farther, and marking the dependence 
and concatenation of the great series of. causes, we 
are brought to believe that the highest link is. fixed 
to the tbrarie of God. These,.and Similar expres 
sions which cccur often in the works of this distin- 
guished man, are singular in one respect: For in his 
Essays, he seems to doubt if there were ever any con- 
templative atheists, except perhaps Bias, Diagoras, 
and Lucian ; and yet he is not struck with the in- 
consistency of assigning causes fora phenomenon, the 

Atheism. 
ee 

occurrence of which appeared to be so questionable. | 
He maintains another position, which most: people: 
will think paradoxical: He insists, that the atomical 
school of Democritus and Leucippus, * which is 
most accused of atheism, doth most demonstrate re- 
ligion ;”” because (as is no doubt true) it is incon- 
ceivable that an army of minute particles should have 
produced this orderly and beautiful universe, without 
a divine marshall to allot them their several stations. 
He defends Epicurus against the charge of. atheism 
and of dissimulation ; and yet, amidst all his incredu- 
lity with regard to the existence of atheists, he says, 
that no heretics are more anxious to gain proselytes 
than they, and that they will even euffer in the cause, 
and not recant. We advert to these inconsistences, 
because we have seen the authority of Bacon quoted 
in favour of the opinion, that there can scarcely be a 
contemplative atheist ; whereas it is evident that his 
lordship’s opinion was very fluctuating ; and we may 
have occasion to shew hereafter, that sume of his 
other expressions on the subject are still more apt to 
mislead the inattentive reader. 
We are convinced that atheism must, in all cases, 
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Atheism. irrational savages, have existed, it is said, who had 
—v— never heard the name of a Deity, or even formed the 

idea in their minds; ‘and the creeds of many ancient 
nations present few traces of an enlightened belief. 
But this deplorable ignorance in which they were im- 
mersed, this negative atheism, could never be ex- 
pected to operate as a principle of action, till it grew 
up into that monstrous complication of errors which 
obtains the name of superstition, and which is related 
in the same degree to atheism as mania is to melan- 
choly. 

Bayle has been censured for saying, that there 
have been atheists and Epicureans, who excelled 
most of their idolatrous contemporaries in good mo- 
rals. He vindicates his assertion not only by appeal- 
ing to the testimony of credible writers, but by ac- 
counting for the fact. He shews that other princi- 
ples, besides regard to the will of God, may restrain 
men from gross vices,—the love of praise, the fear of 
infamy, gentleness of natural disposition, and the re- 
straint of human laws. The first which he mentions 
is unquestionably the strongest. The love of repu- 
tation is so powerful, as often to preponderate over 
every other impulse; and it is generally associated, in 
minds of a particular construction, with a romanti¢ 
sense of honour, and a pride of appearing superior to 
the fear of punishment, or the hope of reward.. The 
love of virtue, for its own sake, is much insisted on 
by a certain class of writers, as a principle of the 
highest efficacy; but we cannot ascribe to it any 
very powerful influence over those who have so far 
overcome the native feelings of their minds, as to re- 
fuse to recognise the signatures of wise and benevo- 
lent design, imprinted on every department of nature. 
We shall conclude by observing, that atheism has 

often been punished by the civil power as a crime of 
the most atrocious malignity. Justice and expediency 
equally demand, that — laws relating to. religion 
should be very sparingly enacted. It is certain, that 
no crime can be more malignant than the attempt to 
propagate a belief which is so unfavourable to the 
well-being of human society, the happiness of life, 
and the hopes of futurity. Yet we cannot subscribe. 
to the opinion, that none write so well against atheists 
as those who sign the warrant for their execution. It™ 
is always dangerous to punish men for sentiments 
which may be construed by others into a tendency to 
atheism. Whoever reflects on the condemnation of 
Anaxagoras, and the martyrdom of Socrates, will 
tremble at the prospect of having such a power lod- 
ged in the hands either of magistrates or churchmen, 
except when the impiety has been so audacious and 
unreserved, that there can be no room for hesitating 
concerning its reality. In such a case as this, when 
the denial of a God is openly avowed, we believe the 
most suitable punishmest would be to devote the of- 
fender, as. a dangerous maniac, to solitary confine- 
ment. \ Nothing but insanity of understanding, or 
still greater oe of heart, can prompt any man 
to the atrocity of saying deliberately, there is no 
God ; thus endeavouring to dissolve the firmest ties of 
morality, ta abolish the strongest bonds of social 
order, and to rob the pious mind of its sweetest solace 
under the vexations oi life, and of the animating pro- 
spect into the world to come. 

10 ATH 
We have powely omitted ‘taking notice of the 
objections which have been urged by some late scep- 
tical writers against the argument for a Deity. They 
will come under our review with ter iety, 
when we give an account of the lives and opinions of 
these authors. We have also passed over a number 
of particulars which we intended to adduce in sup-' 
port of the opinion we have advanced with regard to 
the doctrines of the persons whom we have named as 
atheists. We have even shortened the list consider- 
ably, that the article might not swell beyond the 
bounds we had prescribed to it. » i 
We subjoin a short list of authors, whose writings 

are calculated to act as an antidote to the poison of 
atheism. e, ; 

Galen de Usu Partium. Derham :Physico-Theo- 
logy. Ray, Wisdom of God. —Clarke’s Demonstra- 
tion. Boyle of Final Causes. Bentley: and others 
Sermons at Boyle’s Lectures. Foster on Nat, Reli- 
gion. Abernethy on the Attributes. Paley’s Na- 
tural Theology. . ( ») : 
ATHELING, rom the Saxon e@thel, noble, 

was the title given by the Saxons to the presumptive 
heir of the crown. (7). ; 
. ATHEL or Zruenincay Istez, or the Istz or 
Noses, a piece of risin nd in Somersetshire; 
formed into an island by the junction of the Thone 
with the Parrot, a little below Staunton. It is ce-- 
lebrated as the asylum of King Alfred for nearly 
twelve months, lala the king: was overrun by 
the Danes. From this places defended by marshes 
and inaccessible roads, Alfred made frequent sallies 
upon the Danes, and subsisted himself and his fol- 
lowers by plunder, till better prospects called: him 
from thie impregnable retreat. In this island Alfred 
afterwards founded a monastery of Benedictine monks, 
and_ conferred upon it very extensive’ privileges. 
Many antiquities were dug up here in 1674. «See 
Hume’s History, chap. ii. p. 83.;:Collinson’s His- 
tory of Somersetshire; and ALFRED.s (7) 6 
. ATHELSTAN, one of the kings of England, 
and natural son of Edward the Elder, succeeded his 
father in 925. See Hume’s History, chap. ii. p. 
106. ; Henty’s History, yol, iii. p. 94. vol. iv. p. 225.5 
and ENGLAND. (w) ’ 
ATHENA, the name of festivals celebrated at 

Athens in honour of Minerva. See PaNATHEN &A. &? 
ATHENA, a genus of plants of the class Oc- 

tandria, and Sioa ian ia. See Borany. (w) 
ATHENZEUM, a pt of public resort at A- 

thens dedicated to Minerva, and frequented by the 
poets, philosophers, and orators, who recited their 
compositions. ‘The Athenza were built in the form 
of an amphitheatre. ‘The most celebrated buildings 
of this kind were at Athens, Rome, and Lyons... (7) 
ATHENAUS, a celebrated Greek grammarian, 

He was born at Naucratis in Egypt, and flourished, 
according to the most probable computation, in the 
beginning of the third "eg Very little further 
s known concerning him. It has been erroneously 
inferred,’ from some passages in his writings, that he 
must have lived to an extreme old age, pres aan 
acquainted with the poet Pancrates, and \Jived after 
the time of Oppian. Now, though the former re- 
ceived some present from the Emperor Hadrian, who 

Atheling 

Athenzus. 
— 
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Adsensits;. died A. D. 138, and the other dedicated a’poem to 
—— Caracalla in the year 204, we see no reason for the 

- of Syria.” 

einference of great age; since Pancrates might have 
lived 40 or 50 years after Hadrian, and since Oppian, 
who died of the plague at the age of 30, could not 
have long’ survived the date of his Halieutics. We 
can infer no more from these data, than that Athe- 
neus was born towards the end of the second century, 
and flourished, not under Marcus Aurelius, as Suidas 

asserts, but in the interval between the reigns of Ca- 
racalla and ian. ; ‘ 
. The works of Athenzus have suffered severely in 
the general wreck of ancient literature. He is sup- 
posed to have written, “ An Account of the Kings 

Vossius thinks that he also wrote a trea- 
tise “ concerning the great commanders of armies.” 
The only work of his which has come down to us, is 
that entitled, «« The Deipnosophists,”’ or “ The Con- 
vivial Men of Learning.”?. This work consisted ori- 
ginally of 15 books ; bat the two first, the beginning 
of the third, and several pages of the 11th and 15th, 

are wanting. . These Tefecick, which occur in all 

the copies of Athenzus, are traced to one common 
source, the ancient Venetian manuscri oo on which 
alone is supposed to have once depended the existence 
of the Dulpecneni cars F Givodaty for the cause of 
literature, a very old, though inaccurate, abridgment 
of Athenzus has been preserved, out of which the 
lacune are tolerably well supplied, and even some false 
readings in the original corrected. This author has 
een most cruelly mangled by the transcribers and 
first editors: on his first appearance scarcely a sen- 

occurred which did not require emendation ; 
and the labour of correcting the poetical quotations, 
which were long written without regard to the divi- 
ion into lines, appeared absolutely hopeless. Casau- 
bon, and other critical pioneers, have wonderfully suc- 
ceeded in clearing this thorny field ; though, it must 
be confessed, ‘it is still far fromy being an agreeable 
walk for an ordinary Greek scholar. 

. The plan of this work is somewhat whimsical, 
Athenzus feigns one Larensius, a learned Roman of 
opulence and taste, to have entertained at a splendid 
feast a company of the most. distinguished literati, 
consisting of poets, physicians,’ lawyers, naturalists, 
and grammarians ; and to. these the different dishes 
and accompaniments serve, in their order, as topics of 
discussion. In this manner the author contrives to 
present, ab ovo sage ad mala, the opinions of the an- 
cients in almost all their arts and sciences. Thus, the 
various kinds of fishes, pot-herbs, and poultry, are 
discussed : in the course of this hodgepodge conver- 
sation, historians, poets; and philosophers, are intro- 
‘duced ; instruments of music, drinking-glasses and 
jokes, some of them not the most seemly, pass. next in 
review ; not to. mention'the disquisitions on regal mag- 
nificence, naval arts, and an iabnity of other subjects, 
The whole of this’ strange production is thrown into 
a dramatic form; by which contrivance Athenzus, 
who was himself one of the Deipnosophists, is enabled 
to pass with facility from one dish ‘to another, and to 
digress with seeming propriety, while replying to the 
remarks and queries of Timocrates, the other speaker 
in the dialogue. 

‘Athenzus, considered as a man of talent and taste, 

A ATHENAUS. UT? 11. 
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mere collector-of lines and sentences, and a plagiarist Aiieesk 
who borrowed whole passages from others to express = 

occupies. but .a low station among the ancients. 

his own meaning, he can be regarded only asa laborious 
unenlightened compiler : ‘ent in this view, there is no’ 
doubt, his cotemporaries considered him. But time 
and accident have conferred on this mechanical writer 
a degree of importance, which has raised him to a level 
with the classics. ‘The crude mass of compilation 
which at one time would scarcely have been noticed, 
is now, from the destruction of better works, become 
a precious mine of information. On examining the 
catalogue of authors. and works consulted by Athe- 
nus in his multifarious researches, as it is drawn up 
by Fabricius, we find some. hundred writers quoted, 
who.no longer exist, and near 2000 pieces referred to, 
of which 800 are dramatic. ‘This wonderful collec- 
tion of literature was accordingly greedily attacked 
by the succeeding bookmakers. Felian frequently 
copies it in silence: Macrobius, in his Saturnalia, 
adopts at once its plan and its materials ; and Suidas 
Eustathius, Stephanus Niger, and many more, have 
pillaged and appropri, with shameless audacity, 
the rich-treasures of Athenzus. , 

Of this author there have not been many editions. 
The first was that of Aldus, in folio, printed at Ve- 
nice, in 1514, Another edition appeared in 1535 at 
Basle, which, like the former, was accompanied with 
neither translation nor notes, and was besides exceed- 
ingly incorrect. The first edition of any value was 
that of Casaubon of 1597, which went through several 
impressions. This edition had the Latin translation 
of Dalechampius, and the admirable annotations of 
Casaubon ; and still further corrected and enlarged, 
it again appeared in 1657, 2 tom. 1 vol. Lugd. which 
is the edition now before us. The Strasburg edition 
of 1801, by Schweighzuser, we have not yet seen. 

There have been several other writers of less note 
who bore the same name. Athenzus the mathema- 
tician, who flourished about A. C. 200, wrote a trea- 
tise on machines, which he dedicated to Marcellus the 
Conqueror of Syracuse, and which still remains. 
Athenzus Attalensis was a physician, who ascribed 
the human pulse to the agency of a spirit, or princi- 
ple of vitality, which he supposed to be a fifth ele- 
ment in nature. ‘He was ana chief of the Pneumatic 
sect, and flourished about the beginning of our era. 

See Atheneus, Ed. Lugd. 1657,p. 1. Suid. Lezic. 
Tan. Fab. ch. 43.  Diction. de Bayle. Fabricii 
Bib. Gree. |. iii. c.. 240 1. iv. c. 20. Ldin. Review, 
vol. iii. & 
ATHENAGORAS, an Athenian philosopher, 

who was converted from paganism to Christianity. 
He flourished after the middle of the second century, 
and was held by his cotemporaries in high estimation 
for his learning, acuteness,and zeal. Having spent his 
youth at Athens in the company of the sages and 
rhetoricians of that period, he removed to Alexandria, 
then.a great theatre of learning. Here our philoso- 
pher keenly entered into the disputes of the time, and’ 
directed the whole torrent of his eloquence and etu- 
dition against Christianity. Deeming it necessary to 
acquire a thorough knowledge of the system which 
he intended to overthrow, he applied himself with 
eagerness to the reading of the scriptures. His can- 
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fully perusing the sacred volume, reflecting on the 
important and long-desired discoveries which it con- 
tains, and weighing impartially the arguments of the 
primitive fathers against the absurdities of polytheism ; 
thistrue philosopher became a convert to the reason 
of his antagonists, and thenceforward became a power- 
ful champion of the cross. He is said to have been 
the founder of the Alexandrian school, and to have 
had Clemens Alexandrinus among his disciples. 

The church being about this time greatly oppress- 
ed in the East, Athenagoras wrote a remonstrance on 
the subject, addressed to the Emperors Marcus Au- 
relius Antoninus, and Lucius Aurelius Commodus. 
‘This remonstrance, containing the principles of Chris- 
tianity, and a justification of secession from paganism, 
was presented, according to the opinion of some wri- 
ters, by Athenagoras in person, who, it is asserted, 
had for that purpose been sent at the head of an em- 
bassy to the imperial court, about A. D. 168. Others 
however reject this opinion, on the grounds that such 
an embassy is not once alluded to in history ; that the 
common title of the piece ( meer pu) is in some manu- 
scripts aworoyi, or “ defence ;” andthateven wgerBee, 
avhich oad signify “request” as well as “ embassy,”’ is 
never app ied to the instructions of an ambassador, but 
to his mission. Be this however as it will, the apology 
orembassy still exists, andis couched in language of con- 
siderable elegance. ‘The frequent inversions and paren- 
theses betray, a little too sensibly, the art of the rheto- 
rician :. the epithets, too, bestowed on the emperors, are 
unwarrantably strained, and bordering even on blasphe- 
my; but with all these defects, which indeed belong 
to the period rather than to the man, the style has 
undoubted pretensions to the character of Attic ; and 
the train of reasoning, abt in exposing the 
pagan superstition, is remarkably forcible and happy. 
Athenagoras wrote also a book on “ The Resurrec- 
tion of the Dead.”? In this treatise, which is also 
preserved, the author properly confines himself chiefly 
to mere reason, since inacontroversy with infidels, an 
appeal to scripture were evidently fruitless. 

he Platonic philosophy influenced, in no small 
degree, the theological tenets of Athenagoras. He 
endeavoured to explain, on the principles of that 
school, the nature of the Deity, the particular energy 
of the Logos in the divine mind, and the eternal and 
necessary coexistence of the Father and the Son. He 
maintained, in opposition to the Peripatetics and 
others, the entire and absolute distinction between 
God and matter; and he supposed that these two 
principles, one spiritual and intelligent, the other im- 
perfect and untractable, were connected by interme- 
diate existences, partaking of the nature of both. 
These beings he chase as good or evil accordin 
us spirit or matter predominated. The evil kind he 
further subdivided into two classes, of which one 
consisted of those angels who originally transgressed 
the divine command-; and the other, of the souls of 
those giants who were produced by the intercourse 
of the angels with the daughters of men. This phi- 
losopher was one of those who recommended and 
practised celibacy as a piece of meritorious mortifica- 

guished the Grecian schools. He never, it is said, 
could sink the lofty philosopher into the plain Chris- 
tian, but retained, even in ai g 
that profession to which he had been educated. 

The two remaining treatises of Athenagoras have 
undergone many impressions, of which the reader 
will find a long list in Fabricius. The best is that 
published at Oxford in 1706. The romance, en- 
titléd, « True and Perfect Love,” has, we know not 
why, been ascribed to the same Athenagoras. It .is 
for the most part but a compilation of passa 
Herodotus, Plutarch, Q. Batter Jamblichus, and 
Heliodorus, and has all the a ce of being the 
production of some modern Greek. There are ten 
or twelve more of the same name mentioned by au- 
thors ; but few of them are of any note. 

See Athenag. Philos. Atheniensis Opera, passim. 
Cave, H. L. “4 i. Fabricii Bidl. Grace v. l. 5. 
Baronii Annal. Eccles. v.ii. Dict.de Bayle. Lard- 
ner’s Works, v. ii. Brucker’s Hist. Philos. by En- 
Field, v. ii. (2) 
ATHENODORUS, an eminent Stoic philoso- 

pher, and the intimate friend of Augustus, 
orn at a village near Tarsus, in Cilicia, whence he 

obtained the surname of Cananita. When young, he 
displayed a remarkable instance of gh apt FM i 
brother being convicted of a crime for which his 
rah was confiscated, Athenodorus gave him the 

hal of his; and overlooking the ingratitude with 
which he received it, continued to treat him with 
unabated kindness. On going to Rome, the excel- 
lence of his character procured for him the friendship 
of Augustus, that discerning patron of merit; who 
loaded him with honours, and made him preceptor to _ 
Tiberius. 

Being indulged by the emperor with an unlimited 
freedom of expressing his sentiments, he availed himself 
of this liberty, on one occasion, in rather an extraor- 
dinary manner. It happened one day that Athenodorus 
met a senator of his acquaintance, who was thrown into 
the greatest alarm, because the emperor had sent for his 
wife, who was remarkable for om Pay Nobody, it 
seems, ever thought of resisting such a mandate; so 
formidable was the tyrant’s resentment. But the 
philosopher resolved to give him a strong hint; for 
arming himself with a naked sword, and slipping in- 
to the chair instead of the lady, he was thus carried 
into the presence of Augustus. Athenodorus rushed 
out of the chair, and furiously brandishing the sword, 
seemed to be on the point of dispatching him. The 
emperor was at first greatly terrified; but on learn- 
ing the intention, he received the admonition with 
much deference, and behaved, it is said, more pru- 
dently for the future. 

Having continued at court till he was far advaneed 
in years, Athenodorus obtained permission to return 
to hie native country. Before he went away, he ad- 
vised Augustus to be on his guard against anger; re- 
commending to him, whenever he felt the commence- 
ment of that passion, to repeat the four-and-twenty 
letters of the alphabet: upon which, ‘the emperor, 
taking him by the hand, said to him in the kindest 
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ATHENODORUS. 
assistance still longer :”” 

and he | him for another year. 
~ On hie nopargiaeae bk to Rave been invested 

authority over his native country ; for, on 
he took an active part in the government 

ye reformed abuses, expelled one Boetus 
izans, introduced a new code of laws, and 

from stus an exemption from certain 
taxes which (honours the inhabitants; for which 

particularly a famous ‘Stoic philosopher, surnamed 

ATH 

Ove of the most celebrated cities of Greece, and of 
—v— the ancient world. This distinction is derived, not 

Reign of 
Ogyges- 

merely from political greatness and military er, 
but from the arts and sciences, which were indebted 
to her, either for their origin, or their ection. 
Athens, properly, is only the capital of Arrica, a 
‘déscription of wahiily will be found under its proper 
head. But as the name of the city thas ie 
eclipsed that of the territory to which it is attached, 
and as the inhabitants have always borne the appella- 
tion of Athenians, we shall give, under the present 
head; a sketch of the various fortunes of that renown- — 
ed le. 2 i 

Reaceritag the early inhabitants of this country, 
we are almost wholly destitute of information. De- 
void of arts and letters, they left no memorials of 
their existence, or of those rude incidents by which 
their history may have been diversified. ‘Their con- 
dition. probably resembled that which we now see in 
the savages of North and South America. 

Even after Athenian history begins to emerge from 
this profound obscurity, the events which distinguish 
it are, for a long time, exceedingly scanty and doubt- 
ful. It may not be uninteresting, however, to take 
a rapid. survey, even of these imperfect traditions ; 
since they throw some light on the origin and pro- 
gress of the political constitution of Athens, and 
some also on the invention of the useful arts, the most 
important of which are, by the uniform voice of his- 
tory, referred to this period. 
"The first king of Athens, of whom we have any 
mention, is Ogyges, from whom Attica received the 
name of Ogygia. He himself, or another of the 
same name, is supposed also to have reigned over 
Beotia. His reign seems to have been distinguished 
by a variety of religious institutions, by the aid of 
which he probably sought, like most other early le- 

islators, to’ stren: the ties of civil authority. 
fe founded so famous for the mystic rites 
which were celebrated there; and it was in his reign 
that Minerva first became the tutelar deity of Athens. 

A.C, 1956, 1t is also marked by an inundation, which was pro- 
at fil fr E ductive of gre ies to Attica. 3 

During ‘the $00 years which elapsed from this 

Cordylio. He kept the great library at Pergamus, 
where he continued till he arrived at a considerable 
age. Cato the Younger, beng in Asia at the head 
p Se army, wished above things to haye the 
countenance of this great man; but fearing that a 
letter would not answer the purpose, he went to Per- 
gamus in person, and prevailed, with some difficulty, 
on the old philosopher to quit his retirement. Cato 
returned to his camp with an air of triumph on the 
acquisition of Athenodorus to his party, which he 
deemed of more consequence than a victory. - 

See Strab. 1. xiv. Put. de fraterno amore; de 
Fy Soest et in vita Caton. Minoris. Cedrenus, 

istor. Comp. p.172. Dict. de Bayle. Fabr. Bibl. 
Gree. |. iii. c. 15. Brucker’s Hist. Philos, by En- 
field, «iis (x) 

ENS, 

period to the reign of Cecrops, the history of Attica 
is buried in complete obscurity. It is even doubtful 
whether it was then governed by kings, or was not 
involved in a state of anarchy. According to the 
most prevailing opinion, Cecrops came about the 
year 1556 A.C. from Egypt, a country then far sur- 
passing Greece in opulence and civilization. Eithet 
by marrying the daughter of the preceding monarch, 
or by the favour of the Pierre Me became the so- 
vet and legislator of Athens. He enlarged it 
greatly, converting the former town into a citadel, 
which ever after retained from him the name of Ce- 
cropia. He instituted marriage, which had not be- 
fore been regulated by any fixed laws, and prohibited 
polygamy. Like other early legislators, he esta- 
blished a variety of religious ceremonies; introduced 
the worship of Ops and Satura, and augmented that 
of Jupiter and Minerva. He was succeeded by 
Cranaus, a wealthy citizen, who is supposed to have 
married his daughter. Cranaus, however, after a short 
reign, was driven from the throne by his son-in-law, 
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Amphictyon. He hada son Rharus, by whom Ceres, - 
in her wandering search of her daughter Proserpine, 
is said to have been received, and, in gratitude, to 
have taught his nephew Triptolemus the art of raising 

in, Without stopping to enquire into the degree 
of truth which this relation may possess, we may 
probably hence infer, that agriculture was, about 
this period, introduced into Attica. Either Amphic- 
tyon, or a near relation of his, is understood to have 
taken the lead in forming that general assembly of 
Greece, so célebrated under the name of Amphic- 
tyonic. Amphictyon first dedicated the city to Mi- 
nerva, and from her gave it the name of Athens. He 
is said to have introduced and inculcated the practice 
of diluting wine with water. ‘The invention of wine 
is referred nearly to this period; and we may sup- 
pose its first introduction to have been attended with 
disorders, which it was the object of this regula- 
tion to check. Amphictyon, after a reign of ten 

ars, was deposed fy rictihaius, the reputed son of 
ulcan, He is said to have been the inventor of 

horse and chariot races. His successor was Pandion 
I., celebrated in fable for the misfortunes of his 

I 
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daughters, Progne and Philomela. Under his reign 
is placed the arrival and deification of Ceres in Attica. 
Erectheus, his successor, is generally supposed to 
have been the son of Pandion, though others repre- 
sent him as an Egyptian who, having brought a sea- 
sonable supply of corn, was, in gratitude, saluted 
king by the people. He reigned fifty years, and is 
ar cei is the most powerful prince of his 
time. His reign is celeb for the 
crifice of one or more of his daughters, which was 
demanded by the oracle as the condition of his vic- 
tory over the Eleusinians. Under the next | king, 
Cecrops II., it appears that Attica had so much in- 
creased in population and wealth, that the mode of 
living in habitations scattered over the country was 
no longer suited to it. Twelve towns were therefore 
built in different quarters, in which part of the na- 
tion was settled. After the reign of his son Pan- 
dion IL., which is distinguished nothing remark- 
able, AE geus came to the throne. This prince having 
gone to the oracle at Delphi, to enquire the cause 
and. remedy of some disasters which were afflicting 
his people, on his return had an amour with Aithra, 
daughter to Pittheus, who then reigned at Trezene. 
OF this connection the fruit was ‘Theseus, a name 
which ranks next to that of Hercules, among the 
heroes and demigods of Greece. geus, on his 
departure, is said to have led his mistress to a seques- 
trated spot, where, having deposited.a hunting sword 
and a pair of sandals, he covered them beneath a great 
stone, and desired her, when her child should arrive 
at such an age as to be able to lift that stone, to send 
him, with the tokens concealed under it, to Athens. 
‘The arrangement took place as appointed; and The- 
seus, having arrived at Athens, was recognised by 
his hunting knife, and owned by, Aigeus. Bither by 
war or negociation, he then freed Athens from the 
shameful tribute of seven youths and seven virgins, 
which had been imposed by Minos king of Crete. 
On the death of his father, therefore, which took 
place in consequence of an unfortunate mistake in 
the signals held out on his return, the Athenians 
readily saluted him king. Haying already distin- 
guished himself as a warrior, he now acquired fame 
as a legislator. He abolished all the independent 
authorities established in the twelve districts, into 
which Cecrops had divided Attica, and which had 
rendered that country little more than a collection of 
detached states. In return, he communicated to all, 
the privileges of Athenian citizens, and concentrated 
in Athens all the legislative and judicial authority. 
He instituted the Pateal called Panathenea, as a 
bond to unite the whole Athenian people. He di- 
vided the inhabitants into three classes, nobles, hus- 
bandmen, and artificers. To the former was assigned 
the superintendance of religious ctremonies, the ad- 
ministration of the laws, and the appointment of ma- 
garetes. The people received a share in the legis- 

ture: he is said to have divested himself of a large 
portion of the regal power, retaining only the com- 
mand of the army, and some share in the executive. 
This sacrifice is commonly celebrated as an unparal- 
leled display of patriotism; but here we must own our- 
selves somewhat sceptical. That such a step should 
be altogether voluntary, seems hardly consistent with 

arbarous sa- 
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the general character of human nature. From other 
circumstances it appears, that the peeple were becom- 
ing daily. more jealous of the sovereign authority, and 
were with difficulty kept in subjection. us, be- 
ing almost an elective monarch, would be under the 
necessity of courting them; so that it appears pro- 
bable, Ra in enlarging their power, he merely acted 
witha prudent accommodation to his own situation, 
and the circumstances of the times. 

The rest, of the life of Theseus is rather personal 
to himself, than connected with the history of Athens, 
Intoxicated with prosperity, he appears, towards the 
end of it, to have in ulged in irregularities, which 
lost him the confidence of the people, and drove him 
into exile. His immediate-successors, Mnestheus and 
Demophon, went successively to the Trojan war, and 
the latter is said to have been one of those inclosed 
in the wooden horse. ; 

_ Nothing remarkable occurs till the reign of Co- 
drus. ~ prince is immortalized by the heroic sa- 
crifice, dictated by superstition, by which he effected 
‘the deliverance of Athens from a formidable invasion. 
‘This deliverance had, by the Delphic oracle, been at- 
tached to the condition, that the Athenian king 
should die by the hands of the enemy. Codrus, ha- 
ving insinuated himself into the somite camp, picked 
a quarrel with ‘a private soldier there, and suffered 
himself to be slain. The prophecy produced its own 
accomplishment. The enemy, disheartened/and h 
less of success, retreated into their own country. The 
Athenians, who had long been jealous of the power 
of their kings, took this opportunity to abolish a 
title which had become odious. That of Archon 
was substituted. cree ; 

The following is a chronological list of Athenian 
kings, and their reigns, according to Meursius. 

ke ae Years. 

“Ogyges, who reign 4 ee 32 
Tnterregnum, which lasted 190° - 
Cecrops, who reigned . 
Cranaietee ts.) ae, 
Amphictyon . 4. 
Ericthonius . ‘ 
Pandion I. 2°. 
Erectheus'. . . « 
Cecrops Te.) °. 

%, Pandion'{I.-) ws 
Egeus: oo eee ee 
Theseus AG foo ca ety Sak 

CS at, 0 ey ed 

OC Ct 6 pO dere 60 8h 6 

2 Be).  trte > osm 

. Demophon. . é 
Oxynthess 0. oe 
Aphydas . . . 
Thymes Bhi PB. 
Melanthus. . . . 
Codrie wor ea 

It may, be observed; that considerable doubts are 
entertained with regard to the existence of Ceerops 
II, and Pandion Il., and that the actions ascribed 
to them are by many referred to the first of their 
name, beach / 

After the establishment of the title of archon, for 
more than 200 years, a singular silence of history 
takes place. The names onke of those who bore it, 
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to us, Medeor, gone Ar- 

, Diognetus, 
estor, Eschy. 

of this last, the archon= 
and after ing, on 

six hands, a still greater change 
“Mpffice was made annual, and was 

lus, Alemeon. On the dea 
ship was limited to - 
this footing, # 
par ‘among persons, wh be ch ivi mong nine ns, who were to be chosen 
by kc le, but only out of the class of eupatrids, 
or Py - nobles. . One was first in dignity, and gave his 
name to the year. . The second, ome pelo of 
cing, presi ver religious rites. ie polemarch, 
Pe oe ‘etseuticiay Haak the superintendance of 
every thing which related to war. The remaining six, 
called thesmothete, exercised the judicial power. The 
government became thus almost a complete aristo- 
gree with a mixture, as_yet small, of democracy. 
Such a form of government was, however, pecan 
exposed to party spirit, and contentions for. power ; 
these accordi soon began to shew themselves. The 
Alcmeonids, descendants of the last ial archon, 
commanding, by their birth, a superiority of respect, 

_a young man of distinction, indignant at this 
preference, seized upon the'citadel, with a party of 
his adherents. He a esse ck and his com- 
panions, in- fe of an oath to the cont > were 

(eendiebepl Sand executed ; but the harsh this 
action brought thenceforth an odium on the opposite 

Faction and discord, however, continuing to rage, 
a desire arose to remedy them by the institution of 
written laws, and Draco was chosen as the lawgiver. 
This. pews unexperienced in his office, and viewing 
only the violence and disorder which prevailed, sought 
to remedy them by a blind and indiscriminate seve- 
rity. To every o without distinction, he award- 
ed the punishment of death, declaring, that “ small 
faults seemed to him worthy of death, and for fla- 
eee offences he could find no higher punishment.” 
The atrocity of this code was soon found to render 
it incapable of execution ; Draco lost the public fa- 
your, and died in exile. 
_ This attempt having proved ineffectual, public dis- 
turbances continued to increase. The people ac- 
quired more and more influence in the government, 
and mingling themselves with the parties among the 
higher orden, ore - oe It was still 
exaspera y the inequality. of pro » and the 
disputes between debtors ri Adieescne eternal 
source of discord in the ancient cothmonwealths. 
Under: these circumstances, the necessity for a new 
legislator was felt, and all eyes. were turned towards 
Solon. This person had already distinguished him- 
self in a very singular manner. , Salamis had revolted 
from the Athenians ;. and the people had been so dis- 
satisfied with several unsuccessful attempts to reduce 
that island, that they tumultuously assembled, and 
passed an edict, inflicting the pain of death on an 
one who should propose farther. measures to that ef- 
fect. The ni gees highly: ind ant, and the 
people themselves became ashamed of their proceed- 
ing; but no one durst propose to retract it. In 
these circumstances, Solon determined to counterfeit 
nadness ; and rushing into the market-place in a fan- 

tastic attire, recited a song, in which he lamented the 
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disgrace of the Athenian name by the loss of Sala-: 
mis, and urged his countrymen to efface it. The ex- 

dient prevailed ; an expedition against Salamis was 
Bechtel and Solon, being appointed commander, 
made himself master of the cia by a skilful stra- 
ta: ° 4 

’ Th the business of legislation, however, Solon was 
preceded by Epimenides, a Cretan, who was invited 
to Athens, where he introduced a variety of religious 
ceremonies, then ordinary instruments for holding the 
minds of men in subjection. The good effects of these, 
however, disappearing with himself, Solon was soon 
after called upon to make a radical change in the 
constitution of the state. 

The foundation of the system which he establish- 
ed was laid in the supreme power, both legislative, 
executive, and judicial, vested in the assembly of the 

By them all laws were enacted; every pub- 
ic measure was determined; and to them an appeal 
lay from all courts of justice: they appointed to all 
commands. After bestowing on them such powers; 
it was vain to attempt imposing any limitations on 
their authority. The supreme Shastiistore; dee al- 
ways able to break down any barrier which might 
oppose their inclinations; and as every member: of 
the state was interested in courting their favour, theré 
would be no want of persons to instigate them to 
such measures. 

Solon, however, in laying down the original plan 
of the constitution, seems anxiously to have studied 
to provide a balance against that extreme power of 
the popular assembly, which he granted less perhaps 
from his own inclination, than from finding hrs al- 
ready the predominant order, possessing both the 
inclination and ability to assert their claim to it. 
Upon the higher ranks he conferred the exclusive 
right to fill all offices in the state, and all. commands 
in the army and navy: He divided the citizens into 
four classes, according totheir wealth. The first class 
consisted of those who had an income of 500 medim- 
ni, or measures of corn; these paid a talent into the 
public treasury. The second was of those who pos- 
sessed 300 measures ; these kept a horse, and served 
in the cavalry ; they were thence called Hippeis, or 
knights. The third, possessing 200 measures, were 
called Zeugites, and served in the heavy armed foot. 
All under this were only called upon to serve in the 
light armed foot, a description of force little respect- 

among the Greeks, who sought, on ‘every occa- 
sion, to come to close combat. Such of them, how- 
ever, as chose to afford the expense, might rank with 
the heavy armed. »A very large :proportion went on 
board.the fleet, which was chiet\y manned by. this 
order, and which became afterwards a most eligible 
and lucrative service. i aft 
_ All magistracies,and all commands in the army 
and navy, could be filled only by the three first or- 
ders. It does not appear that \this‘exclusion of the 
lower orders, which, at. Rome, formed the grand 
source of popular discontent, was considered as a 
serious grievance at Athens. These offices, from 
the small salary annexed to them, and from the ne- 
cessity of courting and feasting the people, were ex- 
tremely expensive, and could not be filled but by 
persons who possessed a considerable income. The 

Athens, 
ema’ eed 

A.C, 604. 
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the superiority of their number, they soon bore down 
adh: ingputieaitamhchanigsschaswivertios le of 
Athens. They were also entitled to sit on juries, 
which were very numerous. : 

The office of archon still subsisted, and was held 
in high respect, but without an itical importance 

to it. A certain pa ee neindaly of 
fortune, but of birth, was requisite for the attainment 
of this office. They were nine in number, chosen by 
lot. The first, and principal, was called Eponymos: 
He had an extensive judicial authority, to which was 
added the regulation of the plays and festivals. The 
second, who was called Basileus, or king, had the 
superintendance of all religious ceremonies. Origi- 
nally, throughout all Greece, while the office of king 
subsisted, this formed part of his prerogative ; and, 
in consequence of the dislike to innovation in re- 
ligious matters, even after the office was abolished, 
the title was still retained ‘for this particular purpose. 
The third, the Polemarch, had/ originally the super- 
intendance of military affairs ; but his jurisdiction was 
afterwards confined to strangers, and the regulation 
of some festivals. The remaining six were called 
Thesmothete : their office was judicial ; and they had 
the charge of drawing up some reports relative to any 
pro wed islative changes. See ArncHon. 

esides this exclusive admission to offices, Solon 
employed other means of elevating the aristocracy. 
Of them the Athenian senate was exclusively com- 

This body consisted originally of four hun- 
dred; one hundred from each-of the four wards into 
which Athens was divided: but, when the wards 
were increased to ten, each of them sent fifty, which 
raised the number of the senate to five hundred. 
These members were chosen by lot. Before enter- 
ing on their office, they underwent a strict examina- 
tion, which extended to every part of their previous 
life and conduct ; and a similar scrutiny took place 
on their leaving office, respecting the manner in which 
they had conducted themselves in the exercise of it. 
No eetpent for a new law could be made to the as- 
sembly of the Peaple, without having first passed 
through their hands. They were bound, however, 
to receive a proposal from any citizen; nor does it 
appear that, like the Scottish Lords of Articles, they 

any power of withholding such as were disagree- 
able tothem. They met once a day, or oftener. Out 
of the number of four hundred, fifty were chosen, who 
were called prytanes, and performed, ten in the week, 
by turns, the office of presidents. These ten were 
called proedri, and chose, by lot, an epistate, or first 
president. From these the senate-house was called 
prytaneium. 'The senate had a considerable superin« 
tendance over different branches of administration ; 
but, upon the whole, their political power seems not 
to have been great, nor do we find their name often 
mentioned in the course of Athenian history. 

When any law had been digested in the senate, a 
‘amma, or statement of its nature, was posted 

~ in some public situation, On the day of assem- 
y, the epistate, or first’ president} came, accompa« 

nied by the rest of the prytanes, and read the decree 
of the senate, on which they were to deliberate. He 
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ATHENS. 
Athens, fourth class had, what was of mote value to them, 
=v an equal vote inthe public assembly ; in which, from 

then called out, “ Who above 

qualified by law might speak.’”” The disqualifications 
were, the having their colours, the being 
indebted to the public, or being convicted of some 
flagitious crime. The vote was given by casting 
beans, and afterwards pebbles, ito a vessel. 
assembly met four times in thirty-five days. » In the 
first, they deliberated on the general concerns of the 
state, and elected magistrates; in the second, they 
received appeals from the different courts of justice ; 
in the third, t gave audience to foreign ambassa- 
dors ; the fourth was appropriated to che offices of 
religion. Besides these ordinary assemblies, however, 
extraordinary ones could be, and were frequently, call- 
ed by the magistrates, on any pressing art ar . 

Another preee mi to the pre nderance of t 
people was pro Solon, in the court of Areo- 
agus, whose power had been considerably reduced. 
Draco, but which the present legislator restored 

to all its former privileges. ‘This is the most respect- 
able court of justice in ancient times. It 
consisted of those archons who had filled their office 
with the greatest credit, and had stood an examina- 
tion of peculiar strictness. But their high character 
seems especially to have arisen from the circumstance 
of pti, b= the first judicial body, which was inde- 

ndent both of the legislative'and executive rs. 
he members continued during life. ‘They had alse 

an extensive censorial power, and a large share in the 
management of the treasury. Pericles, with the view 
of courting the people, abridged very much their 
power, a change which was by no means advanta- 
geous to the constitution. See Anropacus. 

Besides regulating the political constitution of 
Athens, Solon estabBshed ilo a body of laws, which 
have served as the basis of all subsequent systems of. 
legislation. He mitigated the severity of those of 
Draco. Like most of the ancient legislators, he en- 
tered ep into the concerns of private life. Striet 
sumptuary regulations were enacted. ‘The ceremo- . 
nies to be observed, and the dress to be worn, at 
marriages and funerals, were particularly enumerated. 
Industry and economy were strictly enforced. No 
person was allowed to remain in Athens who could 
not shew the manner in which he obtained his liveli- 
hood ; the father who had not his son a trade, 
could not claim support from him in his old age ; 
and he who had wasted his patrimony, was declared 
incapable of ‘rising to any public honours. Ingrati- 
tude, opprobrious language, and disobedience to pa- 
rents, were also subjected to punishment. 

One of the most remarkable laws was that which 
imposed penalties on those who declined taking part 
in public dissensions. ‘Solon was aware, that such 
dissensions must occur in a popular state; but, on 
these occasions, the wisest and best men are often dis- 
posed to withdraw into domestic life, and shun the 
public tumult, The management of the state would 
thus fall into the hands of the most ignorant and un- 
rincipled. To prevent thid evil, it appeared expe- 
dient to make a regulation which mi draw the 
former class out af the retirement to which they 
were naturally inclined, and force them to engage in 
the management of public affairs. 

chooses to speak 2? Athens, 
When these had done, he wae « Any one not dis-§ =——v—* 
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‘Having completed his system, adopted a 

ich i to have been general at that time, 
d by Lycurgus. He left 
‘not return for the space of 

rim however, was not fortu- 
y which he had established, seems 

the fruit rather of his ual influence, 
than of the authority of his laws. On his departure, 
factions broke out, with all their former violence. 
L: was at the head of the country, or aristo- 
cratic party egacles, the chief of the Alemeo- 

ids, support party of the principal inhabitants 
of the city, who were for a mixed government ; Pi- 
sistratus. was the leader of the purely democratical 

ys which consisted of the Sigh lariieis and of the 
ver orders in the city. He courted popularity by 

every method with which a Jarge fortune and enga- 
ging manners could furuish him. He lavished mone 
on the necessitous, and conversed familiarly with all. 
Thus he silently fess his advances to the manengittys 
At when his plans a d ripe, he one day 
bey into Re eee ine: eon and 
flying, as it were, from pursuing enemies. The people 
being immediately assembled, one of his friends mo- 
ved, that a guard should be appointed to attend him. 
With this he contrived to e himself master of the 
citadel ; and it is also said, that, by a stratagem, he de- 
prived the people of the arms which they were ac- 
customed to wear. He ruled however mildly, obser- 
ving all the outward forms of liberty, and enforcing 
the execution of Solon’s laws. Solon was his inti- 
mate friend, and fully admitted his merits, but oppo- 
sed, to the utmost, the establishment of his tyranny. 
This last account, however, though conformable to 
tie general voice of antiquity, is not considered by 
Mr Mitford as resting on any very solid evidence. 
It would appear, indeed, that Pisistratus ruled at 
us more by opinion than 44 force ; for the heads of 
the two opposite ies, Lycurgus and Megacles, 
havi apt ak Pei him, he = obliged © leave 
the city. The victorious factions, however, could 
not among themselves, and Megacles called in 
the aid of Pisistratus, in order to expel his rival. 
The manner in which they accomplished their pur- 

se, however singular it may appear to us, was not 
ill suited to the ideas of the age. A woman of a 
majestic figure was dressed in the manner of the god- 
dess Minerva ; and the report was spread, that this 
deity was reconducting Pisistratus to Athens. The 
om » who probably regretted his abgence, readily 
ackuowled 
him to all his former authority. , 

the pretended goddess, and restored 

EY cay in conaies eration x this service, had 
to marry t hter of Megacles, which 

promise he rmed ; fiat Pcaitiag himeclf now 
independent of that leader, he ceased to court his fa- 
vour, and treated his wife in so contemptuous a man- 
ner, as irritated her brother in the highest degree. 
Megacles accordingly again connected himself with 
the exiled party, and was thus enabled to expel Pisis- 
tratus a time. The latter, however, now de- 
termined to assert his claims by force. Possessing, it 
would appear, considerable interest in Greece, he 
contrived to raise an army, at the head of which he 
returned, beat his adversaries, and again assumed the 
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government of the state. He used his victory, how- 
ever, with the utmost moderation: He inflicted no 
punishment on those who submitted: He still main- 
tained the laws and government on their ancient 
foundation. So strictly observant was he of the forms 
of the republic, that, on one occasion, he allowed 
himself to be tried for his life before the court of 
Areopa He seems to have done much to polish 
the character of the Athenians, and to introduce 
that ardent cultivation of the arts and sciences, which 
afterwards rendered their name so celebrated. He 
collected the poems of Homer, which before were 
merely repeated in scattered rhapsodies. He distin- 
guished himself by military exploits, of which, how- 
ever, no detailed account has been transmitted to us. 
In short, he appears to have merited the chiaracter of 
Solon, that, had it not been for his ambition, he 
would have been the best citizen of Athens. From 
the time of his first assuming the government till his 
death, thirty-three years had elapsed ; but, reckon- 
ing from his ultimate and forcible seizure of the sove- 
reignty, he reigned only seventeen. 

Athens. 

is sons, Hippias and Hipparchus, succeeded him. A. C. 526. 
It is not ascertained which was the eldest, but it ap- 
pears that they reigned jointly. ‘They seem to have 
been persons of singular accomplishments. They in- 
herited all their father’s love for the arts and sciences. 
Hipparchus is particularly celebrated for the excel- 
lence of his character. Simonides, Anacreon, and 
other poets, were his intimate friends, and constant- 
ly near his person. But the Athenians were now be- 
come weary of servitude, however mild, and were 
ready to grasp at any opportunity of regaining their 
independence. Such an opportunity soon occurred. 
Two. friends, Harmodius and Aristogiton, concei- 
ved an enmity against Hipparchus, not originating 
in very honourable motives on either side. They 
took the opportunity of the approaching festival of 
the Panathenea to assassinate him, expecting that the 
people, who were then allowed to appear armed, 
would espouse their cause. This hope was disap- 
pointed : passer was dispatched on the spot, and 
Aristogiton seized. The action of these two persons 
seems to have been prompted by private, and not the 
most honourable motives ; yet such was the passion 
of the Athenians for liberty, that their names have 
been, as it were, canonized, and transmitted to poste- 
rity as the most perfect models of friendship and pa- 
triotism. : 

Aristogiton, on being) apprehended, was imme- 
diately put to the torture. THis conduct on this oc- 
casion is remarkable: Instead of betraying his. real 

~accomplices, he named the best friends of Hippias. 
It is said, that, after going over several, and being 
asked if there were any more, he replied, « I know 
of pam only now, that deserves to suffer death.” 

ippias, from this moment, became really a tyrant. 
The dread of sharing the fate of his brother tor- 
mented him with continual suspicion. Many of the 
principal men were put to death, and the Athenians, 
to whom the tyranny before had begun to be bur- 
densome, beheld it now with the utmost detestation. 
Meanwhile the Alcmeonids, who, with their leader 
Megacles, had been expelled at the last usurpation of 
Pisistratus, were straining every nerve to-effect a re= 
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turn into their native coantry, Being possessed of 

considerable wealth, they rebuilt the temple of 
Delphi, which had been accidentally burnt; and 
they executed this work in a manner which ren- 
dered the edifice more splendid than ever. ‘This 
was a service generally acceptable to Greece ; and 
they contrived, in another way, to render it. still 
more subservient to their interests, They gained 
the priestess; who, whenever consulted by the La- 
cedemonians, ceased not urging them to restore 
the liberty of Athens, ‘The Lacedemonians, dread- 
ing the resentment of the deity, with which they 
were threatened, and not unwilling, perhaps, to 
avail themselves of this opportunity of extending 
their influence, at last determined to obey the oracle. 
They sent an army by sea into Attica; but Hip- 
pias, with the aid of his Thessalian auxiliaries, rout- 
ed and drove them back to their ships. The Lace- 
demonians, however, were not discouraged, but de- 
termined on extraordinary exertions to wipe off this 
disgrace. Next year they sent by land a larger ar- 
my, under their ne Cleomenes. The Thessalians 
were routed, and Hippias constrained to take refuge 
within the walls of the city. Here, however, ie 
might have successfully resisted, had not his children 
accidentally fallen into the hands of the enemy. To 
redeem them, he consented to abdicate the tyranny. 

Athens was then reinstated in the liberty of which 
she was so ambitious. Faction, the usual conse- 
quence, soon followed. Clisthenes, now the leader of 
the Alcmeonids, was at the head of the one; Isago- 
ras, son of Tirsander, of the other. These two par- 
ties were the same which, from this time, divided all 
the Grecian states; the aristocratical and the popu- 
lar. To the former Isagoras attached himself, while 
Clisthenes sought to rise by paying court to the 
people. The popular party was henceforth destined 
to rule in Athens; and Clisthenes, through them, 
soon acquired a decisive superiority. Isagoras, find- 
ing himself unequal to contend with his rival, applied 
for aid to the Lacedemonians. That people, in con- 
sequence of having expelled the Pisistratidz, concei- 
re themselves to have a right to interfere in the in- 
ternal concerns of Athens: Cleomenes accordingly 
set out with an army, and sent before him an order 
to banish Clisthenes out of the republic. The Athe- 
nians, not yet aware of their own strength, complied. 
Cleomenes, however, soon shewed, that this was not 
the only object he had in view. He advanced to 
Athens, and conducted himself there in the most ar- 
bitrary manner, banishing seven hundred families, 
and. seeking to vest the whole authority in 300 of 
the partizans of Isagoras. This was too much for 
the Athenians ; they instantly took up arms, drove 
out Cleomenes and the partizans of Isagoras, con- 
strained them to take refuge in the citadel, and kept 
them there closely blockaded. Cleomenes now found 
himself so hard pressed, that he consented to surren- 
der the citadel, and evacuate Attica. Clisthenes was 
then recalled, and all the power again centered in the 
people. 

Cleomenes, meanwhile, spared no exertion to as- 
semble an army, which might repair his disgrace. 
To the Spartan troops he united those of the Co- 
rinthians, and other allies, and marched with a formi- found 

ATHENS. 
dable army towards Attica. At the same time the 
Beeotians eee to invade it from a different 
ter, seconded by the Chalcidians, per rh aly 
The Athenians, at this critical juncture, di all 
that promptitude and ¢ , of which they after- 
wards gave so many signal examples. Not having 
forces to engage $0 many enemies at once, they march 
ed first with their whole army against the Lacedemo- 
nians, leaving, for the time, Attica at the mercy of 
the Boeotians and Chalcidians, In this first under- 
taking, they prevailed without the hazard of a battle. 
The Corinthians, either affected with scruples as to 
the justice of the cause, or intimidated by the great 
force opposed to them, broke up, and returned 
homé. Their example was followed by the rest of 
the allies; even the colleague of Cleomenes See 
the prosecution of the aking ; so that he found 
himself under the mortifying necessity of returning 
home with the Spartan troops. : : 

The Athenians lost no time in improving this success 
to crush their other enemies. The Chalcidians appear 
to have been on the point of forming a junction with 
the Beotians, and had advanced, with that view, to 
the other side of the narrow channel of the Euri: 
which Eubeea from the continent. 
Athenian army, however, advanced with such expe- 
dition, that before the junction could be effected, they 
attacked and routed the Beeotians ; then immediately 
crossing the Euripus, engaged, and on the very same 
day completely defeated the Chalcidians. After this 
double victory, they returned in triumph to Athens, 

About this time, the Athenians were engaged in a 
long war with the inhabitants of /£gina, not produc- 
tive of any memorable events} but important as ha- 
ving first turned their attention to the formation of a 
maritime force. - See ALGIna. 

Athess. 
—— 

These petty contests, however, were soon lost in .A.C. 500. 
another of far greater magnitude, which was destined 
to raise Athens to the summit of glory. ‘The Ionians 
were the most flourishing of the Grecian colonies in 
Asia Minor. Like the others, they had originally 
oneness liberty, but had sunk under the overwhelming 
might of the Persian empire, and been e led to 
acknowledge its supremacy. They bore the yoke, 
however, -with impatience ; and being excited by their 
chiefs, Histizeus and Aristagoras, they took up arms, 
and engaged in war with Persia. Sensible, however, 
that they could not alone resist the foree of so mighty P 
an empire, they looked for aid to the states of their 
mother countwy. They applied first to Lacedemon, 
then considered as the leading city of Greece; but 
that cautious government declined interfering in so 
arduous an undertaking. Their ambassadors then 
proceeded to Athens, which, since its recent exploits, 
had taken a prominent station among the powers of 
Greece. That people,always enterprising, and ready, 
without weighing consequences, to k in any 
promising scheme, agr to give their assistance, 
and sent 20 gallies, with troops on board, which were 
joined by five from Eretria, a town of Eubea. On 
their arrival at Miletus, it was proposed to them to 
engage in an expedition to plunder Sardis, the wealthy 
capital of Lydia. In this enterprise they embarked 
with eagerness ; the confederates, by a rapid march, 

Sardi ediately is unprepared, and imm proceeded 
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—~— cupation, the Persians rallied, surprised them in their 
Cite exch vce Shale of the town. The confé- 
derates now made a precipitate retreat to the coast, 

A,C.490. 

‘not preserve them from Persian ven- 
2 arm ee the great king came up with 

phesus, and after an wort Ph 
feated them. In consequence of this dis- 

; dissensions arose among the confederates, and 
the Atheni wned home, abandoning the cause 
of their unfortimate allies. Such was the issue of. 
their first contest with the (arr dnbee which rage 

ly did not prognosticate splendid success, wit! 
Gack their enterprises were iernirds crowned. 

This affair directed the eyes of the Persian monarch 
towards Greece, both as an object of resentment and © 
of ambition. His first step was to send round heralds 
to the different states, demanding earth and water, the 
usual.tokens of submission, All, overawed by the 

F of Persia, complied, excepting Athens and 
Ptedenaed “These two cities, with a barbarous pa- 
triotism, threw the ambassadors into wells, and casting 
earth upon them, declared, that they had now obtain- 
ed their demand. 

Darius, who then reigned in Persia, proceeded now | 
to more formidable measures. Mardonius was first 
sent with a large army to cross the Hellespont,. 
and attack the northern districts; but a violent 
storm having dispersed his fleet, he returned without 
effecting any es of importance. A new plan was 
then n immense fleet and army having 
‘been I it was determined to transport them 
fromthe shore of the Lesser Asia, and to land them, 
first in the island of Eubcea; after having subdued 
which, and signally punished the Eretrians, they might 

over into Attica. Mardonius, who had been at, 
unfortunate, was superseded, and the command 

given to Datis and Artaphernes; the one distinguish- 
-ed by long experience in wary the other by his noble 
birth. were accompanied by Hippias, the ex- 
pelled tyrant of Athens, who le > from the 

and ambition of the Persian monarch, to 
it he could not expect from the consent of 

his fellow citizens, or the interference of the other 
states. The armament sailed first to Eubcea, took 
and plundered ‘Eretria, and from thence prepared to 
pass over into Attica. 

The Athenians, while so great a storm was impend-: 
ing; were not inattentive to the means of security. 
Besides collecting all their own militafy force, they 
applied for aid to the other states of Greece, and par- 
ticularly to the Lacedemonians. That slow and cau- 
ae ee either from superstition or timidity, de- 

a their reli 
to dispatch an 
other states Recieal more backward. The Plateans 
alone, who lay under peculiar obligations to the Athe- 

ion rendered it unlawful for them 

nians, ‘them with 1000 men. 
: Mi was at this time the most eminent man 
in Athens. He was sprung from one of the most 
distinguished families in the city. Having conduct- 
ed a colony to the Chersonese, where he. reigned 
with almost absolute power, he had an opportunity, 
when Darius led his expedition against the Scythians, 
of observing the materials and disposition of the Persian 
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armies. The Athenian system of military command Athens. _ 
seems then to have been singularly cumbersome and ““~v—>’ 
inconvenient. Ten generals were appointed, who com- 
manded in rotation, each for a agate day ; while one 
of the archons, named the Polemarch, had the su- 
reme decision in all doubtful questions. Miltiades, 
owever, in this crisis of public danger, was raised by 

his own talents, and the wisdom of his colleagues, to 
the chief direction of affairs. Some urged the pro- 
priety of"a protracted, and merely defensive system of 
warfare, until the torrent should have spent its force, 
and the strength of Greece had time to be collected. 
But Miltiades, addressing himself to Callimachus, 
who was then Polemarch, after representing the tran- 
scendent importance of this decision, which would 
either obliterate the name of Athens, or raise her to 
the first rank among Grecian states, gave his opinion 
decidedly in favour of an immediate engagement. 
The whole Athenian people were now ardent and 
united in this glorious cause ; but a delay might breed 
divisions, and cause this spirit to evaporate. Room 
would be left for Persian influence and Persian gold, 
the fatal effects of which had been recently experienced 
in the fall of Eretria. Callimachus, satisfied with 
these arguments, acceded to the advice of Miltiades. 
Aristides, who was one of the ten generals, gave, on 
this occasion, the first example of that virtuous disin- 
terestedness which marked his character, by resign- 
ing, on his day, the command to Miltiades. ‘his ex- 
ample was followed by the rest. Miltiades, however, 
with a prudent moderation, declined fighting till his 
own day arrived. He drew up his army in a man- 
ner which enabled him to call forth all its ener- 
gies; while it rendered: unavailing those of the ene- 
my. The strength of the latter consisted in cavalry 
and bowmen ; accustomed to fight at a distance, and 
to advance and retreat alterhatély, over the vast plains 
of Asia. The force of the Grecian armies, on the 
contrary, consisted almost entirely in their heavy in- 
fantry, armed'with pikes, and ranged in a deep pha- 
lanx. Miltiades, who knew the strength and valour 
of this body, was satisfied, that when it came to close 
combat, nothing in the Persian army could resist its 
charge. To diminish the effect of superior numbers, 
he chose a spot which was confined on one side by a 
mountain, and on the other by a morass. He placed 
his heavy armed foot, in which all his confidence rest- 
ed, (though, including the Plateans, it amounted only 
to 10,000 men,) on each of the wings, leaving the 
centre to be occupied by light armed troops, and even 
by slaves, a number of whom had been armed on this 
emergency. ‘These were more numerous, but from 
their inferiority in discipline, Miltiades fully calculated 
on their giving way in the first instance. The Per- 
sians, on the other hand, ranged their cavalry and 
light troops in the wings, and placed in the centre 
the forces of Persia Proper, which alone were fitted 
to engage in close combat, Miltiades, in order to 
encumber the movements of the enemy’s cavalry, had 
caused trees to be felled, and laid across the field. 
The Persian wings, however, advancing as well as 
these obstacles would permit, poured upen the Greeks 
a shower of missile weapons of every description. 
The Athenians, agreeably to the order of Miltiades, 

Battlo of 
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did not return a single javelin, but raising a shout, , 
é 
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pressed forward im the most rapid manner’ upon the 

€ A str 80 ‘anecsn 
excited at first surprise and derision ; but these were 
soon into terror, when they felt the charge 
of this formidable body, which their cavalry in vain 
at eget ge ' Every thing gave way be- 
fore the weight of the Athenian phalanx, and ina 
short time both wings of the enemy were routed, and 
fled in confusion. Rtiltiades, then, recalling his vic- 
torious wings from the pursuit, attacked in flank and 
rear the Persian centre, which, having defeated the 
troops opposed to it, was following them precipitate- 
ly.. The most arduous part of the contest now en- 
sued ; for this was the body whose firmness had dis- 
sipated all the other armies of Asia. Its situation, 
however, and the superior valour of the Greeks, soon 
decided the conflict. The Persians, routed, sought 
refuge in their ships, whither they were pursued by 
the victorious Greeks. As an instance of the eager- 
ness with which the latter followed, it is related, that 
one, having laid hold of a boat with his hand, when 
that was cut off, seized it with his teeth. The Athe- 
nians, in this engagement, lost only 200 citizens, with 
two of their generals, one of whom was Callimachus 
the polemarch. The Persians left upwards of 6000 
on the field of battle, besides losing an immense booty, 
and several of their ships.. They then made an at- 
tempt, by doubling the promontory of Sunium, to 
take Athens by surprise. But Miltiades, by a rapid 
march, arrived in time to render this attempt fruit- 
less. The Persian commander then sailed back to the 
coast of Asia. 

Such was this battle, for ever memorable by an 
issue so contrary to all appearances, and so auspi- 
cious to the happiness and freedom of mankind. A 
small city, hardly numbered till now among the 
states of Greece, had baffled and driven back in 
confusion the collected might of the ruler of Asia. 
Athens had jpow begun her career of glory; anda 
series of triumphs succeeded, which soon raised her 
to be the first among the Grecian states. 

Misfortunes The popular favour, however, which attended the 
and death 
of Milti- 
ades, 

eneral who had led them to victory, was not of long 
CE Such a pre-eminence, enjoyed by any one 
citizen, was thought dangerous to the liberty of all; 
and Miltiades having, in the Chersonese, possessed 
the power, and even the title of tyrant, was supposed 
likely to aim at a similar pre-eminence in Athens. We 
hear of no behaviour of his own which could give 
countenance to those rumours; but their circulation 
gradually predisposed men’s minds unfavourably to- 
wards him. This soon appeared, when a disaster be- 
felhim. Being sent with a fleet to chastise the islands 
which had Shomaied to, and assisted the Persians, he 
performed his commission at first with success, and 
exacted large sums from them. But on coming to 
Paros, he was poner by private resentment against 
Tisagoras, a leading man in the island, to make so 
enormous a demand, as determined the inhabitants to 
resist to the last extremity. He was wounded in the 
siege ; but at the end of 76 days, the place was on 
the point of falling, when Miltiades, discovering a 
light on the shore of the opposite continent, hastily 
mistook it for the approach of a Persian armament, 
raised the siege, and returned to Athens. An unfor- 

ATHENS. 
tunate man ~ never rest ‘An aécusation 
was soon preferred against him by Kantippus, 
ther of Pericles ; he was condemned to pay 50 talents ; 
and not being possessed of that sum, was thrown into 
prison, where he soon after died of his wounds. 

Such wasthe unworthy fate of the most illustrious A. C. 489. 
of Athenian commanders. Yet so fruitful was she ° 
then in great men, that sock 4 had he disappeared, 
when two arose, who were well worthy of supplying 
his place. These were the celebrated rivals Themis- Themiste-_ 

contrast could be cles and 
Aristides, 

tocles and Aristides. No 
exhibited, than by the character of these two men. 
The former seems to have possessed every quality 
which could enable him to take the lead among the 
multitude. Bold, impetuous, enterprising even to 

‘ rashness, and at the same time artful, subtle, versatile, 
he at once possessed a conformity of character which 
made him the object of their favour, and could prac- 
tise every art for availing himself of that favour ; nor 
was he restrained by any very scrupulous rules of 
morality, from using such means.as seemed most likely 
to accomplish his ends. He promoted, however, to 
the utmost, the greatness of his country, whether out of 
patriotism, or at least as connected with his own great- 
ness. While he favoured the cause of the people, 
Aristides, on the other hand, supported that of the 
aristocracy. ‘This man was in every respect the re- 
verse of ‘hemistocles. Moderate, rigidly and im- 
moveably just, little ambitious of popularity, he rested 
satisfied with the approbation of his own mind, and 
stooped to none of those arts by which his rival con- 
ciliated the public affection. he party, besides, to 
which Themistocles had ‘attached himself, was now 
become decidedly superior. After a severe struggle, 
therefore, he found means to effect the banishment of 
his rival, which was decreed by means of the ostracism, 
an institution peculiar to Athens, and of a very re- 
markable nature. By it, any citizen, without aceu- 
sation or trial, by the mere votes of the people, (writ- 
ten on a species of shell, ) — be banished for ten 
years. It inflicted no stigma, being generally imposed 
on the most eminent citizens, from whom it was sup- 
posed that most was to be feared. Some have brand- 
ed it as an absurd and capricious exercise of popular 
despotism ; while others applaud it as a mild and effec- 
tual method of preventing that tyranny, which, ina 
opular state, is apt to ensue from the too command- 

ing character of any one individual. Something be- 
tween the two may probably be the soundest opinion ; 
for though, in such a constitution as that of Athens, 
there seems areal ground for the institution, yet there 
is no doubt that it was often capriciously and unjustly 
exercised. 

Themistocles was now left supreme head of the re- 
public. In this capacity he performed a signal ser- 
vice to his country, and to all Greece. The war with 
gina reviving, made the Athenians continually sen- 
sible of their naval deficiency. Impressed with this, 
Themistocles found means to persuade them, that the 
money produced by the silver mines, which had hither- 
to been spent in feasting and entertaining the ) 
should be employed in constructing a fleet. hun- 
dred gallies were accordingly put upon the stocks; 
and with such ability were the funds managed, that 
Athens soon became the first maritime power in 

Athens. 
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sion. five eer he died, and 
succeeded by Xerxes, a ambitious young 

ae by his flatterers that nothing 
ipossible to the master of such an empire, de- 

termined to 

Au the ports of the Asiatic colonies, as well as of 

tion © 
in itude any that had yet appeared in those seas. 
Twelve hundred ships of war, and three thousand of 
burden, were at length completed. Allthesubjectsand 
vassals of Persia were called upon to furnish their quo- 
tas of troops, and an armament was thus collected, to 
avhich the world has.seen nothing equal, either before 

or since. . Herodotus has.given an elaborate enumer- 
ation, which makes them amount to upwards of two 
millions, besides women and eunuchs; which, added 
to five hundred thousand who manned the fleet, raises 
the whole number employed to nearly three millions. 
Wishing to avoid the unfortunate example of Darius, 

as well as the inconveniences of a long navigation 
' with so many troops on board, he determined to trans- 

his army over the Hellespont. After some diffi- 
culty, a a of boats was extended from one side 
to the other, over which the army continued passing 
for seven days and seven nights without interruption, 
until the w arrived on the — men 
Then, separating into three divisions, vanced, 

vert the pla of Thrace, Macedonia, and Thes- 
vp Te of the inhabitants of these countries, over- 
awed by this immense force, joined their standard. 
After amemorable pore is penetrated throu igh 
the of Thermopylz, and being joined by the 
Thebans, rn no with their shale force upon 
Attica and Peloponnesus. » The Peloponnesian states, 
‘conceiving themselves unequal to cope in the open 
field with so might a force, determined to withdraw 
within the dies and to fortify the isthmus of 
Corinth. The consequence of this arrangement was, 
to leave exposed the territory of Attica. Themisto- 
cles then saw, that the land force of that state alone 
could never cope with the whole power of the Per- 
_sians, seconded, as. it was, by a strong body of Gre- 
cian auxiliaries. Instantly, therefore, with equal wis- 
‘dom and decision, he formed his plan, which was to 
abandon the city, and embark on board. the fleet all 
the hopes and fortunes of Athens. To persuade the 
people, however,, to.the adoption of such a measure, 
was no easy task. No where, perhaps, was local at- 
tachment so strongly rooted as, among the Grecian 
states. 1 nee interwoyen, with all the feelings of re- 

ligion, of patriotism, and of parental veneration. To 
abandon, to a barbarous foe, their city, the temples of 
their gods, the tombs of their ancestors, appeared ab- 
solute profanation, _Themistocles, on this occasion, 
ex all his address., He represented to his coun- 
trymen the necessity and advantage of this measure ; 
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honourable and pernicious to Greece. 
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but his chief dependence was on a dexterous manage- 
ment of that superstition, which at present formed a 
powerful obstacle to his scheme. He contrived to 

t an oracle from Delphi, which advised them to 
Tefend themselves with wooden walls ; which he inter- 
preted to be their ships. He procured from the same 
uarter a high panegyric on Salamis, where he wished 

the fleet to station itself. He accompanied the eva- 
cuation of the city with a variety of ceremonies, 
which gave it the appearance of.a religious act. The 
women and children were sent~to Troezene, which 
generously received them, although Argos, to whose 
territory it belonged, had baselyespoused the Persian 
interest. When the time of departure, however, ar- 
rived, the scene which ensued was affecting beyond 
expression. Besides separating from all those objects 
and places, which from infancy they had been accus- 
tomed to regard with affection, they were obliged to 
leave behind a number of old citizens, whom they had 
not time to remove. Some emotions of tenderness 
were even inspired by those domestic animals, who, 
by dismal howlings, expressed their affection and re- 
gret for their departing masters. 
We have now to look back to the operations of 

the two fleets. Xerxes, recollecting the’ disaster 
which that of Darius had sustained, in doubling the 
promontory of Mount Athos, determined to cut a 
canal through the neck of the peninsula, sufficient to 
allow two gallies to sail abreast. The fleet passing 
through this ‘canal, followed the army along the 
coasts of Greece, till it arrived and anchored in.the 
bay of Sepias. No harbour could contain so immense 
an armament; it was therefore necessary to station 
itself in the road, which extends from the city of 
Castanea to the promontory of Sepias. The Gre- 
cians. meanwhile had stationed theirs at Artemisium, 
the northern promontory of Euboea. The Lacede- 
monians still retained such a pre-eminence among the 
other states, as procured for their admiral the com- 
mand of the whole fleet, although of $80 triremes, 
they sent only ten. ' 

The Athenians, who had already sent 120, and 
were preparing more, were disposed to murmur; but 
Themistocles, with consummate prudence, prevailed 
on them to acquiesce, rather than cause dissension at 
so critical a period. Most of the Peloponnesian states 
urged the necessity of an immediate retreat, in order 
to assume a station, where they might defend their 
own coasts. ‘This proposal was strenuously opposed 
by Themistocles, who looked upon it as saualiy dis- 

By his argu- 
ments, and by threatening that the Athenians would 
withdraw, and found a colony elsewhere, he prevailed 
on the allies to relinquish this design, Meanwhile 
the Persians, unable to find secure anchorage for 
their immense fleet, had suffered extremely from a 
violent storm. Before they had recovered from this 
disaster, the Greeks made a nocturnal attack, took 
thirty of their vessels, and destroyed as many more. 
Next day they again attacked them, and cut off the 
Cilician squadron. The same storm which had shat- 
tered the grand Persian fleet, completely destroyed a 
division of them which had sailed round Euboea, in 
order to take the Greeks in the rear. These favour- 
able circumstances animated the hopes of the confe- 
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derates, and dispelled, in some measure, the terror 
which had been inspired by the power and numbers 
of the enemy. therefore, on the third day, 
the Persians advanced and offered battle, it was not 
declined. . The combat was more obstinate’ and 
bloody than any of the preceding. At length, how- 
ever, the Persians retiring, resigned their claim tothe 
honours of victory. The Greeks, however, had suf- 
fered so much, that it appeared impossible to fight 
such another battle. It was at last determined to 
retire, and station themselves in the Saronic Gulf, 
between Athens and Salamis. 

Meantime Xerxes, with the flower of his army, 
advanced in person into Attica, and proceeded to 
Athens. That city was still occupied by afew, who 
could not be removed, or who had preferred remain- 

. These, abandoning the town, endeavoured to 
defend themselves in the citadel. They were for 
some time successful ; the strength of the situation, 
and their own superior valour, rendering the attempts 
of the enemy fruitless. At length, however, a path 
was discovered, on a side of the editice, supposed in- 
accessible, and therefore left unguarded. By this 
the Persians ascended, and having put all to the 
sword, set fire to the citadel, as well as'to the temple 
of Minerva, which was its chief ornament. So elated 
was Xerxes with this easy conquest, that /he immedi- 
ately sent an express to announce it to Artabanus, at 
Susa. 
When the confederate fleet, from their station at 

Salamis, beheld the disaster of Athens, they were 
struck with the deepest alarm. Eurybiades, their 
Spartan admiral, in conformity with the general sen- 
timent, resolved to retire to the isthmus, with the 
view of covering the coast of Peloponnesus. The- 
inistocles, however, to whom ‘such a step appeared 
altogether ruinous, and also instigated by an Athe- 
nian, called Menesiphilus, went immediately to Eury- 
biades, and represented, that if the Peloponnesians 
were once brought to their own coast, no power 
could prevent them from leaving they fleet, and re- 
turning to their homies ; that all the hopes of Greece 
rested in her fleet; that therefore if this measure was 
adopted, Greece was lost. Eurybiades was little 
disposed to listen; and, offended with the warmth of 
Themistocles, lifted up his cane; to which the other 

ied in the memorable words: “ Strike, but hear.” 
Eurybiades heard, and at length agreed to call a 
council of the fleet. Here Themistocles prudently 
avoided the argument which he had urged most 
strongly to Eurybiades, but which was now likely to 
rove offensive. He represented the advantages of 
ghting in‘a narrow sea, where the enemy could not 

avail themselyes of their numbers, and where, there- 
fore, the superior valour of the Greeks, and — 
of their vessels, might be expected to prevail. He 
even threatened, that the Athenians would desert allies 
who paid so little regard to theif interest, and would 
found a colony in Italy. ‘This last argument proved 
the most powerful of all, as the Athenian vessels 
formed the strength of the fleet. The dispute, how- f 
ever, was warm; and even personal ‘sarcasms were 
thrown out upon Themistocles, to which, ‘however, 
he replied so skilfully, as made them recoil on his 
adversaries. It was at length determined to stay. 

ATHENS. 
But when shortly after the Persian fleet to Athens. 
approach, and the sea appeared covered with innu- ——~\—~ 
merable vessels, their courage again wavered, ‘and a 

ral disposition prevailed tbe sail, without de- 
ap a the isthmus. ‘Themistocles, ever fertile in 
expedients, adopted on this occasion a most’ 
one. By means of a Persian captive, whom he had 
with him, he sent’ a to Xerxes, expressing 
his attachment to that monarch, and informing him 
of the intended retreat of the Greeks. He advised 
him, therefore, to send two hundred vessels round the 
islands of Aigina and Salamis, which, placing them- 
selves in the rear of the 

his own power, the advice 
was therefore 
night, therefore, when the Grecians were 
on retreat, news arrived that it was no r practi- 
cable; that they were completely ided. This 
intelligence was confirmed by a most respectable au- 
thority. Themistocles, fo ing in this emergency 
his private resentments, had persuaded the Athenians 
to recal his rival Aristides; and that “anon 
nae having made his way through the 
eet, arrived while the council was yet sitting. The 

ce he brought was confirmed by others; so intelli 

that the Greeks now saw that they hadno alternative 
but to prepare for immediate battle. Bis 

The Athenians were stationed on the left wing, 
nearest to the coast of Attica, and were opposed to 
the Phoenicians, the first naval power under thé do- 
minion of Persia. The Peloponnesians, on the right 
of the Greeks, were opposed to ‘the Ionians, and 
other Asiatic Greeks, who occupied the left of the 
Persians. ‘Themistocles judiciously delayed the at- 
tack till the hour when a customary breeze sprung 
up from behind, under favour of which he bore down 
upon the Persians. Although he was not the iene i- 
nal commander, yet the universal opinion‘of ‘his'skill 
made his example the rule to every one. “The Gre- 
cian fleet amounted to three hundred and eighty ves- 
sels, while that of the Persians exceeded twelve hun- 
dred. In consequence of the confined situation, how- 
ever, in which the battle took place, the latter conld 
not bring a much greater number into the action, 
but were obliged to arrange their vessels in succes- 
sive lines, one behind the other. The -first and se- 
verest shock was on the right, between the Athe- 
nians and 'Pheenicians. But besides the glorious mo- 
tives by which the former were animated, they acted 
in an orderly manner, and on a regular plan’; while 
their‘adversaries fought blindly, and without concert. 
rer oe 2 me soon ‘declared on their side. On 
the other'wing, where the Asiatic Greeks fought for 
Xerxes, ‘it was-still sooner decided. These nations, 
remembering ‘their origin and aticient liberty, were 
little ambitious of imposing ~on kindred tribes the 

Battle of 
Salamis, 

‘same’ servitude ‘under which they themselves groaned. 
irate tee either deserted or fled. ‘The whole of 
the ‘line'thus discomfited, ‘fell back on those he- 
hind, among whom a read dismay and disorder. 
There were no means o distng such a confused mul- 
titude ; ina short time the whole fleet took to flight, 
and -the victory of the Grecians was ete. A 
body of select Persian infantry, which had thrown 
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that their object was far less to 
destroy this than, finally to rid Greece of 
it; and that it was dans - Gar such a host 
to. despair. Themistoc n adopting an opposite 
Canes by his former channel an intimation to 

that such a design was entertained by the 
Greeks, exhorting him to lose no time in effecting 
his.retreat. . Xerxes, in whom théimpression of fear 
was then as, predominait as that of confidence 
had before been, made no hesitation in taking the ad- 
vice; and, with the mass of his army, made a 
tumultuous retreat to the Hellespont. He left Mar- 
donius, however, with three hundred thousand men ; 
a number which included aps all the real strength 
of that formidable army, freed from its useless incum- 

The Athenians had now returned to their city; 
and Mardonius hoping to gain them over by the 
dread of a second time riaaes ity sent Alexander, king 
of Macedon, to urge them to submit. The Athe- 
‘nians firmly rejected his proposal ; but this magnani- 

ity did not meet with its proper return on the part 
of appara. They again resolved to con- 
fine to the defence of their own peninsula, 
by drawing a wall across the isthmus. The conse- 
quence was, that Athens was a second time taken 
and plundered... The remonstrances of the Athe- 
nians, however, and ips the dread of their deser- 
tion, at length 4. Sparta to more honourable 
‘sentiments. She collected her own force and that of 
her ailies, marched it beyond the isthmus, and joined 
the ians... The combined armies, next summer, 
fought the. battle of Platwa, in which, though the 
Lancleposiane took the leading part, yet the ser- 
vices of, Athens were considerable. She engaged 
those Greeks, a numerous body, who, to the shame 
of their country, fought on the side of its enemies. 
The signal, services they had rendered to the common — 
_cause, secured them the command of the left wing, 
which had before been uniformly conferred on the 
Ti ‘ 

The Athenians distingui themselves still more 
in an action which was ht on the same day, near 

tory of Mycale, in Ionia. The wrecks of 
‘the Persian fleet having taken refuge on the coasts of 
Asia Minor, the Greeks followed them. Under 

the lonians conceiving this a fa- 
vo pe aged for throwing off 

to 
opp e Persian 

yoke, apph them for aid. They, did not decline 
the invitation, but landed, and joining their forces to 
those of the Ionians, gave battle to the Persians, who: 
had, assembled an army vastly superior. After an 
obstinate combat, the Persians were completely routed. 
The Spartans pursued these who fled towards the 
passes of the mountains, while the Athenians stormed 
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their camp. In eonsequence of this victory, Ionia 
was freed, and a portion of the Asiatic coast 
rescued from the hands of the enemy. 

. The Athenians followed up their victory, by be- 
sieging Sestos, a large town of Thrace, commanding 
‘the straits of the Hellespont, which they took after 
a long siege. 

Athens. 
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The first care of the Athenians, after returning to A.C. 478. 
their city, was to rebuild their walls, and to give Athens re- 
them additional strength and solidity. This measure built, con- 
was opposed by the Lacedemonians, under pretence 
of its being contrary to the interest of Greece that 
there should be strong places beyond the isthmus. 
Their real motive, however, was suspected to be an 
aversion to the rising greatness of the Athenians. 
Themistocles conducted himself here with great art. 
He got himself appointed ambassador to Sparta; and 
before setting out, he caused all the citizens, of eve 

trary to the 
wishes of 
the Spar- 
tans. 

age and sex, to apply themselves to the task of build- . 
ing the walls, making use of any materials which 
were within their reach. Tragments of houses, tem- 
ples, and other buildings, were accordingly employed, 
producing a grotesque appearance, which remained 
to the days of Plutarch. He then set out for Sparta, 
but on various pretences. declined entering on his 
commission, till a had received intelligence that the 
work which he had set on foot was nearly completed. 
He then went boldly to the Lacedemonian senate, 
declared what had been done, and justified it not only 
by the natural tight of the Athenians to provide for 
their own defence, but by the advantage of opposing 
such an obstacle to the progress of the barbarians. 
The Lacedemonians, sensible of the justice of this ar- 
gument, and seeing that remonstrance would now 
avail nothing, were fain to acquiesce. 

Themistocles, ever studious of the maritime great- 
ness of Athens, caused a new and more commodious 
harbour to be built at’ Pireus, which in process of . 
time was joined to the city by a very thick wall, five 
miles in ins h. a Noe 

The confederate fleets continued to pursue their 
advantages. They scoured the shores of Asia Mi- 
nor; and the Aigean, drove out the Persian garrisons, 
and enriched themselves by plunder. They also, 
after an obstinate defence, stormed and took Byzan- 
tium. 

The Lacedemonians had hitherto, by common con- 
sent, held the chief command, both by land and sea. 
The recent events, however, had thrown a lustre 
around Athens;..of which no other state could now 
boast... They had reaped the chief glory both: in the 
battles of Marathon and: Salamis; they had suffered 
most; had always.stood forward generously in 
the common cause; while Sparta had too often ob- 
served a cold and selfish policy. These favourable 
impressions were heightened by the contrast of the 
consummate justice and good conduct of her com- 
manders, Avistides and Cimon, with the haughtiness 
and insolence of Pausanias the Spartan king. Moved 
by these different considerations, the allies unani- 
mously determined to transfer the chief command at 
sea, now much more important than land, to the 
Athenians.. The Lacedemonians wisely forbore an 
opposition, which they knew would be vain: and as 
a common treasury was necessary for the prosecution 

A. C. 476. 
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of a naval war, Aristides, in whom entire confidence 

“——v~~ was placed, was chosen both to fix the quotas of the 

“Themisto- 
cles banish- 
ed. 

different states, and to perform the office of treasurer. 
The allies did not ultimately find much reason to 
congratnte themselves on this new arrangement. 

he period, of nearly fifty years, which elapsed 
from the end of the Persian to the commencement of 
the Peloponnesian war, is the most splendid in the 
history of Athens. During this period, she held an 
undisputed pre-eminence among the states of Greece ; 
yet / occur not, in the events by which it was 
distinguished, any which were peculiarly remarkable 
by their magnitude or importance. To prevent the 
confusion of relating a number of detached incidents, 
we shall divide them into three parts: Her internal 
affairs; her maritime operations ; and her operations 
by land. : 

The rivalship of Themistocles and Aristides con- 
tinued; but though the latter held now a prominent 
character in the eyes of Greece, Themistocles was 
still the most powerful at home. The power of the 
people, which had long been preponderant in Athens, 
was greatly strengthened by the issue of the Persian 
war. All offices were now laid open to them. It 
was only by gaining their favour, that any chief could 
rise to the head of the republic. All therefore vied 
with each other in flattering them, and in removing 
every remaining obstacle to their uncontrouled sway. 
Themistocles continued to administer public affairs 
with vigour, attending particularly to the improve- 
ment of the navy. In time, however, envy and jea- 
lousy, with the rising influence of competitors, par- 
ticularly of Cimon, sapped the foundations of his au- 
thority. This soon appeared, when the Lacedemo- 
nians, always his enemies, preferred an accusation 

inst him, as privy to the treason of Pausanias. 
It appeared indeed that he had known of it, but he 
strenuously denied having ‘given his concurrence. 
He was banished, however, by the ostracism; was 
driven, by the combined power of both states, from 
city to city; and at length forced to take refuge in 
Persia, where he died. 

Aristides died about the same time, universally Ia- 
mented, (See Aristipes.) ‘The whole power then 
came into the hands of Cimon the son of Miltiades, one 
of the most illustrious and accomplished characters 
whom Greece ever produced. He seems to have com- 
bined the justice of Aristides with the enterprize of 
Themistocles. He rather inclined to favour the aris- 
tocratical party, which always. connected itself with 
Lacedemon, insomuch that he acquired the surname of 
Philolacones. Necessity, however, as well as generosi- 
ty, prompted him to the most profuse distribution of 
the wealth which he obtained by his. conquests in 
‘Thrace and Asia Minor. He kept an open table; he 
allowed indiscriminate admission to his farms and gar- 
dens. In process of time, however, he shared the usual 
lot of the chiefs of Athens. His aristocratical propen- 
sities were not welcome to the people, who were now 
all powerful; and his regard to. national justice, often 
clashed with that eagerness to grasp at every mode 
of acquisition, which too much distinguished the fo- 
reign policy of Athens. He was accordingly ac- 
cused for not having, without the least ground, made 

ATHENS. 
war on Macedonia, and 
ostracism. : as 

His successor was Pericles. He had supplanted 
his rival by the sedulous practices of all those arts, 
by which popular favour may be attained. The 

he was condemned by the 
mor) 

measures, however, which he p sed fom this pur- 
pose, were far from being either laudable or benefi- 
cial to Athens... They consisted in removing every 
pene check on the power of the people, already 
too exorbitant. _He contracted the jurisdic- 
tion of the Areopagus, which robably given 
umbrage to the popular assembly. Still, ‘however, 
they missed the splendid liberality of Cimon, which 
warene pa yemces se rival. Out of this dilemma, 
e extricated himself in a-manner. ‘unjustifiable 

and pernicious. He persuaded hae ra ner 
in their private accommodation amusement, not 
only the public méney, but the common of 
Greece. It must be owned, however, to have been 
spent, under his direction, with equal taste and mag- 
nificence. He adorned the city with splendid works 
of art; he encouraged learned men; and the drama, 
under his auspices, rose to a perfection before unat - 
tained. His management of the foreign affairs of the 
republic, was moderate, wise, and vigorous. Cimon, 

er five years of banishment, was recalled, but died 
soon after, leaving the field entirely open to his suc- 
cessor. © : 

While these changes were going on’ at home, 
Athens carried on a continued and successful war 
against Persia, and all those who adhered to her 
cause. The fine island of Cyprus was first rescued 
from them; after which Cimon was sent to 2} 
them completely from Thrace, an undertaking which 
was facilitated by the capture of Byzantium. Elion 
and Amphipolis, the only towns now remaining to 
them, were reduced, though the latter made a dread- 
ful resistance; and when all hopes were over, the in- 
habitants threw themselves, with their wives and chil- 
dren, into the flames, rather than submit. 

Cimon, having thus cleared Europe of the com- 
mon enemy, sailed into Asia Minor, where, with the 
aid of the Grecian inhabitants, he drove them com- 
pletely out of Caria aud Lycia. He was then pro- 
ceeding to attack Pamphylia, but Artaxerxes, soli- 
citous to preserve his provinces, had fitted out a for- 
midable army and fleet. ‘The former encamped on 
the banks of the Eurymedon; the latter, of 400 sail, 
was at the mouth of the river. Cimon immediately 
sailed with 250 gallies, attacked the Persian fleet, 
sunk a great part of it, and captured the rest, which 
had vainly sought shelter in the. island of Cyprus. 
About 20,000 troops were found on board, which 
suggested to Cimon the following stratagem. He 
dressed his men in the clothes of these Persians, and 
hastening to the om Bee before the news of his 
victory had reached the Persian camp, procured ad- 
mittance into it, attacked the army unexpectedly, 
totally defeated it, and made the greater part pri- 
soners, ‘These two victories, which were re? sie 
the same day, raised Cimon to the utmost Leighe of 
glory. An immense booty fell into the hands of the 
conquerors. 

Soon after, an arrangement took place, which com- 
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ATHENS. 
pletely rivetted the maritime’ su of Athens. 

enterprises had been carried on by the con-: 
federate fleet of Greece, under Athenian commanders. 
But the. allies grew weary of furnishing ships and 
men ; and Athens gladly consented to take this upon” 
herself, on condition of their paying a composition in 
money. The sum was at first moderate; but Athens, 
now enjoying the whole maritime power of Greece, 

_ The Egyptians having 
sugars sor always ready for any adven- 

to aidthem. The army which they into Egypt. ture, 

Death of 
Cimon. 

sent>=was at. first successful, defeated the Persian 
forces, and laid siege to Memphis. When they were 
worn down, however, bythe fatigue of this siege, a 
new army, commanded’ by Megabazus, advan 
on them, compelled them to raise it, and to evacuate 
E The greater part ‘perished in their retreat 
abpaccglo. thei plain dddecstaly Dash thie feet ulec 
was surrounded, and cut off by the Pheenicians. 

_ These. disasters deterred the Athenians, for seven 
years, from any farther enterprises: On the recal of 
Cimon, » he was sent with a fleet to Cyprus, 
which had beem recovered by the Persians. He was 
nae Ah execute this'commission with his usual 
success, when he received, at the siege of Citium, a 
wound, of which he died. ; 

Artaxerxes, at length, foreseeing nothing but dis- 
Peace with aster from the prosecution of an.Athenian war, made 
Persia. 

A.C, 449. 

Dissensions 
with Spar- 
ta. 

: 

\ 

| 
{ 

A.C. 446. 

proposals. of . Athens obtained the most ho- 
SReublentoudsichbs the independence of the Gre- 
cian colonies in Asia Minor, and the exclusion of all 
Persian ships from the Grecian seas. Such was the 

‘termination-of a war, which had lasted, with’ 
interval, for upwards of fifty years. 

While Greece was thus ——e over the com- 

sides in-two supported by her after the re- 
treat of Xerxes; one, that all those states which had 
assisted. the Persians, should be excluded from the 
common council of Greece; andthe other, that the Io- 
nians should be stransported into Europe, where t 
would be secure from Persian wetentmeént: ene 

Spar a dreadful insur- 
rection of her:slaves. The Athenians generously 
sent troops to her aid, and were highly offended when 
they found that these had been dismissed, while the 
troops of the other allies sereacn ie They took 
@ most extraordinary method of revenging this slight. 
The Lacedemonians having seidanelarets md éxpedition 
into Phocis; Athens sent a of troops to the 
isthm us to cut off their retreat. [he Lacedemonians 
then marched into Baotia, and threatened Attica. 

An army being brought'to oppose them, a battle 
was fought at T'anagra, in wich the Athenians were 

VOL. Ul. PART I. 

ing revolted against the king of ; 

up- 

» quest assistance from Athens. 

defeated. In consequence of this success, the The- 
ans were encouraged to apply to Sparta for aid 

inst the smaller towns of Beotia,which had thrown 
their authority, and were protected by Athens. 

The Spartans accordingly sent a powerful army to 
their support ; but the Athenians, under the conduct 
of Myronides, an: active and able officer, attacked 
the confederates, though greatly superior in number, 
and gained a complete victory, which placed all 
Beeotia at their disposal. 

The Athenians, some time after, had another dif- 

b 
a 
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ference with the Lacedemonians, on the subject of - 
Megara. Plistonax, king of Sparta, marched with an 
army into Attica; but Pericles, by a bribe of ten ta- 
lents, persuaded him to return. Pericles, in account- 
ing for this'sum to the people, is said to have stated - 
it as “ laid out in a fit manner on a proper occasion :”? 
the first notice we find’ in “history of secret-service 
money. 

About this time the Athenians being applied to 
for assistance by the Sybarites against the Crotoniats, 
sent an expedition, which restored the former to their 
city. 

Megara was not the only city which threw off the A.C. 440. 
yoke of Athens; anumber of the maritime states, who 

ned under her exactions, endeavoured to retrieve: 
the fatal error they had committed, of commuting 
naval service for money. Pericles, however, with a 
fleet and army, sailing to each successively, reduced 
them, and rendered their bondage still heavier than 
before. He particularly distinguished himself in the 
expeditions to Eubcea and Samos. 

The train of dissension, however, was now laid on. A.C. 436. 
the Grecian continent, and required only a spark to 
produce a mighty conflagration. That spark was not 
wanting. A quarrel arising between the Corinthians 
and Corcyreans, both sides sent ambassadors to re- 

An assembly of the 
people being called, and having heard the argu- 
ments of both parties, decided at first in favour of 
the Corinthians, but afterwards, with characteristic 
levity, changed to the side'of the Corcyreans, whose 
alliance, as a naval power, appeared likely to be 
more useful. A’ squadron was accordingly sent to: 
the aid of the latter people, and assisted them in an 
obstinate engagement which they maintained against 
their adversaries. The Corinthians, anxious to find 
out other employment for the Athenian arms, con- 
trived to excite a rebellion in Chalcidice, one of 
their finest’ dependencies, bordering on Thrace and 
Macedonia: ‘The Potideans, who took the lead in 
this affair, being attacked by an Athenian fleet and 
army, ‘received from Corinth an aid of 2000 men, 
who threw themselves into their city ; notwithstand- 
ing which, after an obstinate defence, they were re- 
duced to extremity. 

The Corinthians, finding themselves thus deeply 
involved with so formidable an adversary, saw no re- 
source but in the great’ rival of Athens. They sent 
ambassadors to Sparta, representing the imminent 
danger to which that state exposed. itself and all 
Greece, “by suffering the Athenians to make such ra- 
id advances in dominion. After an obstinate de- 
te, the Spartans determined to espouse their cause, 

which was then quickly joined by many other states, 
D 

Origin of 
the Pelo- 
ponnesian 
war. 
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who envied or dreaded the prosperity of Athens. A 
joint embassy was sent to that city, demanding the 
liberty of all those Grecian states which she now held 
pra es ‘Other demands were added, which ap- 
peared to be still more inadmissible. Pericles advised 
and procured their rejection. War, however, with so 
powerful a confederacy, was by no means popular ; 
and the enemies of Pericles laid hold of this oppor- 
tunity to attack him. Several of his friends were 
tried and banished; and an accusation was brought 
forward against himself, for having embezzled the 
publicmoney. From this charge, however, he clear- 
ed himself in such a complete and ‘satisfactory man- 
ner,,as silenced hisaccusers, and regained him the 
popular favour. i 

eanwhile the Peloponnesian war began by an un- 
successful attempt of the Thebans to surprise Platea. 
Lhis war possessed characters which distinguished it 
from almost every other, and which more than dou- 
bled the usual calamities of arms. It was asomuch a 
civil as‘a foreign war; for in every city there was a 
party, and commonly a numerous party, entirely de- 
voted to the enemy. This arose from the difference 
in form of government between Sparta and Athens ; 
the one inclining strongly to aristocracy, while the 
other was entirely popular. Each of the two na- 
tions, on becoming masters of any city, established in 
power that party which favoured their own form of 
government, while the heads of the opposite faction 

were pfoscribed or banished. These last again, when 

a counter revolution took place, had not only their 
security to provide for, but their vengeance to gra- 
tify. Thus boundless scope was given to ambition, 
party rage, the thirst of revenge; the Grecian cha- 
racter, according to Thucydides, underwent an entire 
change; all the ties of nature were trampled upon; 

and Greece exhibited, during thirty years, a perpe- 
tual scene of conflict and calamity. 5 

Almost all Greece took part in this quarrel. Most 
of the continental states sided with Sparta, which 
was most powerful by land; Argos, however, with 
its dependencies, stood neuter, while» the Acarna- 
nians, who bordered on Corcyra, “and. Platea, an 
ancient ally, espoused the Athenian interest. The 
Athenians again were assisted,. rather through fear 
than affection, by all the maritime states, comprising 
the islands and the coast of Aisia Minor. Chios, 
Lesbos, and Corcyra, furnished vessels; the rest, 
money and men. 

The Lacedemonians determined, without delay, to 
avail themselves of their superiority on land, by 
marching, with their whole forces, into Attica. The 
Athenians, who had no army which could face them 
in the field, adopted, by the advice) of Pericles, a 
system of warfare entirely defensive. They withdrew 
fiche the country, and leaving it as completely a de- 
sert as possible, transported their whole population 
within the walls of Athens. The confederates ar- 
rived, spread themselves over the fields, burnt houses 
and villages, and attempted, by every insult, to excite 
the Athenians to leave the city and give them battle. 
Pericles, however, though with the utmost difficulty, 
succeeded in retaining them within their walls. Mean- 
while he sent a powerful fleet, with troops on board, 
to ravage the coasts of Peloponnesus. This circum- 
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stance, joined to difficulty of subsistence, at length Athens. 

yet induced the confederate army to withdraw... 
Next summer, Attica was exposed to a‘similar in- 

vasion, and the same measures were taken. This 
however, was rendered much more calamitous, ‘A. C. 429! > 

Gre dreadful plague which broke out in Athens, and 
swept away m titudes. Among its victims was- 
Pericles, at a time when his. services were’ most 
wanted. ud’) 
A new disaster was soon added to those with which 

* Athens was already afflicted. Lesbos, one of the 
most powerful among its subject-allies, revolted. It 
had been allowed to retain a greater measure of li-: 
berty than the others; but still the yoke was. so 
heavy, that it availed itself of the first opportunity 
of shaking it off. Buoyed up by promises of aid 
from the Peloponnesian confederacy, the Lesbians 
set the power of Athens at defiance. The Athe- 
nians, though at first slow to believe this defection, 
yet when they could no longer doubt its truth, they 
made-eyery exertion against their new enemy. They 
fitted out a powerful armament, which they entrust~ 
ed to Paches, an able officer. Being assisted. by 
the ox pace islands, and meeting with no, very 
powerful resistance, they were soon able to block- 
ade Mitylene, the capital of that island... The La- 
cedemonians, meanwhile, were actively employed. in 
equipping a fleet for its relief. Their operations, 
however, proceeded with characteristic slowness; and 
when, it was at last fitted out, they entrusted the 
command to a very ill qualified officer.. In conse- 
quence of his feeble and dilatory measures, the Mi- 
tyleneans were obliged, before assistance arrived, to 
surrender, on the hard condition of their lives, be- 
ing spared only till they should have an opportu- 
nity of imploring the mercy of Athens. Their con- 
fidence in it, however, was by no means well found- 
ed; for on the matter eR tere before the people, 
they immediately passed inhuman decree, by 
which all the Mityleneans, fit to bear arms, were to 
be put to death, and the women and children sold 
to slavery. Happily, however, this stain on the 
Athenian name was in some measure - obliterated. 
Next day there was a general relenting, of which the 
Mitylenean deputies availed themselves to procure 
the calling of another assembly. This. shameful de- 
cree, though by too small a majority, was then re- 
pealed, er the punishment of death inflicted only on 
a certain number, who were peculiarly gre 
During this time, the most horrible dissensions 

were raging in Corcyra, which terminated in a bloody 
triumph of the party devoted’ to Athens. ‘The 
Athenians then conceived the hope, that, by the aid 
of the Acarnanians, of a party of revolted Messe- 
nians, who had taken refuge at Naupactus, and of 

ighbouring islands ok. Cephalenia and Zacyn- 
might succeed in reducing all /Etolia to 
They accordingly overran great part of 

the country, and even stormed the capital Ai gitium ; 
but the AStolians, carrying on a desultory warfare, 
harassed them to such.a degree, that they were obli- 
ged to renounce the enterprize, and return, in a very 

shattered state, to Naupactus.. The » how- 
ever, having in their return ventured to-attack, were 
repulsed and defeated with great loss; whieh saved 

the 
thus, they 
subjection. 
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Athens. the reputation of Demosthenes, who commanded the 
‘armament, ©? 1 °!)40" G@ropire ¥ ‘ 

‘Their attempts tc - into the country ha- 
ving thus pre ) , the cress et their 

ies, next undertook’ an expedition to the western 

besdh of sus. Dining me Pylus, the coast r 

Méssenians were seized with an-ardent desire of again 
themselves in their native mio e- 

mosthenes could not, at first, persuade his colleagues 
‘to enter into this plan; till, a storm happening to 

Successful “drive them tithe very spot, it was in a manner forced 

expedition them. They accordingly began to fortify the 
to Pylus. place with great activity. ‘The Lacedemonians has- 

‘tened’ to assemble their forces, in order to crush, at 
_ ‘once, ‘a’ scheme so alarming. The attack, however, 

‘was unsuccessful: their fleet was defeated, and their 
‘army repulsed. ‘T’hese disasters were accompanied 
‘by another still more serious, which gave a decisive 
turn to the state of affairs: ic a = opera- 
tions against Pylus, had ‘thrown: 400: Spartans 
into’ ia, a * all bland opposite the harbour. 
After the overthrow of the fleet, this body of men 
“were entirely cut off from the continent. Incon- 
ceivable is ‘the’ dismay which this event excited in 
Sparta. The S were so few in number, and 
yet so com the vital part of the community, 
that the loss of this small party became a public ca- 
damity of the first magnitude. Their pride was hum- 
bled; they sent ambassadors to: Athens to sue for 
‘peace, and even ‘delivered up sixty ships as a pledge 
‘of their sincerity. Athens had now’an opportunity 
-of terminating the war with equal glory and advan- 
‘tage: but she had no longer’a Pericles to guide her 
councils ; they were chiefly governed by Cleon, a 
worthless er, who raised sear into favour 

»by flattering the worst passions of his countrymen. 
‘Reis tation, they made’\demands so enormous, 
vas convi the Lacedemonians that they had no- 
thing to hope from negociation. | 'The “Athenians” 
even refused, on the most frivolous pretences, to re- 
store the sixty ve which had been only yielded as 
a mene ‘during the negociation. 
a nwhile the reduction of the island'did not pro- 
ceed so rapidlyas was expected. It was strong b 
mature, and the Spartans defended themselves wit 

i 3 so that Demosthenes placed his chief con- 
poe a aiid could not be: render- 

very strict, from roximity of the site 
shore. Cleon, Seinbationy ae pact ee haipantente of 
a ewer, assembly, oo in ‘daily deelamation 
against generals emplo He concluded: b 
declaring, that, witha little valour, nothing could be 
“more easy 'than»to take it without delay. Upon 
‘this Nicias proposed to confer the command upon 
“him. Cleon at first d to accept it but, 
on finding that the people were really disposed to 
place’ him in a situation for which he was conscious 
of being totally unqualified, he endeavoured to draw 
back. ; ple; however, amused at the dilemma 
into which ; imagined him to have fallen, would 
listen to no ry. Cleon was forced to set out? 
It so happened, that, by:the time of his. arrival, De- 
mosthenes had reduced the Spartans on ‘the island to 

» the. last extremity;*sovthat in afew days they were 

ing their power in every direction. 

obliged to surrender; and Cleon, to'the surprise of 
every one, returned in triumph to Athens. 

The Athenians now, elated with their good for- 
tune, lost all moderation, and thought only of extend- 

Nicias took the 
important island of Cythera, lying at the south-east 
point of Laconia. Soon after they took Nisa, the 
sea-port of Megara, and ravaged the whole coast 
of Peloponnesus.. Fortune, however, soon began to 
change. A scheme had been formed to invade Boco- 
tia, in concert with the smaller towns of that district, 
which wished to throw off the dominion of Thebes. 
The plan, however; was discovered and. frustrated ; 
and an Athenian army, advancing to Tanagra, was 
shamefully defeated. The Boeotians then made them- 
selves masters of Delium. 

Meanwhile a still severer storm burst forth on -the 
coast of Macedonia and Thrace. The. principal 
towns in the insula of Chalcidice, dreading the 
resentment of be entered into a league with the 
Luacedemonians, and with Perdiceas, king of Mace-. 
don. The former: sent,-under: Brasidas, a force, 
small indeed, but rendered formidable by the con- 
summate wisdom of its-commander.  Brasidas passed 
the straits of Thermopylz, which the supine security 
of the Athenians prevented them from.making any 
attempt to . He then, advaneed into Chalci+ 
dice, and, though feebly: supported by Macedon, con- 
trived, by the united power of valour and eloquence, 
to possess himself of Acanthus, Stagira, and most of 
the cities on that peninsula, not reducing them to 
subjection, but establishing in power the party fa- 
vourable to Lacedemon. He even gained Amphi- 
polis, a most important town, commanding the navi- 

ion of the river Strymon, and the access into the 
Interior of 'Thrace. The Athenians; who were ex+ 
ulting in all the pride of success, were struck with 
the t dismay bythe intelligence of these mul- 
tiplied disasters. Thucydides, the historian, who 
+had commanded on this station, but with a force 
wholly inadequate, was recalled and banished; and 
ehecateadl were prepared. ‘The Lacedemenians, 
however, having prudently taken advantage of this 
success to solicit an armistice, it was granted, anda 
negociation entered into, It was: soon broken, how- 
ever, by the clamours:of Cleon, who called upon his 
count n- to employ his own experienced talents 
in retrieving the disasters-of the republic. He was 
dispatched accordingly with a respectable force, 
which enabled him, in the first instance, to take 
Menda and Torone. Flushed with success, he ven- 
tured on a rash attack upon Amphipolis; but here 
his army was totally defeated, and himself slain. 
This ‘elantiny was only compensated by the death of 
Brasidas, who fell in the same engagement. 

Athens. 

A. C. 424, 

Revolt of 
the Thra- 
cian allies. 

The Athenians, having suffered this loss, and ha- A. C. 42), 
ving no longer Cleon to urge them into violent mea- Treaty | 
sures, listened to.the voice of reason, and, under the 
auspices of Nicias, concluded a:treaty of peace with 
tne Lacedemonians. In this treaty it was stipulated, 
that all the places taken on both sides, in the course 
of the war, should be mutually restored. 

This condition has certainly the appearance of 
being moderate and reasonable; yet it involved, in. 

with Lace- 
demon, 
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Athens. fact, an extensive violation of the most solemn en- progress in that quarter. They turnedynext to.an — Atliens: 
—v—— gagements. Each party had gained possession. of ——- the most Seeoontal and able in “—~— 

these towns, not as conquerors, but as allies; they -which they ever engaged. ‘The island . preety 
had been uniformly welcomed by one party, whose one of the finest of the Cyclades, had been peo ” 
power they had established by crushing the opposite. ‘by a Lacedemonian colony; yet, notwi ing its 
This party now complained, that, from being the connection with that. state, it had, during the e. 
rulers of their country, they were left ex to all war, observed ‘the :strictest neutrality. The Athe- 

War in Pe- opportunity of acting a distin 
loponnesus. sing the cause of the Chalcidian cities, and o 

the resentment of the sovereign state from which they 
had revolted, and, what was more dreadful, to the 
-vengeance of their fellow citizens, whom they had pu- 
nished or.expelled.. The cities of the Chalcidice rai- 
sed loud outcries against Sparta; they refused to 
yield to a treaty in which they had not been consult- 
ed; and general murmurs arose among the allies of 
both nations. The Corinthians saw in ee an 

ished espou- gu part, by Pe nll 

who thought themselves aggrieved by the :treaty in 
question; and their league was joined by Argos, 
Mantinea, and Elis, 

This confederacy seems evidently to have at first 
been chiefly formed with the view of resisting the 
retensions of Athens; yet such was the restless am- 

ition of that republic, that she soon became one 
of its leading members. So fair an opportunity of 
humbling the power of Sparta, it was thought, should 
not be lost. Nicias, the leader of the aristocratical 
and: pacific party, had prevailed for a time, only 
through the sudden death of Cleon, the leader of the 
popular party, which was destined to hold perpetual 
sway in Athens. The place of the latter was soon 
supplied by a man of far superior talents ; by Alci- 
biades, the greatest orator, the most accomplished 
gentleman, and the first general, of his age; but 

-nians, however, now sent an armament to take pos- 
session of it. They first asked admittance to the 
assembly of the people: But the Melians, dreading 
their eloquence, and:the contagious character of po- 
pular government, chose rather to admit them to an 
audience of the senate. ‘The conference which took 
pleserien enna ‘by Thucydides, and gives a most | 
curious, but. most aSermaabhe Sotaed the foreign | 
politics of Athens. The only thing like a right 
which her ambassadors urge, is founded on their ha- 
ving delivered Greece from Persian invasion, whence 
they infer that they are entitled to command it. Be- 
ing pressed, however, on this subject, — 
any discussion on nee ee of the p ing, and 
openly appeal to the law of the strongest. The Me- 
lians then endeavour to persuade them, that their 
own interest would not be promoted by so violent.a 
proceeding. The reply-of the Athenians discovers 
the most unbounded confidence in their own good 
fortune, and in. the power of their state, which no- 
thing, they apprehended, can shake. The Melians, 
‘finding entreaties and argument fruitless, prepared 
to defend themselves by force of arms. Their resist- 
‘ance was long and vigorous; but, the island being at 
Jength taken, the Athenians completed their iniquity, 
-by putting to death all the males above the age of 
fourteen, and selling the rest as slaves. 

whose total want of principle rendered these acquire- 
ments, not the safety, but the ruin of himselt and 
of his country. With the view of breaking off the 
treaty, he is said to have employed an artifice, one of 
the most shameless that is mentioned in history. 

Such a violent and flagitious, system soon hurried A C. 416. 
them on to their ruin. The island of Sicily had, The Athe- 
for some time past, been’ desolated by violent internal 174"8 U2- 

‘ dertake an 
awars. In these the Athenians had ce cra tas “3 
a share; but so unwelcome was their interference, euicly. 

Lacedemonian ambassadors arrived, and, being intro- 
duced to the senate, shewed full powers to conclude 
a treaty, not only of peace, but of alliance for the re- 
duction of the mutinous states. Alcibiades, having 
invited them to his house, after great professions of 
zeal in, their cause, advised them, in order to nego- 
ciate with greater advantage, to conceal the extent 
of their powers. Next day, in the assembly of the 
people, he was the first to demand from them the 
roduction of full powers; and when they, in con- 
ormity to his private advice, denied that they were 
possessed of such, he immediately burst into a violent 
invective, contrasted their present declaration: with 
that of the day before, and, accusing them of false- 
bees treachery, procured their immediate dis- 
missal. 

War was now kindled in Peloponnesus; but the 
Athenians acted only the part of auxiliaries. Their 
favourite object was the extension of their mari- 
time dominion. They reduced, Scione, a town of 
Chalcidice, in the peninsula of Pallene, and avenged, 
with the most. atrocious severity, the revolt of the 
inhabitants. This cruelty, however, proved rather 
hurtful to their interests. It roused a spirit.of resist- 
ance, which, joined to the interference of Perdicias, 
rendered it impossible for them to make any farther 

that it had united all the states of the island in a 
league for the exclusion of strangers. From this 
none dissented except the city of Egesta, which had 
incurred the resentment of Syracuse and. Selinus ; 
apprehensive of being crushéd by whom, the Eges- 
tans sought the alliance of Athens. They gave, at 
the same time, an exaggerated statement of the re- 
sources, particularly pecuniary, which »they them- 
selves could supply. tare ater be more impru- 
dent for the Athenians, than to engage, at such a 
juncture, in a war almost equal in magnitude to: the 
eloponnesian. ‘They were scarcely at peace with 

Sparta, which would doubtless avail itself of the first 
favourable opportunity of er them: They 
had a mighty rebellion to suppress, of their own de- 
pendencies, in the Chalcidice. But with the Athe- 
nians, always sanguine and adventurous, always aim- 
ing at what they did not possess, and thinking of ag- 
grandizement rather than of safety, such consider- 
ations had little influence. Masters of Sicily, they 
would pooccoomecirtane masters of all oan nor was 
there stretch of greatness to whi ey might 
not sits ‘Adbibindes with all the young ‘men devo- 
ted to him, and, in general, all the leaders of the po- 
pular party, strenuously supported a measure, from 
which the cautious prudence of Nicias in vain at- 
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Athens. — to dissuade his countrymen. Even when 
' ‘to procure a delay, —— the ter, hoping at least 

an exaggerated ment of the preparations which 
‘would be necessary, the Athenians voted an imme- 
diate supply of all he demanded. Nicias, Alcibiades, 
‘and hus, were appointed commanders of the 

ne consisted of 100 gallies, with a 
number of transports and smaller vessels, having on 
yoard 5000 armed troops, besides archers and 

. Its yous was at Corcyra, wheuice it 
‘over to the nearest point of Italy, and sailed 

‘the coast till it came to the straits of Messina. 
Great expectations had been entertained from the 
Ttalian ‘states, several of whom were bound by al- 
Jiance and former favours; but all, jealous of such 

i mighty interference, shut their gates against the 
Athenians. On their arrival off the coast of Sicily, 
the Egestans were found altogether incapable of per- 

; forming their promises. The question then came to 
‘ ‘be, What was to be done? Nicias proposed to re- 
3 ‘turn immediately ; Lamachus to proceed without de- 

lay to + ear before it had'time to prepare, or to | ' 

ww 

its consternation. A middle plan pre- 
wailed, whicli was to sail round the coast, in order to 
collect resources and : allies for the future siege of 
‘Syra J : 

TAleibiades proceeded first to Naxos and Catana, 
with both which cities Ke succeeded; but, as he was 

Disgra ce of proceeding to Messana, a deputation arrived, com- 
Alcibiades. manding him to return to Athens. His enemies had 

taken advan of his absence to press a charge of 
| impiety, f sd on the extraordinary circumstance 

‘of all the statues of Mercury having been found mu- 
tilated on the'morning of ‘his departure. It seemed 
countenanced by the habitual levity of his conduct. 

: Alcibiades, aware of the little lenity exercised by 
i Athens towards her great men, declined standing his 

trial, and retired to Sparta. It seems difficult to 
; determine, whether ‘his former influence, or his pre- 
F sent disgrace, were most fatal to his country. Since 

‘the expedition was undertaken, he certainly, of all 
men, was best ified to conduct it. The timid 
and irresolute r of Nicias, on whom the 
‘chief command now devolved, rendered him wholly 
unfit to conduct an enterprize which could succeed 
only by prompt and decisive measures. He spun 
out the summer in small and ineffective expeditions 
against the inferior states. By a skilful stratagem, 
he drew off the S san army to Catana, and was 
thus enabled to his landing without opposition. 
An engagement soon after ensued, in which the Sy- 
raeusans were defeated: But Nicias, not conceiving 
himself to be in a state to finish the siege, im- 
rieabbti yveibarkced, and returned to spend the win- 

Early. Nicias; havin, 1 next spring Nicias, having received large re- 
inforcduiiaenttcrionsty mndersoak the siege of Sie 
cuse. The inhabitants defended themselves with 
bravery and resolution; but, as their troops were 
comparatively undisciplined, and their generals inex- 
perienced, they were gradually pressed closer and 
closer, and at length reduced to such an extremity, 
that their fall seemed rapidly approaching. 

~ The Lacedemonians could not observe, without 

Oo 

Siege of Sy- 
Tacuse. 

ATHENS. 
the most extreme jealousy, the progress of the Athe- 
nian arms. Alcibiades, whose resentment had now 
dmpelled him to espouse their cause, strongly incul- 
cated on them the necessity of vigorously opposing 
it... By his advice, they were induced to declare war 
against the Athenians, to send an army into Attica, 
‘and to fortify Decelia, which might give them a per- 
manent establishment in the Athenian territory. At 
the same time they sent Gylippus, an able command- 

-er, with a body of select troops, to the aid of the 
wiesbaee The Corinthians, at the same time, sent 
a fleet for the same purpose. Encouraged by 
the prospect of succour, the Syracusans -renewed’ 
their efforts. Gylippus landed on the western coast, 
was joined on his march by the troops of Selinus, 
Gela, and Himera, and entered Syracuse in consider- 
able force. Two actions followed, in the first of 
which he was-repulsed, but in the second he defeated 
the Athenians with considerable loss. Animated 
“by this success, the Syracusans, now reinforced by 
the Corinthian squadron, determined to attack the 
enemy on their own element. After several failures, 
they at length succeeded in defeating them there 
also; an event which filled them orm 4 the highest 
exultation. All Sicily now declared against’ the de- 
‘clining fortune of Athens ; the supplies of provisions 
‘were withheld ; and the armament gradually moulder- 
ed away, while that of the enemy received continual 
accessions. 

In this distress Nicias wrote home, urging strong- 
ly the necessity, either of his immediate recal, or of 
‘large reinforcements. Never could the latter demand 
arrive more unseasonably. The Lacedemonians, ac- 
cording to the advice of Alcibiades, had fortified 
Decelia, and were thus enabled, both to keep Athens 
in perpetual alarm, and to cut off all supplies of pro- 
visions, unless by sea. Yet such was the daring en- 
terprise, and vast resources, of this»state, that, in- 
stead of recalling Nicias, they fitted out, without de- 
lay, an armament nearly equal to that originally sent. 
The unexpected appearance of so mighty a rein- 
forcement inspired hs assailants with new courage, 
while it struck the besieged with dismay. It was 
commanded by Demosthenes. By his advice a gene- 
ral attack was resolved on. It was undertaken ac- 
cordingly by moonlight, against the quarter of Epi- 
‘pola; having gained which, they hoped to possess 
themselves of the whole city. They at first succeed- 
ed; Epipole was forced; but when the Athenians 
pressed forward to pursue their advantage, the datk- 
ness of the night, and their ignorance of the place, 
threw them into inextricable confusion. They were 
unable to. distinguish between friends and foes; the 
enemy gained their watchword; and, after a dread- 
ful combat, they were repulsed with great slaughter. 

Demosthenes now advised an immediate return ; 
but this proposal was unexpectedly opposed by Ni- 
cias, who dreaded to appear before the enraged as- 
sembly of Athens, and entertained hopes, from secret 
connections which he had formed in the city. Things 
‘remained in this state, till Gylippus arrived with 
a powerful reinforcement, which ie had collected 
from the different states of Sicily.. The necessi- 
ty of departing was now obvious to all; but an 
eclipse e the sun happening, Nicias, from a prin- 
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Athens. 
—— 
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Athens, eiple s of vaperetitions to which he, eo ere ad- 
~— dicted, conceived it n to delay their departure ear f 

‘Total de- 
feat of the 
Athenians. 

for twenty-seven days. 
Athens. __, 

The Syracusans, encouraged by their increased 
numbers, and by the evident irresolution and timi- 
dity of their enemies, determined to attack them on 
their own element. A naval engagement took place, 
and continued for three days with various success. 
The valour and skill of the Athenians at first pre- 
vailed ; but the Syracusans, continually pouring in 
fresh numbers, at length gained a considerable ad- 

was a fatal delay to 

- vantage. 
No choice now remained to the Athenians but of 

immediate retreat. _ By the time, however, that they 
had brought their fleet to the mouth of the harbour, 
they found that the Syracusans, without losing a mo- 
ment, had thrown a chain across it. Another battle 
was therefore necessary before they could escape. On 
this battle hung the fate of the whole Athenian ar- 
mament. It was fought long, and with dreadful ob- 
stinacy. The armies surrounding the harbour, beheld 
it as from a theatre, and raised cries of alternate exul- 
tation and despair, according to the varying fortunes 
of the day. Victory at length decided against the 
Athenians ; all their vessels fled, and were driven on 
shore. Nothing could then exceed their calamity. 
Their only hope was to escape by land to some of the 
allied cities ; but the route was to be made in the face 
of a victorious eneiny, through a country every where 
hostile. As ina city taken by storm, they were to 
fly, having lost their all. They were forced to aban- 
don their dead unburied, a thing never before done 
by an Athenian army ; they were forced even to aban- 
don their wounded, exclaiming in vain to gods and 
men against this inhuman desertion. ‘The character of 
Nicias rose in misfortune. By every motive of hope, 
of interest, of national honour, he endeavoured to rouse 
his countrymen from despair, and to inspire them with 
that firmness which alone could save them. Yet, the 
usual tardiness of his character remaining, he wast- 
ed two days in preparation, of which period the Sy- 
racusans availed themselves to seize on the passes. 
The Athenian army, however, for some time forced 
their way, though slowly, through crowds of surround- 
ing enemies. he: length, the rear guard under De- 
mosthenes was separated from the van, and forced to 
surrender, stipulating only for their lives. The catas- 
trophe of Nicias was still more fatal. Having reach- 
ed the banks of the river Asinarius, he made a des- 
perate attempt to Cross it, conceiving that his retreat 
would then be secure. The enemy, however, had 
possessed themselves of its steep banks, and had filled 
them with armed men. The Athenians, raging with 
thirst, plunged into the stream, and eagerly drank it, 
mixed as it was with the blood of their countrymen. 
The crowds pressing on confusedly, encumbered and 
crushed each other; their attempts to advance were 
vain ; while showers of darts were incessantly poured 
down upon them from the surrounding heights. In 
this dreadful condition, Nicias, seeing all was lost, 
agreed to surrender on the mere condition of the car- 
nage being stopped. ‘The prisoners’ were conducted 
to Syracuse, and were treated with the utmost barbari- 
ty. -Nicias and Demosthenes were put to death, 

ATHENS. 
‘We may more easily conceive than describe the con- Athens. 

sternation of the Athenians, when these fatal tidings —-v—~ 
arrived; when, instead of their vain and towering 
hopes of universal conquest, they saw themselves ex- 

sed, almost defenceless, to the fury of their enemies. 
he flower of their warriors had perished ; and their 

subject-allies, whom fear alone had retained in sub- 
mission, be 
this extremity, the en 
tempered by misfortune, fully displayed itself. 
most able and prudent persons were set at the head 
of affairs ; a new fleet was equipped with incredible 
dispatch ; armaments, sent to Chios, Samos, and 
Ionia, secured the allegiance of those states; and 

to manifest symptoms of revolt. In Vigour of 
of pees government, the 

i 

Athens appeared, to astonished Greece, as’ formida- 
ble almost as she had been in her most prosperous 
days. 
The characteristic slowness of the Lacedemonians 

had prevented them from availing themselves of the 
first -consternation of Athens, and seeing her rise 
so rapidly to her former greatness, they began to 
be discouraged from the farther prosecution of the 
war. Alcibiades, however, urged them to proceed, 
and endeavoured to strengthen them by the alliance 
of the Persians. Finding, however, that his levity and 
dissoluteness had ruined his influence at Sparta, he 
went over entirely to the latter ; and finally hoping 
to regain his footing in Athens, offered to secure for 
it the Persian alliance, provided an aristocracy were 
established, and pleted: under his authority. The 
Athenians, feeling the urgency of their 

A. C. 409. 

of 
airs, and govern-. 

disgusted with the party which had impelled them in- ment. 
to such precipitate measures, suffered their consent to 
be extorted to a change so repugnant to all their 
former habits. A Siiealir mancuvre now took place, 
Pisander, Antiphon, and other old aristocrats, deter- 
mined, that since this change was to take place, it 
should be for the benefit of themselves, rather than of 
one so odious to them as Alcibiades. In his absence, 
therefore, they procured the consent of the Athe- 
nians to adopt a new system of government, in the 
room of that which they had so long idolized. The 
popular assembly was reduced to 5000, by excluding 
the lowest of the Del je 3; while the chief power was 
vested in a council of 400; and, these being all cho- 
sen ultimately by five prytanes, the whole authority 
centered in the latter. 

This government subsisted for some time without 
opposition. The people, however, soon im- 
patient of restraints to which they were so little ac- 
customed ; and thenewrulers, by abusing their power, 

gravated the discontent. In foreiga states, too, a 
the aristocratical party, on finding themselves, to their 
extreme surprise, placed in power by the Atheniaus, 
chose rather to trust to the long-tried friendship of 
Sparta, than to this sudden favour of their inveterate 
enemies. Several important cities were thus lost to 
Athens, Meanwhile the army, with Thrasybulus and 
Thrasyllus at their head, loudly protested against the 
subversion of Athenian liberty. They ed Alci- Recal of 5 
biades, who, with characteristic inconstancy, now Alcibiades. 
embraced the cause of democracy. By his eloquence 
he charmed all hearts, and soon acquired dn absolute 
ascendant over the troops. He gained over Tissa- 
phernes to the side of Athens ; and under his qwn 



ATHENS. 
the Lacedemonians, determining to make a great ef- Athens, 
fort, had fitted out a large armament, and entrusted -—y—~ 

Athens. command, and that of Thrasybulus, every thing pros- 
“—y— pered.. The latter, with 55 vessels nst 73, gained 

a victory over the Peloponnesians, taking 21 of their 
ships. Soon < eines gained a still more sig- 
nal victory at Cyzicus. By a‘skilful stratagem, he 
surroun: enemy, drove them on shore, took al- 

fleet, and then landing, put their 

fe ile all was disaster and confusion at Athens. 
In vain did the aristocratical leaders endeavour to con- 

iate the peonie by changes in the government ; the 
igher xa bi her, when a Lacede- 

monian fleet of 40 sail appeared in the bay of Salamis. 
Without, however, making any attempt age Athens, 
it sailed to Eubcoea; but the Athenian fleet sent to 
oppose it was completely defeated. This disaster 
produced the immediate dissolution of the new go- 

- vernment: Pisander and his accomplices fled to the 

‘His return 

A.C. 406, 

A. ©. 405. 

Lacedemonians : the people resumed their power, and 
exerted themselves, with their wonted activity, in re- 
pairing their losses. Alcibiades was made command- 
erin chet and ete — career of AES» BE 
reducing Byzantium, her great towns on the 
Thracian Ae always a favourite object of Athenian 
ambition. He then returned to Athens, where every 
honour was lavished upon him which ingenuity could 
devise ; and where he distinguished himself, by con- 

ing the procession of the Eleusinian mysteries in 
‘Ghtetidia Heke Anh engin aiveh od er bees 
effected since the loss of Decelia, 

Alcibiades was now again sent out. with the full 
command of the fleet ; but having gone in person to 
raise contributions, he left the command of it to an 
unworthy favourite of the name of Antiochus, who, 
having rashly left the harbour, and being attacked by 
po se Ephesus, was entirely defeated. The 

ide of popular favour was instantly turned ; Alcibia- 
des, so late its idol, was dismissed from all his em- 
ployments, and banished. ‘l’en commanders were then 
appointed, who seem to have been well chosen, since, 
besides Thrasybulus and Thrasyllus, they included 
Conon, one of the greatest of the Athenians, who 
now for the first time appears on the theatre of his- 
tory. His first enterprise was, however, unfortunate. 
Being sent with an 1 uate squadron to relieve 
Lesbos, he was overpow by numbers, and blocked 
up in the harbour of Mitylene. The Athenians made 
extraordinary exertions to relieve him. A fleet of 
150 sail was soon fitted out, and sent thither under 
the command of the other admirals. A battle was 
then fought at Arginusse; in which the Athenian 
fleet was completely ‘victorious. Theramenes, how- 

* ever, one of the commanders, raised an accusation 
et the rest, for having neglected the bodies of 

slain, and even for having abandoned a number of 
shipwrecked citizens, whose lives might have been 
saved. The people, in- a paroxysm of frenzy, con- 
demned to death all who had not sought safety in 
flight ; and six of the best-Athenian commanders, 
among whom were in particular Thrasyllus, Diome- 
don, and the only son of the famous Pericles, were 
executed. 

Conon was now placed. at the head of the fleet ; 
but all his measures were cramped by unworthy col- 
leagues, who were associated with him, Meanwhile 
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the command of it to Lysander, the most able and 
enterprising of their officers. Lysander immediately 
proceeded to lay siege to Lampsacus, which he took 
after an obstinate defence. ‘The Athenian fleet ar- 
rived too late to save it; but being superior in num- 
ber, it offered battle. ‘The offer was declined by 
Lysander, who kept himself shut up in the harbour 
of Lampsacus, and assumed a studied appearance of 
alarm and consternation. The Athenians, after battle Destrue- 
had been thus declined for five successive days, retired tion of the 
and anchored in the river of AZgos Potamos, on the 
Thracian side of the Bosphorus. 

all restraint of discipline, and indulged in every kind 
of licentiousness. Their motions were carefully watch- 
ed by Lysander, who Mlength conceiving the oppor- 
tunity favourable, fell upon them suddenly with his 
whole force. ‘They were so completely unprepared, 
as to be hardly in a condition to make even a show of 
resistance. ‘I'he whole fleet of 180 sail, with the ex- 
ception of nine ships, fell into the hands of the vic- 
tors. Lysander then landed his army, and gained an 
easy victory over the detached and straggling bands 
of the Athenians. The few who escaped sought 
safety among the mountains in the interior of Thrace. 
Conon, after vain attempts to rally his countrymen, 
found means to escape, with eight gallies, to Cyprus. 

This blow was mortal to Athens; yet she still con- 
tinued, for some time, to protract a languishing ex- 
istence. Lysander did not dare at once to attack her 
almost impregnable walls and harbours. He content-. 
ed himself, for the present, with reducing or alienating 
those maritime states which she had i Pe held in 
subjection, particularly the rich and advantageous set- 
tlements on the coast of Thrace. He at the same 
time,closely blockaded the city by sea and land, and, 
to increase the want of provisions, obliged the garri- 
sons of the captured 2 to return into the city. 
Athens was soon reduced to extreme distress; yet 
still, with a resolution worthy of her former ,great- 
ness, she struggled against her fate. Her liberty, 
however, was assailed, not. only by foreign but by in- 
testine enemies. The party attached to the Lacede- 
monian form of government, hoped, by the success of 
that people, to establish themselves in power. This 
party gained. continually new strength, as the pro- 
able gra of their triumph approached. At length 

‘Theramenes, a new convert to this party, but whose 
former conduct had gained him the confidence of the 
people, procured their consent to the opening of a 
treaty with Sparta. The negotiation continued four 
mouths, and was concluded on terms the most dis- 

aceful and ruinous to Athens. All the fortifica- 
tions both of their city and harbours were to be de- 
molished ; they were, to renounce all their foreign 
possessions ; to receive back the banished aristocrats ; 
to follow in war the standard of the Lacedemonians : 
and to become in every respect on a footing with the 
rest of their subject allies. These terms were re- 
ceived by the body of the people with the deepest 
consternation; but their spirit was now broken by a 
long series of calamities ; the aristocratical party were 

They now aban- army at 
doned themselves to the utmost excess of exultation gos Po- 
and security. They straggled on shore, threw aside tamos. 
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Athens. clamorous; note ary reluctant’ consent’ was’ 
——v—— at length extorted, | 16th of May, A. €y 404, 

Surrender in the 27th year after the commencement of the Pe- 
of Athens. Joponnesian war, the Lacedemonians entered Athens.: 

Even the victors could scarcély refrain from tears, 
when they beheld this final humiliation of a city, for- 
merly so great in arms, which had once been the de- 
liverer, and had so long reigned the arbitress, of 
Greece. 

Sparta, according to the usual system of Grecian 
icy, did not ees Athens to shoblene subjection : 

he merely established in power the’ party in whose 
friendship she could confide. Thus the'government 
remained in the hands of Athenians, though the La- 
cedemonians took the precaution of placing a garrison 
in the citadel. It was moulded, however, into a sys- 
tem of the most complete oligarchy.. The authority 
was exclusively vested in 30 ns, who, from the 
violence of their’ proceedings, and the eternal hatred 
of Athens to such a government, soon acquired the ap- 
pellation of the Thirty Tyrants. At the head of them’ 
was Theramenes, already mentioned, and Critias, who’ 
was still more violent. They were inspired with the 
usual antipathy of Greeks to the opposite faction, 
and exasperated by the remembrance of what they 
had suffered from them. At the same time; the extra- 
ordinary strength of the popular spirit in Athens ex- 
cited continual apprehensions, which could be quieted 
only by acts of severity. Their first proceedings were 
directed against the most obnoxious of the opposite 
party, whose punishment gave satisfaction to the - 
ple in general. Emboldened by this success, and ur- 
ged on by avarice and fear, they proceeded to exer- 
cise a general proscripticn against the innocent and 

‘orm of justice was by degrees tramp~ guilty. Ever 
ed upon ; all the citizens, except 3000 devoted. ad-’ 
herents, were deprived of their arms; while Thera- 
menes, who attempted too late to stem this torrent 
of violence, was accused and put to death. 

A..403. | Amid every precaution which cruelty could devise, 

; 
Recovered J 1reus. 

the tyrants still did not feel themselves secure. They 
dreaded the talents and address of Alcibiades ; and 
Lysander, by his interest at the Persian court, pro-' 
cured him to be put to death. The storm, however, 
came from a quarter which they least expected. 
Thrasybulus, who had already distinguished himself 
as a successful commander, was exiled, with many 
other citizens of distinction. This person, having col- 
lected a few hundreds of other exiles, who had taken 
refuge at Thebes and its neighbourhood, seized upon 
Phyla, a small fortress on the confines of Attica and 
Beeotia. The tyrants were baffled in their first at- 
tempt to expel him; this success attracted numbers 
to his standard and he soon found himself sufficient- 
ly in force to form the bold design of seizing on the 

In this attempt he succeeded: the tyrants, 
by Thrasy- in endeavouring to dislodge him, were defeated with 
ulus, great slaughter, and took shelter in the citadel, while 

part fled even to Eleusis. 
The Lacedemonians seem, on this occasion, to have 

displayed more than their ysual tardiness, They did 
not rouse themselves till some weeks after the expul-’ 
sion of their adherents from the Pireus. Then, how-’ 
ever, Lysander marched with a formidable force, 
which Athens could not long have resisted, had not 
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of the kings, havin ticen jotked: with him inthe com- 

fluence of this monarch, a jation on foot, 
which terminated in the removal of the Lacedemo= 
nian garrison, and the co re-establishment of 
the independence of Athens. The tyrants vainly en- 
deavoured to defend themselves in Eleusis ; they were 
speedily reduced ; several suffered, and the rest were’ 
8 by the clemeney of pisperetentates 45 t 

Socrates, the best and wisest of their citizens. Tor 
the particulars of this event, we must refer to the’life’ 
of that great 'man..5 ee ee 

The Athenians were not lng of making a il use A.C. 401, 
of their liberty, by the condemnation an of 

Athens had often. astonished Greece by the rapi- Successesof 
dity with which she rose from “her ashes; but’ never ©°90"- 
was this elastic power more: conspicuous than on’ the? 
present occasion. Conon, of whom’ mention has al= 
ready been made, “was the chief artificer of ‘her new’ 
greatness. Having formed an alliance with Evagoras’ 
of Cyprus, and with the Persian court, he was enabled 
to collect a formidable navy.» With this he attacked’ 
the Lacedemonian fleet at Cnidus, under the command 
of Pisander, totally defeated it, and took 50 gallies.: 
The maritime superiority of Athens was now restored,’ 
and the fine settlements on the coast of the Lesser 
Asia, accessible only by sea, were soon reduced again? 
under her dominion.» sar soe ile % 

Conon now returned to Athens, and with the aid» 
of Persian treasure, actively employed himself in re- 
building the walls, without which she could never 
have enjoyed any a security. This measure; 
joined to the successes of the Athenians, struck Spar- 
ta with alarm. She now endeavoured to reconcile’ 
herself with Persia, against. whom she had: for’some 
time been waging a successful way. Her intrigues’ 
were forwarded by the conduct of Conon, who, as 
was too common among the Grecian states, es 
patriotism to justice, employed the Persian fleet” al- 
most wholly in forwarding Athenian a ‘Through’ — 

. nm con- the skilful mediation nm Antalcidas, 
cluded that treaty whi by his name. By it- 
she i exiniously. slaolondat Survineanachoules of 
the Lesser Asia, which had now become; in her eyes,’ 
a secon object. » With to Greece, she sti-: 
pulated for the freedom of the smaller cities’; but by 
never executing this article herself, and only insistii 
on its being executed by others, she made it the’ 
means of rendering her authority paramount in Greece. 
Athens, however, being allowed also to retain -her’ 
possessions, made no movement. 

Sparta now proceeded under the guidance of Age-' 
silaus, to-extend her usurpations over the states of? 
Greece. Mantinea and ‘Thebes, the two most power-' 
ful states next to Athens, were subdued, the one? 
by force, the other by stratagem. 
under the auspices of Pelopidas,. soon re- 
independence, and began a career of success, which 
set bounds to Spartan encroachment. Athens; how=) 
ever, did not interfere, till one’ Sphodriasy a Spartan 
officer, secretly instigated by the Theban chiefs, made 
an attempt to surprise the Pireus. His project was 

A. C. 394, 

A.C. 387. 

Thebes, however, 

asserted her ° 
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Athens. discovered and frustrated; but when the Athenians 
~ * ht. sal . . th - fli 4 re L 

——yeer tisfaction, of Agesilaus 

screened the offender. ani Athens then 
took up: w Thebans were carrying 
inthe vese Ee ot mee sancevenea 
tages, . Under»the ‘conduct of their distinguished 
leaders, err waanarbat de- 
feated nians, ravaged their coasts, and 

Ie eeeredpetethetdccd! bemuretenl y however, the’ uctra 
3 te the highest pitch»of power, and re- 

Sitiadafedumeutiedesibiiae aoslaction abet is new influence; to:slack i 
Seipeeninesincinsesnt ‘to’ interfere 
in behalf of . An army, sent into Pelo- 
‘ponnesus under the command of Iphicrates, compelled 

3 ‘Their prompti- 
eal an attempt ‘made by Epaminon- 

Segcabekpoak Adicaiemopsohs wil poset she , 7 lian ¢ ’ ent iat 
eenldeteMomaadannitathtagtichncseelbiecve slied 

a 9 -and- ‘being: now :worn out \by mu- 

here were many circum- 
‘stances; however, in her internal constitution, which 

. kept her far beneath the level of her ancient great~ 

First diffe- 
rences with wit hst and < 
Macedon. , 
A. C. 360. 

ness. now acquired a complete 
and | ascendency ; the preceding convul- 
sions had:annihilated:all the former checks. on its li- 
centiousness... The most worthless dema held 
te On and the levity, characteristic. of a 

> 

Geanunidenciods 

The democracy:had 
uncontrouled 

ing their resolutio ~. The bearing. of arms 
was now considered i REE am 
vereign people,” says i * more and more 

ispensed with their own services.’’ | Metics (a mix- 
ed race between freemen and slaves) and foreign mer- 
cenaries, were soon exclusively em in the army ; 
and. though ;the sea service, formerly the least ho- 
nourable, was now preferred on account of its oppor- 
tunities, of plunder, yet it gradually fell into the 
same Such troops, acting without any mo- 
tive to animate them or secure their fidelity, did no 
honour to the Athenian name. Athens, indeed, even 
injher,last decline, was still fruitful of great men, but 
these were resorted to only on pressing emergencies ; 
p alee Ce toe ne a aes 

, the passions of : ple. In 
no the i pc msoan ye had 

were now . ted; every commander had an 
orator attached to him, who supported his interest in 
the Ayes 22 ee 

about this time a power arose, to 
; have required the utmost 

exertions of Athens.in-her best days. Macedon, re- 
mote and barbarous, had hitherto bean scarcely num- 
bered among the Grecian nations ; but the-activity of 
some of her late sovereigns had improved her civil and 
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military constitution ; and in this last respect, she 
‘now united all the of a barbarous people, with 
the arts:of a civilized one. Philip had recently as- 
-eended the throne’; a prince of the highest accom- 
plishments, both as a warrior ayd ‘statesman, ar- 
‘dently ambitious of extending his dominions, and ac- 
' quiring an influence in the general concerns of Greece. 
»'The first subjects of contest were the towns on the 
Thracian coast; which were equally objects of ambi- 

_ tion to the:two parties. The Athenians, urged par- 
‘ticularly by the hope of recovering Amphipolis, had 
‘sent a'force in'support of Argeus, a pretender to the 

Argeus* and his auxiliaries 
weré»completely defeated ; but Philip, who felt it to 
be still his:interest. to. court the favour of the Athe- 
nians, and whévas ambitious of the fame of clemen- 
cys not only ditmissed: his prisoners without ransom, 
-but agreed to withdraw: his claims upon Amphipolis, 
‘and to allow the Athenians an opportunity of re- 

Athens, 
—— 

gaining that favourite object of their ambition. Am- - 
phipolis: endeavoured. to protect itself, by joining a 
gtand confederacy of Thracian cities, which had 
Olynthus for its head. A ground of dissension was 
thus established between Athens and Olynthus, which 
proved equally prejudicial to both, whose interest it 
was to haveunited against Philip. Athens, however, 
sent an armament against Amphipolis, under the 
command of Iphicrates. That general reduced the 
city to extremity, and brought it to accept of a ca- 
pitulation; but as the conditions were on the point 
of being executed, Timotheus arrived with a com- 
mission which superseded that of Iphicrates. The 
inhabitants, who had trusted to the personal charac- 
ter of the commander, rather than to the faith of the 
Athenian state, refused to place the same confidence 
in another man ; the. negociation was broken off ; and 
the Athenian mercenaries having slipt away, the 
whole enterprize failed. : 

This good understanding did not long continue be- 
tween two powers so restless and ambitious. There 
appears reason to suspect, that the Athenians finding, 
through the disposition of the people, an opportu- 
nity to take possession of Pydna, a Macedonian 
city; did not scruple'to avail tlemselves of it. Phi- 
lip, therefore, having freed himself from his enemies. 
on the side*of Illyria and Thrace, and seeing no long- 
er any thing very formidable in the military character 
of the Athenians, formed an alliance with Olynthus 
against them, and subdued Amphipolis, Pydna, and 
Potidea. To cement his alliance with Olynthus, as 
well as to maintain the character of ostentatious ge- 
nerosity; which he affected, he presented that state 
with the two last mentioned cities. 

Athens was withheld from resisting these advances, 
not only by her internal feebleness and disunion, but 
by two other wars in which she was, about this time, 
involved. The sacred war was then raging in Pho. - 
cis; an event of which the details will be found in 
their proper place. ‘The Athenians engaged in it as 
auxiliaries to the Phocians; but though they seem to 
dave espoused"the justest cause, yet dey escaped not 
the suspicion of having been_biassed, by receiving a 
share of the treasure of which the Phocian leader 
Philomelus had impiously despoiled the temple of 
Delphi. They’rendered, however, an important, ser» 

E ” 
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Athens. vice to Greece, by barring the aoptens of Thermopyli 

g vr’ against Philip, 

Parties in 
Athens. 

havin ly established his 
influence in Thessaly, had eagerly embraced the im- 
prudent invitation oh the Amphictyons to place him- 
self at their head. 
. Another and a more interesting event now excited 
theattention of Athens. We have already adverted 
to the oppressive sway which she exercised over her 
subject allies. This was carried to.a much greater 
height, when the command fell into hands equally 

and profligate. Till now, the Athenians had 
always, with little distinction of party, placed the 
most able officers at the head of their armaments. Of 
these, still abundance ; and Chabrias, 
Timotheus, and Iphicrates, were well calculated to 
support the reputation of the Athegian name. To 
them, however, the populace now preferred Chares, 
a partizan of some activity and enterprize, but total- 
ly unfit for the mana; t of great affairs, and who 
conciliated the favour of the people, by flattering 
their passions, and by distributmg among them his 
ill-gotten plunder. ing repeatedly vested with 
the command of the fleet, his exactions became at 
length so enormous, that several of the principal de- 
pendencies, Rhodes, Chios, Cos, and Byzantium, 
threw off the yoke, and openly asserted their inde- 
pendence. Hence arose what is called the Social 
War. 

This intelligence struck Athens like a thunder- 
bolt. The people were so far roused to activity, 
that they immediately equipped a powerful fleet, and 
sent it against Chios. Chares had the chief com- 
mand, with Chabrias under him., He was repulsed, 
however, in his attack on the harbour, and Chabrias, 
who alone entered, refusing to retreat, was slain; an 
irreparable loss to his country. The confederates, 
encouraged by this success, attacked the important 
islands of Samosand Lemnos. The Athenians, re- 
called to some measure of wisdom, sent a new arma- 
ment under Timotheus and Iphicrates. “These com- 
manders forced the enemy to relinquish their enter- 
prize ; but having declined to fight in a disadvanta- 

us situation, were denounced to the people b 
hares. Their trial was instituted ; and ste 4 

they escaped the punishment of death, yet such a fine 
was imposed upon both, as amounted to banishment. 
"Fhe object of the accusation, however, was attained. 
The sole command of the fleets and armies of the re- 
public devolved upon Chares, by whom they were so 
completely mismanaged, that no progress whatever 
was made in the reduction of the revolted states. 
Chares, too, having for a sum of money assisted Ar- 
tabazus, satrap of Ionia, against the king of Persia, 
drew upon Athens the resentment of that monarch. 
In addition to this, the increasing pressure from Ma- 
cedon and other quarters at length reduced her to 
the humiliating necessity of agreeing to a peace, by 
which she acknowledged the entire independence of 
the revolted states. 
We return now to the affairs of Macedon. Two 

parties then divided the A'thenian councils. One 
perpetually recommended peace and friendship with 
that power ; while the other breathed only war and 
hostility. The former consisted partly of the de- 
voted adherents of Philip; and partly also of a de« 

ATHENS. 
scription of men, by farthemost respectablein Athens, Atheus. 
who were abundantly sensible of the 
from this quarter. Seeing, however, that the state was 
now unable to contend with the power of that 
monarchy, the preponderance of which was:increased 
by every new war, they advised a moderate and con- 

Athens w i 
were the heads of this party. Inthe other, the lead 
was now taken by Demosthenes. His ardent 
glowing mind, conceived the idea of reviving 
oon Athens, and making her all that she 
ormerly been. While, therefore, ‘he impelled 
countrymen to the most daring srizes, he at 
same time pointed) out the means: by which these 
could be brought to a prosperous issue. He urged 
the necessity of no» ‘wasting the ic trea- 
sure on theatrical representations, and of taking u 
arms themselves, instead of filling their armies er 3 
mercenaries... The Athenians, in the decline of their 
valour, still retained all their ambition, so that he 
commonly succeeded in ‘his first object, of i 
them in bold and adventurous undertakings ; but he in 
vain wenn 0 to cece to those pri- 
vations, whi were indispensab necessary for thei 
rosecution. Thus the influence of this y was 

injurious, both from what it did, and from what 
it did not accomplish. On the other hand, the 
party of Phocion, without being able to check the 
rash schemes of their adversaries, a 
have embarrassed the ‘execution. of them. hus 
every thing conspired to the fall of Athenian great- 
ness. ‘ , 4 i crt 

On one occasion, the people discovered some marks 
of their former activity. Philip had contrived to 
gain a powerful party in Eubcea, which, availing it- 
self of the small number of Athenian ampere 
there, succeeded in gaining an ascendency, and thus 
threatened to deprive Athens of that important 
island. This danger was too imminent to be ne- 
glected. An armament was immediately equipped 
and committed to Phocion, now the only great com 
mander remaining to Athens. | Phocion, acting with 
his usual skill and judgment, was not long of deating 
the Macedonians and Eubcean malcontents, and 
compellin the former to evacuate the island. 

he ‘ane “between the Olynthians and Philip philip re- 
The possession of the ducesOlyn- 
object of ambition to thus. 

was not likely to last ° 
Thracian coast was oe 
that monarch; and when he disen, 
from other objects, the restless character of this state, 
full of Athenian partizans, soon afforded him a pre- 
tence. The interest of Athens could not be mis- 
taken. A strict alliance was immediately concluded 
between the two ics, and the Athenians, in 
compliance with the t intreaties of Demost- 
henes, seriously resolved on a prosecution of the war. 
As they were in vain entreated, however, to retrencht 
in their expensive amusements, or to submit to the 
hardships of rere service, every thing went: on 
slowly and languidly, A few merce troops 
wearosheill and put under the comiiadion Chares. 
That general, however, instead of aiding the Olyn- 
thians, employed himself in his usual ation of 
ravaging the coasts, and plundering the allies; and, 

himself 



A. C. 848. 
His farther not long in equippin a formidable 

Athenians feel the hardships , SuICCeSSes. 

: was no more, and : 

ATHENS. 
apse dsimoelfiesenhiliemias terete teen: 

e, was hailed with 
) soon came. Seoes ‘fom Olyn, 

hus, to cpa of this expedi- 
es were ouiend a small body 
of m »into Olynthus. This, 
however, afeeble barrier to the of 

fy 7 pene 
that. ptf ng ee moeete 

having obtained this extent of sea coast, was 
Tien “ navy, which ena- 

the 
in Eu- 

of that important for- 
shee pass of Thermopylz. 
in entering Greece, where, 

Thessalians, and Lo- 

oH mrt mete wre gate. 
ek Ak he Ae 

him a pious pretence for inter- 
whenever he. thought fit, in the affairs of 

peng Tn this new character, he left a garrison in 
the citadel of Thebes; and supporting his affected 
character of moderation, withdrew his army, for the 
present, out of Greece. 
‘The Athenians were struck with mortal alarm, 

when, they received i that Philip. was 
eatablishing; himeclé in the heart of the Grecian 

seagate genta ok ee 
wantage, to. growing: of his - 

a eerbied hia him for some time to exert an al- 
imenioasdivider Sinipaaie teineeagsileyanito-coms 
municate to them an ex energy, to which they 
had long been strangers. Yet it was conceived ne- 
cessary, under thames wean to admit. Phi-> 
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lip’s title of general of the Amphictyons, and not, by Athens. 
denying it, to provoke an immediate war. 
held thomeelves however, in a state of preparation 
to resist.any farther encroachments. 

The first object to. which Demosthenes. directed 
ore attention of the Athenians, was Euboea. The: 

y had: already lost considerable Macedonian 
und in that island by their violence and oppression. 

When Phocion,. th re, was sent with. an arma- 
ment, accompanied by Demosthenes, the eloquence of 
the one, and the military skill of the other, soon 
brought back the island to the dominion of Athens. 

Philip was soon after foiled in a still more sensible 
point. He had long cast an eager eye on Byzan- 
tium,. Perinthus, and Selymbria, cities. great and 
opulent.in themselves, and important from their com- 
mand of the Thracian Bosphorus, the key of the 
Euxine. Thinking this a favourable opportunity, 
he had commenced operations against them, but met 
with a vigorous resistance. Demosthenes urged the 
Athenians to a vigorous support of these cities 5 ar- 
maments were accordingly fitted out; and though: 
the first was rendered fruitless by the ‘ill-conduct of 
Chares, yet the second, being entrusted to Phocion, 
was effectual in relieving the ‘Thracian cities, and in 
forcing Philip: to relinquish his designs in that quar- 

) tens 

A, C.339. 

Philip, finding himself thwarted in this: point, di- Progress.of 
rected his attention to another, which appeared more Philip in 
indlinet His emissaries in) Greece: succeeded in Gteece 

a ne w sacred war against the Amphissans, 
a of Phocis, and: in y eer an invitation for 

Phili, » as general of ,the phictenets to take the 
parse and. Philip eagerly grasped at the offer ;: 
escaped, by.a stratagem, the Athenian, fleet, and 
landed.a strong body of troops on the coast of Lo- 
cris. 'The Athenians were excited by Demosthenes 
to send an army of ten thousand mercenaries to the 
assistance of Amphissa. ‘This force, however. \- 
ved too feeble to resist the powerful army of Philips 
Amphissa was subdued, and suffered a severe punish. 
ment for its alleged impiety. 

All the cities of Greece, Thebes itself not except- 
ed, were struck with the deepest alarm at this rapid 
progress of Philip. The Athenians, obedient .to the 
call of Demosthenes, summoned all their strength, and. 
marched/it to the frontiers. The orator himself went. 
from city to city, rousing every where the hatred of the 

A. C. 338. 

cnked against the Macedonian power. An extensive League 
ederacy was'formed, consisting, besides Athens,of formed 

Megara, Corinth, Achaia, Leucas, Corcyra, and Eu- — 
beea ;, while Thebes itself evidently wavered. Alarm- 
ed by this. formidable combination, Philip seized 
Elatea, an important post, which. at once secured his. 
communication with Thessaly, and. opened an. en- 
trance into Beeotia. This step at once roused Athens: 
to action, and fixed the wave councils of Thebes. 
The latter city took now a decided part in the con- 
federacy against Macedon.. Demosthenes acquired 
the same ascendant in. its councils.as in those of 
Athens ; the armies. of the two states united,. and 
prepared to commence operations against the come 
mon enemy. 

It is impossible to deny to Demosthenes the a 
of activity and.vigour in bringing affairs to 
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Athens. sis. - He was now, however, guilty of errors, which arts and inarms. We shall begin with a view of her Athens. 
—v— frustrated the effect of his former exertions. With external aspect ; we shall then 1 aland ——v— 

the most shameful devotion to party-spirit, he over- moral constitution ; and, lastly, con re 
looked Phocion, the only commander whom ful proficiency in the arts and sciences. 9 ee 
Athens still retained, and appointed in his stead © Athens was situated on" the" Saronic Situation 
Chares, whose incapacity ‘had se so often conspi- site to the ¢astetn coast lo} 1s. janand exter- 
cuous. To him was’ joined Lysicles, avpersonage closed in a'sort of peninsiilay formed by the Confluence’ P*! pps 
never before heard of, “A capitalerror seems also to of the Cephisus and’ the Ilissuss"" From ‘the sea, on “(4% 
have been committed in the i ofthe war. ‘Against which its g and nce so essenti ‘ 
Philip, placed as he was in a mountainous territory, 
and at a distance from his resources, protracted and 
harassing hostilities might probably have been ‘suc+ 
cessful; but the Grecian levies, little accustomed to 
war, were ill calculated for coping in the field with 
his hardy veterans.’ ‘These considerations were over | 
looked ; when Philip advanced and offered battle, it 
was not declined ; and the two: parties, each witli 
about thirty or forty thousand men; p ‘to’ de-\ 
cide the fate of Greece on the plain of Cheronea. 

The contest was severe. ‘The ‘Thebans were pla- 
ced on the right wing, the Athenians on the’ left: 
The latter, though opposed by Philip in person, 
were for some time a cehtiods ober) pursuing too 
hotly, exposed themselves to an attack of the Mace- 
donian phalanx, which soon changed their victory 
into a defeat. ‘The Thebans also, after an obstinate 
resistance, were routed, and their sacred band entiré- 
ly cut to pieces. Philip obtained a complete tri- 
umph; while Greece, and above all, Athens, recei- 
ved that mortal blow, from which they never reco- 
vered. ; . 

It was generally expected, that Philip would avail 
himself of this opportunity of crushing entirely this 
inveterate enemy. “That prudent. prince, however, 
foresaw, that powerful obstacles were yet to. be en- 
countered, and that there was still a spirit in the 
Athenian people which might render it difficult to 
‘hold them in complete subjection. It’ would appear 
also, as if the genius and fame of Athens had, in this 
hour of her calamity, thrown a shield over her. Phi- 
lip is reported to have said, * Have I doné so much 
fer glory, and shall I destroy the theatre of that 
glory?” Certain it is, that he shewed an anxiety to 
gain Athens only by conciliation. He dismissed the 
prisoners without ransom, gave them even their bag- 
gage on being asked, and proposed terms of accom- 
modation, which were not only moderate, but ad- 
vantageous. The Athenians at first spurned the 
idea of existing by the clemency of Philip, and pre- 
pared rather for every extremity of resistance. This 
display of spirit only served to make Philip adhere 
the more steadily to his first offers ; moderate advices 
prevailed ; and a treaty was at length concluded, by’ 
which they retained the whole Attic territory, ‘with 
the addition of Oropus, a Beeotian city. Lysicles 
was put to death ; but whether deservedly, or as a vic- 
tim to public resentment, does not distinctly appear. 

Such was the final termination of the power and 
greatness of Athens. From this moment her politi- 
cal existence ceased. Here, therefore, it may be 
proper to pause, and before tracing the more obscure 
thread of her subsequent fortunes, take a short sur-- 

of what she was during that splendid period, 
when liberty raised her to the summit of glory, in 

» desi 

pended, it was distant about four miles. “It was con-~ 
nected, however, by walls of t strength and ex. 
tent, with the three ob eh in Fr Ni 
and Phalerus: ‘The former, though the last of being” 
erected, was soon found the most commodious and im- 
portant of the three,’ and became 4 sort of emporium 
of Grecian commerce. A bay, formed by projecting’ 
rocks, furnished a species of triple harbour, at once 
acious and secure ; and the surrounding shore was" .- °P we unused : spbeetihaal 

covered with edifices, the sy 
rivalled those of Athens itself. ‘These harbours were’ 
joined to the city by a ‘double range’ of walls, called” 
the dong walls, of which the north side, extending to’ 
Pireus, was five miles ; the south, which bran 
off to Phalerus, was four miles and’a quarter in length. 
That enc g the Pireus with Munychia, was- 
seven miles and a half. The long walls were’ built‘. 
of hewnstone, and ‘were so broad, that carriages could. 
cross each other theme) Ssvs4 ws sa sagreecy 
In the centre of the city itself, and constituting ite 

chief ornament; stood the . is, the ~ of 
Grecian art. * On this elevation the whole of Athens 
was ariginally built ; but as the city extended) the 
Acropolis came to serve merely the purpose of '@ cita- 
del. Here, as in the safest and most conspicuous 
situation, were accumulated all those works of orna- 
ment, of which Athens was so prolific. © TheAcro- 
jolis became the grand sitary for every thing 

fnote splendid ick ten peal Pace Patt Bi i 
painting, sculpture, and architecture. Its chief or- 
nament was the Parthenon, or virgin temple of Mi- 
nerva. This splendid edifice'was 217 feet in length, 
and 98 jn breadth. Destroyed by the Persians, it 
was rebuilt by Pericles, with great additional splen- 
dour. Within-was the statue of Minerva by Phidias, 
the masterpiece of the art of statuary. It was of: 
ivory, thirty-nine feet in height, and entirely covered 
with pure gold, to the value of forty-four talents, or 
£120,000 sterling. The Pr a also, of white 
marble, formed magnificent entrances to the Parthe- 
non. This edifice was on the north side of the 
Acropolis, and near it was the Erectheum, also of 
white marble, consisting of two temples, one of Mi- 
nerva Polias, another of Neptune, besides’a remark- 
able edifice called the Pandroseum. © In front of the 
Acropolis, and at each end, were the two theatres, cal- 
led the theatre of Bacchus, and the Odeum ; the one 

| for dramatic representations, and the other 
for music. Both, and particularly the last, were of 
extraordinary magnificence. eat ot 

Although, ‘however, ‘the principal treasures of 
Athenian art were accumulated in the Acropolis, the 
city itself contained many noble structures. Among 
these’ we may particularly mention the Pecile, or 

of ‘historical engravings ; the Tower of the 
inds, by Andronicus Cyrrhestes ; and numerous mo- 
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Athens. numents of illustrious men. ‘Two of its most splendid of glory. The multitude of great men in every de- Athens. 
—y——" ornaments, however, were without the walls: These partment, who followed each other in splendid suce “—— 
os». were the temples of | ; of Jupiter Olym- cession, even to her last decline, is altogether unex- 

pius, situated, on the north, and the other ampled. ° This constitution also combined with her 
en the south side’ city. The former was Do- military power, in rendering her the head of the po- 

Her poli- 
tical consti- Constitution, as origi 
‘tution. 

ric, i resemblance to the Parthe- 
having the atchieveme nts of oes carved 

) ; temple of Jupiter Olympius 
was »and surpassed, if gernins every 
other structure of which Athens could boast. . lm- 

mense: sums were spent upon it by the Athenians 5 
additions were to it by successive sovereigns ; 
and at length the fabric was completed by Hadrian. 
The exterior contained about 120 columns, fluted, 
sixty feet in height, and six in diameter. The inclo- 
-sure was half a mile in circumference. 
_ Besides these wondrous productions of art, Athens 
presented other scenes, sacred in the eyes of posteri- 
wi by the classical associations Mie mies ener: 

ancient philosophers did not, as has. been 
with modern aoe of. sent pc immure Thepicagie in 
the smoky atmosphere of cities. sought re- 
calenteietadaion scenes of nature ; nor did the zeal 
of their disciples scruple to follow them. The Aca- 
demy; where Plato taught, was about three-quarters 
of a mile to the north of the town: From being a 

and unwholsome spot, it was gradually im- 
peortes planted with trees, and refreshed with streams 
of running water. The Lyceum, where Aristotle 
taught, and which, from him, became the seat of 
the academic, school, was situated on the other side 
of the city, beyond the Ilissus. It was used also as 

exercises. Near it was the a theatre for i 
less famous enone 

i 

ciety and of rural scenery, was the first who introdu- 
ced a within the walls; and thus enjoyed at 
once two species of luxury. 

. .Not only literary, but political associations conspi- 
red to give interest to particular districts of Athens. 
The hall of Areopagus, where that august assembly 

unced its decisions; the Prytaneum, or senate- 
one the, Pnyz, or forum, where the sovereign 

of Athens met to deliberate: all these.places, 
without being particularly splendid in themselves, 
become in, the highest degree interesting to us, by 
the dignity and. importance of the events of which 

were the theatre. 
» We have salready. given a view of the Athenian 

i ae established by Solon. This, 
however, will give a very inadequate idea of the ef- 
Fone a that system, —— called into action, 
‘The popular, branch, as we alréady observed, was 
not long of acquiring an ascendency, far beyond what 
he had either foreseen or intended. .'T'o this cause 

— 
be .attributed, at once her prosperity, and the 
with which, it was.chequered. The activity, 

the emulation, the free scope to. talents of every de- 
scription, which were excited.and afforded by a go- 

it. so completely popular, were doubtless the 
po ee which raised Athens to such a height 

pular interest in Greece, and thus necessarily secured 
the attachment of a majority of the members of every 
Grecian community. Thus she often conquered by 
her institutions, as much as by her arms; and was 
enabled, after conquering, to hold states in easy 
subjection. We have had sufficient occasion to ob- 
serve those errors in foreign’ policy, into which the 
same constitution precipitated her; her rashness in 
engaging in enterprizes above her strength ; her le- 
vity in changing from one to another; the perpetual 
ss a eleehieon which she nourished against 
her great men,—a jealousy which her circumstances 
indeed might perhaps render necessary, but which 
often prompted her to reject their services at the time 
when they weremost wanted. We have also had oc- 
casion to observe that ambitious and unprincipled 
avidity which she displayed in her transactions with 
foreign states, in which the maxim too oftei: was, 
that every thing was lawful that was for the benefit 
of Athens. is was a maxim indeed but too pre- 
valent among the ancient republics ; yet Sparta seems 

nerally to have maintained a character of equity 
Tenable superior to that of her rival. Accordingly 
the most. upright among the Athenians, Avldides, 
Cimon, and Phocion, generally favoured the party of 
Sparta and aristocracy. On the other hand, the 
Athenians are more celebrated for humanity : Their 
treatment of slaves was milder than in other Grecian 
states; and the few instances of atrocity towards 
conquered states, seem to have been sudden bursts of 
passion, that were quickly followed by repentance. 

In their internal economy, the energies of a free 
government were also,-a3s we shall presently see, 
powerfully displayed inva career of science’and art, 
the splendour of which has no parallel in the history 
of nations. At the same time it was productive also 
of a complication of disorders. ‘The free states of 
antiquity differed from those of modern times, in not 
being representative governments. The popular as- 
sembly was composed of the whole body of the na- 
tion; which not .only produced a disorderly multi- 
tude, but took away all check of responsibility, such 

_as exists now between the electors and the elected. 
The people were absolutely despotic, and exercised 
their power often as arbitrarily and as capriciously as 
the most worthless individual. As most of the ma- 
nual labour was performed by slaves, such of the 
free citizens as had no inheritance, that is, the great- 
er of them, were in a state of extreme necessity. 
When therefore they found, that the public revenue, 
as well as the property of private individuals, was at 
their disposal, they soon discovered, and were taught 
by their flatterers, that these resources might be 
turned. to their private accommodation. 'This was 
gradually done more and more, every new courtier 
endeayouring to outstrip his predecessor. Theatrical 
amusements, of the utmost splendour, were afforded 
at the public expense ; and ‘a law was at length passed, 
making it capital to propose any other use of the 
funds appropriated to them. In the same manner, 
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Athens. baths, places of meeting, and other accommodations, human manners and i drama, moral and. Athens. 

‘ss=v-= of more than royal magnificence, were supplied to _ political philosophy,’ and history. but —— 
the lowest of the ) . Trials were ras any a re ee. ae 
goes of jury, members of which wete called first origin and its highest perfection. Yet her first : 

essays were of the rudest description. At certain casts, and received a small sum (three oboli, equal 
to fourpence) for the exercise of their office. “Tro 
he on juries thus a regular source of sub- 
sistence to the poorer classes; hence sprung in- 
numerable abuses. The number of jurymen was. 
raised to 500; that of courts, which: sat daily, to. 
ten. Every disposition was shewn, both*to multiply. 
trials, and to protract their duration. Accusations, 
were willingly received ; and so little was the security, 
even ‘to the best citizens, of a favourable issue, that 
Socrates could give no better advice, than to repel 
them by a counter accusation, est men 
of the state paid the most humble court to these di- 
casts. The comic poet introduces one of them say- 
ing : “ The principal men of the commonwealth at- 
tend our, levee in the morning. Presently. one of 
those who have embezzled public money approaches, 
makes a low bow, and begs my favour. ‘ If ever,’ 
says he, ¢ you eg in any office, or even in the 
management of a mili 
rades, pity me,’ He stood trembling before me, as if 
I had been a god.” With the same view of accom- 
modating the people, holidays, the sacrifices at which 
were distributed among them, were multiplied, till 
mec fag nearly a sixth of the year. 

ile the revenue of the state was thus employed, 
rather for private than public wants, the question 
eame to be, how the latter were to be supplied. 
With this view, the people cast their eyes on the 
rich, whom they were never disposed to regard very 
fayourably. as a eve to be equipped ; ey 
itched upon the man who appeared best able to 
‘ord it, and.compelled him to do it at his own ex- 
pense. The same system was adopted with regard 
to all other branches of public service. The only.re- 
medy which remained was of the most irregular na- 
ture. The man, on whom this burden was. laid, 
could call upon any other whom he thought better 
able to bear it, either to do the service, or to make a 
complete exch of property with himself. Upon 
the whole, Mr Mi a) 0 certainly shews no par- 
tiality to the Athenian government, hesitates not to 
declare, that the security of property in it was less 
than in the most arbitrary of the, oriental govern- 
ments. 

mess, cheated your com- | 

seasons of the year, festivals were celebrated in ho~ 
Fay Ap he ORR NR 
tomary for peasants to mount their cars, 
sing ex verses in honour, of that deity. 
On. some, who di in this exercise, peculiar 

‘ 2 
cask, the. song of the goat. These persons wore 
mack cusom always retained on the Greek thea~ 
tre; and, as they: improved, and dialogue 
was added, the exhi ee A TN 
to the nature of regular dramas... Athens now be~ 
coming a city of some magnitude and opulence, a de- 
mand arose in it for similar amusements, and persons 
were not wanting to gratify this:taste. The division 
into comedy ms tragedy now been established. 
The first_year before the establishment of the ty- 

me to comed: 
hespis was succeeded by Cratinas, in whose time’ 

the scaffolding, similar probably to that used in our’ 
puppet-shows, on which the exhibition was perform- 
ed, having accidentally broke down, the Athenians 
applied maalee to build a secure and more ele- 
gant theatre. Phrynichus, his successor, 
tragedy still more, by substituting: the iambic verse 
for the trochaic, which had been employed as’ suit- 
ed to the accompaniment of dancing, once an es-> 
sential part of theatrical entertainments. The spec- 
tacles were now-addressed to the fancy more: than to 
the senses. Immediately after. him, and about the’ 
period of the Persian war, arose Eschylus, who car- 
ried: Grecian ty the summit of perfection. 
His pieces. are erized by a fierce and terrible. 
sublimity, congenial to his own character, and that 
of his age, which were» wholly devoted to mili- 
tary glory. He was succeeded by Sophocles, who, 
born in a milder and more polished age, exhibited 
different characters. Inferior in e and sublimi- 

Her pro- Having thus surveyed the political character of 
a - Athens, we shall now. take a brief view of that 
sciences. | Which she by ed in arts dnd letters. The first 

foundations er fame in this department were 
laid under the family of Pisistratus. They shew- 
ed themselves zealous patrons of learning ; and Pi- 
sistratus himself is. said to have been the first 
who collected together the scattered fragments of. 
the Iliad and Odyssey. The d efforts of Athe- 
nian genius, however, were subsequent to this zra; 
it continued to.blaze uninterruptedly during the whole 
period of her political greatness, and even for a short 
time survived its extinction. The aeons in 
which she chiefly excelled, and to which, indeed, she 
gave birth, seem to have been those connected with 

ty, he still combined-a large portion of these quali- 
Ke with more skilful fe se of plot, and great 
er powers of pathos, Immediately following, and 
fora long time contemporary, was Euripides, who 
excelled both his predecessors,in pathetic powers, in: 
which, among the ancients at least, he stands unri- 
valled; and: who he + neem also a sententious mora- 
lity unknown to his predecessors. In ae 
however, he is inferior to AEschylus and Sophocles. — 

With him tragedy, after a short reign, expired ; 
but comedy had only now attained its perfection, and ’ 
continued to flourish during successive Tt as- 

- sumed. different aspects, according ‘to different 
periods of its existence. These are called the Old, 
the Middle, and the New Comedy.  ~ oA 
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ern nck niciiapiaminsne tte 
"the age, andthe preponderating influence of the Maced a 

government, no allowed the wri- 
ters to indulge in personal attacks; it was therefore 
directed st manners in al. All the writers 
of this of whom Cumberland has enu- 
merated thirty-two, have perished, leaving only a few 
fragments, which make us regret the more what we 
have lost. The middle was followed meeateno 
comedy, more cultivated, polished, and regular, 
either of its predecessors, and nearly approaching, it 
would appear, to what we call sentimental comedy. 
It seems to have been chiefly occupied by love-plots, 
tender sentiments, and more delicate satire. Upwards 
of 200 names have been transmitted to us, of those 
who shone in this line of composition; but their 
names only, not their works, if we except a few scat- 

chiefly handed down by fathers of 
the church, and which ane have ‘ cco and 

omy colouring, probably v ifferent from 
= erent of t semnnnar- Wibaanc:, Phi- 

lemon, and Diphilus, are the most celebrated of these 
writers. 

The drama of Athens, however, is not more cele- 
brated than its schools of philosophy. As every ci- 
tizén might acquire ‘an influence in the management 
of public affairs, provided 1 go the requisite 

ifications, it became a des object ‘to attain 

might enable him to sway the decisions of a popular 

of these, deserting their i ain office, taught only 
the art of making subtle distinctions, and defending agheand iP discriming ely. 

varied scenes of public and private life, of which he 
was a constant spectator. attacking the per- 
uicious doctrines of the sophist, and secretly despising 
the ee ions of the multitude, he excited hostility 
in 3 and at length his unworthy fate became as 
much the shame, a3 his life had been the glory, of 
Athens. When death, however, had silenced envy, 
his fame broke forth in full lustre; and a crowd of | 
votaries arose, who trod, or affected to tread, in his 
footsteps. Each, however, ifyi g and explain- 
ing the Socratic doctrines ‘as suited his own peculiar 
views, many branches, widely differing from each 
other, sprung from the same root. Xenophon, the 
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most judicious and most amiable of his disciples, Athens. 
seems to have transmitted his doctrine the most pure “~V~” 
and uncorrupted. Plato, on the contrary, sought to 
elevate and adorn it by an admixture both with his 
own lofty, and often visionary ideas, and with the 
tenets of other schools. Hence he may be consider- 
ed rather as having founded a system of his own, 
than as having faithfully transmitted to us that of - 
his master. Amid a variety of subordinate sects, we 
may then distinguish the two opposite, at the head 
of which were Diogenes the cynic, and Aristippus 
the philosopher of pleasure. The former placed 
wisdom entirely in the absence of all refinement, and 
often even of common decency, and in a life marked 
only by austerity and privation. The other, con- 
ceiving man made only for enjoyment, sought it 
wherever it was to be found; and hence became a 
welcome guest in courts, and in all gay and opulent 
societies. "These two were succeeded by the still 
more celebrated sects of Zeno and Epicurus, of 
which the former placed the supreme good in virtue, 
the other in pleasure alone, and which long continued 
to divide the ancient world. The leading doctrines 
of each are well known, and shall be fully explained 
in their proper place. 
We may observe, that each of these moral systems 

was, in general, accompanied by a physical system, 
professing to account for all the grand phenomena 
of the universe. This last, however, being founded 
commonly on very imperfect and inaccurate observa- 
tion, was of little comparative value. It would seem, 
on the whole, that no branch, eithér of physical 
or mathematical science, was much indebted to 
Athens. Living nature was there too varied and in- 
teresting, to leave much room for attention to its dead 
and inanimate portions, 

Where political events were so varied and im- History. 
portant, the art of recording them was not likely 
to be neglected. Although Athens cannot boast 
of having produced the father of history, yet the 
most eminent of his successors sprung up in her 
bosom. Thucydides has left us a Fistory of cotem- 
porary ecits; bee from all those partialities to which 
such a narrative might be supposed liable. His per- 
formance is a model of odd judgment, attic pre- 
cision, and grave and severe eloquence. His suc- 
cessor Xenophon was, still more than he, versant in 
real life and in public affairs. His style, less nervous, 
is more simple, sweet, and flowing. In his Anabasis, 
and in iP Grecian history (a continuation of that of 
Thucydides,) his fidelity is equally unimpeached; 
but in the Cyropedia, his refined moral taste has led 
him to wander into the regions of fiction, in order to 
delineate a more perfect model than real life could 
pet With him expired the historic muse of 

thens. 
Amid these higher pursuits, Athens was not less The fine 

busily nor less successfully occupied in cultivating those tts, 
arts, which relate to the beauty of external form. Paint- 
ingand sculpture ori ginatedindeed, not there, but in the 
fertile and earlier civilized regions of Ionia, and the 
islands of the AZgean Sea. Tt was in Athens, however, 
and under the auspicés of Pericles, that these arts at- 
tained their highest perfection. The fame of Phi. 
dias and Praxiteles as sculptors, of Zeuxis and Par- 
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Athens. rhasius as painters, is still unrivalled in their respective 
——v—— departments. All these indeed were not born in 

Boe but it ye there Sh, their talents were 
chiefly formed and exerted. ith the masterpieces 
of these artists Pericles lavishly adorned the public 
buildings and temples of Athens, and thus gratified 0 
at once the taste and vanity of his countrymen. All _ revolution. 
the works of Grecian painting have been swallowed and taken refuge in a temple,..he was surrounded-by 
ap by time ; but the ruins of Athens present remains Macedonian oface i fram falli 
of sculpture and architecture, which still astonish the into, their_ hands, swallowed. poison. ~Phocion, who Death of 
world. The termination of Athenian liberty involved had always resisted, this. rash ebullitiony.now, sought Demosthe- 
also that of the fine arts; in the age of Alexander, the in. vain to save Athens from the»ignominy.of a Ma- °% 
school of Sicyon had already attained the pre-emi- cedonian garrison. ‘T'welve thousand. citizens, were 
nence. 3 _.. disfranchised; the popular form of.government was 

, suppressed; and every measure was to,hold;her A. C. 922. 
The political superiority of Athens ceased after i Subsequent d in the. most. strict) absolute subjection, retrar eww 

fortunes of the battle of Cheronea; yet gleams of her ancient Thus Athens lost.all that, remained. of her li ; 
Athens. — “spirit still occasionally re orth. The death of and she became from this. period, as distinguished 

hilip, which occurred soon after, appeared to pre- the meanness of ,her.,adulation,..as)she, had formerly 
sent.a favourable opportunity of throwing off.the been for the fierceness of her,in nee. Never 
oke ; and it was embraced at once by Athens, by 

Thebes, and by the tribes of Thrace and Lllyricum. 
But the young hero, haying crushed his barbarous 
enemies, returned with the rapidity of lightning into 
Greece. Thebes suffered a punishrhent for 
her daring attempt; and a similar fate seemed to im- 
pend over Athens. _ With a magnanimity, however, 
worthy of her best days, she braved the.prohibition 
issued by the conqueror against giving shelter to the 
exiles from Thebes. Yet Alexander, notwithstand- 
ing this additional proyocation, consulted his, fame, 
by extending clemency to so renowned a city. . 
- During the victorious career of Alexander, Athens 
remained without any movement, even while Sparta, 
under the command of Agis, was making a vigorous, 
though unsuccessful, attempt at emancipation, A. 
remnant of independence, however, appeared, by, her 
deciding in. favour of Demosthenes, the celebrated 
contest concerning the crown, (See DemosriEnzs,) 
though she banished him two years afterwards, on a 
somewhat doubtful accusation of bribery. — 
der appears always to have shewn a peculiar fayour 
to this city. Devoted to the pursuit of glory, he 
viewed Athens as the dispenser of it. The speech is 
well known which he made in passing the Hydaspes : 
« What dangers am I encountering, O Athenians, in 
order to be praised by you!”’ The decree, however, 
which he passed for the restoration of all the Grecian 
exiles to fi 
well as policy, might have prompted it, excited high 
indignation among a people so torn by party contests; 
and when it was immediately followed by the news 
of his death, the popular party easily gained the 
ascendency. Demosthenes, restored. to his country, 
became again the soul of the Athenian councils, A 
confederacy was formed, with Athens at its head; 
and a numerous army was raised, to make head against 

" that, under the command of Antipater, es, 
being of ah gene attacked the. Macedonian 
commander, defeated and drove him into Lamia, a 
town of ‘Thessaly, to which he immediately laid 
siege. Leosthenes fell before the town ; but his suc- 
cessor Antiphilus rduted a. body of troops which. 
had’ advanced to relieve it. Alarmed by these, 
checks, Craterus hastened oer with a band of those 

Athens. Phocion,, who, had, 
tipater and the opposite, interest, became then the Cv 

eir respective cities, though humanity, as - 

did people run into such excessesiof . flattery. Ey 
men master who was imposed soonaiina red 
the moment. that he; came into. power, ,wasfawned 
upon with the same abject servility. Antipater, on 
his death-bed, left, the government-of, Macedon:to 
PROT Ae who acting, in every, respect, contrary 

to his predecessor, es the pe interest 
among the states, of Greece;.and | particularly »in 

0 jase of hostility to the new. governor, who procu- 
red from the Athenians his condemnation and death, 
Thus, Athens,lost her last great man, in the same 
manner as she had lost, so. many of his prec e 

Polysperchon was not long of being driyen out 
by Cassander, the son, of,Antipater, who re-esta- 
blished the old system, and. set. D. 

was excellent ; and. under, this, accomplished person, 
Athens enjoyed more quiet, oud pet $s more.real, 
happiness, than during the days « noted ory. Every. 

vished. ob him ;)in- species of honour was profusely la 
somuch, that. while ‘Miltiades, the deliverer of, the; 
state, was honoured only by.a place in an historical 
painting, three hundred and sixty statues were de-, 
creed to Demetrius Phalereuss, Yet when, after asway, 
of twelve Feats he was dispossessed by Demetrius, A. C. 306. 

son of Antigonus, these statues were instantly Demetrius 
wn. down, and, all their adulation transferred to Poliorcetes, 

the son. o 

is new master, Demetrius here abandoned himself 
to every species of debauchery; and the Athenians, 
dishonoured ves completely. by their. servile. 
compliance even with his most shameful propensities. 
Yet. when, fortune. sphangings he soon afterward 
sought refuge in their city, he, found the gates shut 
against him. By another,turn.of affairs, he soon af- 
ter became.again master of the bet oo according to, ~ 
SPTARRMCS: the Athenians had to dread the se- 
verest effects of his vengeance.), But Demetrius,‘ an 
accomplished person, and ambitious of fame, sought. 
rather to attach them) by. an ostentatious clemency. 

Yet when adverse octane, compelishabaee Conese: 
to seck refuge within her walls, he failed not to:ex- 
perience asecond repulse,» yh 

» Athens now, amid the struggle of contending po-, 

been attached i> Ans Of Pho- 

: rius, Pha- Demetrius 
lereus at the head of the, government. . The choice, Phalercus. 
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Athens. tentates, enjoyed, for some time, a’precarious inde- without delay. Athens made a resistance beyond Athens. 
—— 3 th expectation, and not unworthy of her ancient fame. —“—v— 

The city and the Pirezus, which formed separate for- 
tresses, were then in different hands. The former 

down u , which t repared to enter'by was commanded by Aristion, who is represented as a 
the ter of Ther le. ORO dL hanions took the violent and profligate character, but who appears A. C. 86: 
lead in the con of Grecian states formed to evidently to have possessed great energy and activity. 
op ; and Brennus, after a desperate effort, The Piraus was held by Archelaus, an officer of 

the barbarous strength of his troops insufficient 
to contend with the superior skit and valour of the 

s. He forced to relinquish his enter- 
ri and te Sontent himeclé with laying waste the 

‘northern districts. . : 
_ This last gli i or mea ak villenge 

>» was quic extinguished. ntigonus, the 
ae Doren lntee ascended the daten of Ma- 
cedon, determined to avenge on Athens the injuries 
of his father: he laid siege to it therefore with a 

Mithridates, possessed of distinguished merit and abi- 
lity. Sylla’ spared no efforts to overcome this un- 
expected resistance. To construct his machines, he 
levelled all the sacred groves around Athens, nor 

even the Academy and the Lyceum. He 
plundered the treasures of Delphi, without regard to 
the sanctity which had so long been attached to them. 
Yet every attempt which he made to reduce the 
place by storm, was completely baffled, and he was 
compelled to have recourse to blockade. ge 

A. ©. 268. l army ; and, notwithstanding the efforts made succeeded in demolishing part of the long 
y the other states, and even by Ptolemy of Egypt, which joined Athens to the Pirgus, the city, deprived 

he at length succeeded in compelling it to receive a of communication with its harbour, soon began to be 
garrison. straitened for subsistence. Treachery completed what 

The Achaian republic now began its splendid force had begun; the supplies of Athens were en- 
career ; during the whole of which, Athens remained  tirely cut off; and she began to experience all the 

Athens in. inglorious tranquillity. In the wars, however, horrors of famine. Arristion ice sete? resisted 
joins which immediately succeeded between Rome and every proposal of surrender; but at length the citi- 
Rome Macedon, she makes some small figure. Sheeven gave zens, either through fatigue or disaffection, ceased to 
Scien: occasion to the second Macedonian war. T'woAcar- keep the same strict watch as formerly. Sylla, ob- 

ission from Philip to lay 
were aided by some Ma- 

eedonian troops. The Athenians, without_making 
any attempt to defend themselves, appealed to the 
Romans, who, eager for a pretence to make war upon 
hilip, availed themselves of this event. Attalus and 

serving this, ae. a midnight attack, which, find- 
ing them completely unprepared, soon made him 
master of the city. Exasperated at their long de. 
fence, he gave full vent to the ferocity of his-charac- 
ter. Not only was the city given up to indiscriminate 
plunder ; but orders were issued, that every Athe- 
nian, of every age and sex, should be put to the 
sword. The city streamed with Athenian blood ; and 
scarcely, of her whole population, did a feeble rem- 

the ian ambassadors, then in alliance with Rome, nant survive. Archelaus, seeing the city lost, judged 
happening to pass near Athens, appeared in the city, it necessary to evacuate the Pireus. Sylla, thus de- 

‘were received with the most extravagant honours.  prived of human victims, vented his impious fury on 
Athens, however, took little share inthe war which the structures, the pride of Athens and of Greece, 

but derived a precarious security 

of liberty was for a time confirmed to her, by that 
decree which gave freedom to all the Grecian states. 
But when bane \ ti ing reduced ‘gcomers to sub- 
jection, no longer kept terms with the other states, 
Athens, with them, was reduced into a province, 
under the title of Achaia. She does not even ap- 
pear to have shared in the t resistance made by 
the Achaian republic. hat followed, however, 
some time after, shewed, that there was still some 
muenene0hs het snort irit. . Mithridates, the re- 
nowned enemy of Rome, had openly raised the stand- 
ard against that power, and had Ceemesaced hostili- 

indiscriminate massacre of all the Romans 

‘Rome, distract- 
to be in no condition to 

triumph, how- 
this ex- 

geance. 
and therefore against it the Roman general advanced 

VOL. WJ. PART I. 

with which that port was adorned. The fairest edi- 
fices of the city had been defaced; but the Pirzus 
was completely levelled with the ground. 

On the few occasions in which the Athenians took 
any share in the civil wars of Rome, they were still 
faithful to the cause of liberty. They espoused the 
part of Pompey against Cesar; and again, on the 
death of Cxsar, they threw down his statues, and in 
their stead set up those of Brutus and Cassius, which 
last they placed next to those of Harmodius and Aris- 
togiton. After the battle of Philippi, when there 
remained no longer any party friendly to liberty, 
Athens, in the division ob the empire between Oc- 
tavius and Antony, fell to the share of the latter. 
The profuse and thoughtless gaiety of his character, 
seems even to have conciliated the affections of the 

ople. After his last departure from Rome, he fixed 
is residence for some time among them, and was 

received with all that servile flattery which they 
were accustomed to lavish on the favourite of the 
moment. By a refinement of adulation, they pro- 
posed his marriage with Minerva, their tutelar deity ; 
to which Antony, with artful waggery, consented, 
on condition that she should bring him a portion of 

E 
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Athens. ten millions of drachmas, a cent Augustus pu- Athens was also distinguished as the last retreat of Athens. 

——v~=" nished this attachment to his rival, by depriving . pagani Philosophy, which had formerly been ——— 
Athens of her few remaining privileges, and of the rather hostile to superstition, proyed now its only 
island of A&gina, which she had received from An- support. Her pride had never brooked the humility 
— and the absence of worldly wisdom, which charac- 

ut while Athens thus saw every trace of her po- Athens s 3 , e terised that divine dispensation. Instead of acknow- 
Lenin, litical existence vanish, she rose to an empire, scarcely _ledging the purity of its doctrines and precepts, she 

less flattering, to which Rome itself was obliged to 
bow. Her conquerors looked to her as to the teacher 
and arbiter of atonal and science. All the most 
distinguished Roman youth were ambitious of literary 
accomplishments ; wi oe all flocked to Athens, in order 
to acquire them. Several even preferred its tranquil 
and e t pleasures to the tumult of the capital; 
and among these was Atticus, the celebrated friend of 
Cicero, who received that surname, from having fixed 
his residence at Athens. 

The tyranny of the twelve Czsars, being exercised 
chiefly against the nobles and senators of Rome, did 
not very heavy on this, or the other cities of 

employed a preposterous ingenuity in drawing a veil 
over the deformities of the pages igethinliey: It 
was at Athens that Julian was supposed to have im- 
bibed that enmity against Christianity which distin- 
guished his reign. As, however, the ancient religion 
more and more declined, the credit of Athens de- 
clined along with it. Under the succeeding emperors, 
she experienced the most mortifying neglect, and at 
length her schools were enti div? thy Yosetuien: 
~ It was not, however, merely in the decline of learn- athens ra- 
ing, and of the ancient religion, that Athens felt the vaged by 

amities of the Roman world. Already, in the the barba- 
first invasion of the Goths, in the middle of the third ™™*» - 

Greece. Germanicus, under 'Tiberius’s reign, be- 
stowed on it the valued privilege of having a lictor 
to precede the magistrates. Even Nero conferred a 
nominal liberty upon it, along’with the rest of Greece ; 
and it is remarkable, that this gift was revoked by 
Vespasian. But it was in the golden age of the Ro- 
man empire, that Athens was aestttied to resume, in 
— to outward appearance at least, her former 
sp endour. Adrian, that singular character, ambi- 

Adrian and tious to perpetuate his name by monuments of art, 
the Anto- ¢hose “Aihe ens as his favourite residence, and lavished 

treasures in adorning it. He built several temples, 
and, above all, he finished that of Jupiter Olympius, 
the work of successive kings, and one of the greatest 
productions of human art. He founded a splendid li« 
brary. He bestowed also many inne 8 and other 
privileges. The eenneeeree his benefits with 
their accustomed profusion of gratitude. An in- 
scription, placed on one of the gates, declared Athens 
to be-no longer the city of Theseus, but of Adrian. 

The Antonines trod in the footsteps of Adrian. 
Under them, Herodes Atticus devoted an immense 
fortune to the embellisliment of the city, and the pro- 
motion of learning. He was at the head of a species 
of university, founded by Adrian, and the professors 
of which were increased by Marcus Aurelius to thir- 
teen. There were two for each of the four sects of 
philosophy, two rhetoricians, two civilians, and a 
president. Handsome salaries were attached to these 
appointments. 

Amid the accumulated calamities of the Roman 
empire, the taste for learning and the arts suffered a 
gradual decline. Yet to those, who still cherished 
it, Athens continued to be the centre of resort. Be- 
ing shut out, however, from all concerns of business, 
er of public life, her teachers lost entirely that sound 
and manly character, which they once possessed, and 
sunk into mere pedants and sophists. A sort of 
mystic fraternity seems to have been formed, admis- 
sion into which was gained by a variety of childish 
ceremonies; while the initiated were distinguished by 
a peculiar dress, in which no one else was allowed to 
appear. Clokes and staves, a long beard, and a book 
in the left hand, were everywhere to be seen; and all 

‘ the walks were full of parties engaged in argument. 
1 ; 

century, Athens was selected as a victim. The fleet 
of those barbarians anchored in the Pirzus. At- 
tempts had been made to repair the walls, which had 
been allowed to fall into . They were unable, 
however, to resist the impetuous attack of the Goths. 
Athens was taken, and plundered. Dexippus, mean- 
while, a brave officer, els Tanah colleeted a body 
of troops, unexpectedly attacked, and drove them 
out of the city with considerable loss. It is re 
that, during this visit, the Goths, having collected 
all the libraries of Athens, were preparing to burn 
them ; but one of their number Mk them from 
the design, by suggesting the propriety of leaving to 

_ their enemies what Sf tiated to be the most effectual 
instrument for cheri and promoting their unwar- 
like spirit. Serious ere Poor however, are entertained 
as a the truth of this anecdote. aie 

reece now enjoyed a lon ite foreign 
war, till the week eigen of “ade and Honorius, 
when a still more dreadful tempest burst upon her. 
Alaric, that ferocious and terrible chief, after over- 
running the rest of Greece, advanced into Attica, 
and found Athens defenceless. ‘The whole country 
was converted into a desert; but it seems uncertain 
whether he plundered the city, or whether he accept- 
ed the greater part of its wealth asa ransom. Cer- 
tain it is, that it suffered severely; and S 8, a CO-. 
temporary, compares it to the mere skin of a slaugh- 
tered victim. 

After the devastations of Alaric, and still more, 
after the shutting of her schools, Athens ceased al- 
most entirely to attract the attention of mankind. 
The pursuits of industry, however, seem to have 
been carried on with some activity: Besides the honey 
of Mount Hymettus, there seems to have been a 
pretty considerable’ manufacture of silk; since, in 
1130, a colony was transported from Athens to Si- 
cily, with the view of introducing that branch of in- 
dustry into the latter country. 

After the taking of Constantinople by the Latins, and occu- 
in the beginning of the thirteenth century, the west- pied by the 
ern powers to view Greece as an object of am- 
bition. In the division of the Greek empire which 
they made among themselves, Macedonia and Greece 
fell to the share of Boniface, marquis of Montserrat ; 
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vassals; and these being reinforced by the 
who then extended devastation and con- 

regions, the new duke was expelled, 
to return to France, where he fell in the 

Poictiers. About twenty years after, his 
fruitless attempt to recover it. | Mean- 

of Athens remained for some time at the 
ae house. It was then seized by the 

Florentine family of the Acciaioli. One 
of them ceded it to the Venetians, but his son seized 
it again, and it remained in the family till 1455, when 
it surrendered. to Omar, a general of Mahomet II., 
and thus formed one of the two hundred cities which 
that prince took from the Christians. He settled a 
colony in it, and incorporated it completely with the 

Since that time, Athens. is known in history only 
by two ineffectual attempts of the Venetians to make 

poems a aM naar under their ictor » They gai 
poseson bth of the Pires and ofthe iy but, 

od 

aaa Hi -& 
8 » 

siege, the Turks having made the Parthenon their 
powder i cea lideabioth intasshespadbislenn sap the 
whole of that famous edifice. Athens surren- 
dered; but, the very next year, the Venetians were 
forced to abandon it, - \ 

_It would be impossible to conclude, without en- 
deayouring to give some idea of what Athens now 
is, and of what still remains to her after such a series 
of destroying revolutions. Even after all that time 
and barbarism have effected, her ruins still excite as- 

we haye liad access to oral information still more re- 
cent, and of the highest authenticity. 

In this survey, we naturally turn our eyes first to 
the is, of which a considerable portion is still 
standing. It has been converted by the Turks. into 
\a fortress, and alarge irregular wall built round it. 
In, this there appear.some remains of the old wall, 
_with fragments of columns, which have been taken 

Of . 
-few black and ruined walls present the only traces. 

from the ruins for the of building it. 
eek lea, which fo: the ancient entrance, the 

it 

edifice ig wasatemple of Victory. The roof of this 
remained till 1656, when it was carried away 

by a sudden explosion. On its columns the Turks 
have constructed a battery of cannon. In a part of 
the wall still ere tonpeente of exquisite 
sculpture in bas ; epee the combat of the 

8 with the Amazons. Of the opposite wi 
of the Propylea, there still remain six columns, wi 
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gateways between them. These columns are of mar- 
ble, white as snow, and of the finest architecture. 
Each is not, though it appears to be, composed of a 
single piece, but of three or four joined so skilfully, 
that, though exposed to..the weather for two thou- 
sand years, no separation has taken place. These 
-columns are half covered by a wall, which the Turks 
have raised in front of them. , 

From the Propylea, we enter into the Parthenon, 
that grand display of Athenian magnificence. Light 

Athens. 

columns of the eastern front, and several of the la- | 
teral porticos, are still standing. Of the frontispiece, 
which represented the contest of Neptune and Miner- 
va for Athens, nothing remains, but the’ head of a 
sea-horse, and the figures of two women, whose heads 
are wanting ; but these slender specimens display ad- 
mirable truth and beauty. The combat of the Cen- 
taurs and the Lapithz is in better preservation. Of 
all the statues with which it was enriched, that of 
Adrian alone remains. The inside is now converted 
into a mosque. Upon the whole, this edifice, muti- 
lated as it is, retains still an air of inexpressible gran- 
deur, 

‘There are considerable remains also of the Erec- 
theum, particularly those beautiful female figures, 
called Caryatides, which support, instead of columns, 
two of th porticos. 

Of the two theatres, there remains only so much of 
the outer walls, as is sufficient to shew their site, and 
their immense magnitude. ‘The area is now ploughed, 
and produces corn. 

Having thus surveyed the Acropolis, we shall now 
enter within the town, which does not, however, pre- 
sent any monuments of equal magnitude. Near a 
church called Great St Mary, -are three exquisite 
Corinthian columns, supporting an architrave. This 
passed originally for the temple of Jupiter Olympius ; 
an idea which Stuart has clearly proved to be er- 
roneous. He supposes it to be a remnant of the 
Pacile. 

The Tower of the Winds, by Andronicus Cyr- 
thestes, is still entire. Its figure is octagon, and on 
each of the sides is carved, in relief, a representation 
of one of the principal winds. The sculpture is ad- 
mirable. This building owes its preservation to its 
having become the mosque of an order of Dervises. 
Among the monuments of distinguished men, of 

which a street called the Tripods was almost entire- 
ly composed, one only remains, the choragic monu- 
ment of Lysicrates. It consists of a basement, cir- 

The town. 

cular colonnade, and cupola. The order is Corin- 
(thian, The architecture and sculpture are exquisite. 
It was supposed by Wheeler to be the Lantern of 
Demosthenes, where that orator retired to study ; but 
this‘fs snes refuted by, Stuart. 

Of the splendid Gymnasium erected by Ptolemy, a 

On going without the city, our attention is immedi- 
ately attracted by the sublime ruins of the temple of 
Jupiter Olympius. . Sixteen columns only remain of 
one hundred and\twenty. Wheeler, in 1676, found 
‘seventeen ; but a little before Chandler’s visit in 
1765, one had been overturned for the building of a 
mosque. Of the statues which, in such numbers, 
enriched this edifice, none now remain. Some only 

Ruins with- 
out the ci« 
ty. 
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Athens. of the pedestals and inscriptions are found scattered dler, on entering Athens, was met byanarchon. The Athens. 
—-— in different quarters, and often half buried in the uabs bavearedeates somewhat of their usual lord- ~~ 

earth. . . -liness and austerity, and mixed intimately 
The templeiof ‘Theseus is still nearly entire; exce ae cai ta = \ t the subject peop ‘ a ae ae 

the roof, w is modern. The. sculptures on The Greeks. have an archbishop, who enjoys. a 
outside are almost entirely defaced, but those which tolerable revenue ;. and no less than two hundred 
adorn the friezes on the inside, are in better{preser- : aati places of worship, 
vation. They represent the exploits of that hero. 5 uA 7 a 
His combat with a Centaur is particularly distin- By far the most recent and accurate survey of 
guished. : in We » achecene ee gies Deng ates 

Of places which derive their interest from the bassy at Constantinople. The i 
scenes which were acted in them, considerable re- we trust, in some form or other, be given to the pub- 
aaeesontntee be observed. In the hill of Areo- lic; in the meantime, the following notice may be 
pagus, sat that famous tribunal, we may still interesting : oie ys » decay 
discover, the steps cut in, the rock, by which it was Even before leaving England, Lord Elgin had un- Fxertions 
ascended ; the seats of the judges; and pore to derstood, that the most service which he of Lord El- 
them, those of the accuser and accused. ishill is could render to the arts, would be to ure casts gin to reco- 

of the most interesting remains of sculpture ‘and ar- V¢ the re- 
chitecture, which still existed in Athens. But the 4405. ° 
expense of engaging artists from this country was sculpture 
too great for an individual to undertake, and an ap- and archi- 
plication for assistance from government proved in- tecture. 

Y 

now a burying-place for the Turks, and is covered 
with their tombs. 

The Pnyx, or place for the assembly of the peo- 
ple, which lies near the: Areopagus, is still nearly in 
its original condition. In it are still seen the polpit 

“most venerable. 

for the orators cut out in the rock ; the seats of the 
secretaries, who drew upthe decrees ; and, in the two 
angles, those of the ns Ser who. imposed silence, 
on published the result of the public deliberations. 
Niches are also seen, where were placed the offerings 
of those who obtained from the le. either favour 
or acquittal. Awful sensations are. inspired by the 
-view of this. once grand and busy scene, whence is- 
sued those schemes, which changed so often the face 
of the ancient world. 
We may still trace the area of the Stadium, built 

by-Herodes Atticus entirely of. white marble, and on 
which the Athenian youth:were employed in those 

nastic exercises so: much valued by the Greeks, 
Bie site of the Lyceum is discoverable by a number 
of loose stones scattered abot. A modern house 
and. garden now cover the site of the Academy. 
Within its precincts the walks of the Peripatetics 
may yet be traced; and many olive trees remain, of a 

antiquity.’ 
The long walls are entirely demolished ;. but their 

foundations. may. still. be traced. under the shrubs 
which cover the plain. The Pireus, another Athens, 
retains. scarcely. a memorial. of its ancient greatness. 
Only a few scattered: fragments of columns are found 
init, as well as in the two neighbouring harbours 
of Munychia and Phalerum. | A: few small craft now 
~ frequent this famed port, for the accommodation of 
which there is a: paltry. custom-house. 

-ings of the most remarkable ob 

effectual. In Sicily, however, where he touched on 
his passage ito Constantinople, he was more’ fortunate : 
To the most eminent artist of that. island, the trou- 
bled state of Italy enabled him to.add others, of very ~ 
uncommon abilities, from Rome. In this manner he 
engaged six artists’; one general painter, one figure 
painter, two, formatori for the we ica of the casts, 
and two: architects... With these Lord Elgin, after 
much difficulty, obtained from the Turkish govern- 
ment permission to proceed to Athens... They spent 
three years there, mutually assisting and controulin 
the operations of each other, and taking measurements 
‘and representations of every object which seemed de- 
-serving of attention. it 

The measurements have been made in the utmost 
detail, and with extreme care and minuteness. From 
the rough drafts, plans, elevations, and finished draw- 

jects have been exe- 
cuted. In these, all the sculpture has. been restored, 
with uncommon taste and ability. The bas reliefs, 
besides, on the different temples, have been drawn, 
with perfect accuracy, in their present state of muti- 
lation and deeay... Most-of these bas reliefs, and all 
the. characteristic architectural features in the diffe- 
_rent monuments now remaining at Athens, have been 
moulded ;- and the casts and moulds being conveyed 
to London, are now in his lordship’s possession. 

- Picturesque views of Athens, as well as various parts 
of Greece, have been taken by one of the most emi- 

Iuhabi- Athens contains now from eight to ten thousand nent painters of Europe. had ity be 
pene of  jnhabitants, one-fourth of whom are Turks, and the Besides these models and representations, Lord 

thens. rest Greeks. The latter enjoy a milder lot, than 
_in most other places ‘subject to Turkish dominion. 
They have had recourse to an expedient not very ho- 
nourable, that of chusing for their protector the Kis- 
lar. Aga, or chief of the Black eunuchs, to whom they 

a tribute of thirty thousand crowns. They have 
oo known also to rise and inflict bloody ven ce 
on their-oppressors. . They are. distinguished both 
by address, and by a spirit of liberty, rarely now ob- 
servable among their countrymen. Even some forms 
of their ancient constitution are still preserved. Chan- 

8c. « 

in collected also numerous pieces of Athenian 
sculpture in statues, reliefs, capitals, cornices, friezes, 

The advantages which he enabled 
him to accumulate a collection of these than 
exists elsewhere in E » In making this collec- 
tion, he was strongly amimated by seeing the destruc- 
.tion into which these remains were sinking, through 

Some statues the influence of ‘Turkish barbarism. é 
in the posticum of the Parthenon had: been led 
down for mortar, on account of their ing the 
whitest marble within reach ; and:this mortar was em- 
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ed in the construction of miserable huts. Even 

any such object;'the Turks were in the ha- 
bit of climbing up the walls, and amusing themselves 

‘ with defacing the precious remains of sculpture with 
which they were adorned. We have already seen 

the disaster which befel the Parthenon, in conse- 
quence of its being converted into a powder maga- 

this had not *prevented che tT aches 
Erectheum to the’same use. One temple, 

ich Stuart found in tolerable preservation, had, 
since’his time, destroyed so completely, that his 
Lordship: with difficulty distinguish where it 

bi aphh opeteaiines: Lord Elgin’ dat, Sy i as it were, a ; a Palio: s 
to London, and has formed a 

school of Grecian art, to which there does not, at 
present, exist a parallel... Lbhen 

Lat yet rks 3 
' ATHERINA, a genus of fishes belonging to the 
order of Abdominales, in'the division of bony fishes. 
‘See IcntHyotocy. (if) i 

—v—"_ATHERSTONE, a market-town inthe parish 
of 5 in Warwickshire. There is here a 

of Hats, ribbands, and’shaldons, and the 
cotton trade has beer lately introduced. Number of 
‘Houses 546, Population 2650, of whom 748 are 
pe et ti trade. Distance from: Warwick 23 

. ATHINE, the modern ekaset Athens: 
ATHLETE, oe g the ancients, persons who 

were trained to feats of strength and agility. In 
“times when national safety depended more on muscu- 

nt of war-. Jar exertion, than on the delicate 
like machines, vigour’ and activity of body: were the 

i a ief consideration. _ Accordingly, in 
; stages society: denominated savage, the t- 
~est hero 1s the most’ robust’ in Wwidealy'and 
the breadth of his breast, the magnitude of his limbs, 
andthe swiftness of his career, are, in the songs of 
the’ bards, ‘no less the topics of panegyric, than are 
his martial atchievements. Hence arose, in different 
‘eountries, independently of the love of pastime, va- 
rious sey emer institutions: tending to the deve- 
lopement. of the bodily powers. Greeks sur- 
passed all nationsin«their attention to this circum- 
stanee ; for, thoughthe Rontans had also, in the days 
of their simplicity, their racers and wrestlers, they 
forsook; in process. of time, théte harmless.and manly 
‘sports, for the inhuman’ exhibition of gladiatorial 
combats, and the fights of wild beasts. 
“The ic exercisesof the Greeks were all ori- 

and caléuilated to’ produce a race of men alike distin- 
; eer for symmetry of form, hardiness of constitu- 
tion, corporeal "power. © We will not take it up- 
on : to say, that the Greeks were, in these inj, 
the-very first in the-world ; but whether we judge 
‘from the form and attitude of the Grecian figure as 
displayed in the ancient statues, or from the tremen- 

-Maintained in. luxury at. the 

athlete de 
-arts, hitherto accounted liberal, and ranked among 

0 

. All the histories of Greece treat copiously of 
Athens; both ancient, as Herodotus, Thucydides, 
Xenophon ; and modern, as Rollin, Gillies, Mit- 
ford, &c. See Xenophon de Republica Atheniensium. 
A number of elaborate tracts by Meursius, de Regi- 
bus Atticis, de Fortuna Attica, de Republica Atheni- 
ensiumy, &c.; all which Gronovius. has inserted.in his 
Thesaurus. Young’s History of Athens. Drum- 
mond on the Government of Athens. 'The modern 
state of Athens was described, in 1676, by Wheeler 
and Spon; and, more recently, in 1765, by Chandler, 
in his Travels in Greece. Messrs Stuart and Revett, 
who travelled about the same time with the last, 
have published the Ruins of Athens, with magnificent 
plates. The most recent account is by Scrofani, a 
Sicilian, of whose accuracy, however, we entertain 
serious doubts. (P) 

ATH 2 
dous onset of the Grecian warrior in the day of bat- 
tle, we are equally entitled to: draw the conclusion, 
that this system of exercises was not without. its ef- 
fect. 

These sports were for along time practised by the 
people, wien the aid of ‘nib aatonsl instruction: but 
alittle before the age of Plato, they assumed a scientific 
pearance, when regiilar professors started up, who 

made it their exclusive business to practise the athle-. 
tic arts: ‘The excessive encouragement bestowed on 
these masters, was only.in proportion to the value at- 
tached by the Greeks to their — nt. Excel- 
lence in this department was the chief ambition of the 
youth, as it opened for them a passage to the first of 
mortal honours ;- for. not only was.a conqueror-in the 
Olympic games in‘many cases supported in splendour 
during the remainder of his life; but)he received an 
honorary crown ; his name was immortalized in pub- 
lic songs ; statues were erected to. his memory ; his 
victory was an era in the'annals of his country ; and, 
in the earlier periods, was sometimes worshipped as a 
‘god. For these reasons, the athletic arts were rank- 
ed by the Greeks among those denominated liberal. 
It: was long the ambition of kings and princes to ex- 
cel in them ; and no pains or expenses were spared for 
‘the possible attainment of such high distinction... But 
efter the institution of regular establishments for these 
exercises, the original intention was soon forgotten. 

ublicexpense,; and 
therefore not very respectable for their morals, the 

ted into mere prize-fighters ; their 

the noblest accomplishments, gradually suffered. in 
the general estimation ; and their habits of body and 
vot median of promoting the military character, 
rendered them much inferiors in that respect, to the 
rdinary. citizens. Thus, by mistaking the means 

for the end, the Greeks in a great measure defeated 
the purpose of the institution: for, though the games 
“were now carried to much greater perfection,’ and 
were still accessible to as many as incli 3 yet they 

45 
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asa racer and a boxer required different qualifications, Athlete. Athlete. necessarily became, at last, more a matter of exhibi- 

to suc- —v—"' tion than of gre? 3 since few could ho 
ceed, or wish to embark, in a contest with regular 
bullies. The training and habits now acquired, were 
not those of men qualified for enduring e 
tion, and every species of exertion in the field; but 
of nies idle feats in one situation at home. 

ing the best periods of Greece, all the youth 
were regularly trained to the exercises of the palzs- 
tra. In every town there was a secre or school, 
for these and other branches of juvenile education, 
Seete at the public charge, and furnished with 
baths, courts, race-grounds, and every other conve- 
nience. To these seminaries, the youth repaired at 
a very early period; for we find, that even in the 
great games, at which all Greece ap » boys of 12 
years of age obtained prizes. The discipline to which 
these were subjected, would naturally be suited to 
their tender age ; but those who were more advanced, 
and, particularly, who intended to signalize them- 
selves at any of the public exhibitions, underwent a 
course of training, admirably well calculated for the 
sinewy contest. This’prepafation, which sometimes 
occupied a space of ten months, was extremely ri 
rous; and, being prescribed by law, was indispensi 
‘The outlines mt are given by Horace : 

Qui studet optatam cursu.contingere metam, 
Multa tulit fecitque puer ; sudavit et alsit, 
Abstinuit Venere et Baccho. 

Epictetus also, in the following passage, takes notice 
of the preparatory discipline. « You must conform 
to rule, eat against your will, abstain from dainties': 
ou must necessarily be exercised at the appointed 
our, in heat and in cold ; you must drink no cold 

water, and sometimes no wine. In short, you must 
give yourself up to the superintendant as to a physi- 
cian, and then turn out to the contest. Here it is 
not unfrequent to dislocate an arm, to sprain an ancle, 
to swallow a quantity of dust, to be flogged into the 
bargain, and after all to be vanquished.” 

he diet of the professed athlete, in, Italy as well 
as Greece, was strictly attended to. In the more 
early sv they were fed on new cheese, dried figs, 
and boiled grain. At length, one Pythagoras, t 
master of a asium, introduced the use of animal 
food, having observed that it gave more firmness and 
body to the muscles. Pork, either roasted or broil- 
ed, was the favourite dish for this purpose ; and was 
found of so nutritious a quality, according to Galen, 
that the athlete who intermitted the use of it but 
for one day, were sensible the next of a material di- 
minution of their vigour. Their breakfast consisted 
of a little dry bread, which was always unleavened: 
and their principal meal, which was after their exer- 
cises, consisted princi of animal food: and this, 
on vodigio occasions, t ion forced to devour in 

igious quantities. sa diet was considered 
FF sinacieitl iasprittitice to vt ee h and solidity 
of the muscular system, their drink, consisting of 
warm water, or of a thick luscious kind of wine, was 
administered in very sparing quantities. The method 
of feeding, however, admitted of considerable varia- 
tions, adapted to the particular case of the pupil; for, 

priva-. 

so also the whole of their regimen was somewhat dif- “—v-——~ 

The athlete were allowed as much sleep as they 
chose, aoe this was ee conducive to that ro- 
tundity of body whic ea METI 
In'the morning they went occasionally into the 
bath, for the purpose of bracing their sinews: andy 
after their exercises were over, were immersed in 
a tepid bath, where they were scrubbed with 
the strygil : they were then dried with towels, and 
anointed with oil. After this, they took their prin- 
cipal meal, and engaged in no more exercise that day. 

Their medical treatment was simple, though rather 
peculiar. Glysters were sometimes administered, 
when the ee seemed to flag : but the favourite 
remedy for this was an-emetic, which was 
to be less debilitating than cathartics. The fin 
or a feather served, by tickling the fauces, to excite 
vomiting. _ Sexual intercourse was strictly prohibit- 
ed, as peculiarly detrimental to strength ; and plates 
of lead were applied at night to the groins, to repress 
improper affections. Their backs, too, were occa- 
sionally sco till the blood flowed : this was in- . 
t both an seoblcuatnes the patient to bear the 
acutest pain, and as an antidote against plethora, te 
which men were peculiarly liable, 

The athlete were daily exercised, for many hours, 
sanaeerepoaana exertion; and, to the eternal re- 
‘proach of- Grecian delicacy, in a state of complete 
nudity. There were, indeed, female athlete, and 
these, according to all accounts, were decently dress- 
ed, and contended in classes by themselves ; Sulek, 
if we may believe Ovid, both these formalities were 
ya 30m with in ancient Sparta. Paris writes thus 
to : elen : 

More tue gentis nitidé dum nuda palestra 
Ludis: et es nudis feemina mista viris. ‘ 

The male champions originally wore a small. scarf 
round the middle, which, in after times, was laid aside 
‘as an incumbrance: there are some authors, how- 
ever, who deny this, and assert, that the covering was 
always retained, except perhaps in the case of wrest- 
ling. The excellence of the Grecian sculpture has 
been attributed, and probably with justice, to these 
naked exhibitions, where every muscle and sinew was 
displayed in every possible variety of action, But 
what was this advantage, when compared with the 
horrid effects which we-know to have been produced 
on the minds and on the conduct of the spectators ? 

The exercises to which these men were trained 
were of the most Jaborious and hardy description. 
It is not our intention here to enter into a detail of 
all the amusements and arran | practised in the 
ancient shows; this will be with more proprie- 
ty under some other title, as GLADIATOR, OLYMPIC 

ames, &c. We shall here, therefore, restrict our- 
_selves to a short account of those exercises properly 
denominated athletic, and which were not only prac- 
tisedgin every gymnasium, but exhibited in public, 
on innumerable occasions, in every town and rict 
of Greece. These then consisted of the following 
kinds : 
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ed for throwing down the antagonist: such as trip- Athletw. Athlete. Pst, Leaping.—Those who centended in this an- ed j ir Hay ——* cient sport had weightaysttached to their bodies, to ping up his heels, twining round his limbs, and squeez-. “~V~” 

give a greater momentim to their exertion, and to ing his ribs together ; but kicking and boxing were 
swing them forward. The weight was sometimes strictly prohibited. A victory was obtained by 
attached to the head, or shoulders, but generally car- giving three falls; but if, in falling, the vanquished 
ried in the hand, when it had holes for the admission ew down his opponent along with him, the contest 
of the fingers. We are not informed that height was _ was either begun anew, or continued on the ground, 
aimed at in the leap, which was directed to a hole, 
or ditch, in the ground; and into this it was some- 
times the grand object to alight. ‘ 
2d, The Fig .—Swiftness of foot was one 

of the most ble qualities in the eyes of the an- 
cients. Homer uniformly ascribes it to his great 
hero Achilles, and elsewhere praises it as one of the 
most valuable endowments of nature : 

can be e’er attain’d, 
The dist seedy hands or nimble feet have gain’d. 
a . 

David praises Saul and Jonathan on the same prin- 
ciple : “* they were swifter than eagles.” Those who 
professed this sport had short ins, or sandals, to 
protect their feet ; and they’sometimes ran in com- 
plete armour. are said to have found means 
to contract, by the actual cautery, the size of the 
M si which was deemed an impediment to velocity. 

elrere to which some of the champions at- 
tained in this game, is described by the Greek bards - 
with the most poetical extravagance. In an epigram 
in the’ Anthologia, the racer is feigned to have be- 
come invisible from his excessive swiftness, and to 
have only reappeared when he halted at the end of 
his course. ~ 

8d, Darting.—The instrument generally employ- 
ed here was a javelin, or pole. These were dischar- 
ged sometimes from the naked hand, and sometimes 
with the help of a thong tied about the middle of 
the weapon. This exercise also included archery, 

oe A cen siren a. Sele 
4th, Quoiting, or throwing the Disc.—Here the 

instrument was a heavy mass of stone, brass, or iron. 
It was taken up in one hand, between the thumb 
and fingers ; was thrown under the arm — our es 
mon quoit ; and being, in general, exceedingly smooth, 
and convex on both aides was edodindand 
with considerable difficulty. In this game, as in our 
putting-stone, there was but one disc to a company ; 
andthe contest was, not as in our quoits, who should 
hit a particular object, but who should throw to the 
greatest distance. 

5th, Wrestling.—Previously to this exercise, which 
was carried to the utmost perfection by the Greeks, 
the naked combatants were rubbed all over with oil, 
or with a ition called ceroma, consisting of 
oil, wax, and dust. This, while it secured the skin, 
by making it soft and pliant, and also prevented ex- 
cessive iration, occasioned, at the same time, a 

Sf labricity, which tly increased the diffi- 
culty and the variety of Sovopaetie. To correct, 
however, couniinn this inconvenience, the cham- 

ions rolled in the dust of the palestra. 
they were of condition, they used odori- 

ferous unguents ‘ad of oil, and were sprinkled 
with a fine sand, or dry earth, brought from Egypt 
and Italy. In wrestling, every stratagem was allow- 

when he who got uppermost was the conqueror. 
6th, The Pentathlon.—In addition to the five 

simple exercises which we have now shortly descri- 
bed, there was another called jive-games, consisting 
of all these in close succession, in the order in which 
they are mentioned in the following line; 

Arps wodunsiny, Sirnor, anovrety wetdnye 

The leap, race, disc, the dart, and wrestling play. 

Some authors believe boxing to have been sometimes. 
introduced into the pentathlon, and that this was a 
name for a series of any five games. This opinion, 
however, is not generally adopted. As a peculiar 
course of training) was necessary for this game, a 
pentathlete seldom succeeded in any of the simple 
contests of which it was composed. It is spoken of 
by the ancients‘as being a very tedious and difficult 
contest. ‘ 

7th, The Cestus.—The games of: which we have 
hitherto treated were common to all Greece; but 
the two sports which follow were prohibited by the 
Lacedemonians, not, however,.on account of their 
cruelty, but by reason of a condition imposed upon 
the vanquished, that they must declare themselves 
worsted. This ignominious confession was deemed: 
inconsistent with the Spartan character. he first 
of these exercises was what we may term boxing, a 
game which, in its original state among the Greeks, 
was, like that practised among ourselves, a contest of 
bare fists; but which, by gradual improvements, and 
the introduction of the c@stus, assumed an aspect pe- 
culiarly frightful. In this advanced stage of the 
science, the fingers and hand were wound up in 
thongs of raw bull-hide, which were sometimes con- 
tinued up to the elbow ; and to this offensive and de- 
fensive contrivance were often added pieces of lead or 
iron ; so that the human hand was thus converted in« 
to a species of hammer. In the first edition of Dry- 
den’s Virgil, there is a print representing the cestus 
in a different manner; for there each of the comba- 
tants holds by the end a long tapering bag of lea- 
ther, supposed to be stuffed with lead or iron; and, 
with these massy sacks, in the form of a Hercules’s 
club, the heroes are belabouring each other with alter- 
nate strokes. The armed glove, however, seems to be 
the true idea of the czstus, which, when wielded by 
a brawny arni, must have produced dreadful devasta- 
tion in the physiognomy of the antagonist. To close 
up an eye, or derange a little the structure of the 
nose, were in those days but trifling exploits,—when 
men got their jaws demolished at a single blow, their 
ears torn off their heads, and every frontal protube- 
rance converted into a depression. The heroes in 
this contest, it is true, wore a stiff cap to protect 
their heads, and were generally swelled, by feeding, 
to an enormous size, for the purpose of shielding 
their bones from injury ; but, with all these precau- 
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tions, oar were sadly mangled, as the following lines 
Will testify : 

This victor, glorious in his olive wreath, 
Had once eyes, ¢ye«brows, nose, and ears, and teeth; 
But turning ceestus-champion to his cost, 
These, and (still worse) his heritage he lost: 
For by his brother sued,.disown'd at last, 
Confronted with his picture he was cast. F 

Sth, The Pancratium.—This name, which'may be 
literally translated all-fights, was applied to a game, 
compounded, at pleasure, of almost all the possible 
modes of annoyance which two naked men, without 
weapons, could exercise towards each other. In this 
exercise, boxing and wrestling were ‘the most promi- 
nent features, accompanied, however, with an infinite 
number of subordinate varieties, as kicking, elbow- 
ing, ‘rolling on the goons throttling, scratching, 
and squeezing. In short, the combatants were turn- 
ed out, in a complete state of nature, only lubricated 
with oil, to avail themselves freely of all their proper 
resources, and to exert every joint, muscle, nik limb, 
for the defeat of their antagonists. To this great 
freedom of choice, indeed, there were a very few hu- 
mane exceptions. Thus they were not allowed to 
put out an eye, as is uently done in the Ameri- 
can pancratium ; nor to bite off the flesh, which they 
pressed between their teeth; nor to-strike under the 
ribs with the ends of their fingers; nor, in short, to 
kill their adversaries designadly. There was a pan- 
cratiast named Sostratus, who was successful near 
twenty times in the public games. His method, the 
most humane ‘on record, was this: he always seized 
the fingers of his antagonist, crushed them into one 
bloody mass, and thus obliged him to resign the 
palm! See Hom. Z/. 1. xxiii.; Virg. Zin. 1. v.; 
Pausan, \, vi. viii. et passim. ; Epict. Enchir. c. 29. ; 
‘Celius Rhodig. Ant. Lect. Potter's Antiq. v. is; 
West’s Dissert.; and Sir John Sinclair’s Code of 
Health, v. ii. (8) 
ATHLONE, a town of Ireland, situated partly 

in the county of Westmeath, and partly in the coun- 
ty of Roscommon. It stands on the river Shannon, 
which separates the counties, over which there is a 
long bridge with many arches. On the bridge are 
several ill executed figures and inscriptions, celebrat- 
ing the:success of Queen Elizabeth, and giving an ac- 
count-of the ‘execution of the'rebels. th ne was 
long the ‘residence sof the lord presidents sof ‘Con- 
naught, whe kept their courts of justice in it. The 
hithe was ‘built by King John, on a round hill like a 
Danish fort, on the Roscommon ‘side of the river. 
Notwithstanding the advantageous situation of Ath- 
lone for trade, it is-still in a poor and ruinous state. 
W. Long. 7° 49’, N. Lat. 53° 21’ 30’. See Beau- 
fort’s Memoir of a Map of Ireland. @) u 
ATHOL, a mountainous district in the north of 

Perthshire in Scotland. See Pertusnire. (w) 
ATHOR, or Arnyr, the name of one of the di- 

vinities of the Egyptians, signifying Night, to whom 
they erected temples. (7) 
‘ATHOS, a mountain of Macedonia, famous in 

ancient history and poet It is situated between 
the Strymonic and Singitic gulfs, on a mountainous 
promontory, which is connected with the continent 
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by an isthmus of land about twelve leagues 
‘Lhe promontory stretches a great way out intothe ——v—~ 

~cumnavi 
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ZEgean Sea, and occasions a long and rous cir 
- a Of mee wom Sees 
this peninsula is com Athos proudly towers 
above all the rest : its ohietisramanits at times white 
with snow, is seen by the mariner .at the-distance of 
100 «miles; and, though the cold is excessive, it is 
edorned with plants and trees, chiefly of the fir kind, 
which climb up its steep sides to a great elevation. 

‘Marvellous stories have been told by the.ancients 
of this celebrated mountain. Unfortunately that per- 
tion of Strabo’s excellent work is lost, in which he 
had occasion to describe Athos, and which is poorly 
supplied by a dry epitome. According to Mals,-ise 
height was such as to reach above the clouds. Others 
have affirmed that it was six miles high, that it soared 
beyond the regions of rain and tempest, and that 
ashes, left on its top, continued dry and undisturbed. 
But the most wonderful story of all is that of the 
projection-of its shadow, which was reported to ex- 
pe at the summer solstice, as far as Lemnos, an 
island, according to Pliny, 87 miles off, or, according 
to modern calculation, about 30. It is said that a. 
brazen cow was erected at the termination of the 
shadow, in the market-place of Myrina, the princi- 
pal town of Lemnos, with this inscription : 

Alay xarvrres wAsugay Anpeviaes Boos. 

z..¢. “ Athos covers the side of the Lemnian cow.” 
Modern travellers are not agreed about the real 
height of this mountain. Some make it two miles in 
perpendicular height; while others reduce its ex- 
treme elevation to about 3300 feet. The truth is, 
that no accurate measurement has yet been made. 

Athos, if we may believe the ancient historians, 
opposed. considerable resistance to the power of 
Xerxes, on his march to Greece. A part of that 
monarch’s fleet having suffered shipwreck off the 
Athose promontory, Ys resolyed to prevent similar 
accidents for the future, by cutting a channel through 
the mountain, sufficient to admit two gallies abreast, 
each of three banks of oars. By this operation, se- 
veral cities are said to have been separated from the 
continent, as Olophyxus, Dion, Thysus, Acrothoon, 
and Cleone; whence we may conclude that this rug- 
ed peninsula was well peopled in ancient times. The 

Greek writers ascribe the most capricious conduct to 
the Persian king. Thus, according to these autho- 
rities, Xerxes, on making his bridge of boats across 
the Hellespont, ordered a quantity of fetters to be 
thrown into the sea, as symbols of the subjection of 
that 1y element ; on its rebelling against his 
authority, by throwing his boats into co usion, he 
rebuked it; in an.angry speech, which began thus: 
«* Thou salt and bitter water.” On the present oc- 
casion, the same mad tyrant sent a letter to the moun- 
tain, couched in the following language. ‘* Athos, 
thou proud and aspiring mountain, that liftest up 
thy head to the skies, I advise thee not to be so au- 
‘dacious as to.pat rocks and stones in the way of my 
workmen: if thou opposest me thus, I will cut thee 
entirely down, and throw thee headlong into. the 
sea.”? But these accounts can hardly be credited. 
If Xerxes really made a canal across the isthmus, it 

‘broad,  Athes.: 
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ther eves . 
We must not here omit the daring proposal of 

i ‘an engi in the service of Alexander, 
who offered to. convert the whole mountain into a 
statue of that,prince. The enormous figure, which 
must have a sitting posture, was to hold a 
city in its left hand, i 10,000. inhabitants, 
and in the right, an immense basin, whence the col- 
lected, torrents of the mountain should issue in a 
mighty river. But the project was thought to be 
too extravagant, even by Alexander. , 
»Mount Athos is now peopled by a numerous horde 

of Greek monks, f 
the order of St Basil...These devotees, who amount 
to 6000, fare very hardl ly, abstainin g entirely from 
flesh, and. subsisting chiefly on pickled olives. They 
were at one time distingui for their learning, at 

least: for possessing several valuable manuscripts, and 
for their numerous copies of the Scriptures, to trans- 
—- which; they applied themselves with much 
lau assiduity. Though now extremely illiterate, 
so much so that they can scarcely read or write, they 
have the merit of being sober, peaceable, and in- 
dustrious: and. these. ities have procured for 
them the good opinion of the Turks, who afford 
them protection and sustenance. They have twenty- 
four monasteries, situated on different parts of the 
mountain, raised in stories to a great height, and sur- 
rounded with»walls ; and:these buildings, interspersed 
with churches, hermitages, and some fortifications, 
on which are mounted some pieces of artillery, give 
an extraordinary appearance to this lofty eminence, 
and present, tothe eye of the traveller, as he ap- 
proaches the scene, a most picturesque object, and a 
pleasing of industry.. Mount Athos 
1s satiipelindeklaciosumbs or Monte Santo, from the 
Seeteewer of its inhabitants. It is in 40° 10/ 

~ Lat. 24° 45' E. Long. “a : 

See Herodot. 1. vi. c. 44. 3 1. vii. c. 21. &e. Plat. 
in'vita Alexand.. JElian..de Anim. 1s xiii. c. 20. Lu- 
ean. 1, ii. v. 672. Plin. 1. ive ce 10. Strab. Epit. 
I. vii. Melade Sit. Cellarii Geog. Belon Odserv. 
1. i.e. 25. (2) 
ATHY, a town in the county of Kildare, in Ire- 

land, situated on the river Barrow, which is navigable 
to the sea. A’ branch of the great canal from Dub- 
lin to the Shannon joins the Barrow at Athy. The 
exports from the adjacent country to Dublin amount 
annually to £20,000,.and consist of corn, coals, flour, 

tract of sea which separates the western shores of 
Europe and Africa from the eastern shores of North 
and South America. An account of Mr Kirwan’s 
theory of the formation of the Atlantic may be seen 
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denominated Caloyers, who are of 

Athy, must have been much longer than the Greeks re- in 
Adlantic- ported it. But as no. vestiges are now discoverable ud 228. (co) % ; 
——.— of so magnificent.a work, the whole story has been - ATLANTIS, an island mentioned in Plato’s Ti- 

- called in questions», 4 4 a mzus, as situated ener the Lewy of of ate 
< Pesfiribae MMB quilqitd Gracie , and surpassing in extent-Asia an rica taken to- 
Fer SO oP are ether. Many consider the whole account as an idle 

Bible, not deserving of the least attention. Perizo- 
nius, and others, consider it as a proof that the an- 
cients had some obscure knowledge of America: 
whilst others suppose, that it refers to an immense 
island or continent formerly existing in the Pree now 
occupied by the Atlantic ocean. We shall lay be- 
fore our readers an abstract of the original account as 
given in the Timeus, and then shall advert more par- 
ticularly to the several opinions entertained respecting 
it. Critias, one of the speakers, professes to have 
heard thé account from his grandfather, who received 
it from Solon, and this latter learned it from the 
Egyptian priests, when he studied under them in 
Egypt.. The sum of their accounts is this : that the 
vast island of Atlantis was situated near the straits of 
Gades: that it was governed by a race of mighty 
conquerors, who subdued all Africa as far as Egypt, 
and all Europe as far as the Tuscan sea. In succeed- 
ing ages, however, owing to prodigious earthquakes 
and inundations, the Atlantic island was suddenly ab- 
sorbed into the bosom of the ocean, which for many 

es afterwards could not be navigated, on account’ 
of, the numerous rocks and shelves with which it 
abounded. or 

There is so much of the marvellous and improba- 
ble in this account, that.but a moderate share of in- 
credulity is necessary to make us reject the whole as 
afable. . The information comes to us ina very round- 
about-way, and from a very suspicious quarter ; and 
it would not be very safe to receive as authentic his- 
tom, the zpse dixit of an Egyptian priest. 

here are circumstances, however, which have in- 
duced some to think that this Atlantic island is no 
other than the continent of America. Ammianus 
Marcellinus affirms, that the account. recorded by 
Plato is no fable.. Crantor also, Plato’s first inter- 
preter, considers it as a true history. It is admitted 
that there is an error in the account, as to the proxi- 
mity of the island to the Straits of Gibraltar: for 
Diodorus Siculus informs us, that the Pheenicians in 
early times, sailing beyond the Pillars of Hercules, 
were carried by storms and tempests far to the west, 
till they fell.in with a vast. island, haying navigable 
rivers and a. fruitful soil. It is thought that the 
Atlantis of Plato, and this island mentioned by Dio- 
dorus, can be nothing else than the continent of Ame- 
riea ;, and that the account of the submersion of this 
vast island arose from the circumstance of its be- 
coming, in course of time, entirely unknown to the 
ancients. 

» But many naturalists, among whom are Buffon and 
Whitehurst, have thought it probable, that such an 
island or continent as that described by Plato actually 
existed, and that the Canary islands, the Azores, and 
Teneriffe, are nothing else than the summits of moun- 
tains belonging to such an island or continent sub- 
merged, and the fragments of an antediluvian world, 
consumed and shattered by earthquakes and volcanic 
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land which, stretching from the north of Ireland, ex- 
tended to the Azores, and from the Azores to the 
eontinent of America. He thinks that the Giant’s 
Causeway, and the abrupt cliffs which environ part of 
the Atlantic ocean, are a sufficient demonstration, 
that some violent disruption of the earth has taken 
place in that quarter at some remote period of the 
world. We shall let him speak for himself on this 
subject. 

© These circumstances render it necessary to ob- 
serve, that whosoever attentively views and considers 
these romantic rocks, together with the exterior ap- 
pearances of that mountainous cliff, will, I presume, 
soon discover sufficient cause to conclude, that the 
crater, from whence that melted matter flowed, to- 
gether with an immense tract of land towards the 
north, have been absolutely sunk and swallowed up 
into the earth, at some remote period of time, and be- 
came the bottom of the Atlantic ocean: A period 
indeed much beyond the reach of any historical mo- 
nument, or even of tradition itself. But though it 
does not appear, that any human testimony, or record, 
has been handed down to us concerning such a tre- 
mendous event, yet the history of that fatal catas- 
trophe is faithfully recorded in the book of nature, and 
in language and characters equally intelligible,to all 
nations, and therefore will not admit of a misinterpre- 
tation; I mean the range of lofty abrupt cliffs which 
environs a part of the Atlantic ocean. 

‘These are characters which cannot mislead, or di- 
vert our attention from the true cause thereof; and 
we may further add, as a collateral testimony, that 
subterraneous fires have frequently burst open the 
bottom of that ocean in various parts, and have form- 
ed new islands of considerable magnitude; whence it 
is evident that the same cause still exists, and produces 
similar effects. I say, the consideration of such dis- 
asters, together with that of the causes still subsisting 
under the bottom of that immense ocean, almost per- 
suade me to conclude, that Ireland. was originally a 
part of the island Atlantis, which, according to Pla- 
to’s Timzus, was totally swallowed up. by a prodi- 
gious earthquake, in the space of one day and night, 
with all its inhabitants, and a numerous het of war- 
like people, who had subdued a considerable part of 
the known world.” See the Timeus of Plato. Un. 
Hist. vol. xviii. p. 250.  Buffon’s Nat. Hist. vol. ix. 
p- 162. Whitehurst’s Inquiry, p. 258. Maurice’s 
perf Hindostan, vol, i. p. 538. 
ATLAS, a chain of mountains in the north-west 

ef Africa, called in the Arabic Jibbel Attils, or the 
Mountains of Snow. 'This chain of mountains is in- 
habited by the various tribes of Berebbers, and ex- 
tends from (Jibbel d’Zatute) Ape’s Hill on the 
Mediterranean to Shtuka and Ait Bamaran in Lower 
Suse, passing at the distance of 30 miles to the east 
of Morocco, where they are of an immense height, 
and covered with eternal snow. This part of the 
“range appears in a clear day like a saddle when seen 
from Mogodor, a distance of 140 miles, and it is visi- 
ble at sea to vessels severalleagues off the coast. ‘These 
mountains, though extremely cold in winter, are sa- 
lubrious and pleasant. The vallies are well cultivated, 
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Atlas. ions. Whiteh is of opinion, that the At- eruptions, tehurst is 
v——’ antic island of Plato, was erty the portion of 

_which traverse the district of Suse 

ATM 
and the mountains having the advantage of various 
climates, abound in excellent. fruits, and extensive 
forests. The contrast between their y i 
and the rich verdure below, 

great chain which passes by Morocco to the: east 
there are excellent mines of copper, and the branches 

produce silver, cop- 
per, iron, lead, and sulphur of saltpetre. They have 
also mines of gold mixed with antimony and lead ore. 
According to the Moors, there are: many quarries of 
marble granite, and other valuable rocks im this ex- 
tensive range. The Berebbers, who inhabit the up- 
per regions of Atlas, live from Novemberto 
inclusive in excavations in the mountains. See Pliny, 
lib. v. cap. 1; Strabo, lib. xvii; Shaw’s Travelsin 
Barbary, p. 5; Lempriere’s: Jor 
p- 75; Chenier’s Present State of Morocco, vol. i. 
p- 13; Pinkerton’s Geography, vol, iii, p. 8153 
but particularly Jacksou’s, Account of the Empire of 
Marocco, 1809, p. 19. | (a) ; ran 
ATLAS, the name of that joint or vertebra of the 

neck which is nearest the head. See Anavomy. (w) 
ATMOMETER, Armipomersr, or AvrMEpo- 

METER, from atu0s, vapour, and » @ measure, 
the name given to an instrument measuring eva- 
poration, An ingenious instrument of this kind has 
been described by the celebrated Professor Richman, 
in the Nov. Comment. Pet vol. ii. p. 121. (w) 
ATMOSPHERE, that invisibleelastic fluid whic 

surrounds the earth, and encloses it on all sides.» It 
received its name from the Greeks, in consequence of 
the vapours which are continually mixing with it. 
The ancients considered it as one of the four elements 
of which all things were composed, and some of them 
seem to have thought that it enters as a constituent 
principle into other bodies, or at least that air and 
other bodies are mutually convertible into each other. 
(Lucret. lib. v. 274.) No experiments on its’ na- 
ture could well be made by the ancients, as they were 
unprovided with every instrument fitted for such in- 
vestigations, and unacquainted with the principles 
upon which their construction depended. But it has 
occupied a great deal of the attention of modern phi- 
losophers, and has given birth to some of the most 
brilliant discoveries that » the aunals of science. 
Its weight was first ascertained by Galileo, and ap- 
plied ois to explain the rise of water in 

of mercury in barometrical tubes, and b 
Paschal to the social of the height of ann: 
tains. Its elasticity was accurately determined by 
Boyle, who may be considered as in some measure 
the founder of the science of pneumatics. Halley 
and Newton explained the effects produced on it by 
moisture. Hooke, Newton, Boyle, Derham, point- 
ed out its relation to light, to sound, and to electri- 
city.. Its effect upon combustibles and animals was 
investigated by Boyle, Hooke, Mayow, Hales, Priest- 
ley, Scheele, and- Lavoisier. Its constituents were 
detected and measured by the experiments of Priest- 
ley, Scheele, Lavoisier, and Cavendish, The effect 
of heat on it was determined by Shuckburgh, Dalton, 
and Gay Lussac. But it would be an endless task 
to enumerate all the philosophers who have distin- 

‘to Morocco, - 
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igations of the at- 

almost all the 

F Sir Geo 

guished themselves by their inve 

. From. the 1 Shuck- 

burgh E il. Frans. V777 and 1798,) made 
with a ision and:patient mdustry, gre 
perhaps hz ‘never been surpassed, it appears, that 

at eo of 60°; a sense t art stands 

at S30cinches, the specific gravity of atmospherical air 

is-0,001208, that of water being 1.000, or its weight 
as} to828. Hence 100 cubic inches 

a and at that temperature weigh 
grains: Foracubicinch of pure acta thattem- 
oe 252.506 grains, according to experi- 

ments of corrected by eres 
€Nicholson’ piv. 35.) The result of the expe 
riments of Lefevre Gineau, who was employed by the 
French government to ascertain the weight of water, 
in order to fix their standard of weights, was some- 
what different. ing to him, a ae 
watemat 60° weighs 252.72 grains troy. ifs 
ference may be — owing to portigrs oF error in 

‘of the expansion of water from 40°, the 
ure at which his experiments were made, to 

60°... At any rate, the known precision, and the ex- 
eellent apparatus of Sir — Shuckburgh, entitle 
his result tothe preferentee. Hawksbee’s experiments 
make air 850 times lighter than water, the barometer 
being at 29.7, and Dr Halley supposed it about 800. 

’ But neither of these numbers is to be put in compe- 

Expansion 
bby heat. 

- of the change in bulk 

tition with the result of Sir George Shuckburgh 
a above. The air when weighed, is supposed to 

in its usual state of dryness ; when moist, its 
specific gravity is diminished. An exact knowledge 
of the weight of a given bulk of air is of im- 

it enables us with much facility to 
ascertain the weight of all other aérial bodies: for it 
is\easy to determine the relative weight of any elastic 

pir re mospherical _ When heat: is ied to at ical air, its 
bulk increases’; ssl aly cabal caer ims Sai 
nishes its bulk. As this change in bulk is very con- 
siderable, it affects very much the of all ex- 
periments on it. It has therefore been-an object with 

to determine the precise amount and rate 
upon air by heat. 

M. De Luc, Sir George Shuckburgh Evelyn, Ge- 
neral Roy, Mr Dalton, and Mr Gay Lussac, are the 

to whom we are indebted for the solution 
of this problem. In examining the dilatability of air 
by heat, it is necessary that no water be in contact 
with it. For as heat converts water into vapour, this 

mixing with the air, would destroy the accu- vapour 
“racy of the results, and make the dilatation appear 
much than it really is. According to the ex- 
periments of De Luc, air at the temperature of 55° 
when heated 1° of Fahrenheit’s thermometer, ex- © 
pands z4y part; according to Shuckburgh, the ex- 
pansion 1s 4, ; according to General Roy, it is 4,3 
according to Dalton, it is =i 3 and according to Gay 
Lussac, 34. As Dalton and Gay Lussac were at 
pains to exclude moisture, we may consider their ex- 
periments as more accurate than those that preceded 
them. As to the rate of expansion, General Roy 
found it a slowly diminishing ratio from 32° to 212°. 

51 
Mr Dalton found the same thing. But he considers 
this diminution as apparent only, and not real, and 
owing to the expansion of mercury not being equable. 
According to him, water, mercury, and all liquids, 
expand as the square of the temperature, reckoning 
from’ the freezing point of the respective liquid. Ac- 
cording to this notion, the expansion of air, (and in- 
deed of all permanently elastic fluids,) is in geome- 
trical progression to equal increments of temperature, 
The following Table exhibits the rate of expansion of 
air from 32° to 212°, according to Mr Dalton: 

r . Degrees I. 
Pci shawl Bulk of Air. tone T Pee 
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BOO Des eat! “BST Cec 202 
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$59.10. ee” 1648 Picls dione 
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NOOO PR SST PPT. Ore 
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The reader will observe, that the expansion of air in 
the second column of the 'T’able constitutes a geome- 
trical progression, the ratio of whichis 1.0179. The 
third column exhibits the corresponding degrees of 2 
Fahrenheit’s thermometer graduated, according to Mr 
Dalton’s notion of the expansion of mercury, accord- 
ing to the square of the temperature. This notion 
of Dalton must be allowed to be very ingenious. 
Unfortunately we are not in possession of any mode 
of ascertaining how far it is correct. It is only sup- 
ported by shclosieat reasoning, and cannot well be 

ise in the present state of our knowledge of 
heat. 

Atmospherical air was long considered as a sim- 
ple elementary body. But it is now known to con- 
sist of at least four distinct substances, namely, oxygen, 
azote, carbonic acid, and aqueous vapour. The first 
two substances must be considered as its essential con- 
stituents, and constitute in fact almost the whole of 
it. The other two are variable in their proportion, 
and exist only in minute quantities, which it is diffi- 
cult to appreciate. 

The first knowledge of the composition of the at- 
mosphere must have ) after the period of the dis- 
covery of oxygen gas by Dr Priestley in 1774. La- 
voisier, indeed, in his posthumous works, appears to 
insinuate a knowledge of it in 1772. But this claim 
cannot be admitted, as he gives no hint of any such 

Composi-+ 
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. Stant, and amounting to 27 per cent. 

52. 
knowledge in his volume of essays published after 

‘that period, and as he was entirely unacquainted with 
oxygen gas when Priestley shewed him the way to 
prepare it at Paris, about the end of 1774. It is 
very probable that Lavoisier became acquainted with 
the composition of atmospherical air not very long 
after that period ; though some years elapsed before 
he made it known to the public. Whether he pre- 
ceded Scheele in his knowledge of this important 
fact, we do not exactly know. But there is no doubt 
whatever, that Scheele’s investigations were carried 
on without any assistance from abroad, and that it 
was in consequence of the publication of his 7’rea- 
tise on Air and Fire, that the chemical world became 
acquainted with the nature and composition of at- 
mospherical air. This important work was printed 
at Upsal in 1777, with an introduction by Bergmann, 
and translated into English by Dr Foster in 1780. 
The experiments of Priestley indeed would have war- 
ranted the conclusions respecting the composition of 
atmospherical air drawn fy Bchedte:s but those of 
Dr Priestley were different and more complicated. 
In Scheele’s first experiments, he estimated the bulk 
of oxygen gas in air at 30 per cent. But in the year 
1779, he published a set of experiments continued for 
a whole year, in order to ascertain whether the bulk 
of oxyen in air be constant, or varies with the season 
of the year. He found it in general remarkably con- 

The smallest 
bulk was 24, and the greatest observed was 30 per 
cent. Dr Priestley had made similar experiments, 
and had estimated the bulk of the oxygen at #th of 
the air, or 20:per cent. Mr Lavoisier’s experiments, 
which were very numerous and varied, almost coin- 
cided with those of Scheele. He considered ‘air as 
composed of 27 parts by bulk of oxygen, and 73 of 
azote. Mr Cavendish’s experiments were published 
in the Philosophical Transactions for 1783. He 
proved decisivel , that the proportion of the azote 
and oxygen in the atmosphere does not vary; and by 
a very careful analysis, concluded, that 100 parts of 
air in bulk are composed of 

; 79.16 azote 
_ 20,84 oxygen 

100.00 
This opinion was not at first acceded to by chemists, 
misled by the previous conclusions of Scheele and 
Lavoisier ; and it was not till towards the commence- 
ment of the 19th century, that the true proportion 
of these constituents was generally known. .'The 
experiments of Berthollet in Egypt and in Paris, 
seem to have led the way to it. These were almost 
immediately confirmed by those of Davy, Beddoes, 
and many other chemists.. At present it is univer- 
sally admitted, that atmospheric air never varies in its 
composition; that it is the same in all places, and in 
all seasons; and that it consists in bulk of ' 

79 azote 
21 oxygen 

C ahh £75 
proportions almost exactly the same with those ori- 
ginally settled by Mr Cavendish. 

Oxygen’ gas is undoubtedly the most important 
of the constituents of the atmosphere, and indeed one 

ATMOSPHERE. 
of the most remarkable substarices in nature, and 
highly worthy of the investigation of the chemist. 
Dr Priestley, its original discoverer, gave it the name 
of dephlogisticated air, Scheele called it pry ee 
Lavoisier called it at first highly respi air, then 
vital air, and at last oxygen gas, because he consi- 
dered it as the acidifying 
the mechanical properties of gommon air; combus- 
tibles burn in it with great brilliancy; and animals: 
can breath it much longer than the same quantity of 
common air. If the specific gravity of common air: 
be reckoned 1.000, that of oxygen gas, according 
to the experiments of Kirwan and Lavoisier, 18 
1.103 ; according to Davy, 1.127 ; according to 
Fourcroy, Vauquelin, and Seguin, 1.087; and ac- 
cording to Allen and Pepys, 1.090. These results 
do not differ much from each other, except that of 
Mr Davy. His oxygen was obtained from the black 
oxide of manganese, and might perhaps contain a 
little carbonic acid gas.' If we exclude his, the ave- 
rage of the other three is 1.093. This may beecon- 
sidered as near the truth as can well be attained. 
Rating its specific gravity at 1.093, 100 cubic inches 
of it, at the temperature of 60° when the barometer 
stands at 30 inches, will weigh $34 grains troy. 

inciple. It possesses 
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_ Azotic gas, the other constituent of atmosphe- properties 
rical air, is chiefly recognised’by its negative qualities. of azote. 
It possesses the mechanical properties of air 7 it does 
not support combustion; and no animal can/breath 
it without death. It constitutes the basé of \nitrie 
acid, and is one of he constituents’ of ammonia. 
There is reason to consider it as a compound body, 
but hitherto chemists have not beet able to ascertain 
its constituents; though several extraordinary phes 
nomena, observed during the decomposition of am- 
monia by Davy and) Berzelius, cannot well be ac- 
counted for, without supposing hydrogen to bea cons 
stituent of it. It has been supposed a compound: of 
hydrogen and oxygen; but several circumstances 
militate against this opinion. Mr Davy has been for 
some time occupied incessantly in attempts to ascertain 
its composition, but hitherto without success. Tillthe 
discovery be made, some of the most interesting parts 
of chemistry remain involved in impenetrable obscurity« 
The specific gravity of azotic gas,according to Kirwan, 
is 0.985, that of air being 1.000'; while, according: 
to Lavoisier and Davy, it is 0.978. This last esti- 
mate we are disposed to consider as most correct. If 
so, 100 cubic inches of it, at the temperature of 60° 
when the barometer stands at 30 inches, weigh 29.83: 

ins troy. 
Reckonin the specific gravity of oxygen gas Relative 

1.093, and that of azotic gas 0.978, and supposing weight of 
atmospherical air to be composed of 79 parts of azote the con- 

and 21 oxygen by bulk, it follows, that 100 parts of “en 
it in weight are composed of 

‘ 77.43 azote 
22.57 oxygen 

- 100.00 mre 
Though it has been ascertained, that these two 

constituents of air never vary in their proportions, yet Eudiome- 

as the methods of analysing air are 
chemical investigations of gaseous bodies, and have 

led to many discoveries of importance, it will be pro- 

per to give an account of them here. They consist 

ry useful in all ter 
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Atno- ia the application of various substances to a given 
sphere- bulk of air, which hay property of absorbing 

—v—~" and removing the oxyg which do not act upon 
the azote. The io bulk gives the quan- 
tity of oxy that of azote. The ap- 

. comes in contact with ox 

Improved, 

paratus yr these experiments, received the 
name of eudiometers, because they were considered 
at first as 1 rs of the 
was sup that the proportion of oxygen was va- 
riable, and that the salubrious or noxious qualities of 

 eetaene Se that proportion. Ingenhousz 
rar i that the atmosphere above the 
sea contained more oxygen than that above the land; 
“hence he accounted i the 

The first. eudiometer was applied, in consequence 
of Dr Priestley’s discovery, that nitrous gas absorbs 
the oxygen from common air. When nitrous gas 

ygen gas, they immediately 
combine and form nitric acid; and if the mixture be 

ing over water, the acid is immediately absorbed 
by the liquid.. Hence the bulk of a mixture of ni- 
trous gas and common air immediately diminishes, 
and the diminution is proportional to the quantity of 

in the air, supposing all other circumstances 
the same, and of course measures that quantity. Dr 

i 3 method was, to lst up into a dua- 
ted tube 100 measures of air, and then to add 100 
measures Of nitrous gas. The mixture became yel- 
low, and its bulk diminished. He denoted the good- 
ness of the air by the residual gas. Thus if 114 

3 remained, he said that the goodness of the air, 
‘the test/of nitrous gas, was 114; of course the 

smaller the residue, the ter was the goodness of 
the air. This method did not ascertain the absolute 
quantity of oxygen. It was soon observed, that even 

hen the air operated upon was absolutely the same, 
the residue was liable to considerable variation from 
pe nepace trifling circumstances. Thus, for example, 

it the tube was agitated during the mixture, it was 
observed that the residue was always much less than 
if no agitation 

mess of air. For it 

y extolled from the 

ion was applied. If the tube was narrow, 
the residue was always more considerable than if the 
tube was wide: The purity of the water, too, over 
which the experiment was made, had considerable 
influence, 
was in such a state, that it frothed when agitated as 
if it had contained soap, then the residue was always 
less than it otherwise would be. : 

The apparatus was much improved by Fontana, 
who regulated the size of the tube and the manner 
“of mixing the.gases; hence the instrument is usually 
known by the name of Fontana’s eudiometer. This 

i ,was employed by Ingenhousz, and the 
variations which he found in, the compositions of the 
atmosphere, were obviously owing to the errors to 
which it was liable. Mr Cavendish first pointed out 
the precautions necessary, in order to ensure accuracy 
when this eudiometer was employed. But before 
nitrous gas cuuld be used with advantage in the ana- 

of air, it was. to ascertain the propor- 
tion of it which combined with a given bulk of oxy-’ 
gen This. wasofirst undertaken. by Mr Dal- 
ton, (Phil Mag.. xxiii. 351.) According to him, 

syrene salubrity of | 

Cavendish observed, that if the water, 

36 measures of nitrous gas, or with 2x 36=72 
measures. Both of these compounds are soluble in 
water. If the tube in which the mixture is made be 
wide, and if agitation be employed, the two gases 
come at once in contact, so hat the oxygen com- 
bines with a maximum of nitrous gas. TP the tube 
be narrow, and if no sae be Fe tea the oxy- 
gen gas. combines with a minimum of nitrous gas. 
n tubes of intermediate bore, the proportion of ni- 

trous gas which combines with the oxygen, is inter- 
mediate between 36 and 72. Hence his rule is to 
employ a tube of so small a-bore, that water can just 
be poured easily out of it; to put up into this tube 
the quantity of air to be examined, and then to let 
up a quantity of nitrous gas equal to about half the 
bulk of the air; to allow this mixture toa remain two 
or three minutes without any agitation, and then to. 
observe the diminution of bulk. This diminution is: 
to be multiplied by 24, or 0.368. The product is the 
bulk of the oxygen gas contained in’ the air examin- 
ed. Suppose we employ 100 measures of air, and 
let up 50’ measures of nitrous gas, and that the dimi- 
nution of bulk amounts to 57; then 57 x 0.368= 
20.976, or very nearly 21. This indicates, that the. 
100 measures of air contain 21 measures of oxygen. 
gas. We have tried the method of Dalton very fre- 
queers and have found that when the tube is suf- 

siently narrow, and the experiment carefully made, 
the mean error cannot be rated higher than 1 per cent. 
When the gas examined contains much more oxygen 
than common air, and above all, when it is almost 
pure oxygen, the error is greater ;. so great, indeed,, 
that the method cannot be depended on. 

But though Dalton’s method is correct, as far as. 
the analysis of atmospherical air is concerned, there- 
can be little doubt that the proportions which he has 
assigned as the limits in which oxygen gas and nitrous 
gas combine are incorrect. We have made many 
trials to ascertain these limits, but never could ob- 
tain the proportions given by Mr Dalton. Mr Gay 
Lussac has lately turned his attention to this subject, 
and has given a very simple and satisfactory account 
of the proportions in which the two: gases combine,. 
(Memoires D? Arcueil, tom. ii. 233.) In a paper 
which he published on the combitiation of gaseous: 
bodies, he shewed, that in all cases they unite ei- 
ther in equal bulks, or one part in bulk of one with 
two or three parts of another, and in no intermediate 
proportions. This opinion was obviously founded on 
a very ingenious hypothesis of Mr Dalton, relative 
to the way in which substances combine. This led 
him to examine the combination of oxygen gas and 
nitrous gas. The result was, that 100 parts of oxy- 
gen gas unite either with 200 or with 300 parts of 
nitrous gas. The first compound constitutes nitric 
acid, the second nitrous acid. His method of ana- 
lysing air, founded upon this discovery, is to Jet up 
100 measures. of air into a wide vessel, and then. to 
add 100 measures of nitrous gas. In about a minute 
the absorption is completed.” No agitation is to be 
employed. The fourth part of the diminution. gives 
the oxygen. Suppose the diminution to amount to 
84, the fourth af that number, or 21, represents the 
oxygen in 100 parts of air. On repeating this expe- 
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riment, we found it pretty exact, provided the diame- 
ter of the glass vessel employed be not less than three 
or four inches. In narrow vessels it is very inaccu- 
rate. 

The second kind of eudiometer was first propo- 
sed by Volta, and hence is usually known by the 
name of Volta’s eudiometer. It consists in mixi 
100 parts of the air to be anal works Bets parts 
hydrogen in a graduated tube, passing an 
Fo al shibagh the mixture. A per, Bx 
takes place; the whole of the oxygen, and part of 
the hydrogen, being converted into water. This me- 
thod is very easy, and is susceptible of great preci- 
sion. From numierous and decisive experiments, it 
follows, that one part of oxygen combines with two 
parts of hydrogen, when the experiment is made in 
this way. It appears, too, that the whole oxygen 
disappears, prewad the quantity of hydrogen pre- 
sent be sufficient. We have only to mix 100. parts 
of air and 100 parts of hydrogen gas together, deto- 
nate the mixture, and observe the diminution of 
bulk. The third part of that diminution indicates the 
quantity of oxygen present. Suppose, with the pre- 
ceding proportions, that the diminution of bulk 
amounts to 63, the third part of that number, or 21, 
indicates the quantity of oxygen gas in 100 parts of 
air. He must be a careless experimenter, that, with 
this eudiometer, commits an error of 1 per cent. We 
therefore consider it as one of the best means of de- 
termining the proportion of oxygen gas. present in 
any gaseous mixture. It does not answer quite so 
well when we use it to ascertain the purity of oxy- 
gen gas, or of a gas composed chiefly of oxygen ; be- 
cause, in that case, the diminution of bulk in the ga- 
seous mixture is so sudden and so great, that a va- 
cuum is formed, and the water over which the expe- 
riment is made lets go a portion of air, which mixes 
with the residue, ef makes it appear greater than it 
otherwise would be, and, of course, diminishes the 
proportion of oxygen which the gas really contained. 
This error is diminished if the water has been recent- 
ly boiled. We cannot state the amount of this er- 
ror; though we have convinced ourselves that it of- 
ten exceeds 2 per cent. 

Another method of analysing air, is to expose 
100 measures of it to a solution of sulphuret of lime,. 
or of sulphate of iron saturated with nitrous gas. 
The first of these liquids was recommended by De 
Marti, the second by Mr Davy. They both answer 
very well; they gradually absorb the whole of the 
oxygen, and leave the azote: Hence the diminution 
of bulk gives the oxygen in the air examined. The 
absorption may be made in a uated tube, or in a 
eudiometrical instrument contrived for the purpose by 
Mr eyrr) and described in the Philosophical Trans- 
actions for 1808. 

The last method of analysing air which we shall 
mention, is that of Berthollet. It consists in pla- 
civg 100 measures of air in contact with a ils 
der of phosphorus. This method succeeds very well 
in warm weather; but it does not answer at all in 
winter. | We have kept a cylinder of phosphorus for 
a fortnight in contact with air, at a temperature a 
little above the freezing *point, and the air only lost 

about 3 per cent. of its bulk; but if you bring it Atmer 
near the Er, the phosphorus soon the whole _ Sphere. 
oxygen. When the thermometer at. 70°, the 
absorption is completed in a few hours. You 
the completion by the phosphorus ceasing to smoke, 
The oxygen, by this process, is removed ; but as the 
azote dissolves a portion of the phosphorus, its bulk 
is a little greater than it ought to be. According, 
to Berthollet, to obtain the true bulk of the residua- 
ry azote, you must diminish it by zd part. This 
method is not 90 convenient as. the preceding, at 
least in this country, because. it is. so tedious ;. but it 
is a accurate, % 

e third constituent of the atmosphere is car-. Proportion 
bonic acid gas. Its presence in the atmosphere of carbonic 
was recognised as soon as Dr Black had ascertained,*ci¢ in the — 
the cause of the difference between mild and caustic atmosphere 
alkalies: For it was known,, that, a caustic alkali, 
soon becomes mild by exposure. to the air, Dr 
Black ascertained, that the mildness is owing to the, 
absorption of carbonic acid, From, the observations: 
of Saussure we learn, that this gas exists in the at- 
mosphere on the summit of Mount Blanc, which is 
nearly 16,000 feet above the level of the sea; for lime- 
water soon deposited its lime in the state of carbon- 
ate, when exposed upon the summit of that mountain, 
(Saussure’s Voyages, iv. 199.), Humboldt. found, 
it in a quantity of air brought down by Garnerin. 
from a height of 4280 feet, to which he had aseend- 
ed in an air balloon, (Jour. de Phys. xlvii, 202.),, 
It appears, therefore, to constitute a part of every, 
portion of the atmosphere to which we have access. : 

As this acid gas is produced in great) ities by: = 
combustion, respiration, fermentation, and many other 
of the most common processes of nature, one would» 
be: disposed to believe, at first. view, that its quantity, 
must be constantly increasing. But this does not ap- 
pear to be the case, it must. therefore be decompo-) 
sed and separated from air as fast as it is formed, , 
It is of so deleterious a nature, that, if it were to. 
accumulate to any extent, it. would render air inca- 
pable of supporting life. A candle will not. burn. 
in air contaminated with one-ninth of carbonic acid 
gas. 

The quantity of this gas in air is small. Many 
attempts have been made to ascertain it ; but the:pro-. 
cess is so difficult, that absolute precision caanot be 
looked for. It was long believed. that. the carbo- 
nic acid present in the atmosphere amounted to one 
per cent. Humboldt made many experiments on. 
the subject, and concluded from them, that. its. bulk 
varied from one per cent. to, half a per cent. But 
this determination is certainly excessive... According - 
to the experiments of Mr Dalton, a quantity of air, 
equal in bulk to 102,400 grains of water, contains a» 
quantity of carbonic acid just capable of saturatingy ~ 
125 grains of lime-water: 70 measures of carbonic, 
acid gas would produce the same effect: Hence-he 
concludes, that the atmosphere contains +2 part. 
of its bulk of carbonic acid gas, (Phil. Mag. xxiii. 
354.) This quantity we consider as rather below 
the truth. Mr Cavendish has shewn,, that lime-water 
is not capable of depriving air completely of carbonic 
acid gas: Hence a portion would still remainin Mr 
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Dalton’s i Perhaps we shall not err far 
if we state the bulk of carbonic acid gas in the at- 
here at y 355th part. ‘ 
e 4th constituent of the atmosphere is water 

in the state of vapour. That water forms a con- 
stituent r= oor base. eid has been known in 
all ages, and indeed is demonstrated by the rain and 
dew which is continually falling, and by the great 

moisture: which huric acid, potash, 
and other bodies, absorb when exposed to the atmo- 

re. The tity of moisture in the atmosphere 
iertccn cette vary greatly at different times, 
and various instruments have been invented to mea- 
sure that quantity. . These instruments are called 

: . ‘The most ingenious of them are those 
Fe coi Gaines. and De Luc. : 

It was at first supposed, that the water in the at- 
mosphere was still in the state of water, and that it 
was held in solution in air precisely as salts are dis- 
solved in water. But it ruciretd % last operand 

satisfactory experiments, that the water in at- 
p is in'the state of vapour. T’o De Luc, Saus- 
sure, and Dalton, we are chiefly indebted for these 
experiments. ; 

As to the quantity of water which exists in the at- 
mosphere, it ds na variety of circumstances, 
the investigation of which belongs to that branch of 
science Merzorotocy ; to which, therefore, 
we refer. Saussure found that a cubic foot of air, 
saturated with moisture at 66°, contains about 8 
gtains troy of water, or {th of its weight. Sup- 

air always satu with moisture, the quan- 
Sp always increases with the temperature, because 
the elasticity of aqueous vapour increases with the 
temperature. Hence, in cold weather, the quanti- 
ty of vapour in air'is always small; whereas, in warm 
weather, it is often considerable. In the ee) ei 
the aqueous vapour in the at is °: 
supportin “from 0.6 to l inch o antvebyt: Ti Bri- 
dba tbtdibtaedbpicted cabalile“of va porting 0.6 inch 
of mercury ; but in summer it is often capable of sup- 
porting 0.5 inch, while in winter it often does not ex- 
ceed 0.1 inch. From these facts it follows, that the 
weight of water present in the at re varies from 
5 to 54, of the whole. Mr Dalton supposes, that- 
the medium quantity of vapour held in solution at once 
in the atmosphere, may amount to +4,th of its bulk. 
These four bodies, oxygen, azote, carbonic acid, 
and vapour, are the only known constituents of the 
atmosphere. It cannot be doubted, that crher bo- 
dies are oceasionally present in it. The dreadful 
effects of cp ores upon the health of the in- 
habitants, and fatal rapidity with which certain 
diseases are propagated, cannot well be accounted for, 
without supposing that certain substances which pro- 
duce a deleterious effect on the animal economy, are 
jonny in the eee rae But hitherto 
no ‘been discovered of ascertaining the 
presence of these bodies, and subjecting them to exas 
mination. ‘They are too subtile for our apparatus, 
and altogether the cognizance of our senses. 
Tt has been ed, however, that certain acid 
fumes, ms aoe of the muriatic acid, nitric acid, and 
above all, of the oxymuriatic acid, have the rope’ 
of destroying these miasmata, or at least of paenmnl 

them from producing deleterious effects on the ani- 
mal economy. (c) 

Having considered in the preceding-paragraphs the 
dilatation of atmospherical air by heat, and its chemi- 
cal composition, we shall now proceed to give a brief 
and general view of its physical properties, reservin 
the full discussion of the subject to the article Pyzu- 
MATICS. 

That atmospherical air is a heavy, compressible, 
and elastic substance, may be proved by many simple 
and direct experiments. A bladder filled with air is 
heavier than when it is in its flaccid state. When 
subjected to compression, it may be made to occupy 
a smaller space; and when that pressure is removedy 
its elasticity enables it to resume its original size. 
Since the air is heavy, the lower strata of the atnio- 
sphere are compressed by the weight of the super- 
incumbent mass. The lowest stratum supporting 
the weight of almost the whole atmosphere, will be 
more dense than the rest ; and the superior strata will 
gradually become more rare, in proportion to the 
weight which they sustain. The air in the higher 
regions, therefore, will be extremely rare, on account 
of its elasticity, which is not chécked by any super- 
incumbent pressure. If the air were perfectly elastic, 
it is obvious that there would be no limit to its ‘ex- 
pansion, and that the whole atmosphere would be dis- 
sipated through infinite space. ‘The elasticity of the 
atmosphere must consequently diminish in a greater 
ratio than the weight which compresses it, and there 
must be a certain state of rarity at which its elasticity 
ceases. Upon the supposition that the rarity of the 
air is reciprocally } ataibeane! to its superincumbent. 
weight, it may be demonstrated, that if the heights in 
the atmosphere be taken in arithmetical progression, 
the rarity of the air at these heights will be in geome- 
trical progression, or, what is the same thing, the al- 
titudes in the atmosphere are as the square roots of 
the correspondin. rarities. Hence we have a method 
of measuring differences of altitude, by ascertaining 
with the barometer the rarity of the air at two places. 
whose vertical distance is required. A full account 
of this method will be found under the article Baro- 
METER. 

The weight and pressure of the atmosphere may be 
ascertained by very simple experiments. If we im- 
merse in water a glass tube open at both ends, the 
water included in the tube will be on the same level 
with the fluid which surrounds it. When we apply 
our mouth to the up end of the tube, and draw 
out the air, the included water instantly ascends till 
pe bag of the elevated column added to the elas« 
ticity of the remaining air, exactly balances the pres- 
sure of the atmosphere on the surrounding fluid. . If 
we now take a long tube, 40 feet long for example, 
shut at one end, and having filled it with water, plunge 
the n end into a vessel of water, the fluid will 
then descend in the tube till the weight of the column 
exactly equals the pressure of the atmosphere ; for 
the air is now excluded from the upper. part of the 
tube, and the weight of the column of fluid is the 
only force which is left to balance the weight of the 
atmospherieal column. By making this experiment;, 
it will be found that the water stands at from $4! te. 
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35 feet above the general level of the surrounding 
fluid, and therefore the weight of a column of air 
reaching to the top of the atmosphere, is equal to 
the weight of a co of water, of the same base, 
with the altitude of 34 feet, or about 215644 pounds 
‘on a square foot, or 15 pounds on every square inch. 
This experiment may be more easily made by usin 
uicksilver instead of water. The quicksilver wi 

rise to the height of 29 inches in the tube, and 
will thus measure the pressure of the atmosphere. 
Hence it follows, that the whole atmosphere ex- 
erts the same pressure on the surface of the earth, as 
if the surface of the globe were covered with water to 
the depth of 34 feet, or with quicksilver to the depth 
of 29 inches. This pressure has been computed at 
12,022,560,000,000,000,000 pounds, or as equivalent 
to that of a globe of lead 60 miles in diameter ; and 
if we suppose that a man’s body exposes a surface of 
nearly 15 square feet, he will sustain a pressure of 
$23433 pounds, or 144 tons, . 

From the changes which take place in the atmo- 
sphere, its pressure is liable to very considerable va- 
riations. ‘The column of quicksilver which we have 
shown to be a measure of that pressure, varies from 
28 to 31 inches. ‘The cause of these changes, which 
are yet but imperfectly known, will be considered un- 
der the article Merr@roiocy. 

If the atmosphere were of uniform density, it would 
be easy to ascertain, with the utmost accuracy,-the 
height to which it extends; for the height of the at- 
mosphere would obviously be to the height of the 
mercury in the barometer, as the specific gravity of 
common air is to the specific gravity of mercury. By 
making the calculation on this supposition, it will be 
found that the height of the atmosphere is a little 
more than 5 miles. As the air, however, gradually 
diminishes in density, the atmosphere must reach to 
a much greater distance from the earth than 5 miles: 
It appears from the duration of twilight, that at the 
height of 44; miles, the atmosphere is sufficiently 
dense to intercept the light of the sun, and reflect it 
to the earth. We are therefore entitled to conclude, 
that it extends to a much greater height. 
When a ray of light enters the atmosphere, it is 

bent from its course by the same cause which re- 
fracts the rays of light when they pass through any 
dense medium, such as glass or water. ‘The refrae- 
tion sustained by light at its first entrance into the 
atmosphere must be very small, from the extreme 
rarity of the air. The deviation, however, will gra- 
dually increase as it penetrates the denser strata, and 
the ray will describe a path increasing in curvature 
as it approaches the earth. From this property of 
the atmosphere, the apparent altitude of the sun, 
moon, and stars, is ter than their real elevation, 
and they appear to be mined above the horizon when 
they are actually below it. The refraction of the 
atmosphere near the earth’s surface is liable to very 
considerable anomalies. A very extraordinary” phe- 
nomenon arising from this cause has been described 
by Mr Vince. The castle of Dover, concealed by the 
hill which lies between it and Ramsgate, appeared, 
on the 6th of August 806, as if it had been brought 
over and placed on the side of the hill next to Rams- 
gate. This phenomenon must have arisen from some 

ATMOSPHERE. 
variation of density in the intermediate air. Pheno- 
a of the same class with = 
illustrated experimentally by the ingenious Dr Wol- 
laston. See rgh Trigpivctions vol, vi. p. 245. ; 
and Phil. Trans. 1778, p. 357; 1798. ~~ 
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ar rays traverse the earth’s at- Modifica- 
mosphere, they suffer another change from the re- tions of 
sisting medium which they encounter. When the 
sun, or any of the heavenly bodies, are considerably 
elevated above the ‘horizon, their light is transmit- 
ted to the earth without any perceptible change ; 
but when these bodies are near the horizon, their 
light must through a tract of air, and 
is considerably modified before it reaches the eye 
of the cs apes : The momentum of ah or 
greatest refrangible rays, being greater than the mo- 
mentum of the wdc least refrangible rays, the 
former will force their way through the. resisting 
medium, while the latter wall be either reflected or 
absorbed. A white beam of light, therefore, will 
be deprived of a ime a of its blue rays aoe 
zontal passage through the ai 9 e re- 
sulting itera: will be either ted red, accord- 
ing to the quantity of the least praagiile rays that 
have been stopt in their course, Hence the rich and 
brilliant hue with which nature is gilded by the set- 
ting sun; hence the glowing red which tinges the 
morning and evening, clouds ; and hence the sober 
purple of twilight which they assume when their 
ruddy glare is tempered by the reflected azure of the 
sky, ' 

light by the 
atmo- 

sphere, 

We have already seen, that the red-rays penetrate Reflective 
through the atmosphere, while the blue rays, less power of 
able to surmount the resistance which they meet, are the atmo- 
reflected or absorbed in their Be. 
cause that we must ascribe the colour of the sky, 
and the bright azure which tinges the mountains of 
the distant landscapes ~As we ascend \in the atmo- 
sphere, the deepness of the blue tinge gradually dies 
away ; and to the aeronaut whe has soared above the 
denser strata, or to the traveller who has ascended 
the Alps or the Andes, the sky appears of a deep 
black, while the blue rays find a ready passa; 
through the attenuated strata of the atmosphere. It 
is owing to the same cause that the diver, at the 
bottom of the sea, is surrounded with the red li 
which has pierced through the superincumbent fluid, 
and that the blue rays are reflected from the surface 
of the ocean. Were it not for the reflecting power 
of the air, and of the clouds which float in the lower 
regions of the atmosphere, we should be involved in 
total darkness by the setting of the sun, and by eve- 

cloud that passes over his disc. _ It is to the mul- 
tiplied reflections which the light of the sun suffers in 
the atmosphere, that we are indebted for the light of 
day, when the earth is enveloped with impenetrable, 
clouds, From the same cause arises the sober hue of, 
the morning and evening twilight, which increases asy 
we recede oon the equator, till it sah with per- 

ual day the inhabitants of the polar regions. 
Pet He, eR were at rest, and not influenced by 

any other body of the system, its own figure, and 

It is to this Spheres 

Figure of 
the atmo- 

that of its atmosphere, would be exactl cal. sphere. 
° ithe. Sedibeestin. In consequence of the diurnal motion earth, 

however, the figure of its atmosphere must be sphe+ 
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ATM 
roidal like itself, *¢ All the atmospheric strata,’” 

sphere. says La Place, “ should take after a time the rota- 
tory motion, common to the body which they sur- 
round. For the friction of these strata against each 
other, and against the surface of the body, should ac- 
celerate the slowest motions, and retard the most 
rapid, till a perfect equality is established among 
pa In these phient en oa generally in all those 
which the atmosphere undergoes, the sum of the pro- 

duets of the particles of the body, and>of its atmo- 
ere; multipigs respectively 6 the area which 

- radii vectores projected on the plane of the equa- 
tor describe round, their common centre of gravity, 
are always equal in equal times. 
Bespatiogn A by any cause whatever, the 

here should contract itself, or that a part 
Cdl condense itself on the surface of the body, the 
rotatory motion of the body, and ofits atmosphere, 
would be accelerated, because the radii vectores of 
the area, described. by the particles of the primitive 

becomin ler, the sum of the pro- 
duct of all the i by the corresponding area, 
could not remain the same, unless the velocity of ro- 
tation augments. 

At its surface the atmosphere is only retained by 
its weight, and the form of this surface is such, that 
the force which results from the centrifugal and at- 
tractive forces of the body, is perpendicular to it. 
‘The atmosphere is flattened towards the poles, and 
distended at its equator; but this ellipticity has li- 
mits, and in the case where it is the greatest, the 
proportion of the axis of the pole and the, equator is 
as two to three. ; 

The atmosphere can only extend itself at the equa- 
tor, to that point where the centrifugal force exactly 
balances the force of gravity ; for it is evident, that 
beyond this limit the fluid would. dissipate itself. 
Relative to the sun, this point is distant from its 
centre b yoann of the radius of the orbit of a 
planet, eriod of whose revolution is equal to that 
of the sun’s rotation. 

The sun’s atmosphere then does not extend so far 
as Mercury, and consequently does not produce the 
zodiacal light, which ae to'extend even to the 

ess this atmosphere, the axis 
of whose poles should be at least two-thirds of that 
of the equator, is very far from having the lenticular 
form’ which observation assigns to the zodiacal light. 

The point where the centrifugal force -balances 
gravity, is so much nearer to. the body, in proportion 
as its rotatory motion is more rapid. Supposing that 
the atmosphere extends itself as Tar as this limit, and. 
that afterwards it contracts and condenses itself from 
the effect of cold at the surface of the body, the ro- 

motion would become more and more rapid, 
and the farthest limit of the atmosphere would ap- 
proach. continually to its centre ; it will then abandon 
successively in the plane of its equator, fluid zones, 
which will continue to circulate round the body, be- 
cause their centri force is equal to their gravity. 
But this equality not existing selatine to those par- 
ticles of the atmosphere, distant “from the equator, 
they will continue to adhere to it. It is probable 
thatthe rings of Saturn are similar zones, abandoned 
by its atmosphere, 
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If other bodies circulate round that which . has 

been considered, or if it circulates itself round another 
body, the limit of its atmosphere is that point where 
its centrifugal force, plus the attraction of the extra- 
neous bodies, balances exactly its gravity. Thus ’the 
limit of the maon’s atmosphere, is the point where 
the centrifugal force due to its rotatory motion, plus 
the attractive force of the earth, is in equilibrium 
with the attraction of this satellite. The mass of the 
moon being ;4, of that of the earth, this point is 
distant from the centre of the moon, about the ninth 
part of the distance from the moon to the earth. If, 
at this distance, the primitive atmosphere of the 
moon had not been deprived of its elasticity, it would 
have been carried towards the earth, which might 
have retained it. This is perhaps the cause why this 
atmosphere is so little perceptible.”’ 

'. The earth’s atmosphere must experience similar 
oscillations to those of the ocean, from the action of 
the sun and moon. In an atmosphere, however, like 
ours, which is so much agitated by other causes, the 
winds and variations in the barometer, which, arising 
from the same cause, have the same periods as the 
tides, must be very inconsiderable. ‘The change in the 
altitude of the mercury in the barometer is Gal 
#, of an inch at the equator, where it is a maximum ; 
though it is not improbable, that the oscillations of 
the atmosphere, like those of the ocean, may be in- 
creased by local circumstances.‘ If we consider all 
the causes,’’ says La Place, ‘ which disturb the equi- 
librium of the atmosphere ;_ its great mobility arising 
from its fluidity and elasticity; the influence of 
heat and cold on its elasticity; the great mass of 
vapour that it alternately absorbs and deposes; and 
lastly, the changes which the rotation of the earth 
produces in the relative velocities of its particles, 
which for this reason are displaced in the direction of 
the meridians ; we should not be surprised at the in- 
constancy and variety of its motions, which it would 
be very difficult to subject to any fixed and certain 
laws.”? See ANEMOMETER, ASTRONOMY, BAROME- 
TER, CHEMistRy, CLIMATE, MerroroLocy, PNrvu- 
MATiIcs, and THERMOMETER. (°) 
ATMOSPHERES of the Sun, Moon, and Pla- 

nets. See AsTRONOMY, 
ATMOSPHERES of Electrical Bodies, See E- 

LECTRICITY. 
ATMOSPHERICAL Ctock, the name of a 

machine proposed by Dr Brewster for measuring the 
mean temperature of the atmosphere during any given 
interval. This machine records every variation of 
temperature that takes place during a given period,. 
and the result indicated on the dial-plate is the exact 
average of all the heights of the mercury in the ther- 
mometer. ‘The variations of heat and cold affect the 
pendulum, which may be either of the tubular or grid- 
iron kind; and which is so constructed as to render sen- 
sible in the motion of the clock the alternate contrac- 
tions and dilatations which it undergoes. ‘This in- 
strument shall be fully described in a subsequent part 
of the work. (0) 
ATNAH, atribe of Indians, who inhabit that 

pes of the north-west of America, which lies in W. 
ig. 122°, and N, Lat. 52°. Their language, ac-. 

cording to Mr Mackenzie, has no affinity with any 
H 
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Atomical other with which he was acquainted. Sce Macken- where the antiquity of the doctrine is: ably main- Atomical 

Philosophy zie’s Journal of a Voyage through the North-West tained; and where it is traced with infinite learning, Philosophy, 
—v—~" Continent of America, p. 258. (7 ) though with little method, through all its changes “~V~ 

ATOMICAL Puinosopny, that doctrine which 
pa to explain the origin of all things, by a com- 
ination of atoms. 
The philosophers, who adopted this doctrine, may 

be divided into two classes; the’ theistical, and the 
atheistical. The first are those who adopted the an- 
cient doctrine concerning’ atoms, said to have been 
first taught by Moschus the Pheenician, who, accord- 
ing to Strabo, lived before the Trojan war. This 
philosopher taught, that all bodies were composed of 
atoms, uniform in substance, impenetrable, indivisible, 
eternal ; that the different forms and qualities of mat- 
ter, arose solely from different combinations of these 
ultimate atoms; in the same manner as all the words 
of a language are formed by different combinations of 
the letters of the alphabet. The same body, for in- 
stance, becomes hard, or soft, or fluid, not from any 
alteration in its substance, but merely from a different - 
arrangement of its constituent atoms. In this way 
they account for all the primary qualities of matter. 
And with regard to the secondary qualities, such as 
heat, cold, sweet, bitter, &c. as these are altogether 
distinct from the figure, situation, and motion of the 
insensible atoms, they held, that they must be nothin 
but sensations or passions excited in the mind, thou 4 
ee are commonly mistaken for qualities in bodies 
without us. 

Now all this is not only perfectly harmless, but al- 
so very ingenious, with the exception of the eternity 
of atoms ; an error, which it was not to be supposed 
that any of the ancient- philosophers should avoid, 
who all maintained the eternity of matter in some 
form or other. With this exception, the doctrine 
is very little different from that which has been 
received and improved in modern times, under the 
name of the Corpuscular Philosophy. Yor Sir Isaac 
Newton affirms, that matter was at first created in 
solid, hard, impenetrable, moveable particles; and 
that out of these result:the various forms and quali- 
ties of body. Indeed, no doctrine can be more con- their combination, formed humid masses, which by 
sistent with pure theism, than that of the ancient their circular at ie Bie Je ag > and were _ 
atomists: for, whilst they denied to the atoms sen- at le ignite ) became stars.. ‘he sun was. 
sation and innate motion, (an error adopted by the formed:in the same manner, in the exterior surface of 
later atomists,) there was an absolute necessity for 
some intelligent power to arrange them into form, so 
as to produce that order and regularity, which we 
perceive in the universe. 

Some have attempted to give eclat to this philoso- 
phy, by making Moschus, the reputed author of it, 

and ramifications, till it ended in absolute atheism. 
We now proceed to consider the philosophy of the 

later atomists, which was decidedly atheistical. The 
author of this system is allowed to have 
been Leucippus, who is said to have been a dis- 
ciple of Zeno the Eleatic philosopher, who flourished: 
about the 84th Olympiad. According to Zeno, there 
is only one being, and that being is + This ap- 
pears, as far as it can be understood, to be nothing 
Pe wn ys erlang se, so commonly 
adopt the ancient. sophers. But the pu 
dapdipend ae far from oe tenets of his mnpebar ie this 
respect, that he introduced a system, which excluded 
the agency of Deity altogether, and professed to ac- 
jw. -_ the ier te of all natural bodies from. 
physical causes. All this is effected by giving to 
atoms an internal principle of Solana ott 
them dance together, till at last they producea wads 
Observe then the steps, by which this important pro- 
cess is completed. ‘* The universe, which is infinite; 
is in part a plenum, and in part a vacuum. The 
num contains innumerable corpuscles or atoms of va- 
rious figures, which, falling into the vacuum, struck 
oe each other; and hence arose a variety of cur- 
vilinear motions, which continued, tillat length atoms 
of similar forms met together, and bodies were pro- 
duced. ‘The primary atoms being specifically of 
equal weight, and not being able, on account of their 
multitude, .to move in circles, the smaller rose to the - 
exterior parts of the vacuum, whilst the ) en= 
tangling themselves, formed a spherical shell, which 
revolved about its centre, and which included within. 
it all kinds of bodies. This central mass was gra- 
dually increased by a perpetual accession of particles 
from the surrounding shell, till at last the earth was 
formed. °In the: mean ‘time, the spherical shell was. 
continually supplied with new bodies, which in its re+ 
volution is gathered up from without. Of the par- 
ticles thus collected in the spherical shell, some, in- 

the shell; and the moon in its interior surface. In this 
mannerthe world wasformed.”’ Enfield’s Hist.of Phil. 

Democritus adopted the atomical doctrine as new- 
modelled by Leucippus; and, by the help of a little 
more ingenuity, extended its reputation, without cor- 
recting any of its absurdities. Both these philoso- 

the same as Moses. This, however, is very impro- phers had retained the gods in-their systems, from a 
bable. Moses, in his cosmogony, certainly teaches regard to their own ui » and in ae oer with 
nothing concerning atoms; and there is no evidence prejudices. But Protagoras, a little bolder, 
nor probability, that he ever wrote or ne 0 any 
thing on the subject beyond the concise and simple 
account contained in the Seriptures. It has even been 
doubted whether the doctrine is entitled to such high 
antiquity, as has been ascribed to it. And many haye 
maintained, that it was first broached by Leucippus, 
Democritus, or Protagoras, many ages after the era 
of Moschus. Such as wish to see this point cleared 
up, may consult Cudworth’s Intellectual System, 

ps a little honester, than his predecessors, hesita~ 
ted not to speak sae + on the subject, to deduce 
from the doctrine its legitimate consequences, and 
thus fairly to explode the gods from the universe. 
For this, instance of his zeal, he was banished from: 
Athens; and may claim the honour of being the: 
protomartyr of atheism. 4 

At length ap d Epicurus, who so far outdid: 
the labours of all who had gone before him, in en- 

2 
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at different times and different places, by which means Atomieal - Atomical Jatging and enforcing the atomical doctrine, that his 

Philosophy: warm admirer Lucretius claims for him the honour 

—— of the whole invention. The appears particu- 
feel ; vateful fe emancipation of the human mind 

from the influence of religion, which was completely 
according to the system of his master > ccordir 

Be 
% ‘Epicurus adopted the doctrines of the ancient ato- 

“mists, to explain the organization and qualities of bo- 
dies ; and in so far as he adheres to their principles, 
he advances many ingenious things in his speculations. 
But he deserts the paths of true science, and of sober 
thinking, wheit he attempts to account for the pro- 
duction of all “ without the operation of an in- 
telligent cause. According to him, atoms are the 

into which they are’ ultimately resolved. Not only 
are they the materials, out of which bodies are made; 

‘energy or principle of motion, which essen- 
tially belongs to'them, is the sole agent in all the ope- 
rations of nature. Having assumed this principle, he 
then proceeds to show, that all the changes in the 

and properties of bodies consist in local motion. 
it is the influx of certain small, round corpuscles, 

which insinuate themselves into the pores of bodies in 
continual succession, till by their at Siew action, 
the parts are separated, ‘and at length ‘the body dis- 
solved. Coldis the influx of certain irregular atoms, 
whose motion is slower than those which occasion heat. 
Production and dissolution are nothing more than a 
change of the position of atoms, or an increase or -di- 
minution of the particles of which bodies are com- 

But the original formation of the world is the prin- 
cipal thing to be accounted for ; and this Epicurus, 
with most other cosmogonists, makes a very pro- 
cess. Accordingly he tells us, without any hesita- 
tion, and without Chcsetitblatice of proof, that a fihite 
number of atoms, tumbling through’the vacuum, were, 
inc 1 of their innate motion, collected into 
one indi mass. A small difficulty, however, 
occurs here ; if these atoms fell wi wat how 

ever to unite ? could not over- 
fee cath ete ie ina ao A ti ae with 
equal velocity , whatever the difference of their 
yon se in other crumstances. had same 

jection supposing t to obliquely : 
neither will it do to say that they fell Lentinsaaty, 
in all different tenet because the principle of 
gravity, with which they are supposed to be endued, 
must act uniformly ; v7 if ‘hee be any deflection of 
the atoms from one lar course, it must proceed 
from some'external cause, which is altogether con- 
pe any Epicurus’s system, which ascribes every thin 
to the energy and activity of atoms. These ificule 
ties were not unobserved; but they were easily ob- 
viated, so long as* hesis could be substituted for 
argument. cc ugly, an ient was devised, 
to remove these objections: t was asserted, that 
the atoms suffered a slight deflection in their course; 

~The radical error of Epicurus, an 

they effected a junction. At the same time, this de- Philosophy. 
flection was so small, as not to constitute obliquity ; 2 peo 
for Lucretius loudly protests against such heresy as 
this, and declares it to be contrary to common sense, 
that bodies should descend by their own weight, in an 
oblique direction. Nevertheless, to answer his pur- 
ose, he is forced to assign to the atoms a declination 
rom the perpendicular Ried, whilst he denies that 

this declination can constitute oblique motion. They 
may understand this who can. This, however, is a 
favourite mode of -solving difficulties with Epicurus. 
For, when talking of the form of the gods (another 
knotty subject) he maintains that they have zon cor- 

, sed guasi confits ; non sanguinem, sed quasi san- 
prey é Cic. de he. Be Li. age with ieent to the 
primordial atoms, he seems to say, that they have non 
clinamen, sed quasi clinamen. ith respect to these 
mysteries, we can for once cordially adopt the senti- 
ments of an Epicurean ; hec et inventa sunt acutius, 
et dicta subtilius ab Epicuro, quam ut quivis ea possit 
agnoscere. uae 

Passing over these few obstacles in the outset, -let 
us suppose the atoms brought together, by whatever 
means, so as to form a chaos. hen, according to 
Epicurus, those atoms which were lightest, mounted 
up and formed the air, the heavens, and the stars ; 
whilst the’ more sluggish subsided, and formed the 
earth in which we live. Thus, these atoms are the 
handiest things in the world: at one time they descend 
necessarily, by the power of gravity, to form a chaos; 
and they obey no less readily the necessity of the 
system-maker, and mount at the word of command 
to form the lights of heaven. 

But it surely cannot be necessary to pursue this 
nonsense farther, nor to attempt a serious refutation 
of what carries in its face such glaring* absurdity. 

f of many others of 
the ancient philosophers, consisted in supposing mo- 
tion to be essential to matter, and matter to be eter- 
nal. No fact in physical science is better ascertained, 
than the absolute inertia of matter, and its indifference 
as to motion or rest: and it is an axiom of natural 
philosophy, that matter will continue for ever in an 
uniform state of motion or rest, unless affected by ex- 
ternal causes. Were motion essential to matter, we 
could not conceive matter to exist without it. Ab- 
stract from matter any of its general allowed proper- 
ties, such as solidity, extension, divisibility, &c. and 
you destroy the idea of it altogether: for it is impos- 
sible to form a conception of substance without these 
qualities. But abstract motion from it, and your con- 
ception of it will be as complete as ever. It is ex- 
pected the reader will distinguish between motion and 
mobility, the latter being one of the general properties 
of matter. And, with regard to the opinion that 
matter is eternal, though it was adopted by all the 
ancients, and also by some among the moderns, yet 
we have no hesitation in affirming, that it is equally 
ill-founded with that which we Eve been refuting. 
For if matter is eternal, then it is also self-existent, 
infinite, and immutable, and excludes the very possi- 
bility of ims , which éven an atheist would scarcely 
venture to . It is evident, however, that there 
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Atonement. cannot be two different substances in existence, each sentation can be more contrary to the spirit of Scrip- Atonement. 
—v~— of them eternal, self-existent, independent, and un- ture, which uniformly represents the ighty as ac- ——v—~ 

changeable. Whether then shall we acknowledge as 
the eternal principle, matter, which is motionless, in- 
ert, and incapable of acting with intelligence, or that 
spirit which we denominate God, and which can be 

onstrated to be possessed of power, intelligence, 
and goodness? The question scarcely requires an 
answer, There can be only one eternal Being, and 
that Being is God, from whom matter receives its 
existence, motions, forms, and modifications. Fora 
fuller demonstration of this subject, see Cudworth’s 
Intellect. Syst. and the articles Marrer, Mera- 
puysics, Morten. (g) 
ATONEMENT, in theology, .means that sacri- 

fice which Christ offered in his own person for the 
sins of men. This doctrine supposes the human race 
to be in a fallen state, and incapable of effecting its 
deliverance. There is evidently the strongest founda- 
tion in reason for this representation. — It is perfectly 
obvious that all have sinned; and, if we may judge 
from the infinitely varied and inconsistent attempts of 
men, it appears no less certain that they were alto- 
gether incapable of devising any effectual method of 
expiating their sins. The austerities of the bigot, 

* however, the self-inflicted torments of the enthusiast, 
and the sacrificial rites of all nations, show the gene- 
ral impression on the human mind, that some expia- 
tion was necessary. ‘The whole tenor of the sacred ' 
scriptures leads to the same conclusion. The Su- 
preme Lawgiver could not but exact perfect obe- 
dience to his laws, and denounce punishment against 
those who transgressed them: for laws cannot be en- 
forced but by penal sanctions, aid these sanctions can 
have no effect unless they are carried into execution. 
According to this view of the case, then, the whole 
human rate must stand condemned by the pure and 
holy law of God, which they have so often violated. 
It is absurd to talk of the mercy of God interposing 
to save us from-punishment, without any satisfaction 
to his justice : it would be the same as if a king were 
to enact wholesome laws for the security of his peo- 
ple, which his clemency prevented him from.ever car- 
rying into execution. Thus, then, the justice and 
holiness of God stood in.the way of an unconditional 
pardon, and demanded that the purity of his nature 
should be vindicated, and the honour of his law as- 
serted ; he could not however have inflicted on man the 
punishment which his sins deserved, without involving 
the whole human race in one common ruin, as he 
formerly did with the generation before the flood. 
_In order, then, that the sinner might be justified, and 
the honour of the divine law preserved inviolate, God 
sent his Son into the world, with his own free consent, 
that he might take away sin by the sacrifice of him- 
‘self. For this p se he-assumed the human na- 
ture, that he might exhibit a perfect example of 
righteousness, and accommodate his instructions to 
our capacities ; but chiefly that he might suffer and 
die for our offences. 

The adversaries of this doctrine have endeavoured 
to bring it into discredit, by representing it as a-kin 
to the notions of the heathens, who conceived their 
gods to be cruel, and vindictive, and only to be ap- 
peased by the blood of innocent victims. No repre- 

tuated by love, and not by vengeance, when he plan- 
ned the great scheme of leigeanions « God . 
ved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, 
that whosoever believeth on him might not perish, but 
have everlasting life :”? and to show that oe displea- 
sure was directed ne the offence, rather than the 
offenders, he punished sin in the person of his own 
Son, “ making him to be sin for us, though he knew 
ae sin, that we might be the righteousness of God in 
im. 
It has been disputed whether the divinity of Christ 

be essentially connected with the doctrine of his atone- 
ment. All the Arians maintain the negative side of 
the question : they admit the effi of the atone- 
ment, but deny the proper divinity of Christ. Some 
Trinitarians are of the same opinion, maintaining that 
the efficacy of the atonement arises from its being ap- 
ointed by God, and not from the dignity of the suf- 
erer. But if this were the case, we do not see why 
the blood of bulls and of rams might not have been 

ually meritorious, for they certainly were offered b 
divine appointment. Besides, there isan axiom oa. 
ly applicable to physics, to morals, and to theology ; 

rustra fit ura, quod fiert potest iora. 
This pot sai been Piensa se a8 ting th 
works and dispensations of God; in which, whilst 
there is nothing defective, we never discover any 
thing. superfluous, or redundant. Admitting, then, 
the divinity of Christ, we cannot well see how any 
one can deny it to be essentially connected with the 
efficacy of his atonement: for if a divine person has 
suffered, and that by God’s appointment, we may 
conclude, from the general analogy of nature, that it 
is, not only proper it should be so, but that nothing 
less could have sufficed. This conclusion is also in 
eRe consistence with the usual’sentiments of man- 

kind on this subject, who have uniformly believed that 
sacrifices were efficacious, in proportion to their va- 
lue. This sentiment, with certain qualifications, is 
strictly true ; and we would therefore naturally con- 
clude, that the sacrifice of the Son of God, as being 
most valuable in its nature, was, on that account, most 
effectual in its consequences for expiating the sins of 
men. The apostle, indeed, seems to decile this ques- 
tion, and to show that the prevailing efficacy of our 
High Priest depends on his supreme dignity ; and 
that nothing less could have suited the wants of men. 
« Such a High Priest hecame us, who is holy, harm- 
less, undefiled, separate from sinners, and made high- 
er than the heavens.’ Heb. vii. 26. 

The further exposition of the doctrine of atone- 
ment, with the various opinions entertained respecting 
it, belongs more properly to the article THEoLoey : 
we shall therefore content ourselves at present, with 
obviating some of the principal objections which have 
been urged against the general doctrine. 

Deists, who reject the whole of revelation, reject of 
course the doctrine of atonement. In, this they 
are at least consistent, which is more than can be 
said for the Socinians, who join them in this re- 
spect, whilst they pretend to reverence the scriptures 
as a revelation from heaven : their objections are_the 
same, in so far as they pretend to draw them from 
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Atonement. reason: the Socinians have a separate contest to 
—_—— maintain, when they attempt to reconcile their opi- 

~- nions with the declarations of scripture. In’ the first 
lace, it is a favourite argument with both, that no 

deoweinets is necessary, because repentance is suffi- 
‘cient to pro a amg : this they say is de- 
cnnmsaginaatasicig of reason ; which we posi- 
tively deny. Before the necessity of repentance was 
so strongly insisted on in the gospel, very little stress 
seems to have been laid on this quality ; we will do 
the heathen ists the justice to say, that they 
were, in men of too good sense to maintain 
this unreasonable and us doctrine, that repen- 
tance was a sufficient reparation for offences. This 
would indeed have made sin sit very light on the con- 
science, when the trator knew a little sor- 
row would absolve him from guilt ; and the argument 
drawn from such an opinion, would apply with equal 
force against the infliction of civil punishment, as 
against an atonement for crimes. The repentance of 
a criminal is never admitted by the laws of any coun- 
try as a sufficient compensation for guilt ; nor does 
the criminal himself regard it in this light ; but whilst 
the expresses his sorrow for the offence, confesses at 
the same time the justice of his punishment. This 
favourite doctrine then of Deists and Socinians, ra to 
the independent efficacy of repentance, seems to have 
no foundation, either in the practice or in the con- 
science of men. Nor does it receive any countenance 
from the of nature, or the usual course 
of the divine dispensations. Even in the ordinary af- 
fairs of life, when men neglect their duty, or give 
themselves up to intemperance, we frequently observe, 
that repentance, and reformation cannot save them 
from the natural consequences of their guilt or ne- 

3 but the ruin of their affairs and the loss of 
their health follow as the punishment of their former 

misconduct. | Thus, then, to use the words of Bishop 
Butler, «* There is a certain bound to imprudence, 
and misbehaviour, which being transgressed, there 
remains no place for repentance in the natural course 
of things.”” If we then offend in our high capacity 
of rational and immortal beings, we have certainly no 
reason to expect that our repentance can of itself de- 
liver us from that punishment which God has annex- 
‘ed as the natural consequence of our transgressions. 
Thus, then, though it is evident that repentance is 
necessary, yet it is no less evident that it is not of it- 

sufficient to procure forgiveness. 
In the second place, the alleged absurdity of vica- 

rious suffering, or the injustice of an innocent per- 
son’s suffering for the guilty, is another point at 
which Deists and Socinians make a stand, to combat 
the doctrine of atonement. But if good is to be 
produced, where is the absurdity of an innocent per- 
son suffering? This objection comes with a bad 
ew from a Socinian, who admits that Christ suf- 
ered; and alleges it as the reason that we might 
be taught patience and resignation by his example. 
This is sinegiup the point at once, when it is ad- 
mitted that Christ’s sufferings were intended to teach 
us,any useful lesson; for it is admitting that an inno- 
cent suffered for the benefit of the guilty. Indeed this 
is such a common occurrence, that to.affirm it to be 
unjust, would be to arraign the whole economy of 
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povidence. and the whole moral government of God ; Atoneinent. 
‘or we daily see the innocent suffering for the sake of "WY 
the guilty : and in many cases the laws of all nations 
admit of a substitution, as a sufficient compensation 
for violated justice. In a thousand instances, nature 
and reason demand that we should interpose, and mi- 
tigate the sufferings of the imprudent or unfortunate, 
by bearing a share of their calamities. This is so 
very evident, that Grotius, in his tract De satisfac- 
tione Christi, c. 4.5 observes, Ubi consensus aliquis 
antecederoi, ferme ausim dicere omnium eorum quos 
Paganos diximus, neminem fuisse, qui alium ob alte- 
rius delictum puniri injustum duceret. 

But modern Socinians, or, as they call them- 
selves, Unitarians, “(and, indeed, there is a wide 
difference between some of theit opinions and those 
of Socinus, who certainly approached much nearer 
to the orthodox system than they do,) have had the 
boldness to affirm, that the doctrine of atonement is not 
once to be found in scripture.. This is maintained 
by Priestley, in his answer to Paine, with a view to 
render Christianity palatable to that unbeliever, by 
explaining away its most peculiar and most obnoxious 
doctrines. ‘ The doctrines of atonement, incarna- 
tion, and the Trinity,”’ says he, * have no more 
foundation in the scriptures than the doctrines ‘of 
transubstantiation or transmigration.”’? his is new 
ground indeed: we know that the scriptures have 
often been rejected because they contained the doc- 
trine of atonement, &c.; but it was reserved for Dr 
Priestley and his associates to discover, that such 
doctrines were not to be found there. Neither the 
friends nor the enemies of Christianity had ever sus- 
pected such a thing before ; and it would have been 
almost as easy to have persuaded them that Homer 
did not write of Troy, as that the evangelists did 
not write of the atonement. It,is not once hinted 
at in the gospels, say these writers ; we would be 
obliged to them, then, for a satisfactory explanation 
of these expressions : ‘* the Son of man came not to 
be ministered unto, but to minister, and to give his 
life a ransom for many ;?? Mark, x. 45. This is 
my blood of the new testament which is shed for 
many, for the remission of sins :’? And if we turn to 
the epistles, we can scarcely find a page where this 
doctrine is not either expressly taught or alluded to. 
If it is therefore to be reckoned among the corrup- 
tions of Christianity, as Dr Priestley affirms, we 
should be forced to conclude, that Christianity was 
corrupted by its founder, and that its first preachers 
exerted themselves to propagate a delusion. — It is 
lamentable to see the judgment of a mah, otherwise 
acute, so miserably warped by prejudice, as to be 
‘unable to discern the clearest truths. We shall see 
still farther reason for this observation, when we at- 
tend to the extraordinary position which he advances 
on another occasion: “ From a full review of the re- 
ligions of all ancient and modern nations, they ap- 
pear to have been utterly destitute of any wang like 
a doctrine of proper atonement.’” Is it possible that 
such a sentiment should be seriously maintained by a 
divine, a scholar, and a historian,—a sentiment which 
any peasant might refute from the Jewish law, and 
any school-boy from the practice of ancient nations ? 
What so common as expiatory sacrifices amongst all, 
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Atooi nations under heaven? avd yet Dr Priestley could 

At 4 ragene, 
discover no vestiges of such a practice ! 

The death of Christ, according to. Priestley and 
his followers, was intended to give us a proof of our 
resurrection and immortality, e his rising from the 
dead. But surely these doctrines were not so new, 
nor so uncommon, as to require such a proof; the 
doctrine of a resurrection was familiar to the Jews ; 
and they had seen several actual proofs of its possi- 

ity: and the doctrine of the soul’s immortality.was 
received among all nations. Dr Priestley, indeed, 
who affirmed the soul:to be nothing but a combina- 
tion of matter, might reckon some extraordi evie 
dence necessary to prove its future existence: But 
the bulk of mankind did not deem such a proof ne- 
cessary ; for they Had always believed in the soul’s 
immortality. e do not deny that this doctrine, as 
well as many others connected with morality and re- 
ligion, received the strongest confirmation by our 
Lord’s instructions, death, and resurrection. But 
no one who receives the scriptures as the word of 
God, or indeed in any other sense, can fail to ob- 
serve, that the great end of our Lord’s death is uni- 
formly stated to be, that he might make an atone- 
ment for the sins of men; nor can we see how. his 
death, in any other view, should have at all been ne- 
cessary ; for all the other parts of his mission might 
have been completely accomplished without it. See 
Magee On the Atonement, and Turotocy. (g) 

TOOI, Arrowa, Atrroway, or Tow!, one of 
the largest of the Sandwich Islands, situated in, the 
Pacific Ocean, in one of the new divisions of the globe 
called Polynesia. According to some accounts, it is 

- about thirty miles long from east to west, while 

' the population more numerous. 

others make it about 300 miles in circumference. 
On the east side, the island rises with a gentle accli- 
vity from the sea, and terminates in high land near the 
centre of thé island. The elevated grounds are clothed 
with lofty trees, with the most luxuriant foliage ; 
but, on descending to the eastern coast, the land is 
uncultivated, and almost deserted by the inhabitants. 
On the western shore the ground is more fertile, and 

The chief produc- 
tions of the island are sweet potatoes, yams, sugar- 
cane, pepper, and a kind of oily nuts, which are 
stuck upon skewers, and used by the natives as can- 
dies. The island affords plenty of fresh water. The 
highest part of it is about 2430 yards from the level 
of the sea. Population 54,000. An account of the 
manners of the inhabitants, and other general obser- 
vations, shall be given under the article Sanpwicu 
Iszanps. W. Long. 200° 20’, or E. Long. 159° 40’; 
N. Lat. 21° 50’. See Marchand’s Voyage, vol. ii. 
p- 80.; Cooke’s Voyages, vol. iii. ; Vancouver’s Voy- 
ages, vol. i. p. 171. (0 
ATOPA, a genus “) coleopterous insects in the 

arrangement of Fabricius and Cuvier, belonging to 
the family of thoracicornes of the latter. See Ento- 
moLocy. (/) 
ATRACTYLIS, a genus of plants of the class 

Syngenesia, and order Polygamia Equalis. See Bo- 
TANY. (w) 
ATRAGENE, a genus of plants of the class Po- 

lyandria, and order Polygynia. See Borany. (w) 

2 

Jegions in a river. 

ATR 
ATRAPHAXES, a genus of plants of the class Atraphaxes 

Hexandria, and order Digynia. See Borany. ( 
ATREBATES, or Arrresares, a tribe of 

Belge, who inhabited that country now called Artois. 
Their capital, according to Scaliger, was Origiacum, 
now Arras. They were a fierce and barbarous peo- 
ple, who, like the Nervii, their neighbours, scarcely 
admitted foreigners among them, and valued them- 
selves on their want of refinement. The Atrebates 
were enthusiastic in the cause of liberty against Ca- 
sar, and entertained the utmost contempt for the 

qaope chs treepa odio shapcfuldesettaericight quota o: 3 whi i to the i 
confederacy was 15,000 men, whom we and 
find as a distinct engaging some of the Roman 

pon defeat and dissolution 
the Nervian confederacy, Cxsar set over them, in 

uality of king, their own countryman, Comius the 
trebatian. his man, who was a crafty time-ser- 

vi itician, was also an expert , and held 
a distinguished command under Caesar in most of his 
Gallic and British campaigns. He at last quarrel- 
led with his master, in t rt of acquiring his in- 
dependence, and received a desperate wound in an 
action, where he was left on the field for dead. Be- 
ing at last forced into submission, he was pardoned 
in consideration of his past services ; and, on delivers 
ing hostages, was allowed to continue in his autho- 
rity. k 

There is some mention of a ple of the same 
name in Britain. The capital of the British ATRE- 
BATES, Or, as our antiquarians call them, ATTREBA~ 
TI, is conjectured, from the name, to be the Calliva 
Attrebatum of Antonine’s Itinerary, which seems to 
be the same with the Calcua of Ptolemy: This ob- 

‘ sture tribe were probably a Belgic colony, who, like 
some other communities on the .British coast, had ar- 
rived but a short time before Czsar’s invasion. ‘This 
may be inferred from the influence which Comius the! 
Atrebatian was supposed to possess, when sent by 
the Romans to persuade the Britons to a voluntary 
submission. Whatever may be in this, or whether 
the Atrebatian adventurers ever existed in Britain as 
a distinct nation or not, this people, it is certain, soon 
disappeared, and little or no notice is taken of the 
name by ancient writers. They are placed by some 
of the antiquaries in Berkshire, by others in Oxford- 
shire, and by others in part of both. Calliva is sup- 
posed to be the t Wallingford, in the county 
of Berks. See Ces. De Bell. Gall. 1. 2., et passim. ; 
Camd. Brit.; Horsley’s Brit. Rom.; Henry’s Hist. 
of Britain. (2) 
ATREUS, king of Mycenz, the son of Pelops, 

and father of Agamemnon and Menelaus. The ac- 
counts of this prince that are d in ancient au- 
thors, will be found by consulting Plutarch in Pa- 
raul. ; Pausan. lib. 9. cap. 40.3; ‘Senec. in Atr.— 
A . lib, 3. cap. 10. ; aed Fab. 83, 88,258. ; 

nivers. Hist. vol. vi: p. 162, 264. See also Lem- 
priere’s Classical Dictionary, Art. Atreus. (w) 
ATRIPLEX, a genus of plants of the class Po- 

lygamia, and order diantine See Borany. (w) 
ATROPIA, a genus of plants of the class Pen- 

tandria, and order Pasoyyniss See Borany. (w) 

me a\tropia. 
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ment. See Mepicixe. (7) 
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Atropiyy ATROPHY, (irom i andiegifey fo nourish.) i 

a wasting of the body, from defect of nourishment. 

‘ (from the corrupt Lat. at- 
tachiare; Fr. attacher, to tie or fasten), in the com~ 

hending a person or ae by: a writ or precept is- 
suing on commandment of a court. ’ 

. differs from arrest : for in arrest, the 
Sane is carried before a person of 

i onit yo be disposed of; whereas, he who 
attaches r, keeps and presents him in court om 
the day assigned, according to the terms of the writ: 
precipimus tibi quod attachias talem, et habeas eum 

- coram nobis, &c. There is also this other difference 
between an arrest and an attachment: the former is 
made only upon the body of a man; the latter fre- 

ntly upon his 
Tatdsbnees is ye mode of punishing contempts, 
immemorially used by the superior courts of justice. 
Contempts, thus punishable, are either direct or con- 
— The following are the principal instances 
of either. kind: 1. Those committed by inferior 
j and as. 2 tes, by acting unjustly, oppres- 
ee or irregu arly, in ne eithniesreniot Ne janice ; 
or by disobeying the king’s writs issuing out of the 
superior courts. 2. Those committed by sheriffs, 
bailiffs, gaolers, and other officers of the court, by 
abusing the process of the law, or deceiving the par- 
ties, by acts of oppression, extortion, sion, or 
culpelile lect ae duty. 3. Those committed by 
attornies solicitors, who are also officers of the 
respective courts, any species of dishonest prac- 
tice. 4. ‘Those commsiceed by | Setinceiend 
matters ing to the discharge of their office; such 
as making default when ~summoned, refusing to be 
sworn, or to gi 
without the leave of the court, &c. but not in the 
mere exercise of their judicial powers; as by givin: 
a false or erroneous verdict. 5. Those committed 
by witnesses, by making default when summoned, 

ing to be sworn or examined, or prevaricating in 
bear evidence when sworn. 6. Those committed 

jes to suit ; as by di ing any rule 
a arunde in che progress I vat aout 
payment of costs awarded by the court, or by non- 
observance of awards duly made by arbitrators or 
— 7. Those committed by any other persons, 

the degree of a peer, and even by s them- 
setves, when enormous and accompanied with violence, 
such as forcible reseuos and the like; or when they 
import adisobedience to the king’s tt prerogative 
writs, of prohibition, habeas st Fac. Sbanr 
The process of attachment for these and the like 

“ must necessarily be as ancient as the laws 
¢ : for it is obvious, that all laws would be 

vain and: tory, without a competent authority 
vested in courts, to secure their administration 
from disobedience’ and contempt. Accordingly we 
find this process in use, as early as the annals of our 
law extend. ; . 

Should the be committed in the face of 
the court, the offender may be instantly apprehended 
-and-imprisoned, at the discretion of the judges, with- 
out any further proof or examination. But in the 

any .verdict ; eating and drinking 

ATT 
case of contempts arising out of court, if the judges 
upon affidavit see sufficient grounds for suspecting 
that a contempt has been committed, they either 
make arule on the suspected party, to shew cause 
why an attachment should not issue against him ; or,’ 
where the contempt has been very flagrant, the at- 
tachment issues in the first instance; as it does also, 
if no sufficient cause be shewn to discharge, and there- 
upon the court confirms and makes absolute the ori- 
ginal rule. 

The attachmient is merely intended for bringing 
the offender into court. Thereafter, he either stands 
committed, or puts in bail, and is rence we upon 
oath with respect to the circumstances of the con- 
tempt. The interrogatories must be exhibited within 
the first four days. If the party clears himself, he 
is discharged; but, if perjured, he may be prosecuted 
forthe perjury. The mode of punishing contempts is 
by an arbitrary punishment, at the discretion of the 
court, according to the nature and magnitude of the 
offence. : 

Attachment is used in Chancery, if the defendant, 
on service of the subpeena, fails to appear within the 
time limited by the rules of the court. It is a writ 
of the nature of a capias, directed to the sheriff, and 
commanding him to attach the defendant, and bring 
him into court. If the sheriff returns non est in- 
ventus, then there issues an attachment with procla- . 
mations ; which directs the sheriff to make public 
a ae mer to summon the defendant, upon his al- 
egiance, personally to appear and answer. If the 
defendant still persists in contempt, a commission of 
rebellion is awarded against him, and four commis- 
sioners are named, any one of whom is to attach him 
wheresoever he may be found in Great Britain, as a 
rebel and contemner of the king’s laws and govern- 
ment. Ifa non est inventus is-returned upon this 
commission of rebellion, the court then sends a ser- 
Jjeant at arms in quest of him; and if he still eludes 
the search, a seguestration issues to seize all his per- 
sonal estate, end the profits of his real, to be detained, 
subject to the order of the court. After the issuing 
of an order for sequestration, the plaintiff’s bill is to 
be taken proconfesso, and a decree made accordingly; 
the sequestration being only intended to enforce per- 
formance of the decree. 

If the defendant is taken up upon any of this pro- 
cess, he is to be committed to the Fleet, or other 
prison, until he appears, or answers, or performs. 
whatever else this process is issued to enforce, and 
also clears his contempts, by paying the costs incur- 
red by the plaintiff. 
A writ of attachment, or pone (so called from the 

words of the writ, pone per vadium et salvos piaiors 
&e.) is a writ, not issuing out of Chancery, but out 
of the court of Common Pleas, founded on the non- 
appearance of the defendant at the return of the ori- 
ginal writ ; whereby the sheriff is commanded to at- 
tach him by taking gage, that is certain of his goods, 
which shall be forfeited if he does not appear; or by 
making“him find safe pledges, or sureties, for his ap~ 
pearance. This process is also used, without any 
previous summons, upon actions of trespass vi et ar- 
mis, or other injuries importing a breach of the 
peace, as deceit and conspiracy. 
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In case the defendant neglects to appear, the at- 

tachment is followed up by a writ of distringas, or: 
distress infinite; and, in certain cases, a capias issues 
against the defendant’s person. See Distress and 
CapliAs. 

Foreign attachment, is an attachment of the goods 
of foreigners, found within some liberty, for the sa- 
tisfaction of their creditors residing within such li- 
berty. 
By the custom of some places, as London, &c. a 

man may attach money or goods in the hands of a 
stranger. But no foreign attachment can be had, 
while a suit is depending in any of the courts at West-. 
minster. And no attachment can be had, but fora 
certain and due debt; although, by the custom of 
London, money may ‘be attached before the term of 
a een but not levied until due. 

‘oreign attachments in London, upon plaints. of 
debt, are made in the following manner: A. owes 
B. £100; and C. is debtor to A. in the like sum. 
B. enters an action against A. for £100; and by 
virtue of that action, a serjeant attaches £100 in the 
hands of C..as the money of A. to the use of B. 
which is returned upon that action. 

After the attachment has been made and returned 
by the serjeant, the plaintiff must fee an attorney, 
before the next court holden for the Compter; or 
the defendant may then put in bail to the attachment, 
and non-suit the ‘plaintiff. Four court-days must 
elapse, before the plaintiff can call upon C. the gar- 
nishee, to shew cause why B. should not condemn 
the £100 attached in the hands of @. as the money 
of A. the defendant. And the garnishee may appear 
by his attorney, and plead that he hath no money of 
the defendant’s in his hands, or other special matter. 
But the plaintiff may hinder his waging of law, by 
producing two sufficient citizens to swear that'the 

ishee had either money or goods belonging to A. 
in his hands, at the time of the attachment; of which 
affidavit must be made before the Lord Mayor, and 
when filed, may be pleaded by way of estoppel. 

If the. garnishee neglects to appear by his at- 
torney, after being warned by the sihcess he is taken 
by default, for want- of appearing, and judgment « 
given against him; for which he his no remedy either 
at common law or in equity. But if the garnishee 
does appear and plead, the matter wili then be tried 
by a jury, and judgment awarded, &e. 

After trial, bail may still be put in, whereby the 
attachment shall be dissolved; but the garnishee and 
his securityjshall then be liable for whatever sum the 
plaintiff shall make out to be due upon the action. 
An attachment is never thoroughly perfected, until 
there is a bail and satisfaction upon record. 

Attachment o privilege, is where a person, by vir- 
tue of his privilege, calls another into that court to 
which he himself belongs, there to answer some ac- 
tion, Or, it signifies the power of attaching a man 
in-a place privileged. 

Corporation-courts have sometimes the privilege, 
by charter, of issuing attachments; and some. baron. 
courts issue attachments of debt. 

Attachments, court of, Wood-mote, or forty-day’s 
court, is one of the forest-courts, instituted for the 
purpose of enquiring ae all offenders against vert 
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and venison. See Cour'rs of Forest. Blackst. Com- 
ment. Jacob’s Law Dict. “(z) rie! 
ATTACK. See Murrary Tactics. 
ATTAINDER, in law, is the immediate and in- 

separable consequence of a sentence of death. When 
this highest judgment known in the laws of England 
is pronounced, a:mark of infamy is thereby set upon’ 
the criminal; he is thenceforth put out of the pro-. 
tection of the law, which now takes no farther no- 
tice of him, than merely to see himexecuted. He is 
then said.to be attaint, (attinctus, stained or black- 
ened). + 

- There is a wide difference between conviction and 
attainder. A man is convicted, when he is found 
guilty by verdict, or confession, before judgment had: 
but there is still, in the contemplation of the law, a 
possibility of his innocence. Something may be of- 
fered in arrest of judgment ; the indictment may be, 
erroneous ; he may obtain a pardon, or. be. allowed 
the benefit of clergy; both js which plead in exte- 
nuation of his offence. But upon 9 sot iven, ° 
both law and fact conspire to prove him completely 
guilty; and there is no longer a possibility of any 
thing being said in his favour. 

~ A person may be attainted on appearance, or by | 
process. Attainder on appearance is by confession, 
or verdict, &c. Attainder by process is when a 
criminal flies, and cannot be found; when after be- 
ing five times proclaimed in the county, he is ,at 
length outlawed upon this default. 

person may likewise be attainted by act of par- 
liament. Acts of attainder have been passed in seve- 
ral reigns, since the attainder: of persons guilty of 
the murder of Charles I. in the reign of Charles II., 
down to the present times. In passing bills of at- 
tainder no evidence is required... « 

Attainders may be reversed or falsified by writ of 
error, or by plea. In the former case, it must be by 
the king’s leave: in the latter, by denying the trea- 
son, pleading a pardon by act of parliament, &c. 

The consequences of attainder are ForrgiTuRE, 
and Corruption of Blood. See Blackst. Comment. 
b. iv. ch. 29... Jacob’s Law Dict. (z) . 

. ATTAINT, Warr or, is a writ which lies to en- 
quire, whether ajury of twelve men have given a false 
verdict, in any court of record; in order that the 
judgment following mp that verdict may be rever- 
sed. It is so called, ause the party who obtains 
it, thereby endeavours to stain or taint the credit of 
the jury, in consequence of whose verdict he feels 
him oaccume. This writ must be sued out in 
the lifetime of him in whose favour the verdict was 
given, and of, at least, two of the jurors who gave it. _ 

. At common law, this writ originally lay only upon 
verdicts in actions for such personal injuries as did 
not amount to trespass ; because, in real wrongs, the: 
party aggrieved had redress by writ of right. And 
it did not lie in the action of trespass, for this. sin- 
ular reason; that if the verdict were set aside, the 
in would lose his fine, But by stat. Westm. 1. 
3 Edw. I, c. 38, it was given in all pleas of land, 
franchise, or old; and by several subsequent 
statutes, in the reign of Edward III. and his grand~ 
son, it was allowed in almost every action, except in 
a writ of right, 
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‘Twenty-four jurors are required to try this false 

verdict; who are called the grand jury: He that 

brings the attaint can give no other evidence to the 
grand jury, than what was originally given to the 
petit ; because the question is solely, whether the 
petit jury did right upon the evidence brought before 
them? t whom the attaint is brought 

are allowed to bring new matter, in affirmance of the 

first verdict ; because the petit jury may have formed 

which never in court; and because the judg- 
‘ment inflicted them, at common law, if their 

rdict upon evidence of their own knowledge, 

_ verdict was found to be false, was peculiarly severe. 
This was: That they should lose their /z- 
beram har Sogn become i eek infamous; that 
they should forfeit all their s and chattels ; that 
their lands and tenements should be seised into the 

* King’s hands; that their wives and children should 
be turned out of doors; that their houses should be 
rased and thrown down; that their trees should be 
rooted up; that their meadows should be ploughed ; 
that their bodies should be cast into gaol; that the 
party should be restored to all that he had lost in 
consequence of the unjust verdict. The severity of 
this jud t, however, was mitigated by the statute 
il Hen. VII. c. 24. revived by'23 Hen. VIII. c. 3. 
which inflicted a more moderate punishment upon 
attainted jurors; viz. perpetual infamy, and, if the 
cause of action were above £40 value, a forfeiture 
of £20 each by the jurors; or, if under £40, £5 
each; tobe divided between the king and the in- 
jured party. So that an attaint may now be brought, 
either upon the statute, or at common law. But the 
practice of setting aside verdicts upon motion, and 

ing new trials, has now superseded the use of 
th sorts of attaints. See Blackst. Comment. b. iii. 

ch. 25. Jacob’s Law Dict. (z) : 
- ATTALUS, the name of several kings of Per- 
amus. See Univers. Hist. vol. vii. p. 263, 327, 

3 vill. 189; x. 20, 40, (M); xii. 408; and 
History of Free Masonry, Edinburgh, 1804, p. 29. 

) oTELABUS, a genus of coleopterous insects, 
belonging to the family Rostricornes of the French 
naturalists. See Enromotocy. (f) é 
ATTENDANT Keys, in music; are, according 

to Drs Boyce and Calcott, the keys on the fifth above, 
and fifth below, (or fourth above) any given key 
which in modulation are introduced, by the addition 
of a new sharp of flat to the signature. Mr Maxwell, 
p- 267. of his ** Essay on Tune,” proposes a system 
of 18 notes in the octave, which shall make the keys 
of C major and A minor, with their attendant keys, | 
or 6 auxiliary scales, perfect in their harmony through- 
out. See Maxwell’s Scales of Music, and AuxtLiary 

Er ‘ION, a steady exertion or due applica- 
tion of the mind to any object of sense or intellect, in 
order to its being thoroughly understood, and after- 
wards retained. In its logy it denotes stretch- 
ing or straining, from and tendo, which not in- 
aptly expresses that strong and undivided effort of 
our powers which is required for giving to an inte- 
resting object its due impression. 

Whether attention be a distinct and independent 
VOL. Il. PART I. 
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power of the mind, which cannot be resolved into any Attention. 
thing else; or whether it consist merely in a steady ——V— 
and strenuous exercise of any one of our yarious men« 
tal powers, or organs of external perception, accord- 
ing as the case may require, are questions on which 
philosophers have differed considerably in opinion. 
All, however, have agreed, that this species of men- 
tal exertion is indispensible, in order that objects may 
affect our faculties to such a degree as to be after- 
wards retained in the mind, or distinctly recollected. 
Memory,” says Mr Locke, ‘ depends much on 
attention and repetition.” C’est attention, says Hel- 
vetius, plus ow moins grande, qui grave plus ou moins 
profondément les objets dans la memoire. And 
Quinctilian makes a similar observation. Nec dubium 
est, says he, apenas of memory, guin plurimum in 
hac parte, valeat mentis intentio, et velut acies lumi- 
num @ prospectu rerum quas intuetur non aversa. 

These remarks seem to imply, that attention is volun- 
tary on our parts ; and so it doubtless is to a certain 
extent ; but when we are occupied by a very: inte- 
resting object, our attention is seized, and fixed beyond 
our own controul. 

In those cases where our attention is entirely en+ 
grossed by oe that greatly interests the mind, 
the impressions on the aie of sense seem to pro- 
duce no corresponding effect on our internal powers 
of perception. A clock, for example, may strike in 
the room where we are, and if we be deepl engaged 
in conversation, or in any interesting speeuiation: we 
shall not be able, the next moment, to recollect whe- 
ther we heard it or not. T'he most acute sensation of 
ee may pass unnoticed, if the attention be vigorous- 
'y directed to another object. In the tumult of a 
battle, a man may be shot through the body with- 
out knowing any thing of the matter, till he disco- 
vers it by the loss of blood or of strength. And 
Archimedes, while intent upon the solution of a pro- 
blem, was altogether unconscious of the sacking of 
Syracuse. In such cases we are apt to conclude, that 
the dbjects which act upon our senses, have lost theirin- 
fluence upon our perceptive powers; though the truth 
rather,seems to be, that perception still takes place, 
but that we are unconscious of it, because our atten- 
tion is completely engrossed by some other object. 
That this is really the case, seems proved by a variety 
of facts. Thus a person who falls asleep in church, 
and is suddenly awaked, is unable to recollect the last 
words of the preacher ; and yet that they affected his 
erceptive powers appears from this, that he would 
ae instantly awaked, had the preacher made a sud- 
den pause in his discourse. 

It seems, therefore, to be essential to memory, even 
in the v lowest degree, that the perception or 
thought woh we wish to remember, should remain 
in the mind for a certain space of time, and should be 
contemplated by it exclusively of every thing else ; 
otherwise it will not -be recollected even the very mo- 
ment after it has been present in the mind. Hence it 
happens that, in solitude, or the stillness of the night, 
when the attention is undistracted by surroundin 
objects, the impression made by any cm i object is 
very strong and deep, and the memory becomes ex- 
tremely retentive ; and hence, in the a of business, 
and bustle of society, the objects which press upon 

rf 
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Attention. us in rapid succession, make but a fleeting impression 
“> upon the-mind, and efface each other from our recol- 

lection. , 
It is an important question in the subject. of atten- 

tion, whether we have the power of attending to 
more than one thing at the same instant; or, in other 
words, whether we can attend at one and the same 
instant to objects which we can. attend. to. sepa- 
rately. This question has usually been decided in 
the negative ; it being supposed to be impossible that 
the mind can bend its thoughts upon amore than ene 
thing at the same time. It is a consequence of this 
doctrine, that ina concert.of music, instead, of attend- 
ing to the different parts of the performance all at 
once, so as to feel the full effect of the harmony ; the 
mind must constantly vary its attention from one part 
of the music to another, although its operations are 
so rapid as to give us no perception of an interval of 
time. . * The same doctrine,” says Mr Stewart, 
“ leads to some curious conclusions with respect to 
vision. Suppose the eye to be fixed in a particular 
position, and the picture of an object to be painted 
on the retina ;, Does the mind perceive the complete 
figure of the object at once, or is this perception the 
result of the various‘ perceptions we have of the dif- 
ferent points in the outline? With respect, to this 
question, the principles already stated lead me.to con- 
clude, that the mind. does at one and the same time 
perceive every point in the outline of the object, (pro- 
vided the whole of it be painted on the.retina at the 
same instant, ) for perception, like consciousness, is an 
pip ogy ng aig As no, two points, however, 
of the outline are in the same direction, every point 
by itself constitutes just as distinct an object of at- 
tention to the mind, as if it were separated by an_in- 
terval of empty space from all the rest... Lf the doc- 
trine, therefore, pom stated be just, it is impossi- 
ble for the mind to attend to more than one of these 

ints at once ; and as the perception, of the figure of 
e object, in 

tion of the different points with respect to each cther, 
we must conclude, that the perception of figure. by 
the eye, is the result of a number of different acts of 
attention. These acts of attention, however, are per- 
formed with such rapidity, that the effect, with .re- 
spect to us, is the same as if perception were instan- 
taneous. 

. “In farther confirmation of this reasoning, it may 
be remarked, that if the perception of visible figure 
were an immediate consequence.of the picture on the 
retina, we should have at the first glance as distinct 
an idea of a figure of a thousand sides, as of a tri- 
angle or a a gs The truth is, that when the figure 
is very simple, the process of the mind is so rapid, 
that the perception seems to be instantaneous; but 
when the sides are multiplied beyond a certain num- 
ber, the interval of time necessary for these different 
acts of attention becomes perceptible. It may per- 
haps be asked, what I mean by a point in the outline 
of a figure, and what it is that constitutes this point 
one object of attention? The answer, I apprehend, is, 
that this point is the minimum visibile. Ih the point be 
less, we cannot perceive it: if it be greater, it is not 
at all seen in one direction.”? Elements of the Phi- 
losophy ofthe Human Mind, ¢. 2. 

lies.a know. edge of the relative situa-- 

quired ocular 
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This doctrine, however, that the mi 

the same. instant of time, en Controyerted b 
various able philosophers, who conceive it to be fo 
ed on a false analogy supposed to exist between the 
properties of body and sh of mind. Material space, 
it is well known, must be completely uccupied by a 
single » to the exclusion of every other from that 

tion of it which the body fills ; but what reason 
ve we to ascribe such a quality as this to mind? 

Where is the between the understanding and 
external space ; or between a mere notion of the in- 
tellect, and an impenetrable piece of matter? On the 
ate ei seems a f necessity, in certain 
cases, for admitting that the mind can attend at the 
pla Serpe } which may np pope gia 
parate objects of attention, otherwise it does - 
pear how the relations and points of pe Becrme a 
tween those objects can be satisfactorily understood. 
How, for cramp can we discern the harmony be- 
tween two musical notes, unless both are present to 
the mind together? Or how can we draw a conclu- 
sion from a comparison of two or more connected 
truths, unless we contemplate these truths in the mind 
at. one and the same moment? Every, syllogism is 
formed, by comparing together two propositions, po a 
led the major ape the minor ; and it seems necessary, 
before we can form a legitimate inference, that these 
two propositions should, at same instant, be ob- 
jects of our attention, | 

“« Many single words,” says Dr Gregory, “ for 
example prepositions, aud most sentences, denote some 
kind of relation ; but we cannot, I think, conceive a 
relation, without thinking at once of the things (two 
or more) that are related, as well as of the relation 
(both in its generic and in its specific nature) that sub- 
sists between them.” This author is of opinion, that, 
with respect to the moods and other inflections of yerbs, 
there cannot be a doubt that they are employed to 
denote combinations of simultaneous thoughts, no one 
of which can reasonably be said to occur tothe person 
8 ing, or to be apprehended by the person hear- 
ing, before the rest ; and that all nouns, even proper 

s, denote a congeries of circumstances, or mass 
os a train) of thoughts, which are conceived at 
once, and cannot be and considered in suc- 
cession, but by a very laborious effort. See Theory 
of the Moods of Verbs, Edin, Phil. Trans. vol. ii. 

Various remarkable examples are upon record of 
‘the gr ower of undivided attention possessed by eat poner z 

certain. ik and of the capacity of apparently 
attending at the same moment to more than one im- 

t and interesting concern. Fontenelle relates 
of the cel 1 bh PR nc Montmort, that he 
could command his attention at sagan insomuch, 
that in the same chamber where he in at work on 
the most.complicated problems, his children might be 
as noisy as they tore or might dance and play 
u pegs harpsichord. The famous chess-player Phir 
hi it is well known, could direct three games of 
chess.at the same instant, of one of which only he re- 

‘inspection, the moves of the other two 
bein announced to him by an assistant. 
And it is recorded of Julius Czsar, that while he wag 
writing a dispatch, he could at the same moment dic- 

mind is incapable Attention. 
of attending to more than 2 single object, at one and ——V—— 

as 
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of the Mind, ¢. 2. Helvetius De 

? Esprit. Condillac Sur P Ori ine des Connoiss. Hum. 

s. 2. c. 1. Reid’s Intell. and Active’Powers. (m) 

ATT ANTS, or Arrenvatine Mepicines, 

are those which are supposed to diminish the consist- 
ence of the blood, or secreted fluids. See MrpIcine. 

O)ererBuRY, Francis, was the son of Dr 
Lewis Att » rector of Milton, in Buckingham- 
shire, and was born there in 1662. He was educated 
‘at Westminster school, and in 1680 became a student 
in Christ-church College, Oxford, where, in 1684, he 
took the degree of Bachelor, and in 1687 that of 
Master of Arts. In 1690 he married a lady of the 
name of Osborn, and about the same time entered 
into holy orders. He went to London in 1693, 
where he was elected er at Bridewell, and lec- 
turer at St Bride’s Church. Soon after this he was 
Le se one of the chaplains in ordinary to King 

Nilliam and Queen Mary, and in 1700 he was in- 
stalled archdeacon of Totness. Upon the accession 
of Queen Anne, in 1702, he became one of her ma- 
jesty’s chaplain’s in ordinary ; in 1704 he was advan- 
ced to the deanery of Carlisle; in 1707 he was ap- 

inted one of the canons residentiary at Exeter; 
and in 1709 he was made preacher at Roll’s chapel. 
In 1710 he was chosen pro or of the lower house 
of convocation ; in 1712 he was ‘made dean of Christ- 
church ; and in 1713, at the recommendation of the 
Earl of Oxford, he was promoted’ to the bishopric 
of Rochester, and deanery of Westminster. 
This bw succession of promotions seems only to 

have kin Atterbury’s ambition for still higher 
exaltation. — It is said he aspired to the primacy 
of all England, and that he had taken such measures 
as would in all probability have secured it upon a 
vacancy, had not the queen’s death, in 1714, pre- 
vented all his plans, and put an end to his prosperity. 
He soon found that he was not held in the same es- 
timation by her successor the First, and he 
himself soon began to manifest his disaffection to the 

igning family. At a time when every man who 
such a station as Bishop Atterbury, and who 

was not hostile to government, would naturally have 
felt himself called upon to express his decided disap- 
aera of the plans of the house of Stuart, he re- 

to sign a declaration which the bishops had 
published against the proceedings of the pretender ; 
and he strengthened all the vcifevourale impressions 
of this refusal, by keenly opposing the measures 
of the court. At length, in 1722, he was appre- 
hended upon a suspicion of being engaged in a con- 

* As a specimen of Bishop Att 
addressed to the lady who became his wife. 
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Attenuants, tate four others to his secretaries : if he did not write 

Atterbury. himself, he could dictate seven letters at once. See 
—v— Stewart’s Phil. 

AT T 
Spiracy to restore the Stuart family. 
were seized, and he was committed to the 
A bill was soon after brought into the House of 
Commons, “ for inflicting certain pains and penalties 
on Francis, Lord Bishop of Rochester ;’” but he re+ 
served his defence till it should be argued in the 
House of Lords. There the bill met with muck. 
opposition, and engaged the attention of the House 
for more than a week. The bishop spoke in his 
own defence with great ability and eloquence, and 
concluded with a solemn protestation of his inno- 
‘cence. But the bill was at length passed, by a ma- 
jority of 83 to 43, and Atterbury was condemned te 

rpetual exile. The king, it is said, when he con- 
ed the bill, expressed his regret that there should 

be just cause for inflicting such a punishment upon a 
fsbo of the Church of ‘England, and a man of such 
eminent abilities and attainments. His daughter, 
Mrs Morrice, was permitted to accompany him ; and, 
by the nb sign manual, his son-in-law, or= 
rice, had leave to correspond with him. He left 
England in June 1723, and landed at Calais, whence 
he went to Brussels, and thence to Paris. There he 
resided, for the most part, until his death, which 
took place on Feb 15, 1731, and which was 
supposed to be hastened by the loss of his daughter, 
two years before. His body was brought over te 
ne and interred in Westminster Abbey. 

literary productions of Bishop Atterbury were 
not very voluminous, but were considerable in point 
of Sheet Ae and variety. “ While a student at Oxford, 
he was distinguished for his taste in polite literature. 
During that period, he wrote a version, in Latin 
verse, of Dryden’s Absalom and Ahito»hel, an Epi- 
gE on a Lady’s Fan, and a Translation of two 

des of Horace. His translations from Horace are 
considered i a be that have been made from that 
poet into the English language; and though their 
merit has abbas’ been rate ities ar they 
certainly possess much of the lively spirit and grace- 
ful expression which characterise the original. From 
these indications of a poetical talent, which he gave’ 
in the early part of his life, many have concluded, 
that he was uliarly qualified for that species of 
writing, and have lamented that he did not continue 
to cultivate his powers as a poet.* His next pro- 
duction was of a very different complexion, and, iy- 
stead of trifling with the muses, he appears defending 
Luther and the reformation with great acuteness 
and learning. He referred to this publication at his 
trial, as an evidence that he had no secret inclination 
to Popery; and, on account of this performance, 
Bishop Burhet ranks him among the most eminent 
defenders of the protestant cause. He is supposed 

erbury’s compositions in poetry, may be ‘givei his Epigrami on a Lady’s Fan, which was 

Flavia the least and slightest toy 
Can with resistless art employ. 
This fan, in meaner hands, would prove 
An engine of small force in love ; 
Yet she, baer! ene air and mien, 
Not to be t , or safely seen, 
Directs its wanton motions so, 
‘That it wounds more than Cupid’s bow: 
Gives coolness to the matchless:danie, 
To every other breast a flame. 

His Pe Atterbury- 

ve =~ 
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Atterbury. to have assisted the Honourable Mr Boyle, (after- letters to Mr Pope also are reserved, alon ig with the Atterbury . 
— .>> wards Earl of Orrery,) who was under his Ae at letters of that aap and itis in this correspondence “SS 

Oxford, in the eclebrated controversy which that no- 
bleman carried on with Bentley, respecting the au- 
thenticity of the epistles of Phalaris. But the most 
extensive literary contest in which he engaged was_ 
with Dr Wake, (afterwards archbishop of Canter- 
bury,) concerning the rights ef convocations. Dr 
Wake supported the following’ positions: * Ist, 
That the right of calling the clergy together in sy- 
nods is vested solely in the prince ; > That the 
clergy, so assembled, have no right to debate or de- 
termine any point of doctrine or discipline without 
his permission ; Sdly, That the prince may annul, al- 
ter, or suspend, the execution of any of their consti- 
tutions or decrees ; and lastly, that no synod can dis- 
solve itself without consent of the prince.” Atter- 
bury opposed these principles, and asserted the right 
of the clergy to meet and deliberate without any li- 
cence or qualification. Several pamphlets were writ- 
ten on both sides by different persons; but Bishop 
Atterbury was the most active and able advocate of 
the high church principles and party. In this, as in 
all his controversial writings, he expressed himself in 
very intemperate language, ‘and frequently (if we 
may believe Bishop Burnet) with no very strict ad- 
herence to truth.* He received, however, the thanks 
of the lower house of convocation, for his zeal in as- 
serting the rights of the clergy, and was compliment- 
ed by the university of Oxford with the degree. of 
doctor in divinity. He had been appointed by the 
convocation one of the committee for comparing Mr 
Whiston’s doctrines with those of the Church of 
England; and, in consequence of this appointment, 
he was principally concerned in drawing up “a re- 
presentation of the present state of religion.” In 
this performance, which Bishop Burnet calls “a vi- 
rulent declamation,’’ he contrives to throw the blame 

" of the national. wickedness upon those who had late- 
ly been in power, and even seeks occasion to accuse 
all the administrations since the Revolution. _ Before 
his death, he published a vindication of himself, 
Bishop Smallridge, and Dr Aldrich, from a charge 
of having altered and interpolated Lord Clarendon’s 
History of the Rebellion, While he resided in 
France, he corresponded with many literary charac- 
ters, and particularly with a M. Thiriot, who has. 
published several of the bishop’s letters, which consist 
chiefly of criticisms on several French authors. His 

* “ Some books,” says the bishop, «* were wrote to justify it, (the complaint of the high church 
convocation,) with great acrimony of style, and a strain of insolence 

parts, great learning, and was an excellent preacher, and had 
ambitious and virulent out of measure, and had a singular talent of asse ing paradoxes with a great assurance, 
very 

that his character appeared in the most engaging 
point of view. The letters of Aretgeriane ace 
counted superior to those of Pope, in ease and ele- 
gance of expression; but the sentiments expressed in 
them are very irreconcileable with that restless am- 
bition by which he seems to have been actuated ii 
almost every period of his life. The Sermons 
Bishop Atterbury may be considered as his pence 
work, and as having laid the foundation of his cha- 
racter as_a writer. They are now extant in four - 
volumes octavo ; of which the two first volumes were 
ublished by himself, and the two last by his chaplain 
t Moore, The sermons, however, which Dr Moore 

has published, were marked by the bishop’s own 
hand as the only ones fit to be printed; and all the 
rest which he had written were committed to the 
flames, partly by himself, and partly by his execu- 
tors. Severalwf his sermons were scrote attacked 
by Mr Hoadly ; and he had a dispute with the same 
writer on the subject of passive obedience. In the 
course of that controversy, Hoadly clearly shewed, 
that, Atterbury contradicted the sentiments which he 
himself had entes when supporting the rights of 
convocation. In the sermons also, Se aie 
censured, there are several very unguarded positions 
and unscriptural tenets. _ Notwithstanding t de- 
fects, his appearance in the pulpit seem to haye gain- 
ed him many admirers, and have even been consider- 
ed as the principal‘cause of his preferments. Though - 
there is much reason to doubt this, yet it is unde- 
niable, that they are among the best pulpit composi- 
tions of that age, and they still maintain a very respec- 
table character in the opinion of all candid and judi- 
cious persons.+ They scarcely, however, deserve the 
high praise which has been given them, for clear and 
convincing argument; but, like all the writings of 
Atterbury, they are more remarkable for correctness 
and ease than for strength and elegance of language ; 
for clear and concise illustration, than for forcible 
reasoning and avimated eloquence. - : 

Upon examining the literary compositions of Bishop 
Atterbury, there appears, at one glance, the most 
abundant reason to acknowledge his great abilities, 
taste, and learning ; but, upon a review of the histo- 
ry of his life, it is not easy to find se striking 
indications of an upright moral and ze itical charac- 
ter. While contemplating him in this view, it is no 

party, of the want of 
that was peculiar to one Atterbury, who had indeed 

y extraordinary things in him, but was both 
shewing no 

shame when he was detected in them, though this was done in many instances: But he let all these pass, without confessing 
,, his errors, or pretending to justify himself. He went on, still venting new falschoods in so barefaced a manner, that he 

seemed to have outdone the Jesuits themselves.” History of his own Times, vol. ii. p. 249. gamer 4 
+ A writer in the ‘fatler gives the following very high commendation of Bishop Atterbury’s talents.as a preacher, and par- 

a ticularly of his powers in elocution: 
“* He has so particular a regard to his congregation, that he commits to mi 

T attention. 
dation ; but he is to be highly commended for not te advantage, and adding to the propriety of speech (which mi 
soft and graceful a behaviour, that it must attract 

pass the criticism of sore oe an action which would 
way ; and has many of his audi 

we been a) 
ence, who could not be intelligent benteds of his discourse, were there not explanation as well 

what he has to say to them ; and has so 
, it is to be confessed, is no small recommen- His 

ht 
proved by Demosthenes. He has a peculiar force or hs 

as grace in his action. This art of his is used with most exact and honest skill. He never attempts your passions till he has 
convinced your reason, All"the objections which you can form are laid open and dispersed, before he uses the least vehe- 
mence in his sermon ; but when he thinks he has your head, he-very soon wins your heart; and never pretends to shew the 
beauty of holiness, till he has convinced you of the truth of it. B.” ? ‘ 



Atterbury. doubt necessary to keep 

4 
AT ate: 

in mind the turbulence of 
———"’ the times in which he lived, and the political conten- 

tions in which he had so great a share. It may ea- 

i ived, that, in such a scene, his activity 
iteve ‘rien he espoused, sued dae 
‘more uent and pointed eulogies 

ally deserved, as well as excite in his hf 

ponents stronger prejudices, and keener reproaches 
than-strict justice authorised. But, after making all 
Be gan ces for the partialities of party, 

: pit ing th@-fairest_ medium” of judgmeiit, it is 
at easy to form a very favourable estimate. It is 

known, that, in open defiance of all propriety and 
principle as a clerical character, he was accustomed 
to swear upon any strong provocation; that he was 
even amongst the foremost and keenest in every po- 
litical contest which occurred in his time; that, in 
the different stages through which he passed in the 
course of his church preferments, he was involved in 

- quarrels ; and that Dr Smalridge, who slicceeded him 
in two of the stations which he had filled, complain- 
ed of his hard fate, in being obli “ to carry wa- 
ter after him, to extinguish the é which his li- 
igiou had every where occasioned.”” From 

merely attending, then, to the acknowledged tenor 
and transactions of Bishop Atterbury’s life, it ap- 
‘pears too evident, that he was a man of a hot temper, 
and haughty spirit ; ambitious of preferment, and jea- 
lous of his rights; violent in his public proceedings, 
and ready for political contention ; cautious and cun- 
ning in general, yet frequently prompted by passion 

. to expose his own reputation, and to injure his most 
favourite cause. There is no good ground for sus- 
pecting, that he was either inclined to infidelity,* or 
even favourable to Popery ; but, besides the evidence 
advanced on his trial, there are several uncontrovert- 
ed facts, which clearly indicate his attachment to the 
Stuart family, and which strongly tend to confirm 
the char: his having been engaged in treasonable 

ices for their restoration.+ But however much 
e personal concern in such plots may be doubted, 
and his disaffection to the reigning family excused, 
et there is no adequate apology which can be made 

‘or the turbulence of his public proceedings, and no 
sufficient substitute to be found among all his excel- 

‘ih 
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lencies and attainments, for that humility and meek- 
ness, that love of peace and of good order, which be- 
came him as a Christian bishop, but in which he was 
so extremely deficient. ven they who approve his 
principles as a high churchman, or who sympathise 
with his feelings as a friend of the Pretender, will 
not be able to vindicate the means which he used, 
and the spirit which he displayed, in supporting what, 

rhaps, he sincerely considered as just and right. 
Fe may claim our admiration for his natural endow- 
ments and acquired accomplishments: he may stand 
high in our opinion as an acute politician and an ac- 
tive partisan: and he may be contemplated with ap- 
robation in his intercourse with his family and 
riends ; but his title is not so valid to that true great- 
ness which consists in self government, integrity, and 
candour; nor can he even be admitted to have pos- 
sessed any great share of that moral worth, which can 
attach to any man only by supporting consistently 
that character which he assumes, and by discharging 
consistently those duties which belong to him in his 
particular place and station. See Stackhouse’s Me- 
moirs of br F. Atterbury ; and Biograph. Britan- 
nica. ' 
rakes: a country of Greece, immediately to 

the east of Peloponnesus, from which it is separated 
by the Saronic Gulf. That gulf and the Heres Sea 
form it into a species of peninsula. By land, it joins 
with Beotia. ‘The soil is barren, except in olives, 
for which it has always been famous, and in honey, 
which it produces copiously and of the best. quality, 
from Mount Hymettus, 

The people of Attica were anciently divided into 
ten tribes, who derived their names fom the most 
distinguished of its heroes. Three were afterwards 
added, in compliment to Ptolemy, king of Egypt, 
Attalus, king of Pergamus, and the emperor Adrian. 
These were subdivided into a hundred and seventy- . 
four communities, the names of which have been 
searched out by the learned with indefatigzsle in- 
dustry. They are given in Meursius (Attica,)) or 
more correctly in Spon, ( Voyage d’Italie,) where 
they may be found by any one who is. desirous of 
such barren information. ’ 

Attica is chiefly distinguished as having for its 

’ have not time to 

* The following anecdote is given by Dr Maty, on the authority of Lord Chesterfield, as a proof of Bishop Atterbury’s. 
cepticism with r to revelation : : 
“T went to Mr x Lord Chesterfield, “« one morning, at Twickenham, and found a large folio Bible, with gilt clasps,. 

lying before him upon his table, and, as I knew his way of thinking upon that book, I asked him jocosely, if he was going to 
write an answer to it? It is a present, said he, or rather a legacy, from my old friend the bishop of Rochester. I went to take 
my leave of him yesterday in the Tower, where I saw this Bible upon his table. After the first compliments, the bishop said to 
me, My friend » considering vour infirmities, and my age and exile, it is not likely that we should ever meet again, and 

efore I give you this legacy, to remember me by it. Does your lordship abide by it yourself? Ido. If you do, my 
lord, it is but lately. ( beg to know what new light, or arguments, may have prevailed with you now to entertain an 
opinion so con! to that which you entertained of that book all the former part of your life? ‘Ihe bishop replied, We 

of these things ; but take home the book ; I will abide by it, and I recommend to you to do the same; 
so God bless you.”— This story, which rests entirely upon the authority of Lord Chesterfield, seems to be now generally dis- 
credited. It is not onl altogether uncorroborated, but is, on the contrary, clearly contradicted by numberless circumstances 
in the bishop's life and. writings ; and it has been directly confuted, in a very satisfactory manner, from a mere comparison 
of dates. See Epistolary pondence, &c. of the Bishop of Rochester, published by Mr Nichols, vol. ii. p. 79. Notes. 
* 4+ It is certain that he aA ey for three years, a Mr Gibbon, curate of Gravesend, a clergyman of worth and learning, 
because he had granted the use of his church for divine service to the Dutch troops, who came to assist in subduing the re- 
bellion. And a) published at Edinburgh in 1768 by Lord Hailes, the authenticity of which has never been ques- 
tioned, details his correspondence in 1725 with several gentlemen in the north of Scotland, for the pene of exciting com- 
motions in favour of the Pretender. Thus, while in his letters from France he professes to have nothing in view but a quiet, 
literary, social life, and still to retain a warm attachment even to that part of the constitution which had injured him, he 
was actually engaged in moving and directing a scheme for rebellion and.revolution. 

Attica. 



Attics capital Acritexsy im treating of 
Vietodes. full detail of its history. ° Besi 
—y——" ed Eleusis, Sunium, and Marathon. ( 

70 
which, we have given a 
des Athens, it contain- 

P 
ATTICUS, Tisertus CLaupius chiapiaa: an 

opulent and minificent citizen of Athens. He was 
descended from a noble family of large possessions in 
the district of Marathon, ae lineage was ‘traced 
back as far as Miltiades, the great hero of the place. 
His grandfather, Hipparchus, having been proscrib- 
ed, and his property confiscated, Julzus Atticus, the 
father of Herodes, found himself in a state of pover- 
ty, or rather feigned himself to be so: for when the 
good Neérva reigned, he discovered an immense trea- 
sure in his own house. Filled, it is pretended, with 
terror, rather than joy at this discovery, he imme- 
‘diately wrote a letter to the emperor in these words = 
« J have-discovered, O emperor, a treasure in m 
house; what do you order to be done with it?”” The 
answer of Nerva was equally laconic: “ Use what 
you have found.” Julius wrote back, that it was 
“ more than he could use.”? “ Abuse it then,”’ re- 
plied the emperor; “ for it is your own.” | Julius 
after this resumed the proper rank of his family : and 
this fortune, together with other possessions, pater- 
nal and maternal, which soon accumulated in the per- 
son of his son, rendered him the richest individual that 
Attica ever produced. 

Herodes possessed excellent talents, which fitted 
him to shine in any situation. His attention, how- 
‘ever, was principally directed, according to the taste 
of the age, to the study of rhetoric, in which he 
made distinguished proficiency under Scopelian, and 
other masters of repute: and such was the force and 

riety of his-eloqnence, that when yet a youth, 
bets selected to be the head of a deputation to the 
emperor Hadrian, who was then at Sirmium in Pan- 
nonia. The situation, however, was new. Youn 
Herodés failed in his attempt to deliver a speech, a 
‘was so mortified at his misfortune, that he had some 
thousfits of throwing himself into the Danube. But 
this precipitate resolution was soon succeeded by a 
more rational remedy. Far from being disgusted by 
the accident with his favourite pursuit, he, on the 
contrary, redoubled his perseverance; and attained 
to such eminence in eloquence and philosophy, that 
he still lives, in biography, among the orators and 
wise men of Greece and Rome. Sais great celebri- 
ty attracted the attention of Titus Antoninus, who 
appointed him to the high and honourable office of 
preceptor in eloquence to his two sons, M. Aurelius 
and L. Verus. From this station Herodes ascended 
to the summit of greatness, and was created consul 
A.D. 143. He was also constituted president of 
the Panhellenic and Panathenzan festivals, on which 
occasion he bia er . ; 

At a very early period, he obtained the government 
of the free citice in Asia, where he dletinguiched 
himself by many acts of munificence. Having ob+ 
served that the chief city of ‘Troas was badly sup- 
plied with water, he obtained from Hadrian a grant 
of three millions of sesterces for the construction of 
‘an aqueduct ; but such’ was his natural attachment to 
‘grand designs, that he laid out seven millions instead 
ef three, in the execution of it. Of this profusion 

_ 

ATTICUS. 
Hadrian complained to the father of Herodes, who, Atticus. 
on that occasion, is. noted by the ancient writers for 
one of the most magnificent replies ever made to an os 
emperor. “ Hadrian,” said the father, * be not dis- 
composed by small matters: whatever he has spent 
above the three millions my son shall defray out of 
my fortune.’” ah 

The death of his father occasioned a corisiderable 
Tae between Herodes and his fellow citizens. 
ulius had lived more like a prince than a private 

man among the A'theniaris. iis enormous wealth 
enabled him to distribute to that abject people the 
‘most ample largesses ever heard of. “He sacrificed a 
hundred beeves in one day, ‘and regaled the whol¢ 
Athenian i by tribes and ‘classes on several oc- 
casions. In his last will, he bequeathed to each in- 
dividual, for life, an annuity of one mina, or about 
three guirieas sterling ; a sum which, in those da 
was very considerable. ‘This enormous bequest, dic- 
tated more by patriotism than sound judgment, was 
but ill relished by Herodes, who resolved to with- 
hold it. Having for this purpose the people 
to an agreement, that, on his paying down five mine 
at once, he should be relieved from all future de- 
mands, he collected all the accounts of old debts due 
by them to his father and himself, and presented these 
in part of payment. The le loudly exclaimed 
against this equitable p ure, and said that they 
were defrauded of the legacy; and when Herodes 
built the great stadium with this money, which had 
been intended for the encouragement of idleness and 
beggary, the people insisted, in derision, that it was 
called the Panathenaicum, not in honour of the fes- 
tival, but as having been built by all the Athenians. 

This stratagem, though it savours of ingenuity, is 
by no means to be considered. as dictated by selfish 
considerations. ‘There never was a man who had a 
more thorough contempt for the mere possession of 
riches than Herodes. The leading object of this ce- 
lebrated character was to benefit the public by his 
princely fortune; and this application of it certainly 
entitles him to a distinguished rank in the annals o 
his country. It was a remark of his own, that wealth 
not dint for the common good, is but dead wealth ; 
and that the chest of the miser is but a prison for 
riches. Those men who set so high a value on their 
money as to confine it to their he compared 
to the fanatics, who worshipped the god Mars, after 
having bound him, It was a noble maxim of this 
rich philosopher, that we ought to give, not only to 
relieve need, but also to prevent it. , Boundless in his 
Paes to his friends and the necessitous, and in- 
fluenced in his generosity by no paltry prejudice of 
language or country, it was his professed desire to 
accumulate treasure only in the affections of those 
around him, to promote earning and the arts, and to 
decorate the mighty empire to which he bet ay 
While other nobles were surrounded by music 
players, and buffoons, the retinue of Herodes was 
composed of men of genius and learning, who found 
it their interest to court his notice. s public lec. 
tures, which he gave for the advent of the youth, 
were numerously attendéd by people from all the 
neighbouring countries, and were well calculated te. 



7 his were still extant in the 

ATTICUS. 
rouse the Athenians from lethargy of genius in- 
to which they were now e orations of 

of Suidas. 
Herodes extended to 

f lit retensions exposed him occasionally 
fo the sts. @ aes decgning Aulus Gelling, who 
was one of his disciples and companions, relates one 

oF 7 aring a cloak and a very long beard, pre- 
ted himself to Hlerodes, and’ demanded. some pe- 
jary assistance. On being asked who he jaune 

lan ied, with indignant surprise, that he was a 
ue ce Te eae ed isola. © the 

tantly teazi for 
fe i ee ae as. men, though. not as. to.a 

The fame of Herodes chiefly restsnow on his ar- 
chitectural works. His stadium, or race-course, on 
the of the Ilissus, which was four years .in 

} “ia, the noblest: work of the kind ever be- 
hi was 630 feet long, 120 broad, and was con- 
structed entirely of white marble. Mount Penteli- 
cus was consumed to supply materials for this 
magnificent pile, which itself, according to Pausa- 
nias, seemed:at a distance to be a white mountain, 

n the death of his wife Regilla, to which his ene- 
ies had the cruelty to accuse him of being accessory, 
was thrown into the dee sorrow ; and to per- 
etuate her memory, he built. a noble theatre at 

Gaee called after her: name. ‘This structure, ac- 

re an.aq ir- 
ed the ideum of Pericles at Athens, erected baths at 

yle for the use of the infirm, and, in short, 
. dec many cities in Italy, Greece, and Asia, with 

Most 

pee the of a Nero had not been adequate, 
alouey ef ts cab eat aes tig f pend 

; é might ro- vent & del a popularity mig’ P 

In his person Herodes was of a gigantic stature, 
being, it is said, eight feet high, and strong and 
» igh Baas ion. He wore but a small quan- 
tity of hair; his nose was aquiline; his eye brows 

thick, and joined into one; his eye, which was 
remarkably lively, was at the same time full of sweet- 
ness and complacency. He had a son, who, like the 

‘ 

sons of many other great men, was distinguished for 

of this Wan id, which is much to the credit of 

nity. A man dressed in the style of a phi- 

nothing but idleness and vice. When a boy, he was. 
exceedingly dull: and to make him learn, Herodes 
was obliged to keep in.the house a, living alphabet, 
consisting of four-and-twenty boys, each of whom 
went by the name of a particular letter. The philo- 
sopher had too much principle to entrust. the whole 
of his wealth to such.a fool. 

Thetelebrity of Herodes Atticus, it is, true, is 
owing chiefly, to the accidental circumstance of being 
possessed of a great fortune. But if we reflect on the 
purposes to which he devoted that wealth; the libe- 
rality with which he relieved want; the encourage- 
ment which he gave to learning by example and mu- 
nificence ; the edifices which he reared in yarious parts 
of the empire for the important purposes of public 
splendour and convenience ; he is, fully entitled to.a 
station in, the temple of immortality, 
an eternal satire on the conduct of all those men of 
rank and opulence, who, instead of consecrating a part 
of their superabundant affluence tothe same elegant 
and useful pursuits, lay it out in the purchase of a few- 
selfish sensations. He died at his family residence in 
Marathon at the age of 76, and was buried with great 
pomp at Athens. His funeral oration was pronoun- 
ced, in a most feeling manner, by the philosopher 
Adrian, his disciple and friend, who, in recounting 
the eminent services of the deceased. to, his country, 
drew tears from the eyes of all the Athenians. 
Philostratus, Sophisiarum, vita, 1. ii. c. 1. 

See 
Suid. 

“Lexic. Aulus Gellius, le i. co 2.5, 1. ix. co 25 1. xixe. 
c,. 12. . (ze) 
ATTICUS, Tirus Pompowius Cacitivs, was. 

descended of one of the most ancient families in, Rome. 
He was of the equestrian order; and whether we 
consider him as an.intimate associate of the great, a 
prudent politician, or:a dignified man of letters, he is 
one of the most honourable men that his country ever 
produced. He was born during the. latter period of 
the republic :.a time when the convulsi«,xof a mighty 
state, now on the verge of dissolution, necessarily dis- 
closed the real characters of men,,and compelled the 
mind.to exert to the utmost all the faculties bestowed 

n it by nature. Hence it was.that, at.this me- 
morable period, there arose such a, constellation. of 
geniuses, both in arts and in arms, as the world in all. 
probability will never again witness, 

His father being distinguished for his attention 
both to his domestic affairs and to the study of let- 
ters ; two of the greatest of human advantages, for- 
tune and education, were thus secured to young At- 
ticus. When yet a child, he is. said to have discoyer- 
ed undoubted signs of natural talent.. He is descri- 
bed as possessing, at that tender age, a most engaging 
manner, a quick apprehension, and a peculiar grace- 
fulness of cadence and elocution ; qualities which, 
while they commanded the respect A 9 2 companions, 
inspired them not a little with secret jealousy., It 

ill give the reader a higher idea of the excellence. of 
his parts than any description could produce, to be 
informed, that those youths, who were thus mortified 
at the ‘superiority of Atticus, were L. Torquatus, the 
ounger Marius, and the great orator Cicero. Such, 
wever, were his gentleness.and conciliating manner, 

that while he excited the juvenile emulation of his 
companions, he, at the same time, was their chief fa- 

7 

His example is. 

Atticus 
‘Titus. 

Soe 



72 ATTICUS. 
Atticus yourite, and retained their friendship to the end of 
Titus. ~ Jife, 

—v—~ — Having lost his father when young, and the civil 
commotions now beginning, between the parties of 
Cinna and Sylla, in which he had already lost an un- 
cle’; Atticus resolved when yet a youth, to abandon, 
for a time, the scene of tumult and danger, and to re- 
tire with the greater part of his fortune to Athens, 
then the asylum of learning and refinement. Here, 
amid the groves of the Academy, he indulged the ele- 
gant propensities of his genius, and made such distin- 
guished progress in his acquaintance with the Greek 
language, that he wrote and spoke it with the same 
propriety as a native. It was from this circumstance, 
together with his-long residence at Athens, that he 
obtained the surname of Atticus, a designation of 
which he seems to have been proud, and that b 
which the’ children of his friends were taught to s ake 
of him. Cicero ends one of his letters to him thus; 
Kensgay 6 wingos comaleres Teroy Abnvasov: * The little 
Cicero salutes Titus the Athenian.’ _ 

_ The amiable qualities of his heart soon endeared 
Atticus to the Athenian people. His deportment 
was such, that while accessible to the humblest, he 
lost nothing of his dignity, but was on a level with 
the highest. His prudence was so well known, that 
his advice was solicited by the magistrates ; while his 
purse was open to all, and the poorest of the people 
hailed him as their benefactor. He frequently re-, 
lieved. the embarrassments of the state, by advancing 
large sums of money without interest ; thus savin 
the public from falling into the hands of usurers ad 
extortioners ; and on some occasion he distributed 
among the people lange quantities of corn, with a li- 
berality truly magnificent. Having continued for 
many years at Athens, dividing his te between the 
duties of his household, the pursuits of literature, the 
affairs of theg:jty, and the interest of his friends, to 
many of w! he extended assistance when absent, 
he at last found the opportunity, which he had long 
desired, of retufning to his native country. 

On the return of tranquillity, accordingly, he took 
his departure from Athens. On this occasion, he re- 
ceived one of the finest compliments.ever paid to a 
private individual; for the whole Athenian people 
assembled to witness his departure, and testified by 
their tears the genuine sorrow with which they were 
moved; and in his absence they did, what he had 
prevented with much difficulty while present ; they 
erected statues in honour of him and his wife Pilia, 
in the most sacred parts of the city. This honour, 
it is probable, was not conferred on him till many 
years aftér his departure, since he was turned of 50 
fore he was married. 
Thus loaded with the genuine honours of respect 

and gratitude, Atticus returned to enjoy the society 
of his early friends, who were now leading characters 
‘in the state. _ His school-fellow L. Torquatus was 
that year consul ; Hortensius, his intimate friend, made 
a great figure as a public orator; as did also M. T. 
Cicero. It was difficult. to say which of these two 
loved him most ; and it is mentioned as a singular in- 
.stance of his delicaté management, that though they 
frequently met in his company, these rival orators 
never gave vent to that»acrimony of speech, which 

was natural to two angry competitors for public ap- 
plause. His connection with Cicero was, if PORE, 
rendered still more intimate by-the marriage of Q. 
Cicero, the brother of the orator, with Pomponia the 
sister of Atticus. Of this match, which was brought 
about by Cicero, frequent mention is made in the fet. 
ters of that orator to Atticus. These, consisting of 
sixteen books, are still extant ; and for sprightliness 
of wit, accuracy of political information, and expres- 
sions of ardent and genuine friendship, they may be 
safely opposed to any epistolary collection in exist- 
ence. 

The paternal inheritance of Atticus was ample, 
though not splendid. But on the death of his 
Q. Czcilius, his fortune received a considerable ac- 
cession. This old man was of a remarkably peevish 
disposition, insomuch that few could bear his humour; 
but Atticus so won upon him by his dutiful atten. 
tions, that he adopted him as his son, sll Hin a 
inheritance of 10,000,000 sesterces, or near £100,000 
sterling. The unsettled state of affairs at home, and 
his long relegation at Athens, prevented him from 
marrying till considerably advanced in life. His wife’s 
name was Pilia; but who she was, or what were her 
connections, no author has mentioned. By this mar- 
riage he had a daughter Pomponia, who was married 
to Agrippa the favourite of Augustus: and hia grape 
daughter again by this marriage was betrothed by 
command of Augustus, almost as soon as she was 
born, to Tiberius, who was ards emperor. No- 
thing can be more decisive of the high consideration 
in which Atticus was held, and of his extensive though 
secret influence in the state, than this alliance into 
which he was pressed with the family of the Czsars. 

In his political life Atticus pursued a line of con- 
duct which would not have been tolerated by the law 
of Solon; for in all the disturbances which took 
place at- Rome during that eventful period, he so ma- 
naged matters, that he was seldom implicated on either 
side. His friendship for Cicero, it is true, induced 
him to violate this principle of neutrality to a certain 
extent ; and he had no hesitation to declare himself 
openly against such a character as Catiline. - But, in’ 
general, such was his attachment to peace repose, 
that even in his boyish days, Staee ae a E i 
upon him to enlist undet the Clee ore n. TH 
firm adherence to professed principle could not we 
be displeasing to either party ; for though he should 
happen, as he sometimes did, to give private assistance 
to one, yet this was ascribed by the other to private 
friendship, and not to his approbation of political 
conduct. - Hence it hap oat that Atticus was al- 
yways-courted by the two hostile factions at the same 
time. Thus, while he relieved the wants of the ex- 
iled Marius, he was at that very time caressed b 
Sylla. Though he furnished some. of his sane 
friends with money, who were devoted to Pompeys 
cause, yet Czsar was so little displeased at this, that 
he applauded the neutrality of Atticus: and, after 
his victory at Pharsalia, while that conqueror made 
large demands on the rich citizens for money, he not 
ot never molested Atticus, but, on his account, 
personed his nephew, who had carried arms against 

\tticus was always a powerful advocate for mode- 
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great measure lost, and the feelings of patriotism, Atticus 
which aré ever most ardent in a small state, could ituss 

ration and humanity during that poaeinery period ; 
4 to his strict Titus. and to this circumstance, no less t 

—_—" neutrality, we are to ascribe his wonderful success in 

reserving the good opinion of all parties. It was 
his constant maxim to alleviate, as much as in him 

lay, by his influence atid money, the misfortunes of 

the sufferérs, to whatever cause they were attached. 

Thus, though his strict intim with Cicero render- 

ed him naturally favourable to the interest of Brutus, 

in opposition to Antony ; yet, when Antony’s affairs 
seemed utterly i jevabie, and his friends went over 

to the other side, Atticus interposed his good offices, 
and restrained Cicero and his coadjutors not only from 

committing any violence on the person of Antony, 

but from ting his remaining adherents ; whom 
he liberally supplied with whatever they required, out 
of his own pocket. Such, however, was the depra- 
vity of heart which influenced the proceedings of the 
triumvirate, that these services were not sufficient to 
prevent the name of Atticus from being inserted in 
the list of the proscribed. The fury of Antony ra- 
ged to such a degree against Cicero, that he had re- 

to extirpate from the face of the earth the ora- 
tor and all his, friends without a single sick: ert 
But the t was prevailed upon to relent in favour 
of Atticus, who had retired into concealment : ‘he 
wrote to hima letter with his own hand, ttre: Per 
to return, and sent a guard to escort him throug’ the 
horrors of the night. It is a singular fact, that after 
Antony and Augustus quarrelled, Atticus continued 
to be their common friend: he frequently received 
letters from Antony, detailing his plans and opera- 
tions in the East ; while at the same time he main- 
tained a daily ndence with Augustus, who 
consulted him on the most important questions.. The 
refined policy by which he conducted himself in this 
delicate t, almost justifies the eulogium of 
his panegyrist, when he says, that the histo of At- 
ticus has taught the world, « That man is fortunate 
er unfortunate, according to his own conduct.’? 

The same ce forbearance which prevent- 
ed Atticus taking any active part in the civil 
commotions of his time, prevented him also from 
availing himself of many opportunities of obtainin 
public offices. The honour and emolument attach 
to these, he considered as completely counterbalanced 
by the cares and dangers from which they are insepa- 
rable in troublesome times... On more than one occa- 
sion, he might have obtained a province : but this he 
declined as incompatible with that rule of political 
quiet which he had adopted. To this indolence he 
was also probably inclined from the maxims of the 

vi philosophy, to which he professed an at- 
tachment. As pleasure, that is, virtuous enjoyment, 
together with the absence of pain and care, consti- 
tuted the sole object of his desire, he would be dis- 

not to interfere in the angry contentions of the 
world ; but rather, like the gods of Epicurus, to ob- 
serve them in dignified repose, at a distance. It is 
difficult to determine whether this political neutrality 
be altogether consistent with ‘the interest which a 

man ought to take in the welfare of his coun- 
try. But the truth is, that the Roman empire at that 
time had extended itself over so many kingdoms and 
sprovinces, that the proper idea of country was in a 
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there have scarcely been excited. 
In his domestic pen Atticus was equally in- 

teresting. He was remarkably assiduous in the ma- 
nagement of his private affairs, taking charge not on- 
ly of his own, but of those of Cicero, Marius, Hor- 
tensius, Cato, and others. Though his revenue was 
considerable, his expenses were extremely moderate. 
He had no magnificent equipage, nor costly villa: in 
all things he was partial to the simplicity of the an- 
cients, whose manners he had thoroughly studied. 
His house, which stood on the Quirinal hill, was a 
plain old edifice ; though at the same time abundant- 
ly corivenient, and’ suitable to his equestrian rank : 
and here every thing was equally remote from mean- 
ness and ostentation. Splendid occasionally in his 
hospitality, and entertaining, as he did, men of the 
most exalted condition, such as Cicero, Cesar, An- 
tony, and Augustus ; still there was displayed more 
politeness than magnificence ; more neatness than 
show. It was his peculiar praise, that of all his 
household, there was none who was not born ‘under 
his own roof ; and every person, to the meanest lac- 
quey, was a proficient in the valuable arts of reading 
and writing. His feasts were never attended by bands 
of music, nor accompanied by any sumptuous exhibi- 
tions, such as were agreeable to the gross taste of most 
of his cotemporaries. The only vocal entertainment 
allowed by him on these occasions was reading, which 
was performed by persons trained for the purpose’; 
and this rational amusement communicated the most 
lively pleasure to the guests, who, he took care, were 
always of the same taste with himself. What must 
have been the elegance of ‘the remarks, and the in- 
terest of the oho amusement, when the ‘company 
consisted of Atticus, Cicero, Cesar, the poet Calli- 
dius, Sallust, Hortensius, Cornelius Nepos, and simi- 
lar men of letters ! 

In conversation, Atticus was’so fascinating, that 
young men preferred his company to that of their 
own equals: but in his gayest momehts, he had such 
are for decorum, that when even in jest, -he had 
an air of dignity and elevation ; so that it was uncer- 
tain whether he was more beloved or respected by his 
friends. Enviable talent ! which could thus temper the 
suavity of the companion with the dignity of the in- 
structor ; which could insensibly charm the levity of 
youth into the chastened majesty of philosophy! 

In his attachment to his friends, Atticus possessed 
the utmost steadiness, and, unlike many a pretended 
patron, when he once made a promise, he considered. 
the whole business as his own till he performed it. 
His economical style of living enabled him to indulge 
the generous dispositions of his heart to’a much 
greater extent than most could afford, who even sur- 
fae him in wealth. Money was not his object, 
ut the luxury of bestowing it well; and this he often 

did in the noblest manner. © When Brutus was in the 
eer of his power, Atticus refused to support 
im ; but his fortunes were no sooner broken, than 

he relieved his private necessity by a princely .dona- 
tion, To Cicero, when stript of his possessions, and 
driven into exile, his faithful friend sent asum of 
money in his distress, amounting to €2000 sterlings 
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OF his filial and fraternal affection, we may judge, 

Titus. from the funeral oration pronounced by him, at 
=v age of 63, over his mother, whom he buried in her 

90th year. He there declared, that he never in his 
life had occasion to be reconciled to his mother, nor 
had ever any quarrel with his sister, who was then 
much of his own age. Mr Bayle is pleased to be 
witty on this declaration, regretting that the orator 
said nothing about his wife Pilia, whom he therefore 
suspects of having been on bad terms with her hus- 

_band. But Mr Bayle ought to recollect that he had 
not then been long married, whereas he had all his 
life maintained a close intercourse with those to whom 
he paid so e' t a compliment. R 

tticus made a considerable figure in his own time 
as a writer. He kept up an epistolary correspon- 
dence with the most eminent sleiacheetialahel riod. 
Of his correspondence with Cicero, we have a lasting 
monument in the letters which he received from that 
orator. He wrote a book of historical antiquities, 
into which he introduced genealogical tables of the 
principal families in Rome. He also composed, in 
Greek, an account of the consulship of Cicero, with 
which the latter declared himself to be well pleased, 
only that the style appeared somewhat unpolished 
and unadorned. Nor did Atticus altogether neglect 
poetry, which he cultivated principally for the ele- 
gant taste which that study promotes. His chief 
effort in this way consisted in describing, under their 
pictures, the most remarkable actions of distinguished 
men, concerning whom he is said to have comprised 
an amazing quantity of information in the compass of 
four or five verses. 

The constitution of Atticus was excellent, since, 
for thirty years together previously to his last illness, 
he had no occasion fora physician ; and though now 
in the seventy-seventh year of his age, he was appa- 
rently as stout and hale as ever. About this time 
he was seized with a distemper which affected his in- 
testines, and at last broke out into a sore; upon 
which, dreading a long continuance of pain, and sup- 
posing his fate ® be inevitable, he resolved to antici- 
ate nature by abstaining from food. Having sent 
ie his son-in-law, Agrippa, and some more of his 
friends, he declared to them his fixed resolution, and 
requested that none of them would endeavour to dis- 
suade him from it. He is said to have done all this 
with such a composed countenance, that he seemed 
to be only talking of passing from one house to an- 
other, and not from this world to the next. At the 
end of two days the pain andffever sensibly abated ; 
but thinking it beneath him to recede from his pur- 
pose, he persisted in his abstinence, and on the fifth 
day after he had made the fatal resolution he breath- 
ed his last. Thus died Atticus the death of a Ro- 
man: that is, he shrunk from a temporary distress 
with a meanness unbecoming a man, and rushed into 
the other world before he was regularly summoned. 
But this presumption we must ascribe, in this in- 
‘stance, to the prejudices of the time, rather than to 
the individual. How different his conduct from that 
of aman, in similar circumstances, who has been styled 
the modern Atticus! See,’ said Addison to his 
friends, probably in allusion to this very suicide of At- 
ticus, * see how a Christian can die.”? Atticus was 

ATTICUS. 
buried, according to his own request, without any 
funeral pomp, by the Appian way, in the tomb of 
his uncle Cacllius. = " ’ 

Upon the whole, the most prominent feature in 
the c of Atticus, so far as it is known to us, 
was prudence, But we must’ avow our that 
the piece ascribed to Cornelius Nepos should be the 
principal —_ em information. That life is 
evidently inten or a ic, in which every 
thing t and amiable ‘seas to Atticus, with- 
out a single shade of failing, to the best of the wri- 
ter’s judgment. Atticus, however, was unquestion- 
ably a man of first rate consequence in his own time. 
His strict intimacy with that crafty tyrant Augus- his nephew Tibe- tus, who was forward in marrying 
tius to Agrippina, the -daughter of Atticus, is 
alone a full proof that he was an elevated character. 
The Epistles of Cicero, too, written when that ora- 
tor and statesman was in the plenitude of his fame 
and power, breathe such an air of ardent friend- 
ship, unlimited confidence, and even anxious re- 
spect, that we cannot but conclude, independently of 
Nepos, that Atticus was a politician of first rate 
accomplishments, wealth, and influence. We say 
politician, for though he disclaimed the title, nothing 
can be more evident from the epistles of Cicero, 
than that Atticus had-a considerable share in the 
secret movements of the poltical machine, and that he 
at least sanctioned, if not suggested, a considerable 
degree of stratagem and intrigue for the accomplish- 
ment of his purposes. These, however, it must be 
confessed, were all of a gentle and amiable kind; 
and he seems to have been one of those few who ri- 
gidly shaped their conduct by the precepts of philo- 
sophy. ‘This love of privacy was not the effect of 
timidity or indifference; it was founded on a settled 
plan of avoiding the troubles of the time, on the score 
of ultimate happiness. Atticus was splendid with 
economy ; industrious with dignity ; and his purse 
was open to relieve the wants of contending leaders, 
not because he had no public principle, but because 
these were his private friends, and were, perhaps, 
in his secret opinion, all equally devoid of patriotic 
motives. When two corrupt factions contended for 
the superiority, what wise man would join either, or 
make either his enemies? In short, Atticus was one 
of those humane conciliating characters who dimi- 
njsh the animosity of parties, and who, if more nu- 
merous, would entirely suppress it. The intrinsic 
value of his mind is the only foundation of his fame. 
Without having performed a single splendid action, 
or discharged any public function, or aimed at exci- 
ting the admiration of posterity by any remarkable 
monumént of his taste, talents, or munificence, he 
has the os a felicity of being famous for ever on 
account of his mere personal worth! See M. T. 
Ciceronis Epistole ad Atticum; Vita T. Pomponii 
Aittici ex Cornelio Nepote; Suetonii Vita Tiberi, 
c. 7.3; Gassendi; Vita Fedeont 3 Dict. de Bayle. («) 
ATTILA, the son of Mundzuk, king of the 

Huns. -In conjunction with his brother Bleda, he 
succeeded to the supreme government of the Huns, 
about the 433. Bleda, however, was soon de- 
prived of his government and his life by the cruel 
policy of his brother. Attila, according to the ac- 
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count of eveinine . the fe pelvis 
in his person eatures the complete. 
modern Calmuc; having a large ; 
«complexion, small deep-seated eyes, a flat nose, a few 
hairs in the place of a beard, shoulders, and 
a short square » of nervous strength, though 
of disproportioned With this vulgar figure, 

which, however, might be fashioned according to 

the most refined ideas of personal beauty among 
the Huns, he affected the haughty step and the 

Sie had a way of 
ess, for the pur- 

pose of inspiring fear or reverence into the minds 
of beholders. This could not fail to produce its ef 
fect: It is easy for a despot to stare his trembling 
‘slaves-out of couritenance ; and the barbarian princes, 
who confessed that they could not gaze with a steady 
-eye on the divine majesty of the king of the Huns, 
were at least as sincer¢ in their adulation as the ser- 
vile flatterers of Augustus, who pretended to shrink 
from the lustre of his piercing eye. Attila delighted 
in war, but his policy was not inferior to his prowess ; 
and he dexterously called in the aid of superstition, 
to assist him in establishing a aay which made him 
the terror of the world, and, from the way in which 
it was exercised, acquired for him the title of the 
scourge of God. So far from considering this desig- 
nation as any di e, he is said to have adopted it 
-himself, as one of his titles of honour. A fortunate 
occurrence, or a well-concerted plot, seemed to mark 
him out as the favourite of heaven, and the destined 
conqueror of the world. The Scythians were ac- 
eustomed to worship an iron scymitar, as the symbol 
-of Mars; and the very sword of the god himself, to- 
gether with the power which it conveyed, were sup- 
posed to be committed into the hand of Attila. A 

herd of the Huns perceiving one of the heifers 
to be wounded in the foot, followed the track of 
blood, till he discovered the point of a sword among 
the long grass; having carefully dug it up, he pre- 
sented it to Attila, who joyfully accepted it as the 
Property of the god of war, and as a pledge of his 

ure victories. 
The empire of Attila was of immense extent : 

those vast tracts of country anciently comprehended 
under the names of Scythia and Germany were sub- 
ject to his controul ; so that his dominions extended 
from the Danube on the one hand, almost to the 
eonfines of China on the other.. He could, with ease, 
bring into the field an army of 500,000, or, accord- 
ing to others, of 700,000 men. This immense force 
‘was never suffered to remain long idle. On a frivo- 
lous pretence he invaded the eastern empire, which 
was at that time governed by the feeble hand of 
Theodosius. He swept every thing before him like 
a desolating inundation, and rolled the tide of car- 
nage to the of Constantinople. A histo- 
rian of those times describes his progress in language 
which strongly expresses the extensive and absolute 
devastation which every where marked his steps : 
Pene totam Europam, invasis excisisque civitatibus 
atque castellis, conrasit. Attila himself used to say, 
that the never where his horse trod. The 
fear, or policy of the western Romans, had indu- 
ees them to leave the eastern empire to its fate. 
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Theodosius being thus without any resources to op- Attilas 

pose this formidable invader, was glad to accept sucha “——W-—~” 
peace from him as he chose to dictate. ‘The terms, of 
course, were sufficiently humiliating. ‘The conqueror 
demanded a large tract of territory, stretching along 
the southern banks of the Danube, from Singidunum, 
or Belgrade, as far as Nove in Thrace: the breadth 
was defined by the vague computation of fifteen da 
journey. In the next place, the tribute, or sub- 
sidy, paid by the emperor, was to be raised from 
700 pounds of gold to upwards of 2000 ; and an im- 
mediate contribution: was to be paid to defray the 
expenses of the war: And lastly, all the Huns who 
had been taken in war were to be delivered imme- 
diately without ransom, whilst the Roman prisoners 
were obliged to purchase their freedom at the price 
of twelve pieces of gold for each man. This igno- 
minious treaty was gladly subscribed by the emperor, 
who had no alternative between it and utter destruc- 
tion. There was also another circumstance, which, 
though less hurtful to the public, was not less humi- 
liating to the degenerate Romans of the East. When 
any of Attila’s officers took a fancy to have a wealthy 
or beautiful wife, Theodosius was obliged to. provide 
one, and thus to secure a temporary tranquillity by 
the sacrifice of private feelings. - 

Attila was continually harassing Theodosius with 
unwelcome embassies ; and as the barbarian was ex- 
tremely jealous of his consequence, the emperor was 
forced to make a suitable return; and the pride of 
Attila was not easily satisfied with the dignity of the 
persons who approached him in quality of ambassa- 
dors, At last Maximin, a principal person at the 
court of Constantinople, accepted with reluctance of 
the troublesome commission of reconciling the angry 
spirit of the king of the Huns. — Priscus the histo- 
rian accompanied him, and had an opportunity of 
making many curious observations on the singular 
manners of this formidable monarch, and of his bar- 
barian subjects. The ambassadors of Theodosius 
proceeded, by toilsome journies, through countries 
depopulated by the ravages of the Huns, and cover- 
ed with the bones of the slain. Having passed the 
hills of modern Servia, and crossed the Danube in 
canoes provided by the barbarians, they halted at no 
great distance from the camp of Attila. They were 
now continually exposed to the insolence and the 
caprice of the haughty conqueror. The ministers of 
Attila pressed Maximin to communicate the business 
and the instructions, which he reserved for the ear of 
their master; and, on his refusal to comply, he was 
commanded instantly to depart; the order was re- 
called ; it was again repeated; and at last, when it 
was found impossible to subdue the patient firmness 
of Maximin, he was admitted into the royal presence ; 
but instead of obtaining a decisive answer, he was 
compelled to undertake a remote journey towards the 
north, that Attila might enjoy the satisfaction of re- 
ceiving in the same camp the ambassadors both of 
the eastern and western empire. During this jour- 
ney, the wants of the ambassadors were plentifull 
supplied by the Huns, though the fare was very dif- 
ferent from the luxuries of Constantinople. ‘They 
had mead instead of wine; millet in place of bread; 
and for drink, they had a certain liquor which, ac- 
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Attila. cording to Priscus, was distilled from barley. “Ha- demands could be denied. A solemnem was 

“—v-—’ ving met with a disaster in the night-time, in conse- again sent to deprecate his wrath; and he conde- 
quence of a violent storm, they were kindly relieved 
by the barbarians, who were awakened by their cries. 
The widow of Bleda, Attila’s brother, was particu- 
larly attentive on this occasion, and added to her 
other favours the gift, or at least the loan, of a suffi- 
cient number of Beautiful and obsequious damsels. 
At last, after.a fatiguing and harassing journey, they 

. reached the capital of an empire, which for several 
thousand miles did not contain a single city. This 
capital seems'to have been situated in Regn Hunga- 

» between the Danube, the Teyss, and the Carpa- 
than hills, It could not boast of a single stone 
building, except some baths, which had been lately 
constructed. The houses of the principal officers 
-were all built of timber ; and the palace of Attila, the 
most magnificent building in his dominions, was com- 
posed of the same material. ©This palace was enclo- 
sed by a lofty wall, or pallisade, of smooth square 
timber, intersected with high towers, but intended 
for ornament rather than use. Within this wall was 
a separate house for each of the numerous wives of 
‘Attila ; and instead of the ic confinement. imposed 
by Asiatic jealousy, they politely admitted the Ro- 
man ambassadors to their presence, their table, and 
even to the freedom of an innocent embrace. ‘ The 
Huns, though meanly lodged, were fond of display- 
ing those riches which were the fruit and evidence of 
their victories; accordingly the trappings of their 
horses, their swords, and their shoes, were studded 
-with gold-and precious stones } and their tables were 
profusely spread with plates, and goblets, and vases, 
.of gold and silver, the work. of Grecian artists. At- 
tila alone assumed the superior. pride of despising 
finery, and of adhering to the simplicity of Scythian 
manners: his dress, his arms, and the furniture of his 
horse, were plain, without ornament, and of a single 

- colour ; his table was served in wooden cups and plat- 
ters; flesh was his only food ;.and he never tasted 
the luxury of bread. 

Maximin was placed in a most perilous situation 
by the perfidy ai his countrymen. He was ignorant 
that a conspiracy had been formed against the life of 
Attila; and that Vigilius, interpreter to the embassy, 
actually carried along with him a weighty purse of 
-gold, to reward the services of the person who should 
oaees the king of the Huns. Attila, however, was 
fully apprised of every particular, by the confession 
of the person who had engaged to perform the ser- 

.wice ; and, therefore, instead of being surprised at the 
- haughtiness and rudeness with which he treated the 
ambassadors, we have more reason to admire his mag- 
animity, in respecting the rights of hospitality, and 
in admitting into his presence the ministers of a 
-prince, who had basely. conspired against his life. 
aw was instantly seized ; and was forced to make 
a discovery of the whole transaction. Attila 
spared his life; and under the name of ransom, ac- 
cepted of two hundred _— of gold for the life of 
a traitor, whom he disdained to punish. He imme- 

-diately dispatched ambassadors to Constantinople to 
- denounce ven: ce against Theodosius, and to de- 
mand the head of Chrysaphius the eunuch, who had 
-been the chief agent in,the business. None of his 

scended to pardon the emperor, the eunuch, and the 
interpreter. wee 

Upon the death of Theodosius, Marcian, his suc- 
cessor, peremptorily refused to pay to Attila the ac- 
customed tribute; and instructed his ambassador 
Apollonius to signify this refusal, in the very camp 
of the Huns. Attila enraged, sent an equal defiance 
to the courts of Ravenna and Constantinople: and 
his ambassadors addressed both the emperors in the 
same haughty language. Attila, my lord and thy 
lord, commands thee to provide’ a palace for his im- 
mediate reception.” Despising the eastern Romans, 
whom he had so often vanquished, he directed all his 
strength against the western empire. ‘Fhe nations 
from the Wolga to the Danube obeyed his summons, 
and poured their countless myriads on the devoted 
country of Gaul. The Romah empire was saved, on 
this occasion, by the policy and intrepidity of /Etius, 
whom Gibbon calls the last of the Romans. He 
formed a strict alliance with Theodoric, king ‘of the 
Visigoths, who at that time reigned at Thoulouse : 
and, in conjunction with his warlike forces, boldly 
proceeded to meet the terror-of Europe and of Asia 
on the plains of Chalons. Here a tremendous en- 
gagement took place. The centre of the Visigoths 
soon gave way, owing to the defection of some of 
their allies; "Theodoric, their king, was: slain whilst 
animating his men to battle; and Attila already be- 
gan to exult in the confidence of victory. In this 
situation, Torismond, the son of Theodoric, who had 
occupied a rising ground, rushed down upon the 
Huns with irresistible fury: the Visigoths soon re- 
stored their order of battle, and Attila for the first time 
sustained a defeat. The number of slain, on this oc- 
casion, according: to the lowest accounts, amounted 
to 162,000, whilst others swell it to nearly double 
that number. 

The policy of /Etius probably saved the Huns 
from utter destruction: he saw that the empire had 
as much to fear from the victorious Goths, as from 
the Huns whom they had vanquished: he therefore 
persuaded Torismond, who was bent on ing 
the death of his father, to return to Thoulouse, that 
he might disappoint the ambitious designs of his bro- 
thers. By this device, Attila was permitted to re- 
tire unmolested, and to recruit his forces for an inva- 
sion of Italy in the ensuing spring. He scarcely met 
with resistance but at Aquileia, which made a long 
and obstinate defence, but was at last taken and de- 
stroyed. Italy was completely at his » when 
the feeble Valentinian resolved to try the effect of a 
-supplicatory embassy. .Avienus, a person of the 
hiahens dignity, and thes, bishop of Rome, undertook 
the dangerous office of deprecating the wrath of the 
enraged barbarian: and the eloquence, majestic p- 
pearance, and sacerdotal robes of the bishop, had 
same effect. on Attila, that the appearance of the 
Jewish high priest is said to have hind on ahiataleldrof 
Alexander. The safety of Italy was — by 
the eloquence of the ambassadors, and the immense 
dowry of the princess Honoria. The empire was 
-soon after freed from the fear of this formidable in- 
vader. Having added a beautiful maid, to the list 
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The monarch retired, at a late hour, to 
the nuptial bed, oppressed with wine. His attend- 
ants continued to respect his pleasures, or his repose, - 
the greatest of the ensuing day ; till the unusual 
silence alaonid theis-fours cient 9 ha icions ; and 
after ing to awake Attila, by loud and re- 
~peated cries, they at length broke into the royal 

D \ They found the trembling bride sitting 
by the ides hiding her face with her veil, and la- 
menting her danger and the death of the king, 
who had expired during the night. An artery had 
: burst ; and as Attila lay ina supine posture, 
whe was suffocated by a torrent of blood. It was re- 

“ at Constantinople, that on the fortunate night, 
aan which he expired, Marcian beheld in a dream the 
bow of Attila broken asunder: and the report, says 
«Gibbon, may be allowed to prove, how seldom the 
image of that formidable barbarian was absent from 
the mind of a Roman emperor. 

_. The authentic ials for the history of Attila 
may be found in Jornandes, (de Rebus Geticis), and 
Priscus; (Excerpta de Legationibus.) See these ma- 

> terials *aAtcored by Gibken in the tae volume of his 
History. (9) 
ATTOC , a city and fortress of Hindostan, built 

on the site of the ancient Tazxila, by Acbar, in 1581. 
_It stands on the eastern bank of the Indus, and com- 
mands the narrow pass from Cabul to Lahore. E. 

é . 719.12’, N. Lat. 33°-6’. J) : 
» ATTORNEY, ( Attornatus,) signifies one who is 
‘appointed by another to transact any business for him 
in his absence. An attorney is either public,—as 

» those in the courts of record,—and is constituted by 
warrant from his client ; or private,—to perform any 
» particular act or piece of business,—who is usually 
‘appointed by letter of attorney. (z) 
. “ATTORNEY ar Law, isa person who manages 
‘ = law business of another, by whom he is retained ; 

term being analogous to the procurator, or proc- 
tor, of the iblinas and canonists. ? 

'» Anciently, (according to the old Gothic constitu- 
»tion,) every suitor was obliged to appear and prose- 
_ cute or defend his suit in person, unless by special 
«license from the king ; and this still continues to be 
«the rule in criminal cases. But by sundry old sta- 
tutes, from that of Westm. 2. c. 10., permission was 

» granted for attornies to prosecute or defend any civil 
suit in the absence of the parties. An idiot, how- 
ever; cannot, at this day, prosecute or defend by at- 

; > but must a) r in person. 
‘ be adseinad s are sainitted ie the execution of their 
office by the superior courts of Westminster-hall. 
They are cided: as officers of the respective 

, Fens in which they are admitted ; on which account 
ey enjoy many privileges; and are, on the other 

hand, pac Fone ject to the censure and animad- 
/ version of the judges... In order to enable one to 
practise as an attorney in any of these courts, he must 

. be admitted and sworn an attorney of that particular 
» court; and an in the King’s Bench cannot 
\ practise in rare os nor eee To™ 
practise in the Court o it is necess 

to, be admitted a solicitor shana . 

17 
Attock, of his innumerable wives, the marriage was celebrated 

Attorney. with barbaric pomp, at his wooden palace beyond the 
—v— Danube. 

AOL 
There are divers statutes which regulate the admis- 

sion, &c. of attornies; as, 3 Jac. I. c.'7; 12 Geo. I. 
c. 29; 2 Geo. II. c. 23 ; 22 Geo. II. c. 46; 23 Geo. 
II. c. 26, &c. 

Besides the obligation of fidelity to his client, the 
attorney owes him diligence and secrecy ; and, in 
‘certain cases, action lies at the suit of the client, 
against his attorney; for neglect of duty. Blackst. 

‘lomment. b. iii. ch. 2... Jacob’s Law Dict. 
In Scotland there is no class of law practitioners 

who take the name of attornies. . The office there is 
not public, as in England, but private 5 and it is con- 
stituted by letters of attorney. The person who re- 
ceives infeftment for another is also called the attor- 
ney.’ See Bell’s Dict. of the Law of Scotland. (z) 
ATTORNEY Generat, is the name given to a 

great law officer, and principal counsel for the crown, 
who is constituted such by the’king’s letters patent. 

» His duty is to exhibit informations, and prosecute for 
_ the crown in matters criminal ; and to file bills in the 
exchequer, for any thing which concerns the kin 
in inheritance and profits. ‘See Jacob’s Law Dict. (z 
ATTORNMENT, or Arrournment, (Aftor- 

namentum, from the Fr. Yourner,) in the law of 
England, signifies the tenant’s acknowledgment of a 
new lord, in the sale of lands, &c. 

This practice derives its origin from the nature of 
feudal tenures, and from the spirit of the feudal cus- 
toms. For, as by that system it was held to be nei- 
ther reasonable nor proper, that a feudatory should 
transfer his lord’s gift to another, and substitute a 
new tenant, without the consent of the lord; neither, 
on the other hand, was it deemed allowable for a lord 
to alienate his seignory without the consent of his te- 
nant, which consent was called an attornment. And 
the doctrine of attornment was afterwards extended 
to all lessees for life or years. 

In the course of time, however, the necessity of 
attornment was modified and restricted by the statute 
Quia emptores terrarum, (18 Edw. I. st. 1.) ; the 
statute of uses (27 Hen. VIII. c. 10.), and by the 
statute of wills (34 & 35 Hen. VIII. c. 5.) At 
length, both the necessity and efficacy of attornments 
were almost entirely taken away by the statute 4 and 
5 Ann. c. 16, which enacts, that all grants and con- 
veyances of manors, lands, rents, and reversions, &c. 
by fine or otherwise, shall be good, without the at- 
tornment of the tenants. And by the statute’ 11 Geo. 
II. c. 19. attornments of lands, &c. made by tenants 
to strangers claiming title to the estate of their land- 
lords shall be null and void, and shall not affect their 
landlord’s possession. ‘This, however, shall not extend 
to annul any attornment made pursuant to a judg- 
ment at law, or with consent of the landlord ; or toa 
mortgagee on a forfeited mortgage. ‘ 

Since the passing of these statutes, the doctrine of 
attornment,—which formerly was one of the most 
copious and abstruse in the law,—may be considered 
as almost entirely obsolete and useless. See Jacob’s 
Law Dict. & 
ATTRACTION, Cuemicat, usually called Ar- 

FINITY, ‘an attraction which exists between the mi- 
nute particles of matter, which urges them together, 
and which keeps them united. It acts only at insen- 
sible distances, and becomes imperceptible when the 

Attorney 

Attraction, 
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78 ATTRACTION. 
‘Attraction distances between bodies is sensible. Hence we have they instantly separate from each other, and the Attraction Chemicak no means of knowing the rate according to which it compound is decomposed. By this contrivance, he Chemical. 

varies. Some philosophers have endeavoured to prove decom; the alkalies. and earths, and«several of “~V~ 
that it is' merely a case of gravitation, and of course 
that it is inversely as the square of the distance; but 
the most cautious and best informed philosophers 
have inclined to the opinion, that it follows a different 

law, varying"as = or eyen according to some higher 

ower. This in particular was the opinion of Sir 
saac Newton. 
The opinion at present entertained by chemists is, 

that the affinity between bodies varies in intensit 
according to the body ; for example, that the affinity 
between sulphuric acid and barytes, is not the same 
in point of force as the affinity between sulphuric 
acid and potash. This opinion is founded upon a 
well known fact, that if sulphuric acid be in combi- 
nation with potash, if we mix barytes with the com- . 
pound, the acid leaves the potash and unites with the 
barytes. Hence it was inferred, that sulphuric acid 
has a stronger affinity for barytes than it has for pot- 
ash. On similar experiments the proportional strength 
of the affinity of various bodies for each other was 
founded, and the results were drawn up into tables, 
which were considered as denoting the strength of 
the affinity of different bodies for eachother. Ber- 
thollet has lately shewn, that these decompositions 
are much more complicated than had been suspected, 
that they are never complete, and that they may 
be explained upon other principles. He has endea- 
voured to shew, that affinity in all cases produces 
combinations, and never decompositions; and that the 
decompositions which take place are owing to other 
circumstances, many of which he has enumerated. If 
this notion, which is at least plausible, be well found- 
ed, it destroys the whole doctrine of elective attrac- 
tions. Berthollet has pointed out another method of 
determining the strength of affinity of various bodies 
for each other. According to him, that body, the 
least weight of which is capable of neutralizing an 
acid, has the greatest affinity for that acid. Thus, 
of all the bases capable of combining with sulphuric 
acid, the least weight of ammonia is capable of neu- 
tralizing a given quantity of the acid, while the 
greatest weight of barytes ‘is required. According 
to this doctrine, ammonia has the strongest affinity, 
and barytes the weakest affinity.of all the bases for 
sulphuric acid. This opinion seems at first sight 
plausible, but its plausibility depends upon the inde- 
finite meaning attached to the word neutralize. The 
truth is, that at present we have no means whatever 
of determining either the intensity or the variation of 
the force called affinity, and know only that it exists, 
and that it is very strong. 

Mr Davy has lately added a new and very curious 
fact respecting compounds. He has shewn, that 
when two particles are united, they are in different 
states of deter the one positive ard the other 
negative, and that the difficulty of decomposing them 
depends upon the intensity of these states. Oxygen 
anleisine always negative ; hydrogen and alkalies, 
and earths, always positive. If, by means of electri- 
city, we bring ice into the same electrical state, as 
by making them both positive or both negative, then” 

the acids and metallic oxides. Hence it is)not un- likely that chemical affinity and electrical attractions 
may in reality be one and the same force. The sub- 
ject is still involved in obscurity; but we may ex- 
“pect much elucidation from the skill and industry of 
the philosophers at present engaged in the investiga 
tion. 

Mr Dalton has lately thrown out a very ingenious 
idea respecting chemical affinity, which deserves te 
be mentioned, According to him, bodies unite ci- 
ther atom to atom, or two or three atoms @ one to 
one atom of another. ‘Thus water is composed of an 
atom of oxygen and an atom of hydrogen united to- 
gether ; ammonia of an atom of hydrogen and an 
-atom of azote united together ; carbonic acid of two 
atoms of oxygen united to-one of carbon. § 
of potash consists of a particle of sulphuric acid 
united to a particle of potash; supersulphate of pot- 
ash of a particle of potash united to two particles of 
sulphuric acid. If we admit that matter is com- 
posed of atoms, as is at least probable, it is difficult 
to refuse admission to this hypothesis, though it is 
probable that more complicated casesmay exist. For 
example, two atoms of ote body may vombine with 
three of another, and so on. It is even possible that 
the proportion in which” bodies unite cannot always 
be represented by numbers. But this hypothesis of 
Dalton is much more probable, and corresponds much 
better with the phenomena, than the opposite one of 
Berthollet, that bodies combine in all proportions 
whatever. Dalton’s hypothesis is very useful, be- 
cause it facilitates the knowledge of the composition 
of bodies. Forxample, if water be composed of 
an atom of hydrogen and an-atom of oxygen, it fol» 
lows, from the known analysis of water, that the 
weight of an atomof hydrogen is to that of an atom 
of oxygen as 1 to 6. Hence we know, that when 
oxygen enters into a:combination, it will always en- 
ter as 6, or as some multiple of 6.. This is very ob- 
servable in the metallic oxides. The quantity of 
oxygen in the second oxide is usually double that in 
the first oxide, and that in the third triple that in the 
first. ‘Fhe same thing is equally remarkable in the 
salts; the i of potash contains just double 
the quantity of sulphuric acid that exists in the sul- 
phate, and all the supersalts contain twice as much 
acid as the neutral idle with the same acid and base. 
This atomic theory of Mr Dalton, plausible as it is, 
will be overturned, if Mr Davy succeeds in proving 
‘that azote is a ‘compound of oxygen and hydrogen, 
‘as his experiments’ already published give us some 
reason to suspect. (c: 
ATTRACTION, Puysicat, comprehends the 

attraction of gravity, electricity, and magnetism, and 
that which is exerted upon light in its transmission 
through diaphanous bodies, or in its passage near those 
which are opaque. The theory of gravitation has 
already been fully discussed under the head of Pay- 
stcaL Asrronomy, and the other’ kinds of attraction 
shall be treated of at full length under the articles to 
which they more particularly belong. It may be 
proper, however, to state in general, that the attrac 
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made with a torsion 

i id ical substances, like those tion of electrical and magnetical 7 ee — 

This 

lomb ; and we are e : 
the foreign journals, that M. Simon of Berlin, by 

means of a balance made entirely of glass, has found 

~ the law of electrical action to be in the simple inverse 

>. 

ratio of the distance. As the apparatus which he 

used is said t 
torsion balance by Coulomb, we are not dis- 

posed to put any confidence in this new result. 
~ There is no method of ascertaining the law of the 
attractive force, by which the rays of light are re- 
fracted in their passage through transparent media 5 
and it is almost equally difficult to determine the rate 

of its variation when the luminous particles are in- 
opaque bodies. From some 
we are led to.conclude, that 

universal gravitation, or depends on some separate 

cause, and follows a different law. The first of these 

opinions has been maintained by Buffon, Libes, and 
we ar add La Place. The lastis the opi- 

iocbok ‘on, and has. been adopted by most of 
his followers, We shall endeavour to give a short 

i the reasoning that has been employed on 
ides of the ion. 

py ical Astronomy on the Gra- 
ion to a Sphere, we have shewn, that when the 

the attracting force varies in the inverse rétio 
of the distance, the total attraction of 

na mrs situated at any distance from 
same as if all the attracting par- 

concentrated in the centre of the 

S 

rei ef 
ff 
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ATTRACTION: 

have been less sensible than the 

spherical body. Considering spheres as simple gra-_ 
vitating points, it 

distance of the particle when out of contact. 
When the attracting force varies as the cube of 

the distance, or according to any higher ratio, it has 

been shewn by Newton, (see the following article on 
the Arrraction of Solids,) that the attraction of, 
the sphere is indefinitely when the particle is 
in contact a it is placed at any finite dis- 
tance. This tt, which is conformable to the 
phenomena of chemical attraction, induced Newton 
to believe, that the law of the force was in the in- 
verse ratio of the cube of the distance, or perhaps 
some higher power of the distance. 

M. Libes has maintained, that when the law of 
the force is pr in the duplicate ratio of the dis- 
tance, the action of a sphere upon a particle in con- 
tact with it is not pro to the radius of the 
sphere, “ When the elementary molecule,’ he ob- 

* 
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serves, ‘ is placed on the surface of the sphere, it is Attraction 
in contact with one of the molecules of the solid, #£ Moun- 
whose action is =«@. The molecule of the sphere, 
situated at the opposite extremity of the same diame- 
ter, exerts upon the molecule attracted a force 

=* Whence the two molecules of the sphere, of 

which one touches the attracted molegule, and the 
other is situated at the opposjte extremity of the 
same diameter, do not attract. the molecule in the 
same manner as they would do if they were united in . 
the centre of the sphere; and, consequently, the ac- 
tion of a sphere upon an elementary molecule which 
it touches is not proportional to the radius. . If the 
masses of two finite bodies which attract each other 
become infinitely small, their'mutual action, in so far 
as their masses are concerned, will suffer an infinite 
diminution. But if these masses, which have become 
infinitely small, are in contact, their centres of action 
will be infinitely near each other, whence the attrac- 
tion, when. it follows the inverse ratio of the square 
of the distance, will be augmented infinitely more by 
the approximation of the centres of action than it 
was diminished by the extreme smallness of the 
masses, consequently the attraction is infinite.’”? Dict. . 
de. Physique, vol. i. p. 100. 

It has been suggested by La Place, that the dis~ - 
es of badies may be in- - 

alc than the diameters of the mole-. 
tances between the molecu 
comparably 
cules themselves, so that the density of each molecule 
is. much greater than the density of the body in 
which it exists, or the density which it would have 
if all the matter of the molecule were uniformly dis- 
tributed within the body. The attraction of a par- 
ticle touching a sphere composed of these.dense mo- 
lecules would thus be very great, compared with the 
attraction which it would experience at a finite dis- 
tance, even when the law of action was the same as . 
that of gravity; so that if matter is thus constitu- 
ted, the attraction of affinity may, in all probability, . 
be only a case of universal gravitation. See Conr- 
swon, CAPILLARY Aftraction, Evecrriciry, Mac- 
NETISM, and Optics. (0) f 
ATTRACTION or Mountains. If every por- 

tion of matter is attracted by every other portion of 
matter, with a force directly proportional to the 
number of 
square of the distance, it might naturally be ex- 
pected, that the attractive force of a large and solid . 
mountain might. be determined by direct experi- 
ments. Though the clouds and vapours which crown 
the summits of lofty mountains, or hover along their’, 
sides, evidently indicate the exertion of an attractive. 
force, yet astronomers haye sought fora more une- 
uivocal proof of its existence, by measuring the de- 

tion which it produced in attracting a plumb-line 
from its perpendicular position. 

The earliest hint of this method was suggested by 
Sir Isaac Newton ; and it was first put in execution 
.by the French academicians, who were sent to mea- 
sure a degree of the meridian in Peru. The celebra- 
ted Bouguer selected the mountain Chimboraco as the 
most proper for this purpose ; and from a rough caleu- ' 
lation he concluded, that its attraction would be equal 
to the 1000th part of that of the whole earth, and 

Hewes wd particles, and inversely as the - 
t 

tains. 
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mean density of the hill to be nearly that of common Attraction 
free stone, or 2.5, wm the ity of the of Moun- 

80 
Attraction might produce a deviation in the’plumb-line of nearly 
of Moun-* 43 seconds. In order to determine this experimen- 

tains tally, Bouguer and Condamine observed the altitudes mountain will be had from the following wes - 
of several stars from two stations, one on the north, 5: 9=2.5:4.5 the earth’s density, of water ' 
and the other on the south side of the mountain. ‘The being 1. r. aly 
difference between the altitudes obtained on each side, It is obvious, that the accuracy of this result de- 
diminished by the difference of latitude between the pends on the correctness of the number 2.5, which is “ 
two stations, will be double of the angle of deviation assumed as the average density of the hill. With the Professor 
roduced by the action of the mountain. Thus, in view of ascertaining the real density of Shchallien, a Playfair’s 

PLATE Plate XLIX. Fig. 1. if the plummets are attracted complete mineralogical survey of it has been recently S*¥*y of 
XLIX. into the positions AB, CD, deviating from the ver- made by Professor Playfair. He found that it con- . ~ 
Fig. 1. tical lines AP, CO, by the angles PAB, OCD, the sisted of granular quartz, whose average density was 

difference of latitude between the stations O, P, 
which is measured by the celestial arch MN, will, 
in consequence of the deviation of the plumb-line, be 
saeeaad by the arch mn. But the arch MN is 
known from the distance between the stations O, P ; 

2.64, and of mica slate, whose average density was 
2.81 ; and that the density of a homogeneous moun- 
tain, that would have produced the same effect upon 
the plumb-line, was 2.716. Mr Playfair has, with 
great labour, computed the correction that must be 

therefore, by subtracting the arch MN from the 
arch mn, found by taking the altitudes of a star, we 
obtain the sum of the arches Mz, Nz, which measure 
the two angles of deviation PAB, OCD, produced 
by the attraction of the mountain. In the case of 
Chimboraco, the angle of deviation was 8 seconds. 

made on ee attraction of the mountain, in conse- 
quence of the variation in the specific gravity of its 
parts ; and it would appear from Fg es Sa a 
that the earth’s density is about 4.867, a result which 
approaches nearer than the former to the result of Mr 
Cavendish’s experiments on the attraction of leaden 

Maske- This interesting experiment was repeated in this balls. A detailed account of Mr Playfair’s survey and e 
lyne’s ex- country by the learned Dr Maskelyne, with the view calculations will, we trust, be soon given to the pub- 
ee shehale Ot merely of ascertaining in general the attraction of lic. _T’o the kindness of that celebrated philosopher, 
yy mountains, but for the purpose of determining from the editor has been indebted for the preceding inter- 

the result the mean density of the earth. The hill 
of Shehallien, in the county of Perth in Scotland, was 
reckoned the most convenient for this purpose, and 
preparations were made for executing this laborious 
undertaking in the summer of 1774. An observa- 
tory was erected about half way up the north side of 
the hill, and was afterwards removed to a similar po- 

esting facts. 
The experiments made by Mr Cavendish on the Caven- 

attraction of leaden balls, in order to determine the dish’s ex- 
density of the earth, are so intimately connected with Perinents 
the attraction of mountains, that we cannot omit the sehen heg 
present et of presenting our readers with an Jeaden 
account of the apparatus which he employed, and of balls. 

sition on the south side. No fewer than 337 obser- 
vations were made with an excellent zenith sector of 
Sisson’s upon 43 fixed stars; and it appeared from 
these observations, that the difference of latitude be- 
tween the two stations was 54.6. By the trigono- 
metrical survey it was found, that the distance be- 
tween the stations was 4364.4 feet, which in the la- 
titude of 56° 40’ answers to a difference of latitude 
equal to 42’.94. The difference between these  re- 
sults, viz. 11/’.6, is obviously the sum of the two de- 
flections of the plumb-line, and therefore 5”.8 is the 
measure of the attraction of Shehallien.. A complete 
survey of the mountain was next made, in order to de- 
termine its form and dimensions, for the purpose of 
calculating the attraction which it exerted upon the 
plumb-line of the’sector. In order tc accomplish this, 
the hill was supposed to be divided into a number of 
vertical pillars, and the action of each pillar upon the 
plumb-line was computed from its altitude and its dis- 
tance from the observatory, From these computa- 
tions, which were made with great labour ‘by the 
learned Dr Charles Hutton, it appeared, that the 
whole attraction of the earth was to the sum of the 
two contrary, attractions of the earth, as 9933 to 1, 
the density of the hill being supposed to be equal to 
the mean density of the earth. But the attraction of 
the earth is to the sum of the attractions of the hill 
nearly as radius is to the tangent of 11".6, that is, as 
17804 to 1, consequently the mean density of the 
earth is to the mean density of the hill as 17804 to 
9933, or nearly as 9 to 5. Dr Hutton supposes the 

2 

the results to which he was conducted. 
This ingenious and simple machine was invented 

for the purpose of measuring the earth’s density, by 
the Rev. John Michell, a young and accomplished 
philosopher, who was carried off in early life from 
the scientific labours which he had so successfully be- 
gun. It afterwards came into the hands of Mr Ca- 
vendish, who made a few improvements on its con- 
struction, and conducted the experiment to a succes- 
ful issue. : 
A longitudinal vertical section of the instrument is Prate 

represented in Plate XLIX. Fig. 2. where GGHH XLIXx. 
and ABCDD Fig. 2. is the building in which it was p 

CBAEFFE its case; x and rare the two balls which 
are suspended by the wires Ax from the arm ghmh, 
which is itself suspended by the slender wire gl. This * 
arm consists of a slender deal rod hmh, strengthened 
by asilver wire igh, which renders it sufficiently 
strong to support the balls. 

The case, which rests on posts 6, @ firmly fix- 
ed into the ground, is ys ae and set horizontal _ 
by four screws, two of which are seen at S, S.. W- 
and W are the leaden weights or balls, which are sus- 

nded from the centre-pin Pp by the copper rods 
r, PrR, and the wooden box 77. This centre pin 
asses through a hole in the beam HH, per pears 
Fy over the centre of the instrument, and turns round 
in it, yeh a from falling by the plate p. 
MM is a pulley fastened to this pin, and Mm a cord 
coiled round the pulley, and passing through the end 
wall GG. By means of this cord the observer may 

a 



ter than that-which was deduced from the at-» °f Solids. 
mas It is obvious that the weights W, W conspire, by traction of Shehallien. ; ——~ 

‘their action on the balls x, x, to turn the arm /gh in 
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Attraction turn round the pulley MM, and move the weights of the earth is nearly 5.48, a result considerably Attraction 
oro from one situation tothe other. ==” 

Another method of ascertaining the attraction of 

ing its position. “A small vernier scale, made 
of ivor at ae The cad of each arm, by means of 
‘which their motion may be estimated to less than the 
“100th of an . These divisions’ are viewed by 
“means of the short telescopes T and T, through slits 
“cut in the end of the case, and stopped with glass. 
~ They are illuminated by the lamps L and L with con- 
“vex glasses, so placed as to throw their light on the 
divisions, the room being in every other respect dark. 
By means of the wooden rod FK, with an endless 

“screw at its extremity, the observer is enabled to turn 
round the support 3, to which the wire g/ is fasten- 
‘ed, and then to move the wire till the arm settles in 
the middle of the case. . 
Let us now suppose that the arm /gh is at rest in 
_a known position ; then when the weights are moved, 
the arm will instantly be drawn sue by their at- 

“traction, but it will be made to vibrate, and its vibra- 
tion will continue a great while. By measuring: the 
length of these vibrations, and the time of their con- 
tinuance, Cavendish found that the force which must 
be applied to each ball x, in order to draw the arm 

one division out of its natural position, is Bsn” N 

being the time of a vibration in seconds ; and that’the 
_ attraction of the weight on the ball is to the attrac- 
tion of the earth upon it as .9779 to 1, oras 1 to 
8739000 D, D being the density of the earth, and 
each of the weights weighing 2439000 grains, or be- 
ing equal to 10.64 spherical feet of water. The at - 
traction of the weight upon the ball will therefore be 

aowob the weight of that ball, and conse- 

quently the attraction will be able to draw the arm 
GUN GF its" iatldval Gositions b 818N* N? 

= ONE On ES natural position by 5739000D?™ 10683D 
divisions ; and therefore if, on moying the weights 
from the midway to a new position, the arm is found 
to move B divisions, or if it moves 2B divisions on 
moving the weights from one near position to the 
other, it follows that the density of the earth, or D, 

is 70es3B" After cortecting this result as obtained 

‘from each experiment, Mr Cavendish obtained the 

“ direction. Slips of ivory, dividedinto 20ths matter, has been suggested by the learned Dr Robi- 
XLIX. Ae ined re placec od leet at A, A, as near sah aie a 5 wok a sensible, effect ought 4 ‘ e end of the arm ssible; forthe purpose of produced on along plummet, or a nice spirit level, phe “ea ema ot omnagee Lae by the immense quantity of water which is brought 

to Annapolis Royal in Nova Scotia twice every day 
by the tides, which rise above an hundred feet. «« If 
aleaden pipe,” he observes, ‘a few hundred. feet 
long, were laid on the level beach at right angles with 
the coast, and a glass pipe set upright at each end, 
and the whole filled with water; the-water will rise 
at the outerend, and sink at the end next the land as 
the tide rises.”” See Bouguer’s Trajté dela Figure de 
Terre. Phil. Trans. 1775, vol. lxv. part ii. p. 495, 
500. Id. 1778, vol. lxviii. p. 689. Id. 1798, p. 469. 
Pringle On the Attraction of Mountains, 9to, Lond. 
1775; and Robison’s Elements of Mechanical Phi- 
losophy; vol. i. p. 339. (0) 
ATTRACTION or Sorips. As this subject 

is so intimately connected with the important experi- 
ments on the attraction of mountains and leaden balls, 
and with many other branches of physics, and as. it 
cannot be introduced with propriety under any other 
head, we shall present the reader with some of the 
most important and useful propositions, referring to 
other works for the complete discussion of the sub- 
ject. 

In the chapter of Physical Astronomy, entitled, 
Onthe Gravitation of a Sphere, we havealready entered 
upon the subject as connected with astronomy; we 
shall therefore resume the discussion where it was left 
in that article, following implicitly the steps of New- 
ton, in so far as he has prosecuted. the iit in the 
first book of his Principia. We shall then consider 
the subject of the solids of greatest attraction, which 
has been recently treated with such ability by Pro- 
fessor Playfair, availing ourselves of the kind permis- 
sion of that distinguished philosopher, to give an 
abridged view of his valuable paper. 
We have already seen, in the article already men- "Atteactou 

tioned, that when the law of the force exerted by the of spheres. 
particles is inversely as the square of the distance, the 
centripetal forces of the spheres themselves, on rece- 
din is the centre, decrease or increase accordin 
tothe same law. It will appear from the two follow- 
ing propositions, that when the law of the force va- 
ries in the simple inverse ratio of the distance, the 
centripetal forces of the spheres in receding from the 
centre will vary according to the same law as the following Table of densities: forces of the particles. 

ee 5.5 5.57 5.42 If centripetal forces tend to the several points of Prop. I. 
5.61 5.53 5. 47 ‘spheres, proportional to the distances of those points- 

P 4.68 5.62 5.63 from the attracted bodies ; the compounded force, 
5.07 5.29 5.34 with which two spheres will attract each other mu- 
5.96 544 5. 16 tually, is as the distance between the centres of the 
5.55 5.94 5.3 or oe 5.36 5.79 B75 Case 1. Let AEBF be a sphere ; S its centre; P prare 
5.99 51 5.68 a particle attracted ;, PASB the axis of the sphere XLIX. 
5.58 5.27 5.85 Passing through the centre of the particle; EF, ef, Fig. 3. 
5.65 5.39 two planes, by which the sphere is-cut, perpendicular , , to this axis, and equally distant on each side fromthe From these results, it appears, that the mean density ~ centre of the sphere; G, g, the intersections of the 
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mean density of the hill to be nearly that of common Attraction 
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Attraction might produce a deviation in the plumb-line of nearly 
of Moun-* 43 seconds. In order to determine this experimen- 

tains. tains: 

PLATE 
XLIX. 
Fig. 1. 

Maske- 
lyne’s ex- 
periments 
on Shehal- 
lien. 

tally, Bouguer and Condamiue observed the altitudes 
of several stars from two stations, one on the north, 
and the other on the south side of the mountain. The 
difference between the altitudes obtained on each side, 
diminished by the difference of latitude between the 
two stations, will be double of the angle of deviation 
roduced by the action of the mountain. Thus, in 

Plate XLIX. Fig. 1. if the plummets are attracted 
into the positions AB, CD, deviating from the ver- 
tical lines AP, CO, by the angles PAB, OCD, the 
difference of latitude between the stations O, P, 
which is measured by the celestial arch MN, will, 
in consequence of the deviation of the plumb-line, be 
measured by the arch mn. But the arch MN is 
known from the distance between the stations. O, P ; 
therefore, by subtracting the arch MN from the 
arch mn, found by taking the altitudes of a star, we 
obtain the sum of the arches Mz, Nz, which measure 
the two angles of deviation PAB, OCD, produced 
by the attraction of the mountain. In ‘ie case of 
Chimboraco, the angle of deviation was 8 seconds. 

This interesting experiment was repeated in this 
country by the learned Dr Maskelyne, with the view 
not merely of ascertaining in general the attraction of 
mountains, but for the purpose of determining from 
the result the mean density of the earth. The hill 

free stone, or 2.5, Es the density of the °f Moun- 

mountain will be had from the following analogy : 
5: 9=2.5: 4.5 the earth’s density, 
being 1. 

It is obvious, that the accuracy of this result de» 
pends on the correctness of the number 2.5, which is 

of water 

assumed as the average density of the hill. With the Professor 
a Playfair’s view of ascertaining the real density of Shchallien, 

complete mineralogical survey of it has been recently 
made by Professor Playfair. He found that it .con- 
sisted of granular quartz, whose average density was 
2.64, and of mica slate, whose average density was 
2.81; and that the density of a homogeneous moun- 
tain, that would have produced the same effect upon 
the plumb-line, was 2.716. Mr Playfair has, with 
great labour, computed the correction that must be 
made — attraction of Fo mountain, in conse- 
quence of the variation in the specific gravity of its 
parts ; and it would appear from hin oigl 
that the earth’s density is about 4.867, a result which 
approaches nearer than the former to the result of Mr 
Cavendish’s experiments on the attraction of leaden 
balls. A detailed account of Mr Playfair’s survey and 
calculations will, we trust, be soon given to the pub- 
lic. To the kindness of that celebrated philosopher, 
the editor has been indebted for the preceding inter- 
esting facts. 

The ex periments made by Mr Cavendish on the Caven- 
attraction of leaden balls, in order to determine the dish’s ex- 
density of the earth, are so intimately connected with Perments 
the attraction of mountains, that we cannot omit the Pestios ee 
present opportunity of presenting our readers with an Jeaden 
account of the apparatus which he employed, and of balls. 

of Shehallien, in the county of Perth in Scotland, was 
reckoned the most convenient for this purpose, and 
preparations were made for executing this laborious 
undertaking in the summer of 1774. An observa- 
tory was erected about half way up the north side of 
the hill, and was afterwards removed to a similar po- 
sition on the south side. No fewer than 337 obser- 
vations were made with an excellent zenith sector of 
Sisson’s upon 43 fixed stars; and it appeared from 
these observations, that the difference of latitude be- 
tween the two stations was 54.6. By the trigono- 
metrical. survey it was found, that the distance be- 
tween the stations was 4364.4 feet, which in the la- 
titude of 56° 40’ answers to a difference of latitude 
equal to 42.94. The difference between these re- 
sults, viz. 11/.6, is obviously the sum of the two de- 
flections of the plumb-line, and therefore 5’.8 is the 
measure of the attraction of Shehallien.. A complete 
survey of the mountain was next made, in order to de- 
termine its form and dimensions, for the purpose of 
calculating the attraction which it exerted upon the 
plumb-line of the-sector. In order to accomplish this, 
the hill was supposed to be divided into a number of 
vertical pillars, and the action of each pillar upon the 
plumb-line was computed from its altitude and its dis- 
tance from the observatory. From these computa- 
tions, which were made with great labour by the 
learned Dr Charles Hutton, it appeared, that the 
whole attraction of the earth was to the sum of the 
two contrary, attractions of the earth, as 9933 to 1, 
the density of the hill being supposed to be equal to 
the mean density of the earth. But the attraction of 
the earth is to the sum of the attractions of the hill 
nearly as radius is to the tangent of 11".6, that is, as 
17804 to 1, consequently the mean density of the 
earth is to the mean density of the ‘hill as 17804 to 
9933, or nearly as 9 to 5: Dr Hutton supposes the 

2 

the results to which he was conducted. 
This ingenious and simple machine was invented 

for the purpose of measuring the earth’s density, by 
the Rev. John Michell, a young and accom lished 
philosopher, who was carried off in early life from 
the scientific labours which he had so successfully be- 
gun. It afterwards came into the hands of Mr Ca- 
vendish, who made a few improvements on its con-) 

Hehe: and conducted the experiment to a succes- 
ul issue. ; : 
A longitudinal vertical section of the instrument is Prater 

represented in Plate XLIX. Fig. 2. where GGHH XLIx. 
is the building in which it was placed, and ABCDD Fig: 2. 
CBAEFFE its case; x and xare the two balls which 
are suspended by the wires ha from the arm ghmh, 
which is itself suspended by the slender wire gi. This * 
arm consists of a slender deal rod hmh, strengthened 
by asilver wire igh, which renders it sufficiently 
strong to support the balls. 

case, which rests on posts 6, ¢ firmly fix- 
ed into the ground, is supported and set horizontal 
by four screws, two of which are seen at S, S.. W 
and W are the leaden weights or balls, which are sus- 

nded from the centre-pin Pp by the copper rods 
7, PrR, and the wooden box rr. This centre pin 
asses through a hole in the beam HH, perp 
iy over the centre of the instrument, and turns round 
in it, being prevented from falling by the plate p. 
MM isa pul fastened to this pin, and Mm a cord 
coiled round the pulley, and passing through the end 
wall GG. By means of this the observer may 

“« 
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- out of its natural position by 7 

ATTRACTION. 
our turn round the pulley MM, atid move the weights 
ss from one situation to the other. - 

: ‘arm as possible; forthe purpose of 
dete - its position. A small vernier scale, made 
of ivory, i bteethic cad of each arm, by means of 
‘which their motion may be estimated to less than the 
“100th of an a hese divisions’ are viewed by 
“means of the short telescopes T and 'T, through slits 
“cut in the end of the case, and stopped with glass. 
They are illuminated by the lamps L and L with con- 
vex 8, so placed as to throw their light on the 
divisions, the room being in every other respect dark. 
By means of the wooden rod FK, with an endless 
Screw at its extremity, the observer is enabled to turn 
round the support 3, to which the wire g/ is fasten- 
ed, and then to move the wire till the arm settles in 
the middle of the case. 
Let us now suppose that the arm hgh is at rest in 
a known position ; then when the wei shits are moved, 
the arm will instantly be drawn Mie by their at- 
traction, but it will be made to vibrate, and its vibra- 
tion will continue a great while. By measuring the 
length of these vibrations, and the time of their con- 
tinuance, Cavendish found that the force which must 
be applied to each ball x, in order to draw the arm 

-one division out of its natural position, is pienv N 

_being the time of a vibration in seconds ; and that'the 
attraction of the weight on the ball is to the attrac- 
tion of the earth upon it as .9779 to 1, oras 1 to 
8739000 D, D being the density of the earth, and 
each of the weights weighing 2439000 grains, or be- 
ing equal to 10.64 spherical feet of water. The at - 
traction of the weight upon the ball will therefore be 

saomop the weight of that ball, and conse- 

quently the attraction will be able to draw the arm 
818N* N* 
39000D’*" 10683D 

divisions ; and therefore if, on moving the weights 
from the midway to a new position, the arm is found 
to move B divisions, or if it moves 2B divisions on 
moving the weights from one near position to the 
other, it follows that the density of the earth, or D, 

2 

is i aes After cortecting this result as obtained 

from each experiment, Mr Cavendish obtained the 
following Table of densities: : 

; 5.5 5.57 5.42 
5.61 | 5.53 5.47 

: 4.88 5.62 5.63 
5.07 5.29 5.34 
5.26 5.44 5.46 
5.55 5.34 5.3 
5.36 5.79 5.75 
5,29 5.1 5.68 
5.58 5.27 5.85 
5.65 5.39 

From these results, it appears, that the mean density 
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of the earth is nearly 5.48, a result considerably 
greater than that-which was deduced from the at-» 
traction of Shehallien. 

Another method of ascertaining the attraction of 
matter, has been suggested by the learned Dr Robi- 
son. He supposes that a sensible effect might be 
produced on along plummet, or a nice spirit level, 
by the immense quantity of water which is brought 
to Annapolis Royal in Nova Scotia twice every day 
by the tides, which rise above an hundred feet. «« Tf 
a leaden pipe,” he observes, ‘a few hundred. feet 
long, were laid on the level beach at right angles with 
the coast, and a glass pipe set upright at each end, 
and the whole filled with water; the water will rise 
at the outer end, and sink at the end next the land as 
the tide rises.’? See Bouguer’s Trajté dela Figure de 
Terre. Phil. Trans. 1775, vol. Ixy. part ii. p. 495, 
500. Id. 1778, vol. Ixviii. p. 689. Id. 1798, p- 469. 
Pringle On the Attraction of Mountains, 9to, Lond. 
1775; and Robison’s Elements of Mechanical Phi- 
losophy, vol. i. p. 839. . (0) 
A TRACTION or Sorips.. As this subject 

is so intimately connected with the important experi- 
ments on the attraction of mountains and leaden balls, 
and with many other branches of physics, and as: it 
cannot be introduced with propriety under any other 
head, we shall present the reader. with some of the 
most important and useful propositions, referring. to 
other works for the complete discussion of the sub- 
ject. 
; In the chapter of Physical Astronomy, entitled, 
Onthe Gravitation of a Sphere, we havealready entered 
upon the subject as connected with astronomy 3. we 
shall therefore resume the discussion where it was left 
in that article, following implicitly the steps. of New- 
ton, in so far as he has prosecuted the subject in the 
first book of his Principia. We shall then consider 
the subject of the solids of greatest attraction, which 
has been recently treated with. such ability by Pro- 
fessor Playfair, availing ourselves of the kind permis- 
sion of that distinguished philosopher, to give an 
abridged view of his valuable paper. ‘ 
We have already seen, in the article already men- 

tioned, that when the law of the force exerted by the 
particles is inversely as the square of the distance, the 
centripetal forces of the spheres themselves, on rece- 
din fom the centre, decrease or increase according 
tothe same law. It will appear fromthe two follow. 
ing propositions, that when the law of the force va- 
ries in the simple inverse ratio of the distance, the 
centripetal forces of the spheres in receding from the 
centre will vary according to the same law as the 
forces of the particles. 

If centripetal forces tend to the several points of 
spheres, proportional to the distances of those points- 

m the attracted bodies; the compounded force, 
with which two spheres will attract each other mu- 
tually, is as the distance between the centres of the 
spheres. 

Case 1. Let AEBF be a sphere; S its centre; P 
a particle attracted; PASB the axis of the sphere 
passing through the centre of the particle; EF, ef 
two planes, by which the sphere is.cut, perpendicular 
to this axis, and equally distant on each side from the 
centre of the sphere; G, g, the intersections of the 

L 
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of Solids. 

Attraction 
of spheres. 

Prop. I. 

PLATE 
XLIX. 
Fig. 3. 
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planes and the axis: and H an int in the plane 
EF. The centripetal force of the point H upon 

—v— the particle P, exerted in the direction of the line 
PH, is as the distance PH; and according to the 
direction of the line PG, or towards the centre S, 
is as the length PG. Therefore, the force of all 
the points in the plane EF, that is, the force of the 
whole plane, by which the particle P is attracted 
towards the centre S, is as the distance PG multi- 
plied by the number of those points; that is, as the 
solid which is contained under that plane EF and 
the distance PG. And, in like manner, the force of 
the plane ef with which the particle P is attracted 
towards the centre S, is as that plane multiplied into 
its distance Pg, or as the equal plane EF multiplied 
into that distance Pg: and the sum of the forces of 
both planes as the lane EF multiplied into the sum 
of the distances PC P g; that is, asthat plane mul- 
tiplied into double the distance PS of the centre and 
the particle; that is, as double the plane EF multi- 
plied into the distance PS ; orasthe sum of the equal 
planes EF+e/ multiplied into the same distance. 
And, by a like reasoning, the forces of all,the planes 
in the whole sphere, equally distant on each side from 
the centre of the sphere, are as the sum of the planes 
multiplied into the distance PS ; that is, as the whole 
sphere and as the distance PS jointly. 

Case 2. Let the particle P now attract the sphere 
AEBF. And, by the same reasoning, it will be 
proved, that the force, with which that sphere is at- 
tracted, is as the distance PS. 

Case 8. Let another sphere be now composed of 
innumerable particles P; and, since the force, with 
which each particle is attracted, is 4s the distance of 
the particle from the centre of the first sphere, and as 
the same sphere jointly ; and therefore is the same, as 
ifthe woke proceeded from one particle in the centre 
of the sphere ; the whole force, with which all the 
particles in the second sphere are attracted, that is, 
with which that whole sphere is attracted, will be the 
same, as if that sphere was attrgcted by a force pro- 
eeeding from one particle in the centre of the first 
sphere ; and therefore is proportional to the distance 
between the centres of the spheres. 

Case 4. Let the spheres attract each other mu- 
tually, and the force being doubled will preserve the 
former proportion. 

Case 5. Let the particle p be now placed within 
the sphere AEBF ; and, since the force of the plane 
e ‘4 upon the particle is as the solid contained under 
that plane and the distance pg; and the contrary 
force of the plane EF as the solid contained under 
that plane and the distance p G ; the force compound- 
ed of both will be as the difference of the solids ; that 
is, as the sum of the equal planes multiplied into half * 
the difference of the distances; that is, as that sum 
multiplied into pS, the distance of the particle from 
the centre of the sphere. And, by a like reasoning, 
the attraction of all the planes EF, efin the eck 
sphere, that is, the attraction of the whole sphere is 
jointly as the sum of all the planes, or as the whole 
sphere, and-as pS the distance of the particle from 
the centre of the sphere: 

Case 6. And, if a new’sphere be composed of in- 
numerable particles p, placed within the former sphere 

ATTRACTION. 
AEBF; it may be proved as before, that either the Attraction. 
single attraction of one towards the other, or the mu- °f Solids. 

attraction of both towards each other, will be as “~~V-—"” tu 
the distance of the centres pS. 

If spheres are dissimilar and inequable in 
ing directly from the centre to the circumference ; 
but are every where similar at every given distance © 
in a circumference around; and the attractive force 
of every point is as the distance of the attracted 
body: the whole force, with which two spheres of 
this kind attract each other, is proportional to the 
distance between the centres of the spheres, - 

This is demonstrated from the preceding proposi- 
tion, in the same manner as the Proposition in Chap. V. 
p- 691. col. 1. of Physical Astronomy was demon- 
strated. 

Cor. Those things which are demonstrated of the 
motion of bodies round the centres of conic sections, 
take place, when all the attractions are made by the 
force of spherical bodies of the quality already de- 
scribed, and the attracted bodies are spheres of the. 
same kind. 

If any circle AEB is described with the centre S ; 
and two circles EF, ¢f are described with the centre 
P, cutting the former in E, e, and the line PS in 
Ff; and. ED, ed be let fall. perpendicular to PS; 
then, if the distance of the ares EF, ef is supposed to 
be continually diminished, the limit of the ratios of 
the variable line Dd to the variable line F/ is the 
same as the ratio of the line PE to the line PS. 

For, if the line Pe cuts the arc EF in g; and the 
right line Ee, which approaches nearer than by any 
assignable difference to the arc Ee, be produced, and 
meet the right line PS in T ; and SG be let fall from 
S, perpendicular to PE : because of the similar tri- 
angles DT'E, dTe, DES, Dd will be to Ee, as DT” 
toTE, or DE to ES: and, because of the similar 
triangles. Eeg, ESG, Ee will be to eg or Ff, as ES 
to SG; and, ex eguo, Dd to F f, as DE to SG; 
that is, because of the similar triangles PDE, PGS, 
as PE to PS. 

If EF fe, considered as a surface, by reason of its Prop. IM. 
breadth being indefinitely diminished, describes a yi 
rical concavo-convex solid by its revolution round the 
axis PS, to the several cath particles of which there 
tend equal centripetal forces; the force, with which 
that solid attracts a particle placed in P, is in a ratio 
compounded of the ratio of the solid DE* x Ff and 
the ratio of the force, with which a given particle in 
the place Ff would attract the same particle in P. 

For, if we first consider the force of the spherical 
surface FE, whichis generated by the revolution of the 
are FE, andis any where cut in 7 by the line de; the 
annular part of the sutface; generated by the revolu- 
tion of the arc rE, will be as the small line Dd, the 
radius of the sphere PE remaining the same; asyAr- 
chimedes has demonstrated in his book concerning 
the sphere and cylinder. And the force of this, ex- 
erted in the direction of the lines PE or Pr, placed 
around in a conical surface, is as this annular surface 
itself; that is, as the line Dds or, which is the same, 
as the rectangle under the given radius PE of the 
sphere, and that line Dd: but that force, acting in 
the direction of the line PS tending to the centre S, 
is lees, in the ratio of PD to PE, and therefore as 

$ 
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PD xDd. Let the line DF be now supposed to be 

divided into innumerable equal particles, each of 

—v—— which may be called Dd; and the surface FE will be 
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Cor. 3. If the centripetal force of the particles Attraction 

is reciprocally as the cube of the distance of the par- of Solids. 
DE? x Ss ; ———— 

Attraction 
of 

Prop. IV. 

divided into as many equal annuli, whose forces will 

be as the sum of allthe rectangles PD x Dd; that is, 

as 3PF*—4PD*, and therefore as DE*. Let the 

surface FE be now multiplied into the altitude F/; 
and the force of the solid EF/, exerted upon the 

pee P, will be as DE* x Ff; supposing that the 

on 

ticle attracted by it, and DN is made as PE 

the force, with which the particle P is attracted by 
the whole sphere, will be as the area ANB. 

Cor. 4. And universally, if the centripetal force, 
tending to the several particles of a sphere, is sup- 
posed to be reciprocally as the quantity V, and DN is given, which any given particle Ff exerts up- 

sh ord B, at the Setaniee PF. But, if AMG ihn de iia DE*x Eo ebaskaibe, Palle elias pit 

force is not given, the force of the solid EF/ will,be PEXV : 
as the solid DE*x Ff and that force not given, 

ar al centripetal forces tend to the several equal 
_of any sphere ABE, described about the centre 

S$; and, from the several points D, perpendiculars 
DE are erected to the axisof the sphere AB, in which 
any particle P is placed, meeting the sphere in E ; 
and in those perpendiculars the lengths DN are ta- 

ken, which are as the quantity DE XPS, and the 

force, which a particle of the sphere, placed in the 
axis at the distance PE, exerts upon the particle P, 
jointly ; I say, that the whole force, with which the 
particle P is attracted towards the sphere, is as the 
area ANB, contained between AB the axis of the 
sphere, and the curve line ANB, which the point N 
continually touches. 

For, supposing the construction in the last lemma 
and theorem to remain, conceive the axis of the sphere 
AB to be divided into innimerable equal parts Dd, 
and the whole sphere to be divided into as many sphe- 
rical concavo-convex lamine EF/é; and let the per- 

dicular dn be erected. By the last theorem, the 
Eats, with which the lamina EF/ attracts the par- 
ticle P, is as DE* x Ff, and the force of one particle 

ticle is attracted by the whole sphere, will be as the 
area ANB. 

Supposing what has been already established, it is 
required to measure the area ANB. : 

rom the point P let the right line PH be drawn, 
touching the sphere in H ; and. having let fall HI 

ndicular to the axis PAB, let PI be bisected in 
t ; and PE? will be equal to PS*4+SE*+2PSD. 
But, because the triangles SPH, SHI are similar, 
SE? or SH? is equal to the rectangle PSI. There- 
fore PE* is equal to the rectangle contained under 
PS and PS+SI+2SD; that is, under PS and 
2LS+2SD ; that is, under PS and2LD. More- 
over, DE? is equal to SE*—SD*, or SE7*—LS*+- 
2SLD—LD?’ ; that is, 23LD—LD*—ALB. For 
LS*—SE?, or LS*—SA’, is equal to the rectangle 
ALB. Let therefore 28LD—LD*—ALB be 

4 .. DE?x% PS 
substituted for DE*; and the quantity ERY? 

which, according to the fourth corollary of the pre- 
ceding proposition, is as the length of the ordinate 

2SLD x PS 
PEXV 

: where, if instead of V 

DN, will resolve itself into three parts, 

LD*xPS_ALBXPS 
PEXV. PEXV 

heli enn, Dio fe Pe Ss a ere Met OF SEES Os tt 
fore Rf to= "pyr endDE* x Hi equal between PS and LD the ths perce mil etme 
to Ddx Bee, and therefore the force of the ig rg TE the centripetal force, ac to 

tenn Bf es Daye DEPPS, atte torce ot HE Tn EY ake de, tee ee 
a particle exerted at the distance PF, jointly ; that is, 
from the supposition, as DN x Dd, or as the inde- 
finitely small area DNnd. Therefore the forces of 
all the laminz, exerted upon the particle P, are as all 
the areas DNnd; that is, the whole force of the 
sphere is as the whole area ANB. 

Corol. 1. Hence, if the centripetal force tendin 
to the several particles remains always the same at all 

distances, and Dz be made as DE RTS the whole 

force, with which the particle P is attracted by the 
sphere, is as the area ANB. 
_ Corol. 2. Tf the centripetal force of the particles 
is reciprocally as the distance of the particle attracted 

by it, and DN is made as %PS 
which the particle P is attracted by the whole sph 
will be as the area ANB, on epageplaaran 

3 the force, with 

then 2PSx LD for PE*; and DN will become as 

SL—sLD— She Suppose DN equal to the QLD" 

double of this, 28L—LD — pr J and 2SL, the 
given part of the ordinate, drawn into the length 
AB, will describe the rectangular area 2SL x AB: 
and the indefinite part LD, drawn perpendicularly 

“into the same length, by a continual motion, made 
according to such a law, that; in its motion, it may 
either by increasing or decreasing be always equal to 

the length LD, will describe the area neal 

that is, the area SL x AB; which, taken from the 
former area 25L. x AB, leaves the area SLx AB. 

But the third part one , drawn after the same man- 

ner, by a continual motion, perpendicularly into the 

3 

Prop. ¥. 

PLATE 
XLIX. 
Fig. 5. 
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Attraction into-the length, will describe an by ; Lo 633' ooh ; 2. \Attvepient 
of Solids. Which, taken rim area SLX AB, will leave of the sphere, isas 57 5 that is, reciprocally as PS$ of Solids. 
—\-—" ANB the area sought. Whence this construction of x PI. ' a 
P the problem arises. At the points L, A, B, erect : =A , eee) Bh ate 
XLIX. the perpendiculars L/, Aa, BA; of which Aa may ot es ezaction of - pater placed. wide saree 
Fig.6. be equal to LB, and Bd to LA. - With the asymp- ™Y Sahay Lege ¢ same method 5/07 ae 

totes Li, LB let the hyperbola ab be described *Peditiously by the following proposition. ins 
through the points a, d. "Rnd the chord ba willin- If SI, SA, SP are taken continually propor- Prop. vi. 
close the area a 4 a, equal to the area ANB sought. tional, in a sphere described about the centre. Ss, . 

"Beomple 2. f he cept fornyceding to “tA tral SA th mracin of patil 
pb pes of = agatnicte meeipesels aura without the sphere in the place P, in a ratio com- *'8'?* 
cube OF Boe aaskance 3 OF, which 1s the same §N§> pounded of the subduplicate ratio of IS, PS, the dis- 
cae cube applied to any given plane; subtitute 25605 from the centre, and the subduplicate ratio of 
sxc, for V, then 2PS x LD for PE? ; and DN will the centripetal forces, tending to the centre in those 

a BL sc ABe AP BEB CAS ee ee 2s xAS*_ AS* xAS*. As, if the centripetal forces of the particles of a 
become af PSxLD~ 2PS” 2PSxLD? ’ Past sphere are Re sa 2 as the distances of a particle 
is, because PS, AS, SI are continually proportional, attracted by them; the force, with which a particle 
‘i LSI “ast ALBx SI Ti the tines paca ak placed ae Lis ce HI the plese ie: will be 
LD a EOL OO to the force, with which it 1s attracted in P, ina ratio 

: z ‘ compounded of the subduplicate ratio of the distance By are drawn into bata AB, the first SI to the distance SP, wii abelaehs duplicate re Se 

Lp will generate an hyperbolic area; the second oe eee jefe in get place I, ae from any. 
: : to the centripet orce in the ALB SI particle in the centre, petal 

SI, th LABXSI; the third —~—2~“, the place P, arising from the same particle in the centre; 
3 ayes ais * my *@LDAy? that 4a; "mu ‘the: abbdunlicate ‘atie ok alle cannes 

5 ; h i .° =. 
area ork BEB that sy SABXSI. 3)" Hace satios compound the rite of equality and 
From the first let the sum of the second and third be therefore the attractions in I and P, produced by the 
subducted, and there will remain ANB the area whole sphere, are equal. By a like calculation, if the 
sought. Whence this construction of the problem forces of the particles of a sphere are reci rocally in 

Fig. 7. arises. At the points L, A, S, B, erect the perpen- the duplicate ratio of the ‘distances, it will be collect- 
diculars L/, Aa, Ss, Bd, of which let Ss be equal to ° 
SI; and through the point s with the asymptotes 
Li, LB, let the hyperbola as b be. described, meet- 
ing the perpendiculars Aa, Bd in a and 6; and the 
rectangle 2A SJ, subducted from the hyperbolic area 
A.asbB, will leave the area ANB sought. ; 

Example 3. If the centripetal force, tending to the 
seyeral particles of a sphere, decreases in the qua- 
druplicate ratio of the distance from the particles; sub- ~ 

: PE? Seta 
stitute Sa Gr for V, then 4/2PS x LD for PE, and 

ed, that the attraction in I is to the attraction in P, 
as the distance SP, to SA the semidiameter of the 
sphere. If those forces are reciprocally in the tri- 
eR ratio of the distances, the attractions in I and 
> will be to each otheras SP? to SA?:; if in a qua- 
druplicate ratio, as SP3 to SA3. Therefore, since the 
attraction in P, in this last case, was found to be re- 
ciprocally as PS} x PI, the attraction in I will be re- 
ciprocally as SA3 x PI; that is, because SA3 is given, 
reciprocally as PI. - And the progression is the same 
indefinitely. The theorem is fe een 

Retaining the construction above, and a_ particle 
DN will becomeas Si? x oh Es oie ale SIF + \xij. EO not place P, the ordinate DN was found as 

281° WLD§ 2/28T 9 DEIXEY S/T hereforey if TE is drawn, that ordie 
1 Sr x ALB 1 PEXV 

——. Whose three x S—_— — 
VLD 2/esr * VLD: 

parts, drawn into the length AB, produce as many 

areas, namely, 280 xSL into : ee ud els 2 e W981 VLA  WLB ? 
Pr a into VLB—WVLA; and 

3/2581 

SI'x ALB. . 

nate for any other place I of the particle will become 

as a (changing PS, and PE, for IS, and 

IE.) Suppose the centripetal forces, flowing from 
any point E of the sphere, to be to each other at the 
distances IE, PE, as PE*to IE* (where the number 
n denotes the index of the powers of PE and IE); 

DE* x PS f 1 1 . . 

into Vitae TLE And these, after a due and those ordinates will become as PEXPE*’ and 

; : 2SI* xSL 2ST DE* x18 3 whose ratio to each other is as PSX reduction, become oye pao SI* and SI? +3 . TEXTE* ” ; 

But these, by taking away the latter terms from the 

former, become 
3 

rr Pherefore the whole force, 

with whieh the particle 'P is attracted to the centre 

IEXxTIE* to ISxPEXxPE*. Since the triangles 
SPE, SEI are similar, on account of the lines 
SI, SE, SP being continually proportional ; and fron 
thence it follows, that IE is to PE, as IS to SE or 
SA ; for the ratio of IE to PE substitute the ratio 
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olid: * come that of PSx TE* to SA . ~ of PS to SA is the 
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of IS to SA; and the ratio of the ordinates will be- 

: >E”. But'the ratio 
icate ratio of the distances 

PS, SI; and the ratio of IE" to PE” (because LE 
is to PE, as IS to SA) is the subduplicate ratio of 
the fe at the distances PS, IS. Therefore the 

ortinatensieilil nsequent y the areas which the ordi- 

nates describe, and the attractions proportional to 
are in aratio compounded of these subduplicate 

pon 
ye a | b) Sed . : 

: _ To find the f ce, with which a particle, placed in 
the centre of a dere , is attracted to any segment of 

"Let _P be a particle in the centre of a sphere, and 
RBSD a segment thereof, contained between the 
lane RDS, and the spherical surface RBS. Let 
Bp be cut in F by a splenioal surface EFG, descri- 
bed from the centre P ; and let the segment be divi- 
ded into the parts BREFGS, FEDG. But, let that 
surface be not purely mathematical, but physical, ha- 
ving a very inconsiderable thickness. Let that thick- 
ness be O, and the surface, according to the de- 
monstration of Archimedes, will be as PF x DF x O. 
Let us suppose moreover, that the attractive forces 
of the particles of the sphere are reciprocally as that 

wer of the distances whose index is 5 and the 
‘orce, with which the surface EFG attracts the body 

? ; FxO 
P, will beas EXO, that is, as weExd ae 

bose ok Let the perpendicular FN, drawn into 

O, be rtional to this quantity ; and the curvi- 
leg erer BYE, which the ordiicte FN, drawn 
through the length DB by a continual motion, de- 
scribes, will be as the whole force, with which the 
whole segment RBSD attracts the body P. 

Prop. vill. To find the force, with which a particle, placed 
without the centre of a sphere, in the axis of any seg- 
ment, is attracted by that segment. 

Let the body P, placed in the axis ADB of the 
t EBK, be attracted by that segment. With 

the centre P, at the interval PE, let the spherical 
surface EFK be described; with which let the 

t be divided into two parts EBKFE, and 
EFKDE. Let the force of the former part be 
sought by Prop. V. and the force of the latter part by 
pis a VII. and the sum of the forces will be the force 
of the whole segment EBKDE. 
If one body is attracted by another, and the at- 

traction is very much stronger when it is contiguous 
to the attracting body, than when they are separated 
from each other by any interval, how small so ever ; 
the forces of the particles of the attracting body, in 
the recess of the body attracted, decrease in a greater 
than the duplicate ratio of the distances from the 
Pp 

For, if the forces decrease in a duplicate ratio of 
the distances from the particles; the attraction to-, 
wards a spherical body, being reciprocally as the 
square of the distance of the attracted body from 
the centre of the sphere, will not be sensibly in- 
creased by the contact: and it will be still less in- 
ereased by the contact, if the attraction in the re- 
cess of the body attracted, decreases in a less ratio. 

The proposition, therefore is evident concerning at- Attraction 

tractive spheres. And the case of concave spherical °f Solids. 
orbs attracting external bodies is the same. And it “~V~ 
is much more evident in orbs which attract bodies 
placed within them ; because.the attractions, diffused, 
every where through the cavities of the orbs, are de- 
stroyed by contrary attractions, (See Chap. V. Phy- 
sical Astronomy, ) and therefore have no effect even 
in contact. But, if from these spheres and spherical 
orbs any parts remote from the place of contact are 
taken away, and new parts are added any where ; the 
figures of these attractive bodies may be changed at 
peas: and yet the parts added or taken away, 
being remote from the wnt of contact, will not re- 
markably increase the excess of attraction which 
arises from the contact. The proposition therefore 
is evident in bodies of all figures, 

If the forces of the particles, of which an attractive Prop. X. 
body is composed, decrease, in the recess of the at- 
tracted body, in a triplicate or more than a triplicate 
ratio of the distances of the particles, the attraction 
will be very much stronger in contact, than when the 
attracting and attracted bodies are separated from 
each other by any interval, how small soever. 

For it appears by the solution of Prop. V. exhi- 
_bited in the second and third examples, that the at- 
traction is indefinitely increased, when an attracted 
particle approaches to an attracting sphere of this 
kind. 'The.same thing is also me & collected, by 
comparing those examples, and Prop. VI. toge- 
ther, concerning the attractions of bodies towards 
concavo-convex orbs, whether the attracted bodies 
are placed without the orbs, or within their cavities. 
But the proposition will also be universally evident 
concerning all bodies, by adding or taking away from 
these spheres and orbs. any attractive matter, any . 
where without the place of contact, so that the at- 
tractive bodies may assume any assigned figure. 

If two bodies, similar to each other, and consisting Prop. XI. 
of matter equally attractive, attract separately parti- 
cles proportional to, and similarly situated with re- 
spect of themselves ; the accelerative attractions of the 
particles towards the whole bodies’ will be, as the ac- 
celerative attractions of those particles towards par- 
ticles of the bodies proviersionsl to the whole, and si-. 
milarly situated in them. 

For, if the bodies are divided into particles, which 
are proportional to the whole bodies, and similarly. 
situated in them; it will be, as the attraction towards 
any particle of one body is to the attraction towards 
the corresponding particle of the other body, so are. 
the attractions towards the several particles of the 
first body, to the attractions towards the several cor- 
responding particles of the other body : and, by com- 
position, so is the attraction towards the first whole 
aes to the attraction towards the second whole 
ody. 

Cor. 1. Therefore, if the attractive forces of par- 
ticles, by increasing the distances of the attracted par- 
ticles, decrease in the ratio of any power of the dis-. 
tances ; the accelerative attractions towardsthe whole 
bodies will be, as the bodies directly, and those 
powers of the distances inversely. As, if the forces of 
particles decrease in a duplicate ratio of the distances: 
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Cor. Hence, the motion ‘of the attracted bod Attraction from the particles attracted, ‘and the bodies are as A’ Z, Attraction, 

of Solids. and B3; and therefore, both the cubic sides of the 
—v—" bodies, and the distances‘ of the attracted particles 

Prop. XII. 

Fag any particle Z with forces, which, if the particlesare of the circle at its centre. 

Fig.9. equal to each other, are as the distances AZ, BZ ; Suppose a circle to be described about the centre Prare 

from the bodies, are as A and B; the accelerative at- 
3 3 

tractions towards the bodies will be asa and = 

that is, as A and B the cubic sides of the bodies. If 

the forces of particles decrease in the triplicate ratio 
of the distances from the attracted particles, the ac- 

celerative attractions towards the whole bodies will be ; : 

as AY und os that is, equal. If the forces decrease 

in a quadruplicate ratio, the attractions towards the 
3 

bodies will be as os 

as the cubic sides A and B. And soon in othercases. 

Cor.'2. Hence, on the contrary, the ratio of the 

decrease of the forces of attractive particles, in the 
recess of the attracted particle, may be collected from 

the forces, with which similar bodies attract particles 
similarly situated ; if only that decrease is directly or 
inversely in any ratio of the distances. 

If the attractive forces of equal particles of any 
body are as the distances of the places from the par- 

ticles ; the forces of the whole body will tend to its 

centre of gravity ; and will be the same with the force 

ofa globe, consisting -of similar and equal matter, and 

having its centre ‘in the centre of gravity. 

Let the particles A, B, of the body RST'V attract 

3 
and aa that is, reciprocally 

but, if the particles are supposed une ual, are as those 

particles, and their distances AZ, Z; jointly ; or, 

as those particles drawn into their distances AZ, BZ, 

respectively. And let these forces be expressed by 

* those contents, AX AZ and BX BZ. Let AB be 
joined, and let it be cut in G, so that AG may be to 

BG, as the particle B to the particle A ; and G will 

be the common centre of gravity of the particles A 

and B. The force A x AZ is resolved into the forces 

Ax GZandA x AG; andthe force B x BZ intothe 

forces Bx GZ and Bx BG. Butthe forces Ax AG 

and Bx BG, because A is to Bas BG to AG, are 

equal; and therefore, when they are directed towards 

cont parts, destroy each other. The forces 

Ax GZ and BX GZ remain. These tend from Z 

towards the centre G, and compose the force A4-B 

x GZ ; that is, the same force, as if the attractive 
particles A and B were placed in their common cen- 
tre of gravity G, om eee 3 there a globe. 
By the same reasoning, if a third particle C is add- 

ed, and the force of this is compounded with the 

will be the same, as if the attracting body RSTV ‘of Solids. —=— 
was spherical : and therefore, if that attracting body 
is either at rest, or proceeds me seeciahe line, 
the body attracted will move in an ellipsis, having its 
centre in the centre of gravity of the attracting body. 

If there are several bodies consisting of equal par- 
ticles, whose forces are as the distances of the places 
from each ; the force, compounded of the forces of 
all, by which any particle is attracted, will tend to 
the common centre of gravity of the attracting bo- 
dies ; and will be the same as if those attracting bo- 
dies, rving their common centre of gravity, 
should unite there, and be formed into a globe. 

This is demonstrated in the same manner as the 
fore: ig) hese 

‘or. Therefore the motion of the attracted body 
will be the same, as if the attracting bodies, ser- 
ving their common centre of gravity, eeebtevmiies 
there, and be formed intoa globe. And therefore, if 
the common centre of gravity of the attracting bodies 
is either at rest, or proceeds uniformly ina right line ; 
the body attracted will move in an ailing having its 
centre in that common centre of gravity of the at- 
tracting bodies. 

If equal centripetal forces tend to the several points Prop. XI¥. 
of any circle, increasing or decreasing in any ratio of 
the distances ; it is required to find the force with 
which a particle is attracted, placed any where ina 
right line, which stands perpendicularly to the plane 

A, with any interval AD, in a plane, to which the XLIX. 
right line AP is perpendicular ; and let it be requi- Fig. 1% 
red to find the force, with which any particle P is at- 
tracted towards the same. Let the right line PE be 
drawn to the attracted particle P from any point E of 
the circle. In the right line PA let PF be taken 
equal to PE, and let the perpendicular FK be erect- 
ed, which may be as the eed with which the point 
E attracts the particle P. And let IKL be the curve 
line, which the point K continually touches. Let 
that curve meet the plane of the circle in L. In PA 
let PH be taken equal to PD; and let the perpendi- 
cular HI be erected, meeting the curve in I; and the 
attraction of the particle P towards the circle will be 
as the area AHIL, multiplied into the altitude AP. 

For, let a very small line Ee be taken in AE. Let 
Pe be joined; and let PC, Pf be taken in PE, PA, 
equal to Pe. And since the force, with which any 
point E of the annulus described about the centre A, 
with the interval AE in the aforesaid plane, attracts 
the body P towards itself, is supposed to be as FK ; 

a. Te AFBx GZ, tending to the centre G; the and therefore the force, with which that point at- 

force thence arising will tend to the common centre  ¢yactg the body P towards A, is as stax ; and 
of gravity of that globe in G, and of the particle C ; 
that is to the common centre of gravity of the three 
particles A, B, C3 and will be the same as if that 
globe and the particle C were placed in that common 
centre, composing there a greater globe. And thus 
we may go on continually. Therefore, the whole 
force of all the particles of any body RST is the 
same as if that body, preserving its centre of gravity, 
was to assume the figure of a globe. 

the force, with which the whole annulus attracts the 

se APxFK 
body P towards A, is as the annulus and > og 

jointly: but that annulus is as the rectangle under the _ 
radius AE and the breadth Ee; and this rectangle 
(because PE and AE, Ee and CE are proportion- 
al) is equal to the rectangle PE x CE or PE x F/; 
the force, with which that annulus attracts the body 



a 

me, 
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¥ ofsolda, P towards A, will be as PEXES and “= X** 
—yee * ~ 

ointly ; that is, as the contained under 
KEK X AP; or as i rectly FK£f multiplied 

into AP. And therefore the sum of the forces, 
with which all the annuli in the circle, which is de- 

- scribed about the centre A with the interval AD, 
attract the body P towards A, is as the whole area 
AHIKL multiplied into AP. 

Cor. 1. Hence it appears, that, if the forces of 
the points aecteee ii the duplicate ratio of the dis- 

: 1 
tances, that is, if FK is a8 Spe and therefore the 

1 1 : 
area AHIKT, as PA pp the icin of the 

P 
particle P towards the circle will be as 1— PH 

AH 
PH’ 

Cor. 2. And universally, if the forces of the 
points at the distances D, are reciprocally as ts 

power D* of the distances; that is, if FK is as Dp? 

. - 1 1 

and therefore tie area AHTKL as pAm—PpHe= ; 

the attraction of the particle P towards the circle will 
1 PA 

beas pa==— PH 
Cor. 3. And, if the diameter of the circle 1s in- 

creased indefinitely, and the number 7 is greater than 
unity, the attraction of the particle P towards the 
he Bb plane indefinitely increased will be reciprocally 

as PA*~* ; because the other term —— willbe less 

;. that 

is, as 

4 than any assignable quantity. 
Prop. XV. To find Ge wield of, a particle, placed in the 

axis of a round solid, to the several points of which 
there tend equal centripetal forces, decreasing in any 

‘ ratio of die Hestantes. 
Dts aoe Let the particle P, placed in the axis AB, be at- 

XLIx. tracted towards the solid DECG. Let this solid be 
Fig.11. cut by any circle RFS perpendicular to this axis ; 

and in its semidiameter FS, in any plane PALKB 
ing through the axis, let the length FK be taken 

toy. Prop. XIV.) proportional to the force, with 
which the particle P is attracted towards that circle. 
And let the point K touch the curve line LKI, meet- 
ing the planes of the exterior circles AL and BI in L 
and I; and the attraction of the particle P towards 
the solidwill be as the area LABI. 

‘Fig. 12. Cor. 1. ‘Hence it appears, that if the solid is a 
cylinder, described by the parallelogram ADEB re- 
volved. about the axis AB, and the centripetal forces 
tending to its several points are reciprocally as the 
squares of the distances from the points ; the attrac- 

? tion of the particle P towards this cylinder will be as 
4 AB—PE+PD. For the ordinate FK (by Cor. 1. 

Prop. XIV.) willbe as 1— Fe The part I, of this 

a quantity, drawn into the length AB, describes the 

areal x AB., And the other part i drawn into 

et a ot 
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the length PB, describes the area 1 into PE—AD, Attraction 
which may be easily shewn from the quadrature of the of Solids. 
curve LKI: and, in like manner, the same part, 
drawn into the length PA, describes the area 1 into 
PD—AD;; and drawn into AB, the difference of 
PB, PA, describes 1 into PE—PD, the difference of 
the areas. From the first content 1 into ABlet the last 
content 1 into PE—PD be taken away, and the area 
LABI will remain equal to 1 into AB—PE+PD. 
Therefore the force, proportional to this area, is. as 
AB—PE+PD. 

Cor. 2. Hence also the force jis known by which Pyare 
a spheroid AGBC attracts any body P, placed ex- XLIX. 
ternally in its axis AB. Let NKRM be a conic Fig: 1s. 
section, whose ordinate ER, perpendicular to PE, - 
may be always equal to the length of the line PD, 
which is drawn to that point D, in which that ordi- 
nate cuts the spheroid. From the vertices A, B of 
the spheroid let AK, BM, be erected, perpendicu- 
lar to its axis AB, respectively equal to AP, BP;. 
and therefore meeting the conic section in K and M:. 
and let KM be jaineds cutting off from it the segment 
KMRK. Let S be the centre of the spheroid, 
and SC its greatest’ semidiameter ; and the force,. 
with which the spheroid attracts the body P, will 
be to the force, with which a sphere, described. 
with the diameter AB, attracts the same body, as: 
AS x CS*—PSx KMRK._ AS} 

PS?LCS*—_AS to pg And, by the 

same principles of calculation the: forces of the seg 
ments of the spheroid might be found. 

Cor. 3. But, if the particle is placed: within the: 
spheroid in its axis, the attraction will be as its dis- 
tance from the centre. Which may be more easily: 
collected by the following reasoning, whether the. 
weary is in the axis, or in any other given diameter. 

et AGOF be the attracting spheroid, S its centre, Fig. 14: 
and P the body attracted. Let the semidiameter 
SPA, and also two right lines DE, FG, meeting the 
spheroid in D and E, F and G, be drawn through 
that body: and let PCM, HLN, be the surfaces of 
two interior spheroids, similar and concentric to the 
exterior ; of which let the former pass through the 
body P, and cut the right lines DE and FG in B 
and. C; and let the latter cut the same right lines 
in H, I, and K, L.. Let all the spheroids have one- 
common axis, and the parts of the right lines inter- 
cepted on each side DP and BE, FP and’/CG, DH 
and IE, FK and LG will be mutually equal; be- 
cause the right lines DE, PB, and HI, are bisected 
in the same point; as. also the right lines FG, PE, 
and KL. Conceive now DPF, EPG to represent 
opposite cones, described with the indefinitely small 
verticle angles DPF, EPG, and the lines DH, EI, 
to be also indefinitely small: and the particles of the 
cones DHKF, GLIE, cut off by the surfaces of 
the spheroids, by reason of the equality of the lines 
DH, EI, will be to each other as the squares of 
their distances from the particle P, and therefore 
will attract that particle equally. And, by a like 
reasoning, if the spaces DPF, EGCB are divided in- 
to particles by the surfaces of innumerable similar 
spheroids, concentric to, and having a common axis 
with the former, all these will equally attract the 
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body P on both sides towards contrary parts. $There- 
fore the forces of the cone DPF, and of the conical 
segment EGCB, are equal, and by their contrary 
actions destroy each other mutually. And the case 
is the same of the forces of all the matter without 
the interior spheroid PCBM. Therefore the body P 
is attracted by the interior spheroid PCBM alone; 
and therefore (by Chap. IV. Physical Astronomy, ) 
its attraction is to the force, with which the body A 
ig attracted by the whole spheroid AGOD, as the 
distance PS to the distance AS. 

An attracting body being given, it is required to 
find the ratio of the decrease of the centripetal forces, 
tending to its several points. 

Of the body given, a sphere, or a cylinder, or 
some other regular figure is to be formed, whose law 
of attraction, agreeing to any ratio of decrease, may 
be found by Prop. IV. V. and XV. When the force 
of attraction must be found by experiment at diffe- 
rent distances ; and the law of attraction towards the 
whole, thence discovered, will give the ratio of the 
-decrease of the forces of the several parts. 

If asolid, plane on one side, and indefinitely ex- 
tended on all other sides, consists of equal particles 
equally attractive, whose. forces, in seenting rom the 
sclid, decrease in the ratio of any power of the dis- 
tances greater than the square; and a particle, pla- 
ced towards either part of the plane, is attracted 
by the force of the whole solid ; the attractive 
force of the solid, in receding from its plane surface, 
will decrease in the ratio of a power, whose side is 
the distance of the particle from the plane, and whose 
index is less by three than the index of the power of 
the distances. 

Case 1. Let LG/ be the plane by which the solid 
is terminated. And let the solid lie on the side of 
the plane towards I; and let it be resolved into innu- 
merable planes mHM, xIN, oKO, &c. parallel to 
GL. And first let the attracted body C be placed 

Fig. 16, 

without the solid. Let CGHI be drawn perpendi- 
cular fo those innumerable planes ; and let the attrac- 
tive forces of the points of the solid decrease in the 
ratio of a power of the distances, whose index is 
the number z not Jess by three. ‘Therefore (by Cor. 3. 
Prop. XIV.) the force with which any plane mHM 
attracts the point C, is reciprocally as CH’—*.. In 
the plane miM let the length HM be taken reci- 

rocally proportional to CH*—*, and that force will 
e as HM. In like manner, in the several planes 

IGL, nIN, oKO, &c. let the lengths GL, IN, KO, 
&c. be taken reciprocally proportional to CG*—, 
Cr, CK*-*, &c. and the forces of those planes 
will be as the lengths so taken ; and therefore the 
sum of the forces as the sum of the lengths; that 
is, the force of the whole solid as the area GLOK, 
roduced indefinitely towards OK. But that area, 
Ee the known methods of quadratures, is recipro- 
cally as CG*-3, and therefore the force of the ea ic 
solid is reciprocally as CG*—3. 

Case 2. Let the particle C be now placed on the 
side of the plane /GL within the solid; and let the 
distance CK be taken equal to the distance CG. 
And the part of the solid LG/oKo, terminated by 
the pirat planes /GL, oKO, will attract the par- 

ticle C, placed in the middle, to neither side; the Attraction 
contrary actions of the a points mutually de. of Solids. 
stroying each other by their equality. Therefore “~Y—~ 
the particle C is attracted by thé force only of the 
solid placed beyond the plane OK. _ But this force, R 
by the first case, is reciprocally as CK*=3; that is, 
because CG, CK, are equal, reciprocally as CG"—3, 

Cor. 1.. Hence, if the solid LGIN is terminated 
on each side by two parallel planes LG, IN, indef- 
nitely extended; its attractive force is known, by 
subducting from the attractive force of the whole 
solid LGKO, indefinitely extended, the attractive 
force of the more distant part NIKO, indefinitely 
produced towards KO. 

Cor. 2. If the more distant part of this indefi- 
nitely extended solid is rejected, when its attraction, = 
compared with the attraction of the nearer part, is 
inconsiderable ; the attraction of that nearer part, by 
increasing the distance, will decrease nearly in the ra- 
tio of the power CG*3, ~ 

Cor. 3. And hence, if any finite body, plane on 
one side, attracts a particle placed opposite the mid- 
dle of that plane ; and the distance between the par- 
ticle and the plane, compared with the dimensions of 
the attracting body, is very small; and the attract- . 
ing body consists of homogeneous particles, whose i 
attractive forces decrease in the ratio of any power ‘ 
of the distances —— than the quadruplicate ; the 
attractive force of the whole body will decrease near- 
ly in the ratio of a power, whose side’is that very 
small distance, and whose index is less by three than 
the index of the former power. ‘This assertion does 
not hold good of a body consisting of particles, P 
whose attractive forces decrease in the ratio of the 
triplicate power of the distances. Because, in this 
case, the attraction of the more distant’ part of the 
indefinitely extended body, in the second Corollary, 
is always indefinitely greater than the attraction of 
the nearer part. ‘ ‘ 

The important investigations of Professor Playfair, On the so- 
respecting the solids of greatest attraction, were sug- lid of great~ | 
gested by the experiments of Dr Maskelyne and Mr  attrac- 
Cavendish to ascertain the density of the earth. In ~ 
determining the figure which a given quantity of 
matter ought to have, in order to attract a particle 
in a given direction with the greatest possible force, 
Mr Playfair has obtained results remarkable for their 
simplicity, and highly interesting from their connec- 
tion with experimental inquiries. In order to correct 
the conclusions obtained by Dr Hutton from Dr 
Maskelyne’s observations, by taking into account the 
unequal density of the mountain, the methods of Dr 
Hutton could not always be pursued. ‘This incon- 
venience Mr Playfair has remedied by the proposi- 
tions respecting the attraction of a half or quarter 
cylinder on a particle placed in its axis. _The ele- 

nee of the solutions, and the address with which 
Mr Playfair has ivy omg Oe whole of the investi- 

tion, will appear from the following propositions, 
high are aclacketl from his paper a the Solids of 
Greatest Attraction, with the kind permission of that 
able mathematician. ‘ ‘ 

To find the solid into which a mass of homoge- Prop. L_ 
1 > 
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Attraction neous matter must ‘be formed, in order to attract a Let AB=a, (Fig. 1.) AC=, and the angle BAC Attraction, 
-#f Solids. icle given in ition, with the greatest force =. Then AE=AC x cos.9=z cos.9,.and soa? Solids. 
——~ Pe ibley et a ives dlvectioa ; 3 C08. 9=25, or a* cos. P=z"5 hence z=ay/ cos. ~ pray 
Prarzl. Let A (Fig. 1. Plate L.) be the particle given in From this formula a value of AC or z may be Fig. 1. 
Fig. 1. position, AB the direction in which it isto be at- found, if @ or the angle BAC be given; and if it be 

tracted; and ACBH a section of the solid required, asavingd to find z in numbers, it may be conveniently 
by a plane passing cake AB. calculated from this expression. A geometrical con- 

’ Since the attraction of the solid is a maximum, by _ struction may also be easily derived from it. For if 
Speed thesis, any small variation in the figure of the with the radius AB, a circle BFH be described from 

. provided the quantity of matter remain the the centre A; if AC be produced to meet the cir- 
same, will not change the attraction in the direction cumference in F, and if FG be drawn at right angles 
AB. If, Wherefore; a small portion of matter be AG “ AG taken from any point C, in the superficies of the eolid, to AB, then Ap = 60% and so z=aX VABR> 
and placed at D, another point in the same superfi- wo RA 
Silt, aNced! willbe ué:veriation produced in the force “AD XAGHAC. 5 
which the solid exerts.on the particle A, in the direc- Therefore, if from the centre A, with the distance 
ton BB. AB, a circle BFL be described, and if a circle be 

The curve ACB, therefore, is the locus of all the also described on the diameter AB, as AKB, then 
points in which a body being placed, will attract the drawing any line AF from A, meeting the circle 
particle A in the direction ‘AB, with the same force, BFH in F, and from F letting fall FG perpendicular 

This condition is sufficient to determine the nature on AB, intersecting the semicircle AKB in K; if 
of the curve ABC. FromC, any point in that eurve, AK be joined, and AC made equal to A Kyrthe point 
‘draw CE perpendicular to. AB; then if a mass of C is in the curve, 

baecd at C's Gated at m3 he 6 tas For AK=/AB x AG, from the nature of the se: 
RUE HOES A 7 AG micircle, and therefore AC=”AB x AG, which has 

° traction of that mass on A, in the direction AC, and been shewn to be a roperty He ihe curve. -In this 
OP SCOAE bore es: in ve a 48 way, any number of points of the curve may be de- 
—~Acr will be its attraction in the direction AB. Sentinal 3 and the solid of greatest sslenatiain will be 

ie eth EM ok described, as already explained, by the revolution. of 
As this is constant, it will be-equal to Ape 24 this curve about the axis AB. 

therefore AB? x AE=AC:. To find the area of the curve ACB.» Prop. Ill 
_. All the sections of the required solid, therefore, 1. Let ACE, AFG (Fig. 2.) be two radii, inde- Fig. 2. i 
by planes passing through AB, have this property, finitely near to one another, meeting the curve ACB 
that AC7-=AB* x AE; and as this equation is suf- in C andF, and the circle described with the radius 
ficient to determine the nature of the curve to which AB, in EandG. Let AC=z as before, the angle 
vit belongs; therefore all the sections of the solid, by BAC=@, and AB=a. Then GE=a@Q, and the 
.Planes, that pass through AB, are similar and equal area AGE=4a@, and ‘since AE*: AC?: : Sect curves; the solid of consequence may be con- ear Ten henws ‘ cweny 
ceived to be generated by the revolution of ACB, . AEG: Sect. ACF, the sector ACF=4279. But 
any one of these curves, about AB as an axis. 2*=a* cos. 9, (Prop. II.) whence the sector ACF, or 

solid so generated may be called the solid of the fluxion of the area ABC=4a* @ cos. Q, and con- 
greatest attraction; and the line ACB, the curve of sequently the area ABC= a? sin. @, to which no con- 
equal attraction. stant quantity need be added, because it vanishes when 

Prop. Il. To find the equation between the-co-ordinates of 9=0, or when the area ABC vanishes. 
ACB, the curye of equal attraction; The whole area of the curve, therefore, is 4a”, or 

Fig. 1, ; From C (Tig. 1.) draw CE perpendicular to AB; 4AB?; for when Qisa ee angle, sin.?@=1. Hence 
let AB=a, AE=z, EC=y. e have found AB? 

xAE=AC;, that is, wen (Pty), or 44 a*= 
(2+ )3, which is an equation to a line of the 6th 
order. 

4 2 
To have y in terms of z, 2*-+y=a) 23, yaa 

$i-3s Aliya BR ty a? —x*, and y=a?¥ ai—a},. 
Hence y=0, both when r=0, and when z=a. 

Also if z be supposed greater than a, y is impossible. 

the area of the curve on both sides of AB is equal to — 
the square of AB. 

2. The value of x when y is a maximum, is easily 
‘found. For when y, and therefore y? is a maximum, 

4 .—1 4 a e a a 

tata TS2xj or327 =a, that is eee = 
33 or 

“Hence, calling 6 the value of y when a maximum, 
7 2 Sted 2 
No of the curve, therefore, lies beyond B. bat x pala dg a? F=)- 2a , and so } 

_ The parts of the curve on opposite sides of the line Q7e 978 QF /27 : 
AB, are similar and equal, because the positive and /2 4 
negative values of y are equal. There is also another =az~—, and therefore a : 6: + 4/27:4/2, oras 11:7 
part of the curve on the side of A, opposite to B, 27 
similar and equal to ACB; for the values of y are nearly. 
the ‘same whether x be positive or negative. 

The curve may easily be constructed without ha- 
ving recourse to the value of y just obtained. 

VOL, Il. PART I. 

8. It is material to observe, that the radius of cur- 
4 2 

vature at A is infinite. For since y=xa?ai—x2"*, 
M 



Fig: fr. 

Prop. IV. 

Prate L. 
Fig. 2. 

But when x is very small, or y inde- at 
ta * 

finitely near 0A, becomes the diameter of the 

circle having the same curvature with ACB at A, 

and when z vanishes, this value of A or pins be- 
+ rie 

comes infinite, because of the divisor x* being in that 
case =0. The diameter, th»:refore, and the radius 
of curvature at A are infinite. In other words, no 
circle, having its centre in AB produced, and passing 
through ‘A, can be described with so great a radius, 
but that, at the point A, it will be within the curve 
of equal attraction. 

The solid of greatest attraction, then, at the extre- 
mity of its axis, where the attracted particle is placed, 
is a flat, approaching more nearly to a 
plane than the superficies of any sphere can do, how- 
ever great its radius. 

4. To find the radius of curvature at B, the other 

extremity of the axis, since yrds — 2, if we di- 
4 2 

So 
vide by'a—«, we have ¥ =. But at B, 

when ents or the abscissa reckoned from B vanishes, 

y~ is the diameter of the circle having the same 
a—zx 8 
curvature with ACB in B. But when a—«#=0,' or 
a=x, both the numerator and denominator of the 

42 

. act —g 
fraction 

a—z 
does not. appear. To remove this difficulty, let a—x 

vanish, so that its ultimate value 

4 

=, or #=a—z, then we have ya? (a—z)> — 
(a—z)*. But when z is extremely small, its powers, 
higher than the first, may be rejected; and therefore 

(az) Fai; i— ta dli—s5 &c.) There- 

fore the equation to the curve becomes, in this case, 
4 3 22 2 

z—_s — 2 — ae QP ya xai(1 z)—4 4+-2azma 3 %*%—4 

2 eee + Vee) 3 * 

> - 

Hence a or the radius of curvature at B = 5a. 

The curve, therefore, at B falls wholly without the 
eircle BK A, described on the diameter AB, as its 

radius of curvature is greater. This is also evident 
from the construction. 

“To find the force with which the solid aboye de- 
fined attracts the particle A in the direction AB. 

Let 4 (Fig. 2.) be a point indefinitely near to B, 
and let the curve Acb be described si to ACB.. 

Through C draw CcD perpendicular to AB, and 
suppose the figure thus.constructed to reyolve about: 

AB; then each of the curves ACB, Acé will ge- 

nerate a solid of greatest attraction; and the ex- 

cess of the one‘of these solids above the other, will be 

an indefinitely thin shell, the attraction of which is. 

. which, if we sup 

ATTRACTION. ; 
the variation of the attraction cf the solid AC i e n e 2 on ci neal ACBa. Attracting 
when it changes into Ac b. 

Again, by the line DC, when it revolves along ey 
with the rest of the figure about AB, a circle will be- 
described ; and by the part Cc, a circular ring, 

“ sald of indefinitely pa 
titude to be constituted, it will make the element of 
the solid shell AC e. Now the attraction exerted 
this circular ring upon A, will be the same as.if 
the matter of it were united in the point C, and the 
same, therefore, as if it were all united in B. 

But the circular ring generated by Ce, is = ¢ 
(DC?’—De*)=2eDCxCc. Now 2DCXxCe is 
the variation of y*, or DC*, while DC passes into 
De, and the curve BCA into the curve 6c A; that 

is 2DC x Cc is the fluxion of y*, or of ate = ss, 
taken on the supposition that # is constant and @ va- 

tees 2 : 

riable, viz. saa x «3, Therefore the space gene- 

rated by Co= A ta. 

If this expression be multiplied by z, we have the 

element of the shell = = Gat g a. 

In order to have the solidity of the shell ACB 40, 
the above expression must be integrated ‘relatively 
to x, that is, supposing only « variable, and it is then 

exes a?at gC. But C=0, because the fluent 

vanishes when x vanishes, therefore the portion of the 

shell ACe= Fatah a, and when x=a, the whole 

piss b shell = —-a* a, 

Now, if the whole quantity of matter in the shell 
were united at B, ‘its attractive force exerted on A, 
would be the same with that of the shell; therefore 

the whole force’ of the shell = “Ea. The same is 

true for every other indefinitely thin shell into which 
the solid may be supposed to be divided; and there- 
fore the whole attraction of the solid is equal to 

Fa, supposing @ variable, that is = 2 a. 2 

Hence we may compare the attraction of this solid 
with that of a sphere of which the axis is AB, for the 

2 ; 

attraction of that sphere =Ge x 5 =F a The 

attraction of the solid ADBH, (Fig. 1.) is, there- ae ta 
: ig. 1. 

fore, to that of the sphere on the same axis as = a 

to 2 a or as6 to 5. 

To find the content of the solid ADBH, we need 
only integrate the fluxionary expression for the content 

of the shell, viz. ea a We haye then ie ao 
nF 15 

the content of the solid ADBH. Since'the solidity 

of the sphere on the, axis ais == 4, the content of 
r 
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the solid ADBH is to that of the sphere on the same Attraction i SA ‘ ‘ ; 3 Attraction 

of Solids, hee Mz A 1 cases; it may be resolved more easily; thus, Pad conoie . 
—y—— axis as 72 a toe ay that is, as Fp to > oras 15 os 9 7 tials 

; Sick ; 7g PSO, — POF at = 0, and w= 5, tha 

Prop.V. .. : . ° . . : ‘ied = xf: ee °P tion, he particle on which the solid of greatest is a?= qe wash x (=)'= er" 
ction exerts its force is in eg er reseed, 

Let ii be supposed, that the distance between 
‘the solid and apace is givens the solid being on 
one side of a plane, and the particle at a given di- 

1. If it be required to find the equation to the Prop. Vi. 
superficies df the solid of greatest attraction, andalso 
to the sections“of it parallel to any plane assing 
through the axis; this can readily be done by help 

5, oe : 7 sere gine oo. ba ork es of what has been demonstrated above. 

being given, it is required to construct the solid. Let AHB (Fig. 4.) be'a section of the solid, by a Prare L 
Prare L. .° Let the particle to be attracted be at A (Fig. 3.), Plane through AB its axis. “Let G be any point in rig. 4. Fig. the superficies of the solid, GF a perpendicular from 

. 

from.A draw AA! perpendicular to the given plane, 
and let £F be any denighe line in that hee, drawn 

the point A’; it is evident that the axis of 
the solid required must be in AA’ preduced. Let 
B be the vertex of the solid, then it will be demon- 
strated, as has been done above, that this solid is ge- 
nerated by the revolution of the curve of equal at- 

traction, (that of which the equation is y* = a> a1 
x*), about the axis of which one extremity is at A, 

_ and of which the length must be found from the 
ity ‘of matter‘in the solid. 

The solid required, then, is a segment of the solid 
atest attraction, aving B for its vertex, and a 

eircle, of which A’E or A’ F is the radius, for its 
base. 

To find the solid content of such a segment, -CD 
4e2 

being =y, and AC =.2, we have y2=a? «7 — z+, 
2 

and ryimratets —oraa= the cylinder, which 
is the element of the solid segment. 

‘Therefore fry a;or the solid segment intercept- 

ed between Band D mast be Fra? atte 3 4 
‘C. This must vanish when x= a, or when C comes 

to B, and therefore C=—42 a. The segment, 

therefore, intercepted between B and C, the line AC 
being 2, is — a3 ue BE a= at, 

ey ele 5 ae) 

This also gives o a’, for the content of the whole. 

solid, when =O, the same value that -was found by 
another method at Prop. II. 
Now, ‘if we suppose x to be = AA’, and to be 

> Dialed b, the content of:the segment becomes 
= 

‘is a — Seat ot +5, which must be made equal 
“to the given solidity, which we shall suppose = m? and from this equation a, which is yet unknown, is 
tobe determined. If, then, fora? we put u,we have 
= (Swi shay M58 Vai, or 449 — St ig 7 FZ jam or Sw 25 

ate pS gi 15m by 47% ght and we bh u= et clan 
The simplest way of resolving this equation, would ” be by the rule of position. In some partioular 

G on the plane AHB, and FE. a perpendicular from 
F on the axis. Let AE= zx, EF =x, FG = », then 
x, 2, and v are the three co-ordinates by which the 
superiicies is'to be defined. Let AB=a, EH=y, 
then, from the Daiane of the curve AHB, y? wae 
—x*. But because the plane GEH is at right angles 

, toAB, G and H are in the circumference of a circle 
of which E is the centre; so that GE—EH— Ys 
Therefore EF*+-FG*=EH?, that is, vy, . 
and by substitution for y* in the former equation, 

#fotca sta, or (a? +.27-4-0*)3 = at a, which 
is the equation to the superficies of the solid.of greatest 
attraction. 

2. If we suppose EF, that is 2, to be given = 4, 
_and the solid to be cut oe a plane through PG and 

le CD, (CD being parallel to AB), making: on the 
surface of the -solid the section DGC; and if AK 
‘be drawn at right angles to AB, meeting DC in K, 
then we ‘have, by writing 6 for z in either the pre- 

42 
ceding equations, 6? 4-v?*=a} «> —2*, and val at 
—.a*—6* for the equation of the curve DGC, the 
co-ordinates being GF and F'K, because FK is equal 
to AE or a 

- This equation also belpnge to a curve of equal at- 
traction; the plane in which that curve is being. pa- 
allel to. AcB, the line in which the attraction is esti- 
mated, and distant from it by the spaced. 

Instead of reckoning the abscissa from K, it may 
be made to begin at C. If AL or CK=4,' then 
the value of 4 is determined from the equation 67= 
at ht—, and if r= h-pu, u being put for-CF, 

visa? (hu)? — (hu)? —al kh 4 24, or oth 
CpuP gh mai (hbuyh, on (vip (hen) ho)? 

(h+u)*. =a’ 
’ When 6 is equal to the.maximum yalue of the or- 

dinate EH, (Prop. III. 2.) the eurve CGD goes 
away into a point; and if 4 be supposed greater than 
this, the equation to the curve is unpossible, 
The solid of greatest attraction maybe found, and 

it properties investigated, in the: way that has now 
been exemplified, whatever be the law’ of the attract- 
ing force. It will be sufficient, in any case, to find 
‘the equation of the generating curve, or the curve of 
equal attraction. 

Thus, ifthe attraction which the particle C f ; t Fig.1.) Fig. 1. 
" exerts on the given particle at A, be inverse Yy as the 
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¥ Solids. m power of the distance,.or as kone then the attrac- mghe DAE or ¢;'to that therclenioar ran a of any ‘ 
———~ AE tion of the column in the direction AD is — 9? cos, “——\—— 

tion in the direction AE will be Za7ys and if we i s Cm+t aE m* Rs 
1 AE 1 ¢, and the attraction itself = “a Sf: Qcos. 9 = sing 

make this = AB” we have ACas= Apw Of ma- When ¢ becomes equal to the whole angle sub- 

king AE=2, EC=y, and AB=a, as before, tended by the column, the total attraction is equal to 
x. be wmet ; the area of the base divided by the distance, and mul- 

ST eee ae ot a"x=(x*+y*) +, and a*+- tiplied by the sine of the angle of elevation of the 
(?+y)? column. 

ag Cee BML aad cern iy If the angle of elevation be 30°, the attraction of 
P= amt aM, OF Y? Squat gmti—a*. the column is just half the attraction it would have, 

If m=1, or m4-1=2, this equation becomes y= *UPPOsing it extendéd to an infinite height. 
az—.x*, being that of a circle of which the diameter n this investigation, m* is supposed an infinitesi- 

is AB. If, therefore, the attracting force were in- mal; but if it be of a finite magnitude, provided a 
versely as the distance, the solid of greatest attrae- be small, this theorem will afford a sufficient approxi- 

: svaptieied mation to the attraction of the column, supposin 
tion would be a sphere: } po 

If the force be inversely-as the cube of the distance, the distance AD to be measured from the centre 0: 
7 ot 4x gravity of the base, and the angle @ to be that which 

or m=$, and m+ 1=4, the equation is y*=a*a*—2"*, is subtended by the axis of the column, or by its per- 
which belongs to a line of the 4th order. , ,  Pendieular height above the base. whe, 

If m=4, and m4.1=5, the equation is y*=a'a* Let the semicircle CBG (Fig. 6.), having the Prop. VII, 

4a epee ees sto a line of the ‘Toth ro : gentre A, be the base of a hall cylinder standing per- Puare L. 

In general, if m be an even number; the order of pensienlere the peepee 2 i We ie the ante! Fige6. 
core at ee ; e, bisectin e semicircle represen’ 

asym yt ath 2; but if m be an odd number, the direction of the meridian; it ae Pagid to find 

Prop. vu. In considering the attraction of mountains in such the force with which She siege tee rep 

a manner as to make a due allowance for the hetero- 4). ae rd the aleune of hats hy, PAE, See ae 

geneity of the mass, it is necessary to determine the Let DF be an indefinitely sm cpadiilatecsl pee 

cinta st ‘ half. gf RA et whirts — hi tained between two arches of circles described from 

direction: at right angles to that axis, The solution oe an De phish poet? ae pie 

of this problem is much connected with the experi- colinder, of which the hase in the Diced CBG 

mental inquiries concerning the attraction of moun- Pet oe aaa gigle BAD: the szinath SEs S = 

tains, and affords examples of maxima of the kind that 4p, Leretadl angle sibeeaded by the column on DF; 

rds SA eid eae a ERS TR Re RE SA 
Suite i. coe the quadrilateral DG (Fig. 5.) be the inde- AD ihe ey : oe een he once ornate 6a 

Fig. 5. finitely small base ofa column Di, which has every DF y exverean me ‘% wttiicen th the dhechon iD, 

where the same section, and is perpendicular to its \ DdxD z 

base DG. which is = oe X sin. we 

nice, Let A be a point at a given distance from D, in i 

the plane DG ; it is required to find the force with 

which the column DH attracts a particle at A, in 
the direction AD. 

Let the distance AD=~r, the angle DAE=@, 
DE (supposed variable) =, and let EF be a section 

of the solid parallel, and equal to the base DG; and 
let the area of DG =in*. 

The element of the solid DF is m* ¥ 3 andsince DE, 

or y=r tan. Q, y=r tan.o@= 7. 

pel 
C03. 9 

This quantity divided by AE’, that is, since AE : 

AD ::1: cos. 9, by se gives the element of the 

attraction “in the direction AE equal to 

» so that the ele- 
cos. 9 

ment of the solid =m?r. 

mr 

cos. 9* * 

cos. 9% mm? Q 

r* , 
AD, it must be multiplied into the cosine of the 

To reduce this to the direction 

- Now Dd=2, Df=rz, and Ddx Df=eric. 

Therefore the attraction in the direction AD is — 2 

x sin. = & zsin.v, and reduced to the direction AB, 
it is ez sin.” K cos. 2% 

This is the element of the attraction of the cylin- 
dric shell orring; of which the radius is AD or 2, and 

the thickness x; and therefore integrated on the sup- 
position that z only is variable, and x and v constant, 

it gives &sin.v rf zcos.2=xsin.v xX sin.z for the at- 

traction of the shell, When z=90, and sin. 21, 
we have the attraction of a quadrant of the shell = 
sin.v, and therefore that of the whole semicircle = 

Qa sin. v. 

Next, if x be made variable, and consequently », 

we have 2 S %sin.v for the attraction of the’ semi- 

ra t 
cylinder. . 



. -A TT 
~ Now the angle v would have @ for its sine if the 

of Solids. &) us 4 

‘radius’ were Va?+-2*, and so sin. 0 = 
A Ze 

wherefore the above expression is as 2aL 

_ (24+-VEpe) + Cz and as this must vanish when 
(eh a Saag as C=—2aLa, so that the 

fluent is get ehws te which, when «=r, 

ion of the semi-cylinder = 2a L 

a an expression very simple, and very con- 

venient in calculation. It is probably needless to re- 
mark, that the logarithms meant are the hyperbolic. 

The limits of our work will not permit us to give 
the other propositions which Mr Playfair has demon- 
strated. Wwe shall endeavour, however, to present 
our readers with the results of his investigations. 

1. The attraction of the solid of test attrac- 
tion is to the attraction of a sphere of equal bulk as 
81 to 79. . 

2. The cone which attracts a particle ea at its 
vertex with the greatest force, is formed by the revo- 
lution of a right angled triangle, the hypothenuse of 
which makes an angle of 31° 23’ with the axis of ro- 
tation ; or the cone of est attraction has the ra- 
dius of its base nearly double of its altitude. The 
attraction of a cone when a maximum, is about four- 
fifths of the attraction of a sphere of equal solidity. 

$. A cylinder which exerts the greatest attraction 
on a particle at the extremity of its axis, when the 
radius of its base is to its altitude as 9—,/17 is to 
8, or as 5 to 8 nearly. The attraction of a cylinder 
of the ing form is to that of a sphere of the 
same solid content as 1218 to 1211.4. 

4. A semi-cylinder exerts the greatest attraction 
n a particle situated in the centre of its base, 

bs We the altitude of the semi-cylinder is to the radius 
of its base as 125 to 216. 

5. If the oblateness of a spheroid diminish, while 
its quantity of matter remains the same, its attraction 
will increase till its oblateness vanish, and the sphe- 
roid become a sphere when the attraction at its 
poles becomes a maximum. — If the polar axis conti- 
nue to increase, the spheroid becomes oblong, and the 
attraction at the poles again diminishes. 

6. The force paralldopiped, particle of matter is 
attracted by a i in a direction n- 
dicular to any of its sides, may be dutormiend bythe 

owi tic Multiply the sine of the test 
elevation into the sine of the greatest azimuth of the 
solid; the arch, of which this is the sine, multiplied 

_ into the thickness of the solid, is equal to its attrac- 
tion in the direction of the perpendicular from the 
point attracted. 
Pe ih ri at understood from Fig. 7., where 

is the parallelopiped, having its thickness CE 
indefinitely small, ‘A a particle situated without it, 
and AB a pe to the plane CDMN. The 
greatest azimuth of the solid is the angle CAB, and 

its sine is e-- ‘The greatest elevation of the solid 
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“pened to be one of his auditors. 

ATW 

is the angle BAL, and its sine is Be 

7. Ifa particle A gravitate to a rectangular plane, 
or to a solid BideGnitaby. thin, contained between two 
parallel rectangular planes, its gravitation in the line 
perpendicular to those planes will be equal to the 
thickness of the solid multiplied into the area of the 

herical quadrilateral, subtended by either of those 
planes at the centre A, or to the area of the spheri- 
cal figure which the plane’ figure subtends at that 
distance. 

. 8. An isosceles pyramid, with a square base, will 
attract a particle at its vertex with the greatest force, 
when the inclination of the opposite planes to one 
another is an angle of 153°. 

9, The force F which a parallelopiped BF exerts 
upon a particle A, in a direction PAT LEN to its 

: seed -, AF+FN)AE 
sides, is F =ya—7'a'4+BE. Log. (AD-DE)AN 

‘(AF+FM)AC 

Attraction 

Atwood, 
—— 

+BC. Log: 755 +DC)AM® where » is the mea- Fig. 8. 

sure of the angular space, subtended at A by the 
rectangle BD, and 4 the angular space subtended by 
the rectangle RF ; and AB=a, and AK=a’. 

‘ This investigation,” says Mr Playfair, “ points © 
at the method of finding the figure which a fluid, 
whether elastic or unelastic, would assume, if it sur- 
rounded a cubical or prismatic body by which it was 
attracted. It gives some hopes of being able to de- 
termine satel the attraction of solids bounded by 
any plane whatever ; so that it may some time or 
other be of use in the theory of crystallisation, if 
indeed that theory shall ever be placed on its true 
basis, and founded not on an hypothesis purely geo- 
metrical, or in some measure arbitrary, but on the 
known principles of dynamics.””—The demonstration 
of the preceding important results will be found in 
the Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, 
vol. vi. p. 187. (0) ~ 
ATTRACTI N anp Reputsion or Ftoating 

Bopres. See Froatine Bodies. 
ATTRIBUTES. See Locic, Gop, and Tuxo- 

LOGY. 
ATTRITION. See Friction and Mecnanics. 
ATWOOD, Georce, F. R.S. a celebrated ma- 

thematician, and: natural philosopher, was born in 
the year 1745. After receiving his education at 
Westminster-school, he went to Cambridge, where he 
was for some time a tutor, and afterwards a fellow of 
Trinity college. The lectures on experimental phi- 
losophy which he read to the university were much 
admired; and it was on this occasion that Mr At- 
wood attracted the attention of Mr Pitt, who hap- 

When this states- 
man came into power, he conferred a sinecure office 
upon Mr Atwood in 1781, and employed him in all 
his financial calculations. Mr Atwood invented a 
very ingenious machine for exhibiting the phenomena 
of accelerated and retarded motion, and for ascertain- 
ing in a simple manner the quantity of matter moved, 
the moving force, the space described, the time of 
description, and the velocity acquired. It may be 
employed also in estimating the velocities communi- 
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ches. . 
—— 

AVA 
cated by the percussion of elastic and:non-elastic bo« 
dies, for determining the resistance of fluids, and for 
confirming the ‘properties of rotatory motion. His 
principal works are his Description of Experiments s 
his Analysis of a Course of Lectures; his Treatise 
on Rectilineal and means Motion; ‘veatiseon 
Arches, Y8O1 ; and his Disguisition on the ‘Stability 
of Ships, in the ‘Phil. Trans. for Y798. 
‘Mr Atwood was honoured with the Copley medal 

for his’ valuable Sey in the ‘Transactions of the 
Royal Society. He died in London on the llth 
July 1807, in the 62d year of his age, and was inter- 
red in St Margaret’s church, Westminster. °(7) 
AVA, Kinépom or. See’ Brrman Empire. 
“AVA, or Auncwa, the name of the ancient ‘cas 
ital of the Birman empire, which has been gradually 
alling into decay since the new capital Ummerapoora 

was fotinded, Ava is situated on the banks: of the 
river Irrawaddy, and was divided into an upper and 
alower.city. The former was about four miles in cir- 
cuit, and was protécted with a deep ditchiand-a wall 
$0 feet high. The latter was only about-a mile in 
circumference, but was much stronger than the lower 
city. Dilapidated temples, roofless on and streets 
covered with rank grass and bushes, form a striking 
contrast with the rising city of Ummerapoora. “See 
Syme’s Embassy to Ava, vol. ii. p..270.; and Ren- 
nel’s Memoir, p. 297.. See also. Birman Empnie, 
and UsmMerapoora. °(w) 
AVAL, or Avant, one of the Bahrin islands on 

the western side of the Persian Gulf. It-is about 30 
miles long and 12 broad, and -contains, "besides the 
fortified town ‘of Bahrin, about 60 poor villages. 
Dates are'produced in the island in great abundance; 
and the best pearls'are obtained fromits pearl fishery. 
“The duty ‘upon these articles amounts ito.a lack .of 
rupees. The inhabitants of Aval are Arabs of the 
‘Chia ‘persuasion. E. Long. 48° 56’, N. Lat. 26°45’. 
‘See Banriy. Li) r 
AVALANCHES, the name | given to those im- 

‘mérise masses ‘of ‘snow which are precipitated from 
the Alps, and which oftén*overwhelm whole villages 
‘in'their destructive courses: When the snow begins 
to melt by the heat of summer, the water which 
is ‘produced runs ‘below, ‘and ‘destroys Ithe ‘adhesion 
between ‘the snow. and the earth, and ja’ néw' snow 
sometimes ‘falling upon the older mass, increases its 
weightand determines itsfall.. These massesiare often 
“detached by the impulse of the wind: .and the inha- 
‘bitants of the Alps are so) convinced that the least 
~sound ‘will produce their fall, that they take-off the 
‘bells from their mules; ‘and ‘when the avalanches:ate 
-too slow in ‘falling at places where ithey are precipi- 
‘tated annually, the inhabitants »endeavour to accele- 
-rate their fall by thereport oftheir muskets. ‘These 
‘avalanches sometimes occasion drea’ hurricanes. 
In'the winter of 1769, L770, an avalanche:produced 
‘by the immense quantity of ‘snow ‘which ‘had fallen, 
rolled down‘ upon the pastures onthe »mountain of 

~ Sixt in the “a The impulse which was | given'.to 
all o ‘the air by the: f this huge mass was so dreadful, 

“that it levelled with the ground a forest of beeches 
and firs, which covered the declivity of the mountain, 
stopped the course of the river Cine which -runs 
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, they over-ran Germany .and Poland. . 

AVA 
eas the subjacent and overthrew a num- 
ber of trees and barns on the opposite shore of the 
stream. : 

“The snow which falls above the superior li- 
mit of congelation,”’ says Mr Leslie, «* from its 
powdery «and incohesive quality, is incapable of 
much accumulation: loosened by the ce wa ion of 
the sun, it slides down, and, gatherin e in its 
descent, it of recipitates itself in ‘those dahver- 
ous avalanches. Gondider ‘pth aers thanetes 

y glaciers are 

os a a 

tions through which 'they and tracing the © 
course of the Volge they stopped not till they had 
pitched their tents at the foot of mount ‘Caucasus. 
Here they first heard of the rich kin of the 
West, and dispatching ambassadors to Constantinople, 
they proffered their services.in defence of the empire, 
and relying on the terror of their name, demanded as 
their reward, “* precious gifts, annual subsidies, and 
fruitful possessions.””—* ‘The whole city,” says Gib- 
bon, “ was poured forth to behold with curiosi 
and terror, the aspect of a strange people.; their long 
hair, which hung in tresses down their backs, was 
bene bound with ribbons, -but.the rest of their 
=e a enon to imitate the babes. the Huns.” 

emperor Justinian, worn. out .witl and the 
exertions of an arduous reign, ge at ious 
; oto a doubtful war. received the A vars as 
riends and pra Ol -and ipented their. _ 

‘against the enemies of -Rome. “Wit! ‘ 

hey y Phe banks of 
the; Danube,:and,of the Elbe, were alternately cover- 
sed>with their tents, and/mariy of the conguered tribes 
»were confounded,under the name and standard of the 
“Avars. Their power was. now ‘established in, Eu- 
rope, and, from beiag the ‘friends and allies of the 
»Romans, they became their most determined: foes. 
The emperor had transferred his friendship to the 
Turks, whe, purstiig the footsteps of the vanquish- 
ed had a in the empire, and branded 
the Avars with the title of fugitives .and rebels. 
Their embassy was now received with coldness by 

) Justinian II.; their threats were di and 
their ambassadors dismissed with haughty defiance. 

~ Dreading, probably,’to meet the Romans in-alliance » 

Avars: 



_ Avars. 

. AVA 
ith their ancient conquerors, the Avars dissembled 

+ 
their resentment, but remembered their 

of their alliance the 
hending the fertile pro- 

Idayia, and Transylvania. 
‘ mpire, which subsisted with 

splendour for up of 230 By the depar- 
ture of the rds for Italy, the Avars became 
masters of their éxtensive possessions ; and at the be- 

the seventh century, the dominions of Bai- 

barian in arms. 
Roman general 
taken prisoners, 

Tanen and 

RESGAPs 

PORES were either slain, or . 
— to a ie an Loft gts a“ were 

scuous lust of his barbarous 
shares Tinea with blood ba: pies the 

returned to their predatory warfare in Thrace. 
Thee or Heracli temptcto buy their fend . 

» with intreaties and 200 pieces of gold, but « 
ther ious chagan dissembled his design, and after 
a fruitless t to surprise and take Heraclius pri- -. 
soner, he entered into an alliance with Chosroes king: agente ago Zast. Constantinople was invested by 
barbe under the command of the chagan, A. D. 
626. During ten successive days the assault was re- 
peated, but a scarcity of provisions, and the deter- 

resistance of the inhabitants, compelled the 
vars to retire ; and the empire was rescued from 

; ruin, by the alliance of the Turks, and the 
yer of I rhe These barbarians, however, 

still c to be the scourge and terror of the 
: ions. About the end of the 8th cen- ig Bat J : 

for a time, with perseyering cou- 
ion, the mighty power of Charle- 

defeated in a general engage- 
of Friuli, who took their capi- 
sti defence, and carried off 

of the neighbouring 
for ages. tates 
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- ancestors, exists at this day in the mountains of Dag- 

| AUB 
A nation of Avars inheriting the bravery of their 

hestan. Living in tents, and wandering from place 
to place, they have maintained their independence in 
spite of the repeated attacks of the ‘neighbouring 
princes, who have often attempted ‘to butte them, 
See Gibbon’s Hist, vol. vii. p. 261; and viii. p. 176, 
&c. Mod. Un. Hist. vol. xxiii. p. 148. (p) 
AVATSCHA, or Awarsxa, called also St Pe- 

ter and St Paul, asea-port of Kamtschatka. It is si- 
tuated upon a tongue of land, which, like an artificial 
bank, forms behind the town a harbour enclosed like 
a circle; which, during winter, might accommodate 
three or four dismantled ships. It was proposed by 
M. Kasloff, the governor, to mark out on the side of 
this bason the plan of a town, destined to be the ca- 
pital of Kamtschatka, and perhaps the grand centre 
of commerce with China, Japan, the Philippines, and 
America. The bay of Avatscha, which was visited 
both by. Captain Cooke and La Perouse, is represent- 
ed as. x ts most commodious and: safest for shipping in 
the world. It has excellent holding ground, ‘and its 
mouth. is.so narrow, that it could easily be protected 
by a fort. Two vast harbours, one on. the east, and 
the other on the western coast, could contain all the 
ships of England and France. E. Long.’158° 48’, 
N.. Lat. 52° 51’,.” See La Perouse’s Voyage, vol. ii. 
ch. xxii, p.'117, &c.; and the Continuation of 

. Cooke’s youages. (p). 
AUBA , the name of the right by which the 

French king inherited the property of every foreign- 
er that died wrieian ap dominions, As the Scots, the 
Swiss, the Savoyards, and the Portuguese, were rec- 
Koned natives of the kingdom, they were exempted 

Avatscha, 

Aubonne. 
eenen Geel 

from the effects of this oppressive and unhospitable ° 
custom. See Robertson’s Hist. Charles V. vol. i. 
Pi 377; and Muratori Annali d’ Italia, vol. ‘ii, p. 
4, 
A aa the name of one. of the departments of 

France, which derives its name from the river Aube, 
which-waters it. It is bounded on the north by the 
department of the Marne, on the west by that of the 
Seine and the Marne; and by that of the Youne; on 
the south, by the. same departments and that of the 
Cote d’Or ; and on the east by that of the higher 
Marne. Pe quarter of this department to the west 
of Troyes has received thé name' of La Champagne 
Pouilleuse, from its.extreme sterility. The southern. 
part of it is, on the contrary, very fertile, and pro- 
duces abundance of grain and fruits, It contains 
1,196,370 square acres. The forests occupy other 
85 thousand hectares, which are divided” equally 
among the nation, the communes, and individuals. 
Contributions in the year 1803, 2,508,574 francs. 
Population. 240,661. ‘Troyes is. the capital of the 
department. (9) 
AUBLETIA, a genus of plants, of the class Po- 

lyandria, and order Monogynia. Borany. (w)! 
AUBONNE, the Acsonna of the ancients, the 

name of a river, of a small town, and of a barony con- 
verted into a village in the Pays de Vaud, in Switzer- 
land. The town, situated on the banks of the river, 
has the form of an amphitheatre, with a handsome 
castle at one end, which commands a view of the lake- 
gf Geneya, and the surrounding country. Aubonne  # : yo 

/ 
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wing a palace here. 

: AUD 
is inconveniently situated for commerce with the 
neighbouring towns. It is celebrated for its fine 
views, and particularly for that which is seen from 
the called the & nal de Bougy. Population 
1200. E. Long. 6° 24’, N. Lat. 46°29’. See Dict. 
dela Suisse vol. i. p. 22. (#) “rl 
AUCH, a city of France, and capital of the” de- 

partment of Gers, situated on a declivity of the hill 
near the river Gers, The streets, though narrow, 
are clean and well paved, and the town is adorned 
with several elegant modern buildings. The cathe- 
dral is a most magnificent structure, and the painted 
windows with which it is decorated, are remarkable 
for the brightness of their colours. Population 7696. 
Distance fe Paris 147 leagues ‘south-west. I. 
Long. 0° 35’, N. Lat. 43° 40’. (0) re, 
AUBURN, or ALsournE, a town of England, 

in Wiltshire, situated on a small river which runs in- 
to the Kennet. This town had formerly a consider- 
able trade, but since the great fite in 1760, which 
destroyed 70 houses, it has fallen into ‘decay. A 
considerable trade in fustians is carried on “here; and 
in the neighbourhood there is an extensive rabbit war- 
ren, from which great numbers are sent to London. 
Number of houses 280. Population 1280.’ See Pen- 
nant’s Tour. ea aoe 

AUCKLAND, or Bisnopr’s AucKLAND, a mar- 
ket and corporate town of England in Darlington 
ward, in the county of Durham. ‘It derives its: name 
from the number of oaks that formerly ‘grew neat it, 
and the word Bishop’s- was prefixed, ee the ‘Bi- 
shops of Durham beng lone of the manor, and ha- 

e town stands near the con- 
_ fluence of the rivers Wear and Wandless or Gaunless. 

¢ eminence on which it is situated is of an angular 
form, and is about 140 feet above the level of the 
‘plain below. There is here a large manufactory for 
printing cotton, muslins, and calicoes. Number of 
houses 408. Population 1961, of whom 331 are em- 
ployed in trade. See Leland’s Itinerary, vol. i. ; 
and Hutchinson’s Hist. and Antig. of the County of 
Durham. (oy 

AUCTION, a public sale, where every kind of 
property is sold to the highest bidder. - The regula- 
tions respecting auctions, will be found in the statutes 

27 G. Il. cap. 13; 17 G. LII. c. 50; 19 G. IIT. ¢. 
56; 27 G. III. c. 13; 29 G. III. c. 63; 32 G. III. 
c. 41; 37 G. III. c. 14; 38 G. ITI. c.'54. (7) 
AUCUBA, a genus of plants of the class Monee- 

cia, and order Tetrandria. See Botany. (w) 
AUDE, the name of one of the departments of 

France, which derives its name from the river Aude, 
which waters it. It is bounded on the north by the 
departments of Henault and Tarn; on the west, by 
those of the eres Garonne and the Arriege ; on 
the sowth, by the Pyrenees ; and, on the east, by the 
sea. The river Aude begins to become navigable 
when it is about to leave the department. . At Nar- 
bonne it divides into two branches, one of which pre- 
serving the original name, loses itself in a marsh near 
the coast, while the other branch, under the name of 
Robine, terminates near Sigean. The soil of this de- 
artment is naturally fertile, but ill cultivated. The 
Keer but particularly that which is got near Nar- 
bonne, is particularly celebrated. The department 

AVE 
‘contains 1,275,593 square acres. The forests occu- Aiidi 
Py 47 or 48 thousand hectares, more than the’ half 
of which belongs to the nation; 3000 hectares belong 
to the communes, and the rest to individuals. Con- 
tributions in the year 1803, 2,843,809 francs. — Po- 
ulation 226,198. Carcasonne is the capital of ‘the 

department. & Sere wate 
- AUDIENCE, the name of the courts of justice 
established by the Spaniards in America. See Ro- 
bertson’s Hist. of America, vol. iii. p. 286." (w 
. AVEBURY, or Axpury, a small village of Eng- 
land, in the county of Wilts, is remarkable for t 
remains of a druidical temple, which has engaged the 
researches, and puzzled tHe bonjectiives, of our most 
learned antiquaries. It is situated about five miles 
west of Marlborough, and nineteen north of Stone- 
henge, and it claims our attention as being one of the 
‘most stupendous monuments of Briti sown Nf 
which the island affords. From the tradition‘of ‘the 
‘Welch bards we learn, that Avebury was one of the 
three primary Gorseddau or supreme seats of Britain ; 
‘and the great national temple, or circle of convention 
of the ancient, Britons. Here they assembled’ fro 
all quarters of the island at their solemn festivals, 
‘which were held at the’ ‘solstices and ‘the equinoxes’; 
‘and hither, it is supposed, that all (even from foreign 
countries) who wished to be perfectly skilled in 
‘druidical ‘science, repaired for instruction. _'That this 
was the grand metropolitan station, is rendered mo 

‘probable from its magnitude, the convenience of 
‘situation, and the various British roads which con- 
verged to this spot; as also from the vast | 
of tumuli or barrows, and other relics of remote anti- 
uity which are to be found in its neighbourhood. 
he temple consisted of large unhewn stones 

perpendicularly in the ground at nearly dis- 
tances from each other, and disposed in parallel rows 
“and circles. . Most of these stones measured from ten 
to nineteen feet in height above the ground, forty 
feet in circumference, and weighed from forty to fifty- 
four tons each. ‘The principal part of the temple 
was surrounded by a dit h and vallum about 30 feet 
in height, which embraced an area of 22 acres. With- 
in this inclosure stood.a large circle consisting of 100 
stones, and including two double concentric circles, 
“composed with 88 stones, and three others called the 
cove, with one called the central obelisk. From the 
large circle proceeded two avenues, extending about 
a mile in length each way, and consisting of 200 
stones. The one towards the south-east, called the 
Kennet avenue, was terminated with two concentric 
oval arrangements of stones ; and the other, the 
Beckhampton avenue, towards the west, had only a 

“single stone at the extremity. The whole work is 
supposed to have originally consisted of 650 stones; 
but most of them have been thrown down, broken to 
sped and appropriated to other purposes, anda very 
éw row remain in their original position. As a do- 
cument of British antiquity, and a singular monument 
of ancient customs, the temple of Avebury deserves 
the attention of the antiquary and historian ; and we 
cannot but regret the heedless industry of those who 
have laboured to destroy these venerable vestiges of 
former times. See Rees’ Cyclopedia 3 and Britton’s 
Beauties of Wiltshire, yol.ui, (p) > 
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AVEIRO, or Bracan Nova, @ sea-port town 

in the province of Beira, in Portugal, situated in a 
flat ae marshy country, at the mouth of the Vouga. 

, « The river Vouga,”? says Mr Link, “ flows through 

~ were blocked up by the 

- near the river Broye. 

the town, which 1s still ver reat ‘but ra" 

with a handsome quay. Near the town it divides in- 
to two Laie een the left and southward run- 
ning to the sea, the other northward to Ovar. Its 

is inconsiderable, only small boats coming to the 
town, nor indeed could any but small ships pass the 
bar, which is continually shifting. The fishing alone 
is worthy of notice, for Aveiro chiefly supplies the 
ates of Beira with sardinhas. Large troops of 

“are continually seen carrying them into the 
higher parts of the province.’”? Salt is also produced 
here in considerable quantities. Number of houses 
1400. ulation 4400. See Link’s Travels in 
Portugal, chap. xxviii. p. 317. W. Long. 8° 38’ 45", 
N. Lat. 40° 58” 18". “ther) 

~ AVELEINO, a town of Naples, situated in the 
Principato Ultra, or ulterior principality. It ex- 
tends about a mile along the hollow of a hill, but is 
not remarkable either for good streets, or in 
‘public buildings. Cloth is manufactured here of va- 
rious qualities and to a great extent. Wooden chairs, 
maccaroni, and paste of various kinds, are among 
the other articles of its trade. The soil of the sur- 
‘rounding country being chiefly volcanic, produces lit- 
tle corn. There is, ori abundance of fruit, and 
particularly nuts, which ‘ in t quantities, and 
which in years ce an Gumi? of £11,250. 
‘The a planted in rows, and are dressed and 
pruned with the test care. In tember 1694, 
this town was Ricky dest bei earthquake. 
Between Benevent and Avellino are the celebrated 

of the Wal-di-Gargano, where the Romans 
ites. A. Uz 433, and 

€ to pass under the yoke. Population 9000. 
E. ig. 14° 46/, N. Lat. 40° 54/.- See Rollin’s 
Hist. Rom. tom. iii. p. 252 ; and Swinburne’s Tra- 
vels, vol. i. p. 171. (x 
AVENA,a 

dria, and order Digynia. See Borany. (w) 
AVENCHE, the Aventicum of the ancients, a 

small town in the canton of Berne, in Switzerland, 
situated at the south extremity of the lake Morat, 

Avenche seems to have been 
a yery flourishing colony in the time of the Romans. 
Within a space of about five miles in circumference, are 
discovered the foundations of walls, inscriptions, Mo- 
saic pavements, medals, and numerous remains of ar- 
chitecture and sculpture in marble. A column of 

Ba white marble about 60 feet high; the remains of‘an 
; 3 the floor of an ancient bath, about 60 
et by 40, done in Mosaic work, and ornamented 

with numerous human ‘figures, are some of the re- 
Tmains of its ancient ficence. Not far from 
these ruins,” says Mr Coxe, “ stands a column of 
— marble, about fifty feet in height, composed of 

rge masses, joined together without cement ; 
near it lies a tema Has ad t of defaced sculp- 
ture, which seems to have once formed part of the 
portal belonging to @ tagnificent temple. At a 
small distance from this column, in the high road, we 
observed a cornice of white marble, sculptured with 
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urns and feb and as we walked through thetown, Averni: 

ed several other masses of cornice, orna- “Vv we remar. 
mented with sea-horses and urns, and some marble 
columns of beautiful proportions. hie 

About a mile from Avenche, near the village of 
Coppet, on the other side of a little stream, which 
separates the canton of irbargh from that of Bern, 
are the remains of a small aqueduct, discovered about 
fifteen 8 ago, by the accidental fall of a sand- 
hill. he outside is formed of stones and mortar, 
and the inside of red Roman cement; the vault of 
the arch may be about two feet and a half high, and 
one and a half broad. This aqueduct has been traced 
to the east side of the town, and near the marble 
column. We were also informed that it extends to 
the tower of Gausa, between Vevay and Lausanne, 
and that: between Villarsel and Marnau, about four 
leagues from Coppet, an arch of nearly the same di- 
mensions is excavated in the solid rock.”” The emperor 
‘Vespasian was one of the principal benefactors to this 
eateries Iu an inscription preserved in the church 
of Avenche, it,is called Colonia pia Flavia, constans 
emerita, Aventicum Helvetiorum feederata. E. Long. 
7°11’, N. Lat. 46°52’. A description and engraving 
of the Mosaic pavement will be found in Schmidt's 
Recueil d?’ Antiquites de la Suisse. See also Coxe’s 
Travels in Switzerland, vol. ii. p. 174—180; and 
Dict. de la Suisse, vol. i. p» 24. (0) 
AVERNI, known also by the name of Mephites, 

are certain lakes, or other places, which infect the at- 
mosphere with pestilential vapours. The most fa- 
mous of these was the lake Avernus in Campania, 
celebrated bythe ancients as the entrance into the in- 
fernal regions. It was supposed to be bottomless, 
and computed to be about two miles long, and one 
broad. . Its depth; however, is now ascertained, 
which is in some places’ 188 feet. It is situated near 
-Puzzuoli inthe province of; Terra di,Lavora, and is 
called by the modern Italians Lago d’Averno, and 
Lago di Tripergola.. Strabo: describes it as lying 
within the Lucrine bay, and accessible only by a nar- 
row passage. - Its steep banks, were covered. with 
hp groves, which excluded every ray of light ; 
and such was the poisonous quality of its water, and 
the virulence of the vapours which it exhaled, that 
all birds. which attempted to fly over it sunk down 
dead. A gloomy cave adjoining the lake is repre- , 
sented by Virgil as the habitation ‘of the Cumzan 
Sibyl: : 

Spelunca alta fuit, vastoque immanis hiatu, 
Scrupea, tuta lacu nigro nemortimque tenebris; 
Quam super haud ulle poterant impune volantes 
Tendere iter pennis : talis sese halitus atres 
Faucibus effundens supera ad convexa ferebat ; 
Unde locum Graii dizerunt nomine Avernum. 

Vire. lib. vi. 236, 

Deep was the cave; and downward as it went 
from the wide mouth, a rocky rough descent; 
And here th’ access a gloomy grove defends, 

~ And here th’ innavigable lake extends. 
‘er'whose unhappy waters, void of light, 

"No bird presumes to steer his airy flight; 
Such deadly stenches from the depth arise, 
And steaming sulphur, that infects the skies. 
From hence the Grecian bards their legends make, 
And give the name Avernus to the lake. 

Drvoen’s Virg. vol. iii, p. 122. 
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Averrhoa, Here, at midnight, the trembling votaries of the Si- 
Averroes. byl were supposed to celebrate her dismal orgies : 
——— costly sacrifices were offered to propitiate the favour 

of the infernal deities, and the secrets of futurity were 
drawn from the maddening tongue of the prophetess. 
‘his place continued to be the favourite haunt of su- 
perstition till the time of Augustus, who violated its 
sanctity, dissipated its poisonous exhalations, and dis- 
pole the impenetrable darkness which enshrouded it. 

e cut down the surrounding wood, and connecting 
it with the Lucrine Jake and the sea, he formed the 
Julian harbour, in which he exercised his fleet, during 
the winter, before he led it against Sextus Pompey. 
( Suet. Aug. 16.) From the present appearance of the 
lake, some have been inclined to suspect the ancients 
of exaggeration in their account of its malignant: qua- 
lities. Spallanzani affirms, that neither the lake nor 
its environs afford any indication of noxious exhala- 
‘tions ; while Mr Swinburne, on the contrary, thinks 
them entitled to more credit ; and observes, that even 
now the air is feverish and dangerous, as the jaundiced 
faces of the vine-dressers who live in the neighbour- 
hood most ruefully testify ; and Boccacio relates, 
that, during his residence atthe Neapolitan court, 
the surface of this lake was suddenly covered with 
dead fish, black and singed, as if killed by some sub- 
aqueous eruption of fire. The once poisonous Aver- 
nus, however, now presents a beautiful sheet of wa- 
ter, clear and: serene, and abounds with fish and 
water-fowl. 
_Averni are very common in Hungary, on atcount 

of its numerous mines. - In Italy, the Grotto del Cani 
is remarkable for its poisonous steams ; and the val- 
ley of Soltafara, between the lakes Agnano and Puz- 
zeli, derives its name from the vast quantities of sul- . 
phur which are continually foreéd out .of its clefts 
by subterraneous fires. See Spallanzani’s Travels, 
vol. i.,p. 128, &c. Swinburne’s Travels, vol. iii. 
p- 51. &ew av ‘ , 
AVERRHOA, a genus of plants of the. class 

Decaadria, and order Pentagynia. See Borany. (w) 
AVERROES, famed is his countrymen A bual- 

. Walid. Mohammed, Ebn Aikeeds Ebn Mohammed, 
Exw Rosup,) the:most admired of the Arabian phi- 
losophers, was born about the middle of the 12th 
century, at Cordova, a city of Andalusia, then the 
capital of the Moorish dominions in’Spain. His fa- 
ther.was the chief magistrate and supreme judge of 
the province, and also possessed the highest ecclesias- 
tical authority. . At an early period of life, Averrdes 
devoted. himself, with the greatest eagerness, to the 
study of mathematics, physic, law, and theology, and 
above all, to the philosophy of Aristotle, on whose 
writings, though unacquainted with the Greek lan- 
uage, he commented so successfully, that he not on- 

iy was surnamed Commentator, xav eoxny, but, in the 
estimation of many of his contemporaries, deserved a 
pre-eminence of praise superior to that of the Stagirite 
himself. For several ages, the scholastic disputants, 
of every possible variety of opinion, regarded his au- 
thority as oracular; but though he was in all-cases ap- 
pealed:to with confidence by the contending’ parties, 
it does not appear that. his Sibylline pages ever had 
the effect of terminating their contests, or ever contri- 
buted to soften the asperity with whieh their literary 

ing reverse of fortune. . 

AVE 
hostilities were conducted. ai had as uired the Averroes. 
talent of expressing himself with such ambidextrous ——y—~ _ 
felicity, that whenever his words had the appearance 
of being intelligible, it required little ingenuity to de- 
rive from them a profusion of argumenEan gbpport 
of either side of the question... To this artifice, the 
most judicious writers have ascribed his unparalleled 
reputation, _ : he toma 

By the suffrages of his fellow-citizens, he was rais- 
ed to the dignified offices which had been held by his 
father and grandfather, in the provinces of ‘Andalusia 
and Valencia, So at this time was his reputa- 
tion, that he was chosen, by the caliph Jacob Al- 
Mansor, to fill a similar station in Morocco, and, in 
the mean while, he was itted to nominate afer 
uty at Cordova; to which, he returned, after 
aving appointed subordinate judges and magistrates, 

throughout the kingdom of Mauritania. ’ 
After being thus loaded with honours and distinc- 

tion, he was destined to experience a most humiliat- 
a wing been persuaded to 

give lectures in philosophy. to a number of young 
men, he snaps advanced a variety of opinions, . 
which could not easily Be Seon es with the wil 
trines of the prophet. He was. publicly accused o: 
heresy, and condemned by the caliph to the severe 
punishment of degradation from his offices, c 
tion of his. whole property, and the infamy of residing, 
in the suburbs. of the city, among Jews and outcasts 
from the ios After pees culled indie, 
ted with exemplary meekness to the multiplied indig- 
nities which were heaped en him by vulgar fanatics, 
whose bigotry was inflamed by the malice of his pri- 
vate enemies, he succeeded in effecting his escape to 
Fez ; but there he was soon detected and committed - 
to prison. For his temerity and presumption in at- 
tempting to escape from his ignominious | I 
judges. and diyines, commissioned by the king to deli- 
berate on his case, sentenced him to a most mortifying 
penance, which was inflicted on him with unmitigated 
rigour.. At the time of public prayers,.the prisoner 
was conducted to the gate of the mosque, where, in 
the most submissive posture, with his head uncovered, 
he was exposed to the grossest insults from the mean- 
est of the people, every one of whom had the privi- 
lege of testifymg his abhorrence by spitting on the 
heretic’s face. He then professed his contrition far 
his offences, and publicly recanted his errors. For 
some time afterwards he resided at Fez, and gave lec- 
tures on jurisprudence. He was then, permitted to 
return to his native city, where he lived in a state of 
the lowest -indigence, till a singular and unexpected 
occurrence restored him to his former honours. _ The 

rson who had .been promoted to the office which 
he had held in Morocco, became obnoxious to the 
people. They could not fail to compare the oppres- 

_sion under which they snares with the liberal con- 
eflectin duct of Averroes. on the equity and cle- 

mency of his administration, they were convinced that 
a more discerning and a more upright, magistrate 
could never be expected ; and under th influence of 
this conviction, they concurred in soliciting. the ca- 
liph to reinstate the man who had long been the vic- 
tim of persecution, and. who at that moment was living 
in the most abject state of disgrace and wretchedness. 

> 
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Averroes es. The prince, after consulting the leaders of the sacer- 
—— that oe, yielded to che’ D n of his subjects, 
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medical prejudices. It had long been an undisputed Averroes. 
maxim, that blood-letting, if practised before the ““—"v——’ 

and Averr6es again | from obscurity to the 
honourable places which he had formerly held. Du- 

ring the remainder of his life, he resided at Morocco, 
where he died about the beginning of the 13th cen- 
tury, probably in 1206. — 
pig | “= air of Averrdes are described 

by almost all authors as having been superlatively 
iable. As a judge, he acted with uniform impar- 

tals dence z integrity, and with such ea 
ness and feeling, when the laws required the pu- 

t of death to be inflicted, he was never able 
to pronounce the sentence. Though born to an 
ample fortune, and though he enjoyed situations of 

reat emolument, he was a pattern of frugality, mo- 
ibis, and temperance. His liberality was unlimit- 
ed, icularly to men of letters, whose circumstan- 
ces Fa not enable them to gratify their inclination for 
study ; and it was a favourite maxim of his, that 
wealth could never be better employed, than in con- 

1g enemies into friends. His patience and for- 
giveness of injuries deserve to be recorded. On a 
certain occasion, during a public lecture, one of his 
auditors went up to him, and whispered in his ear a 
most provoking insult. Not in the least disconcert- 
ed, the philosopher betrayed no emotion either of sur- 
prise or resentment, but merely signified, by an incli- 
nation of the head, that he had heard what was said to 
him. The circumstance would never have been known ; 
but the who had offered him the affront, was 
$0 astonished at his equanimity and forbearance, that 
he could not refrain from making an apology more 
public than the offence, and testifying that no reta- 
Fation could have mortified him so deeply as the su- 
periority of mind evinced by Averroes, 
~ ‘His character as a philosopher would before this 
time have been forgotten, had not the extravagant 
encomiums of his admirers been transcribed by the 
historians of succeeding ages. His unbounded admi- 
ration of Aristotle is only one among many proofs 
of the defective erudition of the times in which he 
lived. The works of the Grecian philosopher and 
his commentators were the sole object of study, be- 
cause scarcely any other writings worthy of perusal 
were known. These wonderful productions Aver- 
rées, who was ignorant of Greek, had no opportu- 

ity of examining, except through the medium of ve- 
¥y incorrect translations into his native tongue ; and 
he constantly displays an entire ignorance of the 
works of all other philosophers. He did not know 
the difference between Protagoras and Pythagoras ; 
and the titles by which he refers to the works of 
Plato, are perfectly ludicrous. (Lud. Viv.) He is 
generally ure, and full of contradictions ; always 
abune : tical, and sometimes so arrogant, 
that we cannot help questioning the accounts which 
have descended to us of his urbanity and mildness. 
Among other subjects, he wrote on medicine, with 
the theory of which he is said to have been well ac- 
quainted; but it is remarkable, that though he often 
combated the opinions of his predecessor and rival 
Avicenna, he cautiously abstained from naming him. 
It is understood that he contributed to eradicate some 

fourteenth year, invariably proves fatal. ‘Averrdes 
ventured to bleed a child of his own not above seven 
years of age, who had been seized with an inflamma- 
tion of the lungs, and the experiment, having termi- 
nated happily, demonstrated the fallacy of the opi- 
nion, by which physicians had hitherto been restrain- 
ed from hazarding a method of cure which is obvious- 
ly indicated by the symptoms of inflammatory dis- 
eases. ‘The work which gained him the greatest 
eredit was entitled Destructiones Destructionum, and 
was intended as a refutation of the errors of Algazel, 
who denied that the world is in any sense the work 
of God._ This occasional defender of the faith, how- 
ever, is accused of propagating heresies not less fla- 
grant than those of Algazel. He maintained that 
there is only one understanding, absolutely the same, 
diffused among all the individuals of the human race. 
He rejected the Christian religion partly on account. 
of the mystery of the eucharist, which he derided, 

. (quia Christiani gens stolidissima, Deum faciunt et 
comedunt ;) but his chief objection to our faith was, 
that it admits the creation of the world, which he 
pronounced an impossibility. He insisted that the 
divine providence cannot extend to individual objects. 
He believed that all spiritual existences have conti- 
nued from eternity’ unchanged. He despised the 
Jewish religion as an assemblage of puerile observan- 
ces ; and Mahometanism he said was but a swinish 
faith, because it gave a free licence to sensual indul- 
gences. He denied that there could be a future state 
of rewards and punishments. He has often been char- 
ged witlratheism ; not, however, we think with great- 
er reason than there is to extend the accusation to Aris- 
totle and the other philosophers who asserted the eter- 
nity of the world; an opinion which the ancients 
thought consistent with theism, but which both Chris- 
tians and Mahometans have concurred in reprobating 
as atheistical. Erasmus speaks of him with great in- 
dignation, stigmatizing him by the severe epithets 
impius xas rei xuwegures. Petrarch was for some 
time engaged in preparing a confutation of his writ- 
ings. 
The understandings of Albertus, Scotus, and A qui- 

nas, must have been singularly constituted ; other- 
wise we cannot easily account for the avidity with 
which they gave their days and nights to the perusal 
and re-perusal of this self-contradictory author, and 
for that defect of perspicacity, or else that faculty of 
explaining things away, which saved them the horror 
of being shocked by the detection of his impieties. 

Perhaps, however, Averrdes may have been as 
much misrepresented by his Latin translators, as Ari- 
stotle was by the Arabian interpreters. The rabbins 
and schoolmen, who made his works known in Eu- 
rope, were more remarkable for their zeal than for 
their ability ; and the world is little indebted to them 
for the: slovenly manner in which they executed their 
unprofitable task. See Leo, Afric. De Vir. illustr. 
apud Arab. Lud. Vives de Caus. Corrupt. Artium. 
Czl. Rhodigin. Antig. Lect. Hottinger. Bibi. 
Theolog. D’Herbelot, Bibl. Orient. Bayle Dict. 
Histor. et Crit. (a) 
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AVERSA, a town in the territory of Lavora, in 

the kingdom of Naples, built A. D, 1029, by Count 
Rainulf, the leader of the Normans. It was called 
Aversa, from its opposition to Capua, and from the 
aversion which Rainulf felt for Pandulph the prince 
of that city. The first asylum of the Normans. in 
Italy, was a strong camp in the depth of the marshes 
of Campania, but by liberality of the Duke of 
Naples, Aversa was biilt and fortified for their use, 
and they enjoyed all the luxuries of that fertile dis- 
trict. Distance from Naples eight miles. E. Long. 
14° 9’, N. Lat. 40° 58’. See Gibbon’s Hist. chap. lvi. 
vol. x. p. 232. ( ) 
AVESNES, a strong fortified town of France, si- 

tuated on the river Hispre. Its fortifications were 
repaired by Vauban. Population 2935. E. Long. 
3° BA’, N. Lat. 50° 8’. (w) 
AVEYRON, the name of one of the departments 

of France, which derives its name from the river 
Aveyron, with which it is watered. It is bounded on 
the north by: the department of Cantal ; on the west, 
by that of 
on the east, by that of the Gard and Lozere. There 
is little corn in this department ; but the pastures are 
excellent, and there is plenty of wine and hemp. Be- 
sides these productions, there are mines of lead, 
iron, copper, alum, and coal; and several mineral 
springs. A considerable trade is carried on in cattle 
in this department. It contains 1,767,424 square 
acres. The forests, which belong chiefly to indivi- 
duals, occupy 59 or 60 hectares. Contributions in 
1803, 3,198,633 francs. Population 328,195. Rho- 
dez is the capital of the department. (0) 
AUGER, Bonrtne, the name ree to a very in- 

genious patent machine, invented by Mr Ryan, for 
boring through strata. The machine brings up a 
cylindrical portion of the rock through which it is 
passing, about five inches in diameter, and as it works 
perpendicularly, it exhibits the inclination of the stra- 
ta. See Repertory of Arts... Other machines that 
have received the same name may be seen‘in the Z’rans- 

"actions of the: Society for the Encouragement. of Arts, 
vol. i. p. $17; 320; vol. xix. p. 165. Bailey’s Ma- 
chines, vol.i. p. 159, 163. (0) 
AUGITE. | See Oryerocnosy. 
AUGMENT, in Greek grammar, is an accident 

of certain tenses, by which the letter « is prefixed to 
the word, or the initial short vowel changed into a 
long one, or adiphthong into anotherlonger one. (7) 
"RUGMENTATION, in the law of Scotland, 

is that process by which a clergyman may obtain an 
increase of his stipend. The power of allotting a 
suitable provision for the reformed clérgy was ori- 
ginally vested in a commission of parliament, appoint- 
ed by several acts of the legislature. This power 
was afterwards transferred, by the act 1707, ¢..9. to 
the Court of Session; who have since sat as a com- 
mission, separate from the Court of Session, and mo- 
dified stipends to the clergy, out of the teinds of the 
parish where each minister officiates. For an account 
‘of the different regulations respecting this process, 
and the subject of Tz1nps, in general, see that ar- 
ticle. 4 z , 
AUGSBURG, the Augusta Vindelicorum of the 
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ancients, an ancient free imperial city of Swabia, but Augsburg. - ? 

ot ; on the south, by that of Tarn; and 

AUG 

now incorporated with the kingdom of Bavaria, is 
situated in a beautiful plain near the confluence of the 
Lech and Werlach, about forty miles north-west of 
Munich, and-800 miles west of Vienna. It was once 
a very flourishing, large, and handsome city, a prin- 
cipal seat in Germany of commerce, manufactures, 
and the liberal arts, Its position was favourable for 
trade between Italy, Tyrol, Switzerland, and the 
northern states; and accordingly it was for many 
ages the grand entrepét of the commerce carried on 
between the Venetian territories and the different 
provinces of Germany, Bohemia, and the various 
states which extend from the Gulf of Venice to the 
shores of the Baltic. Here was held the celebrated 
diet of the empire, by Charles V. in person, A. D. 
1530, at which thé confederate princes, who had a 
few months before protested against. the acts of the 
imperial diet of Spires, (which had declared any re- 
ligious innovations rebellion against the Germanic 
body.) assumed the name of Protestants. At this 
diet of Augsburg, the well-known Lutheran Confes- 
sion of Faith, consisting of twenty-eight chapters, 
concerning the nature, reasons, and extent of as se- 
aration from the Romish church, was drawn up by 
elancthon ; presented to the emperor and alt the 

German princes ; discussed with great earnestness for 
many weeks; and finally considered as the code of 
Lutheran Protestantism in Germany. The greatest 
delicacy of address was requisite in managing this 
business. ‘The minds of men, kept in perpetual agi- 
tation by a controversy carried on for twelve years 
with unparalleled acrimony, without intermission of 
debate, or abatement of zeal, were now inflamed to a 
very high degree. They were accustomed to inno- 
vations, and saw the boldest of them successful. 
Having not only abolished old rights, but substitu- 
ted new forms in their place, they were influenced as 
much ‘by attachment to the system which they had 
embraced, as by aversion to that which they had 
abandoned. This spirit, and those views, were not 
confined to the ecclesiastics of the new sect. Some 
of the most powerful princes of the empire embraced 
them with equal ardour. The elector of Saxony, 
the marquis of Brandenburg, the landgrave of Hesse- 
Cassel, the dukes of Lunenburg, the prince ef An- 
halt-Dessau, together with the deputies of fourteen 
imperial free cities, joined in the solemn protest allu- 
ded to, and were present at the diet of Augsburg, 
to enforce and maintain the confession of faith pre- 
sented by the learned Melancthon. 

\ The elector of Saxony did not allow Luther to 
accompany hii to the diet, lest his presence. should 
inflame the minds of the opposite party to a degree 
incompatible with the object for which the diet was 
ssembled. For the same reason, he and the confe- 
rate princes and deputies employed Melancthon, 

the man of the greatest learning, as well as of the 
most pacific and gentle spirit, among the reformers, 
to draw up the confession of their faith, expressed 
in terms as little offensive to the Roman Catholics, 
as a for truth and consistency would permit. 
Melancthon, who seldom suffered the rancour of con- 
troversy to envenom his style, even in'writings purely 
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AUGSBURG. Pulley tt) 
‘Augsburg, polermical, executed a task so agreeable to his natu- _stantly relinquigh his diocese, or benefice, and it shall Augsburg. 
—— ral disposition with great moderation and address: be lawful for those in whom the right of nomination ——~v—~ 
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The creed which he composed was read publicly in 
the city-hall of Augsburg, before the diet, and the 
catholic and protestant divines. Some of the former 
were appointed to examine it: they brought in their 
animadversions. A dispute ensued between them 
and Melancthon, seconded by some of his coadjutors ; 
but though he softened some articles, made conces- 
sions with regard to others, and put the least objec- 
tionable sense upon all; though Charles V. ‘laboured 
with great catuneis to reconcile the contending 

rties ; so many marks of distinction were now esta- 
lished, and such insuperable barriers placed between 
the two churches, that all hopes of bringing about 
@ coalition were utterly desperate, (See Seckendorff, 
lib. xi. p. 159, &c.) It was not merely the Ro- 
man olic party, however, to whom the proceed- 
ings of the diet of Augsburg, and the confession of 
faith given in by Melancthon, gave offence. A very 
numerous body of the Protestants themselves disap- 

of the whole transaction, and separated, not 
only from the Catholic church for ever, but also 
from ny a They assumed see tinea 
tion of pated Reformed, and are sti own b 
that title, and constitute nearly one-third of the Pro- 
ree all Germany. a i 

religious affairs of the empire remained in 
t confusion for twenty-five years after the disso- 

tion of the diet of Augsburg, in 1530. Ferdinand 
of Austria, brother of Charles V., and to whom the 
emperor had procured the dignity of king of the 
Romans, sincerely wishing an accommodation with 
the Protestants, called together a new diet at Augs- 
burg in 1555, and contrived to establish something 
like a religious peace in Germany. A recess was 
framed on the 25th of September 1555, approved 
of, and published with the usual formalities. It con- 
tained, among other articles, the following, which _ 
Wwe give as a specimen of the ne plus ultra of the reli- 
gious toleration of the age. ‘ Such princes and 
cities as have declared their approbation of the con- 
fession of Augsburg, in 1530, shall be permitted to 
profess the doctrine, and exercise the worship, which 
it authorises, without interruption or molestation 
from the emperor, the king of the Romans, or any 
power or person whatsoever... The Protestants, on 
their part, shall give no disquiet to the princes and 
states who adhere to the tenets and rites of the 
sph of Rome. For the future, no attempts shall 

made towards terminating religious differences, 
but by the gentle and pacific methods of persuasion 
and conference. _ The popish ecclesiastics shall claim 
ms orca jurisdiction in such states as receive the 

i a. Augsburg. Such. as seized the reve- 
nues or benefices of the church, previous to the trea- 
ty of Passau, shall retain possession of them, and be 
liable to no prosecution in the imperial chamber on 
that account. The supreme civil power in every 
state shall have right to establish what form of doc- 
trine and worship it shall deem proper ; and if any of 
its subjects refuse to conform to these, shall permit 
ig AVA ciel “ all their effects whithersoever 

please. If any prelate or ecclesiastic shall 
hereafter abandon the Romish religion, he shall in- 

is vested, to proceed immediately to an election, as 
if the office were vacant by death or translation, and 
to appoint a successor of undoubted attachment to 
the ancient system.”’ ‘ ; 

Such are the capital articles in the famous recess 
of Augsburg in 1555, which was the basis of reli- 
gious peace in Germany, and the bond of union 
among its various states, the sentiments of which are 
so extremely different with respect to points the most 
interesting and important. In our age and nation, to 
which the idea of toleration is familiar, and its bene- 
ficial effects well known, it may seem strange, that a 
method of terminating their dissensions, so suitable 
to the mild and charitable spirit of the Christian re- 
ligion, did not sooner occur to the contending par- 
ties. But this expedient, however salutary, was so 
repugnant to the sentiments and practice of Chris- 
tians during many ages, that it did not lie obvious to 
discovery. It was towards the close of the seven- 
teenth century, before toleration, under its pre- 
sent form, was admitted into the republic of the 
United Provinces, and from thénce introduced into. 
England. Long experience of the calamities flowing 
from mutual persecution, the influence of free go- 
vernment, the light and humanity acquired by the 
progress of science, together with the prudence and 
authority of the civil magistrate, were all requisite in 
order to establish a regulation so opposite to the ideas 
which all the different sects had adopted, from mis- 
taken conceptions concerning the nature of religion,. 
and the rights of truth, or which all of them had de- 
rived from the maxims of the church of Rome. 

The recess of Augsburg, it is evident, was found- 
ed on no such liberal an enlarged sentiments con- 
cerning freedom of religious inquiry, or the nature of 
toleration. It was nothing more than a scheme of 
pacification, which political considerations alone had. 
suggested to the contending, parties, and regard for 
their mutual tranquillity and safety: had rendered ne- 
cessary. Of this there can be no stronger proof 
than an article in the recess itself, by which the be- 
nefits of the pacification are declared to extend only 
to the Catholics on the one side, and to such as ad- 
hered to the confession of Augsburg, in 1530, on the 
other. The followers of Zuinglius and Calvin re- 
mained, in. consequence of that exclusion, without 
any protection from the rigour of the laws denounced. 
against heretics. Nor did they obtain any legal se- 
curity until the treaty of Westphalia in 1648, near a 
century after this period, provided, that they should 
be admitted to enjoy, in as ample a manner as the 
Lutherans, all the advantages and protection which 
the recess of Augsburg affords. 

The philanthropist cannot. help; regretting the mi- 
serable figure which human reason and human pas- 
sions have made in every age, in a field where the 
first ought to have displayed its noblest engines, and. 
the last to have been either absolutely subdued, or at 
least kept under decent controul, namely, the field 
of Christian controversy. In it, the bilis theologicus. 
has tainted every feature of the countenance, and 
poisoned every feeling of the heart. Although not. 
always armed with the scymitar of the Arabian im- 
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arms, opinions ‘which reason rejects on any other 
conditions, yet Christian theologians have raged with 
equal fury against their antagonists in secret, and be- 
trayed as fierce a spirit as if they had inhaled the 
fiery blast wafted by the lion and the tiger around 
the standard of Mahomet ; alas, they always forgot, 
that ‘ ’tis the heretic that makes the fire, not he that 
burns in it /?—SuHAKESPEARE. 

Augsburg has declined in importance ever since 
the trade of Germany forsook the direction which 
Venice, in her better days, had given it. The rise 
of the Duteh commonwealth, and the corresponding 
influence of cities like Hamburgh, Bremen, Embdex, 
Frankfort, &c. better situated for carrying on the 
commerce, which now took a westerly direction, in- 
stead of continuing in the ancient tract, have proved 
highly injurious to this place. Yet it is still, in spite 
of every disadvantage, a place of some consideration, 
and manages a great part of the transit and banking 
business of Bavaria, Swabia, and the adjoining dis- 
tricts. There are indeed no Fuggers or Welsers now 
to be found in it, to lend their emperor millions of 
dollars on demand; nor is Augsburg the it re- 
sort of the literati of southern Germany. ‘The bu- 
siness of the last mentioned order of men has dwin- 
dled into the manufacture of paltry devotional tracts 
for peasants and children, and the construction of 
coarse maps, picture-books, and toys for the lower 
classes of their countrymen. 

As Augsburg now constitutes a part of Bavaria, 
and is in every respect as dependent upon that crown 
as if it had never enjoyed the privileges of a free im- 
perial city, it is needless to describe a constitution 
and police which were much talked of in Germany, 
but are now no more. The Rath-haus, or town-hall, 
110 feet long, 48 broad, and 52 high; the large 
square, of which it forms a part ; the cathedral, with 
its two tall spires; the public fountains, some of 
them said to Adee been built by Cesar Augustus ; 
the intricate gate towards the Lech; and the aque- 
duct which carries the water of that river into the 
city, in sufficient quantities to supply mills and consi- 
derable manufactories with that necessary,—are often 
mentioned with admiration, both by statistical wri- 
ters and by travellers, as well'as by the natives. But 
‘toa Briton they appear diminutive and insignificant : 
One of the locks of our canals, and the smallest man 
of war in our navy, yields a much finer display of 
human ingenuity and address. The manufactures 
are still considerable, though greatly inferior to what 
they were before the incorporation of the city with 
‘Bavaria. rch consist of cotton-goods, tobacco or 
snuff, mirrors, leather, paper, carpets, gold and silver 
laces, sealing-wax, cordials, jewellery, clocks and 
watches, stone-ware, dyeing, Slesching, and printing, 
besides other branches connected with these manufac- 
tures. It is probable, that, in consequence of the 
late acquisitions of Bavaria, and of the favourable si- 
“tuation of this city for the Italian trade, it may yet 
recover, in some degree, its former rank among the 
‘German mercantile stations. The prices of the ne- 
cessaries of life are as low as in any of the larger com- 
‘mercial towns of the »continent ; and the country 
round about it is beautiful and fertile. ‘The acade- 
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my, or college, formerly supported by the Lutherans, Augury-» 
is gone into decay, and has not been : 
any other learned seminary of note; but the present 
monarch of the country has always manifested liberal 
and enlightened principles of government, and will 
naturally promote the improvement of the second city 
in his dominions. ne 

The population of Augsburg has, since 1788, 
fluctuated betwixt $0,000 and $6,000 souls, of whom 
two-thirds are Roman Catholics, and the rest Pro- 
testants. Jews were not, until 1805, admitted to 
live within’ the walls ; but such as carried on busi- 
ness there, lodged in a village half a league from the 
city, and “ a certain tax for liberty of trading in it 
through the day. ‘The manners of the people are, like 
those of the principal free cities of southern Germa- 
ny, compounded of the primitive ones of the imperial 
towns, aud of the mo of Germany in general. 
They have afforded the German poets and novel wri- 
ters abundant scope for. ridicule, as we may see from 
the humorous works of Wieland, Iffland, Schroeder, 
La-fontaine, Kotzebue, and many others, who lash 
without mercy the lust of ‘titles, the vanity, the love 
of scandal and detraction, the purse-pride, and ab- - 
surd self-im ce, and, in short, the whole Rilein- 
stadtisches Wesen (little royal-burgh existence) of 
those free commercial towns, The foreigner, how- 
ever, has usually met with much kindness and ge- 
nuine hospitality among their inhabitants; and al- 
though he seldom found the liglit manners, and the 
versatile elegance of Dresden, Berlin, or Vienna, he 
was perhaps fully recompensed. by that primeval ho- 
nesty, and a something approaching to originality of 
character, which he looked for in vain in other parts 
of Germany. 
ri it 2 has suffered severely from military con- 

tributions during the late wars. Its ramparts and 
fortifications were not in condition to hold out one 
moment against a powerful assailant ; and according- 
ly, it has been for sixteen years past the drudge of 

avarian, Austrian, and French armies, in succession. 
It is now incorporated finally with a powerful state, 
and enjoys a prospect of better times. Every Briton 
ought to wish for its prosperity, for no where are our 
countrymen better received, or treated with more ho- 
nourable marks of kindness and distinction. I. Long. 
10° 53’ 38”, N. Lat. 48° 41’ 29’. See Busching ; 
Robertson; Nicolai; Riesbeck; Reichart, ce. (5. ay 
AUGURY, an ancient mode of divination, whic 

professes to discover the will of heaven, and the se- 
crets of futurity, by attending to the motions and 
voices of birds. ‘This superstitious art was called by 
the Greeks égudsa, or 4 sswviorixn, OY ssmvoparrtia 5 
the derivation of which words is sufficiently obvious. 
The origin of the term augwry is not so clearly as- 
certained. | Festus and others have derived it ex 
avium gestu, vel garritu, from the flight or chirping 
of birds. Among the many strange conjectures 
which etymologists have Prete on this subject, we 
are surprised that none of them have ever thought of 
avis and 0, or of avis and Car, the name of the 
person who, according to some authors, was the first 
teacher of the art, and from whom his posterity the 
Carians learned it. Or why may it not be from the 
Chaldaic p43, the soothsayers who cut up and in- 
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Augury, spected-the victims? We are rather disposed, how- 

—“— ever, to derive the word 2 from another source, 

which has been overlooked by all the authors whom 

we have consulted, viz. the Hebrew ))Y (égur), 

signifying a swallow or crane ; a name which mi 
be formed by from their peculiar cry; 
but which we rather think is:a derivative of the verb 
“3, to sojourn ; or )3’, to return home. These birds 
° passage | to have been among the first to 
impress with a conviction of their supe- 

rior sagacity, use, at intervals wisely chosen and 
accurately measured, they en from their tem- 
porary habitations, and revisit them when the genial 

ing puts forth its buds, and awakes the voice of 
thet turtle. It was remarked by /Elian, that they 

ise their former nests as readily as men know 
their accustomed dwellings, (env Eavrear Exceoroy xecrscey 
draping sev, wis TH ixsay eevSewmer.) And the prophet 
Jeremiah, (viii. 7.) indignantly lamenting the insen- 
sibility of his countrymen, says, ‘ The stork in the 
heaven knoweth her appointed times ; and the turtle, 
and the crane, and the swallow, observe the time of 
‘their coming ; but my people know not the judgment 
‘of the Lord.’”? This circumstance, as well as the 
“mournful twittering of these timorous and perpetual- 
ly agitated birds, might inspire a belief that their de- 
parture was portentous of desolation, their approach 
the harbinger of gladness, and their agonising scream 
the sure rare of woe. And might not the 
name of these ominous creatures be readi transfer- 
red to the diviner, who ventured occasionally to visit 
the unseen pe. tp of Erebus, and who, -in accents 

than more dismal the horrific note of the owl, or the 
ear-piercing shriek of the bittern, muttered out his 

expositions of the mysteries of fate? 
We do not pretend to know where the art of au- 

gury took its rise. It was held in the highest esti- 
mation by the Phrygians, the Arabians, the Lycians, 
and all the Asiatics. The Cilicians, Pisidians, and 

- Pamphilians in particular, (as we are told by Cicero,) 
re; it as the surest mode of predicting the 
things tocome. It was cultivated also by the Athe- 
nians, the Lacedemonians, and other Grecian states ; 

- and even the schools of philosophy, with scarcely an 
exception, gave implicit credit to its rules. ‘The 
Romans borrowed it from the Etrurians, who said 
that it was revealed to them by Tages, a supernatu- 
rel being of earthly extraction, who sprung out of a 

, and instructed the astonished rustics.in the 
profound arcana of the invisible world. By an an- 
cient law of the Roman senate, it was decreed, that 

-m0 measure of importance should be undertaken with- 
consulting the Tuscan augurs ; and whenever any 

pix) Shine it was customary to send a mission 
- into ia, to obtain a solution of the phenomenon. 
These embassies, however, equally hazardous and in- 
convenient, were very far from giving satisfaction. 
It was therefore thought expedient to send six, or, 

, according to other accounts, ten of the noble youth to 
Fesulz, to be initiated in the principles of the art at 

- the seminary of a 
Romulus and Remus were practitioners of augury. 

The former established the college of augurs, origi- 
nally consisting of three members, to;whom a fourth 
was added by Servius Tullius. These four were all 

- 1 

of patrician rank, Five plebeians were afterwards Augury. 
added to the number; and, in the dictatorship of “—v-—~ 
Sylla, a farther addition of six was made; after 
which period there was no addition or reduction of 
the numbers.. These fifteen augurs were next in 
dignity to the college of pontifices ; and, though 
their authority was merely negative, they had it in 
their power to controul the highest officers of the 
state, and either to aid or obstruct the functions of 

vernment.. Their office was held for life, and 
could not be forfeited by the commission. of the most 
flagrant crimes. The robe of an augur was a mix- 
ture of purple and scarlet, named the trabea. He 
wore a conical cap ; and, when exercising the duties 
of his mystical function, he held in. his hand the d- 
tuus, a staff neatly incurvated at the top. Equipped 
in these peculiar badges of his office, he was prepa- 
red for the solemnity of taking the auspices from the 
meteors of the atmosphere, and from the winged 
messengers of Pheebus or of Jove.. He walked out 
of the city at midnight, pitched a tent on an emi- 
nence, lay till the dawn began to brighten, and then, 
after offering up prayers and sacrifices, sat down 
with his face directed to the east, or, as others tell 
us, to the south. With his crooked rod he circum- 
scribed a space in the sky, beyond which he suffered: 
not his eyes to wander. This imaginary space, on 
which his attention was rivetted, was named templum; 
and hence arose the word contemplation, in the same 
manner as the term consideration originated from the 
eagerness. with which the astrologer gazed on the 
stars. Omens on the left were generally accounted 
propitious by the Romans; but the Greeks thought 
omens on the right more favourable. The reason 
commonly assigned for this apparent discrepancy, is, 
that the former looked towards the south, and the 
latter to the north, when they expected signs from 
the heavens ; so that the east, the quarter whence they 
looked for happy omens, was to the right of the one, 
and to the left of the other. There were, however, 
no general principles followed-by any set of augurs ; 
and what, on one occasion was hailed as the most 
joyful omen, was, on others, deplored as the presage 
of inevitable misfortune.. Cicero informs us, that 
the rules observed by him were, in many respects, 
diametrically opposite to those of his friend King 
Deiotarus ;, and that the particulars, accounted the 
most essential by the Pamphilians and Cilicians, were 
unknown, or disregarded by the professors of the 
art at Rome. 

The Roman augurs did not confine their attention 
to birds. There were five classes of phenomena from 
which they sought information: appearances in the 
sky; the singing or the flight of birds; the feeding 
of the sacred chickens; the motions of particular 
quadrupeds ; and the accidents called dire. Light- 
ning from the left to the right was one of the most 
favourable appearances which could visit them from 
the sky, except when it was proposed to hold the 
comitia. The birds from whose voice omens. were 
taken were called oscines; such as the cock, the 
owl, and the raven: creatures whose never-ceasing 

-volubility furnished the interpreters of their inarticu- 
late speech with inexhaustible stores of imposture... 
The prepetes were the fowls of boldest wing, in 
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Augury. whose flight there was sup) to be great signifi- councils. In times still more modern, however, some . Augury- 

cancy, such as the hawk, the eagle, and the vulture. delirious pretenders to magic, such as Michael Scot, ——V— 
The sacred chickens were confined in pens, under 
the charge of the pullarius. It was a most lamentable 
presage if they refused to eat; but their devouring 
the food set before them so eagerly as to drop part 
of it, was one of the most indisputable signs ot good 
fortune, ‘and was called tripudium, (or terripavium, 
from striking the ground). | Their superintendant, no 
doubt, understood the art of eliciting hopeful or dis- 
astrous intelligence, by means of seasonable inanition 
or repletion, He was but a bungling pullarius who 
could not contrive to effect a A mere 3 and, from 
the artifice which he employed, arose the phrase 
auspicinm coactum et expressum. A chicken, pre- 
viously half starved, may be expected to stuff so vo- 
raciously, ‘that much of the grain will escape from 
its beak. ‘I'he omens from quadrupeds were such as 
a wolf on the right carryin something in his mouth, 
whieh was favourable; a hare crossing a road,—a 
‘strange dog, especially if black, coming into-a house, 
—both of which were portentous of evil. Among 
the dire, it was very power Se Shes spill oil, or salt, 
or honey ; but nothing could be more lucky than 
the accidental spilling of wine, so as'to leave an in- 
delible stain on the garments. 

These weak. superstitions, contemptible as they 
appear to us, are not yet entirely exploded. The 
vulgar in’ every nation ascribe ‘a wonderful degree of 
significancy ‘to frivolous “incidents ‘like those which 
have now been enumerated; and we have seen per- 
sons of considerable strength of intellect, not a httle 
agitated at the sight of a magpie, or the voice of a 
ericket. All the world ‘has ‘heard, that if a company 
happen to consist of thirteen, one of the number may 
expect soon to die ;:and-what man or woman is igno- 
rant of the prophetic virtue inherent in bees-wax, or 
mutton-fat, when moulded into the magic form of a 
acandle? Such popular ‘follies as these are. finely 
ridiculed by Addison, in the 7th paper of the Spec- 
tator. It is no new thing, indeed, to attack them 
with the weapons-of ridietle: In the’ 12th book of 
the Jad, Hector chides Polydamas for wishing to 
retire from the field, because an eagle appeared in the 
air, eh a bleeding serpent in his alo: After 
expressing his contempt: for the movements of birds, 
whether to the right or to the left, he introduces this 
noble sentiment + 

~ “Eng dimes agIeres, amuvicdas Wigk WaT ENS. 

From chains to save his country,—to repel 
Her ruthless foes, and save a falling state ; 

~ ‘This glorious omen’stimulates the brave, 
Whose lofty purpose is the pledge of triumph. 

Gicero also, though ‘himself’ a member of the’frater- 
nity, speaks very contemptuously of their preten- 
sions. “Where is the wonder,’’ says he, “that a 
cock should be clamorous, an animal which scarcely 
ever ceases to strain his throat, either by night or by 
day? It would be a prodigy indeed, if a fish were 
to do * salutation to the morn,’ in a shrill canorous 
voice, like the crowing of a cock.” ‘After Christian- 
ity was introduced into the Roman empire, augury 
gradually lost its credit. It was discouraged by 

» Cratian, and condemned by various ecclesiastical 

ever the i 

attempted to revive and methodise the art, which had 
then fallen into desuetude ; but, notwithstanding their 
efforts to save it from oblivion, augury, strictly so 
called, is now so conipletely obsolete, that its arbitra- 
ry canons are no longer interesting, except to those 
who delight in obscure and chaotic researches. 

To account for the origin of a practice so absurd, 
we shall merely suggest a few familiar facts, which ‘ 
might be sup to make a strong impression on 
unenlightened men. The instincts of many animals, 
and particularly of birds, must have been remarked 
at a very earl i Some of them, as we have 
already hint isappear pei esis seasons, 
and, when the stated period of has elapsed, 
revisit the climate which they had forsaken; thus 
marking the vicissitudes of the year with almost as 
ee precision as the progress of time is measured 
y the heavenly luminaries. In conjecturing the 

cause of these alternate emigrations and returns, it 
was not unnatural to ascribe them, either to sagacity 
greater than human, or to the influence of superior 
eings, by whose wisdom the hawk might have been 

taught, on the approach of winter, to ‘ stretch her 
wings toward the south.”? In addition to the facts 
relating to migratory birds, men could not fail to ob- 
serve such a connection between the actions of va- 
rious species of fowls. and subsequent variations of 
weather, as might seem to imply a power of foresee- 
ing the changes which are about to take place in the 
state of the atmosphere. But the most impressive 
circumstances are those which are observed with re- 
gard to carnivorous birds, particularly their crowd- 
ing from the most distant regions to the fields of 
slaughter, and the scenes where the pestilence is 
spreading its ravages. ‘¢ From the crag of the rock 
the eagle seeketh her prey ; her eyes behold afar off ; 
her young ones also suck up blood: and where the 
slain are, there is she.”? After men have been decus- 
tomed to associate the eagle, the vulture, and the 
raven, with the shocking consequences of a battle, it 
is not wonderful that the sight of these rapacious 
creatures, hovering near an army, should inspire hor- 
ror, and that the blood-thirsty perspicacity, which 
attracts them from afar, should be considered as an 
indication of prescience greater than human. When- 

ination is thus excited, the concurrence 
of the most fortuitous and unimportant circumstance 
will be apt to mislead the judgment ; and whenever 
any erroneous conclusion gains admission into the 
mind, it is impossible to calculate the extreme impo- 
sitions to which it may ultimately lead. An event, 
favourable or unfavourable, occurring soon after any 
singular appearance, or after any unusual combina- 
tion of circumstances, however frivolous, is probably 
noted as forming a link in the apparent chain ; and 
thus the most chimerical stineipes are gradually es- 
tablished ; so that what was.at first nothing more 
than vague conjectyre, comes, in the course of time, 
to be considered as an indisputable truth, Of these 
prepossessions it is not wonderful that designing men 
should have taken advantage, so as to convert the 
superstitious tendencies of the untutored mind into 
engines of despotic rwe, and auxiliaries of passive 

> 
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 pbedience. Such also is the force of prejudice, that 

4a delusion, once introduced, (no matter how slight 
Augustine. its foundations, ) often maintains its ground after its 

absurdities are exposed, and its futility demonstrated. 
—The augury of Romulus owed its origin to credu- 
lity; but, under his successors, it grew into a deli- 
berate scheme of imp , which was not effectual- 
ly overturned till the light of Christianity had dis- 
pelled the 

Dionys. Hal. ; Qyid. Fast.; Adam’s Roman Anti- 
guities ; De la Chausse De Pont. Max. Augur. Sc. 

ust. Niphi De .Augur.; Bulengerus De Augur. 
ot di ‘pied Grevii Thesaur. ie ve (a). 

- AUGUST, the name of the eighth month.of the 
. It was the seztilis of the Roman calendar ; 

it, in consequence of several victories gained by 
Augustus during that month, he gave it his own 
name. (=) ; 
AUGUSTA, a town situated on a peninsula on 

the east coast of Sicily, built near the ruins of the 
ancient city of Megara. In the year 1673, this town 
was nearly destroyed by a dreadful earthquake. One- 
third of the inhabitants were killed by the fall of the 
houses ; the powder- zine in the citadel was set 
on fire ; and the light-house was plunged into the 
sea. The town is now rebuilt, according to an uni- 
form plan, and the houses are made extremely low. 
A long causeway, with salt-ponds on each side, 
stretches across the mouth of the peninsula; and the 
arm of the sea forms an admirable harbour, sheltered 
from the winds and the waves, and defended by three 
forts built on little islands. Magazines of provisions 

* were established here by the knights of 
Malta, for the supply of their ships. Population 
16,000. E. ame 15° 8’, N. Lat. 37° 8’. See 
Swinburne’s Travels, vol.iv. p.116. (=) 
vin ta Saint, named also arene 

Augustinus, was in the 354, at Tagasta, 
a small town of Africa, in the Slnd part of Minnie 
dia. His father, whose name’ was Patricius, though 
possessed of little wealth, was held in considerable 
estimation by his fellow-citizens, and filled for some 
time the aiees of a magistrate in the town above 
mentioned. » His mother Monnica, who is represent- 
ed as a woman of great piety, carefully instructed 
her son in the principles of Christianity, and watched 
his future t with the most anxious affection. 
He was sent, at an early age, to a place of public in-. 
struction, where he sh a capacity so quick as to 
require very little application ; but, at the same time, 
so strong a tendency to youthful sports, as greatly. 
feet ctipedr bis progress in learning. He soon 
i ed a strong dislike to Grecian literature, but 
was much interested by the perusal of the La- 
tin ists, and extremely attached:to all thea- 
trical exhibitions. During a season of sickness he 
requested that he might be baptised ; but his mother, 
who was well aware of his vicious propensities, and 
who had rather as itious notion, that sinus were 
peculiarly aggravated when committed after baptism, 
procured the ceremony to be deferred. In 371 he 
was sent to Madaura to pursue his classical studies ; 

s darkness of heathenism. See Aus-. 
pices and Divination. See also Cic. De Div.;- 
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and, after the death of his father, he was enabled, by Augustine. 
the assistance of his friends, to visit the city of Car-. “Vv” 
thage, in order to complete his education. Here he 
addicted himself to every species of licentiousness ; 
became disgusted with,the profession of the law, to 
which he had at first directed his attention ; was at- 
tracted, for a time, to the study of philosophy, in 
consequence of perusing one of Cicero’s <a 
entitled Hortensius ;* turned from this pursuit to 
the examination of the sacred scriptures ; but, offend- 
ed by the simplicity of their style, and anxious to un- 
derstand every thing by demonstration, he at length 
attached himself to the followers of Manicheus. At 
the intreaty of his mother, who had followed him te 
Carthage, he returned in $74 to the place of his na- 
tivity, where he taught grammar and rhetoric, durin 
the space of six years, with great applause. The seath 
of an intimate friend having rendered him unhappy in 
that situation, he removed to Carthage in the year 380, 
and continued to give instructions as a rhetorician with 
uncommon reputation and success, Still indulging his 
habits of dissipation, he attached himself, about this 
time, with great constancy, to a concubine, by whom 
he had a son named Adeodatus. Becoming dissatis- 
fied with the doctrines of his. Manichzan friends, and 
panne by the insolence of his pupils at Corthans 
e went to Rome in 383, with his mistress and child, 

leaving his mother behind, without any information 
of his departure. His fame spread very rapidly in 
this metropolis; and, by the favour of Symmachus, 
prefect of the city, he was appointed professor. of 
rhetoric in Milan. In this place, his celebrity as a 
teacher continued to increase, while his character was 
debased. by his illicit indulgences. By the sermons 
of Bishop Ambrose, which he at first attended only 
for the sake of their eloquence, by a more intimate 
acquaintance with that eminent prelate, and by the 
intreaties of his mother, who had followed him to 
Milan, he was persuaded to abandon his Manichean 
sentiments, to dismiss his concubine, and to consent 
to enter the married state. Before his good. pur- 
poses were accomplished, however, he relapsed into 
his old irregularities, and formed another illicit con- 
nection. At length, having entered upon the study 
of Paul’s epistles, and being. assisted by the exhorta- 
tions of a presbyter named Simplician, he resolved, 
after.a long and hard struggle, to abandon all secular 
pursuits, and to devote himself to a life of devout 
contemplation. He relates, that he was led:to this 
determination: by a very extraordinary circumstance ; 
that while meditating in his garden he seemed to 
hear a voice addressing him in these words,—« Take 
and read, take and read!” that, upon opening the 
New Testament, he was presented with this passage, 
— Let us walk honestly as in the day, not in riot- 
ing and drunkenness, not in chambering and wanton- 
ness,”” &c. (Rom. xiii. 13.) ; that his friend Alipius, 
u hearing what had happened, pointed out, as ap- 
P icable to himself, these words in the beginning of the 
ollowing chapter,—* him that is coals in the faith 
receive you ;’” and requested, therefore, to be received 
as his fellow Christian. They retired with some friends 
toa residence inthe country ; employed a considerable 

* This dialogue is not now extant, 
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Augustine. time in reading and prayer; and were baptised to- 
“——v-— gether by Bishop Ambrose in the year 387. Au- 

gustine immediately set out for his native country ; 
stopped at Rome on his way, where he comp a 
work against the Manichzeans'; and while waiting at 
Ostia for an opportunity to embark for Africa, was 
deprived of his constant attendant and faithful coun- 

+ his mother Monnica. As soon as he arrived 
at Tagasta, he withdrew to a country residence, 
where he lived with a few select friends, in imita- 
tion of the first Christians, ‘* having all things com- 
mon.’? After spending about three years in this 
manner, he went to visit a person of rank in the ci 
of Hippo Regius.. During his’ residence there, it 
happened that the priest’s office was vacant, and Va- 
lerius the bishop had assembled the canons for the 
purpose of electing another incumbent. Augustine 
having entered the church to witness the form of 
proceeding, was instantly presented to the bishop, by 
the unanimous consent of the assembly, as the fittest 
person to be chosen ; and, in spite of all his remon- 
strances, was ordained a presbyter in, the year 391. 
He still continued to follow the manner of life which 
he had begun in his late retreat ; formed his associates 
into a kind of religious society ; and. thus at length 
gave rise to the Augustine Friars, or eremites of St 
Augustine. In 394, he had ‘a dispute with Jerome, 
in which he treated his venerable opponent with so 
much respect, that they afterwards became very inti- 
mate friends. As Valerius was a Greek, and found 
considerable difficulty to speak publicly in the Latin 
language, he appointed Augustine. to preach in his 
place, and. even in his presence, though this was con- 
trary to the custom of the African church. He sig- 
nalized himself very much at a provincial council in 
393,-by pronouncing an exposition of the creed ; and, 
in 395, by the influence of his friend and patron Va- 
lerius, was installed as joint bishop of the church at 
Hippo... He wrote much against the Manicheans, 
see was very successful in vindicating frorh their ob- 
jections the authority and integrity of sacred scrip- 
ture. He laboured also with great activity and abi- 
lity to expose the dangerous principles of the Dona- 
tists ; narrowly escaped assassination from some of 
that sect in 398 ; but was not deterred from acting a 
very conspicuous part in the council which was held 
against them at Carthage in the year 411. By a 
council of the African clergy in 418, he was pub- 
licly requested to refute the errors of Pelagius and 
Celestine ; and to him is principally due the credit of 
having checked the progress of their opinions. In 
the course of this controversy, Pelagius wrote to him 
a very soothing and flattering epistle; in reply to 
which, Augustine requested him, ‘ rather to pray 
to God to make him, by his grace, such as he (i.e. 
Pelagius ) had praeatee | him, than continue to de- 
scribe him such as he was not.”? In 426, in the 
seventy-second year of his age, he chose a person 
named Eradius to assist him in his public duties, and 
after this employed himself almost entirely in writing 
upon a great variety of subjects. In 480 Hippo. was 
invested by the Vandals, and sustained a siege of 
fourteen months. The aged bishop resolved to share 
the distresses of his ee and continued to encou- 
rage them to the last. But he was soon overpower- 

AUGUSTINE. 
ed by the excessive fatigue which he underwent, and Augustiite. 
died with every indication of sincere penitence and ———~—~ 
fervent piety, on the 28th of August 430, in the 
seventy-sixth year of his age. About seven months 
after this event, the city of Hippo was taken and 
burned by the Vandals; but the library of 
tine, containing an immense number of his own writ- 
ings, was carefully preserved. The most accurate 
and splendid edition of the works of Augustine, is 
that which was given by the Benedictines, printed 
first at Paris in 1679, and afterwards at Antwerp im. 
1700, with some augmentation by Le Clerc, under 
the fictitious name of Phereponus. 

The literary talents of Augustine have been esti- 
mated very high by those who were most competent 
to judge of the subject. « The fame of Augustine, 
bishop of Hippo,” says Mosheim, «filled the whole 
Christian world, and not without reason, as a variety ' 
of great and shining qualities were united in the cha~ 
racter of that illustrious man. A sublime genius, an 
uninterrupted and zealous pursuit of truth, an indefa- 
tigable pei tiger an invincible patience, a sincere 
pert » a subtle and lively wit, conspired to establish 

is fame upon the most lasting foundations.” He ia 
blamed by the same. writer, however, as deficient in 
solidity of judgment ; as having yielded too often to. 
the violent impulse of a warm imagination; and as 
ready to write upon a yariety of subjects before he 
had examined them with a sufficient of atten- 
tion and diligence. The force of this'censure isin some: 
respects diminished by the opposite testimony of the: 
candid and discriminating Lardner, who affirms, that 
good sense was the distinguishing part of his charac- 
ter as a writer ; that in points which depended upon 
reasoning, he was as able to form a right judgment 
as those who have been preferred to him; and that 
in learning, in Greek literature, and in critical abi- 
lity, his attainments. must have been much greater 
than has been supposed. ‘'o all these qualities, ac- 
cording to Erasmus, aderat, interim, miranda que- 
dam animi lenitas. . . quam Plato putat non ita fre- 
quenter ehendi in: his ee contigit acrius in- 
enium. ith regard to his character, in a more 
important point of view, there is.no doubt that, du- 
ring the first half of his life, he was the slave of de« 
praved passions, and of the most extravagant opi- 
nions. Of this his own Confessions, and every account. 
that we have of his life, furnish the most unquestion- 
able evidence. But we have the very same evidence 
to believe, that, after the time of his solemnly assu- 
ming the character of a Christian, he was as eminent. 
for his virtues as he had formerly been for his vices ; 
that he disch the public duties of his clerical 
office with the utmost ero i earnestness, and affec- 
tion ; that, in private life, he was distinguished b 
humility, candour, and benevolence ; that his re’ 
mation was complete, and his penitence most sincere 5 
and that the insinuations which have been thrown * 
out against the reality of his temperance and devo- 
tion, are groundless and illiberal in the extreme. See 
Mosheim’s Church History, vol. i. p’ 2. cent. 4 
ch. 2.; Godeau Hist. de P Eglise, vol, ii.’ ps 549. 5 
vol. iii. p. 94, 280. ; Lardner’s Cred. vol. iii. p. 392.; 
vol. v. p. 81.; Augustini Vita a Benedict. conscript. 3. 
Tillemont, Mem. Eccles. tit. 13. (q) 
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Augustulus AUGUSTULUS, the. last of the Roman empe- is pretty well ascertained, that the jast years of this Avicenna. 

ie) nase vinthe..west....Ser Gibbon’s Hist. chap. 36. applauded philosopher were emnbitteted by ‘misfor- ——v——~’ 
Avicenna. vol. vi. p. 186. tunes, the fruit of his own vices and follies ; and that 
ee PRESTR at nor 

AVICENNA, or Ibn-Sina, an Arabian physician 
and phi y was born at Bochara, about the 
year 978. He has been celebrated for the precocity 
of his talents. When he was scarcely ten, he is said 
to have made great proficiency in polite literature, 
and to have. master of the Alkoran. Abu-Ab- 

lah, a famous Weturer in philosophy, undertook to 
him in the art of logic; but the pupil was 

soon convinced of the deficiénces of his teacher, and 
declined receiving any farther assistance from him. 
With an ardour which no disappointment. could 
quench, and with a constancy of application which 
never yielded to fatigue or‘difficulty, he lair 
»studied mathematics, philosophy, and medicine ; and, 
before he was seventeen years of age, no person could 
‘be found in his native city who was capable of giving 
him farther instruction in any of these branches of 
Knowledge. In the school of Bagdad, where he after- 
wards studied for some time, he was ded as a pro- 
digy of learning. He scarcely allowed himself leisure 
for sleep or nourishment, and, if we could credit the 
marvellous tales of his biographers, his mind was per- 

ually awake. To the difficulties which absolute- 
y baffled his judgment during the day, he persuaded 
himself that he eo a ready solution in his dreams. 
This he piously ascribed to celestial illumination 
granted in answer to his prayers. 

There is more of the romantic than of the credible 
in the life of Avicenna. With these hyperbolical ac- 
counts of his almost supernatural capacity, we are at 

loss to reconcile the extreme difficulty which he 
found in comprehending the metaphysics of Aristo- 
tle. It is said, that the astonishing progress, 
at which we have only hinted, he read over i work 
mot less than forty times without understanding a 
word of it. We are apt to suspect, that the perspi- 
eacity of the youthful philosopher had either been 
prematu dimmed, or that the boasted sciences 
which he already mastered were not very pro- 
found, if they did not enable him to divine any mean- 
ing in the pages of Aristotle. One would suppose 
he had been under the influence of enchantment ; for. 
it seems an Arabian manuscript, which accidentally 
fell into his hands, dissipated the charm in an instant. 
In a transport of gratitude he flew to the mosque, 
and offered up fervent thanksgivings to heaven for 
sane his From this moment he was 

as an oracle, to whose sage decisions the 
earned, the venerable, and the aged, yielded with 
ohat deference, as if he had been possessed of the 

ift of infallibility. We speak of him while only a 
youth of eighteen. 

/ His rity, as a man of science, was equalled by 
his fame as a physician. But we forbear to recite 
the. strange adventures which, we are told, were oc- 
ecasioned by the with which he was courted 
sR sovereigns, . We-believe the accounts to 

h we allude are almost entirely fabulous; and 
we are convinced that our readers will not expect us 
to repeat all the legendary tales which ignorauce aud 
credulity have attempted to impose on posterity. It 

his days were shortened by the excesses of criminal 
pleasure. He died about the year 1036, in the fifty- 
eighth year of his age. : 

his man was an incongruous compound of volup- 
tuousness and fanaticism. Devotion and sensuality 
occupied him by turns. His studious habits, and his 
attention to the affairs of state, when he acted in 
the capacity of grand vizier, accord ill with the ac- 
counts which have been preserved of his libertinism. 
His panegyrists, however, have’ spoken of him in’ a 
strain of admiration, which would almost persuade us 
that they are painting an ideal character. He wrote 
with great rapidity and ease ; and few authors have 
written more. Till the time of Averrdes, his books 
were held in the highest estimation. He wrote’a 
great number of treatises on morals, theology, ma- 

ematics, astronomy, philology, metaphysics, logic, 
natural philosophy, natural history, and medicine : 
And, when he was only twenty-one’ years of age, he 
planned a comprehensive view of all the sciences, 
which, without any assistance, he soon accomplished, 
though it revetiira | to twenty volumes. This work, 
which he named The Utility of Utilities, professed 
to be a complete Bisdlogude of human knowledge. 
There are some who say, that Avicenna was a mere 
plagiarist. So far as we have the means of judging, 
we do not hesitate to pronounce him a careless and 
hasty compiler, without taste, or judgment, or dis- 
cernment ; and yet we have met with some compara- 
tively modern authors, who speak of him as a most 
luminous, methodical, and profound writer, who never 
introduces a subject without throwing new light on 
it, and who is so remarkable for solidity and preci- 
sion, that he can never be charged either with too 

at diffuseness, or too great condensation. 
The scholastic divines were great admirers of Avi- 

cenna, partly, we believe, because he pretended the 
most devoted attachment to Aristotle, and partly in 
consequence of his having professed sentiments differ- 
ing less than any of the other Arabians from the 
Christian faith. On some points, however, his hete- 
rodoxy is enormous: He'rejects the doctrine of grace 
as altogether superfluous; he admits the eternity of 
motion ; he denies that the world could have been 
made without pre-existing matter; he asserts, that 
nothing which is subject to change can proceed 
from God ; he opposes the doctrine of a particular 
providence,—meaning by this term the knowledge 
of individual objects; he maintains that the visible 
heavens are animated; he ascribes to angels the fa- 
culty of propagating celestial souls; and assumes it 
as an indisputable truth, that angelical intelligences 
cannot form any conception of evil. He has been 
celebrated as an adept in the mysteries of alchemy 
and the other occult sciences; and we believe that 
he was as much skilled in these chimerical doctrines 
as in any of the substantial branches of knowledge. 
Upon the whole, we regard him as a weak visionary, 
wha has contributed to retard the progress of the 
human mind. See Hottinger. Bib. Orient. ; Baito- 
loec. Bib. Rabb. ; Leo Afr. De Vir. illustr. Arab. ; 
Mereklin. De Script. Med. (a) 
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AVICENNIA, a genus of plants of the class 

a a eine and order Angiospermia. See Borany. 

: AVIGNON, a city of France, and capital of the 
ent of Vaucluse, is situated on the east bank 

of the Rhone,” and includes a cireumference of about 
three miles and a quarter. It is surrounded with 
handsome battlements and turrets. “The streets and 
houses are ‘in general i and ill built, but the 
public edifices are solid and grand, and indicate the 
Ya and magnificence of its former state. The 
churches of Notre-Dame, and of the Czlestines, con- 
tain several monuments and paintings equal to the 
finest in Italy, and their valuable curiosities are par- 
ticularly deserving the attention of the traveller. In 
Avignon they reckon seven gates, seven palaces, 
seven colleges, seven hospitals, and, before the re- 
volution, it had seven monasteries, and seven nun- 
neries. Near the Rhone is a large rock, upon 
which is a platform which overlooks the ~whole 
city with its environs; and across the river stand the 
ruinous and decayed arches of an extensive bridge, 
which was demolished by an inundation in 1699. 
About five miles from the city is the fountain Vau- 
eluse, where Petrarch often retired to indulge his grief 
and hopeless passion. On the almost inaccessible ex- 
tremity of arock which overhangs the fountain, the 
peasants point to an ancient castle, and call it, I/ 
Castello di Petrarca; and in an obscure corner of 
the church of the Cordeliers, is shown the almost de- 
faced tomb of his Laura, and her husband Hugh de 
Sade. In Avignon there are a. considerable number 
of Jews, who, when this city was under the jurisdic- 
tion of the popes, were exposed to the most oppres- 
sive restrictions. They were confined to a distinct 
quarter of the town, which was so crowded that they 
could procure accommodation only by building their 
houses higher; and they durst not stir from home 
without yellow hats, or head dresses to distinguish 
them from the Christians. From these oppressions, 
however, they have been relieved by the annexation 
of Avignon to France. ' 

In a crusade against the Albigenses, A.D. 1296, 
Avignon was taken by Louis VIII. king of France; 
and in 1273, it was ceded to the pope, with the adjoin- 
ing territory, by his grandson Philip III. 
Gienene V. transferred the papal court from Rome 
to Avignon. From that time its importance began 
rapidly to increase. _Magnificent palaces arose for 
the accommodation of the pope and-cardinals ;. new 
luxuries were introduced, and the simple abodes of 
the Albigenses were now filled with the vices and 
corruptions of a profligate priesthood. For 70 years 
the successors of St Peter had abandoned the sacred 
walls of the Vatican, and eyen after the papal see was 
again removed to the banks of the Tiber, Avignon 

_ continued to be the residence of a rival pope, until 
the accession of Martin V. in 1418. It was then 
erected into an archbishopric, and continued under 
the sovereignty of the popes till the late revolution 
in France, when it was declared a part of the repub- 
lic. - Population 30,000. E, Long. 4° 48’ 25”, N. 
Lat. 48° 56’ 38”. 
AVILA, a city of Spain, in the province of. Old 

Castile. It is situated in a beautiful plain on the 

108 AUL 
-banks of the river Adaja, and.is fortified by a wallof 

rets. Avila is the see of a bishop, suffragan of Com- 
postella, It has a university founded in 1445, and a 
‘manufacture of cloths which are supposed to be 
equal to those of Segovia. ‘The streets are in general 

; many of ns houses: are stately. and well 
built; and the surrounding country is covered with 
orchards. and vineyards, Avila has beer rendered 
famous in history by the deposition of Henry IV. in 
1465. The Castilian nobility, indignant at the feeble. 
and flagitious administration of this prince, and ar- 
rogating to themselves the right of, sitting in judg- 
ment upon their sovereign, assembled in the plain of 
Avila. Having placed upon a.throne an.image of 
Henry, arrayed in all the insignia of royalty, the se- 
veral charges of accusation were read, aes the sen- 
tence of pine a pronounced in the presence of a 
numerous assembly. The i was then stripped of 
its robes, and tumbled headlong from the throne; 
and Don Alonzo, Henry’s brother, was immediately 
proclaimed king of Castile and Leon. _ See Robert- 
son’s Hist. Ch. V. vol.i. ps 179... W. Long. 4° 35', 
N. Lat. 40° 45’... (p biye nvi 
AULUS Gettius, (called by some Agellius,) a 

Roman author of considerable ingenuity and various 
learning, (vir elegantissimi eloguit, ac multe et fa- 
cunde scientia; Augustin. de Civ, Det, ix. v.) was 
born at Rome, and flourished there, as is supposedy 
in the time of Adrian and the Antonines. Woes 

Of his life and .circumstances the commentators 
have been. able to collect few memorials. . Havin: 
acquired the elementary branches of education in his 
native city, under the direction of Sulpitius A polli- 
naris, Titus Castritius, and Antonius Julianus, he re- 
paired to Athens, for the purpose of prosecuting his 
philosophical studies; and during his residence at that 
celebrated seat of learning and the arts, he enjoyed 
the advantage of a frequent and familiar intercourse 
with several of the most eminent li characters 
of the age. In the philological and ethical. sciences 
he made considerable progress; and, it is believed, 
he embraced: the principles of his contemporary Pha- 
vorinus. After tchpallinip through the states of 
Greece, he returned to Rome, and devoted himself 

In 1309, ,.to the profession of the law ; in which he appears to 
have attained to respectability and eminence, and was 
appointed to the situation of a judge extraordinary. 
(Noct. Ait. xii. 13.) The precise period of his death 
is uncertain. ; cit 

The only work of Aulus Gellius now extant, is his 
Noctes Attice, which he began to write during his 
residence at Athens, with the views as he informs us 
in his preface, of providing a proper species of enter- 
tainment for himself and his children. It is a learned 
and amusing miscellany, consisting of a variety of li- 
terary and philosophical anecdotes, historical and: 
biographical notices, critical and philological:remarks, 
&c. and is of considerable value, on account of the 
literary incidents and observations which it contains, 
and the passages of ancient authors which it has pre- 
served and illustrated.. It is valuable also in respect 
of the occasional information which it conveys, on 
the subject of ancient manners, customs, and opinions. 

The style of Gellius has been the subject of much 

‘Aulus. 
9075 feet in circumference, flanked with 26 lofty tur- veer 

————— 
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Avranches, controversy y among the commentatorsand critics; who had _been suspected of exciting these commotions; Aurelian. 
Aurelian. are by ‘no means agreed, whether he ought to be and by the severity of his conduct in this instance, SV 
—v— ranked among the writers of the silver or the brazen _ estranged from himself, ina great degree, the affections _ 

- age. Without pretending to enter into the meritsof of the people. After having repaired and extended 
i 's learned or to detract from the epi- 

thets uculentus, niti legantissimus, latinissimus, 
bestowed up is author by many eminent and ju- 
dicious critics, we shall only observe, that the reader 
of the Noctes Attice will occasionally remark some - 
of those ities which characterise the style of 

- the oman writers. Those’ who are desirous 
aining farther information upon this subject, 

at “the preface to Mr Beloe’s translation, 
the authorities therein referred to; particularly, 

Falsterus, De Vita et Rebus A. Gellii, and Fabricius, 
Biblioth. Lat. vol. i. and ii. 

» The Noctes Attice were first printed at Rome, by 
Conrad Sweinheim, and Arnold Pannartz, in 1469. 
The editor was John Andreas, the learned bishop of 
Aleria. The most valuable of the subsequent edi- 
tions are. 1/: The edition of Jenson; Venice, 1472. 
2. The edition of Aldus; ibid. 1515. 3. The edi- 
tion of Henry Stephen; Paris, 1585. 4. The El- 
zivir edition; Amsterdam, 1651. 5. Cum notis va- 
riorum ; 1666. 6. In usum Delphini; 1681. 
7. The edition of the Gronovii; Leyden, 1706. 
8. Of Conradus; Leipsick, 1762. 

Mr Beloe’s translation, with criticaland explana- 
tory notes, was published in 1795; and will be of 
essential service to the student, besides being valuable 

* to such as are deprived of the advantage of being 
able to peruse'the original. (zx) 
AVRANCHES, the Abricante of the ancients, 

avery old town of France, in the department of the 
Channel. The cathedral, which stands on a hill, and 
the ruins of the castle, which are very extensive, are 
the only objects deserving of particular notice. Po- 
pulation 5413. W..Long. 1° 22' 38”, N. Lat. 48° 
41/18". j t 
pean N, one of the Roman emperors, was 

the son of a peasant, and a native of Sirmium in Pan- 
nonia.. He entered the army as a common soldier, 
and was sodistinguished by his extraordinary strength 
and courage, that he rose successively to the rank of 
a centurian, a tribune, the prefect of a legion, the in- 

the walls of the city, in the beginning of the year 
271, he recovered Gaul, Spain, and Britain from the 
usurpation of 'Tebricus, governor of Aquitaine. la 
272 he turned his arms against Zenobia, the cele- 
brated queen of Palmyra, who had established a mo- 
narchy upon the ruins of the empire in the east, and 
had maintained her authority during the space of five 
or six years. He gained possession of Tyana in 
Cappadocia, after an obstinate resistance; and treat- 
ed the inhabitants with the utmost lenity, from re- 
spect to the memory of their countryman Apollonius. 
Having defeated the forces of Zenobia in the neigh- 
bourhood of Antioch, he entered that place in tri- 
umph, and conciliated the citizens. by the mildness of 
his measures. He gained a second victory near the 
city of Emesa; advanced, through all the obstacles 

-of the sandy desert and plundering Arabs, to the 
siege of Palmyra; cut off the succours, which were 
sent from Persia for its relief ; and at length intercepted 
the queen, when attempting to make her escape from 
the’city. Her capital surrendered very soon after, 
upon condition that the lives of the inhabitants should 
be spared; but a few of. the queen’s ablest counsel- 
lors, among whom was the celebrated Longinus, were 
afterwards. sacrificed at Emesa to the vengeance of 
the.conqueror. A short time after his departure, the 
Palmyreans broke out into open rebellion; massacred 
the governor and garrison, left in their city ; and pro- 
claimed a kinsman of Zenobia their sovereign. But 
the avenging conqueror, naturally severe, and now 
roused into fury by the presumption of this revolt, 
and the slaughter of his troops, was soon at their 
gates, entered the city without opposition, put the 
inhabitants to the sword without distinction, and re- 
duced that short-lived metropolis to a state of ruin, 
from which it never recovered. After having sup- 
pressed an insurrection, which had been excited at 
Alexandria by an adventurer named Firmus, whom 
he caused to be tortured and put to death, he return- 
ed to Rome in 274, and was honoured with a more 
splendid triamph than had ever been witnessed even 

spector of the camp, the general of a frontier, and, “win that city of triumphs. * On this occasion, he made 
at length, to the important office of commander in 
chief of the cavalry... He was invested with the con- 
sulship by the influence of the emperor Valerian; and 
married the daughter of Ulpius Crinitus, a senator of 
the hi prank and merit. At the death of Clau- 
dius I1.;:who recommended him as-his successor, he 
was saluted emperor by the army, A. D. 270; and 
theirelection was soon confirmed by the voice of the 
senate. Aurelian continued to reign only four years 
and nine months; but every instant of that short 

od was marked by some memorable atchievement. 
n the course of the year 270, he put an end to the 

war with the Goths; and repeatedly routed the Ger- 
mans, who had invaded Italy. Returning to Rome, 
where some disturbances had taken place during his 
absence, he put to death several of the senators, who 

his captives subservient to his military glory, butafter- 
wards treated them with the greatest humanity and 
kindness. He gave to Zenobia lands and possessions 
in the neighbourhood of Tivoli; and appointed ‘Tetri- 
cus governor of Lucania. Qut of the spoils of his vic- 
tories he built a magnificent temple to the sun, in 
whose service his mother had been an inferior priestess, 
and for whose worship he always professed a peculiar 
veneration., He’ applied himself with the utmost ac- 
tivity, during this short period of peace, to the sup- 
pression of various abuses, the prevention of crimes, 
and the general reformation of manners. He remit- 
ted all the debts, which had become due, in the 
course of the year, from private persons to the pub- 
lic treasury ; and, at the same time, published an act 
of oblivion, with respect to all crimes committed 

icular account of Aurclian’s triumph, see Vopiscus Hist. Aug: 220; Gibbon’s Rom. Hist. vol, ii. p. 46.5 and 

an 

* For a 
Ant. Un, Hist. vol. xv. p. 458. 
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Aurelian, against the staté, previous to that date. He in- 
Aureng- 

zebe, 

‘torrent of the noblest blood in the empire. 

creased the » bestowed upon the common 
people ; and, as he was himself a plebeian, he always 
manifested a iar predilection towards that order 
of his subjects. The discontent, which this partiality 
excited among the senatorial and equestrian ranks, 
seems to have been the real cause of a very formidable 
insurrection, which broke out at Rome upon his at- 
tempting to restore the integrity of the coin; and 
‘which was not quelled till after a bloody engagement 
had been fought with the insurgents on the Czlian hill. 
Exasperated by this unprovoked rebellion, Aurelian 
let loose all the natural cruelty of his disposition; 
and his vengeance was not satiated till he had shed a 

One of 
his own nephews was involved in this bloody prose- 
cution ; and the senate was deprived of its most il- 
lustrious members. About the close of,the year 274 
or the beginning of 275, the emperor marched to- 
wards Persia at the head of a well-disciplined army. 
Suspecting one of his secretaries of extortion, he had 
charged him with the crime, and threatened him with 
punishment. The offender, whose name was Mnes- 
-theus, aware of his danger, sought safety for himself 
by alarming the fears of others. Counterfeiting his 
master’s writing, he shewed to some of the principal 
officers of the army a list of names, which he pre- 
tended to have found in the emperor’s closet, and in 
which they were all devoted to death. Anxious to 
avert this impending destruction, they instantly unit- 
ed with the traitor, fell upon Aufelian on the march 
from Byzantium, and dispatched him with many 
wounds. The imposition, however, was soon dis- 
covered; Mnestheus was devoted to the rage of wild 
beasts; and the obsequies of the emperor solemnized 
with the greatest pomp. 

The py, ae of Aurelian were better suited to the 
command of an army, than to the government of an 
empire; and he acted towards his subjects more like 
a conqueror than a sqvereign. He was unequalled 
in point of personal prowess; and it is affirmed that, 
in one engagement, he slew forty-eight of the enemy 
with his own hand. In order to distinguish him from 
another person of the same name, and in reference to 
his readiness for any encounter, he was called by the 
soldiers Aurelianus manu in_ferrum, * Aurélian wit 
his hand upon his sword.’”? He exercised the strictest 
discipline in the army; and punished with the utmost 
severity every neglect of duty, or instance of licen- 
tiousnéss in the conduct of his troops. He was ca- 
pable of great generosity ; but his stern justice often 
degenerated into savage cruelty; and he is ranked not 
so much among the good, as among the useful princes. 
See Gibbon’s Rom. Hist. vol. ii. p. 15—56. Ane. 
Un. Hist. vol. xv. p. 449—464. Vopiscus, Hist. 
Aug. p. 210-—225. (q) 
“AURENG-ZEB , or AuRUNGzEBE, the Great 

Mogul, and a-successful conqueror, was born in the 
year 1618. He was the third and favourite son of 
Shaw Jehan, whom he succeeded in the empire of 
Hindostan. Aurengézebe, from his youth, seemed 
destinéd to wield the sceptre of a mighty kingdom. 
With a boundless ambition, lurking wet Bs the appear- 
ance of unassuming humility, he possessed talents 
capable ef directing it te the accomplishment of ‘its 
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‘that his father was really dead. 

He was well object. 
a He knew that the of his country, 

ties of kindred or humanity could save them from this 
alternative ; the safety of the reigning monarch re- 
quiring the extirpation of all, who by their birth or 
— might compete with him in the empire. To 
ull the —_— and suspicions of his elder brothers, 
he had ass the habit and manners of a Fakier, 
a kind of religious mendicant. But while he was . 
counting his beads, and appeared, to all around, in 
different about the concerns of a world, he 
was devising means for procuring the interests of the 
nobles, and laying plans for possessing the throne. 
By his dutiful behaviour, and apparent submission, he 
had insinuated himself into the affections and esteem 
of his father, with whom he always held a secret cor- 
respondence. Dara, the eldest-son of Shaw Jehan, 
alarmed at the growing interests of Aureng-zebe, 
and beginning to suspect that he had a upon 
the throne, took every mean of thwarting his plans, 
and was often tempted to cry out, ‘ Of all my bro- 
thers, I fear none but this Namazi (this great pray- 
ing man).’? Aureng-zebe had been appointed to t 
government of the Deccan, where he shewed his 
warlike disposition, and his thirst for conquest... His 
first attempt was directed against the kingdom of 
Golconda, which he would undoubtedly have sub- 
dued, had it not been snatched out of his hands by 
the intrigues of Dara, who, apprehensive that such a 
conquest would render Aureng-zebe too powerful, 
persuaded Shaw Jehan to accede to an immediate 
peace. But the loss of territory was greatly com- 
pensated by the friendship of Meer Jumla, the great- 
est general of his age, who, offended at the ungrate- 
ful and unworthy treatment which he had received 
from the king of Golconda, his master, revolted to 
Aureng-zebe, and was the principal instrument im 
raising that prince to the throne of Delhi. 

Shaw Jehan falling dangérously ill in 1656, a re- 
port of his death was spread abroad, which put the 
whole empire in commotion, and his sons immediately 
prepared for open war. All the abilities of Aureng- 
zebe were now called into action.. He found hi 
unable to contend single-handed with Dara, ‘who re- 
sided at court, and, possessing the ear of his father, 
could command all the resources of the empire. But 
what force could not obtain, might be accomplished 
by fraud. He wrote to his brother Morad, ee | 
that he, being a Fakier, had no desire to reign ; an’ 
promising, that if he would join him with all the 
troops which he could raise in his government; he 
woule place’him upon the throne of Hindostan. Mo- 
rad was ambitious, and brave, but too im- 
prudent and unsuspicious for the times in which he 
ived. Little suspecting the deceitful villainy of his 
brother, he immediately acceded to his wishes. They 
joined their forces on the banks of the Nirbidda, and 
accompanied by Jumla, hastened with all ition 
to Agra: The mandate of his father met Aureng- 
zebe on his march, intimating his perfect recovery, 
and forbidding him to advance: Aureng-zebe pre- 
tended that this was merely a trick of his brother 
Dara ; he swore that the letter was a.counterfeit, and 
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blood must either look to sovereignty ordeath. No “"W—™~ 
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under Dara was overthrown in the plains of Samon- 
ghes, and the victorious brothers stopt not till they 

gates of Agra. Aureng-zebe now saw 

a throne at his disposal. He had gained over to his 
interest the chief omrahs of the empire; and none 

were’allowed to enter the presence of Shaw Jehan 

without his permission. At the same time, he made 

at protestations of affection and submission to his 

and laid all the blame of what had happened ‘ 
? 

upon the ition, and evil designs of Dara. _He 

had as yet trea forad with Ge ieetion of a bro- 

ther, and the of asu » always addressing 

him with the title of king.. But the mask was soon 
to be withdrawn, and the hypocritical fakier was to 

“in his real character. Morad having inadver- 
tently drunk too much wine at an entertainment given 
by Aureng-zebe, fell asleep While in this state, his 

servants were ordered to withdraw, and ye gee es 
poignard were secured. Aureng-zebe, who had re- 
tired early, now entered the chamber, and awakenin 
his brother, upbraided him with his indiscretion an 
debauchery so unbecoming a king ; then addressing 
his attendants, “ Take this infamous drunkard; tie 
him hand and foot, and throw him into that room, 
there to sleep out his wine.’”? The remonstrances of 
Morad were ineffectuali He was carried in chains 
to the fortress of Gualiar, where he soon after fell a 
victim to the fears of his brother. By the exertions 
of Jumla, Dara was also reduced to submission, and 
afterwards murdered ; and his remaining brother Su- 
ja soon experienced the same fate. 
1s -zebe was proclaimed emperor in 1659, du- 
ring the lifetime of Shaw Jehan, whose n and 
or blessing he had obtained’ by his indulgent 

haviour and res ul letters, but whose death 
neither increased nor diminished the power of Aureng- 
zebe. Securely seated on the throne of Delhi, there 
remained no competitor to dispute with him the em- 
pire; and fora period of nearly ches years, the 
profoundest tranquillity reigned th out Hindo- 
stan. The latter part of his life, however, was spent 
in constant activi seeder ip eh The rebellion of his 
sons, the revolt of some of the dependent provinces, 
and the insurrections of the Hindoos, whom he at- 
tempted to convert to Mahometanism, kept him al- 
most continually in the field for the last fifteen years 
of his life. During that time “3 led a rebellion 
of the Raj sin Agimere; of the Patans beyond 
the sty ner of the Tatts in Agra: He reduced 
Bengal; annexed to his territories the Carnatic, with 
the kingdoms of Visiapour, Golconda, and Assam, 
and extended his authority over the whole peninsula 
within the Ganges. Aureng-zebe died 27th Fe- 
bruary 1707 at . gur, where he had taken up 
his winter in the 90th year of his age, and 
the 50th of his reign. His body, according to his 
own directions, was deposited in the cell of a holy 
dervise, near that city, in a plain tomb, without either 

ae f itute of and winnin 
behaviour, which : 
reng-zebe acquired popularity by the decency of his 
character and the sanctity of ie life He se of a 
low stature, and slender make, with a large nose, and 
elive complexion. When the traveller Gemelli saw 
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attracts our regard, Au-. 

lll 
him in 1695, he was stoopiag with age, and support- 
ed himself on a staff. From the severe austerity of 
his manners, and his zealous endeavours in the cause 
of religion, his memory is held in great veneration by 
the .Mahometans, and numerous pilgrims resort to 
Ahmednagur to pay. their devotions at his tomb. 

The character of Aureng-zebe has been drawn in 
very different colours: While some have represented 
him as.a monster of cruelty, who waded to the throne 
through the blood’ of his family ; who persecuted an 
inoffensive people from bigotry and hypocrisy ; and 
whose remorse for his crimes was the bane of his fu- 
ture life: he has been painted by others asthe great. 
est warrior and statesman which India ever produced;, 
as having raised Hindostan toits highest glory ; and 
as having lived and ruled for the: happiness of his 
people. For our part, we agree implicitly with nei- 
ther ; and when we attempt to rescue his memory 
from the calumnies of the one, we must not be un- 
derstood as acceding to the commendations of the 
other. In the government of Hindostan, where the 
sticcession to the throne is undecided by law, the 
death of the reigning monarch. is always the signal 
for a civil war among the surviving branches of his 
family, and the safety of each depends upon the ex- 
tinction of the rest. Aureng-zebe’s severity to his 
brothers, therefore, was what the security of his per- 
son, and the tranquillity of the empire demanded, and 
can be viewed in no other light, than as a measure of 
self-defence,—a measure diétated by the urgency of 
the times, which his predecessors had taught him, 
and which succeeding monarchs have been compelled 
to imitate. His persecution of the helpless Hindoos, 
however it may call for our reprehension, must be at- 
tributed to the religion which he professed, and to 
the dictates of that prophet which he obeyed. But 
his hypocritical and perfidious treatment of the un- 
suspicious Morad, we can neither justify nor’ pal- 
liateé. Though in Aureng-zebe we may discover 
much to blame, we find more to admire. If his obe- 
dience to the customs of his country have lowered. 
him in our esteem, his abilities, as a warrior and a 
statesman, claim our admiration, and we cannot re- 
fuse our praise to his strict observance of religious 
duties, to his mild and equitable distribution of jit 
tice, to the abstemious severity of his life ;,to that 
nobleness of mind, which made him disdain not to 
labour for his subsistence with his-own hands; and to. 
that benevolence and humanity of disposition, which 
led him to declare «* that the food was bitter which 
was drawn from the sweat of his subjects.””- He ne- 
ver did an act of injustice till he aspired to the throne; ; 
and the moderation and equity of his government 
make us regret that he did not obtain it without a 
crime. His name will ever be revered in Hindostan, 
of which empire he may be said to be the real foun- 
der and legislator. See Mod. Un. Hist. vol. vi. 
p- 386—455. Gemelli Trav. apud Churchill’s Col- 
lect. vol. iv. p. 232. Dow’s Hist: of Hindostan, 
p- 218, &c. Rennell’s Memotr of a Map of Hin- 
dostan, introd. p. 61—64. Fraser’s. Hist. of Nadir - 
Shaw, &c, p. 29—39. we 
AURIGA, or the Wacconer, the name of one 

of the constellations in the northern hemisphere, con- 
taining 66.stars in the Britannic catalogue. (w) 

Aurétg- 
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112 AURORA BOREALIS. 
Aurora AURORA Boreauis, an extraordinary lumi- arises from a large opening,in the cloud, a. luminous Aurora 
Borealis- yous appearance or meteor, shewing itself in the 
—v-— night-time, in northern latitudes, whence it has got 

wits name of northern lights, or northern dawn. It is 
also known ainong the vulgar by the name of stream- 
ers, or merry dancers. ' 

‘The aurora borealis may with propriety be distin- 
ished into two kinds, the tranquil, and the varying. 

The tranquil shines with a mild and steady light, very 
much resembling the clearness of twilight ; and pre- 
serves, for a considerable time, the form in which. it 
first appears, with little or no variation. Different 
names have been given by the ancient philosophers to 
this kind of aurora, according to the forms which it, 
assumes. They are thus enumerated by Muschen- 
broek ; Jrabs, or the beam, an oblong luminous tract, 
parallel to the horizon. Sagitta, the arrow, the same 
form withthe beam, but terminating in a cusp. Faces, 
the torch, which has various positions in the heavens, 
but always one extremity larger.than the other, Ca- 

pra saltans, the dancing goat, a luminous appearance, 
agitated by the wind, so as successively to ‘appear 
and disappear. Bothynoé, the cave, aluminons cloud, 
having the appearance of a recess or hollow in the 
heavens, surrounded. by a coroxa. Pithia, the tun, 
an aurora resembling a iarge Juminous.cask. These 
names, it is easy to perceive, are somewhat fanciful, 
and do not serve greatly to illustrate the nature of 
this singular meteor. 

The varying aurora is still more remarkable in its 
appearance, and occasionally exhibits the most. bril- 
liant and rapidly diversified forms. It has been mi- 
autely described by Muschenbroek, who paid great 
attention to its peculiarities ; and from. whose de- 
scription we select the following. particulars. In that 
region of the air which is.directly towards the north, 
or.which stretches from the north ,towards..the east 
or west,,there appears at first a cloud inthe horizon, 
which rarely.rises to the heightiof 40,degrees. This 
cloud is sometimes contiguous to the horizon, .some- 
times detached from it ; in which last case the inter- 
mediate sky appears of a bright blue.colour.. The 
cloud occupies a portion of the. heavens extending in 
length from 5.to 100 degrees, and sometimes still far- 
ther. It is generally white and shining, but some- 
times black and thick... Its upper edge is. parallel to 
the horizon, bordered by a long train of light which 
rises higher in some places than in others. It appears 
also bent in the form of a bow, or like the segment 
of a sphere which has its centre considerably beneath 
the horizon ; and sometimes a large white or luminous 
band is visible skirting the superior edge of the black 
cloud. The dark part of the cloud becomes white 
and luminous when the aurora has shone for some 
time, and after it has sent forth several bright and 
fiery rays. ‘Then, from the superior edge of the 
cloud, there issue rays in the form of jets, which are 
sometimes many, sometimes few in number, some- 
times close together, sometimes removed several de- 

ees asunder. These jets diffuse a very brilliant 
ght, as if.a luminous or fiery liquor were driven with 

impetuosity from a syringe. ~The jet increases in 
brightness, and has less'bulk at the place where it 
issues from the cloud ; while it dilates itself and grows 
dimmer as it goes farther and farther off. "Then there 

tle and uniform, and which increases in sipess ita. “yo 
vances. The dimensions and duration. of these. co- 
lumns, however, vary considerably. Their light i 
sometimes white, sometimes reddish, or even blo 
colour ; and, as they advance, their colours’ ; 
till they form a kind of arch in the heavens. ..Whe 
several of these columns, which have issued from dif- 
ferent places, encounter each other in the zenith, they 
intermingle with each other, and form at their junc- 
oe wer sie’ cents whieh seems as it were to 
indle,,and sends forth alight considerably more 

brilliant-than that. of any Gf the separate columns. 
This light changes to green, blue, and pu 3 and 
quitting its original situation, it directs itself towards 
the south, under the form of a small bright cloud. 
When no more columns are seen to. issue, the cloud 
assumes the,appearance of the morning dawn, and in- 
sensibly dissipates itself—Musch. Instat. Phys..c. 41. 

. The duration; of the aurora is very various. Seme- 
ace it.is formed and disappears in the course of a 
few minutes. At.other.times, it lasts during the whole 
night, or even for two.or three days together; and 

uschenbroek observed one in 1734, that lasted ten 
days and nights successively ; and another in 1735, 
that lasted from the 22d to the 3lst of March. The 
lucid columns are so. transparent, that stars of the first 
and second magnitude are easily seen through them ; 
these-also frequently shine through the white border, 
of the horizontal cloud, and sonmvetimes, though rare- 
ly, through the opaque.cloud itself, But many. parts 
of the luminous substance are so thin, that the smal- 
lest stars which are visible to the naked eye may be 
distinguished through them, y 

In high northern’ latitudes, as those of Sweden, 
Lapland, and Siberia, the, aurora boreales are singu-. 
larly resplendent, and eventerrific, They frequently, 
occupy the whole of the heavens; and, according to 
the testimony of Maupertuis, Middleton, Krafft, and 
others, eclipse the splendour of the stars, planets, and 
moon, andsometimes eyen of the sun himself. In the 
north-eastern districts of Siberia, according to’ the de- 
scription of Gmelin, cited and translated by Dr Blag- 

den, (Phil. Trans. vol. lxxix. p. 228.) the aurora is 
observed to begin with single bright pillars, rising in 
the north, and’almost at the same time in the north. 
east, which; gradually increasing, comprehend alarge 
space of the heavens, rush about from place,to. place 
with incredible velocity, and finally almost coyer the 
whole sky up to the zenith, and produce an appear- 
ance as if a vast tent was expanded in ‘the heavens, 
glittering with. gold, rubies, and sapphire. . A more 
beautiful spectacle cannot be painted; but whoever 
should see such.a northern light for the first time, 
could not behold it without terror. For, however 
fine the illumination may be, it is attended, as I haye 
learned from the relation of many persons, with such 
a hissing, cracking, and rushing noise through the air, 
asvif the largest fs Gorks wire playing off, To de- 
scribe what they then hear,'they make use of the ex- 
pression spolochi chodjat, that. is, the raging host 
is passing. |The hunters who pursue the white and 
blue foxes in ‘the confines of the Icy sea, are often 
overtaken in their course by these northern lights. 

4 

train or column, of which the motion is at first gen- Borealis. 
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Their dogs are then so much frightened that the 
will not move, but lie obstinately on the ground ti 
the noise has passed, Commonly clear and calm wea- 
ther follows this kind of northern lights, I have heard 
this account not from one person only, but confirmed 
‘by the uniform testimony of many who have spent 
part of several in these northern regions, 
and inhabited different countries from the Yenisei to 
the Lena; so that no doubt of its truth can remain. 

; seems, to be the real birth-place of the 

aurora 
__ Maupertuis describes a veryremarkable aurora which 
he saw at Oswer-Zornea, on the 18th December 
1736, and which he says excited his admiration, not- 

‘ithstanding the many extraordinary appearances of 
this kind to which he had been accustomed to in the 
Arctic regions. An extensive region of the heavens 
towards the south appeared tinged of so lively a red, 
that the whole cotta’ Orion seemed as if dyed 
in blood. This light was for some time fixed, but 
soon became moveable ; and after having successively 
assumed all the tints of violet and blue, it formed a 
dome, of which the summit nearly approached the 

_ zenith in the south-west. Its splendour was so great, 
as to be in no degree affected by the strong light‘ of 

the moon. Maupertuis adds, that he observed only 
_two of these red northern lightsin Lapland, which are 
of very rare occurrence in that country, although the 
aurora there assumes a great variety of tints; hence 
they are considered by the natives as of portentous 
omen, and as the forerunners of some great calamity. 
_ This account of the noises attending the aurora 

_ borealis has been corroborated by other testimonies. 
They have been heard at Hudson’s Bay, and in Swe- 
den ; and Muschenbroek mentions, that the Green- 
land whale fishers assured him they had frequently 
heard the noise of the aurora borealis ; but adds, that 
no person in Holland had ever experienced this phe- 
nomenon, Mr Cavallo, however, declares, that he 
has re ig ed heard a crackling sound proceeding 
from the aurora borealis. (Elem. of Nat. and Exper. 
Phil. vol. iii. p. 449.) And Mr Nairne mentions, 
that, being in Northampton at the time when the 
northern lights were remarkably bright, he is con- 
fident he perceived a hissing or whizzing sound. Mr 
Belknap, also, of Dover, in New Hampshire, North 
America, testifies to the same fact. Amer. J’rans. 
vol. ii. p. 196, 

__ The aurora is by no means confined to the northern 
hemisphere. In the high southern latitudes, it was 
long ago observed, that there is a similar phenome- 
non. (See Phil. Trans. No. 461. and vol. liv. No. 

J And, if the existence of the aurora australis 
was before in some measure doubtful, it has been com- 
peer ascertained by the second voyage round the 
w. Ss ates by Captain Cooke. “ On February 
17.1778,” says Mr Forster, who accompanied Cooke 
in the capacity of naturalist, “in south lat. 58°, a 
beautiful phenomenon was observed during the pre- 
.eeding night, which appeared again this and several 

_ following nights. It consisted of long columns of a 
clear white light, shooting up from the horizon to the 
eastward, almost to the zenith, and gradually spread- 

' ing over the whole southern part of the sky. These 
umns were sometimes bent. sideways at their upper 

extremities; and though in most respects similar to 
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the northern lights of our hemisphere, yet differed 
from them in being always of a whitish colour; where- 
as ours assume various tints, especially those of a fiery 
and purple hue. The sky was generally clear when 
they appeared, and the air sharp and cold, the ther- 
mometer standing at the freezing point.’? 

Various attempts have been made to determine the 
height of the aurora borealis, but with very little suc- 
cess. Bergman, froma mean of thirty computations, 
makes the height of this phenomenon to be 72 Swe- 
dish, or about 468 English miles. Father Boscovich 
calculated the height of an aurora borealis, observed 
on the 16th December 1737, by the Marquis of Po- 
leni, to have been 825 miles : Mairan supposed the far 
greater number of aurore to be at least 600 miles 
above the surface of the earth; and Euler assigned 
them an elevation of several thousands of miles. Dr 
Blagden, however, limits their height to about 100 
miles, which he supposes to be the region of fire-balls ; 
remarking that instances are upon record, in which 
the northern lights have been seen to join, and form 
luminous balls, darting about with great velocity, and 
even leaving a train behind them like common me- 
teors.—Phil. Trans. vol. lxxiv. p. 227. 

Respecting the cause of this beautiful phenomenon, 
“a great variety of theories have been proposed. When 
the science of meteorology was in an imperfect state, 
it was natural to ascribe the aurora borealis to fiery 
or sulphureous vapours exhaled from the bowels of 
the earth, and rising into the region of the air; and 
Muschenbroek is at pains to point out certain chemical 
mixtures which send forth a phosphorescent steam or 
vapour, in many respects resembling the northern 
lights. Dr Halley, also, at first proposed a similar 
theory : conceiving that the .watery vapours which 
are rarefied and sublimed by subterraneous fire, might 
carry along with them sulphureous vapours suffi- 
cient to produce this luminous appearance in the 
atmosphere. He soon, however, abandoned this 
Riypottesis, which is evidently very insufficient to 
account for the phenomena; and supposed that 
the aurora borealis might be occasioned by the circu- 
lation of the magnetic effluvia of the earth from one 

le to the other. It was an hypothesis of this phi- 
Lcsohcr; that the earth is a hollow sphere, inclosing 
within it another sphere, which has a strong magne- 
tic virtue, to two poles which are nearly but not per- 
fectly coincident with the poles of the world. ‘The 
inner sphere he supposed to have a slow revolution on 
its axis, independent of the diurnal rotation of the 
earth, by which he accounted for the variation of the 
magnetic needle ; and he supposed that there is a con- 
stant circulation of the magnetic fluid from the north 
to the south pole through the air; which is counter- 
balanced by a circulation from the south to the north 
pole, through the pores of the earth. The magnetic 
efluvia, darting upwards from the north pole into the 
higher regions of the atmosphere, acquire such an 
impetus as to render the circumambient ether lumi- 
nous ; aud give rise to all the phenomena of the au- 
rora borealis. It has never, however, been shewn, 
that magnetic effluvia can in any case produce light ; 
and according to this theory, the aurora ought at the 
south pole to direct itself towards the earth ; where- 
as Mr Forster found it moving rapidly towards the 
zenith, just as it does in the northern hemisphere. 

P 
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Aurora The celebrated academician M. de Mairan, in 1731, 
Borealis. published a treatise upon the aurora borealis, inwhich 

5 ascribes this phenomenon ‘to the impulse of the 
zodiacal light upon the atmosphere of the earth, “The 
zodiacal light is a luminous train, which is visible at 
certain seasons, a little before sun-rise, or after sun- 
set, in the shape of a pyramid or lens, stretching 
along the zodiac. It was first discovered by Cassini, 
who conceived it to be the atmosphere of the sun, 
formed by a very rare fluid luminous in itself, or il- 
luminated by the sun’s rays, but not equally through- 
out; being much more luminous, and more exten 
around the equator of the sun; in which direction it 
forms a very oblate spheroid, or rather lens, of which 
the transverse section coincides with the plane of the 
sun’sequator. See Astronomy Index. 

«« It is proved by observation,’’ says M. de Mairan, 
*« that this solar atmosphere extends sometimes as far 
as the earth’s orbit, and even farther. When, there- 
fore, it is at its greatest extent, the earth will be im- 
mersed in it ; in which case a quantity of the luminous 
matter, influenced by gravitation, falls upon the earth’s 
atmosphere, and descends more or less within it ac- 
cording to its.weight ; each luminous particle descend- 
ing till it meet with a stratum of air, with which it 
will be in equilibrium. But as the equatorial regions 
have a greater centrifugal force than the polar, on 
account of their greater velocity during the earth’s 
diurnal rotation, the luminous particles of the zodia- 

_ cal light must be driven by this centrifugal force, 
from the equator towards the poles; and it is then 
that they form those luminous arches which we call 
the aurora borealis, (See Tract. Phys. and Hist. 
del Aurore Bor.) Besides this express treatise, there 
are several papers on the subject of the aurora borea- 
lis, by M. de Mairan, in the Memoirs’ of the French 
Acadgmy ; one in particular for the year 1733, in 
which he:records a variety of his observations ‘on the 
zodiacal light, made witha view to confirm his theory ; 
and another for the:year 1747, in which he defends 
his theory against the attacks of Euler, who wrote a 
treatise in order to refute it, and establish anew doc- 
trine of his ‘own. 

Euler justly observes, that the theory of M. de 
Mairan is not only exposed to the objection of resting 
upon hypothesis, rather than upon observed facts,/but 
that it is inconsistent with the direction in which the 
aurora is constantly observed'to move ; which is not 
from the equator towards the poles, but conversely 
from the polesitowards theequator. He himself as- 
eribes the aurora, not to the zodiacal light, but to the 
luminous particles of our own atmosphere, driven be- 
yond its limits by the light of the sun, and sometimes 
ascending to the height of several thousand miles, 
This, it must be owned, is no very brilliant specimen 
of the philosophical acumen of this celebrated ma- 
thematician. See Mem. Acad. Berlin, 1746, p> 117. 

As soon as the phenomena of electricity, and the 
laws by which they are governed, were solarily un- 
derstood, philosophers very naturally had recourse to 
this agent, as, affording a satisfactory explanation of 
the aurora borealis. ‘The brilliancy of its light, ‘the 
rapidity of its motions, and the instantaneous chan- 
ges of formowhich it underwent, all seemed plainly to 
point to this powerfulelement as the cause‘of these 
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striking phenomena. Mr Hawkesbee, too, had 
very early shewn, that the electrical fluid assumes an 
appearance resembling the aurora alis, when it 
passes through a vacuum or highly rarefied atmo- 
sphere. If a glass tube, resembling a Florence flask’ 
in size and shape, be exhausted of air by means of a 
stop-cock and syringe fixed to its mouth, and be ther 
excited by friction, it will appear filled with a pale 
light, resembling the aurora is, which go 
and come at intervals, sending forth brilliant flashes, 
exactly as this meteor does in the heavens. If either 
end of the flask be ted to the conductor of an 
electrical machine, the other being held in the hand, 
aconstant stream of pale light will be transmitted 
through it, proceeding from the conductor. Mr 
Canton, also, contrived to exhibit an imitation of the 
aurora borealis, by means of electricity transmitted 
through the Torricellian vacuum, formed in pa 
tube about three feet long, and hermetically 
When one end of the tube is held in the hand, and 
the other applied to the conductor of an electrical 
machine, the whole tube is illuminated from end to 
end, and will continue luminous for a considerable 
time after it has been removed from the conductor. 
If, after gis $i drawn the hand oe, 
way, the light will be uncommonly intense, extending 
witha the least interruption, from one hand to the 
other, even throughout its whole length. By this — 
operation, however, a great part of the electricity is 
discharged ; nevertheless the tube will flash at inter- 
vals, if held at one extremity and kept quite still ; 
but if it be grasped by the other hand at the same 
time in a different place, strong flashes of light will 
hardly ever fail to dart from one end to the other, 
which will continue twenty-four hours and longer, 
without any fresh excitation, An arched double ba- 
rometer, of a considerable height, exhibits these phe- 
nomena ina still more striking manner. 

Thus we find that a small quantity of electricity, 
excited-in a highly rarefied atmosphere, or in a me- 
dium approaching to a perfect vacuum, will exhibit 
luminous ap ces entirely resembling the aurora 
borealis, for a very considerable space of time. With 
respect to ithe variations of colour which we find in 
the aurora borealis, these seem fairly ascribable to the 
different degrees of rarefaction of the air ; for the 
same electricity which appears white in a yery rare 
medium, becomes blue, purple, or red, in a medium 
of increased density ; as is fully evinced by the fol- 
lowing experiment. Let an electrical machine and 
an-air pump beso disposed, that while the machine is 
worked a succession of strong sparks shall be com- 
municated from the prime conductor to.a metallic 
knob attached to the top of the receiver of the air 
pump. Let now the exhaustion of the receiver pro- 
ceed, and we shall soon perceive the electricity for-— 
cing itself through the air within it, in a visible 
stream. At first this stream is of a deep purple co- 
lour ; ‘but, as the exhaustion advances, it changes to . 
blue; and at length to an intense white,. with which 
the whole receiver becomes completely filled. 

This experiment would appear to establish the iden- 
tity of the aurora borealis with electric light and it 
may be mentioned as collateral proofs o 
tity, that\the atmosphere is’ found, by the electrome- 

iF 

3 orealig, , 

this iden. * 
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‘when the aurora shines 

and that the ma; 
the aurora, a: | as by the ion 
machine, or by the natural le 0 electricity of a thunder 
storm. mae? oat si 

ay be asked, are all the subordinate 
the aurora borealis to be accounted 

tion ‘of electricity ; and why is it cir- 
to tht polar latitudes, and the more ele- 

yns of the atmosphere?) Mr Canton con- 
ectured, that the aurora borealis is occasioned by the 
flashing of the electric fire from positive ets ne- 
gative clouds, at a it distance, through the upper 

art of the p esp ating where the resistance is least. 
were this all, the aurora ought to’be as abundant 

in the tropical regions as in the polar; and it ought 
to dart in all directions, instead of uniformly point- 
ing towards the zenith. Signior Becearia, who paid 
very attention to atmospherical electricity, sup- 

that there is a constant and regular circula- 
tion of the electric fluid from the north pole to the 
south; and he thinks that the aurora borealis may 
be this electric matter performing -its circulation, in 
such a state of the atmosphere, as renders it visible 
on approaching nearerto the earth than usual. This 

osition, however, is altogether inconsistent with 
[+ Forster’s observations, dy mentioned; ac- 

ing to which the columns of the aurora shot up- 
wards from the horizon towards the zenith, as well in 
the southern as in the northern hemisphere. 

The course of the aurora, therefore, is uniformly 
from the towards the equator; and supposing 
it to consist in a stream of same light, - llew. 
ing reasons be assi or its constantly preser- 
x this a re cold renders oe all 

electric, or disposed to accumulate electricity ; 
while heat and moisture occasion a conducting power. 
Air, when dry and cold, is powerfully electric; and 
hence the beautiful phenomena of the aurora are con- 
fined to the polar regions, and appear by night and 
not by day, and in winter rather than in’summer. 
The inferior amy of the atmosphere, between the 
tropics, is violently heated during the day time, by 
the reflection of the sun’s rays from the earth, while 
the superior parts retain their original cold. It is 
also impregnated with moisture exhaled by the 
powerful heat which then acts upon the earth. It is 
therefore in the conducting state, and readily com- 
municates the electricity of the superior regions to 

hire cate iaa 

‘the clouds which float in it, or to the body of the 
earth. Hence the awful electrical phenomena of the 

' great quantities from the upper 

tropical regions, exhibited in thunder and lightning, 
water spouts, whirlwinds, and the most avidin 
tempests. The electrical fluid is thus conveyed in 

arts of the atmo- 
nme ween the tropics, to the awe stratum, and 
therice to the earth ; and the inferior and warm atmo- 
sphere, having once exhausted itself, must necessarily 
be recruited from the upper and colder region. 

’ These principles are illustrated and con- 
firmed by what ha ‘to French mathemati- 
cians, when stationed on the top of one of the Andes. 
‘They found themselves frequently involved in clouds, 

which, sinking down into the warmer air, appeared 
there wt be highly electrified, and diuchial 7 them- 

ly bringing down yast quantities: of electric matter 
rom the cold air that lies directly above it, it follows, 
that the upperparts of the tropical atmosphere will 
continually require'a supply from the northern and 
southern regions. Hencethe constant electric cur: 
rent in the upper parts of the atmosphere, from the 
poles towards the equator ; which in the colder re- 
gions, where the air is sufficiently rarefied, assumes’ 
the form of the aurora borealis and australis ; and 

. hence, this meteor is more frequent in winter than in 
summer ; because, at that 'time, the electric power of 
the inferior atmosphere is greater, on account of the 

eater degree of cold; and it is in the night and not 
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in the day tune that it displays itself, because, during - 
the day, the heat ofthe sun is sufficient to impart to 
every portion of the atmosphere a conducting power. 
With respect to the perpendicular direction whicle 
the streams of the aurora appear to assume, it need 
‘not be considered asia material difficulty; since, as 
Dr Halley has observed, they must dart from the 
pole in arches of circles of very great diameter, and 
consequently appear erect to those who view them 
from the earth’s surface. The upper regions of the 
atmosphere, on account of their superior rarity, afford 
them the readiest passage, and hence they assume 

’ the perpendicular direction rather than any other. 
Dr Franklin has givena different form to the elec- 

trical theory of the aurora. borealis, supposing that 
the electricity which is concerned in this phenome- 
non passes into the polar regions, from the immense 
quantities of vapour raised into the atmosphere be- 
tween the tropics ; and that the light appears first, 
where itis first in motion, that is, in the most northern 
part; so that the appearance proceeds southward, 
though the fluid really moves northward. (Exper. 
_and Observ. 1769, p. 49.) “Mr Kirwan (Irish Trans. 
1788) supposes, that the light of the aurora borealis 
and australis is occasioned by the combustion of in- 
flammable air, kindled by electricity, He'is of opi- 
nion, that a great at of this gas which is form- 
ed by a variety of natural processes, occupies the 
higher regions of the atmosphere, on account of its 
extreme levity ; and is the cause of the aurore, which 
are the highest of all meteors. But as far as we may - 
trust to the observations of aéronauts, there is’no evi- 
dence whatever, that inflammable air is more abun- 
dant in the ri than in the lower regions of the | 
atmosphere; and were it the cause of the aurore, this 
meteor should abound in the tropical as well as polar 

“regions. 
ith respect to the observation of Dr Kirwan, 

that the barometer commonly falls after an aurora, 
this ic no more than what takes place also after a 
thunder storm ; and its bein 
from the south is as explieiide on the electrical, as on 
theinflammable gas theory. Mr Winn, in the 73d 
volume of the Phil. Trans. makes the same remark, 
and says, that in 23 instances without fail, a stroi 
gale from the south, ‘or south-west, followed the ap- 

followed by high winds — 
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realis, In November 1623, another was seen all over Aurora 
Germany, and is particularly described by Kepler. 3° 
Since that time, for more than eighty years, we have ommend 
no account of any such phenomenon being observed; 
but in 1707, Mr Neve observed one of yo conti- 
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Aurora pearance of an aurera. If the aurora were bright, he 
Borealis. says the gale came on within 24 hours, but was of 

no long continuance ; if the light was faint and dull, 
the gale was less violent, and- longer in coming on ; 
but longer also in duration. » His observations were 
made in the English channel, where such winds are 
very dangerotis, and by attending to the aurore, ‘he’ 
says, that he often escaped shipwreck, while others 
suffered. “As we have supposed a stream of electri- 
city to be constantly passing kurt dm the mass of the 
earth, from the equator towards the poles, it is evi- 
dent, that a wind may be occasioned by this electri- 
city finding a ready vent at some promontory, or 
head-land. And should we suppose one of those 
vents situated on the coast of France, or in the Bay 
of Biscay, the electric matter that has been received 
at the equator, during an aurora borealis, will be dis- 
eharged there, for some time after ; and consequent- 
ly will occasion a wind from that quarter, which will 
be south-west in the English channel. According, 
however, to the different situations of these electrical 
vents, winds may blow in very different directions in 
different quarters of the world. : 
The most unaccountable of all the circumstances 

respecting the aurora borealis, is, that it is not much * 
more than a century since this phenomenon has been 
observed to occur with any degree of frequency in 
our latitudes. We find indeed a few remarkable at- 
mospheric phenomena recorded by the ancients, 
which may be reckoned examples of this meteor, viz. 
in Aristotle’s Meteor. 1. i. c. 4, 5.3 and Senec. Quest. 
Nat. 1, i. c. 15. Pliny also (1. ii. c. 27.) speaks of - 
a bloody appearance of the heavens, which seemed 

, likea fire Saices the earth, seen in the third 
year of the 107th Olympiad ; and of a light seen in 
the night-time, equal to the brightness of day, in the 
consulship of Cecilius and Papyrius (1. ii. c. $3.) both 
which may be referred'to the aurora borealis. But, 
with such triflin 
antiquity is absolutely silent on this subject. Dr 
Halley informs us, that he had begun to despair of 
witnessing this beautiful phenomenon, when the re- 
markable aurora of 1716 made its appearance. * ‘This 
philosopher has given us a historical detail of the se- 
veral observations of this meteor, -in which he says, 
that the first account of it upon record, in an English 
work, is ina book entitled, A Description of Meieors, 
by W. F. D.D., reprinted at London, in 1654, 
which speaks of “* burning’ spears”? being seen Jan. 
30, 1560. ‘The next appearance of a like kind is re- 
corded by Stow, and occurred on October 7. 1564. 
In 1574, according to Stow and Camden, an aurora 
was seen for two successive nights, viz. the 14th and 
15th of November. ‘The same phenomenon was twice 
seen in Brabant in 1575, viz. on the 13th of February 
and the 28th of September; and the circumstances 
accompanying it wére described by Cornelius Gem- 
ma, who compares them to spears, fortified cities, and 
armies fighting in the air. In 1580 and 1581, this 
phenomenon was repeatedly observed at Baknang, 

sin the county of Wirtembetn, in Germany. But 
» from this time to 1621, we have no such phenome- 
non on record, when it was seen all over France on 
September 2., ‘and is particularly described by Gas- 
aendi in his Physics, under the title of Aurora Bo- 

exceptions as these, the whole of ~ 

nuance in Ireland ; and in the same year, a similar. 
appearance was seen by Romer at Copenhagen; while, 
during an interval of eighteen months, in the years ~ . 
1707 and 1708, this sort of light had been:seen ne 
less than five times. The aurora of 1716, which Dr 
Halley particularly describes, was 'y bril- . 
liant. — It was also visible over a prodigi ict of 
country 3 being seen from the west of Ireland to the 
confines of Russia, and the east of Poland; extend- 
ing near 30° of longitude, and from about the 50th 
degree of north latitude, over almost all the north of 
Europe ; and in all places exhibiting, at the. same 
ene appearances similar to those observed in Lon- 
on. : 
It appears, then, to be certainly established, that. 

the aurora was of very rare occurrence in. our lati- 
tudes till about a century ago; for it cannot be sup- 
posed that so beautiful and striking a phenomenon 
would have passed ‘unnoticed, and unrecorded, during 
the two preceding ‘centuries, while men of science, 
and particularly astronomers, were so busily-employed 
in examining every remarkable appearance of the 
heavens; or that the philosophers of Greece and 
Rome would have'remained silent concerning sd beau- 
tiful a meteor, had it been in any degree familiarly: . 
known to them. It is in vain to.account for their» 
silence by saying; ‘phat they inhabited latitudes which | 
are scarcely ever visited by this appearance; for the 
Romans not only visited, but long. resided. in, the: 
north of Germany, and in Britain, where the aurora. 
is now frequently seen in great splendour. 

The following ingenious theory has been proposed,, 
with a view to resolve this difficulty. There isa very, 
remarkable analogy between the phenomena of elec~ 
tricity and those of smoguetianys and, apparently,.an-in= _ 
timate dependence of the one upon the other. There, 
are two species of electricity, a positive and a ne- 
gative, and two species of magnetic polarity,.a north, 
and a south. A_ body positively electrified repels 
another body positively eectrified, and attracts one: . 
that is electrified negatively; while the north pole of. » 
one magnet repels the north pole, and attracts thé. 
south pole of another. The electric shock will de- 
rive a magnetic needle of its power, or communicate: 

it to it again, according to the direction in which it 
is laid; and, during a thunder storm, the magnetic 
needle is observed to be powerfully agitated. ‘Thus 
the intimate connection between electricity and mag- 
netism seems to be satisfactorily established. Again, 
that imaginary line, or circle, which traverses the 
earth irregularly from the north towards the south, 
and is called the line of no variation, because the . 
magnetic needle, when placed upon it, points truly 
to the poles, is observed to have a gradual, and pretty 
regular, revolution around the earth, performed in. 
about 1000 years; so that, when 1000 years have 
elapsed, the line of no variation will have reached the 
same situation which it occupied at the beginning of 
that period. This line seems to have a sort of con- 
troul over the corruscations of the aurora, which are 
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run across the continent of Europe; and consequent- 
ly the aurora borealis, or stream of electrical matter 
that passes from the north towards the equator, 
would find a —. earth into the sky, 

the mountains, and other pointed bodies 
which are so plentifully scattered over the land. By 
thus flowing constantly, and so greatly subdivided, 
it could not give rise to any striking atmospheric 
phenomena. At present, the direction of this line is 
through the Atlantic ocean ; and of consequence, the 
electricity of the polar regions is not seid capeie! 
transmitted to the atmosphere, but proceeds in suc! 
masses, and at such irregular interv: as to exhibit 
itself in the beautiful phenomena of the northern. 
lights. -A thousand years ago the line of no varia- 
tion, no doubt, ied the same situation as;it does 
at present; and the aurora then shone forth in all its 
splendour; but, at that: period, the nations of Eu- 
rope were sunk in ignorance and barbarism; and 

tever phenomena the heavens presented were lost 
to posterity, from the rudeness and want of know- 
ledge of the people of thatage. Thus, if this theory 
be true, when the line of no variation shall again pass 
over the land, the aurora borealis will become invi-. 
sible for a time ; and when this line reverts to its pre-. 
sent situation over the ocean, the aurora will once 
more shine forth with its. wonted lustre. (m) 
A new theory of the aurora borealis has lately 

been proposed by M. Monge. He imagines that this 
non is merely clouds illuminated by the sun’s 

ight, which falls upon them after numerous reflec- 
tions from other clouds placed at different distances. 
in the heavens. . If we suppose that clouds placed in 
the atmosphere are enlightened by the direct rays of 
the sun, and reflect the light which they receive to, 
other clouds, situated in a part of the heavens de- 
prived of the direct light of the san, and if we sup- 
pose this light to be necessarily reflected to other 
clouds, we shall have some idea of the possibility ofa 
mass of thin clouds being illuminated by the sun 
when this luminary is considerably depressed below 
the horizon of the spectator. ‘The intensity of these 
radiations, will depend on the dispersion and. absorp- 
tion of the light in its: successive reflections, and it 
will be more distinctly.perceived when the rest of the 

is involved in darkness. Upon this hy- 
pothesis, Monge has explained why the phenomenon 
18 perceived near the poles, and why it is most fre- 
quentlyiseen between the vernal sa autumnal equi- 
noxes. 
p- 237. 

Another theory of this singular phenomenon has 
been recently proposed by M. Libes. It is founded: 
on the following principles., 1. Lf the electric spark 
is passed through a mixture of azotic and ata 
{2% nitric acid, nitrous acid, or nitrous gas, will be 
produced, according to the proportion which exists 
between the azot and oxygen. 2. The nitric acid 
exposed to the sun, becomes more coloured and vola- 

See Lecons de Physique, par Pujoulz, 1805. 
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tile. Ifa receiver is placed over a vessel containin 
this acid, exposed to the rays of the sun, the aci 
will in a few minutes become coloured, and the re- 
ceiver will be filled with red and volatile vapours, 
which continue for a long time, and exhibit a bril- 
liancy resembling the aurora borealis. 3. In the: 
flasks which contain the nitrous acid, there is always 
above the acid, a red and volatile vapour, which is 
never condensed. 4. Nitrous gas, in contact with 
atmospheric air, exhales red vapours, which fly away. 
in the sepehere 5. The hydrogen gas which dis-- 
engages itself from the surface of the earth, rises to 
a height in the atmosphere corresponding with its 
specific gravity. 6. The heat of the sun is extreme- 
ly feeble in the solar regions. From these principles, 
M. Libes concludes, that there is very little hydrogen: 
produced in the polar regions, and that therefore 
there is almost none of this substance in the higher: 
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regions of the atmosphere. The electric fluid, there-: , 
fore, passing through a mixture of azot and oxygen, 
will produce, nitric acid, nitrous acid, or nitrous gas, 
and these substances, acted upon by the solar rays,. 
will exhibit those red and volatile vapours, which 
form the aurora borealis. .A more complete account 
of thi$. ingenious theory may be found in the Traite” 
de. Physique, par Libes, or in the Dictionnaire de 
Physique, of the same author ; and in Rozier’s Jour-. 
ae oe 1790, Feb. 1791, and vol. xxxviii. p. 191. 

The latest theory which has been employed:to ac-. 
count for the aurora borealis is that of our-ingenions: 
countryman Mr Dalton, who considers it as a mag 
netic phenomenon, whose beams are governed by the: 
magnetism of the earth, He supposes that these: 
beams are: cylindrical portions of a magnetic fluid,. 
which are actually parallel to the dipping needle, and: 
therefore appear to: converge to the magnetic pole ;: 
and that the light is produced by the transmission of 
electricity, whjch disturbs their magnetic properties. 
Mr Dalton observes, that the luminous arches are al- 
ways perpendicular to the magnetic meridian; and 
that, from the permanency of their form, they afford 
an oppértunity of determining the height of the me- 
teors. From an obseryation on a base of 22 miles, 
he found its altitude to be about 150 miles. See. 
Dalton’s Meteorological Observations and Essays,. 
1793, p. 54. 153. 
The Abbe Bertholon ascribes the aurora borealis: 

to a-phosphorico-electric light. A. full account of. 
this theory has been given by its author in the Encyc.. 
Method. art. AURORE. » 

Much interesting information respecting the aurora 
borealis, will be found in the following works :— 
Muschenb. Instit. Phys. c. 41. Tract. Phys. et Hist. 
del? Aur, .Bor. par M., de Mairan,. Paris, 1754, 
9to. Becearia Dell Electricismo “Artif. et: Nat. 
p- 221... Smith’s Optics, p.69. D’Alembert’s Opus- 
cules, Mathematiques, vol. vi. p. $34. Phil. Trans. 
1716, p. 406 ; 1717, p..584, 586 ; 1719, p. 1099,. 
1101, 1104, 1107; 1720, p. 21; 1721, p. 180, 186; 
1723, p. 800 5,1724, p..175 3 1726,.p. 128, 132, 150; 
1727, p. 245, 253, 255, 301 5 1728, p. 453; 1729, 
p+ 1873, 1730, ps 279; 1731, p. 53, 55; 1734, 
p- 243,291 ;. 1736, p. 241; 1740, p. 368 ;, 1741, 
p+ 744, 839, 840, 843 5 1750, p. 319, 345,346, 499 ;~ 
1751, p. 39,126; 1762, p. 474, 4793 1764, p. 326, 
332 3.1767, p- 108 ; 1769, p. 86, 367 5.1770, p. 532 ;: 



Petrop. tom. is p. 3515 iv. p. 121... Acta Petropol, 
1780, vol. iv. Pp. le Mem. ds Par. i747, p. 368, 

423; 1731; .1751.. Mem. Acad. Berl. 1747, p. 117. 
Schwed, Abhandlungen, 1752, p. 1693; 1753; p. 853 
1764,.p. 200, 251. Bergman Opuse. vol..v. p. 272. 
Americ. Trans. vol, i. p. 404. Mem. de Mathemat. 
et Phys. tom. viii. p. 180... Rozier, vol. xiii. p. 4095 
vol. xv. p..128 ;.vol. xxiii, p. 153. Franklin’s Works, 
vol. ii. Weidler De Aurora Boreale, | Nocetus De 
Tride et Aurora Boreale cum Notis Boscovich, Rome; 
1747. Mem. Soc. Ital. vol. vii. p. 153... Gilbert’s: 
Journal, vol. xv. p. 206. But particularly, DreT. 
Young’s Nat. Phil. vol. i. p. 687, 716; and vol. ii, 
p- 488. (") (o) — ; 
AUSONIUS, Decmus Macnus, a Latin poet, 

was the second son of Julius Ausonius, an éminent 
hysician at Bourdeaux. He was born early in the 
urth century ;. and his dfather, a firm believer 

in astrolo ry bth calculated his horoscope, flatter- 
-ed his family with. the hope that the child was des- 
tined to rise to the most honourable elevation. His 
uncle, /Emilius Magnus Arborius, a’ professor of 
‘rhetoric ‘at Thoulouse, took a particular charge of his 
education, and the pleasure of witnessing the uncom- 
mon progress which he made in the liberal arts, At 
the age of thirty he was appointed to the useful sta-. 
tion of teacher of grammar, and.soon after to that 
of teacher of rhetoric, in his native city. 
comparatively obscure situation, he conducted him~ 
self so much to the satisfaction of his employess, that 
his high reputation. extended to Rome, and. he was 
-chosen by the Emperor Valentinian to direct the 
‘studies of Gratian, bie son. He had the good for- 
‘tune, or rather the address, to make himself equally 
acceptable to his pupil and to the emperor; both of 
whom loaded him with honours, as a, remuneration 
for his valuable services. During the life of Valen- 
tinian he was appointed questor; he was afterwards 
advanced to the pretorian prefecture of Italy and 
Gaul; and, in 379, he was raised to the consulship, 
an office which the emperors generally conferred on 
their minions, but which, in this instance, was filled 
by.a man, whose mental superiority enabled him to 
dictate to his master. ‘The composition in which he 
testified his gratitude, (Actio Gratiarum) is com- 
monly accounted a proof of great liveliness and vi- 
our of mind in a man far advanced in years; but 

Gibbon more justly charagterises it as *¢ a servile and 
insipid piecé of flattery, which has survived more 
worthy productions.” He died at a great age, to- 
wards the close of the fourth century. Theodosius 

- had so great a respect for. him, that, according. to 
some authors, he promoted Him to the patrician dig- 
nity; and it is certain, that the’ solicitation of this 
accomplished. emperor induced him to: publish his 
poetical works. 

What was the religion of Ausonius has been much 
disputed. Vossius, and some, other writers, whom . 
Gibbon has.followed, have no hesitation in pronoun- 
cing him a pagan, J 
who had been his pupil,.speaks of him as a Christian, 
Yet, in his.own writings, we can discover.no internal 
evidence. that he had adopted the true faith. In 
some of his verses he appears to. be sceptical on.the 

In this: 

But Paulinus, bishop of Nola,, 
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Ausontus. 1774, P 128; 1781, p. 228; 1790, p. 32—47, 101. subject of a future life; and some others, written by Avspices, 
—y—_ Miscell. Berolinens. 1710, vol. is ps 131. Comment. command of Valentinian, are so indeli¢ate and licen- “ 

tious as to render it questionable if their author had 
any sense of religion at all. See Mem, de? Acad. des 
Luscript. tom. xv. ; and Bayle, Dict. Histor.et Crit. 
His ical. character has generally been ‘over- 

rated, His productions rise above mediocrity,’ Most 
of the subjects are ephemeral; and the éxecution 
bears evident marks either of negligence or ‘affecta- 
tion. -His genius is undisputed ; ue long before 
his.time the taste of the Romans had degenerated ¥ 
and it is enough to say of Ausonius, that, in senti- 
ment and diction, he rises above the ordinary level of 
his contemporary rivals. | One of the best editions of 
his works was published at Paris in 1769, in four 
volumes 12mo, with a French translation, (a) 

. AUSPICES, the observations taken. by the Ro- 
man augurs from the flight of birds, and other natu- 
ral appearances, The words auspicy and augury are 
ass used Pr REVI but the'co pini 
is, that the former originally signified: the inspection 
of birds for the a of divination, whereas the 
latter consisted ina skilful attention to their voices. 
The name auspex was applied to any person who in- 
terpreted omens; but the name augur was not ex-' 
tended:to any but the members of the sacred college. 

Auspices were anciently consulted on almost every 
occasion of importance; particularly on the election’ 
of magistrates, and at the commencement of ‘military’ 
expeditions. ‘The comitia centuriata ‘and: curiata 
could not legally meet, till he-who was to presi 
accompanied by an augur, had solemnly’ the 
auspices.. T'wo kinds of auspices were chiefly at=' 
tended to before the assem were held: those: 
which were taken. from. the contemplation of the 
heavens; and those which were taken either from 
the oscines or the es; birds by whose singing’ 
or flight the will a eer was wipiptetities ada: 
dicated. On these occasions the augur could pre- 
vent a meeting, or he could require a delay; or; by 
declaring that some mistake had been committed, he 
could not only dissolve an- assembly after it was re- 
gularly convened, but oblige a magistrate at any’ 
time to resign his office, on account of the alleged) 
informality. In later times they were by no means 
so scrupulous with regard to the forms. ‘The au-' 
gurs were in the constant habit of declaring that: 
they saw lightning on the left, and the falsehood of 
the assertion did not vitiate the election.) © 

In the time of war, auspices were taken ex acumis 
nibus, from the beaks of birds ; and whenever:a gene- 
ral was about to lead his army across » eer $c 
the auspicta perennia, or peremnia, Every military” 
claus pina ‘to pevacceennilislg ‘by the aus- 
pices of the consul or commander in chief, 

The solemnities. most. commonly observed) when 
the auspices were taken, have been shortly described | 
in the article Avcury. See also Divination.) (A) 
AUSTERLITZ, a small town of Moravia, in 

the circle of Brunn, celebrated for a dreadful battle 
which was. fought in its vicinity, on the’2d Decem- 
ber 1805, between the French and the allied Russians 
and Austrians. This bloody engagements which ter- 
minated’ in favour of the French arms, decided the 
campaign, and peace was signed at Presburg, on the 
26ih of the same month, The Russians, who suffer. 
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are said to have Jost 15,000 killed and 

three ec powers. (j) 
AUST STIL, or va a Sar ERR 

of England, in the hundred of Powder in Corn 
Thi Soensebichie built on the side of a hill, and 

i in the centre. of the county, has for 
some time been in a flourishing state, from its being 
the seat of one ofthe stannary courts, and from the 

Austral- A vague and indistinct idea long prevailed among 
asia. the more enli Eu nations, that an im- 

mense continent ‘existed at the south pole ‘of the 
world, which -denominated Terra Australis In- 
cognita. This, from the capes and islands casually 
seen ‘by earner py eee to yet over 
many degrees the ‘ ions; and sanguine 
hopes were indul ne that in favare periods its shores 
might’ be visited and surveyed in safety. Later 
researches, sir - have proved the of these 
expectations ; ave ‘ascertained, that if there is 
any continent, it a aokiy a limited ne and 
that it is on all si an impenetrable bar- 
rier of ee Modern hers de nevertheless 
bey an re eta to ‘es are the vast expanse 

t i exploredin voyages undertaken 
todiscoverthe Terra Australis, idler iets one portion 
of it by the new appellation of Australasia. We 
acknowledge’ that we-entertain considerable doubts 
of the expediency of this improvement on hi- 
cal nomenclature, and we hesitate in admitting 
the division as the best that can be made; 
for we cannot help suspecting, that the readiness 
evinced to ee arises less from a conviction of 
its utility, than that propensity to innovation 
in nomenclature, which is ons saiirovabtie and 
which has plunged entire sciences into absolute 
confusion. ugh we may justly question, whe- 
ther the establishment of ‘boundaries, by lines drawn 
through a trackless ecean, can prove of ‘material ad- 
vantage, we agree, that the concentration of our 
views, by any striking limits, cannot fail to be bene- 

c ecially when the judgment: is ‘liable to be 
sttacted by a great variety of objects presented 

withoutiorder or arrangement. Australasia, accord- 
ing to the division, extends ‘from 3° of 
north i 50° south, ‘and from 95° of east lon- 
gitude to 1855 thus»comprehending a surface of 
5000 miles in length, by about 3180 in breadth. 
Geographers, however, have not yet condescended on 
the exact limits under. which it is to be included, 
particularly towards the north-ezstern’ parts ; and 
therefore though we havevassumed the same boun- 
daries that some of the latest authors have done, yet 
_ > isi consider them as by any means completely 

ed. 
The name Australasia is said to haye been origi- 
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great turnpike road from London to the Land’s End, Austin. 
which passes through it. 
are several tin mines, and also quarries of porcelain, 
which is sent to Liverpool, Bristol, and Stafford- 
shire, for the use of the potteries. ‘The inhabitants 
are chiefly employed in the mines, in the piichard 
fishery,and in a:manufactory of coarse woollen cloths, 
Number of houses 663; population 3788, of whom 
890 are employed in trade. See Beauties of Eng- 
land and Wales, vol. ii. p. 422.3 and Polwhele’s 
History of Cornwall. AUS ( 

TIN, Sart. See AuGustine. 
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nally proposed by M. de Brosses, a skilful geogra- 
pher; who meant to comprehend under it the coun- 

In the vicinity of the town “—v—~ 

Austral- 
asia. 

tries south of Asia, including New Holland, New “—v—” 
Zealand, and New Guinea. This suggestion pro- Origin of 
ceeded, in a great measure, from the belief of a south- the name, 
ern continent towards the pole being still undiscovered ; 
but, independent of this circumstance, his reasons-bear 
much weight when considered in another point of view s. 
«¢ Tn the immense extent of regions about to be ex- 
posed,’? "he ‘observes, “ how tvarious are the coun- 
tries, the climates, the manners, and races of men, 
Were not some fixed points assumed from place to 
place, our judgment would be bewildered. Divi- 
sions, relative to the progress of our knowledge, and 
also preserving due regard to physical circumstances, 
‘should be laid down. Four great portions of land, 
Europe, Asia, Africa, and America, constitute the 
world: and there are three wide extents of ocean, the 
Indian, ‘or Ethiopic’; ‘the North, or Atlantic ; and the 
South, or Pacific.. The unexplored southern regions 
may be divided into three portions, corresponding to 
them ; each division being to the southward of one of 
the three portions of land. ‘That to the south of 
Asia, ‘in the Indian Ocean, I shall, on this account, 
call Australasia.” © A fifth part of the world would 
thus be constituted, bearing a reasonable proportion 
in size to the others in point of the land it contained. 
De Brosses‘had also proposed another subdivision of. 
the southern ‘hemisphere, which would have further 
contributed to preserve equality. 

Australasia, according to the limits which we now Countries 
ascribe to it, is larger than the whole of Europe. included. 
The principal countries it includes 'are,—1. The im- 
mensé island, if it may be called such, of New Hol- 
land, nearly 2000 miles in breadth, and almost 1700 
in length; 2. Van Diemen’s Land ;-5. Papua, or 
New ‘Guinea; 4. New Britain, snd New Treland; 
5. The Arsacides, or Solomon’s Islands; 6. New 
Caledonia; 7. New Zealand. Besides these, which 
ae the rte ert ae Mei in a 
tralasian geography, there are hundreds, pyobab 
thousands, of inate and detached islands, Dray oF 
whieh have never been accurately surveyed, and it is 
highly probable that some are still unknown. Compar- 
ed with allthe other land in Australasia, New Holland 
may safely be calculated of tenfold greater size; and 
it is likely that three-fourths of the whole regions con- 
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sist of water. poe less, wre may deem per views of 
the older ers as in some part fulfilled, b 
including ea ieetes tracts of land in Deeaedinien 

Here we shall take a brief retrospect of the pro- 
gress of discovery of the various countries comprised 
under this general denomination ; treating, in the first 
place, of what was known previous to the commence- 
ment of the eighteenth century ; and then we shall 
draw some general conclusions concerning the pro- 
ducts of Australasia, and the manners of the natives. 
The different properties of the countries, and their 
inhabitants, ‘will be resumed, in greater detail, under 
other articles of our work. 

The extent and importance of New Holland just- 
ly claim priority of consideration, theugh we possess 
no evidence in favour of its being earlier known than 
the rest ; which leads us to remark, that more of the 
Australasian countries than one having been recog- 
nised during the same voyage, ‘we are precluded from 
observing that strict chronological.order which is so 

The discovery of 
New Holland has commonly been ascribed to Dutch 
navigators of the seventeenth century. M. de Brosses 
refers it to an earlier period, judging it probable that 
it was discovered by we de Gonneville in 1503, 
who sailed from Honfleur in June of that year. Off 
the Cape of Good Hope he was assailed by a furious 
storm, in which he lost his reckoning, and was driven 
into an unknown sea. As he saw the birds flying 
from the south, he sailed towards that quarter, and 
reached an extensive country, which he called South- 
ern India. There he spent six months, refitting his 
vessel, and lived on friendly terms with the inhabi- 
tants. On comparing the meagre accounts which he 
gives of their manners, and those of any of the Aus- 
tralasians according to the earliest narratives, we con- 
clude that they are of a different race, and had made 
much greater advancement in civilization. A set of 
maps, constructed in the year 1542, or perhaps ear- 
lier, has been lately found, wherein some part of 
New Holland is supposed to be laid down. But we 
are so little acquainted with these maps, that we can- 
not venture to maintain an opinion concerning them: 
at the same time we ought to remark, that repeated 
instances ‘occur, as will be seen in the course of this 
article, where later navigators claim the merit of dis- 
coveries which belong, so far as we .can judge, to 
those who have lived centuries before them. 

Early in the seventeenth century, the Spanish na- 
vigator Quivos is conjectured to have seen the north, 
er north-east coast of New Holland. In the year 
1606 he traversed the Australasian seas, with a fleet 
under his command; and, on attending to his tract, 
the fact is far from improbable. But the Dutch 
were the first who became acquainted with any ex- 
tent of coast, or the nature of the country. Soon 
after Quivos left that region, they made several suc- 
cessive voyages to it, and gave those names to the 
north and western parts of New Holland which are 
retained to the present day. Doubts were started, 
whether any of them- effected a landing previous to 
Pelsart, in 1629. ‘These have been removed by the 
French finding a tin platter on an island called Dirk 

AUSTRALASIA. . 
Hartigh’s Island, close to NewHolland, in 1801, which 
bore the following inscription rudely graven : « 1616, 
On the 25th of October, the ship of Am- 
sterdam arrived here ; first merchant Gilles Miebais 
Van Luck ; Captain Dirk Hartighs of dam. 
She sailed on the 27th of the same month. Bantum 
supercargo 3 Janstins chief pilot; Pieter Ecoores 
Van Buew.. 4 0% 1616.” 
was on a voyage to India at the time of touching on 
the coast, which in the Dutch charts is called Land’ 
D’Eendraght. As the inscription ascertains the 
name of his vessel, what is called the Concord’s Coast 
probably received that appellation from some other 
vessel in company, or from some future navigator, 
peeve hn general belief, In 1618, another Dutch- 
man, chen, ran along the north coast of New 
Holland, which was then, or soon afterwards, called 
Arnheim, or Van Diemen’s Land ; and several of his 
countrymen, in the years immediately subsequent, 
extended the knowledge of this great island. “Ledel’s 
Land was called after .a navigator of that name in 
1619; Leuwin’s Land was discovered in 1622; and 
Peter de Nuytz, in a vessel named the Golden Horse, 
fixed the position of different points in 1627, which 

‘the latest voyagers acknowledge to be uncommonly 
correct. William de Wit, Vianen, and Carpenter, a 
Dutch general, were on the south and west coasts in 
1627 and 1628. In the subsequent year, Francis 
Pelsart, commanding a ship, which was s 
in a storm from ten others, approached the west 
coast of Holland. ‘There, in lat. 28° south, he was 
cast away on Frederic Houtman’s Shoals, which the 
French affirm are about eight ledgues from the 
main land. The crew and passengers were saved by 
the boats, and carried. to a. small island, about three 
leagues distant, which we apprehend to be the island 
Turtle Dove ; but finding no water there, Pelsart 
examined a number of others, where he got some in 
the cayities of the rocks, though unfit for use. A 
few days afterwards, having put a deck on his boat, 
which was unable to stand the sea, and having ascer- 
tained the position of the islands to be 28° 13’ south, 
he stood on for the land. Stormy weather and a 
rocky shore prevented him from landing. from the 
9th of June to the 15th. In 22° 17’ south latitude, 
he saw the savages at a distance, who fled whenever 
he and his people approached ; and he found the re- 
mains of their provisions beside fires on the beach. 
Circumstances, which it is unnecessary now to reca- 
pitulate, induced Pelsart to run for the coast of Java, 
which he saw on the 27th. Having obtained assist- 
ance,from Batavia, he returned to the island in Sep- 
tember, and brought away the survivors of the ship- 
wrecked persons. Most of those who had escaped 
the shipwreck had been cruelly murdered by means . 
of the supercargo. The chief discoveries which the 
Dutch made in Australasia during the seventeenth 
century, were those by Abel Jansan Tasman, in 
1642; and the large island, or continent, of which 
we § » received the name of New Holland in 
1644. Tasman sailed from Batavia in August 1642, 
with two vessels under his command, the Heemskirk 
and Zeehaan. On the 24th of November, when in 

* We are unabile te ascertain the real orthography of this navigatr’s name, whether Hartig, Hartighs, Hertog, or Hertoge. 
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latitude 42° 25/ south, and east longitude 163° 50’, 
he saw land, bearing north- ten miles distant, 

n Diemen’s Land. — ie or 
along the coast, he anchored ina bay, which he call- 

ed Frederic Bay, in latitude 43° 10’, and 

longitude 167° 55’. He saw no people, but lofty _ 
trees, with deep notches, which the natives had cut 

to assist them in climbing. ‘This land, discovered by 
Foes n, was long Spear ie vouchers part of New 

land ; but JJater discoveries have proved it to be 

"The Dutch were, therefore, the first, so far as we 
"ean at present ascertain, who made any observations 
“on this part of Australasia, which, indeed, their es- 
‘ tablishments in India, and uent voyages thither, 
enabled them the more readily to do.’ Accord- 
ingly we find, that it was in such voyages commonly 
that they became acquainted with the coast. In the 
year 1696, Vlaming sailed from the Texel in quest 
of a Dutch East Indiaman, sup Sas ie Been 
lost somewhére on the coast of New Holland, du- 

of Good Hopé to Ba- . Ying a e from the Ca) 
os Age ig abit of the same year he made the 

~ coast in 31° 58! south latitude, and 130° 13’ east 
longitude. He landed with a number of men, and 
saw some natives at a distance,'of a middle stature, 
e tite black, and entirely naked, with whom the 

Pr seem to have had no immediate intercourse. 
rosecuting his search, Vlaming found the tin plate 

before alluded to, left by his countrymen in 1616, 
nai st, and added the following inscrip- 

4th of February, the ship Geelvink of Amsterdam 
arrived here; Wilhelm Viaming, captain com- 
mandant ; John Bremen of Copenhagen, assistant ; 
Michael Bloem Van Estight of Bremen, assistant ; 
tess Jygtanghs tain Gerrit Colaart’ of 

: Hiermanns, of the’ same 

place, 
men : the galley Net Weseltje, Cornelius de Viaming 
of Viielandt, commander ; Coert Gerritzen of Bre- 
men, pilot. Our fleet sails hence, leaving the south- 
ern territories, for Batavia.’”’? The tin plate was dis- 
eovered half buried in sand, attached to the remains 
of a wooden post, in 1801. ‘The inscriptions were 
carefully copied, and the plate replaced on the north 
point of Dirk Hartighs Isle, where it was found, a 
new having been erected for it. 

Omitting other expeditions of less importance, we 
ht not to ovérlook the voyages of William Dam- 

navigators who ever 
from Britain. He twice revisited the Austral- 

. fs sar) and landed on the ‘coast of New Hol- 
i. aoe first voyage he remained -- ; two 

months, from January 1688, and gives a deplorable 
picture of the 2 It was flat low, and sandy, 
and afforded no h water, except what Was dug 
out of wells, "Few fishes inhabited the sea; and the 
traces of no quad d, excepting one, were seen. 
Searcely any birds larger than a blackbird appeared ; 
and he was unsuce in searching for fruits. The 
fatives were the most miserable creatures in the uni- 

- verse, almost stark naked, and without houses or 
covering. They had no religion or government, and 
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assistant ; first pilot, Gerrit Gerritzen of Bre-— 
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cohabited promiscuously. Dampier describes the 
savages as of extreme ugliness ; and, in his second 
voyage in 1699, speaking of their custom of paint- 
ing themselves, he thus ‘expresses ‘himself regardin 
an individual: “* This, his painting, adding much to 
his natural deformity, for they all of them are of the 
most unpleasant soot and the worst features of any 
people ever I saw, though I have seen a great variety 
of savages.» He observes, that New Folland isa 
very large tract of land, but it was not then fully 
determined whether a continent or an island; he was 
certain, however, that it joined neither Asia, Africa, 
nor America. 

The unfavourable appearances exhibited by the 
greater part of the coast of NewHolland, and the islands 
In its'vicinity, restrained those nations, to which they 
were best known, from repeating their voyages towards 
them. But, while little progress had been made in ex- 
ploring this part of Australasia, some others had oc- 
casion beén visited; and of the whole, it is not 
unlikely that the islands of Papua, or New Guinea, 
were the first discovered by navigators. A Portu- 
sigs officer, Don Jorge de’ Menezes, in a voyage 
rom Malacca to the Molucea Islands, to the com- 
mand of which he had been appointed, wintered in a 
port immediately north, it would seem, of the great 
land of Papua, in 1526. This port was probably in 
one of the islands close to it. Other islands are men- 
tioned, and allare said to be inhabited by the Papuans, 
or Papoos, the name by which the natives are now 
known. 
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Menezes. 

A squadron, fitted out in the year 1526, for the Saavedra, 
purpose of discovering spice islands in the South 
Seas, sailed from Mexico, under the command of 
Alvarez de Saavedra, a Spaniard. A long time 
seems to have been occupied in this search; in re- 
turning from which, Saavedra discovered the land of 
Papua, or the adjacent islarids. Believing that the 
country which he saw abounded in gold, he called it 
the Isla del Oro; it afterwards received the name of 
New Guinea, not from this source, but, as some af- 
firm, from navigators thinking it opposite to Guinea, 
on the coast of Africa, or from a supposed resem- 
blance between the inhabitants of the two countries. 
Saavedra found them black, with short curled hair, 
and going naked. Their civilization even then far 
exceeded the state of most of the present natives of 
Australasia, for they had not only swords of iron, 
but other arms of the same metal. Saavedra, after 
remaining a month here, ran along the same land 100 
leagues to the southward. Some canoes from an 
island then attacked his ship, in consequence of 
which he took three of the people prisoners.. Next 
ear, 1529, he brought them back in another voyage. 
henever they recognised their native island, two 

leapt overboard, and swam away; the third, more 
tractable, engaged to explain the pacific views of the 
Spaniards to his countrymen. As the’ ship ap- 
proached the shore, he also leapt overboard ; and the 
Spaniards had the mortification to see him killed 
while ‘still in the water. If we can trust the ac- 
counts of this second voyage, Saavedra traversed 
more of the coast of Papua than any subsequent na- 
vigator has done. Other Spaniards also fell in with. 

Q 
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part of the Papuan territories in 1537 or 1538, where, 
1t appears, they lost a vessel, and were made prisoners 
by the natives. Some of them were carried thence 
to the Moluccas, and there ransomed. Ruy Lopez 
de Villalobos ran along the same coasts in 1543, 
when, ignorant .of its having before been visited by 
Europeans, he conferred upon it the name of New 
Guinea. The country had an inviting appearance ; 
and he anchored in. several ports, where he ob- 
tained’ wood and water. Previous to reaching New 
Guinea, he fell in with an archipelago of islands, 
among which, it has been ler ae the Spanish 
vessel was lost ; we should consider it, however, to 
have been farther to the east. In 1616, James le 
Maire and William Schouten, both skilful navigators, 
in a-voyage from the east, approached the coast of 
Papua. ‘They anchored in a bay, where two villages 
stood on the shore, and had different interviews with 
the natives, from whom they obtained small quan- 
tities of provisions. They were remarkably diseased, 
not one being seen without lameness, blindness, or 
some other personal defect, which Le Maire and 
Schouten ascribed to the unhealthiness of the cli- 
mate, as their houses stood eight or nine feet above 
the ground on posts. * These people,’’, he observes, 
«¢ are the true Papoos, with black, short, and curled 
hair, wearing rings in their ears and noses, and neck- 
laces of hogs tusks: a wild, strange, and absurd 
people, curious to see every thing, and active as 
monkeys.”? Alvaro Mendana probably saw some of 
the islands near Papua, in 1595; also Tasman in 
1642, and Dampier in 1699. Geo. mn ae have sup- 
posed; that what is described by both these authors 
as Papua, was in fact New Britains and that Dam- 
pier, in particular, never landed on that island. 

New Britain was certainly discovered by this latter 
navigator in 1699. Ranging along the coast to the 
most eastern part of New Guinea, he found it inter- 
rupted, and a lesser division, being an island, he call- 
edit New Britain. It may be productive of rich com- 
modities, he says, and the natives might easily be 
brought to commerce. *Owing to inconveniences 
which are specified by him, his voyage of discovery 
was soon abandoned. If New Ireland was known in 
the seventéenth century, it had then been very little 
explored. Mr Dalrymple, if we rightly understand 
his arguments, conceived the New Britain of Dam- 
pier to be the same as the Solomon Islands. 

No part of all the Australasian regions has been 
the subject of greater doubt or controversy than the 
Arsacides, or B lobes Islands. Even their exist- 
ence was long denied after the original discovery, 
whence their Bistory afterwards became an interest- 
ing topic of investigation. During the course of a 
voyage by Alvaro de Mendana, from Lima, in South 
America, for the purpose of discoveries in'the South 
Sea, in the year 1567, he fell in with a great shoal 
in Australasia. This he called Baxos de la Cande- 
laria, or Candlemas Shoal, which name it yet retains : 
it extended fifteen leagues, and the middle lay in 
6°°15! south latitude. _Mendana next fell in with a 
large island, and several »smaller ones, where, finding 
good materials, he built a brigantine, which he sent 
out on further discoveries. Other islands were dis- 
covered and examined ; and he named the first where- 
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on he had landed Ys/a Isabel. In, consequence of a 
design entertained by the Spanish government in 
South America, of establishing a tin Aus- 
tralasia, Mendana sailed on another voyage with four 
vessels in 1595. His discoveries among the islands 
had been considerable, owing to his residence there, 
and the services of the brigantine. In thé course of 
fe endeavouring to find them, he discovered an 
is 
now known by the nameof Egmont’s Island. View- 
ing it as a suitable place for a colony, he landed and 
built a town, after slight rencounters with the na- 
tives. Mendana found means, however, to conciliate 
their friendship, and ‘they supplied the colony with 
provisions; but an unlucky misunderstandin arose, 
when the chief was ki and many. misfortunes 
befell the Spaniards. | Mendana soon afterwards 
died, and was interred in the church of the town 
which he had founded. The government devolved 
on his wife, who, deeming it expedient to abandon 
the settlement, sailed in quest of the Solomon Islands.’ 

and to the eastward, which he called Santa Cruz, 
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After making an unsuccessful search for two of the _ 
principal islands, the people on board became impa- 
tient, and, the vessels then altering their course, bore 
away for Manilla ; and the governess thence sailed for 
New Spain. The result E pendaiets second voy- 
age produced. much embarrassment, for it was justly 
thought very extraordinary, that a number of i 
whose position had been specified with tolerable ac- 
curacy, could not be found again. 

New Caledonia was not known at the period of which 
we are now treating, as it belongs to the discoveries of 
the eighteenth century ; but the New Hebrides were 
known to Quivos in 1606. One of the islands was 
then called Manicolo, or Mallicolo, by the natives of 
the vicinity, as it is at the present time ; and it is evi- 
dent that he not only landed on the largest, but visit- 
ed others in the vicinity. : “ 
New Zealand was discovered by Tasman, thenaviga- 

tor whom we have already named. On the 5th of 
cember 1642, while searching for Solomon’s Islands, 
he was obliged to alter his course, and on the 13th 
came in sight of a very high and mountainous coun- 
try, which he believed the Terra Australis. He called 
it Staaten Land, and anchored in a bay on the north- 
east, where he had an interview with the natives. 
Supposing that a friendly intercourse could be car- 
ried on with them, he prepared -to land; but a 
treacherous attack was made on him, wherein he lost 
several men, and thence called the place of his an- 
chorage Murderer’s Bay. He traversed some of the 
coast, which was of a pleasing and fertile appearance, 
and next stood to the northward, discovering some 
small i in his way. This portion of Austral- 
asia is now called New Zealand. 

Although many islands, rocks, and shoals, were Progress of 
noted by the old navigators, we see, in this c discovery. ursory 
retrospect, how very limited the knowledge of the 1700-1810. 
Australasian regions was previous to the eighteenth 
century. ‘There is a possibility that New Holland 
was discovered before the year 1600, but it is not 
yet supported by unquestionable evidence. In the 
subsequent century, various vessels had visited small 
portions of its coasts; and Van Diemen’s Land, 
which had been observed to the south, was judged 

errs 
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Austral- of the same immense tract or continent. “New 
asia. Britain and New~ were almost totally. un- 

Yroovsia, Known; the New Hebrides had been visited by one 
‘navigator ; and» New Caledonia was undiscovered. 
“The position of New Zealand was hardly fixed, and 
only the general appearances of the country indica- 
ted. If there be any exception to these general re- 
marks, it i fomalie lands of the Arsacides; for 
‘few, if any, late navigators have left observations on 
them eq curate with those of him by whom 

they were discovered. But a vast field of discove- 
“ry opened in Australasia at the beginning of the 
seighteenth century; nor should this appear so re- 
markable, on considering the disposition and objects 

Caan 2 .of the older navigators. Almost the whole com- 
ca uh 

poad veo ‘was absorbed by the Spaniards, Dutch, and Portu- 
guese. The p se of the first and last, added to 
the acquisition of gain, and the desire of conquest, 
was the propagation of the Roman Catholic religion ; 

’ that of the second was chiefly restricted to some 
. mercantile establishment ; and, if opportunities oc- 

curred, theirscruples of making themselves masters 
cof the territory were easily overcome. Unfortunate- 

_ ly their first intercourse with newly discovered na- 
‘tions: tended little to conciliation ; they were guilty 
-of acts and ag: ions the most ee to meter 
regard. The sava as they called them, were sub- 
j to sen rete than would have 
been inflicted on brutes; they were despoiled of their 

Object of “scanty property, or forcibly made slaves.. The gra- 
modern na dual extension of commerce in the beginning of the 
i aati eighteenth century, and its partition among the other 

7 kingdoms, enlarged their views. The 
French and English learnt that it was one great 
source of wealth and prosperity, and having beheld 
-awhat rival powers had done, many adventurers were 
- attracted towards the Southern an, in hopes of 
Spanish treasure. After their return, the advantage of 
settling in warmer and more fertile regions was delibe- 
rately canvassed, and then the €xpediency of exploring 
the wide extent of the globe hitherto undiscovered. 

Rogers, * A few years after Dampier’s return to Britain in 
1700, two vessels were sent to the South seas, com- 

~manded by Woodes Rogers, an Englishman. Their 
design was the capture of some of the Spanish 
towns and shipping in South America, in which 
‘they fully succeeded. During 1710, the vessels, in 
sone of which Dampier himself was pilot, passed 
through the straits of New Guinea, where he had 
‘sbeen twice before: and from the observations made 

“by Rogers among the islands, he was impressed with 
“ahigh opinion of the benefit that secrete from 
‘ther Though many of the Dutch, and, 
perhaps, also the Spanish voyages towards Austral- 
asia, were iiainnidipe withheld from public notice, 

. there is one with which we are acquainted that was 
intentionally planned for the sole purpose of discovery. . 

Roggeweins Roggewein, a Dutch commander, in consequence of 
pursuing ideas originally suggested by his father, was 
sent out with a small squadron in 1721, to make dis- 

_ coveries in Australasia. He had himself presented a 
memorial on that ae the East India Company, 

.  omthe government of his country, and was amply pro- 
° vided with whatever might be conducive to the suc- 

-merce in the more genial climates of the new world | 
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cess of his voyage, Roggewein unfortunately lost one 
of his ships just about the eastern limits of Austral- 
asia, and immediately afterwards discovered Aurora 
island, so named from coming in view of it as morn- 
ing dawned. His particular design was to rediscover 
Solomon’s islands, and the lands described by Qui- 
vos, from which particular incidents obliged him to 
desist, and steer a different course from the lands near 
Aurora island. He landed in New Britain in 1722, 
‘where he was attacked by the inhabitants with arrows, 
spears, and a shower of stones: and he concluded, 
from the address displayed by them in the use of arms, 
that they were inured to war. These people wer¢ 
of a yellow colour, tall in stature, slender, and with 
black hair hanging down to the girdle. The coun- 
try appeared to him mountainous and well wooded, 
beautiful, fertile, and full of minerals, and other pre- 
cious treasures. He next trafficked with the inha- 
bitants of Moa and ‘Arrimoa, two islands not far from 
the Papuan coasts, so named by Schouten ;, all the 
inhabitants, men, women, and children, were-armed 
with bows and arrows. 
lity in their motions, and .came without the small- 
est indications of fear to barter thew commodities. 
Yet hostilities ensued from the Dutch going ashore, 
and indiscreetly cutting down the cocoa nut trees: 
though, when: about to sail, traffic was renewed 
with mutual confidence. Roggewein thus continued 
his navigation in a region of innumerable islands, 
which on that account he called the Thousand Islands. 
These were inhabited by people black and hairy, and 
of a treacherous and malevolent aspect. -They were 
entirely naked, except in wearing a girdle about two 
inches broad, with hogs teeth meeced and they 
had strings of the same teeth around their legs and 
arms. ~On the head they wore a hat of rushes, orna- 
mented with bird of paradise feathers. 

Approaching nearer to our own times, we find that 
several discoveries by tlie former navigators of Aus- 
tralasia have been confirmed. The groupe of islands 
containing Santa Cruz, where Mendana landed in 
1595, was visited by Captain Carteret in 1767, while 
on a voyage of discovery from England. Falling in 
with a cluster of seven islands, he anchored on the 
largest, but his le committing indiscretions simi- 
lar to those of the ne navigators, hostilities com- 
menced with the natives, and from constant warfare 
ensuing, Captain Carteret was obliged to depart with- 
out supplies. He named the whole groupe Queen 
Charlotte’s islands, and changed the name of Santa 
Cruz to Egmont island. Captain Carteret also found 
a strait, dividing New Britain from New Ireland, and 
sailed through it. 
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They shewed extreme agi- ' 

Carteret. 

M. de Bougainville, a French officer, having gone Bougsin- 
out on a similar voyage of aeeereys found himself ville. 5 
within the limits of Australasia in May 1768. After 
giving names to some islands in his way, he landed on 

epers island, on which he was induced ,to bestow 
that name, from the natives in general being overrun 
with leprosy. They were either black or mulatto 
coloured, ill made, with thick lips, frizzled hair, and 
small eyes. On the neck they wore plates of tor- 
toise shell by way of ornament, and rings of a sub- 
stance resembling ivory as bracelets on the arms. Few 
women were seen, but they were-equally disgusting 
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as the men in appearance. In May M. de Bougain- 
ville sailed along the north coast of an extensive land, 
low, and covered with trees. .Many natives were seen 
on the beach, but although some canoes put off, none 
would venture on board his vessels, The French, 
however, prepared to land in a’beautiful bay, on which 
they were attacked by the inhabitants, whom they 
treated with much rigour in retaliation. M. de Bou- 

inville, ignorant that this,part of Australasia had 
een already visited, and having found a number of 

islands lying near each other, called the whole the 
i 0 i of the Great Cyclades. .'The: more. ex- 
tensive coast was afterwards proved to be the Tierra 
Austral del Espiritu Santo, where Quivos had. re- 
mained a month. , Warfare seemed to pervade these 
islands, asthe natives would part with none of their 
arms except a few arrows. 

M. de Bougainville, in a north-west course from 
the Tierra Austral del Espiritu «Santo, ‘discovered a 
new region of Australasia. His approach to the land 
was indicated by a delightful odour in the night, and 
in the morning a beautiful country was disclosed to 
view, consisting of plains and groves extending along 
the shores, ana lofty mountains of different elevations 
in the interior. He was prevented) from visiting so 
desirable a country, bearing every mark of riches-and 
fertility, for both disease and famine had reduced his 
crew. Standing along the south shore, he saw seve- 
ral islands, and after doubling a cape on the east, he 
ealled the land La Louisiade. Here, for the sake of 
preserving connection, it may be remarked, that our 
present knowledge of Louisiade isinfinitely more im- 
perfect than of most other Australasian territories. 
Since that period it has seldom been recognised, and 

’ some geographers have supposed it an extension of the 
coast of Papua. ‘Two French vessels, the Boussole 
and Recherche, trayersed the north coast in 1793, but 
except in ascertaining that there were numerous flats, 
shoals, and islands indistinctly characterised, no impor- 
‘tant discoveries were made. The natives had woolly 
hair and olive coloured skins; they were stark naked, 
excepting a kind of girdle, and large leaves before. 
Some of them ornamented their woolly hair with tufts 
of feathers, and-wore cords wound several times tight 
round their-bodies, intended, as the French conjectu- 
red, to support the muscles of the belly. The faces 
of many were smeared over with charcoal, and they 
hada bone through the septum of the nose. They 
seemed I of perfumes, and most of thearti- 
cles procured from them were scented. These savages 
displayed great dexterity in steering their canoes, and 
could sail swiftly round the vessels. They were very 
earnest that the French should go on shore, where 
their houses stood on posts, five or six feet from the 
ground, like those of the Papuans. 

Further discoveries were made in Australasia by M. 
de Bougainville. A few degrees north of Louisiade 
he found a number of islands which bear his name, as 

- also straits to the north-west of Solomon’s islands. 
One which appeared to have a good harbour, he cal- 
led Choiseul tsland, and»sent out boats to examine it. 
But while his people were engaged in sounding, the 
natives, who had previously shewn a hostile disposi- 
tion, suddenly attacked them with ten canoes. ‘They 
‘were armed with bows, spears, and shields ; the lat- 

-hair of many was also stained red ; soho a 

ter consisting of plaited rushes, and:so thickly inter- Austral 
woven as to be impenetrable by arrows. These sa- 
vages advanced in good order, and dividing their 
force, attempted to surround the boats, andevenafter 
receiving the fire of musketry, continued: to.throw 
lances and discharge their arrows ; facts which at once - 
ee their intrepidity,and their familiarity with war. 

heir bravery, however, was unavailing, and two-of 
their canoes, containing ample store of arms; were 
taken by the French. . The natives were black; with 
curled hair, dyed:white, yellow, and red. . Those-of 
another island went entirely naked; the short woolly 

ts 

were painted oii different parts of the body. de 
Bougainville next. made coast of New Ireland, 
and anchored in a bay, formerly named Gower. har- 
bour, by Captain Carteret, and now called Praslin’s 
Bay. Hosea afterwards traversed the north coast 
of New Guinea, he directed his voyage he homewards.. __ 

Nearly about the same period, M. de Surville, also Surville. 
a Frenchman, undertook a voyage to Australasia on 
some commercial speculation, with the special nature 
of which we are unacquainted... He commanded a 
vessel of considerable size and force, and sailed from 
Pondicherry with a cargo in June 1769. On the 6th 
of October, being in 6° 56’ south. latitude, and lon- 
gitude 151° 30’ east of Paris, he saw an island which 
he named First Sight island, and then came in view 
of land with a great chain of mountains extending as 
far as the eye could reach. The latitude of the i 
was fixed at 7° 15’, and its longitude 155° east of — 
Paris. Four islets and a high mountain seemed to 
form the mouth of a capacious bay, which Surville 
determined to explore. It proved to be uninhabited, 
but it abounded in fruit trees, and numerous birds of 
beautiful plumage. Fifteen leagues south of First Sight 
island high mountains were seen, and Surville :pro- 
ceeding along, passed many islands, which he was de- 
terred from approaching by the state of the shore. 
At length he anchored in a fine harbour with reefs 
and islands at the eritrance, which he named Port 
Praslin. , Various interviews took place with the na- 
tives, whose early display of hostile intentions was 
averted by the conciliatory conduct of the French. 
Nevertheless, it quickly appeared how little they 
merited confidence, from leading their visitors into 
an ambuscade, where an encounter ensued, and thi 
or forty of their own number were killed. Several of 
the French were wounded, and afterwards died. The 
ferocious disposition of the natives prevented M.-de 
Surville from obtaining an intimate knowledge of the 
country, which was extremely inviting. He observed 
among the plants wild coffee, the cabbage 
rent species of almonds, cocoa nuts, and other fruits 
in abundance: the shores were likewise wellstored with 
fish, turtles, andtheir eggs : andthough no quadruped 
was seen, the wild boar was said to inhabit the woods. 
The people were of ordinary stature, strong and:mas- 
culine; some were perfectly black, with soft wooll 
hair, others copper-coloured, with lank hair, and-all 
of ferocious aspects. Most of them powdered their 
hair. and) eye-brows with lime, and painted ’a white 
line pver the eye-brows. They carried clubs, ‘bows, 
arrows, and spears, and as a 
wicker work, ornamented with tufts, or tassels, of 

tree, ,diffe-” 

fence had shields of , 
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ow "secured by mastic. . M. de Survill, 
captured a w tified 

pire pain = ak teetine much 

but, whether or not to 
From him -in penne. per obtained 
respecting the and products, of his country. 
It was goverr a chief, who enjoyed unbound: 

discovered a detached island in 9° 46'S. Lat. and 4° 
20’ E. of ‘Port Praslin, which, from the calms-and 
adverse winds he experienced, he called Isle des 
Contrarietés. Canoes eo conor 

ves were uncommonly shy: were 
and. seemed of di 

negro 
apprehensions were quickly dispélled, and the 

chief came on board; his hen ‘was of Workmanship 
ing y neat, inlaid with different coloured wood 

ieces ef. mother of ; pearl. On comparing the 
sound oft? . de Surville’s; observations, it has been 
concluded that he was navigating the Solomon 
islands; and it has justly beenor that he was 
prevented by untoward ci from complet- 

ir'si ~The whole countries which he dis- 
‘covered-were named by him the lands of the Arsacides 3 
and to warn future navi -of their treacherous 
inhabitants, he left inscriptions in Port Praslin: Af- 
ter losing half his crew by disease, M. de Surville 

was unfortunately drowned when going ashore at was 

M. Marion du Fresne was employed by the French 
—. to.conductia native of Otaheite to the 

-of France,:and also to proceed on a voyage'of 
discovery. But the Otaheitan, who had been brought 
to Europe by M. de Bougainville, having died at the 
island \of Bourbon, M. Marion altered the course of 
the two ships under his command, the Mascarin’and 
Contato ent or We hTT2, Ndonga 
in the regi u i spent-sixdays in 
Frederic Flenry’s Bay, Van Tiemia’e Leads searching 
in vain for fresh watery and then made the bay of 
islands in New Zealand in the »subsequent May. 
There he exerted ‘himself to conciliate the good will 

the»natives, and apparently succeeded; but after 
ig thirty-three: days on the most friendly terms, 

¥ wi t any evident cause, found means to sur- 
prise-two. boats, and cruelly massacre 27 persons, 

was M. Marion himself. The place 
where the French called*[raitor’s Bay. 
They — measure of vengeance on the na- 
tives, an i of -prosecuting the voyage of 
discovery, the islands of Rotterdam and 

| (is csc scoala Voyages of It had now b ient:importance amoi 
some of the nations to pre} Guiapelibdos 
for the purpose of ¢ ical discovery, underthe 

j 
Po 

7 
Dox er sineg their respective governments. Of this 

ind was that under the command of M. de Bou- 
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ainville; and those from Britain under ron, 
allis, Carteret, and Cook. Such expeditions’ were 

less liable to failure from the precautions taken in 
' fitting them.out, and the ‘strict observance of sub- 
ordination; for several of the former navigators whom 
we have named, were obliged to desist from further 
enterprise, owing to the murmurs of their crew. The 
voyages of Captain Cook are too well known, and 
too easily accessible, to require any notice in illus. 
trating the progress of difcovery in Australasia. It 
is only incumbent on us'to observe, that, indepen- 
dent:of'the new regions which he himself explored, 
he cleared up the Dabs of preceding navigators con- 
cerning different Australasian countriés, and: accu- 
rately fixed their position on the globe. In his first 
voyage, he visited the coast of New Holland, and gave 
names to numerous islands, bays, and capes, In ‘his 
second, he came in sight of Aurora islandin July 17745 
which he found lay in 168° 30’ E. longitude, andithen 
saw’ Lepers isle; which appeared to be cultivated ; 
but none:of: the inhabitants would come on ‘board. 
He then landed at Mallicolo, the same which had 
been mentioned by Quivos, where the people put little 
or no value on European articles. They exhibited 
singular proofs of honesty ; but they seemed to dis- 
trust their ‘visitors, until they saw preparations for 
departure. . They were a deformed race, with long 
heads, flat faces, and monkey countenances; and they 
wore cords tied so tight about the belly, that Captain 
Cook compares their appearance'to that of an over- 
grown pismire. Landing at another island, Erro- 
maygo, 2° south of Mallicolo, he was treacherously 
attacked by the natives; but a friendly intercourse 
was established with!the isle of Tanna, the inhabi- 
tants of which supplied him with provisions. Most 
of them had good features and agreeable couritenances. 
Apparently, the women performed the most laborious 
occupations ; they wore a petticoat down to the knee, 
necklaces, ear-rings, and amulets. Here were seen a 
voleano and hot springs» dn August of this year, 
1774, Captain Cook anchored in a great bay of 
the Tierra del Espiritu Santo, sixty miles in ex- 
tent of coast. He effected an accurate survey of the 
whole island,' which he ‘found twenty-two leagues 
long, twélve broad, and sixty in circuit. The island 
of Mallicolo he found eighteen leagues long and eight 
broad, fertile, and well inhabited. Of ‘be chain of 
islands which he here visited, the Pic-de l Etoile is 
the most northern, and the island of Annatom the 
most southern. The whole lie between the latitude 
of 14° 29’ and 20° 4’ south; between 166° 41’, 
and 170° 21' .of .east longitude, and extend 125 
leagues from north north-west to south south-east. 
He called these islands the New Hebrides; thus 
changing their name a third time. Leaving the 
Tierra Austral, he next discovered an extensive 
country ‘of Australasia, apparently about eighty- 
seven leagues in length, and about ten in breadth, 
which he called New Caledonia. The people were 
courteous and friendly, and, unlike any other nation 
inthe South Sea, they were not the least addicted to 
pilfering. ‘Their houses were in general circular, 
somewhat resembling a-bee-hive, and fully as close 
and warm: the entrance was by a small door, 
or long square hole, just: large enough to admit a 
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Austral- man bent double. Soe of the houses had two floors, 

17001810, Places. Captain Cook, after discoverin 

Forrest. 

_ visited the same regions in the 

one above the other, and most of them two fire- 
the Isle 

of Pines, Botany Isle, and several inconsi le ob- 
jects, left the coast, and made sail for New Zealand. 
In the way thither, he discovered Norfolk island, 
which has since acquired greater consideration, though 
its whole extent does not exceed 11,000 acres; but 
this is amply compensated by its fertility. It was 
then uninhabited, and Captain Cook concluded that 
no human being had previously been there. At the 
time.when we make these remarks, it supports a nu- 
merous population, though not of Australasians, and 
is chiefly in a high state of cultivation, Havin 
made a short stay at New Zealand, Captain Cook 
left Australasia. é 

During his third voyage round the world, he also 
year 1777. | Some of 

the inhabitants realised the fables of old, by shel- 
en | themselves in the trunks of large trees Sie: 
vated by fire ,while the exterior was sound, and vege- 
tation continued. Such were their sole habitations. 
He anchored a considerable time in Adventure Bay 
in Van Diemen’s Land, and then made the coast of 
New Zealand, where he obtained numerous interest- 

. ing illustrations of the nature of the country, and the 
manners and disposition of its inhabitants. . Austral- 
asia was less the object of this voyage than the 
north-west coast of America,. for which he departed 
in the end of February. é 

While new countries were sought. for with such 
avidity inthe southern latitudes of Australasia, some 
of the northern ones were also explored. Captain 
Forrest, an intelligent navigator, undertook a voyage 
from India, the leading design of which was to as- 
certain the practicability of esking a settlement on 
an island near the northern promontory of Borneo. 
This voyage was performed in.a vessel of only ten 
tons, between the years 1774 and 1776. Captain For- 
rest examined the north coast of Marge extend- 
ing fifteen leagues, the extremity of which is imme- 
diately under the line, and he anchored in Offak har- 
bour in 10/.N. latitude, and 127° 44’ E. longitude. 
After visiting several small-islands, the inhabitants 
of which are so well provided with natural produc- 
tions as to neglect the cultivation of the earth, he 

ined Dory harbour, on the north coast of Papua. 
When he lay off the mouth of it, the natives came on 
board, having their hair, which was sometimes orna- 
mented with feathers, extended to such an uncom- 
mon size, that the largest circumference of it mea- 
sured about three feet, and the least about two anda 

half. The hair of the women was disposed after a si- 
milar fashion, though not expanded to such a degree ; 
and only the left ear was pierced, in which were sus- 
pended small rings. Their great houses were built 
on posts, several yards withit low water mark, and 

. eapacious enough to contain many families under the 

same roof. Themen and women worelittle clothing, and 

the boys and girls went entirely naked. “The people 

of Papua and the neighbourin i islands are accustomed 
to war, and’ they have been known to collect such a 
considerable force as to alarm the Dutch for the safety 
of their colonial possessions.. The natural history of 

‘Sonnerat. these islands has been illustrated by M. Sonnerat, 
4 
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who, nearly about this period, spent some years 
among them. Birds of paradise frequent them, and 
are regarded as valuable articles of traffic. .M. Son- 
nerat obtained six different species, four of which he 
has engraved. In Valentyn’s history of the East 
Indies, there is a long and minute account of these 
birds, copied by Captain Forrest, and, since his time, 
by other authors. M. Sonnerat represents’ the Pa- 
puans.as brave and warlike, but cunning, cruel, and 
treacherous. — Their. is hideous and terrific, 
and most of them disfigured by cutaneous disorders: 
With the different countries which they inhabit, it may 
be observed, we are very little acquainted: They are 
nearly the most-northern of Australasia. © 
» DonFrancis Anthony Maurelle, duri ‘avoyage Maurelle: 
in 1781, where expedition was: cipally in view, 
crossed the line towards the po 2 parts of New 
Guinea, and steered a south-east course througlsome 
portion of Australasia.. He discovered an island, the 
north coast’ of which extended ‘eleven » ap- 
parently in about 150° of longitude east of Paris; and 
between 2° and 3° of south latitude,’ The natives 
resembled the negroes of Guinea,’in coloury hair, lips, 
and eyes. . ‘They seemed to be in great want of sub- 
sistence, and to draw their supplies chiefly fron’ the 
sea. Their only arms were bows and atrows, the 
latter ate with cl pieces of flint.. This island 
was c Maurelle by Don Joseph Basco, and two of 
six others, discovered on the same day, he called St 
Michael and Jesus Maria. He fixed the position of 
Mathias island at 144° 54 east of Paris, and steerin 
through different clusters of islands on the north o 
New Ireland, he appears to have approached the 
Arsacides, and advanced towards Candlemas Shoals. 
But the particulars of his voyage are so indistinctly 
narrated, that. we cannot. positively ascertain’ either 
the discoveries which he made, or the countries which 
he visited. vib sthat Df. 

In the years 1786 and 1787, La Perouse navigated 1.2 Perouse, _ 
some portion of Australasia. _The only accounts we 
have of his voyage were transmitted by means of M. 
Lesseps from Botany Bay. ie 

In July 1788, three ships, commanded by Lieute- 
nant Shortland, sailed from Botany Bay for England. 
Owing to the advanced state of the season, he resol- 
ved, instead of —— a southern course, to go to 
the northward, and either pass through Endeavour 
Straits to the north of New Holland, or go round the 
east coast of New Guinea. Not long after leaving 
the settlement, he fell in with an island called Simboo 
by its natives. . They invited him/on shore, shewing 
him different kinds of provisions as°an incitement ; 
but the length of the voyage precluded his compliance 
with their solicitations. Standing on his course, he 
discovered other islands, and entered a strait; and~ 
supposing himself the first navigator who had pene- 
trated it, he called it Shortland’s Straits. Itis unne- 
cessary for us to examine the further progress of his 
voyage; for M. Fleurieu, in a learned critical discus- 
sion on the subject, has proved, that Simboo is the 
same as Choiseul island ; the straits, those before call- 
ed Bougainville’s Straits ;~and the other islands, part 
of the lands of the Arsacides. Thus, whatever geo- 

phical illustrations may arise» from Lieutenant 
Shortland’s observations, they cannot be ranked 
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Fituated in S. latitude 49° 49/, and 183° 257 E. lon- 
gitude, which he called Chatham Island. The hos- 
tility of the natives, who were of a brown colour, 
middling size, and stoutly made, prevented more mi- 
nute investigation. ; 

‘A late voyage by the French in search of their un- 
fortunate count: n La Perouse, has also thrown 

pa distant regions. T'wo vessels, 
“Esperance, sailed from France in 

September 1791, fully stored with all that was most 
likely to ensure the safety and success of the under- 
taking: In April 1792, they came within the limits 
of Australasia, and were some time occupied in ob- 
servations on Van Diemen’s Land, when they conett 
the south cape was separated from the main land : they 

. also discovered a great harbour which they called 
Port D’Entrecasteaux. They next saw the Isle of 
Pines, which had received its name from high rocky 
elevations resembling trees at a distance, and laid 
down its position in 22° 42’ S. latitude. They then 
ran é an immense chain of reefs extending 324 
miles on the coast of New Caledonia, which, in the 
view of the French navigators, presented a more in- 
viting aspect than the original country of that name. 
‘Their attention was directed to the south-west coast, 
Captain Cook having surveyed the land only to the 
north ; and, in the course of their examination, they say 
many mountainous islands, and detached rocks, with 
their points above water, encircled by dangerous reefs. 
The difference was no more than 4’ between the 
position of New Caledonia as fixed by Cook and 
themselves. In July 1792; they saw the lands of the 
Arsacides, and ascertained the Treasury Islands to 
be five or six in number, or more, though when seen 
from a distance, they may be mistaken for only one. 

lie in 7° 25’ S. latitude. The natives of Bou- 
ka- d trafficked for articles on board, parting 
with their arms for handkerchiefs and pieces of cloth. 

were of a gay and lively disposition, and the 
rench remarked, that they pronounced several Spa- 

ish and English words. he possibility of some 
intercourse with Europeans was theiice inferred, and 
they shewed themselves acquainted with the use of 
iron. The French landed on Cocos island, and Laig, 
near the coast of New Ireland; in the former they 
found a tree nearly a hundred feet high, though but 
three inches in diameter ; and so hard as at first to resist 
the heaviest blows of anaxe. What is still more gin- 
gular, when the pith o« ing its centre was taken 
out, the thickness of the wood did not exceed four- 
tenths of an inch. The French then anchored in 
Carteret harbour, in New Ireland, which is surround- 
ed by lofty and precipitous mountains, containing 
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marine substances up to the very summit. This har- 
bour forms a kind of basin, where clouds coming from 
the mountains are arrested by a calm, and there de- 
posit their contents ; which is the real source of the 
rains experienced by navigators. Sailing thence to 
the Admiralty islands, the situation of several places 

~ was determined in the way. A friendly intercourse 
was opened with the natives, who shewed a great de- 
sire to possess European articles. Oneislandbeing cul-- 
tivated to the highest part, and pieces being inclosed 
with fences, they were led 'to believe that the natives 
were acquainted with the right of property in land. 
A mountainous island occupied the centre of the 
whole groupe, and the same was the case with the 
Hermit isles, thirteen in number, which were next 
visited. The inhabitants of these and other islands 
manifested excellent dispositions : their chiefs punish- 
ed dishonesty towards their visitors, and they approach- 
ed the vessels unprovided with arms. Nearly under 
the line a number of other islands were discovered, all 
connected by chains of reefs, low, and covered by 
lofty trees, growing quickly and vigorously. After 
navigating among them, the vessels sailed to the Pa- 
puan islands, the situation of several of which was de- 
termined. In the subsequent year, 1793, the French 
made Lewin’s land on the coast of New Holland, 
where they found that the latitudes had been ascer- 
tained peta remarkable precision by its first discover- 
ers. Many small islands were seen, which had not 
been previouslyvisited ; and having traversed several 
degrees on the south-west, they anchored in Port 
D’Entrecasteaux, as they had done in the preceding 
year. The accurate and interesting remarks then 
made on the natural history of the country, and dis- 
position of the inhabitants, will be found at large in 
the works which contain them. The French next sail- 
ed for New Zealand, and fixed the latitude of the 
Three King’s Islands at 34° 20! south ; they were 
particularly desirous of obtaining the New Zealand 
flax, from supposing that ‘it would succeed in Europe, 
but'they did not put their design in execution. An 
island discovered in 29° 20’ S. latitude, near the coast, 
of a triangular figure, was called Recherche. Preci- 
pices were seen in the interior, and trees growing on 
the summit of the highest places. It is one of the 
most éastern islands of Australasia. Some time af- 
terwards the French got sight of Erronan, the most eas- 
tern ofthe New Hebrides, and made the island of Tan- 
na, where they enjoyed a brilliant spectacle arising 
from the vivid flames emitted during the night by the 
volcano. Having made new Caledonia, their observa- 
tions were resumed, and circumstances led them to 
conclude, that this'coast had been fatal to their coun- 
trymen. Besides the natives, they saw here several 
savages of other parts, acquainted with the use of 
iron, and much more intelligent, whom they conjec- 
tured to have come from the island of Beaupre, dis- 
covered during their voyage hither in 20° 14’ S. lati- 
tude. From New Caledonia the French repaired to 
the Arsacides, and then passing Louisiade, as already 
mentioned, steered for the coast of New Britain, 
where they discovered several mountainous islands 
before unknown. The navigation of the western 
coast was replete with danger. Keeping to the 
north, they anchored at the idand of Waygiou, cal. 
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led by the natives Ouarido, which is covered with 
large trees, and mountainous throughout. ‘The na- 
tives went naked: the chiefs only being clo- 
thed in stuffs obtained from the Chinese, and some 
had silver bracelets... From the great value. set on 
iron, it was suspected that they were acquainted with 
some method of forging it ; but the European. commo- 
dity which they chiefly coveted was red cloth, Their 
huts, which were built of bamboo, and: covered with 
reeds, resembled those of the Papuans, in being pape 
ported several feet above the ground on posts. The 
French were: visited by several. chiefs, one of whom 
even ventured to sleep on board the Esperance :) but 
whenever preparations were made for getting under 
way, he precipitately threw himself into the: sea. 
The Dutch had five months before treachcrously se- 
duced. his brother into captivity; when he was invited 
to partake of an entertainment on board of their vessel. 
Although this voyage has not added much:to geo- 
graphical discovery ‘in Australasia, it isivaluable on 
account.of its illustration of the natural history of 
the different countries, and the accuracy with which 
the astronomical observations seem to have been made. 
The two vessels lost nearly half their men, which af- 
fords a striking demonstration of the superior skill 
of British officers, who have been known to circum- 
navigate the globe, and hardly lose one of the crew. 
We are indebted to M. Labillardiere for an account 
of this voyage. 6 § » af fens in y Vd 

During the interval-at which we are now arrived, 
between the expeditions of M. de la Perouse in 1786, 
and M. Labillardiere in 1794, the occasional voyages 
of the English between’ New Holland and Britain, or 
her eastern possessions, had. been productive of some 
less important discoveries. In the course of the ex- 
traordinary, or rather.the extravagant voya: 
formed res the ship Duff, a er pr bhost elaeiea 
islands, lying in 9° 57’ of S. latitude, and 167° E, 
longitude, was discovered in 1797... The two largest 
were entirely covered with wood, and bore the ap- 
pearance of great fertility. The natives were stout 
and well made, and of a copper colour. Their canoes 
were twelve or fourteen feet long, only. fifteen inches 
wide, and made of a single tree sharpened at the ends, 

But we:hasten to.a voyage of greater importance, 
by. Captain Flinders, which ascertained the fact of 
Van Diemen’s: Land being no part of- New Hol- 
land. The merit of this discovery does not be- 
long to him alone, for Mr Bass, surgeon of his majes- 
ty’s ship Reliance, had previously made an-excursion 
in an open boat to the southward of Port Jackson, to- 
wards the end of the year 1797. He sailed as far as 
40° of south latitude, and ‘visited: every opening.in 
the coast during his voyage.” Between 39° and 40° 
of south latitude, he thought he had sufficient reason 
to believe that there was an extensive strait, or rather 
an opensea: and conjectured that Van Diemen’s Land 
eontisted of a groupe of islands south of New Hol- 
land. The want of a better vessel prevented. him 
at thattime from completing their circumnavigation. 
However;'this was soon remedied by the governor of 
the English colony dending ‘out Captain Flinders, 
suitably provided;on:a voyage of discovery,’ accom- 
anied by Mr Bass... They sailed for Van Diemen’s 

Tissa in October 1798, and visited Turneaux’s islands, 
8 

discovered in 1774 by the captain of the Adventure. Austral ~ 
Preservation Island, wit received that name si. 
from proving» an asylum to a shipwrecked cre 
being particularly examined, exhibited a 
kind of petrifaction that had taken place in the stumps 
of the trees.. It extended’ far pis the ground, 
but did not penetrate more than two or three inches 
downwards into a sandy soil. On standing | er 
into the A a they discovered a har- 
bour, which they called Port Dalrymple, in S. lati-. 
tude 41°, on the northof Van Diemen’s Land. Ti 
they were able to ‘make’ interesting remarks on the 
animals, vegetables, and minerals, the shyness of the 
paces oe sb rm: pis or communi- 
cation with them. To judge: by appearances, they 
seemed even in a gre ak te le nite ai 
tives of the paige uring continent, and to be quite un- 
orenrare navigation intherude canoes construct- 
ed bythe mostsavageofthe Australasians. One island, 
fifteen or twenty miles in circuit, was next discover. 
ed, and another in latitude 40° 24’, E. longitude 145° 
2', which, from the iniumerable quantities of alba- 
trosses frequenting it, they called Albatross island. 
The wings of these birds expanded between seven and 
nine feet." Other ten islands were discovered in the 
vicinity, and the whole received the” ‘name 
of Hunter’s isles. Jn this latitude navigate 
concluded tra they had passed through bis “ret ; 
tween one and two degrees in width, whi bake cra 23 
New Holland from Van Diemen’s Land. ‘The ap- 
pearance of the coast changed; a swell rol. 
led in, and a surf breaking on a bold eg announced 
the vicinity of the open ocean. On the 8th of Ja- 
nuary they passed the south-west cape of Van Dies 
men’s Land; and what had hitherto been universally de. 
scribed as part of New Holland, proved miny 36 : 
completely separated from the continent. be 
out twelve weeks, they arrived at Port Jackson. 'T 
iscovery of this passage, named by the governor Bass’s | 
traits, promised great advantages. In voyages from 

New Holland to the Cape of Good Hope, it: was 
judged-that a whole week would be gained, and some 
mariners affirmed, that no other course would ever 
afterwards be taken. In the year 1804, the China 
fleet entered the strait on the 28th of October, pas- 
sed.itiin safety, and reached the coast of China on the 
28th of December. The real value of such a disco- 
very will be best appreciated by the importance at- 
tached to it'by our countrymen in the remote. settle. 
ments of Australasia. re, we are told by recent 
French navigators, that the remains of the vessel 
which made the discovery are preserved witha kind of 
religious veneration); and that parts of the keel, made 
into various little articles, are presented to foreign 
officers as donations, which no pecuniary recompence 
can obtain. * 

Captain Flinders was soon afterwards en: ged in 
subsequent voyages of viata 4 In thevearlic 
of the year 1802, he surveyed King George’s sound, 
and the west ‘coast of New Holland, from Lewin’s . 
land to Western Port. He’ again left Port Jackson 
in July of the same year, and sailing through Torres 
or Endeavour'straits in thirty-six pee ‘arrived in 
the gulf of Carpentaria in the latter end of the sea~ 
son. Che sickness of his crew obliged him to interrupt 

crew, on pers oo 
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New Holland in eighteen months. In August 
1805, she again sailed with the command of the Bor- 
poise and Cato, and a third ship ia company. Both 
the former were » on a reef of rocks in 22° 
11’ S. latitude, and 155° 13’ E. longitade, nearly S00 
miles from Botany Bay. A party of his men esca- 
ped thither in an open boat: and after procuring as- 
sistance from that settlement, Captain Flinders saw 
the remainder, antlall his officers, safely arr ar 
China. Impatient to convey his » plans, ant 
charts of discovery to Eagiasly Daou ted once 

niore from Port Jackson in a vessel of only 19 tons 
leurden, which carried him across the ocean'to 

the Isle of France, where, though he possessed. pass- 
ports from the French government, he was detained 
with all his dispatches. In consequence of an appli- 
eation by the Royal. Society of London to the Na- 

Institute, an Grder to liberate Captain Flin- 
was transmitted from the French goverament to 
Isle of France in 1805 or 1806. ‘T'he governor, 

however, declined compliance, on pretence “ that 
i ct op taint was so well acquainted with his 
island, he would bevable to take it :”” and we believe 
that Captain Flinders still remains a prisoner. 
A small vessel, the Lady Nelson of 60 tons, built 

ona erteur construction, sailed from England un- 
der the command of Lieutenant Grant, m March 
1800, on a-voyage of discovery to the Australasian 
shores. In) December, she made the coast of New 
Holland, wliere a fine fertile looking country came in 
view, covered with trees in some places down to the 
water’s edge. Lieutenant Grant followed thie coast 

itude 141° 20’ E. 
nrough Bass’s Straits to Botany Bay; and fixed 

the ical, ion of se islands and head- 
which he discovered in the route. In March 

1801 he sailed from S Cove, and made an 
accurate survey of the coast from Western Point, 
in latitude 38° 32’ S., and longitude 146° 19’ Ei 
to Wilson’s Ty» @ great cape stretching 
twenty miles into the sea. is cape, which is the 
most southern point of New Holland, was-discovered 

Captain of an East'Iudiaman, In May 1801, 
elson made a voyage to the northward of 

ps ar t to epee > ee of coals 
on @ spot by low grass for m 

acres ; and they could also be gathered on the dives 
at low water. argl irom ore were likewise 
discovered. Peculiar circumstances, it would appear, 
La to Lieutenant Grant’s own opinion, prevent- 

further extension- of the survey in which he 
was employed. 

_ Here we'have given. but brief abstracts of the dis. 
coveries by i igators, while accounts by those 
parr are’more detailed, from being less 

c >. -Certainivis, however, that no voyages, if 

Ste i la . } superiority. English, their settle- 
ments, and discoveries in Avustralasia, excited the emu- 
lation of the French. An: expedition was, therefore, 
planned with the utmost-care; chiefly forthe purpose 
ofexploring the Australasian regions. Its object was 
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and comprehensive, perhaps attempting to em- 

brace, in the course of a short and limited period, what 
might more reasonably have been the operations of 
many successive years. First the southern part of 
Van Diemen’s Land was to be approached; Cape 

- South doubled; D’Entrecasteaux harbour examined 
all the rivers that could be found were to be navi- 
gated ; and the whole eastern'coast of this great island 
surveyed. After an examination of Bass’s straits, 
and Hunter’s isles, it was proposed to run along the 
south-west coast of New Folland, to penetrate be- 
hind the islands of St Peter and St Francis, where 
the existence of a strait reaching to the gulf of Car- 
entaria was suspected. The position of,/Lewin’s, 

l’sy and Endvacht’s land was to be fixed, and 
Swan’s river navigated to the utmost extent: the 
Avbrolhosy where Pelsart was wrecked; Shark’s bay, 
De Witt’s land, King William’s river, the Romarin 
islands, were to be minutely inspected; and this 

ot the voyage was to terminate at Cape North- 
The future object of the expedition, so far 
ts Australasia, was a survey of the coast 

of New Guinea, anda search for the strait supposed 
to divide it into two equal, parts consisting of se~ 
veral islands. Next advancing by Endeavour straits, 
it was to reach the eastern point of the great gulf of 
Carpentaria; to visit the mouths of the many rivers 
which were said to discharge themselves into it: then 
tvaversing Arnheim’s and North Van Diemen’s Land, 
to terminate the second part of the voyage also at 
Cape North-West. Having conipleted these exten+ 
sive operations, the expedition was to navigate the 
Indian ocean, determine the longitude of Tryal islands, 
and then proceed to the Isle of France. 

Though we are yet but partially acquainted with 
the whole result. of this expedition, we shall briefly 
relate some of the particular which have recently 
come to our knowledge. Two vessels, the Geo- 
eva? and Naturalist, sailed in October 1800, 

m Havre de Grace. Much was to be expected 
from! the scientific department ; for the French pay- 
ing infinitely more attention to it than the British go- 
vernment had done'in the later voyages of discovery, 
sent out no lessthan 23 individuals, well-qualified in all 
the different branches of science. Tle vessels made 
Cape Lewin, the most western point of New Holland, 
in latitude 34° 7’ 50” S. in the end of May 1801, 
where the lands were dark, low, andsandy. Endracht’s 
land they found sterile, and surrounded by reefs: then 
entering Shark’s bay, they landed on Bernier’s island, 
which wasamong their earliest discoveries. The subs 
stance of the island is chiefly calcareous, with: shells, 
principally univalves, incrusted in masses of rock, 
sometimes 150 feet above the level-of the sea. Vege- 
tation, from the nature’ of the soil, was low and-lan» 

ishing ; a kind of fig-tree, with fruit hardly larger 
a nut, and several small odoriferous: mimosa, 

were seen’; also.a sort of spinifex, consisting of in- 
numerable sharp, slender leaves, dangerous:to touch 
for wounding the flesh. It:grows in the’ most arid 
places, is easily decomposed from the multiplicity of 
spines; and in this decomposition is the essential 
‘source‘of the soil of the island, The striped kan- 
garoo,; the most beautiful of its singular race, swarm- 
ed” here, as well as on two neighbouring islands. 
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Australa- Some young ones were taken, but all of them died 

sia. except one, which lived until the expedition reached 
17001810, Limor, when it perished by accident. The French, 

after anchoring in Dampier’s bay, behind a peninsula, 
which had hitherto been supposed an island, saw 
King William’s river. It issues from a sterile region ; 
and, from its confined and dangerous entrance, they 
concluded that it was of much less importance than 
had been represented. Seven low, barren, sandy 
islands were then discovered, which the French called 
the Rivoli islands, to perpetuate one of their victories : 
and the north-west Cape of New Holland, from 
which projects an ‘extensive reef, with a sea violent- 
¥. breaking on it, they named Cape Murat. At 

ape Murat, De Witt’s land commences, and ex 
tends to the north cape of this immense continent, 
thus comprehending a tract of 10° in latitude, and 15° 
in longitude. It is supposed to have been discovered 
by a Dutch navigator in the year 1616, 1623, or 
1628. The French now discovered a great archipe- 
lago ;) the islands rt ov a3 which, in general, 
peared barren, and many of them encompassed rl 
rocks and shoals. Incredible dangers here assailed 
them: the vessels were driven towards the breakers 
white with foam; while the calms which prevailed, 
interrupting their manceuyres, increased the difficul- 
ties of an intricate navigation. In the course of it, 
Dampier’s observations concerning the fineness of the 
weather, and the singular serenity of the heavens, were 
verified. The air had never appeared so pure and so 
free of vapours and humidity. Few of these islands 
were of large size; some were basaltic, and seemingly 
_of volcanic origin ; others, sandy, white, and sterile, 
rose under a-thousand different shapes, several. of 
them resembling immense antique tombs. » Names 
were bestowed on a great number, as Forbin, Com- 
merson, Colbert, Buffon, Cassini, Bernouilli, La Place ; 
and' the whole were comprehended under the deno- 
mination of Bonaparte’s Archi Disease had 
already begun to make ravages in the vessels, which 
foreed their conimanders to leave the Australasian 
regions to recruit their strength at Timor. After 
residing some months at that island, they made D’En- 
trecasteaux’s straits in 62 days on their return. » The 
discovery of these straits they consider the most:re- 
markable and important of any connected with Van 
Diemen’s Land: whence they were judged deserving 
of the greater notice. Thirty-six days were occu- 
pied in observations, during which many acquisitions 
were made to natural history ; and several geogra- 
phical errors corrected. Tasman’s isle proved only 
to be a peninsula; but they found D’Entrecasteaux’s 
geographical labours: so perfect, that.nothing could 
exceed them. | Departing thence, Maria’s island, 
discovered by Schouten in 1642, was surveyed. It 
is situated in 42° 42’ of S. latitude ; consists chiefly 
of two kinds of granite, and is covered in a'great mea- 
sure with marshes interspersed with rocks and sand. 
Opposite to Cape Peron is a solitary rock of granite 
150 or 200 feet high: and.a large portion of the 
island is surrounded by lofty walls of granite, of 300 
or 400 feet in height with vast caverns penetrating 
into their bases. e natives of the island colour-their 
hair from a mine of a kind of oxide of iron: and go 
entirely naked, except in a kangaroo skin hanging 
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over their shoulders. Among the terrestrial mam- Australa- 
mifere, only a single species of dasyura, the size of 
a mouse, was seen. umerous t ‘ 
cetacea, and phocz, lined the shores; the last of which 
are of infinite consequence in the consideration of. 
Maria’s island. Other observations confirmed the 
accuracy of Tasman and Captain Flinders, and point- 
ed out a remarkable number of isthmuses proceeding 
from the land. Schouten’s islands were all, except 
one, found for the first time to be so many peninsu- 
las connected by mountainous tracts to the main land, 
Few appearances more singular than this island are 
preseuted by the Australasian regions. It consists: 
solely of lofty black mountains, divided by deep val- 
lies ; the eastern side is absolutely naked, without 
the smallest traces of verdure ; 4 several s of 
the summit rise into granitic points, resembling so, 
many columns. raised the at of men. The 
French next traversing the east coast of Vian Diemen’s 
Land, entered Bass’s straits. There, after naming 
any islets, and recognising Furneaux’s islands, they 
fixed the situation of n’s. promontory at 39° 
10’ 30” S. latitude. Captain Grant had it 39° 
2’, and Captain Flinders $8° 57'; but the observations 
which carry it 17’ farther west, are probably nearest 
the truth. From Wilson’s promontory on the south, 
to Cape Lewin on the west, is an extent of 900 
leagues: the only part of which that had been sur. 
veyed previous to the arrival of the French, was from 
Cape Lewin to St Francis and-St-Peter’s islands, on 
the eastern boundary of Nuytz’ land. The Engli 
not having continued their investigation beyond Port 
Western, all. the tract intervening between it and 
Nuytz’ land was unknown. . The French, in sailing 
944 miles along the coast, from Wilson’s.promontory; 
found bays, reefs, shoals, and islands, before undis- 
covered, A great gulf, penetrating above 100 miles 
into the continent, was named Josephine’s Gulf, and 
opposite to it an island 210 miles in circuit, De 
Island. A vast gulf next appeared, the opening of 
which. resembled one mouth of a large pepe lene 
netrated above 200 miles-into the land, and contained 
harbours and, islands within its. bounds. This was 
called Bonaparte’s Gulf.» The French then trayer- 
sed a. coat them named Napoleon’s land, and in 
the course of their run discovered: 160 islands, all 
very low, and of a.grey, yellow, whitish, or black 
colour. Nearly the whole were of the most repulsive 
aridity ; their surface was encrusted with dingy lich- 
ens ; be exhibited attree gr shrub ;_ fresh water scarce- 
ly. existed in any of them; and they were entire- 
ly uninhabited. | It was further ascertained, that the 
expectations so long entertained of a river behind the 
isles of St Francis and St Peter, dividing New Hol- 
land to the gulf of Carpentaria, were delusive. Forty- 
three days were occupied in surveying Napoleon’s 
land ; and the French affirm that, in the course of their 
navigation from Wilson’s promontory to Cape Fares 
well on the west, they saw above a thousand lea 
of coast, including bays and islands, But their re- 
searches were baflled by a succession of + rocks 
and shoals threatened them on every side, and fre- 
quently interrupted the progress of investigation. At 
length the failure of fpr: and sickness. among 
the crew, constrained. them to think of seeking 
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relief in some port of Australasia. “In May 1802 

they stood for Port Jackson, sailing round by the. 
hof Van Diemen’s Land, instead of passing Bass’s 

straits. Fluted Cape, they remarked, consisted of 
reddish basaltic columns, rising 500 feet above 

the level of the sea, and forming an enormous cause- 
way, against which the waves e furiously from 
the south. Such basaltic ces, both there 
and in other’ ralasian islands, were considered the 
more singular, afno volcanic substances were recog- 
nised in their vicinity. In Adventure bay, the rude 
rales a Cape suddenly changes ; a calm instead 
ofa ‘tumultuous sea prevails; the shores are covered 
with beautiful trees and shrubs; and thick forests 
elothe the very summits of the mountains. Mean- 
time the made the most deplorable ravages 

_ in the vessels, and on board the’ Geographer there 

Savage. 

-were-ouly four men who could k the deck: On 
approaching the English settlements, their manceuvres 
betrayed sie pron om of the crew, whence the go- 
yernor sent out assistance to bring them into port. 
Here the French made a (eldiderble stay : one ves- 
sel was sent home, and the other, accompanied by a 

bark, resumed her voyage of discovery in 1803 
1864. Detailed accounts of this voyage have 

reached this country; but we have reason to 
expect that they will prove highly interesting to men 
of science, 

Towards the end of the 1805, Mr Savage vi- 
sited the Bay of islands in New Zealand, situated in 
35° 6! S. latitude, and 174° 43’ E. longitude. From 
‘his narrative we may infer, that the inhabitants, 
of that at least to which his observations were 
chiefly di are in a state of civilization far supe- 
rior to those in many other portions of Australasia. 
The principal town consists of about an hundred huts, 
caer on an island, partly.on the main land. Each 

itation on the latter is surrounded by a small patch 
of cultivated ground; but those on the former are oc- 
cupied by the chief and his people, and are without 
any appearance of cultivation. 

5 between our Australasian 

Productsof An infinity of unknown objects, well deserving the 
Austral- 
asia. 

“attention of naturalists, are» produced in the seas and 
on the shores of Australasia. Three new quadru- 
_peds, all singular, and some of them far removed from 
‘those'of the old world, have been discovered ; the 

, the wombat, and the ornythorincus para- 
doxus. The first resembles a huge rat three or four 
feet high ; it leaps on its hind legs, or supports itself 
solely on the root of its tail: the second is a creature 
of the utmost docility, which, in its wildest state, may 
-be seized and carried away without struggle or re- 

_ sistance : and in the third, nature, by a strange as- 
sociation, has elongated the snout of a quadruped in- 
to the bill of a bird, furnished alniteo veal and 
perfect ee ; pee nee is already domesti- 
cated, wells in the. cottages as tame as 
adog. Numerous veautifil birds ase produced in 
Australasia; the bird of paradise, which was so long 

. be of easy digestion. 
-asians are blunt when compared with those of the in- 
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celebrated in Europe as wanting feet; parroquets, 
cockatoos, a singular species of cassowary inhabiting 
Decres’ island and the continent ; and above all, the 
black‘ swan, a bird which, until discovered there, was 
deemed of fabulous existence. Whales of immense 
size, seals, and dolphins, line the shores, often ap- 
-pearing in such extensive shoals as to be mistaken for 
a reef covered with dangerous breakers, Many ser= 

nts of different species are seen floating on the sur- 
Pree of the sea, and an enormous cuttle-fish, rolling 
like a cask on the waves, stretches out its mon- 
-strous tentacula seven or eight feet in length, T'he 
mollusca tribe appears in peculiar variety and bril- 
liance.. New vegetables are found in every quar- 
ter. One marine fucus reaches from the bottom 
of the sea to the surface, 250 or 300 feet deep, on a 
single stem, which is supported in an admirable man- 
ner through its whole extent by vesicles filled with airs 
Detached by the violent agitation of storms, this gi- 
-gantie weed floats in so great an abundance as almost 
‘to impede the navigator in advancing towards the 
neighbouring shores. On various islands, and also on 
the continent, are trees above 200 feet high, or much 
more according to some narratives, and seven or eight 
in diameter. ithout entering more minutely into 
this part of our subject, a general idea of the novel- 
ties of Australasia may be formed, by learning that 
the French transmitted from Port-Jackson no less 
than 40,000 animals of all different classes. By their 
.united labours, they have enriched the ‘National Mu- 
seum with above 2500 species absolutely new ; and, 
what cannot fail to be deeply interesting to the con- 
templative philosopher, some animals have been found 
alive in these regions, which were previously known 
only in a fossil state. 

scending ‘the different gradations of society, 
man is exhibited to us in his most savage state in 
Australasia. His physical constitution, the struc- 
turé of his person in an enormous head and slender 
extremities, distinguish him from all other nations. 
His sight is more acute, and his hearing more perfect, 
but his strength is less than that of natives belonging 
to civilized countries. Regions so extensive and far 
removed are inhabited by various races of people, 
“whose appearance; as well as manners and customs, 
differ according to their respective tribes. Popula- 
tion, however, from many reasons, is scanty ; which 
well. illustrates how: much a kingdom is strength- 
ened by civilization, and the ready means of sub- 
sistence. Savages rest their security principally on 
personal superiority ; for the right 3 appeal from 
injury is rare. In Australasia, whére supplies of 
food are precarious, the natives are sometimes forced 
to swallow large portions of a kind of soft earth to 
appease the cravings of hunger; and this is said to 

The aifecdions of the Austral- 

habitants of other countries. Parental love may be 
assimilated to the attachment of an animal for its 
young, and conjugal affection centers more in con- 
venience than regard. Mothers not only, procure 
abortions by violent means, but lamentable instances 
are told, and those too well authenticated, where, to 
be freed of the plaints of their infants, they bury them 
alive: a horrible expedient, and unexampled in any 
other part of the world, Yet their own sufferings 
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The rude and brutal men tyrannize over them; they 
>, are exposed to insult and indignity ; and their condi- 

tion is little better than that of slaves. The union 
of the sexes, though apparently matrimonial, is, in 
many cases, only atemporary association. The court- 
ship ofthe men not consist in smiles orsolicitation, 
but in stealing behind the pc ne of desire, felling her 
to the earth with a club, carrying her off while 
in a state of ingensibility. She is kept by the man 
as his wife so long’as he finds it convenient; he then 
deserts her to form a new alliance, accompanied by 
equal violence. ‘The Australasians are yawn 
to be distrusted; they are’ cruel, treacherous, an 
commonly guided by the impulse of the moment. 
Nothing e 
into submission ; and they never lose sight of that in- 
stant when the vigilance of others may be lulled asleep. 
All are brave, suffer pain with fortitude, and among 
some tribes an injury is retaliated to the precise ex- 
tent that it has been inflicted. Every sentiment of 
delicate reserve is unknown among these people: which 
amply proves that rst is an acquired sentiment, 
aid not implanted by the hand of nature. Investiga- 
tions into the disposition of the Australasians fas 
removed a doubt, which was only made such, because 
revolting to our feelings, that many tribes are canni- 
bals. But this is now so fully ascertained, that it 
will never be again called in question: for the inha- 
hitants of these regions are —— of human flesh. 
Viewing the fact with a philosophic eye, perhaps it 
ought not to <p so strange that men can devour 
each other. ‘We ought first to consider how low the 
Australasians rank in the chain of society : probably 
they are removed only one link from the brute crea- 

‘tions Many of their tribes are situated in bleak and 
darren districts: they are strangers to the art of 

. cultivating the earth; few,vegetables of natural growth 
are adopted for food; and animals are rarely within 
their reach. While prosecuting their frequent wars, 
they are exposed to additional privations, augmenting 
in proportion ‘to the continuance of hostilities. But 
in devouring the bodies of their enemies, 't not 
only gratify revenge, and possess an unequivocal 
token of superiority, but, by an easy means, the 
ressing calls of nature are satisfied. Neither ought a 
a of‘human flesh to appear incredible. Have we 

not known repeated calamitous occasions, some even 
of recent date, where, among our-own countrymen, 
the survivors fed on their deceased companions mere- 
ly to protract existence? nay, where the flesh of 
one, sacrificed to the lives of others, was 
greedily devoured, and his warm blood drunk. with 
pleasure. — 

All that we beholdin Australasia, however, isnot to 
Some tribes: be considered as entirely new ; for thereare, in the man- 
burn their ners and custom® of the natives, several conypicuous 

coincidences with those of the old world. In certain 
places they burn their dead. The origin-of this custom 
4s lost in the antiquity of those barbarous nations; but 
M. Peron, while Specytesiat the tombs which-he found 
in Maria’s island, endeavours to account for it thus. 
<¢ Man is, in'these'regions,an absolute stranger to every 
principle of social ‘organization; wanting chiefs, pro- 
perly so denominated ; without laws, ed, ignorant 
of agriculture, and deprived of the certain means of 

t the consciousness of inferiority awes them 

AUSTRALASIA. . 
Austral must infallibly tend to lessen the poignancy of feeling. subsistence. His only arms and utensils are a rudely 

fashioned club and spear. Wandering with his family _ ata. 
on the coast, where his ordinary exigencies are 
plied, he remains longer, and returns more freq 
‘to parts where shell abound, and where a stream 
of fresh water enhances the value of the situation. 

family, how shall they dlapose’of his body? ‘They ys i of his body? , 
cannot abandon rte fie of a parent rg ator 4 
prey 5 consequent putrescence could not fail to prove 
disgusting; and the scattered bones of what they 
‘knew once formed their t, constantly presented 
to their sight, would excite a painful sentiment of self 
reproach. ‘They are restrained from throwing the 
body into the sea, a’ natural and easy expedient, 
lest it might again be cast up on the shore; and per- 
haps its corrupted members might be mingled with 
what they sought for daily food; embalming it is 
beyond their ideas and resources; and inhumation 
is so much the more difficult, from the hard and 
rocky soil, and ‘from their having no utensil where- 
-with to dig a grave. Yet such a measure would 
bably be resorted to, did not one occur which is. 
more easily executed, .'This is cremation.’ Here 
every thing conspires to the facility of execution ; 
fire and materials ‘are: at command; only: a’ 
few hours are required to finish the work; and the 
fragments of bones, which are the-sole residues may be 
covered with the ashes produced. ‘Thus the custom 
of burning the dead is not the pure effect of chance ;, 
it results from physical and local-circumstances.’? 

Although many Australasian regions are’ wild Coloniza- 
and sterile, there are extensive portions which cannot tion ofAus- 
be exceeded’ in fertility. The beauty of different ‘@lasia. 
islands, the salubrity of the climate, and excellence 
of the, soil, held forth the conspicuous’ advantages. 
which would ensue fronvrendering them'a permanent 
abode. Hence it was that, centuries ago, the utility of 
colonizing Australasia occupied the attention of Bu- 
ropeans. Mendana, as we have-seen, established himself 
in Santa Cruz, an island/presenting the most valuable 
resources to the navigators of the neighbouring seas. 
His views, however, rte originally directed to 
that particular 3 for it was only in co 
of iin deeb for tbe Arsacides re shape tae td 
thither in 1595. . When the colony was abandoned, 

~and, on Mendana’s decease, the government devolved 
on his widow, she made another attempt to discover 
the Arsacides. ‘The voyage ‘was short and unsuc- 
cessful, anda sudden determination was. adopted to 
sail for the Spanish settlements in South America. 
Quiros, who had been chief pilot to this expedition, 
renewed the design of a colony, after having a second 
time traversed the Australasian ocean. “Whether or 
not he carried out people and materials for such a 
purpose, or what was the specific intention of his 
voyage, is uncertain; but he addressed a memoir on 
the subject to Philip IIL. of Spain, which was’ pub- 
lished in 1610, a few years after his return. He er- 
-tertained a different opinion from Mendana, with re- 
“gard to the most suitable place for a settlement, 
judging the Tierra Austral del Espiritu Santo, lying 
some degrees farther south, eh best. It is not 
‘surprising that he should ‘have felt partiality towards a 
territory which’he himself discovered. Inenumerating 

its qualifications, ‘he proceeds: * Finally, sire, T-ean,, 

i se 
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AUSTRALASIA. 
Austrila- Swith eonfidence, assert, that the bay of Vera Cruz, 

sia. situated in 15° 20’ south latitude, presents the great- 
—— 

rrootero, est ad 

Recom- 

centre of 
. commerce of 

» successively 

_ commends the utmost - i 

for the foundation of a large city, and 
the establis of a numerous colony. I can but 
imperfectly describe the riches awaiting those Euro- 
peans who shall visit such delightful countries ; time, 

in unfolding them, will make amends for my inability ; 
and I doubt not ‘that this colony will become. 

ication and future mart for all the 
ili, Peru, Ternate, the Philippines, 

and other remote kingdoms under the dominion of 
-your majesty.” Quiros —— himself for the suc- 
-eess of any enterprise which should be devised for es- 

avcolony : and, as a more ready inducement, 
pe ca-oy be a truly flattering picture of the soil, 
climate, beauty, and salubrity of that and other Aus- 
tralasian regions. We apprehend that no active mea- 
‘sures were ever taken to adopt his judicious proposal. 

The learned President de Brosses terminates his 
iens with an ingenious and 

of Australasia. 
“ established-in New Britain, New Gui- 
nea, Holland, or among the Papuans, will have 
the clue of Ariadne at command. With time, per- 
severance, and some expense, which cannot be re- 
gretted, as it will return an hundred fold, all will be 

attained. This, it is true, will mot be 
the work ofa day. Great projects presume the ne- 
cessity of exertions, and these long continued. 
The calculation of time by years belongs to indivi- 
duals, a whole nation counts-only by ages. Power- 
eee gree meme mnnreent, Shrir 
Kings, animated by the love of glory, attachment to. 
their country, and benevolence towards mankind, 

to consider their people as always‘in existence, 
_and labour for an infinite ion of time.” M. 
de Brosses, after reviewing the state of all the coun- 
tries then known, seems to think that New Guinea 
is the most favourable site for an Australasian co- 
dony.. He enters into considerable detail concern- 
ing the persons, utensils, and materials requisite for 
-founding an establishment, and the advantages which 
might be expected to result from it. The mode 
to be pursued in carrying on an intercourse with 
the natives next yes his attention: he suggests 

opposed by them, and re- 
in all the dealings 

of the settlers. In awork, Terra rie Cognita, 
‘published ten years afterwards at Edinburgh by a 
‘Scotish:advocate, the same ideas are tages tosiaged 
on : ‘but this work being founded entirely on the for- 
mer .one, and possessing few claims to originality, 
merits no farther consideration. 
“We are not aware, that, from the daysof De Bros- Practised 

i To Bri-/ses, the colonization of Australasia occupied the no- 
tice of Europeans, until necessity compelled the Bri- 
‘tish government to look for some:distant establish- 
ment. It had been the practice of Great Britain, 
during many years, totransport felons to the Ameri- 

can plantations ; but the revolt, which ended in their 
separation from the mother country, rendered it ne- 
eessary to provide another place fora similar purpose. 
Most of the southern navigators had approached the 
coast of New Holland where-it is bleak and barren,. 
whence disadvantageous conclusions had followed con- 
cerning itsnature. The discoveries:of Captain Cook, 
however, sewed, that the eastern parts were rich in 
vegetable productions, that the soil was good, andthe 
climate ble. Government, after having sought 
in vain for a suitable place on the coast of Africa to 
receive transported.criminals, determined, in 1785 and 
1786, that part of Australasia should be chosenasasct-. 
tlement. Inthe subsequent year, several vessels laden 
with convicts, and also g aut the members of a 
civil government, sailed for Botany Bay. Theyreache¢ 
it im safety ; and having founded a town inthe vicinity, 
began to cultivate the rape Tt would exceed our 
design of exhibiting a brief sketch of the progress of 
discovery, and general views of Australasia, to follow 
the advancement of that colony. Thousands of Bri- 
tish subjects compose it, and branches ona lesser scale. 
have been established elsewhere. A settlement ori- 
inally intended) for the cultivation of the flax plant, 
an been made on Norfolk island.. More recently it 
‘was sed to, establish another at Port Philip, in 
Bass’s Straits. ‘The harbour there- was. said to be 
excellent, and the qualities of the neighbouring coun- 
‘try were supposed peculiarly well adapted for it. 
‘Two ships of war and a merchantman, therefore, 
sailed from England in 1803, carrying out what was. 
necessary for accomplishing this object. The. civil 
and military rtments, settlers, and convicts, were 
all landed on. the coast, where, to judge by simple 
appearances, every thing promised fruitfulness and 
plenty. On narrower inspection, however, none of 
the soil nearest the shore was fit for producing escu- 
lent vegetables ; and what at first sight were thought 
pools of fresh water, proved only drains from swamps, 
stagnant and deeply impregnated with the decaying 
remains of plants. i 
sidered an unsuitable situation, and the colony soon 
removed to Derwent river. ‘ 

Doubts have lately been started concerning the ex- 
pediency. of retaining our present colonies in Austral. 
asia. Mince may be their real advantage to Bri- 
tain, neighbouring nations have rijuaetionaity beheld 
them with surprise and, admiration. Assuredly it 
may excite admiration, that countries altogether un- 
inhabited, or occupied within these very few years by 
the rudest of all known savages, overgrown with woods, 
and intersected by marshes, should at this early pe- 
riod exhibit fertile plains covered with luxuriant har- 
vests. That whole towns should be erected, and the: 
communication of the different settlements be carried 
on through means of roads, now traversed pages 
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ort Philip was on the whole con- - 

framedin the British metropolis. 't‘hatcattle,onceun- - 
known in the vast continent of New Holland, should 
at present run wild in greater numbersthanare sufficient 
for the demands of a populous nation ; andthat sheep, 
equally unknown, should have seven years ago been 
possessed in flocks of 4000 by several of the settlers : 
a fact which has given rise to calculations and con- 
jectures, that they will-soon-produce more wool than 
ali Great Britain has occasionto consume. Safeand. 
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rity of our Australasian colonies. 

commodious harbours afford a convenient reception 
to vessels employed in the Australasian whale and 
seal fishery : and merchants have found a ready mart 
for their adventures in traffic from the Cape of Good 
Hope, or India. All this resulting in so short atime, 
-and when opposed by obstacles unexampled in forming 
other establishments, ought more and more to increase 
our wonder that it has been attained. The French na- 
vigatorg express their lively astonishment at the matu- 

Let us cite the 
report of the Imperial Institute on the voyage of dis- 
.covery submitted to their opinion.‘ Every where in 
the regions traversed by M. Peron*he has found the 
rivals of his country. Every where have they formed 
the most interesting establishments, -of which erro- 
neous and imperfect ideas prevail in Europe”? ssesssevre 
** No subject can be more.curious or interesting, both 
to the soldier and statesman, than the’colony of Bo- 
tany Bay, so long despised in Europe. Never was 
there a more.conspicuous example of the. omnipotence 
of laws and institutions over the characters of indivi- 
duals. To convert the most hardened villains, the 
most daring robbers, into honest and peaceable citi- 
zens, or industrious agriculturists.. Then to operate 
the like revolution in the vilest prostitutes: to change 
them by infallible means .to. faithful wives and excel- 
lent mothers. Next to watch over the rising popula- 
tion ; to preserve them by the most assiduous care 
from the contagion of their parents, and thus breed 
ap a generation more virtuous than the race from 

~Maurelle, 

AUSTRALASIA. 
which it sprung ;—such is, the impressive picture Atustrala- 
which the English colonies present.” Sinletice of 
these observations we ought not to dispute ; but whe- 

Cempoanie des Indes Orientales, toms 
oyages to the South Sea. Cal~ 

Forrest’s Voyage to New Guinea and. the Moluccas. 
Sonnerat, Voyage a la Nowvelle Guinée, p. 153.156. 

voyage Srom Manilla, in Perouse Voyages, 
‘tom. i, Collins’ Account of Botany Bay. ,Philhp’s 
Voyage to Botany Bay. White’s Voyage to New 
South Wales. Vancouver’s Voyage, cain i. Hun- 
-ter’s Voyage to Botan . Labillardiere’s Vi 
in baht ¢ of La Porte tinder Voyage. Grant's 
Narrative of a Voyage of Discovery. 
Voyage. ee Seuthere Paajte ae -p» 295. 
Tuckey, Voyage to Bass’s Straits. Turnbull's Voy- 

es, vol. i.—iii. Savage, Account of New-Zealand. 
‘Peron, Voyage aux Terres Australes. Horsburgh’s 
Sailing Directions, 1809, p. 85—97.. (¢) ».. 
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AUSTRIA. 
Austria, in German Osterreich, or Ostreich, is a 

—<_—— considerable province of southern Germany, which 
has given fourteen emperors to that country, six kings 

Austria 
conquered 
by Char- 
Temagne. 

‘ 

to Spain, and has made a conspicuous figure in Europe 
for ten centuries. 
region we are almost totally te Charlemagne 
conquered it in 791, after he had previously rrithed 
the eastern boundary of his empire to the present 
frontiers of Bavaria and Austria; and, crossing the 
river Ens, which now divides Upper from Lower Aus- 
tria on the south side of the Danube, he drove the 
eastern tribes, who were invading Germany, beyond 
the river Raab, in Hungary, and entrenched its 
banks ‘as the limit of his western empire. He ap- 
pointed governors, by the title of margraves, (or 
wardens of marches, ) in the conquered country, and 
granted them various privileges, as protectors of the 
adjacent provinces against the barbarians of the East. 
It is probable, that the name of the principality, as 
well as its extent, varied during the period which 
elapsed from its establishment as a separate margra- 
viate in 791, to the reign of the Emperor Otho IIT. 
who, in 996, gives it ry resent name in a written 
document still extant. he document in question, 
dated Ist November 996, refers to a grant of a vil- 
lage then called Nuiwanhova, now Waidhofen, made 
by the emperor to the thurch of Freisingen. ‘* Nos 
Otho &c, quasdam nostri juris res in regione vulgari 
nomine Ostirrichi, in Marcha et in Comitatu Hain- 
rici comitis, filii Luitpaldi marchionis in loco Nui- 

OF the early history of this fine” 

wanhova dicto: id est cum eddem carte et in proxi- 
mo confinio adjacentes xxxx regales hobas concessi- 
mus.”? Hund Metr. Salish. cum notis Christ. Ger- 
woldi. Ratisp..1719, foletomsis p. 94. pata 

Ti is probable that aheneasichs (eastern hi: 
or principality) had for a covsiderable time, been the 
vulgar name of the country, before the date of this 
grant, and’ that the vernacular language of the peo- 
ple was the same as it is now, since its first conquest 
and partial. colonization by Charlemagne, | Certain 

. it is, that they have been nearly the same from 996 
-to the present times. 5° " 

Austria continued a margraviate until 1156. “Du. 
ring the 400 years which intervened between its 
establishment under that title andjits exaltation to an 

—— 
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archduchy by the Emperor Frederick I., in favour of Exalted to 
his friend and relative Henry If. of Austria, Ger- an Arch- 
many had been convulsed with wars, occasioned by 
claims to the succession to it. In 1156, however, 
the emperor just mentioned united, Upper and Lower 

der 
Il. 

Austria (pretty much in their present extent in . 
1810) into one dukedom, and that too with such ex- 
tensive privileges, that its bonds of dependence:as a 
art of the foederal Germanic body were almost total- 
y dissolved. Henry and his successors ranked im- 
mediately after the electors, and defore all the other 
princes and dukes of Germany. By the solemn act 
concluded at Ratisbon in 1156, the new dukedom 
was declared hereditary in Henry’s family ; failing of 
males, it was to descend to females ; and, in the event 

2 
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very ungrateful to his superior for this act 
pont ay 

AUSTRIA. 
of there being no direet heir of the ducal house, the 
actual possessor was to bequeath Austria to whom 
he pleased. These last mentioned puricges are very 
remarkable for that period of our European history. 

Henry died in 1177, and was succeeded by his eld- 
est. son Leapal who was the first hereditary duke 
of Austria. This prince was fortunate enough to 
receive from Otho the duke of bites that ex= 
tensive prov a formal legacy. e important 
pirersiintin's | alis to Yi by the Emperor Hen- 

VI., who granted him the solemn investiture of that 
Saksdort; at Worms in 1192: But Leopold proved 

kind: 
Richard Lion- Heart, on his-return from 

the*Holy Land, was shipwrecked on the Coast of 
Istria, and attempted to make his way ee Ger- 
many to England in the dress of a pilgrim. e€ was 
discovered, however, at Vienna, and, by the order of 
Leopold, with whom he had quarrelled at St Jean 
d’ Acre, ungenerously cast into a dungeon, and treat- 
ed with extreme inhumanity. It was a considerable 
time before the mediation of the emperor, and a heavy 
ransom procured the-liberty of the gallant Richard.* 

Leopold was, in 1194, mecabded by Frederick I., 
who went to Palestine, and obtained the sisname 

Leopold Il. of Catholic. The younger brother, Leopold, the 

Rudolf of 
Habsburg. 

seventh margrave, but second duke, succeeded him; 
and-was the first of the Austrian princes who adopt- 
ed the'wise policy of acquiring territory by purchase 
instead of chicanery or arms. He bought from the 
bishop of Freisingen some extensive estates and su- 
ae in Carniola, which, in 1809, remained in 

family. He proved himself, in many respects, to 
be greatly superior to most princes of his age. Many 
of his successors availed themselves of the same means 
for gaining admission into provinces, which they in- 

“gradually to secure altogether for themselves ; 
and they were, perhaps, as much indebted for their 
astonishing success to their pacific: policy, as to their 
military talents and their good fortune. It was not, 
recente 1272, ms ins ae of Habs- 

» yburg, and landgrave of Upper Alsatia, 
(founder of the houses of Aiitrt and Tieraind,} was 
elected emperor, that Austria became a formidable 
power. prince, the best politician, and one of 
the ablest men of his age, contrived to elude the jea- 
lousy of his rivals, and to consolidate the power of 
his heir, while he apparently studied the advantage 
of all the collateral branches of his house. In order 
to soothe the minds of the electors, always suspicious 
of their emperor’s destination of their property and 
power, he granted to his two sons the investiture of 

A Stiria, and Carinthia, with their dependen- 
cies; and to Mainard, their nearest heir, Carniola, 
and part of Tyrol ; but with the restriction of a joint 
investiture with his-sons, and a reversion in their fa- 
vour. The count of Tyrol acknowledged them also 
as his superior lords. -these arrangements took 
— at a solemn/diet at Augsburg, on the 27th.of 

ember 1282; 

* The ruins of the castle of 'Thierstein, a few lea 

having been put.to flight by a superior 
by the Frenc suuderel tie arate 
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The sudden and great ‘elevation of a simple count 

of the empire to the imperial dignity, and to the 
wer of granting investitures so important to his 

ata without making enemies of the other great 
German princes, is a singular fact in the history of 
the times.. Rudolf certainly was not elected to esta- 
blish and extend the imperial authority, but, on the 
contrary; because his territories and his influence were 
so inconsiderable as to excite no fears or jealousies 
in the other princes of the empire; who were willing 
to preserve the forms of a constitution, the power 
and usefulness of which they had destroyed. Some of 
his successors were placed on the imperial throne from 
the same motive ; but none knew so well as he did how 
to profit by the occasion thus offered, for extending 
and confirming the power of his family. 
tion which he made of his territories‘among his sons 

Austria, 
—\——e 

The parti-- 

and relations was entirely: illusory, and calculated: 
merely to lull asleep the suspicions of his neighbours. 
By the very acts of division and investiture, he reser. 
ved to himself the power of making what changes he 
might think fit in the testament by which he convey- 
ed his estate to the members of his house; and ac- 
tually declared his eldest son Albert sole proprietor 
of his Austrian provinces, a few months after he had 
secured the legal confirmation of the first grant by 
the diet. 

It was” the uncommon 
caution with which he steadily: followed out one 
grand leading object, without losing sight of it for a 
moment; that-enabled Rudolf to accomplish the pro- 
jects which he had formed for the grandeur of his 
‘family, and to lay so firmly the foundations of the 
Austrian monarchy. Among his other talents as a 
statesman, we may remark two, by which he obtained 
the greatest advantages; and the want of which, in 
his-successors, has endangered or ruined their govern- 
ment: These are, a respect for established forms, and 
the opinions of his contemporaries; and a singular 
felicity in seizing the proper time for the execution 
of his purposes. He was often heard to say, “ that 
violence in form was worse policy than violence zz 
act ;’? and, “that for every human effort it could 
only once be said Dies ist die xeit,’’ * this is the pro« 
per moment.’ He did every thing through the me- 
dium of the electors and great princes, whom he 
knew how to gain and to attach, according to the 
forms and kes elatibes of the empire, and never once 
began any thing too soon or too late. How diffe- 
rent from the conduct of his successors Joseph and: 
Francis in our own days ! : 

Albert was declared king of the Romans in 1278; 
but this did not much contribute to his personal hap- 
piness, nor to his power as a sovereign. He was 
murdered by his own nephew John, (his brother Ru- 
dolf’s son,) in 1308.. His son Frederick, sirnamed 
the Handsome, succeeded him as archduke of Aus- 
tria; and his other sons, Leopold, Albert, Henry, 
and Otho, enjoyed considerable fortunes in conse- 
quence of their father’s willi Frederick aspired at 

: t s above Vienna, where he passed many dismal hours, exhibited to us, 
in 1805, a sight worthy of the barbarism of its ancient master. Some French infantry took refuge among the ruins, after 

body of Russians. The latter paying no attention to the demand for quarter made 
them in the ruins, and cast rest headlong from the ramparts into the Da- 

rudénce, foresight, and’ 

Frede- 
rick IL 
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Austria, the imperial crown, and was accordingly elected bya had a son and heir, Philip the Handsome, who» és- Austith 

tion by a very powerful body of the Germanic union. 
A bloody battle was fought at Muhldorf, in 1322, 
between Frederick and is. The latter fined 
the day, and took his rival and his brother Heary 
prisoners. He imprisoned Frederick in the castle of 

ransnitz, and entrusted Henry.to the king of Bo- 
hhemia, who powerfully befriended him on this mo- 
mentous occasion. Louis was, however, soon after 
pray embarrassed by the intrigues and hostility of 
ope John XXII., who was determined, if possible, 

to pull him from. his throne, and, with that view, 
wished a reconciliation with the Austrian princes. 
He therefore gave liberty to Frederick to return 
home to his states, but under the condition of re- 
ouncing the imperial dignity, both for himself and” life 

n 
his family, during Louis’s and also of procuring 
his four brothers agreement to that condition. Here 
a scene of honourable and disinterested generosity 
‘opens, which is uucommon among princes in every 

e, and of which few traces exist in the history of 
the world. Frederick’s brothers could not be pre- 
vailed upon to agree to the renunciation promised to 
Louis. ‘The ‘spouse and children. of the Austrian 
monarch supplicated. him to remain at home, and to 
consider his engagement to his rival as cancelled by 
the cruel treatment which he had. met with during 
his imprisonment, as well as by the consideration that 
his promise of returning was. extorted from him by 
force, and consequently void in.a moral as well as 
ina religious sense. His brothers joined in the same 
entreaties, and displayed sentiments. of affection very. 
inconsistent with the ambitious projects which pre- 
vented them from accépting the alternative of re- 
nouncing all claim, during the life of Louis, to the 
imperial dignity. Frederick, in spite of all their en- 
treaties, returned to Munich, his enemy’s capital; de- 
livered himself up, on the day appointed, as his pri- 
soner ; and, to the astonishment of Europe, renoun- 
-ced his crown, his liberty, the endearments of a. fa- 
mily whom he tenderly loved,. and. every prospect 
that, could make life valuable, for the sacred. pledge 
which he had given by his word. What a contrast 
to the conduct of the popes.and. princes of his age ; 
and what a charming glimpse of moral light across 
the midnight darkness of the times ! 

Louis, deeply affected by the magnanimity of his 
rival, received him as his bosom friend. They. swore 
herpetual friendship, and lived, as brothers until the 
cuter Frederick’s life. 

. For the space of 150 years \from this period, the 
house of Austria underwent various. changes, too te- 
dious to mention, sometimes. very critical,.but gene- 
rally ending favourably, until, in 1496, all the pro- 
vinces ek had. belonged to it, excepting the Swiss 
cantons, were united into one sovereignty, Ey with 
many other rich countries, in the person of Maximi- 
fan, emperor elect in Germany, and king of the 
Romans, This took place nearly 200 years after 
the Austrian provinces had ‘been divided among the 
descendants of Rudolf of Habsburg.. Maximilian. 
married Mary, the only child of Charles the Bold, 
duke of Burgundy, and heiress of his valuable states 
in France, Flanders, andon the Rhiae. By her he 

‘ 

—\~—— party, while Louis of Bavaria was set up in opposi- poused Joanna, daughter of Ferdinand, king of Ar. —\— 
ragon, and of Isabella, queen of Castile. is Phi- 
lip was father of the celebrated Charles V., who suc- 
ceeded, in 1516, to an aggregate of European: 
su he to that 4 any monarch since the the death 
of Charlem . Charles V. had a younger brother, 
Ferdinand, and sister, Mary, who shateiad cule 
king of Hun and Bohemia. Ferdinand espousedy 
in his turn, Anne, sister of his brother-in-law Louis; 
and thus, by a double marriage, the way was paved 
for the peck Soe of Hungary and Bohemia to the 
Austrian states. The marriages took place at Lintzy 
in Upper Austria, on the 27th of May 1521. - 

Louis, of Hungary and Bohemia, fell in the’ battle 
of Mohatsch, in 1527, and Ferdinand contrived to get Ferdi- 
himself erowned op, Hungary and. of Bohemia nand I. 
towards the end of that year. He, and his succes- 
sors, however, have not enjoyed those two. 
in tranquillity since their incorporation with the Arus- 
trian provinces. They carried on, for 150) yeats, 
until the peace of Carlowitz, almost. constant wars - 
with the Turks for them; and the frontiers of Hun- 
gary, towards Turkey, were not definitively fixed un- 

I 1522, Charles V yielded his brother Fi n ar. . . is er Ker- 
dinand all the German cieigeet Compuag the Low 
Countries, which he inherited in right of his grand- — 
mother, Mary of Burgundy ; and thus the Austrian 
line was divided ito two branches, the German and 
the Spanish. His brother procured him to be elect~ 
ed king of the Romans.in 1530, erditiand died: in 
1564, after having added. the kingdoms of bee op 
and Bohemia, with Moravia, ot of Silesia, se~ 
veral ether smaller principalities, to the Austrian. 
e i 
The three sons of Ferdinand of Austria, viz. Max- yjaximi- 

imilian, Ferdinand, and Charles, divided his domi- lian. 
nions among them.. The eldest was.emperor of Ger- 
many, and archduke of Austria: The descendant of 
Charles, the youngest son of Ferdinand, also named’ 
Ferdinand IL.,, reunited. once more, iv 1619, under 
his authority, almost all the provinces which were 
frees by Ferdinand, his.grandfather. This Fer- 
inand began the 30 years war against. the Protes- 

tants, and carried’ it on during the remainder‘of his 
life. Under him served Tilly, Wallenstein, and 
other eminent captains, against Gustavus Adolphus 
and his heroic generals. He fixed it.as a law in his 
family-succession, that. all his territories should de- 
scend to one, by right of primogeniture, and. soon 
thereafter died, in 1687. 

Ferdinand III. succeeded his father, aud put an Ferdi- 
nd, in 1648, to the 30° years wary by the famous nand It. 
Treaty of Westphalia, which constituted, for a long 
time, the basis-of the public law of Germany, 

Leopold I. succeeded. Ferdinand II. in-1657,-and Leopold £ 
geen emperor and arcliduke of Austriafor 48 

TT eetdea Be ticone of poe ie ’ seph I. ascended the throne o as-em-~ Joseph I; 
peror eS archduke, on the death of his father Leo- 

Is, and; aided by our (phe. countryman Marl- _ 
ugh, raised the house of Austria’s power to its 

ancient pitch. He died’ in 1711, and was succeeded: 
by his brother, who-assumed the name of Charles VI, 

3 
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species of political blundering, to alienate the affec- Austria, 
tions of the great majority of his subjects, without ““"v—~ 

The wars which Charles carried on in Germany, Ita- 
ly, and Spain, against Louis XIV., and others, made 

his ¥eign conspicuous, and immortalised the talents 
of shis_ principal general, Prince Eugene of Sayoy. 
This prince also against the Turks, aod 

compelled them to sue for the peace of Passarowitz, 

in 1718, the most splendid and honourable which 
Austria had ever made. Charles VI. expired, after 
a turbulent reign, on the 20th of October 1740, 
leaving his eldme daughter, the celebrated, Maria 
Theresa, who was married to the young duke of 
Lorraine, heiress of all his possessions. In Charles 

extinct the last of the family of Rudolf of Habs- 

in the male line ; With Maria Theresa’s son, 
II., who was proclaimed king of the Romans 

in 1764, commenced the second royal house of the 
Austrian family, viz. the house of i e. Maria 

Theresa, whose heroic conduct, and inconsistent and 

tumultuous political career, are well known, died on 

the 29th of ee 1780, leaving her vast empire, 

and an army of 300,000 men, to her son Joseph, now 

Of all the princes of the house of Austria, none 
laboured with more sincere ardour to promote the 
welfare of the people than Joseph II., and yet of none 
-was'the reign so disastrous to his country. He was 
not always mistaken in the views which he took of 
the best interests of his subjectss nor perhaps in his 

ions of the means of im ing their condi- 
tion; bat his precipitancy and rashness ultimately 
-defeated all his projects. He wished, at the same 
‘time, ‘to ameliorate the internal government and ad- 
ministration of his vast empire, and also to extend its 
limits ; to cultivate the lands which he possessed in 
superfluity,<and to acquire new territories; to civi- 
ize the millions of nm 8 under his sceptre, and yet 
to reduce site, seltions mes also; and to finish 
‘every thin re it was well begun. Forgettin 
the, of his wise and Bg RAR Rie 
dolf of burg, as well as of his illustrious con- 

Frederick of Prussia, who never studied 
the value of any thing so much as that of time, * 
he either rushed prematurely upon enterprises which 
required much delicate caution to render them pa- 
latable to his people ; or, on the other hand, neglect- 
ed the application of means, which, if properly timed, 
might secure the complete accomplishment of his 
pares He a » indeed,.all his life not to 

, that time is one of the greatest and most es- 
sential elements in human institutions ; and that what 
may be prudent at one period, may even, among the 

: one-part of his dominions; and overset all an- 
cient inyestitures in another; while, in a third, he 
proved hi the determined and bitter enemy of 
all that. say of innovation. In Bohemia and 
Hungary he favoured the Protestants, and disgusted 
his Catholic subjects ; while in Flanders, where pub- 
lic opinion had made eminent advances in the career 
of complete civilization, refinement, and tolerance in 
matters of religion, he followed a very different 
sourse: thus eontriving, by a singularly unfortunate 

people, denote absolute madness at another. 
He pled down churches, monasteries, and nunne- * 

3y In 
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conferring any essential benefit on the remaining part 
of them. ‘To this we may add, his contempt for the 
feelings, or, as he called them, the prejudices of his 
subjects, and for what every wise prince will always 
treat with mildness, if not with respect, their ancient 
usages, customs, and superstitions. He certainly ap- 
peared in Austria a great deal too soon, and before 
that country was ripe for the schemes of improvement, 
which, in a more civilized nation, might perhaps have 
been practicable. Had that nation possessed a more 
intimate acquaintance with modern ideas, and witk 
the literature which has been diffused over the great- 
er part of northern Europe in our times, he would 
very probably have produced something among them 
like the French revolution. The French monarch 
did not prevent, or could not prevent, that tremen- 
dous explosion; but the Austrian would himself 
have accelerated and increased it. The acting causes 
of the French revolution were quite foreign to the 
government, and beyond its ‘controul; in Austria, 
the sources of the impending change were in the go- 
vernment itself, and yet their results have been al- 
most equally fatal, in the first instance, to the tran- 
quillity and happiness of both nations. Joseph’s in- 
novations would have produced fire and fermentation 
in France, but they excited, at the moment, only a 
assive species of dislike and disgust in Austria, 
casita and Flanders; which afterwards degene- 
rated into a sort of apathy, and intellectual and mo- * 
ral palsy, when the hour of trial arrived. His wars, 
or quarrels, with Turkey, Prussia, Bavaria, and 
Flanders, accordingly terminated in a manner which 
gave no good presage of the state of his empire as a 
first rate power. He died on the 20th of February 
1790, in the midst of preparations against Prussia 
and ‘Turkey, which promised no better consequences 
than his former ill-concerted schemes. He left no 
children, and was succeeded by his brother, Leo- 
pold II., then grand duke of Tuscany. 

Leopold II. had reigned as a wise man and a be- Leopold Il. 
neficent prince for 25 years in his interesting and hap- 
py province, when he was called to the throne of 
Germany and Austria. He made peace with Prus- 
sia and Turkey ; was involved, probably against his 
inclination, in the tremendous revolutionary war, af- 
terwards so ruinous to his house, and died on the Ist 
of January 1792. 
him, and still reigns over the provinces which are the 
subject of this article, as a mild, tolerant, and bene- 
volent prince, Austria, properly so called, has lost 
very little of the extent which it possessed in 996, © 
from the period in which it gave the title of mar- 
grave to its lord, until the peace of Vienna, lately 
concluded in October 1809. A brief summary, how- 
ever, of the circumstances which have, since January 
1792, conduced to bring Austria into her present 
situation, may not, perhaps, be-ill timed in 1810. 
When the revolutionary war broke out in 1791-2, 

and the continental powers bordering upon France 
began to be alarmed by the principles which it pro- 
pagated, and the serious aspect which it assumed, 

~* Frederick was wont tosay, when accused of hurry er impatience, “ He who gains time gains every thing.” 
VOL. Ul. PART Il. 

His son, Francis II., succeeded Francis II. 
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Austria. jt was natural for Austria, as the greatest monarchy 
eae western Europe, and in’ contact with the revo- 

utio state in many points, to adopt the most 
State of esacusded means for ahihes herself noe. st it. Her 

ee ar COUncISy however, were di in opinion ; and al- 
the time of though’ she preferred the alternative of war to that 
the French Of remaining at peace as long as France might think 
revolution fit to permit her, the exertions which she made at the 
in 1792, commencement of it bore no proportion to her own 

resources, or to those of her antagonist. She had 
every inducement for going into the field with all her 
forces. No time was to be lost. France had few 
disciplined troops ; was distracted and ‘torn by fu- 
rious factions ; and re d with horror by all the 
cabinets of Europe. In this situation, to strike a 
decisive blow at once; to annihilate the army which 
protected Flanders and Paris, and which was in a 
state of disorganization and mutiny, after the first 
rencounter with the Austrian regulars; to draw, 
without delay, all her disposable military force, and 
the whole of the Germanic contingents, to the-fron- 
tier of that empire, and along the Austrian border, 
but not to advance a step farther,—was a measure 
equally consistent with the best interests of Anstria 
and Germany, and with the principles of political 
justice, upon which the governments of Europe at the 
time pretended to act. 'Phis measure was also sug- 
gested by the wisest men at the‘court of Francis I. 
They were averse from taking any part in the intes- 
tine divisions of France; from interfering, in any 
shape, with her form of government or ‘administra- 
tion ; and deprecated, in the strongest terms, the idea 
of attempting to dismember her by conquest, and to 
appropriate any part of ‘her territory in Flanders, or 

: sewhere, to the Austrian empire.’ ‘The measure in 
question would, they said, protect Germany and 
Flanders from French principles, as well as French 
violence and arms; it would have a powerful in- 
fluence upon the minds of parties in France herself ; 
it ‘would probably compel that state to have recourse 
to the mediation of Austria, as a friend, for reconci- 
ling her contending factions, rather than unite those 
factions against her, as an invader of the French ter- 
ritory ; and, at all events, such dignified and disinter- 
ested policy would prevent any alarms in Germany 
and the North, from the ulterior views of Austria. 
On the other hand, there was a numerous and power- 
fal party in the Austrian cabinet, which had always 
vecommended a very different course. They mistook 
the character of the French revolution from the be- 

, ginning, and neither understood its principles and 
tendency, nor the tremendous energies which it was 
to'call into activity. ‘These were the meh who had 
advised the partition of Poland, the various Turkish 
wars, and the frequent unhappy interferences with 
Bavaria, and the Swabian principalities. They were 
men of the old ¢chool. ‘They scorned the idea of 
wonceding any thing to public opinion, and seemed to 
be persuaded, that Frenchmen would display, on see- 
ing their country invaded by foreign ruffians, and its 
population partitioned among them by commission- 
ers and land-measurers, the same apathy which dis- 
tent the miserable slaves of the East, and had late-' 

y been experienced in Gallicia and Bukowina. The 
successful robbery in Poland had added five millions 

: 1 
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of souls to the population of the empire, andtwomil- Avstria. 
lions ~aerig annually to its <ceoue-aeee 
ing muc » OF a Si iment to Austria. ” 

ders, Alsatiz, Louden sed what had once been 
German territory, might at first with a good grace 
be seized a ae would | vaf- 
terwards occur, which might render other acquisi- 
tions expedient. It were desirable to arrondize the - 
empire, and to secure for ever its western frontier : 
Something might be given to Prussia in the north 
Germany, ‘to ‘keep quiet \in the interim; i, 
England would be sufficiently rewarded for any mo- 
ney she might advance, or any forbearance she might 
practise on the occasion, by throwing into her hands 
some trading station .or»stations any where on the 
coast of Flanders or Holland, so as. to enable her mi- 
nisters to say in parli it, that they had procured 

a key to the storehouses and shops of the conti 
and would fill them up to their entire’ satisfaction. 
This party was u to constant importunity with 
the cabinet, by all: the emigrants, from France and 
the Low Countries, who had flocked to Vienna after 
the ee aes XVI. at Varenne os fine 
were joil y 8 ustrian, subjects as had pro- ~ 
perty in the Netherlands, and also by all those who 
expected promotion in the territories to be acquired, 
or in consequence of their influence at court... 
The man who imagines that this party, however 

numerous and strong, possessed vigour, resolution, or 
talents, in any degree competent to the task of di- 
recting the execution of the measures which they ad- 
vised, would be speedily undeceived by a few hours 
conference with them. in Vienna. They in general 
exhibited nothing of the warlike politician, excepti 
his» credulity and presumption. To the co 
ignorance of the state of their enemies resources and 
preparations, they added the most shameful negli 
gence in calculating and improving their own. 
were, however, the ruling party, and soon acquired 
the absolute disposal of the Austrian revenues, and 
the Austrian armies. 'The war was to be carried on 
with all possible energy: An army of 364,000 men 
stood ready at their nod. Prussia was toc 
The German contingents, amounting to 80,000 men, 
were to join on the Rhine. Holland was to give 
what aid she could in men and money. England was _ 
expected to join either voluntarily, or to be compelled 
by her own interest and her dread of intestine «con- 
fusion, to make commbn cause against France. 
Russia kept aloof, but it was impossible that she 
should not rejoice in the destruction of any Euro- 
pean monarchy of the first order, which should adopt 
republican principles, so. hostile to the maxims by 

ich ‘she was governed, and so opposite to her 
late exhibitions in Poland. At the same time, the « 
powers, or at least the cabinets, of the south of Eu- 
rope, were as little disposed as those of the north, to 
interfere with any military operations which Austria 
pe carry on against revolutionary France. — 

Such was the state of Austria relatively to the 
powers of Europe, and to the two parties which. 
divided her own councils in 1792. . ‘The war party 

iled. Austria sent nearly 80,000. men into the 
ow Countries. She ought to have sent three times, 

that number, and she might easily have done it, as she 

! 
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tree without an ‘the Aulic Council at 

Vienna. The cone niamatinencaneecest equal miggand: 
liness in furnishing” i plies to the army, 

jealousy against Eredberto: officers, In short, no 
war was ever carried on, with less energy than this, 

upon which - prudent man in the empire per- 

ceived that the of Flanders and Germany, and 

perhaps that of the Austrian empire itself, would ul- 

timately depend. A British army was sent in 1793 

tO Co- with the Austrians in Flanders. The —~s  - -£ 

‘combined armies took the strong fortress of Valen- 

 - ciennes, and in an evil hour, in the name of the Em- 
Sam not of Louis of France, or the 

e head of the French nation. The Austrian aoe 

army when joined the British, relaxed, as usual, in 

its ions! the ritish army was of course un- 
5 successful. Every thing went wrong. The English, 

as is the case when they land near France, were 

~o7 1 Sompelled to abandon the continent and return home, 

| after losing two-thirds of their army. Holland was 

n= red ; the Austrians driven over the Rhine ; all 

Flanders, and the German principalities on the left bank 
of that river, daenedvens bee e; and two French ar- 

. ties advanced into the heart of Germany, and even to 

—_ the borders of Austria. Nor was this all: Italy was 
lost. Bonaparte took Mantua, after having destroyed 
three or four atmies, which had been sent by the Aulic 
ree ae Re TOC oe *scon- 
veniency, one after the other at in so as 
sbelihuanianiienebtteilevbarshediiectecd sith 
out fighting any great battles, or putting the French 

i to | serious ex’ in recruiting an 
Seeteesie in of 600 Piles. from the Fiench 

’ frontier. The same method was followed even after 
‘the Archduke Charles was-sent to command the re- 
mains of the Austrian army in Italy early in 1797; 
vand, indeed, has’ been the curse of that country’s po- 
‘litics until the present day. 
» *The of Leoben, or peace of Campo Formio, 
-as it is by most writers, was the result of Bo- 

* <naparte’s successes against the Archduke, and put a 
period, for two years, to the most sangui war car- 

; _ vied on'in modern times. “By this pciaarys Aage terry 
ree swith an who was withineighty miles of Vienna, 

but had only 35,000 fighting men fit for action in his 
‘army at the time, Austria lost the Netherlands and 

, and in Germany all.her provinces on the 
‘left bank of the Rhine. For these, However, she re- 
“ceived Venice and her <7 ie — ree. 

‘lost, upon the whole, a ula- 
tion of about 1,200,000 souls, and very lietle of her 
eal resources and strength. That such were the 

+. ideas of the Austrians themselves, appcars from a mo- 
aument erected on the occasion of concluding this 
‘treaty, by an Austrian nobleman in the place where 
the conferencesiwere held: In a small garden, half a 

3 smile to the north-east of Leoben in Stiria, belonging 
a 9 ‘to Baron Von Eckenwald, stands to this day, (at 

least it stood in the summer of 1808), a quadrangu- 
‘lar obelisk, with four marble ‘slabs on its faces and 
‘sides, containing the following words, viz. 

‘ 

AUSTRIA. 
4 First Face. 

Pact 
que hoc in horto 

sub auspiciis 
Francisct 11. Romanorum Imperatoris 

Austriacos inter et Gallos 
Floruit 

. 

Die xvin. Aprilis. Anno mpccxcyir. 

‘Opposite Face. 
Cum 

Supremo Gallorum Duce 
Bonaparte 

quia Pado ad Muram usque 
TORTeSsUs 

hic Loci Castra Sedemque 
’ locavit.' 

First Side. 

Caroli 
. Archi et Belli ducts Austria 

inducias pasciscentis 
Cura. 

Opposite Side. 
Comitum de Gallo et Meerveldt + 

a Majestate 
Delegatorum fecialium 

Opera. 

This inscription, ordered by Austrian officers of rauk 
and influence, would not have been permitted to stand 
for eleven or twelve years, most of them past in rancor- 
ous wars between the two countries, # Austria had 
considered herself at that time so much humbled by 
the peace of Leoben; and yet she certainly was both 
ame and degraded by it in reality. The territory of 

enice, which she fat in exchange, or as an indem- 
nification for the Netherlands and for Lombardy, was 
not an equivalent for what she renounced; and even 
if it were, it was not honourable-to take what the 
other contracting party had no right to bestow. . 
The consequences were what might have been ex- 
pected. Venice was discontented, turbulent, and un- 
productive. She yielded very little towards recruit- 
ing the armies, or replenishing the exhausted treasury 

her new mistress. Austria had, for the first time, 
since the Turkish war of 1683, seen an enemy in the 
heart of her heredi estates, and permitted him 
not only to escape with impunity, but also to levy 
heavy contributions, and to dictate peace within three 
days march of Vienna. 

Such a peace as that of Leoben could not there- 
fore prove permanent, unless Austria had been re- 
duced to. state of absolute nullity or insensibility, or 
France had ted further concessions than the 
plundered, insulted, and degraded Venetian states. 
Russia was soon’called upon, both by the Emperor 
of Germany and by England, to join in a new war. 
Turky was now an ally against France, on ac- 
count of the invasion of pt. An English ar- 
my was sent, as before, to the Low Countries, un- 
der the command ofthe duke of York, and there 
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Second co- The bravery of the combined armies of Austria 1804. Recruiting went on with considerable spirit, 
alition and Russia, and the military talents of Suwarrow, ob- notwithstanding psa loss of some important recruit- 
ne tained at first some successes for the new coalition; ing stations in Germany ; and some few alterations, 

France. but they proved of little consequence in the course deemed judicious even by the enemies of the court, 
of the war. Russians, like English soldiers, may took place in the appointment of officers, and in the 
fight like lions, and indeed often exhibit rare degrees mode of paying the army. | France: did not look on 
of intrepidity, and valour on the day of battle, but with: indifference.» She always kept a vigilant eye 
they do not carry on war so well as the French, nor towards the Austrian eagle, and was determined to 
are they so well officered, and so well supplied with _ pare his talons,-or clip his: wings, before he should 
the numerous requisites for long field service as that once more soar to his ancient eminence... She there~ 
ingenious and active people. The Emperor of Russia, fore made one. encroachment after another in Ita- 
impatient of the sacrifices which he was making in ly and Germany, and preferred so many demands, 
the west.of Europe, while all his exertions were ne- that Austria resolved for the third time to:try her Third co 
cessary on, the Persian frontiers; disgusted with the fortune against her. t rival. England and Rus- alition 
miserable fate of the gallant army which he had sent _ sia joined her with sloesity The former. gave mo- against 
to Holland, and which partook in the hardships and ney, promised troops, and probably meant to: per- '***°™ 
humiliations of their brave English allies under the form her promises m good ‘time... The latter pro-~ 
British commander in chief, recalled all his. forces mised an army of 100,000. men; and actually sent. 
from the contest. England was compelled to remove 60,000 excellent troops on the day appointed, and fors. 
her troops from the continent as heretofore; but she warded the remainder with all possible The’ 
galled her enemy in Egypt, and had lately inflicted 2 king of Prussia was understood to be at least favour- 
deep wound upon his navy and army by the brilliant ably disposed, if not. actually pledged: by his) word 
victory of Nelson over Brueys at ‘Absaki and by andhonour to join the coalition ;.and Sweden was te 
Sir Sidney Smith’s repulse of Bonaparte at St Jean exert herself tothe utmost inthe same cause. Early 
D’Acre. in September 1805,. the armies took the field. A 

An spite of the defection of Russia and England court cabal sent the Archduke Charles.and John, in 
in Europe, in spite of deranged finances, anempty whom the army had the greatest confidence, with se- 
treasury; bad seasons, and aggravated calamities of <r commands to Italy ; while the post. of ho-« 
various kinds; notwithstanding the very equivocal nour, that of commanding the German army agai 
conduct of Prussia, which seemed to watch an op- the emperorof the French in person, was. conferred 
portunity for raising herself upon the ruins of Aus- upon General Mack. To complete the absurdity, 
tria; and notwithstanding the disasters of Marengo, this general’s hands were tied ups He was ordered 
and the loss of all Italy ; Austria struggled forward, to advance far into Bavaria, and even to occupy the 
under all the vices of her old corrupted and incom- _ line of the ler, $00:miles beyond:the Austrian fron- 
etent war administration, until the decisive battle of _ tier, before a single Russian soldier had entered Ger- 

Fohenlinden, in December 1800. many. Mack’s army did not exceed 80,000 men. 
Peace of After the victory of Hohenlinden,. the.French:ge- Bonaparte was approaching with his wonted celerity, 
Luneville, neral Moreau might certainly have advanced without at the. head of 180,000-combatants.. The Bavarians 
ae 9. much danger to Vienna, and dictated what terms he and Wirtemberg s joined him with all speed, 
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joined by a considerable Russian force. A strong 
Russian army-entered the Austrian states, and made 
some stay in the neighbourhood of Vienna previously 
to its march under the celebrated Suwarrow to Italy. 
Bonaparte was in Egypt, wasting the flower of the 
French army. Discord and imbecility filled the Pa- 
risian councils, Austria once more raised all her 
standards, and the court party at Vienna looked for- 
ward for victory and triumph. 

pleased to:the Austrian monarch. But it was not 
the policy of France to ruin Austria, or to elevate 
Prussia or Russia into dangerous powers: by her de- 
struction. It was more prudent to keep her asa ba- 
lance against both, until the season should arrive of 
degrading all the three successively, and in a way in 
which France alone would be the gainer, and would 
have to contend with only one of them at a time.. 
The treaty of Luneville was.accordingly concluded, 
and Austria lost only Venice, and-a few trifling pre- 
rogatives: in Swabia; while she got Salzburg and 
Berchtolsgaden as an indemnification for her sacri- 
fices in Italy. The people of Vienna were highly 
pleased with these conditions ;. for they had expected 
to see the French armies in their streets, and they 
were glad at all events to procure any thing at that 
time-like an honourable peace. ‘ 

_ to 220,000 effective men. 

om Austrian armies were reduced to a lower pitch 
at | 

other since the year 1792, when the revolution war 
commenced. ‘They perhaps exceeded 100,000 men, 
but the emperor could not bring 40,000:effective sol- 
diers to bear upon any single point. To: raise: the 
military force to its usual level was therefore indis~ 
pensibly requisite ; and this seems to have been the 
main object of the cabinet in 1801, 1802, 1803, and 

week of October amounted 
General Mack sent dis- 

patch after dispatch, and courier after courier, to 
Vienna, desiring permission either to retire upon the 
Russian armies, which were rapidly advancing, and 
had promised to be in Braunau on the 19th of Oc- 
tober, or to file off towards Italy, and compel Bona~ 
parte to meet him there by the way of Switzerland, 
or to risk being placed between him and the Russians, 
should the French venture to penetrate into the hes. 
reditary. states. ‘Che unfortunate Mack, whois much 
more blamed than he deserves to be, was ordered to 
await the Russians on the Iller ; and was fayonred by 
the couneil at Vienna with the pleasing ey ene 
that the French could not reach him before’ the end 
of October, and that in the mean time a landing; to be 
made by.a powerful English army on the coast of 

and his army on the 

of the peace of Luneville, than at ay =v 

“a 
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his brother had enjoyed since the treaty of Luneville, Austria. France or Holland, would relieve him from more 

——v— than one half of their forces. While these puerilities 

Peace of 
Presburg, 
Feb. 26. 
1806, 

the terrible armies of France rushed like a 

ahem the 15th of October, the third day after 
firing the first shot, decided the fate of this war, and 

i tens coalition, which had for its profess- 
ed object the of Europe. 
It was now in vain that the brave Archduke Charles 

defeated: Massena with the French Italian army at 
Caldiero, and that the Emperor of Russia put him- 
-self at the head of his auxiliary force for the salvation 
of Austria. It wasin vain that Nelson ‘get the bril- 
liant victory of Trafalgar. Prussia would not stir; 
and England, as on many other occasions, sent her 

troops to fight against the storms of the north’ 
sea, and the winters of Germany, long after any thing 
they might atchieve could possib avail herself or 
her allies, One disaster.succee another. Bona- 

“parte entered Vienna ; passed the Danube on the same 

day, with infinite a and composure; by the 
T the Austrian commander Prince 

politely. left free and entire for his 
pee oor a3 and in a very few weeks afterwards, 

was the most notorious. That gallant prince was 
at the head of a victorious army of 95,000 effec- 

ive men, within six days) march of the French, and 
rapidly advancing. to put Bonaparte between 
fires, at the time when the action, so fatal 

dudoranmnsnelndvion, He accordingly en- 
ered Neustadt, took the military chest of the Feench 

there, within 30 miles of Vienna, on the 10th 
The field of Aus- of 

the treaty of Presburg, which was signed six 
a. after the p18 atin of hostilities, Aus- 
tria lost, besides other provinces, her right arm of de- 
fence, Tyrol and. the a rincipalities. . These 
might be considered as a vast fortress towards Italy, 
Germany, and France. . They had been, for 300 years, 
constituent parts of the monarchy ; and their popu- : ado magnanimous, and warlike, had been 

s conspicuous for their attachment to. the 
house of Austria. Their country had long been 
deemed impregnable, and, indeed, might justly be so 
reckoned, when backed by the resources of a power- 
ful empire. Francis Il. also lost. Dalmatia, Istria, 
Febul) apes ods in me om ry off 
rom every prospect of becoming the head of a ma- 

In return for these sacrifices, and for heavy con- 
tributions paid in ie to the French armies, he 
received for his b the late elector of Salzburg, 
the bishopric of Wurtz! with its dependencies, 
audannexed Salzburg and Berchtolsgaden, which 
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to the Austrian crown. 
The treaty of sis em a the most humiliating 

and disastrous to which Francis had hitherto been 
obliged to submit. It was talked of at Vienna in a 
style rather inconsistent with the apathy usually ma- 
nifested on such matters by the public. Many per- 
sons spoke their minds freely against it; and the . 
best friends of government seemed to be ashamed of 
the condition to which a powerful empire had so sud- 
denly been reduced. The same feeling pervaded the 
court, and all the princes of the imperial family ; 
especially the archdukes, who had shared in the cam- 
paign in Italy, and who attributed wholly to misma- 
nagement the reverses which had produced this scan- 

ous and disastrous peace. desk tbl however,, 
the finances had) gone into the most alarming disor- 
der.. The florin in paper had fallen, between. the: 
breaking out of the war and the signing of the peace, 
from 2s. sterling to 1s. 2d., and specie of every sort. 
had totally disappeared.. The armies were destitute 
of all supplies. Hungary had manifested symptoms, 
if not of disaffection; yet, at least, of lukewarmness - 
towards the emperor, and. had not exerted herself, 
during the war, in any degree proportionable to her 
resources. - Officers in high situations had preved 
unworthy of their trust, and were to be tried.. The 
arsenals of the empire were empty. Every necessary 
for carrying on the war was scarce, and extravagant- 
ly dear. Nothing could be expected from Prussia 
or Russia. Repose became indispensably. necessary. 

In 1806-and 1807, France occupied the period of 
Austrian palsy, occasioned by the war of 1805 and 
the treaty of Presburg, in destroying Prussia, and 
humbling Russia. It is,foreign from. our purpose to. 
dwell upon the phrensy of those powers, who timed 
their exertions precisely in a way. to accommodate 
their enemy, and toruin their own resources. When 
Russia, in particular, which had:on foot 435,000 men. 
in her European states, chose to meet the French ar- 
mies, upon her own frontier, with only 78,000 men, 
(as appears from her own statements of the battles 
of Pultusk and Eylau,) and when, after the enemy 
had spent many months) inactive in her neighbour- 
hood, she did not call forth above 40,000 men to re- 
cruit her wasted forces, and to enable her to drive. 
him back from her dominions; Austria lainly saw, 
that there must haye been some radical detects some- 
ruinous and irretrievable evil in the Russian councils, 
which would speedily lay that country, as well as. 
Prussia, prostrate at the feet of France. Any exer-. - 
tions which she might make, were therefore consi. 
dered as inexpedient. and unavailing, and were ace. 
cordingly withheld.. 

The summer of 1808 exhibited to Europe and the- 
world a new scene in the modern revolutionary tra- 
grdy. France trampled upon Spain, and Spain strug. 
gled to resent the indignity, and make it recoil upon. 
its authors. A nation, and not merely a cabinet as 

“heretofore, appeared to start up with an. astonishing 
degree of unanimity, and in language unknown for 
ages, to assert her rights, which had been perfidious- 
ly violated. . Her enemy and. oppressor poured his 
myriads of disciplined veterans into her territory ;, 
but although generally successful in the field, these- 
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Austria. afforded a proof, by the tardiness of their advances, 
——-— and the precautions which they obsérved, that there 

‘Fourth co- 
alition 
against 
‘France, 

Peace of 
Vienna, or, 
Schon- 
brunn, 
Octob. 14. 
1809, 

is a vast difference betwixt carrying on war against 
the cabinet of a country; assisted ‘by its military ¢s- 
tablishment ‘alone, and waging it with the ‘opinions, 
the patriotism, the living principle, hearts, and souls 
Of its inhabitants. 

During the period which elapsed from the surren- 
der of the French fleet at Cadiz to the Spaniards, in 
June 1808, and of Dupont’s army to the Spanish 
troops under Castanos in July, and the publication of 
Don Pedro Cevallos’ statement of what had ‘taken 
place at Bayonne between Bonaparte and the family 
of Spain, Austria was prepating herself for some 
further attempts to recover her lost provinces, or, at 
least, to escape from the further demands of France, 
which seem to have been incessantly galling and un- 
warrantable. The forces of France were now occu- 
pied in Spain in considerable numbers. Prussia, 
though prostrate, must have felt her de; dation, and 
sighed for release and vengeance. ussia, it was 
thought, could not always remain in a state of ‘wnna- 
tural and pernicious thraldom. Britain was making 

t exertions to annoy the enemy, and might per- 
haps, by experience, become expert in ‘availing her- 

of her immense resources by sea and land. Ger- 
many was impatient under the French yoke, and so 
was Italy, Switzerland, and Holland. A fairer pros- 
pect never opened upon Austria for retrieving ‘her 
recent ‘losses, and recovering the military pre-emi- 
nence which she had long maintained, 

The fourth war with France, since 1792, there- 
fore commenced.’ ‘The Archduke Charles put him- 

- self at the head of the whole Austrian army, with 
more extensive powérs than had been enjoyed by any 
‘commander since the days of Tilly and Wallenstein. 
He advanced into the heart of Bavaria. Bonaparte, 
who, on the first surmise of an Austrian war, had left 
Spain, and flown with” his’ usual rapidity to the ar- 
mies which stood nearest to the most formidable an- 
tagonist, soon collected on the Danube the whole of 
his forces in Upper Germany ; and, after a series of 
‘bloody battles, compelled the archduke to take up a 
position in Bohemia, and the remainder of the Aus- 
trian army to retire upon the hereditary states. Af- 
ter'a'short campaign, unparalleled for the exertions 
made by both parties, as well as the obstinate valdur ° 
‘displayed in every battle fought during’ its conti- 
nuance, the fatal approach of a Russian army, and'a 
declaration from its master, “ that he made common 
cause with his ally France,” obliged the archduke to 
recal his brother John from Ttaly, and to detach part 

ese of the main army into Poland and the North. T 
steps led to the battle of Wagram, and to the armi- 
stice and treaty which soon followed, and which 

“have left the Austrian empire in its present state! 
Trieste with its territory, Fiume and the Croatian 

Littorale, part of Carinthia, almost all Carniola, a 
“small part of Upper Austria, with Salzburg: and 
Berchtolsgaden, and a very extensive tract in Galli- 

“cia, were torn from ‘Austria by this treaty. She is 
now totally éxchided from ‘the sea, and from direct 
communication with England, jas well as all other 

“now attempted a 

~ to foretel. 

_bable, that Austria shall under 

‘her paper-mon 
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countries ex 
pote must suffer considerably, and ‘her manufactures 
wi din a great measure upon’ the pleasure of 
her nebotihd See, aaek nett allel 
She is still indeed a power of high ‘consideration, 

but she can no longer be deemed independents “As 
long as Russia and France join against the liberties 
of Europe, it will be in vain for Austria dk 
= resistance. Germany, although, if united,’ 
only nation on the continent able to cope with France, 
cannot, in its present state, be expected to take part 
with Bei vies ton mentioned has long been re- 
en hie hae ed the empire with a jealous eye. 

‘his jealousy has not as ye nat ‘quite ante goistord 
by the reverses which Austria has undergone du- 
ring the long revolutionary wars, of which we have 

rapid sketch. It still actuates the 
southern provinces, and that too with the same acri- 
ei A it always did the cabinets of Dresden and 

er ss sim M J 8 “cR a 

"Phe degraded state of ‘the princes who at present 
divide Germany among. them; does not permit us to 
expect:any speedy change for the better. A popula- 
so of 36 x reo Paget ba who speak the same 
anguage, and exceed the general mass of European 
does in Rett en refinement, as well as in 
resources military discipline, cannot always re- 
main sunk in slavery toa foreign power. But whe- 
ther that nation shall effect its own emancipation by 
the exertions'of its princes and warriors,, who may 
wish to re-establish the’ ancient order of things; or 
by a violent revolution, like that which wrought such 
wonders in France, renovate their political existence ; _ 
or by: what ‘other means it may be accomplished, ‘it 
would be now hazardous to conj The phi- 
lanthropist, however, hopes, with fond’ enthusiasm, 
to see the blessings: of treed and ‘independence 
conferred on so respectable‘a nation ; and; amidst the 
present distractions and horrors in which are in- 
volved; anticipates, with pleasing emotions, the gran- 
deur atid happiness which they are destined to attain 
in some future and more fortunate age. © 

What effects the recent changes, and the matrimo- 
nial connection with the French monarch, may pro- 
duce on'the state of this empire, we’ cannot pretend 

Many 6 ry consequiencés, in the” in- 
terim, tay bé"ekxpected: * ~The greatest is, that ‘the 
monarcliy preserves ‘its integrity : for it*is ot ag 

‘go any further dilapi- 
dations during the continuance of the present alliance 
with France ; nor is it the interest of Europe that 
she should. Some years of peace are necessary for 
re-establishing her public ¢redit, and for restoring to 

‘the value ‘to which the vast re- 
‘sources of this empire, and the good faith of the 
vernment, ct ap entitle it. Such years s 
is ‘how in a fair way of enjoying ; and such repose 
is a great blessing after a long series of disastrous 
wars. * . rch nee 

Russia will not soon be in a condition to’ give her 
any alarm. Prussia is levelled with the dust.’ Ba- 
varia will probably receive no more augmentations of 
tertitory at the expense of Austria, “Turkey will be 

* Bella gerant alii, Tu, feliz Austria, nube, 

ting the conterminoue’ statess” Her Austria. 
ee ee 
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prove an useful ally of our country, in checking the 
usurpations, and sestraining the ambition of France. 

 Anstria Upper and: Lower, (0b der -Ensy: und Austria 
5 lies in latitude4:7° 20’—48° 57! north, Upper and 

Lower. 

of our E mai ulation, nearly at the same dis- 
tte fom Maced a Petersburg, ie and Con- 

Soil and 
surface. 

ried down Fa ah wae from the mountains. In 
the hi ies the soil is thinner and lighter, but 
overy and. fertile, and upon thé whole well 

to corn and grass/husbandry.. The climate 
i too ious and boisterous for the cultiva- 

i traveller, accordingly, 
along the banks of the Danube, 

2 country on each hand, whether 

are acquainted. T 
and gradual for many leagues on each bank, gently 

! \ the ground, and. the car- facilitates the draining 
bulky ities from the interior of the 

Ah yp ype ee ten of ‘resort on the 
’ river. r ccordingly well cultivated, 

and yields a rich and beautiful t. , Lhe nu- 
merous towns and villages on the Danube; the varie- 

8 gated and majestic woods which skirt the hills that 
gradually rise on either hand; the monasteries, castles, 

* 
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spires, farm-houses, and villages, here and there peep- Austria. 
ing out from the trees; the roads crowded with car- “V7” 
riages, travellers, soldiers, &c, and the river with 
swiftly-sliding barks now and then appearing and dis- 
appearing amidst its wooded islands ; the whole scene 
£ro by a fantastically varied range of distant 
mountains, frequently re-echoing the solemn peals of 
church bells or of ‘martial music; all these strike every 
‘stranger who visits Austria, in a degree proportion- 
ed indeed to their natural effect, but inconceivably 
heightened both by the unexpectedness of the ap- 
parition itself, for which he is never prepared by 
reading of it in the works of travellers, and by the’ 
bon-hommie of the natives, and the universal hap- 
piness which smiles around. . 

The most remarkable mountain in Lower Austria Mountains. 
is Schneeberg (snowy pons which is distinct- 
ly seen from the rampfrts of all elevated points of 
Vienna every clear day. Its height is not very con- 
siderable when compared with that of. many: other 
mountains pertaining to the range of which it forms 
a part, being only 5200. English feet above the 
Danube at Vienna, or 6000 above the level of the 
Mediterranean; but. being insulated, almost always 
covered with snow near the summit, and of a beauti- 
ful and majestic contour, it strikes a stranger more 
than any other mountain in the duchy. ) 

The points, however, from which the traveller, 
who loves magnificence in natural scenery, ought to 
take a view of the Austrian mountains, are the fol- 
lowing. whe 

1. ‘The bridge over the Tasen, a little to the east- 
ward of the tewn of St Polteny nearly 30, English 
miles to the west of Vienna. 

2. The rampart, or what is so called, of the town 
of Ens, a little to the north-east of the square, or 

, market-place. 
3., The summit of a pretty high hill, which rises 

-from the eastern bank,of the Gmunden Lake, about 
four miles to the southward of the beautiful:and ro- 
mantic town of Gmunden, in Upper Austria, 

It isimpossible to conceive any thing finer in moun- 
tain scenery than these points exhibit. They defy 
the power of language to do them justice. 

The lake of Gmunden, just mentioned, with the fine Lakes, 
river Traun ronning through it, and the two charming 
towns of Gmunden and Ebsdorf at each'end, about 
twelve miles distant from one another, is much fre- 
quented by Austrian travellers, both by reason of 
the scenery of its -banks, Pen ty is variegated and 
strikingly picturesque, and also on account of the 
salt springs and ok mapufactures, which’ are found 
there. Tom this lake, and its vicinity, Austria is 
supplied with salt to the value of 400,000 pounds 
per annum: The Wolf-gang, the Aber, the Hall- 
statter, and many other lakes of inferior note, are the 
‘boast of the Upper Austrians, and unquestionably 
afford as fine and varied landscapes as any in Ger- 
many. ‘heyrall,abound in trout, (there called floret- 
a (hecht), and a variety of other fishes, of 

the. natives are excessively fond; and t 
greatly facilitate the carriage of wood to. the s 
pans, and of all sorts of commodities to the numerous 
population which dwells along their shores. _ Let 
not the traveller who visits them and Upper Austria 
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Austria. trust to any map of this country hitherto published, 
“Vv not even to Kinderlin’s, who pretends to have drawn 

Rivers. 

Woods. 

his from actual Observation and real sufvey. They 
are all absurdly wrong and false, and will infallibly 
mislead any one'who depends upon them. The best 
map is Chauchard’s, and yet it is also extremely de- 
ficient with regard to this rarely frequented, and yet 
interesting, portion of Germany. 

Besides the Danube, which rolls in great and rapid 
‘majesty through the heart of the whole duchy, se- 
-veral other rivers of considerable size, and which 
‘would be called large in Britain, enrich and adorn 
‘the Austrian circle. Of these the principal run from 
‘the southward, such as the Traun, the Ens, Ips, Tra- 
sen, &c. and are studded with rich and flourishing 
‘towns or villages on their banks. . Wooden bridges 
are generally used, but they are well contrived, 
strongly built, and perfectly safe. Vast quantities 
of timber are floated down these rivers annually from 
‘the higher country forests, for fuel to the ‘isi taeents 
of the champaign districts. The carriage and pre- 
‘paration of this fuel yields employment during win- 
ter and spring to one fourth of the population. The 
Austrian rivers vary greatly in colour, not only from 
one another, according to the nature of the channels 
‘in which they run, but also from themselves at dif- 
ferent seasons of the year.» The Danube alone re- 
tains a yellow colour all the year round. No green 
scan be more lively or beautiful than the waters of the 
Traun and Ens, until they begin to be affected 7 
the autumnal rains. Near their sources, amidst hig 
‘mountains, of from six to seven thousand feet above 
the level of the Danube, their waters are always 
green, and impregnated with fine particles of schistose 
cand calcareous sand, which are supposed, in those 
exalted regions, to produce the swellings of the 

ands of the neck, which are here so. common, and 
aim Switzerland, as well as in Austria, are called 
hropfe, in France goitres. "We met with some fami- 
lies in the higher vallies, who observed the constant 
custom of boiling the water, and allowing it to sub- 
side and to deposit this sand for many hours before 
they drank m it. This precaution they allege to 
be perfectly necessary, mo also effectual in prevent- 
ing the swelling and deformity in question. 

The most common ‘species of wood is the alpine 
pine, which almost exclusively occupies the sides and 
elevated slopes of the mountains. “This the natives 
call nadel holz (needle-wood ), which constitutes a con- 
siderable portion of their fuel, and of the materials of 
their bridges. Ash, oak, elm, larch-tree, and most 
of our common forest trees, grow luxuriantly, and 
afford a delightful variety to sbeir woodland scenes. 

However striking to a stranger, especially if he 
-goes from our part of the British island, the quantity 
of wood may be,-which he sees in Austria, yet he 
will every where meet with grievous complaints of 
its decline, and the most dismal forebodings of the 
fatal consequences which must follow it. rs 
‘is, that ‘the ‘price of wood has risen nearly 80 per 
cent. during the last six years, even making allowances 
for the depreciation of the paper currency, and the 
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great: difference which now subsists between the real Austria. 
and the nominal value of the circulating medium of ——y—~ 
the country. The same danger from scarcity of fuel, 
and of seo" for other fa il is apprehended all 
over the west of Europe ;. and we every where hear 
the same alarming invectives against the improvi- 
dence of present occupants, and the mismanagement 
-of their rulers. 

The climate varies tly from the mountainous 
frontiers of Stiria and Bohemia, to the lower borders 
of Hungary and the banks of the Danube. In the 
former, the cold is in winter intense and persevering ; 
storms and rains frequent, violent, and destructive ; 
the summer is usually short and precarious; and the 
hopes of the husbandman are often blasted by frosts 
and tempests in the autumnal months. The average 
quantity of rain that falls at the towns of Gmunden 
and Hallstadt in Upper Austria, which are encom- 
passed by mountains, and lie on lakes which give 
them their names, is 38—46 inches, while the quan- 
tity which falls at Vienna rarely exceeds 28. The 
medium temperature of springs in the high country is 
42°, that of springs on the ube 44°—46°. In 
these mountainous ions, the winter sets in with 
considerable severity about the end of October; ) and 
the ground is for the most covered with snow 
cantél the middle of March. Partial thaws, indeed, 
sometimes occur, but they are of short duration, and 
do more harm than good. Very little can be done in 
the fields before the latter end of March, when the 
regular thaw commences, and vegetation is re-esta- 
blished in beauty and strength. The transitions from 
cold to heat, and vice versa, are sometimes very rapid 
and injurious to the human constitution, as well as to 

' vegetation and to animals; but upon the whole, this 
fine province tannot be deemed unhealthy or unfa- 
vourable to longevity. The most frequent instances 
of advanced old age which we met with, occurred, 
not as in Norway and Scotland, among the higher 
regions of the country, but in the deep and sheltered 
vallicas® Near the salt pans of the provinces, the 
race of men is slender, a og emaciated, and feeble in 
body,. as well as to all appearance weak in capacity 
and intellect. Whether this proceeds from the at- 
mosphere which they constantly inhale being impreg- 
nated with impure salts and charcoal, so as to affect 
their lungs too powerfully, or from the nature of 
their occupation, which requires their being almost 
continually wet from head to foot, or from whatso- 
ever causes it may arise, is much disputed, but the 
fact is undeniable. ‘The most common diseases in 
those parts of ‘Austria are pulmonary complaints, 
typhus and intermitting fevers, colds, rheumatisms, 
and epidemical distempers brought from Italy and 
Turkey. Southerly and south-westerly winds are 
the strongest. These blow from the Stirian, Ca- 
rinthian, and Tyrolian Alps, over a snowy region of 
several -hundred miles in extent. Northerly winds 
are the pleasantest, easterly the most piercing and 
durable. 

On the banks of the Danube, and in the lower 
country, however, the heat is excessive in the months 

* There appeared few instances of great longevity between 1796 and 1806, and only three, and these doubtful, of 95, 97, 

and 101 years, 
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; Austria. of July, August, and September; Fahrenheit’s ther- 

Poputa- 
tion. 

Ip 

_—v— ~mometer standing beara in the shade at 95—98 
degrees. On the Au 1805, it was at 

97°, and at three in the Cott of the 26th it sunk 
to 54°; so rapid even in the warm months is the tran- 

sition from heat to cold in this country. ‘Tempes- 
tuous winds seldom annoy the lower districts, and the 

De animals, for grass, corn, climate is as. le 
, wood, wie vel some species of wines, as any part of 

uro pein the same latitude. Lintz, the most wester- 
of Austria on the Danube, is said to be 1000 

_ above the same level. 

Population in 1806—1809. 
Lower Austria 1,062,000 Males . . . 817,230 
Upper .... . 646,000 Females . . $73,194 

pee I a Strangers. '. 17,576 
Total . .° 1,708,000 —_— 

1,708,000 
There were 14,564 marriages, 65,139 births, and 

66,023 deaths. * The number of families was 360,555, 
« which gives nearly 43 to each family. There were 

8997 nobles, and 4480 clergymen. ‘The cities amount- 
ed to 51, towns to 333, villages to 10/728, and the 

’ houses to 249,614, 
‘The population of the most considerable places 

was as follow By VIZ. 
In Lower Austria. 

Inhabitants, “Houses, 

Vienna bist) nee to, t0):0/1 20000 6518 

TA YERODs Ee isiitin ie asle ieiin 19000 620 
Wiener Neustadt . . 5,000 550 
Waidhofen ...... 4,300 535 
Kloster Neuburg ... 3,026 456 
St Polten ..:.... 2,960 410 
Korn Neuburg ..... 2,500 370 
MMOS ls ssn. 2 2,000 + 270 

In Uprer Austria. 
Inhabitants. Houses. 

Linz, or Lintz .....,17,900 ~ 1006 
Hems2, stig! a! a! tsa aise: » rox 49400 540 
F AME sales didiiek are. «45000 460 
Wells... 6. es a s 3,300 376 
Gmunden....... 3,000 310 
Read iy. aye) aus Lege 8,000 299 
Hallstadt . 0.5. >. «2+ 2,800 281 
MREVER Nels see ove 2,200 370 

From the Tables which we have seen, it appears, 
that the ipaweltion of Austria has been rather in- 

creasing for the last 30 years, in spite of the blood 
wars which she has tarvied on ernie that Picattal 

iod. This must, in some measure, be ascribed to 
the influx of foreigners from her distant provinces to 
Vienna, as well as to the numerous public academies 
and other lite and military establishments which 
that capital contains. Vast numbers of Bohemians, 
Moravians, Stirians, and Italians, are found among 

* The great proportion of deaths may be accounted for b 
many thousands die annually who are sent thither for medica 
are sent when given up by their provincial physicians. 
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© the level of the Black Sea; and Hainburg, . 
near Presburg, the most easterly, is about 780 feet 
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the common labouring and manufacturing classes in 
Vienna, who, although they banish none of the na- 
tive Austrians, or perhaps greatly add to the popu- 
lation which that metropolis would at all events con- 
tain, yet greatly augment that of the province, by 

_ Keeping in the country, and in its towns, persons 
who would otherwise flock for employment and high 
wages to Vienna. 

; 
Austria, 

yey 

‘he Roman Catholic is the established religion of Religion. 
Austria; but since the reign of Joseph II. Protest- 
ants of every description, as well as Jews, Greeks, 
Russians, and Turks, and in short persons of every 

rsuasion, enjoy full toleration ae security. We 
‘ound a respectable Lutheran and Presbyterian cha- 
pel in Vienna, and in Upper Austria there are many 
thousand Protestants, who have their regular stated 
clergymen preaching to them in full freedom, and 
discharging their ministerial and clerical functions as 
much at their ease as if they were iu England. There 
are indeed in Austria eleven Protestant parochial 
charges or parishes, the incumbents of which enjoy 
competent salaries from their flocks, and are much 
respected by their Roman Catholic neighbours. So 
far indeed were we from meeting with any of the in- 
tolerance and bigotry, of which we read the most ex- 
aggerated accounts in books of travels, that, although 
occasionally residing for years in this province since 
1796, not a single instance of any thing approaching 
to persecution or intolerance occurred in our expe- 
rience. ‘The Austrian is indeed attached to his own 
religious ceremonies, and wishes them to be treated 
a respect and decency by others; but he never 
interferes improperly, nor displays any symptoms of 
arrogance or fanaticism. The pilgrimages which 
take place to Mariazell, and other celebrated cells in 
Austria, are indeed often extremely ridiculous, and 
accompanied by scenes which excite’ much mirth 
among strangers: but to those who have seen the 
superstitions of the East, or the buffooneries and ab- 
surdities of Italy, Spain, and Portugal, they will ap- 
pear to approach rather to inpocent recreations, than 
to degrade the persons concerned in them from that 
rank as reasonable beings, with which the gross fool- 
eries of superstition are frequently incompatible. Nei- 
ther the Austrian clergy, nor the teachers of youth, 
are responsible for the remains of ancient and tradi- 
tionary customs, to which their people still cling 
with fond enthusiasm ; nor can we impute to them 
any more collusion in misleading them, or suffering 
them to be misled, than we can to our own Highland 
clergy and schoolmasters for permitting a belief in 
witchcraft and the second sight. 

The best proof of the efficacy of religion is to be 
deduced from the morals of a people. No nation in 
Europe is less stained with public crimes than the 
Austrian. In none do. we find fewer vices, less dis- 
order, and more good nature, kindness, charity, and 
genuine humanity. Murder, and the atrocious crimes, 
are never heard of. Theft is extremely rate, forgery 
almost unknown, and bankruptcies and similar prac- 
tices, so common in England, are regarded with ab- 

the number of infirmaries and hospitals in Vienna, where 
aid from all quarters of the empire. Nearly one half of them 

; T 
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horrence. _ Drunkenness. scarcely ever appears in 
ublic, as in our streets ; and when it does, it is not 

in the frightful and hideous form of rage and fury, 
but a mixture of mirth and infantine folly » such as is 
described by Anacreon. [If religion is to be judged 
by its fruits on the character, therefore, it will sure- 
ly require an uncommon share of hatred to popery to 
reconcile us to the belief that that of the Austrian 
is a very bad one. 

The great objection to the religious system of this 
fine principality, is its expensiveness. The church 
draws very nearly one-eleventh of the gross produce 
of the land, and a good deal more than one-fifth of 
the gross rental of the province. The rental, or 
portion, which is paid to the superiors of the lands 
by the peasants, who possess them in property, but 
pay heavy feus to those superiors, amounts to nearly 
ve millions sterling annually ; and the ecclesiastical 

establishment costs one million, or nearly six times as 
much as that of Scotland, of which the population 
and revenues are nearly upona par with those of 
Austria ! 

Intimately connected with the religion of every 
country must he its public instruction in morals and 
science. ‘There are in Austria 1151 primary or ele- 
mentary schools, in which reading, writing, the prin- 
ciples of Christianity, and the common rules of arith- 
metic, are taught. There are 22 normal, and 14 
principal schools for the learned Ianguages, mathe- 
matics, belles lettres, and such branches as are usual. 
ly taught in our academies, five gymnasia or colleges, 
and one university, viz. that of Vienna. This last is 
celebrated for its anatomical and medical school. The 
funds for the maintenance of these establishments are 
principally supplied by a land-tax, similar to our as- 
sessment for parochial schools; but there are also 
other funds of considerable amount, arising from 
the portion of the revenues of suppressed convents 
and monasteries, which have lately been appropriated 
to this purpose. In general the Austrians are much 
upon a par with the rest of the south of Catholic 
Germany in point of education ; but they are great- 
ly behind the Protestants of the north, and even of 
those of Swabia and the Palatinate. On looking 
into their churches, however, on Sundays, calendars 
and prayer books are seen in almost every one’s hands, 
so that reading is universally understood. They pay 
too little attention to history, geography, and the 
state of the world around them, and seem to care for 
nothing beyond the limits of their own province. 
Many peasants of the better classes gravely asked us, 
«© On which side of Russia was England ? and, How 
many days sailing London was distant from France ?”? 
On shewing them the map of Europe, they could 
not conceive why the French armies should get ea- 
sier access to them than-to us, or how it could hap- 
en that so trifling a spot as Britain should subsidise 
ussia and Austria, and set the power of the conti- 

nent at defiance. ‘This sort of ignorance, however, 
is not peculiar to the Austrians; it is found among 
the common ranks in some degree everywhere, ex- 
cepting in Great Britain and the west of France. 

The Austrians are, generally speaking, a hand- 
some and athletic race, composed principally of Ger- 
manic materials, but mixed with the productions of 

Hungary, Italy, and Bohemia: hence thedarker com- Austria. 
plexion and blacker eyes, the bolder features and the —"W—~ 
more animated expression. of the Austrian than of 
the Westphalian, Saxon, Prussian, or Franconian ; 
and, probably, that beauty of face and person which 
is perhaps incompatible with successive uniformity of 
parentage, and which we find most perceptible among 
nations composed of mingled tribes. How different 
is the aspect of an English assembly from that of a 
Bengalee or a Chinese? In like manner the Austrian 
form and countenance are probably improved by the 
frequent, intermarriages of the natives with their 
neighbours; and they partake of all the charms of va- 
riety, and of the interesting novelty of what we may 
almost call an harmonious contrast. In a family, of 
which the father is the son of a Croatian officer, who. 
settled in Austria in his youth, and the mother an. 
Upper Austrian lady, we saw the Grecian profile 
and ey-brows in the face of the eldest daughter, and 
specie to her, at table, the mild blue eyes, fair com- 
plexion, and gigantic well spread chest of a genuine 
son of Hermann, in the figure of her brother. Of 
six children, the shape and expression of countenance 
were, in_like manner, singularly divided, or rather 
moulded, as by a finer medium than that of either — 
parent, into something resembling both indeed, but 
greatly superior to either. The family in question 
was uncommonly handsome, and probably more so 
than. that of any indigenous Austrian pair.. 

Analogous to theirnaturalconstitutions and varieties Manners 
of form, are the manners of the Austrian population, of the. 
They may justly be called a sensual people, in the Sustrianss 
same manner as the aggregate of the European po- 
ulation deseryes that title; 2. e. they slew every 

inclination to gratify the propensities by which they 
are most powerfully solicited. They are as fond of 
dancing, noise, and gallantry, as the French; they 
have no more objection to a good dinner and a bottle 
of wine than an Englishman ; no Italian can be more 
peesionaisly enamoured of music; no Neapolitan of 
igh sounding titles, of finery in clothes and equi- 

pages, or of religious parade; and.no school-boy of 
play in every possible shape. This variety of tastes 
er pleasure may Beige y arise from the cause to - 
which we have alluded: it has certainly stamped. 
upon this people the impression of a sensual nation, 
But what holds true of few other nations, is strictly 
just when applied to the Austrian: they can rush 
rom the ball or the banquet into the field of battle, 
and seem to enjoy the terrors of war no less than the 
pleasures which it destroys. Their sensuality never 
unmans or eneryatesthem, Their hearts are as unsus- 
ceptible of fear as they are-alive to i pag and nar 
ture seems to have given them the-faculty of being 
contented in every A a and emergency, whether in 
the comic theatre or the scene of blood, and whether 
running to their nuptials or to their graves. Nor is 
this scuipaign od child either of phlegmatic indif- 
ference, or philosophical calculation : It is. the effect 
of a constitutional. felicity upon a people who have 
rarely felt either political oppression or religious per- 
secution, The great mass of the population seem to 
be much at their ease: their houses are large and. 

commodious; their lands fertile, and comparatively 

well. cultivated; their cattle, horses, and domestic 

°F 
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Austria, artimals, well fed and judiciously managed ; and their 
—v— country better supplied with roads, bridges, salutary 
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the roads, and what he paid for his horses and car- Axstria. 
riage; and how long he has been in Austria, &c.; “~~ 

ae as 

municipal lations, (and these, too, pretty well 
executed,) than any other peg in Germany. 
From a long t of those advantages, and a 
consciousness of them, the general appearance of con- 
tentment and happiness which occurred in this fine 
province, as often as we visited it, in spite even of war 
and its atten calamities, may be in some measure 
derived. ‘That the national character is agreeable to 
a stranger to contemplate it, is certain; and therefore 
he willingly dwells on any liarity which may 
rescue his speculations from the charge of a tedious 
and impertinent minuteness, while he describes the 
manners of a district, which, lying nearly in the centre 
ef Europe, and having frequently made a figure in 
our history as the point of union of a powerful mo- 
narchy, might be supposed to be abundantly familiar 
to us in all its aspects. . 

uliarities which we remarked in the 

but never dreams of asking news, or talking of any 
thing connected with public affairs. The Highland 
Scot torments his guest with a torrent of questions. 
* Whence he came to-day ? Has he seen the last news- 
papers? What he thinks now of our ministry? How 
are matters going on in Germany, Spain, India, Ame- 
rica, and in all parts of the world?” with a geogra- 
phy of which he betrays a most wonderful‘ acquain- 
tance and familiarity ; and, When this war is to have 
an erid? What he thinks of the last taxes, of the 
local militia, of the national debt now amounting to 
£500,000,000, and of the general state of the coun- 
try? 
7. A striking peculiarity in the Austrian charac. 

ter,’ is the union of great physical vigour and ardent 
love of pleasure, itueke most astonishing self-com- 
mand, forbearance, and good nature. Quarrels, even 

Peculiari- Of the among persons intoxicated with spirituous liquors, are 
ties in the character of the great body of the Austrians, espe- the most harniféss things imaginable. They hardly 
puecee cially when travelling through the country ata dis- ever come to ay height, even ih words; blows are 
chanacter. scarcely heard of in many towns during a whole year ; tance from towns, we mention three as the most con- 

1. The Austrian betrays complete indifference 
about public affairs, whether they respect his own 
country or Europe, and the world in general. He 
never asks for news, or listens to any discussions upon 
politics, or indeed any other general topics of a se- 
rious cast, but with she most evident indifference, or 
even aversion. In no company is there a word heard 
concerning any public transactions er characters; and 
if a stranger chances, out of mere lack of conversa- 
tion, and to ayoid the necéssity of yawning, to make 
any allusion to subjects which he might think inte- 
resting to all who hear him, he is soon constrained to 
change his topic by the mortifying apathy with which 
his observations are received. Lith first imagined that 
this disposition.to reject every thing serious or va- 
luable ie ‘pablic life; as the Sctasibial ground of 
converse, arose from timidity and the fear of giving 
offence to the government, or to persens in power; 
and we had frequently heard this reason assigned by 

* the northern Germans as the cause of what they are 
pleased to call Austrian slavery and submission; but 
this isa mistake. ‘The Austrian loves his sovereign, 
po more than any other European, and has in- 

reason for'so doing, in as far as the mild- 
ness of the government, and the humanity of its civil 
said » are concerned. But this love does not incite 
im to any talking, or any praises. Neither do the 

reverses experienced by his prince extort from him any 
censure of the government, or any impatience under 
a system which threatens the dissolution of the mo- 

: He seems to be naturally and instinctively 
averse to any speculations upon such matters, and 
to have received from his first entrance into the 

and maiming or murder is, onsuch occasions, com- 
pletely unknown. ‘There is probably more blood 
shed at one country market in Jreland, or at a quar- 
relsome drinking match in Wales, or the Highlands 
of Scotland, in one evening, than in the whole of 
Austria in twelve months. 

$. An amiable peculiarity in the Austrian charac- 
ter, is the profound veneration paid to the memory of 
their deceased friends. ‘This id the more striking, 
because the people are génerally reckoned giddy and 
thoughtless, and believed to be affected chiefly by 
objects of present sensation. The proofs of it, how- 
ever, constantly appear. Wheresoever a person has 
perished, either by a fall from a horse, by drowning, 
by being crushed to death by a tree or a carriage, or 
in shert in any way out of the common run, a board, 
ory Sh inscription and paintings relative to the 
event, is hung up, on the spot, and stands for rad 
a as a monument in honour of the departed. Suc 
oards or tickets, sometimes attended with consider- 

able expense,, are particularly numerous on the banks 
of lakes, and near precipices, and the ferries or fords 
of rivers, We have never seen any of ‘them which 
exhibited marks of wantonness in being defaced b 
boys or passengers. ‘The natives regard'them wit 
profound veneration, take off their hats as they pass 
by them, and mutter a prayer for the happiness of 
their friends. There is something peculiar y affect- 
ing in seeing this done with folded ands by young 
boys and girls as they go to the schools. 

Consistent with this custom is the decency of their 
funerals, and the decorous state of their church- 
yards and tomb-stones. ‘ Nothing can exceed the 
care with which these are preserved, and nothing but 

world, a bias the reverse of that which is the sincere respect for the relation which once subsisted 
characteristic of the British"character. What acon- between the deceased and those whom they have left 
trast, indeed; do these two yield on a stranger’s ar- 
rival in a remote in Upper Austria and in the 
Highlands of Scotland! The Austrian landlord re- 
¢eives him with a good natured countenance, and 
slowly shews him a room, and asks what he wants to 
have for dinner, &c.: then, perhaps, enquires about 

behind them, could prompt the latter to-give so con- 
spicuous an evidence of it. 

The common amusements of the Austrians are 
shooting at a target, playing at ninepins, here, as in 
Saxony, called kegel-scheiden, billiards, cards, dan- 
cing, (of which they are extravagantly fond,) and 

/Amuse- 
ments of 
the Aus- 
trians, 
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On entering it, either from Hungary on the east, or Austria, Austria musical parties. They have no amusements which, 

“—v——" like those of the British, cricket, golf, quoits, and 

Dress and 
stature. 

Produc. 
tions. 

Agricul- 
ture. 

wrestling, can be properly denominated athletic ; nor 
do even their boys try their courage and strength b 
these violent, yet useful competitions, with aca 
our youth are early initiated into the struggles and dif- 
ficulties of life. stranger is much struck with the 
placid and quiescent aspect of the German boys in 
general, but still more so with that of the Austrian, 
who are healthy, well fed, and evidently happy, al- 
though that happiness bears no resemblance eis the 
loud, and sometimes mischievous and tempestuous, 
mirth of the Britain. : 

The average Austrian stature of men is 5.feet 7% 
inches, and of women 5 feet 3 inches English mea- 
sure; but many instances of great stature occur, 

especially in the lower and fertile districts of the pro- 
vince. Their dress has nothing particular in it. 
We found no traces of the characteristic bigotry and 
immorality with which some persons have, in other 
Encyclopedias, reproached this faithful and gallant 
nation: on the contrary, we can, from experience 
attest, that such reproaches are ill founded and ca- 
lumnious. Englishmen ought, of all other travellers, 
to be the last to take /up and circulate reports inju- 
rious to a country in which they are particularly 
well received; and it is but bare justice to the Aus- 
trians to say, that, in point of religious toleration, of 
good order, humanity, honesty, and whatever consti- 
tutes the public and private morality of a people, 
they are excelled perhaps by none on the continent 
of Europe. ‘5 : 

Few countries are more productive than Austria in 
proportion to her extent, whether we refer to the 
animal, the vegetable, or the mineral kingdoms, Her 
breeds of horses, mules, asses, cattle, sheep, goats, 
hogs, and of all the common European domesticated 
animals, as well as of game and wild fowls, are ac- 
knowledged to be among the best in Germany. In 
1798, there were 97,684 horses, and 112,162 head of 
cattle in Lower Austria, and probably one-third of 
those numbers in Upper Austria, and that too with- 
out reckoning the cattle destined for t bles of 
Vienna, which last amount to nearly '80,000 at.an 
average yearly, and 54,000 calves. (See Vienna.) 
Much attention has been paid since the reign of 
Joseph II. to the breed of horses in Austria, by in- 
troducing English, Mecklenburgh, and the best 
Turkish stallions, and byencouraging English grooms 
to settle in the country. Nothing very particular, 
however, can be said in favour of their management 
of live stock; and productive as the province is, they 
must long continue to import considerable*quantities 
from the adjoining provinces of Hungary, Bohemia, 
and Moravia, in order to meet the constantly increa- 
sing demands of Vienna. . The same may be said of 
the other productions of the province, such as wood, 
wine, corn, fruit, oil, wool, iron, lime, &c. excepting 
the article of salt, which Upper Austria produces in 
quantities, not only adequate to the supply of the 
province and metropolis, ‘but also sufficient to afford 
a considerable surplus for exportation.. 

Austria, when compared with the mass of the con- 
tinental provinces of northern Europe, may fairly be 
stiled a well managed and rich agricultural country, 

> 

¢ 

from Bavaria on the west, we find a striking 
in its favour. The country is pretty well and regu- 
larly enclosed, especially Upper Austria ;,a sort of 
rotation of white and green crops is obseryed ; and the 
raising and harvesting of hay are perfectly well un- 
derstood. Draining is not, indeed, scientifically prace 
tised, but embankments against lakes and rivers are 
very skilfully constructed, and kept.in admirable con- 
dition all over the proyince, Irrigation is well ma- 
naged, and carried on to a great extent, being found 
of vast advantage in a country which has abundance 
of running water, and of which the soil is for the 
most part rather’ light and gravelly than otherwise. 
The roads are “aby « 
naged, though not always well engineered when first 
made, being, as in many parts of England, carried 
over the summits of hills and eminences that might 
have easily been avoided; and in some parts of the 
level country, where land is valuable, too narrow in 
proportion to the great resort upon them. With re- 
gard to these hills, and all other dangerous or difficult 
parts of the road, the Austrian police shews great 
tenderness and humane attention to the people who 
pa by them. A ticket upon a tall pole, somewhat 
ike a road-index, is. placed in a conspicuous station 
by the road side, with the figure of a man crushed 
to death painted upon it, over whom a wheel has 
passed, while he was in the act of fastening a drag- 
chain to his cart or waggon; intimating; the danger- 
ous consequences. of neglecting that precaution till 
the horses were so oink by the weight of their 
draught, that they could not command themselves. 
A. fine to a considerable amount is also named on the | 
same ticket, to be-paid by every driver of a loaded 
carriage of whatsoever description, who shall not 
fasten his ,drag-chain to such carriage at the ve: 
pie where the ticket is hung up. reward is of- 
ered to informers; so that serious accidents, so fre- 
quent in Northern Germany, and other parts of Eu- 
rope, very rarely happen in Austria, even on its 
steepest roads. ‘The crops commonly cultivated. are Crops. 
wheat, (in no very considerable quantities) barley, 
oats, rye, pease, beans, potatoes, saffron, mustard, 
hemp, flax, wood, anda few species of grasses, as 
clovers, vetches, tares, &c. Tn comparison with 
Northern Germany, (excepting some parts of Meck- 
lenburgh and Holstein,) the crops are heavy and 
productive; but if compared with the best mahaged 
counties of England and Scotland, they are by no 
means considerable in proportion to the fertility of 
the soil. Six bolls, (Linlithgow measure, ) or three 
quarters of wheat, are reckoned a good crop per acre, 
and. four bolls of barley or oats rather exceed the 
common average. The Austrian peasant is not a 
tenant, in our sense of the word, but a feuar ; he has 
his land very cheap, and calculates not upon whata cer- 
tain quantity of seed’ corn will yield him. Hence he 
sows very sparingly, perhaps six or seven pecks, or two 
and a half bushels per acre, and is perfectly content- 
ed if he has six or seven returns from his seed. He 
ploughs to the depth of two, or at most three inches, : 
and manages his ground precisely as his forefathers 
did in the days of Charles V., or of Rudolf of Habs- 
burg. A great branch of husbandry in the country 

contrast ——"v— 

and, upon the whole, well ma- Roads, 
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ich the natives excel _ post-office, the heavy duty on salt, amounting nearly Austria. Austria. eastward of the Ens, and in 

ba i wine. Perhaps to200 percent. ad valorem, the duty on tobacco, mines ——~—— —v-— most of their neighbours, is 

Vineyards. Austria is occupied by vineyards, 
one-sixth of the ayable land of the whole of Lower 

$ and these pay at 
least one-fourth of what we call the landed rent o the 

province. The wine here made is a white wine of 
an acid taste, which, when kept for a year or two, is 

both palatable and wholesome, improves till the age 
of t y sells in wholesale from the cellar 
of the Vienna merchant at eight-pence sterling a 
bottle. ‘The quantity consumed in Vienna and the 
ptovince is igious, and, together with what is ex- 
ported to the northward, amounted, at an mayer of 
ten preceding 1809, to the sum of ten millions 
of florins, or £800,000 per annum. 'The vineyard 
husbandry is the most laborious of all others, and 
makes the most attentive and regular farmers ; hence 
the appearance of steady and systematical industry, 
which delights the traveller who. comes into this pro- 
vince from any of the northern, western, and eastern 
provinces by which it is surrounded. 

Austria is a considerable manufacturing province. 
Vienna alone contains 54,000 manufacturers in wool- 
lens, silks, cottons, leather, iron, steel, glass, porce- 
lain or china-ware, paper, toys, household-furniture, 
dress-making, &c. ; and exports, to the different pro- 
vinces of the monarchy, the value of £ 1,200,000 
sterling per annum in manufactured goods, Lintz, 
in Upper Austria, has.a cloth manufactory, which, in 
1805, employed 3000 workmen in the town, and 
7000 in the neighbourhood ; and several towns on the 
northern side of the Danube possess woollen manu- 
factures, though of inferior consequence. They are 
still inferior to similar establishments in Eng- 
land and France; but make a conspicuous figure in 
Germany. The articles which they yield are, at an 
average, 30 per cent. dearer, and sometimes above 60 
per cent. dearer than the same articles in England, in 

ion to their intrinsic value. The same may 
be said of their silks and cottons. The numerous 
prohibitory restrictions, and heavy imposts, are nat 

. only detrimental to the province with regard to its 

and minerals, silks, cottons, and all imported merchan- 
dise, even articles of luxury and of common use from 
Hungary and Bohemia, the duties paid by breweries 
and distilleries, as well as by wines, whether consu- 
med in the province, or exported, &c, comprepend 
the principal parts of this revenue. It is difficult to 
discover the precise amount of the revenue of any 
specific province of the Austrian empire, and,,indeed, 
that of the totality of it; insomuch, that authors, 
who freat of the political state of this country, are 
all at variance upon it. Ockhart states the revenues 
of the empire at 110,000,000 of florins; Hock at 
100,000,000 ; the Political Journal of Frankfort at 
93,193,000; Norman at 120,000,000; and others 
fluctuate between 80,000,000 and 130,000,000. The 
florin is between Is, 3d. to 1s. 8d. sterling. 

The national debt of the Austrian empire it is im- Debt. 
possible even to guess at with any tolerable degree of 
confidence. In~Vienna it was commonly said, in 
1807-8, to exceed £80,000,000 sterling ; and sup- 
posing Austria Proper to have incurred one-sixth, it 
has a burden of £13,000,000 and upwards to liqui- 
date from a revenue. of £1,500,000. 

Amidst the present uncertainty and rapid vicissi- Army. 
tudes of the continental powers, which may to-day 
possess numerous and well-appointed armies, but to- 
morrow see them annihilated by a preponderating 
and overwhelming conqueror, it is not a matter of 
very great importance to inquire into the precise 
numbers or organization of their standing armies. 
The Austrian army, unquestionably the best ap- 
pointed and the most powerful, upon the whole, ex- 
cepting the French, stood as follows in 1804 and 
1805, and in March 1809 very nearly on the esta- 
blishment of 1805: 

Men. 

Peace establishment of 1804, .scveeeee 970,945 
War establishment of 1805, cscs 471,312. 

The Infantry, 271,871 men, was as follows, viz. 

foreign commerce, but also extremely pernicious to _, Reg. Batt. Comp. Men, 
the Eaibed improvement of the dGiicat prisinens of i. Se ato the lie, 63 189 1008 193,587 thissempires), Joseph "II.,-who rushed upon every ; M geen JOU By Sinsvievo dd. : 21 126. 14,364 

° __ project without mature deliberation, fancied that ma- i. F esrloes ‘ith BY eee 2 10 2,140 
he tures would flourish in consequence of prohibit- 5. ribeereges MBAs e- ote TE 5 246) “1H 988,000 
ing almost all goods of foreign fabric; but he’ lived 6. I valid, troops, .. 3 7 28 7,000 

enough to see; that prohibitions, like all other © 1nvalids, sssssessssn 4 1,780: 
legislative interferences with the commercial polity Total 271,87. 

i Meas 3 

Revenue. 

and national industry of a country, must be very 
cautiously managed, in order to produce any good 
effect; and that it is the wisdom of governments, ra- 
ther'to foster and direct the national energies, than 
to impel them by violent measures, or injany case 
substitute coercion in place of persuasion, and of 
gradual illumination and advangement. 

The revenue of Austria Proper is usually estimated 
at one-sixth of that of the empire, which, in 1808, 
amounted to n #£9,000,000 sterling. This very 
considerable sum of 1,500,000, which exceeds some 
of the northern monarchies of Europe, arises from va- 
rioys sources, of which the metropolis Vienna fur- 
nishes alarge share. A tax on offices, places and pen- 
sions, lottery, stamps, bank, the house and land tax, 

- Every regiment of the line consists of two compa- 
nies of grenadiers, of 99 men each; two field batta- 
lions of six companies, each company of 182 men; 
anda depot battalion, always engaged in recruiting 
and disciplining for the regiment, consisting of four 
companies. ‘The compliment of each regiment of.the 
line is 3175 men. ' The grenadiers are men picked out 
of the regiments ; not the tallest, as with us, but those 
who appear to be the best soldiers. Thirty-nine regi- 
ments of the troops of the line are always in garrison 
in Austria, Bohemia, Moravia, and Silesia ; and seven. 
in Gallicia. These provinces are divided into circles,, 
for the purpose of maintaining and recruiting them. 
Hungary ‘keeps up 12 regiments, which folds a 
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ing of 53,000 men, enjoy free lands instead of pay in 
time of peace ; but the moment they are under march- 
pr Seog or put on the war establishment, their re- 
gu pay commences like that of the other troops. 

me of these regiments, especially those of the Ban- 
nat of Temeswar, are very strong, consisting of 4215 
men each. 

Of this number of infantry of the line and militia, 
Upper and Lower Austria supply about one-tenth, 
or nearly 20,000. 

The cavalry, 50,800 men, was as follows, viz, 

Reg. Divis: | Men. 
1. Cuirassiers, sbenaneeeeeeeeesarenee 8 A. 9,600 

J. Dragoons s.cccscussvrevorscosase. 6 21 - 8,000 
3. Light horse, cssssecccescsee 6 DA 9,480 
4h, FAS 7At tpt ersncddedodisonceaverecé (LS 48 18,980 
Si. Edclan sy ic secssvsaseckbassddte tne see tie 12 4,7 

‘Total, ...... 50,800 

Of these Hungary furnishes 18,000, which she re- 
cruits and maintains. Austria Proper contributes 
only one-twelfth, or 4200 men, and has usually but a 
few battalions in her garrisons. 

“The artillery was as follows, viz. 

Reg. Batt. Comp. Men. 
1. Field artillery, ccseweseee 4 16 64 12,800 
2. Artillery-men, .sscoerseresee 1, 4. 1,274 
3. Miners, «..» 4 640 
4. Sappersy seve 3 280 
5. Bombardeers, scccoccessessoees 2 200 
6. Pontoneers, ccocsseressscessreace i 6 600 
Je, EEDGINCETS, sosavseceskocengeaose 200 

Total, su. 15,994 

The artillery is furnished with recruits by the in- 
fantry, or by regular recruiting for the corps itself. 

There are independent companies attached to the 
army, which amount to 12,000 men, and the empe- 
ror’s body guard, consisting of the noble guard of 
Germany and Hun y—the former 102 men, and 
the latter 69, all cav 3; and of 109 men of foot 
guards, who always reside in Vienna, and near the’ 
emperor’s person. 

The army expenditure amounts, in time of peace, 
to nearly two millions sterling, and in time of war 
to six or seven millions.—The following is given by 
some authors as the state of the Austrian army, at’ 
different periods of the monarchy, viz. 

\ A.D. Men. 

Under the Emperor Ferdinand II. 1629 150,000 
Leopold I. ..... 1673 60,000 
Joseph LT. ..... 1706 133,000 
Charles VI. .... 1735 150,000 

Empress Maria Theresa, 1746 200,000 

* For the preceding valuable article, and the 
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Austria. corps of 47,000 men, and are reervited in that king- 
——v—— dom. The frontier militia towards Turkey, consist- 

P A.D. Men. 
Under the Emperor Joseph II. ..... 1788 $64,000 

Francis IL. sas 1809 470,000 

By the late treaty with France, Austria has lost 
about one-eighth of her population, and one-tenth of 
her resources; but she is still a very respectable. 

, and fully able, with proper management, to 
maintain her a mili establishment, and even to 
increase it. Hungary alone contains a larger popu- 
lation than the Prussian monarchy ever dad, be) is 
much richer in every point of view, yet that kiny- 
dom has never supplied Austria with 100,000 men 
in any war, and Prussia had, in 1806, a regular army 
of 230,000 infantry, and 34,000 tayalry. 

The Austrian empire consists, in 1810,) of the 
following countries, which see in their order, viz. - 

ts. 
Austria Proper, scssssssecsasssasessseeese | 1,708,000 
Bohemia, . 3,022,000 
Bukowina, 250,000 
Carinthia, part Of, sevccccsssrscesrsesreeee 160,000 
Carniola, part of, A Aen one ee eeneeneeneoenere 20,000 

Croatia, part of, and Sclavonia, ..... 500,000 
Hungary, with Transilvania, ......... 11,500,000 
Gallicia, Eastern, .cccrssssssersesesseees 95650,000. - 
Moravia, with Silesia, .s.sss0esvee 1,655,000 
Stiria, 860,000 

Total, sso 23,325,000 

For farther information respecting the history and 
statistics of the Austrian empire, see Geographie und 
Statistik der ganzen Osterreichischen Monarchie, von 
K. Sascaeabiet. Leipzig, 1793. Special-Statistik 
von Osterreich, von. J. de Luca, 1797-8. Statis- 
tisches Gemalde von Osterreich, V. And. Demjan, 
1796. Gemalde von Osterreich nach den Neuesten 
Statischen Anweisungen, V. Demijan, 1804. Statis-. 
tische Skizze der Osterreichischen Staaten, von J. M. 
von Leichtenstern, 1800. Uber die Lage, Grosse, 
und Volksmenge der erblichen Osterreichischen Mo- 
narchie, V. Leichtenstern, 1802. 7% aphie und 
Statistik der Verschiedenen Osterreichischen Provin- 
zen, von F. W. Weiskern. Inner Osterreich, von 
Kindermann, 1790. Uéer die grésse und Volksmenge 
der Ost. Staaten, von Hock, 1794. Bohmen, von 
J. Schaller, von Riegger, Stransky. _Ungarn, von 
Windisch Schwartner, Korabinsky, Newotny, Ber- 
zeviezy- Steyermark, von Cesar, Kindermann, and 
Leichtenstern. Mdhren, von Schway. Siebenbur- 
en, (Transilvania) von Ballman. Gallizien, von 
oppe- Illyrien, von Engel. Aliaanack der Kai- 

serlichen Armee. Hof und Staat Kalendar. The 
Travels of Kuttner, (an excellent work,) Gerning, 
Haquet, Esmark, Hoffmansegg, Forti, Nicolai, Ries- 
beck, $c... Tableau Statistique, de M. M. Raymond 
et Roth, 1809, &c. See also Brivain and France. 

(a1)* ? 
article AucssurG, the Editor was indebted to his friend the late Mr 

James Macdonald, a gentleman who was distinguished by the extent of his learning, and the native acuteness and vigour of 
his mind. A long residence in Austria, and other parts of Germany, enabled him to give a faithful and original picture of 
that interesting country, and the Editor looked forward with no common gratification to the important assistance which he 
should receive from him in the subsequent art of this work. A fatal disease, however, disap the expectations of his 
friends, and terminated his valuable life on the 18th of April 1810, in the $9th year of his age, when the preceding article was 
put to press, and when he was about to finish an interesting work on the agriculture of the Western Isles. 
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Aureniqaa AUTENIQUA, a district of Africa, situated to 

Automa- 
ton. 

the east of the Cape of Good Hope, and inhabit- 
ed partly by Dutch colonists. Vaillant considers 
it as the most beautiful country in the world. The 
Dutch planters rear cattle, make butter, collect ho- 
ney, and cut down timber, for the supply of the 
Cape. A more icular account of this district 
may be seen in V: t’s Travels. (7) 

UTHENTIC Cuorps, in Music, are such com- 
4th 4th 

mon chordsas have the 4th uppermost, as a or 3d 
Ill 

See Common Chord. (¢) 
AUTHENTIC Me toprss, in Music, are such 

whose principal notes lie between the key-note and 
its octave. Bee Dr Callcot’s Grammar, Art. 184. 5 
and Pracat Melodies. (¢ 
AUTOGRAPH, from avres and yexde to write, 

is the original handwriting of any person. (7) 
AUTOLYCUS, aGreek mathematician, was born 

at Pitanea, in /Eolia, now the Lipari Isles, and flour- 
ished about the year 336 before Christ. Te was 
mathematical preceptor to Arcesilaus, the disciple of 
Theophrastus ; and it appears from a sr" of Sim- 
plicius, that he proposed some hypotheses for explain- 
mg the motions of the stars, and was the author of 
some additions to the theories of Eudoxus. In his 
two works, entitled De Ortu et occasu Siderum, and 
De Sphera Mobili, the doctrine of the sphere, and 
various phenomena connected with the rising and set- 
ting of the stars, are rigorously demonstrated by the 
theory of spherics. . See Diogen. Laert. lib. iv. 

. 29. Simplicius De Ceelo, lib. ii. com. 46. Fa- 
Bric. Bibl. Grec. tom. ii. p. 89. Montucla, Hist. 
Math, tom. i. p. 210. (0 
AUTOMATON, a self-moving machine, or ma- 

chine so constructed, that, by means of internal springs 
and weights, it may move a considerable time as if en- 
dowed with life. ( Fics dures ipse, and peccoeces excitor. ) 
According to this definition, clocks and watches, as 
well as mechanical imitations of living animals, are 
automata. 
We are told, that so long ago as 400 years before 

Christ,. ene of Tarentum, a Pythagorean phi- 
losopher, made a wooden pigeon that could fly. The 
story is related by Aulus Gellius, who quotes it from 
Fayorinus ; but neither have enabled us to understand 
how the effect was produced. Favorinus says, if it fell 
it could not raise itself again: and Aulus Gellius adds, 
that it flew by mechanical means, being suspended by 
bs oe and animated by a secretly inclosed aura of 
spirit. Ita erat scilicet libramentis suspensum et aurd 
Spirités inclusé atque occulta consitum, &c. ( Noctes 
Aitice, lib. 10. c. 12.) Several authors have related, 

a a4 Kircher, Porta, Gassendi, Lana, and 
ishop Wilkins, that the famous John Muller of 

Nuremberg, commonly d Regiomontanus, con- 
structed a se ing wooden eagle, which flew forth 
from the ci of ape) in the air, met the 
Emperor Maximilian a mee way off coming towards 
it ; and, having saluted im, returned again, waiting 
on him to the city gates. This story has much the 
air of a romance, aud more especia’ y as some of 
the authorities, instead of the Emperor Maximilian, 
call it the Emperor Charles V. his grandson, who 
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was born 64 years after the death of Muller. The 
same philosopher is also said to have made an iron 
fly, which, at a feast to which he had invited his fa- 
miliar friends, flew forth from his hand, and, taking 
a round, returned thither again to the great astonish- 
ment of the beholders. This, if it was really per- 
formed, was probably nothing more than a magneti- 
cal trick. . . 

M. Vaucanson, so. celebrated for the construction 
of the mechanical flute-player, and mechanical pipe 
and tabor player, of which a description has been 
given under the article ANpRoIDEs, also invented a 
machine capable of imitating all the natural motions 
of a duck. In external form this machine’ exactly 
resembled its prototype: its wings were anatomically 
exact in every part; and every bone in the real duck 
had its representative in the autumaton, Not a cavity, 
a curvature, or an apophysis, but was exactly imita- 
ted: the humerus, the cubitus, and the radius, all had 
their proper movements. Besides this, the artificial 
duck imitated every natural motion of a real one. It 
swallowed its food with avidity, exhibited those quick 
motions of the head and throat which. are peculiar to 
the living animal, and muddled the water which it 
drank with its bill exactly like the natural duck. It 
was capable of producing the sound of quacking ; 
and what was perhaps mest surprising of all, the food 
which it swallowed was evacuated in a digested state. 
M. Vaucanson, indeed, did not pretend to imitate the 
rocess of real digestion ; but the food evacuated by 

his artificial duck was in a state very different from 
that in which it was swallowed ; and’ this alteration 
was produced not upon the principles of mechanical 
trituration, but of chemical solution. 
speaking of the machines of Vaucanson, says, that the 
first time he saw them, he immediately discovered 
some of the artifices employed in the construction of 
the two musical Androides; but he confesses that the 
artificial duck entirely baffled his penetration. 

Towards the end of the 17th century, Father 
Truchet, ofthe Royal Academy of Sciences, construct~. 
ed, for the amusement of Louis XIV., an automaton 
consisting of a kind of moving pictures, which was. 
considered as a master-piece in mechanics.. One of 
these pictures,. which the monarch called his dittle 
opera, represented an opera in five acts, and changed 
the decorations at the commencement of each. ‘The 
actors performed their parts in pantomime.. 
moving picture was only 16% iaches in. breadth, 13 
inches 4 lines in height, and 1 inch. 3 lines in thick. 
ness, for the play of the machinery. The representa-. 
tion could be stopped at pleasure, and made to re- 
commence at. the same place by the operation of a 
catch. The account of this piece of mechanism may. 
be found in the eulogy on FE. Truchet in the Mem. 
of the Acad. of Sciences for 1729..  — 
A still more extraordinary piece of mechanism is 

that described by M.. Camus, who says he construct- 
ed it for the amusement. of Louis XIV. whena child. 
It consisted of asmall coach drawn by. two horses, in 
which was the figure of a lady, with a footman and 
page behind,. Bette to the account Bers by. 

. Camus himself, this coach being placed at the 
extremity of a table of a determinate size, the coach- 
man smacked his whip, and the horses immediately, 5 

M. Montucla,, 

This. 
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set out, moving their legs ina natural manner. When 
the carriagereached the edge of the table, it turned 
at a right angle, and proceeded along that edge. 
When it arrived opposite to the place where the king 
was seated, it stopped, and the page getting down 
opened the door; upon which the ay alighted, 
having in her hand a petition, which she presented with 
acurtsey. After waiting somé time, she again curt- 
sied, and re-entered the carriage ; the page then re- 
sumed his place, the coachman whipped his horses, 
which began to move, and the footman, running after 
the carriage, jumped up behind it, It is to be re- 
gretted, says M. Montucela, that M. Camus, instead 
of confining himself to a general account of the me- 
chanism which he employed to produce these effects, 
did not enter into a more minute description. See 
Montucla’s Edit. of Ozanam’s Mathematical Re- 
creations.  ~ 

Ingenious pieces of machinery imitating the mo- 
tions of men and animals are frequently attached to 
hour clocks, and brought into action at the end of 
the different hours. here is a remarkable clock 
of this kind at Lyons, and another at Strasburg. 
M. le Droz of la Cuaux de Fonds, in the county 
of Neufchatel, was famous for constructing clocks 
of this kind. A very curious one, presented to his 
Spanish majesty had, among other curiosities, a sheep 
which imitated the bleating of a natural one; and 
a dog watching a basket of fruit. When any-one 
attempted to purloin the fruit, the dog gnashed his 
teeth and barked ; and if it was actually taken away, 
he never ceased barking till it was restored. 

Even the clock presented by the Kalif Haroun al 
Rashidtothe French Emperor Charlemagne, deserves 
‘to be mentioned as a remarkable specimen of ingenuity, 
considering the time at which it was made. It was 
a clepsydra, or clock moved by water. In the dial 
were twelve small doors,. forming the divisions of the 
hours ; and each of these doors opened in succession 
atthe hour marked, and let out little balls, which, fall- 
ing on a brazen bell, struck the hour. The doors 
continued open till 12 o’clock, when twelve little 
knights, mounted on horseback, came out together, 
paraded round the dial, and shut all the doors. Such 
a machine might well astonish all Europe, at a time 
when the learned were wholly occupied by questions 
of grammar, or scholastic theology. See Bossut’s 
History of the Mathematics. (™) 

Besides these machines, many of extreme ingenuity 
have been constructed by skilful artists. Some are 
complicated, and perform a great variety of motions 
in the course of which a series of different figures 
are introduced to view ; while others are confined to 
the action of a single figure, and its appendages. Of 
the former description are the machines composed of 
numerous parts, adapted for certain branches of trades 
and manufactures ; or where all the successive ope- 
tations of mining, carrying, and preparing the ore, 
are represented ; or where cayalcades, processions, 
or sports, are shown. . We have seen automatical exhi- 
bitions, imitating cascades of the most limpid water, 
and the blowing or closing of the petals of beautiful 
flowers. But the chief object of mechanics has 
been to imitate the action and faculties of living na- 
ture, in which they have succeeded in a manner sur- 
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passing belief. What rélates to the. motion of the Automa- 
uman figure, we have treated of under the articlé  t™ _ 

Awprorpes, already referred to; and we shall now “~*— 
continue briefly to advert to those of some animals, 
in addition to what is above mentioned. 
We have seen the figure of a swan as large as life, 

which gracefully curved its neck, or turned it round 
as if to dress the plumage of its wings or body. 
ieee this, it bent down its head, and taking 
a metal fish in its bill, swallowed it. A peacock also - 
has been constructed, which, machinery; could 
erect or depress its crest, and unfold its tail; it could 
likewise lift a piece of money in its ‘bill, while per- 
forming all the motions peculiar to an animated ori- 
ginal, Perhaps these figures should excite less cu- 
riosity, from their larger size admitting“of the.greater 
complication of parts, and the more ample operation 
of the mechanical powers, at least if we 
them with others. Some automata of animals have 
been made so inconceivably small, and at the same ~ 
time exhibiting such a diversity of action, as to claim 
the 1tniost admiration, not only of those unacquainted 
with the principles of art, but of the most intelligent 
mechanics. M. Maillardet, an artist on whom we 
before bestowed our commendations when speaking 
of the Androides, constructed an oval box about 
three inches in length : the lid flew up, and a bird of 

. beautiful plumage, not larger than a small humming- 
bird, started up from its nest. Its wings flu > 
and its bi opening with the tremulous vibration pe- 
culiar to singing birds, it began to warble. ‘Aker 
continuing a succession of notes which would fill a 
large apartment, it darted down into its nest, and the _ 
lid closed of itself. The machinery was here cone 
tained in very narrow compass, and could produce four 
different kinds of warbling: it was put in motion by ~ 
springs, which preserved their action during four 
minutes. It has often created great surprise how 
such a variety of notes could be produced within a 
space where there was evidently no room for a cor- 
responding number of pipes. The artist, however, 
has accomplished his purpose by a very simple ex-) 
pedient. here is only one tube, the vacuity of 
which is shortened or lengthened by a piston work- 
ing inside, and thus producing sounds graver or more 
acute, according as the machinery operates upon Its 

Still more minute is a spider, wholly fashioned of 
steel, of which we have seen several species. ‘The 
mechanism effecting the motions of these figures, is 
included in the body, and. by means of various springs, 
pinions, and levers, the legs are successively raised, 
and the automaton advances. One constructed by 
M. Maillardet, ran on the surface of a table during. 
three minutes; and its course was so devised, as to 
tend rather towards the centre of the table than the 
edge. : : 
The same mechanic has made an automatical cater- 

pillar, or lizard, and a mouse, all strictly imitating 
the motions of nature. He has also constructed a 
serpent, which crawls about in every direction, opens 
its mouth, hisses, and darts out its tongue. ‘The 
source of motion, like that of the others, here consists 
in springs, and it continues in action seven minutes. 

ther automata, as. ship on wheels concealed from 
view, men rowing a barge, the going of mills, and 

: 
. 
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Auitoma- other operations which require the Human hand _ syllables, and even words, as mama, papa, aula, lama, Autovia- 

ton. to regulate them, have ofl been contrived. But mulo, because each touch of his instrument produced , ,'°™ 
ey there is oné kind of pment atte — which, 

‘ rhaps, infinitely surpasses’ either the representa- 
. Pena of anindéleoesihae Androides, we mean the 
«® imitation of th. This may assuredly be consi- 

; dered as the utmost stretch of invention; for of all 
the faculties conferred on living beings, that which 
most eminently distinguishes man is speech. = * 
A brazen head, we are told, was once construct- 

ed, which is said to have uttered words ; but this pro- 
bably* consisted in deception only : nor is it wonder- 
ful that it should not have been easily detected, 
when we reflect on the propensity of the public latel 

* to view one of little ingenuity with admiration. M. 
Kempelen, however, a Hungarian gentleman, who 
had previously distinguished himself by mechanical 

4 productions, has undoubtedly effected the imitation 
of speech whefe no deception is practised. We shall 
briefly advert to the principles he followed, as we be- 
ieve no account of them whatever has hitherto been 

detailed in Britain. 
»M. Kempelen having directed his attention to- 

wardsthe practicability offorminga speaking machine, 
limited his expectations to the production of vowels 
only. At first he entertained no hopes of obtaining con- 
‘sonants, far less did he deem it possible'to unite them 
with vowels, and thus express words orsyllables. Inthe 
course of his investigations, he tried all musical instru- 
ments, even horns and trumpets, with the view of finding 

« which of them emitted sounds approaching nearest to 
the human voice: but although he was aware that the 
reedsof hautboys, clarionets, and bassoons, came near- 

* er the voice of mankind, because there is a faint resem- 
blance between their operations and the functions of 

@ gthe human lottis, and also knew that a reed stop, 
called voce humana, had been adapted to organs, his re- 
searches were ineffectual. The sound of those reeds 

. was found, on comparison, to be a very imperfect imi- 
> ** tation of what they were intended to represent. At 

length having accidentally heard the reed of a bagpipe, 
he conceived that it exceeded all others in this re- 

* spect, and thence made it the subject of his future 
riments. x 
-"Kempelen then proceeded to a minute and as- 

siduous study of the mode in which the human 
on is produced, which has led to an interesting 

ssertation On the Mechanism of Speech. There 
the anatomical position of all the different organs is 
shewn and described, and also the different relations 
of each sound to another. After considering these 
tings, he supposed that the fundamental part of voice 

= in A. But this was far from aiding his pur- 
» pose; and he could obtain no other vowel, whether 

or acute, from a reed connectedwith a tube. 
~ e * However, after long study, he contrived a hollow 

oval box, divided into halves, which were attached 
: by # hinge, thus resembling jaws. These were adapt- 

° ed so as to receive the cist issuing from the tube; 
and by means of opeiling and closing them, he heard 

~ the sounds A, Q, OU, and an imperfect E; but no 
itidications of I, or the Germanii. His attention 

a was next directed to consonants ; and after the labour 
: of two years, he obtained from different jaws P, M, L. 

» With these vowels and cousorants, he could compose 
VOL. Ills PART Is 
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‘the living subject. 

a different sound. Still he had to conquer a great “S 
difficulty in the first letter not having ceased when 
the second commenced; and on attempting to pro- 
cure the:sounds in immediate succession, the letters 
were confounded together. Papd,’ instead of being 
one word, evidently consisted of so many different 
letters; and also the too sudden discharge of air in- 
to the tube produced a faint K. Thus aula nearly 
resembled ka-ku-kl-ka. Another imperfection like- 
wise arose in an aspiration following the consonant, 
and papa then resembled ph-a-ph-a.~ As M. Kem- 
pelen proceeded ‘in erie a the possibility of, 
producing the sound of letters, he surmounted these 
difficulties, though it cost him a great deal of trou- 
ble. But the proper combination of them he saw 
must result from imitating nature in having only one 
glottis, and one mouth, from which all the sounds 
should issue, and where their union should be form- 
ed. His invention therefore terminated in construct- 
ing a machine which, in some measure, imitated the 
human speéch. 

The speaking machine.is of simple structure, and 
consists of only five principal parts. 1. The reed, 
representing the human glottis ; 2. An air chest, 
with internal valves; 3. Bellows, or lungs; 4. A 
mouth, with its appurtenances; 5. Nostrils, as in 

We shall not attempt to expa- 
tiaté on each of these parts, which would lead to a 
long discussion; and in order to avoid this detail, we ~ 
shall briefly explain, so far as we areable without figures, 
the general composition of each. The reed, though 
not cylindrical, is formed in imitation of the reed of 
a bagpipe drone, which probably many of those who 
ses this article may have seen. The hollow portion, 
owever, is square, and the tongue of the reed, which 

vibrates, consists of a thin ivory slip, resting upon it 
horizontally. This hollow’portion, or tube, is in- 
serted into the air chest; and the discharge of air 
occasioning a vibration of the ivory, the requisite 
sound is produced. ‘To soften the vibration, the 
part supporting the slip is covered with leather, and 
a moveable spring, shifting along the upper side of the 
clip; brings the sound of the reed to the proper pitch. 
The sound is more acute as the spring is moved for- 
ward to the outer extremity, because the vibrations 
then become quicker; and if shifted farther from the 
anterior extremity, the sound becomes more grave, 
as the vibrations are then slower. The extremity of 
the ivory slip should not be applied close to the tube 
where it rests, but should remain a little open, that fhe 
air may penetrate and occasion the vibration. Thus 
we observe’that a common bagpipe reed may be 
closed and produce no sound. A slight curvature 
of the ivory slip arises from the pressure of .the 
spring, which is enough for the object desired. : 

One end of the air chest, which is of an oblon 
figure, receives this voice-pipe, as we shall call it, 
containing the reed; and into the opposite end is in- 
serted the mouth of the bellows. Both the apertures 
are guarded by leather, to prevent the unnecessary * 
waste of air. T'wo smaller air chests are then put 
into it,veach having a valve above closed by the pres- 
sure of a spring, and each having a round aperture 
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Automa- adapted to receive through the side of the large air 
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chest a tin funnel, and a round wooden tube for 
producing hissing sounds as, s, z, sch, j? The 
voice-pipe is placed in theylarge air chest, so as to 
be betwe€n the smaller air chests. ? 
When all these s are fitted to the air chest, the 

operation of one«lever raising the valve of the first 
smaller chest connected with the tin funnel, sounds s; 
while the operation of another, raising the valve of 
the second smaller chest connected gvith. the wooden 
tube, sounds sch. But it is proper further to explain, 
that, instead of being a simple funnel, it is in fact 
a tin box, with a square ‘hole, in the outer end, 
Qhearly covered by a slip of ‘pasteboard ; and “the 
wooden tube is merelythe mouth-piece of a com- 
mon flute, closed at the lower extremity, and with 
the air-hole modified and contracted. The letter R 
‘is produced by the rapid vibration of the ivory slip 
owing to a strong discharge of air. , 

M. Kempelen’s bellows, which are formed “to 
- supply the place of lungs, have no peculiarities. He 
found that his machin@ required six times the quan- 
tity of air used by a man in speaking. The hobzle, 

was we have observed, is inserted into the large air 
chest, and’ the air which it discharges is also received» 
by the small air chest. 4 

With regard to the mouth, it consists of a funnel, 
or rather bell-shaped piece of elastic gum, applied to 
the air chest, and so adapted that the sound of the 
reed issues from it. Elastic gum is selected forthis 
purpose, as more nearly approaching to the natural 
softness and flexibility sche humanorgans. Independ- 
ent of its communication with the reed producing the - 
sound required, a tin tube connects it with the air 
chest, by means of which it may be kept constaiitly 
full of air. This M. Kempelen considers a very 
essential, or even an indispensible part of the ma- 
chine. Besides these there are,small additional bellows, 
for the purpose “of aiding the production of such 
sounds as P, K, T, which need a greater emission 
of air. ' . 

The nose consists of two tin tubesecommunicating 
with the mouth. When the mouth-piece is closed, 
and both tubes remain open, a perfect Mis heard; when 
one is closed, but the other is open, N is sounded. 

It is necessary to add to this brief account of the 
principal parts of M. Kempelen’s speaking machine, 
that the sound was regulated’in a great measure by 
various modifications and compressioiis of the mouth, 
Four setters, D, G, K, T, he neVer could obtain 
perfectly, and substituted a P in expressing them, 
which was so managed as to bear a considerable re- 
semblance, according to the mode of using it and suffi- 
¢idnt to deceive the auditor. Ne¥ertheless M. Kempe- 
len could produce not only words, but entire senten- 
ces: such as opera, astronomy, Constantinopolis; or 
mous etes mon ami—je vous aime de tout mon ceeur— 
Leopoldus secundus—Romanorum imperator semper 
Augustus, and the like. We acknow edge pet Ni 
ignorant of the precise figure under which this ma- 
chine; no less remarkable for ingenuity than simpli- 

« city, was ultimately adopted. At first it was ex- 
hibited only with the union of its essential parts ; 
‘M. Kempelen next proposed that it should be an 
automaton like a child; and although we have rea- 
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‘son to believe that his,intention "was fulfilled! our un- .Autua 
certainty has induced us ‘te place Sun account Of it Ri ite 
here ratlfer than under Axpaoipks..  § © AUR, 
_ The more complicated automata are gyeatly prized a 
in the East; and some years ago constituted a kind 5 | 
of traffic from Great Britain. China, we haye under- @ 4 . 
stood, was the place where the greatest prices were 
given for them: and we know. also, that some - 
autgmata of ingenious workmanship were carried ° 7 
from this @ountry with the last embassy, as the most 
acceptable present that could be offered to the Chinese 
emperor. _ (c) i ‘ . 
AUTU » the Augustodunum of the Romans, a 

city of Ffance, in the department of the Saone and 
the Loire, situated near the river Arroux, at the 
foot of three great, mountains which supply the town 
with water. Autun is not distinguished either by its , 
magnitude or its public buildings, The ruinswf © 
three ancient temples, a theatre, aud # pyramid, and . 
two ancient gates, are the -only objects which arrest ? . 
the attention of the traveller. ; - * 

In the A, ep of this town there are mines e 
of iron, coal, and crystal, and in the canton of 
Mont Cenis there is a foundery of cannon, A mine . 
of lead, with a mixture of silver, has been discovered 
near the town; but the expense of working it was | 
not defrayed. by the profits. ‘The wood around os 
Autun is very abundant, “and is sent in great quanti- : 
‘ties to Paris for fuel, and for the purposes of car- , 
penters. Population 9176. East Long. 4° 17’ 59”; ‘ 
North Lat. 46° 56’ 48”. See Gibbon’s Hist. chap. « 
x1, vol. ii. p. 27. See also SAone anv Lone. (+) — 
AUVERGNE, the name of one of the proyinces 

into which France was divided before the Revolution. »* | 
It now forms the departments of Canrau and Pty : 
pe Dome, under which articles an account of ats soil, 
productions, &c. will be found. See Gibbon’s Hist.” © 
chap. xxxviii. vol. vi. p. 307. {2 ae * 
AUXERRE, a town in France, formerly the™ 4 

capital of the Auxerrois in the duchy of Bourget, 
but now the capital of the departmient of the Youne. _ — 
It is situated on the declivity of a hill near the river 
Yonne, which renders,its situation fayourable for» 
commerce, and gives it an easy communication with = 
Paris. Auxerre catries on a "considerable trade if 
wines, of which it sends a great quantity to Paris 
and to the neighbouring provinces. Those of Cou e 
lange and Chablis are the most celebrated, The * : 
timber, which is “alo an article ‘of .commercey is 
brought down by the rivers Cure and Yonne to 
Auxerre, from which it is sent to Paris by the 

«Yonne and the Seine. .The environs of this town 
are extremely beautiful. The palace of the bishop » ; 
was one of the finest episcopal edifices in France; a 
and the pringjpal church isalso much admired. Po-* » { 
pulation 12,047... East Long, 3° 34’6”; North L . 
47° 47' 57". See Peuchet’s Dict: Commerg. voip | * © 
p67 (ww) . me 

« «AUXI RY Scaces, in music, are, according 
to Martini and Keeble, any key major with its rela- » 
tive minor, and the attendant keys of each of these, 
six keys in all. See Avrenpanr Keys. (g) 
"AUXILIARY Verbs, ,are those which are pre- 

fixed to others, for the purpose of limiting their sig« 
nification, See GramMaR. (j) « 
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oS, YAR et nee AXU ‘ : 
Aszonne |. UXONNE, a'town of France; inthe depart? in the interior of the country,*to the English and Axiom. 
: te. sg t of the Cote d’Or, situated near the river pt eg - Irish omuggling vessels, Page 8 they obtain ar- OC he 
am Tt is remarkable for a double wall built around it in 4ticles of European merchandize at a much cheaper espe 

‘the 17th century, and fora bridge of 23 archés over _rate_than they do from the Dutch. ’ wf 
7 o the Saone. The prificipal articles of trade are corn The‘inhabitants 6f Axim also carry on a traffic in 
- ~~ «@  -andwood: 5282. East Long. 5°23’ 35"; ivory and slaves, and likewise in large canoes, which 

North Lat. 47° 11’ 24”. See Peiichet’sDict.'Com- they sell to foreigners for the convenience of landing 
- merc. vol. i. pe 673+ . (+) f, with facility on their rocky coast. Salt is manufac- 

~a AUZOUR, Annias, a French astronomer, and fured in considerable quantities by the’ female ne- . 

=e one of the- t members of the Academy of groes. «+ 
> * - Sciences, born at Rouen, and died in the year* The peers of Axim is entrusted to two 

1693. The honour of+having invented the micro- classes of the natives; the Caboceroes, or chief men, 
‘meter has generally been ascribed to Auzout by the and the Muncaroes, or young men. ,The principles of 
‘French astronomérs, but it is now perfectly ascer- equity and humanity guide them in the administra- 

*® tained, that he was merely an improver of that use- tion of justice, andjin the management of their pub- 
*  falinstrument. M. dela Ete, (Mem. Acad. 1719), lic concerns; but bribery and corriiption often de- 

~» M..le Monnier, (Hist. Celeste, p. 2.), and other feat the great ends of public justice. See Modern “* 
© French astronomers, maintain, that Auzout, at the . Univers. Hist. vol. xiii. p. 391. (@) ° 

oo  ¢ samé time with Picard, proposed to apply the te- AXIOM, a truth, or proposition, which is self- 
* lescope.to the quadrant. «It is.a remarkable cir-  ¢évident. . ; 
’ *  eumstance, that both these “inventions have been AXIS ow Perirrocuios.or WHEEL AND AXLE. 
. 2 elaimed by the English for Mr Gascoigne. Auzout See Mrecuanics. tie be : 

‘ was the author of some ingenious and interesting ex- AXMINSTER, an ancient town in Devonshire, 
* iments on the light and heat of the different is pleasantly situated on a rising ground upon the 

plafiets, which, are contained im the Memoirs of the» western banks of the river Axe, 26 miles east from 
eS Academy, tom. vi. part ii. See Montucla, Hist. Exeter. It is famous for the burying-place of the . 
J Math. tom. ii. p. 569. Bailly, Hist. Astron. Mod. Saxon nobles, who fell when resisting an. invasion of 

‘tom. ii. p. 293, 400. See'also the article Micro-” the Danes, in the battle’of Bruneburg ; and for the 
METER. Shen P 3 “monastery which King Athelstan founded for seven * 

| AWE ION, a name given to a set of en- priests to pray for the souls of the departed warriors. * 
; *  thusiasts in s, who are supposed to possess a his building, however, has been almost entirely de- 
: gilt cen, Paar is called the second sight in stroyed, and from what now remains, it is impossiblé’ 

e a. » See Warrington’s Hist. of Wales, p. 102. to decoinah either its character or original size. 
‘ rn * () : » The town contains 406 houses, and is clean, neat, and 
- _ AWNING, a covering of canvas extended over healthy. It has an extensive manufactory for wea- 
j <a the décks of a ship, to shelter it from the sun, rain, ving carpets after the Turkish fashion, whose» pecu- 

er wind. See Clerke’s Elements and Practice of liar make and character have obtained them the name 
- @ Rigging, vol.i. p. 149,.230. (7) of Axminster carpets., The weekly market, which 
he ~ XIM, or Axim, a country of Africa, situated is held here on Saturday, is reckoned the first in the 

» 6n the Gold Coast, and extending about seven leagues county. Population 2154. W. Long! 3° 8’; N. 
4 bs » from the river Serpentino to the village 6f Bosna. Lat. 50° 45’. See Beauties of England and Wales, * 
p The French, who were for'some time masters of this _ vol.iv.and Polwhele’s Hist. 9f Devon. vol. ii. p.288.(p) ® 

& ong: a expelled in 1515 by the Portuguese, AXUM, a town of Abyssinia, in the province of 
‘ , who p ted themselves by a fort. xim remain- ‘'Tigré, is remarkable only for its extensive and mag- 
: : ed in ir / ounay sae and the engrossed all the nificent ruins, from which may be traced its ancient™ » 
d . commerce of the Gold Coast till the 9th February splendour and importance. In one square, which ’ 
he ~ ~1692, whén the Sain attacked them, and made appears to have been the Centre of the town, are . 
; themselves masters of the district. Some time after- forty “obelisks of granite. On the top of one isa 
q wards the Prussians arrived, and allured from their »patera, exceedingly well carved, in the Greek taste; . 

> _ allegiance to Dutch about one half of the na- but the sculptures on the face of the obelisk are 
tives. The fort belonging to the Dutch is called St Gothic; and from its form and situation, Mr Bruce * é 

ns ~ ‘Anthony, and that of the Prussians, Fredericksburg. — supposes it to have been erected by Ptolemy Ever- 
a * —*_ The soil of Axim is extremely fertile, and pro-  getes, for the use of the philosopher Eratosthenes,in . , 

- duces great quantities of rice, which the inhabitants ascertaining theJatitude, or, according to others,"in , 
7 to the other kingdoms on the coast for palm- measuring the obliquity of the ecliptic. Two flights 

ee a ba Gre Sey Its other productions are fruits of _ of steps, several hundred feet long, are the only remains, ; 
« all nds, black cattle, sheep, pas and fowls. The of a magnificent temple; and in the vicinity are a 

« old of Axim, which is reckoned the best on the considerable number of pedestals of statues; and the 
‘. old Coast, is a considerable object of commerce. remains of a causeway, formed of large stones stand- a. 

* The Dutch used every exertion to exclude ing edgewise, or heaped’upon one another. , : 
. other nations from this valuable traffic; and the ne-» _ The ancient city of Axum is supposed,’ by Mr 

; groes find it difficult to Meceive them, as the chief Bruce, to have been built by a colény of Cushites, 
a village Ahambene, or Axim, is under the cannon of or Troglodyte‘Ethiopians. It was one of the most 

. Fort St Anthony. The ge however, often flourishing and populous cities of Abyssinia, and it 
» garry the gold which they collect in the rivers, and «continued to be the capital of the kingdom till the 
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by the Turks. * 

short account, upon the authority of Bruce, in the 
article AsysstntA, have'been recently examined with 

at attention by Lord Valentia. After much 
ruitless search, he was unable to find the inscription 
mentioned by Bruce ;»but was so fortunate as to 
discover a monument, about eight feet. high, three 
and a half broad, and one thick, which contained a 
long Greek inscription. This monument seems to 

P have been erected about the year 330, by ALizanas, 
king of the Axomites, in honour of his two brothers, 

. Who/subdued the insurgent nation of the Bougeite, 
(perhaps the Bogenses of Edrisi.), This inscription 
contains an account of the hospitality shewn to the 
prisoners who were taken, and establishes the fact 
of Axum having been the capital of a people called 
the Axomites. , 

Lord Valentia measured and carefully examined 
all the obelisks at Axum. There are seven large 
ones, ornamented in the same manner as the large 
and beautiful one mentioned by Bruce, which is still 
standing, and which is 80 feet high consisting of a 
single block of granite. The ea, is 36 feet, but 
the dimensions of the largest are considerably greater 
than those of the erect one. 

Not far from the church, in a square inclosure 
* surrounded with pillars, Lord Valentia found a short 
inscription, in Ethiopic characters, to this effect : 
«© The Aboona David removed and broke to pieces 
here ; he thought within himself, the Lord was plea- 
sed that he so should do.”? This explanation seems 
to account for the destruction of the temple and obe- 
lisks. These ancient monuments, originally 55 in 
number, are said by the priests to have been built 
by Ethiopus, the father of Abyssinia, about 1540 
years ago. , 

The present town, which contains about 600 houses, 
stands partly in, and partly at, the mouth of a nook 
formed by two hills, on the north-west end of an ex- 

® tensive valley, where the soil, which is very produc- 
tive, is interspersed with small pieces of spar and 
agates. Several manufactures of coarse cotton-cloth 
“are carried on here ; and excellent parchment is made 
of goats’ skins by the monks. N, Lat. 14° 6’ 36”, 
E. Long. 38° 39’. See Bruce’s Travels, vol. iii. 
p- 128, &c. ; and Lord Valentia’s Travels, vol. iii. 
p- 87,179. (x) 
AXYRIS, a genus of plants of the class Monce- 

cia, and order Triandria. See Borany. (w) , 
AYE AYE, the name given by the inhabitants o 

Madagascar to a singular species of quadruped like 
a squirrel, discovered by Sonnerat. » See Sonnerat’s 
Voyage to the Last Indies, tom. ii. p. 137. (w) 

- AYENIA, a pene of plants of the class Pentan- 
dria, and order Monogynia, See Borany. —(w) 
AYESHA, the wife of Mahomet. See Arasia. 
AYLESBURY, an ancient borough of England 

in Buckinghamshire, is situated on a branch is} the 
‘Thames, in the paar and fertile vale of Ayles- 
bury. . It was formerly a place of considerable 
strength, and was taken from the Britons by the 
Saxons under Cuthwolf in 572. It was made a royal 
manor by ‘William the Conqueror, who granted it to 
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The ruins of Axum, ‘of which we,have friven a 
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that he.should find straw for the king’ -chamber 
three times a-year, should the king pass that way so 
often; and provide his table with two green in’ 

7 We most considerable in the county’ 
the 
tends over a great surface of ground. It sends two 
members to pesos 3 and re are held the quar- 
ter-sessions for the county,’and the Lent assizes, 
ab na 679 tac d ate lower classes of the 
inhabitants are principally employed in lace-making. 
Population 3186. N. Lat. a? 19! 18” : W. Saar: 
0° 50’ 18". See Britton’s Beauties of England and 
Wales, vol. i. p. 343, &e. 
AYLESF 

ty of Kent, lies on the northern bank of the river 
Medway, and derived its name from a bloody battle 
which was fought here by the Anglesor Saxons 
under Hengist, and the Britons ang ei Vortimer in 
455, Aylesford being merely a contraction for Angles- 
Jord. In the neighbourhood are shewn the burying 
places of Horsa the brother of Hengist, and Cot» 
gern the brother of Vortimer, who fell fighting hand 

*to hand in this engagement. 
, stone bridge of six ihe over the Medway ; a hos- 

_ pital for six poor people, each of whom receives ten 

3 and, from 

gouies a year; and the remains of a monastery of ; 
armelites, now converted into a mansion-house of | 

the Earl of Aylesford. Houses 151, aud population 
912. N. Lat. 51° 21’; E. Long. 0°98’. See Hae 
sted’s Hist. of Kent.” (p) c 

_ AYLME R, or cme, Jon, bishop of London, 
was descended from an ancient family, and was born 
at Aylmer-hall, in the county of Norfolk, in 1521. 
Being a younger son, and destined for the church, - 
he was educated at Cambridge, understhe patronage, 
of the Duke of Suffolk, who, pleased with his appli- 
cation and early attainments, received him into his | 
family as preceptor to his children, One of thes 
was the amiable but unfortunate Lady Jane Grey, 
who, under the care of Aylmer, soon became a pro- 
ficient in classical literature. By his préferment to © 
the arch-deaconry of Stow, Aylmer had a seat in the. 
convocation held in the first year of Queen Mary, 
where he resolutely opposed the return to Popery, 
and zealously coaiotatiedd the doctrines of the Refor-” 
mation. But the persecutions which followed com- 

» pelled him to quit the kingdom. While abroad, he . 
visited most of the universities on the continent ; and | 
wrote an answer to John Knox’s * First Blast 
against the monstrous Regiment and Empire of Wo- 
men,”’ which he entitled, ** An Harborowe for faith- 
ful and trewe subjects against the late bloune Blaste 
concerning the Government of Women, &c.”” Re- 
turning to England, on the accession of Elizabeth? © 
he was presented to the arch-deaconry of Lincoln, 
and sat in the famous synod which was held in 1562, _ 
for reforming and: settling the doctrines and disci- 
pline of the church of England. In 1576, he was 
raised to the see of London, in which he continued 
until’ his death, in 1594, at the age of 73.. Bishop 
Aylmer was a bold and zealous advecate in the cause 
of the Reformation, and.equally an enemy to the 

* Puritans and Papists. Hé was most. 
e 
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Pie! 3 officé with a conscientious regard for the spiritual 
eri va of his people, and the good of the eutech: 

- was a man of con ible learning and abilities, 

‘ but rather of an irtitable and"persecuting spirit ; and 
“4 his unwarran attacks upon the puritan clergy, 

and the virulent abuse with which he treated them, 
*¢ drew upon him _ retaliation no less acrimonious; for, 

: © according to , he was the hero of the celebrated 
ett (Sent . See Andrew’s Hist. of G. 

: Britain, woh ¥ p 52%. Biog. Brit. (‘p) 

> 

‘ YR, or Arr, (afciently named Vidogara,) a 
er which rises from Glenbuck, on the boundary 

between Lanarkshire and Ayrshire, and, after run- 
thirty miles westward, falls into the Firth of 

» Clyde at the harbour of Ayr. This river divides the 
*; county into two portions not very unequal ; and it is 

possible that the present name might originate from 
this very circumstance. The inland boundary of 
Ayrshire, as it appears in ancient maps, is incurvated 

* almost in the form of a bow, and. if the liné of coast 
* *be considered as the string, the river, which bisects 

® it and extends to the most prominent part, nearly in 
the direction of an arrow in a bow, might be called 
Awe, on the same principle which has given the 
name of sagittal-suture to the synarthrosis between 
the parietal bones of the cranium, This etymology, 
suggested by a whimsical writer, is not more unsa- 
tefictaty than many others which have been assign- 

_ ed to the word. é poet Jonston has no hesitation 
4 "in deriving it from the purity of the atmosphere; 

, and he awkwardly hints, that its resemblance to the 
Latin Aurum, implies some affinity to gold. Some 
learned persons choose to say, that the name of this 
river signifies water, others shallow, othcrs clear, 
others rapid ; not one of which terms can bé admit- 
ted to form a distinction between it and the other ri- 

« ‘vers in the county. There is no doubt, that in'many 
languages a word similar to this signifies water, air, 
fire, or some other fluid ; and probably these 

® . It is most probable that the modern Ayr is only the 
* termination of the ancient name, Fiodach-Ar, or 

Gwddawg-Ar, (whence Vidogara was formed,) sig- 
ae t n river, or the river in the forest. 

i. or about fifteen miles from its source the river 
te * possesses no beauties. The remaining half of its 

_ “course is very romantic. “The banks, in most places, 
. "are precipitous and rocky, clothed with natural 
, 0d, and the dusky stream below winds its way 

” round these steep eminenices, many of which have al- 
es by modern improvements. (im. 8.) 
AYR, or Arr, (formerly ree a very ancient 

. on the west coast of Scotland, and the capital 
of A ire, is situate on the southern bank of the 

__ Fiver of the sam name, at its influx into the Firth of 
» Clyde. “To ish of Ayr that of Alloway was 
annexed early in the 18th century; but the lands 
: in the ans borough, (most of which 

_ have long been alienated,) extended over the whole of 
these now united pari The present rental of 
this royalty is £10,000 per annum, and the number 

» of acres is above 5000. » Fifty ago the state of 
. agriculture was so wretched, that in the parish of 
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aytte™” Blic preaching, and performed the sacred “duties of Alloway the farmers could not alfdrdito. pay Is! 8d. 

signi- 
fications are all derived from the Heb. §\yy,” to ie 
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of rent per acre. y > e 

In former times this town was a place of consider- 
able military importance. “Though nature has not 

afforded it any remarkable facilities for defence, thefe 
is reason to believe that it was fortified at a very re- 
mote period. No trace remains of the more ancient 

* places of strength, which are obscurely hinted at in 
the traditionary records of the vulgar; but it is. 
known that in 1197, William, surnamed the Lion, 
built a castle at the mouth of the river. A few years 
afterwards, this prince, whose charters to royal bo- 
roughs are the oldest now extant, erected a borough 
at his New-castle-upon-Are. 
no year affixed to it, is generally supposed to have 
‘been granted about the year 1180; but the date ap~ 
pears, from internal evidence, to have been twenty _ 
years later. As if contains a reference to the new 
castle, it must have been posterior to the year 1197 ; 
and as the first witness, Florence, archbishop of Glas- 
gow, is designed electo Glascuensi Cancelhario med, 
it could not be earlier than 1202, the year in which" 
that prelate was advanced to the high office of chan- 
cellor. ‘ 

The borough is under the government ‘of a pro- 
vost, two bailies, a dean of guild, a treasurer, and 
twelve counsellors; and, along with Irvine, Rothe- 
say, Inverary, and Campbeltown, enjoys the privi- 
lege of sending’ a burgess to serve in rhe United Par- 
liament. Very few. boroughs, either in Great Bri- 
tain or Ireland, are so little embroiled with party po- 
litics, and so little under the influence of great fami- 
lies. The chief magistrate, and leading members of 
the council, have generally been men of good educa-. 
tién, public spirit, and liberal views ; and yet some 
of the most obvious and indispensable matters, con- 
nected with police, have been strangely overlooked. ” 

The town can boast of few advantages in point of 
appearance.. The houses are set down so awkwardly, . 
and (as it were) fortuitously, that it is impossible to . 
conceive that the former inhabitants consulted either 
neatness or. convenience, when they produced such 

“uncouth and amorphous combinations. Even in the 
principal street, the eye is hurt perpet: ally by ob- 
serving the contiguous buildings protruding beyond 
each other, in almost every possible direction, one 
perhaps standing square to the front, another shoul- - 
dering obliquely forward, and a third facing to the 
right or left.’ ies you see a stately edifice, rearing 
its gigantic form over a diminutive hovel, with scatce- 
ly a door or window. ‘This circumstance is perhaps 
favourable to the view of the town from a distance, 
as the great inequality of surface produces something 
of a turreted appearance, and compensates for the 
small number of spires. This street has been com- 
pared to-a crescent, but with no propriety, unless 
any crooked hue, full of indentations, can be called a 
crescent. The streets are ill lighted, wretchedly 
paved, and very insufficiently cleaneds Side-pave- 
ments of flag-sténes, fur foot passengers, may be 
meitioned among the desiderata, which, in a situation 
like Ayr, might easily be supplied; and this very 
racticable improvement would 
y to the comfort of the inhabitants. 
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from a distanée by sea, and chiefly from the castle 
of Ardrossan, a distance of twenty milés. The ci- 

, tadel encloses twelve acres of ground. Cromwell 
- gave the town £666 : 13: 4 sterling, to build the 

present church, which is capable of containing near- 
dy 2000 persons. Another church has been recently 
built, which accommodates 1200. * 

: Tn 1796, an academy was established here, and a 
handsome building erectéd, containing a number of 
“spacious apartments, in which all the branches ‘of 
education necessary for a commercial life are taught 
‘by able masters. The institution is stiperintended by 

: a rector, who teaches experimental philosophy, as- 
» © tronomy, chemistry, Greek,’ &c. Other masters are 

appointed for mathematics, geography, navigation, 
“4 arithmetic, Latin, French, 

: drawing. The number of students last year amount- 
» edto 542. Within these few years, two rectors of 

* this"academy have been elected professors. of natural 
philosophy in the two oldest Scotish ‘universities. 

e Besides this prosperous seminary, there are several 
e » other respectable ‘schools, and in} particular one or 

two female boarding schools. ’ 

Hunters and.Co., has existed nm Ayr for many years; 
,and has a branch at Irvine, and another at Maybole. 

~ «©The Bank of Scotland has also an agent at Ayr. 
e The manufactures are not very considerable. Tan- 

: ning and soap-boiling deserve to be mentioned. « 
he port was formerly consideredas of no small con- 

sequence. Buchanan arabtdtiack it as “* Emporium 
s * non ignobile,”’ The navigation, however, is liable to 

° be impeded by a bar, which is occasionally thrown 
. across the mouth of the river, especially by the N. W. 

winds; and the depth of water, even at spring tides, 
o* is but 12 feet. Thé foundation of a harbour was 
-* laid in 1772, @ year memorable also for the failufe of 

* the Douglas and Heron Bank. To this port belong 
. - - ee v7 
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Ayr? od The prison, “Tike the old tolbooth of Edinburgh, at presefit 60 vessels’; fromm 200 “tons régister down- 
° —\S— interlipes, aif almost blécks up, one of the principal wards, the whole tonnage of which*amounts to be- 

nglish, writing, and’ 

A flourishing banking company, under the firm of 

— ; ee . a 
ory ‘ 

streets, Security® | the only consideration which tween 5000 and 6000. The seamen’ employed are 7 
oe seems to have gained the attention,of those who plane 500% “The principal export is coal to Ireland, abbut 

_ . nd this public nuisarice, which is not so much the, 50,400 tons annually. “Ihe other exports are pig- « 
mn terror of evil doers, as the horror of those that do” iron from*Muirkirk and Glenbuck, 1000 tons ; Beal : 

P * well. ~The air is admitted very sparingly, and the tar, 650 casks; brown paint, 470 casks; lamp-black, { 
. accommodation is so inadequate, that old and young, * 700 barrels; coal-oil, 26 puncheons ; vn sa salts, .* 7 

male and female prisonérs are frequently crowded in- 170 tons; "also water of Ayr stone, and -lead; » og 
* tothe same apartment, “We are astonished that a with boots, shoes, stockings, linens, cottons; wool, %, ; 

great county like Ayrshire, should be so far behind yarn, cheesej'seeds, farming utensils, machinery, &c. * ba 
: many less populous districts, in effecting an improve- Phe imports are hides and-tallow from S. America ; * 
. ment, which, more*than almost “any other, markg beef, butter, barley, beans, oats, meal, yarn, linen, > 1 

_ @ the superiority of modern civilization. ‘ feathers, kélp, “bricks, quills, soap, and limestone, 3 
There are few public buildings worthy of particular (about 8000 tons annually,) from Ireland; wheat, 7 

notice. Before the Reformation there were monaste- square timber, spars, and deals, from the’ British co- ‘ 
- .: ries of Dominicans and Franciscans, the former found- *Tonies in America; hemp, pitch, tar, iton, timber, .** 

ed in 1230, and the latter in 1472. The churchof &c. from the Baltic; slates from Easdale and’ Fort- a 
“St John the Baptist stood near the sea, and probably William; grain and meal from Galloway; British ’ 
within the ramparts. Its tower still remains. Here, spirits and general goods from Glasgow; oak.timber, Ps ; 

> it is said, a parliament was-held, in the time of Ro-  &c. from the west of England; and general cargoes * _ : 
= * “bert Bruce, to settle the succession to the throne of from Leith, Liverpool, London, &c. _ a, 6-2 . 

Scotland. This venerable structure contintied to be Ss tee pe to the harbour, and within the pre, eo 
*. the place of public worship till the middle of the cincts of Cromwell’s Fort, are barracks capable of 
* 17th century, when it was converted into an armoury Sanne battalion of infantry. ” . 

by Oliver Cromwell, who built a citadel round it; The inhabitants in general are rj preskan and s6- * 7 
A the stones for erecting which were almost all brought ber; and the more opulent part of them equall: dis- _ 

tinguished for their hospitality to strangers, and their 
humanity to the pooy. A charity-house was built 
in 1756; afid various 6ther means have been pro- 
vided for relieving the nécessities of the helpless * 
and infirm. One expedient in ichlar deserves, 
we think, to be made known, -as ifs beneficial effects", * 
have been extensivel} felt among the lower orders. * 
Within the last twelve years, six female societies 
have been formed ; the first of which consists of 45 
honorary members, and 70) general members, as aT 
are called. Every member pays six shillings annual- | 
ly into the funds; and every ordinary mem > when : % 
unable to,work, receives*five shillings a week. T ‘ : 
receive/also two guineas each when they are married; — 
half-a-guinea for every on that is born; and when . | 
-they die two guineas are paid, for their funeral ex- 
penses, »Some of the other societies are conducted 
on a principle somewhat different ; but all of thefh 
are under the management ‘of, ladies, and the regula- 
tions are such as tend equally to guard against impo- 
sition, and to secure immediate relief to theddistresse e 

ed. ‘The nimber of females associated for this pur- °_ r 
ypose is 645. 19 ite ] 

It has sometimes been ted that there ds no * . 
infirmary or bridewell in Ayr. The want of the for- 
mer must be felt chiefly by the medical practitioners, 
who might, by such an establishment, be saved a 

at deal of inconvenience. In all cases of nécessi- 
ty, these gentlemen are in the habit of giving their ~  @ 
advice and attendance gratuitously, and this with equal 
assiduity and tenderness. . . ( 

The markets are well supplied with provisions of ~ 
all sorts, particularly fish, at moderate prices. ‘oal e 
is abundant and very cheap. ‘The‘climate isthealthy, * f 
_and the society more agreeable than is Zenerally to 
be met with in small towns. “A  publie library has 
long been established ; and, for several years,there® —* 
has been a printing-office, where a newspaper is pub- 
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oo. AVE (ome AYR *° | get. 
; ekly. Achumber of neat villas and elegant . The general appearance of the county, though'not Ayrshire. 
’ ontits, one ately been addec to the ciated eae “remarkably variegated, cannot easily Be characterised” 

and it is to be haps that in a short time the ina few words. Carrick, we think, is the most in- * 
ily increasing “the enyirons, will be suffi- teresting, though not the mostfertile district. Its 

~ cient to withdraw the attention the prominent coast, extendifig from the*Doon to Loch Ryan, 
- deformities of the ancient streets. * . ' *(whichrsome maintain is the ‘Qu@eyagz, and others. * 

» The population, in 1801, wasstated at 5492; but the Megeyorsas xerwosyof Ptolemy,) is occasionally bold 
none otis s belonging to the town were inclu- . and rocky ; and‘its southern limit is enclosed by a 

.° . ded; sothat, frotpthis and some othercircumstances, lofty ridge of hills, ive Usellum Montes,) partly 
! r 2 2 the females ap] d to be more numerous than the green, and partly clothed with heath. The interve- 

« males by more than one-fourth. A. greater dis- 
. parity appears in many other lists; astrong presump- 

Bem that the ellcas luded to was very Ruccabaiely 
* taken. The present number in the borough of Ayr; 

may be estimated at 7000 ; and if we add the adjoin- 
ing villages. of Newton and Wallacetown, which are’ 

“se connected with this town by two bridges, the amount 
can scarcely be unders 11,000. This parish claims 
the honour of having given birth to Joannes Erigena, 

: Chevalier Ramsay, and Robert Burns. | N. Lat. 55° 
27', W. Long. 42 37’ .—Distance from Edinburgh 76 » 
miles from Glasgow 54. (m © ) i 

YR, Newron-vpon ; a borough of regality on 
" the north side of the riverAyr; the property of 

which is held by a very’ peculiar tenure, (described in 
. the Statist. “Account of Scotl. vol. 2.) On the con- 

fines of this small.parish is an hospital? called King- 
“Case, founded by Robert’ Bruce for eight leprous 

s. The town itself is of great, thoug untertain, 
: setae A number of boats are employed in fish- 
ing; and a considerable:quantity of coal is exported. 

shipsare built on this side of the harbour of 
« Ayr; aud for several ‘years past a rope-work. has 

been established, Population nearly 2000. (a. s.) 
“AYRSHIRSJ, a maritime eux he the west of 

Scotland, bounded on the south by Wigtonshire and 
the stewartry of Kirkcudbright, on the east by 
Dumfriesshire and Lanarkshire, on the north by Ren- 

* frewshire, and on the west by the Firth of Clyde, and, 
* the Trish :sea. Its length along the coast is above 

80 miles ; and its test breadth from west to east 
about 32 miles. ope three districts, (former- 

’ peenesanhisicd the threes bailliaries of Scotland, ) 
rick, on the south of the river Doon,—Cunning- 

sham, on the north of the Irvine,—and Kyle, or Coil, 
which occupies the intermediate space, and which is 

~ suliitiited be the river Ayr, into King’s Kyle, and 
, Kyle Stéwart. It includes the rock of Ailsa, and the 

» two islands called Cumbraes, or Cambrays. The num- 
« ber, of parishes within" the county is 47, It is said 
> ae contain 1040. square ‘miles, or 665,600 English 

acres. In 1801, the number of inhabitants was re- 
d to the House of Commons to be 84,306. In 
it had been stated at "59,268, and in 1790— 

1798, at 75,544. The valued rent is £149,595 
ve Scots 5 and 1796, Sir John Sinclair estimated the 
i real rent at £112,752 sterling, ‘The following is an 

accurate statement of the real rental for 1808 : 

District of Cunningham, Bi eetiba'e! ps 
- * Kyle, ey Ae Oe 

. » Carrick, 
4 Royalty or parish of 

*? 
» 

£127,632 4 
. 118,462 3 

63,724 0 
9,855, 0 Ayr (in Kyle,).. 

> Total. £314,673 7 
> 4 - 
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ning space betweerl the shore and the mountains is, 
for the most part, a gradual, but n6t uniform, ascent. 
The surface is diversified by numerous acclivities, 
some of them gentle, others more abrupt, separated 
from each other by rivulets not “ unknown in song,” 
quietly stealing Sap verdant meadows, or pouring 
their bane waters under the beetling foliage of se- 
questered dells, which have been successively occupi- 
ed as the lurking-places of freebooting desperadoes# 
the retreats of unfortunate heroes, and the favourite. 
haunts of the loves and the muses. The chief of these. 
streams, overhung with natural wood, are the Girvan, 
and the Stinchar, or Ardstinchar, a sound not easil 
adapted to the melody of verse, ‘but still less uncouth: 
than the names of its tributary brooks, Muick, Feochy 
Ashil, and Dusk. Indeed most of the rivers in Ayr- 
sire havenames insufferably harsh and grating to the 
ear. With regard to Carrick, we shall ouly remark 
farther, that, though it contains many picturesqué ® 
charms, many fairy landscapes, and many glens in- * 
comparably romantic, and though, from its vicinity * 
to the ocean, it reveals some magniilicent prospects, it 
does not possess within itself either the grandeur or 
the sweetness, either the richness or the gaiety, which 
enliven the Arcadian scenery on the Tay, the 'T'weed, 
and the Teviot. ® 

Kyle, or Coil, having once been a.forest, may have 
taken its name from that circumstance, (the Celtic 
Coill signifying wood;) but the natives, misled 
proved by the old chroniclers, derive it from Coi- 
us, a British king, whi is. reported to have fallen » 
in battle*somewhere on the river Coil, and to have 
been buried either at Coylton, or “at Coilsfield. If 
such a personage ever existed, this does not‘appear 
to have been the scene either of his actions or PP his. 
misfortunes, 

bleak, marshy, uncultivated, and uninteresting ; and 
on that side, except at one or two places, the district 
was formerly impervious. In advancing from these _ 
heights to the sea, the symptoms of fertility and the 
beneficial effects of ciltivation, rapidly multiply. ; but 
there is no “ sweet interchange of hill and valley,” no 
sprightliness of transition, no:bold and airy touches, 
either to surprisesor delight, - There is little,variety 
or even distinctness of outline, except where the ver- 
miculations of the’ river are marked by deep fringes 
of wood waving over the shelvyybanks, or where the 
long and almost rectilineal summit of the brown Car- 
rick terminates abruptly in a rugged. foreland; or 
where the multitudinous islands and hills beyond the 
‘sea exalt their colossal heads above the waves, and 
lend an exterior beauty to that’ heavy continuity of 
flatness, which, from the higher grounds of Kyle, ap- 
pears to pervade nearly the whole of its surface. The 
slope, both here and in Cunningham, is pitted with. » 
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Ayrshire. numberless shallow depressions, which are surmount- 

a 

magnitude of hillecks, or knolls. Over this dull 
expanse the hand of art has spread some exquisite 
embellishments, which, iff a great measure, atone for 
the native insipidity of the scene, but which might 
be still farther heightened by covering many of these 
spaces with additional woods, free from the dismal in- 
termixture of Scotch fir, a tree which predominates 
infinitely too much all over the country, deforming 
what is beautiful, and shedding a deeper gloom on 
what is already more than sufficiently cheerless. 
“Cunningham is said by Buchanan to be a word of 

Danish extraction, denoting a king’s habitation; and 
herice he infers, that the region was in possession of. 
the Danes before it received this denomination. “It 
is less fanciful to derive the name from the Saxon 
‘word, signifying a place where conies or rabbits bur- 
tow, an appellation which suits the district well, as 
its sandy downs abound with rabbit warrens to this 
day. This fertile tract of country is divided among 
a few great proprietors. It is decorated only by 4 
small number of gentlemen’s residences ; but it con- 
tains several populous towns, and the harbours of Ir 
Wine, Saltcoats, and Ardrossan. With the exception 
of Largs, which is circumscribed within a rocky 
frontier, so as to be insulated from the surrounding 
country, almost: the whole of Cunningham declines 

“gradually towards the sea, presenting on all sides a 
“rich and extensive prospect, finely contrasted with the 
“islands in the Firth of Clyde, the Cumbraes, Bute, 
Arran, and the distant mountains of Argyleshire. 
When it is skilfully cultivated, it will rank with the 
finest plains in the whole of ‘Scotland. 

Formerly the baronies of Cunningham and Largs 
were under the jurisdiction Of the borough of Irvine. 
The Earls of Cassilis were hereditary bailiffs of Car- 
tick; the Campbells of Loudon were hereditary 
bailiffs of Kyle; and the Wallaces, lords of Craigie, 
were heritable stewards. 

+ There are many lakes.in this county, some of them 
extensive, but none very remarkable either for the beau- 
ty or the wildness of the scenery. The shore in ge- 
neral is'very flat, and kelp is found in various places ; 
but little attention has hitherto been paid to the ma- 

» nvufacture of this valuable substance. 
With respect to the climate, it is observable that 

there is much more rain in general or the western than 
On the eastern coast of Scotland, and particularly in 
the autumnal and winter months. In the spring, 
however, the west has the advantage. The eke 
winds are not by any means so hurtful to vegetation, or 
so intolerably chilly in that part of the island, as they 
‘are in the vicinity of the German Ocean ; and the un-- 

which prevail so frequently on the comfortable fogs 
are comparatively little known in Firth of Fort 

Ayrshire. 
There is considerable diversity of soil in this coun- 

‘ty. Near the shore it is for the mostspart sandy, 
but in many"places intermixed with a rich loam. In 
other places gravelly Soils prevail ; but not to a ver 
great extent. A large proportion of the soil is a stiff 
deep clay, Which produces Very abundant. crops, 
when carefully managed. In some situations, the 
clay is merely superficial, lying over a substratum of, 
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_tion to which they had long been doomed, not by 

‘cular course of operations to be ollowed in the ma- 
_ hagement of every farm, under the penalty of ,hedvy . | 

judgment. 

~@ 

schistus or till. Towards the easty where the grounds 
are highest, there is a great predominance of fen and 

at-moss. ates oe) Ky © A 
Till of late years the state of agriculture in A: 

Pires disco osha tid heck behead h the ex. e! 
treme, A mosf Sbabe picture is drawn by Col. | 
Fullarton of the wretchedness, ignorance, and apathys ; 
in which the farmers were sunk till the middle ofthe 
last century ; and it appears that it required no ordi- 
nary efforts to emancipate them from the degrada 

oa 

| 

the rigour of their superiors, but by their own f 
judices. We lament to state, that the s which 
were thought necessary to rouse them from their tor- 
por, have tended to retard rather than to accelerate 
the progress of good husbandry. With»a view to 
enforce the observance of an improved system, Mr ¢s" 
Fairly of Fairly recommended a plan, which has : 
been‘almost universally adopted, of grantingleases with | 
the most rigid restrictive articles, prescribing a parti- 

additional rents to be imposed for every deviation , 
however slight. According to his scheme, every ~ 
farm is divided into three parts, and the tenant is 
bound not to plough more than a third in any one 
year, aud fot to plough the same“land more than 
three years successively. “'The series of crops is 
specified. By these'regulations, all the land must rest 
six years in grass before it can be ploughed’a second . 
time. In some places only a fourth of the land is 
permitted to be in tillage at a time, and only two 
successive crops are allowed to be taken. The leases 
are generally granted for 15 or 18 years. 

So long as this practice continues, there can be lit- 
tle encouragement to intelligent farmers to embark in 
an undertaking, in the course of which they must of- 
ten be constrained to act in opposition to their own 

There is no scope Toft to the exertion * . 
of ingenuity, and the most obviousimprovements are ~* 
iaterdhcted by an authority equally arbitrary and in- 
judicious. It is absolutely impracticable to devise a 
mode of cultivation which, will be applicable to every 
variety of soil ; and we can scarcely conceive any sys- 
tem less adapted than this to the clayey soils, which: 
cannot be meliorated without frequent renovation by 
the plough. ak aes 
The improvements in agriculture are conséquently 

found to be much fewer than might have been expect- 
ed, if a more liberal system had-been pursued by the 
landed proprietors. The land ‘atacifliek sufficiently 
drained nor cleaned. Many of the antient clumsy 
practices are still in use. Four horses may be seen 
dragging an old fashioned plough ; or more frequent- 
ly three horses, with a driver. We have, in several 
instances, (as lately as April 1810,) witnessed the 
phenomenon of a plough drawn by two horses, and 
managed by two men, one holding and another dri- 
ving. We will not venture to divine what can be the o 4 
pretence for employing these supernumeraries. Oa 
‘tmauy of the lands, the ridges are still high, broad, 
and crooked, and the furrows filled with a profusion > £ 
ofrushes. In the neighbourhood of some of the po- 
palous-towas a better system prevails. The most » 
approved alternate husbandry has been partially in- 
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Aytehire. troduced; and the lands are let at high rents. Small 
—-—’ inclosures sometimes draw from £8 to £10 per acre. 

161 
The coal exported amounts at an avérage to 42,000 Ayrshire. 
tons. ‘The imports are almost every species of Irish ““-v——~" 

The more general rent for arable farms in favour- 
able situations, is at the rate of #2 or £3 per acre. 
The great abundance of lime is an advantage which 
is possessed by this county more than almost any 
other. 
Ce re le attention has long been bestowed on 

the rearin cattle. In Carrick, the Galloway 

breed has Die esteemed the best for fattening 
easily, and the beef is allowed to be superior to that 
of most other species. In Cunningham and Kyle, 
‘the Dunlop breed is preferred, as yielding the best 
‘milk. The cheese called Dunlop, originally intro- 
‘duced in the parish of that name, is in great repute, 
and bears a high price throughout all Scotland. The 
hills inCarrick, and part of Kyle, afford excellent sheep 
pasture ; and great pains have been taken to improve 
the breed. In ancient times the sheep of Carrick 
were celebrated for the fineness and whiteness of their 
wool. The cultivation indeed appears to have been 

produce, particularly about 10,000 quarters of grain 
yearly. The chief foreign import is timber from 
America, since the Baltic trade has not been regular- 
ly open. The trade of Saltcoats is about one- 
third of the whole. The population of Irvine is about 
5000; that of Saltcoats about 3000. 

Kilmarnock, the largest town in Cunningham, has 
long carried on manufactures of carpets, woollen 
cloths, leather, shoes, and gloves, to a great extent. 
The annual amount is not less than £100,000. The 
pos is about 10,000. An academy has been 
ately formed here, which is attended by nearly 400 
young people. At Catrine, 15 miles up the river 
Ayr, very extensive cotton-works were erected some 
ears ago by Mr Alexander of Ballamyle, and Mr 
Dale of Glasgow. The population is between 2000 
and 3000. The process of weaving is carried on in 
some of these works by the steam engine; and spin« 
rae executed by water machinery. 

: better formerly than of late. Ayrshire, three centu- irvan is a small sea-port, the trade of which is 
Ties ago, was one of the few counties that produced very inconsiderable. Stewarton was formerly en- 
wheat and whisky. ed chiefly in the manufacture of bonnets; and 
We cannot bestow great praise on the mode in 

which the land is inclosed and subdivided. With re- 
gerd to planting, though much has been done, we 

already expressed our regret, that there should 
be such a predilection in favourof the Scotch fir, a spe- 
cies of wood neither pleasing nor profitable, the pre- 
‘dominance of which tends to deform many fine tracts 
of country, which it was intended to beautify as well 
as to shelter. We may here observe also, that the 
roads in general are by no means good: they are too 
narrow, and often tel Ser along ‘de very odes lines ; 
‘but what is still more inexcusable is, that, — 
the materials are every where found in t plenty, 
the roads are kept in very bad repair. Pris 

The most im t minerals found in Ayrshire, 
are, 1. Coal, which abounds in almost every parish, 
and which is wrought in vast quantities in the vicinity 
of all the towns, especially near the coast. The 

uantity exported exceeds 100,000 tons annually. 2. 
Liméstosic and marl also abound,—the former, how- 
ever, in the greatest number of places. A conbider- 
able quantity is likewise brought as ballast from Ire- 
land. 3. Iron-stone is found in different parts of 
Carrick, and in the higher parts of Kyle towards the 
source of the Ayr. At Glenbuck, more than 2000 

_ tons of pig iron are made annually ; and a much great- 
er quantity at Muirkirk. 4. Free-stone is also found 

many places throughout the county. 5. Lead 
been discovered in considerable quantity, and 

mines were several years ago in the parish of 
pooner: The other minerals are copper ores, 
plumbago, barytes, crystals of zeolite, sum, agates, 
and what is ied water vo Ayr Hoes vehich in 
high estimation among cutlers. 

The principal towns in Ayrshire, are the boroughs 
of Ayr and Irvine,—-Kilmarnock, Saltcoats, Stewart- 
on, Catrine, Mauchline, Muirkirk, Maybole, Girvan, 
Beith, Kilwinning, Ballantrae, &c. 

Trvine and Saltcoats, though eight miles distant, 
are considered as the same port. ‘Vhe number of 
vessels is 90; the tonnage 6774; the seamen 507. 

VOL. III. PART I. 

‘smugglin 

a 
Eilwiiaing deserves to be mentioned as the birth- 
lace, or rather the nursery, of free-masonry in Scot- 
nd. 
In the neighbourhood of Muirkirk, there are two 

sets of iron-works, and also manufactures of coal tar, 
lamp black, brown paint, &c. Among the improye- 
ments which have been projected of late years, there 
are two which claim particular notice, the canal and 
harbour of Arproussan, and the harbour of the 
Troon, with a rail-road from Kilmarnock, &c. 

The bay of Arprossan, tothe north of the port of 
Saltcoats, is formed by nature, (Mr Telford a re- 
marked in his Report,) as a complete harbour for all 
the purposes of safety. It possesses many peculiar 
advantages for communication with Ireland and Ame- 
rica, as well as the Baltic; and the canal might be 
expected to-place it in the same situation with re- 
spect to Glasgow, which Liverpool holds in relation 
to Manchester. Mr Telford’s proposal was, to con- 
vert a space of 300 yards in length, and 100 yards in 
breadth, into a wet dock, to hold 16 feet depth ot 
water ; the length of the south pier to be 600 yards, 
and that of the north pier $50 yards; the wet dock 
‘to contain from 70 to 100 vessels; and the canal to 
enter at the north-east extremity. The expense of 
the harbour was estimated at £40,000. The south 
wall is now finished. Few tide-harbours possess 
equal advantages, in point of outlet to the sea, faci- 
lity of entrance, conveniency for anchoring, and se- 
curity to shipping. But it cannot be expected, that 
the trade of Glasgow will soon come into this har- 
bour, much less that any other trade, to the extent 
calculated, is likely to open. The new village of Ar- 
drossan possesses excellent baths, and promises to 
become one of the best watering places in Scotland. 

The Troon Point, between Ayr and Irvine, is 
one of the finest natural harbours on the west coast, 
and was long found a convenient station for the 

trade. About the beginning of the last 
century, it is said that the merchants of Glasgow 
applied to the then proprietor for a feu of the lands 

¥ 
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Ayrshire. adjacent to this spot; but the ‘offer was rejected, 
“—v-—” from a dread that the price of provisions would be 

raised by the increase of population, in the event of 
a harbour being erected. The present Duke of 
Portland, actuated by more enlightened views, has 
lately obtained two acts of parliament, the one for 
forming a harbour at the Troon, and the other for 
making a railway from the Troon to Kilmarnock: 
A new pier is constructing, which is to extend from 
the rock, nearly at right angles, to the distance of 
800 feet, where the depth is 19 feet at low water. 
In the course of this year (1810) 300 feet will be 
completed. The railroad is advancing rapidly ; and 
it is now proposed that a branch of it sha commu- 
nicate with Irvine. 

Throughout every part of Ayrshire many vestiges 
of antiquity may be traced, as cairns, encampments, 
druidical circles, &c. ‘The castles at one time must 
‘have been very numerous. The remains of a few are 
still visible, as of Loch Doon, Denure, Greenan, 
Mauchline, Turnberry, Auchinleck, Barr, Dean, 
Dundonald, Cessnock, Kirrila, Knock, Fairly, Skel- 
murly, Barbiston, Sundrum, Cumnock, Ardrossan, 
Cassilis, Thomaston, &c. ‘There were also many re- 
ligious houses, as—the abbey of Kilwinning, founded 
in 1140; Crossraguel, in 1244; Failefurd, a monas- 
tery, in 1252; Feale, a priory; Mauchlin, an ab- 
bacy, founded by David I. ; Dalmulin, a monastery, 
founded by Walter II. Steward of Scotland ; Ayr 
1230, and ‘another 1472; Irvine, 1412; Minniboil, 
(Maybole), a collegiate church, in 1441; Kilmaurs, 
in 1403, &e. ; 

The most ancient families in this county are said 
to have been Auchinlecks, Blairs, Boyds, Boswells, 

- Campbells, Cathcarts, Cochranes, Craufurds, Crich- 
tons, Cunninghams, Dalrymples, Dunlops, Fullar- 
tons, Hamiltons, Kennedys, Lindsays, Montgomeries, 
Stuarts, Wallaces. 

Few parts of the country have undergone greater 
vicissitudes than this. With regard to the aborigines, 
it can scarcely be doubted, that the Selgove, No- 
vantes, and Damnii, who, at the time of the Roman 
invasion, possessed the peninsula between the Solway 
and the Clyde, were of British descent. These 
tribes formed part of the province of Valentia, which 
submitted to the yoke of the conquerors, while the 
Caledonians, to the north of Antoninus’ wall, main- 
tained their independence. The Damnii appear to 
have inhabited Ayrshire, or at least the northern 
part of it, although the whole tract of country, in- 
cluding ancient Galloway, Carrick, Kyle, and Cun- 
ningham, has sometimes been called the Chersonesus 
of the Novantes. After the abdication of the Ro- 
man government, this territory is described as an in- 
dependent principality, known by the name of the 
Cambrian, or Cumbrian kingdom, sometimes. less 
correctly denominated the kingdom of Stathcluyd. 
During the Saxon heptarchy, Galloway, including 
the southern division of Ayrshire, was infested and 
over-run by the Northumbrians; and to this period 
we may perhaps refer the origin of certain Saxon 
names and usages, as well as some superstitious no- 
tions, which are scarcely yet eradicated, and which 
are evidently relics of the Anglo-Saxon mythology. 
Thus Kirkoswald, in Carrick, according to tradition, 

. 

owes its name to Prince Oswald, to whém, also, Ayrsnire. 
Kirkoswald in Northumberland traces itsifoundation ; —— 
and at both places certain customs are still prevalent, 
which must be ascribed to one common source. The 
elfin race, who have so long haunted the banks of the 
Girvan and the Garpal, and who, to this hour, are 
said to be performing their capricious freaks in the 
abretee of Crossraguel’s ruined abbey, are well 
nown to be of Saxon pedigree. In the a cen- 

tury, the Saxons eateniled their ravages to Kyle and 
Cunningham, and established a colony in that pro- 
vince. _ These intruders, aided by the Picts, reduced 
the metropolitan city of Alcluyd, and enjoyed a 
short-lived tranquillity in their usurped possessions. 
The Scots of Ireland. and Argyle did not permit 
them long to rest. Early in the ninth century, the 
sanguinary and rapacious Alpin sailed from Cantire, 
and made an unexpected descent on the coast of 
nt His savage followers s devastation eve- 
ry where around; but his progress was sudd 
cucchedt by some of the nadie inenerdots 3) and wa. 
vader fell, at a spot near the ‘source’ of the Doon, af- 
terwards distinguished by the name of Laicht-Alpin, 
where, as the etymology suggests, a flat and ponder- 
ous stone was placed to mark his grave. Resineth 
Mac-Alpin was more successful in his incursions on 
the western shores; but though his forces effected 
settlements in these regions, and though’ emigrants 
from Ireland, at different periods, colonised spacious 
-portions-of the same territory, and gave the name of 
Galloway to the whole extent of country from the 
south of Annandale to the north of Ayrshire, it is 
not ascertained that the Saxons were disher extermi- 
nated or altogether dislodged : On the contrary, there 
can be little doubt, that many of the present inhabi- 
tants of Ayrshire are of Saxon extraction, and that 
the numbers of that lineage were reinforced by the 
crowds of English refugees who fled from the sword 
of the Norman conqueror, during the reign of Mal- 
colm Canmore. The promiscuous race of Britons, 
Saxons, Scots, and Picts, who occupied this part of 
the country, were frequently infested by the e3, 
or Norwegians ; and tradition still pomts out the 
traces of many hard fought battles, in which the in- . 
vaders were discomfited with immense slaughter. 
The last and fiercest of these encounters is said to 
have taken place at Largs, in 1263, when the host 
of Norway was routed by the Scots; but the glo- 
ries of that bloody day have been prodigiously ex- 
aggerated by our national chroniclers. A more 
cbetinete foe from the south afterwards made en- 
croachments on this devoted province, which was 
kept in perpetual agitation and alarm, during the 
alternate successes and reverses of Wallace and 
Bruce. The English kept possession of the strong 
fortresses long after the waiole ‘of Ayrshire had been 
steadily devoted to the cause of Bruce, the earl of 
Carrick. After the fatal battle of Durham, (1346,) 
the victorious troops of England’ again penetrated 
into the heart of this county, carrying devastation 
and, terror wherever they went. During the next 
200 years, the hostile visits of our southern neigh- 
bours’ seldom reached so far; but this part of the 
land was sufficiently harassed with domestic turbu- 
lence. While the feuds of rival chieftains were re- 
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Ayrshire -, ducing the opulation,’ ; ‘ 

ea 2 atin es, and ecclesiastical authority was bold-' 

AYR : 
rstition was erecting her 

appropriating the inheritances of the destroyers 
be He f agate sp The improvement of the people 
was little consulted by the inmates of these consecra- 
ted edifices, reared with the price of blood, and sup- 

ported by the oblations of guilt ; and yet, it must be 
confessed, that the arts which the churchmen intro- 
duced, and thar whith they made to embellish 
and fruetify the country, had a tendency to open the 
minds, and polish the manners, not only of the great, 
but even of the middle and lower orders. At a later 
period, some of the chief families of Ayrshire acted 
a conspicuous part in forwarding the Reformation : 
an un ing in which none engaged with greater 
keenness than those who had the best opportunities 
of witnessing the haughtiness and luxury of the Ca- 
tholic clergy, and those who had the fairest prospect 
of succeéding to a share of the opulence which they 
had envied, and the power which they had ‘feared. 
In Ayrshire, the revenues of some of the abbeys were 
prodigious; and the dissolute manners of the eccle- 
siastics kept pace. with their enormous wealth and 

ge. The antipathy to this spiritual despotism 
continned, during the succeeding age, to operate with 
unabated force, all over the west. The severe and 
impolitic measures which were taken, soon after the 
Reformation, with a view to extinguish the presby- 
terian spirit, were such as could not fail to impress 
the non-conformists with a rooted abhorrence to the 
rinciples of their persecutors, and to alienate them 

ever from the house of Stuart. While the to- 
leration which they had experienced from the usurp- 
er Cromwell, whose victorious armies had sic 
occupied their coasts, was still fresh in their ene | 
lection, an armed banditti from the Highlands were 
let loose, by the unenlightened agents of the monar- 
chy, to suppress conventicles, and enforce uniformit 
of religion. This barbarous militia, regardless equal- 
ly of the dictates of humanity and piety, committed 
unheard of atrocities; and the loss sustained in this 
county from their depredations, amounted, in the 
year 1678, to £137,500 Scots. Since the Revolu- 
tion in 1688, the inhabitants have been tranquil and 
loyal in the most turbulent times. 

The yeomanry and peasantry are, in general, a 
handsome, athletic, ait industrious set of people, 
correct in their morals, frugal in their habits, and 
zealously attached to the civil and ecclesiastical con- 
stitution of the country.. The manufacturing towns 
are inhabited by persons of a more miscellaneous de- 
scription. The patrician families,-many of whom 
claim alliance with the most illustrious names in Scot- . 
tish hi , evince a strong partiality to the county 
with which they are connected, and are said to be 
tenacious of aristocratical ideas, to a greater degree 
than almost any of the other nobility in the lowlands. 
Hitherto the middle and lower ranks have rarely 
been betrayed into the sectarian spirit which pervades 
some other counties. Of late years, indeed, the num- 
ber of dissenters has increased considerably in the 
pepalpus towns and villages; but their separation 
rom the church is attended by no violent symptoms 
of disaffection. Their pastors, so far as we have an 
@pportunity of knowing, are men of liberal and ra- 
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tional views, untainted with bigotry, and, in promo- 
ting every pious and benevolent purpose, cordially 
disposed to co-operate with their brethren of the es- 
tablished church ; whose respectability and diligence 
are such, that the great mass of the population ad- 
here to their minisiry from affection as well as from 
puniple. 

In former times there was much smuggling on this 
coast; and those who engaged in it carried on their 
operations in such formidable bodies, that a military 
force durst scarcely venture to attack them with an 
equality of numbers. The dissolution of morals, fos- 
tered by this illicit traffic, was here confined within 
a limited range ; but it is happy for the country that 
these adventurers are now almost extinct. 

The above account has been necessarily abridged. 
We have received several interesting communications 
on the subject, of which our limits do not permit us 
to avail ourselves. 
county has hitherto been printed, except one by 
Colonel Fullarton in 1793. It is understood, that 
Mr Aiton, writer in Strathaven, is employed in pre- 
paring a report on this and some other counties. 
Some information, though none of a later date than 
1800, may also be expected from the third volume 
of Chalmers’ Caledonia, (not yet published.) See 
Carrine, Irvine, KipMARNOcK, Muirkirk, SALT- 
coats,and Troon. (in...) 
AZAB, the Saba of the ancients, a territory in 

Abyssinia, situated on the east coast of the Red Sea, 
which was probably one of the principal stations of 
the caravans that traded to Arabia. The inhabitants 
were formerly called Sabzi, and it was famous for 
frankincense, myrrh, and aromatic’ plants. Near 
Azab are the remains of an aqueduct, built with 
huge blocks of marble, kept together with bars of 
brass instead of cement, and also of a number of 
walls constructed with pieces of marble in a similar 
manner. ..Azab was probably the residence of the 
queen of Saba. See Strabo, lib. xvi. ; Diod. lib. iii. ; 
and Bruce’s Travels. (7) 
AZALEA, a genus of plants of the class Pen- 

tandria, and order Monogynia. See Borany. (ww) 
AZIMUNTINES, the inhabitants of Azimus, or 

Azimuntum, a city of Thrace. See Gibbon’s Hist. 
chap. xxxiv. vol. vi. p. 54. ; chap. xlvi. vol. viii. p. 183. 
w 
{ AZIMUTH; in Astronomy, an Arabic word, 
employed by astronomers to denote the arc of the 
horizon intercepted between the meridian and a ver- 
tical circle passing through the celestial body whose 
azimuth is measured. 

Let it be required to find the ‘sun’s azimuth at 
Greenwich, the sun’s declination being 21° 40’, and 
his altitude 48° 20’. We have 

‘Complement of latitude. ....... 38° 32" 
Complement of altitude ........ 41 40 
Complement of declination ...... 68 20 

BITE nay ot ola ulidis a fetal shat > 0 kSOISS 

EPAT BORE ee Ce he on oe ieee ae 74 16 
Complement of latitude, subtract . 88 82 

First difference .. 0+ 2. ess: « 35 4d 

Azab 

Azimuth. 
—_——— 

No agricultural survey of the ° 
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an equal distance from Europe, Africa, and Ame« » Azores: 
rica. They are discovered from a great distance at “VW 

Fall cum Hii 0/ s Niehet bie wite 0 STP 168 
Complement of altitude, subtract... 41 40 

Second difference .....-..... 82 86 

Then, 
Co. arith. of sine of co. lat. 88°32’ 0.2055330 
Co. arith. of sine of co. alt. 41.40  0.1773117 
Sine of first difference, . . 35 44  9.7664229 
Sine of second difference . 32 36 9.7314040 

Sum of the logarithms... ... 19.8806716 

Sine of the half sum is 60° 39’ 9,.9408358. Dou- 
ble of this is 121° 18’, the sun’s azimuth from the 
north, the complement of which to 180° is 58° 42’, 
the sun’s azimuth from the south. (q@) 
AZINCOURT. See Acincourr. 
AZOF, a town and fortress in Cuban Tartary, 

. belonging to Russia. It is situated on the southern 
shore, and near the mouth of the river Don; and is 
supposed to be the same with the ancient Tana. 
This town, according to Strabo, was built by the 
Bosparanian Greeks, and was considered a place of 
great trade; but little is known of its history till 
1474, when we find it in possession of the Genoese, 
who soon after resigned it to the Turks. During 
the succeeding wars between the Turks and Rus- 
sians, Azof was alternately lost and won by these 
powers; till, by the treaty of Belgrade, it was agreed 
that the fortifications should be demolished, and the 
town remain subject to Russia. In this state it con- 
tinued for 30 years ; when, in the last wars with the 
‘Turks, the fortifications were rebuilt by the order 
of Catharine II. and this town is now in the best 
possible state of defence. Its consequence, however, 
as a port of trade, has been of late rapidly declining ; 
and the arm of the Don, on which it lies, is gradual- 
ly filling with sand. Population 3800, . N.. Lat. 
47°, E. Long. 39° 14’.. (p 
AZOF, Sea or, known also by the*name of the 

Zabache Sea, lies in the dominions of Russia, and 
communicates with the Euxine by the straits of 
Caffa. Its principal harbour is Taganrok, which 
carries on a considerable trade with the Crimea, and 
the maritime towns of Natolia. ‘The whole of the 
northern coast is laid out in fisheries. The fish, in 
general, are small, but so abundant, that 60,000 are 
often taken at one draught. A remarkable circum- 
stance, of the emersion of an island in the sea of Azof, 
has been lately announced by M. Pallas, the celebra- 
ted naturalist. On the 5th of September 1799, this 
island suddenly made its appearance, at the distance 
of 150 fathoms from the shore. ‘The phenomenon 
was preceded by a noise like thunder, and accompa- 
nied with an eruption of smoke and flames, the ex- 
plosion of which resembled the discharge of heavy 
ordnance; at the same time, a violent shock of an 
earthquake was felt from Cuban as far as Catrino- 
dan. The sea of Azof is 210 miles in length, and 
from 40 to 60 in breadth. N. Lat. 45° 20’ to 47° 
20’, E. Long. 34° 30’to 39°30’. See Tooxr’s 
View of the Russian Empire. vw p) 
AZORES, Terceras, or Western ISsLEs, are a 

group of islands lying in the Atlantic Ocean, about 
$00 miles west of Cape St Vincent, and almost at 

AZO. 

sea, on account of a high mountain, called the Peak, 
os poet in an island of the sans name, and which 

r Pinkerton strongly recommends to ere 
to assume as a first Serie of loageadeae Phe 
Azores are nine in number, Tercera, St Michael, 
Santa Maria, Gratiosa, St George, Fayal, Pico, 
Flores, and Corvo, of which the two last are very 
small, and lie at a considerable distance from the rest. 
Concerning the history of these islands, little is known 
with certainty. Their discovery has been claimed 
by the Portuguese, though the precise period has 
not been. determined. It has, however, been main- 
tained, that they were first visited by Joshua Vander- 
berg, a merchant of Bruges, who, when.on a voyage 
to Lisbon in 1439, having been driven from his 
course in a violent storm, fell in with the Azores, 
and called them ‘¢ The vei or Flemish Is- 
lands. Communicating the intelli 
at Lisbon, he gave such an account of his adventure, 
as induced the Portuguese, who were then the most 
enterprising nation in Europe, to attempt a farther 
discovery. Having successively explored the diffe- 
rent islands, Don Henry, prince of Portugal, was so 
pleased with the acquisition, that he went in person 
to take possession of them in 1449. In 1466, Al. 
honso V. gave them to his sister the Duchess of 

Banullitys when some of them. were colonized wa 
Germans and Flemings. ‘These, however, seem al- 
ways to have acknowledged the authority of Portu- 
gal. At present a Portuguese governor resides at. 
Angra, the chief city of Tercera. In spiritual affairs 
they are under the jurisdiction of the bishop of the 
Azores, whose capital residence is in the island of 
St Michael. 

The Azeres have frequently suffered severely from 
earthquakes and volcanic agit ar and from the. 
geological history of these islands, it would appear 
that-some of them must have owed their a da to 
these terrible convulsions of the earth. Kircher af- 
firms, that in 1538 frequent earthquakes were felt 

for nearly eight days, which were so violent as to 

compel the inhabitants to forsake their houses, and 
lie night and day in the open fields. On the 26th 
June, a fire burst through the surface of the sea, fla- 
ming to the clouds, vomiting prodigious quantities 
of sand, earth, stones, and minerals ; and raging with 

such fury, that, had not the wind blown from the 
land, the whole of the neighbouring island would 
have been destroyed, 

This was followed by the emersion of a group of 
rocks, which at first filled a mi of only five or six 

acres, but which soon extended to as many miles. 

Another shock of an earthquake broke them in 

pieces, and then united them into a solid mass, 

which now forms one of the small islands that lie 

on the north-west of the Azores. See Kircher’s 

Mundus Subterraneus, lib. iii. . 

In 1720, another island, all fire and smoke, which 

roared like thunder, appeared between St Michaels 

and Tercera, on the night of the 20th November. 

The bursting out of the flames was attended by an 

earthquake, which shattered many of the houses in 

Tercera; and, for many leagues round the island, 
3 
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gence to his friends’ 

nd 
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quantities of pumice stone, and half- 

—v— broiled fish, were found floating on the sea: (Phil. 
Trans. vol. xxxii. p. 100.) This island, however, has 
since disappeared. The consequence of another fu- 
rious earth makes which occurred July 9. ae and 
which shoo - neighbouring islands to their foun- 
dation, and py with ruins, was the produc- 
tion of eighteen small islands about ten yards from 
the north coast St George’s, which, however, 
subsided again in months. 
On-the Tet of May 1808, a new volcano made its 

appearance in the island of St George. The fire 
burst out in a ditch in the midst of fertile pastures, 
three leagues south-east of Vellas, and immediatel 
formed a crater in size about 24 acres. It raged wit 
ie fury for two days, and the cinders which it 
threw up, ere by a strong north-east 
wind, covered ground from one to four feet in 

for half a league in breadth, and three leagues 
in length, and then passing the channel about five 
leagues wide, were driven upon the east point of Pi- 
co. The fire had nearly subsided in the evening of 
the 2d, when a smaller crater opened, a league near- 
er Vellas. Its mouth was only about 50 yards in 
circumference, . The fire seemed struggling for vent ; 
and the force with which a pale blue flame issued 
forth, resembled a powerful steam-engine multiplied 
a hundred fold. The whole island was convulsed ; 
earthquakes. were uent, and horrid bellowings 
were occasionally heard from the bowels of the earth. 
This was followed by 12or 15 small volcanoes which 
broke out in the neighbouring field, but they all sub- 
sided on the 11th, when the large volcano, which 
had lain dormant. for nine days, burst forth with 
more tremendous force, and continued to rage until 
the 5th of June, when it began to fail, and a few 
days after it-entirely ceased. * Its horrid belchings 
were distinctly heard at 12 leagues distance, andthe 
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immense quantity of lava which it vomited, overs 
whelmed in its course farms, cattle, corn-fields, and 
vineyards ; and swept the town of Ursulina from its 
foundation. ‘Though it gave timely notice of its 
approach, many of the inhabitants, by remaining too 
long in its vicinity, endeavouring to save their effects, 
were so dreadfully scalded by flashes of steam (which 
without injuring their clothes took off not only their 
skin, but their very flesh), that several of them died 
upon the spot. About sixty suffered in this miser- 
able manner ; and so great was the anxiety and con- 
sternation which seized upon the people, that they 
entirely abandoned their domestic concerns, and were 
in danger of starving in the midst of plenty. This 
island, heretofore rich in cattle, corn, and wine, is 
nearly ruined ; and a scene of greater desolation and 
distress has seldom been witnessed in any country. 
See the Christian Observer, vol. vii. p. 743. * 

The Azores are subject also to violent winds, and 
frequent inundations of the ocean, which often over- 
whelm the houses, and sweep from the fields the 
flocks and grain. They are, however, extremely fer. 
tile, and produce corn, wine, and fruits, in great 
abundance. There is an annual exportation of 20,000 
ipes of wine ; and the single article of tobacco af- 
ords a considerable revenue to the king of Portugal, 
who claims.a tenth of all the productions of these 
islands, The air is wholesome, and the sky is in ge- 
neral clear and serene. No poisonous or noxious 
animals breed on the Azores, and, it is. said, that if 
carried thither, they will expire in a few hours. N., 
Lat. 36° to 40°, W. Long. 25° to 33°. See Adan- 
son Voyage au Senegal. Pinkerton’s Geography, 
vol. i. p. 601. (p 
AZOTE, or Nirrocen, the Wag isiceiee air 

of Priestley, was discovered by br utherford in 
1772. It constitutes 4-5ths of atmospherical air, 
the other 5th being oxygen. See Cuemisrry. (7) 

* The elevation of the crater is about 3500 feet, and its distance from the sea about four miles. 

Azores, 
Azote. 
—_—— 
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Baal AAL, or Ber, a word of Hebrew origin, de- 

noting ruler, was the name by which several of {| 
Babahoya the eastern nations worshipped the solar fire, which 

they supposed to be the governing principle of the 
universe. “At first, indeed, this appellation seems to 
have’ been given to Jenovau. But as idolatry be- 
gan to prevail, and the supremacy of the true God 
to be forgotten, his attributes were ascribed to those 
objects in nature whose appearance was most splendid 
and overpowering, or whose influence was most sen- 
sibly felt. The sun, accordingly, became an object 
of general adoration, and was supposed to hold the 
highedt rank among those divinities with which the wild 
imaginations of eastern idolators had peopled the hea- 
vens. The author of the Phenician theology, which 
has been preserved in the writings of Eusebius, in- 

- forms us, “ that the Phenicians supposed the sun to 
be the only Lord of heaven, styling him Beelsamen, 
which, in their language, signifies Lord of hea- 
wen.” A beeve or bull was the emblem of this di- 
vinity ; and as this idol was represented in different 
places with various insignia, hence arose the denomi- 

. nations, “Baal-berith, Baal-gad, Baal-moloch; and 
these diversified Baals, says Parkhurst, seem to be 
what the Scriptures call in the plural Baalim. There 
can be no doubt, however, that the appellation Baal 
was not always restricted to the sun, but was fre- 
quently given to those distinguished personages, who, 
in different nations, were exalted for their achieve- 
ments to the rank of deities. Among the Phenicians, 
in particular, there were several divinities besides 
the sun honoured with this name. Baat, Bet, 
or BeLus, was the principal god of the Carthagi- 
nians, Sidonians, Babylonians, and Assyrians; and 
as he was supposed to delight in human sacrifices, he 
was probably the same as the Moloch of the Ammo- 
nites, the Kegoves (Chronus) of the Greeks, and the 
Saturn of the Latins. , 

High places were always chosen for the temples 
and altars of Baal, .in which was preserved a perpe- 
tual fire. His priests and prophets were extremely 
numerous; and the manner in which they conducted 
the worship of their god was at once frantic and fe- 
rocious. While the victims smoked on the altar, 
they danced around it with the most violent gesticu- 
lations, cut their bodies with knives and lancets, and 
raved and prophesied as if immediately under the in- 
spiration of Baal. Bel, Bal, or Beal, was likewise 
the name of the principal deity of the ancient Irish, 
derived, according to Vallancy, from the Punic my- 
thology. On the tops of many hills in Scotland there 
are heaps of stones called, by the vulgar, Bel’s Cairns, 
where it is supposed sacrifices were offered by our Pa- 
ganancestors. See Eusebius, Preparat. Evang. lib. 1. 
cap. 10. 2 Kings xxiii. 5. Collectanea de Rebus 

tbernicis, vol. 2. p. 263. And Parkhurst’s Lexicon, 
article @ > (#) 

BA. I BEC. See BALBEc. 
BABAHOYA, the name of a town and district 

ef Guyaquil, in South America. Rice, cotton, 

Z 

Guinea pepper, and a variety of fruits, are among 
the productions of this district. (7 “s 
BABEL, a tower, built by the posterity of Noah 

after the flood ; remarkable for its great height, and 
for the ars Pweg of the builders, by the confu- 
sion of their lan uage, (Gen. xi 1—9.) The land of 
Shinar, in which the posterity of Noah settled, lay 
along the river Tigris, from the mountains of Armi- 
nia to the junction of the Tigris and Euphrates; and 
the plain of Shinar, where the tower was built, was 
undoubtedly the F owe or near to the place, where 
the famous city Babylon afterwards stood; upon the 
banks of the great river Euphrates, and hoe from 
its junction with the Tigris. Josephus, and some 
others, ascribe this great design to Nimrod ; but, al- 
though it ria. correspond very well with the cha- 
racter which Scripture has given of that enterprisin 
—_ yet Bochart (in his Phaleg. lib. i. cap. 10. 
as shewn, that Nimrod was either not born,. or was 

very young, when this tower was built. But there 
is no doubt, that Nimrod and his subjects did after- 
wards settle at Babel, and there built Babylon, which” 
became the capital of the Assyrian empire. It has 
also been a common opinion, that Shem and his pos- 
terity had no hand in this great undertaking ; but, 
from the Mosaic history, it seems perfectly clear, 
that the whole human race were actually en in 
it. Its date is differently computed, according as 
chronologers follow the LXX interpreters, who make 
it 531; the Samaritan copy, which makes it 396; or 
the Hebrew, which allows it to be no more than 101 
years after the flood. It is believed to have been 
about the time of the birth of Peleg; for in Gen. x. 
25. we read, that ** unto Eber were born two sons, 
and the name of the one was Peleg ;”” which being de- 
rived from a Hebrew word signifying to divide, the 
reason why that name was given to him is added, 
“ for in his days was the earth divided.’? From the 
account given of Peleg’s ancestors, in the subsequent 
chapter, it appears, that he was born in the 10]st 
ear after the flood; though the confusion of the 
ipa of the builders, and their consequent disper- 
sion, might not take place for many years afterwards. 

Its dimensions, as given by ancient historians, may be 
deemed suitable fora building, which seems to have been 
designed to be the palace, or citadel, of the empire of 
the world. The Scripture tells us, that it was built of 
burnt bricks instead of stone, and of slime instead of 
mortar. According to an ancient tradition, three years 
were employed in making the bricks; each of which 
was thirteen cubits long, ten broad, and five thick ; 
and they were cemented by bitumen, ora pitchy sub- 
stance, of which, according to Herodotus, great quan- 
tities are to be found on the banks of the river Is, in 
the neighbourhood of Babylon. When some eastern 
writers tell us, that this tower was no less than twelve 
miles high, the assertion refutes itself. Even the 
affirmation of St Jerome, (though he rests it upon 
the testimony, as he says, of eye-witnesses,) that its 
ruins were four miles high, is as little worthy of cre= 
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Babel. dit. If the opinion of the learned Bochart be cor- choice of the low country, for building a place of Bab-cl- 

——\-—— rect, that the tower in the le of Belus in Baby- security. A third opinion is, that, as the tower was mandeb. 
. Jon is the same with the tower of Babel, the descrip- in the form of a pyramid, to the figure of which the ~~’ 
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' tion which Herodotus has given of the former, is ap- 
plicable tothe latter. e tells us, that it was a 

uaré tower, built in the form of a pyramid; each 
sille of which, at its base, measured a re : and 
its height, : cording to Strabo, was also a furlong, 
or 660 feet ; e3 g, by 60 feet, the highest of 
the pyramids of Egypt, accordirig to the late mea- 
surement of these stupenduous monuments of anti- 

tity by the French. Around the outside of. the 
ing, there was a winding passage from the bot- 

“tom to the top, and so very broad as to permit car- 
riages to pass each other; which gave it the ap- 
pearance of eight square towers, built one above an- 
other, and gradually decreasing in size to the top of 
the building. It contained many large rooms, with 
arched roofs supported by pillars; these became 
parts of the temple of Belus, after it was convert- 
ed into a place of idolatrous worship ; and, in the 
highest tower, there was an observatory for astrono- 
mical purposes, a scienee in -which the Babylonians 
eminently excelled. 

Several descriptions of the state of this famous 
tower in later times, may be found in the Anc. Un. 
Hist. vol. i. p. 334. A traveller, who saw it not 
ph years ago, describes it in these words: “¢ Four 
gentlemen of our party and myself went to view the 
tower of Nimrod. After travelling through exceeding- 
ly high reeds and rushes, and a very dangerous road, 
in about two hours we came to the tower, which is 
built on an eminence, and a base of about 100 cubits 
diameter. It appears almost like a mass of earth, 
being erected of Bricks dried by the sun, amazingly 
thick, and betwixt every three or four feet there is 
a layer of reeds; its height is at least 160 feet, but 
we found no remains either of a door or stairs. 'The 
only curiosity, which struck us, was the astonishing 
freshness of the reeds, which seemed as if put in but a 
very few years ago, though, by the best accounts we 
could find, it had bets built upwards of 4000 years.” 
Journey from Bassora to Bagdad by a Gentleman‘in - 
1779, P- 59.-. 

Various have been the conjectures respecting the rea- 
son which induced the whole human race to unite, as one 

_man, in this great enterprise. Some have supposed, 
that their design was to raise a tower so high as to 
enable them to climb up into heaven; a strange opi- 
nion, founded upon a Fteral interpretation oF these 
words in Scripture, “ Let us build a city, and a 
tower whose top may reach unto heaven ;” an ex- 
pression evidently intended to signify no more than 
that its height was to be uncommonly great. Simi- 
lar expressions are to be found in Dest: i. 28, and 
ix. 1. where the cities of the heathen’ nations, who - 
inhabited the land of Canaan, are described as “ great, 
and walled or fenced up to heaven,”’ Nor was it un- 
common for the Greek poets to use the expressions, 
* high as heaven,” or “ reaching to the sun,”” when 
they wished to describe things of an extraordinary 
height. Josephus, and some others, have thought 
that it must have been designed to preserve them 
from a second deluge, which they greatly dreaded ; 
but, had that been the case, they would have be- 
taken ‘themselves to the mountains, and not made 

flame of fire bears.a resemblance, it was a monument 
designed in honour of the sun, to whose influence 
they ascribed the drying up of the flood. But there 
is no foundation in Bevature for that conjecture, and 
the date of that species of idolatry was probably not 
so early as it supposes. ‘The reason assigned in 
Scripture is, “* Let us make us a name, lest we be 
scattered abroad upon the face of the whole earth.’’ 
The most probable conjecture, therefore, seems to 
be, that, as they were now in a yast plain, undefined 
by buildings, or roads, or any distinct boundaries 5 
andas they must soon separate to attend to their flocks, 
or go in quest of provisions; or, perhaps, dreading a 
dispersion, in consequence of Noah’s projected divi- 
sion of the earth among his posterity ;—they built 
this tower, as a pharos, or landmark, to enable them 
to find their way back to the surrounding city; 
which, with its immense tower, they believed would 
be a lasting monument of their fame, and transmit 
their name with honour to posterity. In that view, . 
their design had been-to make the whole world one 
kingdom, and Babel its metropolis. . 

This interpretation “seems also to account for the 
reason of the divine frustration of their great design, 
and of their consequent dispersion. It is given in 
these words, ** Behold the people is. one, and they 
have all one language, and this they begin to do, and 
now nothing will be restrained from them which they 
have imagined to do,” that is, not as some have ex- 
plained the words, if this scheme shall succeed, the . 
divine plan for the government of the world’will be < 
frustrated ; but, as the words more naturally signify, 
this their first attempt, and if they succeed in it, 
they will think themselves able-for-any undertaking, 
—no enterprise will appear too great for them. Ac- 
cordingly, the very dispersion which they dreaded, 
they brought: upon themselves, by their vain attempt 
to avoid it... “The name of it was called Badel, be- 
cause the Lord did there confound the language of 
all the earth, and from thence did the Lord scatter 
them abroad upon the face of all the earth.”” See Anc. 
Un. History, vol. 1. Stackhouse’s Hist. of Bible, 
vol. 1. Shuckford’s Connection, vol. 1, (A. ¥.) 
BAB-EL-MANDEB, or Bas-rL-MANDEL, the 

name of a cape and straits at the entrance into the 
Red Sea. The straits are divided by the island 
of Perim, which is perfectly flat, and about three 
miles from the cape. A bay to the eastward of the 
cape extends inwards a considerable way, and the 
land between it and the bay on the west is a dry salt 
sand, and 80 perfectly flat, that if the sea were to rise 
only a few feet it would cover it. Part of it is al- 
reddy a-lake of salt water. Accidents have some- 
times arisen, from mistaking this eastern bay for the 
strait. These might be avoided, by keeping Perim 
close, on the larboard side, and by ‘observing that 
Bab-el-mandeb hilt is the highest land in the neigh- 
bourhood. In Lord Valentia’s chart of the Red 
Sea, the breadth of the straits of Bab-el-mandeb is 
only 15 British miles. East longitude of the cape 
43° 33’, North latitude 12° 40’.. See Niebuhr’s 
Travels, Bruce’s Travels, Vincent’s Periplus, and 
Lord Valentia’s Travels, vol. ii.-p. 13, 14. (0) 
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BABOON, in zoology, a subdivision of the ape 

tribe, distinguished from their congeners in-having a 
facial angle of about 30°, cheek-pouches, callosities 
on their posteriors, and either no tail, or one that is 
very short. See Simra and MAMMALIA. ) 

ABYLON, Ciry or, the capital of the ancient 
kingdom of Babylonia, is supposed to have been si- 
tuated in N. Lat. 32° 34’, and in E. Long, 44° 12’ 
30’, It was founded by the first descendants of 
Noah, 2234 years B. C., enlarged by Nimrod, the 
great grandson of Noah, 2000 years B. C.; and in 
a manner completely rebuilt about 1200 years B.C., © 
by the Assyrian Queen Semiramis. It was greatly 
strengthened and beautified by various succeedin 
sovereigns ; but it was by Nebuchadnezzar and his 
daughter Nitocris, that it was brought to sucha 
degree of magnificence and splendour, as rendered it 
one of the wonders of the world. 

Babylon stood in the midst of a large plain, in a 
very deep and fruitful soil. It was divided into two 
parts by the river Euphrates, which flowed through 
‘the city from north to south. The old city was on 
‘the east, and the new city, built by Nebuchadnezzar, 
on the west side of the river. Both these divisions 
were inclosed by one wall, and the whole formed a 
complete square, 480 furlongs in compass. Each of 
the four sides of this square had 25, gates of solid 
‘brass, at equal distances ; and .at every corner was a 
strong tower, ten feet higher than the wall. In those 
uarters, where the city had least natural defence, 
ere were also three of these towers between eve 

two of the gates ; and the same number between eac 
corner, and the nearest gate on its two sides. The 
city was composed of 50 streets, each 15 miles long, 
and 150 feet broad, proceeding from the 25 gates on 
each side, and crossing each other at right angles, 
besides 4 half streets, 200 feet in breadth, surround- 
ing the whole, and fronting towards the outer wall. 
It was thus intersected into 676 squares, which ex- 
tended four furlongs and a half on each of their sides, 
and along which the houses were built, at some dis- 
tance from each other. These intermediate spaces, 
as well as the inner parts of the squares, were employ- 
ed as gardens, pleasure grounds, &c.; so that not 
above one half of the immense extent which the walls 
inclosed, was occupied by buildings, 

The walls of Babylon were ofextraordinary strength, 
being 87 feet broad, and 350 high. They were built 
of brick, and-cemented by a kind of glutinous earth 
called bitumen, which had the quality of soon be- 
coming as hard as stone. ‘These walls were surround- 
ed on the outside by an immense ditch, from which 
the earth had been dug to make the bricks; and 
which, being always filed with water, added very 
much to the defence of the-city. 

On each side of the river Euphrates, was built a 
quay, or high wall, of the same thickness with the 
walls around the city. There were gates of brass in 
these walls opposite to every street which led to the 
river, and from‘them were formed descents or landing 
places by means of steps, so that the inhabitants could 
easily pass in“boats from one side of the city to the 
other. ‘There was also a remarkable bridge thrown 
over the river, near the middle of the city, Built with 
wonderful art of huge stones, fastened together by 
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means of iron chains and melted lead; and is said to Babylon, 
have been a whole furlong in length, and-8Q feet in ——v—~ 
breadth, 

In order to prevent any inconvenience from the Lake, 
swellings of the uphrates, two canals were cut from banks, and 
that river at a considerable distance above the town, 
which carried off the superabundant waters into the 
aig From the place where these canals commen- 
ced down the sides of the river, both above and below 
the city, immense banks were constructed to confine 
the stream still more effectually within its channel, 
and to prevent still more completely all danger of an 
inundation. In order to facilitate the construction of 
these works, an immense lake was dug on the west 
side of Babylon, about 40 miles square, and $5 feet 
deep, into which the river was turned by a canal, till 
the banks were completed : and it was then restored 
to its former course. ;This lake continued afterwards 
to receive annually a fresh supply of water from the 
Euphrates, and was rendered very serviceable by 
means of sluices for watering the lands which were 
situated below it. 

At the two ends of the bridge over the Euphrates The pala- 
were two magnificent palaces, which had a subterra- ces. 
neous communication with each other, by means of a 
vault or tunnel, under the bed of the river. The old 
palace, on the east side, was about 30 furlongs in 
compass, and was surrounded by three separate walls, 
one within the other, with considerable spaces between 
them, The new palace, on the opposite side, was 
about four times as large as the other, and is.said to 
have been eight miles in circumference. The walls 
of both these edifices were embellished with an in- 
finite variety of pieces of sculpture ; and, among the 
rest, was a curious hunting scene, in which Semiramis 
was represented on horseback throwing her javelin at 
a leopard, while her husband Ninus was piercing @ 
lion. 

The most remarkable structure in the new palace The hang- 
was the hanging gardens, which Nebuchadnezzar is ing gar- 
said to have raised, in order to aS his wife Amylis, d¢2* 
‘(daughter of Astyages, king of Media,) some repre- 
sentation of the beautiful mountainous and woody 
views which abounded in her native country. These 
gardens occupied a square piece of ground, 400 feet 
on every side, and consisted of large terrasses raised, 
one above the other, till they equalled in height the 
walls of the city. The ascent from terrass to terrass 
was by means of steps 10 feet wide ; and the whole 
pile was sustained by vast arches, built upon other 
arches, and strengthened on-each side by a solid wall,. 

es 22 feet in thickness. Within these arches were very 
spacious and-splendid apartments, which are describ- 
ed as having commanded a very extensive and de- 
lightful prospect. In order to form a proper pave- 
ment for supporting the soil, and confining the mois- 
ture of the garden, large flat stones, 16 feet in 
length, and 4 in breadth, were, first of all, laid upon 
the top of the upper arches; over these was spread 
a layer of reeds, mixed with bitumen; upon this, 
two. rows of brick, closely cemented ;° and the whole 
covered with sheets of lead, upon which the earth or 
mould was laid to a sufficient depth for the largest 
trees to take firm root. In the upper terrass was a 
large reservoir, into which water was drawn from the 
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BABYLON. 
river by some apis of engine, Be paade there 
ready to be distributed to any part of the gardens. 

‘Near to the old stood the temple of Belus; 
and in the middle 
about 600 feet in 

temples in the worship of Baal ; and on the top of 

all was erected a complete observatory for astronomi- 
eal purposes, What has been described is understood 
to have been the old tower of Babel, but it was great- 
ly enlarged by Nebuchadnezzar, who built around its 
base a number of other sacred edifices, forming a 
square nearly three miles in compass. The whole 
was inclosed by a strong wall, and the various en- 
trances se by solid gates of brass, which are con- 
j to have been formed out of the spoils of the 

(Dan. i. 2.3 2 Chron. xxxvi. 
7.) In this temple of Belus, or, as some say, on its 
summit, was a golden image 40. feet in height, and 
equal in value to 34 millions sterling. There was, 
besides, such a multitude of other statues and sacred 
utensils, that the whole of the treasures contained in 
this single edifice, have been estimated at 42 millions. 

Many of the above statements recorded in ancient 
authors respecting the wonders of Babylon, are un- 
questio greatly exaggerated ; but, after every 
abatement that can By made, this city is under- 
stood to have comprehended a regular square, 48 

iles in circuit, and to have been eight times larger 
than London and its appendages. (See Gillies’ 
Hist. of the World, vol. i. p. 166,and Rennel’s Geog. 
of Herodotus, p. 341.) The city of Babylon seems 
to have excelled in rich and ingenious manufactures, 
at a very early period in the history of the world; and 
its “6. y garments” are mentioned 1450 years 
before Christ. (Joshua, vii. 21. and 2 Sam. xiii. 
18.) For the space of 26 years after the death of 
Nebuchadnezzar, it. continued to retain its glory ; 
and was at once the seat of an imperial court, the sta- 
tion of a numerous garrison, and the scene of a most 
extensive commerce. It was at length invested about 
540 years before Christ, by the victorious armies of 
Cyrus the Great. Crow with troops for their 

5 surrounded with such lofty walls, and fur- 
with provisions for 20 years, the citizens of 

Babylon derided the efforts of their besieger, and 
boasted of their impregnable situation. On the other 
hand, the conqueror of Asia, determined to subdue 

_ his only remaining rival in the empire of the eastern 
world, left no expedient untried for the reduction of 
the eo By means of the palm trees, which abound- 
edjin that country, he erected a number of towers 
higher than the walls ; and made many desperate at- 
tempts to carry the place by assault. He next drew 
a line of circumvallation around the city ; divided his 
army into 12 parts; appointed each of these to guard 
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the trenches for a month ; and resolved to starve hig Babyloa- 

After spending two years in “—y>" enemy to a surrender. 
this blockade, he was presented with an opportunity 
of effecting his purpose by stratagem. Having learn- 
ed that a great festival was to be celebrated in the 
city, and that it was customary with the Babylonians, 
on that occasion, to spend the night in drunkenness 
and debauchery ; he posted a part of his troops close 
by the spot where the river Euphrates entered the 
city, and another at the place where it went out, with 
orders to. march along the channel, whenever they 
should find it fordable. He then detached a third 
party to open the head of the canal, which led to the 
great lake already described ; and, at the same time, 
to admit the river into the trenches, which he had 
drawn around the city. By these means the river was 
so completely drained by midnight, that his troops 
easily found their way along its bed; and the gates, 
which used to shut up the passages from its banks, 
having been left open in consequence, of the general 
digonder, they encountered no obstacle whatever in 
their progress. Having thus penetrated into the 
heart of the city, and met, according to agreement, 
at the gates of the palace, they easily overpowered the 
guards; cut to pieces all who opposed them; slew 
the king Belshazzar, while attempting to make re- 
sistance; and received the submission of the whole 
city within a few hours. From this period Babylon 
ceased to be the metropolis of a kingdom ; and its 
grandeur very rapidly decayed. | Its citizens were 
very impatient under the Persian yoke; and their 
pride was porsenlarly provoked by the remoyal of 
the imperial seat to Susa. Taking advantage of the 
disorders in Persia,in consequence of the sudden death 
of Cambyses, and of the massacre of the Magians, 
they continued, during the space of four years, to 
make secret preparations for a reyolt. At length, in 
the fifth year of Darius Hystaspes, about 518 years 
before Christ, they openly raised the standard of re- 
bellion ; and thus drew upon themselves the whole 
force of the Persian empire. Determined upon a des- 
erate defence, and desirous to make their provisions 
t as long as possible, they adopted the ee 

resolution of destroying all such petsons in the city 
as could be of no service during fe siege. Having 
sacrificed the lives of their friends, and resolutely re- 
gardless of their own, they resisted successfully all the 

, strength and stratagems of the Persians, forthe space . 
of 18 months; and fell at length into the hands of 
Darius by the following extraordinary instance of 
fortitude in one of his officers. Zopyrus, one of the 
principal noblemen in the Persian court, appeared in 
the presence of his prince, coyered with blood, de- 
prived of his nose and ears, torn with stripes, and 
wounded in various parts of his body ; unfolded to the 
astonished monarch his design of deserting to the 
enemy, and arranged his future plan of operations. 
Approaching the walls of the city, he was carried 
before the governor, detailed the cruel treatment 
which he professed to have received from Darius ; 
offered his services to the Babylonians, who were 
well acquainted with his rank and abilities ; acquired 
their confidence by several successful sallies ; obtain- 
ed at length the chief command of their forces, and 
thuseasily found means to betray the city to his mas~ 
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walls to be demolished ; put to death 3000 of those 
who had been principally concerned in the revolt ; 
and sent 50,000 women fom different parts of his 
empire, to supply the place of those who had been so 
cruelly destroyed at the commencenient of the siege. 
In the year B. C. 478, Xerxes, the successor of 
Darius, returning from his inglorious invasion of 
Greece, passed t count the city of Babylon; and, 
partly from hatred of the Sabian worship, partly 
with a view to recruit his treasures, plundered the 
temple of Belus of its immense wealth, and then laid 
its lofty tower in ruins. In this state it continued 
till the year B. C. $24, when Alexander the Great 
made an attempt to rebuild this sacred edifice, and to 
restore its former magnificence. But, though he 
employed about 10,000 men in this work for the 
space of two months, his sudden death put an end to 
the undertaking before the ground was cleared of its 
rubbish. This mighty city declined very rapidly 
under the successors of Alexander; and, in the year 
294, A. C. was almost exhausted of its inhabitants 
by Seleucus Nicator, who built in its neighbourhood 
the city of Seleucia, or New Babylon. It suffered 
greatly from the neglect and violence of the Parthian 
princes before the Christian era; and every succeed- 
ing writer bears testimony to its increasing desolation. 
Diodorus Siculus, B. C. 44.; Strabo, B. C. 30.; 
Pliny, A. D. 66. ; Pausanias, A. D. 150.; Maximus 
‘Tyrius, and Constantine the Great, as recorded by 
Eusebius,—all concur in describing its ruined condi- 
tion; and Jerome at length informs us, that, about the 
end of the 4th century, its walls were employed by 
the Persian princes as an inclosure for. wild Aaeleth, 
preserved there for the pleasures of the chase. It 
was visited about the end of the 12th century by 
Benjamin of ‘Tudela in Navarre, who observed only a 
few ruins of Nebuchadnezzar’s palace remaining, but 
so full of serpents and other venomous reptiles, that 
it was dangerous to inspect them nearly. A similar 
account is given by other travellers; by Texeira, a 
Portuguese; by Rauwolf,a German traveller in 1574; 
by Petrus Vallensis in 1616; by Tavernier, and by 
Ladeis but so very slight are the vestiges now to 
be found of ancient Babylon, that it is difficult to as- 
certain exactly the spot on which it once stood, so 
completely has been fulfilled the prediction of Isaiah : 
*¢ Babylon, the glory of kingdoms, the beauty of the 
Chaldees excellency, shall be as when God overthrew _ 
Sodom and Gomorrah. It shall never be inhabited, 
neither shall it be dwelt in from generation to genera- 
tion; neither shall the Arabian pitch tent there; 
neither shall the shepherds make their fold there. 
But wild beasts of the desert shall lie there, and their 
houses shall be full of doleful creatures ; and owls. 
shall dwell there, and satyrs shall dance there ; and 
the wild beasts of the islands shall cry in their deso- 
late houses, and'dragons in their pleasant palaces.” 
The striking RPK BY HT of scripture prophecies, , 
in the conquest, decline, and desolation of Babylon, is 
very fully illustrated in Rollin’s Ancient History, 
vol. ii. p. 1440—154. ; Newton’s Dissertations, vol. vii. 
p- 285.; and Prideaux’s Connect. vol. i. passim. See 
on the general subject of this article, Ancient Un, 

BABYLON. 
Babylon. ter, As soon as Darius was in possession of Baby- 
——v-—— lon, he ordered its hundred gates and its impregnable 

Hist. vol. iv. 
Rollin’s Anc. Hist. vol. ii. p. 16.5 ii. p. 45. Pri- 
deaux’s Connect. vol. i. p. 95, 120, 187, 242, 567. 
Gillies’ Hist. of World, vol. i. p. 48. &e. (q) 
BABYLON, Empire or, may be considered as 

the first great monarchy of which any records are to 
be found in history. It appears to have been found- 
ed a short time after the flood; and (according to 
the astronomical tables sent by Alexander to Aris- 
totle) about 2234 years before Christ. Of this first 
Babylonian kingdom there is very little to be known, 
except what is related in sacred scripture; that, about’ 
2000 years B. C., it consisted, under Nimrod, of four 
cities, Babel, Erech, Accad, and Calneh ; that, about 
100 years afterwards, it was enlarged by Ashur, who 
built several other cities, and particularly the first 
Nineveh, on the eastern bank of the Tigris, 300 miles 
above Babylon; and that it continued till the year 
B. C. 1230, when Ninus, having overrun the greater 
part of Asia, founded a second Nineveh, between the 
rivers Tigris and Euphrates, about 50 miles from. 
Babylon, and thus established what is called the As- 
syrian monarchy. But what is generally understood 
by the Babylonian empire, began about 606 yearé - 
before Christ, when Belesis, or Nebopolassar, here- 
ditary satrap of Babylon, revolted against the Assy- 
rian monarch Sardanapalus; and having destroyed 
that prince and his capital Nineveh, transferred the 
seat of power to his own city. Thus there may be» 

if 403, &e.; vol. i, p- 332, notes, Babylonian 
is 

———e 

said to have been two distinct kingdoms in Babylon; 
one preceding, and the other following, the Assyrian 
empire. Or, rather, more properly speaking, there 
were three great eras of the same monarchy in the 
country of Assyria, The first of these commences 
with Nimrod, in the year B. C. 2000, when Babylon 
was the seat of power; the second with Ninus, in 
the year 1230, when Nineveh became the metrepolis 
of the empire; and the third with Belesis, in the 
year 606, when Babylon oncé more beheld the so- 
vereigns of the East residing in her palaces. This 
subject indeed is beset with inextricable difficulties, 
and involved in impenetrable'darkness ; but the above 
statement, which is founded upon the observations 
of the learned and ingenious Dr Gillies, in his History 
of the World, (vol. i. p. 50, 180,) seems much more 
simple in itself, as well as more consistent with .his- 
tory, than either the common account, which makes 
the Assyrian monarchy almost coeval, but altogether 
unconnected with the first kingdom in Babylon; or 
that of Sir Isaac Newton, who dates its origin so 
late as the year B. C. 770. ! 

Leaving our readers to decide this point. for them- 
selves, we proceed to the proper subject of this ar- 
ticle, namely, to give a short sketch of the second 
Babylonian empire, ami eI Belesis, or Nebo- 
polassar, upon the ruins of the Assyrian monarchy, 
about 606 years B. C. “ 

NEBOPOLASSAR, or, as he is also called, Nesu- 
CHADNEZZAR, continued in close alliance with Cyax- 
ares the Mede, by whose assistance he had acquired 
the sovereignty, and by whose friendship he became 
se powerful as to excite the apprehensions of the 
neighbouring princes. While he was employed in 
resisting the Scythians, who had made themselves 
masters of Upper Asia, Necho, king of Egypt, in- 
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BABYLON. 
yaded his dominions in the south, reduced the city 
Carehemish, or Circesium, and encouraged the Syri- 

ans in that quarter to revolt. Nebopolassar being 
now well advanced in sent his son Nebuchad- 
nezzar, whom he had associated with himself in the 
empire, to reduce those countries to their former sub- 
jection... The prince defeated the army of 
Necho near the tes, retook the city of Carehe- 
mish, and ¢ ‘the insurgents in Syria; entered 
Judea, and ssion of Jerusalem; restored 
Jehoiakim to his throne, but carried to Babylon great 
numbers of the principal Jews, with the treasures of 
the palace, and part of the sacred vessels in the tem- 
ple. In the mean time Nebopolassar died, and was 
‘succeeded by his son upon his return from his expe- 

\NesucHaApNEzZAR II., called also Lasynetus, 
occupied himself, during the first years of his reign, 
in leaie and embellishing his capital; and during 
this period occurred those events which are related 
in the book of Daniel, chap. ii. His tranquillity was 
interrupted by the revolt of Jehoiakim in Judea, who 
was scon reduced by the Babylonian generals ; but 
Jechonias his son, having also attempted to shake off 
the Assyrian yoke, Nebuchadnezzar went in person 
to the siege of Jerusalem; and having made himself 
master of the city, he carried to Babylon all its trea- 
sures and sacred utensils, leaving the government to 
Zedekiah the uncle of Jechonias. Recalled in a short 
time to Judea by the revolt of Zedekiah, he defeated 
the Egyptians, who had come to the assistance of the 
Jews, took Jerusalem by storm, after a os RR 
‘siege, gave it up to pillage and slaughter, put out 
the ones of the king, aod carried him away Saas: 
Upon his return to Babylon he erected a golden sta- 
tue in the plain of Dura, sixty cubits in height, and 
commanded all his subjects to worship it as a divinity. 
(Dan. chap. iii.) About three years after this event, 
he again led his forces against the western nations, 
made himself master of Tyre after a siege of 13 
years, overran the whole country of Egypt, returned 
to adorn his capital with the booty which he had 
acquired; and, havin suffered the punishment of his 
pride, as related in Daniel, chap. iv, he died in the 
44th year of his reign, , 

Evit-Meropacn, who succeeded his father Ne- 
buchadnezzar, is described as a weak and licentious 
rince, and was murdered by his own relatives, after 
ving reigned little more than two years. 
Nericuissar, the husband of Evil-Merodach’s 

sister, and one of the chief conspirators, reigned in © 
his stead. Immediately after his accession, he began 

ions for resisting the growing power 
of the and Persians. After spending three 
years in. forming alliances, and collecting troops, he 
marched to meet his opponents Cyaxares and Cyrus; 
-and, in a bloody engagement with the latter, was de- 

Laboroso- 
archod. 

feated and slain. 
Lasorosoarcuop, his son, succeeded to the 

throne, By his cruelty and oppression, he provoked 
‘several of his governors to raise the standard of re- 
bellion, and to call in the aid of Cyrus. Marching 
to suppress these commoticns, he was met by the 
Persian prince, defeated with great loss, and pursued 
to the very walls of his metropolis, After Cyrus 
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had retired with his army, the Babylonian monarch Babylonian 
indulged his vicious ae to such excess, that | E™pire- 
his own subjects, unable any longer to endure his 
tyrannical conduct, conspired against his life, and 
put him to death, in the ninth month of his reign. 
He was succeeded by 

Nasonaptus, who is called also LaApynerus, and Nabona- 
who is the same with BeLsHAzzAR mentioned in sa- dius. 
cred scripture. He was the son of Evil-Merodach, 
by his queen Nitocris ; and was the grandson of the 
great Nebuchadnezzar. His mother Nitocris, who 
was a woman of extraordinary talents, took upon 
herself the management of public affairs; and while 
her son was pursuing his pleasures, she made every 
exertion to preserve the tottering empire. She com- 
vis many of the works which Nebuchadnezzar 
ad begun; and, when Cyrus renewed his attacks 

upon the frontier towns, she employed the utmost 
activity in constructing new fortifications for the de- 
fence of the capital. Belshazzar at length, in the 
fifth year of his reign, repaired in person to the court 
of Croesus king of Lydia, carrying with him an im- 
mense treasure ; and with the aid of that prince, as 
well as by the influence of his wealth, framed a very 
loveable confederacy against Cyrus. Having hired 
a numerous army of Egyptians, Greeks, el other 
nations in Lesser Asia, he appointed Creesus to the 
command, and directed him to make an incursion into 
Media. These auxiliaries having been completely 
routed, Croesus taken and dethroned, and Cyrus 
again advancing to Babylon, Belshazzar attempted 
to make head against him in the field, but was soon 
put to flight, and closely blockaded in his capital. 
After a siege of two years, the city was taken, as has 
been related in the preceding veo 3 Belshazzar was 
slain in the assault upon his palace; and with him 
terminated the empire of the Babylonians, about 538 
years before Christ. See Rollin’s Anc. Hist. vol. ii. 
p- 34, &c. Prideaux’s Connections, vol. i. p. 51, &c. 
Anc. Univer. Hist. vol. iv. p. 394, &c. Gillies? 
Hist. of the World, vol i. p. 130, &c. (9) 
BABYLON, Counrry or, is generally called 

Babylonia, from the name of its first city Babel ; or 
Chaldea, from the name of its inhabitants, the Chal- 
deans or Chasdim. When Babylon, instead of Ni- 
neveh, was the seat of the supreme power, the words 
Babylonia and Chaldea were equivalent with Assyria, 
and comprehended two large tracts of territory on 
opposite sides of the Euphrates. . These were called 
in scripture, Aram beyond the river, and Aram on 
this side of the river. To the former, by way of 
distinction, the Greeks gave the name of Assyria, 
and to the latter that of Syria. The portion named 
Assyria, comprehended a space of 700 miles in 
length, between the rivers Euphrates. and Tigris, 
from the Armenian mountains, in which they rise, 
to the Persian gulph, into which they then flowed in 
separate channels. This was divided into three parts, 
Ist, Mesopotamia, an appellation, indeed, which, in 
its literal meaning, was applicable to the whole ex- 
tent, but which was limited to the northern region, 
where the rivers diverge in general a hundred, and in 
some places two hundred miles asunder, until, in 
their course towards the sea, they approach within 
20 miles of each other; in the vicinity of Bagdad; 
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Babylonia. 2d, Babylonia, extending from this narrow isthmus 
sv" about 300 miles towards the Persian gulph, and 

Climate 
and soil. 

Govern- 
ment and 
Jaws. 

never exceeding fourscore miles in its breadth be- 
tween the rivers; and, $d, The eastérn district, pro- 
perly named Atur, but frequently called Messené 
and Adiabené, lying beyond the Tigris, and reach- 
ing to the foot of the Carduchian hills. It is to the 
second of these that the present article refers, and it 
is called indiscriminately Babylonia or Chaldea ; but, 
in * Sie the latter name is used by saé¢red writers, 
and the former by profane. Sometimes, indeed, these 
appellations are appropriated severally to a particular 
district ; the former denoting the country more im- 
mediately in the neighbourhood of Babylon, and the 
latter that which stretches southward to the Persian 

lf. 
S The climate of this country is temperate and salu- 
brious, but at certain seasons the heat is so intense, 
that the inhabitants were accustomed to sleep with 
their bodies partly immersed in water ; and the eame 
practice, according to the testimony of modern tra- 
vellers, is continued to this day. It seldom rains 
th re above three or four times in the course of a 
year; and the lands were watered by means of ca- 
nals, trenches, and various sorts of engines, provided 
in great abundance for the purpose. ‘The soil’ na- 
turally rich, aud thus carefully supplied with mois- 
ture mn the driest seasons, surpassed even ‘that of 
Egypt in fertility; and is said to have generally 
yielded from 100 to 300 fold. Its vegetable pro- 
ductions grow to so extraordinary a size, that Hero- 
dotus seehitics giving a particular description of them, 
lest he should incur the charge of exaggeration ; but 
he mentions, as one instance, that the leaves of the 
wheat and barley were four fingers in breadth. It 
afforded every where a viscous dy easily formed by 
the furnace, or even by the sun, into the hardest 
bricks; and the naphtha or bitumen, which was ex- 
tremely abundant, furnished the firmest of all ce- 
ments. 

The goverhment of this country was of the most 
despotic description ; and the sovereignty was con- 
sidered as hereditary. Every thing depended upon 
the will of the prince; and, hence, the laws were un- 
defined, and the punishments arbitrary in the highest 
degree, (Dan. i. 10; ii. 5; ini. 19.) Three separate 
teBdhals, however, were appointed to administer jus- 
tice ; the first of which took cognisance of adultery, 
and similar offences; the seen of thefts; and the 
third of all other crimes. 
state seem to have been the captain of the guard, in 
whom the executive power resided; the prince of 
the eunuchs, who took charge of the education and 
subsistence of the youth of the palace; the prime 
minister or vizer, who was as the Mead of the police, 
and acted as chief justice “in the empire; and the 
master of the magi, whose business it was to inter- 
pret prognostications, and divine the events of futu- 
rity to the king. The inimediate household of the 
prince appears to have been extremely numerous ; 
and particular districts were appointed to supply the 
different articles of food which were’ requisite for the 
maintenance of the many thousands who daily fed at 
bis tables. 

The principal officers of . 

BABYLON. 
The religious system of the. Babylonians bore a 

near resemblance to that of the Egyptians; and has 
been very ingeniously ascribed to the following 
source. ‘The sudden inundations of the Euphrates 
and Tigris, like those of the Nile, ing, al- 
ternately; the most rapid beneficial, or destructive 
changes in the face of nature, attracted the attention, 
and alarmed the anxiety, of the uuenlightened people, 
who witnessed and experienced their momentous ef- 
fects. These important changes were observed to 
have an evident connection with the vicissitudes of 
the seasons, and the revolutions of the heavenly bo- 
diés ; and hence, these luminaries, whose influence 
was understood to be so powerful and extensive, 
were considered, at first, as the ministers or vice- 
gerents of the Supreme Being, were gradually wor- 
shipped as mediators or intercessors for man, and 
were at length exalted to the rank of separate, but 
subordinate divinities. The sacerdotal’ families, de- 
voted to the service of these deities, and thus/led by 
their office to be continually observing the motions 
of the celestial bodies, gradually acquired sucha de- 
gree of astronomical skill, as had the appearance of 
supernatural communications ; and gave them a com- 

" plete ascendency over the minds. of the’ multitude. 
This power they employed, as their fancy or interest 
suggested, in prescribing ah immense variety of ido- 
latrous: rites and modes of worship; the most re- 
markable of which was the adoration of fire, and the 
offering of human victims in sacrifice. (See SABIAN 
Worship.) These sacerdotal tribesy who have been 
called by way of distinction, Chaldeans or Chaldees, 
were the phiilosisibvers as well as the priests of ‘their 
country. They pretended to have derived theirlearning 
from the first instructor Oannes, whosprung from the 
primogenial egg; who was half man or god, aud half 
fish; who appeared in the Red Sea, and taught the 
knowledge of letters and civilization in’ al. This 
learning, as far as it went, they studied very minute- 
ly; and handed it down by tradition from father to 
son, with any little addition or improvement.» It 
consisted chiefly of some absurd opinions about the 
formation and shape of the earth, a few astronomical 
observations, aud a confused mass of astrological 
rules and prognostications of the weather: See 
CHALDEAN Ph ilosoph 
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As the priests “84 philosophers have been parti- Arts and 
cularly distinguished by the appellation Ch ns, 
the artists “and mechanics have been) denominated 
Babylonians. These appear to have made consi- 
derable attainments in geometry, architecture, me- 
tallurgy, and the ener ‘principles of mechanism ; 
but almost nothing is knowu of their poetry, paint- 
ing, stat y and musie. They excelled in the ma- 
nufacture of rich veils, embroideries, carpets, cloth 
of gold, and every species of dress or furniture; in 
linen, cotton, and woollen stuffs. ‘Their country af- 
forded the best materials for dyeing ; and ‘their pur- 
ple, like that of the Tyrians, formed a principal ar- 
ticle of traffic. So very precious and splendid, in- 
deed, were the vestments which they prepared, that 
Cato is said to have sold a Babylonian mantle, which 
had been left him as a legacy, but which he thought 
too rich for any one to wear; and that at Rome a 

manuface’ 
tures, 
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—“— sold for a sum equivalent to: £6500 sterling: 
If we consider the immense consumption made bi Wealth 

and com- the Babylonians of i commodities, whi 
merce.” were peodaelai only in countries very remote from 

~ their own, it may be fairly concluded, that their opu- 

lence must have “nit considerable, and. their 

commerce very extensive. Prodigious masses of gold 
were in the statues and other ornaments 
which their temples contained. Twenty-five tous of 
frankincense were annually consumed on the altar of 

itér alondy). The » an in general delighted in 
e liberal use of mes ; and every Babylonian is 

said to have worn an engraved onyx, sapphire, or 
as his signet. Such an abundance of these 

commodities co 

communication with distant countries. They were 
supplied with those articles from northern India; 
and from the: same country they brought, in great 
numbers; a particular species of hound, a mongrel 
brood of the:dog and tyger, of remarkable size and 
strength, which was highly esteemed by the Baby- 
lonian princes and nobles in their favourite amuse- 
ment the chase. These animals were so essential to 
royal magnificence, that whole districts were exempt- 
ed, from every other tribute, except the burden of 
defraying their maintenance ; and even; in later times, 
they se¢ém to have been equally indispensable to the 
sovereigns of the East, when the Sultan Bajazet had 
among the servants of his household 12,000 keepers 
of dogs. The Babylonian caravans carried on a very 
extensive traffic also with the countries in the West, 
penetrating through the Syrian desert to the Pheni- 
cian traders cnet Mediterranean ; and proceedin 

what was called the royal road, through the nort 
Asia Minor to. the eastern borders of Europe. 

Their maritime commerce, likewise, was very consi- 
derable ; and they are characterised by the Hebrew 
— asa people, ‘* whose cry is in the ships,’ 
hey had much i navigation’ by means of their 

numerous canals and rivers. The Tigris, on account 
of its rapidity, was navigable only about 100 miles 
north of Babylon; but they often sailed 300 miles 
up the Euphrates to the city of Thapsacus, from 
which they distributed their spices and perfumes, by 
land-carriage, to the neighbouring districts. In this 
inland communication, by means of water, the Ar- 
menian traders used small vessels of a very peculiar 

ruction. They were little better than large bas- 
of willow branches covered with hides, of a round 

form, aud guided by two oars or-paddies. ‘They were 
chiefly loaded ‘with palm. wine; aud some of them 
were about 12 tons burden.» They had frequently 
asses on board; and, having disposed of their cargo at 
Babylon, ithey sold the wooden frame of their boats, 
loaded these animals with the skins, and returned by 
land to Armenia. , Their largest ships were employ- 
ed, and their ‘commetce carried on, by their 
maritime colony at Gerra, which was situated about 
200 miles from the mouth of the Euphrates; and 
whose merchants were the most wealthy and enter- 

ising of all. They maintained an intercourse with 
the Phsniin factories on the Persian gulf, and 
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Babylonia. set of Babylonian hangings for one apartment was 

have been procured only by the . 
‘exchange of valuable merchandize, and by a regular 
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the Red Sea. Thus they had access to the treasures 
of Sofala or Ophir; and supplied the city of Baby- 
lon with the principal part of its spices, perfumes, 
gems, ebony, ivory, and gold. 

One of the most remarkable customs of the Baby- 
lonians was the manner in which they disposed of 
their young women in marriage. They were all 
brought into the public market.place, where the 
most beautiful were sold to the highest bidder; and, 
from the money thus procured, portions were assign- 
ed.to be given aloug with those who were deficient 
in personal attractions. One of theit most abomina- 
ble regulations was that which required every female 
to suffer prostitution once in her life in the temple of 
Venus. And one of their most useful practices was 
that by which they endeavoured to supply the want 
of professional physicians. ‘The sick were brought 
out tothe public places of resort ; and all passengers, 
of whatever rank, as well as all strangers, of what- 
ever country, were considered as bound in humanity 
to inquire into the nature of their diseases, and to 
suggest such remedies as they might have known to 
be useful in similar cases. The Babylonians were 
very temperate in their diet, and, like the Hindoos, 
lived chiefly upon grain; but in their dress and 
household accommodations, they were very effeminate 
and extravagant. Their inner garment was of fine 
linen, descending to their feet; above this, they 
wore a woollen tunic; and over the whole, was 
thrown a short white cloak to repel the rays of the 
sun. Their heads were covered by linen mitres or 
turbans, plaited with much art ; their feet were pro- 
tected by light slippers; their bodies sprinkled with 
perfumes ; and in their hand they generally carried a 
staff or. cane, shaped at the top into the form of an 
apple, flower, bird, or some other characteristic em- 
blem. heir habitations were adorned in a manner 
equally superb; their floors glowed with carpets of 
the most brilliant colours; pe their walls were hung 
with the most beautiful tissues, named Sindonés. They 
are represented, however, as very degraded in their 
intellectual and moral character; as credulous and 
superstitious ; debauched and voluptuous in the high- 
est degree ; and, to the general prevalence of these: 
luxurious and licentious habits, is unquestionably to 
be attributed the easy overthrow of such a powerful 
monarchy, and the immediate subjugation of such a 
populous empire. See Anc, Univ. Hist. vol. iv. p. 
$32, &c. Guillies’s Hist. of World, vol. i. p. 60, 72; 
168, 195. (4 
BABYROUSSA, or Baxirovssa. 

MamMaA.ia. 
' BACCHANALIA, Onréta, or Dionysra, the 
sacred rites of Bacchus were celebrated every third 
year; hence called T'rieterica, in the night, chiefly on 
Cithzron, and Ismeus, in.Boeotia ; and on Isgnarus, 
Rhodope, and Edon, in Thrace. 

In these rites, it was common for the votaries to 
put on fawn skins, fine linen, and mitres ; to carry 
ehyrels drums, pipes, and rattles ; arid to crown them- 

ves with garlands of vine, ivy, &c. Some imitated 
Pan, Silenus, and the Satyrs; and this motley and 
frantic multitude ran about the hills and deserts, toss- 
ing their heads, and fillingthe air with hideous yells, ex- 

See Sus 

Ethiopian mines in the neighbourhood of claiming continually, « Evoe, Sabae, Attes Hues,’ &e. 
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The rites of Bacchus were celebrated at Athens 
in the following manner: The Bacchanals were fol- 
lowed by certain persons. carrying vessels, the first 
of which was filled with water ; after these came a 
select number of honourable virgins, carrying little 
baskets of gold, filled with all sorts of fruit. In 
these consisted the most mysterious part of the so- 
lemnity ; and to make the ceremony more horrible, 
serpents were introduced among the fruit, which 
were continually crawling out and terrifying the 
spectators. Next came the Phallophori, carryin 
mee Phallus, which was a representation of the male 
genitals, and singing obscene songs. There were 
also persons employed to carry the Fan, which was 
essential in-these ceremonies, called by Virgil Mystz- 
ca vannus Iacchi. 

These festivals were distinguished by every kind 
of extravagance, lewdness, and enormity. Julius Fir- 
micus informs us, that one part of the ceremony con- 
sisted in tearing, with their teeth, and devouring the 
flesh of a bull, whilst the animal was yet alive ; Vevum 
laniant dentibus taurum. This was called omopha- 
ia. But this was not the worst; for we learn from 
orphyry;, that, in the islands of Chios and Tenedos, 

the votaries of Bacchus sacrificed to him, aySeamov 
Diacwwvesc, by tearing a man limb from limb. _ From 
this we may observe, that the story of Pentheus 
being torn to pieces by the Bacchanals, if not a rea- 
lity, is at least a fable founded on facts. 

It is impossible to ascertain the origin or meaning 
of these horrid and unnatural rites. Perhaps, like 
the worship of Bacchus, they may be traced to In- 
dia, (See Baccuus;) but this would throw but lit- 
tle light upon the subject. Mr Faber has proposed 
an explanation, which, we fear, will scarcely prove 
satisfactory to our readers. He supposes, that the 
Bacchanalia were intended, originally, as a scenical re- 
presentation of the fall of our first parents. ‘* As the 
woman first plucked the apples, and afterwards car- 
ried them to her husband, when this subject came to 
be mythologically represented, the fruit, which con- 
stituted the most mysterious part of the Dionysia, 
was naturally placed in the hands of females, and by 
them alone borne in the sacred procession, For simi- 
lar reasons, the serpent, which took his station near 
the forbidden tree, and there tempted the woman to 
transgress the prohibition of God, was, in the mystic 
rites of Dionysus, closely connected with the fits 
and carried along with it in the same golden baskets, 
And in the term Evoe, which resounded from every 
mouth during the continuance of the festival, we 
may trace a manifest allusion to the name of our un- 
happy parent, through whose frailty sin and death 
entered into the world, and disturbed the original 
harmony of universal nature.’? Whatever our read- 
ers may think of this explanation, it is by no means 
new. It is adopted both by Epiphanius {some il. 
1. 3.) and by Clemens Alexandrinus (Cohortatio, 
p-1l.). They seem to rest their opinion chiefly on 
the exclamation Evoe, which, Clemens says, means, 
Evay sxsivnv, Os yy n waavn maennoasdnct, that Eve by 
whom sin was introduced. 

To us it appears, that the exclamation, Evoe, Sa- 
bae, Attes Hues, which was utterly unintelligible 
to the Greeks, is evidently corrupted Hebrew, and 
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that it was originally a title of the true God. It 
may very easily be restored to Jeve Sabaoth Atta 
Hue, i.e. O Lord of Hosts, thou art God. See Park- 
hurst’s Lex. on the words RV and NOY. For che 
Bacchanalian rites, see Potter’s Antig. of Greece, 
vol. i. Bryant’s Mythology, vol. ii. Faber’s Hore 
Mosaice, vol. i. (g Ve 
BACCHARIS, a genus of plants of the class 

Syngenesia, and order Polygamia Superflua. See 
Borany. (w 
BACCHUS, the god of wine, the son of J upiter 

and Semele. He is represented as always young, 
crowned with ivy or vine leaves, and sometimes 
with horns, hence called Corniger, holding in his 
hand a thyrsus, or spear bound with ivy : his chariot 
was drawn by tygers, lions, or lynxes, attended by 
Silenus, his preceptor, bacchanals, and satyrs, Bac- 
chus is equally celebrated in Greece, Egypt, and In- 
dia ; and each of these countries claims the honour of 
having given him birth, _He was a very important 
personage in ancient mythology, and is represented 
as the great promoter of civilization over the world. 
He is said to have settled men in society, and to 
have taught them agriculture, commerce, and navi- 
gation ; hence he is reckoned the same as the Egyp- 
tian Osiris.. The muses have also been indirectly in- 
debted to him ; for it is said, that the first attempts 
at tragedy were made at the annual festivals in ho- 
nour of Bacchus, (Hor. De Arte Poet. 220.) «And 
many seem to have thought, that his influence was not 
less necessary than that of Apollo, to give birth te 
poetic inspiration : 

Ennius ipse pater nunquam nisi potus ad arma 
Prosiluit dicenda. : 

Numberless conjectures have been offered to ex- 
plain the fabulous history of Bacchus. Some sup- 
yore him to have been Moses ; Bochart imagines that 
e was Nimrod, and that his name is properly Bar- 

Chus, the son of Chus ; Mr Bryant contends that he 
was Noah; and Sir William Jones, with still greater 
probability, as we shall afterwards see, supposes him 
to have been Ramah, the son of Chus, or Cush; 
and suggests, that his. name may be derived from 
Bagis, one of the names of Siva, 

One of the most celebrated of the exploits of 
Bacchus was his conquest of India: this cireumstance 
would naturally lead us to look to that quarter of 
the world for some illustration of his history. Ac- 
cordingly we learn from Arrian, ster Ind. p. 318, 
$21.) that the worship of Bacchus, or Dionysus, 
was common in India, and that his votaries observed 
a number of rites similar to those of Greece: such as 
crowning themselves with ivy; wearing the nebris, 
or spotted skins, like the Bacchanalians in the west 3 
and using cymbals and tabours in ‘their religious ce- 
remonies. On this account, when Alexander enter- 
ed India, the natives considered the Greeks as be- 
longing to the same family with themselves; and, 
when the people of Nysa sent the principal person of 
their city, to solicit their freedom of the Grecian 
conqueror, they conjured him by the well-known 
name of Dionysus, as the most effectual means of 
obtaining their purpose. “* O king, the Nysseans 
entreat thee to allow them to enjoy their liberties and 

Baccharis, 
Bacchus. 
—V—o 
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Iam confident, that an accurate comparison of thetwo Bachelor. 
poems would prove Dionysus and Rama to have been. ——v—~ 
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Bacchus. their Jaws, out of respect to Dionysus.” Arrian. 

= iow . Alex. 1. ve p. 1965> 
4 

ut Sir William Jones, in his dissertation on the 
gods of G , Italy, and India, has shewn, beyond 

the possibility of a doubt, that the worship of Bac- 
chus was not only common in India, in the time of 

Alexander, but actually is so at the present day ; 

and has demonstrated, that the Greeks must either 

have derived it from that country, or at least from 
some common source. As his. observations on this 
subject are both curious and interesting, we shall 
give them in his own words : 
» © Two incarnate deities of the first rank, Rama 
and Crishna, must now be introduced. The first of 
them, I believe, was the Dionysus, or Bacchus, of 
the Greeks, whom they named Bromius, without 
knowing why ; and Bugenes, when they represented 
him horned ; as well as Lyaios, and Eleutherios, the 
Deliverer; and Triambos, or Dithyrambos,the Trium- 
phant. Most of these titles were adopted by the Ro- 
mans, by whom he was called Bruma, Tauriformis, 
Liber, Triumphus : and both nations had records, or 
traditionary accounts, of his giving laws to men, and 
deciding their contests ; of his improving navigation 
and commerce ; and, what may appear yet more ob- 
servable, of his conquering India, and other countries, 
with an army of satyrs, commanded by no less a 
personage than Pan. It were superfluous, ina mere 
essay, to run any Ht Se in the parallel between this 
E god and the sovereign of Ayodhya, whom 
shesblaaldse believe to have been an appearance on 
earth of the Preserving Power ; to have been a con- 
queror of the highest renown, and to have command- 
ed in chief a numerous and intrepid race of those 

monkeys which our naturalists have denomina- 
Indian satyrs. His general, the prince of sa- 

tyrs, was named Hanumat: and with workmen of 
such agility, he soon raised a bridge of*rocks over 
the sea, part of which, say the Hindoos, yet remains; 
and it is: probably the series of rocks to which the 
Mussulmans and Portuguese have given the foolish 
name of Adam’s (it should be called Rama’s) Bridge. 
Might not this army of ‘satyrs have been only a race 
of mountaineers, whom Rama, if such a monarch ever 
existed, had civilized? However that may be, the 
large breed of Indian apes is at this moment held in 
high veneration by the Hindoos, and fed with devo- 
tion by the Bramins, who seem, in two or three 

on the banks of the Ganges, to have a regular 
endowment for the support of them: they live in 
tribes of 300 or 400; they are wonderfully gentle, 
I ) as an eye witness, ) and appear to have some 
or eer and subordination:in their little sylvan 

the same person: and [I incline to think that he was 
Rama the son of Cush, who mo have established 
the first regular government in this part of Asia. I 
had almost forgotten, that Meros is said by the 
Greeks to have been a mountain of India, on which 
their Dionysus was born, and that Merw is also a 
mountain near the city of Naishada, or Nysa, called 
by the Grecian geographers Dionysopolis, and uni- 
yersally celebrated in the Sanscrit poems.” 

These extracts throw great light on Grecian my- 
thology. They prove clearly that the Greeks de- 
rived the history of their Dionysus from India: they 
seem to account for the veneration paid to fauns and 
satyrs; and the mountain Meru, near Nysa, seems to 
have given rise to the ridiculous story of Bacchus 
being sewed into the thigh, (wengos, meros) of Jupi- 
ter. The difficulty, however, is only removed one: 
step farther back; for the Indian fables respecting 
Rama are still involved in impenetrable darkness, 
Perhaps, however, some farther light may yet be 
thrown on this subject from the stores of oriental li- 
terature. See Bryant’s Mythology, vol. iv. 250, 
273; v.94; vi. 141. Asiatic Researches, vol. i. (2°) 
BACHELOR, or Barcuetor, (in the Latin of 

the middle age, Baccalaureus,) a term which, in its 
various applications, seems to have been appropriated 
to those who were in the first stage of advancement 
towards some particular honour. 

In the ages of chivalry and of feudal government, 
those knights were styled bachelors, whose possessions 
were too small to entitle them to have their own 
banner displayed in battle; or who, being yet under 
age, were obliged to march under another’s standard, 
though rich and powerful enough themselves to rank 
in the order of bannerets. Camden describes bachelors 
as persons superior to esquires or gentlemen, but in- 
ferior in age and standing to knights. Others main- 
tain, that this was the common appellation of persons 
in all degrees between gentlemen and barons; an 
opinion which seems to be supported by a clause in 
an ancient statute-book, in which it is enacted, that 
« when the admiral rideth to assemble a shippe of 
war, or other, for the business and affairs of the 
realm, if he be a bachelor he shall take for his day- 
wages four shillings sterling; if he be an earl or 
baron, he shall take wages after his estate and de- 

2. 

The title of bachelor was likewise given to the 
young cavalier, who had received the military girdle, 
in consequence of finishing his first campaign; and 
te him who, in his first tournament, was so fortunate 

polity. We must not omit, that the father of Ha- as to triumph over his antagonist. (« 
numat was the god of wind, named Pavan, one of BACHELORS, Kyicuts, in Heraldry, See 
the eight genii; and as Pan improved the pipe, b 
adding six reeds, so one of the four Witems of ree 
dian music bears the name of Hanumat, as its inven- 
tor, and is now in general estimation.” 

Sir William afterwards observes, “ the first poet 
of the Hindoos was the great Valmic; and his. Ra- 
mayan is an epic poem on the subject of Rama, 
which, in unity of- action, magnificence of imagery, 
andelegance of style, far surpasses the learned and 
elaborate work of Nonnus, entitled Dionysiaca: and 

Kyicuts Bachelors. 
BACHELOR, in colleges, is the title by which 

those are distinguished who have obtained the dacca 
laureate, the first lite degree, Before the degree 
of bachelor of arts swine 6 SBeatied at Oxford, it is 
necessary to have studied there four years; three 
years more to become master of arts; and seven more 
to commence bachelor of divinity. At Cambridge, 
the student must have been admitted near four years 
before he can take the degree of bachelor of arts; 
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degree of bachelor of law may be obtained after the 
candidate has spent six years in that study. 

At Paris, before a person is enabled to pass 
bachelor in theology, he must have attended for two 
years to the study of philosophy, and for three years 
to that of theology, and have held two acts of exa- 
mination in the Sorbonne. In: the canon law none 
can be admitted bachelor till he has employed two 
years in the study of that science, and sustained an exa- 
mination according to the prescribed forms; and to 
become bachelor of physic, it is necessary to have 
been four years master of arts, and afterwards to have 
studied medicine for two years: the student is then 
invested with the fur, as a preliminary step to his 
license. Previous to the foundation of divinity pro- 
fessorships in the university of Paris, those who had 

' studied divinity six years were admitted to enter upon 
their course, and were called baccalarii cursores. 
There were two courses, in the first of which they 
were engaged, during three successive years, in ex- 
laining the Bible, whence they were denominated 
ccalarit biblict; in the second, they were employed 

for one year in explaining the matter of the sentences ; 
they were then called baccalarii sententiarii s when 
they had completed both courses, they were styled 
baccalarii formati, formed bachelors. ‘The title of 
Sormed bachelor is now given to one who has regu- 
larly obtained his degree, after going trate the 
course of study and exercises required by the sta- 
tutes; in contradistinction to the current bachelor, 
who is admitted through special favour. 

The etymology of the word dachelor has been 
much controverted. It is even extremely uncertain 
whether it was first employed as a term of military 
or of literary honour. Among those who suppose 
it to have been originally a military term, we may 
mention Cujas, Ducange, Caseneuve, and Altaferra. 
Cujas derives the word from buccellarius, a kind of 
cavalry once held in great esteem: Ducange main- 
tains that it comes from baccalaria, a kind of fees or 
farms, consisting of several pieces of ground of about 
twelve acres each, or as much as two oxen could 
plough; the possessors of which baccalaria were 
called bachelors : Caseneuve and Altaferra deduce it 
from baculus, or bacillus, a staff, because the young 
cavaliers exercised themselves in fighting with staves. 
‘Martinus, however, with perhaps more probability, 
maintains, that this word was, in its primitive enphe 
cation, restricted to those poets who, according to 
the custom of Italy, were crowned with laurels, and 
were thence called daccalaurei, or bachelors. (~) 
BACHELORS, in the livery companies of Lon- 

don, are those who, though members of the com- 
pany, are not yet admitted to the livery. These 
companies generally consist of a master, two war- 
dens, the livery, and the bachelors, who are yet only 
expectants of preferment in their company. () 
BACHELORS, in the six companies of mer- 

chants in Paris, are those elders, who, having served 
the offices, are entitled to assist thewmasters and war- 
dens in some of their duties, particularly in judging 
of the chef d’cewores of those who stand candidates 
for the honour of masters. 
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Bachelors. three years more before he can be made master; and 
=v seven more to become bachelor of divinity., The 
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BACHELOR, in its most general acceptation 

is applied to a man, who remains in a state of ce- 
baeys Water 
Abbsast all nations have regarded bachelors as a 

set of delinquents, who withhold from the state an 
important part of its due advantages, and who are 
therefore fai 
one of the 613 precepts of the Rabbins, that all per- 
sons (with very few exceptions) are bound to marry 
at the age of twenty; and it is a maxim frequent 
among t 

counted a homicide. 
Among the Lacedemonians, bachelors were brand- 

ed with infamy, excluded from all civil and military 
offices, and even debarred from the public spectacles 
and amusements. They were obliged to appear at 
certain festivals, to be led naked round the market- 
place, and thus exposed to the public derision. These 
insults were sometimes accompanied with blows and. 
scourging; and, to complete the affront, they were 
forced to sing certain songs composed for their own 
disgrace. Among the Romans, too, celibacy, though 
frequent, was always tly discouraged. Fines. 
were often imposed by the censors on old bachelors; 
and Dionysius of Halicarnassus mentions an old sta- 
tute, by which all persons were commanded tom 
as soon as they reached the age of maturity. 
direct law against celibacy was proposed, at the de- 
sire of Augustus, by the consuls Papius and Pop- 
pzus, from whom it received the name of Lex Papi 
Poppa. This law, the immediate desi 
was to repair the desolation occasioned by the civil 
wars, met with great opposition from the nobility. 
It provided, that whoever in the city should have 
three children, in other parts of Italy four, and in 
the provinces five, should be entitled to certain pri- 
vileges and'immunities; and that they who lived in 
celibacy should be incapable of succeeding to an in- 
heritance, except of their nearest relations, unless 
they married within 100-days after the deed of the 
testator. of 

In this country taxes have occasionally been levied 
on bachelors; and at present, by statute 25 Geo. III. 
cap. 43, the taxes imposed on the public in ral 
are, in some cases, increased with regard to bachelors, 
particularly the duty on servants. -(#) =. 
BACK-GAMMON, the name of a popular and 

interesting game, played by two persons, with a box 
and dice, upon a table divided into two parts, upon 
which there are 12 black and 12:white points. Each 
adve: has 15 men, black and white, to distinguish 
them, which are arranged thus: Supposing you play 
into the right-hand table, two, upon the ace-point in 
your adyersary’s table, five upon the six-point in the 
opposite table, three upon the cinque point in the 
hielehoet table, and five on the six-point in your 
own table; the grand object is to bring the men 
round into your own table ; all throws. that contri- 
bute towards it, and prevent your adversary doing 
the same, are advantageous, and vice versa. The 
first best throw upon the dice is esteemed aces, as it 
stops the six-point in the outer table, and secures the 
cinque in your own, in consequence of which your 
adversary’s two men upon your ace-point cannot get 

Back gam- 
mon. 

ly liable to peculiar penalties: It is) 

se casuists, that he who does not endea-_ 
vour to leave children behind him ought to be ac- 

of which 

Bachelor, 

rer 

—— 



= v—— given between players. 

It is necessar learner to know. how many 

points he has the chance of throwing upon the two 
dice, one throw with another. ¥ 

‘There are-36.chances upon two dice. 

nt renin $7 nehaenes. Throws. Chances, 
FS We eee : 

LCESns eee & 5 and 4twice.. . 18 

Teena 5and3 do... . 16 
Trois... +12.) 5and2 do... It 
Fours... -,- 16 Sandl do... 12 

Fives. 2«...20,| 4and3 do... 14 
2 Sixesv. «10 0 24 4and2 do... 12 

Gand Stwice...22 | #and1l do... 10 

Gand4 do... 20 38and2 do... . 10 

Gand3 do... 18 Zand 1 do... ..8 

6and2 do... 16 Qandl1 dow... 6 

andi do....14 ’ ~ 

— : » Points. 

Divided by 36)294(8 

| 6 

divided by 36, shews, that one throw with an- 

i you may expéct 8 upon two dice. 
“? 

‘The chances upon two dice are as follow : 

“Phrows. Chances. | Throws. Chances. 

OSixes Dp Band 4 twice 2. . 2 
OHives S24 Sand3 dow... 2 
wroue sO. St Sand2 do ...2 
@Tros |. .0 1 | *6and I) do. 2... 2 
2Deuces......1 4and 3 do ...2 
a Ne he er id | 4and2 do. »..2 
Gand Stwice ...2 | *hand1 do ...2 
Gand4 do. 2... 2 Sand S dor’ oe F"2 
Gand $ “do... 92°) *3and1 do ...2 
@and2° do ...2 |*2and1 do ...2 

@G andl do, ...2 p99 
36 

Bo find out-by this table what are the odds of be- 
io hit wpon a certain, oF flat die, (the ace for ex- 

pa ica irk in the table, where it-is thus * marked. 

Throws. ‘Chances. | Throws. Chances. 

meQ Aces... 2.64 *3 and 1 twice... 2 
‘6 and 1 twice. ..2' | *4and1 do... 2 
“oun do 6 2 *2and1 do... 2 

ves 
PET Poradky Use. 6 
0 Which subtracted from . . 36 

rian, tt 
—_ 

i a The wemainder is... . . 25 
err 

Hence it appears, 'that itis 25-to 11 against hit- 
ting an ace, upon @ certain, or flat die. ‘I'he same 
method may be taken-with any other flat die, as with 

ihe adds of ent a are the ‘entering aman upon 1, 2, 3: tyor 5 points? Sremaring ef in lid 

“VOLLUL. PART F 

e t our readers: 
patis oe Sena 

BACK-GAMMON. Wit 
Answey. Reduced. Back- 

For. Against. For. Against, Gammon. 
32 cupon 1 point is 1l to 255 . — 4 to 9 5 NE et 
& | upon 2 points is 20 to 16, =} 5 to 4 
& ~upon 3 pointsis27to IF 24 3 tol 
© | upon 4 points is $2to 4). { 8 tol 
& “upon 5 points is 35 to I~ ° “35 tol 

What are the odds of hitting, with any chance, 7% 
the reach of a single die? st 

Answer. Reduced. 
For. Against. For. Against: 

upon 1 is 11 to 25 4 to9 
2 | upon Zis 12 to 24] > 11 tod 
2°} upon 8 is 14 to 22 & Beta Si 
£ upon 4is 15 to 21] &|5 to7 

upon 5is 15 to 21| 6 | 5 to7 
upon 6 is 17 to 19 8E to 9F . 

What are the odds of hitting with double dice? 
Answer. Reduced. 

For. Against. For. Against. 
[ upon 7 is 6 to 30 Ito 5 

» }upon 8 is 6 to 80) | 1 to 5 
i jupon 9 is 5 to Sls j1 to 6 
° } upon 10 is 8 to 33; &]1 to Il 
= Big tenis 2 to 84} 5 |1 to 17 
upon 12(orYZsixes)1 to 36 1 to 35 

To explain farther how to use the table of 36 
chances, to find the odds of ‘being hit upon any’cer- . 
tain or flat die. [his second example shews how to 
discover by that the odds of being hit upon a 6. 

D Sixe8 oe 0:2 heb) O,AUd SEWICE 9 2.5 
2 Trois..++.« «++ 1)6and2twice .. 
2 Deuces. ..:..-1)|Gand1ltwice ... 
6.and 5twice ...2|5anid1twice... 
6 and 4 tavice ... . 2) 4and 2 twice... bo to wht 

17 
Which subtracted from . . 36 

' The remainderis .....-19 
That is, 19 to 17 against being hit upon a 6. 

» The odds of 2 love are about 5 to 2. 
andofs. s!2-tol wis..ea2itod’s 
andof...llove’... is 3to2 

1. If you play three up, your principal object in 
the first place, is, either to secure your own or your 
adversary’s cinque point ; when ,that is effected you 
may play a bold game, and éndeavour to gammon 
the adversary. 

2. The next best point (after you have gained your 
cinque-point ) is to make your bar-point, thercby pre- 
porto «tng adversary from ranuing away with2 sixes. 

3. After you have proceeded thus far, prefer ma- 
king the quatre-point in -your own tables, rather than 
the quatre-point out of them. 

4, Having gained these points, you have a good 
chance to gammon your adversary, if he is very 
mueh advanced; For, suppose his tables are broken 
at home, it will then be your interest to open your 
bar-point to oblige him to come out of your tables 
with a six ; pet having your men spread, you not 

Z 
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only may catch that man which your adversary 
brings out of your tables, but will also have a proba- 
bility of taking up the man left in your tables, (upon 
the supposition that he had two men there.) ‘And 
if he should have a blot at home, it will then be your 
interest not to make up your tables ; because, if. he 
should enter upon a blot, which you are to make for 
the purpose, you will have a probability of getting a 
third man ; which, if accomplished, will give you at 
least four to one of the mon; whereas, if you 
have only two of his men up, the chance is, that you 
do not gammon him. 

5. If you play for a hit only, one or two of your 
advereary’s men taken up makes it surer than a great- 
er number, provided your tables are made up. 

6. Directions how to carry your men home.—-When 
you carry your men home, in order to lose no point, 
you are to carry the most distant man to your ad- 
versary’s bar-point, that being the first stage you are 
to place it on; the next stage is 6 points ie wid 
viz. in the place where your adversary’s five men are 
first placed out of his tables; the next stage is upon 
the sixth point in your tables. This method is to 
be pursued till your men are brought home, except 
2, when, by losing a point, you may often save your 
gammon, by putting it in the power of 2 fives or 
2 fours to save it. 

7. If you play to win a hit only, endeavour to 
gain. either your own or your adversary’s cinque- 
point ;. if that fails by you being hit, and he is for- 
warder than you, then you must throw more men 
into his tables, thus: Put a man upon your cinque or 
bar-point, and if your adversary neglects to hit it, 
you may then gain a forward, instead of a back- 
game; but if he hits you, you must play for a back- 
game, and then the greater number of men which are 
taken up makes your game the better, because you 
by that means preserve your game at home; and you 
must then always endeavour to gain both your ad- 
versary’s ace and trois-points, or his ace and deuce- 
points, and take care to keep three men upon his 
ace-point, that if you chance to hit him from thence, 
that may remain still secure to you. 

8. At the beginning of a set do not play fora 
back-game, because you would thus play to a great 
disadvantage, running the risque of, a gammon to 
win a single hit. 

Directions for playing at the commencement of the 
game, the 36 chances of the dice, either for a gam- 
mon or a single hit. 

1.. Two aces, to be played on your cinque-point 
and bar-point, for either gammon or hit. 

2. Two sixes to. be played on your adversary’s 
bar-point, and on your own bar-point, for a gammon, 
or hit. - 

8. * Two trois, two to be played on your cinque- 
point, and the other two on pan trois-point in your 
own tables, for a gammon only. 

4. + Two deuces, to be played on your quatre, 
int in_your own tables, and two to.be brought over 
a the five men placed in your.adversary’s tables, 
for a gammon only. 

5. FTW fours, to be brought oyer from the five 
men placed in your adversary’s tables, and to be put 
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upon the cinque-poiat in your own tables, for a gam- 
mon only, ee eey 

6. Two fives to be brought over from the five 
men placed in your adversary’s tables, and to be put 
upon the trois-point in your own tables, fora gam-~ 
mon, or hit. (Hips al 

7. Six ace, you are to take your bar-point, for 
gammon, or hit. aie 

8. Six deuce, a man to be brought from the five 
placed in your adyersary’s tables, and to be placed 

hit. 
9, Six and three, a man to be brought from your 

adversary’s ace-point, as far as he will go, for a gam- 
mon, or hit. bes a 

10. Six and four, a man to be brought from your 
adversary’s ace-point, as far as he sill go, for a gam+ 
mon, or hit. ‘ean 4 

11. Six and five, aman to be.carried from your 
adversary’s ace-point, as far as he can go, for a gam- 
mon, or hit. : : as 

12. Cinque and quatre, a man.to be carried from 
your adversary’s ace-point, as far as he can go, for a 
gammon, or hit. 

13. Cinque-trois, make the trois-point in your ta- 
bles, for a gammon, or hit. : 

14. Cinque-deuce, play two men from the five 
pied in your adversary’s tables, for a gammon, or 

it. 
15. *Cinque-ace, bring one man from the five 

Gammon 

on the cinque-point in your own, for a gammon, or 

placed in your adversary’s tables for the cinque, and - 
play one down on the cinque-point in your own tables 
or the ace, fora gammononly, 

16. Quatre-trois, bring two men from the five 
ples in your adversary’s tables, for a gammon, ax 

it. yl 

17. Quatre-deuce, make the quatre-point in your - 
own tables, for a,gammon, or, hit. 

18. + npre-tee Day a man from the five placed 
in your adversary’s tables for the quatre, and for the 
ace play a man down upon the cinque-point. in your 
own tables, for a gammon only. ‘s 

19. Trois-deuce, bring two men from the five 
placed in your adversary tables, for a gammon only. _ 

20.. 'Trois-ace, make the cinque-point. in your.own 
tables, for a gammon, or hit. _ ‘umd siolrel 

21. * Deuce-ace, play.one man fromthe fire places 
in your adversary’s tables for the deuce; and for the 
ace, play a man down upon the cinque-point in your 
own tables, for a gammon only. _ 

Directions how to play the chances that are marked 
. thus (*) for a hit only. 

1. * Two trois, play two of them on the cinque- 
point in your own, and with the other two take th 
quatre-point in your adversary’s tables. ' : 

2. + Two deuces, play two of them on Men 
point in your own, and with the other two the 
trois-point in your adversary’s tables. , des 

By playing the two foregoing cases as directed, 
you avoid being. shut up in your,adversary’s tables, 
and have the chance of throwing high doublets, to 
win the hit., 4 

§. * Two fours, two of them are to take your.ad- 
versary’s cinque-point in his tables,;. and for the other, 
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Back twovbring two men from the five placed’in your ad- 

Gammon. versary’s tables. : eu 

——— § 4, #1. Cinque-ace, play the cinque from the five 

men placedin your adversary’s tables, and the ace 
from your pe. Retene ain -point. — 

5. *2. Quatre-ace, play the quatre from the five 
men placed in yotir *s tables, and the ace 
from those on your adversary’s ace-point. 

6. *3. Deuce-ace, play the deuce from the five 
men placed in your adversary’s tables, and the ace 
er et ace-point. ; 
__N.B. The three last chances are to be played in 
this manner, because, by laying an ace down in your 
-adversary’s tables, you have a probability of throw- 
ing deuce-ace, trois-deuce, quatre-trois, or six-cinque, 
in two or three throws; in any of which cases you 
are to make. a point, which gives you the better of 

the hit; and observe by the directions already given, 

that you are to play nine chances out of the thirty- 
six in a different manner, for a single hit, ta what 
you would do when playing for a gammon. 

General Observations. 

1. By the directions given to play for a gammon, 
‘ou are voluntarily to make some blots; the odds 

hei in your favour that they are not hit; but 
should that so happen, in such case, you will have 
three men in your adversary’s tables ; you must then 
endeavour to secure your adversary’s cinque, quatre, 
or trois-point, to prevent a gammon, and must be 
very cautious how you suffer him to take up a fourth 
man. 

2. Take care not to crowd your game, that is, 
_putting many men either upon your trois or deuce- 
point in your own tables; which is, in effect, losing 
those men by not having them in play. Besides, by 

' ing your game, you are often gammoned ; as 
_ when your adversary finds your game open, by being 

_ ero in your own tables, he may then play as he 
thinks fit. 

8. By referring to the calculations, you may know 
the odds of entering a single man upon any certain 
number of points, and play your game accordingly. 

4. If you are obliged to leave a blot, by having 
~ recourse to the seg Ca for hitting it, you will 
_find the chances for and against you. 

_ 5. You will also find odds for and against be- 
ing hit by double dice, and consequently can choose 
a of play most to your advantage. 
- ‘f. If it is necessary to make a run, in order to win 
_a hit, and you would know who is forwardest, begin 
_with reckoning how many points you must have to 

ing home to the six-point in your tables the man 
that is at the greatest distance, and do the like by 
every other man abroad; when the numbers are 
summed up, add for those already on your own tables 

_ (supposing the men that were abroad as on your six- 
point for bearing), namely, six for every man on the 
six, and so on vely for each ; five, four, three, 
two, or one, for every man, according to the points 
on which they are situated. Do the like to your ad- 
versary’s game, and then you will know which of 
yoo is forwardest, and likeliest to win the hit. 

‘play a man from 
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Observations and Directions for a Learner. to bear 
~ his Men. 

1. If your adversary is. greatly before you, never 
ur quatre, trois, or deuce points, 

in’ order to bear that man from the point where you 
put it, because that nothing but high doublets can 
give you any chance for the hit: therefore, instead of 
playing an ace or a deuce from any of the aforesaid 
points, always play them from your highest point ; by 
which means, throwing two fives, or two fours, will, 
upon having, eased your six and cinque points, be of 
great advantage : whereas, had your six-point  re- 
mained loaded, you must, perhaps, be obliged to play 
at length those fives and fours. 

2. 

your men, either to take a new point in your tables, 
or to hit the man your adversary may happen to 
enter. -As soon as he enters one, compare his game 
with yours; and if you find your game equal, or 
better, take the man if you can, because it 1s 25 to 
1] against his hitting you ; which being so much ia 
your favour, you ought always to run that risk, when 
you “have already two of his men up: except you 
play for a single hit only, and playing that throw 
otherwise gives you a better chance for the hit, then 
do not take up that man. 

8. Never be deterred from taking up any one mau 
of your adversary by the apprehension of being hit 
with double dice, because the fairest probability is 5 
to 1 against him. 5 

4. If you should happen to have five points in your 
tables, and to have taken up one of your adversary’s 
men, and are obliged to leave a blot out of your 
tables, rather leave it upon doublets than any other, 
because doublets are 35 to 1 against his hitting you, 
and any other chance is but 17 to 1 against him. 

& ‘Two of your adyersary’s men in-your tables are 
better for-a hit than any greater number, provided 
your game is forwardest ; because having three or 
more men in your tables gives him more chances to hit 
you, than if you had only two men. - 

6. If you are to leave a blot upon entering a man 
on your adversary’s tables, and have your choice 
where, always chuse that point which is the most dis- 
advantageous to him. To illustrate this, suppose it is 
his interest to hit or take you up so soon as you enter : 
in that case leave the blot upon his lowest point; 
that is to say, upon his deuce, rather than upon his 
trois, and so on, because all the men your adversary 
p!ays upon his trois or his deuce-points are in a great 
measure out of play, those men not having it in their 
power to make hie cinque-point, and consequently his 
game will be crowded there and open elsewhere, 
whereby you will be able also much to annoy him 

7. Prevent your adversary from bearing his men to 
the greatest advantage, when you are running to save 
a gammon ; suppose you should have two men-apon 
his ace-point, and several others abroad ; though you 
should lous one point or two in putting the men into 
your tables, yet it is your interest to leave a man 
upon the adversary’s ace-point ; which will, prevent 
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enever you haye taken up two of your adver- 
“sary’s men, and happen to have two, three, or more 
_points made in your own tables, never fail spreading 
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him bearing his men to his greatest advantage, and 
will also give you the chance of his making a blot, 
that:-you may hit. But if, upon a calculation, you 
find you have a throw, ora probability of saving your 
gammon, never wait for a blot, because the odds are 
greatly against hitting it. 

: Laws of Back-gammon. 
1. 4f you take a man or men from any point, that 

man or men must be played. 
2. You are not understood to have played any man . 

till placed upon a point, and quitted. 
8. If you play with 14 men only, there is no pe- 

.nalty attending it, because with a lesser number you 
play to a disadvantage, by not having the additional 
man to make up your tables. 

4. If you bear any number of men before you have 
entered a man taken up, and which consequently you 
was obliged to enter, such men, so borne, must be 
entered again in your adversary’s tables, as well as the 
oman taken up. 

5> If you have mistaken your throw, and played it, 
and if your adversary has satin it 1s not in your or 
his choice to alter it, unless both parties agree. 
BACK Srarr, or Back Quaprant, the ‘name 

ef an instrument invented by Captain Davis, for ta- 
king the altitude of the sun at sea. It is called the 
English quadrant by the French. See Quapranr. 

49} COM Roger, known also by the appellation 
ef the Admirable Doctor, was the greatest philosopher 
ef the 13th century, and, in the estimation of some 
respectable writers, the brightest genius which mo- 
dern Europe ever produced. He was born at Iiches- 
ter, in the year 1214, and, to the utmost verge ofa 
long life, employed his versatile talents in cultivating 
the richest fields of science and literature. His early 
studies, at Oxford, were pursued with an eagerness 
and assiduity, which, at the same time, insured success, 
and earned the strongest miarks of favour from his 
instructors. ‘Transferring the scene of his education 
from England to France, in conformity with the 
usual-practice of the times, he availed himself of the 
peste delivered by the most distinguished pro- 
essors in the university of Paris... His extraordinary 

attainments, however, are to be attributed less to any 
advantages derived from scholastic tuition, than to 
his own intense and indefatigable application. If we 
form an estimate of the merits of his contemporaries 
from the voluminous remains of the applauded tri- 
umvirate, Albertus, Aquinas, and Bonaventura, to 
whose irrefragable authorities almost every school 
paid implicit deference, and whose names. eclipsed 
the glories of all their rival doctors, we shall easily 
perceive how little Bacen owed to his preceptors, 
and how much may be achieved by the well-directed 
labours of a sound and vigorous mind. His intimate 
knowledge of Oriental and Grecian learning was un- 
rivalled, in an age when minute attentions to words 
constituted the whole of what was called erudition, 
and when frivolous philological distinctions were mis- 
taken for the profundities of abstract science. But 
to his higher praise be it recorded, that, though 
long assailed by the rancour of prejudice, and ob- 
structed by the vengeance of bigotry, he was the 
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vappear, however, that’ the’ personal 

» writings. 
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first in moderna times, who, spurning the'trammels of 
veteran authorities, pointed out the true road'to dis- 
covery, and demonstrated the utility of his method, 
by exemplifying it in a brilliant train of successful 
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Roger. 
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investigations. At Paris he was advanced to the de- . 
gree of doctor in divinity ; and when ‘he was twenty- 
six years of age, he entered into the community of 
Friars-Minor, (or Grey Friars, ) founded by St Fran- 
cis; a monastic order which was then rising into_ 

at influence. About this time he returned ‘to 
xford, where, having obtained a v extensive 

‘and valuable appatatus, he devoted himself chiefly to 
‘the study of mechanics, optics, astronomy, and che- 
mistry. The mendicant brotherhood, to whose so- 
ciety he was unfortunately united, envious of hie 
‘matchless honours, or fe of his future ascendan- 
cy, conspired to blast the reputation, and to defeat 
the liberal ambition of one whose*aims, uicontami~ 
.nated by secular views, were exclusively directed to 
the advancement of the highest and most usefal 
branches of human knowledge. He’ was slanderous- 
ly tearine to be addicted to necromancy and the 
unholy ‘ communion of devils;’"—and so powerful. 
were the secret intrigues of his adversaries, that, 
though the heads of the university were friendly to 
his interest, it was deemed cipodeeaie not only to. 
prevent him from taking any share im the instruction 
of the youth, but even. to ‘condemn him to'a rigorous. 
confinement, aggravated by the’ harshest privations, 
and uncheered by the offices of friendship. It ie. 
said, that this hostility was inflamed by other pas- 
sions not less cruel than jealousy. The monks and 
ecclesiastics were exasperated by the just animad- 
versions which Bacon had been heard to pass on the 
gross ignorance and errors of the ‘religious By. 
and by the indignant severity with which he had 
censured their prevalent vices. -On’the exaltation of 
Clement IV. to the papal dignity, he obtained e 
temporary respite from his persecutions; and this in-. 
terval of unmolested quiet, was dedicated with fresh: 
ardour to the favourite occupations which had never 
ceased to engage his mind. Clement enjoyed his dig-. 
nity only for three years; and his successor, Gregory 
X., was too much engrossed with the miseries of the 
Christiaris in Palestine, to bestow a single thought 
on the protection ofa philosopher’s retirement, dr 
the redress of a arp! ea Be ‘It does not 

liberty of Bacon 
was again abridged till the year 1278, when’ he wae. 
seized and imprisoned in France; and at the same. 
time, an order was given by the guardian of the Fran- 
ciseans, Jerome PAscoli, bishop of Palestrina, after- 
wards Nicolas 1V., interdicting the’ perusal of bie. 

He lingered in this captivity for more 
than’ ten'years; but at length he regained his free- 
dom, and once more found his’ way. to’ Oxford, 
where, at the venerable age of seventy-eight, death 
putia period ‘to his labours ard eescionagil ‘the year 
4292. ea few 

The published works of this great man are not 
numerous. ‘The best known of these works is en- 
titled ‘Opus Majus, containing’ an abstract of his 
other treatises. Arn edition of this’ book was print- 
ed by Bowyer in 1733, under the inspection of Dr 
Jebb. Ancther book, under the title of Epistgle 
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so cere fear ‘ has been repeatedly pr 3 and several che- 
eye itten by him are inserted in the The- 
saurus Chemious, printed at Frankfort, in 1603 and 
1620.» Aner nero perished in the ruin 
of the Franeiscan Jibrary at Reformation ; anda 
umber of others, have been discovered in the diffe- 
-rent: ies of Oxford; but little appears to be as- 
ceertained with regard to their value. 
> The:present age is disposed to do ample justice to 

i as the greatest ornament whose name 
was ever-enlisted among the followers of St Francis; 
and the foul aspersions cast on him in his lifetime, 
may be numbered among the ‘most unequivocal testi- 
-monies to his worth. Admiring posterity sickens at 
being told, that the precious gem, which was capable 
of ing the whole intellectual world, was shut 

_up from the view of a worthless generation, by the 
signoble artifices of priestly zealots; but, with this 
cas séaestion, the most oppressed and friendless 
.son of genius may delight to mingle the consclatory 
-recollection, that-from the joyless. cell of ‘Bacon is- 
sued the, first vivid gleams of that unquenchable 
flame, which, after the lapse of ages, was destined to 
burst forth with augmented splendour, guiding the 

of the inquisitive in the paths of discovery, and 
lighting prostrate nations to the means of securing 

the inestimable liberties of conscience, and all the sa- 
ered immunities of free born men. 
-, In,exposing the futility and, emptiness of monkish 

ing, Roger Bacon displayed the characteristic 
ykeenness of a great and original mind, confident of its 
.own unquestionable right to speak with decision. 
We'have already hinted. at his vast acquirements in 
yancient learning. He contributed, more than’ any 
operson of his. age, to revive the neglected study of 
emathematies, His progress in is 29:8. and che- 
mistry, was,so great, that he anticipated some of the 
tors discoveries of subsequent times. The in- 
-yention of gunpowder is now universally assigned to 
-him, though it was claimed by a monk of the follow- 
‘ing century. He is the first writer who hints at any 
thing like the science of Aeronautics ; and he speaks 
obscurely of many mechanical .contrivances of vast 
-power, the principles. of which it is not easy to 
sascertain. . His astronomical knowledge suggested 
«to him . that oe otek the calendar which was 
adopted in the 16th century by. Gregory XIII. 
Diiietticinian dricgtion) prsdering, see saiadvan. 
ete which he laboured, was, truly wonder- 
dul. He was no, stranger to the\use of convex 
and concaye lenses; the laws of refraction, the theory 
of mirrors, the power of burning glasses, aud the 

-grand imyention of the telescope. He wrote also 
many treatises on grammar, geography, chronology, 
Jogie, metaphysies, ethics, aicsieey. and medicine. 
That he-was enticed into the wild speculations of al- 

_themy, is the greatest cloud which, hangs over his 
) memory ; and it is. much to. be regretted, that this 
epidemical infatuation, ofthe times should, have im- 
peded his progress. in. the loftier-and more profitable 
researches of truth. Fiction, however, has taken 
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is” many -unwarrantable liberties with his name; and Badon, 

some of the accounts which have been propaga- Nicolas, 
ted, with regard to his attachment to occule and 
fanciful sciences, are sufficiently disproved bythe au- 
thentic record of his writings. . It would have been 
easy to amplify the list of his. discoveries and sage 
conjectures ; but it is enough to say, that whatever 
were the subjects which attracted his notice—and 
these included all the branches of human knowledge 
—he far outshone all the boasted luminaries of the 
age, all the subtle, profound, and seraphic doctors, 
whose once-idolized names are now sinking in the 
oblivious gulph of time. See Cave Hist. Lit 
‘Wood, Antig. Oxon. Waddingi Annales Minor.. 
Borrich De ,Orig. Chem. Pits De illustr. Angl:. 
Script. Bale, Script. Brit. (m+ s,) 
BACON, Sir Ay an English lawyer of 

great reputation, was born at Chislehurst, in Kent, 
in the year 1510. After studying at Cambridge, 
and travelling for some time in France, he entered 
into the society of Gray’s Inn, and arrived at suck 
eminence in the knowledge of law, that he was ap- 
poiated king’s attorney in the court of records. This 
office he held under lent y VIII. and Edward VL. ; 
and when Elizabeth ascended the throne, he was 
made lord keeper of the great-seal, with a rank equal, 
to that of chancellor. His royal mistress reposed 
unlimited confidence in his prudence and integrity, 
and the Protestants of that day revered him as one of. 
the steadiest supporters of their interests. He con- 
ducted himself with equal firmness and moderation in 
his dignified office, and after haying enjoyed it more 
than ‘twenty years, died at the age .of sixty-nine ;. 
leaving behind him the character of a faithful and. 
discreet member of the council, an ingénious scholar, 
an eloquent, argumentative, and witty speaker, and a 
chief pillar of the states. He was'the author of some 
political tracts,—of an exposition of the twelve minor 
_prophets,—and of some commentaries on questions 
of law. See Mallet’s Bacon, and Sir R. Naunton’s. 
Fragmenta Regalia. (i, 8.) 
BACON, Francis, Lord Verulam, and Viscount : 

St Albans, a philosopher, whose writings formea 
new epoch in the history of science, was born at 
York-house, L.ondon, on the 22d day of January 
1560-1. He was the youngest. son of Sir, Nicolas 
Bacon, by his second wife Anne, daughter of Sir 
Astony Cook, tutor to. Edward VI. 

In his childish years, Francis Bacon displayed an 
uncommon precocity of talent ; and the early presa-- 
es of his superiority, were amply yerified by, the 

of his maturer studies. ‘lhe gravity and pro- 
riety of his)demeanoury when-a boy, recommended 

him to the good ‘graces of Queen Elizabeth, whe 
often admixed the neatness and felicity with which. 
he replied to her questions. In his thirteenth year, 
he was committed to the care of Dr Whitgift,. then 
master of Trinity College, Cambridge, afterwards 
Arehbishop of Canterbury ; and at the age ‘of six- 
teen, according to his own account, he began to be dis- 
(satisfied with the philosophy of Aristotle, which had 
dong formed the basis, or rather the whole substance, 
of academical instruction. His father having destined 
himjto the service of the state, found means to ini- 

_ tiate-him into the mysteries of the diplomatic life, by 
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sending him to France, in his seventeenth year, with 
Sir Amias Powlet, the ambassador. In this situa- 
tion’ he enjoyed the entire confidence and approba- 
tion of his patron, by whom he was, in one instance, 
charged with a very important commission to the 
queen, ‘in which he acquitted himself with great abi- 
lity. About this time also he wrote an inquiry into 
the state of Europe, which afterwards gained him 
considerable applause in the political world. When 
‘he was nineteen years of age, a gloom was thrown 
over his future prospects by the sudden death of bis 
father, from whom he inherited a very small patri- 
mony, as the youngest of five brothers. 

Returning from France, he determined -to study 
daw ; and, with this view, entered the honourable 
_society of Gray’s Inn, where he soon rose to great 
eminence, and, at the age of twenty-eight, was cho- 
‘sen their. Lent reader. ‘Two years afterwards he was 
made one of the clerks of the council. About this pe- 
riod his'time-was divided between the studies of law 
aid philosophy ; but his most ardent affections were 
set on the high offices of state; and to the at- 
tainment of these favourite objects, he seized every 
“opportunity of applying. He long and anxiously 
courted the good graces of Lord Essex, and had 
also frequent access to the queen, who gave him 
great reason to believe’ that she was favourably dis- 
posed towards him. Her majesty, however, bestow- 
ed upon hint no‘substantial mark of her regard, ex- 

~eept the reversion of a lucrative office, that of regis- 
ter to the star-chamber, which became vacant about 
twenty years ‘afterwards. It is alleged, that the 
antipathy or jealousy of Cecil, then secretary of state, 
obstructed his prefeteiéit, partly because the secre- 
tary disliked his attachment to the fortunes of Es- 

-sex, and partly because he dreaded the ascendancy of 
“his talents. Cecil is said to have been at great pains 
to impress on the queen’s mind a conviction, that 
Bacon, being always immersed in abstract specula- 
tion, was ill qualified for the activity of public busi- 
ness; and it isto be regretted, that these insinuations, 
however questionable the motives which dictated 
‘them, did not operate as a permanent obstacle to his 
elevation. ‘If he had been content with a private 
Station, his philosophical inquiries might ‘have been 
more successfully conducted ; and those temptations 
‘might “have been escaped, which afterwards had 
power to corrupt his integrity. The subsequent 
conduct of Bacon to his benefactor, the unfortunate , 
Earl of Essex, who‘ had not only strained every 
nerve to ingratiate him with the queen, but aug- 
mented his fortune by some ‘munificent donations, 
drew down on him: the most unqualified expressions 
of public reprobation, and affixed a stain to his me- 
mory which the lustre of his talents serves only to 
render more conspicuous# “The obsequious candi- 
date for courtly ato, ‘prostituted his abilities by 
pleading against the man who had protected and en- 
riched him, and violated the holy bonds of friendship, 
by extracting evidences of his patron’s guilt from 

- private letters which “he spontaneously produced. 
As if all this had been too little, he was selected-as 
the fittest instrument for attacking’ the posthumous 
fame of his sacrificed friend, and condescended to 

_gratiff the queen and the ministry, by publishing an 

BACON. 
elaborate Declaration of the Treasons of Robert 
Earl of Essex. His miserable. for his con- 
duct, tended, in the opinion of the nation, rather to 
aes than to extenuate the baseness of deserting ¥ : 

é man on whom he had long fawned ; and thirst- 
ing for the infamy of one, whose blood might have 
satiated the hireling retainers of power. Elizabeth 
‘never requited’ Bacon for the execution of his odious 
‘task ;: and the ministry had no great encour 
‘to be lavish of their gifts toa man, who had proved 
-himself-capable of inflicting the deepest wounds on 
the object of his former adulation. Before this time, _ 
the had incurred the queen’s displeasure, in conse- 
“quence of the freedom with which he expressed his 
‘opinions in parliament, of which he became a mem- 
ber in 1592. eigen "Feel a 

After the death of Elizabeth, the career of his 
ambition was more prosperous. Before James I. ar- 
rived in England, Bacon wrote letters to all the 
Scottish gentlemen of whom he’ had the slightest 
knowledge, offering his services to the king, and ear- 
nestly soliciting their interest to procure him employ- 
ment in the attire of state. He was one of the 237 
persons, on whom the honour of knighthood was 
conferred, soon after the accession of the new sove- 
reign; and he was also appointed one of the king’s 
counsel learned. The endeavours of Cecil, Earl of 
Salisbury, could not now defeat the servile arts by 
which Bacon rose progressively through’ so mat 
steps of preferment. In 1605 he recommended him- 
self tothe notice of James, by addressing to him his 
great work Of the Advancement A | 
the introduction to which he compliments that pe- 
dautic monarch, as being incomparably superior in 
-jadgment, learning, eloquence, and every princely 
attribute, to Julius Cesar, Marcus Antoninus, Her- 
mes Trismegistus, and all the potentates'‘and demi- 
gods of ancient times. In 1607 he was aly sere 
solicitor-general. Four years afterwards he was 
made joint judge of the knight marshal’s court. Tn 
1613 he-became attorney-general, and was sworn a 
member of the privy council. In 1617, he was raised 
to the high office of keeper of the great seal of Eng- 
land; and on the 4th ot January £619, he was ad- 
vanéed to the greatest legal dignity whieh the favour 
of his master could bestow,—the office of lord-chan- 

" cellor, an office which he had long laboured to’pro- 
cure, not only by descending to the most ees 
importunities, but also by vilifying the talents anc 
principles of his rivals. In the course of the same 
ear he was successively created Baron Verulam, and 

Pideeiias St Albans, James had advanced him no 
less than nine times: six in office, and three in dig 
nity. After haying thus rapidly attained the climax 
of his hopes, he sunk with still greater rapidity into 
the lowest degradation. 7 

It is well known that the parliament which met 
in 1621, acted with a firm and determined boldness, 
of which there had previously been few examples in 
the history of England. In the examination | A i 
-vances,* the commons were led to attend cularly 
“to some patents for monopolies, which had excited 
loud murmers among the subjects. Bacon and the 
other officers of state were’ supposed to have been 
the agents of Buckingham in obtaining these oppres« 

ry 
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instruments. But charges of a more personal 

; ate arose against eciaeeions and the House of 

mmons, after receiving the gomeplaints of a great 

number of individuals, reported them to the lords, 
and accuse 1ip of having, in his judicial ca- 
pacity, received bribes from:suitors before the court 
of chancery., At first he endeavoured to shelter him- 

self from, i a ued FST A by 

inglin ye protestations of his upright inten- 
ee inl ee confession, that, through the 

e ; of human nature, and the influence of evil 

sample, he might have Sass at the nine time la- 
bouring to persuade his judges, that the deprivation 
or fas af ashes" have zg aoe salutary effect in pre- 
venting ure delinquency, than the infliction of a 

severer punishment. His judges, not mollified by 

his submission, poqlare him to give in a specific an- 

swer to all the charges. He sent a letter to the 
House, acknowledging himself guilty in almost all 

the twenty-eight articles, and attempting to palliate 
his criminality in a few of them. On the 3d of May, 
six weeks after the investigation commenced, the fol- 
lowing sentence was pronounced: “ Upon complaint 
of the commons against the Viscount St Albans, lord 
chancellor, this high court hath thereby, and by his 
own confession, found him guilty of the crimes and 

corruptions complained of Fy the commons, and of 
ary ae a8 crimes and corruptions of like nature ; 
and therefore this high court having first summoned 
him to attend, and having his excuse of not attend- 
ing by reason of infirmity and sickness, which he 
prote was not feigned, or else he would most 

-willingly have attended, doth nevertheless think fit 
to proceed to judgment, and therefore this high 
court doth adjudge, That the Lord Viscount St 
Albans shall undergo fine and ransom of £40,000 ; 
that he shall be imprisoned in the Tower during the 
Rupe pleasure ; that, he shall for ever be incapable 
of any office or employment in the state or common- 
wealth} that he shall never sit in parliament, or come 
within the verge of the court.” 
.. The only extenuation of Bacon’s corruption, which 
has ever been attempted, is thus pleaded by Addi- 
son. ‘** His principal fault seems to have been the 
excess of that virtue which covers a multitude. of 
faults. This betrayed him to so great an indulgence 
towards his servants, who made a corrupt use of it, 
that it stripped him of all those riches and honours 

is lame apology,, feebly hinted at by the chancel- 
himself, deserves little notice. His connivance 

¢ extortions of his servants was one of the cor- 
as charged on him; and his guilt will not. be 

Ss ay ‘é 
y the supposition, that the ips al of their 

led him to all his other acknowledged 
ity. To say that his unrighteous gains 

 avariciously hoarded, but lavished on his were no 
unworthy dependents, or that want of economy had 
plunged him into ulties, or that it is charity to 
wink at violations | justice, is to insult the moral 
feelings of m 3 and on the same principles we 
rt excuse the depredations of every maraudin 

f, who shares the spoil with the partakers of his 
normities.. That the practi ce of taking presents 

bad long prevailed in the court of ane, is not 
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h a long series of merits had pores upon him,” - 
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disputed ; but it is searcely credible, that former chan- 
cellors could have safely carried it on to the same im- 
moderate extent, to which it appeared, on the trial, 
to have proceeded in a single year; and no precedent . 
could form an excuse for such palpable baseness. 

The sentence of the high court of parliament was. 
not rigorously inflicted. After a short imprisonment, 
he was released from the Tower, and the other parts 
of his sentence were also remitted by the king, who. 
granted him a pension of €1800 a year... The re- 
mainder of his days was passed in contemplation. 
Though at the time of his fall he was sixty years of 
age, the vigour of his understanding, and the inten-. 
sity of his application to study, were not in the 
smallest degree impaired, During the period of his. 
humiliation, under the disadvantages of declining - 
health, dejected spirits, and embarrassed circum-, 
stances, he employed himself in writing and revising 
those valuable works, which have, in a great mea- 
sure, redeemed his name from disgrace, and placed. 
him in the first rank of modern philosophers. He 
died at Highgate on the 9th of April 1626, from 
the effects of some incautious experiments on the 
reservation of bodies. He was buried in St Mi- 

chael’s church at St Albans, where a monument of 
white marble was erected to his memory. He is re- 
presented sitting in a contemplative posture, and un- 
derneath is an inscription written by Sir Henry Wot- 
ton, to the following purpose: Franciscus Bacon 
Baro de Verulam, St Alb. Vic., seu notioribus titulis, 
Scientiarum Lumen, Facundie Lex, sic. sedebat : 
Qui, postquam "Omnia Naturalis Sapientie et Civilis 
Arcana evolvisset, Nature decretum explevit. . 

The countenance of Bacon was strongly expres- 
sive, and his ordin conversation jadicated the 
quickness and universality of his talents. 
son he was of the middle, stature, and his figure was 
‘ood; but his constitution was by no means athletic. 
e had a spacious forehead, dark hair and eye-brows, 

a black aaligs eye, generally looking upward, a 
very grave cast of features, and a capacity of speaking 
like a master on every subject. « x one time, (says 
Osborn,) he would entertain a country lord, in pro- 
per terms, relating to horses and dogs; and, at ano- 
ther time, outcant a London surgeon.”? His opi- 
nions and assertions were received as oracles; but Me 
always encouraged others to speak their sentiments, 
and, in repeating the observations which he thus 
drew forth, he never failed to clothe them with a 
new dignity and grace, and to enrich them with the 
additions of his own wisdom. Thus, (to use the 
words of his chaplain, Dr Rawley,) ‘ he would light 
his torch at every man’s candle.” A. remarkable 
peculiarity in his constitution is gravely attested by 
the same biographer, * It would seem the moon 
had some principal place in the figure of his nativity ; 
for she never was in her passion, but he was seized 
with a sudden fit of fainting, and that though he took 
no previous knowledge of the eclipse.’ He was 
married about the age of forty, to a daughter of 
Alderman Barnham, a lady of considerable fortune, 
by whom he had no progeny. In the discharge of 
his public functions, it is said, that he always acted 
with courteousness and humanity, or, as the king ex- 
pressed it, “* suavibus modis ;”? but there is too great 
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reason to suspect that his ‘ufbanity was altogether 
artificial, and his affections cold and selfish.” “As a 
lawyer, he attempted to rival Sir Edward Coke, one 
.of the greatest ornaments of the bench ; and in point 
of eloquence, he was perhaps superior to that great 
maf. Over his mi infirmitiés truth forbids us to 
throw the veil of silence. His grosser corruptions, 
which drevs down on him’'the ‘vengeance’ of the laws 
and the contempt of all honest’ men, are sufficient! 
blazoned in the page of English history. But it is 
perhaps equally mortifying to reflect on that defi- 
ciency of principle, that absence of ingenuous feel- 
ing, that tendency to dissimulation, that webbie 
struggle to aggrandize himself by menial arts an 
beggarly importunities, and even by the more sordid 
instrumentality of detractidn ; all of which may be 
traced in the undoubted memorials’ of his private life, 
from the ‘inauspicious moment when his father 
thought fit to direct his steps into the tortuous paths 
of political intrigue. To the early bias which he 
acquired in the train of an ambassador at the court of 
France, we are disposed to ascribe many of his future 
aberrations. It may seem harsh, to pronoutce so 
freely concerning the abject’ disposition of a’ man 
whom posterity reveres. “But he has ‘taken Care to 
perpetuate the remembrance of his‘own setvility. We 
eaiinot accuse his biographers of having imprudently 
difled the repositories of a departed friend, that they 
aight add to the magnitude of his remains, by re- 
eording the garrulity of his private hours, and even 
the traces of his frailties. He bequeathed his letters 
and speeches to Dr Williams, bishop of Lincoln, (his 
successor as lord keeper,’) leaving him at liberty to 
publish them; and this, according to his own ac- 
eount, he did in imitation of Demosthenes, ‘Cicero, 
and Pliny, who’carefully preserved their orations and 
épistles. Not content’ with eb a letter to this 
purpose, he thought fit to give his injunction greater 
solemnity, by inserting it in his: will. “What can be 
dnore disgusting than the fulsome parasitical flattery 
contained in his letters to the f 
Who would believe ‘that the immortal Bacon, at the 
age of fifty-five, was capable of bendiig ‘so low as to 
profess it to be his greatest ‘ambition to ‘be the best 
servant of the 'king’s et Ap ? His letters 
to this dissohite youth, when'orly in the dawn of his 
Konours, are most elaborately written, and, as several 
copies of some’ of them, with considerable variations, 
have ‘been preserved, it is evident ‘that he made re- 
peated attempts, before he could satisfy himself with 
the laboured ‘compliments and specious pretences, 
‘by which he strove to make Villiers believe, ‘that in 
forwarding his wishes, he would gain lasting honour 
to hirnself Sailr 

From this hamiliating picture, we'turn with satis. 
to review ‘the wnperishable monuments of 

acon’s genius. In the‘intervals of his professional 
studies ‘at Gray’s Inn, he had conceived the de- 
sign of a great undertaking, to the zccomplishment 
of which fre applied with incredible vigour, amidst 
the multiplied interruptions and disquietudes of a 
bustling life. We have already noticed his early 
dissatisfaction with the Atristotelian’ doctrines ; and 
though he ‘was not the first, who discerned the in- 
iutility of the scholastic ‘logic ‘as ‘an instrument of 

avourite “Villiers? , 
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discovery, he was certainly the first, who efideavour- 
ed to reduce into a methodical digest, th e leg 
riles of philosophising. His first‘ wor! es 
some dep ‘unfolded hie lan, was ¢ 
and protessed to'tréat ** br the Profi 
vancement of Learning.” It was afterwar 

title; De Dignitate et Augmentis Scientiarum. The 
important object which the author proposed was, to 
trace the boundaries of ‘the sciences then known, to, 
poiut out their mutual connections and dependencies, 
to exhibit a view of their relations to the different 
faculties of the human mind, to introduce a natural 
classification of theit various branches, and to enu- 
merate the defects and omissions in all the attempts 
made by former inquirers. *Aceo ding to wee 

the ‘varieties of human ‘knowledge may be range 
under history, poetry, ard philosophy, corfesponding 
to his division of ‘the “intellectual faculties into me+ 
mory; fancy, ahd'reason.” He’dr er itee biatary ine 
to nattiral and civil; poctiy into hatrative, dramatic, 
ard | Seg science into theology, and philosophy; 
the ‘attr rélating ‘to the Deity, naturé,-and man ; 
which is merely a ition of Aristotle’s classifica. 
tion. An ‘analysis of this’ work could convey no 
adequate idea of its value. gaven debased. by a 
considerable proportion of trifling matter, it contains 
many profound, acute, and original Goer iabiost aL 
pa an eines ig a Meck ‘appre-_ 
ension, and a solidity of judgment, which « the 

highest admiration. A woe Oka ie-tredoreace 
he marks ds desiderata, or as ‘undiscovered regions: 
poe yA A of sciende, ee indeed ‘more fantastical 
than solid; and it is greatly to be regretted, that the. 
whole of ‘the Hopeasee ds obscured by a cumber- 

. phd and improved; and, having bee Te d 
into atin by the Rev. George Herbert’ and 80 me 
ottier scholars, was published under thé well known 

ta 

smiths, or di r er en~ 
geged in the inquisition of causes, the latter in'the_ 
roduction of cHeets 

pose many objections ; “but’no less exceptii 
rangerhent has hitherto been to th 

e work which Bacon ‘esteemed the tions (Séae 

printed in 1620, a short time before his 
intended to su ply one of the great 
he had noted in the method-of directing the buman fas, 
culties, the want of a'rational or inventive logic. His. 
opinions on this subject are ‘condensed into the f 
of apliorisms. Instead of the ancient method of 
logism, he proposed to conduct philosophical ir 
ries by what he called induction, in which we rise 
from 4n ‘extensive collection of particular facts te 
ue conclusions. He laid down a series of rules 

false judgment, which are most intimately connected 
with the natural and acquired dispositions of the 
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Faber, and even Paracelsus, Montaigne, and Bruno, - 

universal, of the human mind; or, 2. From 

_the peculiarities of individual. constitutions and ha- 

-bits;. or,, 3. From the imperfections and abuses of 
language, the medium of communication between man 
and man; or. From. the ‘attachment to prevalent 

theories and erroneous rules of judging. The object 

of the whole work was to reclaim men from the de- 

vious and intricate paths, in which they had long 
wandered, to the sound and profitable application of 
erg eerencepn nits principal fault is the ob- 
curity resulting. the want of illustrations; a 

Falabe chargeable.on the author, who could not be 

expected to invent specimens of-a mode of proceed- 

ing hitherto little cultivated: James I. said of this 
‘book, that it was like. “ the’peace of God, which 
passeth all understanding.”’ 

_ These works Sprrasidiclbes- tone first parts of the 
_plan, to which the author gave the name of Instau- 

ratio. Magna; the first containing a distribution of 
the sciences, and the second unfolding a mode of 
; in the interpretation of ‘natyre.’' His plan 
‘embraced. four other objects, for the accomplishment 
of which he had thrown together many detached 
hints under various titles. His’ third object was to 
“prepare an arrangement of the phenomena of the 
universe, with a view to establish natural philosophy 
‘om the basis of observation andexperiment. The exe- 
cution of this object was attempted in his Sylva Syl- 
warum, a work of very indifferent merit... The fourth 

of his Jabours, witich he called Scala Intellectus, 
‘he intended to devote to. a:progressive series of in- 
quities, \containing a detailed exemplification of his 
method in the various sciences. «The fifth part,  de- 
nominated . Prodromi, | sive Antictpationes Philoso- 
plie Sécunde; was intended asa temporary disposi- 
-tidn.of his materials till. there was leisure to:compleéte 
the» whole structure, by the: addition of the: sixth 
‘party which, he called Philosophia Secunda; sive 
Scientia Activa, to which all the other steps: were pre- 
paratory. ‘This ultimate object of-all his labours was 
to establish a system of philosophy on the severe and 
chaste prii es) of experimental research; but he 
shad not'the temerity to-expect, that he would ever be 
able, t } to conclude this arduous task, 

yt it his lordship did accomplish was unquestion- 
ably a vast accession to the progress of the human 
mind ;\ but his merit is probably overrated by many, 

who! know little of the real value of his! writings. 
of men had been gradually preparing to 

scast off the yoke of authority.. The revival of let- 
ters in the ‘century, the. invention ‘of printing, 
the ‘reformation of religion, and various other causes, 
/had iatroduced a freedom of discussion, over which 
the doctrines\of the schools had little controul.. In- . 
-dividuals had sprung up in different kingdoms, who 
had. the hardihood:to revolt from the dogmas of 
Aristotle ; and others, who, by devoting themselves 
-to experimental inquiries, had. demonstrated the fal- 
epret many opinions hitherto deemed. infallible. 
John of Salisbury, Grosthead bishop of Lincoln, 
‘Roger Bacon, Occam, Erasmus, Ludovicus’ Vives, 
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-set at mought “the thunders of the Vatican. 

gion. 

- meditations, are found among his remains ; and one 
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as well-as Luther and his coadjutors, had taught 
men to question'the decrees of the Lyceum, and -% 

r 
Gilbert had ascertained the laws of magnetic action, 
and furnished:an admirable specimen of the induc- 
tive method: Copernicus had discovered the true 
theory of +the planetary revolutions ;°a theory which 
Bacon impotently endeavoured to’ refute.’ Other emi- 
nent men, contemporary with Bacon, and unaided by 
his writings, particularly Galileo, Kepler, and Gas- 
sendi, were pursuing a course similar to that which 
he delineated, and acquiring immortal .fame by im- 
rovements in etry and physics, of which sciences 
he had scarcely learned the rudiments. It must not 
tbe disguised, that Bacon ‘had never formed a fair 
-estimate of the praise due to his predecessors and 
fellow-labourers:' “His Censure'of the more Eminent 
Philosophers is. expressed in the most’ actitnonious 
strain of scurrility: He was too ambitious of inno- 

- vation, and too fond of paradox. In violation of his 
own tules,. he often assumed facts without sufficient- 
ly scrutinising the evidence on) which they’ rested, 
orsometimes without any examination at all; and 
very frequently, in his ‘attempts to account for facts, 
he negligently acquiesced in| hypothetical principles, 
which ‘had. obtained) a popular currency. “His dis- 
tinctionsyare often perplexed, or indefinite, particular- 
ly with regard to physical and metaphysical science. 
Lis language also is destitute of precision, being ex- 
travagantly metaphorical, and also replete with un- 
natural conceits and obscure ‘allusions. It is much 
more reprehensible than Aristotle’s, which he has 
-blamed for abounding with new words. Lord Ba- 
con profésses to retain the ancient terms} but to’al- 
ter their uses ; a practice which is apt to puzzle and 
mislead. ordinary readers. “With all these faults, and 
others on which it might seem: invidious to dwell, 
Bacon must be allowed the merit of having bequeath- 
ed to the world a: larger and ‘more precious mass of 
sound logical instructions, deduced from his own re- 
flections, than are to be found in the writing’s of all 
the authors who eded ‘him. » 

/. Of his English productions it is unnecessary to 
say much, » His Essays have obtained a considerable 
share of popularity ; but the observations contained 
ia them, though frequently just and’ striking,’ are 
not always very consistent with ore another. His 
speeches, law tracts, and ‘historical or political pa- 
pers, are’ heavy and uninteresting compositions, con- 
taining. many specimens of bad taste and spurious 
wit, interspersed occasionally with useful and ‘pro- 
‘found remarks, The treatise on the Wisdom of the 
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Ancients is ingenious, but extremely whimsical and ° 
| puerile.: His: Apophthegms ave not of higher dignit 
.than' Joe Miller’s Jests 3 indeed, the one book, -. 
pa to.be the prototype of the other. His Letters 

ve neither ease nor dignity ; and the greater part 
of them are full of teazing solicitations for prefer- 
ment. 

Lord Bacon 
Some 

rofessed a 
eo) 

: t veneration for reli- 
ical disquisitions, and sacred 

of his »prayers has, with little discrimination, been, 
applauded by Addison as if it rivalled the deyotion 

! 2a 
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of an angel. His Christian Paradoxes are so ex- 

Francis. travagantly expressed, that Bolingbroke has adduced 
them as proof of his insincerity rather than of the 
strength of his faith. But of all his devotional ex- 
ercises, his versions of some of the Psalms are’ the 
most despicable. The following notable passage 
from the 104th Psalm, versified by the chancellor of 
England, the contemporary of Spenser and Shake- 
speare, cannot be matched by the sorriest rhymes of 

opkins and Sternhold : 

The fishes there far vovages do make, 
‘To divers shores their journey they do take; 
There hast thou set the great leviathan, 
That makes the seas to seeth like boiling pan. 

With regard to his style, it is rally harsh and 
inelegant, vie aed Poth cohen care; of- 
ten obscure or affected, but more frequently nervous 
and emphatic. His eloquence, according to Ben 
Jonson, was irresistibly impressive, and pleasing. 
We now close our observations on the character 

and works of Bacon, a man, whose mind, indefatiga- 
bly active, was capable of the mightiest efforts ; 
whose powerful imagination suggested to him many 
original views ; and whose pat ambition u 
him to the bold attempt of demolishing the fabric 
reared by Aristotle, and rebuilding science on a more 
peegnable foundation. While the story of his 
public life affords a salutary memorial of the rava 
effected by inordinate ambition, the perusal of his 
philosophical labours tends to abate the keenness of 
our scorn, and to mingle admiration and gratitude 
with the sympathies claimed by fallen ness, 
We would earnestly recommend the Novum Orga- 
num to the attention of all lative men, as one 
of the best means of facilitating and guiding their in- 
quiries. From want of acquaintance with this excel- 
lent auxiliary, many ingenious men, in the present 
day, proceed empirically in their investigations, as if 
rules were altogether superfluous, or at least as if 
they were not aware that any code of rules exists 
preferable to the random suggestions of imagination. 

The best edition of the treatise De Augmentis was 
publishéd in 1623, under the author’s inspection. A 
very accurate edition of the Novum mum was 
published in 1620. The whole works of Lord Ba- 
con were edited by Blackbourne, in four volumes 
folio, London, 1730; and by Mallet, London, 1740, 
also in four volumes folio. The most complete edi- 
tions are one in five volumes quarto, London, 1778, 
and one in ten volumes plintn, Liddle, 1803. There 
is a book in three volumes quarto, entitled, The 
Philosophical Works of Lord Bacon, by Dr Shaw ; 
but its accuracy is not to be relied upon. Some 
other translations and abridgments appear to be still 
less correct. See Rawley and Mallet’s Life of Bacon. 
Rushworth’s Historical Collections. Voltaire Me- 
tanges de Litterature. Journals of Parliament, 1621. 
Birch’s Memoirs of Elizabeth. (m. x.) 
BACON, Joun, an eminent English sculptor, was 

born in the year 1740. His father, who was a cloth- 
worker in Southwark, was descended from an ancient 
family.in Shropshire. Though, in the age of child- 
hood, Bacon discovered a propensity for drawing, 
his first opportunity of exercising it’ was on be- 
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coming an apprentice at a porcelain manufactory, at 
the age of fifteen. There he was employed in paint- 
tng china, and in forming small ornamental pieces in 
clay, which betrayed early indications of that genius 
which afterwards led him to such celebrity. ‘The 
sight of the models of different sculptors, sent to'a 
pottery near the manufactory to be burnt, excited a 
great desire in Bacon to e something similar to 
them ; and, in the year 1758, he formed a small figure 
of Peace, after the antique. In 1763 he first tried 
the sculpture of marble, without previously having 
seen it attempted ; and then he invented a useful in- 
strument, since adopted by many others, for the pur- 
pose of obtaining correct measurements and propor- 
tions. The pro of this artist was so rapid, that, 
between the “xe 1763 and 1766, he obtained no lese 
than nine different - iums from the Society for 
Encouragement of the Arts. The Royal A y 
being instituted in 1768, Bacon attended it, and re- 
ceived what may be called his first instructions in 
yy td having never before seen a it or mo- 

elling regularly executed. In the i ’ 
the old medal, the first ever given for acoicuny 
the Academy, was decreed to him. He was soon 
afterwards elected a member of the Academy; and 
his reputation was further established by’a statue of 
Mars, which introduced him to the notice of the 
Archbishop of York. Bacon was now em to 
model a bust of the king; on which occasion, having 
answered his majesty’s question, whether he had ever 
been out of the kingdom, in the tive, Tam glad 
of it,’’ said the king, “ You will be the greater ho- 
nour to it.” The king was so well satisfied with 
this performance, that he ordered Bacon to 
another bust of him, intended asa present to the uni- 
versity of Gottingen, and the queen ordered a third. 

By this time the reputation of Bacon as a sculp- 
tor and modeller was firmly established. In 1773, 
after executing two statues, of Mars and Venus, in 
plaster, he presented them to the Society for the En- 
couragement of Arts: they were received with much 
approbation, and the ory ep him their gold 
medal, inscribed Eminent Merit. He was now 
employed in many sculptures: He executed two 

ups for the top of Somerset House, in London, in 
780, and the monument of Lord Halifax in West- 

minster Abbey. Next he began the famous 
statue of Judge Blackstone, for All Souls College, 
Oxford, and soon afterwards that of coven gd or 
the Anti-Chapel at Eton. He then what 
has been considered his @ ceuvre, the monument 
of the Earl of Chatham in Westminster Abbey, 
which was commenced in 1778. His skill in the 
antique had been frequently called in question, but 
he modelled a head of Jupiter Tonans, which was in- 
spected by several eminent connoisseurs, and mista- 
ken for an antique ; some even inquired, ‘ from what 
temple abroad he had obtained it ??? Numerous pieces 
of sculpture were produced from the chisel ot . 
Lord Rodney's monument at Jamaica, Lord Heath- 
field's at Buckland, near Plymouth, Mr Howard’s 
and Dr Johnson’s in St Paul’s Cathedral, This art- 
ist was attacked by a disease, which quickly termi- 
nated his existence, in 1799. Fowl 

Bacon was certainly one of the most distinguished 
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sculptors whom England-has produced: “Phere is an 
invention, a variet aud appropriate distribution of 

ich that his conceptions 
were no less_jiet than hi on, It was consi- 
dered surprising, that one who had never studied 
abroad should: be able to produce what the best stile 
of sculpture has seldom excelled ; a fact which shews, 
that real genius; if duly sngeet will always od 
paramount to mere imitation. In competitions wit 
rival artists Bacon was remarkably successful: He 
failed once in sixteen trials. Besides statuary, 
he is said to have turned his attention to poetical 
composition, and to have written on subjects con- 
nected with the arts. He also afforded materials and 
observations for treatises on sculpture. Simplicity 
of manners in domestic life, and piety, eminently cha- 
racterised him. Though he had sculptured many 
splendid. monuments for others, he ordered his own 

to be covered only with a plain stone, inscri- 
bed, What was ae an artist seemed to me of some 
i while I lived ; but what I was as a 

in Christ Jesus is: the thi import- 
ance to me row. See Cecil’s Li Becta. Gen- 
tleman’s a 1799. way’s Anecdotes of 
the Arts in England. (c) ; 
» BACOPA,a of plants of the class Pentan- 
dria, and order ia. See Botany. (w) 
_ BACTRIA was a kingdom of Asia, which, in 
ancient times, appears to have been distinguished by 
the extent of jits territories, the number of its inha- 
bitants, and the magnitude of its exploits. But the 

which the Bactrians merited, by the wisdom 
‘of their councils, and'the valour of their arms, has 
been obscured: in the depths of remote antiquity ; 

pre aan marriage On might. to. in on e of hi » has 
been rao 9 mar more Sb candidates for 
fame which future ages have produced. Acquaint- 
-ed, as ‘we are, with the uncertainty and saueviiation 
of ancient annalists, it is with some hesitation that 
‘we attempt to mark the limits of this dynasty, which, 

“Ite b bounda- being nearly the same with modern Chorasan, ap- 

pled. 

C to have been on the south, from In- 
ete the een of the Paropamisus; on 
the west, from Margiana, by the hills which surround 
‘that »province;, on the north, from Sogdiana, by the 
river Oxus; and, on the east, from Asiatic Scythia, 
‘by a chain of mountains which rises as a barrier be- 
‘tween the two:countries. After employing some in- 

i od conclu- oo mH we imagine there are reasons 
peo- oe this country was first peopled by the des- 

of Gomar, the grandson of Noah, and that, 
for some time, they were called Chomarians, and their 

Chomara, appellations derived, with very 
LUAR 9A TL yA ari ’ 

“ys ( aed “the. 

kingdom, 
* of ancient 
Euseb. in Chron, Diog.. 
Writers assert, such as agius, Ishmael, Abulfeda, Sharastani, 
manuscripts of Justin, O 
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18 found instead of Zoroaster, which, in all probability, was the true reading, 

BAC 
little corruption, from the name of that patriarch. 
Afterwards Bactria became the capital of the king- 

dom; and, if we believe Q. Curtius, both the king- 
dom and its capital were denominated from the river 
Bactrus, which fertilized the fields through which it 

rolled, and washed the walls of that famous and al- 
most impregnable city. But though we are inclined 
to follow Curtius, yet we are not ignorant, that the 
name of the river upon which Bactria was built, ac- 
cording to Pliny, was Zariaspa, and, according to 
Ptolemy, Dargidus. It will not, however, be im- 
possible to reconcile the accounts of Curtius and 
Pliny, if what the latter affirms be allowed, that the 
ancient name of Bactria was Zariaspe, which is also 
affirmed by Strabo. In the same manner the riyer, 
apon which the city was built, may have also chan- 
ged its name, or borne different names in different 
countries. Ptolemy’s account, however, is inconsist- 
ent with both; for he places the city in the interior 
of the kingdom, while they assert, that it was situa- 
ted at the foot of the Paropamisus, the southern 
boundary of the country. Bactria, in latter ages, 
was called Balk, a name which it bears at the present 
day. é 
"At what time Bactria assumed the name and the 

glory of an independent kingdom, it is impossible to 
determine. If we admit the authority of Ctesias, 
which we have more than questioned in our account 
of Assyria, it must have been at a very early period. 
According to him, Oxyartes filled the throne of 
Bactria pe Ba Ninus and his Assyrians endeavoured 
to reduce all Asia under their power *. But though 
the progress of that monarch, to the universal empire 
of the ast, was long checked by the wisdom and 
valour of the Bactrians, yet the walls of this capital, 
and the spirit of its inhabitants, yielded at last to the 
repeated attacks of their numerous foes, and that 
kingdom. became a province of the Assyrian empire. 
It is inconsistent with our plan to relate the various 
wars in which the Bactrians, as auxiliaries, engaged, 
while their governors were appointed by their con- 
uerors. In this state of degrading dependency, 
ctria remained, till the Assyrian empire was itself 

overturned by the aspiring spirit and the fortunate 
arms of Cyrus the Great. .To conduct that con- 
summate warrior at the head of the confederate forces 
of Media and Persia, till the ascendency of his ge- 
nius extinguished the pom of the Lydian and the 
Assyrian empires on the field of battle, and levelled 
the walls of Babylon with the ground, belongs to 
the historian of these nations. But though the Bac- 
trians might rejoice, that the kingdom which reduced. 
them to bondage was thus reduced to the same hu« 
miliating dependency, yet, under the yoke of the 

first book of his History, informs us, that Zoroaster was king of Bactria, when Ninus invaded’ that l (inp) bette cum Zoroastre rége Bactrianorum fuit.) Before this assertion can be admitted, all the land-marks 
‘ he removed. Yet such is the discernment of some writers, that this assertion has been believed, 

m Proemio.. The truth is, Zoroaster did not live till many ages after, as all the oriental 
. Ligerius, however, informs us, that in some ancient 

Some 
Agporant paper bee Ho changed the name, because he found in the text, that the king mentioned was said to 

been commonly attributed to » he 
pe 

long before Zoroaster was born; fo! 

magic arts, (primus dicitur artes magicds invenisse,) and as the invention.of this science ha 
bad _ attri Zoroaster, he might imagine that he was eon 4 
"he was corrupting it. We mor analyipprceiye, that Oxyartes, if -he ever exi 

Tr » though the great restorer of magic, was by no means its founder. 

or,correcting the text of Justin, when 
» might have been addicted to these arts 

Bactrias 

Name and 
situation 
of its capir 
tal. 

Subdued 
by Ninus; 

and by Cy- 
rus the 
Great. 

B. C. 539, 
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Persians, they; were still doomed to wear, the fetters 
which the Assyrians:had first, forged for them, >and 
they soon found that they had changed their/masters, 
but not their state... The names of the goverhors.of 
Bactria, under Cyrus and his:successors, are unworthy 
ofa pia in the of history; and our attention is 
not drawn to the subject which we are treating till the 
time of Darius Hystaspes. During the-reign of that 
monarch, according, to the most authentic accounts, 
flourished, Zoroaster, the great restorer of that reli- 
ion which bears his name,and which has extended 

1s. influence, not enly over Persia, but over almost 
all the East. . After he had established his.opinions 
in Media, where,.as we shall, narrate in our account 
of that -kingdom, he, first ;assumed)the character 
of a divine teacher, he migrated into Bactria, and 
there propagated his opinions with singular success. 
It was in the, capital of this. country that he fixed 
his ‘chief. residence, and consecrate 
ship. of #fire that magnificent temple to which every 
true disciple was bound to make a pilgrimage, once 
in, his life, to propitiate the deity which in a peculiar 
manner resided there. Having accomplished several 
journeys into the neighbouring nations for the pro- 
pagation of his doctrines, he returned. to Bactria, 
where, according to his own institutions, he was 
principally to reside, and. endeavoured to_conyert 
Argasp, .king of the Oriental Seythians, not so 
much by the ie of reason, as by the dread of the 
arms of Darius. ‘The indignation,of that high spi- 
rited: monarch was roused against a man who. thus 
dared, to insult his. understanding and. his -power, 
and.at the head of his native bands he inyaded 
Bactria,, slew Zoroaster, and the priests who. ad- 
heged to him, and destroyed: all, the temples which 
he lad consecrated. . Had he returned to his own 
country sin safety, -his triumph would have. been 
complete; but before he could reach his dominions, 
he was:overtaken by Darius, and was doomed to be- 
hald his forces annihilated by the Persian arms., Da- 
rius immediately, by his example.and authority, .re+ 
stored the temples, and confirmed the religion of Zor 
roaster in Bactria. 

Under the dominion of Persia, Bactria remained 
till the reign of Darius III. surnamed Codomannusy 
When that monarch beheld his mighty army dissi- 
pated, on the plains of Arbela, by-the consummate 
skill of Alexander the Great, and the irresistible 
valour of his hardy veterans, he fled-from the last 
and the:mest disastrous of his fields to. Media, where, 
collecting thewrecks of his conquered forces, he re- 
solved to make-another effort to prop his falling for- 
tunes. But when he heard that Alexander was ad- 
vancingto give him battle, he shrunk from the une. 
qual contest,.and determined to retire into Bactria, to 
augment his army, with the brave inhabitants of that 
province. Bessus, a Persian nobleman, to whom the 
government of that province. was committed, was 
thenia the army of Darius, at the head of, the Bac- 
trians, consisting of 4000 slingersy and) 3000 horse. 
When he perceived that the spirit andthe power of 
Darius yielded to the rising fortunes of the Macedo- 
nian hero, instead of supporting his lord and bene- 
factor, he formed a) conspiracy against. him, and 
hoped to rise on his ruins to the empire of the East. 
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to the wor- , 

No sooner did the Persian, Pa ‘setoutfrom Ecba- Bacteria.» 
tana, than, .dead_ to Perera mm os ice, and.re- ——~— 
gardlesd, of future fame, Bessus seized the-person of 
the unfortunate monarch, and carried, him, to Bac-. 
tria. Finding, however, that he. was. rsued ’ 

put Da- 

(—— 

Alexander, .with implacable resentment, 
rius to death, assumed the sovereignty of the East, 
and collected an, army to defend Sia thrones. But, 
though to excuse his,treason, and to advance. his am- 
bition, he had formerly condemned the flight of Da-. ‘ 
Tius,, and imputed the misfortunes of that .monarch 
to his pusillanimity, yet he now, trembled. at the ap-. 
proach ft Alexander, 1 pbc ate indefensi 
part of Darius’s. conduct, detroyed the country Murders 
through nape his enemies had to. eee pursuit ce Darius, 
him, transported his army over the Oxus, and, after 3. C- 390, 
burning his vessels, lest they should fall into the hands 
of Alexander, fled to Nautaca, a city, of Sogdiana, 
where he imagined he would be secure. . But neie. 
ther the ravages of Bactria, nor.the breadth of the 

. Oxus, nor the bulwarks of Nautaca, could protect | 
the usurper._ Bessus was delivered into, the hands:of » 
Alexander by his own, officers when they could no. 
longer defend him ; and. Alexander, detesting the.trai- - 
tor, though he reaped the harvest, of his: treachery, 
yielded him,to the renenge of. Oxatres, the: brother and is pus 
of Darius, and the regici .expiated his..crimes, bya to death. 
death embittered. with every, torture which ingenuity 
could inyent,, or cruelty execute, 4 | 64 tose 
.The conquered. kingdoms, which formed» the; ex 

tensive empire of Alexander, were united.only, 
the terror of his arms. . At his. death, the’chain was B. C. 92%. 
broken, and.the chiefs, who governed the provinces ; 
by his authority, aspired-at independeiice,, and.each 
claimed the BITE of his,owmstate..\Diodoras 
Siculus advances Philip to. the throne of Bactrialat= 
that time; while Justin gives the sceptre'to the hand 
of Amyatas. . But the Bactrian, prince, »whateyer 
was his name, was not long able to. vindicate »the 
fame and the freedom of his, countrys Seleucus, who 
had ascended the throne of Syria, bavinggained poss B. c. 312. 
session of Babylon, and subdued Media, carried his is 
victorious arms into Bactria, and.again reduced, it. to 
slavery. In. this. state of degradation the: nation. 
groaned. till Antiochus, Theos »gave, the; government! ,..dotus. 
of. the, province into.the hands of Theodotus, aman’R. C. 250. 
not more distinguished by the greatness of, his:ambi- 
tion, and. the magnitude’ of -hisdesigns,..than by 
the wisdem and valour which he displayed, in accom- 
plishing them, Perceiving that his.-master was en- - 
gaged in; a bloody war with Ptolemy Philadelphus, ons 
ing of Egypt, and that all the resources of his king- . 

dom were employed, he determined:to shake off his 
allegiatice, and vindicate the freedom of ‘the country» 
which he governed. We mayreasonably conclude that, 
preparatory to the discovery of his great designs he 
employed his administration to establish the discipline 
and power of his army, to promote the cultivation 
and prosperity of his country, and. to repair/the for- 
tifications of its cities. But we shall hesitate to be+ © 
lieve, upon the authority of Justin, that the king- 
dom which Theodotus claimed could boast of a 
thousand cities ;. yet certainly whatever were the en- 
ergies of that. country, they were employed with 
singular ability by the illustrious usurper. His ex« 
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” Bacteiane ample-was followed: by many."of the neighbouring 
—— -states, which revolted-fromthe power of Antiochus,» 

_ ©“ and, deriving confidence andassistance, each from the. 
em" stiecess; oft) yogained’ the liberty at) which 

Theodotus 
i. 

GAs BA C BoB IA. 

they aspired."The martial virtues, which enabled 
Th 0 ion of the kingdom, Pax 

in his hand during the remainder of his life, 
and, at; hissdeath, placed the crown upon: the head 

Chhivescsprore: any ith eeoibery 24s) 
£ cevinnezited the name as well as the de- 

mininions “Ofvhis father’ fre beram his administra- 
f san alliance hb ae igi 

; thia ‘and Hyrcania from the Syridn yoke. 
But though, by this means, he secuted’ we th from 
the attacks of Antiochus, ‘arid considerably extended 

~ theilimits of his ‘Kingdom; yet he yielded to the su- 
‘abilities of ‘Euthydemus, who aspired to the 

: ity of Bactria;’and who, at the head of his’ 
bold and deterinined adherents, submitted his preten- 
sions to the decision’ of the sword! ‘Theodotus had 
the misfortune to'behold the best blood ‘of his army 

» shed in his cause; and‘in order to ‘save his life, but not 

B.C. 207, 

Menander. 

musidisp! 

if mot toe 

his honour, he fled fromthe field of battle, and from 
his dominions, and his victorious rival’ ascended the 
thrones ‘But though the wisdom which Euthy#le- 

red might have bent his Hed to endure, 
» the’ tranquillity of peace ; yet we 

may’ bé assured; that” his eave iaa a BECK abate, 
formed for counsel ahd ‘for action, was not 

when ‘the “defence Of his country’ again 
stimmoned ‘him to the field of fame. Antiochus, 
having made with Parthia, was still indignant 
atitherrevolt of the Bactrians, and, with all the for- 
ces of ‘his ‘empire, endeavoured once more to 
reduce them to subjection. “But in along and bloody 
wats ‘which was chequered with various | stiecess, 
Euthydemus — 5 that ‘he was ‘wo ‘of the 
crown, which he'owed not to his’ birth, but to his’ 
ambition"; "and’ that all the efforts of Antiochus 
would be unable to wrest the sceptre from his hand. 
But’ as ‘kings should resort to war only to procure 
peace, the moment when he understood that Antio- 
chus dof sticeess; he sent ambassadors to that | 
monarch.” Being admitted into his presence, the pic-’ 
tute which they drew of the calamities of war, of the- 
resources of their monarch, aiid, above all, of the de-. 
signs of the Scythians, who ‘were then rejoicing at 
their’ mutual destruction, and “preparing a mighty 
army ‘to overwhelm whichever of them should at last 
gain’ the ascendency, fad such ‘an effect upon the 
mind of “Antiochus, thet he immediately consented 

»| which’ was’ confirmed by the marriage of 
Etthydemus‘and*his own"daughter. 

Pee recng At Bactria, which was thus esta- 
bl rs ‘at his death; descend to the son, but. 
to’ the: ‘of Euthydemus. “‘Menander, who, 
however, assumed the oyernment in the name of his 
nephew, as’ asthe had secured his authority, | 
longed to” signalizé ‘on the field of battle, 

y at the headvoP hig forees, passed the river Hy- 
panis, and extended the boundaries of his dominions, 
by subjugating the kingdom of Sigertis, the exten- 
sive “province of Patt ‘and some other eastern 
eduntries,” Proud of past’ victories, a meditating” 

Pyros 

, were divided amongst 
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victories to’ come, he was arrestéd by the hand of 
death: when just »ready'to. invade “Syria. So much 
was he beloved:byshis subjects, that the principal ci- 
ties of  Bactria were in, arms to claim the honour of 
his sepulchre, and, -to prevent a ‘civil war, his ashes 

theat, andithe-magiti¢ent mo- 
numents which they raised, perpetuated the memory 
of his fame, and of-their affection. ‘Demetrius, the 
son of Euthydemus, then! ascended the throne.’ | ‘The 
wisdom and vigour of his administration proved, that 
hé was not unworthy of the sceptre which had been 
wielded’ by the martial talents: of his’ uncle, and she 
not only secured the conquests of his predecessor, 
but added to them several new provinces, and raised. 
his kingdom to-the summit of prosperity. He left 
his dominions to his son Eucratides, who, pursuing 
the’career of victory which his father had marked out 
for him, burst, with the whole*forée of his empire, 
through the bairiers’ which nature seemed to have 
placed between his dominions and India, and ‘kindled 
the flames of war in that country. The dangers 
which he encouritered, and the defeats' which he’ sus- 
tained, at the beginning of his enterprize, seemied to 
detract as much from the wisdom of his counsels, as 
they added to the fame of his valour; and it is diffi- 
cult to determine, whether we ought more to: blame 
the'temerity of that princé, who could raslily' expose 
himébelf, ‘with only threé hundred soldiers, in an ene- 

_my’s country, ‘to be~ besieged by an army of forty: 
thousand men ; or to admire’ the consummate skill, 
and the undaunted courage, by which he could not 
only extricate himself from such perilous circumstan- 
ces, but obtain ‘a victory over the besiegers.'! This 
victory was only ‘the prelude of future conquest : 
marily extensive provinces in’ the’ ‘interior’ of India 
were subdued,’ and the glory of his’ éxploits vindica- 
ted his claim to'the proud appellation of The Great 
King, an appellation which ‘the monarchs ‘of Persia 
wished to arregate to themselves, when exulted to 
the ‘sublimity of empire: Returning to his paternal’ 
dominions, his son, who bore his name, and to whom 
he had committed the administration ‘in his absence, 
conspired against his’ life, a his cha- 
riot over the mangled body of ‘his father, and inhu- 
manly denied his remains the rites of sepulture. 

Eucratides If: 
ofthis father, bat-t 
the parricidel "While lie’ was preparifig toresist the 
Parthians, ‘who were invadiig his dominions, a ‘nt- 
merous and hardy band of barbarians, issuing from 
thé inhospitable’ wilds" of Scythia; passed the river- 
Jaxartes; poured over the four kingdénis of Bactria - 
with irtesistible violence, rolled the forces of Eucra- 
tides before them, “dad” expelled’ the monarch’ from: 
his domisions. Collecting, however, ‘another-army, 
and endeavouring to rouse his coutitrymeén to assert 
their liberty, Tictatides returned to the doubtful 
contest ; but, on the field’ of battle, where he lost 
his life, the paisa his country were finally ‘extin- 
Smt and Bactria was’ precipitated into slavery, 
rom which’ it Has’ not emerged to the present day. 
The power of Scythia, under which Bactria groaned - 
for ages, was at last broken by ‘the Huns;"but as- 
this warlike people conquered that unhappy country: 
ra) ) ie | 

Bacthits 
——— 

Demetrius, 

Eucratides. 

eenied a kingdom by the mirder pucratides. 
€ vengeance of heaven ‘pursued 11. 
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for themselves, and not to exalt it to its former rank 
amongst the nations of Asia, that revolution does not 
fall within the range of our rapid narrative. 
By Herodotus, and other ancient annalists, we are 

informed, that the Bactrians were well made, vigo- 
rous and healthy ; admirably adapted for supportin 
the fatigues and dangers of war, by the habitu 
temperance which they cultivated, and by that rest- 
less activity which disdained re Their soldiers 
were deservedly famous for the skill which they dis- 
played in the use of the sling and the bow, with 
which they levelled the ranks of the enemy at a 
distance. As they drew near to battle, they em- 
ployed short darts, till joining man to man, the 
slaughter which they made with the sword, or with 
a large dagger that hung from their girdles, evinced 
that the strength of their arm, and the valour of their 
soul, were equally formed for close combat. Their 
government was monarchical, hereditary, and despo- 
tic. Their religion was idolatrous; for though they 
held the opinion of one Supreme God, yet the ado- 
ration which they payed to the sun, and to fire, 
even after Zoroaster had ‘reformed their theology, 
will warrant this conclusion, We shall not have a 
very exalted idea of their morality, when we are in- 
formed, that incontinence was not accounted a blemish 
even in the female character, that incest was permit- 
ted, and that the finer feelings, which dignify hu- 
man nature, and are the source of the purest plea- 
sures of our existence, were so completely eradicated 
from their hearts, that they trained fierce mastiffs to 
devour their aged parents, when they could no long- 
er support themselves, and which, from that horrid 
employment, were emphatically denominated Sepul- 
chral dogs. Their learning, however, during the 
latter period of the state, appears to have been con- 
siderable ; and it is, perhaps, more than a conjecture, 
that from this country the rays of science first dawn- 
ed upon the Hindoos. During the same time, they 
seem to have cultivated commerce to a great extent 
with the various nations of India. They wore tiaras, 
tunics, and breeches, like the Medes, : 

erhaps no country of the same extent ever dis- 
covered a greater variety of soil than Bactria. The 
northern provinces, which extended along the banks 
of the river Oxus, were intersected with many streams 
and fountains, which adorned and fertilized the fields, 
The ancient topographers of this country, whose ac- 
count is Sheikietiatl by Sir John Chardin, inform ua, 
that.there is a fountain in Bactria, whose waters are 
so plesant to the taste of the musalinan, or albemec, 
‘a fowl about the size of a hen, and of a black and 
red colour, that it attracts it to its streams from a 
great distance. As this fowl is gregarious, and feeds 
upon locusts, whenever these insects settle upon any 
field in such numbers as to endanger the crop, the 
inhabitants conyey the water of this fountain in ves- 
sels to the place, and the flocks of musalinans, which 
are immediately drawn thither, ‘deliver the country 
‘from the locusts, Bactria could boast ef many ex- 
tensive plantations ; vines, and other fruit-trees, were 
in great abundance, and the crops which they pro- 
duced were not only liberal, but of an exquisite taste 
and flavour. “That species of tree which produced 
manna of a yellowish colour and of a large size, and 
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which was allowed to be the most valuable, grew t6 

ter sere there than in any other country, 
é fields were equally well for every spe- 

cies of grain ; and the focks and herds which ran 
their pastures were all excellent in their k = 
omg of this country are said to have produced 1 

st kind of bezoar, a stony substance which 
formed within the animal, and is so famous in the an- 
nals of medicine. ‘The southern regions of this 
country, however, being in a great measure destitute 
of water, and covered with sand, are equally remark- 
able for their sterility. ‘The whirlwi ich with 
irresistible violence sweep along the surface, not only 
blot out every vestige of the roads which lead througl 
these regions, and bury the unhappy travellers with 
the clouds of sand which they roll re them, but 
with their continued eddies raise lofty mountains on 
the plains. Travellers, whom ‘necessity compels té 
traverse these pathless wastes, generally journey’ by 
night, which from the brightness of the sky resem- 
bles day, and direct their course by the starsas if 
they were at sea. See A » Plin.\. vi, c. 15, 
16. Q. Curt. 1, vii. Strab. 1. xi. xv. \Ammian. Mar- 
cel. \. xxiii. Arrian, Syncel. Justins 1. i. xii. © Diod. 
Sicul. Euseb. in Chron. Prideaux’s Connect. visi. 
and iit. Univ. Hist: v. iii. Pezron Antig. of Nat. 
Wise Hist. of Fab. Ages. nt Anal. Mythol. (x) 
BACTRIS, a genus of plants of the class Monce- 

cia, and order Hexandria. See Borany. (tw) © — 
a of the Romans, is 

the capital of Spanish Estremadura. ‘The town was 
formerly situated on the high ground where the cas- 
tle now stands, and the splendour and extent of its 
buildings are still apparent in the deserted churches, 
and in the remains of Roman, Gothic, and Moorish 
architecture, which mark its ancient site. © The mo- 
dern town is situated on the lower ground, and ex- 
tends into a beautiful plain on the banks of the Gua- 
diana, The cath is the only public edifice de- 
serving of notice, and some of the chapels are adorned 
with excellent paintings. The town has five’ gates, 
and the streets are narrow and irregular. Without 
the gate of Las Palmas there is a fine bridge over the 
Guadiana, built in 1596, and containing 28 arches, 
the st of which has a span of 78 feet, and the 
smallest of 20. ‘The length of the bridge is 1874 
feet, and its breadth 20. BD agayinn 

Being one of the frontier towns of Spain, and near- 
ly about a league and a half from Portugal, Badajoz 
is defended by strong fortifications, and by the cas- 
tles of Christobal and Las Pardaleras. It was con- 
quered by the Goths in the fifth, and by the Moors 
in the eighth century, and has undergone numerous 
sieges in subsequent wars. f 

adajoz is the residence of a captain-general and 
intendant of the province of Estremadura, of a-mili- 
tary and civil governor, a military governor of ‘the 
castle of Christobal, an Alcalde mayor for administer- 
ing justice, and a principal contador of war. . It has 
also an arsenal La Maestranza, which contains 
all kinds of arms and military engines, 

Badajoz is the seat of a bishop, suffragan of the 
metropolis of San Jago ; and there are in the town 
five parish churches, seven monasteries, five nunne- 
ries, and five hospitals. 

BADAJOZ, the Pax August 

I! 
Badajoz. 
—— 
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Baden. The only manufactory in this city is one of hats, subjects in general, are Lutherans; but other sects Baden, 

Seeeym—_ which was established a few years ago by a French- ., are tolerated. eed 
Population 14,500. Lo 

North Lat. 38° 44’. See Laborde’s View of Spain, 
vol. i. p. 356; and Semple’s Second Journey in Spain, 
p- 28. (#) 

BADEN, a margravate of Germany, in the circle 
of Swabia, situated on the eastern bank of the Rhine. 
It comprehends the territory which lies between the 
rivers. and Swarzback, and is watered by the 
Ens, the Wurm, the N and several other tri- 

streams of the Rhine. It is divided into two 
quisates, which were formerly named the marqui- 
of Baden-Baden, and marquisate of Baden Dur- 

But since the union of these states under 

of 
rince, are. merely distinguished by the 

- eh i and the Lower marquisate. 
Upper marquisate, of which Baden is the capi- 

_comprehends, the northern part of this country, 
uated between the rivers Pfinz and Alb; all the 

of it is included in the Lower marquisate, the 
of which is Durlach, Besides these two 

the principal towns are in Upper Baden, Ras- 
tadt, Stolhoffer, Steinbach, and ingens and, in 
Lower Baden, Carlscruh, Pforzein, Muhlburg, and 

ae 
a 

ue 

k cattle; the hie fe 
upon chesnuts, furnish bacon of a delicious flavour ; 
and valuable fisheries are established on the islands of 
the Rhine. The mines of Oberweilli and Cande 
ron produce excellent iron ; and quarries of free-stone, 
and various ony of marble, are also, found in this 
co + as well as 8, which the inhabitants 
lish, acd export in seoaiterable uantities, oa 
factures are much encouraged in Baden, and are ina 
aty Coens condition. , Among others, there is 
at Durlach a manufacture of that kind of varnished 
ced which \is called Fayenza, from a town in 
1 it was first invented. The margrave has 

established at the same place, a few years ago, a fine 
manufactory of clock-work, of which a particular 
description will be given under the article DurLacu. 

» The margrave of Baden is a sovereign prince, and 
has two votes in the college of princes; one for 
Lower Baden, and the other for the margravate of 
Stockberg, which is situated along the Brisgaw. 
‘His territories are said to be 882 square miles in ex- 
tent,.and to contain 200,000 inhabitants. His whole 

West Long. 6° 43’, © 
& 

BADEN, the capital of the Upper marquisate 
of that name, is situated on the river Oelbach, at 
the foot of a mountain covered with vineyards, near 
the Black Forest. It is celebrated for its hot baths: 
they are supplied by. boiling water pouting from 
twelve springs, which the inhabitants convey by sub- 
terraneous pipes to almost every house. N. Lat. 
48° 46’, E. Long. 9° 24’. (x 
BADEN, a small town in the archduchy of Aus- 

tria, seated on the river Schwocha, and much fre- 
uented on account of its baths. N. Lat. 48° 3’, 
t. Long. 16° 12’. (#) 
BADEN, a county of Swisserland, lying on both 

sides of the river Limat. It is bounded on the north 
by the Rhine; on the east by the canton of Zurich ; 
on the south by the Reuss; and on the west by the 
Aar and the canton of Bern. ‘This county is fertile 
in corn and fruits, and vines grow in some places 
along the banks of the Limat. Its extent is about 
138 geographical square miles, it has three large 
towns, fp Ba and several villages, and contains 
about 24,000 inhabitants. About the 10th century, 
Baden was incorporated in the German empire ; and, 
after being successively subject to the dukes of Zce- 
ringen, the counts of Kyburgh, and Rodolph of 
Hapsburg, the canton of Zurich obtained possession. 
of it in the year 1418, and made it a bailliage of the 
eight ancient cantons, Lucern, Uri, Schweitz, Un- 
derwalden, Zug, Bern, Uri, and Zurich, Thus it 
continued, till the civil war broke out between the 
Protestauts and Catholic cantons, (A. D, 1712.) 
It was then seized by the troops of Zuric and Bern, 
and at the peace of Araw, was ceded to those two 
cantons and Glarus, which, having remained neuter, 
preserved its right of joint sovereignty. ‘Till thie 
time the diet had always assembled at Baden, but it 
has since been transferred to Frauenfield, The three 
cantons alternately appointed: a bailiff, who resided 
in the castle of Baden, the capital. The inhabitante 
eniog be right of electing their own magistrates, 
and have their own judicial courts. In civil proceed+ 
ings an appeal lies to the bailiff, and from his.decision 
to the syndicate, composed of the deputies of the 
three cantons, and, in the last resort, to the cantons 
themselves. In penal causes the criminal court cons 
demns, and the bailiff has power to pardon, or to mi- 
tigate the offence. By a decree of the French go- 
vernment in 801, Argovie, united with Baden, and 
the u part of the Frickthal, was made one of 
the 17 departments, or cantons of Swisserland, from 
Ten (  apheticlg were to be deputed to the 
diet.. (x ; 

BADEN, the capital of the above canton, stands 
on the bank of the Limat, which there flows through 
a plain, flanked by two hills. Its hot baths, from 
which it derives its name, are much frequented, and. 
were famous. even in the time of the Romans, by 
whom they were called Aque, or Therma: Helvetica. 
Baden was originally a Roman fortress, erected for 
the i aa Wa the Germans; and still re- - 
tains many monuments of Roman antiquity, such as: 

er statues of several heathen gods, bronze 
coins, and: medals. of the emperors, made of gold, gil. 
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ver, copper, and bronze. There. is a stone pillar too, 
erected in honour of the emperor Trajan, who pay 
in this country a road eighty-five Italian miles long. 
The baths are about a quarter of .a league: distant 
from the city, and their waters, ‘which ,are mixed 
with sulphur andalum, are conveyedto the houses 
by means of pipes. \N. Lat. 47° 21’, E. Long. 8° 

a Roe ; 

BA OCH, a district in the county: of Inver- 
ness in Scotland. See INVERNESS-SHIRE. 
BADGER. See Ursus, under MAMMALIA. 
‘BADINAGE, the name given in France to a me- 

‘thod of hunting wild ducks, practised in come parts 
of that country, and which M.)Gerardin, one of the 
-authors of the Dictionnaire des Sciences Naturelles, 
‘describes as very amusing. .The sportsmen provide 
one or more boats, which they coyer with green 
boughs, or green reeds, and row,)as silently as. pos- 
sible, along-the pond, orlake, which the ducks fre- 
quent. They have also a little dog, trained:to the 
‘sport, whom, as ‘they approach the dicks, they slip 
aanobserved into the water. The ducks, who were 
dispersed here and there on the surface of the water, 
no sooner perceive this unexpected intruder, than 
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of the Roman empire.’ See Crevier’s History of the 
Roman Heyy vol. 1X. ps 2820 (J) Mae mr ly 
BAGDAD, a cit off urkey in Asia, and-capi- 

tal of the Pachalek of Bagdad, and of the lor 
or Arabian’ frac,’ is situated’ on the «banks) of. the 
river Tigris, in N. Lat. 33° 29’, E. 442.91 
and was founded by the Caliph ‘Ate aeons 
sor, in the 145th year of the Hegira, A. Dy 762. It 
has been very erroneously supposed to ocetpy the Situation. 
same spot on which ancient Babylon formerly stood:; 
and the mistake may. have originated, from the cit- 
cumstance of its being built upon the scite of Selew- 
cia, which was frequently styled New Babylon; but 
the old city of that mame stood upon’ the banks of 
“the Euphrates, -about 50 miles» farther up the river. 
Bagdad.is indeed ‘the lastiof: a: succession of ‘magni- 
ficent, cities, which were built at (different periods in 
the» same extensive plain,» and each ‘of which* was 
raised from’ the ruins of its\\predecessérs | Babylon 
was exhausted of its inhabitants'and its ornaments by 
the city Seleucia ; Seleucia, again, was supplanted’ by 
Ctesiphon ; which, iatits turn, yieldedto'Alimaday~ | 
en; and, last of all, Bagdad supplied: a resi “to 
‘the sovereigns’ of ‘the East. 01" eave sthad 

Bagdad, 
——— 

. 

they collect themselves together, and endeavour:to 
escape to another part of the lake. Pursued by the 
‘dog, and attracted ‘by the appearance of the green 
houghs, or reeds, they swim for refuge to these insi- 
diousislands, "The sport now begins ; for the hunters, 

Almansor,' the second caliph»of the-family of the Occasion 
Abassides, haying disgusted, by his cruelties, 'the' in- of its being 
habitants of Hasomia, where He usually-resided, ‘and built. 
having thus given ovcasion to pw rea en ap 

. 

anticipating the success of their purveyor’s assiduity, 
-are prepared to slaughter the poor birds, either singly, 
by means of a kind of ‘spear, or in dozens, by dis- 
charging among them a volley of Jarge shot froma 
blunderbuss, or other gun of large calibre. | This 
comprehensive execution by the gun \will: not, it 
seems, succeed oftener than once in a season, as the 
noise’ makes such an impression on the ducks, that 
they remember the effects, and ever after «avoid a 
similar decoy. ./(_/'), Phsrengsuad irc ep aie he 

» BAXTOEN, a serpent described by Forskal) in 
his Fauna Arabica, CE bite provés almost. instan- 
taneously mortal, and produces an universal swellin 
of the whole body. |The characters of this formi- 
dable animal are not. sufficiently marked; to fix its 
place in a systematic arrangement, little more bein 
known of it, than that it is freckled with black an 
white'spots. (f) - ! pew 
BECKIA, a genus of plants of the class Octan- 

dria, and order eaiery ie See Botany. (w 
BAOBOTRYS, a genus of plants of the class 

Pentandria, and order Monogynia. See Botany. 
(w - ¢ 

pate the name of: one of the ancient pros . 
vinces Of Spain, comprehending modern Andalusia 
and Grenada, taken from the river Betis,’ now the 
Guadalquivir! - (7) we There sul odes 
BAFFIN’S hay; a-large bay lying between 

North America and Greenland, which. derives its 
name from William Baffin, who endeavoured, in 
1616, to discover a passage through Davis’ Straits. 
Its limits have not yet been ascertained by any accu- 
pad icy eerie See Crantz’s History of Green- 
and. ; me H a ie 

BA Gent vinind dade a band of turbulent 
peasants, who frequently disturbed the tranquillity 

5 

his: government, as well-as ‘cons anpyerd avon. 
life; he resolved toabandon’a“place,; which wasso 
deternined in its disaffection, and'to remove’ the*seat 
of the empire to a city founded ‘by himself», The . 
following account is given by the Persian writers*of 
the foundation of the new city, and:the origin of 
its name.’ Khosru,. named Amishirwanj: had given 
the plain on which it stands: to! one) of his wives; 
who built and. dedicated: thereva chapel or oratory 
to her favourite idol Bagh; and ‘from this cireum- 
ftance’ the: whole of the neighbouring, district was 
called Baghdad, z.\¢, in the Persian language, *¢ the persian 
gift of Bagh.’ » This little temple, in »process ‘of origin of 
time, ‘served as a place of retreat to a hermit of vex its name. 
traordinary sanctity, who happened to meet swith 
Almansor, while he was riding on the banks of the 
Tigris, and meditating on his new schemes .and who, _ 
upon learning’ from one of the attendants the design 
of the caliph, mentioned: an ancient«tradition, that a 
city was'to be built in that place by @ person named 
Moclas. Almansor having’ been informed of the 
hermit’s observation, declared to his officers, that the 
name of Moclas had been given to him by: his nurse ; 
gave thanks to God for having destined him to be 
the author of so great a work; and instantly fixed 
upon the spot where he stood, as the situation of his 
intended:capital.)) if 

. 

According to the Arabian authors, however, there Arabic 
was! none-of these marvellous and: romantic occurs etymology. 
rences in the caliph’s proceedings. The groundiwas 
deliberately eed ads abe a a of the Eu- 
phrates and the Tigris, as being »a favourable situa- 
tion, both for the defence of the city, and for the 
conveyance of provisions; and it was) called Baghdad, 
a oa garden of Dad, because a Christian monk, 

of the name of Dad, had been’ residing on the spot 
where it was built! 9. GL 6 ee ‘ 
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Fo ml »~ "The first part of the city was'situated on the west- months, almost the whole eastern part of the city, Bagdad. 

érn bank of the Tigris'y and'was of a circular form, ‘was laid in ruins. In the 334th of the Hegira, —“v—~* 

Descrip- “with the caliph’s palace-and: the 2 aa mosque in the 
est centre. Whileshe buildingson eastern side were 

erecting, Almiansor detached a body of troops, under 
his son Al Mohdi, to protect the workmen from the 
attacks of the Persians; and the young prince ha- 
ving fortified, ‘with a wall, the p on which he 
en , that “part of the city was afterwards 

. ted setheCaure or Fortress of Al Mohdi.” ‘The 
iph had a palace in the eastern as well as in the 

division of the city, both of which had the 
— of « the Hotise of the Caliphat ;” but 

Yor the astern bank was the most magnificent, 
and was called, by way of eminence, “ the Garrison,” 
or *theRoyal Inclosure.’”?. It was surrounded, on the 
land side, ‘by a semicircular wall, with six gates, the 
chief of which was called “* the Gate of the Pre- 
fects ;” and’its entrance was generally kissed by the 
princes or ambassadors, who came to the court of 
the caliph. The city was completed in the 149th 

« year of the Hegira, A.D. 766; and received the 
Arabic name of Medinat al Salam, “ the city of peace,” al- 
“name. luding either to the name of Jerusalem, or to the 

aan ae throughout the empire at the 
: when it was rag phe the come eherg was 

frequently ‘applied b e Orientals to the river 
« Tigris; es Vedi Auaslden, “ the torrent of peace.” 

But whatever was the reason so dae» lation, it 
was ¢ ally adopted ‘by the ' uring nations; 
and Bocce wie ity of Baedad is ee called by the 

Greek Greeks, Iren, , which is equivalent to the Arabic, 
name, Medinat al Salam. The city, when completed, was 

* of a circular form, inclosed witha double wall, and 
defended by a considerable number of towers. Its 
te ‘were disposed in such a manner, that those of 

‘first wall were in a ba or oblique direction 
with respect to those of the second; and from this 
circumstance, it was sometimes called by the Ara- 
bians, Zauira, 7. e. the crooked.”? In the centre of 
the whole was aeaton or citadel, wenn command. 
ed ev of the town; and a bridge was con- 
ried at ri Tigris, to facilitate ae communi- 
cation between the two divisions of the city. Bag- 
dad was much enlarged and beautified by succeeding 
caliphs; but” particularly by Mostanser Billa, who 
founded there the famous college, which the Arabs 
called Al Madrasah Al Mostanseriah ; and which 
was remarkable for the elegance of its structure, the 
greatness’ of its revenues, and the number of its stu- 

nts. It contained also several other well endowed 
solleges, was renowned for the elegance of the Ara- 

bic en Within its walls; and produced a greater 
number of learned men, than any other place in the 
Motihtieiea dominions, except Mecca and Me- 

. ifia, eerie st ; 
History The city of» ‘continued to be the seat of 

" ‘the caliphs of the of Abbas, and the capital of 
the Moslem empire, for the space of more than 500 
years. During pres oF ey it sustained several 
obstinate sieges, and was the scene of many a bloody 
revolution. In the 197th year of the Hegira, A. D. 
“812, it was attacked by Al Mamon, the second son 
of Haroun Al Raschid, who had rebelled against his 
elder brother Al Amin; and bya siege of twelve 
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ALD. 945, it was afflicted by so severe a famine, 
that many persons were punished for feeding upon 
the flesh of children; and this dreadful scarcity was 
followed stilence, which swept away great num- 
bers of the ithabitante, In the 417th of the Hegira, 
A.D. 1026, it was besieged by a numerous army of 

, Turks, who plundered, and set it on fire 3: by which 
means'the best part of the city was consumed, and 
the inhabitants reduced to a state of extreme poverty. 
In the 447th of the Hegira, A. D. 1055, it was 
pillaged by the troops of 'T'rogrud, or Togrol Beck,- 
who assumed to himself the office of Emir-al-omra, 
and made great encroachments upon the power of 
the caliphs, At length, in the 656th of the Hegira,’ 
A. D. 1258, Bagdad was taken by Hulaku, or 
Hulagou, the grandson of Zengis, the:Mogul, or 
Tartar; its reigning prince, Al Mostasom Billah, 
put to death; the caliphate itself abolished ; and the 
city given up to pillage and massacre for the space 
of seven days. It remained in the possession of the 
Tartars or Moguls till the year of the Hegira 796, 
A.D. 1393, when it was taken by Timur Beg, or 
Tamerlane the Great, from Sultan ‘Ahmed Ebn Weis, 
who abandoned his capital to the conqueror, and 
took refuge in-the territories of the Greek Emperor; 
but who found means to regain the city in a short 
time, and to keep possession till the 803d of the 
par et A.D. 1400. It was then attacked a se« 
cond time by Timur, and vigorously defended by 
Ahmed’s governor Farruj. At the end of forty days, 
however, it was taken by assault, the inhabitants 
barbarously massacred, and the principal building 
levelled with the ground. From this period, it was 
alternately in tlie Wate of Sultan Ahmed, of Abu- 
bekr, grandson of Tamerlane, and of Kara Yusef 
the Turkoman, till the year of the Hegira 815th, 
A. D. 1412, when it was completely secured by the 
last mentioned prince, and remained in the possession 
of his descendants, till the year of the Hegira 875th, 
A. D. 1470. It was then occupied by Usun Cassan, 
in whose family it continued till the 916th of the, 
Hegira, A.D. 1510, when it was taken by Shah 
Ismael, surnamed Sofi; and, for 120 years after, it 
was the object of perpetual contest between. the 
Turks and Persians. . In the year of the Hegira 
1048th, A.D. 1638, it was besieged by Amurath, 
or Morad IV.; and though the Persian garrison, af- 
tera brave resistance, had procured an honourable 
capitulation, they were treacherously massacred, and 
the town given up to pillage by the cruel conqueror. 

From this period Bagdad has greatly declined in Present 
ace of. great states extent and magnificence; but is still a 

concourse, of considerable trade, and oF more wealth 
than any other city in the world of the same. size. 
It is the resort of great numbers of traders and tra- 
vellers, who pass into Persia from Natolia, Syria, 
‘Palestine, and Egypt. _ It is visited'from a principle 
of religion, by waite des of devout Mussulmen, who 
imagine that Ali once resided in the city. All the 
pilgrims also who go to'Mecea by land, must pass 
through Bagdad, and pay to the Basha a kind of tax 
or toll, of four piastres. The professed religion is 
the Mahommedan ; but me greater part of the peo- 

. B 
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Bagdad. ple are called Rahedis, a sect of heretics, who are 
—v— culiarly strict in separating themselves from person 

of a di t religious persuasion, and who would 
not drink out of the same cup with a Christian, or a 
Jew, and scarcely even with an orthodox Mahome- 
dan. Various sects of Christians, however, are to- 
lerated in the — of which the Nestorians are the 
most numerous. ‘There are several Jews, who are con- 
fined to a remote quarter of the town., They are hated 
and continually insulted by the ‘lurks, and live here, 
as in most other places, in a state of political degra- 
dation and oppression. Many also repair hither an- 
DB to visit the sepulchre of the prophet Ezekiel, 
as they suppose to be in the neighbourhood of 
the city. 
‘The inhabitants of Bagdad are composed of Per- 

sians, Armenians, Turks, Arabs, and Jews; but 
their number has been estimated very variously at 
different times by different travellers. By’ Tavernier, 
in 1652, they were supposed not to exceed 15,000; 
and by an officer of the East India Company, in 
1779, they were computed at 100,000. They are 
not, however, the vile slaves we imagine them, and 
which we consider as the invariable consequence of a 
despotic government; but are, on the contrary, proud, 
enterprising, active, and inclined to mutiny. The 
higher classes are civil and generous, and obliging to 
strangers, whom they always treat with regard and 
distinction. It is true the lower classes are the same 
as in all the other cities of Turkey, ignorant, rude, 
full of superstition and insolence, and enervated by 
debauchery and idleness. 

’ 'The form and fortifications of the city seem to have 
undergone little alteration; and the different descrip- 
tions which have been given of its appearance during 
the last 150 years are very much the same. It looks, 
at a distance, like a grove of trees; and stands in the 
midst of avery fertile soil, which is left almost en- 
tirely destitute of cultivation, but which nevertheless 
produces all the European fruits and vegetables in 
their proper seasons, and in the greatest perfection. 
The city is in the form of an irregular oblong square, 
about. 1500 paces long, 800 broad, and not above 
three miles in circuit. The walls are built with brick, 
terrassed in several places on the top, strengthened 
with large towers like bastions, mounted with 60 
pieces of cannon, of which the largest are five or six 
pounders, and surrounded by a wide ditch, about 
five or six fathoms in depth; but these fortifications 
are very much broken down in several places, and 
the ordnance in such a decayed state, as to be scarce- 
ly fit for service. There are four gates, one of which 
is on the side of the river; and the entrance to the 
city in that quarter is by a bridge of boats, or rather 
ieces of timber fastened upon goat skins, which are 
lown like bladders. Near to one of these gates, on 

the north side, stands the castle or citadel, which has 
the command of the river, and which is planted 
with a number of cannon, but is not capable of 
very much resistance. Some of the public buildings, 
the mosques, minarets, hummums, and the palace of 
the bashaw’s lady, are built of hewn stone, and make 
a handsome appearance ; but there are neither pub- 
lic schools, nor public libraries: ‘The bazars, or mar- 
kets, are very extensive, protected by arches from the 
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excessive heat of the sun, divided into different streets, Bagdad 
and filled with shops to the number of 1200, in ——y—— 
which all kinds of merchandize are to be found... 
There are also to be seen the remains of several an- 
cient nk pw a structure and beautiful work. 
manship ; especially a large khan, su to have 
been built about 850 ca ago, and’ of rhc the 
bricks appear as fresh as if they had been newly made. 
‘© The houses,’’ says a late traveller, “ are generally. 
large, built of brick and cement, and arched oyer . 
many of the windows are made of elegant Venetian. ” 
glass 3 the ceilings are mostly ornamented with a 

nd of ch work, which has generally a noble 
ss aera most of the houses have a court- 
before them, in the middle of which is a little plan- 
tation of orange trees, &c. that has a very pleasing, 
effect.” (Journey from Bassora to Bagdad in 1779y, 

. 46.) In the months of June, July, and August, 
{we are informed by the same traveller, as well as by 

avernier, ) the weather is so extremely hot, that the 
inhabitants are obliged to live in subterraneous apart- 
ments, or at: least to sleep upon the terrasses of their . 
houses. The Samiel rages here from the beginnin 
of July to the middle of August, but is neither o 
such a pestilential uality, nor followed.by those. fa~ 
tal accidents ohich often attend it. in the desert. 
rig ARrasiA, vol. ii. p. 275.) The women of Bag- 

are very richly habited; and are loaded with 
jewels ee Boop both = their ears and nose... Ex- 
cept t poor, they never go out but on 
horseback ; erp these tangent is said, the 
courtezans are distinguished by putting their feet in+ 
to the stirrups, while others use only the leathers. 

The city is governed by a Pacha of three tails, 
who assumes also the title of caliph, from his capital 
having been the ancient residence of the Arabian. 
pontitis.. He exercises.an authority. almost, entirely, 
independent of the Porte, and is looked upon as.the 
most powerful vizier in the Ottoman empire. The. 
present governor Ali, is a native,of Georgia, who, 
from being the slave of Soliman Pacha, became his 
son-in-law, and successor; and it is worthy.of re- 
mark, that for nearly.a past, almost all.the 
Pachas of Bagdad have been Georgian renegados, 
whom intrigues and good fortune have drawn from 
the horrors of slavery, to conduct, them to the ho- 
nours of unlimited power. In the time of Tavernier, 
the forces of Bagdad consisted of about 2000 troops 
of different descriptions, within the walls; and about 
3000 or 4000 cavalry in the suburbs and neighbour- 
ing towns. But, at present, these can be increased 
to more than 30,000, as many erg as infantry, 
The cavalry, particularly those of Kurdistan, are 
armed with a pistol, a lance, and a sabre, and some, 
times also with a carabine. The Arab horsemen, 
however, use only the lance ; and the infantry carry 
asabre and musket. Ali Pacha has, besides, 500 
foot disciplined after the European fashion; and he 
can carry into the field 30 pieces of cannon served by 
skilful soldiers. His army, however, is wretchedly 
paid, and ill treated, so that it is com sed chiefly 

of the refuse of the populace. The civil government 
is executed by a cadi, who acts in all capacities, and 
discharges at once the offices of judge, mufti, and 

tofterdar, or treasurer for the grand signior. 
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i: "The revenues, which are drawn chiefly from the 

————’ customs, the annual contributions of governors and. 
- eintendants of cities, and the tribute of the Arab 

dependant upon the government of , ‘tribes, which aici ant 
Ba m computed at seven millions and a 
half of pi or £337,500 sterling. This would 
be con lerably ineressed, were not the Kurdes (in- 
habitants of Kurdistan) exempted from all fixed con- 
tributions, on account of their rma epee nt the 

: -and the frequent campaigns are obliged to 
. pr torovgndornray the aeidatid of the city of Bas- 
sora, so impoverished by the ruin of its commerce, 
a ey scarcely adequate to defray the ex- 
pense which it demands for its defence. But even 
this sum is seldom fully collected, on account of the 
slothfulness of the Turks, who often suffer themselves 
to be plundered by the Arabs. _ 
‘In the reign of Soliman Pacha, Bagdad was the 
centre of a'rich and extensive commerce; but many 
obstacles have since arisen, omy — : the 
exertions, and almost destroy activity of its 
merchants. The dan 9 navigation of the Medi- 
terranean, occasioned by the war between Britain and 
France ; the intestine di “sha —— 
poly of Indian produce by the English; the frequent 
excursions and sires the idichapes Newton 
tinual discord which reigns in Turkey, and the un- 

» ‘protected state of agriculture and industry in that 
empire, ‘are the principal causes which have led to 
the derangement of the commercial affairs of 
this city. Notwithstanding, however, these obstruc- 
tionsy and thecomparative inferiority of Bagdad to 
its former opulence asa place of trade, it may still 
he considered as the great emporium of the East. 
‘The productions of Arabia, India, and Persia, are 
landed at Bassora, from which they are carried in 

‘boats, that ascend the Tigris or Euphrates 
dad, where they find a ready market, and 

t are spread over the other cities of Tur- 
key. Europe furnishes it with merchandize of every 
alescription, as also with the productions of America. 
Muslins, rich silks, and cotton stuffs, are brought 
from Coromandel ; indigo from Bengal; shawls and 
aromatics from Cashemire ; sugar from Java; cloves 
from the Moluccas; and pepper from the coast of 
Malabar. In return for these it has nothing of its 
own to offer; and except dates, tobacco, and a small 
~ marl ng woollen stuffs, which are its only exports, 

trade of Bagdad consists entirely in the distri- 
bution and exchange of foreign commodities. Ac- 
4 ‘toa late traveller, « the commerce of this city 

1 greatly from the oppression and cruelty 
of the Pachas, who are continually extorting money 
from ‘inhabitants ; and none suffer more than 
the unfortunate Jews and Christians, many of whom 
are put to the most cruel tortures, in order to force 
their roperty from them, This series of tyranny 
has ‘almost driven them out of the city, in 
ably: tncy b of which the ring must suffer consider- 

» they being generally rincipal merchants in 
the place. Were the city mi he it is so 

. well situated for traffic, that it certainly would be 
the residence of a number of Christian merchants, 
which would make it one of the richest and most 
flourishing places in the world.” Journal ofa Journey 

large 
to: 
from 
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Bassora to Bagdad, in 1779.’ See also. Mod., Baglafecht 

192; vol. v. p. 156, 336, 422. Mignot’s Hist. of 
the Ottoman Empire, vol. i. p. 53, 61 ; vol. iil. ps 65. 
Prideaux’s Connections, vol. i ps 571.. Gibbon’s 
Hist. chap. 52, 64. 'Tavernier’s Persian Travels, b. 
ii. c..73 Jackson’s Journey from India to England, 
in 1797; and Description du Pachalik de Bagdad, 

Paris, 1809. (4) j 
BAGLAFECHT, in Zoology, a variety of the 

Loxia Philippiana, or Philippine grosbeak, found in 
Abyssinia, and distinguished from this latter bird by 
having the tail and quill feathers of a greenish brown, 
edged with yellow. The baglafecht, like another 
species of this tribe, (See OrnirHoLoey,) displays 
admirable care and instinctive foresight in the con- 
struction and position of its nest, which it builds of 
aspiral form, somewhat like the shell of the xautilus, 
with the entrance below, and suspends at the very 
extremity of a slender twig, so as to turn with the 
gentlest breeze, and be out of the reach of predaci- 
ous animals. See Buffon, Histoire Naturelle des 
Oiseaux ; and Dictionnaire des Sciences Naturelles, 
tom. iii. d 
BAGLANA, or BAGLANEn, a mountainous but 

fertile province of the Mogul empire, defended by 
no fewer than nine strong fortresses, built on the 
summits of lofty rocks. i was long an independent 
province, and its revenue before the Mogul conquest 
was £80,000, See Rennel’s Memoir, p. 259. (x) 
BAGPIPE, the «cxavaos of the Greeks, and the 

Tibia utricularis of the Romans, is a well known 
musical instrument, which has erroneously been sup- 
posed peculiar to Scotland and Ireland. .The an- 
cients, both Greeks and Romans, however, were ac- 
quainted with it; and in many countries it is a fa- 
vourite and popular instrument at this day. ; 

The bagpipe, as constructed atthe present perio ; 
consists of a £ e leather bag, inflated by the mouth , 
or by means he bellows. Connected to it is a flute 
part, or chaunter as it is called, into which is inserted 
a reed, and the action of the air from the bag on this 
reed produces the music. The chaunter is perforated 
with holes like a common flute, for the different notes, 
The other parts are three drones, also consisting of 
reeds and tubes, two of which are in unison with D, 
on the chaunter, or the first note of the German 
flute, and the third, or long drone, is an octave lower. 

The bagpipe is an extremely defective and imper« 
fect instrument in all its Lifes kinds, of which 
there are four. First, The Irish or soft pipe, in 
which the chaunter takes a range of ten or twelve 
notes with tolerable precision, and which is always 
played with bellows: the reeds are softer, and the 
tubes longer, whence the Irish pipe is more suitable 
for performance in an apartment. An improvement 
has attempted, by adapting three or four keys 
like flute keys on one of the drones; by pressing one 
of these with the arm, a third or fifth to the note of 
the chaunter is produced, ‘which forms an interme- 
diate chord with the drone, and has a pleasing effect. 
The second kind of this instrument is the Scottish or 
Highland bagpipe, which is played either with the 
mouth or with bellows, like the Irish pipe; and 
excepting that, as far as we know, keys have never 

i--~ 
Bagpipe.. 
eee eee! 
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Bagpipe. been adapted'to.it, is almost the game in every re 
"vy" spect. . The principal difference consists in the 

being constructed to produce a louder sound, and 
the drones. are shorter. Third, The small, or Nor- 
thumbrian bagpipe, which is the Scottish bagpipe in 
miniature. . Properly speaking, the Scottish bagpipe 
has but eight or nine good notes: one or two more 
may be gained by what pipers technically call pinch- 
ing, that is, half covering the thumb hole, which 
sometimes is attended with the most disagreeable 
tones. Nothing is so well adapted for the bagpipe 
as tunes consisting of few notes, and all set on the same 
key; for its compass is really very limited, and by 

_no means of that extent of which most: performers 
endeavour to persuade themselves. From the limited 
compass of the instrument, and its imperfections, we 
“find but little music written for it ; to which may be 
added another reason, that those in general who can 
play cannot write. The favourite and peculiar mu- 
sic is the Highland Pibrach, which we confess has 
always appeared to us utterly unintelligible. It is 
supposed to be a battle piece, a march, a lamentation, 
or the like ; and sometimes occupies a complete half 
hour or more in performance. P 

Of the progressive history and improvement of the 
bagpipe to its present state, we know very little. It 
is supposed that there are allusions to an instrument 
of similar construction in sacred writ ; and there is 
no/doubt that it is the origin of the organ. _ Perhaps 
it first consisted of an inflated bag alone, with the 
pipe and reed; and in such a form it seems to have 
been used by the Greeks, and alsoat alater period by 
less. civilized nations. By the .Romans it was called 
tibia utricularia, and, as certain authors have con- 
ceived, chorus, or choraulus, and it was probably 
played in the same way as the modern Highlanders 
“play it. 

Et cum muttifor? tonius cud tibia buxo 
Tandem post epulas et pocula multicolorem 
‘Ventricul 7] i > b qY inflare rubente> 

Incipiens oculos aperit, ciliisque levatis 
Aultotiesque alto flatu e pulmonibus hausto 
Utrem implet, cubito vocem dat tibia presso 
Nunc hac nunc illuc digtto saliente. 

ViIRGILe 

‘Suetonius speaks of the bagpipe ; and it appears 
that Nero, the Roman emperor, played on it. On 
one of his coins a bagpipe appears, and we are told 
of a piece of sculpture, not long ago in Rome, of 
this instrument, greatly resembling its present form. 
‘The sculpture was supposed Grecian. St Jevome, 
in his epistle to Dardanus, alludes to the bagpipe in 
its more simple shape : antiquis temporibus fuit chorus 
quoque simplex pellis cum duabus cicutis ereis, et per 

imam inspiratum secunda vocem emittit.. In France 
it appears likewise in its simple state, in the Danse 
des Aveugles, inthe 15th century; and it is among 

” the instruments represented in the Dance of Death, 
at Basle, in Switzerland. 

The bagpipe is said to be of great antiquity in 
Treland, and to haye been early known in Britain, 
In the twelfth, or thirteenth century, we see it rep 
presented without drones, or with only one, having 
a flag, bearing a coat-armorial, such as was recently 
A$ the Highlands of Scotland. King Edward ILI. 
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had pipers; and Chaucer, speaking of the minstrels, B 
a vagrant tribe, dakaribee the | urn the boa 
name of cornmuse, which is the appellation at preseat. ~*~" 
given to it in France: “a Pan cat A. 

Cornmuse and shalmes, many a floyte and lytlys : horne, 

Among the musicians of Queen Elizabeth's he a 
bei are named pipers. 2 abeth!6.hovsps : 

_ With regard to the introduction of the ipe 
into Scotland, we are altogether uncertain, Emi« 
nent authors have aflirmed, that it was not known at ” 
the battle of Bannockburn, in 1314. But a bagpipe, 
with one drone, appears among the sculptures on 
Melrose Abbey, which, we are told, is a very old 
edifice. James I. of Scotland, who was murdered in 
1436, is Lt ie pg yey performer on this instru- 
ment. We only know of its being in general use 
during the last, or perhaps the preceding century. 
At present it enters she list of military instruments, 
every Highland regiment has a piper; and, as a na> 
tional instrument, we have heard of institutions for 
teaching it in the isles of Mull and Skye. Neither 
pupil nor preceptor, however, being able to read, 
musical notes were represented by pins driven into 
the ground. . To encourage the cultivation of this 
instrument, annual premiums have been recently dis- 
tributed by the Highland Society to. the most emi- 
nent performers... A. competition, generally in, the 
end of July, takes place before a committee of that 
Society at Edinburgh, who decide on the merits of 
the candidates. The competition lasts: several houts ; 
and Highland dances, introduced by way of interlude, 
are performed with uncommon skill and agility. "We 
doubt if this kind of music can ever be brought 
to great perfection, on account of the defects insepa- 
rable from the instrument. But the passionate attach- 
ment which the Highlanders display for it, and the 
use of which it has actually been in gaining victories 
on the day of battle, render it a fit subject for en- 
oo ement, See Bartholinus De big Veterum, 

ontfaucon Antiguit. ig. Essai sur la Musique , 
tom. i, Fordun fie te Se  Pennant’s Tour ie 
Scotland, = ii. nites ies EP a 

rts and Pastimes of the 9 d. (c 
SPRAITAMA IsLanps, a name Meaty the EI 4 
lish to that cluster of small islands, rocks, and 
called by the Spaniards Lueayos, which stretch, in 
a north-westerly direction, from the northern coast — 
of Hispaniola to the Bahama strait, opposite the Flo- 
rida shore ; ‘a space of near $00 leagues, from about 
22° to 28° of N. Lat. and from about 70° to 80° of 
W. Long. The whole number of these islands, com~ . 
prehending those, whose smallness, barren’ soil; or 
want of water, render them uninhabitable, amounts to 
about 500. Of these, the principal are—Providence, 
27 miles long, and 11 broad, whose capital, Nassau, 
isthe seat of government ; Abaco, Harbour Island, 
Eluthera, Exuma, St Salvadore, called by the In- . 
dians Guanahani, Long Island, Andros, and Bimini. 
These islands, though unimportant in themselves, and Ke 
but little known to European geographers, are enti- 
tled to particular notice, as. it was on-one of them that 
the great Columbus first landed, after a voyage, the 
most adventurous and magnificent in design, and the 
most important in its consequences to the two hem 

as 
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The island 

y permanent 
ahamas were 

governmen nent such a Haseesing 

tage 
He 

about the year 1672. 
was so much harassed by Spanish pirates, that it be- 

‘ 35 to abandon Providence, and all the 
ean islands They now became the resort of 

irates, who annoyed the American trade to sucha 
| tt that the ‘English government was at length 
compelled to take some strong measure in order to 
reduce them. .In the year 1721, King, George I. 

the conclusion of peace with Spain, sent out a 
poe dislodge these outlaws, and. to fortify and 
settle the island of Providence. The Bahamas, how- 

ever, haye never risea to any degree of importance 
ng the other islands ip. Fhe immense commercial 

archipelagos Such, indeed,, was, their insignificance, 
! scarcely any information could be obtained con- 

cerning: them, even by the lords of the committee of 
See the pias of trade and plantations. * To 

As inguiries of their lordships, in 1789,”? says Mr 
Edwards, ‘¢ as to. the extent of territory in 

hese islands, the quantity of land in cultivation, the 
: of white inhabitants, productions, exports, 

&c.. the only answer that could be obtained from the 
governor, was, that it was at that time impossible to 
ascertain any of those particulars, It appears, how- 

t.from the testimony of other persons, that these 
lands are in. general rocky and barren; that the 

only. article cultivated for exportation is cotton, of 
which the. medium export is 1500 bags, of 2 cwt, 
rach. 5 that the inhabitants (who, in 1773, consisted of 
2052 whites, and 2241 blacks) have of late years 

iderably augmented by emigrants from 
th America; but of their aea numbers. no 

precise is given,” See Edward’s History 0 
the West Indies, vol, i. p, 574, 8vo edit. (x) eal 
BAHAR, the name of one of the eleyen provin- 

ces iuto which Hindostan was divided by Acbat, 
At. is situated to the west of Bengal, and is about 
250 miles long, and 200 bri id. "SV heat, rice, and 

» are produced im derable quantities, and 
province furnishes the greater part of the salt- 

ectre which is imported by the East India company, 
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and a considerable proportion of the cottons sent to Bahia 

“weight is ouly about 10 or 12 grains. 
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England to be printed. The chief produce of this 
province is opium, which is now become a most im- 
ortant article of commerce, from the great 

with the connivance of the ‘government. The reve- 
nue of Bahar under Aureng-zebe was 1014 lacks of 
rupees. Patna is the capital of the province, the 
i part of which belongs to the British. See 

raser’s Histor. of Nadir Shah, p. 34.5 Hodge’s 
Travels in India, p. 44.; and Valentia’s Travels, 
vol. i. p. 91. (¢) 
BAHIA pe Topos tos Sanctros, or SAN SAL- 

VApor, the name of the chief town of a rich pro- 
vince of the same name in Brazil. It is situated on. 
the eastern side of All Saints’ Bay, on a rocky foun- 
dation, often 600 feet above the level of the sea, and 
is defended by a numerous garrison, and by several 
forts and batteries. The revenue of the city is part- 
ly derived from exorbitant duties on merchandize, but 
chiefly from the Brazil wood, and from the produce 
of the gold and diamond mines in the neighbourhood. 
The trade of Bahia with Lisbon and Oporto is car- 
ried on by means of about 50 vessels, which supply 
the province with linen, woollen, silks, hats, wheat, 
flour, rice, wine, furniture; bacalhao, cheese, salt, 
and the manufactures of Europe and India; and 
carry back gold, cotton, sugar, coffee, tobacco, skins, 
and a variety of woods, balsams, and gums. The 
province of Bahia extends about 50 leagues along 
the coast. Provisions are very dear, and the climate 
unhealthy. The population of the city is nearly 
100,000 ; of which 30,000 are whites, $0,000 people 
of colour, and 40,000 negroes. E. Long. 39°, N. 
Lat. 12° 30’. See Lindley’s Narrative, Re 1805, 
p- 271.5; and Sir,G. Staunton’s Embassy to China, 
aH i aes Brau and Sr Satvapor. (0) 

gL Apiap, BAHR x. Azagx. es BR SEA , 

BAHRIN, or Banuerein, or BAHAREM, a word 
8i nifying two seas, is the name of a group of small 
islands, situated on the western side of the Persian 
ulf,, and long famous for their pearl fishery, The 
orc islands are Aval or Bahrin, Samahe, and Arad, 
or Ennebi Salehh.. The Bahrin islands. once be- 
longed to the Portuguese, but afterwards fell into 
the hands of the Persians and Arabians, who obtained 
alternate possession of them, They now belong to 
the Schick of Busheer; but the revenue which he 
derives from them has been much diminished by the 
obstinacy of the Houls, a tribe of Arabs between 
Gombroon and Cape Bardistan, who refuse to pay 
duty for the privilege of fishing pearls. ‘The unequal 
pearls are sent to Constantinople, and other parts of 

urkey, and the perfect ones are exported to Surat, 
from which they are diffused over the whole of Hin- 
dostan. _'The fishing vessels, amounting according to. 
some to 3000, and only to 300 eeorae to others, 
pay several duties, one to the king of Persia, another 
sto the sultan of Bahrin, and a third to the prince to 
whom the fishermen are subject. ‘The pearls found 
here sometimes weigh 50. grains, but in eb their 

e inhabi- 
tants of Babrin obtain from Surat their cloths and 
silks, by means of Moorish merchants. A lack of 

= 

demand ‘ 
‘for this drug in China, into which it is smuggled 
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rupees, the annual amount of the Schiek’s revenue, is 
scarcely sufficient to support the fortifications of 
Bahrin, and maintain the garrison. We are informed 
by Niebuhr, that at some distance from these islands, 
at the'depth of 2% fathoms, the fishermen have found 

od spring water, and are in the habit of diving to 
the bottom to fill their bottles. “The whole group 
of islands contain about forty or fifty mean villages. 
The inhabitants are Shutes, and speak the Arabic 
language. E. Long. 48° 10’, N. Lat. 26°40’. Sce 
Niebduhr’s Travels, sect. xxiii. chap. vi. and Peuchet’s 
Dict. de Geograph. Commerg. See also Avan. (7) 
“BALA, or Batas, now Batra, an ancient village 

of Campania, now the province of Lavora in Italy, 
celebrated for its hot baths, and for the mild tempe- 
rature of its climate. Owing to the vast demand for 
buildings, and to the smallness of the place on which 
they could be erected, the sea was driven back by huge 
moles and buttresses, and Baia became a large and 
opulent city, and flourished till the time of Theo- 
doric. \ After the irruption of the northern hordes, 
however, Baia declined in wealth and splendour. 
‘The sea broke down the barriers which confined it, 
and frequent earthquakes completed the devastation 
of this enchanting retreat. See Martidl, xiv. ep. 815 
Horace, i. ep.13 Strabo, lib. v. ; Keysler’s Travels, 
vol. iii. p. 144, °145 ; Kotzebue’s Travels in Italy, 
and Swinburne’s Travels, vol. iii. p42. (2) 
“BAIANUS Sinus. “See Swinburne’s 7ravels, 

vol. iii. p.'48, and Pozzuoto. 
BAJAZET I., Sultan of the Turks, arid a cele- 

‘brated warrior, was the son of Amurath'I., whom 
he succeeded in the throne of Bursa, in the year 
1389. He was'44 years of age when he assumed 
the government, and, during a period of 14 years, he 
ravaged alternately, with a fury and enthusiasm, 
the coritinents of ‘Asia~and Europe. Bred in the 
-eamp of his father, his youth was spent in the exer- 
cise of arms. He had shared the dangers, and he in- 
herited the warlike spirit, of the victorious Amurath ; 
but the mildness and modest demeanor of the father, 
was lost in the haughtiness and cruelty of the son. 
The first act of his reign was marked with the blood 
of his brother, whom he accused of aspiring to the 
throne ; and Lazarus, prince of the Servians, was be- 
‘headed in his presence, to expiate the guilt of his 
‘countrymen, who were charged with the death of 
JAmurath, The love of conquest was Bajazet’s ru- 
‘ling passion, and Christian and Moslem equally felt 
the effects of his ambition. After having overrun 
Caramania, and the northern regions of Anatolia, he 
crossed the Hellespont, and reduced to subjection 
the Bulgarians and Servians, Passing the Danube, 
he overthrew Stephen, prince of Moldavia, on the 
banks of the Siret ; but the triumphant Othman was 
checked in the career*of victory by a handful of 
Moldavians. Stephen, animated by despair, having 
collected 12,000 of his countrymen, returns to the 
field of battle, disperses the enemy scattered abroad 
in quest of plunder, and afterwards defeats them with 
dreadful slaughter near his capital Jassi. ‘The sultan 
of Bursa, the terror of the world, is compelled to 
fly with a few’attendants to Adrianople; and seven 
huge piles of Turkish bodies proclaim the valour of 
Stephen, and the disgrace of Bajazet. Disturbances 
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in Caramania demanded ‘his immediate presence in 
Asia; and the -hau 
discouraged by his late disasters, h ‘raises an ar- _ 
my in Europe, and, by the incredible rapidity of his 
march, falls upon the astonished ‘C , while 
they believed that he was’ still on the north of the 
Hellespont. tat odiy 

The Grecian empire was confined by Bajazet with- 
in the walls of Constantinople, which was sufferi 
all the horrors of a blockade. ‘The princes of Chris- 

Bajazet & 
hty Othman, more enraged than —~~— 

tendom, moved by the suffering situation of their ~ 
brethren, determined to crush at once the presump- 
tuous ear who a ee to annihilate the 
power of the emperor of the East. Sigismond, kin 
of Hungary, commanded the bravest knights of Gere 
many and France, who were eager to try their prow- 
ess against the “ usurping infidel ;’” and 100,000 
warriors boasted, that if sky should fall; they 
could uphold it on the points of their lances. Baja 
zet met them at Nicopolis: ‘The Christians were 
routed. The greatest number were either slain or 
drowned in the Danube, and Sigismond escaped only 
with his life, A train of noble captives graced the 
triumph of the Othman sultan ; and 200,000 ducats 
redeemed the Count of Nevers, and twenty-four lords 
of France. It was stipulated, they should never 
catry arms against the person o Fwecrt eine ee ir 
bie the pridy of Bajazet relieved them from the oa 
generous restraint : “ I despise,” said he to Nevers, 
“thy oaths and thy arms. ‘Thou art young, and 
mayest be ambitious of effacing the disgrace or mis- 
fortune of thy first chivalry. Srtsathble thy powers, 
proclaim thy design, and be assured that Bajazet will 
rejoice to meet thee a second time in a field of battle.” 
Bajazet now returned to the destruction of Constan- 
tinople. His haughty mandate was delivered to the’ 
emperor: ‘Thou hast nothing left beyond the walls 
of your capital. Resign that city, and stipulate thy 
feward, or tremble bs thyself and thy unhappy 
people.” But this city was preserved by the appear~ 
ance of an enemy equ tile to the Christian’ 
powers. ‘Tamerlane the Great had entered Arme- 
nia with a mighty army, and demanded of  Bajazet 
submission and obedience. The epistle of the Tartar 
breathed defiance-and contempt, and concluded with 
these insulting words; ** Thou art no more than a 
pismire ; why wilt thou seek to provoke the ele- 
hants? Alas! they will trample thee under their 

Feet. Bajazet had been’ accustomed to the enoees, 
of adulation and dependence, and could ill brook the 
scoffs of an equal. The feelings of his indignant 
soul burst forth in the keenest reproaches.. He 
branded ‘Tamerlane as the thief ‘and rebel of the de- 
sert, who had triumphed only by his perfidy. He 
dared him to the arrows of his flying Tartars 
against the scymitars and battle-axes of his invincible 
Janizaries : “ The cities of Arzingan and Erzeroum 
are mine,’? said he, “and unless the tribute’ be duly 
aid, I will demand the arrears under the walls of 
aurisand Sultania.” The armies of the rival chiefs 

encountered on the plains of Angora. Bajazet dis- 
layed all the qualities of a soldier and a general, but 
be could not prevent the flight and desertion of his 
troops, some of whom had been tempted by the pro- 
mises-of Tamerlane. After a most obstinate and san- 
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D’Herbelot, Biblioth. Orientale. Gibbon’s Hist. 
chap. 64, 65, 4to, vol, vi. p. 321—357. (p) 
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Bajazet\l. guinary conflict, in. which 340,000 combatants are 
—_—— posit ihave fallen, the Turks, were defeated, and 

Baidar, 
Baikal. 

Bajazet was taken in the pursuit, _ 
. The conduct. of ‘Tamerlane towards his captive 
rival has i described. - The ‘iron cage,” 
in which Bajazet was confined, and against the bars of 
which, he is said to have dashed out his brains in vexa- 

tion and despai been rejected by some as a popular 
tale.. But though the Persian historians are altogether 
silent upon this subject, we see no sufficient reason for 
discrediting the testimony of Poggius, Phranza, and 
their contemporaries, who assert, with confidence, the 
imprisonment and harsh treatment of Bajazet. We 

however, that we cannot enter into all the 
circumstances of the story; but allowing for the ex- 

ion of some, and the inaccuracy of others, a 
on and warrantable conclusion may be deduced, that 
Bajazet owed his premature death to the severity of 
‘Tamerlane. Taking even the relation of Tamerlane’s 
panegyrists as an authentic record, the generosity 
of the Tartar towards his captive was at best but a 
mockery. It was the generosity of a barbarian, who 
sacrificed nothing to his humanity, and who wished 
to attract the applause of his followers by his conde- 
scension. At’a splendid banquet, amidst a crowd o” 
dependants, he invested Bajazet with the ensigns of 
royalty, bestowed upon him the kingdom of Anato- 
lia, and ised to restore him to the throne. of his 
fathers; but he still kept him. in confinement, and 
exposed him as a trophy of his valour and good for- 
tune. Bajazet died of an apoplexy at Akshehr, 

nine months after his defeat, A. D. 1403. 
‘Tamerlane dropt a tear over his expiring victim; re- 

ing upon the instability of fortune, which, by 
the chance of war, might have rendered the fate of 
Bajazet his own... His corpse was conveyed with 
oyal.magnificence to Bursa, and there interred in 

. The ambition of Bajazet kept him almost conti- 
nually in the field...After the battle of Nicopolis, 
he proudly threatened to lay siege to the capital of 
Hungary, to subdue the adjacent countries of Ger- 
many and Italy, and to plant the crescent on the ca- 
pial of the Romish Hierarch. The fiery energy of 

is, soul, the secrecy with which he concealed his de- 
signs, and the rapidity. of his march, procured ‘him 
the appellation of « Ilderim,” or lightning ; and in 
the pride of conquest he compared the march of the 
_Tartars to the ing of a snail. His justice was 
that of a despot, who disdains to balance the weight 
of evidence, or to measure the degrees of guilt. He 
ordered the belly of one of his chamberlains to be cut 
open for drinking the goats-milk of a poor woman; 
and his icy was an act of condescension rather 
than of humanity. In the midst of war, 
not the arts of peace. He was a great lover of ar- 
chitecture ; and temples, academies, and hospitals, 
were erected by him every year. He was the first 
Othman sovereign who assumed the title of Sultan, 
his predecessors having contented’ themselves with 
that of Emir; and a fleet of gallies, stationed at 
Gallipoli, to guard the passage 
were 

he forgot 

z of the Hellespont, 
; at his command, and was the first navy 

ever possessed by the Othmans.. See Mod. Un. 
Hist. vol. xii. ps 68—89,. Memoires de Boucicault. 

BAIDARS, the name of a kind of canoe used “Y” 
by the natives of the Kurilly Islands, and of the 
north-west coast of. America. See Sauer’s Account 
of Billing’s Expedition to the Northern Paris of 
ussia pone 1785 to 17943 and .Sarytschew’s Ac- 

count of the Voyage of Discovery to the N.E£. of Si- 
beria, chap. vile (j 
BAIKAL, a lake situated in the government of. 

Irkutsk in Siberia,‘and, next: to the Caspian Sea, the 
largest expanse of water within the limits of the Rus- 
sian empire. 

No where, perhaps, could a person, who should 
traverse the globe, meet with an object more truly 
interesting than the Baikal, whether we consider the 
rude sublimity of its scenery, or the singular pheno- 
mena which both the lake itself and the surrounding 
country present to the observation of the naturalist. 
Those ac have visited this wonderful place, seem at 
a loss for language ade eto.the feelings which it 
excites when first beheld. After travelling through 
a vast extent of country, diversified by neither Lie 
nor sea, the traveller at length reaches a chain. of 
rugged mountains, which, forming an immense ame 
phitheatre, enclose a lake that stretches far beyond . 
the reach of sight, and, by the violent agitation and 
dreadful roaring of its billows, sometimes assumes all 
the magnificence of a mighty ocean, while, at other - 
times,. the clearness of its; unrufled bosom emulates 
the lustre of the finest mirror. 

The traces of those. tremendous concussions, by - 
which our world. has once been agitated, are here 
extremely discernible. The lake itself can) only . 
be regarded as..an.enormous gulf, formed by the 
rending of the mountains, and intended by nature as . 
a reservoir for. her. immense_stores of, water; while . 
its rocky shores bear, in almost every spot.the visible - 
marks of some terrible revolution, of which they in- 
dicate, at the same time, the remote antiquity. Its.- 
channel consists of the broken fragments of hills, the 
largest of which still rise above the surface in the 
form of islands. . Its, coast. .is one heap. of broken . 
rocks piled above each other to the height of forty 
fathoms... Cliffs, whose bases are sunk in unfathoma- 
ble pits, lift, their,shattered summits to the clouds ; 
and on, the pinnacles of the loftiest mountains are - 
found enormous, stones in whimsical shapes, which . 
could only be projected thither by some violent con- 
vulsion of the earth, : 

Nature seems to have exhausted herself by one - 
great effort in forming the. Baikal; for, though 
earthquakes are still frequent in the surrounding re- 
gions, they are in general so slight, that their stock 
is not felt) at .any considerable distance, The most 
remarkable effect of these earthquakes is visible in 
the lake itself, which even in the serenest weather, and 
while its surface is smooth as glass, sometimes under- 
goes the most violent internal agitations, At times, 
too, in a particular part of the lake, a single waye 
will suddenly rise; which is. succeeded by’ several 
others in the same spot. Most of the phenomena, 
indeed,.observable in the Baikal, seem to. be peculiar 
and anomalous. The state of its surface is almost 
entirely independent of the violent storms to which 
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it is subject. Even ina very moderate breeze it often 
rages with alarming fury, while the strongest gales 
scarcely produce any perceptible increase’ of agita- 
tion. oomh se 

These peculiarities render the navigation of this 
lake extremely hazardous; for, however inviting the 
weather may be, and however propitious the gals a 
vessel may suddenly be sats 9 by one of those vio- 
lent commotions, which no sagacity can foresee, and 
no activity controul, Furious hurricanes; too, of- 
ten burst ina moment from the surrounding moun- 
tains, and if, on these occasions, the bark happens 
to be in a narrow or shallow part of the lake, its de- 
struction is imevitable. At a distance from the 
Shore, the danger is less imminent ; as in the middle 
of the lake there are no hidden rocks nor banks 
against which a vessel can strike. The mariners who 
navigate the Baikal have a compass peculiar to them 
selves, in which they distinguish only three winds. 
Those which blow between the north and south are 
called Bargusin, because they proceed from the di+ 
rection of the river Bargusin: when they’ prevail, 
the passage is expeditious from the mouth of’the Se- 
lenga to the opposite shore. Those which arise be- 
tween the wiirdhieglel and south-west are called Koul- 
touk, as coming from the extensive bay of that name: 
while the north-winds, which are by far the most 
dangerous, are named Gornata PoGopa, or winds 
of the mountains ; because the northern shore, from 
which they spring, is particularly mountainous: 

The Baikal extends from the 51° to-above the 55° 
of North latitude. It is upwards of 300 miles long, 
and its breadth varies from sixteen to fifty miles. 
Its depth, though unequal, is in some places incre- 
dibly great. In some of the central gulfs a line of 
more than three thousand fathoms could ‘hot reach 
the bottom ; and Pallas mentions that from'the mid. 
dle of this lake to its northern shores, ‘the depth was 
in general so immense, that a clue of packthread 
more’ than an ounce in weight was insufficient to 
sound it. Of the rivers that discharge themselves 

Upter Anga- 
ra, the Bargusin, and the Selenga, which join it from 
the north, the east, and'the south. The only outlet 
from this enormous reservoir is the Lower (or Great 
Angara, which, bursting from its western side wit 
fom pee rapidity, through a channel more than a 
‘mile broad, interspersed, too, with huge fragments 
ef rock, presents a ‘scene of awful sublimity, and 
#tuns with its thundering noise the inhabitants of all 
the adjacent regions, to the distance of many miles. 
It cannot be supposed, however, that this single 
channel is at all adequate to the discharge of such a 
prodigious body of water ; ‘yet the lake seldom rises, 
even in the spring season, more than three feet above 
‘its ordinary level; so that it appears probable that 
part of it may be absorbed by some’ subterraneous 
drain. ‘The water of the Baikal is so clear, that at 
the depth of eight fathoms the bottom is distinctly 
seen; yet at a distance it assumes a nish hue. 
It is very agreeable to the taste, except in the month 
of July, when it is thrown into a kind of fermenta- 
tion, called its flowering, which renders it’6mewhat 
nauseous, and gives it a turbid appearance, as if 
mixed with yellow sand. 
A lake, distinguished by such bold and singular 

‘by about 150-families, ‘It terminates 
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features, fills all who behold it with astonishiment'and Baia” 

ed by the superstitious inhabitants —~—= - and is re 
of the surrounding country with a very natural vene- 
ration. They digaty, it swith the dpe 08 ther Sfoly 
Seas and to jcall it simply a lake, they consider 
such a degree of profanity as cannot fail to ‘provoke 
the immediate vengeance of heaven. A pilot, who 
had the hardihood to give it that contemptuous 'apé 
pellation, was tossed with his crew from shore to 
shore, till, exhausted by fatigue and hunger, and in 
danger of immediate shipwreck, he was at ben h 
compelled to implore the compassion of the 
Sea. His prayers were heard—he reached the shore 
in safety’; and from that moment never named the 
sea but with the most profound ‘reverence. Ata 
small distance from the lake there is a chapel de- 
dicated’ to = Nicolas, to which the mariners re- 
pair to conciliate the favour of the saint by oblations, 
and to prefer vows and supplications for a prospe 
voyage. As soon as they set sail, they throw various 
presents into the lake, either of money or of victuals, 
and if after all _ happen to be overtaken by a 
storm, they uniformly ascribe it to the profanity of 
some Jonah on board. sds 

In the neighbourhood of the Baikal the climate is 
extremely severe, owing chiefly to the elevation of 
the ground, and the want of sufficient shelter from 
the north winds. Scarce a night inthe ‘short’ sum- 
mers which there diversify the year passes without 
frost’; and even in August the approach of winter is 
announced by frequent ‘falls of snow. he ‘Jake, 
however, is never frozen over till late in Dé 4 
and the ice generally dissolves about the nin 
of May.  Ice-fields, several miles in length, Tye eke 
formed in {the bays, and while congelation is: going 
‘on, the rest of the lake is covered with a thick fog, 
'till the whole becomes one solid mass, ‘whichy a 
cording to the calmness or agitation of the surface 
“during the process of freezing, is’either smooth as a 
‘mirror, or so rough as to be scarcely passable.’ The 
violent witids prevent the snow from ponte i it, 
so that to travel over it at first is an undertaking of 
extreme difficulty. Sometimes the driver, while run- 
ning by the side of his sledge, is thrown forward by 
a sudden squall, to the distance of several fathoms; 
and is thus in danger either of being frozen, or of 
falliig into chinks still left in the ice. “As the time 
‘of breaking ‘up approachés, these’ chinks become 
wider and more frequent ; boards are then laid across 
them for the accommodation of pelt and when 
the apertures can no longer be passed in that manner, 
itis Bette to pl ipeebelen the fields of ice. This 
dangerous mode of conveyatice, however, is not long 
necessary ; for, when the thaw once commences, the 
ice is very rapidly dissolved. In ‘some of the we 
‘however, which are shaded by the'impending moun- ~ 
tains from the sun, large masses of ice lie unmelted 
throughout the whole summer. Se eal 

Of the islands of the Baikal, which are not nume- 
rous, the most ‘remarkable is the ‘island Olkhon, 
near the ‘northern shore, and sepatated from the 
main land by a sound. This island is 50 versts in 
length, and ‘nearly ten in breadth, ‘and is ‘inhabited 

in a promon- 
towards the north ; on the south-east it is low 

and bare; but its south-western coast is finely diver- 
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Baikal ified - groves of poplars, willow, birch, and pines. 
—— oe pasture isso rich, that large Biives of cat- 

tle are maintained through the'whole winter, without 
any particula or tending from the inhabitants, 
who spend almost their whole time in drinking, or in 

The coasts of the Baikal present many objects 
which well deserve the eight of the poste #2 

ings, impregnated -with sulphur and naphtha, are 
ise tion in various places, many of them remark- 
able for their medicinal virtues. One of these 

rings, in particular, opposite the western side of 
Olkhon, is so extremely copious, as to yield 582 

; hour. Its water, being highly sulphure- 
ous, has a foetid taste; and is so hot, that birds are 
boiled:in it in the space of twelve minutes. In cu- 
taneous disorders, this spring has been found to pro- 
duce the happiest effects. It is employed for bath- 
ing, as well as taken internally. To the south of 
the Bargusin peninsula, there is a lake, called Duk- 
hovoi, or Vapoury, the water of which is slimy and 
yellowish, and has a nauseous acid taste. The whole 
district is annoyed by its feetid exhalations; yet the 
water itself, when kes in a vessel, has no offensive 
odour. The lake even swarms with various kinds of 
fish, which are often stifled, however, during winter, 
when the putrid water is covered by an impenctrable 
eoat of ice. Perhaps, therefore, the intolerable 
stench of this region may be owing, not so much 
to any peculiar quality in the lake itself, as to 
the ity of fish that lie putrifying on its shores. 
Of all thé mineral waters on the coast of the Baikal, 
none is more celebrated than the Turkobad, which, 
issuing from seven springs, some of them cold and 
ethers hot, flows into one reservoir, and is found 
very beneficial in many disorders. Near the same 
spot, there is found naphtha, which the lake throws 
out in the spring, incrusted in lumps with ice, and 
sometimes two or three inches in diameter. It is a 
dark-brown clammy substance, capable of being 
kneaded, soluble ‘in water of a moderate heat, of a 
pleasant odour, and an excellent salve for wounds 
and running sores. ‘These coasts likewise abound in 
alkaline salts of different kinds. 

In enumerating the wonders of these regions, we 
must not forget a curious /usus nature, which is to 
be seen on the Shamane promontory. Three rocks, 

jacent to one another, tower more than two hun- 
dred feet above the level of the lake; and their tops 
bear such a striking resemblance to human heads, 
that the Tunguses revere them as the sea-god Dian- 
da, with his two subordinate deities. The nose of 
this Dianda, who stands between the other two, and 
overtops them considerably, is seven feet long ; his 
eyebrows seem two projecting cliffs decetichinin 
his face; flocks of sea-fowl find harbour in his mouth; 
but he is altogether unprovided with ears. Not- 
withstanding this defect, however, his votaries believe 
that he hears acutely, and in all their fishing expedi- 
tions prefer to him their prayers that he may save 
them from being drowned, and grant them a plenti- 
ful draught of fishes. 
The Midis most frequent in the sandy coast of the 

Baikal, and the neighbouring forest, are such as ge- 
grow on very cold mountaing, Those enume- 
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rated by Pallas, are the pinus cembra, the empetrum 
nigrum, the campanula, with round leaves and large 
flowers, the fumaria impatiens, the polygonum di- 
varicatum, the polygonum sericeum, a superb species 
of knetgrass, quite indigenous to the shorés of this 
lake, the scrophularia scorodonia, the dracocepha- 
lum nutans, the lycopsis vesicaria, and the triticum 
littorale, which grows upon the shores in as great 
abundance as if it were sown, and is so like the gross 
kind of barley, thet the peasants call it Dixara 
Kocu, or wild barley. Besides these, M. Pallas ob- 
served in the forest the lonicera cerulea et pyrenaica, 
the /innea, the rubus articus, the pedicularis panicu- 
lata, the ledum palustre, the andromeda polifolia, 
and various kinds of pyrolw, and among others the 
pyrola uniflora, called by the Siberians KintereKa. 
The growth of these plants is occasioned by the cold 
and hazy air which prevails during summer on the 
lake, the high mountains which stretch along the 
southern part of the country, and the snow-clad sum- 
mits which border the western side of the Baikal. 
In the lake itself there grows a kind of sponge, 
which is very sweet and thick, and has never been 
discovered in any other part of the world. In the 
language of the country it is called Morskata Sov- 
BA, or sea sponge ; and Pallas has given it the name 
of Spongia Barkalensis. It is employed by the 
goldsmiths of Irkutsk to give the first polish to their 
silver-plate, and to vessels of copper and of brass, 

The animal productions of the Baikal are still 
more curious and unaccountable than the wonders of 
its coasts. Of these, the most remarkable is a fish 
entirely peculjar to this lake, called by the Russians 
in that neighbourhood, SotomitanKa, and known 
to naturalists by the name of Callyonymus Baikalen- 
sis. It exactly resembles a clue of blubber, and 
when exposed on a gridiron to the most gentle heat, 
melts so completely away, that nothing remains of it 
but a slender bone. It is impossible to catch these 
fish in nets, nor indeed are they ever seen alive. 
They seem to confine themselves to the deep gulfs 
in the centre of the 
up to the surface in mer, during the violent hur- 
ricanes which burst from the mountains. When the 
lake has been strongly agitated, they are forced up 
in such quantities as to form a kind of parapet upon 
the shore. They are so rank and oily, that neither 
sea-fowl nor ravens will touch their carcase, and af- 
ter remaining near two hours on shore, are dissolved 
by a slight pressure in the hand. The oil made of 
their blubber is sold to the Chinese, who value it 
highly. | 

Seals, likewise, abound in the Baikal ;—a very re- 
markable phenomenon, as these animals are never 
seen elsewhere at any distance from the ocean, nor 
do they frequent rivers or lakes of fresh water. It 
appears probable, therefore, that they have been in- 
cobplated! into this inland sea by some extraordinary 
revolution, which has produced a considerable change 
in the level of the globe. Their skin is of a silver 
grey, and their number is so great, that no fewer 
than two thousand are taken annually. The hunt- 
ing of these animals commences in April. "They as- 
semble in great flocks, where the rapid currents, or 
warm springs, make Cheamns in the ice, and frequent- 

Baikal... 
—T, 

ke, and are generally thrown ~ 
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Baikel. ly come out.of the water to bask and sleep in the 

——Y—~ sunshine. The hunters, who are perfectly acquaint- 

BAI 
a small enclosure (or park,) with branches which ex. Baikal, 
tend some fathoms into the water. At the extremity ; 

ed with their haunts, place themselves in small 
sledges, which they conceal with a screen of white 
linen. _ As this screen perfectly resembles the ice, it 
ean be moved towards the seals without alarming 
them; and the hunters, who are provided with mus- 
kets, canthus approach so near as to fire upon them 
without the possibility of missing their aim. Ano- 
ther mode of catching these animals was employed 
when that country was visited by Mr Bell of Anter- 
mony. Holes were cut inthe ice at certain dis- 
tances, and nets were extended from one hole to ano- 
ther by means of long poles. The seals, unable to 
remain long under the ice, come to these apertures 
for air, Bh thus entangling themselves in the nets, 
became an easy prey. 

But the most important fish in this lake is the 
Omul, which, both from its abundance and its excel- 
lent quality, is of inestimable benefit to all the sur- 
rounding country. The Omuls vary in size in different 
parts of the lake. Those caught near the mouth of 
the Selenga, rarely exceed two spans in length; while 
those which frequent the bay of T'schivirkoui, are re- 
presented by Pallas as enormous, though he does not 
state their particular dimensions, ‘They bear a con- 
siderable resemblance to the herring, though Gmelin 
asserts, that the only property which they have in 
common with that kf, is the glittering of their 
scales. Their flesh is white and tender; and they 
are so extremely delicate, that they die as soon as 
they are taken out of the water... They are general - 
ly caught in the month of October, and, instead of 
being salted, are left by the fishermen to stiffen with 
the Dak which enables them to convey them fresh 
to the various markets, and to sell them at a higher 
price. Towards the middle of August, they begin 
to divide into shoals, and to ascend the rivers for the 
purpose of spawning. It is remarkable, that they 
generally resort to the same stream in which they 
themselves were spawned, and there are some rivers 
that flow into the Baikal, which they never visit, 
though shoals of them may be seen near their mouths. 
They advance up the rivers very slowly, halting regu- 
larly where the current is least rapid ; and when they 
reach the ice, they are aad to return, This 
fish, to which naturalists have given the name of sal- 
mo migratorius, is not confined to the Baikal. They 
are supposed, indeed, to have come originally from the 
Frozen Ocean, from which they force themselves up 
the Yenissey, and several other rivers. Besides the spe- 
-eies of fish which we have already mentioned, several 
other varieties are found in the Baikal, such as stur- 
geon, carp, and tench, devil’s lampreys, (called by 
naturalists salmo oxyrrinchus,) and lenki, or salmo 
salvelinus, 2 eae 

The fishery of this lake is farmed, and is ex- 
tremely productive and valuable. It is prosecu- 
ted during the whole summer, with large drag nets 
upwards of two hundred fathoms long, to which is 
fastened a strong cord of about fifteen hundred feet. 
The net is drawn up by means of a windlass, to which 
the cord is ateacien, Pallas describes a net which is 
likewise employed on the Baikal, and which is pre- 
cisely the same as the stake-nets used in, our salmon 
fisheries. “* These nets,’”’ says he, “ are formed by 

of this park there are other small ones, which form heenyrinen 
two oval chambers, which are entered by a sharp 
angle. ‘This angle is formed by the two chambers 
and the park which descend from the shore. The 
fish, entering the park, proceed towards the bottom 3° 
they find at the angles a passage to penetrate into the” 
chambers ; they cannot get out, because'the branches, 
or rods, are pointed at the opening, asin anet.' This” 
invention bears the name of Korsi. It is not known 
elsewhere.” (k ; 
_BAIKAL Mounrarns. These mountains follow 

nearly the same direction with the lake, accompanying 
it on both sides from south to north and north-east 5. 
and flattening on the west into a morassy steppe, or 
plains of prodigious extent: tothe east they stretch’ 
rom the source of the Lena, along both sides of the 

riyer, till at length they dwindle away into a spacious” 
ridge of fletz. This range is generally very high” 
and craggy, consisting partly of granite, partly of | 
flint-breccia, and lime-stone. Coal is frequently 
found in the lower regions of the An and Lena, 
where the fleetz mountain greatly declines. A branch © 
of this range seems to run westward through the re- 
ion between the Podkammenia, and the Nishnaia~ 
unguska, away over the Yenissey; this branch” 

probably consists of mere fletz mountains. Along 
the north-eastern part of the Baikal, the upper An- 
gara, and the river Vitim, where lie the famous pits © 
of Muscovy-glass, the mountain is wholly composed 
of granite. ‘The mineral contents of these mountains 
are far from being thoroughly known. ‘The princi- _ 
pal minerals discovered in them are coals, asphaltum, 
sulphur sources, native sulphur, alum, common salt 
sources, lapis laguli, Muscovy-glass, cornelians, natu- ~ 
ral prussian blue, and specimens of iron, copper, and 
lead. Some of the Baikal mountains are so high, | 
that they are clad in eternal snows. Some of the: 
cliffs which tower above the surface of the lake, con- 
sist of solid white quartz. The mountains, though — 
partly bare, are in general covered with forests, and 
present many scenes no less beautiful than, sublime. ’ 
‘They contain the sources‘of many noble rivers, the 
principal of which are the Selenga, the Angara, the — 
Lena, the Vilui, and the Tungusa. See ‘Tooke’s 
View of the Russian Empire, vol. i, p. 166, 170, 
241, 2425 and vol. iii, p. 170, 171. Voyage de Pal- 
las, octavo, vol. v. p. 220, 226; and vol. vi. p. 108, 
123. Gmelin’s Voyage, apud Histoire Generale des 
Voyages, tom. xviil. p. 226, 229, 231. Bell’s Tra- 
RP vol. i. p. 257—65. (k) : 
BAIL, in law, (from the Fr. dailler, to deliver), 

r 

- signifies the security given for thedefendant’s appear- _ 
ance in a process. 

Bail is given both in civil and in criminal actions. ~ 
In civil cases, bail is either common or special. Com- 
mon bail is taken when the defendant has been served 
with a writ of capias, by the sheriff or his officer,’ 
and with notice to appear by his attorney in court, 
to defend the action. If the defendant thinks proper 
to appear upon this notice, his appearance is recorded, 
and he puts in sureties for his future attendance and 
obedience. .These sureties are called comnion bail, . 
being the same two imaginary persons, John Doe, 
and Richard Roe, that were pledges for the plaintiff’s 
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soners already convicted. By the old common law, 
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Bail. prosecution. And if the defendant does not appear Bailiif. 

——— upon the return of the writ, or within a short period all felonies were bailable, till murder was excepted b Su 

oa er, the plaintiff may enter appearance for him, and statute ; so that persons might be admitted to bail, 
file common bail in his name, as if the defendant had before conviction, almost in every case. But the 

done so him y power of bailing in treason, and in divers instances of 

Common bail is taken only in actions of small con- felony, has been taken away by sundry statutes. 
eernment. But in causes of greater weight, such as The offences not bailable, according to Sir Wil-- 

actions upon bond or specialty, &c. where the plain- 
tiff makes _ wit, or asserts upon oath, that the 
cause of action amounts to £10 or upwards, the de- 

fendant must put in substantial sureties for his ap- 
pearance, which is called special bail. And in such 
cases it is required j statute 13 Car. II. st. 2. c. 2, 
that the true cause o 
the body of the writ or process. : 
Upon the return of the writ, or within four days 

after, the defendant. must appear, according to the 
exigency of the writ. This is done by putting in 
and justifying bail ¢o the action; which is commouly 
called putting in bail above. If this ap nce be 
not made, and the bail taken by the sheriff below are 
responsible persons, the plaintiff may then take from 
the sheriff an assignment of the bail-bond, and brin 
an action against the sheriff’s bail. And if the b 
accepted by the sheriff be insolvent persons, the 
pigintitn may haye recourse against the sheriff him- 
self. 

The bail above, or bail to the action, must be put 
in either in open court, or before one of the judges 
of that court; or, if in the country, before a com- 
missioner appointed for that se, and transmitted 
to otheetey The bail, pipe una to the number 
of two, at least, must enter into a recognizance be- 
fore the judge or commissioner, whereby they jointly 
and seve undertake, that if the defendant be con- 
demned in the action, he shall pay the costs and con- 
demnation, or render himself a prisoner, or that he 
will pay it for him: which recognizance is transmit- 
ted tothe court in a slip of parchment, entitled a 
bail-piece. And the iat, if required, must justify 
themselves in court, or before the commissioner in the 
country, by swearing that they are housekeepers, and 
each of them worth double the sum for which they 
are bail, after paying all their debts. This practice 
is in some degree analagous to the stipulatio or satis- 
datio of the 2 Eee law. Inst. 1.4. ti 11. ff. 1. 2. 
t. 8. 

Bail, in criminal cases, is taken in most offences 
praia an inferior degree of guilt; but not in felo- 
niesy other capital crimes, because, in these cases, 
no bail could be a security equivalent to the actual 
custody of the offender’s person. Both by the com- 
mon and statutory laws, it is an offence against the 
liberty of the subject, for any magistrate to refuse or 
delay to bail any person bailable ; and it is expressly 
declared, by statute 1 W. & M. st. 2. c. 1, that exces- 
sive bail ought not to be required: but it must be 

left to the cuurts to determine, according to the cir- 
cumstances of the case, what bail shall be called ex- 
cessive. Bail may be taken either in court, or, in 
some particular cases, by the sheriff, coroner, or other 
magistrate, but most frequently by the justices of 
the peace. 

Bail can be taken only where the imprisonment is 
for safe custody, before conviction, and not from pri- 

action should be expressed in 

liam Blackstone, are: 1. Treason; 2. Murder; 
$. Manslaughter, if the prisoner be clearly the slayer. 
4, Persons committed for felony, who have broken 
prison; 5. Outlawed persons; 6. Such as have ab- 
jured the realm; 7. Approvers, and persons by them 
accused; 8. Persons taken with the mainour, or in 
the fact of felony; 9. Persons charged with arson ; 
10. Excommunicated persons, taken by writ de éx- 
communicato capiendo. The following are of a du- 
bious nature, and it seems to be left to the discretion © 
of the justices, whether they are bailable cr not; 
1. Thieves openly defamed and known; 2. Pereons 
charged with other felonies, not being of good fame; 
3. Accessaries to felony, that labour under the same 
want of reputation. The following must be bailed 
upon eeenns sufficient surety : 1. Persons of good 
fame, charged with a bare suspicion of manslaughter, 
or other inferior homicide ; 2. Such person, charged 
with petit larceny, or any felony not before specified ; 
or, 3. With being accessary to any felony. It is 
agreed, however, that the court of King’s Bench, or 
any judge of that court in time of vacation, may bail 
for any crime whatsoever, whether treason, murder, — 
or any other offence, according to the circumstances 
of the case. See Blackst. Comment. Jacob’s Law 
Dict. *) . 

BAILIFF, (from the Lat. ballivus; Fr. baillif, 
i. e. Praefectus provincie,) signifies an officer ap- | 
pointed for the administration of justice within a cer- 
tain district. The office, as well as the name, ap- 
pears to have been derived by us from the French ; 
and it is probable that our sheriffs of counties were 
also anciently called dailiffs, as the county is still 
often called balliva, or bailiwick. In the statute of 
—— Charta, c.28, and 14 Edw. III. c. 9, the word 
bailiff would appear to comprehend ‘sheriffs, as well 
as bailiffs of hundreds. As the kingdom is divided 
into counties, so every county is divided into hun- 
dreds, within which, anciently, the people had jus- : 
tice administered to them by the several officers of 
every hundred, who were the bailiffs. And it ap- 
pears from Bracton, (lib. iii. tract. 2. cap. 34,) that 
bailiffs of hundreds might anciently hold plea of ap- 
peal and approvers. But these hundred courts, cer- 
tain fiaachivie excepted, have been, since that time, 
swallewed up by the county courts; and the bailiff’s 
name and office is now grown into contempt, they 
being, in general, merely officers or messengers em- 
ployed to serve writs, &c. within their liberties. In 
other respects, however, the name is still in good es- 
teem; the chief magistrates in many towns being 
called bailiffs: and sometimes the persons to whom * 
the care of the king’s castles is committed, are termed 
bailiffs; as the Bailiff of Dover Castle, &c. 

The ordinary bailiffs are of several sorts. 
Bailiffs of Liberties, are those who are appointed 

by every lord within his liberty, to execute processes, 
&c. Bailiffs of liberties and franchises are to be 
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sworn to take distresses, truly impanel jurors, make 
returns by indenture between them and sheriffs, &c. 
and shall be liable to punishment for malicious dis- 
tresses, by fine and treble damages. 12 Edw. IL 
st. l.c. 5; 14 Edw. IIL. st. 1. c. 9; 20 Edw. III. 
e. 8; 1 Edw. III. st. 1. c. 53. 2 Edw. Ill. c. 4; 
5 Edw. III. c.4; 11 Hen. VII. c. 15; 27 Hen. 
VIII. c. 24; 3 Geo. I.c. 15, §.10. 

Bailiffs o Sheriffs, or sheriff’s officers, are either 
bailiffs of hundreds, or special bailiffs. Bailiffs of 
hundreds are officers appointed by the sheriffs to col- 
lect fines in their respective districts; to summon 
juries; to attend the judges and justices at the as- 
sizes and quarter sessions ; and also to execute writs 
and processes in the several hundreds. But as. these 
bailiffs of hundreds.are generally plain men, and not 
thoroughly skilful in this latter part of their office, 
it is now usual to join special bailiffs with them. 
The sheriff being answerable for the misdemeanors 
ef these bailiffs, they are therefore usually bound:in 
a bond for the due execution of their offices, and are 
thence called bound bailiffs ; which the common peo- 
ple have corrupted into a much more homely appella- 
tion. 

Bailiff; of lords of manors, are those that collect 
their rents, and levy their fines and amercements, &c.. 

Bailiffs of Courts Baron, summon those courts, 
and execute the process thereof, &c.. 

Bailiffs of hus 
private persons of property, who superintend the in- 
terior servants, regulate their labour, &c. 

Bailiff, Water, is an officer anciently established 
in all seaport towns, for the searching of ships. 
28 Hen. VI. c. 5. 

Such an officer still exists-in the city of London, 
who supervises and. searches all fish brought thither, 
and gathers the toll om the river Thames. He also 
attends the Lord Mayor in his excursions by water, 
and marshals the guests at table. He can also arrest 
for debt, &c. on the river Thames, by warrant of 
his superiors. 

There are different other denominations of bailiffs 
to be met with in this and other countries; such as, 
provincial, royal, itinerant, and heritable bailiffs ; 
bailiffs of France, of the empire, of boroughs, &c. 
See Blackst. Comment. Jacob’s Law Dict. (2) 
BAILLY, Jean Sytvary, a celebrated French 

astronomer, was born at Paris on the 15th September 
1736. A genius\for painting: having been heredi- 
tary in the family for four successive generations, 
Bailly was bred to, the profession of his ancestors, 
and made considerable progress in that delightful art. 
A passion, however; for poetry, and other branches 
ef literature, distracted the attention of the young. 
artist, and unfitted him forthat intense and undeviat- 
ing application to the practice of his.art which can 
alone raise the painter'to-opulence and fame. 

The friends of Bailly soon perceived that his. mind 
was bent upon subjects foreign to his profession, and 
regretted that a genius so promising and ardent should 
Be chained down. to the practice of an art when it 
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aimediat the highest flights of literature andiscience.. Sailly, 
An accidental acguaintance with the celebrated as- -~—~ 

dry, are the officers belonging to. 
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tronomer La Caille, determined the general train of 
his studies, and inspired him with the most passionate 
enthusiasm for the science of astronomy. | His first 
effort in this new career was the calculation of the 
orbit of the famous comet of 1759, which was pub- 
lished in the memoirs of the academy for that year, 
On the 29th January, 1763, Bailly was admitted a 
member of the academy of sciences, and in the same 
year he published three memoirs on the theory of 
Jupiter’s satellites, and his reduction of the numerous 
observations made by La Caille in 1760 and 176],. 
on 515 zodiacal stars. ‘These reductions were pub- 
lished in 1763, at the beginning of the Ephemerides 
computed by La Caille for the years 1765—1774. 

‘ng im veto eg was now attached to the 
met oO ing the longitude the eclipses of 
Jupiter’s satellites, turned tie pe astrono-~ 
mers to the theory of these secondary planets. This. 
interesting subject was proposed by the academy as. 
the prize question for 1764, and Bailly engaged in 
the investigation with the utmost ardour. In the 
illustrious La Grange, however, who was almost ex- 
actly of the same age with himself, he found a for-' 
midable and a successful rival. In applying the prob-. 
lem of the three bodies to the satellites of Jupiter, 
Bailly considered only the action of one satellite upon 
another, while: La Grange viewed the subject in a 
more general aspect, and took. into account the mu- 
tual’ derangements of all the four satellites, The 
results. of Bailly’s investigations were published in, 
1766, in a separate treatise, entitled, Essais sur la 
Theorie des Satellites de Jupiter, suivi des tables de 
leur mouvement ; which likewise contained the history 
of that branch of astronomy. In this treatise he 
happened to mention as his own, the discovery of the. 
cause of the variation in the inclination of the orbits 
of Jupiter’s satellites. This’ circumstance occasioned 
a dispute between him and La Lande, who laid claim 
to the same discovery. Bailly asserted his own claim 
in the Journal E edique for June 1773, but he 
had afterwards the candour to state in his history of 
astronomy, the opposite claims of La Landeand himself, 
and to leave the subject to the decision of his readers, 

The difficulty of finding the exact instant of the 
immersions and emersions of the satellites of Jupiter, 
stimulated Bailly to make a number of observations 
on this curious subject, which he has published in an 
interesting paper in the memoirs.of the academy for 
1771. The great discrepancy which was perceived in 
the observation of these eclipses, obviously arose from’ 
the diameters of the satellites, and from the different. 
apertures of the telescopes with which they were ob-. 
served.* In order to determine the exact. diameters. 
of the satellites, Bailly observed an immersion with a 
telescope whose aperture was. so much contracted- 
that the satellite could scarcely be scen, so that it. 
became entirely visible-when the smallest portion of 
its diameter had entered into the shadow. He’then 
observed the immersion of the same satellite with the. 

* On the 25th January 1762, Maraldt observed the immersion of the fourth satellite at 6% 164/, with a good telescope of 
15 feet, while Messier, witha Gregorian telescope of 30 inches, observed the same immersion, at 62 29’ See Astronomy, - 
partes. chaps i. sect. xh: 
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diameters of the satellites, which we have given in 
Astronomy, Table LX. p. 813. 

~ Bailly ng meditated an extensive work on 
the history of astronomy, and in the year 1775, he 
com payed the first volume of that profound work, 
entitled, Histoire de P Astronomie yi _ The 
second and third volumes, entitled, Histoire de [ As- 
ronomie Moderne, appeared in 1779, and the fourth 
in 1782, which completed the history of ancient and 

dern astronomy. The return of M. Gentil from 
India, with a new set of astronomical tables, the 
pochs of which extend to such a remote period as 

year 3102 before Christ, attracted the attention 
philosophers to this curious branch of the history 

of astronomy. ‘These tables were put into the hands 
of Bailly, who diligently compared them with mo- 
dern observations, and who found that they must 
either have been constructed from actual observa- 
tion, or that the Indians must have been acquainted 
with the most refined and intricate theories of physi- 
cal astronomy. The profound researches, the nice 
calculations, and the ingenious and acute reasonings 
by which he has supported the antiquity of the In- 

in astronomy, were published in 1787, in his Traité 
de V Astronomie Indienne et Orientale, which com- 
ja the great work to which his life had been de- 
voted..* 
“The Histoire de?’ Astronomie by Bailly, is perhaps 

one of the most interesting books that has ever been 
written upon a scientific subject. His ingenious 

tions respecting the early history cf astrono- 
my;—the copious brilliancy of his descriptions ;— 
the eloquence with which he pleads the cause, and 
paints the sufferings of neglected genius ;—and 
the glowing imagery with which, his lively. fancy 
every where embellishes the general narrative, throw 
an air of enchantment Ath the most common de- 
tails, Even amid the driest enumeration of facts, the 

tion is perpetually arrested and kept alive by the 
ne. t delicate touches of nature, and by the nicest 

discrimination of character. The loose and scatter- 
ed materials which the history of astronomy often 
presents, are chained together in one connected 
narrative, and one astronomer follows another, and 
new discoveries spring from those which precede 
them, as if the progress of discovery had been under 
thé controul of causes less accidental than those which, 
nature has prescribed. But it is in those great and 
general views which constitute the peculiar province 
of f hy, that Bailly shines above all praise.. In 

the effects.of moral causes and political insti- 
Ons ¢ a ae of astronomy, and on, the 
= il progress of our species ;—in painting the. 
aneful effects of an unholy pa al oe the 

happiness and improvement of mankind ;—in describ- 
pS altemite ate ri d of languor and renovation, 
which accompany the mighty convulsions of nations, 
which follow the tyranny or munificence of princes, 
or‘in which the human mind, without any apparent 
catise, sinks into torpid inactivity, or soars beyond 

A genera’ Fiore 

tables, will be found in the history of Astxonomy, p- 585, 
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its .wonted flight ;—in marking the connection be- 
tween the various sciences, and estimating the mutual 
aid which each imparts to the advancement of the 
rest ;—and in anticipating the conquests which hu- 
man genius has yet to atchieve over vice and error, 
throughout-every region, of Nature—Bailly rises to 
a sublimity of eloquence, which could be inspired 
only by the powerful interest which he felt. for the 
rogress of science, and for the happiness of his fel- 
ow creatures... . 

Besides. this extensive work, Bailly. published the 
following papers in the Memoirs of the French Aca-~ 
demy... ** Memoir on the Epochs.of the. Moon’s 
Motions at the end of the last Century.”” ‘« Qn the 
Comet. of 1762,’’ . *¢. Astronomical Observations 
made at Noslon 1764.”? «¢ On the Eclipse of the 
Sun of the lst April 1764.”? «Observations made 
at the Louvre, from 1760 to 1764.” On the 
Cause of the Variation of the Inclination of the Se- 
cond Satellite of Jupiter.”’. ‘* On the Motion of the 
Nodes, and on the Variation of the Inclination of Ju- 
piter’s Satellites.’? _«* Essay on the Theory. of the 
Satellites of Jupiter.” ‘ Observations on the Op- 
position of the Sun.and Jupiter.” _s* On the Equa- 
tion of Jupiter’s Centre,”’ &c.. ** On the Transit of 
Venus in 1769, and on the Eclipse of the Sun on the- 
4th June of the same year.”’ 

_ Like D’Alembert, his illustrious contemporary,. 
Bailly was highly distinguished by) his literary at- 
tainments. His Eloge upon Leibnitz, published in. 
1768, carried off the prize of the Academy of Ber- 
lin, and the eloges which he composed upon Charles. 
V., Corneille, La Caille, Cook, Moliere, and Gres-- 
set, extended his reputation as an elegant writer. 
The speculations contained in the first volume of his: 
History of Astronomy, respecting the early state of 
Upper Asia, led to a correspondence with Voltaire ;: 
the. substance of which. he afterwards. published in 
two volumes, the first of which was entitled, Lettres. 
sur P Origine des Sciences, et sur celle des Peuples 
de L Asie,. Paris, 1777; and the second, Lettres sur 
P Atlantide de Platon,. et sur V Ancienne Histoire: 
de  Asie;, Paris, 1779... These two works, and the: 
Eloges already mentioned, were published in two vo- 
lumes.in 1770, under the title of «¢ Discourses and 
Memoirs ;?? and were reprinted in 1790, along with 
other discourses of Bailly, that had. been pronounced. 
when he..was. President of the National Assembly, 
and Mayor of Paris. day pb cranes: Be 
A similarity of opinion with the celebrated Buffon,; 

occasioned such an intimacy. between Bailly and 
that able naturalist, that when the office of. secre- 
tary to. the Academy of Sciences became vacant in, 
1771, Bailly offered himself.as a candidate, and was 
supported by all the influence.of Buffon. .The inte- 
rest of D’Alembert, however, was powerfully exert- 
ed.in favour of Condorcet, and-Bailly lost his elec- 
tion. He did not, however, long enjoy the friendship 
of Buffon. The opposition which he made to the 
admission of the Abbé Maury into. the French Aca- 
demy, irritated Buffon, and dissolved the friendship- 
which they had mutually cherished, Besides those 

I view of the arguments employed by Bailly and Professor Playfair, in defence of the authenticity of the Indiay. 

Bailly. 
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works which we have already mentioned, Bailly com- 

sed in the years 1781 and 1782, a work on the 
Fables and religious creeds of antiquity, entitled, 
Essai sur les Fables et sur leur Histoire, two vo- 
lumes of which were published in 1799. 

In the year 1784, Bailly was elected secretary of 
the French Academy, and, in 1785, he was cho- 
sen a member of the Academy of Inscriptions and 
Belles Lettres; the only case since the time of Fon- 
tenelle, in which the same person was at once a mem- 
ber of the three learned academies which then flou- 
rished in Paris. qi 

The public attention having been attracted to the 
subject of Animal Magnetism, Bailly was appointed 
amember of the committee for examining the miracu- 
lous effects which were said to be produced by this 
new art. The report which he drew up for the Aca- 
demy of Sciences was translated into English, and 
was universally admired for the elegance of its com- 
position, and the sound philosophy which it display- 
ed in developing the effects produced upon the body, 
by the influence of moral causes. 

- In the year 1786, a committee was appointed by 
the academy, to examine a plan for a new hotel-dieu 
by the architect Poyet. Bailly, who was one of the 
number, drew up a long report, of 250 pages, which 
did great credit to the genius and the humanity of 
its author. 

It would have been fortunate for Bailly had his 
life now terminated, when worn out with the la- 
bours of science, and loaded with the high rewards 
which are reserved for genius and learning. ~A fatal 
necessity, however, dragged him from the hallowed 
retreats of philosophy upon the stage of public life, 
and compelled him to act a conspicuous anda zealous 

in that bloody struggle by which his countrymen 
sought for the blessings of a free government. Those 
who have witnessed the atrocities of this barbarous re- 
volution, and have seen it terminating ina military go- 
vernment, more oppressive than the despotism of the 
House of Bourbon, may well question the prudence of 
a people who throw themselves loose from the whole- 
some restraints of the law, and seek for'a reforma- 
tion of their government from the assistance of an 
unbridled populace, and amid the selfish tumults of 
contending factions. But they are not entitled to sit 
in severe judgment upon the conduct of those who 
listened to the groans of an oppressed people, and 
who lent the courage of their hearts, and the vigour 
of their minds, to impose a salutary check upon the 
licentiousness of arbitrary power, and to establish, 
witheut the waste of blood, the eternal and immuta- 
ble principles of rational freedom. Bailly was one 
of those true patriots, who panted for the deliverance 
of his country, and proffered his most ardent ex- 
ertions in her sacred causes. On the 26th of April 
1789, he was chosen secretary by the electors of 
Paris ; and when the states-general assembled in the 
same year, he was elected deputy to the Tiers Eiut, 
or Commons, and was afterwards appointed president 
of that magnanimous body. en the National 
Assembly was constituted, Bailly was appointed. 

* These Memoirs, which are expected to be soon 
ber 178% 
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The proclamation of the 
i to disperse this illegal combiner bean to- 

gether by new ties the members of the National As- 
sembly. They resolved to assert the rights of the 
people ; and Bailly dictated the famous oath to the 
members of the Tiers re 

eomient for four days. 

ey had obtained a free constitution.”” On the 15th 
of July 1789, the day after the surrender of the Bas- 
tille, M. 
tion, Mayor of Paris, an office which had loug been 
dormant. The courage which he displayed in ful- 
filling the duties of this high trust, was uniformly 
tempered with moderation ; and while in the rigorous 
execution of the laws, he avoided the extreme of 
harshness and cruelty, he never forgot the imperious 
duty of forwarding the views of tbe popular party, 
and baffling the phi of the court faction, who re- 
sisted every restraint, however rational, upon despo- 
tic power. In testimony of the high esteem in which 
his public conduct was held, his bust was placed with 
great pomp in the municipality, and likewise in the 
academy of sciences, where those of living academi- 
cians had never before been admitted. 
Though a deserved favourite with the people, the 

temperate measures which he pursued da. not well 
accord with the passions of an unbridled mob, from 
whom the fetters of despotism had been but newly 
broken. Baill 
treme to whic their fury was hurrying them on, 
He resolved to make one effort for the preserva- 
tion of tranquillity, and hoped that by measures of _ 
decisive energy he might yet oppose an effectual | 
barrier to the swelling tide of universal anarchy, He 
therefore opposed the violent proceedings of Ma. 
rat and Hubert. He arrested the deputies from the _ 
military insurgents at Nancy. He exerted himself 
to persuade the populace to allow the royal family to. 
depart for St Cloud; and on the 17th July, 1791, 
when the mob demanded the abolition of monarchy, 
and assaulted the troops that were called out to dis- 
perse them, he ordered the soldiers to fire, by which 
about forty persons were killed, and above four hun- 
dred wouded. By these measures he lost the fa- 
vour of the populace, and resigned the mayoralty on 
the 16th November 1791, when the constituent as- 
sembly was dissolved. 

The ill health into which he had now fallen, induced . 
him to travel through different parts of France in 
1792 and 1793, and to pursue in the bosom of peace- 
ful retirement those delightful researches which the 
political convulsions of his country had so cruelly in- 
terrupted. During this seclusion, he amused himself 
in composing mentoirs of the events in which he bore. 
such a conspicuous part;* and when employed in this _ 
occupation, he was arrested by the orders of Robe- 
spierre, and condemned to death on the 10th of No- 
vember, 1798. Clothed in the red shirt, Bailly was 
placed in a cart, with his hands tied behind his back, 
and driven to the fatal guillotine, erected on the spot 
where he had ordered the pevagh to fire upon the psa 
ple. The very populace who had once adored him, 

published, occupy 600 quarto pages, and come down to the 2d Octo~ 

Etat, “ that they would resist. 
yi and tyranny, and would never separate rill. 
t 

Bailly was appointed, by general acclama- 
i 

saw with regret, the dreadful ex~_ 

‘ 

Bailly, . 
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nt. and whose best interests he had poneat bis heart, threw 
‘mud upon him as he passed, and followed him with the 
most rt vache Hy vae a cold xin inces- 
santly poured @g the s ‘ venerable sage. 
avid reachéd Beal spot, it became necessary to 
remove the guillotine to firmer ground. During this 
operation, Bailly was taken from the cart, and com- 
pelled to walk round the field, to glut the insatiable 
cruelty of the mob. The brutal multitude spit upon 
him as he passed, and, notwithstanding the exertions 

some of them even struck him 
face. When the apparatus of death was 

‘prepared, Bailly, detached with rain, and shi- 
with cold, ascended the platform, .‘* You 

ble, Bailly,” cried one of the mob in a tone of 
insult. “ I tremble, it is true,’’ replied the philo- 
sopher, but not with fear.’ . 
“Such were the last words of a man, who, during a 

life of 57 years, acquired the highest reputation as a 
philosopher and an elegant writer. Even in the tur- 
moils of a political life, so foreign to his temper and 
his studies, he obtained the approbation of the most 
opposite factions, and left behind him a character of 
the most disinterested integrity. When he held the 
office of mayor, he spent part of his fortune in. re- 
lieving the wants of the poor; and he exhibited thesame 
affectionate disposition in educating eight nephews 
with all the tenderness of a father. ‘The person of 
Bailly was considerably above the middle size, his de- 
portment was sedate and grave, and his countenance 
expressed the intelligence and the goodness which 
he possessed. In the year 1787, he married Jeanne 
Leseigneur, the widow of mond Gaye, the trea- 
surer of the clergy, who had been his intimate friend 
for 25 years. Bailly Hist. De l Astronomie, 
tom. iii. P- 69, 70, 180. Journal Encyclopedique 
de Juin 1773. Decade Philosophique, Leteine et 
Politique, 18 Fev. 1795. La Pandey Bibliographie 
Astronomique, p.730, Riouffe, Memoires d’un Detenu. 
8 
( Parearenr in the law of England, is a deli- 

ry of in trust, upon a contract expressed or 
replied, that the trust shall be faithfully executed on 
the part of the bailee, to whom they are delivered, 
and that the s shall be restored, as soon as the 
purposes of the trust are fulfilled. 

ailment comprehends, 1. Deposit ; 2. Loan (mz- 
tuum, accomodatum) ; 3. Hire (locatio or conductio) ; 
4, Pledge; 5. Carriage of goods for reward ; 6, Man- 
date, or acting by commission. 

In bailment there is a special qualified property 
s a from the bag to the Bees together 
t essiou. It is not an absolute propert 

in the failee! Bacanec of his obligation to aes % = 
the bailor hath nothing left in him but the right to. 
a chose in action, grounded upon his contract, the 
possession ‘being dckvered over, in the mean time, to 
the bailee. "The bailee being responsible to the bailor, 
if the goods should be lost or ged by his wilful 
default or gross ne; ligence ; it is reasonable that: he 
shold have a right to recover either the specific 
goods, or else a satisfaction in damages, against all 
other persons who may have purloined or injured 
thems The degree of reupOniibittayattdettaken by 
the bailee, and the species of diligence which he is 
bound to use in the performance of the trust, will 
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depend upon the specific nature of the contract. See 
Sir William Jones’s Essay on the Law of Bailment ; 
Blackst. Comment. ; Jacob’s Law Dict. (z) 
BAILYBOROUGH, a market town of Ireland, 

in the county of Cavan, celebrated for a lake or pool 
on the summit of a mountain in its neighbourhood, 
remarkable on account of the antiscorbutic virtues of 
its water, and of the mud which is deposited at its 
bottom, The mud, which is a greasy substanceilike 
tar, is brought up from adepth of 30 feet, and rubbed 
on the parts affected. ‘The water has.a chalybeate 
taste, and is pure to the depth of about 6 feet. The 
temperature is said to suffer no change’either in sum- 
mer or winter. See Cootes’ Statistical Survey of 
Cavan. (j 

BAIRAM, the Greater and the Lesser, the name 
of two annual festivals among the Mahometans. See 
Sale’s Koran, Prelim. Dissert. p. 150. (7) 
BAIROUT, or Bayvreurnu, the Berytus of the 

ancients, a town of Syria, situated near the foot of 
Mount Lebanon, and remarkable only as being the 
emporium of the commerce of the Maronites and 
Druses, who export to it their cottons and silks, and 
receive in return rice, tobacco, coffee, and specie. 
These articles are again exchanged for the corn of 
the Bekaa, and no ita than 6000 persons are em- 
ployed in this commerce. 
significant town will be found in Volney’s Travels in 
Bey pt and Syria, vol. ii. p. 187. . (7) 
SY AITS. See ANGLING. 
BAIT-EL-LAHAM, the name of the ancient 

Bethlehem. See Volney’s Z'ravels, vol. ii. p. 3235. 
and BETHLEHEM. 
BAITING. » See Burx-Barrina. 
BAKEWELL, called BAprcanwytLam in the: 

Saxon chronicle, is a market town in the hundred. 
of High Peak, in the county of Derby, situated 
on the river Wye, near its confluence with the 
Derwent. The church is an elegant piece of ar- 
chitecture, witha lofty spire resting upon an octa- 
gonal tower. _ From several. pieces of antiquity dug 
up in the neighbourhood, Bakewell seems to have been 
built in the time of the Romans. Near the town is. 
a large cotton mill, erected by Sir Richard Ark- 
wright, which. gives employment to near 400 persons. 
Number of houses 280; population 1412, of which 
523 are employed in trade. See the Beauties of Eng= 
land and Wales; and Dexrsysuire.  (@) 
BAKING, the art of reducing meal or flour of 

any kind, or any other substance, into bread. ‘This 
art, simple and. necessary as it may appear, does not 
seem to haye been discovered till a late period in 'the- 
history of mankind. The earlier nations knew no 
other use of their meal than to. make of it a kind of 
porridge. Such was the food of the Roman soldiers: 
for several centuries, or at most their skill proceeded: 
no farther than to knead unleavened dough into bis- 
cuits or cakes. Even at present there are many: 
countries. where the luxury of bread is unknown. ‘Ta 
bake it properly requires many precautions, and a 
degree Of skill which can only be gained by consider« 
able practice. ‘ 

It is owing, perhaps,. to this circumstance, » that 

A full account of this in-’ 

. Bailybo- 
rough 

Baking. 
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those who first began to pursue baking as a profes. ~ 
sion, have, in their several nations, been held in very 
high respect. At Rome, into which regular bakers 
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seem to have been introduced from Greece, about 
the year of the city 583, they were so much esteemed 
as to be occasionally admitted into the senate. To 
preserve them more upright and honourable, they 
were expressly forbidden to associate with gladiators 
or comedians; and to enable them to devote their 
whole time to their proper business, they were ex- 
empted from guardianships and other offices to which 
the rest of the citizens were liable. To the foreign 
bakers who first practised this art in Rome, a num- 
ber of freedmen were added, forming together an in- 

corporation, or college, from which neither themselves 

nor their descendants were allowed to withdraw. 
Even their effects were held in common, and no part 

of them could be alienated. Each bake-house was 

under the superintendance of a patron, and one of 

the patrons was annually elected to preside over the 

rest, and take charge of the general concerns of the 

college. By the statutes of England, too, bakers 

are considered as superior to the general order of 

handicrafts. <“* No man,’’ says the 22 Henry VIII 

cap. 13. “ for using the mysteries or sciences of ba- 
king, brewing, surveying, or writing, shall be inter- 

preted a handicraft.” In London, and indeed ‘in 

most of the towns shrgnghaet the kingdom, they are 

under the jurisdiction of the magistrates, who regulate 

the price of bread, and have the power of fining those 

who do not conform to their rules. The two kinds 

of bread made in London ‘are distinguished by the 

names of white, or wheaten, and household, which 

differ only in their degrees of purity. Every baker 
is liable to a penalty if he does not mark his loaves, 

according to their different qualities, with the letters 
W or H. : 

The ingredients of bread are flour, yeast, water, 

and salt, which are mixed according to the follow- 

ing process: T'o a peck of flour are added a hand- 
ful of salt, a pint of yeast, and three quarts of wa- 

ter, which in hot weather must be cold, in winter 

hot, and in temperate weather lukewarm. The oven 

must be heated more than an hour before the bread 

js introduced, which must remain there three hours 

to be properly baked. The peck-loaf, whether house- 

hold or wheaten, must weigh seventeen pounds six 

ounces avoirdupois, and smaller bread in the same 

proportion. Every sack of flour must weigh two 

hundred weight and a half; and from this there should 

ye made, at an average, twenty peck loaves, or eighty 

common quartern loaves. Formerly if the bread was 

deficiznt only one ounce in thirty-six, the baker was 

fiable to the pillory ; and the same offence is now 

punished by a fine imposed at the will of the magis- 

trates, provided it be not more than five shillings, nor 

less than one for every ounce wanting. Suspected 

bread, however, must be weighed before a magistrate 

within twenty-four hours atter being baked; as its 

weight diminishes the longer it is kept. For further 

particulars concerning bread, and the substitutes used 

for it in various nations, see Breap. () 
BAKU, or Baccou, a sea-port town of the Cas- 

pian Sea, situated in the province of Schirvan in Per- 

sia. Although the entrance to the harbour is beset 

with shallows, islands, awd sand banks, yet it is 

reckoned the safest in the Caspian, as tips can 
we moored head and stern, in seven fathoms of wa- 
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town, which is said to have been built by the Turks, 
is defended by a double wall, by strong ubts, 
and by a dry ditch, which can be filled in aoe a 
hours with water from the adjoining mountains. On. 
the north and west of the town are several. lofty and. 
rugged mountains, with strong watch towers built 
upon their summits, The rock-salt, brimstone, and. 
naphtha, which are found in the neighbourhood..of 
Baku, are carried to Ghiland, Mazanderas, and the. 
surrounding countries. Saffron is also. produced in. 
great quantities. The trade of Baku is chiefly car-. 
ried on with Shamachy, from which they receive ar 
excellent red wine, and silks and silken stuffs. 
Among the curiosities in the neighbourhood of 

Baku, is what is called the everlasting fire. About 
ten British miles north-east of Baku, where the land. 
is dry and rocky, there are several small ancient: 
temples, or arched vaults, about ten feet high, sup- 
posed to have been dedicated to fire, In one of these 
where the Indians now worship, a large hollow cane 
is fixed to the und near the altar, and from the 
extremity of it issues a blue flame, more gentle than 
that which is produced from spirits of wine, which 
the Indians suppose has burned since the flood, and 
will continue till the end of the world. From a hori- 
zontal gap on an adjoining rock, about 60 feet long 
and three broad, there. issues a blue flame of a simi« 
lar kind. According to Gmelin, the soil is a coarse 
marl mixed with sand, and effervesces with acids. 
The following interesting account of the naphtha 
springs is taken from Hanway’s Travels, and shall 
be given in his own words. The revenue arising from, 
them to the Khan of Baku has been computed at nq 
less than forty thousand rubles. bighe 

« The earth round this place, for above two miles, 
has this surprising property, that by taking up two 
or three inches of the surface, and applying a live 
coal, the part which is so Foto thy immediate 
takes fire, almost before the coal touches the earth : 
the flame makes the soil hot, but does not consume 
it, nor affect what is near it with any degree of heat. 
Any quantity of the earth carried to, another place 
does not produce this effect. Not long since eight 
horses were consumed by this fire, being under a roof 
where the surface of the ground was turned up, an 
by some accident took flame. 

If a cane, or tube even of paper, be set about two 
inches in the ground, Sot Ealteies with the 
earth below, and the top of it touched with a live 
coal, and blown upon, immediately a flame issues 
without hurting either the cane or the paper, pro- 
vided the edges be covered with clay ; and this mee 
thod they use for light in their houses, which have 
only the earth for the floor: three or four of these 
lighted canes will boil water in a pot, and thus they 
dress their victuals. -The flame may be ratingiathe lished 
in the same manner as that of spirits of wine. The 
ground is dry and stony ; and the more stony any 
particular part is, the stronger and clearer is the 
flame; it smells sulphureous like naphtha, but not 
very offensive. rt, ; 
ai is burnt to great perfection by means of 

this phenomenon; the flame communicating itself te 
6 
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distance where the earth is uncovered to receive 
The stones must be laid on one another, and in 

leted. Near this place 
> and springs are found. 
for the black or dark goez naphtha 

is the small island Wetoy, now uninhabited, except 
at such times as they take naphtha from thence. The 
Persians load it in bulk in their wretched vessels, so 

that sometimes the sea is covered with it for leagues 
together. When the weather is thick and hazy, the 
springs boil up the higher; and the naphtha often 
takes fire on the surface of the earth, and runs in a 
flame into the sea, in great quantities, to a distance al- 
most incredible. In clear weather the springs do not 
boil up above two or three feet : in boiling over, this 
oily substance makes so strong a consistence as by 
degrees almost to close the mouth of the spring; 
sometimes it is quite closed, and forms hillocks that 
look as black as pitch; but the spring which is re- 
sisted in one breaks out in another. Some of 
the spri ich have not been long opened form a 
apa of ight or ten feet diameter. i 
The carry the naphtha by troughs into pits 

or reservoirs, drawing it off fram one to another, 
leaving in the first reservoir the water, or the heavier 
part with which it is mixed when it issues from the 
spring. It is unpleasant to the smell, and used mostly 
amongst the poorer sort of the Persians, and other 

i ing people, as we use oil in lamps, or to 
‘their victuals, but it communicates a disagree- 

able taste. They find it burn best with a small mix- 
ture of ashes: as they find it in abundance, 

family is well supplied. They keep it at a 
small distance from their houses, in earthen vessels, 

three days the lime is co 
brimstone is 

The chief 

not intoxicate: if taken internally, it is said to be 
good for the stone, as also for disorders of the breast, 
and in venereal cases and sore heads; to both the last 
the Persians are very subject. Externally applied, it 
is of great use in scorbutic pains, 8, cramps, &c. ; 
but it must be put to the part affected only: it pe- 
nhetrates instantaneously into the blood, and is apt for 
a short time to create great pain. It has also the 
ty of spirits of wine, to take out greasy spots 

silks or woollens; but the remedy is worse than 
disease, for it leaves an abominable odour. They 

pe it is carried into India as a great rarity ; a be- 
ig prepared as a japan, is the most beautiful and 
poe Sy Ae that 6 yet been found. Not far 
from hence are also springs of hot water, which boil 
up in the same manner as the naphtha, and very thick, 
Het Bhp ee with a blue clay; but it soon 
clari . te in this warm water is found to 
strengthen procure a good appetite, especially if 
a small quantity is also drank.”’ ; st tion. 50° 2, 
North Lat. 40° 21’. See Hanway’s Travels, vol. i. 
p- 263; Kempfer, Amenitates Exotice; Mem. 
Acad. Berlin, 1756; and Decouvertes des Russes, 
vol. ii. p. 213. (0) 
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BALA, a town in the county of Merioneth in 

North Wales, situated on the east end of a large lake 
called Bala-Pool, or Pimblemere. The town 1s clean 
and pretty large; the single street, of which it con- 
sists, is wide, and the houses generally low. A con- 
siderable trade is carried on in fruit, stockings, gloves, 
and flannels. The antiquity of the town is manifest 
from the remains of three Roman camps, which seem 
to have been used as exploratory stations before the 
subjugation of the Ordovices: Bala-Pool is about 
1200 s broad, and four miles long. It produces 
fine trout, perch, and the gwyniad, an Alpine fish, from 
one to six pounds weight, which resembles a salmon in 
shape, and a trout in taste, and dies the moment it is 
taken out of the water. The river Dee, which runé 
into the lake, is said to pass through it without min- 
ling its waters with those of the lake. Number of 

Boao, $10. Population, 1463. See Aikin’s Jour- 
nal of a Tour through North Wales; and a Tour in 
Wales, &c. in 1805, p. 127, 129, in Philips’ Collec- 
tion of Voyages, &c. vol. iv. (9) 

BALAAM, a famous prophet, or soothsayer, 
whose history may be found in the book of Numbers; 
articularly in the 22d, 23d, 24th, and 31st chapters. 

Referting to the sacred record, for all the particulars 
which are known of his life, we shall content our- 
selves with offering a few observations, with a view to 
elucidate this curious, but difficult part of scripture 
history. For this purpose, we shall consider his place 
of residence, his character, and his conduct. 

He is said to have dwelt at Pethor. * Balak sent 
messengers unto Balaam to Pethor.’? Num. xxii. 5. 
Now Pethor signifies to interpret ; and hence it is 
translated in the Vulgate, Hariolum, a soothsayer. 

. The termination in the original, however, evidently 
denotes locality, and therefore the word is generally 
understood as pointing out the residence, rather than 
the designation of Balaam. Pethor is said to be on 
the other side of the river to the south, beyond the 
borders of Moab, and seems to agree, both in namé 
and situation, with Petra, in Arabia. There was, pro- 
eae a college of priests settled in this place, over 
which Balaam presided ; and from this circumstance 
it derived its name, signifying literally, the place of 
interpretation. ‘There can be little doubt, that Pa- 
tara, in Lycia, where there was a famous oracle of 
Apollo, hence called Patareus, derived its name from 
the same Hebrew original ; and hence also the priests 
of Apollo, and the interpreters of the oracles, were 
called Paterx. Patere sacerdotes Apollonis, oracu- 
lorum interpretes. Bochart. Canaan. 1. 1. c. 40. 

As to the character of Balaam, it has been dispu- 
ted whether he was a prophet, and worshipper of the 
true God, or merely an uninspired diviner, or sooth- 
sayer, who prophesied according to the rules of au- 
gury, and vaticination, in use amongst the heathen 
nations. That he was not of the seed of Abraham, 
is certain; that he was not a righteous man, is equal- 
ly certain ; but we are not so sure that these circum- 
stances disqualified him from being a real prophet. 

the true God, in 
these early times, was not confined to the descendants 
of Abraham. If the bok of Job contains the his- 
tory. of real events, as we are inclined to think it does, 
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it is a proof that God revealed himself to other na- 
tions, as wellas to the Jews; for neither Job. nor his 
friends were of the family of Israél. ‘Jethro, the 
priest of Midian, also, had the knowledgé of the trie 
God.’ We need not be surprised, then, that Balaam, 
who'was of the same country, should possess the 
same knowledge. If holiness be essential to the cha- 
racter of aprophet; Balaam’s qualifications must indeed 
appear very doubtful. But itis evident from scripture, 
that the persons possessing the prophetic spirit, were 
not always distinguished by integrity and uprightness, 
We have a fematbable instance of this, in che conduct 
of two prophets, as recorded in the 13th chap. of the 
first book of Kings. Saul himself was, fora time, 
among the prophets : Caiaphas, the high-priest, who 
joined in the persecution oF our Lord, had a sudden 
illapse of the prophetic spirit : and some wicked pro- 
phets are represented as saying at the day of judg- 
ment, ** Lord, have wenot prophesied in thy name ?” 
Balaam, then, it appears, must be added to the num- 
ber of those, who have sometimes been favoured with 
the spirit of prophecy, without always possessing the 
spirit of holiness. 

With regard to his conduct, it does not appear, at 
first sight, what it was that rendered it so offensive 
in the sight of God. A little attention to the nar- 
rative, however, and to some subsequént intimations 
of Scripture, will enable us sufficiently to explain it. 
Balak, king of Moab, sent to entreat him, that he 
would come and curse Israel. Upon this he consult- 
ed God, who said, “¢ Thou shalt not go with them.” 
The messengers therefore returnéd to Balak, who 
immediately dispatched others more honourable, and 
empowered them to make him the most flattering 
offers. 
did not,dare to disobey the positive command of 
God. He therefore consulted ‘again, and received 
this instruction: “ Jf the men come to call thee, rise 
up and go with them.” Upon this we are informed, 
« Balaam rose up in the morning, and saddled his 
ass, and went with the princes of Midian ; and God’s 
anger was kindled because he went.” The difficulty 
which this passage presents, will be solved at once, 
if we adopt Shuckford’s translation : ** God’s anger 
was kindled because he went of himself.” he 
meaning then would be, that Balaam had not waited 
till the princes of Midian called him in the morn- 
ing, as he had been directed to do, but had abused 
the conditional permission which God had given him, 
by officiously offering to accompany them before he 
had been again solicited. This is the usual explana- 
tion of the passage, and may certainly be fairly in- 
ferred from the words in which it is expressed; or 
it may be, that God was offended because he went 
with a bad intention. That Balaam went with a dis- 
position to curse, rather than to bless the children of 
Israel, is evident from what the angel says to him, 
«JT went out to withstand thee, because thy way is 
perverse before me.”” It appears also, that he indus- 
triously sought for evi omens against Israel, and 
shifted his position several times, that he might, if 
possible, catch an unfavourable aspect, and pronounce 
that malediction which the king of Moab so earnestly 
desired. * But when he saw that it pleased the Lord 
to bless Israel, he went not, as at other times, to 
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Though strongly inclined to comply, yet he, 
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seck for enchantments,’?) Numb. xxiv. i. His hosti- 
lity to Israel is also clearly proved; by the® counsel 
which he afterwards gave to the Midianites. Find- 
ing himself deveraived Grunt cursing Israel, he advised 
the Midianites to seduce them, if possible, into: idol- 
atry. ‘This stratagem was but'too successful: the 
Israelites, however, soon returned to the’ service of 
God ; and, when they avenged themselves on Midian, 
they slew Balaam with the edge of the sword, as 
the chief author of their sin and of their calamities; 
Numb. xxxi. 1. Yay ’ 
‘Much has been said on the subject of the ass, and 

it has often excited the sneers and ridicule of sceptics 
and unbelievers; but if they had half the sense of 

~ Balaam’s ass, they would not subject a miraculous 
event to :he ordinary rules of ratiocination. If we 
admit the possibility of miracles at all, an ass speak- 
ing is neither more astonishing, nor less posible, than 
any other deviation from the ‘laws ‘of nature. Mai- 
monides, however, and almost all the Jewish writers, 
suppose the whole of this scene to be an allegory, or 
a vision, Balaam indeed’ says, that «he saw the vi- 
sion of the Almighty, falling into a trance, but Ha- 
ving his eyes open j” but we cannot be sure that this 
applies to the particular scene of which we are speak- 
ing. St Peter seems to favour the literal interpreta- 
tion: speaking of Balaam, he says, “* the dumb ass, 
‘speaking with man’s voice, forbade the madness of 
the prophet ;””2 Pet. ii. 16. See Shuckford’s Con- 
nections, vol. iii. p.. 312. Calmet’s Dictionary. ‘Bry- 
ant’s Mythology, vol. isp. 310. Parkhurst’s Lezi- 
con, on the word Pethor. (g) ° Riilelll 
BALACLAVA, asea-port town of Tartary; for- 

merly Symbolonand Cembalo, is situated on the 
south side'of the Crimea. This town appears to have 
been founded by the Greeks, and afterwards re+ 
peopled by the Genoese; but being deserted by them, 
and having fallen into ruins, has now reverted to its 
original inhabitants. | The port, which is situated to 
the west of the town, is about a verst long, and two 
hundred toises ‘broad, and. is sufficiently thee to re- 
ceive vessels of the largest size. Being’ protected 
from every wind by high mountains, the water is al- 
ways perfectly calm. The entrance to the south is 
so contracted by high rocks, that it is impossible for 
two vessels to pass together, without ruaning foul of 
each other. Dangerous as this entrance appears, the 
harbour has been gladly made by vessels driven upon 
the peninsula, whic could not double the point of Cher- 
sonesus. ‘The port, however; is shut against ships of 
all nations, from the fear of contraband trade, which; 
by less cruel means, it would be easy to prevent. | 

The garrison is ordered to fire upon all vessels, 
even those belonging to the crown, which attempt to 
enter the harbour. ‘These severe measures have con- 
sequently occasioned a great number of shipwrecks. 
In the year 1802, no fewer than four ships, in great 
distress, begged in vain for shelter. They struck 
opposite the monastery of St George, and the crew 
and cargo of two of them were entirely lost. The 
old Genoese fortress is situated at the entrance of the 
ort, upon a high mountain to the east, defended b: 
ofty walls.and towers. ‘The town is well pled, 
and its position in the centre of the peninsu la makes 
it a place of considerable trade. The population, con- 
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Baenal_ sisting of Tartars, Greeks, Jews, Russians, and!Ar- suspension, therefore, and the centre of motion, are not’ Balanée. 

= paces aie to —— East. Long. 81° 24', in one line, the perpendiculars let fall upon the verti Vr 
Balance. North Lat..44° 38's See Reuilly’s Travels into the: cal lines are equal only when) the line joining the 

pitta ite 

ed od 1 

the Shores of the Black Sea, in 

n! ‘bes aides a genus of 
» which in the Linnean system 

ranks in the order Cete of the class Mammalia, but. 
in the method r, and the'system of Lacépede, 

a tribe of cetaceous fishes. See Cero- 
Beeb 2 43 
OPTERA, a subdivision of the whale 

1 into amewrgenus by Lacépeéde, and in- 
species, distinguished from the balanz 
itudinal folds. under the, throat and 

and dorsal fins. See Lacépéde, Histoire Na- 
turelles des Cetacées, p..120; and Dictionnaire des 
Sciences Naturelles, tom. iii, p. 442. (/) 
» BALAKLAVA.. See Banactava. 
_ BALANCE, the name of a simple machine for 
pendent) ing the weight of any body, or for finding a 

ity of any equal to a given weight. 
The balance has generally been arranged among the 

anical powers, but it is evidently only a particu- 
- species. of the leverin. which the two arms are 

and in which there will be an equilibrium when 
ver and weight are equal. . 

_ The balance consists of a horizontal beam,, which 
turns .ronnd. an axis, or centre.of motion. exactly 
in the middle of the beam. The two, halves of the 

ain, on each, side of the axis, are called the arms 
the bane. From the two aguaxy te of the 

called ithe points o, suspension, are hung two 
in one of which omens the pon Ett be 

» and in the other are. placed weights of a 
m magnitude, The equality of the weights in 

the two or the. perfect equilibrium. of the ba- 
ce, is known, from the horizontal. position of the 

eam.._In the common balance, where the whole 
chine is suspended. from the axis of motion, a slen- 

den ars called the tongue of the balance, rises. per- 
peadicularly from the centre of the beam, and 
to a. particular. part of the handle by une 
whole is suspended when the beam is horizontal. 
. In balances where very great accuracy is required, 
the beam is not oer bh by. suspension, but has a 
fine of steel for its axis, which rests upon steel 
lanes. thi 

ints 
the 

The horizontal position of the beam is in 
is case determined, by observing when the extremi- 

of the arms point to the zero of two ivory scales 
d in the mahogany frame in which the instrument 

d, the line joining the two zeros having been 
jusly 2d in a horizontal position, by levels 

¢ mahogany frame., The beams of these 
inces sometimes consists of a plain cylin- 

i d, of a double cone, whose vertices form the 
points of suspension, or of a frame in the form of a 
rhombus, 

In cons ng an accurate balance, it is necessary, 
1., That the two points of suspension, and the axis or 
centre of motion,, sho id be im the same straight line. 

he energy of any weight in turning a lever round 
fulcrum is proportional to the perpendiculars let 

Il_ from, the fulcrum upon a vertical line passing 
through the points of suspension, When the points of 

s 

ints of suspension is truly horizontal. In eve 
cea cbs the perpendiculars will be ceeami 
and» there will’ not be an equilibrium between equal 
weights. When the points. of suspension and the’ 
centre of motion, however; lie in the same straight? 
line, the perpendiculars.upon the vertical:lines mast’ 
be equal, in every position of, the:beam, and there 
will always be an equilibrium between equal weights, 
the beam being supposed without weight. 2. The 
points. of suspension must. be. precisely equidistant 
JSrom. tite centre gf motion, or, what is the same 
thing, the arms of the balance. must:be; exactly of 
the same length. It is obvious, that when the arms 
.are unequal there cannot be an eguilibrium | between 
equal weights, as the one weight. acts atthe extre-: 
mity of oe ae lever than the, other. » 3. The centre 
of gravity of the beam should be, placed a: little below 
the centre of motion. , lf the centre of gravity of the 
beam coincides with. the centre of motion, the beany 
will rest in any position in which it is placed, whether 
it is unloaded or loaded with equal weights. . If the 
centre of gravity is above the centre.of. motion, the 
beam will be overset by the slightest: disturbance. 
But if the centre of gravity,is below the centre of 
motion, the beam will not rest)in any but a horizon-} 
tal position, and when disturbed will recover this po- 
sition with a degree of facility proportioned to the 
distance between the centres of motion and. gravity. 
The nearer, therefore, that the centre of gravity is 
to the centre of motion, the more easily will the equi- 
librium be disturbed, and consequently the more de- 
licate will be the balance. 4. The beam should be as 
light as possible, but at the same time, so strong as 
not to, change its form when the scales are loaded to 
a maximum. It is evident, that the friction upon the 
centre of motion will be diminished by the lightness 
of the beam, and that the inertia of a light beam will 
be more easily overcome by a small weight than the 
inertia of a heavy. one. 

Having thus stated very briefly the precautions 
that are necessary in-the construction of a delicate 
balance, we shall, proceed to describe three of the 
best balances that have yet been made. The two 
first were made by the celebrated Mr Troughton, 
and the last by Messrs Millerand Adie, mathematical 
instrument makers, Edinburgh. _ (0) 

In Figure 1, AB represents the scale-beam in its Trough- 
most perfect state, as made by Mr Troughton. A si ba- 

ance. 

drawers below for holding weights, &c.; and a long fig a 
strong mahogany box contains the whole; it has 

one behind, wherein the beam is packed, when out 
of use or in carriage. ‘There are doors in the ends 
through which the pans, or scales, are loaded and 
u ed, and through another at the top the beam 
may be taken out. he front and back are.of plate 
glass. On the upper surface of the drawer depart- 
ment are shewn two spirit levels, L, L by means of 
which, and screws below, the balance is easily ad- 
pases to its due position. ‘There passes through the 
0x, a little below the levels, an iron rod, having at 
each end a handle, by which it may be turned round, 
Qne of these is seen in the figure at H. This rod 
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Bulance- moves two 
“—v-—’ the box, 

BALANCE. . a 
inions concentric with itself, and within weight: they are, however, of great use in estimating Balaness, 

Pratt LI. 
Fig. 2. 

act on props P, P that support the small quantities. For hydrostatical, purposes there “v7 
pans, or allow their motion as business may require. are only required to be added a common tumbler Piate Ll. 
A strong brass pillar F occupies the centre of the in- of water, and a brass wire hooked at both ends: A Fig-3 
terior. of the box, supporting at top a square plat- 
form; onthe front and opposite side of this are erec- 
ted two arches m, m nearly semicircular; and,.on 
their vertices, are fixed two horizontal planes of agate, 

set of accurately adjusted grain weights usually ac- 
company the instrument; and, perhaps every thing. 
considered, the following series may be as convenient . 
as any: ; : : le 

which afford together the proper fulcrums for the 001,01 ,1 1 10 100 1000 . 16 NOX 
beam. Within the pillar F a ers om tube is elevated 3002 "02 '2 2 20 200 2000... ; 
or depressed by a lever, the handle of which is seen 3004 04 4 4 40 400 4000 Agiy 
at G between the drawers below : from the upper end 008,08 ,8 8 80 800 8000 . 4 - 
of the tube, just above the platform, springs an in- 
verted arch x, of as much greater radius than the other 
two which it crosses at right angles, as brings its span 
on the outside of them. . The beam is formed of two 
hollow cones of brass joined together by a short cy- 
linder in the middle, and is altogether about 18 inches 
long. , These are formed of a substance not exceeding 
0,02 of an inch thick, but, by means of circular rings 
driven hard into. them at proper intervals, are rendered 
almost inflexible. The beam is. crossed in the middle 
of its. length by a cylinder of steel, the lower diameter 
of which coincides with its centre. The lower side of 
this cylinder being reduced to an edge, the angle of 
which is about 30°, hardened and wel palais tenes 
the principal axis, and rests through a length of about 
0,05 of an inch, before and behind, upon the dgate 
planes. Exterior to the parts of action, the axis is 
worked into two small pivots ; and the extreme ends 
of the inverted arch being formed into angles, the 
latter when lifted up by the lever below, carries with 
it the beam, and thus relieves the axis when the in- 
atrument is out of use. On lowering the beam, the 
angles leave the axis in its proper position on the cen- 
tres of the planes, There being no contrivance to pre- 
yent the axis from wandering from the centres cf the 
agates, when this is seen or suspected, the beam must 
have its position rectified by means of the inverted 
arch. A weight for adjusting the motion of the 
beam, respecting the time in which it performs its vi- 
brations, is raised or lowered, by a screw at top: its 
mean position is the centre of the beam. The points 
of suspension for the scales are both adjustable, the 
one on the left horizontaily, for making the arms of 
the balance of equal length: the axis is here fixed in 
a piece which is pushed inwards by a screw, while a 
strong spring of coiled wire, in the inside of the cone, 
presses it in an opposite direction. The axis on the 
right is adjustable vertically, for the purpose of bring- 
ing the three points of action into a right line: this is 
brought:about by fixing the axis in a sliding piece si- 
milar to the other, and it is acted on by two screws 
which press it in opposite directions. The action at the 

Greater weights than these might endanger the parts 
of action. 

The following instructions how to adjust this kind Method of 
of balance may not be unacceptable. Ist, To bring adjusting _ 
the three points of action into a right line, Without * 
weights, poise the beam by throwing into the scales 
any bits of light substance, and raise or lower the. 
weight within the beam until the vibrations are there-, 
by rendered very slow : now, put weights into the 
pans, equal to about half the greatest load you mean 
your instrument to carry, so that the beam may be 
oised again: if it now vibrates slow just’ as it did 
fore, it proves the adjustment to be perfect; but, 

in. case it either oversets or vibrates too quick, you 
must restore it to slow motion by the ‘adjusti 
weight, noting the number of turns of the screw, 
parts of a turn, which were required to produce slow. 
motion: now, turn the screw the contrary ways 
through double the noted quantity, and then produce 
the required slow motion pb the proper adjustment 
at the right end of the beam. Repeat the operation 
until the adjustment is perfect. 2d, To make the 
arms of the beam of an equal length. With weights 
in the scales as in the last adjustment, poise the beam 
with the greatest care: now take off the poets 
unhooking them, and hang them into contrary 
of the beam, which if now poised, the thing is done 3 
but, if not, take as much hair or wire as when put 
into the apparently lighter scale, will restore the ba- 
lance ; take away half of it (which is accurately found 
by doubling and cutting), and poise the beam by 
the proper adjustment at the left end. Repeat this 
operation also for greater certainty. ‘The above are 
the two grand adjustments of the balance : 
ones, (as poising the beam itself, is done by simply 
screwing in or out a small screw at the right end; 
and equalising the pans and hook for weighing in 
water, which is done by scraping off a little of their 
substance, ) can only require to be enumerated, When 
the instrument is adjusted in all its parts, the adjust~ 
ing weight may be moved up or down at pleasure, 
according as exactness or dispatch may be required, _ 

ends, like that atthe centre, is-on double bearings; 
but, instead of by two sharp edges resting upon two 
planes, is here performed by two concave edges acting 

In Figure 4. of Plate LI. is represented a small Treugh- 
beam of the common form, such as is used for as- ton’s Assay 

at right angles.on two other concave edges: the for- 
mer pair formed in the axis itself being sharp upwards, 
and the latter pair sharp downwards, formed in the 
spur shaped pieces from which the scale-strings de- 
pend, The ends of the beam terminate in points, and 
play contiguous to divided ivory scales, which are fixed 
in the inside of the box : the value of these divisions 
is indefinite, and varied at pleasure by the adjusting 

saying of metals, or nice chemical purposes, in which balance. 
a load greater than 4 ounces is not required. - It re- 
quires to be inclosed in a glass case, and is 
upon a pillar. A-tube inside the pillar is acted on 
by a lever below, and connected with a square plat- 
form and two semicircular arches at top: on the 
summit of each of these arches is fixed an obtuse an- 
gle of hardened steel, which, supporting the very a- 
cute angle of the axis, forms the principal part of ac« 
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Balance.” tion. ©The circular ends of the’beamare excavated feet of the mahogany case. In performing the adjust- Balance 

‘—y—— in the middle of their thickness, on the lower side, a ments of the balance, we must begin by placing the 

Miller and * 
Adie’s ba- . Miller an 

Ee "good deal above the centre: the axis is fastened in edges of the three centresin a straight line as nearly as D2" 
- the two sides of the circular ends, with its sharp edge possible, by pressing down'the centre f with the two 

upwards. a litthece , having p through a screws p, which, if lower than the centres of suspen- 
piece of hard ; “d steel'of the shape of sion, will be known by the balance preponderating to 

an 8; the of the two eyes being worked either side. In order to adjust the centre of gravity, 

to sh sar y the u e it hangs upon the 
axis withis te "het ectarithd; Tortitag the point of 

“the: position of the beam. The lever below is fix 

Fig. 1. of Plate LIJ. where AA is the beam forged 
Peate LIt. Of one piece of steel, which, inorder to give greater 

gth’ with lightness, has the form of a rhombus, 
whose acute angles coincide with the centres'of sus- 
pension B, B. Theends of the arms pass through the 
pieces C, C, which are hollow, to receive the two 
rings D, D; from which the scales:are suspended, and 
terminate’ in slender points, which serve as indexes to 
point out the inclination of the balance on the ivory 
arches EE. The axis or centre of support fis about 
2% inches long, 1 inch deep, and three inches thick: 
Itsunder edge, worked away to form a right angle, 
passes’ through a box g in the middle of the beam, 
and is fixed in its place by 10 small steel screws. The 
edge of the centre turns on hard and highly polish- 
ed steel plains A, from which it is lifted, when not 
used by Y’s, which are moved up by turning the 
ma ; which works in a rack within the hollow 

‘pillow that forms the stand for supporting the 
balance. Fig. 2. shews the pieces C, C ona large 
stale, that the different parts may be more distinet 
seen, The rings D, D, which are hardened and well 

1; are just ‘allowed to move freely between the 
r hare steel points screwed through the sides 

- of the pieces C, C.” One of the end centres C is fix 
ed, and the other is made to move in a slit to or 
from it, by the four’adjusting screws &. T’he balance 
is inclosed in erent itl case with a glass front, to 
the back of which is attached the brass frame L, 
moveable up or down by a rack and pinion M, so as 
to stop the scales, and thus check the vibration of 
the balance when in use. ‘The cross levels N on the 
bottom of the pillar, ate intended to adjust the plains 
on which the centre turns, toa true horizontal posi- 
tion, by*means of the four screws O, that form the 

so as to be just under the centre of support, the rings 
must be removed from the ends of the beam and the 
slider g, and moved up as long as the beam will librate. 
When it is too high, either end of the beam on being 
depressed, will remain in that situation. We must 
next try if the arms have equal lengths, by replacing 
the rings and suspending the scales, and then putting 
equal weights into them. If the balance now remains 
in équilibrium, the adjustments are complete; but if 
either side preponderates, that arm is longer than the 
other, and the moveable centre must be altered ac- 
cordingly by the screws &. The previous adjustments 
must now be repeated, as every alteration, in a deli- 
cate balance, in a greater or lesser degree affects all 
the others, so that they can ‘only be attained by ap- 
proximation. A balance of the above construction, 
which we have tried, was sensible to +2, Of a grain, 
when loaded with 10,000 grains in each scale. (x) 

For further information on the subject of balances, 
see De La Hire, Mem. Acad. Par. tom. ix. p. 42. 
Roberval, Mem. Acad. Par. tom. eo 343. Euler, 
Comment. Petrop. tom. x. p. 3. gellan, in Ro- 
zier’s Observations, tom. ti, p. 253. tom. xvii. p. 44, 
432. Ramsden, in Rozier’s Observat. tom. xl. p. 
482. Shuckburgh, Phil. T'rans. 1798, part ii. Ni 
cholson’s Chemistry, chap. vi. Ludlam, Phil. Trans. 
vol. lx. 1770, p. 205. Ludicke, in Gilbert’s' Jour- 
nal, vol. i. p. 323. Andrews, Repertory of Arts, 
vol. xi. p. 16. Prony, Annales de Chimie, vol. xxxvi. 
p- 3; and Nicholson’s Journal, vol. vy. p.313. Guyton, 
Annales de Chimie, vol. xlii. p. 23. Atwood, Gil- 
bert’s Journal, vol. iv. p. 148. Dillon, Mem. del’ In- 
stitut. Nat. tom. iv. Pevjuivits Lectures, vol. ii. p. 
885. See also HypropyNamics, MECHANICs, and 
Speciric Gravity. (0) 
BALANCE, Hypbrosraricat. See Hypropy- 

NAMICS. 
BALANCE, Torsion, invented by Coulomb. 

See Torsion. . 
BALANCES ww Timekeerers. See Curono- 

METERS, 
BALANCERS. See Enromoroey. 
BALANTES, the name of a tribe of negroes, 

who imhabit a tract of country about 10 or 12 leagues 
long, to the north of the isle of Bussi, in West Lon. 
17° 10’, and South Lat. 11° 45’. The Balantes have 
no intercourse whatever with their neighbours. They 
carry on a considerable trade with the foreigners who 
enter their roads, in rice, millet, culinary vegetables, 
oxen, goats, poultry, and particularly gold. The 
gold, which is of a very superior quality, is supposed 
to be obtained from mines in the interior of the coun- 
try. ‘They pay a tribute in gold to the king of Ca- 
samanca. In 1696, the Portuguese, joined by 300 
Bissaux, attacked the Balantes, but were completely 
defeated, and lost the whole of their baggage. Se- 
veral Européans, who have landed among the Ba- 
latites with commercial views,-have been plundered 
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assassinated, See Durand’s Voyage. to Senegal, 

chap. vie (7 

BAL 
eneral standard; so that the, di is'ten num> .Balbed 
rs. For a 1000, N°.45 would, be taken by the ——~—~ 

Balanus, and 
Balasore. 

 BALANUS, in Zoology, a genus..of,, testaceous 
mollusca, in, the works, of Cuvier, and some other 
continental.naturalists, distinct from the tribe Lepas, 
under which they are arranged by Linnwus. See 
Concno.oGx, and Moiiwusca. ae 
. BALASORE Hanpxercuters.. A. species of 
the cotton manufacture,,in which the Indian. fabric 
is imitated, andthe name preserved. To those who 
are conyersant with the.general manufacture of mus- 
‘Tins, the Balasore handkerchief will present little no- 
velty.. The fabric is similar.to that, of the Jacconott 
muslins, which are of an intermediate degree of close- 
ness between,.the most.dense and, the lightest. The © 
‘border of the handkerchief is formed in general mere- 
ly by using coarser yarn than the body, of the fabric; 
and this yarn, maybe so disposed, as to. form many 
different patterns... The texture is, merely plain, or 
alternate; and the only additional care which it is in- 
cumbent onthe weaver to use,.is, that of rolling his 
cloth when finished on the receiving beam... When)a 
iece .of these handkerchiefs is newly begun, very 

title difference of tension will be perceived, but as it 
proceeds, the difference always increases, and it very 
soon becomes necessary that, it. should be, counter- 
acted, or the whole fabric would-be inevitably inju- 
red... The cause of this is, the accumulation of, the 
‘coarser and more bulky material near to each selvage 
of the cloth. As the coarse warp occupies a greater 
“space than the fine, it follows:that at every successive 
eonyolution, the diameter of the beam must increase 
‘in a greater ratio than the former. Again, as the 
tension, of the warp is preserved by the action of the 
warp and cloth beams in contrary directions, it ne- 
-cessarily follows, that the ratio of tension must de- 
pend upon the measure of each diameter ;. but as by 
successive convolutions, the: diameter of , that part 
where.the borders are wound becomes progressively 
reater than that which is occupied by. the interme- 

diate cloth, the tension of the coarse warp is rapidly 
increased by the augmentation of the cylindrical mea- 
sure of the beam. ee the coarse boarders would 
‘be burst asunder by excessive tension, before the bo- 
som of the handkerchief had acquired so much as 
would moderately stretch the warp. To counteract 
this, layers of paper, or pasteboard,, and sometimes 
small slips or rods of wood, are cut, so as to fill the 
bosom, atid wound upon the beam between, the folds 
of cloth. By the thickness. of these being added to 
that of the cloth, the accumulation upon the beam is 
kept pretty nearly equal in all. parts, and the defect 
is in a great measure remoyed., The fabric of the 
Ballasore handkerchief being nearly the same as the 
Jacconott, N° 60, 62, or 64, may be taken as an 
average set for a 1200 reed, and the different grada- 
tions for finer or coarser reeds will be found by the 
rules laid down in that article. Some allowance, how- 
ever, must be made for the finer fabrics, or they will 
‘appear much more dense than is generally desirable, 

he reason of this is also pointed out in that article. 
‘The difference being merely matter of taste, cannot 
be exactly apecihed” By the calculation for a 1500 
reed, N° 100 would be required. Now in common 
practice, N° 110 may be considered pretty near the 

calculation, and this is very near, the-usual practice. 
oe warping the coarse yarn, for, the borders, dif- 

ferent plans are used. It is sometimes warped sepa- 
rately, and beamed at either side of, the fine, being 
crossed over it obliquely before it comes to the-rodg, 
At other times, itis warped.along with, the rest, 
The coarse yarn. is sometimes doubled, to givesita 
b.ler anpertaacs ia the cloth, at, other times a great 
number. of threads, as four, and sometimes. six, are 
crowded into, the same interval .of thé reed. . The’ 
latter produces..much the, finest. appearance, but is 
vastly, more troublesome to the weaver 5. forewhen. so 
many threads are confined in one, space, the. friction 
becomes very great during, the.alternate, rising and 
sinking of the ware ae every small knot, or ob- 
struction of any kind, produces.much, inconvenience 
noth in, Sagara Oa +hy> cre erteeenen Tact) 

‘oloured or arnis also. frequently,used for 
the borders of these handkerchiefs, po pe 
posed .exactly as the common, Balasore.borders. | In 
this species, although it is not ‘necessary that the dif- 
ference of fineness should be.so,conspicuous as in the 
white handkerchiefs, where ‘the .whole appearance is 
given by superior density; still the dyed yarn ought 
to_ be very considerably bolder than,the body of. the 
web, that the colour may appear. conspicuously 
through. the intervals of the..woof. ..When coloured , 
borders. are, composed of single threads of warps,and. 
many. threads are crowded. together in.the same. in- 
terval of the reed, they appear to very great adyan- 
tage, because the weft covers so little of the colour- 
ed yarn as hardly to produce any perceptible diminu-~ 
tion of the effect ; but for the reasons formerly given, 
they are excessively troublesome to the weaver du- 
ring the operation.. When cords are used, the diffi-. 
culty. is, still further increased, although theses..w 
judiciously disposed, greatly, heighten the brilliancy 
and appearance of the border. Bal handker- 
chiefs are sometimes checked through the bosom, 
either with, cording or coarse yarn, and the coloured 
borders. are,also frequently checked. ,; These are the 
only peculiarities of this fabric, which, in eyery other 
respect, is merely a piece of plain Jacconot muslin, 
J. Ds = physde>, i oor yk et did - peer 

Oa 3EC, a town of Syria, celebrated, for its 
magnificent ruins. It is delightfully situated at the 
foot of eta am ee in that part of the country 
commonly called Ccelo-Syria. . The town is, sur- 
Eins a wall, of about four :miles in circumfe- 
rence, according to. Pococke,, and, the miserable ho- 
vels of the natives form a striking contrast tg the ve~ 
nerable remains of ancient architecture. ,.'Thejchief 
object which arrests attentiom is, the ruins, of the 
Temple of the Sun, which, even in its present di- 
lapidated state, a the magnificence and gran- 
deur of the original design. The principal door-case 
has been particularly admired for the beauty of the 
workmanship. The  transverse-stone at the top is 
adorned with the figure of an eagle, most exquisite- 
ly sculptured, holding in. his claws,a caduceus, and 
in. his picts a large wreath of flowers,; which falls 
down on each side, till it termipates.in two genii, or 
winged figures, which appear as supporters to the 
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agle. "The bird is supposed’ to be ant emblem of 
ate whom this temple was dedicated ; and 

hé two winged figure sposed to represent the 
zephyrs, or t . We ‘must content “ourselves 
with giving a ci da ount of these interest 
‘ruins, a6 it will be impotsible to render'a minute 

description ; ut the assistance of 

capitals, and the’ remains of entablatures’ and 

cornices ; around it is a row of ruined edifices, which 

display’ all the ornaments of ‘the richest architecture. 

On passing through this court, towards the west; we 

enter a large re, three hundred and fifty feet 
wide, “and three hundred ‘atid thirty-six in length. 

each side of this ‘court, runs a sort of ¢g ery 

divided into various ‘compartments, seven of whic 

may be reckoned in each of the principal wings. It 

is not easy to conceive the use of this part of the 
structttre; but this does not diminish our admiration 

at the beauty of the pilasters, and the richness of the 

frize and’ entablature. “NeitheP is it possible to avoid 

remarking the ar effect which restilts from the 
mixture of the ds} ‘the lafge foliage of the ca- 
pitals, and the sculpture of lants with which 
they are’evéry where ornamented. “ At the west end 
of this:court, stand six enormous éolumns, which ap- 

to be totally wnconiiected with the rest of the 
Puilais . On a moré attentive examination, ‘how- 
Mane didcbier a’ seriés' of foundations which seem 
to mat eA a eet sean 1 to 

h these columns vent, So ’ Pécdcke supposes- 
that this temple’ never was finished.” We must exa- 
mine them narrowly before we can conceive all the 
boldness of the elevation, and the’ richness of their 

manship. Their shafts are twenty-one’ feet 
ht inches in circumference, and fifty-eight feet 
, co that the total height, including the entabla- 

ture, is from seventy-one to seventy-two feet. ‘These 
six pillars are all that now remain of fifty-four. 
The ‘southern ‘side of the’ grand temple ‘has, at 
some distant period, been blocked up to build a 

er one, the’ peristyle and walls of which are still 
ng. This temple presents a side of thirteen. 

mns, by eight in front, which, like all the rest 
8, are of the Corinthian order: their shafts 

are en feet eight inches in’ circumference, and 
pee eight. We can form no idea of the! 

which: erly covered this temple, aie 
from the fragments which lie scattered’ amongst t 
ruins ; these are to be found in the form of lozenges, 
on which’ pay ipiter seated on his‘eagle’s: 
Leda caressing her swan; Diana with her bow and 
cfescent, &c: ie lah ee NR 
*Balbec was visited, in 1751, ' 
Mr Wood, ' the ape ae whom ‘given a set of 
most’ faithful ‘and splendid ‘drawings of the ruins. 
Mr'Bruce also visited Balbec, aud made ‘numerous 

Mr Dawkins and 

J BALBEC. 4 | ru 
drawings, which he presented to the king; and’which — Balbec., 
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he boasts of being the richest offering of the kind 
ever presented by a subject to his sovereign: if, in- 
déed,’ they are in ‘the style of Mr Bruce’s other 
drawitigs, they must be very ‘excellent. A great 
many plates of the ruins may also be found in Po: 
cocke. Several changes have taken place since the 
journey of Messrs Dawkins and Wood. Such a'con* 
tintal system of barbarous dilapidation is carried’on, 
that’ perhaps’ at no very distant period, ‘travellers 
will be forced to say, Etiam periere ruin. The 
truth ‘of this observation is Confirmed by the words 
of 'M. Volnéy. They (Dawkins and . found 
nine large columns standing, ‘and,* in 1784, T found 
but «six. "They reckon nine-and-twenty at ‘the 
lesser’ temple, “but there ‘now ‘remain but twenty? 
The othérs have been overthrown by thé earthquake 
of 1759. It has likewise so shaken the walls of the 
lesser temple, that the stone of the soffit of the gate 
has slid between the two adjoining ones, and deséend= 
ed eight inches; by which means the body! of ‘the 
bird sculptured on that stone is suspended detached 
from its wings, and the two garlands which hung 
from its beak, and terminated in two genii. Nature 
alone has not effected this devastation: the Turks- 
have had thei? share in the destruction of the co~ 
lumns. Their motive is to procure the iron cramps, 
which serve to join the several blocks of which eaclr 
column is composed. ‘These cramps answer 80 well 
the end intended, that several of the columns are not 
even disjointed in their fall’; one’ among’ others, as 
Mr Wood observes, has. penetrated-a stone of the tem- 
ple wall'without giving way: Nothing can surpass the. 
workmanship of these columns: they are joined’ with- 
out any cement, yet there’ is not room for the-blade- 
of a knife between their intersti¢és. “Bat what:occa/ 
sions more astonishment, i@ the’endfmous’ stones that 
compose the sloping wall; which stirrounds the tem- 
ple on'the west and north. ‘To thé west; the second 
layer is formed of stones which ‘are from twenty-eight 
to thirty feet long, by about nine’ in height. “Over 
this layer, at the north-west angle, ‘there are’ three 
stones, which alone occupy a space’ of one hundred 
and seventy-five feet and a ‘half; viz. the first 'fifty- 
eight feet séven inches, the’ second fifty-eight feet’ 
eleven, ‘and the third exactly fifty-eight feet ‘long, 
and each “of theseis twelve feet thick.” There is 
still lying in a quarry in the adjacent mountain, a. 
stone, hewn on three sides,’ which ‘is sixty-nine feet 
two inches long, twelve feet ten inclies broad, an 
thirteen feet three inches thick, 0) 90% " 

« When we consider ithe extraordinary’ magni 
ficence of the temple of Balbec, we cannot but 
be ‘astonished. at the silence of the Greck and Ro-- 
man authors: Mr Wood, who: has’ carefully ex- 
amined all the’ancient writers, has found no mention’ 
of it except in a-fragment of John of Antioch, who: 
attributes the construction of ‘this edifice to: Antoni-: 
nus Pius. ©The inscriptions that’ remain‘ corrobo- 
rate this opinion, which perfectly accounts: for the: 
constant use of the Corinthian order, which was not 
in general use before the third age of Rome: but we 
ought by no means to allege as an additional proof, 
the bird sculptured over the gate; for if his crooked) 
beak; large’ claws, and the czduceus he bears, give. 
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Balbinus, him the appearance of an eagle, the tuft of feathers 
Balboa. on his head, like that of certain Pigeons, proves that 

he is not the Roman eagle: besides, the same bird 
is found in the temple of Palmyra, and is therefore 
evidently an oriental eagle, consecrated to the sun, 
who was the divinity adored in both these temples. 
His worship existed at Balbec, in the most remote 
antiquity.”’ Mr Wood supposes that Balbec, or ra- 
ther Balbeth, which signifies in Hebrew, the city of 
Baal, or the sun, had. its name from the worship of 
this deity. It was literally translated Heliopolis, or 
the city of the sun, by the Greeks. There can be 
no doubt that Balbec is the ancient name, which has 
again recovered its place after it had been expunged 
by the Greeks: in the same manner as Tadmor, by 
which alone Palmyra is known by the Arabs, is un- 
doubtedly the ancient name of that place. The Greeks 
have confounded both geography and history, by 
translating the names a mma into their own lan- 
guage, instead of giving them their proper unalien- 
able appellations. We know nothing of the state of 
Balbec in remote eotiqty but as it lies in the road 
between Tyre and Palmyra, it probably shared the 
commerce of these opulent cities. It was a - 
rison town in the time of Augustus; and we read of 
its garrison being strengthened by the emperor He- 
raclius, that it might be enabled to withstand the 
Arabs.» Onthe wall near one of the gates, there is a 
Latin inscription, in Greek characters, still very le- 
gible, viz. Kenturia prima, evidently marking it out 
as a Roman station, When Christianity gained the 
‘ascendancy under Constantine, part of the temple was 
converted into a Christian church, a wall of which is 
still remaining. 
When describing the temple of Palmyra, M. Vol- 

ney says, ‘ It is a remark worthy the observation of 
historians, that the front of the portico has twelve 
pillars, like that of Balbec ; but what artists. will es- 
teem still more curious is, that these two fronts re- 
semble the gallery of the Louvre, built by Perrault, 
long before the existence of the drawings which made 
us acquainted with them; the only Sect is, that 
the columns of the Louvre are double, whereas those 
of Balbec and Palmyra are detached. The popula- 
tion of Balbec was. estimated, at fiye thousand, in, 
1751; in'1784, it did not exceed twelve hundred.” 
See Volney’s Travels in Egypt and Syria, vol. ii. 
Pococke’s Travels, vol. ii. Wood’s Ruins of Balbec. 
Bruce’s Travels, introduction, (g) 
BALBINUS, one of the Roman emperors. See 

Crevier’s Hist. Rom. Empire, vol. viii. p. 382; and, 
Gibbon’s Hist. chap. 31. ' (w) 
BALBOA, Vasco Nuenes bz, one of the celebra= 

ted Spanish adventurers, who, atthe beginning of the 
16th century, repaired to the New World in search 
et opuience and fame. , He was the first who landed 
onthe continent of South America. He received infor- 
mation that there was a mighty and opulent kingdom 
situated in the interior, and he transmitted an account, 
of this important news to Ferdinand of Spain. The 
Spanish i regardless of the claims of Balboa, ap- 
pointed Pedrarias Davila to su e him in the go- 
vernment of Darien, and provided him with 1200'sol- 
diers, and a well equipped fleet. No sooner had the 
new governor assumed his office, than dissensions and 
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sickness conspired to ruin the colony. | Balboa sent 
remonstrances to the court of Madria, and Ferdinand, 
sensible of his own imprudence, appointed Balboa 
lieutenant-governor of the countries in the South Sea. 
The animosities between Pedrarias and Balboa were 
now reconciled, and their friendship was cemented in 
1515, by the union of Pedrarias’ daughter with Bal. 
boa. Pedrarias, however, still harboured resentment: 
in his breast ; and ot i, ag Balboa, he accused 
him of disloyalty to the king, and of a design to re- 
volt against the governor. Balboa was condemned to 
death, and, in spite of the ardent intercessions of the’ 
whole colony, he was executed in 1517, in the 42d 
yeee “| me ser. See Robertson’s Hist. of America, 
p- 276. (7 ‘ ; 
EVER; eHeS See BaLKasu. se 

Eacte Vaurey, or Sinking Spring Val- 
» the name of a delightful valley, about 5 miles 

wide, on the frontiers of Bedford County; in Penn- 
sylvania. Its bottom is limestone ; leadore and slate 
aBound in its vicinity ; andit exhibits strong marks of 
pit-coal. This valley is remarkable for a phenomenon 
called the apallowse which absorb several of the lar- 
gest streams, and discharge them again on the surface, 
after a subterraneous passage of pontebmiinel What 
are called the ‘¢ arch springs,” is a deep hollow about 
30 feet wide, formed in the limestone rock, covered 
with a stony arch which transmits a fine stream of wa- 
ter. The subterraneous river enters the aperture of 
an extensive cave about 40 yards wide, in'the bottom 
of which, a strong whirlpool sucks in the floating. 
pieces of timber, and carries them out of sight... In 
the year 1779, the valley contained about 60 or 
70 families, who had formed several valuable planta- 
tions. Q . 

BAL iA. See VALDIVIA. | 
BALDNESS, a disease, or the effect of oldage, 

by which the hair falls from the crown of the head 
and the parts immediately above the temples, “Wo- 
men and eunuchs are seldom afflicted with this dis- 
ease, which, in young persons, often arises from ex- 
cessive venery. See Buffon’s Nat. Hist. by Smellie, 
vol. ii. p. 442. (7), 
BALDOCK, a neat town of England, in Hert- 

fordshire, built by the knights tem a in the reign 
of Stephen, and standing on a chalky soil between, 
two hills. There is a strange charity in this 
parish, which is deserving of notice. John Parker, 
Esq. left #10 a year to purchase ge amit 
to Se distributed every Sunday after they had 
lain on his grave during the time that the bell tolls 
for the morning service. There are four ancient en- 
campments on the hills in the neighbourhood. The 
town carries on a considerable trade in malt. Po 
lation in 1801, 1283, of whom 202 were em lope 
trade and manufactures. See Salmon’s Histervef 
Hertfordshire. () : 
BALDWIN, I. and II. emperors of Constanti- 

nople, in the 12th and 13th centuries. See Gibbon’s 
Hist. chap. 60, 61, vol. xi. p. 169, 232. (w) 
BALEARES Insur2, the ancient name of the 

islands of Majorca and Minorca, off the coast of Spain, 
posite the mouth of the Ebro. Of the name of 

thane islands various etymologies have been given ; 
all of them referring, however, to the dexterity in 

* 
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According to Bochart, the Baleares were 
peopled by a colony of Pheenicians; and their name 

is compounded. yas two words ry bya, bal-iareh, 
signif . M. Gebelin suggests, 
that, as Baal, the oriental name of the sun, came to 

be generally applied to.all elevated objects, Baleares 
was the ion of those who were famous 
for throwing stones from slings to a great height. 

The more received and proper etymology, however, 

refers the name-of these islands to the Greek word 

Baars, to throw. If we may believe the accounts 
iyen by ancient historians of the manner in which 

fhe Baleares were educated, they could not fail to be- 
come the most expert slingers in the world. While 
yet infants, their breakfast was every morning sus- 

by their mothers on’a tree, nor were they al- 
to taste it, till they had struck it down witha 

stone from asling. Their dexterity was seconded by 
tt the best tem~ 

pered arms were shivered by the stones which 
they « They carried to battle three slings 
of different hs, which they used according to 
their different distances from the enemy. 

The Baleares lived forages in a state of savage sim- 
plicity.. The skins of sheep, or other animals, served 
to shelter them from the cold ; and caves in the rocks, 
or holes burrowed out in the nd, were all their 

then so dissolute, and their propensity so lascivious, 
that, to allure them into foreign armies, no other tem 
tation was necessary than women and wine. P 
in their disposition, they lived unmolested by other 
nations, till some of them haying leagued with the pi- 
rates who infested the seas, drew upon their count 
the vengeance of the Romans. About the 630th 
year of the city, Metellus, the consul, was sent to in- 
vade them. He overran their territories without dif- 
Soden and, to secure his conquest, planted two co- 

mies, named Palma and Pollentia, at the east and 
west extremities of the island. For his success 
in this expedition, he was honoured. with a triumph, 
and distinguished by the surname of Balearicus. "The 
two islands, of which the larger (now Majorca) was 
called. Balearis Major, and the smaller (Minorca) 
Balearis Minor, were about thirty miles distant from 

other. They formed a part of the Provincia 
ensis 3 and, on account of their excellent 

harbours, and their commodious situation for naviga- 
tors in that part of the Mediterranean, obtained the 
ps, me om Fortunate. See Campbeli’s History 
of the Balearic Islands. Grasset St Sauveur, Voyages 
aux Iles Baleares. (4) 
BALE. See Basue. 
BALL. See Batu. 
BALIOL, Joun, king of Scotland, is remark- 

able only from his being the successful competitor for 
the throne of that nee and from his having 
brought his country to the lowest degree of humilia- 
tion, On the death of the Maid of Norway, the na- 
tion was distracted by the claims of various compe- 
titors for the crown, Bruce and Baliol stood fore- 
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: be a which the inhabitants were particularly 
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most on the list ; and, to prevent the civil discord and 
bloodshed, which must of necessity have ensued from a “"—V—"" 
protracted dispute, they agreed to refer their claims to 
the arbitration of the king of England. Edward, 
disappointed in his design upon Scotland, by the pre- 
mature death ofthe Maid of Norway, who had been 
betrothed to his son Edward prince of Wales, had 
determined, at every hazard, to gain an ascendancy in 
that kingdom. A favourable opportunity now of- 
fered itself; and his ambition was abe f by his in- 
justice. He summoned the competitors to meet him 
at Norham, where he had assembled his parliament, 
and where he proposed to determine their respective 
rights. But what was the astonishment of the Scot- 
tish chiefs, when, instead of deciding their claims with 
the disinterested integrity of an umpire, he demanded, 
as a preliminary, that they should acknowledge him 
as the superior and liege lord of the kingdom. ‘To 
ean proof, that this superiority had always be- 
onged to the kings of England, he had ransacked 
the musty chronicles of every abbey in his dominions ; 
and all he could produce consisted of mere fiction and 
unsupported allegation. But to supply the place of 
argument, he had assembled a numerous army on the 
borders, and seemed determined to support the weak- 
ness of his proof, by the strength of his power. The 
love of dominion, and the fear of weakening their 
cause by offending their umpire, seems to have quench- 
ed every spark = patriotism in the breasts of the com- 
petitors. None were found daring enough to resist 
such usurpation; and to the dishonour of our coun- 
fry it is recorded, that they all to a man signed a re= 
cognition of Edward’s paramount power in Scotland 
—acknowledging the subjection, and sacrificing the 
independence of their country. Baliol was chosea 
by Edward, as the fittest person for assisting him in 
the prosecution of his ambitious designs. He was 
crowned at Scone, in.1292, and Guanedatn¥y recogni- 
zed by the nobility. He then returned to Newcastle, 
to profess himself a vassal of England, and to do ho- 
mage for his kingdom. But this was the least part of 
his humiliation. Edward soon discovered the extent 
of his ambition. Instead of being contented with the 
homage of the sovereign, he began to interfere with 
the internal regulations of the kingdom; and even 
cited Baliol, upon several trivial occasions, to appear 
at the bar of an English parliament, to answer as a 
private delinquent. The king of Scotland bore tamely 
for a while these grievous indignities ; but a train of 
injuries and insults roused to resistance even the meek 
spirit of Baliol, who now seemed determined to wash 
out, by his future conduct, the ignominy of his former 
meanness and degradation, and to atone to his country 
for the injustice which he had done her. He openly 
renounced his allegiance to the king of England, and 
entered into a treaty with France to make common 
cause against Edward. But the resolution of the ti- 
mid Baliol soon vanished in the midst of dangers. An 
invasion of his dominions compelled him to implore 
the clemency of Edward, who demanded from him 
the most abject and mortifying submission. Stripped 
of his regal ornaments, and mounted on a sorry horsey 
with a white rod in his hand, he was carried before 
his conqueror, to whom he acknowledged his deep 
penitence for the disloyalty of his conduct, and made 
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a solemn and irrevocable resignation of his crown into 
the hands of Edward. Baliol’ was sent in chains to 
remain a prisoner in the Tower of London ; but being 
soon after allowed to retire to France, he resided there, 
as a private gentleman, on his own estates. During his 
absence, a band of patriots arose to assert the inde- 
pendence of their country; and though they admit- 
ted the name of Baliol’ into their public acts and ma- 
nifestoes, they proceeded as if no such person had ex- 
isted. Some attempts were irstvatel 2 made to re- 
store him to his throne, but in vain. He died in 1314, 
in the 55th year of his age. 

In the character of Baliol there is little either to 
praise or to blame. His conduct was'the effect of a 
weak rather than of a wicked mind ; and he yielded to 
thecircumstances of the times, and to the example of 
others, rather than to his own ideas of ‘rectitude and 
honour. He was ashamed of the part he had acted; 
and his short and unavailing struggle to extricate his 
country from the power of Edward, entitles him to 
our commendation and pity. When stripped of his 
kingdom, he regretted not the power which he had 
lost, but was contented to live in privacy and retirement 
in a foreign land. It has been asserted, much to his 
disadvantage, but upon what authority we know not, 
that Bruce, hiscompetitor, was offered the crown upon 
the same terms, and that he generously refused to hold 
it as depending upon England. From the most ‘au- 
thentic records we can affirm, that Bruce was the first 
who acknowledged the superiority of Edward ; that 
he preferred a petition to him as liege lord of Scot- 
land; and that his son and party were afterwards 
found under the banners of England, fighting against 
their country. In contrasting the characters of Bruce 
and Baliol, with regard to patriotism and integrity of 
conduct, our preference, however contrary to vulgar 
epinion, must rest with the latter. See Biog. Brit. 
Dalrymple’s Annals. Robertson’s Hist. of Scotland, 
vol. i, p. 10. Guthrie’s Hist. of Scotland, vol. ii. p. 
43—94. Hume’s. Hist. of England, vol. ii, p. 
252. (p) 
BALISTA. See Anms and Arrititery: 
BALISTES, in Zoology,a genus of cartilaginous 

fishes, belonging to the order Branchiostigi of the 
Linnean system. See Icutuyonocy.- (f 
BALK, probably the ancient Bactria, is a large 

town of independent Tartary, situated on the river De- 
hash, which flows into the Amu. | It is the capital of 
the province of Balk, which includes the whole of 
Great Bucharia, to the south of the Amu.. In the 
beginning‘of the last century it belonged to the khans 
of the Usbecks, and was then the largest and'the most 
‘populous of their cities. The greater part of the 
buildings are of brick and: stone ; the fortifications 
are mounds of earth, supported on:the outside witha 
strong wall; and the castle or palace of the khan is 
built entirely ofmarble from the surrounding moun» 
tains. Inthe year 1221, when Zengis Khan plun- 
dered this city, and massacred its inhabitants, it is said 
to-have contained 1200 temples, and 200 public baths 
for foreign. merchants, and strangers.. The inhabitants 
of Balk were regarded.as the most civilized and the 
ynost industrious of all the Mahometan Tartars.. It-is 
now the chief seat of the trade between Bucharia and 
Hindostan 5 and the most beautiful stuffs are made in 
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the town, from the silk collected in the uurhood. 
‘The fine river of Dehash contributes much to the 
commercial greatness of Balk. “The duty mer- 
chandise is. ouly 2.per cent. 3 and those goods which 
pass through the country, pay no duty. See D’Her- 
belot, Bibliotheque Orient. p. 167. - (0) \ e @ 
BALKASH, Patcatr, or Texcis, a large'lake 

in Tartary, belonging. to the Kalmucks: subject to 
China. Itis 40 railes long and 70 broad, and is the 
largest in Assia, excepting Aral and Baikal.» (gj). 
BALLANDEN, Jous. See Bezvenpen. © 
BALLANDEN, Winstam. See Bextenpesx. 
BALLAST. ‘See Sxamansnip.- 

- BALLI, or Baty or Lrerie Java, one of the 
Sunda isles, situated at theeastern extremity of Java. 
It is about 75 miles long, and 45 wide; and though 
a great number of the inhabitants are sold for slaves, 
it contains a population of about 600,000. A great 
quantity of cotton is produced in-the island, shiek, 
along with what is brought from Sumbawa, and the 
nels tbouring cities, is: made by the inhabitants inte- 
different kinds of stuffs. ek 

Rice is-produced here in great quantities ; but the 
king does not permit any part of it to be sold. ‘The 
surplus rice above what 13 consumed, is carried annu- 
ally. into the fortresses- on the summits of the moun- 
tains, for years of war and scarcity... The island pro- 
duces great quantities of cocoa nuts, oranges, and ci- 
‘trons, with which the woods and uncultivated grounds 
are filled. The shores of Balli-are covered with 
fish. ‘Che only trade which is carried on is in cloths 
‘and cotton ee which they transport in their small 
boats to the coast of Java. 

Mines of gold and copper are said to-exist: in this 
island ;. but the king doesnot allow them to be open 
‘ed. Balli is: an excellent place of refreshment for 
-vessels ‘that go to the Moluccas, to’ Banda, and to 
Macassor; and the Chinese sometimes visit it, and 
exchange their silver and their porcelains for the cot- 
ton. stuffs of the country.. E..Long. 115° 20/, S. Lat. 
8° 40', See Peuchet’s Dict. Geograph. Commerg ; 
and Forest’s Voyage to Papua, p. 170. (@) 

BALLIBAY, a market town of Ireland, in the 
county of Monaghan, remarkable for its linen mar- 
ket, and for the extensive bleachfields and mills of 
‘Crieve, where 50,000 webs are bleached annually. 
See Coote’s Statist. Account of Monaghan. (j)— 

- BALLINA, a town of Ireland, in the county of 
Moy, beautifully situated on the river Moy. Besides 
a linen market, it has one of the most considerable 
salmon fisheries in the island, which produces annually 
about 8Otons of salted fish, beside those which are sold 
fresh. See Beaufort’s Memoir, and ¥Young’s Tour. (7) 
BALLINAHINCH, the name of a barony in 

the et of. Galway, in. Ireland. See Beaufort’s 
Memoir, Young’s Tour, and Gauway. (7) : 
BALLINASLOE, a thriving and well: built 

town in the county of Galway in Ireland, remark- 
able’ for its great wool fair on the 13th of July, and 
for several cattle fairs, at which no less than 10,000 
oxen and 100,000. sheep are sold annually. See 
Beaufort’s Memoir and Young’s Tour. Gi) 
BALLINTOY, a small sea-port town of Ireland, 

in the county of Antrim, with a tolerably good har- 
bour. At a little distance from Ballintoy, the rocky 
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i bya frightful chasm about 

Ballyshan- feat depth: A narrow path 
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the coast 

) feet broad, and of 
+ supported by two 

strong cables, across the chasm. See Ha- 
milton’s Leiterson the Coast of Antrim. (j) 
BALLISTA.” See Batista. - 
‘BALLISTIC Peyputum. See Penputum. 

* BALLOON. See Atrovautics. ; 
BALLOTA, a genus of plants-of the class Didy- 

namia, and order ( ia. See Botany. (w) 
BALLYCASTLE, a sea-port town of Ireland, 

in ‘the county of Antrim. In a precipitous bank, 
which projects into the sea, between Ballycastle and 
“Pairhead, are valuable collieries, henry though = 
wrought, are not uctive. Various parlia- 
‘mentary grants std green for making a harbour 
at Ballycastle; but the pier, which was built to pro- 
‘tect it, has been washed cr en sea, and the har- 
bour choked up with sand. vitriolic and a cha- 
lybeate spring have been found in the neighbourhood 
of Ballycastle.. See Beaufort’s Memoir, Hamilton’s 
Leiters ‘on Antrim, and Ledwich’s Antiquities. 

OP ALLYMENA, a neat thriving town, consist- 
ing of four principal streets, and several smaller ones, 
‘is situated nearly in the centre of the county of An- 
trim, on the banks of a small stream, having its source 
in the Cla mountains which lie north of Slemish,' 
-aud falling ito the river Main, two miles west of this 
‘town. It contains about 2520 inhabitants, who are 

presbyterians. The houses are built of stone, 
and ly slated, forming a striking contrast with 
some of the other wretched villages in that part of 
the county. 

‘It consisted originally of a few thatched cabins, 
but owing to its central situation, and still more to 
the judicious pian adopted by the present respecta- 
‘ble proprietor, Mr Adair, of granting long leases to 
the inhabitants, and otherwise encouraging them to 
build comfortable houses, it has, in these few years, 
become a place of some importance, having now one 
of the greatest weekly markets in Ireland, for the 
‘sale of 2 wide brown linens, cows, horses, &c. About 
two miles distant is the Moravian settlement of Grace- 
hill, a beautiful little village situated on the banks of 
the Main. 

In the streets of Ballymena, a small engagement 
took place, on Thursday the 7th of June 1798, be- 
tween a party of Demag and a large body of the 
insurgents, in which the former were defeated and 
made prisoners; the insurgents kept possession of 
the town till the Satardey Dolidwings by which time 
their number is said to have amounted to 10,000, and 

so formidable, that a strong detachment of 
the king’s troops, which lay near Randalstown, did 
not venture to attack them. . They dispersed, how- 
ever, on §; evening quietly to, their homes, 
and, by some previous agreement made with the com- 
manding officer, the town was neither burnt nor pil- 

- The new established mail-coach runs through 
this town from Belfast to Derry.» It is twenty-one 
miles N. W. of Belfast, and ninet from Dub- 
line West Long. 5° 57’, North Lat. 54° 55’. («) 
BALLYSHANNON, the principal town of the 

county of Donnegal in Lreland, aabtable chiefly for 
‘a salmon and an eel fishery, both of which are very 
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productive. The salmon leap which is near the town, 

of rocks about twelve feet high. ‘Though 
the harbour is barred, vessels of 40 or 50 tons find a 
safe anchorage up to the waterfall. See Beaufort’s 
Memoirs Young’s Tour; and M*‘Farlane’s Statist. 
Account of Donnegal. (w) 
BALONTES. See Baranres. 

- BALSAM, .a fragrant, oily, and viscid juice, 
which exudes from various ‘plants, They are inca- 
pable of putrefaction themselves, and have the property 
of preserving animal substances from putrefaction for 
a gonsidierable time. See Mareria Mepica. | (w) 
BALSORA. See Bassora. 
BALTIC, or Eastern SrA, next to the Medi- 

terranean, the most important of the inland seas of 
Europe. Though it does not appear that the Bal- 
tic was ever visited by the Romans, it is mentioned 
under various names by several of their writers, as a 
pers of whose existence, at least, tory were perfect- 
y aware. Itis the Venedicus Sinus of Ptolemy; the 
Mare Suevicum of Tacitus ; and,the Sinus Codanus 
of Pliny. In the countries which bound it, its an- 
cient name was Variatzkoie Moré, or the sea of Va- 
riaghi,. The modern Russians call it Baltiskoe Moré, 
ae the Swedes, Oster Sjow. 

The Baltic opens from the German sea between 
the 57° and 59° N. Lat. by a gulf pointing north- 
east, and is there called the Skager Rack; it next passes 
several degrees south in what is called the Cattegat, to. 
the south-east of which is the sound of Elsineur, a nar- 
row streight between the coast of Sweden andthe island 
of Zealand. This is the general passage for ships going 
from the North Sea into the Baltic ; and a small toll is 
here paid by way of courtesy to the crown of Denmark, 
which, in return, erects light-houses, and keeps them 
in proper repair. After passing Zealand, this sea 
spreads widely to the north-east, and is at last branch- 
ed out into the two extensive gulfs of Bothnia and 
Finland ; the former of which stretches north as far 
as Torneo, within a few degrees of the Arctic circle ; 
the latter extends in a direction almost due east, till it 
comes within a short distance of the lake Ladoga. 
Both these gulfs are either covered, or much impeded 
with ice during four or five months of the year. His- 
tory informs us, indeed, that even the whole of the 
sea has been, at various times, completely frozen over. 
In the year 1333, travellers pas on the ice from 
Lubee to Prussia and Denmark, and tents were 
erected at certain intervals for their accommodation. 
The same phenomenon occurred in the years 1399, 
1423, 1459, and 1533; in 1709, and 1740, the frosts 
were also remarkably severe, though the ice was by no 
means so general or so strong as in the other instan- 
ces mentioned. These facts serve, with many others, 
to confirm a fayourite theory of modern naturalists, 
that the rigour of the seasons.in the northern coun- 
tries of Europe, was formerly much greater than at 
present. 

The length of the Baltic from south-west to north- 
east, is more than 600 miles: it is in general about 
75 miles broad, but in some places it spreads to the 
breadth of 150 miles. Its depth does not exceed fifty 
fathoms, and it is said to subside at the rate of 45 
inches ina.century. Mr Otto, however, in his phy~ 
sical observations on the Baltic Sea, has suggested 
another theory, which is at least plausible, to account 
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for its apparent decrease. He supposes, that instead 
of really subsiding, it may only be slightly shifting its 
osition, and gaining in one quarter asmuch as it loses 

im another. This effect he ascribes to the large 
rivers, which flowing into this sea with great rapidity, 
carry along with them vast quantities of earth and 
sand, by which the bedsat their mouths are raised, and 
their banks extended towards the sea. The waves of 
the Baltic do not swell so high as in the ocean, but 
they are more dangerous an harassing to the ship- 
ping, as they succeed each other with greater rapidity 
and impetuosity. Amber is deposited in its agita- 
tions on the shores of Courland and Prussia; and it 
appears, that all the knowledge which the Romans 
possessed of the maritime powers of ‘the Baltic, wag 
obtained by their merchants, who journeyed by land 
in search of amber. Its water does not contain above 
one-thirtieth part of salt, whereas the water of other 
seas often holds one-tenth. This freshness may pro- 
ceed in part from the number of large rivers which 
discharge themselves into this sea ; but it seems to be 
chiefly owing to the large quantities of ice formed in 
its northern gulfs. It has a very perceptible current 5 
and when the wind blows strong from the north, the 
water becomes so fresh as to be even fit for drinking 
or preparing meat. Even in the hottest summers the 
Baltic is cooler than any other sea. Though it 
has no regular tides, being almost entirely surround- 
ed by land, yet when a strong west wind prevails 
for any considerable time, its natural outlet is pre- 
vented, and a large accession of water is forced into 
it from the North Sea ; on such occasions, it rises on 
its coasts a little above its ordinary level. The eb- 
bing and flowing of the German Ocean, though very: 
weak, is said to co-operate with the Baltic, so that 
traces of their effects may be perceived, 

Not fewer than forty streams flow into the Baltic, 
on this side of the Frozen Ocean, of which the prin- 
cipal are the Diina, the Oder, the Vistula, the Rega, 
the Persante, and the Niemen. The principal islands 
in this sea are, Zealand, Rugen, Bornholm, Oland, 
Gothland, Dago, CEsel, Cronstadt, Hochland, Ty- 
tersaari, Savansaari, Penisaari, Seitsaari, Mohn, Fal- 
ster, and Aland. Heavy gales of wind are frequent in 
the Baltic, particularly in the gulf of Finland, and. it 
abounds likewise with rocks and shelves, which  ren- 
der its navigation extremely hazardous. . — 

The Baltic washes the coasts of Sweden, Russia, 
Denmark, Courland, Prussia, and Germany ; and the 
roductions of these countries form one of the most 

important branches of British commerce. The Rus- 
sian ports in this sea, or more properly in the gulf of 
Finland, are Fredericksham and Wyburg, in the go- 
vernment of Wyburg ; Petersburg, (or Cronstadt, ) 
the imperial residence, and capital of the government 
of Petersburg ; Narva, Revel, and Hapsal, in the go- 
vernment of Revel, to which Atensberg, in the island 
of CEsel, likewise belongs; Pernau, and Riga, in the 
overnment of Riga, ao in the bay of the same name. 
uring winter, the navigation to these ports is clo- 

sed, and, as that season approaches, the weather be- 
comes very tempestuous. Revel, Pernau, Arensburg, 
Hapsal, and Baltic Port, are shut up by the ice in 
November or December, and are generally open again 
in February or March... Riga is blocked up in Octo- 
er or November, and opens either ia March or April. 
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Narva, Cronstadt, Wyburg, and» Fredericksham, - 
shut in October or November, and open in April, ° 
though at Petersburgh the ice sometimes continues 
firm till May. The safest anchoring: places are Ro- 
gervick Bay, or Baltic Port, Revel Bay, Kasperwich 
under Hogland island, Aspo, and Sceskar. The 
coast is rocky and dangerous. All the ports, ex- 
cept Revel, are inconvenient and unsafe for loadin 
and landing goods. By the annexation of Courland 
to the Imperial dominions, Russia gained the ports 
of Windau and Liebau. Some idea of the Russian 
trade in the Baltic may be acquired from the follow- 
ing statements of the number of vessels which came 
to or left its ports, and of the amount of exports and 
imports in the years 1797 and 1802. In 1797, the 
number of ships arrived was 2541, of those that sail- 
ed 2472,—the amount of im: was £25,592,829, 
—of exports, £46,940,443. In 1802, there arrived 
2768 vessels, and sailed 2632,—the imports amounted 
to £32,983,418, and the exports to £46,917,134, The 
customs of the year 1797 amounted to €4,790,807 ; 
—of those in 1802 we have seen no statement. The 
proportion of British vessels which arrived in these 
ports in the last mentioned year was 308 laden, and 
515 unladen,—there sailed 758 laden, and 39 with- 
out cargoes. ; . : i) 

Prussia possesses a territory of nearly-four hundred 
miles on the shore of the Baltic, which, in that ex- 
tent, receives some of the finest navigable rivers in 
Europe. There are likewise some branches of the 
Baltic Sea which indent the Prussian coasts, and are 
called lakes, or haffs. Of these the largest is the 
Courish Haff, which runs directly. south-west from 
Memel,. spreading to a considerable breadth, and 
penetrating within sixty miles of Konigsburg. ‘The 
Frische Haff forms a long lake between Konigsbur; 
and Elbeng, and communicates with the sea at Pil- 
lau. It is also connected with Dantzic by the 
branches of the Vistula. There is also another haff in 
Pomerania, formed by the islands of Usedom and 
Wollin, and communicating with the Baltic, by three 
channels, the principal of which is Swinemunde. 
The principal Prussian ports on the Baltic are Me- 
mel, Pillau, and Dantzic. With these ports Britain 
carries on a considerable trade. Timber is the chief 
article of exportation from Memel ; corn and timber 
are the staple articles of the Dantzic trade. ; 

Medideeburgh; a duchy in the circle of Lower 
Saxony, lying betwixt the Baltic and the Elbe, has. 
only two ports on the Baltic, Rostoe and Wismar. 

Sweden extends along the whole western coast of 
the Baltic, on both sides of the gulf of Bothnia, and 
along part of the northern coast of the Gulf of Fin- 
land. It commands, of course, a considerable pro- 
portion of the Baltic trade. Its principal ports on. 
that sea, are Stockholm, Gottenburg, and Stralsund. 

Though but a small part of the Danish dominions 
lies upon the Baltic, yet nak pa is by far the most 
interesting; and has acquired an importance’ from 
the tt state of commerce, which it never en- 
joyed at any former period. ‘The duchies of Hol- 
stein and Sleswick, with Zealand, and some» smaller 
islands, nearly shut up the communication between 
the Baltic/Sea and the ocean; and all the trade of 
Europe passes through that small country. 

Copenhagen, the capital of Zealand, and of the. 
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‘Baltic. - Danish dominions, is. by far the most: considerable 
“=v port in this interesting territory ; and next to it, in 

, is Elsineur, on the Sound. It may be 
gratifying to bn 3 readers, to present them with a Ta- 

si¢y 
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ble of the ships of various nations, which have passed 
the Sound, from the year 1792 till 1805; to which 
we shall subjoin an arinee of the principal articles 
annually exported from all the ports of the Baltic. 

le of Ships of all Nations which passed the Sound in the following Years. 

~~~ '|'1792|17798 |1794| 1798 |1796| 1797] 1798 | 1799 | 1800| 1801 | 1802/ 1803) 180 
British . . . . . - |3788|3478 | $457 | 2549 | 44.55 | 2405 |3313 | 2599 | 3138 | 2656 | 3957 | 4123 | 3507 
utch ......|2009| 887|1019}. 1] ..1}] —}|—|—}|—]|— | 634]. 65) — 

(Danish... . . . | 1559] 1508 | 1658 | 1629 | 2157 | 2017 | 1825 | 1571 | 1487 | 1527 | 1771 | 1889 | 1899 
_|Prussians. . . . . | 698} 615] 628] 946] 2022 | 2103 | 1621 | 1420] 1753 | 2049 | 2388 | 2305 | 2012 
{Swedish .... . | 4380/2295 | 2475 | 2336 | 2505 | 2389 | 2120 | 1674| 1941 | 1632 | 2212) 219512154) 
_}Russiazns ... . 6|. 53| $4, 6] 7} —|. 18] .13]. 14) 36) 47). 731,. 8& 

rs ....| 177] 176| 175] 61} 93] 139] 96] 91}. 82] 108]-163) 114 93} 
ubecers.....| 89| 88| 105]  61| 70] 57]. 39] 54]. 60} 103|,. 90} 79]. 76 

burgers... .| 104) 75) 85] 33), 40) 47) 44 5| 28] 73) 52} 90} 120: 
‘apenburgers...| — | 86| 67| 24] 282| 172] 147] 97] 152] 231| 395] 240] 190 

burgers . 24| 36) 26] $7| 120] 107| 55| 38]. 39] 41] 75}. 92]. 59 
Rostocers. ....| $39] 264) 287] 84| 193] 191] 103] 187| 278] 362} 129] 144] 169: 

.{Courlanders .. 22) 304) 308} 41]. 10 Qh — fm] me |e pe te | 
“Portuguese . . 30] 9] 46) 11] 14] 13]}..12] 2] 6] 8] 15} 11] 36. 
jAmericans....{| 44) 90] 141] 127] 169]  81| 120] 152) 76] 172] 156|.192] 160 
{Spanish . . -| 42) 3] 14) 7). 2] —}]—]—)|—}] — |] 14). 17). ,21 
rench.... TDD Moree) met). bosses: le cmtetory bumble Seam 2) se 

Poth ido wreur cin 9498 | 9967 10525, 7958 |121 13) 9723 | 9508 | 7848 | 9054 8998 |12130}11631|10579} 

The following is a pretty correct estimate of the 
aed, of the principal articles exported from all 

ports of the Baltic, to all places; reckoning upon 
the average betwixt the years 1801 and 1803. 

Tron. + +++. + - + 66,800 tons 
EMD, aie + on oo 00 0 62,500 
ERSTE ates ole moe tin 151700 
Tallow... .... . + ++, 34,800 

Grain exported in 1801 . and 1802. 
Wheat ....~ « 994,609 . . . 1,032,941 quarters 
Rye os «+s 6. 689,133... . 1,166,537 
Barley... +. 193,046... 194,683 
Datel. s2riip ceri BF,897 105% 168,201 
Pease... 2 32,129... 32,470 

Total 2,012,254 2,594,832 

Besides timber in masts, yards, spars, balks, deals, 
battens, staves, oak plank, and wood of all descrip- 
tions; and many other articles of inferior importance. 
The number of trading. vessels belonging to the 
States on the Baltic, including those o: Norway 
and Holstein, in 1804, was 4134, carrying about 
493,417 British tons. The aggregate value of the 
exports shi at all the Baltic ports betwixt the 
years 180] and 1803, an be reckoned according to 
she prime cost price as ws 

Tron Tes es wb ee about #£1,002,000- 
Hemp SC oer ehel ea eels 2,590,600 

Flax © SMe SHS 64 s'-15028,500- 

Tallow eee ween. es « 2,497,000 

Grain. oe es ee eee . 7,608,365. 
Timber of all sorts 6.5... 2. 1,589,800 
Linens o 6's ashe ewe Pe 1,020,000 

All ather articles ee ae 2 2,186,000 

Tota) 19,522,263 

Hence it appears, that in years when there is a 
great exportation of grain, the aggregate of the Bal- 
tic trade may be reckoned to amount to twenty mil- 
lions sterling. The share which Great Britain has 
in this trade, leaving the grain out of the calculation, 
amounts to at least two thirds of the whole; and 
consists of iron, hemp, flax, and tallow, in a stilf 
larger proportion; of wood and timber nearly the 
whole. Independent of grain, the aggregate trade 
of this country with the Baltic is twelve millions 
sterling. See 'Tooke’s View of the Russian Empire, 
vol. i. p- 212. Pinkerton’s Geography, vol. i. p. 12. 
Crutwell’s Gazetteer. Oddy’s European Commerce. 
Physical Observations on the East or Baltic Sea, by 
F. W. Otto. Voyage de deux Francais dans le Nord 
de ? Europe, fait en 1790—1792, tom. i. p. 3545 and 
Peuchet’s Dict. de la Geograph. Commer¢. tom. ii. 

- 685. (% 
f BALTIC Port, formerly called Rogervyk, one 
of the five districts of the 
Esthoinea, in the Russian mpire. It is situated in 
a bay on the Baltic, in lat. 59° 22’, long. 41° 51’ 3”. 

wm 

ALTIC Fisnery. Though the Baltic is not 
distinguished by any great variety of fish, yet parti- 
cular species are to be found in eit deGBE quanti- 
ties along some of its coasts. Of these, the most. 
important are salmon, pike, lampreys, streamlings. 
‘The streamlings are a degenerate species of herring, 
found on all the shores oF the Baltic, especially near 
Pernau, where they are sometimes taken in amazin 
quantities. The kylto streamling is a smaller and. 
more delicate variety of that species, quite peculiar 
to these waters, and is caught in great numbers in. 
the atitumnal ‘season near Revel and Baltic Port.. 
When pickelled, they make. an. excellent substitute 

overnment of Revel, or- 

Baltic 
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of the Russian Empire, vol. iii. p. 168. 
BALTIMORA, a genus of plants of the class 

Syngenesia, and order Siiycemis Necessaria. | See 
Borany. (wot. tore 00 lon 
BALTIMORE, one of the eighteen counties of 

Maryland, in North America, is divided from Ann 
+-rundel county by the river Patapsco, which bounds 
iton the south and south-west ; and from Hartford 
‘county by the rivers Gunpowder, and Little Gun- 
powder, on the east and’ north-east: its other boun- 
daries are Frederick county on the west and south- 
west, Pennsylyania on the north, and Chesapeak 
bay on the south-east. Between the rivers which 
bound this county, there are two others, called Back 
and Middle rivers ; but they are, properly speaking, 
only arms of Chesapeak bay. © About foie or five 
miles east of the Patapsco, Back river receives two 
small streams, one of which is called Herring Run. 
Middle river has scarcely any supply of fresh water. 
This county abounds with iron ore, of a quality par- 
ticularly adapted for casting; ‘aid the ore is found 
in banks so near the surface of the earth, that it is 
never necessary to sink a shaft in order to procure it. 
The population was estimated about’ fourteen years 
ago at 25,434 inhabitants, including 5877 ‘slaves. 
Annapolis is reckoned its capital, though Baltimore 
is.a far more-considerable town. | (#) 
BALTIMORE; ‘the principal’ town in the above 

county, is the largest in the state of Maryland; and 
is ranked by Morse the fourth in size, and in com- 
merce the hfth town in the United States. Within 
these few years, however, it has increased so rapidly, 
both in trade and population, that Weld, who visited 
that country in the years 1795-7, places it next after 
New York and Philadelphia; and Du Lac, whose 
observations were made about seven years ago, rates 
it one of the most important commercial ports within, 
the extensive countries which the United States com- 
prehend, It is situated on the north side of Patapsco 
river, at a small distance from its junction with the 
Chesapeak. _ The basin, around which the town. is 
built, is reckoned one of the finest harbours in A- 
merica; and its entrance, scarcely a pistol shot across,) 
is defended by a fort which completely secures it 
“arate any naval force. Here the water rises, in, or- 
inary tides, to the height of five or six feet. No 

situation can be more favourable for commerce than 
that of Baltimore. Upwards of 2000 merchant 
vessels can ride in perfect safety within its basin; 
and the bay, with which it communicates, penetrating 
two hundred and eighty miles up the country, and 
connected besides with many noble rivers, affords un- 
common facilities for inland nayigation. . A creek di- 
vides Baltimore into’*two parts, one of them what is 
properly called the town, and the other Fell’s Point. 
As the water in the harbour is ouly nine feet deep, . 
and a particular wind is necessary to enable ships to 
get ont, the greater number of those which trade 
to Baltimore stop at Fell’s point, where vessels of 
six hundred tons burden can lic without danger. 
These advantages have induced many, of the mercan- 
tile people to settle on this point, which is connected 
vith the town by two bridges built oyer the creek, 

Baltimora, for sardelles and anchovies. 'The potted lampreys Houses extend irregularly between’ them feand up- Baltinure 
mers: taken at Narva are equally delicate. See Tooke’s View wards of donculnas depeh hae sdreudy: Been Bidle upon ——S 

the "ware 3 anda plan for regular'streets, anda large 
market-place, has been laid down, and partly exeeutedy. 
In the town itself, the principal’ street, named Mars 
ket Street,. runs. nearly east and west, parallel with 
the water, and is at least a mile in length, and about 
eighty feet wide. Here, as in Philadelphia, most of 
the streets \crosseach other at right angles, and seve= 
ral of them, particularly Calvert, South, and Gay 
Streets, are handsome and well built. Some of the 
rest, however, are not paved, so that when heavy 
rains fall, the soil, which is a stiff yellow clay, re- 
tains the water long, and renders them almost impas- 
sable. Baltimore contains ten churches; and the va- 
rious denominations of Christians are, Episcopalians, 
Presbyterians, German Lutherans, German Calvin- 
ists, Reformed Germans, icclites‘or New Quakersy 
Baptists, Roman Catholics, and Methodists: » Each 
of these sects have one church, ‘except the Metho- 
dists, who have two. The Presbyterian church is 
the finest building in the whole town. It is built of 
brick, with a large portico in front, supported by six 
illars of stone. ‘The court of justice, the custom- 
ouse, and the guild-hall, are also very fine edifices. 

Here, as at Philadelphia, there are an hospital and 
poor house, a prison, theatre, and a bavk, which, 
when Du Lac visited the town, was unfinished. 

The low situation of the town’ renders it rather 
unhealthy, though its rapid increase has given rise to 
improvements ‘ehsioh have considerably melidrated the’ 
air. Here, as well as in New York and Philadelphia,” 
the yellow fever has sometimes committed its ravages, 
The most sickly season is if autumn, when the akin 
inhabitants generally retire to their country seats, 
many of which are situated most delightfully in the! 
neighbourhood of the town. 'To'the north and east” 
the land rises, and affords a most enchanting land- 
scape. * The town,” says Morse, “the point, the ship- 
ping both in the basin and’at Fell’s Point, the bay as 
far as the eye can reach, rising ground-on the right 
and left of the harbour, a grove of trees’on the decli- 
vity at the right, a stream of water breaking over the 
rocks at the foot of the hill on the left, all conspire” 
to complete the beauty and grandeur of the prospect.” 

Baltimore is inhabited by people from all the va¥ 
rious parts of Europe, of whom the Irish are the’ 
most numerous. Almost et ra eter ete 
engaged in trade, to which t very di tly ap- 
py , Their character is ve a oaentatital Orhe 
Americans in general ; and their hospitality to stran- 
ers has drawn forth the warm eiilogiums both of. 
w Lac ‘and Weld. Wecannot deity ourselves the 

pleasure of quoting a compliment paid by the former 
of these travellers to our countrymen who have settled 
in Baltimore. ~The principal commercial houses in 
Baltimore,’’ says an are Scotch. This’ ae ‘en-— 
terprising, economical, and industrious ey C2 
wa dans the love of labour and the ate eens A 

To obtain some idea of the increasing prosperity of 
this place, we need only compare its present popula- 
tion with the statements given of it-at various periods 
within the’ last eighteen years.» In Morse’s aan 
can Geography, published about the ‘1790, he 
states the wiaber of inhabitants to Restdaniceh 10 
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Baluclave. und 11,000. Tn his Gazetteer published:in 1797; be 

‘informs us, that in 1791 the® ion amounted to 

but that the number of habitants and houses 

reset ly increased, Weld supposes the 

population been 16,000; and Du Lac about 

‘eight years after found it amounted to 30,000. The 
exports in the months of July, August, and Septem- 

ber of the year 1790, amounted to $43,584 dollars ; 

in the same months of 1795, they were not less than 

1,675;748 dollars. The business of the town is ma~ 

naged by a board of town commissioners, a board:of 

secial commissioners, and a board of wardens ; the 
t board is perpetual, and fills its own vacancies ; 

‘the other two are appointed by electors, chosen by 
the citizens once in five years.. N. Lat. 39° 21’, 
W. Long. 77° 48’... See Morse’s Geog. p. 353. 
Morse’s Gazetteer. Weld’s Travels in North Ame- 
vica, p. 25. Du Lac’s Travels, in Philips’ Modern 
Voyages and Travels, vol. vi. p. 24. (w 
Bs LUCLAVO. See Baracrava- 
BALZA, or Bauzz, in navigation. This is a 

singular kind of vessel, or rather raft, which is used 
chiefly in South America, constructed simply by the 
union of logs of wood; but which, nevertheless, is 
rigged somewhat like a sloop or schooner. The 
pn of stecring this vessel is said to be the origin 
of the sliding keels lately adapted to some vessels 
of the British navy. 

According to Don Antonio de Ulloa, and Don 
George Juan, the balza is also called Jangada. It is 
employed for transporting goods, and for fishing in 
the river Guyaquil, and the South Americans navi- 

the coast in it. In structure, it consists of se- 
veral large logs, twelve or thirteen fathoms in length, 
lashed together by strong ropes, and secured to cross 
pieces: at each end. The logs are commonly nine in 
number, and so large, that the breadth of the whole 
is between 20 and 24 feet. Some balzas have one 
mast and ‘a small foresail ; but others, described by 
= Spilbergen, have two with large triangular 

The greatest peculiarity of the balza consists ir 
its males and working a well against the wind, as 
vessels which have keels. This is said to be effected 

the mode of steering it, which is done by means 
of a device quite different fromthe rudder. Planks, 
three or four ells in length, and half an ell-in breadth, © 
called res, are disposed: vertically, both in the 
fore eolaifiee part of the balza, ibaden the beams 
of which it is composed.. By lowering some of these 

E in the water, ‘and raising others, the balza is 
guided in whatever course is required. ‘ Were such 
an invention’ known in Ewope,’” Ulloa’ observes, 
* disastrous shipwrecks would be more unusual.” 
- Don George’ Juan has made some observations on 

the use of the wherein he endeavours‘to de- 
monstrate, from mechanical principles, that depress- 
ing the guare, near oe ee of a vessel, will bring 
her nearer the wind, elevating: it, will make her 
fall re reaps four, five, or even six guares are 
employed at once, to prevent the balza from ma- 
king lee-way. The of the guares is so 
easy, that after the balza gets under way, merely 

ing or depressing them j Fs it 3 ep > g | on or two feet will steer 
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Probably the balza was known to the ancients un- 

der the name‘ of ferula. Columella speaks of it, and 
also Pliny, who remarks, that there were two kinds 
used by the Greeks. See Ulloa and Juan, Relacion 
del Viage a la America Meridionale, vol. i Spil- 
bergen’s Voyage round the World in 1615. Sir 
Richard Hawkins’ Voyage. Burney’s Voyages, vol. 
is Columetla, lib. 5. Pliny, lib. 13. (°) 
BAMBA, the largest province of the kingdom of 

Congo, in the west-of Africa, situated between the 
rivers Loze and Ambrisi.. The soil is very fertile 
and productive, and the mountainous regions are said 
to contain mines of gold and silver, copper, quicksil- 
ver, tin, and iron. The fishing of the simbiss the 
shell of which is the current coin of the kingdom, and 
in all the neighbouring states, is a great source of re- 
venue, A great quantity of salt is produced on the 
coast, and exported to the neighbouring states. See 
Cavazzi Relation Historique de ? Ethiopie Occiden- 
tale, translated by Father Labat.  (@) 
BAMBARA, a kingdom of Western Africa, 

traversed by the river Jolibah or Niger, According 
to Mr Park, the language of Bambara is a species of 
corrupted Mandingo. ‘The country is beautiful and 
well cultivated, and at Kabba, near Sego tha capital 
of the kingdom, it was not unlike the central dis- 
tricts of England. The inland commerce . consists 
chiefly of the shea-trees, from which the inhabitants 
prepare their vegetable butter. Strangers seem, from 
the relation of Mr Park, to be treated with great hu- 
manity and kindness; and the Dooty, or chief man 
in the town through which he passed, appeared to con- 
sider it as a part of his duty to feed and succour all 
travellers in distress. See Park’s T’ravels. \(7) 
BAMBERG, formerly called Banensere. and 

PrAFFENBERG, the ‘capital of the ancient bishopric 
of Bamberg, and now the chief place of the two 
bailliages of Bamberg, in the circl of the Mein, in the 
new kingdom of Bavaria. It is situated on the Red- 
nitz and the Mein, in a fertile country, which abounds- 
in ‘esculent herbs, fruits; grain, and wine; but it is 
most remarkable for the fine liquorice which it pro- 
duces, and exports to different parts of Europe. ‘The 
plant takes very deep root, and rises to the height of 
five or six feet. Saffron is'also produced here, but 
it is inferior to that of Austria. Bamberg is'a great 
thoroughfare. Its streets are wide, its buildings 
neat and regular, and its public edifices alta 
magnificent. ‘Phe cathedral, which is a very splen- 
did building} contains the tombs and: the: imperial 
crowns of Hebiy If., and his empress Cunigunda. 
This royal pair declared: on their deathbed, and or- 
dered it to be inscribed on their tombs, that both of 
them lived and died virgins. ‘The new palace of the 
bishop, the town-house, the orangery, the new hos- 
pital, and the Benedictine convent, are objects worthy 
of the notice of strangers. ‘There are two great fairs 
in Bamberg, one in spring and the other in autumn + 
and it carries on-a considerable trade with Francfort 
and Nuremberg, in-wine, grain, fruits, saffron, and li- 
quorices Population 19,385. East Long. 10° 51’, 
North Lat. 49° 56’... See Keysler’s Travels, vol. iv.. 

« 3492 Merkwurdigkeiten der Stadt Bamberg, vom 
.v. Murr. Bamberg, 1799; and Reichard’s Guide: 

deg Voyageurs en Europe, tom. ii. p. 38. (0), 
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BAMBOO Hansir, a contrivance among the Chi- 

nese for keeping themselves afloat in water, by a 
number of cross sade (j) 
BAMBOUK, or Bamsuck, a kingdom of Wes- 

tern Africa, situated between the rivers Bafing and. 
Faleme. The soil of this state is dry and unproduc- 
tive, the temperature extremely high, and the climate 
unwholesome. Gold is so plentiful, that it is obtained 
by merely scraping the surface of the earth, which 
is clayish and sandy. When the mine is rich, it is 
wrought only to the depth of a few feet. In sepa- 
rating the gold from the earth, the larger pieces only 
are obtained, as the lesser pieces are washed away 
with the water which runs jt an inclined plane. 
According to the Abbe Demanet, there are also 
mines of silver, lead, and tin. The iron, which they 
melt and convert into instruments of husbandry and 
war, is of a very excellent quality, and saltpetre is 
found in aie quantities. 

The inhabitants of Bambouk have woolly hair and 
a sable complexion. ‘They are distinguished into 
two sects, viz. Mahometans and Deists, but they live 
in harmony and mutual toleration, Their food is 
aice, beef, and mutton, and their wine is a liquor pre- 
pared from fermented honey. The method by which 
they weave their cotton cloths, is very laborious and 
dificult. The kingdom is traversed by the moun- 
tains of Konkodoo, which abound with gold. Bam- 
bouk, the capital, is situated on a stream which runs 
into the river Faleme. See Raynal’s Hist. of the 
East and West Indies, vol. iv. p. 1388; and Rennel’s 
Proceedings of the African Association, 1778. i) 
BAMBUSA, a genus of plants of the class Hex- 

andria, and order Monogynia. See Borany. (w) 
BAMFF. See Banrr. 
BAMIYAN, or Bamiay, a city, placed in the 

centre of Paripamisus, a branch of Mount Caucasus, 
in that part of independent Tartary called Great Bu- 
charia. In Sanscrit itiscalled Vamt-nagari, Vami-gram, 
and in a derivative form Vamiyan, ‘ the most beauti- 
fuland excellent city.’? It is a place of great antiquity, 
and at avery early period was regarded as the me- 
tropolis of the sect of BuppHa. It was therefore 
emphatically styled Buddha-Bamiyan ; but this vene- 
ais title has been perverted by the malicious Musul- 
mans into But-Bamityan, or Bamian, “ of the evil 

spirit.”” 
This celebrated city, the Thebes of the east, is re- 

presented in the books of the Bauddhits, as the source 
of purity and holiness. They pretend that it was 
built by the patriarch Shem, from whom it is some- 
times called Sham-Bamiyan. This patriarch they 
suppose to have been an incarnation of Jina or Visu- 
NU}; an opinion which likewise prevails among the 
Bramins. 

Bamfyan is situated between Bahlac and Cabul, 
from the latter of which, it is distant eight manzi/s or 
day’s journey. Like Thebes in Egypt, it is entirely 
cut out of an insulated — — surround. 
ing valley is called, in the language of the country, 

oe Tgavi, or district of Bamiyan. About two miles 

south from this place are the ruins of an ancient city 
called Guighuleh, which, at a remote period, was de- 
solated by the furious zeal of the Musulmans. The 
ruins ef some buildings of masonry are still seen round 
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a small conical hill in the neighbourhood, whose sum- Bamiyan, 
mit is crowned with the ruined palace of its ancient 
kings. Through the ruins. of Gulghuleh, and the 
district of Bamiyan, flows a pleasant though scanty 
stream, which rises in the adjacent hills, falls into 
a lake, from which issue four rivers, the Hirmend, 
the Landhi Sindh, the rivers of Bahlac, and of Conduz. 

The city of Bamfyan consists of a great number of 
apartments and recesses cut out of the rock; and 
from the Ayeen Akberry, as well as from the concur- 
ring reports of travellers, we learn, that there are about 
12,000 of these recesses in the Tagavi of Bamfyan. 
Some of these appear, from their extraordinary di- 
mensions, to have been designed for temples. None 
of them have pillars, but some are adorned with niches 
and carved work; and fragments still remain of 
figures in relievo, which have been miserably muti- 
lated and defaced by the Musulmans. The walls, too, 
have been decorated with paintings, the colour of 
which arta here and there, be a the smoke 
with which they have been in general obscured by 
the fires of the inhabitants. ‘These recesses are called 
by the natives Samach’h, and by the Persians Samaj, 
They are very frequent in the country of the Af; ih 
ans; some of them extremely rude, but others highly 
finished and beautifully decorated. The most per- 
fect are at Mohi, on the road between Bamiyan and 
Bahlac, in which the paintings retain their original 
freshness, as their situation’ amongst precipices has 
bee the Musulmans from making them their 
abitations. 
But no curiosities in Bamfyan or its vicinity are 

more calculated to attract attention, than two colos- 
sal statues, seen at a t distance, which are at 
least fifty cubits high. They adhere to the moun- 
tain out of which they are cut ; and stand erect in a 
sort of niches, the depth of which is equal to the 
thickness of the statue. At a small distance from 
these stands another statue of less colossal size, being 
only about fifteen cubits high, Concerning the 
names or sex of these statues, oriental writers are not 
agreed. The few Hindus resident in these countries 
say, that they represent Bum and his consort: while 
the followers of Buddha maintain, that they are the 
statues of SHAHAMA, and his disciple SausaLa.. The 
Musulmans, on their part, contend, that they are the 

’ effigies of Key-Umursh and his consort, that is to 
say, Adam and Eve; and that the third represents 
Selish or Seth, their son, whose tomb, or at least the 
lace where it stood, is shewn near Bahlac. As the 

Tiapelmen troops never pass that way without firing 
a few shots of cannon at them, one of the legs of the 
male figure is much broken. It is said that Aureng- 
zebe, passing that way in his expedition to Balhac, 
in the year 1646, ordered a few shots to be fired as 
usual. One of them took effect, and almost broke 
the leg of the statue, which bled profusely, Some 
frightful dreams conspired with this prodigy, to make 
him desist from the sacrilegious attack, and the clot- 
ted blood, we are told, adheres to the wound to this 
day. This miracle is equally credited by Hindus and 
Musulmans; the former ascribing it to the interposi- 
tion of the Supreme Being, and the latter ng tia 
it to witcheraft. Between the legs of the largest 
figure there is a door leading into.a most spacious 

4 
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nai fan. temple, at the entrance of which 1 are stationed a few 

m asene wretched Banians, who sell | ie ptiusdet Bamftyan an hlac are constan’ nfounde 
Pirin cathor static call Ui bose Balk Biya, and 
the second -Bohhérd.. These authors suppose 
it to have existed e: ore the flood; but the Budd- 
haists maintain. that it was founded by a most religi- 

$ d Shama, (the same with the patriarch 
it his posterity lived. there for many 

radd, that Balk Bémiyan was ori- 
Abraham’s place of abode; that patriarch, ar- 

01 “to scripture, and the sacred books of the 
Hindus, having removed with his father to distant 
countries in the west. Diodorus Siculus informs us, 
that it existed before the time of Ninas ; but he, like 
the Persian writers, has mistaken this city for Bahlac. 
By the natives, Bamiyan and the adjacent countries 
are regarded as the abode of the progenitors of the 
human race. Here, too, the first heroes of Persian 
story lived aud performed innumerable exploits; here 
their holy instructors first delivered their precepts ; 
and here was the scite of the first temples that were 
ever 

Bamiyan fell into the hands of the Musulmans at a 
very early period of their history. At one time it 
was governed by kings; but this dynasty, after con- 
tinuing. but a few years, terminated in 1215. Gul- 
huleh, the royal residence, called then the palace of 
p ied was dest by Zengis Khan, , whose 
resentment against the inhabitants was so. violent, that 
he massacred them without distinction of age or sex, 
and even vented his fury against the brutes and trees, 
The natives of that country gave it then the name of 
Gulghuleh, signifying, As it » * cries of woe.” 

if ond oes a ae rE Bethe y crested 
tead a fort, ona o the north of Bamians, 

ich still in the name of Imperial Fort. This 
le also was d ‘by Zingis the Ushak, in 

1628, and has never since been rebuilt. 
‘The district of Bamfyan is now barren, and with- 

out a single tree; yet the sacred books of the Hin- 
and of the Bauddhists, positively affirm, that of 

d it was fertile. 'There is a tradition, too, that at 
one | it was so overstocked with inhabitants, 
that trees, underwood, grass, and plants, were all 
completely destroyed. The vegetable soil, thus de- 
prived of cultivation, was, in the course of ages, washed. 
away by the rains; and indeed the soil in the valley 
is extremely rich, and the whole district, as it now. is, 
a most delightful spot. The vine, and almost all the 

uit trees we have in Europe, grow spontaneously 
y high perfection in the country to the eastward 
jyan, as far as the river Indus. The natives, 

when : d a vine or any fruit tree in the forests, 
clear away all the wood about it, and dig the ground, 
which brings the fruit to perfect maturity. Bamiyan 
seems to be the Drastoca of Ptolemy, that name be- 
in derived from the Sanscrit Drashatca, which sig- 
nifies the “ stone city:?? for before that time towns 
were nothing more than a mere assemblage of huts. 
The distance and bearing of Drastoca from Cabura, 
or Orthospana, leaves no doubt that it was the same 
city Bamiyan. For the le of our information 

ring this city, we are indebted to Captain 
Francis Milford’s ingenious Observations on Mount 
VOL. Il, PART I. 
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‘Caucasus, in the 6th volume of the Astatic Researches, 
p- 462, &c. (*) ; i -ipclunt 
BAMPTON, a market town in Devonshire, is si- 

tuated on a branch of the river Exe, and surrounded 
with lime-stone hills. ‘The principal manufacture of 
the place is serges. Population 1364. See Plot’s 
Natural History of Oxfordshire ; and Polywhele’s 

History of Devonshire, vol, ii. (7) 
BANANA. See Pryz Appre. 
BANARA, a genus of plants of the class Dode- 

candria, and order Monogynia, See Botany. (w) 

BANBURY, a town of England, in the county of 

Oxford, situated on the river Charwell. From the 

number of Roman coins, &c. found in the adjacent 
fields, it is supposed to be the scite of the Roman sta- 
tion Branavis.. The canal from Oxford to Coyentry 
passes through Banbury. ‘There, is here a manufac- 
tory of plush and shag cloths ; and two springs, one 
sulphuretted, and the other chalybeate, . Population 
2755, of whom 567 are employed in trade and manu- 

factures. See Bray’s Zour in Derbyshire. ( J) 
BANCA, cne of the Asiatic islands, situated be- 

tween Sumatra and Borneo, and separated from the for- 
mer by the straits‘of Banca. The king of Banca, who 
resides in the territory of Palambang, in the isle of 
Sumatra, is in alliance with the Dutch, who have a 
settlement and troops at Palambang.. The Dutch as- 
sist him in maintaining his independence, and are am- 
ply repaid by the monopoly of the tin; for which the 
island of Banca is so celebrated... The tin mines, 
which appear to be inexhaustible, were discovered in 
1710, ‘Che managers of the mines, who happen to be 
Chinese, deliver the tin to the king for 5 rix dollars 
per 125 F eae ; and the Dutch obtain the same 
quantity for 15 rix dollars, which is nearly £2, 18s.per 
English cwt.. The quantity received by the Dutch, 
amounts to aboutthree million of pounds annually, the 
greater part of which goes to. China. In 1778, 
700,000 pounds were sent to Holland. East Long... 
106° 30/, South Lat, 2° 30’. See Wilcocke’s edition 
of Stavorinus’s Voyage to the East Indies, vol. i. pe. 
857. Staunton’s Lmbassy to China, vol. i. p. 3053. 
and Marchand’s Voyages, vol. i. p. 98. (0) 
BANCALIS, a town in the kingdom of Acheen, 

in the island of Sumatra. Seé Peuchet’s Dict. de la 
Geograph. Commerg.; and. AcuEEN. (w) 
BANCHUS, in Zoology, a genus of hymenop- 

terous insects inthe system of Cuvier and Dumeril, 
belonging to the family of insectirodes, and nearly 
allied to the ichneumons. See Enromonocy. (/)} 
BANDA Iszzs, the name of a group of Asiatic 

islands, called the Spice or Nutmeg islands, lying to 
the south of the island of Ceram, and to the south-west 
of Papua, or New Guinea. ‘The islandscomprehended . 
under this general name are, Banda or Lantor, Neira or 
Nera, Puloway, or Way, or Ay, Pulorohn or Rohn, 
Rossingen or Rossagay, Gonong or Guenanape, or 
Ganapez, Pulo-pisang, Pulo-prampon, Pulo-suanjee 
Capal, and Nylacky. 

n the year 1602, the Dutch landed in the Banda 
isles, which formed one of their earliest settlements in 
the Indies. In 1609, they entered into a treaty with 
the. Orancais or natives, who bound. themselves to 
send all their nutmeg and mace to the Dutch fort of 
Nassau, in the island of Nera, at a fixed pr.ce, while 
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the Dutch pledged themselves to defend the natives, 
particularly against the Portuguese. The breach of 
this agreement by the natives, and the murder of the 
Dutch commissary, occasioned hostilities between the 
two powers. In 1616, a similar treaty was entered 
into with the English, who were then at war with 
the Dutch ; but this also was broken by the inhabi- 
tants of Banda. The English having refused, after 
they had made peace with che Dutch, to join them in 

“the reduction of the Banda isles, the latter attack- 
ed them in 1621, and compelled the natives to deliver 
up their towns, their forts, their arms, and all their 
islands. In order to secure to themselves the nut- 

. meg and mace which these islands produced, the Dutch 
erected forts in all the islands, and divided the soil 
into orchards, which they distributed among the 
Dutch colonists in proportion to the number of their 

The Banda isles were taken from the Dutch 
by.the English admiral Rainier in, 1796, and in 1801 
were restored to them by the treaty of Amiens. 

The chief settlement of the Dutch is in the island 
of Nera, which has an excellent harbour, commanded 
by the cannon of the forts Belgica and Nassau. The 
island of Banda, which is about 8 miles long and 5 
broad, is defended by a fort and twoor three redoubts. 
Tt contains 25 nutmeg fields, which produce annually 
about 570,000 pounds of nutmegs, and 110,000 
pounds of mace, called the flour of nutmeg. The 
hurricane of 1778, however, nearly annihilated the 
nutmeg trees of this island. ‘These nutmeg fields oc- 
cupy heute 70,000 square toises. In the island of 
Puloway there is a small fort ; Pulorohn is.defend- 
ed by a small redoubt ; Rossingen has alsoa redoubt ; 
and Gonong is remarkable for a volcano, which al- 
ways sends forth smoke, and sometimes flames. The 
nutmeg flourishes amidst the lava of Gonong, as well 
asin the fine black mould which covers the cther islands, 

-In the year 1796, the annual produce of the Banda 
islands was 163,000 pounds of nutmeg, and 46,000 
pounds of mace. Between the years 1796 and 1798, 
the English East India Company imported 817,312 
pounds of cloves, 93,732 pounds of nutmegs, and 
46,730 pounds of mace, and about a third part more 
in private trade. In the year 1737, the Dutch East 
India Company sold at one time 280,964 pounds of 
nutmeg. In 1756, 241,427 pounds were sold; and 
in 1778, 264,189 pounds. The average has been 
considered to be about 250,000 Sande annually, 
which was sold in Europe at 75 livres per pound, 
exclusive of 100,000 pounds sold in the Indies. ‘The 
average quantity of mace bas been 90,000 pounds an- 
nually, and 10,000 pounds in the East Indies, 
While the Banda isles supply Europe with their 

<spiceries, they deny the means of subsistence to their 
own inhabitants. Sago, which is the pith of a tree of 
moderate size, serves,them for bread; and the juice 
which exudes from its branches is their ordinary be- 
verage. he cattle and grain which they use are 
imported from the island of Java. The population 
of these islands, whichis saidto have been once 15,000, 
is now only 5763. E. Long. 130° 40’, S. Lat. 4° 
18’. See Stavorinus’s Voyage by Wilcocke, vol. i. 
p- 331, vol. ii. p. 418. Bougainville Voyage Autour 
«lu Monde. Raynal’s Hist. of the Indies. Asiatic Re- 
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gister, 1800, p. 200; and Peuchet’s Dict. dela Geog. 
Commerg. (a 
BANDAGE. See Surcerny. ——_ 4 
BANDANA Hanpkercuiess, a species of the 

East Indian manufacture much admired in Europe, 
and fabricated in India both from silk and. cotton. 
The ground of these handkerchiefs is common 
dark colour, most frequently red, blue, or eth 
and the pattern almost always consists of spots ge 
nerally white, or sometimes a bright yellow. Phedas 
rability of the colours, and the aie of the ground, 
have contributed to cause a ve great demand for 
this article in the European market; and, from this 
cause, the home manufacturers have been long ve 
anxious to produce articles of this description, which 
might rival the Indian goods in quality and cheap- 
ness. 
The only mode of accomplishing this, was for a 

long time, and until very recently, considered to be 
by the ordinary process of calico printing with blocks 
upon whiie cloths ; but in this way it was very rare- 
ly, if ever, in the power of the manufacturer to render 
his colours sufficiently durable, especially the reds ; 
and therefore the home made article was never held in 
estimation by purchasers, most of whom consisted of 
that class of people to whom durability was. a most 
essential, and even indispensible, requisite. Besides 
the difficulty of fixing the colour suff ciently, the tax 
upon this, as well as every other species of _ printed 
cloths, must haye Spiraea considerably in the com- 
parison with the imported goods. Lately, however, 
a discovery has been made of a mode of maaufactu- 
ring this kind of handkerchief, so as to ensure the du- 
rability of the colour, and at the same time to be en- 
tirely free from any tax whatever under the existin 
revenue laws, This manufacture was first practise 
at Glasgow, where it is now prosecuted to very 
considerable extent ; and it is ait we have reason to 
believe, entirely confined to that part of the country, 

The new process is exactly the converse of print- 
ing ; for it consists of dyeing the cloth of a durable 
colour, as red, blue, or purple, and then discharging 
that part which forms the pattern, by means of a 
strong solution of the oxy-muriate of lime apphed by 
a mechanical process, which we shall now scribes 
referring the reader for a plan and section of the ap- 
paratus used, to Plate LIL, Figs, 3.and4. 

The goods used for this manufacture are of cotton, 
sometimes woven plain, but much more frequently 
tweeled. The cloth after being woven, is dyed, and 
the colour most frequently used is the Turkey red, 
After the cloth has been dyed, it is smoothly and re- 
gularly folded in pieces generally containing twelve 
handkerchiefs each, and in this state is put into the 
press;. which being firmly shut, to prevent the. dis- 
charging liquor from coming into contact with, or 
operating upor any part of the cloth, excepting 
that from which the colour is to be ene in 
about ten or twelve minutes the chemical discharge is 
completed. As soon as this is done, the press being 
opened, another piece is put in, and the operation re- 
peated; so that, allowing 15 minutes for each piece, 
about 50 may be put through the press in the course 
of a day of 12 working hours, by the labour of one 

Seeman diimeead 
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Bandana. man, if the pieces be previously folded, which is ge- stance been hitherto attempted. In large works, Banditti, 
— ‘after dischar; ng the where there is a steam engine employed for other Baudon.” 

ae purposes, it seems however to be worthy of consider- 
ation, being probably a more direct and economical 

- ~ 

nerally the case. The pieces, afte i 
red, require only a little’cleaning, by the usual proces- 
ses for colo goods, when they may be returned 
to the ware r sent to the calender to be fold- way of attaining the end than by forcing water to 
ed and dressed for the market. the altitude required. 

Representations of the used for this purpose, The chemical substance employed in the operation 
PrareLit, Will be found in Plate LII. Figs. 3. and 4. Fig. 3. _ of discharging the colour, has already been stated to 
Fig. 3, 4, is a horizontal |of the bottom or under part of a be the oxy-muriate of lime, which, we belie¥e, is only 

ress constructed for manufacturing Bandana hand- 
Peraliels 66] the pattern represented in the figure. 
Fig. 4.is an elevated section of the press, as seen from 
the front. In presses of this kind, the chief requi- 
site is’ great strength, and for this reason the frame 
work is commonly made of cast iron. Wherever a 

is to be made, the smooth copper plate CC, 
which forms the under part or sole of the press,’ is 
perforated, and in the upper part is a hollow metal 
dye or tube commonly made of brass, which exactly 
fits the hole below. The cloth being smoothly fold- 
ed in squares, the piece, which generally consists of 
twelve handkerchiefs, is laid. in the press, and the 
press ily shut by means of the screw D; when 
this is done, the liquor being poured upon the cover 
B, which has a rim about ait an inch deep to pre- 
vent it from running off, passés down through the 

rated tubes or pipes, and in a few minutes dis- 
chaagrs the colour from that part of the cloth through 

ich it passes, and thus the spots are formed. Under 
the sole of the press, another flat piece with rims is 
placed to receive the liquor, which is conveyed by a 
small spout. into’a vessel placed to receive it ; as even 
after effecting the discharge of the colour, it is of 
considerable value for other operations of bleaching. 
AA represents the frame, BB the cover, CC the 
sole, D the double threaded screw, and E.a strong 
malleable iron wheel for receiving the lever with which 

prepared in Scotland by the inventor, Mr Tennant 
of Glasgow. (J.D. 
BANDITTI, from the Italian bandito, persons 

outlawed, This term being in Italy almost wholly 
appropriated to those troops of ruffians who infest 
the highways, and forming a distinct society of them- 
selves, set the laws of their country at defence has 
become the general appellation of all similar gangs 
in whatever country. Almost all the countries on 
the continent are annoyed by banditti, who are so 
numerous, and united among themselves by so strict 
and inviolable laws, that no police can afford sufficient 
security against their depredations, In the eastern 
part of Sicily, called Val Demoni, especially, they 
are so formidable, as to have almost the absolute com- 
mand of the whole district. In the innumerable ca- 
verns and subterraneous passages of Mount tna, 
they are completely safe from the pursuit of troops; . 
and. as they are to. the last degree. determined and . 
vindictive, the inhabitants, rather than venture to of- - 
fend them, submit, in silence, to their most violent 
outrages. . From these circumstances, their company ~ 
has become so’ numerous and powerful, that..the - 
prince of Villa Franca has been induced,’ from: mo- - 
tives of policy, as well as from a regard to safety, to 
declare himself their patron and. protector. . Such of 
them as chuse .to leave their mountains and forests, 
meet with good encouragement and certain protec- 

the is shut. tion in his service; and are treated with unlimited 
é mode of pressing by water, which will. be confidence, which they have never been known to 

found particularly described under the article Cat- abuse. They wear the prince’s livery, and are dis- 
LENDER, is peculiarly well adapted for this operation, 
and every other where the press requires to be fre- 
roan A ge and shut. A plan is therefore added, 
by which the pressure may be effected on a principle 
nearly similar. In this plan the pressure is produced 
by the piston G working in a smoothly bored hol- 
low cylinder F, attached to the sole of the press: 

tinguished also by the badge of their order, which ; 
commands universal awe and respect. 

In many circumstances, indeed, these banditti are 
more entitled to respect than the majority of their 
countrymen. Criminal as they are with regard to . 
society in Loria their notions of honour are highly 
refined and romantic. Their promise is inviolable, 

: H is the pipe which contains the water, which, pas- and their friendship or protection,. when once en- - 
PrateLil. sing through the piston at G, forces up the sole of gaged, ‘may be relied on with unreserved confidence. . 
Fig. 4. the press and the cylinder F. The dark shade shows ven magistrates have often been obliged to protect 

at part of the pipe which is filled with water, the 
it hand stop-cock I being open, and the left hand 

cock at K shut. The press will be instantaneously 
Pisgkt erely by shutting the cock at I, and open- 
ing that at K to discharge the water; and as the 
Pipe sty Beet ‘a very small bore, very little water 
will be lost at each operation, no more being dis- 
charged than that contained between the stop-cocks. 
It seems very obvious, that where it may be incon- 
venient to have a pipe of sufficient altitude to give 
the proper pressure, steam might be very easily in- 
troduced in the place of water, and would, at a very 
small expence of fuel, effect the pressing operation 

very great power. | This hint may, perhaps, be 
useful; but we are not aware that it hes in any in- 

and court them ; and as those of their number, who 
are enlisted in the prince’s service, are known and re- 
spected by all the banditti in the island, the persons 
of those whom they take under their protection are 
always held sacred. . Most travellers, therefore, en- 
deavour to hire a couple of these heroes from town 
to town; and though their pay be high,. it is more 
than saved by their care to secure their protegées 
from every kind of imposition. . * Indeed,” says Mr 
Brydone, “I think they impose upon every body 
except us; for they tax the bills according to their 
pleastire; and such cheap ones I never paid before.’ 
See Brydone’s: Tour through Sicily and Malta, Lett. 
4,and 5. (z 
BANDON Brive, a large and flourishing town 
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of Ireland, in the county of Cork, situated on the 
fine river Bandon, which rises in the mountains of 
Carbery, becomes navigable by large sloops near 
Inishonan, and falls into the Sr of Kinsale. 
This town was built in the year 1610, by Richard 
Boyle, the first Earl of Cork, in the middle of an 
impassable marsh, and was inclosed by strong walls. 
A charter of incorporation ‘was obtained for it in 
1613. Stuffs, camblets, and shags, were manufactu- 
red in Bandon Bridge to a great extent, but of late 
these manufactures have considerably declined. Coarse 
green linens, 27 inches wide, called vittery, ticken 
of an excellent quality, and cotton, are also manufac- 
tured here. The town belongs pritcipally to the 
Duke of Devonshire... Population about 12,000. 
W. Long. 8° 48’, N. Lat. 51° 36’. See Smith’s 
Cork, vol. i. p. 236. j 
BANFF, (sometimes written, more conformably 

to the pronunciation, end #H a royal borough, and 
the principal town of Banffshire, is situated: on a 
rising ground near the influx of the Doveran into the 
Moray Firth. It is. supposed to have derived its 
name from the district Boin, or Boyn, an opinion 
which is rendered probable ‘by the old orthography 
Boineffe. It unites with Cullen, Elgin, Inverury, 
and Kintore, in sending a representative to the Impe- 
rial Parliament. The charter of the borough was 
ranted by Robert II. in 1372, and afterwards con- 
rmed by James VI. and:Charles II. The tradition 

that the town was erected into a royalty by Malcolm 
Canmore is not supported by any evidence. . Part of 
the ancient castle of Banff still remains. It was a 
constabulary under the hereditary government of the 
Earls of Buchan. The municipal government of the 
town is under the direction of a provost, four bailies, 
and twelve counsellors. ‘The population is about 3000. 

Banff is generally considered by strangers asa very 
neat town. There is a fine bridge of seven arches 
ever the Doveran. A very handsome church, ca- 
pable of containing 1500 persons, was built in 1790, 
and, besides this established place of worship, there 
are three chapels, or meeting-houses, for persons be- 
longing to ie episcopal and catholic communion, 
and for the adherents of the church of relief. A 
town-house with an elegant. spire was built in 1798, 
and at the same time a new prison was constructed 
on the principles recommended by Howard. In 
1786, an academy was substituted in place of the 
ublic schools for the different branches of education. 
his seminary is superintended by a rector, assisted by 

four other masters, who teach Latin, Greek, French, 
geography, arithmetic, book-keeping, and the different 
elementary branches of mathematics, &c. A charity- 
school was also established a few years ago. There 
are several private English schools, and two female 
boarding-schools. Besides a circulating library, well 
furnished with the best authors, there is a society of 
entlemen who are making a good collection of books. 
he poor are liberally provided for from the public 

fands, and a great number of the lower classes have 
formed themselves into friendly societies. ‘The week- 
ly market, held on Friday, is amply supplied with 
provisions. ‘The manufactures most deserving of no- 
tice are thread, linen, stockings, soap and candles, 
brewing, ropes and sails, bricks and tiles. The 
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Bank of Scotland and the Aberdeen banking com- Banftshire. 
pany have agents at Banff, who transact business to “——7—~ 
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a considerable amount annually, © 
The salmon fishing on the Doveran produces a 

great yearly revenue to Lord Fife and the other pro- 
ageie i harbour. of oar was finished in uae 

e principal exports are salmon, cod, and ling, bu 
ter and ae gor barley, oats, &e. rahe 
iron, wine, spirits, salt, &c. ‘The number of vessels in 
1798, was 22,—-tonnage, 1943,—seamen, 187. West 
Long. 2° 35’, North Lat. 57° 41’... Distance from 
Edinburgh 165 miles. (§) « 
BANFFSHIRE, a maritime county in the north 

of Scotland, bounded on the north by the Moray 
Firth, on the east and south by Aberdeenshire, and 
on the west by the county of Moray. The greater 
art of it was formerly included in the province of 
oray, the bounds ‘of which are supposed to have 

been nearly the same with those of the ancient terri- 
‘tory of the Vacomagi. ‘The south-west angle of the 
county is comprehended in the range of mountains 
distinguished by the name ‘of. the Highlands, and 
throughout this subdivision the Gaelic language is 
generasly understood, though the English is also in 
common use. This bleak district is named Strath- 
Aven, and the inhabitants are said to be still enslaved 
to the superstitious notions of their savage ancestors. 
The other districts of the county,’ viz. Balvenie, 
Boyne, Enzie, part’ of Strathdoveran, ‘and part of 
Buchan, present a variegated surface to the eye, and 
contain a e proportion of very fertile land, though 
not ver highly cultivated. Strath-Jsla on the east, 
Strath-Fiddich and Glenlivet on the west, are pecu- 
liarly fruitful. Throughout this county there'are‘ma- 
ny beautiful straths and glens, containing an immense 
variety of picturesque scenery. The woods, belong- 
ing to the Duke of Gordon, Lord Findlater, and Lord 
Fife, are of very great extent, and a few magnificent 
houses are built on the romantic banks of the dif- 
ferent rivers. On the boundary between the counties 
of Banff and Moray, the Spey, one of the finest and 
largest rivers in Scotland, is fed by the Aven, Livet, 
Fiddich, Dulan, &c. On the eastern boundary, the 
Doveran, and its tributary streams, the Boyne, the 
Isla, &c., water a rich and varied country. Some of 
the grandest and most interesting hills in Britain en- 
liven this charming district. Cairn-gorum, on the 
extremity of the county, rises ' 4050 feet above the 
level of the sea. Belvinnes is 2690 feet high, Knock- 
hill 2500, Bin of Cullen 1100. Some of these *hills 
are planted to the very summit. ‘The hills of Alvah, 
Beck aech Durn, Lurg, and Altmore, are’ also lofty 
and beautiful. 

The climate, though healthy in general, is cold 
and wet. The soil on the flat grounds is, for the 
most part, light and sandy;—on the hills a na 7 clay 
is more prevalent. A prodigious quantity of lime- 

-stone is produced in the county; but; from the 
want of coal, it has never been very extensively used. 
The lands, upon the whole, when tolerably impro- 
ved, yield very abundant crops. |The, late Earl of 
Findlater made many laudable‘exertions to promote 
the improvement of agriculture; but, notwithstand- 
ing the encouragement which he so liberally afforded, 
and the example which he set, the progress of that 
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Banfishite. useful art, in Banffshire, has not been very rapid. 

partially introduced a few years 
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1798. ‘The yalued rent is £79,200 Scots; and in Bangafere 

“v= Inclosures were very 
ago; and the badness of the roads long operated as a 
great discouragement. It. is to be hoped, however, 
that the public. dpirit ‘and i gence of the ‘ei 

men of ‘this overcome the few 

obstacles which still remain to be surmounted. On 
the banks of some of the rivers, large fields of un- 
commonly rich pasture are to be found. 

With the | ion of a few small bays and creeks, 
‘the line of coast is bold and precipitous. 

- The principal minerals are limestone, granite, clay, 
slate, freestone, alum, Portsoy marble, iron, lead, 
quartz, topaz, asbestos, rock-crystal, &c. Mineral 
“waters abound in various places. The’ chief manu- 
factures ‘are spinning, weaving, bleaching, tanning, 
flax ing, distilling. The salmon fishing on the 
Spey and the Doveran is of very great value to the 
proprietors. Vast quantities of haddocks, whitings, 
flounders, mackarel, turbot, cod, ling, tusk, skate, 
crabs and lobsters, are caught on the coast ; and of 
these, as well as of the salmon, a great proportion is 

. sent to the London market. 
_ Perhaps the greatest disadvantage under which 
Banffshire labours isthe want of coal. In the inland 
estes the county peat is the only fuel which the 

uring classes are able to procure, . ‘ 
'- Many remains of antiquity may be traced in this 
org particularly tumuli, upright stones, cairns 
and Druidical circles,—varions ruins of castles, as 
Auchirdune, Balveny, Edinglassie, Galval, Desk- 
ford, Scuth, Grange, Inchdrewer, Banff, and the 
castle near Cullen. For several ages the shores of the 

_ Moray Firth’were almost incessantly molested by the 
hostile descents of the Danes. Many spots are point- 
-ed out where these piratical invaders were defeated 

' with dreadful carnage, partidalarly at Gamrie, at 
Cullen, and at Mortlach, where great victories were 
successively gained over them, about the end of the 
10th and beginning of the 11th century, by the chief 
of Buchan, In king of Scots, and Malcolm IT. 
Inthe same age it is believed that a number of religi- 
ous houses were founded near the scenes of these suc- 
cessful en 8. 

The towns and villages in Banffshire are Banff, 
Cullen, (both royal boroughs,) Portsoy, Macduff, 
Gardenston, Troup, Keith, New Mill, Buckie, Port- 

* easy, Findochtie, Portnockie, Tammtoul. 
_ Cullen, formerly Tnvercullen, was a constabulary 
vas*early as the days of David.II. For several ages 

it was subject to the Earls of Findlater. The coun- 
‘cil of this borough consists of 19 members. ‘The 
manufactures are linen and damask. Population 
nearly 1000. : 

Portsoy, in the parish of Fordyce, contains above 
1000 inhabitants, who are engaged chiefly in fishing, 
or in the manufacture of thread and linens. 

: Macduff, in oo ae of Gamrie, is about a mile 
distant from Banff.. It now possesses a tolerable 
harbour, and sends a number of vessels to London, 
Leith, &c. The tion exceeds 1000. 
_ The greatest length of the county is 58 miles, the 
breadth 24. It contains 750 square miles, and is di- 
vided into 23 parishes. In 1801, the population was 
‘stated at 35,807, a lower number than either Dr Web- 
ster’s calculation in 1755, or Sir John Sinclair’s in 

1798, the real rent was rated at £43,490 sterling. (&) tt 
§ : Banians. BANGALORE is a strongly fortified town in 

Hindostan, in the Mysore country, and being the 
bulwark of the Mysore country towards Arcot, is a 
place of great political importance. The town, or 
pettah, is of great extent, and the palace erected by 
Tippoo is a very magnificent structure, Silk and 
woollen ds are manufactured in the neighbour- 
hood. he fort of Bangalore having been destroyed 
by Tippoo after the British retired, Purneah was 
putting it into repair in 1804, and making it even 
stronger than before. See Lord Valentia’s Travels, 
vol. i, p. 411. (w) 
BANGOR, a small city of Caernarvonshire, in 

North Wales, consisting of an irregular street, situated 
on the banks of the Deva, in a narrow valley, be- 
tween two low ridges of slate rock. In the neigh- 
bourhood of Bangor, on the shore of the bay of Beau- 
maris, is the harbour of Penrhyn, where the slates of 
Lord Penrhyn’s quarries are shipped for London and 
other towns in England. A new harbour has lately 
been erected at the expense of Dr Warren, bishop of 
Bangor. The revenues of the diocese are extremel 
small, ‘Number of houses 304. Population 1770. (7 
BANJAR-Massin, or Benper-Massin, the ca- ' 

pital of a kingdom of the same name, in the southern 
part of the island of Borneo. The king of Banjar- 
Massin is the most powerful monarch in the island, and 
assumes the title of Emperor of Borneo. The houses 
of the capital, which are numerous, are chiefly built of 
bamboos, though some of them are of timber. They 
are in general so large, that one of them would be 
sufficient to lodge 100 families in separate apartments. 
The Dutch have a factory and a small fort here, 
partly for the purpose of purchasing the rough dia- 
monds that are found in the kingdom. Their princi- 
pal object, however, is the purchase of pepper, of 
which the king obliges himself to deliver 600,000 
pounds pb 4 » at the rate of three stivers. per 
pound. The trade, which is carried on in diamonds, 
geld, wax, canes, and sago, is comparatively trifling. 

he kingdom of Banjar-Massin extends about three 
degrees to the north, and its width from east to west 
to the river of Cataringa is 211 English miles, Ca- 
taringa, the last place in this kingdom, is by far the 
richest on all the coast. It raises for the royal service 
about 7200 armed men. East Long. 114° 50’, South 
Lat. 3°10’. See Bornro. (a) 
BANIANS, the name of a religious sect in the 

dominions of the Mogul. These people, believing 
firmly in the transmigration of souls, will, on no con- 
sideration, kill any living creature, or eat its flesh; 
but, on the contrary, will use their utmost endea- 
vours to release even the most noxious animals, if 
they see them in danger of perishing. ‘They account 
all other nations impure; and are so scrupulously 
fearful of pollution, that they will break a cup 
which has been used or eveu touched by a person of 
a different religion; nor will they enter the ,same 
pond in which a stranger has bathed, till they have 
emptied it completely, and filled it with pure water. 
Nay, so excessive is their anxiety to preserve their 
purity, that if they happen to be touched even by 
persons of their own sect, they cannot eat nor enter 
their houses, till they have undergone .a thorough 

- 
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Banians. ablution. They wear at their necks a stone about stock and cash they are almost constantly entrusted. Bani 
“—v-— the size of an egg, which is perforated in the middle, The Banians are abe bankers ; and their bal of ex- Baniseatias. 

Bank. 

and has. three s drawn through it. As this 
stone, which they call tamberan, represents their 
great god, it procures them very high respect among 
all the Indians. 

The name Banians is likewise applied in general 
to all the idolaters of India, as distinguished from 
the Mahometans, and is more particularly appropria- 
ted to one of the four principal casts into which the 
Indians are divided: the other three casts are the Bra- 
mins, or priests; the Rajaputs, or men of the sword; 
and the artists, or labourers. { 

In their shaster, or statute-book, the proper Ba- 
nians are distinguished by the name of Shuddery, 
which comprehends all persons engaged in traffic or 
merchandise. Their name, in the Bramin language, 
signifies innocent and harmless; and sotning can be 
more expressive of their real character; for they 
would not hurt the most insignificant creature, and 
they bear injuries with more than Christian meek- 
ness. They are not distinguished frem the other 
Hindus by any peculiar religious tenets; but of the 
eight general precepts delivered by Bramaw, the In- 
dian legislator, two are supposed more immediately 
to refer to the Banians, as they enjoin veracity and 
honour in all their speeches and transactions, and for- 
bid circumvention in buying or selling. 
A great proportion of the inland trade of the In- 

dies is carried on by the Banians, particularly in the 
peninsula on this side of the Ganges. Though ex- 
tremely expert in commercial transactions, they are 
equally remarkable for their honesty. Persons of 
this cast are generally chosen as the brokers. of the 
English, Dutch, and French companies, with whose 
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Ty commercial language, a bank is a repository 
or an establishment, for the purpose of receiving 
the money of individuals, either to keep it in se- 
curity, or to improve it by trafficking in goods, 
bullion, or bills of exchange; and it may be either 
of a public, or of a private nature. A public bank 
is generally regulated by certain laws enacted by the 
overnment of the state, which constitute its charter, 
imit its capital, and establish the rules by which it 
ig to conduct business. A private bank, on the 
other hand, is merely a contract among individuals, 
for carrying on a trade in money and bills ; and the 
responsibility. of the partners is the only security of 
those who transact with it. 

Banks are properly commercial institutions, which, 
by affording credits, or issuing notes, as the repre- 
sentative of money, enable merchants, with greater 
facility, to buy and seil commodities at home or 
abroad. The produce of one country is thus ex- 
changed with that of another, by means of a medium 
to which an ideal value is. attached. Hence the 
great utility of banking establishments in all com- 
merzial countries. 
Among the ancients, the term. banker. implied 

something different from its modern signification ; 
and conveyed an idea corresponding with the profes- 

chan 
East Indies, They have, besides, a kind of ‘standing 
bank, in which persons may deposit their money, 
and lift it again when they find it convenient. 

The form of contract which they employ in their 
bargains deserves to be described. ‘The transaction is 
carried on in the most profound silence, by touching, 
one another’s fingers: the buyer takes off his gir- 
dle, and spreads it on ‘his knee; and both parties, 
having their hands beneath it, can, by the mere inter- 
course of their fingers, mark, even to the lowest de- 
nomination, the price demanded, offered, and accept- 
ed. When the seller takes the buyer’s whole hand, 
it denotes a thousand, and as many times as he 
squeezes it, so many thousand agods, ru &e. 
are offered—every finger dente phondadiy: half- 
finger, to the second joint, fifty; and the small end 
of the finger, to the first joint, ten. : Bey 

Almost from childhood the Banians are accustomed. 
to trade, and to that gentleness of disposition and of. 
manners, which is characteristic of their cast. Their 
slaves are treated with great humanity. In general, 
they are extremely frugal; but, when they settle 
their children, they launch out into t extrava- 

Their women are remarkable for their chas- gance. 

tity; nor do husbands allow their wives the’ least” 
intercourse with strangers. This restraint they jus- 
tify by a favourite proverb: If you bring butter 
too near the fire, you can hardly keep it from melt- 
ing.”” ; ) Biewt. 
BANISTERIA, a genus of plants of the class 

Decandria, and order Trigynia. See Borany. (w). 
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sion of an agent, broker, or money-lender. Bankers 
were called argentarii and nummularii, by the Ro- 
mans; and they lent out the money of private per- 
sons on interest, wrote the necessary deeds ; atid Bb: 
sisted in buying and selling all kinds of property. 

are current almost through the whole of the “~V~ 

. 

The first establishment of banking in a regular and Bank of 
systematic form, took place at Venice, about the Venice. 
middle of the 12th century; and it arose from the 
necessities of the state. uke Vitale Michel IT. 
being involved in expensive wars with the empire of 
the West, and the Grecian Emperor Manuel, em- 
barrassed the finances of the republic ; and to relieve 
it from the pressure of its difficulties, he had recourse 
to a FORCED LOAN; the contributors to which 
were made creditors, and received interest at the rate 
of four per cent. per annum: « The Chamber of 
Loans” ii la Camera degl’ imprestitit) was established 
for the management of this fund, and regular pay- 
ment of the interest; which, gradually improving 
its plan, at last formed itself into the more perfect 
institution of the Bank of Venice. . : 

This celebrated bank has served as a model to al- 
most every similar establishment in. succeeding ages. 
Its capital is 5,000,000 ducats, for which the re- 
public is security. It is properly a board for depo- 
sit, credit, and interest. By an edict of the state, 
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the Cape of Good Hope, the Venetians enjoyed a 
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Buk. all payments of wholesale merchandise and bills of RE 

exchange must be made im danco, or bank-notes ; 
and all debtors must lodge their money in the bank, 
that their creditors may receive payment in banco, 
which is doney transferring the amount from the 
name of the one to that of the other, or by nie 
off the sum from the account of the debtor, an 
placing it to that of the creditor. Payments are 
made in this manner, without the intervention of 
gold or silver 5 but there are exceptions to this rule, 
im cases of retail trade, or when foreigners wish to 

arry off the precious metals. All the riches of the 
ite thus flowed into the bank, and through various 

-channels were again diffused among traders, to give 
activity to the extensive commerce of this opulent 
and ouce powerful city. From its good faith, and 
the regularity of its transactions, the Bank of Venice 
has always maintained a high character in Europe ; 
and, on some occasions, its obligations have been 
more esteemed than the bonds of kings. 

_ During two centuries and a half, the Bank of Ve- 
nice was unrivalled; for, so gradual is the progress 
of improvement, that human knowledge is only ma- 
tured by the experience of ages; and it was not un- 
til the 1401, that the magistrates of Barcelona 
established a bank in that city. It was called the 

Table of Exchange,”? ( Taula de Cambi,) and was 
properly a bank of exchange and deposit. Foreign 
bills were negotiated with the same liberality as those 
of the citizens; and accommodations were extended 
to strangers as well as to natives. It was altogether 
calculated for the encouragement. of both internal 
and external commerce ; ana the funds of the city 
a pledged as security for the responsibility of the 

In the year 1407, the Bank of Genoa commenced; 
but previous to this time, the republic borrowed 

sums of money from the citizens, assigning 
certain branches of the revenue for the payment of 
the interest ; and a Board of Management, composed 
of the most respectable citizens, was appointed to 
conduct the loans, pay the interest, and account to 

vernment for the funds entrusted to its care. 
rom this circumstance, the Genoese claim the merit 

of establishing a bank as early as the Venetians ; but 
it is evident, that the transactions of this Board were 
only an approximation to banking. In process of 
time, however, the multiplicity and extent of ‘these 
Renceced disorder and confusion, and it was deem- 

expedient to consolidate the whole into one capi- 
l stock, to be managed by a bank called “ Tue 
[AMBER OF St GrorGE,”’ to be governed by eight 

» annually elected by Ais creditors and 
ckholders. Under this form of government, the 

affairs of the bank were prosperously conducted ; 
but the farther increase of the public debts; the ac- 
cession of towns and territories, among which was 
the little kingdom of Corsica, made the business of 
the bank greatly ‘more complex; and the inconve- 
mience of annual successions of new protectors be- 
coming apparent, determined the Genoese, in the 
year 1444, to elect eight new governors for the ma- 
wagement of the bank, of whom only two were to 
£0 out every year. 

the discovery of a passage to the Indies, by 

monopol 
means of the Mammelucks of Egypt, with whom 
they were leagued by policy and interest, which dif- 
fused opulence and wealth throughout Italy. This 
extensive commerce created and gave circulation to 
bills of exchange, the credit and currency of which 
were universally acknowledged when they bore the 
signature of the Banks of Italy; and for several cen- 
turies there were no other establishments of the kind 
in Europe. 

The Bank of Amsterdam was established on the 
$lst January 1609. The magistrates of the city, 
under authority of the States, declared themselves 
the perpetual cashiers of the inhabitants, and that all 
payments, above 600 guilders, (but afterwards re- 
duced to 300,) and bills of exchange, shall be made 
in the bank, which obliged merchants to open ac- 
counts with it for the payment of their foreign bills. 
The extensive commerce of Amsterdam involved such 
a variety of transactions, that the expediency of re- 
gulating. them became evident; and no measure could 
more effectually secure property, check law suits, 
and prevent frauds, than the establishment of a bank- 
office, in which all receipts and payments were re- 
istered in books kept open for the purpose. Dr 

Smith ascribes the origin of this bank to the debased 
state of the current coin of Holland, which the trade 
of Amsterdam brought from all quarters of Europe ; 
and which was sold at a reduction of nine per cent. 
below the money of the mint. Merchants, in such 
circumstances, could not always find standard money 
to pay bills of exchange, the value of which was un- 
certain, and accordingly operated against the trade 
of the United Provinces with foreign nations. But 
as the bank received the light or worn coin at 
its real intrinsic value in the good money of the 
country, and gave credit for the amount in its books, 
an invariable standard was thus established that tend- 
ed greatly to simplify and facilitate the operations of 
commerce. 

The beneficial effects of this establishment in Hol- 
land were soon perceived; and bank-money imme- 
diately bore a premium, or agio, which is a term 
to denote the difference of price between the money 
of the bank and the coin of the country. When we 
consider that coin is only a representative of commo- 
dities, and that its utility arises solely from its being 
a generally acknowledged standard of value, by 
which mankind, in the civilised state of society, are. 
enabled to calculate the price of articles of exchange, 
it is not surprising, that bank-receipts, which repre- 
sent property also, and, at the same time, are not 
liable to risk, danger, or deterioration of any kind, 
should be held in higher estimation than coin, which 
is exposed to robbery and.all sorts of casualties. In 
all countries, where banks have been regular in their 
transactions, and their responsibility-undoubted, their 
aper has carried a premium, more or less, accord- 

ing to circumstances; and the agio of Amsterdam 
was generally about five per cent. 
The amount of the capital of the Bank of Amster- 

dam was never exactly ascertained. It was original- 
ly constituted by deposits of coin; and there was full 
value in its coffers for all the credits and receipts it 

9 : 

of the lacrative trade of the East, by “——\v—— 
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issued. ‘The bank, however, gave credits and receipts 

“v——’ also upon deposits of gold and silver bullion, at the 

‘Bank of 
England, 

rate of five percent. less than the mint price of such 
bullion, which was restored again to the owner, if 
he called for it within six months, upon paying one- 
fourth per cent., if the deposit was in silver, or one- 
half per cent. if in gold. But if the ‘term of six 
months was allowed to expire, the bank retained the 
bullion at the price stated in its books. 

The advantage of making deposits in this bank is 
twofold. First, The credit enables the merchant to 
pay his bills of exchange. Second, The receipt gives 
him an opportunity 28 selling his bullion at an ad- 
vance of price, if the market shall fluctuate in his fa- 
vour. Although none can draw out bullion without 
producing a receipt, and re-assigning bank-money 
equal to the price at which the bullion had been re- 
ceived, yet it is not absolutely necessary that both 
credit and receipt should always remain in the hands 
of the same person; as he who has the réceipt will 
find bank-money to buy at the ordinary market price, 
to enable him to relieve the bullion; and the owner 
of credit will, at all times, find receipts in abun- 
dance. But to prevent any extraordinary rise in the 
price of bank-moncy or receipts, which speculation, 
or other causes, might sometimes induce, the bank 
adopted the resolution of selling bank-money for the 
current coin, at an agio of five per cent ; and if buy- 
ing it, at the rate of four per cent. 

It is generally understood, that the Bank of Am- 
sterdam keeps in its repositories the full value in mo- 
ney or bullion-of all the receipts it has issued; but it 
is not absolutely necessary to do so, as many of these 
receipts have expired. But that there is value in the 
bank equal to all the demands that can be made upon 
it, there is little doubt; for the city is guarantee 
that this should be the case, and the directors, who 
are antiually changed, compare the treasure with the 
books, and would therefore detect any acts of fraud 
or imposition. 

The four reigning burgomasters are invested with 
the direction of the bank ; and the city of Amster- 
dam derives a considerable revenue from it, which 
arises from the following sources:—For all depo- 
sits, a fourth or half per cent. must be paid—from 
every person who opens an account, a fee of ten guil- 
ders is exacted; and for every additional account, 
three guilders three stivers—for every transfer, two 
stivers, or six stivers if the transfer is less than $00 
uilders. If any person shall overdraw his account, 
e is fined three per cent. on the amount; and his 

order is set aside. There is also a considerable pro- 
fit from the sale of foreign coin or bullion, which is 
always kept till it can be sold to advantage, and like- 
wise, by selling bank-money at five per cent. agio, 
and purchasing it at four-per cent. From these va- 
rious resources, the Bank of Amsterdam became rich 
and prosperous; and it was Hs sig to retain in its 

sitories more gold and silver than any other es- 
tablishment of the kind in Europe. 

Previous to the year 1694, there were only four 
considerable banks in Europe; but on the 27th July 

A. D. 1694. of that year, a charter was granted by William and Pl gra sf 
Mary, or ‘establishing the Banx or Encianp, 

‘at that time going on. 
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which, for opulence and extent of circulation, is now 
the greatest in the world. William Paterson, a na- 
tive of Dumfries-shire, in Scotland, was the projector 
of this bank, and, it is said, he took the Bank of 
St George, in Genoa, for his model. Michael God- 
frey, a gentleman of great consideration in the city 
of London, assisted Paterson to arrange the ‘este- 
blishment. The charterwas granted for the term 
of twelve years; and the corporation was determi- 
nable on a year’s notice. A governor, depwi 
governor, and twenty-four directors are annually 
elected from the proprietors, for managing the af- 
fairs of the company, but not above two-thirds of 
the directors of the preceding year can be chosen. 
A governor must be! possessed of £4000 stock, and 
a director of £2000, before he is eligible ; and it is 
requisite, that an elector should hold £500 stock to 
entitle him to vote at general courts. : 
The original capital subscribed by the proprietors 

was £1,200,000 sterling, which was lodged in the 
exchequer at the rate of 8 per cent. interest; and 
government allowed £4000 additional in name of 
house expenses, so that the bank received £100,000 
annually. In 1697 the bank was allowed to ingraft 
£1,001,171 : 10:0 sterling on’ its capital stock, 
This enlargement was intended asa su “to pub- 
lic credit, for tallies had been at from forty to sixty 
per cent. discount, and bank notes at twenty per cent. 
which was occasioned by the bank discontinuing to 
pay its notes during the great recoinage of the silver 

In terms of the act of the 
7th Anne, cap. 7. the bank advanced £400,000 on 
the original annuity of £100,000, and there had been 
paid into the exchequer, in all, €1,600,000. In 
pursuance of the same act, the bank cancelled Ex- 
chequer bills to the amount of £1,775,027 :17 : 104 
at 6 per cent. interest, and was allowed to double its 
capital. In 1708 the advances to government amount- 
ed to €3,375,027 : 17: 104, and the capital of the 
bank was now £4,402,343. By a call of 15 per 
cent. in 1709, there was paid in and made stock the 
sum of £656,204: 1: 9d; and by another of 10 
per cent. in 1710, £501,448 : 12:11. In conse- 
quence of these two calls, the bank capital amounted 
to £5,559,995 : 14: 8. By the 3d of George T..c. 8, 
the bank cancelled £2,000,000 of exchequer bills, 
which made the advance to government 5,375,027 
17: 10%. By the Sth of George I. c. 21. the bank 
purchased South Sea Company stock to the amount 
of £4,000,000. 'To enable the bank to effectuate 
this purchase, it increased the capital stock £3,400,000 
by subscription, in the year 1722; and at this time, 
the bank had advanced to the state £9,375,027 : 17 
101; but its capital stock was nomore than £8,959,995 
14:8. It appears, from this statement, that the bank 
advanced a larger sum to government than the whole 
amount of its capital, on which it paid a dividend to 
the: rietors. And this circumstance shews, that 
the faa possessed an undivided capital, which had 
accumulated from its establishment, which is the fact, 
and it has continued to have an undivided capital ever 
since. For in the year 1746 the bank had advanced 
to the public, on different occasions, #£ 11,686,800 ; 
and the capital on which it divided, had been raised, 

of a 
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by several calls and subscriptions, to no more than 

—v— £10,780,000. 
In pursuance of the 4th George III. c. 25. the 

bank paid pi tir bin isk 10,000 for the renewal 
of its ch ithout stipulating for repayment of 
rincipal or allowance of interest. At the same time, 

(1764,) it advanced £1,000,000 towards the sup- 
plies on exchequer bills, to be repaid in the year 
1766. The charter was accordingly extended to the 
let 1786, and the dividend on the — 

’s stock was raised from 4% to 5 per cent.; an 
Pe rcheskees 1767, it was farther raised to 54 per 

Soon after the establishment of the bank, it assisted 
government with money in anticipation of the land 

' and malt taxes; and also by advances. on exchequer 
bills, and other securities. In 1781 the advances in 
this way amounted to £8,000,000, in addition to the 
permanent debt of £11,686,800. On the condition 
of advancing’ £2,000,000 on exchequer bills, at 3 
per cent. interest, to be paid off from the sinking fund 
within three years, the Bank again obtained an exten- 
tion of its charter to August 1812. T’o enable it to 
make good this advance, it was thought necessary to 
make a call of 8 per cent. on the capital stock, which 
was now increased to £11,642,4.00, and the dividend 
was raised to 6 per cent. In February 1782, the to- 
tal advances to government’ on the land and malt 
taxes, and exchequer and treasury bills, amounted to 
£9,991,678; but in 1786 this sum was reduced to 
£6,634,872 ; and from that period to the commence- 
ment of the late war in 1793, the amount of advances 
on these funds has fluctuated from seven to nine mil- 
lions sterling. In February 1788, the dividend was 
raised to 7 per cent., which continued to be the rate 
‘of division until April 1807. - 
* “In the: year 1800 the charter was renewed by the 
40th George 1II.c. 28, and continued to 1st August 
1835, on condition of £3,000,000 being advanced 
fpr the public service, without interest, for six years, 

ing onthe 5th April 1806. In that year, how- 
"ever, it was stipulated, and accordingly enacted by 
the 46th George III. ¢. 4, that these three millions 
‘should remain with the public till’six months after 
‘the ratification of a definitive treaty of peace, at 3 per 
cent. interest per annum, which isa present to the na- 
tion of £60,000 a year, during the continuance of 
‘the war; and which shews the resources and profit- 
able trade of the Bank of England. 

_ The circulation of the notes of the bank has not 
‘been so extensive as was generally supposed; and 
‘has seldom exceeded the amount of, the capital until 
of seam In February 1787, no more than 

“ B85E werein circulation ; in 1790, £10,217,360 ; 
in 1795, £13,539,160; and in 1796, £11,030,110. 
But by issuing small notes, the circulation was greatly 
increased; andiin 1805 amounted to £18,397,880; in 
1806, to £17,093,570; in 1807, to £16,621,390; and 
at present (1810) to about £21,000,000 sterling. 

n the year 1797, the amount of the public debt to 
the bank, and the vast drainage of coin and bullion 
for the payee: of loans, exchequer bills, &c. con- 
joined to the spprehtaae of invasion, produced a 
yun upon the bank, and it was found necessary to 
stop payments in cash. The privy council issued an 
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order for that purpose on the 26th of February ; and 
an act was passed by parliament, suspending payments 
for bank notes for a limited period, which suspension 
was renewed annually ; but by subsequent acts it was 
continued until six months after the ratification of a 
definitive treaty of peace. 

From the reports of the committee of secrecy ap- 
pointed in 1797, to “— into the state of the bank, 
it appeared, that on the 5th February of that year, 
the total credits of the bank were £17,597,293 ; and 
the debt owing by government was £13,770,390, 
thus leaving a bales in favour of the bank of 
£3,826,903. Since that time, the profits of the 
bank have been considerably augmented, and the pro- 
prietors have octasionally received bonus’s in addi- 
tion to the usual dividend of 7 per cent.; but in April 
1807, the permanent dividend was fixed at 10 per 
cent. per annum, 

According to Mr Allardice’s statement, the annual 
income, or profits of the bark, arise from the interest 
of the permanent debt received from» government ; 
the allowance for managing the public debt; the al- 
lowance for receiving the contributions to loans, and 
paying the dividends on the public funds; the allow- 
ance for temporary advances on exchequer bills, &c. ; 
the interest of stock held by the company ; the dis- 
counting of mercantile bills of exchange, and other 
jess important sources; making altogether about 
£1,437,752 sterling, from which fall to be deducted 
the interest of the capital stock of £11,642,400, and 
all losses, charges, and expenses of management. 

By the original act which constituted this bank, as 
well as by the various subsequent statutes, numerous 
privileges are conferred on the governor and com- 
pany of the Bank of England; and salutary restric- 
tions interposed for the protection and welfare of the 
institution. They are authorised to purchase and 
retain lands, &c. with all the powers incident to other 
corporations ; they are restricted from trading with 
any of their effects in goods or merchandise of any 
kind; but are strmicals to deal in bills of exchange, 
and in buying or selling bullion, gold, or silver, or, 
in selling goods mortgaged to them, if not redeemed 
within three months i the time stipulated for such 
redemption ; or such goods as shall be the produce 
of the lands belonging to the corporation. 

The stock of the bank is accounted a personal, and 
not a real estate; but goes to executors, and not to 

heirs. A devise of stock, therefore, is valid, if at- 
tested by three credible witnesses, All contracts or 
agreements for buying or selling stock, must be re- 
gistered in the books of the bank within seven days, 
and the stock transferred within fourteen after such 
contracts have been entered into, or otherwise they 
will not be effectual. They are allowed to call for 
such sums of money, from the proprietors, in pro- 
portion to their respective interests, asa general court 
shall deem necessary ; and if such calls shall be re- 
fused, it is lawful for the bank to stop the payment 
of the dividends of the defaulters until the same shall 
be made up. They are also empowered to borrow 
money under their common seal, or upon the credit 
of their capital stock, at such interest as they shall 
think fit, although the same may exceed the legal 
interest of the se No body politic or corpo- 
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rate, or other persons united in partnership, above 
the number of six, can borrow money on their note 
payable sooner than six months, during the continu- 
ance of the charter of this company, who are de- 
clared to be a corporation, and to have the exclusive 
privilege of banking. 

The character and security of the Bank of Eng- 
land are permanently established by the many provi- 
sions forits stability. But to ascertain the solidity 

' of its bank-paper, or the reliance that the public may 
place in its engagements, it is only necessary to state, 
that value is received in security, or bills payable at a 
fixed time, for every note that is issued, so that there 
is always value in the bank equal to all the notes in 
circulation. This value consists of bullion or coins 
government securities payable for receipts, or at de- 
terminate periods; and bills of exchange with three 
solvent names, at dates not exceeding two months, 

Siace the first establishment of the bank, it has not 
sustained any serious loss. . So certain is the payment 
ef bills drawn and indorsed, that, in ordinary times, 
the arithmetical calculation of the chance of loss is 
only as one to three hundred thousand: a proportion 
so insignificant, that no injury is to be apprehended 
from such a cause. Were a run to be made on the 
bank, and the owners of notes to insist on payment 
in specie, the discounting of bills would be discon- 
tinued, and consequently the whole notes in circula- 
tion would return to the bank in two months, in’ pay- 

“ment of the advances to government and the bills of 

Bank of 
Scotland, 

individuals.. The bank, therefore, has it always in 
its power to call jn its notes, merely by refusing to 
accommodate government, or to discount bills of ex- 
change. 

But the mercantile people of England have well 
grounded reason to place confidence in the paper of 
the bank; and it must be highly gratifying to our 
national pride, to think, that bills of exchange can 
be obtained in any part of Europe for our bank notes, 
on the same terms as for specie. . 

The profits of the-bank are supposed tobe greatly 
sacuiaanat but as the directors are sworn to se- 
crecy, it is only from circumstances, and the commu- 
nications, made by them to general courts, that we 
can conjecture as to that subject. fasta’ 

Within a-year after the establishment of the Bank 
of England, a-royal charter was granted for institu- 

4. D. 1695--ting the Bank of Scotland. The same William Pa- 
terson. who ecdecied the Bank of England,. was also 
the projector of this bank. He seems to have been 
ene of those enterprising men to whom the trade and 
prosperity of this country are somuch indebted, The 
original capital of the bank. was £1,200,000 Scots 
money, or £100,000 sterling ; and its affairs are ma- 
‘naged by a governor and deputy, with 12 ordinary 
and 12 extraordinary-directors, annually elected. by 
the proprietors; of stock, to whose inspection the 
bank submits its accounts once a year. There are 
swenty branches ae to the bank, in different 
towns in Scotland, under the management of agents, 
who. in gerieral receive fixed-salaries for their trouble, 
and altogether the affairs of the bank are very pros- 

rous. 4 
ols the year 1727, the Royal Bank of Scotland 
was erected by charter, Itus managed by a gover- 

norand deputy, with eighteen orditary andextraor- Buwk 
dinary directors ; and its accounts are exhibited four ——~— 
times @ year. "The business of this bank is conducted Roval Bank 
ona plan similar tothat of the Bank of Scotland; and or <-otland 
the concern is also.very profitable to the tietors. A, D. 1727. 

In almost every town in Scotland, a aie hatiee 
established, aud inosome, two or three, But these 
banks are private copartneries, for the purpose of 
discounting bills of exchange, and selling drafts. on 
London, Edinburgh, &c. for the accommodation of 
merchants and 1g They also, in common with 
the chartered banks of Scotland, issue cash accounts . % 
or loans to individuals on bonds of security; and 
traffic in money and bills to'a very great extent. 

The French nation, though less enterprising than Banks in 
the English, in every thing relative to commerce, France. 
have yet, in some respects, successfully imitated them. 
But in the particular instance of ing they have 
not been so fortunate, owing more to causes connect- 
ed with their political institutions than to any want 
of knowledge, genius, or activity in the people. _ 

In the year 1716, a bank was erected in Paris Bank of 
by the celebrated John Law of Lauriston.” The Mr Law in 
object of this bank, according to Mr Law’s pro- Paris 
fessions, was, **.to increase the circulation of money, 
put a stop to the progress of usury, facilitate the 
exchange between’ Paris and the provinces, aug- 
ment the circulation of manufactures, and enab 
the people to pay more easily the heavy taxes to 
which they were subjected.” The letters patent 
establishing this bank, stipulated, that the stock should 
consist of 1200 actions, or shares of 1000 crowns of 
5000 livres each, at the rate of forty livres the marc; 
so that each share was worth £250 sterling, and the 
whole stock of the bank £300,000 sterling. 

The regulations for the government. of this bank 
were wise and salutary, It was declared, that the 
bank securities belonging to, as well as the 
lodged by, foreigners, should not be subject to con- 
fiscation, even in case fe war en we Ape 
which the proprietors belonged; that all questions 
relative to the concerns of ate beak should be deter- 
mined by a plurality of votes ; those Peveaing from 
five to ten shares to have one vote, from ten to fif- 

“teen two votes, and so on proportionally ; that the 
accounts should be balanced twice a year, and two 
general courts held annually, at which the company’s 
affairs should be discussed, and the dividends settled ; 
that the bank should not undertake any sort of com- 
merce whatever ; that the notes should be payable at 
sight, .and pe by the director and.one proprietor ;. 

the but under the revision of anvinsp appointed by. 
the government. * hi 

. This bank, of which Mr Law and his brothér 
William were the principal partners, assumed the 
firm of the general bank of Law and Company; and 
soon obtained the confidence of the public. “As the 
‘notes they issued, bore on the face of them, that they 
should be paid in crowns of the weight and standard 
of the day on which they were ted, a security 
was thus formed against the arbitrary practice of 
varying the coin ; and on this account, they were 
preferred by many to ie. The balance of ex- 
change with Holland and England, rose in favour of 
Paris, at the rate of 4 to.5 per cent.; and the affairs 



—~—— meeting held the 20th December 1717; @ aaodnd 
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the Company ofthe Indies, on their agreeing to pay “Ban's efcthéobaoke weve 290. shat wan diireteeal 

dat 74 per cent, for six months. There 
ean “be no » but this” would soon ‘have 

rivalled shat adtemapalattaie oh Lapland, and pro- 

duced t to France; but 

the arm of power intel and changed the institu- 

tion from a private toa publi¢ concern. By act of 
» council, date the 4th st aay a 

ie were informed, that his majesty had taken Mr 
Fee bank into his own hands, =~ the name of 

Bank Bank, of which Mr Law was appointed 
of Sg ‘director § , and branches were established’ at 

; : Tours, Orleans, and Amiens. | 
_» ©The bank now proceeded?on public credit, or, in 

- the soverei 
other words, was entirely dependent on the will of 

; and, as the schemes of monarchs are 
seldom limited. by moderation or reason, it embraced 
objects so vast and extensive, that all Europe looked 
with anxiety for the issue. It was proposed to vest 
the whole privileges, effects, and possessions.of fo- 

ign trading companies, the great farms, the mint, reign 
© the general receipt of the king’s revenues, and the 

: eye ie 

Commer- 
cial Com- 

We 

“of the 
Indies, 

of the bank, in one great 
which having in their hands all the trade, 

taxes, and. revenues, of the, kingdom, might 
multiply the notes of the bank to any extent they 

Accordingly, a commercial company was 
established by letters patent pr et 1717; under the 
name, of the Company of the West, to which was 

d the whole province of Louisiania, through 
which the noble Mississippi flows; and from this cir- 
eumstance the operations of the company obtained 
the name of the Mississippi System. Of this com- 

y 200,000 shares were issued at the rate of 500 
es each, bearing interest at the rate of 4 per cent. 

after the first year, exclusive of the profits of the 
trade. oe] a - ? a | bled es > Ff he 

» On the 4th September 1718, the farm of tobacco 
was made over to the Company of the West, who en-. 
gaged to pay 2,020,000. livres advanced rent to the 

ing. On the 15th December following, they ac- 
quired the charter and effects of the Senegal com- 
pany; but the most important grant they obtained 
was in May 1719, when an edict was. published, 

ing to them the exclusive privilege of trading 
to the East Indies, China, and the South together 
with all the possessions and effects of the China and: 
India companies, on condition of paying the lawful debts 
of these companies now dissolved. On this occasion, 
the Company of the West assumed the title of the 
Company of the Indies ; and 50,000 new shares were 
Saieeus be io he wae rate of 550 livres 

in satisfying the creditors of 
che thunipertes; in building resales and in other 
preparations | meh on their trade. | And from 
the vain ex ion of possessing a lucrative branch 
of c the price of a rose to 1000 
livres. ipa wy Aki Pr 

\ On the 25th July 1719, the mint was made over 
to the company, for a consideration of 50,000,000 
livres to be paid to the) kings and in order to raise 
that sum, 50,000 new shares, at the rate of 1000 
livres each, were directed to be issued. On the 27th 
August following, the great farms were made over to 
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3;500;000 livres in advance of rent for them;  and-on 
the 31st of the same month, they obtained the general 
receipt of other branches of the king’s revenue. The 
company now promised, an annual dividend of 200 
livres on each share, in) consequence of which, the 
price rose in the market: to 5000 livres each. ‘The 
company engaging to lend the king to: pay off his 
ereditors 1500 millions of livres at 3 per cent. crea- 
ted in September and October 300,000. new shares, 
rated at 5000: livres each; so that they had now.al- 
together 600,000 ‘shares ; but their annual income 
amounted to 131 millions, which aroseas follows, viz. 
48 millions interest from the king; 39 millions from 
the» farms, the mint, and the receiptiof taxes; and 

_ 44:millions from their trade. From so great avrevenue 
’ they could well afford to. pay more. than 200 livres 
of annual dividend on each share. The infatuation, 
which at this time prevailed in France, raised the 
rice of shares in the market to more than 10,000 
tien each, and the original proprietors acquired im- 
mense fortunes. But the public had full:confidence 
in'the stability of the bank ; money was abundant ; 
thelagriculture, manufactures, and commerce of the 
French: flourished ;. plenty displayed itself in the 
capital, the cities, and»provinces;) and government 
were enabled to relieve the people from the burden 
of 87,000,000. of duties and taxes.» | 

» Notwithstanding the general confidence in the sta- 
bility of the Bank and India company, -yet there were 
individuals) who held a different opinion ; and they 
eagerly converted their paper into specie, which they 
qjther hoarded up or remitted abroad. This occa- 
sioned a constant drain of gold and. silver; and 
specie became so scarce, that there was not a efi. 
ciency left in) France for ‘the ordinary purposes’ of 
circulation,’ A-tuv on the: bank:was now apprehend 
ed, and to. avert the danger which threatened the 
whole system, several edicts: were passed in January, 
February, and March»1720, restricting: payments in 
specie to ‘small sums; prohibiting the manufacture of 
plate without the royal licence; and declaring, that 
all-rents, taxes, and customs, should be paid in notes, 
the valueof which was to remain always invariable, 
while the standard of the coin was kept in constant 
fluctuation. But the plam of restriction was carried 
toits greatest height, by the edict ofthe 27th February 
1720, which prohibited individuals, and secular or 
religious communities, from having in their possession 
more than 500 livres in specie, under pain) of ‘a 
heavy fine and confiscation of the sums found in their 
custody. These measures:could not fail to have the 
effect, to throw an immense sum in specie into the 
coffers of the bank ; and it is said, that betwixt the 
27th February and the 1st April 1720, not less than 
800 millions of livres were paid in coin into the bank. 

The Royal Bank was now incorporated with the 
oe of the Indies; and the king remained guar- 
rantee of the bank notes, of which none were to be 
fabricated in. future, except in virtue of edicts of 
council., The profits which had been made by the 
bank since his: majesty had. taken it into his own 
hands, im December 1718, were given up to the com- 
pany; and.as they were supposed to be immense, the 

i Peabtinions a high idea of the company’s opu« 
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lence. At this period, the public credit of France 2000 millions of notes would,-be»retired;ibut ot-.  Banlee"” 
was at its height ; but it) soon experienced a reverse, — withstanding the discredit of the paper currency, the ————" 
that involved thousands in misery and-distress. unfavourable nature of the terms,made.several people 

Cardinal du Bois, and others of the ministry,,who . hesitate. It was therefore thought necessary to 
envied or detested Mr Law, represented to the re- lish an edict on the 15th August, that notes of 
gent that it was necessary, to equalize the value.of 10,000.and 1000 livres should have no.currency.ex+.. 
the paper currency and the coin, by either raising the cept for the purchase of annuities and bank 1 
denomination of the latter to.180 livres the marc,.or or for the supplemental payments directed. to, be 
reducing the former to one half. This absurd no- made on the:actions ; and by a subsequent edict, all + 
tion prevailed in the council, and it was resolved to payments)in notes were prohibited on the 1st of No« 
diminish the value of the bank notes, and the India) vember 1720... , tea 4d 
Company’s actions, that a just proportion between — Thus terminated Mr Law’s celebrated banking levent 
them and the coin might be maintained. Forthat system, which, though \founded.on principles caleu-  . " 
purpose, an edict was issued on the 2Ist May 1720, lated to. ensure: its. stability, Saait not resist the 
ordering that shares in the company:should. be imme~ i 
diately reduced to 8000 livres; on the: Ist July to 
7500 livres; on the lst August to 7000 livres ; and so 
on by 500 livres.a month tillthe 1st December, when 
they were to remain fixed at 5000 livres. It ordered 
also that bank notes should be reducedin the proportion 
as 10 is to 8; but that on the Ist of July H 2 should 
be farther reduced those of 10,000 livres to 7500, 
andso on monthly, at the rate of 500 livres, until 
the Ist December, when they should remain fixed. 

This impolitic and. disgraceful measure was ac- 
companied with corresponding consequences... The 
notes lost all credit, and the ee paper fabric, ina 

folly or perfidy of a »government. . But 
France had reaped some advantage from its establish - 
ment, in her agriculture, her manufactures, and com- 
merce;.and, the people had in. become more 
industrious and better acquainted with the principles. 
of trade, in consequence of the abundance of the cir- 
culating medium, which this establishment. had af- 
forded. ; 

It is unnecessary to pursue our inquiries, as to the Bank of 
banking establishments of the rie through the France. 
period of the revolution; as a new and important in~ A.D. 1804. 
stitution for that purpose, under the sanction, of the 
Imperial. Republic, js superseded all, others in 

moment, fell to the ground. “Mr Law’s system was. France. pening 
overthrown, and in its ruin, involved thousands who The regulations of this bank were decreed) by the 
had converted their property into-bank currency, on’ lawof the 24th Germinal, year XII. (1804), and, 1 
the faith of the declarations of government, which are as follows: 4 reat Shay sucbetad 
had solemnly engaged, that whatever alterations 
should take place on. the coin; the bank notes should 
always remain invariable, and be paid in full. 
‘ this time, the amount. of notes in circulation 

were not less than 2,235,085,590 livres, and as they 
would not pass for any fixed value, the distress of the 
public became,extreme ; so much so, that the people 
were driven almost to. despair, and. threatened the 
very existence of the government. |To alleviate, in 
some degree, the calamities, which the regent and his 
council had so imprudently brought upon the coun- 
try, the bank, which had been shut on the 27th May, 
under pretence of examining the accounts, was again 
opened:on the 10th June for the payment of notes 
of 10:livres; and notes of 100 livres Were to be 
changed into small notes, but only one to be brought 
by each person: coming for that purpose. The 17th 
July was appointed for the payment of notes of 100 
livres; but the concourse of people who wished to 
exchange notes. was so. t; and so many obstruc- 
tions were thrown in their way, that.a scene of riot and: 
confusion took place, which was. only suppressed by 
a military force. 
To absorb, however, the immense quantity of pa- 

per with which France was deluged, government had 
recourse to the plan, of granting annuities to the hol- 
ders of bank currency. Accordingly, 25,000,000 of 
perpetual annuities at the rate mo bocky years pur- 
chase, and 4,000,000 on livres, at twenty-five years 
purchase, were constituted. Books of accounts cur- 
rent, aud transfers of 600,000,000 were. opened at 
the bank, and in August, 8,000,000 more of perpe- 
tual annuities, at the rate of fifty years purchase, 
were issued. By these methods, it was expected that 

lL. The association formed in Paris under.the title 
of the Bank of France, shall have the exclusive pri-. 
vilege of issuing.cash notes upon the. conditions men- 
tioned hereafter. ». : Liste! ariow avese 

2. The capital of the bank shall consist of 45,000 
shares, at 1000 franks. per share, (21,800,000. ster= 
ling, at 25 franks for 20s. English) as primitive ca~ 
pital, subject to increase through the medium, of re- 
served funds. révytasc one. 

3. The bank shares shall be filled up) withthe 
name of the holder; and not be made payable to 
the bearer. : ' 

4. The amount of each share shall not be less than: 
500 franks. : ; } 

5. The. bank shall discount bills of exchange, 
notes, or bonds, The bank, however, shall not carry: 
on any kind of commerce except in money matters; - 
neither shall it discount any but such bills, &c. as it 
shall deem good, or conceive real value to have been, 
given for... ; dnesnih 

6. Discount shall be charged in. neneen to the 
number of days the bills, &c. shall have to run, 

7. The being a stockholder shall not be consider- 
ed as bestowing any particular right to, or exemption, 
from, discount. : oreenan 

8. The annual dividend, computing from the Ist 
Vendemiaire, 13th year, shall not exceed.6 percent... > 
and shall be paid half yearly. The benefits over and. 
above. the annual. dividend shall be converted into 
funds of reserve-in, the 5 per, cents. consolidated.» 

The dividends of the last six months of the year X1.. 
shall be regulated according to, ancient s of the: , 
bank.. The dividend for the year XIL, not ex 
ceed 8 per cent. . . 
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Banke! 9. The 5 per cents. eprantinanly siyeireh by the 
shall be entered: in its/na : 

deem fit for ! and the preferencein choosing 
shal the oldest stockholders. 
12T assembly shall be convoked each 

year in Vendemiaire, and shall be obliged to meet on 
other extraordinary occasions. 
13. The members of the ral assembly shall 

ever number of shares he hold. 
14. No person shall. be eligible as a_member, un- 

less he actually be a citizen of Paris. 
15. The affairs of the bank shall be managed by 

15 directors, and superintended by three censors cho- 
sen from the body of the seockachiaie by the general 
assembly. The censors and directors shall form the 
general council of the bank. 

16. The directors and censors shall be annually © 
c b 

17. Seven directors out of fifteen, and the three 
censors, shall be manufacturers or merchants who 
hold bank securities. 

18. There shall be formed a discount council, 
composed of twelve members chosen from such of 
the stockholders as are engaged in commerce in Paris. 
These twelve shall be nominated by the three censors, 
and shall annually be changed. ‘The members of the 
council shall. the discount concerns, and shall 
have a deliberative voice. 

19. The directors, censors, and members of the 
discount council, who go out of office annually, may 
be re-elected. 

20. The services of the directors, censors, and 
members, &c. shall be gratuitous. 

21. The council shall nominate a central com- 
mittee, composed of three directors, one of whom 
shall be named president ; and in this character he shall 
preside over the general assembly, the general coun- 
cil, and all the committees at which it shall be deemed 
necessary for him to assist. 
22. The president shall hold his office for two 

years. Ohne or other of the two remaining members 
of the cémmittee shall go out of office annually, but 
aan all re-elected. 

< ' central committee is especially and ex- 
clusively « with the direction of the whole 
operations of th bank. 

24. It is moreover bound to keep an account of 
such as partake of the discounts, and to make such 
alteration in this respect as it shall judge necessary to 
be made.. This statement will serve as a sort of go- 
vernment for the distribution of discount. 

25. Those persons who may have cause to com- 
plain, relative to the distribution of discount, must ap- 
ply for redress to the central:committee and to the 
three censors. 
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26. The censors shall declare the result of their 

~ superintendance at such general assembly, and say 
whether the discount regulations have been properly 

9 observed. ' 
27. The actual general: council is bound to make 

the necessary statutes for the internal administration 
of the banking affairs within a month. 

28. The privilege of the bank is to last for 15 
years from the Ist Vendemiaire, XII. year. 

29. The directors and censors of the bank of 
France shall preserve their titles, and exercise their 
functions during the time fixed by the statutes and 
regulations. . 

30. The Caisse d?Escompte du Commerce, the 
Comptoir Commercial, the Factorerie, and other asso- 
ciations at Paris, which have issued bonds, bills, &c. 
shall not from the date hereof issue similar or an 
other bonds, &c. but shall take care to callin all asa | 

‘as arenow in circulation, previously to 1st Vendemiaire 
next. 

31. No bank shall be formed in any of the de- 
‘partments unless under the authority of government ; 
and even then shall be restricted to the issuing of. 
notes to a certain amount. The articles 3d, 5th, 6th, 
13th, 24th, 25th, shall be applicable to the banks of 
the departments, 

$2. No exception shall be made to the sums of 
accounts current in the privileged banks. 

$3. Judicial actions relative to banks, shall be in- 
stituted and carried on in the names of ‘the directors 
of the bank of France. 

84. An annual agreement may be made with 
priyileged banks for the stamping of their notes. 

85. And lastly, any persons forging notes ‘simi- 
lar to those of France or other privileged banks, 
receiving such notes knowing them to be forged, shall 
be liable to capital punishment. 

The rules or regulations of this bank are well cal- 
culated for its security and prosperity; but whether 
any institution of the kind can flourish in a despotic 
country, where the funds are liable to be diverted 
from their original purpose by the influence of power, 
is extremely questionable. It is well known, that 
all mercantile associations derive their stability and 
credit from a strict observance of the rules by which 
they are constituted, as the confidence of mankind 
can be firmly placed only on what is known, fixed, 
and determinate; and there are no establishments 
which ought to be more inviolable than those of bank- 
ing companies. 

Bank. 
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It is universally acknowledged, that arts and ma- Advan- 
nufactures have been brought to great perfection’ by tages of the 
the division of labour ; and it is equally true, that a Banking 
circulating medium, by representing property in all *Ys*¢™ 
its divisions, enables the community to exchange the 
products of their industry with ease and facility. As 
the operations of commerce are therefore not confi- 
ned tothe barter of the ipsa corpora, or; the mere ex- 
change of one commodity for another; but can be 
transacted by the subtilty of anactive agent, that oc- 
cupies little space, yet. comprehends value to any sup- 
posable amount, the production of the articles of » 
consumption must be greatly multiplied and varied. 
‘The comforts, the luxuries, andthe ve A of man-~: 
kind arethus encreased, and the whole society obtains, 
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an addition to its happiness. | If such beneficial con- 
sequences result from a circulating medium, it will’be 
admitted, that’ the society which possesses an abun- 
dance of it, or the means of augmenting it, by a pro-’ 
cess that encourages its production, must be wealthy 
and prosperous; and such is the society of Britain.’ 
Our industry, our skill and ingenuity, could ‘not be 
fully deited, nor the productions of the atts, manu- 
factures, and commerce of the community generally 
diffused, without the intervention of a Circulating 
medium, which representing every species of proper- 
ty, combines the individual exertions of men, and 
links, in one great chain, their separate efforts for the 
common happiness of all. “The facility of transact- 
‘ing the exchange of one commodity for another, b 
means of a generally oun representative of 
value, is exemplified by the following case :—An 
agriculturist in the ore of Scotland, may exchange 
the produce of his labour with that of a Yorkshire 
manufacturer, by selling a quarter of wheat at home 
fora bank note, and purchasing cloth with it, from 
a neighbouring haberdasher. The value of the wheat, 
or what is the same thing, a symbol of its value, may 
be thus conveyed ina letter, whereas, the delivery of 
the commodity itself might incur an expense equal to 
its ene price. In this case, we find an illustra- 
tion of the general principle on which commerce de- 
pends, as well as a convincing instanceof the vast 
utility of a circulating medium. : 

Before the discovery of the use of money, as an 
“instrument for ascertaining the comparative value of 
commodities, the exchange of the produce of one 
country with that of another, must have taken place, 
by the delivery of the commodities themselves ; and 
even after an imaginary value was attached to the 
‘precious metals, their conveyance from one quarter of 
the world to another, must have been attended with 
great inconveniency, risk, and danger. But when 
commerce became more general, in consequence of 
the progress of civilization, and embraced the pro- 
ductions of countries remotely situated, a substitute 
for money, that could be easily carried, or if lost, 
speedily recovered, produced effects, that united the 
arts and ingenuity of nations the most distant. Bills 
of exchange, which were introduced into Europe to- 
wards the close of the 12th century, have according- 
ly effected erat purpose that could have been accom- 
plished by an abundance of gold and silver; and they 
are now the only means of payment among commer- 
cial men, excepting in cases, where the precious metals, 
from particular circumstances, are an article of profit- 
able merchandize. “To explain the principle on which 
depends the importance of a bill of exchange, it is 
only necessary to recurto daily experience. A trader 
in Sadan, for example, tan pay a cargo of wheat to 
a merchant in Russia, by transmitting to him a bank 
of England bill, which would passin that country for 
value, from the well founded conviction that it may 
be ultimately resolved into gold, or into any commo- 
dity that gold could purchase. The utility of banks, 
therefore, arises from their affording a circulatin 
medium xepresenting property, the quantity of avhic 
is only limited by the necessity that occasions it, or’ 
in other words, by the demand induced, by the di- 
versified operations of commerce. “Ass this substitute 

‘another, as he ‘does not even allow interést’ 
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for money can be fabricated at nse, it m 
He’ deemte ah artidclal 4c SERUM 
supplying the déficiency of the precious metals, or al- 
together supplanting them as a circulating medium. 
As gold and silver, however, have so long represented 
property, the habits of mankind have attached” an’ 
idea of value to them, which is almost universal 5 ‘and’ 
it is only among polished nations that bank bills are 
urrent ; but to civilized society, they are of the* 

highest importance, and the invention of the banking 
system introduced a new era ‘in the annals of com- 
merce. Prat ah 

—— 

The establishment of banking companies in almost Advan- 
capital city, or pe 

Hodced the Baipicde oeeee ay MMnAiy the means 
of promoting and extending agriculture, manufactures, 
and commerce; but no where has the system been 
carried to such an extent‘as in Scotland, in proportion 
to the industry, riches, and population of the coun- 
try. Tn Scotland, banks are properly establishments 
for deposit, credit, and ‘discount. ~ hey embrace a- 
wide field, She Hi | the borrowing and lending 
of money, buying and selling bills of exchange, dis- 
counting the promissory notes of individuals, and cir- 
culating their own.’ They advance money ‘without 
any other security than a bond signed by two or three 
solvent’ men; and this constitutes what is called a 
cAsH AccoUNT, which is merely a power to an indi- 
vidual or a company to draw out @ specified’sum at 
the rate of 5 per cent. to be again ‘replaced ‘by in- 
stalment, for which the same rate of interest is allow- 
ed. On: this account, a man may operate for life, oc- 
casionally drawing and replacing as his cireumstan- 
‘ces, or the nature of his business, will admit. ~ Such 
-crédits “are peculiar ‘to ‘Scotland. “In bore a 
banker pays the drafts of a customer to’ the extent 
only of the cash actually deposited in his Wands. In 
this respect, he is-merely the keeper of the ee ‘of 

for the 
sums lodged with him. bards ete 
“Scotch banks borrow money at 4 or 5 per cent. 
interest payable on demand, whith enables them to 
extend their trade, and to occupy capital that might’ 
be otherwise unemployed. They discount drafts on 
London and other places at distant dates, and promis- 
sory notes payable any where in Scotland at 3 or 4 
months ‘to’ run, ie AA the lejal’ interest. 
From this branch of the business, they derive consi- 
derable advantage, as they receive interest for the 
notes they issue ; but the public are also benefited, 
for those who convert their bills into currency thus 
obtain command of their capital, and'are again enabled 
to go to market. But the principal source of enio- 
lument to all banks arises from circulation, that isto 
say, from the number of their notes constantly re- 
maining in the hands of the public. For tat month’ 
that a one pound note'is kept in circulation, the bank 
gains one penny sterling, because it received the fall 
value of that note at the moment it was issued, and’ 
that valie bears interest at the Tate of 5 per cent. 
Buying and selling bills of exchange on London, ox 
elsewhere at a distance, form another source of profit 
to Scotch banks ; for they buy drafts in London at 
20 or 30 days premium, and sell at 40 or 50 days. 
The expense of agency, no doubt, reduces the pro« 

uilous town in Europe, has tages pe- 
culiar to 
Scotch 
Banks. 
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s of Scotch banks; but as,they never keep gold or 
ver in their repositories equalto. the amount of their 

notes in circulation, an, agent in to accept 
and pay their, Wrafts, is indispensibly requisite ; for 
they must be able to give bills on London to all 
claimants who will not be otherwise satisfied, or to 
convert their. own drafts into cash in case of urgent 
demands. Country von generally establish an 

sagency in London, by investing their capital and bor- 
rowed money in the public funds, under the controul 
of the agest, who is thus secured for the amount of 
his engagements on account of the bank. The ad- 
vantage of this plan is, that the bank obtains interest 
for its capital and borrowed moncy, and at the same 
time, in cases of emergency, can conyert the whole 
into cash by the sale of PH By judicious manage- 
ment, and especially by taking care to purchase a 
surplus of bills on London, a private bank may be 
conducted with very little capital in Scotland, where 
the facility of carrying on the business, has induced 
the erection of many of them; but their operations 
are beneficial to society at large, and the advantages 
of an abundant currency are evident, from the grow- 
ing wealth and prosperity of the country. 

See Maepherson’s Annals of Commerce, vol. i. p. 
341, et seq. Ibid. vol. ii. p. 253, et seq. Smith’s 
Wealth_o Nations, vol. % p. 480 ; vol. ii, p. 220, et 
seq. Allardice’s Address to the ap coed of the 

ai Bank of England, p. 130, et se rman on the 
eee 43. Allardice, p. 76. Vid. p- 131. Life 
of Law. T 
BANKOK, one of the chief towns of the king- 

dom of Siam, situated in an island about seven leagues 
from the seajnear the mouth of the river Menam. In. 
the end of the 17th century, the French had an esta- 
blishment in Bankok, consisting of two companies of 
40 men each, in a square fort on the other side of the 
river ; but they abandoned it in 1685. The vessels 
of all the nations that trade with Siam are obliged to 
Pay duty here, and to give an account of their cargo 
and crew. The passport which they receive from 
the custom-house officer is shewn at a small village 
called Canon-Bautenan, which is about an hour’s 
journey from Juida; and if there appears to be no 
sities Senn pratt to trade in every part of 

e om. 
BA KRuP ty, in its more general and ex- 

tended sense, may be defined insolvency, actual’ or 
presumed, followed by some open and public act de- 
noting that the insolvency is irretrievable. He is a 
abankrupt “ Qui fortune vitio vel suo, vel partim 

; partim suo vitio, non s JSuctus, foro 

a pari up ae ee f bank , 2a the of a state, the law of bankruptc 
is uniformly dan and oppressive. The 4 gael 
debtoris regarded asa criminal, without distinguishing 
whether his peg oe from culpability or from 
misfortune ; and the law looks merely to the interest 
of the creditor, without paying any regard to the 
feelings or to the future Be Ray of te debtor. The 
severity of the Roman laws against debtors in the in- 
fancy of the republic, and the oppression of creditors, 

+h occasioned so many popular insurrections and so 
many secessions tothe Mons Sacer, are known to every 
one, As states advance in civilization, and as commerce 
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becomes more extended, less illiberal notions prevail, 
and the innocent trader, reduced to bankruptcy by 
misfortune, becomes an object of compassion rather 
than of severity, Creditors too begin to-see, that it 
is for the pa ak interest that the funds of the bank- 
rupt should belong to the creditors at large, instead 
of being left to be scrambled for by the diligence of 
individuals; and through the frequency of failures 
which attends the growth of commerce, the principles 
of the bankrupt law are examined and matured into a 
regular system. The great fundamental principle 
upon which every code of bankrupt law must rest is, 
that from the moment of the failure, the funds of the 
bankrupt become the common property of his credi- 
tors at large, and are no longer liable to be disposed 
of by himself, orto be attached by individual creditors. 
The perfection of every code must depend upon the 
manner in which this principle is carried into effect, 
by the adoption of a simple, economical, and speedy 
mode of distributing the common fund, 

It was not till a very late period that the bankrupt 
law of Scotland assumed a systematic form, @, 
indeed, at an early date, adopted from the Roman 
law the mild remedy of the cessio bonorum, by which 
an honest though insolvent debtor, who was willing 
to surrender all his effects to his creditors, escaped 
the hardship of a long imprisonment; and by the 
statutes 1621, c. 18, and 1696, c. 5, attempts were 
made to prevent insolvent debtors from granting any 
deeds in defraud of their creditors. By this last sta- 
tute, bankruptcy was accurately defined, and its date~ 
being fixed, a presumption of law was established 
against all deeds granted within 60 days of it, in fa- 
vour of prior poke 
devised for a general distribution of the bankrupt’s 
effects. The creditors were left to proceed with 
their individual diligence as they best could, and the 
maxim of law being “ Jus civile vigilantibus scrip-- 
tum est,’? an unfortunate debtor was, on the first 
suspicion of insolyency, overpowered with a torrent 
of diligence, which even the best credit could scarce- 
ly withstand, The great increase of commerce du- 
ring the last century, and the consequent frequency 
of failures, imperiously called for an alteration of this 
system, and after a variety of experiments, the plan 
which is now in execution was adopted, by the statute 
33 Geo. III. c. 74, This statute, Chench merely tem- 
porary and experimental, has been repeatedly renew- 
ed; and the system which it establishes, although 
perhaps still capable of considerable improvement, is 
admitted on all hands to possess great and peculiar ex-, 
cellencies, " 

By the statute 1696, c. v. any person may be ren- 
dered a bankrupt who is at the time in Scotland, 
and subject to its laws. The effect of this bank- 
ruptcy against persons who are not traders, is only 
such as to enable creditors to challenge undue pre- 
ferences, and to follow forth the ordinary processes 
for attachment and distribution of the funds. But 
by the 33d Geo. IIL., a new process called sequestra- 
tion is introduced, by which the whole estate of a 
bankrupt ¢rader is adjudged from him, and vested in 
a trustee for the creditors at large, ‘The statute de- 
scribes the persons liable to bankruptcy by seques- 
tration, to be in general, any person who, either 

Still, however, no plan was- 

Bank- 
ruptcy- 
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for himself, or as agent or factor for others, seeks his 
living by buying and selling, or by the workmanship 
of goods or commodities.” All persons capable of 
entering into trade, are liable to sequestration ; peers 
and others having privilege of parliament ; unmarried 
women and widows coming under the description, 
and also married women who carry on trade or mer- 
chandise independent of their husbands. Trading 
companies may also be sequestrated. The statute 
makes the following exceptions: holders of India stock, 
or stock in any of the banks established by public 
authority, or in the Friendly Insurance Company, 
the Forth and Clyde navigation, or other inland na- 
vigations, or the British fisheries, common labourers 
or workmen for hire, landholders and tenants of land, 
or husbaridmen, if such persons be not otherwise 
bona fide under the foregoing description. A grazier, 
though he also be a tenant, may be sequestrated, if 
he deals in cattle not the produce of, nor grazed upon, 
his own farm. A foreigner who has traded to Scot- 
land, or a Scotsman domiciled abroad, cannot be se- 
questrated although found in Scotland. 

Such are the persons liable to sequestration. It 
is next to be considered, from what acts bankruptcy 
is inferred, so as to authorise this process. Where 
‘the debtor himself concurs, no proof of bankruptcy 
is necessary. Where he does not concur, the credi- 
tor must shew that certain steps of diligence have 
been taken against him. These are, That the debt- 
‘or shall be under ‘diligence by horning and caption 
for debt, and shall either, in virtue thereof, be im- 
prisoned, or retire to a sanctuary, or fly or abscond 
for his personal safety, or defend his person by force ; 
or being out of Scotland, and not liable to be im- 
peo by reason of privilege or personal protec- 
tion, shall be under diligence by charge of horning, 
attended with arrestment not loosed, or poinding of 
any part of his moveables, or decree of adjudication 
of any part of his estate, for payment of security of 
debt, at the instance of any creditor. 
When a person comes under the description of the 

statute, and has been rendered bankrupt by the use 
of any of the diligence just mentioned, any one cre- 
ditor, to the amount of £100, or two creditors to 
‘the amount of £150, or three or more to the amount 
‘of €200, either with or without the concurrence ia 
the bankrupt, may a by summary petition to the 
‘court of Rigisk Tor a Ceacbuttrition.” Where the 
bankrupt concurs, sequestration is immediately award- 
ed; where he does not concur, a warrant is granted 
for serving the petition upon him, and if he does not 
appear, and shew cause to the contrary, sequestration 
is awarded against him. The court at the same time 
appoints the creditors to. meet and choose an interim 
actor for managing the estate, and also appoints a 
subsequent meeting for choosing a trustee. When 
“the factor is chosen, he has power to take possession 
‘of the whole estate, books, and vouchers of the bank- 
rupt, who is bound to grant powers of attorney, for 
‘recovering any effects he may have abroad. At the 
next meeting ordered by the court, which must be 
within six weeks, and not less than four of the first 
deliverance on the petition for sequestration, the cre- 
ditors who have produced their grounds of debt, and 
affidayits to the verity, proceed to elect a trustee, to 

. 

‘entitled to retain his expenses of diliger 
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whom the estate may be assigned for the general be- 
hoof. This trustee is to be chosen by a majority of 
the creditors ifi number and value. Two trustees 
may be chosen to act, the one failing the other, but 
one only can act at the same time. At this meetin 
the bankrupt must exhibit a state of his affairs, an 
the interim factor must also produce an account of 
his management. 

The trustee must find security to the creditors for 
his faithful management ; after which the Court of 
Session, upon application, will confirm”his nomina- 
tion, and he is then authorised to take possession of 
and uplift the estate of the bankrupt, and to exoner 
the interim factor. ‘The court at the same time ap- 
ge the bankrupt to grant a regular conveyance of 
is whole estate to the trustee under the pain of frau- 

dulent bankruptcy, and failing his doing so, the 
court may commit him to prison. Whether such 
conveyance be granted or not, the whole estate is 
adjudged by the court to be vested in the trustee for 
behoof of the creditors. 

The trustee must, within eight days of his ap- 
pointment, apply to the sheriff to fix two days for 
the examination of the bankrupt, upon all matters 
relating to his affairs. The bankrupt’s wife and 
others of his family, and any other person connected 
with his affairs, may also be examined. At the last 
of these examinations, the bankrupt must take an 
oath that he has exhibited a full state of his affairs ; 
and failing his doing so, he shall be guilty of the 
crime of fraudulent bankruptcy, and punished ac- 
cordingly, and rendered infamous. The trustee may 
apply to the court to grant protections to the 
bankrupt from diligence to enable him to attend exa- 
minations, and to assist in recovering his estate; and 
while so employed, the creditors may give him an al- 
lowance for his support not exceeding two guineas a 
week. 
A general meeting of the creditors is to be held 

the first lawful day after the last examination of the 
bankrupt, for the purpose of instructing the trustee 
as to the management ‘of the estate. At this meet- 
ing three commissioners are to be chosen to audite 
the accounts of the trustee, to fix the commission to 
which he shall be intitled, and to advise and concur 
with him in compromises and submissions as to the 
b it’s estate. : ‘ 
“It is the duty of the trustee te recover and con- 

vert into cash, as soon as possible, the estate of the 
bankrupt, which shall be a fund of division among 
those who were creditors prior to the sequestration. 
All preferences or conveyances in security of prior 
debts, which have been granted by the bankrupt to 
rior creditors within sixty days of the application 
fe sequestration, are presumed to have been fraudu- 
lent, and are liable to be reduced; and all-arrest- 
ments and poindings used by individual creditors, 
within the same period, are void, and give no prefer- 
ence, except that the bona fide arrester or poinder is 

ice, and ten 
‘per cent. more on the price or appraised value. All 

a fide transactions with the bankrupt in the buy- 
ing and selling of goods, and paying or aN of 
money, previous to the sequestration, are safe from 
challenge. : 
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. The trustee must keep regular accounts, and lodge 

3 and at the end of 

-a dividend shall be paid to 

those creditors who have produced their grounds of 
debt and affidavits, When the term of payment of 
any debt is.not arrived, a tional discount shall 
be made, and the debt ranked accordingly. Where 
a debt is contingent, a dividend corresponding to the 
debt shall be set aside and deposited in the bank un- 
til the conti be declared... } 

At the end of eighteen months a second dividend 
be made; and in like manner, dividends at the 

end of eyery six months, till the whole funds be di- 
vided. But at the expiry of a year anda half from 
the sequestration, four-fifths of the creditors may or- 
der the whole outstanding debts, &c. belonging to 
the estate to be sold, for the purpose of making a 
final division. ; 

After the second dividend, the bankrupt, with 
concurrence of the trustee and four-fifths of the cre- 
ditors in number and value, may apply to the court, 
who are authorised to grant him a final discharge of 
all debts contracted prior to the sequestration, if 

_cause be not shewn to the contrary. 
. As it is sometimes for the advantage of all parties 
to settle by composition, the statute declares, that 
the bankrupt may, at the meeting after his second 

nination, offer to settle by composition; and if 
tanleei ed of by nine-tenths of the credi- PE PRrOY y 
tors present, another meeting shall be called to con- 
sider of it; and if at this second meeting nine-tenths 
of the creditors approve of the offer, a report of the 
Rencerdings shall be laid before the court; and if it 

that the offer is reasonable, and has been 
é nine-tenths in number and value of the 
whole creditors who have produced grounds of debt, 

pangs in the sequestration shall cease, and 
the court shall declare the trustee exonered, and the 
bankrupt discharged, except as to the. payment of 

composition. , 
_. Such are the general outlines of the law of bank- 
ruptcy in Scotland. It resembles that of England 
in some of its general features, though there is a 
strong and marked distinction betwixt the two sys- 

iculars. 
In England traders only can be made bankrupt. 

The effects of every other description of persons are 
left to the remedies of ihe chy a5 and to be at- 

tached and carried off by the diligeuce of individual 

in acts are defined by the different statutes, as 
irks of ruptcy, some of which are of an ambi- 

guous and some of a-secret nature, such as the debtor 
‘* beginning to keep house,”’ so as not to be seen or 
spoken to by his creditors. The commission of any 
one of these acts invalidates all the debtor’s future 
transactions, and entitles a creditor to a certain ex- 
tent to apply for a commission of bankruptcy, which 
is immediately granted of course, by the Lord Chan- 
cellor, vesting the krupt’s estate in certain com- 
missioners, who are empowered to lock up his shop, 
and.to order his person into custody to undergo the 
necessary examinations. As this commission is grant- 
ed without the knowledge of the bankrupt, and is 
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meant to come suddenly upon him, certain precau- 
tions are used to prevent its being maliciously sued 
out. 

‘The commissioners take proof of the bankruptcy, 
and of the debtor’s being a trader, and appoint three 
meetings to be advertised. At these meetings the 
debts are proved;. and at one of them assignees are 
chosen, in whom the estate is vested for behoof of 
the creditors. At the third meeting at farthest, the 
bankrupt must surrender himself, and afterwards 
conform to the statutes in all respects, under pain 
of death. 

The bankrupt and those connected with him, are 
to be examined as to his affairs; and if their answers 
appear unsatisfactory, the commissioners may com- 
mit them to prison till they submit and give satisfac- 
tion. 

The whole estate of the bankrupt is vested in the 
assignees, as it stood in his person when the first act 
of bankruptcy was committed. After that date, 
therefore, all his transactions are void and null. It 
is, however, now provided by Sir Samuel Romilly’s 
bill, 46 Geo. III. 135. that all conveyances, all pay- 
ments by and to, and all contracts and dealings by 
and with a bankrupt, made more than two calendar 
months before the date of the commission, shall be 
valid, notwithstanding any prior act of bankruptcy, 
if the person so dealing had not at the time any no- 
tice of such prior act. It was provided by 19 Geo. II. 
c. $2., that no money paid by a bankrupt to a dona 
Jide real creditor in the course of trade, even after an 
act of bankruptcy, should be liable to be refunded. 
When the assignees have recovered all they can, 

they must after four, and within twelve months, give 
notice of a meeting for a dividend. The commis- 
sioners then direct the dividend to be issued at so 
much a pound. 

Within eighteen months from issuing the commis- 
sion, a second and final dividend is aiketed, if there 
be any thing remaining; and if there be a surplus af- 
ter all the debts are paid, it belongs to the bankrupt. 

If the bankrupt conform in all respects to the sta- 
tutes, and if the creditors, or four-fifths of them in 
number and value, will sign a certificate to that pur- 
port, the commissioners are to authenticate the same, 
and transmit it to the Lord Chancellor, who, upon 
oath made by the bankrupt, that it was obtained 
without fraud, may allow the same, or disallow it on 
cause shewn by any creditor. If it is allowed, the 
bankrupt is entitled to an allowance out of his ef- 
fects to put him in a way of industry. This allowance 
i8 proportioned to the amount of the dividend on his 
estate, but must never exceed £300. ‘The bankrupt 
is also, by his certificate, discharged for ever from 
all claims for any debts which were proved or prove- 
able under the commission. 
When a person has obtained a certificate, and be- 

comes bankrupt a sec et unless he shall pay 
fifteen shillings a pound, le shall only be indemnified 
as to confinement of his body ; but his future ‘estate 
shall be liable to his prior creditors. 

Such is the law of England regarding traders. 
All other persons remain subject to the common law, 
both as to their person and effects. They are liable 
to perpetual MPP iRONRE unless relieved by the in- 

. H 
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what is called the Lords’ Act. By this statute it is i} 
Bannerets. brovided, that a debtor incarcerated for a debt under 

£300, may petition the courts for liberation, which 
will be granted on conveying to his creditors all, his 
effects. Had the enactment ended here, it would 
have been indeed a most salutary provision, equal in 
kind, though not in extent, to the Scots process of 
cessio bonorum ; but it goes on to declare, that if the 
incarcerating creditor shall object to the liberation, 
and shall find security for an aliment to the debtor, 
not exceeding two shillings and four-pence weekly, 
he may detain him in prison. See Bell’s Commentaries 
on the Law of Scotland in, relation to Bankruptcy ; 
and Cooke and Cullen’s Treatises on the Bankrupt 
Law of England. (r) 
BANKSIA, a genus of plants of the class Te- 

trandria, and order Peneyaia. See Botany. (w) 
BANNAT, a district of Hungary, lying between 

the river Maros and the Danube. See Huncary. (/) 
BANNERETS, an order of knights, next in dig-. 

nity to the barons, and entitled to lead their vassals 
to bette at the royal summons, under their own ban- 
ner or flag. By this privilege they were distinguished 
from the knights bachelors, who were obliged to 
march under the banner of a superior. The origin. 
of the name seems abundantly simple, being obviously 
no other than banner, a square flag ; and this etymo- 
logy is supported by all the other appellations by 
which the bannerets were dinigicets such. as 
milites vexilliferi, vexillariiz, bannerarit, &c. But 
the origin of the order, like every thing uncertain, 
has given rise to much controversy among antiqua- 
rians. 
nated in France ; while others assign that honour to 
Brittany, and others to England. Those who are of 
the last opinion trace the order of bannerets to 
Conan, lieutenant of Maximus, who commanded the 
Roman forces in England under the reign of Gra- 
tian. Revolting from his government, say they, he 
portioned out England into forty cantons, over which 
he appointed forty knights, with power to assemble, 
when necessary, under their own banners, as many 
fighting men as they could muster in. their several 
districts. Without pretending to decide as to the 
origin of the order, we can say, with sufficient cer- 
tainty, when it expired; forthe last knight banne- 
ret was. Sir Johm Smith, who was invested with that 
dignity by Charles I., after the battle of Edgehill, 
as. a reward for his bravery in rescuing the royal 
standard from the rebels. 

In feudal times none could obtain the dignity of 
knight banneret, except gentlemen of family, whose 
property enabled them to bring into. the feld fifty 
men at arms, with the suitable complement of arch- 
ers and crossbowmen, amounting in, all to one hun- 
dred. ‘This honour was in general conferred on those 
who had distinguished t lves by their valour in 
battle. The Eid at t 
army, and surrounded by all his nobles and field offi- 
ters, summoned the hero to repair to the royalstan- 
dard, which was displayed on purpose to receive 
him. He was conducted to his sovereign by two 
knights, or men at arms, of approved bravery, bear- 
ing in his hand his pennon or guidon of arms, and 
preceded by two heralds, who proclaimed his gallant 
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Banksia solvent acts occasionally past, or by the provisons of 

Some contend that this dignity first origi-» 

ead of his victorious” 
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exploits. When he came into ‘the 

- which, being thus made square, was converted into 
a banner. Martial music attended him ashe returned 
to his tent, to which he was accompanied by many 
of the nobility and. principal officers, for whom a 
sumptuous banquet was prepared, This honour, in- 
tended as the peculiar reward of personal gallantry, 
died with the individual who had earned it; and nei- 
ther the title nor supporters of the knights bannerets. 
were hereditary. In the 28th of Edward I, a.knight 
banneret had four shillings of daily pay, and his diet. 
at court; and was entitled to take precedence of the 
younger sons of viscounts and barons. (# 
BANNOCKBURN, a small rivulet about three. 

miles from Stirling, on the road to Edinburgh, cele- 
brated for a great battle fought on its banks between 
the ty: lish and Scots armies, in the reign of Ed-. 
ward IT. 

Robert Bruce, grandson of that Bruce who was 
Baliol’s competitor for the crown of Scotland, had. 
resolved at once to rescue his country from the thral-_ 
dom into which it had been reduced by the first 
Edward, and to vindicate his own claim to the. 
throne, now vacant by the demise of John Baliol. 
The minds of the Scots people had been entirely 
alienated from that monarch by his pusillanimous” 
submission to. Edward, and his desertion of the rights 
and interests of his own subjects; and his son, a pri- . 
soner and an exile, was in no condition to revive the . 
claims of his family, now generally abandoned. The 
escape of Bruce from the fnglish court, to which he 
had accompanied Edward I. after his victorious expe-__ 
dition into Scotland, restored to new energy the droop- 
ing spirits of his countrymen; and the latent indigna- 
tion with which they bore the tyranny of the English . 
monarch, now burst forth in the avowed resolution to: 
regain their national independence, or to perish in. 
the attempt. The English were attacked in all, 
quarters; many of their garrisons were reduced ; and. 
the authority of Bruce being universally acknow- 
ledged, he was solemnly crowned and inaugurated 
as king of Scotland. But his resources were too 
slender to support him against such an antagonist as 
Edward. An immense army was speedily sent against 
him; and a furious conflict took place, in which 
Bruce, after displaying the most heroic valour, was 
ove pewert by the superior numbers of his enemies, 
and forced to take refuge, with afew attendants, in 
the Western Isles, While Edward was hastening with 
an. overwhelming force to. complete the final subjuga- 
tion of the Scots, and to-deprive them of all power of , 
future revolt, he was seized: with a mortal distemper 
at Carlisle ; and with his last breath enjoined his son 
4 make the reduction of Scotland the first and prine_ 

ipal eaterprise of his reign. The death of this war- 
ike monarch, and the weakness of his successor, once 
more restored the hopes of the Scottish nation; and . 
Robert, who had already left his fastnesses, and . 
gained some important advantages, soon saw his _ 
standard surrounded with a band of faithful adhe- 
rents, burning with revenge against their English op- _ 

rs, and united in ie resolution to conquer or . 
die. In a short time the English were driven from , 
all their strong holds, except the castles of Stirling, — 

royal presence, Bannock. 
the king desired him to advance. his ree sy and . bur. 
commanded the ends of his pennon to be torn off, ~ “~~ 



BANNOCKBURN. 
the liberty and the glo Bannock- Berwick, and Dunbar; evén the frontier provinces 

of England were ravaged by the triumphant Scots ; 
and Edwa used at length from his lethargy, de- 
termined to Muster the whole force of his kingdom, 
and, by one decisive blow, to quell for ever a people 
whom he found such inveterate and troublesome ene- 

mies. For this grand enterprise troops were even 
enlisted in Flanders and other forcign countries: his 

military vassals in Gascony, Ireland, and Wales, were 

summoned to i to the royal standard; and the 

whole military force of England was commanded to 
emble, on a stated day, at Newcastle upon Tyne. 

At length, on the 18th of June 1314, he began to 
march from Berwick, with an army of more than a 
hundred thousand men; followed by an incredible 
train of waggons, loaded with all sorts of provisions. 
Scotland had | been so much exhausted by its recent 
wars, that Robert, with all his efforts, could not 
bring into the field more than thirty thousand men ; 
but they were men of tried valour, inured to all the 

hips and vicissitudes of war, and headed by a 
prince whose undaunted courage was seconded by 
the cool self-command, and consummate skill of an ex- 

d'general. The castle of ana had for some 
time been invested by Edward Bruce; and the’governor, 
Philip de Mowbray, after a gallant defence, was com- 
pelled to capitulate, and promised to open the gates of 
the castle on a certain day, if he should not be relieved 
before that time by an English army. Aware, then, 
that Edward would advance immediately towards 
Stirling, Robert determined to intercept him on his 
march; and fixed upon a most advantageous posi- 
tion, where he waited to give him battle. He had 
a hill on his right hand, a morass on his left, and 
a rivulet in front. As the English were greatly 
superior to him in , he employed a very in- 
ded stratagem to deprive them of this advantage. 

¢ commanded deep pits to be dug along the banks 
ef the rivulet, in which were fixed sharp pointed 
stakes; and the whole was carefully covered over 
with turf and rushes. On the evening of the 24th 
of June, the English arrived on the opposite bank of 
the river; and the two armies, fired with all the ran- 
cour of national animosity, rushed immediately to 
battle. A smart conflict ensued between two bo- 
dies of cavalry. That of the Scots was headed by 
Robert in p@rson, who engaging in close combat 
with Henry de Bohun, a gentleman of the family of 
Hereford, with one stroke of his battle-axe cleft his 
adversary to the chin. ‘The English horse fled with 
precipitation ; and the Scots, exulting in the valour 
of their monarch, regarded the favourable result of 

- encounter as a presage of a more complete vic- 
t , 

rkness ave a short respite from hostilities ; 
and never was suspense more interesting than that in 
which the armies were now placed. The English, 
elated with former victories, and exasperated by the 
least space Of defeat from a people whom they 
had dy considered as subdued, longed eagerly 
for a combat which was to annihilate the power of 
their enemies. The Scots saw their independence, 
and even their existence as a nation, arse on the 
issue of a single battle ; and undaunted by the gigan- 
tic power of their enemy, were determined to restore 
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of their country, or not to sur- 

vive its fall. The night, short as it is at that season 
of the year, rE ty | extremely tedious to the impa- 
tience of the combatants. At break of day Edward 
drew out his army, and advanced against the Scots. 
His nephew, the Ear! of Gloucester, who command. 
ed the left wing of cavalry, impelled by the ardour 
of youth, and disputing the post of honour with the 
Earl of Hereford, rushed impetiously to the attack, 
and fell among the covered pits which Bruce had 
prepared on the bank of the river. Gloucester him- 
self was dismounted and slain; his cavalry were 
thrown inté disorder ; and Sir James Douglas, who 
commanded the Scottish body of horse, giving them 
no time to recover from their consternation, drove 
them off the field with great slaughter. The infan- 
try, alarmed by this unfortunate commencement of 
the action, and afraid of some similar stratagem 
soemat themselves, were yet hesitating to advance, 
when they perceived another army marching slowl 
along the heights as if with the intention of Seat | 
ing them. Phis was a number of waggoners and 
sumpter boys, whom Robert had provided with mi- 
litary standards, so as to give them at a distance the 
appearance of alargearmy. The stratagem succeed- 
ed; the English, distracted by various fears, threw 
down their arms and fled; the slaughter was prodi- 
gious; and as they were at least eighty miles from 
any place of safety, very few of them would have 
escaped, had not the Scots returned from the pur- 
suit to seize on the rich spoil of the English camp. 
Various accounts are given of the number slain in 
this decisive battle. Some of the Scottish historians 
assure us that fifty thousand English perished in the 
action, or were destroyed in flight; and, according 
to the most moderate calculations, the number of 
captives amounted to 154 lords and knights, 700 
gentlemen, and 10,000 common soldiers. During 
the whole of the engagement Edward shewed no 
want of personal bravery, and was with difficulty per- 
suaded to quit the field. He was closely pursued 
by Sir James Douglas, who was eager to revenge 
the wrongs of his chit ; and narrowly escaped by 
reaching Duibar, whose gates were opened to him 
by the Earl of March; and from thence he took 
shipping for Berwick. The loss of the Scots, too, 
was by no means inconsiderable ; for even their own 
writers allow that 4C00 of them fell, among whom 
there were only two of equestrian rank. 

Such was the great battle of Bannockburn, which 
completely secured the independence of Scotland, es- 
tablished the family of Bruce on the throne, and in- 
spired the English with such a dread of Scottish va- 
lour, that for many years they never would venture 
to oppose any number of Scotsmen in the field. 
Robert availing himself of his present advantage, 
marched directly to England, and ravaged, without 
opposition, all the northern counties; besieged Car- 
lisle, and took Berwick by assault. In return for 
some of his noble prisoners, he received his wife, his 
daughter, and sister, and all the Scottish nobles and 
entlemen who had been prisoners since the reign of 
dward I.; the liberty of his other captives was pur- 

chased at immense ransoms, which were a new acces- 
sion of wealth to the kingdom. See Hume’s Eng- 

Bannock- 
burn. 
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the southern part of Sumatra, and all the islands in Bantry Bay 
a Pe of Sunda, from Prince’s.island to Hog’s 
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Bantam. land; Henry’s Britain, vol. vii. p. 139—144. Buch- 
v=" anan’s Rerum Scoticarum Historia, cap. 97. (h) Baptism, 

BANTAM, a seaport town, and the capital of a 
eats in the north-west extremity of the island of 

atavia or Java. It is situated at the foot of amoun- 
tain, from which issués three rivers, one of which pas- 
ses through the town, while the other two inclose it. 
‘The town of Bantam, which resembles an immense 
grove of cocoa nut trees, has no walls or forts ex- 
cepting fort Diamond, which contains the royal resi- 
dence. Each of the streets which compose the town 
is built with straw and rose wood, and is surrounded 
with a plantation of cocoa nut trees. The river of 
Bantam, which is very shallow, is about 175 feet wide 
at its mouth ; andthe bay of the same name affordsa 
commodious and secure anchorage. 

Before the inhabitants of the East were visited by 
the rapacious merchants of Europe, Bantam was one 
of the most commercial cities in the Indies. The 
Arabs, the Turks, the Moors, the Chinese, and al- 
most all the Asiatic nations, resorted to this celebra- 
ted rendezvous. The Portuguese were the first Eu- 
ropeans that traded with this city; and the English 
afterwards established a factory in it, and for a long 
time carried on a lucrative commerce. Another esta- 
blishment was formed by the Dutch, but they. did 
not succeed so well as the English in gaining ia af- 
fections of the natives. i), 

The transference of the trade of the Dutch to the 
neighbouring province of Jacatra, which they had 
conquered, and where they built the town of Bata- 
via; the removal of the English to Hindostan and 
China; the ruin of the bay Ey the coral shoals and 
the detritus of the mountains ; and the destruction of 
a considerable part of the town by fire, all conspired 
to reduce the opulence and the commerce of Bantam. 
The power of its king diminished with the commer- 
cial importance of his capital; and in employing the 
aid of the Dutch against the other kings of Java, he 
lost his own independence. With the formofroyalty he 
resides as a kind of state prisoner in the Dutch fort, 
surrounded with female attendants. When he ap- 
pears in public, he is attended by his Bantam life 
guards, and likewise by a body of Dutch troops from 
the garrison. None of the life guards are admitted 
within the fortress ; and neither his subjects. nor his 
children are allowed to approach him without the 
permission of the Dutch officer. 

The king of Bantam maintains a body of native 
troops, and several armed vessels, for supporting his 
authority over a territory in the south part of the 
island of Sumatra. His subjects in Sumatra and Java, 
sell to the king, at a low price, the pepper which 
they collect ; and this valuable commodity is again de- 
livered to the Dutch ata price somewhat advanced. 

Before the trade of this kingdom was monopolised 
by the Dutch, the Bantamese exported about three 
million pounds of pepper annually ; and in the year 
1751, when the kingdom came under the authority of 
the Dutch, an annual tribute of 100 bhars of pepper, 
ar 37,500 pounds weight, was paid by the Eee to 
the Dutch East India Company. 

The kingdom of Bantam in Java, is about 400 
miles in circumference ; but the dominion of the king 
extends over the province of Succadana in Borneo, 

Stavorinus, who, along with some of his fellow tra- 
vellers, was invited to an entertainment by the kin 
of Bantam, mentions a very singular custom, 
the king sat at table, he relieved himself by frequent 
eructations, and as if it had been a Baez of wit, or 
an exhibition of skill, he was imitated by all the rest 
of the company. This strange practice, in which his 
Dutch visitors would not likely be very expert, is 
considered by his majesty as a pleasing indication of 
the excellence of his fare, and of the good appetite 
of his guests. ! 

The pages of Bantam is the least populous of 
any of the kingdoms of Java. It contains only about 
5000 families, or about 22,000 inhabitants. From 
the thick forests and deep morasses, the climate is 
unhealthy, and the mortality great. ast Long, 
106°, South Lat. 6° 30’. 
ancient commerce of Bantam will be found in Peu- 
chet’s Dict. de la Geog. Commerg. and copious de- 
tails respecting the manners of the people, in Stavori- 
nus’s Voyages, vol. i. p. 57 ; and Staunton’s Embassy 
to China,. vol. i. p. 296. (# i 
BANTRY Bay, or BEARHAVEN, a large bay in 

the county of Cork, on the south-west coast of Ire- 
land, about 26 miles long, and from 3 to 5 miles 
broad. 
world, and affords a secure anchorage for ships. See 
Cork. ) rates 
BANYAN Tree, a celebrated tree which grows 

in the East, and whose branches strike downwards 
and take root. By this means the tree, supported by 
a variety of trunks, often extends over an immense 
space. 
Hodge’s Travels in India. (j) 
BAOBAB, or Banosas, the name of a huge 

tree which grows on the west coast of Africa, from 
The circum-. 

ference of its trunk is generally between seventy and. 
the Niger to the kingdom of Benin. 

eighty feet, though the height of the trunk seldom 
exceeds twelve feet. The branches, which are re- 
markably thick, shoot out horizontally to the length. 
of fifty or sixty feet, and their extremities, being bent. 
to the ground by their own weight, they form a he- 
mispherical mass of foliage about 130 feet in diame~ 
ter. The decayed trunks of the Baobab are hol- 
lowed out into burying-places by the negroes, for 
their poets and musicians. The bodies are thus pre- 
served perfectly dry, and resist putrefaction as if 
they had been embalmed. A full account of this 

A full account of the. 

It is reckoned one of the finest bays in the. 

An excellent vagy g of it may be seen in. 

J 
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tree will be found in a paper in the Mem. Acad. Par, - 
for 1761, p. 218; Hist. p. 77, by Adanson. (7) 
BAPTISM, derived from the Greek verb Bar- 

1il#, to dip or tinge, is the initiatory rite in the 
Christian religion. Though the words of our Sa- 
viour, recorded in Matth. xxiii. 19. are allowed to 
be the foundation of this ordinance, yet various opi- 
nions have been entertained respecting its origin. 
Whilst some maintain, that it was. never practised Origin of 

before the mission of John the Baptist, others affirm, baptism. 

that we ought to look for its origin among the an- 
cient ceremonies of the Jews. ithout enterin 

the barren field of controversy, we may be allowe 



BAPTISM. ; 

Baptism. to remark, that as the baptism of Christ differed 

————"’ from that of John, so both differed, perhaps still 

more, from ‘the washings which were called bap- 

pve amnesia er that a ceremon’ the initiation of prose- 

lytes into the Jewish. church, which bore a striking 

resemblance to baptism, and which, from its being 

known to the people to whom his “oes was first 

posed, might not only suggest the idea to our 
Sanaa ‘put also induce Reeceaaaioys it. If bap- 

tism had been altogether unknown to the.Jews, they 
would have contemplated John’s conduct with that 

astonishment which novelty always excites. But 

they were so far from expressing any surprise, that 
spoke of baptismas a familiar rite, and said to 

him, “ Why baptizest thou then, if thou be neither 

Christ nor Elias??? John i. 25. Nor is it difficult to 

trace the source of their ideas of baptism. Not only 

7 was. Moses commanded to wash Aaron and his sons 

M at their consecration, but no person, who had con; 

tracted ceremonial impurity, was admitted into the uy 
: sanctuary till it. was removed by washing. This 
| law must have extended to the Gentiles, who became 

) 

— os 

proselytes of righteousness, and who must have been. 
introduced into the Jewish church by washing as well 

as circumcision. But though Arian, who calls one 

of the Jewish proselytes Seoupewsves, baptized, and 
the Mishna, composed about the beginning of the 
third century, prove that this was then practised ; 

5 yet the silence of Philo and Josephus, and the Tar- 
i s, written about the close of the first century, 

Y apes adduced to prove, that it was unknown in 
¥ the time of our Saviour. Had this been the case, 
: however, we can never imagine that the inveterate pre- 

judices of the Jews would allow them to have borrow- 
ed that ceremony from his religion, Nor can it be 
said, that allowing baptism.to have prevailed before 
John, yet as it was not expressly commanded by 
God, it was unworthy of our Saviour’s attention. 
For, though it is not mentioned by Moses, yet 
Ezekiel’s allusion, xxxvi. 24, 25. gives it almost a 

; divine sanction, and the conduct of Christ in the in- 
x stitution of his supper would correspond to his con- 

duct upon this occasion. As the Jews, without any 
command from God, concluded their passover Re 

iving to every person a piece of bread and a cup o 
pate our Sanonr set aie, as the nature of hie of- 
fice required, the rites enjoined by Moses in that or- 
dinance which he had then been commemorating, and 
retained the bread and cup added by the Jews. In 
the same manner, when instituting the initiatory rite 

z : of his religion, our Saviour set afide circumcision ap- 
pointed by Moses, and retained the washing or bap- 
tism added by the Jews. Impartiality, thetefore, 

* leads us to conclude, that though the washing of 
: proselytes in the Jewish church was different in some 

circumstances from baptism, yet it resembled it. so 
far as to be a proper foundation on which our Sa- 
viour might raise a nobler edifice. 

Baptism, in the apostolic age, was performed by 
immersion. Many writers of respectability main- 
tain, that the Greek verb Zaali@, as well as its He- 
brew synonyme, sometimes denotes sprinkling ; but 
the various passages to which they appeal, will lead 
every candid aad 

i a’ 

to a different conclusion. The. 
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circumstances recorded concerning the first admini- Baptism. 
stration of baptism are, likewise, incompatible with “——~—” 
sprinkling. ad a small quantity of water been suf- 
ficient, the inspired historian would never have said, 
that John baptized in the river Jordan, and in Enon, 
because there was much water there. The admini- 
strators and the subjects of baptism are always de- 
scribed as descending into the water, and again ascend- 
ing out of it. When Paul affirms that we are bu- 
ried with Christ in baptism, and raised again, he 
not only alludes to immersion, but, upon any other 
supposition, there would be no propriety in the me- 
taphor which he employs. We are likewise said to 
be saved by di awrg#, the washing, or, by the bath, 
of regeneration ; where there is a manifest reference to 
baptism performed by immersion. Immediately af- 
ter the apostolic age, however, trine immersion was 
introduced, either to signify the three persons of the 
Trinity, or the three days that Christ lay in the 
grave. But as the Arians, who arose in the fourth 
century, maintained that this implied that the three 
persons were three distinct substances, ,it .was laid. 
aside, for a short-time, by-the orthodox. . 

It is impossible to mark the precise period when gprinkling, 
sprinkling was introduced, It is probable, however, 
that it was invented in Africa, in the second century, 
in favour of clinics. But it was so far from being ap- 
proved of by the church in general, that the Africans 
themselves did not account it valid. The first law 
for sprinkling was obtained in the following manner. 
Pope Stephen III. being driven from Rome by As- 
tulphus, king of the Lombards, in 753, fled to Pe- 
pin, who a short time before had usurped the crown. 
of France. Whilst he remained there, the Monks 
of Cressy in Brittany consulted him, whether, in a case 
of necessity, baptism, performed by pouring water 
on the head of the infant, would be tawfal. Stephen 
replied, that it would, But though the truth of 
this fact should be allowed, which some Catholics 
deny, yet pouring or sprinkling was only admitted in 
cases of necessity. It. was not till 1311, that the - 
legislature, in a council held at Ravenna, declared im- - 
mersion or sprinkling to be indifferent. In thiscountry, . 
however, sprinkling was never practised, in ordini 
cases, till after the Reformation; and in England, 
even in the reign of Edward VI. trine immersion, 
dipping first the right side, secondly, the left side, 
and last, the face of the infant, was commonly ob- 
served. But during the persecution of Mary, many 
perscits most of whom were Scotsmen, fled from 
ogland to Geneva, and there greedily imbibed the 

opinions of that church. In 1556, a book was pub- 
lished at that place, containing, «* The form of pray- 
ers and ministration of the sacraments, approved by the 
famous and godly learned man,. John. Calvin,’ . in 
which the administrator is enjoined to take water in 
his hand, and lay it upon the child’s forehead. These 
Scotish exiles, who had renounced the authority of 
the Pope, implicitly. acknowledged the authority of 
Calvin; and, returning to their own country, with 
Knox at their head, in 1559, established sprinkling 
in Scotland. From Scotland, this practice made its 
way into England in the reign of Elizabeth; but 
was not authorised by the established church. In 
the Assembly of Divines, held at Westminster, in 
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Baptism. 164%, it was keenly debated, whether immersion or 
—v-— sprinkling should be adopted ; 25 voted for sprink- 

ling, and 24 for immersion ; and even this small ma- 
jority was obtained at the earnest request of Dr 
Lightfoot, who had acquired great influence in that 
assembly. Sprinkling is therefore the general prac- 
tice of this country. Many Christians, however, 
especially the Baptists, reject it. The Greek church 
universally adhere to immersion, 

It has been said, that asthe form of words, record- 
ed by Matthew, is never afterwards employed when 
baptism is mentioned, an adherence to that form is 
not necessary. But though the express words are 
never copied, yet we ought not to conclude, that 
they were not observed. It is probable that, to be 
baptized into, or in the name of Christ, the words 
which the inspired writers generally use, were ex- 
“pressions employed for the sake of conciseness. As 
converts, in the apostolic age, were immediately ad- 
mitted to baptism, a previous course of instruction 
was not then judged necessary. But, in the second 
century, Christians began to be divided into believers, 
or such as were baptized ; and into catechumens, who 
were receiving instruction to qualify them for baptism. 
To answer for-these persons, sponsors, or godfathers, 
were first instituted; and were afterwards, in the 
fourth century, extended to infants. Then the sign 
of the cross began to be employed, and was supposed 
to have singular efficacy in baptism. It is, however, 
foreign to -our {purpose to ‘investigate the precise 
period when’the many “ceremonies, annexed to bap- 
tism, were first introduced. It will be sufficient to 
observe, that the following rites were all authorised 
by statutes or poem during the dark ages. At 
the beginning of Lent, the names of such as desired 
baptism, ‘and were therefore called competents, were 
given in. ‘During that season, the scrutiny was per- 
4 stsorn with prayer and fasting, which consisted of 
“certain questions proposed by the priest, and the pro- 
‘per answers returned by adults, and by sponsors for 
infants. The principal of these were, “‘ What do you 
‘ask? Faith. Do-you renounce the devil and all his 
works? We do. ‘Observe well what you say, that 
you may never depart from it. We will remember 
‘it? The priest, likewise, exofcised them, by laying 
his hands on their heads, and breathing in'their faces, 
to expel the devil, and inspire them with the Holy 
Spirit. On one of the days of the scrutiny, the de- 
livery of the creed was thus performed. After 
mass the bells were rung, and a deacon cried aloud ; 
«« Tf there be any catechumen, pagan, heretic, or Jew 
here, let him depart.””_ Upon this the catechumens 
went out, Then the clergy retired to change their 
habits, and, ** Come, ye children, and I will teach 
you the fear of the Lord,” was sung. When this 
was done, the inferior clergy, having obtained from 
the priest permission to admit the children, solemnly 
advanced to the door, and said, * Enter, children, the 
house of the Lord; listen to your father teaching 
you wisdom.”” When the children were come in, the 
priest said, ‘* Cross yourselves and hear the creed ;” 
and immediately repeated it, sentence by sentence. 
During the whole scrutiny, the master of the ceremo- 
nies carried a branch of hazel and four ivory tablets, 

_" like the leaves of a mass book, on which were depicted 

Ceremonies 
annexed 
to baptism. 

The Scru- 
tiny: 

_personally, or by their sponsors. 

BAPTISM. 
the actions of our Saviour. These, which were’called 
the pax, were given to the children to kiss while’per- 
forming their devotions. _'Those who had undergone 
the scrutiny were called elect, or “ap ~ On 
Palm-Sunday, the heads of the catechumens were 
solemnly washed, a ceremony called therefore the Ca- 
pitilavium. When baptism itself was to be perform- 
ed, they went in solemn procession, with lights and 
incense, and the choir singing, ** Up, Lord, wip sleep- 
est thou,”’ to the vestibule of the baptistery; where 
the priest commanded the catechumens to turn their 
faces to the west, because Satan dwelt in darkness, to 
stretch out their hands and say, ‘¢ Satan, I renounce 
thee,and all thy works, and all thy pomp, and all 
thy worship :”? then to turn their faces to the east 
where light resides, and to repeat the creed, either 

The: priest then 
took a little of his own saliva, and rubbing it on their 
ears and nostrils, said, Ephatha, be thou opened. Then 
be blessed some salt, and putting a little of it inte 
their isouths, said, “* Receive the salt of wisdom.”* 
After the benediction of the water, the priest went in 
and dipped them, one by one, once in the name of 
the Father, a second time in the name of the Son, 
and a third time in the name of the Holy Spirit. 
When they came out, the priest anointed their fore- 
heads in the form of a cross ; washed and wiped their 
feet ; kissed them; gave them milk, honey, and 
wine; put wax tapers into their hands, a chris- 
mal cap upon their heads, and clothed them with 
a white garment, which ‘being worn on Pentecost 
gave that day the name of Whitsunday. This gar- 
ment was deposited afterwards in the church, to be 
an evidence against such as should violate their bap- 
tismal engagements. Those who were baptized were 
called ie tened, or instructed. 

By baptism, converts make a public profession of 
their faith in Christ, and in his religion; and are ad- 
mitted into that family of which he is the head, 
1 Cor. xii, 18. As water, likewise, in scripture is 
an emblem of the spirit, the water of baptism, clear- 
ly, though figuratively, informs them, that they ought, 
through the spirit, to maintain that purity of heart 
and rectitude of conduct, which are congenial to the 
purity of their religion, and the rectitude of its au- 
thor. Tit. iti. 5. Rom. vi. 4. But lest we should 
imagine that this rite works like a charm, we are 
said to be saved, not by putting away the filth of the 

* flesh, but by the answer of a good conscience ; 1 Pet. 
iil. 21. The influence of baptism, therefore, in sanc- 
tifying the heart, must be of a moral nature, and will 
be easily understood, when we reflect, that every one 
who dedicates himself to God must be induced, by 
every motive of duty, of interest, and of honour, to 
purify himself, even as Christ is pure. But soon af- 
ter the age of the apostles, many began to imagine 
that the mere performance of this ceremony procured 
regeneration and the pardon of sin. Tertullian taught 
that the holy spirit was always given in baptism ; 
Chrysostom, that the water became unfit for drink- 
ing, and drewned the devil; and Augustin, that it 
washed away original sin. Hence arose the opinion 
that baptism was absolutely necessary to salvation, 
and that all infants who died unbaptized were inevi- 
tably damned. ‘This opinion, however, was 80 ‘re- 
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BAPTISM. 
fact, however, that about 50 years after, in the time © Baptism. pugnant to the feelings of nature, to the dictates of 

=~ ~ reason, and to the moral attributes of God, that it 
prevailed. When, therefore, the 

administration, of baptism was impossible, men were 
allowed to entertain some faint hopes of future hap- 
piness. In some cases, likewise, the want of baptism 
was compensated by the performance of other duties. 
Such were martyrdom, the baptism of blood ; 
repentance, called the baptism of fire ; and constant 
communicating, when a person had been admitted to 
the Lord’s supper on a supposition of his having been 
baptized. But as these substitutes were thought 
dangerous, recourse was had, in doubtful cases, to 
hypothetical baptism, in this form: If thou art bap- 
tized, I do not re-baptize thee ; but if thou art not 
baptized, I baptize thee in the name, &c. Baptism 
_of the dead was another expedient practised by the 
African church: to which may be added, baptism 
for the dead, performed in this manner: When a 
catechumen died, the priest advanced to the bed and 
asked him if he deseal baptism: upon this, a man, 
who had been concealed under the bed, answered, 
that he would be baptized in his stead ; which was 
accordingly done. But as no expedients could be 
devised for washing away the original sin of infants, 
their case was thought almost hopeless. It might 
have been expected, that the mild) and generous de- 
elaration of our Saviour, Matth. xviii. 14. would have 
led them to a very different conclusion; yet Gre- 
gory Nazianzen, and Severus, bishop of Antioch, 
who serene ape most Teoma 
assigned them only a mi state. Pelagius, how- 
ever, and his ane followers, by ari ori- 
ginal sin, declared them capable of salvation. The 
church of Rome. assert that baptism always confers 
grace, and justification; but the Arminians and So- 
cinians allow it only to,be a sign of grace. The 
church of England do not positively maintain the 
necesgity of baptism to salvation; though the 27th of 
their articles seems to imply it. The cintiah of Scot- 
land call it a seal of the covenant of grace, of rege- 
neration, &c. but do not think it absolutely neces- 
sary to salvation. Some have thought that it be- 
stows immortality upon the soul : of this number was 
Dodwell, who maintained, that only episcopal: 

tism could bestow this blessing. 
he dispute, which has long agitated the church, 

concerning the proper subjects of baptism, is, unhap- 
pily, not yet terminated, Whilst some contend that 
the infant children of Christian parents have a right 
to, baptism, others maintain that this right belongs 
only to. those who have been instructed in the reli- 

of Jesus, wa. profess. their belief in. his name. 
though, at the first propagation of Christianity, 

all. who were admitted to baptism must have been of, 
the latter description, yet when the foundations of 
the church were laid, the children of believers were, - 
no doubt, admitted before. they were capable of per- 
sonal belief. As Ti ian, about the end of the 
second century, condemns infant baptism, it has been 
asserted, that that practice must have then prevailed 
in the Eaphaginns church, _ But as the children, . 
mentioned by ‘Tertullian, are, said to. ask baptism for 
themselves, it is. probable that t 
in, the strict sense of the word, 

were not infants 
is an undoubted 
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s of them, © 
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of Cyprian, children as soon as born were allowed to “Wo 
be baptized by the council of Carthage. But what 
is still more to the point, the scriptures inform us, 
that children were introduced into the church of 
God by circumcision, from the time of Abraham till 
the advent of Christ ; and as baptism came in the 
room of circumcision, children, ought still to be in- 
troduced in the same manner as before. That bap- 
tism came in the room of circumcision, will appear 
from the reasoning of Paul. It is admitted that our 
Lord’s supper was instituted instead of the passover, 
because that apostle says, That Christ our passoveyr is 
sacrificed for us, and therefore we ought to keep the 
feast. But when the same apostle says, That weare 
circumcised with the circumcision made without 
hands, buried with Christ in baptism; we have the 
same reason to conclude that baptism was instituted 
instead of circumcision. It ought to be remarked, 
however, that it was instituted, not instead of that cir- 
cumcision which was appointed at mount Sinai, and 
which composed part of the law of ceremonies be- 
longing to the covenant of works made there ; but in- 
stead of that circumcision which was instituted 430 
years before, Gal. iii. 17. when God commanded A- 
braham to leave his country, and which, as Paul ex- 
pressly declares, belonged to the covenant of redemp- 
tion. This circumcision, therefore, and the baptism 
of Christ, were initiatory rites of the same covenant 
at different periods.. But the change in the initiatory 
rite made no change inthe subjects of the covenant. _ 
This, then, accounts for the silence of scripture re- 
specting infant baptism. Children were introduced 
into the church of God in the days of Abraham, at 
the coming of Christ, and at the present day. When 
things are to remain unaltered, a caommand:for them 
to do so, would not only be superfluous, it would be 
foolish. But whena change isto take place, a com- 
mand, or, at least, a 8 to authorise it, is ab- 
solutely necessary. Since, therefore, neither com- 
mand nor precedent to this purpose is found in, scrip- 
ture, children ought not to be excluded from that 
covenant into which they undoubtedly were. once ad- 
mitted. * ! 

Before we leave this branch of the subject, we. may 
remark, that'as certain employments were thought, 
in ancient times, not only dishonourable, but unlaw- 
ful, such persons as professed them. were excluded 

Of this description were magicians, 
image-makers, gladiators, stage players, pule dri- 
vers, and even strolling beggars. We are sorry to 
add, that the generous maxim of our Saviour, “* What- 
soever ye would that men should do to you, do ye 
even.so to them,”’ seems not to have been remember- 
ed by his followers, when they decreed, That the 
slaves of Christians should not be baptized without 
the approbation of their masters ; but that-the slaves 
of heathens, Jews, and heretics, should not only be 
baptized without the consent of their masters, but 

. should, by baptism, obtain their freedom. 
Itihas been said, that soon after the apostolic agey Sects ¢hat 

But the ac- reject 
counts of these sects are so obscure and contradicto- baptism. 
many Christian sects rejected baptism. 

ry, that no reliance can be placed upon them. It is 
probable this error was not so common as has been 
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Baptism. -pretended. Perhapsthe Valentinians embraced it. The | inthe 4th century, establishedithe doctrine of original 
<——v——~ Paulicians interpreted all that is said of baptism in an 

Baptista, 

allegorical manner, and by the water understood the 
gospel. The Manichzans, however, did baptize ; 
though the contrary has been generally believed. 
The Quakers, at the present day, reject baptism, and 
maintain, that it was appointed only for-the Jews on 
account of their prejudices; or, at-most, was to be 
observed only once, when Christianity was founding, 
to represent visibly the mystical purification of the 
soul. ‘In support of this opinion they adduce, 1 Cor. 
i. 17. But the context clearly proves, that though 
Paul did not commonly baptize, it was not because it 
was unnecessary, for the persons to whom he was wri- 
ting were baptized ; but because that office was com- 
mitted. to others, to prevent the bad consequences 
which might have resulted from its being said that he 
baptized in his own name. They, likewise, adduce, 
Ephes. iy. 7,and maintain, that the one baptism, there When Christianity was first established, converts Time and 
mentioned, is that of the spirit. But the baptism of | were admitted to baptism without any respect to time placeofad- 
the spirit (an expression altogether figurative) was or place. But early in the 2d century, except in sg 
so far from superseding baptism by water, that, ac- _ cases of necessity, the celebration of this rite was con- ¢;5,, *P 
cording to the express reasoning of Peter, Acts x. 44, 
it both gave a right to it, and implied the necessity 
of its being administered. The words of the insti- 
tution, likewise, as well as the practice of the apos- 
tles, are sufficient to prove that baptism was appoint- 
ed for both Jews and Gentiles. The opinion of some 
Socinians, likewise, deserves notice. From the man- 
ner in which Jewish proselytes were baptized, they 
maintain, that only converts from a different religion 
are proper subjects of baptism, and though the chil- 

n which were born to them before conversion are 
to be baptized, yet such as are born afterwards are 
baptized in their parents. But the legitimate office 
of analogy is not to prove but toillustrate; and Jew- 
ish baptism was so different from the baptism. of 
Christ, that no just conclusion can be drawn from it. 
The whole tenor of scripture, likewise, even of those 
"parts which were written many years after Christian- 
ity was published, always represents believers as per- 
sonally baptized. Many other arguments might be 
adduced, but they appear not necessary in this place. 

sin, it was oenpoets that all infants, dying unbapti 
zed, were excluded from heaven. Hence, a 
to baptize was given to midwives; and this. was soon 
extended to any person, whether Jew orChristian, 
righteous or wicked. The truth of Pepe me 
us to add, that this doctrine was carried so far, that 
in difficult births water was commanded to be poured 
upon whatever part of the infant should appear, and 
when that could not be done, baptism was to be 
attempted, by means of a syringe, in a way that de- 
licacy forbids us to explain. ‘This practice is-still 
authorised in the church of Rome. Even in England, 
the common prayer books of Edward and Elizabeth 
eerperene lay-baptism in cases of necessity.. In the 

ampton-court conference, LG03,. it was condemned 
with some difficulty. From that time it has been 
accounted unlawful. 

fined to the festivals of Easter and Whitsuntide. 
Baptisteries and fonts were erected in the 3d and 4th 
centuries. The novitiate of catechumens, which then 
universally prevailed, was productive of two bad con- 
sequences ; some converts, conscious of their imper- 
fections, never imagined that they were sufficiently 
prepared, and refused to dedicate themselves to God; 
others, of which number was Constantine the Great, 

‘unwilling to forsake their sins, and imagining that 
baptism cancelled every violation of duty, 
that ordinance to the end of life, that thusthey might 
be dismissed pure to heaven. _ In this situation things 
remained till the Reformation. Even after-the Re- 
formation, the preface to the book of common. rayer, 
published by authority in 1549, enjoins cheminas. 
tration of this rite, as far as can be done conveniently, 
only at Easter and Whitsuntide. Neither the re- 
formed, nor the Greek church, observe any particular 
period; but infants are commonly baptized by the 
latter on the eighth or tenth day, 

Almost all the ceremonies. formerly mentioned are 
still retained in the church of Rome. The Greek Adminis: As the commission to baptize was given to the 

tration of apostles, we conclude that none but the ministers.of | church observes nearly the same form, but employs im- 
baptism. hrist have authority to baptize. But we are far mersion. Immersion, either single or trine, 1s adopt- 

from thinking, as some have done, that none but the ed. in all, the Oriental churches. The reformed 
successors of the apostles in office should administer churches, in general, reject human inventions, but 
this rite. Indeed, it would not be difficult to prove, * observe sprinkling. The Baptists suppose immer- 
that the apostles had really no successors. But if sion and a personal profession of Christianity abso- 
this should not be granted, we would ask, Was Phi- lutely necessary to the validity of the deed. Baptism 
lip, who baptized the Samaritan, an apostle? Was has sometimes been ‘ormed in wine when water 
Ananias, who baptized Paul, an apostle? Certainly could not be obtained. In ancient times, the baptism 
not. Others, therefore, besides apostles, had autho- _ of such as had committed public sins was often, by way 
rity to baptize. As deaconnesses, also, were appoint- of punishment, deferred till the end of life. . The an- 
ed-by the apostles, it is certain that they, at a very cient rubricks almost universally condemn private 
early period, administered baptism to their own sex. baptism, except in cases of necessity, but grant a 
Immediately after the apostles, bishops only, or such dispensation to the children of kings and princes. 
resbyters as were authorised by them, baptized. The giving a name to the child at baptism, though 

ne Aid But in the 2d century, Tertullian informs us, laymen fectehiy aed from the conduct of the Jews at 

_ confirmed by the bis 

baptized in cases of necessity ; though ina synod held 
at Elvira, in 306, this office was restricted to laymen 
who had not been married a second time. Persons 
thus baptized, if they survived, were afterwards to be 

hag. When Augustin, however, 

circumcision, is by no means to be considered as part 
of the rite. (N Diabetes | <pe 
BAPTISTA Porra. See the History of Optics. 
BAPTISTERY, in its proper acceptation, is 

a Pen ee water is kept for the administration 
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Raptistery. of baptism. We are cértain from Scripture, that 

—v— when Christianity was first established, no particular 
place or ce was a to this ceremony. 
The river, lake, or the ‘which was most 

convenient, was always chosen, ‘andshistory is not 

without many instances of the nce Of bap- 
tism in private houses. As this was the common 
practice in the time of J@gtin Martyr and Tertullian, 
we are sure baptisteries notverected before the 
end of the second century}) It is probable that, about 
the middle of the third eéntury, edifices of this kind 
began to be founded in such towns and cities as were 
at a distanee from fountains or’streams. Yet it must 
not be denied, that where a fountain or stream could 
be obtained, the baptistery was erected over it; and 
where it could'not, water was conveyed to the place 
by pipes, and in the same manner was discharged 
when found necessary. “Hence the church to which 
the baptistery belonged was rally dedicated to 
John the Baptist, = poherall poet name of ‘St John 
in A fontes, that is, the- church near the 
fountain? or istery. Thoegh origin of bap- 
tisteries is 1 nm, yet we may hazard:a conjecture 
that they were first erected in imitation of the Pool 
of Bethesda, and its porches or cloisters, famous-in 
the history of our Saviour, to which they appear to 
have had some resemblance. But as the church was 

who em 
| emir te: i in the Roman empire byCon- 
stantine the Great, the church aspired to opulence 
and grandeur; and, as external rites have too often 
superseded internal piety, and outward splendour 

for virtue, the professors of Chris- 
r; who were then the first men of the state, 

i that would procure the on of sin, 
and conciliate the Biendahig of Heaven, by expending 
their superfluous wealth in building magnificent struc- 
tures for religious worship. But though baptisteries 
could then boast of considerable elegance and splen- 
dour; aig ¢) -were, for many years, raised at a dis- 
tance the churches, The page of history in- 
forms us, that the first baptistery which was built 
pe cyers any church, was annexed to the cathe- 
dral of Rheims, for the baptism of Clovis king of 
France, who was converted by his queen Clotilda, 
and baptized by Remigius bishop of that place, in 
496. Though there were many churches in one 
eity, yet for the most part there was but one bap- 
> ogee was generally annexed to the principal 

It is a curious fact, in'the history of super- 
stitious- ation, that the church to which the 

e ef bdenged, claimed, from that circumstance, 
superiority over the rest, and employed it as a founda- 

tion on which to rear the antichristian fabric of spiri- 
tual dominion. In succeeding ages, the bishop of the 
baptismal church granted, in the plenitude of his 
power, licences to other churches to erect baptis- 
teries ; but still reserved to himself that superiority 
over them which he had formerly d. Butas the 
ceremonies with which baptism was then celebrated, 
were attended with some little expense, a provision 
for that purpose -became necessary. Hence bap- 
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tisteries became, not only engines of power, but Baptistery. 

sources of wealth. ‘This was more particularly the —“"w““~" 

case!after donations for religious purposes began to 
be*considered as expiatory EB. sin. Then the hopes 
and the fears of superstitious minds prompted them at 
first to endow baptisteries with milk, honey, wine, 
oils, and salts.  ‘T'o these followed cups, vases, &c. 
which, being marked with the initial letters of John 
the Baptist’s name, gave rise, perhaps, to baptismal 
inscriptions. Habits for the priests, and money for 
the support of the poor, and of those persons who 
were employed in instructing catechumens, and of- 
ficiating at the baptistery, were added. ‘Pictures, and 
other ornaments for embellishing the edifices, were 
also given: but though these, in general, had some 
reference to John the Baptist, or to the ceremony of 
aptism itself, yet their evident tendency was to 

foster pride, to strengthen superstition, to subvert 
the foundation of virtue, and deaden the spirit of re- 
ligion. 
Beit a survey of the famous edifices of this kind 

which still remain, we find that a baptistery was an 
octagonal structure, with an arched roof like a dome. 
In the Lateran baptistery at Rome, which is the most 
ancient in that city, the cupola is supported by eight 
pillars, and between thém and the wall there is a 
piazza or broad walk quite round. The porch or 
vestibule of the baptistery was sometimes ‘also sup 
ported by two pillars; and in this the confession, ex 
orcism, and unction of the catechumens took place. 
To the outside of the walls of some baptisteries 
small buildings were added, in the form of cloisters ; 
and the whole circumference, in the inner sides of 
the walls, was divided into a number of apartments, 
which were employed as vestries, oratories, and school- 
rooms. The middle of the building was a large hall, 
where the priests, the catechumens, and the specta- 
tors assembled when baptism was to be administer- 
ed; and in the centre of this hall was an octagonal 
bath, which, properly speaking, was the baptistery, 
and into which the persons to be baptized descended 
by steps. As the catechumens were often naked 
when bapGeat decency required that the men and 
the women should be separated. For this purpose 
many baptisteries had more than one bath, and some- 
times water was conveyed into the side-rooms. ‘The 
inside of the roof was frequently ornamented with 
the most beautiful Mosaic work. This is particu- 
larly the case with the celebrated baptistery at Ra- 
venna. In the centre is an emblematic representation 
of the baptism of our Saviour, and on the sides are 
the twelve apostles in long habits with their names, 
and mauy other figures, all of the most exquisite 
workmanship. Baptisteries were taken into churches 
in the sixth century, and continued to be used in 
the time of Charlemagne. 

Some time after baptisteries were built, fonts were 
erected in them for the baptism of infants. ‘These 
were small baths raised on platforms, to which the 
administrators ascended by steps, and m which they 
could immerse children without going into the wa- 
ter themselves. ‘When immersion was superseded by 
sprinkling, a bason of water was placed in the font, 
and from it the ceremony was performed. Many 
fonts still remain both in England and onthe continent, 
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ceremonies which were arinexed to baptism in the 
-dark ages. “Some of these fonts were moveable: 
amongst which may be’ mentioned the ‘silver one 
which was kept at Canterbury, and which was’ geé- 
nerally brought from thence to the place where any 
child of the royal family was to be baptized. It was 
Hoa round on the outside with cloth of gold} and 
ined on the inside with cloth of linen, puckered and 
‘folded, to prevent the child being bruised. The 
whole was covered with a canopy of rich damask, 
bordered with fringe or cloth of gold, and above the 
bason, or font, was a gold or silver dove, to represent 
the Holy Spirit. See Justini Mart. Apol. 2. Ter- 
‘tulliani de batiesiaa: 
menta, cap. xxv. Du Cangii, Glossar. in verb, Bap- 
tisterium. Paciandius. Muratori, Antig. Ital. Bing- 
ham’s Antiq. book viii. Robinson’s History of Bap- 
tism. (N. 
BA eS STS, are a sect of Christians who derived 

their name from the peculiar opinions which they 
held respecting baptism, and began, about the time 
of the Reformation, to claim the attention of the ec- 
clesiastical historian. When we take a superficial 
view of this sect, collected as it were into one so- 
ciety, and in its present embodied form, nothing ap- 
pears more easy than to write its history, and to spe- 
cify the doctrines which are peculiar to it. But 
when we come to examine it more minutely, and en- 
deayour to analyse it into its elementary parts, we 
find that it is composed of very different materials, 
that its origin is hid in the darkness of antiquity, and 
that its history, for many centuries, is only the his- 
tory of individual persons. If opposition to the 
mode in which baptism is commonly administered be 
the distinguishing characteristic of this sect, Tertul- 
lian, who lived about the end of the second century, 
may be accounted one of its earliest founders. A 
short time afterwards, Agrippinus, a Carthaginian 
bishop, and many of the neighbouring clergy, re- 
jected the baptisms which were then administered, 
and re-baptized all those who joined this society. 
Cyprian and his followers adopted the same sentiments 
in che third century. From Carthage these opinions 
migrated to the East, and Firmilian, bishop of Cx- 
garia, and many other bishops in Asia, re-baptized. 
The Novatians and “Donatists likewise eapdenigad 
baptism as then commonly administered, and em- 
braced the sentiments of those who re-baptized. ‘The 
ostensible reason which all these persons assigned for 
this conduct, was the wickedness of those who were 
universally admitted to baptism, and which, in their 
opinion, rendered the ordinance altogether invalid. 

But soon a different cause impelled the professors 
of Christianity to the same line of conduct. In the 
council of Nice, held in the year 325, it was decreed, 
that as the Paulianists denied the doctrine of the Tri- 
nity, and consequently omitted the names of the Son 
and of the Spirit in the administration of baptism, 
their baptism was nugatory ; and hence all that joined 
the orthodox from that sect were re-baptized. The 
Arians, on‘the other hand, rejected the baptism of 
the orthodox, because.it implied an acknowledgment 
ef the divinity of the Son, and of the personality of 
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the Spirit, and therefore —— those Baptists. 
who came over to them from the ort « Itisa 
very curious fact, therefore, that at that time the 
whole church, *though for very different reasons, 
might be accounted baptists, and esteemed re-baptiza- 
tion necessary for preserving the purity of the church. 

But in the twelfth century several denominations 
of Christians arose, who, from the peculiar tenets 
which they adopted, pursued the same line of con- 
duct respecting baptism. "The Waldenses and Albi- 
genses at that period, as well as the Wickiliffites in 
the fourteenth century, inveighed bitterly against the 
immorality of ‘the clergy, accounted baptism invalid 
when ‘ormed by a priest whose teblinee was un- 
worthy of the Christian character, and re-baptised 
all those to whom that ceremony had been adminis- 
tered by men who were openly profane.  Socinus 
and his followers, who lived about the time of the Re- 
formation, as well as the baptist churches in Holland 
and Germany at the present day, imagine that a per- 
sonal profession of Christianity is essential to baptism, 
and hence they re-baptize all those who were bap- 
tized in infancy. The Greek church maintains that 
immersion is absolutely necessary to the validity of 
the deed, and for this reason they re-baptize all those 
to whom baptism had been administered by sprink- 
ling. The baptists of Britain, Poland, Lithuania, 
Transylvania, and America, all agree, that immersion, 
and a personal profession of faith’ and repentance, - 
constitute the very essence of baptism; hence they 
re-baptize all who have been baptized in infancy in 
any manner, or by sprinkling, when they have ar- 
rived at manhood. ' 

But though there were many individuals, and even - 
some small societies, who maintained the opinions, and 
deserved the appellation of baptists before the Refor- 
mation, yet it was only about that period that ‘the 
insulated members were collected into one body, | 
were properly organized, and attracted the attention 
of Europe. As many of the ‘nations, who had 
groaned for ages under the superstition and tyrann 
of the see of Rome, began then to break their fet- 
ters, to assert their independence, and to rise to the 
dignity of men and Christians, the baptists imagined 
that the glorious period was come, when their opi- 
nions would universally prevail, and the personal 
reign of Christ would commence upon the earth. 
Giddy and intoxicated with liberty, for which 
had ting sighed in secret, but to which they had 
never before been accustomed ; and animated and di- 
rected by passion and imagination rather than by rea- 
son and the word of God, they surrendered their un- 
derstandings to all the wildness of enthusiasm, and 
hurried into those scenes of indecency, of rapine, and 
of bloodshed, which in the year 1533 alarmed the 
states of Germany, desolated the city of Munster, 
and disgraced the character of the whole party. (See 
ANABAPTISTS.) But though the odium of absir- 
dity and wickedness has been indiscriminately throwa 
upon the whole party, yet it is as ungenerous as un- 
just to affirm, that all the baptists wed, far less 
followed, the standard of Matthias or Boccold. No 
sooner, therefore, had the arm of power inflicted upon 
the leaders of the insurgents that punishment which 
their crimes merited, and struck with terror such. as . 
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Baptiste. might have been tempted to imitate their example, 

‘“——y—— than the sect appeared to return to reason and to 
common This happy change was principally 
effected by enno Simon, a man who, from being a 
popish priest of the most infamous character, became 
a baptist teacher, equally distingu ished for the mild- 
pint te = -of his disposition, as for the pu- 

rity and rectitude of his conduct. By his prudent 
counsels and unwearied diligence, were their socie- 
ties reduced to form, their discipline established, their 

doctrines defined, and a spirit of union and of mode- 
ration infused into the whole mass.. The obligations 
which owed to their amiable and disinterested 
leader inspired them with the warmest gratitude, and 
the deference which they paid to him bestowed upon 
them the appellation of Mennonites, which they still 
‘bear. Their situation, however, was still far from 
being agreeable. Unacknowledged by any of the 

ers of Europe, and decasled from the remem- 
rance of their late fanaticism, they owed their secu- 

rity to the speennsiey of the rulers, and not to the 
protection of the laws; and the imprudence of a few 
of their own members, as well as the mere the 
‘eaprice, or the bi of the magistrate, might at 
vonce have overwhe ed them swith all the evil of 
: It was to William prince of Orange, a 
name illustrious in the annals of civil and religious li- 
berty, that they were indebted for the first legal to- 
leration which they enjoyed. His son Maurice imi- 
tated his and enlightened example ; but the 
influence of their protection was vot only confined 
within the boundaries of their dominions, but was 
even defeated, within that narrow circle, by the op- 
‘position of many to whom the subordinate offices of 
‘their government was committed. We may add, that 
in land, in 1538, some of this sect were burnt in 

i and even in the seventeenth century they 
were not ex! from the storm of persecution 
which was raised against the reformed churches. 
‘They are, however, now protected in Britain, by the 
act of toleration, 1689; and they enjoy equal secu- 

ity in sony rd nations of Europe, 
t must have already occurred to our readers, that 

the ists are the same sect of Christians which 
we formerly described under the appellation of Ana- 
BAPTistTs. It is but justice to acknowledge, that they 
reject the latter appellation with disdain ; and main- 
tain, that as none of the forms adopted by other 
churches are consonant to scripture, the baptism of 
these churches is in reality no baptism. Hence, in 
their opinion, they do not re-baptize. Indeed, this 
‘seems to have been their great leading principle from 
the time of Tertullian to the present day. Accord- 
ing to them, something essential to baptism, either 
in the in the administrators, or in the mode, 
was omitted, which rendered the rite altogether nu- 
gatory § and hence they asserted, that their baptism 
was the first that was administered to such as were 
proper subjects of it. 
Though the Calvinistic and Arminian baptists are 

dy far the most- numerous at the present day, yet there 
are many baptists who adhere to the dogmata of Arius, 

» and Socinus. Henceit is, that this sect ma 
he said to be divided into a number of lesser sects, eac 

by its own name, and by its particular 
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opinions. To specify all these would be inconsistent 
with our plan. We may, however, be allowed to 
remark, that the following opinions, though not 
adopted by the whole body of baptists, have yet 
rétty generally prevailed. 1. That our Saviour’e 
ate was not derived from the substance of his mo- 
ther, but was created in her womb by the Hay 
Spirit. 2, That during the Millenium, Christ wi 
personally reign over his church on earth. 3. That 
rivate Christians have authority to preach the gos- 

pel. 4. That the gospel supersedes all those civil 
institutions which men have established for the sup- 
port and regulation of society. 5. That true Chris- 
tians ought not to exercise the offices of magistracy. 
6. That war, even in self-defence, is unlawful. 

- ‘7. That no Christran should confirm his testimony 
by an oath. 8. That the Sabbath was not changed 
from the seventh to the first day of the week. 
9. That a community of goods was established by 
the gospel. And, 10. That Christians, in imitation 
of their Lord, ought to wash the feet of their guests. 
But the opinions which are acknowledged by all the 
baptists, and which may be accounted characteristic 
of the sect, are, 1. That the church of Christ upon 
earth is an assembly of real saints, and must be kept 
pure from the wicked. 2. That no man is born a 
member of any particular church, but must volunta- 
rily choose for himself. 3. That baptism ought only 
to be administered to adults, upon a public profession 
of faith and repentance, by immersion. 4. That ci- 
vil rulers have no authority to enact laws, or to en- 
force obedience in matters of religion. 5. That the 
ministers of religion have no power over the opinions 
or consciences of their hearers, but are to be ac- 
counted mere teachers. And, 6. That the religious 
establishment and form of worship, in Christian 
churches, qught to be congregational or independent. 
See Tertulliani de Baptismo. Cypriani Epistole. 
Optati Op. lib. ii, Baronii Annales An. 321. Al- 
baspinaci Observat. in Optat. Labbei Concil. tom. 
ii. can. 8, 19. Binii Note in Conc. Nicen. Bossuet, 
Histoire des Variations des Eglises Protestantes: 
Hermanni Schyn, M. D. Historia Christianorum. 
Jo. Henrici Ottii. Annales. Anabapt. Mosheim’s 
Church Hist. Robertson’s Charles V. Robinson’s 
Hist, of Baptism. (x) 
BAR sur Ornain, formerly Bar Le Duc, is the 

chief town of the department of the Meuse, in France. 
The articles of the commerce of this town, are hemp, 
wood, and wine. The hemp is very abundant, and 
is employed in the fabrication of coarse linens, The 
wood consists of planks of oak, and deal boards. 
The Marne, into which the river Ornain discharges 
itself, facilitates the intercourse between this town 
and Paris. Bar sur Ornain is celebrated for its con- 
fectionaries of fruit, and its wines are reckoned equal 
to those of Champagne, All kinds of steel goods 
are manufactured in the suburbs. Population 6961. 
East Long. 5° 11’, North Lat. 48° 46’ 5”. ( 0) 
BARABA, a steppe or extensive plain on the 

western verge of Siberia, situated between the rivers 
Irtish and Bby. This steppe exceeds 600 versts in 
length from north to south, and 400 in breadth from 
east to west. The whole of this extensive region ie 
a continued flat, diversified only by forests of birch- Q ; 
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wood, and by/lakes, both of salt water, and of fresh, 

agriculture. Some of the lands indeed, are very low 
and marshy, but, in general they are either covered 
with fine herbage, or with luxuriant crops,of giNin. 
The southern part of this plain, towards the Irtish 
and the mountains of Altay, is by far the driest, but 
it is likewise the most barren, and the least adorned 
with wood. Deep forests spread over the north, and 
overshadow the lower banks of the Oby,.. From the 
general appearance of the steppe of Baraba, natural- 
ists have concluded that it must once have been com- 
pletely covered with water, and afterwards have con- 
tained a much greater number of morasses and lakes 
than at present. ‘I'he present inhabitants, indeed, af- 
firm, that even within the memory of some of their 
old men, the acquisitions made by the firm land,.in 
consequence of the diminution,of the lakes, and the 
drying up of ,pools, reedplots, and marshes, has been 
very ‘observable., No country) in Siberia abounds 
more in water game of eyery description’ than the 
plain of Baraba. . Its lakes swarm with pike, perch, 
and other species of fish 5. and their surface is cover- 
ed with fowls, whose beautiful plumage yieldsa very 
lucrative branch.of commerce. 
’ The people who occupy this steppe are called b 
the Russians BARABINZES, or BARABINZIANS; ak 
from, the diversity of their features, appear to be de- 
scended from several different tribes. ‘I‘hey had been 

“successively conquered by the Kirghises and Soon- 
gares ; and when Siberia was subdued by the Rus- 
sians, their numbers were very small, and they were so 
stupified by oppression, that they could relate no, par- 
ticulars whatever of their history. The greater part of 
them appear from their physiognomy to be of ‘Tartar 
origin ; the long, half-opened eyes of others of them, 
evidently indicate their descent from the Mongoles; 
while the Kalmuc countenances of a third part. of 
them bespeak their affinity with the Soongares, their 
former conquerors. ‘The vapours constantly exhaled 
from their lakes and marshes, render their atmosphere 
$0 gross aseven to affect the complexions of these 
people, who are in general very sallow; while the 
game cause imparts to their minds more than Dutch 
indifference, and more than Beeotian dulness. Agi- 
tated by no strong passions, they are almost free 
from vice, and never guilty of any flagrant crime. 
Disgraced neither by intemperance, dishonesty, nor 
violence, they might be regared as one of the most 
amiable nations on earth, did not their torpid apathy 
remind us, that they are not vitious only because they 
have no temptation, and were they not degraded by 
their stupidity almost to the level of brutes,. ‘Till the 
conquest of their country by the Russians, they de- 
riyed scarcely any advantage from the fertility of 
their, lands. _ Scanty herds, of cattle and of horses 
constituted all their wealth; and fish and wild fowl 
were their principal food. There are now several 
colonies of Russians established seers them, who 
rear rich crops of grain, have established some lucra- 
tive branches of trade, and may. in time improve not 
only the appearance and resources of the country, 
but also the manners and» mental character of the 
simple, but rude, natives. Every village in the Ba- 
raba is under the direction of a chief, and every dis- 
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\—omymeee The soil and the climate are extremely favourable to’ 
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trict.is governed by a sort of pri 
The ae advantage connect 
the respect and seeming obedience which it com- 
mands The Barabinzians were conquered by the | 
Russians in the year 1595; yet even after that time 
were often harassed by the incursions of the Kir- 
ghises and Soongares ; the latter of whom compelled 
them. to, pay an annual tribute. Since..the, Sibe- 
rian frontier line was properly defined, they. haye 
enjoyed complete tranquillity under the protection of  » 
the Russians. They number about 5000 bows. Most 
of them have abjured Paganism, and embraced the 
religion of Mahomet. See Voyages de Pallas, oc- 
tayo, tom. vi. p. 436, &c. Tooke’s View of the Rus- 
sian Empire, vol. i. p. 1803 vol. ii. p. 64. Ae 
BARBADOES, the most windward of the West 

India islands, and one of the principal of those be- 
longing to Great Britain. It is supposed to. have 
been first discovered by the Portuguese, inthe course 
of their voyages from Brazil, and was then totally . 
uninhabited. They did not make any settlement on. 
this island, but having. furnished. it with a breed of 
hogs, for the benefit of such of their countrymen as 
might navigate the same tract, they left it in the si- 
tuation in which they found it. .'The first of the Eng- 
lish who are known to have visited Barbadoes, were 
the crew of a ship from London to Surinam in 1605. 
Finding it without inhabitants, they took possession 
of the country by fixing across. on the spot where 
James Tower was afterwards built, and they put on 
it the following inscription: *¢ James, king ar, Eng- 
land and this island’? The English, did not, how- 
ever, form any settlement in Barbadoes until 1624, 
when a few adventurers, under the patro of the 
earl of Marlborough, to whom’James I. had made a 
grant of the island, arrived upon it, and laid the foun- 
dations of the tower, which still retains the name-of. 
that prince. The claims of this nobleman; however,.. 
were disputed by the earl of Carlisle, who received a 
eneral grant of all the Carribean islands from 

Charles I. After some time, the latter nobleman — 
became the sole proprietor of the island; butin 1663. 
the family gave up the patent, on condition of re- » 
ceiving a permanent and irrevocable grant of 44 per 
cent. on the produce of the island exported. to a 
parts of the world ; a burden which, according to the - 
agreement, still falls upon the colonists. |'The»plan- 
ters, though they felt, the disadvantage of the pro- 
‘prietary government, were driven into this measure 
by the crown. The conduct of the Lord Chancellor 
Clarendon, in promoting it, was afterwards thought. 
so justly reprehensible, as to form one of the articles. 
of impeachment brought against him by the House 
of Commons in 1667... 

This island, according to Mr Edwards, is about: 
21 miles in length, and. 14in breadth, and contains ‘ 
106,470 acres, most of which are ina state of culti- 
vation. The soil near Bridgetown, -and in the low 
parts of the country, is formed of a:rich black earth, 
spread ona base of calcareous rock, formed of mad-. 
ripores and other marine concretions. In some dis- 
tricts the soil is of a red earth, of greater ¢ > but 
inferior-in richness; in others it is of a light whitish 
earth, broken into a grey mould, or hardened into lumps 
resembling chalk, but actually consisting of indurated 

called a yaouta, “Barbadoesee\ 
with this coe is ed 
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“Barbadoes. argilla, , bleached by exposure to» thé weather. Of upon it, appears to’ have rapidly attained’ a most Barbadoes. 
—v— this variety of oo hia etdeneddgeaere ovisetter flourishing state. We are assured that about the =v” 

the cultivationyof the cane, and with the aid of ma- 
nure has aff as _ returns of sugar, in fa- great § 
vourable seasons, as any in the West Indies, the prime © 
lands of St Kitts excepted. As this island has been 
long under cultivation, the soil is apn to be now 
much exhausted. In order therefore to supply it 
with manure, w that great herds of a species of 
small iefly steers, are kept.on the plantation 
princip for this | se. ‘These are employed 
in horses, in the heavy labours of the estate ; 
and it is common to see from twelve to twenty-four 
of them in a waggon, drawing a single hogshead of 
sugar, or some other small load, which in this coun- 
try would be conveyed with facility by two horses 
in acart. In consequence of such numbers of cat- 
tle being necessary to furnish manure for the land, 
there is a greater supply of beef and veal in their 
markets, and fresh provisions are more abundant on 
this island than in most of the other colonies.. The 
‘animals, according to Dr Pinckard, are brought alive 
into the market, to be killed after the different joints 
are'sold); and it often happens that the meat is slaugh- 
tered, dressed for dinner, brought to table, and used 
by the guests without growing cold. 

In consequence of the general cultivation of this 
island, andats full exposure to the trade winds, the 
temperature of Barbadoes is more equal, and the air 
more salubrious than in most other parts of the West 
Indies. Indeed it is considered as the most healthy 
of all the islands, so that it is common in sickness to 
make a voyage from the other colonies to Barbadoes, 
as the Montpelier of this quarter of the globe. 
When Dr Pinckard was in this country, the thermo- 
meter placed in the shade in the harbour was seldom 
higher than'84°, and at no time did it exceed 86 de- 
grees. But though this island is blessed with exemp- 
tion from excessive heat, from noxious vapours, and 
from general sickness, it is visited by a malady so 
much its own, as to have obtained the appellation of 
the Barbadoes disease. It appears in the form of 
rf is, or what is here termed the glandular 

disease, and isa peculiarly unsightly and distressful 

é hos island, after the settlement of the English 

year» 1670, there were nearly 50,000. whites, and 
100,000 blacks on this small spot, being upwards of 
five hundred to every square niile; a population su- 
erior even ‘to that of Folland or China. About’ 

Rie time, the trade of Barbadoes is said to have-em- 
ployed 400 sail of ships, which conveyed about 
60,000 tons. The annual exports in sugar, indigo, 
ginger, cotton, and citron water, amounted to up- 
wards of £350,000, and the circulating cash at home 
was about £200,000. But though this account is 
probably much exaggerated, it, cannot be doubted 
that the population of Barbadoes has. rapidly de- 
creased after that time, as appears from the following 
returns which were made of the inhabitants at differ 
ent periods during the last century: 

Whites. - 
1724... « 18,295... 
1753... - + » 69,870 
1786 .. 165167... 62,953 

Blacks. 

Among the inhabitants of this. island, there isa nu-. 
merous rs between the great planters and the peo- 
ple of colour; a circumstance which forms a striking . 
difference between Barbadoes and the other colonies. 
Of them many are descended from the original set- 
tlers, and have no precise knowledge when their an- 
cestors first arrived. They accordingly regard this» 
island as their nation and only abode, and do not, like 
the planters or the negroes, look back to the scene 
of infancy as their better home. : 

We are informed by Mr Edwards, that the annual 
produce of this island had decreased during the last 
century, in a much greater proportion than in any of 
the other islands: but previous to the war with 
France, the planters appear to have extended the cul- 
tivation of sugar; in consequence probably ofthe ad- 
vances upon that article in Europe. In 1736 the 
crop of sugar amounted to 19, hogsheads, of 
15 cwt.: but after this period, it fell to nearly one 
half of this quantity, and did not-begin to increase 
until about the period of the French revolution, as. 
appears from the following account of the principal: 
exports from this island at different,periods ; ; 

iv 7 gy 

| Sucar. Morasses. | . Roum. | GINGER. ALoES. rh Corron. - 

tn a Has. ‘Trees. Bar. {Hds. Trees Hds. ‘frees. Bar.|Bags & Barrels'Hds. Trees. Gourds.| Bags. Ibs. 

to |¢13,948 0 o 6°4667" “10 0 827 | 600 
17: Sine , od 
1 8,659 82 3419 6 8070 1 0° 409 } 8,864. 
1 11,929 183 6144 6095 1. 1 688 [10,511 
1788} 10,309 © 63. 607} 5364 00 303 ~ 1,894,865 
1 9,021 96 397| 5180 0 0° 372 1,327,840 17 9,998 123” 261) 4565 10 0 475 1,287,088 
1791) 11,383 60 © 411) 3735 0. 0 770. 1,163,157 1794 17,073 126 51 3046 = |0 0 515 974,178 
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Barbadoes. ‘The following is an account of the shipping em- according to the actual prices’ in | as made Barbadoce. 
———" ployed in the export of these and other attics du- out by the inspector general of Great Britain. . —=—ye~ 

ring the year 1787, and of the value of the cargoes, A Fee hbag teed 

Suuerine. Toran Vaur. ; 
Country. — ie 

No. Tons. | Men. & & "a sake 
Ay z 

To Great Britain, ......./ 66 11,221 833 486,570 4 8 eft 
Ireland, Sey a: Se dete ee $ 317 28 11,521 15 107 : 
United States, ...... 54 6,416 879 93,217 13° 4 
British America, ...... 41 $,182 237 18,080 6 0 
Foreign West Indies,... . 78 5,694 458 207 O O 
PRIME. se ie el as 7" 1 87 “> 8 15 0 

Total, re as 26,917 1,942 539,605 14 10 

Table of the Articles imported into Barbadoes in the years 1804, 1805, and 1806. 

1804. : ~~ 1805. "1806. 
Articles im- | Great | British ) United | Other Great British United | Other Great | British United Other 

ported. Britain. [Colonies.| States. Countries. Britain. | Colonies. | States. \Countries-| Britain. jColonies States. Countries. 

Bushels. Bushels, Bushels. ; : 
Corn, . . . | 40,894 811 26,242 | 1,897 | 26,543 936 37,657 | -385 537465 | 604! 229,683 a 
Bread,Flour?} Cwts. Cwrts. Cwrts. , 
and Meal 2,015 264 93,457 | 26 12,185 406 95,176 14 14,610 | 433 | 78,475 — 

Barrels. Barrels, Barrels. , 

Rice. , .-. 81 — 2,812 | 195 —_ _ 1,094 —_ —_ _ 2,373 — 
Beef & Pork] 16,761 341 159 25 13,611 236 1,326 _ 13,347 | 65 25° 118 

Bar. Quint.| Quint. Bar. Quint! Bar. Quint.} Quint. | - ; 
Dry Fish 0 13 |16,050 |}0 3524 [0 4600} 0 55 324 5660,0 34 — | 15 4 “ed 0 55) — 

Barrels. 1 Barrels. Barrels. 

Pickled Fish | 220 $,211 1,974 6 187 | 4,696 $08 . —_ 235 2,6 32 1,408 
Firkins. Firkins, Firkins. 

Butter... | 15,035 | — 775 _ 11,249} 65 10 — | 14,931 | 76 74s 7 
. | Number. Number, " Number : 

cows & Oxer 1 7 1,369 | — 1 —_ 1,499 th os 2 | 1,464. 83 
Sheep& Hog _ — 98 —_ _ —_ 130 _ — — 152 _ 
Oak & Pine Feet. Feet. ’ Feet. 

Boards, af _ 2,917 |4,095,977|  — _ 143,935 5,415,352; 3,930 ot 7000 ier 50,000 
Timber oD j 

Shingles .. ~ —  |5,601, 1,500 — 106,500 8,355,650, — — 1/40, 055,950  — 
Staves... —  (796,641' 834,994'45,000 | — 31,080] 923,928: 18,000 | .—— .. '22,196]1,022,537 20,000 

The number of «slaves imported into this island, 
from 1786 to 1792, amounted to 4481, so that at 
the latter period there were 64,330 upon the island. 
In 1792 the public taxes, exclusive of the duty of 
the 44 per cent. on exports of native produce, 
amounted to £9443 ; 19:3, which was nearly the 
average of them during the preceding six years, 

According to a statement given by Mr Wilber- 
force in the House of Commons, in the course of the 
investigation of the slave trade, the number of slaves 
on this island was as follows : 

“In 1764 about 70,706 
1774... 74,874 
1780 . . . 68,270 
1781 . . . 63,248 
1786... . 62,115 

This island is divided int five districts, and eleven 
parishes, and contains four towns, namely, Bridge- 
town, Charlestown, St James’s, and Speight’s town. 

Bridgetown, the capital, has one of the finest har- 
bours in the West Indies, and before it was destroyed 
by the fire of 1766, consisted of about 1500 houses, 
which were mostly built of brick, It had scarcely 
risen, however, from the ashes to which it was re- 
duced, when it was torn from its foundation, and the 
whole country made a scene of desolation, by a dread- 
ful storm in 1780, in which no less than 4326 of the 
inhabitants miserably perished, and the damage to the 
jsland was computed at £1,320,564 sterling. Bridge- 
town is the residence of the governor, whose annual 
salary was raised by Queen Anne, from £1200 to 
£2000, which is paid out of the exchequer, and 
charged to the account of the 44 cent, duty. 
The form of the government of this island resembles 
that of Jamaica, except that the council is composed - 
of twelve members, and the assembly of twenty-two, 

“The most important difference is with regard to the 
court of chancery, which in this island is composed 
of the governor and council, whereas in Jamaica the 
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Barbarossa. ‘enor is sole chancellor. On the other hand, in requesting his aid against the Spaniards: Pleased Barbarossa 

a s the governor sits “in'council, even'when with the prospect, which was thus presented, of ace “——" 

the latter are agting in a legislative capacity, which quiring 2 more convenient and important station on 

ee 

PPD 

_condition of his paying a tenth 

both by the sale of his booty, 

in Jamaica w ‘be considered as improper and un- 
constitutional, It may also be observed, that the 
courts of grand sessions, common pleas, and exche- 
quer, in B are distinct from each other, and 

are not united in one supreme court as in Jamaica. 
Barbadoesiis situated in coat Long: > = North 

Lat. 1 . See Raynal’s History of the European 
et aaiic Last and a Hag vol. vi 

Ed History of the British Colonies in the 
West Indies, vol. i. Pinckard’s Notes on the West 
Indies, vol. i. and ii. Clarkson’s History of the Abo- 
lition of the Slave Trade, vol. ii. p. 71. | Poyer’s 
History of Barbadoes. Ligon’s History of Barba- 
does. ughes’ Natural History of Barbadoes. 
Gray’s Letters from Canada, 1809, p. 379. Thow- 
nes, Collect. Acad. Par. tom. iv. p.79. (w.B.) (=) 
BARBAROSSA, Horwc, who received his name 

from the red colour of his beard, was the son of a 
oa the island of Lesbos, and must have been 

rn about the year 1474. Animated by a restless 
~ and enterprising spirit, he forsook his father’s trade 
when he was little more than thirteen years of age ; 
and, together with his two younger brothers Hayra- 
din and Isaac; joined a crew of pirates. Distinguish- 
ing himself by his valour and activity, he soon ac- 
quired the command of a small brigantine, which had 
been fitted out by a merchant of Constantinople, to 
cruise against such nations, as were not in alliance 
with the Porte. He steered directly to the coast of 
Barbary, and was well reeeived by the king of Tunis, 
who itted him to put into _ of his ports, upon 

every prize; and 
profitable guest, 

the repiionlies of 
his crew. He was so successful in his piratical ex- 
cursions, that in little more than the space of eight 
years, he saw himself, with his brother Hayradin, 
who was second in command, at the head of twelve 

. and several smaller vessels, well manned with 
urks and Moors. ‘ Together with their fame and 

power,’’ says Dr Robertson, * their ambitious views 
and enlarged ; and, while acting as corsairs, 

adopted the ideas, and acquired the talents, of 
conquerors.” They were | arcetaggs desirous of 
forming an establishment in Barbary, on account of 
the convenient situation of its harbours, which lay so 
‘near to the greatest commercial states at that time in 
Christendom; and they did not suffer to pass unim- 
proved some favourab portunities which occur- 
red, for accomplishing their object. Invited to assist 

to whose subjects he was a vi 

the king of in recovering his capital from 
the Spaniards, they entered keenly into the expedi- 
tion against the 3 but were repeatedly foiled in 
their attempts, in one of which the left arm of Horuc 
was ied away by a cannon ball. In the mean 
‘time, he ingrati i so much with the inhabi- 
tants of Jigel, by ing them with corn in a time 
‘of famine, that they invested him with the title of 
their Sultan, and assisted him in reducing the neigh- 
bouring mountaineers. “While thus actively employ- 
ed in naps his territories and extending his fame, 
he received an embassy from Eutemi king of Algiers, 

the African coast, he dispatched his brother Hayra- 
din to Algiers, with eighteen galleys and thirteen 
barks; and himself advanced by land, with 800 
Turks, 3000 Jigelites, and 2000 moorish volunteers. 
He stopped at Sher-shel on his way, where another 
celebrated pirate, named Hassan, had established his 
power; and having perediquty put him to death, 
he seized his ships, and compeiled his adherents to 
join in the expedition to Algiers. _ Upon his arrival 
in that city, he was hailed by Eutemi and his sub- 
jects as their deliverer, lodged in the most splendid 
apartments of the palace, and treated with the hikhest 
marks of distinction. Inflamed with ambition, he 
soon aspired to the sovereignty of the country, which 
he had been invited to protect ; and possessed of the 
power to accomplish his object, he was very little 
scrupulous as to the means. He secretly murdered 
the unsuspecting monarch, who had sought his assist- 
ance; compelled the Algerines to acknowledge him 
as their king ; and established his authority by the 
most sanguinary proceedings. Selim the son of Eu- 
temi, supported by the Spaniards, attempted to re- 
cover the throne of his father; but the Spanish fleet, 
which had come to his assistance with 10,000 troops. 
on board, was dispersed by a storm, and the greater 
part of the ships wrecked upon the coast. The 
neighbouring Arab tribes, alarmed by the success, 
ps irritated by the encroachments of Barbarossa, 
solicited Hamidel Abdes, king of Tenes, to assist 
them in expelling from Algiers such a formidable 
neighbour ; and in hopes of acquiring the sovereignty: 
of that country for himself, he boldly advanced to 
the contest with 10,000 Moors, anda crowd of Arab 
troops. But the intrepid Barbarossa, with 1500 
musketeers, easily routed this numerous army, which 
was armed only with javelins and arrows; pursued 
Hamidel to the gates of his capital; and soon made 
himself sovereign of Tenes. Leaving his brother 
Isaac governor of that city, he marched inte the 
country of T'remecen, at the request of the inhabi- 
tants, to assist them to expel their reigning prince 
Abuzijon, who had usurped the sovereignty from his 
nephew Abuchen-Mon. By: means of his artillery, 
he was again victorious. over an enemy superior in. 
numbers; and the defeated prince having been put 
to death by his disaffected, subjects, Barbarossa was. 
invited to take possession, of the kingdom. Having 
alienated his new subjects, however, in’ a very short 
time, by his oppressions and extortions, they began 
to form schemes for the restoration of Abuslice, 
Mon; and that prince, having taken .refuge. in the 
Spanish fort at Oran, had found means to interest 
the Emperor Charles V. in his cause. The Marquis 
of Gomarez, with 10,000 men, was commanded to 
reinstate Abuchen in his dominions; and being joined 
by Selim, the son of Eutemi, with a number of 

oors and Arabs,. they, advanced to besiege Barba- 
rossa,in Tremecen. Obliged by. the revolt of the in- 
habitants to retire to the citadel, he defended himself 
there with the greatest vigour, to the last extremity ; 
but, his provisions beginning to fail, he made his 
escape by a subterraneous passage, and attempted to 
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Barbarossa. retard the pursuit of his enemies by strewing his trea- 
—v— sures in the way; fe Overtaken by the activity of the 

‘Spanish general about eight leagues from Tremecen, 
and overpewered by superior numbers, his Turks 
avere cut In pieces to a man, and he himself was slain, 
while fighting with the most determined valour. Thus 
perished this noted corsair in the 44th year of his 

-age, about four years after he had obtained the sove- 
-reignty of Jigel, two years after being acknowledged 
king of Algiers, and scarcely a twelvemonth after 
‘the acquisition of the kingdom of Tremecen. (¢) 
BARBAROSSA, Hayranin, upon receiving in- 

telligence of the defeat and death of his) brother 
Horuc, assembled the Turks together im Algiers,'to 
consult as to the most proper measures 0 safety. 
Aware of the well-grounded aversion, which the Al- 
gerines had always entertained towards their govern- 
ment, and alarmed by the strength of the Spanish 
.army in their neighbourhood, they proposed at first 
to embark their troops and their plunder, and entire- 
ly to abandon the city of Algiers. But the Spanish 
commander, instead of pursuing his victory, having 
withdrawn the greater part of his forces from Africa, 
“Barbarossa’s ateestttivere were encouraged to keep 
their station, and he was instantly proclaimed king 
of Algiers, and high admiral of the sea. Perceiving, 
however, the growing impatience of the Arabs under 
his government, and having discovered symptoms of 
immediate insurrection, he put his dominions under 
the protection of the Grand Signior, received the 
title of viceroy or bashaw of Algiers, and was fur- 
nished with ample means of defence against all his 
enemies. He applied himself with the utmost vigour 
to fortify his capital, to improve his harbour, and to 
increase his navy. ‘He reduced the Spanish fortresses 
in his neighbourhood, overawed the -adjoining Arab 
‘tribes, and carried on the most daring depredations 
against all the maritime powers of Europe. At 
Jength A. D. 1533, partly as a reward for his great 
services, partly from jéalousy of his growing power, 
and partly on account of his eminent talents as a naval 
«commander, Solyman I. called him trom the govern- 
ment of Algiers, and placed him at the head of the 
Turkish marine, as the only person in his dominions 
capable of opposing the celebrated Andrew Doria, 
the admiral of Charles V,, and the greatest sea officer 
of his age. “ Proud of this distinction,’”? says Dr 
Robertson, “ Barbarossa repaired to Constantinople ; 
and, with a wonderful versatility of mind, idan 
the arts of a courtier with the boldness of a corsair, 
gained the entire confidence both -of the Sultan and 
his Vizier.”. He was accompanied to the Otto- 
man court by Alraschid,’ prince of ‘Tunis, who had 
tolicited his support againss his younger brother 

7 

BARBAROSSA, t 
Muley Hascen; and he communicated to 
treacherous plan which he had formed of 
Tanis to the Turkish empire, by using the name 
influence of the exiled princes Alraschid was shut 
up in the seraglio, and never heard of mores Barbas 
rossa, who:pretended to have him on board his. 
sailed to Tunis with a fleet of 250 cote Dp 
session of the place by means of that sad 
rents; and then compelled the inhabitants to ac. 
knowledge Solyman as their sovereign, and himself as 
his viceroy. Having completely established: himself 
‘in his new kingdom, he renewed his piracies against 
the Christian states to so great an extent, and with 
such. savage barbarity, that ' at .the emperor 
Charles V..rouzed by the daily. ints of his out~ 
rages, and moved by the entreaties /of the exiled Mu- 
ley Hascen, resolved to deliver’ from the 
scourge of his depredations, and putting himself at 
the héad of a. powerful fleet-and army, he sailed for 
Tunis in the month of July 1535. Barbarossa, on 
his part, was both prepared and determined to make 
a vigorous defence ; but he was ‘unable to withstand: 
the deliberate courage and discipline of his assailants. 
His strong fortress of the Goletta was taken by as+ - 
sault after a desperate resistance ; his army was de- 
feated in spite of all his exertions, within sight of his 
eapital ; ‘the guns of the citadel were turned against 
him by the Christian captives, who had gained their 
liberty during his absence ; and he saved himself with 
difficulty by a precipitate flight to Bona. (See a 
more detailed account of the preceding events. in the 
article Anciers.) Having returned to Constantinople, 
he was again appointed to command the fleets of So- 
y srery and was employed in various important expe- 
itions; in the -war‘against the Venetians in 1537, in 

the invasion of Arabia Felix in 1538, and in an attack 
upon the islands of the Archipelago in 1539. In 1543 
he scoured the coast of Calabria with a fleet of 110 
galleys; took and plundered the city of Reggio; ad- 
vanced to the mouth of the Tiber, to the great ter- 
ror of the inhabitants of Rome and the neighbouri 
country; sailed tojoin the French fleet at Marseilles, 
and then directed his course to the city of Nice ; was 
there repulsed with considerable loss, and at length 
obliged to retire upon the approach of Doria to its 
relief, After ravaging the coasts of Naples and Tus- 
cany, he returned to Constantinople in 1544; and 
continued to direct the naval affairs of the Ottoman 
empire till the year 1547, when he died of a sudden 
fit of sickness about the 70th year of his age. See 
Robertson’s Hist. of Charles V. vol. ii. p. 56, &c. 
153. ° Mod. Univ. Hist, vol. xviii, p. 262, &c. 427, 
Mignot’s Hist. of the Ottoman Emp, vol. i. p. 3635 
vol, ii, p. 18,22. (9) 
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ig nearly 40°, (from the 10th W. tolthe 30th E. Barbary: 
Lon ot dinue 2760 geographical miles. Its —<-~—~ 
brent in a direct line from north to ‘south, is very 
‘unequal, and may be variously estimated according to 

Barbary. Barvary, the most northern division of Africa, is 
bounded on the north by the Mediterranean, ‘on the 

Boundaries South by Sahara or the Desert, onthe east by Egypt, 
and extent. and on the west by the Atlantic Ocean. Its utmost 

extent from east to west, from cape Non on the coast 
of Morocco, to Alexandria on the confines of Egypt, 

the portion of the desert which may happen to be — 
included; but at the widest parts, it can scarcely be 
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+t ae ') BARBARY: 
» Barbary. opie more than $ degrees, or 556 milés, while at 

narrowest point it.is not above 2 degrees, or 139 

miles. It c wan neces on the west; where Mount 

‘coast in a north-east’ direction to.cape Spartel, and 

thence proceeds with various windings, but chiefly in, 
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conjectures have been formed. respecting ». Various t 
the origin and import of the word Barbary. Some 

language of 

the natives appeared to them at first as merely an in- 

which is still retained by the inhabitants of the moun- 
tainous districts of Barbary. But the word Berebbers 
denotes also shepherds ; and the shepherd tribes who 

yr ‘the Atlantic, stretches along the © 

; 

* 
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less persecutions. “About the year 530, the power : Barbary: 
of these barbarous. invaders was completely ovér- 
thrown by the renowned’ Belisarius; and . Barbary 
remained under the dominion of the Greek emperors, - 
till towards the end of the 7th century, when it’ was 
overrun by the resistless arms of the Mahometan 

‘Afabs, and formed a part of that’ vast empire of 
which the caliphs were the head. Its great distance, 
however, from the seat of government, encouraged its 
rulers to assert their independence; and the caliphs 
were often obliged to connive at acts ‘of rebellion 
which they. were unable to prevent. In this manner; 
Barbary. was gradually divided into a number of petty 
kingdoms, continually at war with each other, and 
continually varying in their extent. — It was the scene 
of many sanguinary revolutions, and was ruled by se- 
veral succeeding dynasties, whose history is very im- 
perfectly known, and scarcely deserving of a particular 
detail. It continued in this disditled and neglected 
state till the beginning of the 16th century, when the 
rise of the piratical states under the Barbarossas, (See 

. Averers and Barsarossa; ) rendered it at once more 
formidable and better known'to the nations of Eu- 
rope. Since this last mentioned era it has been fre- 
quently visited by travellers, and described by a great 
variety of authors; but it must still be considered as 
a country with which we are very imperfectly ac- 
quainted, This may be ascribed chiefly to the very 
short and rapid visits’ which Europeans in general 

- make to this country ; to the superficial knowledge 
which they possess of the language of the inhabi-» 
tants; to the watchful jealousy with which foreign 
residents are regarded by the governments; to the 

: were i Egypt, are conjectured to have “bigotted and bloody antipathy which the natives en- 

; takenrefuge in Abyssinia and northern Africa: hence, 'tertain towards the subjects of Christian states ; and 
ecording to Mr Bruce, Barbary may be equivalent to the incalculable hazards to which travellers are ex- 

to Barbaria, or Berberia, “the country of the Be- posed from the plundering Arabs, against whose fe- 
: rebbers,”’ that is, of the shepherd race. rocious cupidity even the authority of the princes can 

History.“ The ancient history of Barbary’ willbe found more scarcely afford sufficient protection. 
at large under the articles Numipians, Maurira- The country of Barbary, as has been already men- states and 

tioned, soon after its subjection to the caliphs, was govern- 
divided into a multitude of petty sovereignties ; but ment. 

F gen 

ected. It is conjectured, with 
sufficient probability, that this country received its first 
inhabitants from Eg, t,and that it was afterwards co- 
lonized by the Phenicians. By this enterprising peo- 
ple the cities of Utica and Carthage were founded 
and as the Carthaginians increased in wealth and 
power, they either reduced or rendered tributary most 

the other states in the north of Africa. Upon 
the fall of Carthage, B. C. 144, the greater part of 
those provinces of which Barbary now consists, be- 
came subject to the Romans, and continued under 
their ment till the yearof Christ 428. About 
this period, the Vandals under king Genseric began 
to make incursions from Spain into Africa ; and be- 
fore the year 455, rendered themselves complete mas- 
ters of all that the Romans had possessed in that 
uarter of the globe. These savage conquerors gave 
e first fatal blow to the: prosperity of pontine 

_ Africa, and reduced its most flourishing cities to a 
' state of desolation, from whichthey have never recover- 
ed. The noblest monuments of Roman grandeur 

‘* were converted into heapsvof- ruins ; while the mi- 
+ . . . 

serable inhabitants were involved in the most relent- 
VOL. Ill, PART Il. 

these have been so continually varying, both as to 
their particular number and relacive strength, that it 
is impossible either to enumerate or describe them 
with any tolerable degree of accuracy. The chief of 
them at present» are, Morocco, Algiers, Tunis, Tris 
poli; and to one or other of these, the smaller king- 
doms of Fez, Tremecen, Constantina, Barca, &c. 
are now become subject. The largest of these, Mo- 
rocco and Tez, comprehending the greater part of 
west and south Barbary, forms an entire and indepen-, 
dent empire of itself. The more northern and eas- 
tern states are still in some degree dependent upon 
the Turkish at or at least occasionally claim-its 
protection.. For a separate account of whatever may 
be peculiar'in each of these divisions, with respeet to 
history, description, government, population, &c. 
we refer the reader to the several articles ALGIERS, 
Morocco, Tunis, Tripoti, &c.; and shall-here en- 
deavour to collect and arrange, in one view, such ob- 
servations as apply to the country and inhabitants of 

in general. 
The, climate of Barbary is, in general, peculiarly Climate. 

temperate and salubrious, equally removed from the 
2k , 

J 
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Barbary. onposte extremes of drought and moisture, of heat 

an 

Soil and 
culture. 

cold. In the coldest seasons the thermometer 
seldom sinks moré than to the 5th degree above the 
freezing point, and in the warmest weather it seldom 
rises to sultry, except when the winds blow from the 
Sahara. dsrige: Be long residence in Morocco, M. 
Chenier never observed it lower than 2! above the 
freezing point ; and during the space of 12 years at 
Algiers, Dr Shaw found it so low as freezing only on 
two occasions, when the ground was covered with 
snow. According to the observations of the last 
‘mentioned author, all the variations of the atmo- 
sphere, as indicated by the barometer, are“compre- 
hended within the compass of 1,3, inch, or from 294, 
to 30,4. The air upon the coast is nearly as cool 
during summer, as in the most temperate countries of 
Europe; and, even in the more inland places, the heat 
is greatly moderated by refreshing breezes from the 
snowy summits of the Atlas mountains. In the 
southern provinces, however, during the months of 
July and August, the heats are sometimes extreme ; 
and, about the beginning of September, a suffocating . 
wind from the Sahara, called the Shume, or Siume, 
blows with the greatest violence for the space of one, 
two, or even three weeks. During the prevalence of 
this parching blast, the ground is often heated to 
such a degree, that it is almost impossible to walk 
upon it ; and the inhabitants are obliged to retire to 
subterraneousapartments, or warehouses onthe ground 
floor, eating nothing but fruits, and frequently sprink- 
ling their houses with vinegar to cool the air. Buck- 
ets of water, also, are thrown upon the stone-walls of 
the bed-chambers, to render them habitable towards 
night ; and so excessive is the heat, that the effect of 
this operation is often similar to that of casting water 
upon hot iron. During the dry season, from March 
to September, it scarcely ever rains ; and the atmo- 
“sphere is almost completely free of clouds: even du- 
ring the rainy season, from September to March, there 

“is seldom a day that the sun is not visible at inter- 
vals. These vernal and autumnal rains are remark- 
‘ably regular, and seldom violent ; but the country is 
occasionally subject to long-continued droughts, which 
never fail to produce innumerable swarms of locusts, 
the most destructive enemies of vegetation, and the 

uent forerunners of famine. 
he general appearance of the country. is rather 

mountainous, tolerably covered with wood, but not 
so well watered. In many places it is finely varied 
in hill and dale ; and amidst the forests and higher 

unds, the most delightful retreats are to be found, 
refreshed with abundant and numerous streams, filled 
with odoriferous plants and flowers, and yielding the 
most luxuriant and nutritious herbage, The soil, es- 
pecially towards the coast and in the mountainous 
districts, is light and sandy, of a very loose and yield- 
ing texture ; but, in some of the northern provinces, 
it is composed of a rich black or red earth, without 
either clay or stone. It is capable of every kind of 
cultivation, and is productive in the highest degree. 
In the northern districts, it is well fitted for the 
growth of the most valuable European productions ; 
and in the southern, it is capable of yielding every lux- 
ury peculiar to the East or West Indies. It is, in 
general, strongly impregnated with various salts ; 
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and to this circumstance, it is con} 
t measure be ascribed that extraordinary fertility 

or which it has always been remarkable. The culture, 
* whichit receives, is meagre and superficialintheextreme, 
The only manure, which is employed, is the annual 
burning of the long stubble, and the dung’ of the cat- 
tle turned out to pasture ; while all the tillage thatis 
bestowed is a slight scratching, about six ine ms 
which is frequently pita: with a wooden plough, 
and of which an ordinary pair of beeves is sufficient 
to accomplish a whole acre in one day. Two bush- 
els and a half of wheat or barley are usually sown 
upon one acre; and the ordinary produce is about 12 
bushels for one. A much greater increase, however, 
is not uncommon. One grain generally puts forth 
ten or fifteen stalks, sometimes fiity or sixty, and in 
some instances even a still greater number. Each of 
these stalks sometimes bears two ears, and these 
again often shoot out into a number of smaller ones; 
so as to afford a most extraordinary return, After 
the custom of the East, the natives of Barbary tread 
out their corn by driving the cattle over the sheaves 
spread out on some level spot of ground, and then 
separate the chaff, by throwing it up against the wind 
with a shovel. The grain is then lodged in matta-’ 
mores, or subterraneous magazines, containing at least 
400 bushels each, lined with stfaw, and covered with 
earth in a pyramidal form. In these store-places it 

_ can be preserved, without suffering any damage, for 
the space of five or six years, and even for a much 
longer period. The horticulture in Barbary is, if 
possible, even more deficient than the husbandry ; 
and the gardens are neither laid out with taste, nor 
kept with care; but present to the view a confused 
mixture of fruit-trees, pot-herbs, and grain, neither 
divided by walks, nor ornamented with flowers. Yet 
even with this superficial cultivation, the soil of Bar- 
bary yields almost every vegetable production in the - 
greatest abundance ; and were the husbandman suffi- © 
ciently protected in the exercise of his labour, and the 
enjoyment of his gains, it is supposed to be capable 
of producing ahundred fold more than the consump- 
tion of its population requires. 4 

The natural productions of this country are of Produc. 
great variety and value, well suited to the wants of tions. 
the natives, and amply sufficient to supply a large ex- 
ortation. The principal kinds of grain cultivated Vegetable. 
ere are, wheat, barley, Indian corn, rice, millet, pease, 

beans, caravances. No oats are to be found in Bar- 
bary ; and the usual provender of the cattle is barley 
and cut straw. Hemp, flax, cotton, and, in some 
districts, gant are raised 7 Dr ee quanti- 
ties. A > pears, apricots, plumbs, pomegranates, 
pe emda alitatela and ell the fruits produced 
in the south of Portugal and Spain, are found in this 
fertile country. ' Melons, oranges, lemons, limes, figs, 

, strawberries, and a multitude of similar re- 
Stag fruits, are supplied to the natives of northern 
Africa, often indeed of an inferior 
nerally in the greatest profusion. ‘The o— cane 

ws spontaneously in some places, stick liquorice 
in amazing uantities, a variety of useful gums, and 
different Kinds of medicinal herbs, such as wormseed, 
orris-root, coloquinth, &c. There are every where ~ 
along the coast, plantations of olive trees, which grow 

_—— but ge- 
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_-renowned for their poreeeenisnd actizity, Th 
in a stronger sinew the European horses; seal sitar 

' and well tasted, 
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to a considerable size ; the argan tree, which bears a 
fruit resembling the walnut, yielding an excellent oil ; 
large forests of oak, and rs ia and a peculiar 
tree called arar‘or sandrac, (supposed to be the ardor 
vite of Theophrastus,) remarkable for its property of 
resisting the rot, and the worm. | Honey and wax, 
also, Sesh not strictly speaking vegetable sub- 
stances, may»hére be mentioned, as forming no despi- 
cable part of Barbary produce. 
od prevailing mineral in this country is salt, which 
pee eitperede the whole soil, and of which there 
are innumerable pits, rocks, and springs. Salt-petre, 
also, is extracted in great quantities, from the earth 
of certain districts ; and many sulphureous fountains, 
some temperately warm, and others intensely hot, are 
found in different parts of the country. There is 
very little stone of any kind fit for building ; and 
though the Numidian marble is highly celebrated by 
the ancients, (Plin.1.5. c. 3.) none of it has been ob- 
served in modern times. Several areas and spars, 
specimensof talc, mica, and pyrites, and a great variety 
of petrefactions, have been orice by travellers. There 
are mines of iron, lead, copper, silver, antimony, and 
a mixed ore of antimony lead and gold, in the moun- 
tainous districts ; but only the three first mentioned 
metals are wrought to any great extent. 
Barbary is richly mores with all the various classes 
of ‘animated nature; and its domesticated animals 
have lo’ 
the inhabi 

» The horse, formerly the Gigunguiching glory of 
Numidia, is now tly rated. en the 
Arabs found, that the t best of their stud were gener- 
ally seized and carried off by their Turkish despots, 
-they soon began to neglect the improvement. of the 

‘West Barbary are still very puck 
ave, 

alittle training, become extremely manage- 
able, They are taught to have only two paces, a 
walk and a gallop; to. stop short suddenly, when 
checked at full speed; and to-stand still, whenever 
the rider may choose to quit them. Except among 
the Shelluh tribes, the mares are kept for reeding, 
and the stallions only used for riding. The ass and 
mule of this country, though not equal in size and 
beauty to those of Spain, are very hardy and service- 
able creatures, requiring little attendance, and gene- 

rally employed both in riding and bearing burdens. 
kumrah or jumar, a small animal, the offspring 

_ef the ass and the cow, has also been mentioned as a 
native of 3 and Dr Shaw has described one 
which he saw at Algiers, and which, he remarks, was 
not re there as an uncommon spectacle. But 
Mr Jackson, in all his travels in the west of Barbary, 
sever Saw such a creature, or found any person’ who 
had seen it, though he was informed that it was some- 
times seen in Biledulgerid ; and its existence is still 
considered by Naturalists as very questionable. 
‘The cows are small, and yield very little milk, seldom 
more than a quart at a time; but their flesh is tender 

Sheep are to be found in all parts 
of Barbary ; and, owing to the abundance of aroma- 
tic herbs in the pasturage, the mutton possesses a pe- 
culiarly fine flavour, ere is a species of this ani- 
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mal very common in the eastern districts, which have Barbary. 
immense tails, containing a hard, solid fat, which is 

— 
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greatly esteemed by the natives, and which bears a 
near resemblance to marrow. On the confines of Sa- 
hara is another species, similar in shape and size to 
the fallow deer ; but their flesh is dry, and their wool 
of a bad quality. “'The wool, indeed, of this country 
varies considerably ; some of it is as coarse as hair, and 
some again as soft and fine as silky The goats of Bar- 
bary are extremely prolific, and their exportation forms 
a considerable article of commerce; but they are chief- 
ly valued on account of the leather, which is prepa- 
red from their skins. The camel is un HOY i 
the most useful animal in this quarter of the gohes . 
on account of its well known capacity of enduring 
the utmost fatigue, and at the same time requiring a 
small proportion of nourishment. It can travel four 
or five days without water; can subsist for 24 hours 
upon one half gallon of barley and beans, or a few 
balls of flour ; and can carry a load of seven or eight 
quintals, travelling 10 or 15 hours in the day, at the 
rate of 24 miles in the hour. Dromedaries are more 
rare in Barbary than camels, and are generally brought 
from Guinea or Arabia. They are remarkable for 
the swiftness of their motion: and there is a particu- 
lar species of this animal, which both Dr Shaw and 
Mr Jackson assure us, will go over more ground in 
one day than the’ fleetest horse can go in 8 or 10. Tt 

constituted the most valuable possessions of «is called the heirie or desert camel; and of this ex- 
traordinary animal the last mentioned gentleman has 
given a most interesting description, to which we 
must refer our readers.. We may merely inform 
them, that this creature is guided by a leathern thong, 
attached to a ring, put through its upper lip; that 
it can travel, on an emergency, seven days without 
water ; that there are three kinds varying in excellence 
and value,—the telatayee, that is, per orming in one 
day a journey which employs a horse three days, and 
one of these is equivalent to the price of 30 camels,— 
the sebayee, which travels seven days journey in one, 
and which are worth 100 camels,—and the tasayee, 
nine days journey in one, which are extremely rare; 
and which are worth 200 camels. The desert horse, 
called Sh’rubah Er’reeh, signifying wind sucker, (be- 
cause the animal, when in speed, hangs out his tongue 
as if sucking the air,) bears the same relation to the 
common horse, that the desert camel does to the ca- 
mel of burden. His body is slender like that of a 
greyhound, his legs small, and his chest very broad. 

e is used chiefly in hunting the ostrich ; but is not 
so well calculated for crossing the desert, as he lives 
entirely on camels milk, and therefore needs to be ac- 
companied by two she camels in such long excursions. 

Among the wild quadrupeds of Barbacy may be 
mentioned the large herds of horned cattle of the 
neat and deer species, which abound in the moun- 
tainous districts ; and of which one of the most re- 
markable is the Fishtall or Lerwee, as it is called by 
Dr Shaw, orthe Aoudad, according to Mr Jackson. It 
resembles a young heifer of about a year old; has a 
long mane or beard from the lower part of its neck ; 
resides in the most inaccessible'places ; throws itself 
headlong over lofty precipices when pursued, gerie- 
rally falling on its horns or shoulders ; is very seldom 
caught, and is not to be approached without great 
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r. The rhinoceros, whose horn is capable of 

receiving a very high polish, andvis sold in Barbary 
at an enormous price. The young of this animal 
have only one horn, till a certain age; and, as one of 

- its Arabic names is very similar in sound to the word 
which signifies a mare, it has been conjectured, that 
from this circumstance may have-driseu, by mistake, 
the notion of the Unicorn, Among many other ani- 
mals, not very wellknown in Europe, may be men- 

» stioned the elegant black-eyed gazel, or antelope, 
which is remarkably swift and timid; the horreh, a 
smaller kind of antelope, the emblem of cleanliness, 
as its name imports, celebrated for the brilliant white- 
ness of its belly, for the preference given to its skin, 
by the Moors of distinction, as the fittest substance 
upon which they can prostrate themselves in prayer, 
and for the concretion found in its testicle or sto- 
mach, called the bezoar stone, so much valued as an 
antidote against poison ; the thaled, or little red fox, 
which is very destructive to the young vines, and re- 
markable for its shrill and piercing cry ; the sédsib, 
an intermediate species between. the rat and squirrel, 
accounted by the Arabs a great delicacy, and the on- 
ly animal which the Mahommedans torment with a view 
to improye the taste of its flesh; the ape, which is 
seen in great numbers, and found of a ve e size 
in North Atlas; besides the. deeb, or jackal, jerboa, 

OF the more 
ferocious wild animals, the chief are the lion, the 
leopard, the panther, which are all occasionally ra- 
venous invaders of the Arab encampments, and some- 
times even infest the roads, in the neighbourhood of 
large towns; the wild boar, whose strength is here 
‘proverbial, but which seldom attacks men, unless he 
be previously roused. by some provocation; the 
hyena, or dubbah, which, in Barbary, is more stu- 

. pid than fierce, and whose fledh, as it is asserted by 
the Arabs, occasions a temporary stupefaction ;, the 
wild cat, which is large and strong, and, when pres- 
sed with hunger, will sometimes attack the traveller 
with great ferocity ; the dear, or dubb, is very sel- 
dom seen, and inhabits only the upper regions of 
Atlas, which.are continually covered with snow. 

Domestic fowls, house-pigeons, and sparrows, re~ 
sembling those of Europe, are remarkably plentiful 
in Barbary. There is a great variety of the duck 
species, but the common geese and turkeys are sel- 
dom seen. The towns, in the summer season, are 
much frequented by storks, which are treated with 
great veneration by all Mussulmen, as being emble- 
matical of deisagel affection, and also as being very 
destructive to many noxious reptiles. Among thie 
wild fowl, may be mentioned, wood-pigeons, wild- 
geese, herons, bustards, flamingoes, pelicans, plovers ; 
partridges, which are much larger and fiver feather- 
ed than those of Europe ;.cuvlews, which are found 
in great abundance; cuckoos, which are esteemed a 
great delicacy by the Arabs; wood-cock, which, 
rom the largeness of its head, is called. by the na- 
tives, the ass of the partridges; el hage, a small ci- 
nereous-coloured bird, which liyes upon insects.of the 
beetle kind, which it sticks upon thorns, and does 
not eat till they begin to pushy It has its name 
from the circumstance of its accompanying the cara- 
vans which go to Mecca, The crow of the desert is 
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a beautifulybird, somewhat larger than the common 
raven, with the legs and bill of, a red uw. The 
ostrich abounds in the confines of Sahara; and those 
which are taken near Cape. Bojador are of the largest 
size, and have the finest plumage of any in the world, 
There are also various kinds of singing-birds in this 
country, the lark, the nightingale, the thrush, the 
starling, the blackbird, a especially the capsa.spar- 
row, which is larger than the common sparrow, and 
coloured like the ie 
melodious note, superiof to that of the canary bird, 
or of the nightingale, but which is so peculiarly de-, 
licate in its temperament, that it soon pines away in 
the smallest.change of climate. Among the birds of 
prey in North Africa, the most deserving of notice 
are the nesser, or vulture, which, next to the ostrich, 
is the largest bird in that quarter of the globe, and 
which feeds chiefly upon che horned. that is 
found upon the gum-ammoniae plant ; and the ec 
the largest species of which has an exceeding} : 
and beautiful eye of an orange colour, ant is the 
bird, as the Africans believe, which engenders. the 
dragon upon the female hyzna. 
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k, which has a very sweet and. 

ley. 

n the coasts of Barbary is found the greatest Fics 
abundance of excellent fish, particularly mullet, brim, 
anchovies, sardines, herring, mack cod,. skaite, 
soles, plaice, turbot, turtle. A very. firm and well- 
tasted barbel, eels, and shebbel, are very common in 
the rivers, the last mentioned of which is similar to 
the salmon, and is extremely rich and delicate. Im- 
mense quantities of it are salted or baked, and sent 
into the interior of the country, where it is consider= — 
ed as an excellent corrective o e bad effects some- 
times produced by an. immoderate use of dates. 
Whales have occasionally. been cast ashore on those 
parts, which are washed by the Atlantic, but very 
rarely on the coast of the Mediterranean; and, in 
these cases, considerable quantities of ambergris are ~ 
generally found along with the stranded fish, There 
is not muich shell fish on these coasts. Shrimps, 
prawns, crabs, and.cray fish, indeed, are not uncom- 
mon, Oysters also have been found near Algiers ; 
and the muscles there are both very excellent and 
abundant. Land fortoises are of a good quality, and 
of a very large size, sometimes weighing between 
four and six cwt.; but the inhabitants do not use 
them as food, and seldom catch them, except whem 
employed by Europeans for the purpose. 
tn the country of Barbary the insect tribes are ex- 

tremely numerous, of a great variety of shapes, and 
remarkable brilliancy of colours. There are butter- 

“ flies, libelle, and beetles, three inches in length, and. 
four inches between the extremities of the wings, 
when extended. The most remarkable of the beetle 
species is the dibben fashook, which has a long horn 
proceeding from the upper part of its mouth, with 
which it perforates the ammoniac plant, and makes 
the incisions from which the gum oozes out. The 
cicada or cricket is of a very large size, and makes 
an in t piercing noise during the night. The 
gnats, usquitos, are extremely numerous, espe- 

cially on the banks of lakes, and are y ‘keen in 
their attacks upon Eurepeans; but the thick skins 
of the Arabs, exposed daily to the scorching heat of 
the sun, are impenetrable to their bite. But of all 

. 
+ 
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Barbary; the insects of Barbary, the formidabléandabun- — “It is‘not possible to form a correct estimate of the’ Barbary. 
==" dant is the locust, bbe Ane ys come from the population ee Barbary ; but it has been conjectured, Se 

South, and often continues its forthree, five, or that it is not above one-fifth of what the country |, ng: > 

"seven 1 a oP cealneciag iE these insects ap- could support. The inhabitants are a very mixed 
. proach, Fo ae os pare cloud darkening the race ; and may be distributed into different classes ; 
sun ; and when they settle on the ground to carry on such as Turks, Moors, Arabs, Berebbers, Shellichs, 

their devastations, they are often crowded upon each N s, Jews. 
other to the depth of seweral inches. They all-ad- Of these the least numerous are the Turks ; but. Turks. 

. 

ed by the plague. | 

vance in’ the same direction, climbing over every ob- 
staclein their progress, clearing the ground of every 
vegetable substance, consuming even the bark of the 
po ote ne their approach at a consider- 

distance, by the noise of their feeding. In or- 
der to give a new direction to their course, the inha- 
bitants are acciistomed to dig pits and trenches across 
their path, which they fill with water, or with combus- 
tible materials to be set on fire at their approach ; but 
so'immense are the numbers of these destroyers, and 
so eagerly do they press forward their ranks, that 
the are soon filled, and the flames complete- 
ly extinguished by the constant succession of new 
swarms. A few gardens in the neighbourhood of 
towns are sometimes ; from their voracity, 
by means of a palisade of reeds, inclining towards a 

s og on the vest than the locusts, being un- 
to climb up this slippery and sloping bulwark, 

the aa tk nd back “into” i and wee one another. 
They partially disappear during the rainy season ; 
and are frequently carried away by. leadinhansds into 
the sea, During those periods of desolation, the lo- 
custs are: very y used as food, and are even 
esteemed a great delicacy ; but the lower classes of 
people, by living entirely upon them, are said to be- 
‘come very meagre and indolent ; and, whether from 
this circumstance, or from the: pestilential smell of 
the dead locusts, ‘or from some other cause, the vi- 
sits of these destructive insects are frequently follow- 

‘Scorpions, resembling a small 
lobster, about three inches in length, abound in 
stony places, and old ruins; and often infest the ci- 
ties so much, that, in order to guard against their 
attacks, the inhabitants are accustomed to place the 
feet of their bed-steads in tubs or pans of water: 
The sting of the yellow coloured is the most venom- 
ous; and the flesh of the animal itself, applied to the 
wound, is the most effectual cure. Of the various 

serpents found in Barbary, two only are 
nous; namely, the ah, of a black 

seven or eight feet long, with a small head, 
which expands to three or four times its usual size, 
when about to make its attack ; and the el ef fah, or 
ore about two feet in length, and.of the thickness 

‘@ man’s arm, beautifully spotted with yellow and 
brown.. The doah, or cows _ an euormous 
monster, twenty toeighty feet long, and thick 
as the body of a man, is aot indeed ey venomous 
nature ; but the velocity of its motion, which it is 
almost impossible to escape, and the greatness of its 

' strength, which is able to crush the boues of an ox 
in its grasp, render it sufficiently formidable to the 
traveller, There are also domestic serpents in this 
somes some of which are to be found in almost 
every house, and whose presence is. idered 4 met he faintly, in considered as a 

> 

‘are nevertheless to be considered as the sove- 
reigns of North and East Barbary. They are in ge- 
neral a very abandoned race, the refuse of ‘Turkey, 
chiefly composed of pirates and other banditti, who 
have either enlisted in the service of Algiers, ‘Tunis, 
Tripoli, or who have fled from their country to 

- escape the punishment of their crimes. ‘* Yet these 
recruits,” says Dr Shaw, ‘after they have been a 
little instructed by their fellow soldiers, and have 
got caps to their heads, shoes to their feet, and a pair 
of knives to their girdle, quickly begin to. affect 
grandeur and majesty ; expect to be saluted with the 
title of effondi, or your grace; and look upon the 
most: considerable citizens as their slaves, and the 
consuls of the allied nations as their footmen.’’ These 
Levant Turks generally intermarry with the native 
Moors; and their descendants, called Cologliss, or 
Coloris, form a very numerous ‘class, active, and intel- 
ligent, but extremely turbulent and ambitious. 

The Moors, who may be considered as the de- 
scendants of those, who were driven out of Spain, re- 
side chiefly in the towns and villages. They havea 
sallow complexion, an aquiline nose, good teeth, 
black eyes, manly features, but frequently a very fe- 
rocious expression of countenance. Their limbs are 
clumsily shaped ; their stature is commonly above 
the middle size; and their whole figure has rather a 
commanding appearance. They are naturally of a 
grave and pensive disposition, indolent to an extreme, 
and roused only by such violent passions as avarice 
and hatred.» They have little curiosity or ambition 
after knowledge ; and no spirit of enterprise; indus- 
try, or improvement. Their natural sagacity degene- 
rates into duplicity, and they are guilty ofthe meanest 
acts of imposition ; yet, with all their selfish cunning, 
they are often very improvident ; and, with all their 
haughty appearances, they are capable of the most 
abject submission, They have been described by a 
very accurate obseryer, (who seems to have been suf- 
ficiently inclined to give as favourable a picture as. 
possible), as ignorant and contemptuous of other na- 
tions, cruel and rapacious towards each other; livitig 
in continual suspicion and distrust, strangers to every 
social tie and affection, and scarcely susceptible of 
one tender impression ; unparalleled in arrogance, . 

‘ insatiable in sensuality, and addicted to the most un-. 
natural and degrading propensities. Some of the 
better educated among them, however, are courteous 
and affable in their manners, capable of much self- 
command in conversation, and slow in taking of- 
fence ; but very noisy and implacable, when once they 
are irritated. They all possess one very noble trait 
of character ina most eminent degree, namely, for- 
titude under’ misfortune.» Resigned in all things to. 
the will of God, the Moor never despairs; no cala-. 
mity or bodily suffering.can make him complain; 

Moors, 
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but he waits in patient hope for an amelioration of 

e character of this people, in short, 
is avery inconsistent combination of the savage and 
civilized state; and may be attributed, in a great de- 
gree, to the united influence of their education, go- 
vernment, and religion. 

The Arabs of Barbary are partly the descendants 
of those, who at first over-ran the country, under 
their Mahommedan leaders, and who have still kept 
themselves distinct. from the other inhabitants ; and 
partly emigrants from Sahara, who advance into the 
more northern districts, whenever the depopulations 
of the plague, or other calamities, afford admission 
toanew colony. They are divided into an infinite 
number of tribes, which never mingle by intermar- - 
riages, and which are almost continually at war with 
each other. If united among themselves, they would 
be more than a match for any of the Barbary states, 
to,which they are tributary; and in order to keep 
them more easily in subjection, it is the practice of 
these states to encourage mutual acts of hostility 
among their Arab subjects. They live in tents; and 

nerally form their encampments at a considerable 
Since from at town or village. . Their occupa- 
tion consists in taking care of their flocks and herds, 
and in raising a little wheat or barley. When the 
land, around their residence, has become less produc- 
tive, and their cattle have consumed all the pasture ; 
they strike their tents, and remove to a more fertile 
spot. They are generally obliged to procure: per- 
mission, from the bashaw of the province, to settle in 
any particular place, in return for which indulgence 
they: engage to pay a certain portion of their pro- 
duce. The Arabs bear a great resemblance to 
the Moors, in their general character ; but they are 
a more meagre, indigent race, frequently covered 

filth. ‘Those among them, who live 
nearest the coast, are more hospitable and inoffensive ; 
but it often requires blows to excite their respect, or 
to procure from them any accommodation. Those, 
again, who reside in the interior of the country, and 
espetially on the borders of the desert, are lewd, 
cruel, and treacherous; habitual robbers, and coward- 
ly assassins; who will indeed consider the person of 
a stranger as sacred, while he remains within their 
tent, but who will not scruple to murder their last 
night’s guest, before he has well passed the bounds of 
their encampment. 

The Brebes, or Berebbers, inhabit the mountains 
of North Atlas ; and are supposed te be the offsprin 
of the original inhabitants of Barbary, who. retire 
thither upon the conquest of their country, and who 
have still in a great measure preserved their independ- 
ence. They are of a fairer complexion than the 
Arabs, of an active and industrious disposition, of a 
robust and athletic frame of body. In the higher 
grounds, they dwell in caves; but, in the valleys, 
they occupy tents, or huts of earth. They seldom 
change their place of residence; and employ them- 
selves in cultivating the soil, tending cattle, rearing 
bees, and pursuing wild beasts. They are very in- 
trepid hunters, dexterous marksmen, and capable of 
pres. the greatest fatigue. They entertain a 
strong dislike of the Moors and Arabs, whom they 
regard as usurpers; and, as many of their tribes are 

: 
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extremely powerful, they pay or refuse tribute ac- 
cording to their own inclination. They have, indeed, 

d ly adopted the religion and customs of the 
oors; but have still a distinct lan of their own, 

which is supposed to be a dialect of the old Cartha- 
giniau. They are probably, however, a more ancient 
people in Africa, than either the Romans or Carthagi- 
nians; and, from the circumstance of their living in 
caves; it has been conjectured, that they may have form 
ed a remote branch of the great nation of the Troglo- 
dytes. Mr Bruce describesa very savage and indepen- 
dent tribe called Neardie (perhaps the same, koe 
Abbe Poiret terms Nades, and of whom he gives a si- 
milar description), residing near Jebbel Aurez, and 
dwelling in huts of mud-and straw. They occupy a 
very rugged and inaccessible tract of country; and the 
great hazard of attacking them was expressed by one 
of their Maraboots by the strong figure of “ eating 
fire.” lagen re a fair complexion, red hair, and 
blue eyes. They have the figure of a Greek cross 
marked with antimony on their foreheads ; and af- 
firm, that their ancestors were Christians. They 
seemed to rejoice more in that relation, than in any 
connection with the Moors; and Mr Bruce conceived 
them to be.a remnant of the Vandals. 

The Shelluhs inhabit the mountains of South At- 
las, and are often confounded with the Berebbers; 
but they are ascertained to be a distinct race, and to 
speak a different language. ‘They live generally in 
towns and villages, are chiefly employed in husban- 
dry, and are very simple and peaceful in their man- 
ners. They are a very meagre people, and remark- 
ably abstemious in their diet; subsisting almost en- 
tirely upon barley-bread and honey. Many families 
among them are supposed to be descended from the 
Portuguese, who formerly occupied many of the sea- 
ports of West Barbary. ~ 

Negroes are very numerous in Barbary, especially 
in the empire iS: Mceuackh where about 30,000 of 
them were embodied as troops, in the year 1780, by 
the emperor Muley Ishmael. ‘They are to be found 
also in every part of the aerpR and almost in every 
family, in +h state of slaves. heir condition, how- 
ever, in this respect, is very different from that of 
their countrymen who are transported to the West 
India iskands; and ney experience a treatment much 
more humane, than the general character of their 
Moorish masters would warrant us toexpect. Some- 
times, indeed, they are kept, like a stock attle, 
to propagate for the supply of the market; but in 
general they are regarded as members of the fa- 
mily, into which they have been purchased ; are care- 
fully instructed in the principles of the Mazhommedan 

* faith; and usually obtain their freedom, after a ser- 
vitude of eight or ten years. The more intelligent 
among them are taught to read and write; and, as 
soon as they are able to understand a chapter of the 
Koran, are immediately emancipated. ‘hese libe- 
rated negroes soon adopt the sentiments and manners 
of the natives; and many of the most able officers 
and industrious cultivators are of this’ class) They 
are in general better formed than the Moors, more 
lively and active, but if possible more capricious and 
blood-thirsty in their dispositions... - 

The 
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Jews of Barbary, whose ancestors were ex- Jews. 



Christians, 

not permitted to possess lands, to wear a sword, to 
ride a horse, or to leave the country without yee 

* permission. They are obliged to wear such a habit, - 
a “disti ish them at first sight; to address 
pales orate by the title of seedy or signor; and 
to pull off their sandals, whenever they approach any 
religious structure or consecrated place. They are 
no where more severely and more undeservedly op- 
pressed; for the whole country may be said to de- 
pend upon their ingenuity and industry, and could 
scarcely subsist without their aid. They are the only 
good artificers, and have a share in all pecuniary and 
commercial transactions.. They are employed even 
in coining the money of the different states, some- 
times also in collecting the taxes; and seldom does a 
Moor attempt to carry on trade, without the assist- 
ance of a Jewish agent. They are tolerated in the 
observance of their religious worship; and, in towns, 
there is generally a particular quarter allotted for 
their residence, under the jurisdiction of an alcaide 
appointed by the t. follow, in other 

, the customs of the Moors; and, under all 
their oppressions, they find ee resources in 

ir own superior sagacity and information. 
The few Chiisiis inne reside in Barbary, are 

rary visitants for purposes of trade, the consuls 
of Europe states, the slaves of Moorish corsairs, 
the i itants of the Spanish settlements, and de- 
serters from the Spanish garrisons, From a regard 
to their respective nations, they may sometimes ex- 

the ion of the constituted authorities ; 

. 
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Mahommedans till the fourth generation. ‘They fre+! Barbary’ 
uently find their'situation so very deplorable, that “=—"v—~" 

they are ready to expose their lives to the greatest 
hazards, in order to make their escape from the 

count 
In 

are subject to the most degrading oppressions. The 
supreme power is entirely without controul; and the 
lives and property of the natives are wholly at the 
disposal of their rulers. Every kind of cruelty and 
injustice is systematically practised ; and it is even 
said to be a maxim of government in this unhappy 
country, that, “in order to rule the people effec- 
tually, there should always be a stream of blood 
flowing from the throne.’”? The same principle of | 
tyranny descends through the inferior classes of go- 
vernors; and, provided they regularly remit to their 
superiors the required tribute, they are seldom called 
to account for their conduct. ‘To be rich, is the 
greatest of all crimes in the eye of the Barbary 
princes; and such of their subjects, as have acquired 
property to any considerable amount, are very rarel 
permitted to enjoy it in peace. Their wealth is either 
openly phe by the hand of power, or unjustly 
confiscated under the colour of law. The efforts of 
industry are thus completely paralysed ; and the la- 
bours of the people are almost entirely confined to 
the supply of their immediate wants. Those, who 
are pero 5) assume the appearance of indigence ; and 
often, for still greatear security, deposit their riches 
in the bosom of the earth. ‘The secret of this con- 
cealment, if not extracted by torture, frequently dies 
with the possessor; and the amount of hidden trea-: 
sures in Barbary is supposed to be much greater than 
the quantity of coin which is in actual circulation. 
According to the laws of the Koran, indeed, the 

it, by the Moors in general, they are held in'as forms of order and justice are generally observed, but 
great c as the Jews; and are exposed to every 
species of i that bigotry and brutality can devise. 
The » or foreigners, who have adopted 

the religion of the country, may be considered as 
forming a distinct class among the inhabitants of 
Barbary. The greater part of them are Jews, who 
have sought, in apostacy, a refuge from their oppres- 
sions ; are — criminals, or men of despe- 
rate fortunes, from Spain ; and a few are the younger 
part of European crews, who have been shipwrecked 
on the coast. A renegado, upon his conversion, is 
circumcised, clothed in a Moorish habit, and con- 
ducted through the streets on horseback accompa- 
nied with music, and a great concourse of people. 
He then chooses a Mahommedan name, and fixes 
pe person, who adopts him as a child, and 
w is afterwards called his ther ; but who is not 
considered as bound to take any farther notice of 
him. There may be a few instances of persons of 
this description having risen, by their abilities and 
knowledge, to situations of wealth and power ; but; 
in general, their condition inexceedinghy abject and 

ble. Hee re, Moors avoid their oa i 
seldom allow t to intermarry with their 

milies. They are at liberty only to connect them- 
selves with a te or the daughter of a renegado ; 
and their descendants are not acknowledged as genuine 

- 

very little of the substance exists; and, in most cases, 
judgment may easily be purchased by money. Trials 
are very expeditiously conducted; and the person ac- 
cused is not always heard in his own defence.  Sen- 
tence is as expeditiously executed, as it is pronoun- 
ced; and the condemned are not unfrequently hurried ~ 
out of existence, without properly knowing for what 
offence they are made to ‘suffer. 

The punishments employed in this country are as punish. 
are summary; and are continually ments. severe, as th 

varyin ator: to the fancy of the inhuman des- 
he y whom they are inflicted. Less heinous of- 
ences are punished by imprisonment and the basti- 
nado, by cutting off the hands or feet, by tossing in 
the air so as to bruise the criminal by the fall: There 
are persons, who have learned by practice to inflict 
the last mentioned’punishment so dexterously, as to be 
able, according to their instructions, to dash out the 
offender’s brains, to dislocate his neck, to fracture 
his leg or arm, or to make him reach the ground 
without sustaining any material injury. In the case 
of capital offences, there are many barbarous methods 
of inflicting death upon the wretched criminal. He 
is knocked down with clubs, stabbed, or beheaded 
with swords, and sometimes literally cut to pieces ; 
thrown in a bag into the sea, impaled, on a stake, 
burned alive, suspended from iron hooks, tossed upon 

all the states of Barbary, the government is of Civil go- 
the most despotic description; and the inhabitants vernments 
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sharp pointed pikes, dragged at the heels of a mule, 
and sometimes actually sawn asunder. 

The religion of Barbary is the Mahommedan, of 
which it is unnecessary shere to give.a detailed ac- 
count ; but which, it may be observed, the. Moors 
haye greatly relaxedywith respect to many, of its pre- 
cepts, and which, onthe other hand, they have bur- 
dened with many. additional superstitions, . They se- 
cretly drink wine without scruple, and often to great 
excess; and easily satisfy their consciences by pro- 
fessing to take it as a medicine. In like manner, th€y 
render any prohibited food perfectly lawful, by mere- 
ly.ascribing to it some medicinal quality. . They haye 

e same ecclesiastical orders, acts of worship,, festi- 
val seasons, &c. as other Mahommedans ;, but in addi- 
tion to the public mosques, they have a great variety 
of private chapels consecrated to the devotion of in- 
dividuals ; and they surpass all the followers of Ma- 
homet in the reverence which they testify to.the dif- 
ferent orders of saints. These are very numerous in 
Barbary, and of various descriptions ; but,they are 
known by the, general name of Takeers or Mara- 
boots, * and may be distributed into two principal 
classes.. Ist, Those, who, by frequent ablutions, 
self-imposed austerities, strict observance of the Koran, 
and other acts of rigid devotion, have acquired the 
reputation of extraordinary piety.. Of these, many 
are very sincere devotees, who make it.their employ- 
ment to visit the sick and to relieve the necessitous ; 
but the greater part are artful hypocrites, who assume 
the appearance of sanctity merely to promote their 
influence with the multitude. . Those are particular- 
ly called Maraboots, who lead a retired life like her- 
mits, pretending to possess magical skill, to. foretel 
future events, and to be endowed with miraculous 
powers. These generally preside at religious cere- 
monies, marriages, funerals, &c.; and employ. them- 
selves in.selling different. kinds of amulets or talismans 
to.their deluded. yotaries. . Under, this. class may be 
ranked those itinerant mountaineers, who pretend to 
be great favourites with Mahomet, and to have power 
over all venomous reptiles ; and who go about the coun- 
try entertaining the people by eating snakes, vomiting 
fire, and other juggling tricks. ‘They are sometimes 
Known. to run about in a frantic manner, leaping, dan- 
cing, foaming at the mouth, and in these furious fits 
they often fall upon the first animal in their way, tear 
it to pieces with their teeth, and instantly devour it 
like beasts of prey ;_ while the people are all the time 
anxiously soothing them with caresses, and using all 
possible means to quiet their frenzy. 

2d, The second class comprehends all idiots and 
madmen, who are considered by the Moors as under 
the special protection of heaven, and as moved by a 
divine btn in every thing that they do. They are, 
therefore, treated with the highest veneration ; care- 
fully fed and clothed ; and permitted, without restraint, 
to indulge in the most extravagant and immoral ac- 
tions. Many of them are poor, imbecile, and inoffen- 
sive creatures, who find, in the superstition of their 
neighbours, all that humanity and protection which 
their helpless and degraded condition requires ; but 
others among them are furious maniacs, who often 

* Called Marabous by Abbé Poiret, Marabouts by Lempriere, Aéarabutts by Shaw, pad Maraboots by Jackson. 
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‘amuse themselves in their malevolent Ste; by torment- 
ing and sometimes murdering:  per- 
sous as may happen to fall in. their ways aud not 2 
few are Ad most depraved wretchesin exi who 
assume character of insanity, that ‘may find 
an e¢asy subsistence, and have full liberty tosetialge 
in their brutal propensities. ; A) Deyo ts 

This quality of saintship-is considered as ina grea’ 
degree hereditary, descending regularly from. 
se son, os oh, TN ovarkry master to servant. 

very tribe and vil has its tutelary saint, 
to whom the jakaeanoe re ly. carry their. first 
fruits, and pay similar.acts of. superstitious homage. 
They are frequently employed as guides to travellers, 
and their presence affords the best protection from 
every insult or aggression. They are not only vene- 
rated during their lives, but, after death, their tombs 
are generally held sacred; and chapels of an. octa- 
gonal form are often erected, on the spot, which are 
regarded as at. once the most holy oratories, and»the 
most inviolable asylums. The habitations of the. liy- 
ing saints are generally near these tombs. of their an+ 
cestors ; and are often surrounded with importunate 
votaries, who, from touching the garments or receiy- 
ing the benedictions of these consecrated personages, 
expect the remission of their sing, and success in all 
their undertakings. _In these sanctuaries prayers are 
offered up, as; the last resort in desperate cases ; 
treasures are deposited, as in the most. secure,of all 
concealments ; anda refuge is found by the greatest 
offenders, which the most powerful are afraid to vio- 
late. Among the Moors, also, as among all other 
Mahommedans, those persons who have made the pil- 
grimage to Mecca, are held in the, highest. venera- 
tion ; are considered as having received at once the 
remission of sin and an increase of perfection $ are de- 
nominated Hage, that is, «-holy ;”” and are always ad- 
dressed by the title of Seedy, or “ my lord,” Even 
the camels and horses. which have made this sacred 
journey, are counted Hages; are well fed, exempted 
from labour, and permitted to graze at full libert 
wherever they may choose.to stray. Hospitality 
alms: giving are the cardinal virtues, and the.indispen- 
sable obligation of Mussulmen; but the Moorsaremore 
deficient in those duties, than the Turks and most 
other followers of Mahomet. Their standard of be- 
nevolence, indeed, is not very high ;, as no one is held 
bound to bestow alms who does not possess 5 camels, 
or 30 sheep, or 200 pieces of silver ; and when they 
have given 6d. in the pound to the poor, they are con- 
auras as having yielded complete obedience to the 
precept. , 

The state of knowledge in Barbary 

lest. portion of the literary spirit of their ancestors. 
They are not deficient in natural genius and abilities ; 
but their minds are degraded by their oppressive 
vernment, and cramped by their limited education: 
In the state of childhood, they display an uncommon’ 
share of acuteness and vivacity ; and are remarkable, 
while at school, for their memory and pepnestion, 
but after having been taught to repeat a few select 
passages from the Koran, and perhaps also to read 

” 

* 

is low in the Arts and 
extreme ; and the modern Moors have not the smal-, Sciences. 
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taract, with a:piete,of thick brass wire, terminating 

. ' 
Barbary. atid write, their progress in learning is terminated, 
—w— and they are w up without any farther 

[here are still some remains 

of literary ins the of Fez; and the 

children of the more wealthy are sometimes 
sent thither to acquire a more accurate knowl 
of the Arabic lan and to be sa ae t 
religi of their country. eir studies, 

Pride ~— to the Kote wad its comments ; 

or, at the utmost, to the cultivation of poetry, to 
which their e is admirably adapted. They 

lly record any extraordinary event in rhyme; 

and the young men sometimes hold extemporary, po- 
etical conversations, in which they display an astonish- 

ing fluency of expression, and accuracy of measure. 
One great trial of skill on these occasions, consists in 
proposing enigmas in verse, of which another person 
ex s the solution in corresponding measures. 
The rest of their literature is composed of a little in- 
accurate geography, and some tiresome memoirs of 

transactions among themselves. They have 
ion of the speculative sciences, and wonder 

at the folly of Europeans, who bestow time and ex- 
‘upon such uits. ies are utterly igno- 

vant of mathematics; and re: as unmeaning cu- 
riosities the few philosophical instruments of their 
ancestors, which Reve been preserved among them. 
Of the MSS. which they possess of the works of se- 

lowed to 
discipline or i ion. 

in 

veral learned s, those only are considered as 
worthy of which treat of astrology and ma- 
gic. elementary operations in algebra and arith- 
metic are not understood by one in twenty event ; 
but dis the greatest ingenuity and quickness 
of ee in oki calculations by memory, 
and communicating the results, by touching each 
others fingers; Their most profound astronomers do 
not icient skill in trigonometry to construct 

~ asun dial. Their whole art of navigation consists in 
what is called pricking a chart, and distinguishing 
the principal points of the compass. Their highest 
attainment in Chemistry is the distillation of rose- 
water, The extent of their physialogy is to distin- 
guish the figures of a few plants and animals in a Spa- 
nish edition of Dioscorides. The amount of their me- 
dical skill isto know the properties of a few simples, and 
to pina h the application of these with suitable in- 
cantations. They depend chiefly upontopical remedies, 
and seldom make use of internal medicines. They can 
scarcely even be brought to conceive how a substance, 
received into the stomach, should be able to reach the 
head or the extremities. A decoction of ground pine 
is frec y used in fevers, of arisarum in the stone, 

d of hanz#ra in theWenereal disease. The gall of 
the bird houbary is in great esteem as a cure for sore 
eyes; and a composition of myrrh, saffron, aloes, and 
myrtle berries, is given in the plague. A drachm or 
two of orbanche root is given in diarrhzas ; and round 
birthwort is a ign remedy for colics and flatu- 
lences ; but the great resource in all distempers is 
the hammams or natural hot baths and springs. Their 
surgery consists much in bleeding, cupping, scarifying, 

dfomentations. In theumatism and pleurisy, they 
scarify, or puncture with red hot iron, the place that 
is They sometimes evacuate the water, in 
hydrocele, with a lancet ; and even couch for the ca- 
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gradually at one end in a point not very sharp. Sim- 
ple and gun shot wounds are healed by actual cau- 
tery, or by pouring fresh butter boiling hot into the 
sore ; and the roasted leaves of the prickly pear are 
applied as warm as possible, to bruises, boils, and 
other inflamed swellings. The bite of venomous ani- 

Barbary. 
— ye! 

mals is cured by burning or cutting deep upon the’ 
wounded part ; or by burying the patient to the neck 
in hot sand to produce perspiration ; or, if no great 
danger is apprehended, by applying merely hot ashes, 
or the powder of alhenna, with two or three slices of 
onion, by way of cataplasm. They occasionally ino- 
culate for the small-pox, upon the fleshy part of the 
hand between the thumb and forefinger ; and in these 
cases they think it necessary to purchase the matter 
from an affected person, by giving a few nuts or com- 
fits in exchange. The patient is kept warm ; fresh 
butter is rubbed upon the skin to prevent pitting ; 6 
or 8 grains of alkermes are now and then administer- 
ed to throw out the pustules; and the eye-lids are 
tinged with lead ore to prevent the ulcers from fal- 
ling upon the eyes. 

The mechanic arts, likewise, are in a very rude 
state among the Moors; and seem to have undergone 
no improvement whatever for many ages past. Their 
tools are very few and simple; their implements 
of husbandry, &c. especially their ploughs, mills, 
looms, forges, are all in miniature, and, at. the same 
time, most clumsily constructed.. A goldsmith, for 
instance; will come to work for his employer in the 
corner of a court, where he soon fixes his stall. His 
anvil, hammer, bellows, files, and melting laddles, are 
all brought along with him in a bag: His bellows are 
made of a goat skin, into which he inserts a reed ; and 
holding this with one hand, he presses the bag with 
the other, and thus kindles and blows his fire. Other 
trades are carried on with the same rude simplicity ; 
and yet, so ingenious are the workmen, that Vs can 
aecomplish comparatively great things, by the most 
inadequate means. Their wants indeed are few, and 
easily supplied ; and it is only the most useful and es- 
sential arts, that are generally practised among them. 
The art, with which they are most conversant, and 
in which they display most knowledge, is that of ar- 
chitecture. Their mode of buil seems to have 
continued from the earliest ages, without the smallest 
alteration ; and appears, upon the whole, to be well 
adapted to the climate.. They are not capable, in- 
deed, of producing ‘any scientific plans, or elegant 
proportions ; and the distinguishing character of their 
edifices is massy strength. But their-cement is pecu- 
liarly excellent ; and is very probably the same kind, 
which has been employed in the most ancient fabrics, 
It is composed of one part of sand, two of wood 
ashes, and three of lime, which, after being well sift- 
ed and mixed together, is beaten with wooden mal- 
lets, three days and nights without intermission, and 
frequently sprinkled, during this operation, with a 
mixture of oil and water. For the purpose of con- 
necting the earthen pipes of their aqueducts, they 
beat together only tow, lime, and oil, without any 
water. Both these kinds of cement acquire, in a 
short time, the hardness of stone ; and are completely 
impenetrable by water. The walls of the cities and 
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nerally built of tabby or 

led an artificial stone, and 
which seems to be a remnant of ancient Moorish art. 
It is a species of mortar, consisting of lime, sand, and 
small stones, put into wooden frames, (which are re- 
moved when the work is dry;) and beaten together 
with square rammers. The mosqués, palaces, and 
other public edifices, indeed, are Ebb actly faced with 
hewn stone, or marble ; and some of these structures 
are of very great extent, comprehending a number of 
buildings, surrounded by a wall like a separate town. 
Their roofs are sometimes of a pyramidal form, and 
covered with green varnished tiles, which give them. 
at a distance a very lively and agreeable appearance. 
In the towns and villages the streets are narrow, 
seldom paved, never cleaned, and generally heaped 
with dust and filth. On each'side there is frequent- 
ly a row of shops, and behind these are the outer walls 
of the houses, which are, for the most part, of a rude 
construction, that the owners may not be suspected 
‘of being rich. ‘The entrance into these habitations, 
from the street, has a very mean appearance 3 and the 
first apartment is very commonly a kind of stable, or, 
at least, a porch or gateway surrounded with benches 
for the reception of visitors. Through this vestibule 
is the passage into a squaré court, which ~has some~ 
times a fountain of water in the centre, and a porch, 
supported by pillars, along each of its four ‘sides. 
This open space, in the houses of the opulent, is ON 
ved with marble, or with chequered tiling’; and in 
aultry weather (especially when employed, as it often 
4s, for receiving company) is covered by a sheet ot 
veil, which is expanded upon ropes from one side of 
the parapet wall to the other. ‘The houses are some- 
times two, and’even-three stories high ; and, in these 
eases, there are galleries for each flat, passing along 
the whole inside of the court, in the same manner as 
on the ground: floor: But they seldom consist of 
more than one story; about 16 feet in height. Each 
side'of the court generally forms one long, narrow 
apartment ; and one of these rooms frequently serves 
a whole family, as a lodging. ‘The entrance into 
these chambers is from the inner sides of the court, 
by means of large, folding, doors, which are gener- 
ally left half SES admit the light and air; and 
which are th furnished with hangings on the 
inside. ‘These doors are ornamented wit uered 
pannels or carving ; and are sometimes made alto- 
gether of stone, moving upon pivots, fitted to sockets 
mm the lintel and the threshold. The ceilings of the 
apartments are generally of wainscot, neatly painted 
or studded with gilded mouldings ; the upper part of 
the walls is adorned with fret-work or stucco figures 5 
while the lower space nearest the floor is covered 
with hangings of ‘coloured cloth, or of the skins of 
lions and tygers, suspended upon hooks, and thus 
easily taken down or put up at pleasure: But some- 
times, instead of these curtains, the sides of the rooms 
are ornamented with looking-glasses ‘of various sizes, 
pr with watches and clocks m glass cases, or with a 
display of muskets and sabres: fancifully arranged. 
There are no fire places in the apartments } and the 
victuals aré prepared, in a corner of the court, in an 

BARBARY. 
earthen stone heated’ by charcoal. he floors are 
laid with painted tiles, or plaister, and co¥ered with 
mats or carpets.. Along the sides of the ‘walls are 
ranged mattresses and bolsters, De beg = eet 
sit during the day, and generally ye ie 
hight. t the same time there is, also, at‘one end of 
the chamber a little gallery, raised above the floor to 
the height of three, four or five feet, in which the 
beds are frequently placed ; and sometimes instead of 
these, an European nent bedstead may be seen 
in the houses of the wealthy, but this is intended ra- 
ther for ornament than use. As the use of chairs 
and tables are unknown in this country, the remain- 
ing part of the’ furniture consists of a clock, a few 
arms, a tea equipage, and some china vessels. The 
Moorish houses are and gloomy; as the 
windows are extremely small, and all ‘into the 
court, except perhaps one lattice or balcony, above 
the gateway towards the street, which however is 
very seldom opened, unless on festival days. The 
stairs are either in the’ porch, or in the corners of the 
court. ‘The roofs are flat, covered with plaister, and. 
surrounded ‘with a parapet: There the female part of 
the family are- accustomed to walk and amuse them- 
selves in the cool of theevening. ‘To the habitations 
of the more wealthy, an additional building is fre- 
quently attached, called the Alee or Oleah ; the 
apartments of which are used as wardrobes, as places 
of greater retirement, or as a lodging for strangers. 
‘The houses are generally whitened on the out side; 
and appear, at a distance, like vaulted tombs in a 
church-yard. The villages are always in the neigh- 
bourhood of the towns ; and are co of huts of 
stone, earth, and reeds, surrounded with thick and 
high hedges. vite uu 

 encampments of the Arabs, which are gene- 
rally at a distance fromthe cities, consist of a number 
of tents, from 8 to 300, and are called Douars. * 
Each of these is under the authority of a Sheik, (or 
Shaik,) who is appointed usually by the government 
in whose territories they reside, and who is 
the man of most property in the tribe : The Bereb- 
bers, however, assert the privilege of choosing their 
own chiefs. The coverings of the Arab tents are 
made of a coarse thick stuff, of woollen, of camels 
and s hair, or of palmetto leaves; and is al- 

yed of a black or brown colour. Their form 
is broad and’ low, about ‘8 or 10 feet in height, 
and between 20 or 25 in length, ae one appear- 
ance, according to the description of Sallust, of an 
inverted boat: “ Edificia Numidarum, qua mapalea 
illi vocant, oblonga incurvis lateribus tecta, quasi na- 
wium carine essent.” divided ‘into sepat 
rate ‘chambers ‘by means of curtains; and one of 
these is always allotted for the’calves, foals, and kids, 
Their furniture is exceedingly simple, pie oo only. 
‘of a little straw, a mat, or coarse carpet for bedding, 
a few earthen vessels for cooking, a wooden bason 
draw water or hold milk, a goat skin to churn the 
‘butter, afd two portable mill-stones “to grind the 
orn. The s, which support ‘the’ roof of the 
‘tent, are furnished with a num ‘or pins, 
upor which are suspended their clothes, baskets, sad- 

ee od 

* Dow-wars, ase Shaw; duares, according to.Abbé Puirét { Zouhars, atcording to Lemprieré and Chenset ; and 
Is douars, according to Ja 
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béard ;, but sometimes content themselves with wiping Barbary. 
their fingers on their clothes, or in the woolly heads ““v—““’ 

= di : & ~ 

—-— in the form f Pit misao 
of their n 

ood. 

an oblong square. _ 

pe ota fF re is in every encampment an ad- 
ditional guard of ferocious dogs, which bark with 
great fury at the approach of strangers. In thecen- 
tre of the douar there is generally a large empty tent, 
which serves the purpose of a a school-house, 

a lodging for the traveller. ‘I'he Berebbers have 
eee ician to those of the Arabs; but, 

tion of these is called a Dashkra. 
_ The inhabitants of Barbarysare remarkably abste- 
mious in their diet ; and can subsist upon a very small 
uantity ain ariaies: gosiaunen = lower 

clas among | ve ¢ upon 
sheshote nicengptablen,. wild traits, nedu. enix suse of 
by iy is we ol pai pene panera een few dates, 

id a dranght of camel’s milk, will often support 
them, on a journey, for a whole day. The principal 
dish among all ranks, from the prince to the peasant, 
is. cuscasoe, * a kindof pep ee 

e088 und, heaped up in a vesse ° 
pon a the pot, in which the vege- 
tables.or flesh meat is boiled, and in this manner 
stewed ig It is then mixed with 

ilk, butter, YY» Spices, pot-herbs, or ani- 
maak food, vite snocp..cpulent j z | ‘ He 

use a great proportion of bread, of which th 
ps make ameal, with she iedilision sof-y: lithe: oil, 
vinegar, or milk, The Moors, bly to the Jew- 
ish custom, cut the throats of all the animals, which 
they use for food, at the same time turning their heads 
towards Mecca in adoration of their prophet; and, after 
suffering them to: bleed: freely, ck pronase aad 
away the.remaining blood, and divide the meat. into 
aa pieces about 2 Ibs. in weight. The natives of 
Bebe ws regular with respect to their hours 

cipal 

upen — 

the -cuscasoe into little balls, 
whch hy tm ih a dexterous jerk into their 

make no use of knives and forks, and 
ely even of spoons. The male part of the fa- 

nly pan Oa pai ees emma sneer 9 280 
the children, servants, inthe third. But amon 
He par eg 5 aR a 

eats alone ; ish then passes to the'children ; 
to. the wives; and, lastly, to the domestics. 

After eating they again wash their hands, mouth, and 
4 t 

= Cuscasowe, acco: 
to . cotding to Chenier; and cuscasoe, according to Jackson. 

slaves. | It. must be observed also, that, 
before beginning a repast, and even before entering 
uponany kind of work, they reverently utter the word 
Bismillah, that is, “ in the name of God.;’’ and upon 
concluding their meals, or completing any. underta- 
king, they say, in like manner, Athandillak, that is, 
‘* God be praised.’’ 

One of the luxuries am 
tea, which they greatly prefer to. cottee; but, as it 
is a very scarce and expensive article in Barbary, it 
is used only in the houses, of the rich. In order to 
prepare it for use, they put some green tea; a little 
tansy, the same quantity of mint, and a large pro- 
portion of sugar, into the pot, at the same time ; 
and then fill it up with boiling water. . After it has 
been infused: a proper length of time, it is poured 
out into very small china cups, and taken without 
milk. Of this refreshing beverage, they drink very 
great quantities, whenever it is introduced, and con-’ 
tinue slowly sipping it with great relish, for the space 
of two hours together. Besides using snuff, they 
take much pleasure in smoking tobacco; and, for 
this purpose, they use a wooden tube about four feet 
in length with an earthen bowl. They often mix 
with the tobacco the cut leaves of the Aashisha, ov 
African hemp plant, which produces a kind of sen- 
sual stupor, and excites agreeable dreams. The hief, 
which is the flower and seed of the hashisha, is still 
more powerful in its effects ; and about one common 
English tobacco pipe-full is sufficient to produce com- 
plete intoxication. This they prefer to opium, wine, 
or brandy ; and so great is the infatuation of those whv 
use it, that they cannot exist without its'exhilarating or 
rather stupifying influence. They have several en te 
plants of a similar quality ; among which the nuts of 
the palma christi hold a principal place, and have 
the remarkable effect of intoxicating a person tor the 
space of three or four hours, in such a manner, 
that he completely opens his mind, and utters all his 
thoughts. 

The Moors have in general rather a superabun- Dress. 
dance of clothing, which very much conceals the 
form of their persons; but the fashion of their’ dress 
is punnanee to be Se ancient, and bears a great re- 
serablance to that of the patriarchs, as represented 
in paintings. That of the men consists of a red cap, 
or turban, and frequently of both, the latter beiag 
wrapped round the bottom of the former, and ser- 
ving often to distinguish the rank or profession of 
the wearer, by the number and fashion of its folds ; 
a pair of linen drawers, reaching to the ankle, over 
which they sometimes wear states pair of woollen 
cloth; a linen, cotton, or gauze shirt, generally 
hanging over the drawers, with large and loose 
sleeves; a vest, or tunic, called a caftan, resembling 
an European great-coat, generally made of cotton in 
summer, and of woollen in winter, sometimes with 
and sometimes without sleeves, connected before with 
very small buttons down to the bottom, and fastened 
tight around the body with a sash ; a sash or girdle 

ing to Shaw ; couscousou, according to Abbé Poiret ; cuicosou, according to Lempriere ; cooscasoo, ac 

the Moors is Luxuriés.- 
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Barbary. of worsted,. fine linen, cotton, and sometimes of silk, 
—v~— in which are Senate stuck a knife or dagger, and 

’ which serves them at once as a coveri 

one end of which is sewed up to serve asia purse; a 
velvet cord, crossing over the right shoulder, and 
suspending a sabre on the left side;. yellow slippers 
on their feet, instead of shoes, but no stockings on 
their legs. This is their usual. dress, when in the 
house, or when employed in any kind of work ; but, 
when they go abroad, they throw over all, in a care- 
less but elegant manner, a»garment of white cotton, 
silk, or wool, called a hayk*, five or six yards, in 
length, and about two in breadth, very similar. to 
the Scotch plaid,, and supposed to be the same as 
the peplus of the ancients. Instead of this, and fre- 
quently aboye it, they use occasionally a blue cloak 
with a hood, called a durnose, made of woollen cloth, 
and of a very close texture, so as to resist the rain. 
‘The Moors wear their beards long, but have their 
heads shaved, except a single lock in the middle. 
The more wealthy have plain gold rings upon their 
fingers ; and frequently carry a rosary in their hands, 
‘more by way of ornament, than for any religious 
purpose. The Arabs wear no linen, and, except in 
paying visits, (when they always put on drawers), 
ave seldom any, other garment, than the hayk, 

through the 
day, and a-bed during night, , They fasten the two 
upper corners before the breast, and over one of the 
shoulders, with a wooden, bodkin; and then wrap 
the rest-of the robe about their bodies, while the 
outer fold is generally employed to hold such articles 
as.they may, have occasion to carry. Their heads 
are almost. always without any covering, except a 
narrow fillet. around the temples to bind up their 
hair, or the hood of the burnose drawn up during a 
shower. On the confines of Sahara, they are often 
completely naked, or, at: most, have only a pair of 
thin, drawers. The Berebbers wear the drawers and 
the burnose.. The dress of the Jews differs very lit- 
tle from that of the Moors, except that their cap, 
slippers, and outer garments, must always be of a 
black colour. Lepers are obliged to. distinguish 
‘themselves, by wearing a straw hat, with a very 
broad brim, tied on in a peculiar manner.. The na- 
tives of Barbary are scrupulously. cleanly with re- 

rd to the insides of their houses; and cannot en- 
ure the slightest contaminatien to remain near the 

place where they sit. ..The frequent ablutions, also, 
imposed by their religion, (though often performed 
in.a very slovenly manner, ) tend to give them a great 
appearance.of .personal cleanliness; but. their. gar- 
ments are very seldom washed, and are generally in 
a very disgusting state of filth. 

The condition of the women in Barbary is the 
same as‘in other Mahommedan countries. © Reared 
in ignorance, and imprisoned in their apartments, 
they are rather the slaves than the companions of 
their husbands... Those, who reside in, towns, sel- 
dom. leave their houses, except for the purpose of 
isiting, one another; and, when they do go abroad, 
they are so, completely veiled, that they cannot be 
distinguished by their nearest relations.. On. these 
occasions, women of rank always ride on mules, or 

BARBARY. 
in ters sa by rinjease sion ieee ser- 
vants, the aged, and@ the v lowest. z 

who are seen walking ab streets. Among the 
Arabs, and the inhabitants of the villages, the wo-~ 
men have more liberty ; but they have also more la- 
hour. They are continually occupied in weaving at 
the loom, grinding corn with the hand-mill, hee 

ovisions, attending the cattle, and after a 
day of fati have to trudge, often two or three 
wes perhaps, with their infants on their backs, to 
bring water. They are generally required also | 
equip the horses, to take down and pack up: the 
tents, and sometimes to carry heavy burdens on foot, 
while the lazy Arab is riding at-his ease. They are 
subjected in short to every species of drudgery ; and 
it is even affirmed, that, in some parts of the coun- 
try, they are occasionally yoked with the cattle in 
the labours of the field. ‘The women of this coun- 
try are generally handsome ; and have a ‘great. de- 
gree.of rustic. simplicity in their manners. Their 
persons are rather below the middle stature, remark- 
ably fat and. square, with large hands and feet. 
Their faces are round; their nose and mouth small; 
and their countenances, though beautiful, very defi- 
cient in expression. They have, however, a very 
noble gait, a complexion as fair as the females of 
Europe, and, except when descended. from re 
does, their eyes and hair are universally black. In 
the inland districts, especially towards the south- 
west, and in some particular cities, such as Rabal.and 
Mequinez, they are said to be exquisitely beautiful. 
The lower classes, indeed, and especially the Arab wo- 
men, who are seldom veiled, have a very swarthy:com- 
plexion, and are rarel velltoaoed: ‘Those who. 
are generally seen in the streets, are round shapeless 
bundles, resembling bales. of cloth in motion. Co- 
vered to the mouth with woollen, and senseless 
a dirty rag hanging over their face, they have alto- 
ether a very hideous and disgusting appearance. 

Siealinae is considered as their principal charm ; 
and the fattening of young women thus becomes a 
very important object of domestic attention. In or- 
der to promote this growth of beauty, they use in 
their food a powder called elhouba; and swallow 
great quantities of paste heated in the steam of boilin 
water. But their psa manner of life, contri- 
butes perhaps more effectually, than all other means, 
to produce that plump habit,of body, for which they 
are distinguished. Their dress consists of drawers, 
shirt, and tunic, nearly resembling those of the men; 
except that the neck of the two: latter is left open, 
and, the edges generally ornamented with embroidery. 
To. their girdles of silk, or crimson velvet, are at- 
tached two broad straps, which pass under each arm 
over the shoulders, forming a.cross upon the breast, 
and suspending a.gold chain in the front. The hair, 
which itis their great peel to have very. long; is 
laited, backwards from the forehead, in. a variety of 
olds, hanging loose behind, but fastened together 
at the bottom by.a little twisted silk... A long nar- 
row stripe of gauze or silk is then wrapped:round 
the: hair, ae 4 a manner, that the ends intermingle 
with the tresses, and hang down behind almost to 

ing the 
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* Hykes according to Shaw; haick, according to Lempriere ; Aaigquey according to Caries 3 kayly according to Jackson; 
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Barbary, thé ground. A handkerchief of linen, crape, or 
ae oma eats silk, surrounding the head like a close cap; 
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convenience at the birth of their children; and are Barbary. 

uently on foot the next day, going through the —-\-—~ 
and collected ita bow behind, covers and completes duties of the house, with the new-born infant on 
the head dress. At the upper patt of the ears, they their back. bs 
have a small gold ring ¥ with a cluster of precious The natives of Barbary marry at a very early age; Marriages. 
stones ; and at the lower part, another ring and clus- and generally without ae I had much opportunity to 
ter of a larger size. ” wear also rings on their establish an attachment of affection. In forming matri- 
fingers, bra s on their wrists, rims of gold or sil- —monial connections, the parents of the parties may be 
ver on their ankles, and a variety of necklaces com- said to be the only agents; and it frequently happens, 

a 
e 3 and wear sli Pilwaye'oen 

mm y einbroierea with gold, 
which they take off, when they enter their apart- 
ments. \ Besides the veil and hayk, with which they 
cover their heads, when they walk out, they some- 
times wear also straw hats, with a view to keep off 
the rays of the sun. The dress of the lower classes 
consists chiefly of drawers, and a coarse woollen tunic 
tied round the waist by a band, with acommon handker- 
chief upon their heads; but frequently in the house, 
and especially in the tents, they have no other cover- 
ing than a towel round their loins. At all times, 
however, and in the midst of all their drudgery, the 
lowest and most wretched among’ them are loaded 
with all the trinkets which they possess, such as ear- 
rings, bracelets, necklaces, and even small looking- 
eae hanging on their breasts: ‘This may be part- 
ly Owing, indeed, to their having no proper place in 
which to deposit them. The ‘women of the Jews 
are the most handsome, and the most inclined to in- 

igue. Those of them who are married, are not re- 
uired to wear veils; and are permitted to walk 

t, without much restraint. Their dress is simi- 
lar to that of the other Barbary females, except, 
that instead of selon Sher penerally wear petticoats 
of “woollen cloth, with embroidered borders. 
All classes of women in Barbary are addicted to the 
use of various paints or cosmetics, to which may, ina 

eads, pearls, or gold chains. They some- posed: vg! tind of loose euekiog to give the le 

on : one aid 
ey 

great measure, be ascribed that shrivelled and aged : 
appearance which their faces acquire at a very earl 
period of life. They stain the Setiners of thee aye, 
their eye-lids, and eye-brows, with a black pigment, 
a P of lead ore ; and it is accounted a great 

ition to their charms to have a long black stripe 
across the forehead, along the ridge of the nose, on 
the cheeks, and from the chin down to the throat. 
They paint their cheeks and chin, ‘the nails of their 
fingers and toes, and the inside of their hands and 
feet, with a deep red. They frequently also tinge 
the whole of their hair, hands, and feet, with a herb 
called henna, which produces a deep saffron, or 
se ton! colour ; and which imparts a pleasing 
80) d coolness to the skin. Most of the wo- 
men among the Arabs and Berebbers imprint, with 
needles and gun-powder, the forms of flowers and 
other objects, on their face, neck, and other parts 
of their bodies. The women of this country very 
soon attain the state of puberty; are frequently mo- 
thers at eleven’ or twelve years of age, and grand- 
mothers at twenty-two or twenty-three ; and, as they 
‘live as long as Europeans, they “generally witness 
several generations of their posterity. They lose 
their bloom, however, and cease from child-bearing 
about the age of thirty. ‘They suffer very little in- 

that the bride and bridegroom do not’ see each other 
till the ceremony be performed: It is from their 
mothers or confidential servants that they learn the 
personal accomplishments and character of their in- 
tended helpmates. In most cases, however, the 
young man procures some opportunity of seeing his 
mistress at a window, or in some such distant manner; 
and should the interview prove mutually agreeable, he 
then proposes his wishes to the father. Should his 
offer be admitted, he sends presents to the lady, -ac- 
cording to his circumstances ; and if these be accept- 
ed, the parties are considered as betrothed. It is 
not expected that the bride should bring a portion 
along with her; but, on the contrary, the husband 
often pays to her’parents a species of purchase- 
money: He specifies, at least, a certain sum to be 
given to her, should she happen to survive him, or 
to be divorced. If the father, however,- possess. 
much wealth, he generally presents his daughter 
with a supply of ornaments, and also allots ae a 
suitable dowry ; but all this is considered as her own. 
property, and must be faithfully restored in the event 
of a separation. These arrangements are all made in 
the presence of the cadi by the friends of the parties; 
and this public transaction constitutes the marriage- 
contract. During several days before marriage, the 
bride remains at home to receive the congratulations 
of her friends, to be iiliBtructed by the ta/d, or priest, 
in the duties of the married state, and to undergo 
the process of a fresh painting. During this period, 
the Sfideiatects receives the visits of his friends in the 
mornings ; and in the evenings is paraded through 
the streets on horseback, attended by a musical band 
of hautboys, drums, triangles, &c; dnd surrounded. 
by his male relations and acquaintances, who testify 
their joy, on these occasions, by dancing and jump- 
ing, and twirling their muskets in the air, by exhi- 
biting their horsemanship, and by firing in the face 
and at the feet of the bridegroom. On the day of the 
marriage, the bride is placed in a square vehicle, about 
twelve feet in circumference, covered with white li- 
nen, or variegated silk, and fixed on the back of a. 
mule, In this litter, she is carried through the town. 
in the midst of her relatives and companions,. accom- 
panied with the light of torches, the sound of musi- 
cal instruments, and frequent vollies of musketry. 
In this manner she is.conducted to the house of her: 
intended husband, who returns, about the same time,. 
from a similar exhibition; and great care is taken, 
that she do not touch the threshold of the door, as: 
she enters. She then sits down, with her hands over 
her'eyes, and the company retires; the bridegroom is. 
introduced to her alone, perhaps for the -first’ time 5. 
‘takes off her veil, and receives her as his wife, 
without any farther ceremony: Sometimes, indeed, 
especially among the Algerines, it is customary for 

x 
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the parties to plight their faith, by drinking out of 
each others pa ag After the phe tbe fiends 
are entertained with feasting and amusements, a 

ter or a smaller number of days, according to 
the wealth of the parties; and it is considered as in- 
cumbent on the man to remain at home eight days, 
and the woman eight months after their union. e 
husband has power to divorce his wife on various ac- 
counts, such as barrenness, unchastity, &c.; and the 
wife possesses a similar power, if her husband should 
fail to provide her with sufficient subsistence, or 
should three times utter curses against her. In Bar- 
bary, as in other Mahommedan countries, four wives 
are allowed to one husband; and as many.concubines 
as he may choose to support. The Moors, how- 
ever, seldom avail themselves of this indulgence; and 
in a population of 100,000 souls, scarcely 100 men 
will be up, who possess the number allowed by the 
law. Even among the Bashaws, and other great men, 
the number of their wives increases only by degrees ; 
and an additional one is seldom taken, Pa the for- 
mer have lost their bloom. - The first married, 
however, especially if she have born a son, is al- 
ways regarded as the mistress of the house; and the 
younger wives are taught to pay her all due respect. 
The concubines are generally black women, who re- 
side in the house along with the wives, and perform 
the menial offices of the family. The children of 
the wives have all an equal share of the effects of 
their father and mother; but those of the concubines 
can claim only half the proportion of the .others. 
"fhe marriages of the Arabs are conducted ina man- 
ner very similar to what has now been described; 
but are often celebrated with much greater show, 
and by much pp! te companies, The friends of the 
parties provide them with a tent and its simple furni- 
ture; and each brings to t int stock a propor- 
tion of cattle and of grain, ‘Though they generally 
wear nothing but woollen clothing, yet it 1s a cus- 
tom, in many tribes, that the bri legroom and bride 
shall have each a linen shirt at their nuptials; but 
this they: must neither wash nor put off, as long as 
it will hang together. : 

The Moors are equal by birth, and know no dif- 
ference of rank, except what is derived from official 
employments; and even this is not retained, after 
these offices are resigned. ‘The exercise of the me- 
ehanical trades is never considered as, in the smallest 
degree, disreputable; and the governor or judge of 
a town would never think himself degraded by giving 
his daughter in marriage to a common artificer:, The 
meanest man in the ‘nation may thus aspire to a_ma- 
trimonial connection with the most opulent, Per- 
sons bearing the name of Mahommed, which is ge- 
nerally given to the first male-child born in wedlock, 
are always addressed by the title of Seedy, synony- 
mous to Signor. 

The usual mode of salutation in Barbary is to put 
the right hand on the breast, to make a gentle in- 
clination of the head, and in.this posture, to give the 
salem aliok, or the wish of peace. If the parties 
are intimately acquainted, they shake hands with a 
very quick motion; or merely make the extre- 
mities of their fingers meet, and thén each puts 
his own to his lips; or mutually embrace, kissing 
the forehead, shoulders, or beard. ‘They then in- 

, 

these occasions, a kind 
extended from the parapet walls, to 

BAR BAR Y, 
quire after the health of the welatives, in due order; Barbaryp 
and, among the Arabs, on these occasions, the mare, 
flock, and even the tent are not forgotten; but while 
putting these questions, they seldom wait for a re- 
Ply, and are often far beyond each others hearing, 
efore they have finished their civil Ep tories, 

When they accost a superior, they make the hayk, 
which is usually thrown loosely over the head, f; 
back upon the shoulders; generally pull off their 
slippers as they approach, and respectfully kiss his 
hand, or merely that part of his hayk which covers 
his arm, or sometimes even his feet. The superior, 
in these cases, presents the back of his hand for salu. 
tation ; and it is accounted an indication of great. fa- 
vour, when he offers the palm, _The compliment 
due to a sovereign, and to any of his family, is to 
uncover the head, and then to prostrate or rather 
bend the body ta,the ground, It is common in Bar- 
bary to adaiete a pecu pr Fegeacs to a person who, 
is eating, drinking, sm s sneezing, or belching ;. 
namely, saha, = it-do = ood.” [aaah 
When the iuhabitants of Barbary pay: visite to, Visits 

each other, they generally ride on mules, rather than, 
horses ; and pride themselves greatly upon being at. 
tended, on -these .occasions, by several cnt 
men, ‘They are not always received Hoge wy Siting 
but, if the weather be fine, .a mat or carpet is spread. 
before the door; and upon this they place themselves. 
in a circle, cross-legged, or resting upon, their heels, 
while their attendants are seated in the outside in a. 
similar manner, The streets are sometimes crowded , 
with these parties, engaged in smoking, in drinking _ 
tea, in conversation, or in gaming. i the company 
be large, and an entertainment be given, the inner-. 
court is frequently the place of meeting ; and, on. 

veil or curtain is generally. 
shelter ay 

from the heat or inclemency of the weather. The 
master of the house, when receiving his guests, re-. 
mains upon his seat, takes their hand as they ad-. 
vance, inquired after their health, and directs them _ 
to their i Whatever he the time of the day, - 
tea is introduced, during the visit, in the houses of | 
the opulent; and is accounted the greatest civility . 
that can be shewn to the company. When a stran-_ 
ger arrives to lodge in the family, the first compli. 
ment offered is water to wash his feet, (which the 
circumstance of walking barefoot, or at, most in loose _ 
slippers, renders a very necessary and acceptable cere- 
mony ;). and, in such cases, the master or the house 
is always the most active in doing the most menial of-_ 
fices to, his. guest. 

The common topics of conversation among these Conversa- 
people are, the occurrences of the neighbourhood, tion. 
with respect ta which, they testify the most eager. 
curiosity ; their religious tenets, which the talbs, or, 
men of letters, embrace every opportunity. of intro, 
ducing, in order to display their own acquirements ;,, 
their women, on which subject their discourse is ex- 
ceedingly low, trifling, and indecent; and, lastly, 
their horses, upon which it is accounted the greatest 
of all accomplishments to be able 4 harangue. In. 
conversation, the gestures of the Moors are on 

ul, and expressive; their accent peculiar | 
strong and sharp; and their voice remarkably full 
and sonorous. hen they become hot and quarrel~ 

‘ 
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ity. some, they indul eo rious language, 

— eae pettinge: thar tab atte rage, but very 

Amuse- 
ments, 

Music. 

seldom come ¥e blows; though it sometimes happens, 
that a dispute is nally terminated ‘by assassination. 
~The natives of Barbary are indolent to 2 very 
astonishing degree, unless when accidentally roused 
to some sudden fit Of exertion ; and hence their amuse- 
ments are always in extremes, either of the most seden- 
‘tary, or of the most violent description. They may 
often be seen i considerable numbers sitting on their 
‘hams, leaning against a wall, in complete apathy and 
silence, smoking their pipes, stroaking their beards; 
i a thigh tayers with a rosary in their hands, 
or conversing her with the utmost vehemence. 
‘They are 80 extremely averse from standing or walk- 
ing, that, if two or three should chance to meet, they 
instantly squat themselves dewn on the first clean 

yot which they can find, though the interview may 
not be intended to last above a few minutes. They 

d great part of their time in the barbers’ shops, 
which are the chief places of concourse, and the great 

. 
sources of all intelligence ; or in the coffee-houses, 
drinking tea and coffee, or playing at a kind of chess, in 
which they are very expert ; but all games of hazard 
aré strictly prohibited by their law, and they seldom 
play for money in any case. Tribes of wandering his- 
torians, or romancers, often amuse the vulgar by their 
wonderful relations ; and dancers and jugglers by 
their tricks and agility. ‘The young men, and espe- 

the soldiery, often make merry with their con- 
cubines, with wine and music, in the taverns, or in 
the fields, ‘The natives of this country are, in gene- 
ral, greatly delighted with imusic ; and their quick 
tunes are very beautiful and simple; but their slow 
airs have a tiresome, wales sameness. Their 
rincipal instruments are the hautboy, the mandoline, 
G Spanish instrument), a violin with two strings, the 

the common pipe and tabor. Their more ac- 
tive diversions are, epee jumping, wrestling, and 
particularly foot-ball ; in which last exercise, they do 
not attempt to send the ball to a goal, but amuse 
themselves by kicking it up in the air, without any 
definite object. Another favourite amtsement, or 
rather military exercise, in which they continue for 
several hours at a time, is what they call the game of 
gun-powder ; which consists in one party of horse- 
men riding full gallop against another, or merely to- 
wards a wall, suddenly stopping short, discharging 
their muskets, and retiring to resume the onset. 

are considered as the most expert in this 
amusement, who advance nearest the wall, and who 
stop most instantaneously. ‘This is their mode 

in battle, and also of complimenting a 
stranger. “They load their pieces with loose powder; 
ride up vi r to the persons, Whom they mean to 
salute ; and then 'y checking their horses, dis- 
charge their muskets full in the face of the ho- 
noured individual. 

The care and management of their horse is their 
ere pleasure and accomplishment ; and it must 

admitted that they excel in horsemanship. Their 
mode of training and ridi 

ad pernicious to these no 
them in when very young, by making them perform 
long and fatiguing journies, over a mouttainous and 

however, is very cruel 
ie - They break 
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rocky surface. T'hey then teach them to rear up, Barbary. 
to stand fire, to go at full speed, and to stop short, “~~ 
as has been described. Their horses, of consequence, 
have no other pace than a walk or gallop 3 and, by 
being broken in so early, and treated so barbarously, 
they are very soon rendered unfit for service. Their 
bridles have only one rein of very great length, which 
serves also the purpose of a whip; and the bit is so 
constructed, that, by a very slight pressure on the 
horse’s tongue and lower jaw, it fills his mouth with 
blood; and, if not used with the utmost caution, 
would be so powerful in its check, as to throw him 
completely on his back. ‘Their saddles are in some 
degree similar to the Spanish; but the pummel is 
still higher peaked, rising in a perpendicular direc- 
tion, while the back part is elevated in such a man- 
ner, as to support the rider, as high as the loins. 
They are covered with red wocllen cloth, or even 
with red sattin; and are fastened upon the horse by 
one girth round the body, and another across his 
shoulders. ‘The stirrups are hung very short ; form- 
ed so as to cover the foot, like a slipper; and placed 
far back, so as to give the rider a firmer seat by in- 
ducing him to grasp the horse’s sides with his knees. 
The spur is a spike, about six inches in length, hung 
loosely at, the heel of the stirrup, a very barbarous 
looking weapon, which appears to a stranger read 
to rip up the sides of the animal, but which a skil- 
ful rider keeps always between four dr eight inches 
from the horse’s belly, and seldom uses it so as to. do 
him any injury. 
Among the amusements of the Moors may be men- 

tioned the sports of the field, such as hawking, which 
is much practised in the kingdom of Tunis, where there 
is a great variety of falcons; and fowling, in which the 
sportsman makes no use of dogs, but conceals himself 
under an oblong frame of canvass, painted like a leo- 
pard, in which are two or three holes, that he may per- 
ceive what passes, and may push out his musket ek 
he is sufficiently near to the birds. They often take 
Powuecs by tunnelling, or inclosing them in a net 
y means of a decoy bird in a cage; and sometimes 

by springing the coveys repeatedly, till the birds be- 
come fatigued, when they take them with dogs, or 
knock them down with sticks, .A whole district is 
often assembled to hunt the lion and leopard. ‘The 
company encompass a space of three or four miles in 
circumference, gradually contracting their circle as 
they proceed; the footmen with dogs and spears 
advancing in the front, while the horsemen are a little 
behind, ready to charge upon the first sally of the 
wild, beast. Sometimes they form traps. for these 
animals by digging holes ia the ground, formed lke 
an inverted cone, and slightly covered with earth. At 
other times, the Shelluhs and, Berebbers take their 
station, near the resoft of these destructive animals, 
sometimes on the top of a tree, and sometimes in 
small round towers built for the purpose, with a hole 
or two in the wall for the musket ; and will patiently, 
remain in these places for whole days, living on bar- 
ley meal and water. Their manner of. hunting the 
hyéna is also ey singular, and deserves to. be parti- 
cular] mentioned. én or twelve persons repait to 

the cave, which the animal is understood to fre- 
quent, and in which he. always remains through the 

Hunting. 
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Barbary. day, One of these “strips: himself naked, seizes a 

Diseases, 

dagger in one hand, and taking the end of a rope 
with a noose in the other, he advances gradually into 
‘the cave, speaking gently, with an insinuating tone 
of voice, as if with a view to-fascinate the hyzna. 
‘When he has reached the animal, he stroaks his back 
in order to soothe him, dexterously slips the noose 
round his neck, throws a piece of cloth over his face, 
pulls the rope at the same instant to indicate to his 
companions that it is fixed; and then, retiring be- 
hind, urges the animal forward, while the dogs at- 
tack him in front, as he is dragged along. In the 
pursuit of the ostrich, the Arabs make use of the 
desert horse, and set out in a party of twenty or more, 
riding gently against the wind, one after the other, 
at the distance of about half a mile asunder, till they 
discover the foot marks of the bird. When the 
come in sight of their game, they rush forwards at full 
speed, alwayScobserving the same relative distance. 
The ostrich finding her wings an impediment to her 
progress when thus moving against the wind, turns 
towards her pursuers, endeavouring to pass them; 
and though she may escape the first or second, she is 
generally brought down by the musket or bludgeon 
of those that follow. 

‘The natives of Barbary are subject to many loath- 
some and distressing diseases, which are greatly ag- 
ere by their.extreme deficiency in retical know- 
edge. The most prevailing distempers are, the fal- 

ling sickness, which is generally confined to women 
ae children; a temporary headache, which arises 
from sudden stoppage of perspiration, and is chiefly 
removed by using exercise ; inflammation of the eyes, 
frequently terminating in total blindness, and arising 
probably from the strong reflection of the sun’s rays 
by the whitened houses; complaints of the stotbich, 
Poa from bile, indigestion, and the bad qua- 
lity of their water ; chronic rheumatisms, white swel- 
lings, and dropsies, which last disorder may be owing 
ina great measure to their poor living + deg 
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to impress the funeral assembly: with sthe «deepest 
thoughtfulness and sorrow. The dead ate interred —-v—> 
a few hours after their decease ; and the inz~ 
portance is attached to the rites of burial. »It is an 
opinion among the Moors, as it was among the an- 
cient heathen, that the souls of those; whovhave not. 
received proper interment, are excluded from the 
abodes oft the blessed ; and hence, it is accounted the» 
most dreadful of all punishments to be cut to pieces 
and thrown to the dogs. As soon as the dying 1 
son has breathed his last, the body is carefull ed, - 
and sewed up in a winding sheet'of white cloth ; 1 
this purpose, cloth, that has been brought from Mecca, 
and blessed by the Imam of that:city, is most highly 
valued. The corpse is next placed on a bier, and 
carried on horseback, or men’s shoulders, to the 
burying ground; which is always on the outside of 
the town, and of which every family has a portion 
walled in for their own use. All devout persons ac- 
count it a highly meritorious duty to assist in these 
rites ; and to accompany, at least a part of the way, 
every dead body which they may happen to meet.' 
The attendants walk two abreast, go very quick, and 
sing hymns adapted to the occasion. ‘he grave is 
made wide at the bottom and narrow at the top; and 
the body is deposited omits side, with the face towards 
the east, and the right hand under the head pointing 
towards Mecca, while one of the priests generally 
puts into the hand a letter of recommendation to Ma-: 
hommed. An arch is, in most cases, formed over 
the body with branches of trees to keep off the 
earth; different kinds of vessels and utensils are fre- 
quently interred along with the corpse; large stones: 
are placed upon the ag to resist the attempts of 
wild beasts; and a flag is finally erected over the 
spot. It is customary for the female relatives to 
weep at the tombs of their deceased friends for seve- 
ral days after the funeral ; and all, pie ge bya 
burying ground, offer up prayers for the . When. 
a woman loses her husband by death, she mourns four 

which is extremely common among t oors, in months and eight days, during which period she» 
consequence of their warm climate, their loose dress, wears no silver or gold; and, if she ha to be 
their ieee indulgences, and their immoderate use pregnant, she must continue mourning till her deli- 
of the warm bath; the itch, which seems to be oc- 
easioned by their constant use of stimulants, and 
which frequently breaks out into very bad ulcers; 
leprous affections, which are generally hereditary, and 
whieh are very seldom completely cured; the vene- 
real disease, brought by the Jews from Spain, ex- 
ceedingly prevalent among the Africans, and for 
which they have no radical remedy, but from which 
they experience less suffering than Europeans, owing 
to the constant perspiration, which the heat of the 
climate supports, their’great use of vegetable diet, 
and their abstinence from spirituous and fermented 
liquors ; and, lastly the plague, which generally visits 
the country once in every twenty years, and which is 
always peculiarly destructive. : 
When any one dies, a number of women are hired 

very, while the relations of her late husband are 
bound, in the mean time, to provide for her subsist- 
ence, The men usually express their grief by ab- 
staining from shaving their head, from trimming their 
beard, and from paring their nails. ; 

The manufactures of Barbary are chiefly such a8 Manuface 
are requisite for the supply of the inhabitants; and tures. 
are seldom prepared for exportation. “The principal 
articles, produced in the country, are, the burnose 
and hayk of white wool and cotton, or cotton and 
silk, made almost entirely by the women, and woven 
with their fingers without the aid of a shuttles silk 
handkerchiefs, which are manufactured chiefly in the 
city of Fez; various kinds of silk stuffs, frequently 
chequered with cotton; red caps, most of which are 
made at ‘T'etuan; a coarse linen stuff, of which the Tunetals, , s 

ClitiaciGrhe_purpose of lamentation; and they perform best is produced in Susa; carpeting, nearly equal to 
salem aliok, iy making the most ‘frightful howlings, that of Turkey ; beantiful matting made of the leaves 
are intimately aeir hea and breasts, and tearing their of the palmetto, or wild palm-tree ; paper of a very 

inferior quality; muskets and sabres of Biscay iron, very quick mot nails of their fingers. ‘They are so 
mities of their fxpressions of grief, that they seldom 
his own to his lipurnful sounds and afflicted gestures, 
the forehead, sho. 

well tempered by means of certain waters in the coun- 
try well adapted for that purpose; gun-powder of a 
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genuity,) elephants teeth, gums, and slaves, besides Barbary. apt to imbibe hu- 

rs aiiy, and so deficient in Cee ae eoag ee 
facture is equal 

the article ; but a certain 
Arab tribe, cory oma. hs are old 

ssess the making a gunpowder 
pons to partes in the Gpirlls. ether, made of 
goat skin, the mode of tanning which they are ey 
careful to conceal, and the softest and finest of whic 
resembling silk, and impervious to water, is prepared 
at Tafilet. The manufactures of Algiers and Tunis 
prc ainnim state of er perfection, than 
those of ; and the inhabitants of the northern 
districts are a more enterprising and commercial peo- 
ple, than those of the south, The Moors are utterly 

ted with the art of casting cannon, the 
Sortacuce of glass, the inyention of pumps, and 
the use of wheel carriages. They take no care to 
make or repair public roads, and have very few 
pn oe Ps mea their inland traffic is extremely li- 

ited; and is confined almost entirely to their mar- 
kets or fairs, which are held in different districts for 
the accommodation of the neighbouring inhabitants. 
At these fairs they assemble, from a considerable 
distance, to buy and sell cattle, corn, vegetables, 
dried fruits, carpets, hayks, and the various produc- 
+e lhe wh and in one quarter of the mar- 
ket- are to be found always a number of itine- 

or surgeons, to m the diseased are 
brought for cure; while there is generally a guard of 
soldiers sent by the governor of the province, or of 
the nearest town, to prevent those bloody quarrels, 
which not eibeqeracly take place at these resorts, 
between the different Arab tribes. All the states of 
Barbary indeed, by means of caravans, c on a 
very lucrative and extensive commerce with 

h Tombuctoo, the great emporium of central 
For the expedition to Mecca, several thou- 

of camels, horses, and mules are collected, 
ing merchandise to the value of two millions of 

Besides woollen stuffs, leather, indigo, co- 
‘ich feathers, the traders never fail to take 
or to purchase by the way, such articles 

commerce, as can be sold with profit, at Alexan- 
dria, Cairo, and the other towns, through which they 

These: ies of merchants and pilgrims 
for the two characters are gene united in this 

journey to Mecca), bring back with them Levant 
and Persian silks and muslins, amber, musk, essence 
of roses, &c. The caravans, which penetrate the in- 
terior of Africa, are neither so numerous nor so va- 
luable as those which go to Mecca. ‘hey travel 

a 
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through the desert of Sahara, occupying several . 
months in this toilsome journey; but we must refer 
the reader to Jackson’s Account of Morocco, for a 
more particular and very interesting narrative of their 
perilous B tbe es ‘The articles, which they trans- 
ort to Tombuctoo, are linens, muslins, silks, light 

bays, red caps, spices, sugar and tea, but chiefly 
co and salt; and the produce, returned from 

Soudan, consists pee th of bars of gold, gold 
dust, and gold trinkets, (in the manufacture of which 
the natives of that country display the greatest in- 
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ambergris and ostrich feathers, collected by the way 
on the confines of the desert. 

The commercial intercourse between the north of Political 
Africa and the kingdoms of Europe is extremely li- 
mited and fluctuating ; and the treaties, which have 
been formed, at different periods, between the tradin 
nations of Christendom and the piratical states of 
Barbary, were intended rather for securing protec- 
tion from the African corsairs, than for promoting a 
mutual exchange of commodities. The instability 
and tyranny of the several governments in Barbary 
must still be regarded, as an almost insuperable ob- 
stacle to the industry of the natives, and to the con- 
fidence of foreigners. The wants of the inhabitants 
also are few a if simple ; and those habits of luxury, 
which are the great springs of commerce, are either 
altogether unknown among them, or, at least, re- 
strained from open indulgence, by the lawless acts of 
extortion to which every opulent individual is inva- 
riably exposed. The little pegs traffic, which the 
eople, or rather the rulers, of Barbary do carry on, 
as been chiefly engrossed, of late years, by the 

French, Americans, and British. The principal ar- 
ticles imported into the north of Africa, are, broad. 
cloths, linens, muslins, silks, metals, hardware, mir- 
rors, sugar, tea, gun-powder, and Mexico dollars; 
and those hitherto exported are, gums, almonds, 
dates, aromatic seeds, ivory, leather, hides, ostrich 
feathers, olive-oil, wax, and wool: The former, it is 
to be observed, are chiefly manufactured goods, and 
the latter, raw materials, of the most essential use in 
the manufactories of our own country. It has, there- 
fore, been strongly urged by those, who are most 
competent to judge of the subject, that a close con- 
nection between Great Britain and Barbary might be 
of the very greatest advantage, both in a commercial 
and political point of view ; that it would provide a 
most abundant supply of provisions for our fleets in 
the Mediterranean, and our troops at Gibraltar; as 
well as open a way for our manufactures into the 
very heart of Africa. It has likewise been shewn, 
that the northern states of that country are more in- 
clined, than ever, to encourage such an intercourse ; 
and that nothing is wanting to establish it on a solid 
foundation, than proper attention and respect on the 
part of the British government, and especially the 
appointmient of agents well acquainted with the lan- 
guage and manners of the people. It has also been 
suggested, that the inhabitants of South Barbary, in 
Set ag are very favourably disposed towards the 
ritish ; that.a purchase might be made from the 

Emperor of Morocco of his most distant and disaf- 
fected province of Suse ; that at least, in consequence 
of his alliance, a British facto might be established 
at Agadeer (Santa Cruz), which would afford secu- 
rity both to the African and European trader, ac- 
custom the natives to the appearance and manners of 
foreign residents, become in a short time the empo- 
rium of Barbary and Soudan, and open a path for 
the progress of civilization and knowledge over these 
extensive regions of barbarity and ignorance. See 
Letters from Barbary, &c. Abbé Poiret’s Travels 
in Barbary, Shaw’s Travels in Barbary. Chenier’s 
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State of Morocco. Lempriere’s Tour to Morocco. 
Bruce’s Travels, vol. i. Jackson’s Account of Mo- 
rocco. Mod. Univ. Hist. vols. xviii. and xlii. (¢@) 
BARBER, one who trims or shaves the beards of 

other people, or is employed in dressing hair or ma- 
king wigs. This profession, like all the other polite 
arts, is only known in those nations, which have made a 
certain progress in civilization. No mention is made 
of barbers by any Roman author till the 454th year 
of the city; but there, as elsewhere, when they were” 
once introduced, they soon became men of great no- 
toriety, and their shops were the resort of all the 
loungers and newsmongers in town. Hence they are 
alluded to by Horace as most accurately informed in 
all the minute history both of families and the state : 

* Omnibus et lippis notum et tonsoribus esse.” 

These convenient gentlemen seem to have been al- 
most exclusively entrusted with the important care of 
adorning the persons of the public; for not only the 
hair and beard, but likewise the nails, received new 
race from their skilful hands. Nor did their use- 
Iness terminate here. They likewise handled the 

lancet with great delicacy; and had sometimes the 
honour of breathing a vein, or of dressing an wound, 
to persons of high rank and fashion. Amidst these 
numerous avocations, it frequently happened that 
their customers were obliged to wait long before 
they could be attended to: and to prevent them 
from becoming impatient, the shops were provided 
with musical instruments with which they might en- 
tertain themselves; the more interesting amuse- 
ment. of newspapers being yet unknown. Much 
learning has been spent in endeavouring to account 
for the origin of the barber’s pole. Some writers, 
from an extessive fondness for simplifying, have re- 
ferred it to the word poll or head. But, in truth, 
this party coloured staff was intended as an indication 
of the dignity and variety of the profession practised 
within, intimating emblematically, that the master of 
the’ shop was not a barber merely, but likewise a 
surgeon. Barbers were incorporated with the sur- 

ons of London, but with no license to practise 
any branch of surgery, except pide: Sia: and let- 
ting blood; 32 Hen. VIII. c. 42. ey were de- 
raded, however, from this honourable association by 

the 18 Geo. TI. c. 15. (#) © 
BARBORA, or Barsara, an island on the 

eastern coast of Africa, situated opposite to a town 
of the same name in the kingdom of Adel. The 
inhabitants, who are negroes, employ themselves in 
trade and in the breeding of cattle. The island is 
very aires and produces corn and fruits in abun- 
dance. j 
BARBOUR, Jonny Archdeacon of Aberdeen, is 

Arp’ to. have been born about the year 1316. 
«When he describes the person of Randolph,” says 
Lord Hailes, “ he seems to speak from personal obser- 
vation: and as Randolph died in 1331, and Barbour in 
1396, the poet, if we suppose him to have lived to the 
age of eighty, would be in his fifteenth year at the death 
of that Ahaeiete warrior.’’ ( Annals of Scotland, vol, 
ii, p. 8.) Barbour was educated for the clerical pro- 
fession ; and in 1357 we find him styled archdedcon of 
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Aberdeen. During that year the bishop hop of his diocese 
nominated him one of the commissioners who were to "ae, 
meet at Edinburgh, in order to deliberate concerning 
the ransom of their captivemonarch, David IL. (Rymer, 
tom. vi. p. 59). Of the same date there is ta 
passport from Edward III., which authorises him to 
visit the university of Oxford in company with three 
students. (Jbid. tom. vi. p. $1.) It has been suppo- 
sed by Mr Warton, that he himself studied in this se- 
minary during the years 1357 and 1365 ; ( Hist. 
English Poetry, vol. i. p. 318.) but for this. supposi- 
tion there is no just foundation. As he was then a 
dignitary of the church, he had certainly completed 
his academical studies. It would appear that, in 1365, 
he visited St Denis, near Paris, in company with six 
knights. The object of their expedition seems to 
have been of a religious kind; for the king of Eng- 
land grants them permission to pass through his do- 
minions, on their way towatds St Denis and other 
sacred places. ( Rymer, tom. vi. p. 478.) About ten 
years afterwards he was engaged in composing the 
celebrated work which has perpetuated his fame, am 
Historical Poem on the Actionsof the great King Ro. 
bert. As a reward of his poetical merit, he is said to 
have received from the exchequer a pension which he 
enjoyed during his own lifetime, and which at his de- 
cease was transferred to the hospital of Aberdeen. 
(Hume’s Hist. of the ind las, p,30.) From 
some passages in Winton’s chronicle, it would appears 
that he also composed a genealogical history of the 
kings of Scotland ; but of this work no manuscript is 
known to be extant. Barbour, as has already been . 
hinted, died in the year 1396. (Chart. Aberdon. f. 115. 
MS.) Of his Bruce there are many editions; but the 
most valuable is that of Mr Pinkerton, published at 
London in 1790, in three volumes octavo. This.cu- 
rious production is one of the oldest reliques of Scotish 
poetry ; and in a historical point of view, it is like- 
wise of very considerable importance. It clearly 
evinces, that. the author was a man of no ordinaty 
learning or genius. The humanity of his.sentiments, 
and the liberality of his views, seem of a far. more 
modern date than the fourteenth century ; and he has 
diffused over his narrative that lively interest which 
an ordinary writer is incapable of exciting. See Ir- 
ving’s Lives of the Scotish Poets, vol. i. p. 253. (e) 
BA RBUDA, or Bersuno, or BARBUTHOS, one 

of the Caribbee islands in the West Indies, belonging 
to the Codrington family, It is about 2] miles long, 
and 12 broad, and is encircled with a rocky coast. 
The industry of the inhabitants supplies the neigh» 
bouring islands with cattle, sheep, fowls, and corn ; 
and the soil is capable of yielding the various fruits 
and trees which are produced in the other West India . 
islands. ‘The island abounds in serpents, some of 
which are very large, and others poisonous. . The 
island is said to yield an annual revenue of £5000. 
Population 1500. West Long. 61° 50’, North Lat. 
17° 49° 45". “ (x). ae, 
BARCA, a district of northern Africa, bounded 

onthe north by the Mediterranean, on the south by 
the Sahara or Desert, on the east by Egypt, andon the 
west by the kingdom of Tripoli. Te extends in length 
about 690 geographical miles, from 1 to 31 East 
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orth Lat. The etymology of the name is ex- 
tremely uncertailt It has been explained as signify- 
ing “a blessing,”” and derived from the Arabic barac 
‘to bless.’? Others have considered Seceprpsanantetie 
Barca, a brother of queen Dido, is supposed to 
have founded the city of Barca. The modern Arabs, 

place of hurricanes.’’ In ancient history it formed a 
part of that immense tract of country, which bore 
the general name of Libya; and was then divided into 
two provinces, which were called Libya Cyrenaica, 

uibya Marmarica. 
| The modern state and history of Barca are very 
imperfectly known. It is described as a tract of dry 
barren sand, almost entirely destitute of vegetation, 
incapable of culture, and rarely yielding a spring of 
fresh water. A few spots of verdure, consisting 
chiefly of the different kinds of kali or glasswort, oc- 
casionally relieve the eye of the traveller, and furnish 
a slender refreshment to his suffering camel. At 

long and dreary intervals are found some fertile places, 
alled oases, or islands, where the towns and villages 
vee eiiaetets and where a little millet, maize, and 
sometimes abundance of dates are produced. In 
many of the more desert parts, the surface of the 

round is covered with a saline crust; and, in the 
egions towards the south, great quantities of pe- 

wood of various forms and sizes, even large 
trunks of trees, particularly of oak, are found in t 

The principal towns along the coast of the Medi- 
‘an are, Zoara, Soluk, Bernie, Bengasi, Tau- 

hia, Toletata Ptolemais,) Barca, the pera (P the 
country, Curin (Cyrene,) Derna, Ca uco (Pro- 

sony Ca | Cre boc Mesulman Calabath- 
musy) Rameda, Bareton (Paretonium.) "The inha- 
bitants of these maritime places, in their general cha- 
racter and customs, resemble the other natives of Bar- 
bary. They profess the religion of Mahomet; are 
consi as under the protection of the Porte; and 
are tributary to the Basha of Tripoli or of Egypt, 
‘according as they approximate to either of these 
kingdoms ; but very little is known respecting their 
political state, or commercial intercourse. 

The Barcan desert is separated from the Libyan, 
on the south, by a chain of rocky mountains, among 
which the most considerable towns and villages are 
situated ; and where the climate and soil are more fa- 
vourable, than in any other part of the country. The 
; of these towns, which have been noticed by tra- 
vellers, are, Mogara, Ummesogeir, Biljoradeck, Si- 

ah, very extensive ruins have been observed, 
and the oracular temple of Jupiter Ammon is 
supposed to have been situated ; Mojabra, Melidilla, 
and Au ich is mentioned by Herodotus as be- 
ing ten days journey from the city of the Ammonians, 
and which has been remarkable, both in ancient and 
modern times, for the SCRE abundance and superior 
flavour of its dates. houses in these towns are 
gecnlly te ‘9 the side ahi pepetsines 4 

e very much the of cavesin the rocks. 
‘The soil in their neighbomeband yields pomegranates, 
figs, olives, apricots, plantains, a little wheat, a con- 
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siderable quantity of rice of a reddish hue, but prin- Barcarolla, 
cipally dates. A few sheep, goats, asses, oxen, and Barcelona. 
camels, are kept by the natives; but, for want of “~V—” 
asture, the cattle are frequently supported by the 
ruit of the date tree. The inhabitants are engaged 

chiefly in agriculture and gardening ; and sometimes 
carry on a petty traffic with the Arab caravans from 
the cities on the coast, or with those which pass be- 
tween Fezzan and Egypt. Some of them, by these 
means, acquire considerable wealth; but they are in 
general remarkably poor and dirty. ‘They are fre- 
quently almost entirely naked; and their dress, at 
most, consists only of a large wrapper of coarse wool- 
len cloth, Sometimes, diter this, they wear a white. 
cotton shirt with wide sleeves, reaching to the feet, 
a Tunisian cap of red worsted or cotton, character- 
istic of the Mussulman, and slippers of .the same co- 
lour. They subsist chiefly upon dates, rice, milk, 
flat cakes of unleavened bread, or thin sheets of paste, 
fried in the oil of the palm tree. ‘They drink great 
quantities of a liquor made from the date tree, which 
they term date-tree water; but which has often, in 
the state in which it is used, an inebriating quality. 

Of the more central parts of Barca, scarcely any 
thing whatever is known. Few travellers have at- 
tempted to explore its pathless wastes of barren and 
burning sand ; where they could have no other guide 
than, the compass or the stars, and where they would 
be continually exposed to the cruel rapacity of the 
most savageand brutal of allthe Arab race. The few 
wandering tribes who traverse these dismal regions, 
are described as peculiarly hideous in their aspect, 
ferocious in their manners, meagre and ravenous in 
their whole appearance. They are wretched and in- 
digent in the extreme ; and: subsist principally. by 
plundering the date villages, and levying contribu- 
tions from the caravans, which pass along the coast 
of the Mediterranean, or by the borders of Libya. 
They are almost continually engaged in these preda- 
tory excursions; and are said to commit the most 
atrocious acts of cruelty upon those, who fall into 
their hands. Yet, with all their exertions and ex- 
pertness in robbery, they are said to be frequently in 
such a famishing state, as to pledge, or even sell, their 
own children, for the necessaries of life, to the Sici- 
lian and other Christian traders, who occasionall 
come upon the coast. See Ancient Univ. Hist. vol. 
xviii, p. 228, . Modern Univ. Hist. vol. xviii. p. 518. 
Brown’s Travelsin Africa. Wornemann’s Travels in 
Africa. ( ) , 
BARCA OLLA, the name of the airs sung by 

the Venetian Gondolieri. (w) 
BARCELONA, the Barcinona of the Romans, 

is the capital of the province of Catalonia, and one of 
the principal cities of Spain. It is situated on the 
Mediterranean between the rivers Bezos and Llobre- 
gat, in a beautiful and fruitful country, which forms 
an oblong irregular plain, encircled with hills on one 
side, and bou by the sea on the other, 

Barcelona was Ah about 250 -years before 
Christ by the Carthaginians, who called it after their 
eneral Hannibal Barcino. After having passed un- 
r the dominion of the Romans, the Goths, and the 

Moors, Barcelona was besieged in A. D. .802 by 
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wees a heroic resistance for seventeen months to 
the continual assaults of the besiegers, it yielded to the 
French arms after its walls were demolished, and one 
half of itsinhabitants destroyed by famine or the sword. 
In the year 985 it was taken by the Moors, who 
burned the city, and carried into slavery almost all the 
inhabitants ; but it afterwards fell into the possession 
of Count Borel. The rebellion of the Catalonians in 
1465 against Don Juan, king of Arragon, was fos- 
tered in the capital of the province. The king be- 
sieged it in vain in 1462 ; but on the 17th October 
1472, after a siege of six months, it yielded to the su- 
perior force which he brought against it. The revolt 
of the Catalonians in 1640, exposed Barcelona to new 
dangers. It maintained.its independence for twelve 
ears against the arms of Philip IV. ; but it was at 
t taken by Don Juan of Austria in 1652, after a 

blockade and siege of ten months. In 1689 it oppo- 
sed an ineffectual resistance to Charles II.: In 1697, 
fifty days after the trenches were opened, it was ta- 
ken by the French under the Duke of Vendome, 
though the bravery of the inhabitants was seconded 
by .a garrison of 12,000 men under the Prince of 
Darmstadt. Although the citizens had sworn alle- 
iance to Philip V., they invited the English and 

Dutch to deliver them from. his yoke. he city 
yielded to the allied arms, and Charles, afterwards 
emperor, was proclaimed king. In 1704, Philip, aided 
by the French, besieged Barcelona in person, and took 
the fortress of Montjouy ;. but the English fleet com- 
pelled him to raise the siege on the 12th of May. In 
consequence of the treaty of Utrecht in 1713, Cata- 
lonia and the neighbouring provinces resumed their 
allegiance to Philip V. ; but Barcelona refused to join 
in the universal ae Ft and in 1714 sustained:one 
of the most memorable sieges that history has to re- 
cord, Feats of heroism, worthy of a ages of 
Rome, and efforts of individual courage, which have 
perhaps never been surpassed, but by the modern in- 
habitants of Zaragosa, distinguished that dark and 
bloody night in which the streets and houses of Bar- 
celona were filled with the mangled bodies of its war- 
riors.—May the same spirit again animate their. chil- 
dren, who are at this moment armed for a more ardu- 
ous struggle, and in a more glorious cause! 

The city of Barcelona is defended ‘on one side by 
the shallowness of the sea, and on the other by nu- 
merous bastions, the. approaches to which are guard- 
ed by many advanced works. Its chief defence, 
however, is the citadel, which was erected in-1715 at. 
the north-east point, to overawe the inhabitants, and 
the fort of Montjouy on the top of a mountain at the 
south-east point. The ramparts, called the sea wall 
and the land wall, embrace about three-fourths of the 
town, and form a superb terrace, from which there is 
a delightful view of the ‘town and the surrounding 
eountry. At the end of the land wall is the espla- 
nade, a large open piece of ground turfed and plant- 
ed with trees, and extending from the new gate'to'the 
citadel. A handsome walk throughit, about 444 yards 
long, was finished in 1801. 
‘Though some of the streets of Barcelona are suffi- 

ciently spacious, yet, in general, they are narrow and 
crooked. The town abounds in squares, which are 

BARCELONA. 
Barcelona. the generals of Louis, king of Aquitania. Having small and irregular. The largest of them is very 

spacious and. elegant, decorated on one side meal 
governor’s palace, on the opposite side by the ex- 
change, on the other by the sea gate and the custom- 
house, and on the north by.a row of good houses. 
The architecture of the houses is, in geen pleasin 
and simple; they are about four or five stories high, 
having windows with balconies. Most of the 
houses which have been built within the last thirty- 
years, have their fronts adorned with paintingsin fresco. 

The public buildings of Barcelona are remark- 
able, both on account of their external beauty, and 
the curiosities which they contain. The cathedral 
pier about 160 feet long, and 62 broad, has a 
magnificent appearance. ‘T'welve. large Gothic pil- 
lars separate the nave and aisles, ra are a 
clusters of columns of various sizes. A octa- 
on dome of Gothic architecture, with eight | gal- 
eries, stands in the middle of the space between the 
choir and the great door, The sanctuary, which 
stands over the subterranean chapel, containing the 
relics of St Eulalia, is formed by ten pillars, form- 
ing a semicircle, which contains the great altar, 
in the Gothic style, and of exquisite workmanship. 
The convent of La Merci has a church, witha 
Doric portal, and a fine front composed. of two sto- 
ries Corinthian and. Ionic architecture. The 
eloister, which is sixty feet square, is most s 
executed, The portico, of sixteen arcades, whi 
surrounds it, is supported by twenty Doric columns 
of marble. Above the portico is a spacious gallery, 
which ‘has, on the outside, thirty-two ndsctaean 
Ionic columns of marble, ornamented with a ballus- 
trade of grey marble. The conyent of St Francisco 
has a large and handsome Gothic church, and a clois- 
ter, adorned with paintings,. The convent of the 
Dominicans, and the chapel of St Raymond, are 
scarcely deserving of notice. The chapel of our 
Lady of the Rosary, has two cloisters, one of which 
has its walls covered with paintings, put up by the 
Inquisition, in 1745, to preserve the memory of the 
numerous victims of that bloody tribunal. Bodies 
writhing in the midst of flames; devils running off 
with bodies; and inscriptions containing the de- 
signation and punishment of the culprits, attract the 
notice of strangers. Above one of the doors of the 
cloister is a large inscription, stating, that the monu- 
ments of the punishment of those = 4 were condemn- 
ed were formerly deposited there; but that. the ra- 
vages. of time and of war had destroyed these pre- 
cious relics, and induced the inquisition to perpetuate 
their remembrance upon canvass, The parish church 
of St Mary of the Sea, built in the fifteenth century, 
is the finest in Barcelona. The principal altar isa 
rich assemblage of white, black, and mixed marble. 
Fhe Hotel-de-ville contains a variety of excellent pi 
ces of sculpture. The hotel of the Deputation, 
where the States of Catalonia assembled, is reckoned 
one of the handsomest edifices in the city, and con- 
tains the archives and charters of the crown of Ar- 
ragon. The ree of the Counts of Barcelona and 
the Kings of Arragon, distinguished by the noble 
simplicity of its architecture, serves for the prisons of 
the inquisition, and the academy of medicine. The 
vernor’s palace was built, in 1444, as a market for 
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‘Cloths. “Tt was converted into an arsenal in 1514; and 2 French, and more than 300 of other nations, a- Barcelona. 

penn 7 in 1652, Philip 1V. made it the residence of the Vice- mounting to at least 1060 vessels.  ——\— 

the theatre, 9 surgery, are the only 
other buildings “deserving notice. Besides these 
wubli “there ‘are six als, a charity- 
pein > tet ’ oe Me employed in th 

-ainc ‘to 1400, of which 300 are 'ma- 
pei ae Mal of Barcelona was pete 

ming of the tenth centtry, by Philip V. at the beginning 
Tt is now turned into ‘barracks. Besides a private 
‘collection of natural ‘curiosities, and two public li- 
braries; there™are four’ academics, viz. of natural 
‘philosophy, history, practical medicine, and juris. 

"(Phe remains of those superb buildings, with which 
the Romans decorated Barcelona, have almost whol- 

The only antiquities which are now to 
be seen, are, 1. The remains of a Mosaic pavement 

of white and blue stones, representing fishes 
and 'tritons. 2. A lofty and massy arch of an aque- 
duct, which seems to have water from the 
mountain of Colserola. 3. A-basin of white marble 
in the hotise of the archdeacon near the cathedral, 

ing its front covered with reliefs. 4. Six large 
fluted columns, with capitals of the Corinthian or- 
der. These columns, which are 29 feet 10 lines 
‘high, form part of the walls-of a house. 5. Several 
ancient pi of | 8 in the court walls of a 
house ing tothe Pinos, in the square of Cu- 
curulla. A ‘these, there ‘is a little statue of 
Bacchus, without the head, of beautiful workman- 

mis ‘feotivale and ceremonies of the church are 
P= =r Mtie at Barcelona. Those which 

A piinee tog holy week are the most remark- 
able, and some idea of their grandeur may be formed 
from the immense i ‘wax which is then con- 
sumed. Jn the three processions there’ are burned 
nearly 90,000 flambeauxs of white wax, each of 

‘weighs about five or six pounds, Though 
the part of this wax comes from Africa, it 
is still a great branch of trade and industry. 

The harbour of Barcelona is formed by a kind of 
bay, situated’ between the ‘citadel of Montjouy and 
the city. At the beginning of the'sixteenth century 
it was merely an open coast, with considerable depth 
of water. At present it is only a great basin, form- 
ed by piers, kept up by solid quays. Notwith- 

ding the exertiovis which are made to keep it 
the ‘basin is gradually filling up with sand. 

pi nti any rable size cannot at present be 
ad: and ‘cannot come within half a 
league of it. “The'entrance to the harbour is diffi- 
cult, and oceasio » in consequence of 
a high bar formed “at ‘the place where the waters of 
the Bezos and the I it mingle in'the sea. The 
harbour of ee i ing these disad- 
wantages, is secure -sheltered, and is always 

with the ships of different nations. A few 
Pg the total nuniber of'v in one year, 
was 500 Spanish, 150 English, 60 Danes, 45 Dutch, 

‘ 7 ie ee) y 1 

The situation of Barcelona has rendered it one of ~ 
the most flourishing and‘conimercial towns in Spain. 
About a thousand Spanish’ ships, of which nearly _ 
120 belong to Barcelona, annually clear out of the 
harbour, and carry to America, and to the different 
maritime kingdomis of Europe, the productions and the 
manufactures of Catalonia. The articles of the export 
trade are silver, gold, and plain stuffs, silk stockings, 
middling cloths, printed calicoes, striped and flowered 
cottons, cottons of all kinds, plain and stained papers, 
fire-arms, laces, shoes, wines, and brandies. ‘The ar- 
ticles ‘which it imports are, silks from Lyons and 
Nismes, ‘silk stockings from Nismes and Ganges, 
cloths from Elbeuf and Sedan, jewellery from Paris, 
iron-ware from Forez, millinery from France ; and 
cotton goods and dried cod from England. The ex- 

tt and import trade is said to amount’ annually to 
£1,750,000 sterling. 

The cotton goods manufactured in Barcclona pro- 
duce annually £442,510 stérling. Of these, one- 
twelfth is consumed in Barcelona, two-twelfths in the 
other provinces of Spain, and two-thirds are shipped _ 
for the Spanish colonies. I'he exports from the pro- 
vince amount to £375,000 sterling. No fewer than 
700,000 pair of shoes, at 2s. 1d. the pair, are ex- 
ported to Spain, India, and the Spanish colonies in 
America. 

Between the 13th and 16th centuries, cloths made 
of woollen, linen, silk, cotton, and hemp, were Manus 
factured in Barcelona. After a long interval of in- 
activity, its manufactures revived about ‘the middle 
of the 18th century, and are now flourishing beyond 
all former example. The principal articles are print- 
ed calicoes, silk, silk ‘stockings, ribbons, and silk 
galloons. No fewer than 214 manufactories are em- 
ployed on printed cottons, 524 looms on silk stuffs, 
and 2700 looms on ribbons and silk galloons. The 
articles manufactured from silk are, taffetas, twilled 
and common silks, satins, and velyets. Besides these 
articles, laces, blonds, network, and tapes, are manu- 
factured to such an extent as to occupy about 12,000 
persons. Galloons, ‘laces, gold me silver fringes, 
and silk gold and silver embroideries, are likewise 
made. Among the manufactories recently establish- 
ed are, several for hats, two for stained paper, one 
for gauzes like blond lace, one for glass, one for cot- 
ton stuffs, and a magnificent establishment for the 
foundery of cannon. ‘Cotton spinning was introdu- 
ced about the year 1790, and it employs about 4000- 
looms, and 10,700 persons. No less than 120,700 
‘pieces, or 2,896,871 French ells of cotton stuffs of 
various kinds, are annually manufactured, to the va- 
‘Tue of £242,510 sterling. 

The climate of Barcelona does not seem to be 
so mild ‘as was formerly believed. The air is con- 
‘stantly charged with humidity, and the east winds 
‘are very ‘prevalent. Formerly snow never fell at Bar- 
‘celona, but at present it snows every year. The 
‘spring is always the worst season of the year. The ~ 
intense heat of summer jis moderated by the east 
wind ; and the changes of temperature are both great. 
‘and sudden. A.utamn is the most delightful season. 
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The following is an accurate statement of the po- 

‘pulation of Barcelona, including Barceloneta : 

Und 713) 6.04... $7,000 
(21769. 2s. + 54,000 
1787... 5. +. 111,410 
‘1798 «24 + 130,000 
1806... ..« « » 160,000 

“The number of families amounts to 20,508, the 
number of houses to 10,767, the churches to 82, and 
the convents to 50. East Long. 2° 13’, North Lat. 
41° 26’) See Laborde’s View of Spain, vol. i. p. 27. 
Bourgoing’s Travels in Spain, chap. xxxiii. ‘Towns- 
end’s L'ravels, vol. ii. p. $74. -Reichard, Guide des 
Voyageurs en Europe, vol. i. p. 79; and A Tour in 
Spain and’ Portugal in 1803, chap. i. published in 

hilips’ Voyages-and Travels, vol. iii. See also Ca- 
TALQNIA,- where we shall give a full view of the 
trade of that-flourishing province, as communicated 
to the editor by a gentleman who has resided in that 
poe ¢ ats) 
BARCELONETTA, the name of a new town 

adjacent to Barcelona. It is situated to the’south- 
east of the city, between ‘the sea-gate and the light- 
house on the mole, and -was built about the middle 
of the eighteenth-century. It is a complete square, 
avith twenty-four regular streets, each sbour tepeney? 
five feet broad. Fifteen of these are direct'and pa- 
rallel, and are intersected at equal distances by nine 
streets. The houses, which are built of: brick, ‘are 
all one story high, and of the same height and width 
in front. The uniformity of the streets are a little 
varied by two squares. “The inhabitants are chiefly 
soldiers, sailors, and people connected: with the navy. 
Population 13,000. (x F 

ARCLAY,:Rosert, of Ury, generally known 
by the title of the Apotoaist, was the eldest son of 
Colonel David Barclay, and descended through a 
dong line of ancestry from Theobald De Berkely, 
avho lived in the time of David I. He was born on 
the 28th December 1648, at Gordonston, in Moray- 
shire, the seat of his maternal grandfather. After 
‘being educated in the best schools in Scotland, he 
/was sent ‘to Paris, and placed under the tuition of his 
uncle, who awas rector of the Scots college. He gave 
early presages of great genius, and acquired much pro- 
ficiency in all the learned sciences aid elegant accom- 
lishments of the times. He soon became conspicuous 

in the college; and was particularly noticed for his 
~vivacity and acuteness in the public disputations of 
‘that seminary, where he gained many prizes. His 
uncle admired his talents, and offered to leave all his 
fortune to him, which was very considerable, if he 
vould remain in Frances but his mother, on her death- 
bed, had strongly enjoiged his removal from the col- 
tege, lest he should imbibe the errors of popery. In 
‘obedience to parental authority, he returned home in 
1664, and thus lost his uncle’s fortune and favour to 
gratify his father’s conscientious compliance with the 
-prejudiced, but pious notions of his mother. Though 
destitute of wealth, he possessed what was more va- 
Tuable; for his mind was deeply fraught with the 
riches of learning and literature. 

Soon after his return to Scotland, he joined the 
society called Quakers, and became their greatest or- 
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his embracing the opinions of that’ sect, sived — 
- his friends of all religious persuasions to canvass their 

-have adopted their opinions, for she 
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namerit and ablest advocate. 

doctrines, that he might adopt a system of faith cor- 
responding to the truths of the pels _ by con- 
viction.alone, as we aré inform ie was) ed in 
his choice.» 

In the-year 1670, he was married to Christian Mo- 
lison, of the family of Lachintully, the grand daugh- 
ter of the celebrated Colonel Molison, who so much 
signalised himself .in the defence of Candia against 
the Turks. And about this time, he first appeared 
as an author, by a work, entitled, Truth cleared of 
Calumnies, which is an answer to A Di between 
a Quaker and a stable Christian, written by William 
Mitchell a preacher, and printed at Aberdeen. A keen 
controversy then subsisted between the clergy of 
Aberdeen and the Quakers, relative to the doctrines 
of the latter, which warmly interesting Barclay, call- 
ed forth his talents as a polemical 3 and in the 
same year he published a postscript in the form of 
questions. Mitchell replied to Truth cleared of Ca- 
lumnies, and our author again answered him, in a 
work entitled, William Muatchell ummasked, which 
was published in 1672. \ In this controversy, Robert 
Battlity discovers his variety of learni 
was well acquainted with ecclesiastical history ; but 
above all, he shows, with how much ju nt and 
dexterity he could-apply his knowledge m support 
of his religious opinions. ” aT 

In 1673, he published A Catechism and Confession 
of Faith, which is an exposition of the doctrines and 
principles of the Quakers, supported by an appeal 
to Scripture testimony. His next publication is the 
Theses Theologice, which were addressed “ to the 
clergy of what sort soever,?? and contains fifteen 
propositions,’ on which he gives his sentiments, and 
explains them in conformity to the principles of his 
sect. He vindicated the Theses from the strictures 
of Nicholas Arnold, professor in the university of 
Franequer in Friesland, by a Latin treatise printed at 
Amsterdam in 1675. In'the same year he published 
an account of a disputation between the students of 
divinity of the university of Aberdeen and the Qua- 
kers, in which he bore a conspicuous part ; but it 
seems to have terminated’ without satisfaction to 
either party. The ‘students also published an account 
of this conference in a pamphlet entitled, Quakerism 
Canvassed, which occasioned a reply, entitled, Qua- 
herism Confirmed, in two parts, both printed in 
1676. ; y 

Previous to this time, he generally ‘resided at Ury 
with his father; but in this year he went to London, 
and from thence to Holland, accompanied by William 
Penn, the celebrated proprietor of the province of 
Pennsylvania. "These religious men travelled in Hol 
land and Germany, visiting their friends, and dissemi- 
nating their doctrines. They waited upon Elizabeth, 
princess palatine of the Rhine, at her residence at 
Herwerden, and were kindly received. “She seems to 

ily patronised 
the Quakers ; but her friendship for Ba was sin- 
cére and unfeigned, and lasted during life. She fre- 
quently wrote to him with her own hand ; and al- 

ways promoted his views at the court of England as 
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their liberty. 
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Barclay. far as her influence could be of service to him or his 

Then he returned to London, he learned 
that his fathe: Mathes Geanani dine BADEN +n 

Aberdeen for holding meetings in that city. He 
therefore pa Dyna Sc in their behalf to 
Charles IL., se was delivered by himself into the 
king’s own hand, who caused his Secretary of States 
the Duke of Lauderdale, to underwrite upon it a fa- 

yourable reference to the council of Scotland, which 
had the desired effect, as they soon after obtained 

ublished « The Apology 
; 1 > in Latin, at Amsterdam, 

which is the most celebrated of his works. _ It is de- 
dicated to King Charles the II. The dedication is 

remarkable for she freedom and boldness of sentiment 
and language in. which his nee is addressed. 
« Thou hast tasted,” he says, * of prosperity and 
adversity. ‘Thou knowest what it is to be banished 
thy. native country; to be overruled, as well as to 

‘abe and sit. upon: the throne ; and being oppressed, 
thou hast reason to know how hateful the oppressor 
is both to God and man. If, after all these warn- 

ings, and advertisements, thou dost not turn to the 

Lord with all thy heart, but forget Him who re- 

membered thee in thy distress, and d give up thyself to 
folly, lust, and vanity ; surely great will be thy condem- 
nation.” “ The Apology’ is reared on the “ Theses 
Theologice,” being an exposition of the fifteen pro- 
positions contained in that work, The author’s ge- 
neral plan is, to state the position he means to esta- 

blish, and to support it by scripture quotations appli- 
eable to the case, or to deduce the truth of it by an 
argument in the form of a meee By this learn- 
ed work he acquired celebrity, as a deep theolo- 
gian, -profpmaly sil the pe | tures, the fathers, 
and ry. His next ication, which also 

peared this year, is entitled, the ‘* Anarchy of the 
Renters” pee is a vindication of the eae sar 
the imputation of disorder] ies in their discipline, 
of which they were Raerd y their adversaries. 

_ About the end of September, the Apologist .re- 
turned to Ury ; and although he had obtained his fa- 
ther’s release from confinement, he was,not.able ta 
protect himself. On the 7th November 1676, he was 
committed to prison in Aberdeen along with, several 
other Quakers, for holding meetings for public wor- 
ship ; and did not regain his liberty until the 9th 

ptil 1677. While in prison he wrote a treatise 
entitled, *¢ Universal Love considered and established 

ion its right foundation,’”’ which was published after 

ae der Urs. in May, and went to London to ex- 
ert himself for the deliverance of the Quakers of the 
north, who were still harassed by imprisonment and 
fines; for holding meetings at Aberdeen in contra- 
vention, as it ae aie pet of a statute enacted against, 
armed field conventicles 3. which evidently did not ap- 
ply to. these peaceable people. From Theobald’s near, 
London, he wrote to.the Princess,.Palatine on this 
subject, in which he oon an account. of a conversa- 
tion that had passed between him and the Duke of 
York relative to the sufferin _of the Quakers. . It 

See ihe letter, that he had addressed his Royal 
ghness in,very plain language, for he says, “ I 

told him, I understood ‘from. Scotland, that, notwith, Barclay- 
standing Lauderdale was there, and had promised to “~~ 
do something before he went, yet our friends’ bonds 
were rather increased ; and that there was only one 
thing to be done, which I desired of him, and that 
was, to write effectually to the Duke of Lauderdale 
in that style wherein Lauderdale might understand 
that he was serious in the business, and did really in- 
tend the thing he did write concerning, should take. 
effect; which I knew he might do, and I supposed 
the other might answer; which if he would do, I.. 
nfust acknowledge as a great kindness... But if he did 
write and not in that manner, so that the other might 
not suppose him to be. serious, I would rather he 
would excuse himself the trouble ; desiring withal to 
excuse my plain manner of dealing, as being different 
from the court way of soliciting: all which; he seem- 
ed to take in good part, and said he would write. as L 
desired.” He soon after returned to Ury, and. was 
permitted to enjoy the full exercise of his religion un- 
molested, until the 9th November 1679, when he was 
taken. out of a meeting at Aberdeen, as well as seve- 
ral of his friends ; but they were discharged in a few 
hours, and never afterwards disturbed by the magis- 
trate. 

““ The Apology,” which had become widely cir- 
culated in six different languages, was rudely assailed. 
by John Brown, in a ae entitled, ** Quakerism the - 
Pathway to Paganism.’? To this abusive perform.’ 
ance, Barclay replied in vindication of his. doc. 
trines, which is the last of his. polemical writings 
that are published. From this period, he was occu- 
ied, for the most part, in trayelling in England, re- 
tive to the concerns of the society ; and when in 

London, in 1682, he was honoured with, a public 
appointment, jhaving received a commission as.gover- 
nor of East Jersy in America. An extensive tract, of 
land in that province was, at the same time, granted 
to him and. his heirs in fee. Charles II. confirmed 
his government for life, and the commission is ex- 
pressed in terms highly flattering to this good man: 
«¢ Such are his known fidelity and capacity,’’ it says, _ 
“that he has the government during life ;. but that 
every governor after him shall have it for three years . 
only.”’? He was authorised to appoint a .deputy- 
governor, with a salary of £400 sterling per. annum; 
and Gawn Laurie, a merchant in London, was ac- 
cordingly appointed to that office. Having arranged 
these matters, he returned to Ury: but in summer 
1683, he again visited his friends in London. To- 
wards the close of that year, however, he came home, 
and occupied himself in shipping stores, provisions, 
and other necessaries, from Aberdeen to the colony 
‘of East Jersy ; in.the prosperity of which, he was 
extremely interested. 

In 1685 he went again to London relative to. the 
concerns of the society ; but he soon returned, and 
remained at home until April 1687, when, at the ear- 
nest solicitation of George Fox, and other friends, 
he set off for court, to exert his influence in behalf 
of the Quakers... As the king honoured him with 
his, friendship, he had access to his’ majesty. at. all 
times; and, on this occasions he presented an Ad- 
dress from the Quakers in Scotland, expressive of 
their gratitude for. his majesty’s proclamation permit. 
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of conscience ; which was graciously re- 
ceived. he a ist seems to have mi aoe a 
footing of great intimacy with the king, and to have 
conversed with him candidly and on the busi- 
ness of the state. Considering the intricacy of ‘his 
majesty’s affairs at that time, the opinion or advice of 
a sincere and honest, yet clear-headed man, was no 
doubt highly valued by James. Having accomplish- 
ed in London the object of his journey, he returned 
home. 

In November 1688 he was again in London, and em- 
braced that opportunity to take leave of his majesty, 
with whose misfortunes he was greatly affected. At 
his last interview with the king, while ‘they were 
standing at a window in the palace, conversing toge- 
ther, James looked out and said, “ The wind is fair 
to bring over the Prince of Orange ;”,—the apologist 
remarked, ** It was hard that no expedient could be 
fallen upon to satisfy the people.”—His majesty re- 
plied, “ He would do any thing becoming a gentle- 
man, but never would part with his liberty of con- 
science.’”’? ‘This sentiment was so consonant-to the 
apologist’s mind, and corresponded so closely with 
his own principles and practice, that it drew forth 
his approbation ; and with mutual regret they parted 
to meet no more. - 

In the month of December he arrived at Ury, and 
lived retired for nearly two years, enjoying domestic 
happiness in the bosom of his family. But having 
gone to Aberdeen about the end of September 1690, 
to attend a meeting of Quakers, he caught cold 
while returning to Ury, and being seized with a fe- 
ver, it put a period to his life on the 3d of October, 
after a short but severe illness. 

With a mind naturally strong and ‘vigorous, he 
possessed all the advantages of a regular and classi- 
cal education ; and his: writings evidently show the 
profundity of his research, as well as the extent and 
variety of his learning. His mild temper, benevolent 
heart, and sprightly conversation, gave him influence 
with men in elevated stations; but he employed it 
only for the benefit of his friends, and often success- 
fully exerted himself in behalf of others, as well as 
for the members of the society to which he belong- 
ed, from motives of pure benevolence. If, on one 
occasion, he inconsiderately bet da fervour of 
zeal in his profession of a preacher, by exposing 
himself in sackcloth on the streets of Aberdeen, in 
the year 1672, we must concede to him, at least, the 
merit of sincerity; and, in justice, make every al- 
lowance for the ardour of a youthful mind. “ Al- 
though his feelings were warm, yet his passions were 
subdued by strict discipline ; and the practical ob- 
servance of the rules of»moral duty strengthened and 
invigorated every virtuous sentiment. Cheerful, t 
serene, he withstood the shocks of a chequered life 
with fortitude and firmness. Ever active and indefa- 
tigable, he composed one of his best works within 
the walls of a prison; and, in all situations, he was, 
constantly occupied with that which he conceived to 
be for the good of mankind. Considering the short- 
ness of his life, and the time he employed in travel- 
ling, it is astonishing that he could write so much, 
Ps so well. _ But his works have outlived him; and, 
in three volumes, the scattered opinions of the socie- 
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exhibited to the who wonld-te cinjuun'iltonsiey eee 
and throughout Eu and America, * The A 
logy for rib Christian I Divinity” is to be dachir 
the libraries of the wise and learned.) See two Manu- 
scripts preserved in the Library of Ury, and the au- 
.thor’s printed Works. (tT) n 9 

BARD, a professional poet and musician of an- 
cient times, whose office it was to celebrate, in ; 
the mighty deeds of the heroes of his nation, poe 
ment, in pathetic strains, their untimely loss, or any 
great public calamity. The term, according to Fes- 
tus and Cambden, 1s pure British or Celtic, and de- 
notes a singers ‘The Celtic bards were a particular 
class ~ ee or ministers of the national reli- 
ion ; but, taken in its more general acceptation, the 

cae bard denotes any professed: musician and poet, 
or minstrel, of prep oar ; tana 10 
We have very satisfactory eviderice, that, during 

the heroic ages of Greece, the profession of a min- 
strel, or bard, was in the highest esteem. Homer 
makes honourable mention of yris and Tiresias, 
two celebrated bards of those ages: and he describes, as 
one of the highest oe at the court of Kin, 
Alcinous, the bard Demodocus, pouring forth, to 
the sound of the lyre, his lofty strains. Phemius, 
another bard, is introduced by Homer, as depreea- 
ting the wrath of Ulysses, in the following terms; ” 

“ © king! to mercy be thy soul inclined, 
And spare the ’s ever gentle kind: 
A deed like this, thy future fame would \wrong; 
For dear to gods and men is sacred song.” Opvyss, 8. 

It can scarcely be considered as derogatory to this 
divine poet himself, to enrol him among a class of 
men anciently so highly honoured, if, 2¢ se joatly his 
due, we place him most in the list of all the ce- 
lebrated bards of antiquity. , ils seg 

Among the ancient Scandinavians and Germans, 
the pecieal of martial deeds, by the bards or minstrels, 
was a gratification which was very highly prized. 
Such recitals, according to Tacitus, inflamed the 
courage of the ancient » and served them as 
omens of future warfare. Nor was it so much 
the charms of harmony, as by the display of heroism, 
that the hearers were delighted; for, according to 
that author, a harshness of tone was affected, and 
the voice was rendered deeper, and more bho i 
by the application of a shield to the mouth of the 
bard. Sunt illis hac ¢ carmina quorum re- 
latio quem barditum vocant, accendunt animos, fu- 
tureque pugne fortunam ipso,cantu augurantur ; ter- 
rent enim, trepidantve, prout sonuit acies. Nec tam 
vocis ille quam virtutis concentus videtur. Affectatur 
precipue asperitas soni, et fractum murmur objectis 
ad os scutis, quo plenior et gravior vox repercussu 
intumescat.”” De Mor. Germ. : 

With respect to the honour in which the ancient 
inhabitants of Scandinavia held their bards, or sealds, 
as they were there denominated, we have the most 
ample testimony in their old chronicles. From them 
it appears, that the kings of Denmark, Sweden, and 
Norway, were constantly attended by their scalds or 
scalders, who were always treated with the highest 
respect. Harold Harfager placed these minstrels 
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Bard. all his other officers, and employed them in ne- bard of the second rank was allowed a retinue of 13 

—— gociations of the greatest seopaieinet Haéo, earl poetical disciples. Se 

of Norway, in, celebrated engagement against the 

-warrigrs of Tomsburg, was attended by five bards, 
each of whom animated the courage of the soldiers, 
when about to engage, by a.war song. Mention is 
made by Saxo-Grammaticus, in his description of a 
battle between Waldemar and Sueno, of a scald or 
bard belonging to the former, who advanced to the 
front of the army, and, in’a pathetic strain of poetry, 
reproached Sueno for the unnatural murder of his 
Father. Regnar, king of Denmark, was no less dis- 
ingnished in poetry tham in war; and Harald, the 
ee ished in the eleventh century, has 
immortalised himself by.a beautiful poem, in which 
he complains, that, notwithstanding his numerous at- 
chievements, he is unable to subdue the scorn of a 
beauteous Russian princess. 
Among the Celtic nations, the bards enjoyed equal, 

or still higher honours, and formed a branch of the 
religious establishment and administration of the 
state. In the ancient British kingdoms, they enjoy- 
ed, by law or custom, many henourable distinctions, 
and valuable privileges. They, as well as the Druids, 
i ed from taxes and military services, even 

in times of the greatest danger. Their persons were 
held sacred and inviolable ; and the most cruel and 
bloody tyrants, dared not to offer them any injury. 
When they attended their patrons into the field, to 
record and celebrate their great actions, they had a 
suck assigned them for their protection; and at all 
estivals and public assemblies, they were seated near 
the king or chieftain, and sometimes even above 
the greatest nobility and chief officers of the court. 
Nor was the pr ion of the bard less lucrative 

it, was honourable. For, besides the valuable 
which they occasionally received from their 
they had estates in land allotted for their 
Such was the respect in which the bards 

held, that, by a law of Howel Dha, it was 
whoever struck any one of this order, 

compound for his offence, by paying to the 
ieved one-fourth more than was necessary 

id to any other person of the same degree. 
chronicles of the ancient British states con- 
store of curious information concerning the 

iginal constitution, functions, and privileges of this 
ighly respected order. They seem to have been di- 

into two classes: The first, comprehending the 
sacred or religious poets, whose office it was to com- 

ie and sing hymns in honour of the gods; and to 
cate the iar and mysterious religious rites. 

hese wi by the Greeks Zubates, by the Ro- 
mans Vates, and in their own language Faids. The 
second class comprehended the se egrets who were 
more E celebrated in son the btn of ero sod : 
Peper by fier The aehes of these ap- 
pears to have very n the poems of Os- 
sian we read of 100 | belonging seide prince, 
singing and playing in concert for his entertainment. 
Every chief bard, who was called Allah Redan, or 
doctor in poetry, was allowed to have 30 bards of 
inferior note constantly about his person ; and every 
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¢ and the romantic atchievements - 

It appears that in Wales there was an annual con- 
s of the bards, usually held at the royal resi- 

nce, the sovereign himself presiding in the assem- 
bly. Here each was assigned a precedence and emo- 
lument suitable to his merit; but the bard most high 
ly distinguished for his talents was solemnly chaired, 
and honoured with the badge of a silver chain. The 
bards, properly so called, were distinguished frony 
the Druids, and from the Eubates, or Ovates, by 
the colour of their dress: they were clad in sky-blue 
.garments, whilst the Druids wore white, and the 
Ovates green. Their disciples were arrayéd in varie- 
ated garments, consisting of these three colours 
lended. There were four principal meetings of the 

bards held in the course of the year; viz. at the two 
solstices and two equinoxes. The first was at the 
winter solstice, which was the beginning of their 
year, and was called Alban Arthan; the second at 
the vernal equinox, called Alban Eilir; the summer ' 
solstice, or Alban Hevin; and the autumnal equinox, 
or Alban Elvid, following next in order. They as- 
sembled in circles of unwrought stones, placed so as 
to be indexes of the seasons, in the open air, and al- 
ways when the sun was above the horizon; or, as 
they expressed it, in the face of the sun, and in the 
eye of the light. 

From these particulars it is plain, that the institu- 
tion of bards among the Celtic nations, had some- 
thing farther in view, than the celebration of heroic 
atchievements by music and song; they were the de- 
positaries of the various kinds of knowledge then 
prevalent in their tribe, and of the authenticated re- 
cords of the nation. When writing was unknown, 
oral tradition was the only method of preserving the 
memory of what was important ; and the bards were 
an order of men trained on purpose to accomplish 
this end, and to deliyer knowledge down to posterity 
in a form calculated at once to arrest the attention, 
and assist the recollection. In order that nothing 
should become current without due consideration, 
whatever was intended to be thus permanently re- 
corded, was always laid before the grand meetings, 
It was there discussed with the most scrutinizing se- 
verity ; if then admitted, it was reconsidered at a se- 
cond meeting ; and it was not, till it had received the 
approbation of three successive meetings, or of the 
triennial supreme convéntion, that its admission was 
finally confirmed. At this great assembly, all that 
had -been confirmed at the provincial meetings was 
recited, for the use of the disciples who were to com~ 
mit it to memory ; and what was thus solemnly rati- 
fied, was to be recited for ever afterwards; once at 
least in every year, in addition to the former bardic 
traditions. 

Such was the well-organised system for preserving 
traditionary knowledge, by the institution of the 
bards, an-important branch of the system of Druid- 
ism, but which seems to have long survived that sys- 
tem, on account of its extraordinary means and pre- 
cautions for self-preseryation. It has been advanced, 
and with some appearance of probability, that bard- 
ism was the parent of free masonry; a character 
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Bard. which it assumed, in order that its members might 

—-v--— assemble in secret, and-unsuspected. The term ovyz, 
or ovale, by which the third class of bards. was. dis- 
tinguished, has the meaning of artisan or mason; 
and the free-masons preserve a traditionary memorial 
of their meeting anciently on the tops of the highest 
hills, and in the bottoms of the deepest vallies, and 
when the sun was @h its due meridjan. ) 

Tt was the cruel policy of Edward I. to commanda 
general massacre of the Welsh bards, persuaded that 
nothing was more likely to maintain among the peo- 
ple a sentiment of military valour, and a passion for 
national independence, than the traditionary legends 
of this class of men, who, like the ancient Tyrtzus,: 
employed their animated strains, as a means of exci- 
ting the courage of their countrymen against the 
common enemy. The system of bardism, however; 
recovered much of its ancient vigour in Wales, -du- 
ring the short, but spirited, insurrection of Owen 
Glendower. But when that effort for restoring, the 
independence of the country was-crushed, the bards 
were again proscribed and persecuted. They, how- 
ever, again made their appearance, as the genealo- 
gists and minstrels of the great Welsh chieftains; a 
capacity in which they have enjoyed great honour 
and emolument, in every country where tradition was 
not entirely superseded by the general diffusion of 
letters. In Ireland, and in Scotland, every great fa- 
mily was possessed of its bard, almost down to the 
present day. In the Highlands of Scotland, parti- 
cularly, every regulus or chieftain had his family 
bard, who was regarded as filling a very important 
office, and who had lands assigned him, which de- 
scended regularly to his posterity. 

The bards of ancient times do not appear to have 
been so highly honoured, or so liberally remunerated. 
We read, that Alexander the Great was accompa- 
nied, in his expedition to India, by a poet, or bard, 
named Cherylus, who proposed to the hero to cele. 
brate, in song, his wiighty exploits. Alexander per- 
mitted him, only on condition, that the poet should 
receive a piece of gold for every good verse, and a 
blow for every bad one. ‘The: scholiast Horace, to 
whom we are indebted for this anecdote, adds, that 
the unfortunate minstrel was beaten almost to death, 
in consequence of this singular convention. 

- The khalifs, and other princes of the East, appear 
to have had their bards, as well as the nations of the 
North, and the ancient Greeks, There are bards, 
too, in the Ladrone islands, and among other savage 
tribes, according to the testimony of different yoya- 
phe Sir John Mandeville, who travelled into the 
zevant in 1340, relates, that when the Emperor of 
Cathay, or the grand, Khan of 'Tartary, is at table, 
with the great men of his court, no one is courage- 
ous enough to address him, except his minstrels, 
whose office it is to amuse him, 4$The same traveller 
adds, that these musicians of the court are. considered 
as officers of distinguished rank. Leo Africanus also, 
makes mention of poets of the court whom he found 
at Bagdad about the year 990. The institution of 
bards, therefore, may be said to have prevailed in, 
almost every country of the world. 

Though ‘we may presume, that the ancient Bri- 
tons oP the southern parts of our island had original- 
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ly as fine a taste and genius. for poetry.as those of Bards 
the north, yet few or pa their poetical compo- ——\—~ 
sitions have been preserved, or descended to our own 
times. This is to be accounted for, by the repeated 
conquests to which this part of our island. was sub- 
jected by the Romans, Saxons, and Normans. But 
in the mountains of Wales, and of Scotland, where 
the aboriginal Celts were permitted to retain undis- 
turbed possession of their territory, the native taste 
for minstrelsy flourished without interruption ; and 
gave birth to numerous productions, which time has 
spared even to the day... Nennius, who 
wrote in the ninth century, in the reign of Prince 
Mervya, makes honourable mention of several of the 
Cambrian bards. He says, that Talhairan v.as fa- 
mous for his verses; as also, Aneurin, Taliessin, 
Llywarch-hen, and Chian, who flourished in the 
sixth century. Of these bards, the compositions. 
of three are still extant; viz. Aneurin, \'Talics- 
sin, and Llywarch-hen. The minstrels of Scotland 
were not less celebrated in their day, insomuch, that 
it stamped. reputation upon a proficient in this art to 
say, ‘¢ that he came out of the North countrie.”? A. 
great number of beautiful ballads, which we may 
reasonably conclude to have beeu the production of 
these ancient poets, have descended to our ‘times; 
but, in most cases, the name of the poet has perish- 
ed. ‘To this, however, there is one very illustrious 
exception, in the case of the poems ascribed to Os- 
sian, the son of Fingal, who is said to have reigned 
over a district of the Highlands of Scotland, inthe 
second or third century. If we admit these poems 
to be genuine, or to have received but afew modern 
additions and embellishments, they are*calculated to 
give us a very exalted idea of the powers and con- 
ceptions of the ancient bards. It is not inthis place 
that we propose to discuss the much agitated ques- 
tion, of the authenticity of these poems; but. there is 
one remark upon the subject, made Warton, 
which may, without impropriety, be here introduced. 
“ Notwithstanding,” says that author, ‘the difference 
between the Gothic the Celtic rituals, the poems 
of Ossian contain many visible vestiges of Scandina~ 
vian superstition. The allusions in these poems to. 
spirits who preside over the different parts, and di- 
rect. the various operations of nature ; who: send 
storms over the deep, and rejoice in the shrieks of 
the shipwrecked mariners ; who call down lightning 
to blast the forest, or cleave the rock, and diffuse ir- 
resistible pestilence among the people, beautifully 
conducted and heightened under the skilful hand of 
a master bard, entitely correspond with the Runic sys- 
tem, and breathe the spirit of its poetry.’ ~ Hist. of 
Eng. Poetry, vols i. diss bo: 

‘As letters have become generally diffused, the in- 
stitution of bardism has sunk in dignity, and become 
corrupted ; the exercise of this profession having be- 
come less necessary or important. It is, however, 
but a very few years since the Highland chieftains. 
ceased.to have family bards; and there are still re- 
spectable remains of this institution im Ireland and in 

ales. After the reign of Henry WE. the British 
bards seem to have degenerated into. troops of ‘strol- 
ling minstrels and play-actors, disgraced by the 
meanness of their conduet, and the licence of their man- 
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‘Barege. nets; insomuch, that-it was found necessary to enact 
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laws, in order-to restrain their irregularities. A cu- 

rious statute o} y the year 

ing on the silver 4 therefore, ae aes I 
ire Beoley, Squire Griffith, Ellis Price, and Sir 

iam Mostyn, to assemble on the first Monday 
‘after the feast of Trinity ; to choose out the best 
minstrels of the principality of Wales, and to remit 
the others to till the ground, or to exercise necessary 
trades,” &c. 

_ In proportion as these minstrels lost their respect- 
ability and consideration, their compositions sunk in 
merit, and became. as as their persons or 
their manners. See Evans de Bardis. Warton’s 
Hist. of Eng. . Jones’ Relics of the Welsh 
Bards. Svard’s . es de Liter. vol. ii. (m) 
~BAREGE, or Banreer, a village in France, in 

the department of the Higher Pyrenees, celebrated 
for its thermal waters: The temperatures of the 
four hot springs at Barege differ considerably from 
each other. “The lowest is'73° of Fahrenheit, and 
the highest about 120°... These waters contain sul- 
phuretted hydrogen, united to a small quantity of 
soda, a little common salt, and a small quantity of 
slimy bituminous matter. The specific gravity of 
the water is a little © than that of distilled wa- 
ter. In disorders of the stomach, in affections of the 
urinary organs, and in the resolution of indolent tu- 
mours, the waters: of Barege have been found of 
— . The waters are carried to a great 

i » and preserved for a long time, though not 
without losing some. of their ical virtues. East 
Long. 0° 3’ 30”; North Lat. 42° 53’. See Saunders 
on Mineral Waters, and Rutty’s Methodical Synop- 

. sis of Mineral Waters. 
' BAREITH; Bareurn, or Bayrevurny, is the 

capital of the ancient margraviate of Bareith, a prin- 
cipality in the:circle of Franconia.) It is situated be- 

_ tween the three rivers Mein, Mistelbach, and Sendel- 
. bach, on the frontiers of the new kingdom of Bavaria. 
‘The wiate of Bareith was annexed to the king- 

of Prussia in 1782, and in the 1801 it sae 
ported a population of 205,440. The town of Ba- 
reithy which presents nothing interésting to the eye 
of a traveller, was formerly the seat of numerous 
manufactures. Population 10,000. East Long. 11° 
50, North Lats 49° 55’. See Keysler’s Travels, 

. vol. iv. let. xe. $455 and Peuchet’s Dict. de la Geog. 
Commerg. (x). ; 
BARI, the Banrum of the ancients, is a sea-port 

town of Naples, and capital of the province of Bari. 
The inhabitants employ themselves partly in fishing, 
and in the manufacture of glass, linens, and cottons. 
‘The province, which contains about 695,278 English 
acres, and a population of 281,048, produces corn, 
wine, oil, cotton, saffron, and fruits. . According to 
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Chantreaux, the po ion of the town is 30,000; 
but the estimation of Swinburne, who makes it only 
6000, is probably more correct. East Long. 16° 59’, 
North Lat. 41°15’. See Swinburne’s Travels, vol. ii. 
P- j : | 
BAW La; the name under which the impure 

> carbonat of soda is imported from the coasts of Spain 
and other ports of the Mediterranean. See Sopa. (w) 
BARK. | See Tannixe, 
BARK, Peruvian. See Marerra Meproa. 
BARKING, a market-town of England, in’ the 

county of Essex, situated on the small river Rhod- 
ding, and on.a creek that leads to the Thames. The 
chief inhabitants of the town are fishermen, who con- 
tribute to the supply of the London fish-market. 
At a short distance from the town, towards Dagen- 
ham, stands an old house, where the gunpowder plot 
is said to have been hatched. Population, 2182. 
Number of houses, 419. See Lyson’s Environs of 
London, and Morants’ History of Essex. (w) 
BARLESIA, a genus of plants of the class Di- 
dynamia, and order Angiospermia. See Borany. (w) 
BARLETTA, a sea-port town of Naples, in the 

prevince of Bari, whose ruinous exterior, and thin 
population, form a striking contrast with its. interior 
magnificence. ‘The houses are large and lofty, and 
the streets spacious and well paved. The antique 
granite columns of the cathedral, and the colossal 
statue in the market-place, which is seventeen feet 
three inches high, and is supposed to represent the 
emperor Heraclius, are among the principal curiosi-’ 
ties of the town. . The harbour, which is command-' 
ed by the citadel, consists of several irregular piers, 
but affords no shelter for shipping. ‘The exports of 
the town are corn, almonds, salt, and liquorice which 
rows in the swamps without cultivation. ~ East 

lasek 16° 20’, North Lat. 41°19’) See Swinburne’s 
Travels, vol. i. p. 275. (w)) > 
BARLEY. « See Acricutture Index, 
BARLEY Mit, the name of a machine for ta- 

king the husks from barley. 
5 barley mill of the most improved construction’ 

is represented in Figure 1. of Plate LIIT. 

and carries fifty buckets, each of which is three feet 
three inches wide. On the water shaft B, that car- 
ries the water wheel, is fixed the spur wheel C, which’ 
is eighteen feet diameter, reckoning from the pitch 
stroke, and has 340 teeth. ‘The spur wheel im. 
pels the pinion D of thirty-two teeth and one foot 
8.4 inches diameter, fixed upon one extremity of the 
shaft E, while the other extremity carries the wheel’ 
F of 150 cogs and seven feet 11.45 inches diameter 
to the pitch stroke. ‘The wheel F drives the pinion 
G, fixed on the stone spindle H, and having a dia- 
meter of four feet six inches. The spindle H carries 
the millstone I, which is four feet six inches in diame- 
ter, and one foot five inches thick, and which per- 
forms 280 revolutions in a minute. 

The wheel K, of fifty teeth and two feet diameter, 
impels the wheel L of the same number of teeth and 
diameter, which is fixed pen the spindle R. On 
the spindle R is a conical place, upon which the 
pinion M of twenty-five teeth and one foot diameter, 
is fixed by means of a brass bush fitted into the centre 

he: 
BarleyMi!i. 

] The’ Plate Lit. 
water wheel A is cightcen feet six inches diameter Fig. 1. 
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Barlow. of the pmion, and then bored exactly to fit the cone 
“y= in the spindle R. Below the base of the cone isa 
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brass ring 3, to keep the pinion M firm upon the 
cone, by means of four screw-bolts, which bring the 
pinion firmer to the base of the cone. . On the. other 
side of the pinion are two projections 1, 1, commonly 
called snug which take into similar projections on 
the end of the catch 2,5. This ras id 
the spindle R by moying the lever N, but goes roun 
with the spindle by means of two tongues fixed an 
the opposite sides of the spindle, one of which is 
partly visible at 4 in the Figure. T'wo grooves are 
cut on the inside of the catch, to admit the tongues, 
in order to carry the catch round with the spindle. 
The wheel NO, having 102 teeth, anda diameter of 
four feet 14 inches to the pitch stroke, is screwed to 
the side of the hoops or cases that inclose the stone. 
These hoops, a section of which is represented by 
a, b,c, d, are, made in two parts, and screwed to- 
gether by four bolts 6, 6, 6, 6. They are lined with 
milled iron, pierced into small holes, in order to per- 
mit the escape of the dust, and prevent the barley 
from being carried along by means of the mill-stone. 

When the hoops are turned round by the wheels 
already described, they are supported and kept clear 
of the stone by the collars 4 andz The collar / is 
ine than 2, in order to give room to the spout PT 
to fill the hoops with barley. This is effected by a 
thin plate of iron 4, about an inch larger in diame- 
ter than the inside of the collar, which is kept close 
to the side ofthe collar next the stone by the staple 
Zen each side of the stone spindle. ‘The other end 
of it is kept fast by the cover of the pillow block m. 
In the plate 4, a hole is cut for the end of the spout 
PT. When the barley is made, the hoops are stop- 
ped by putting the lever N towards f: a small sluice 
which is upon the side of the hoops, as at a, d, is 
then opened, and the made barley is allowed to run 
off into the trough Q. When the hoops are thus 
emptied, the sluice is shut, and the lever Nis brought 
tog. By this means the wheel M engages with the 
spindle R, by the catch 2, 5, and the sluice X bein 
opened, the hoops are filled with fresh barley. - (5. a3 
BARLOW, Tuomas, was born at Langhill, 

in Westmoreland, in the year 1607 ; and was descend- 
ed from the ancient family of Barlow-Moore in Lan- 
cashire. He received the first elements of his educa- 
tion at the free school of Appleby; and, in the six- 
teenth year-of.his age, removed to Queen’s College in 
Oxford, of which he was chosen a fellow in 1633. 
‘Two years afterwards, he was appointed metaphysi- 
eal reader, in the university; and his. lectures were 
published in 1637, for the use of the students. In 
1652, he was elected head-keeper of the Bodleian 
Library ; and, about the same time, was appointed 
lecturer of Church-hill, near Budford. In 1657, he 
was chosen provost of his college; and, after the re- 
storation of Charles II., was nominated one of the 
commissioners, for reinstating: the members, who had 
been ejected by the parliament in 1648. In 1660, he 
was acimaitsed Meogests professor of divinity ; in the’ 
following year was elected archdeacon of Oxford; 
and in 1675, became bishop of Lincoln. He died at 
Bugden, in Huntingdonshire, in 1691, in the 85th year 
of his age. He bequeathed his books partly to the 

es ae? 

Oxford; and all his manuscripts. s own 'compo- il a 2 
sition to his two domestic chaplains, William: Oley, amet 

that and Henry Brougham, with a ic e ; 
they should not be made public. The principal of 
his works that have been published, are his Me- 
taphysical Lectures, a Treatise on Toleration, the» 
Gunpowder Treason, Advice to a Young Divine,» 
Miscellaneous Cases of Conscience, Genuine Remains,- 
a variety of letters and pamphlets, but particularly a. 
number of powerful attacks upon the system of -po-! 
pery. Bishop Barlow was a man of the most exten 
mo et attainments ; intimate oe ward so 
the learne u 3 eminently skilled in t ; 
church rere: Aa ccitabhosieal law; and tho- 
roughly master of the controversies between the Pro~: 
testants and Papists. He was entirely addicted to: 
the Aristotelian philosophy, and keenly hostile to 
those improvements in physical science, which were: 
introduced by the Royal Society. He was a rigid: 
adherent to the sentiments of Calvin, and a devoted: 
admirer of the school divinity. In his episcopal cha~ 
racter, he has been justly censured for never appear= 
ing in his cathedral and visiting his diocese; and. 
his political conduct during the troublesome period, 
in which he lived, was of the most timorous and 
time-serving description. He was possessed, how-: 
ever, of many excellent qualities;) was ever ready to: 
befriend the learned of every country and denomina- 
tion; and displayed more just and liberal sentiments 
on the subject of —o than ow sagt naan 
time. See Biog. Britannica, and Biog. Dictionary 3 
Grainger’s pie) Hist. of England, “a iv. (2) 
BARMOUTH, a small watering place in the 

county of Merioneth, in North Wales, situated on 2 
bay of the same name at the mouth of the river Maw, 
or Avon. The houses of this town are all built on 
the bottom and on:the declivity of a steep hill. At 
high water the tide forms an estuary on the river: 
about a mile broad; but numerous sand banks render- 
the entrance hazardous. Great quantities of flannel’ 
and hose are made here, and no less than 40,000 lbs.- 
of the former, and 10,000 Ibs. of the latter, were ex- 
ported from Barmouth in one year. See Pennant’s 
Four in Wales; and Bingley’s Tour round North 
Wales: (j) *. 
BARNADESIA, a genus of plants of the class 

Syngenésia, and order Polygamia Equalis. See Bo- 
TANY. (tw : ’ 
BARNARD Cast tr, a neat and well built town 

of England, in the county of Durham, situated on the 
river "Fees, and deriving its name from the magnificent’ 
castle built here about the year 1178, gira Ba-- 
liol, upon the summit of a high rock. This town was 
formerly celebrated for the neaperety of white” 
leather breeches, and for tammies or Scotch camblets. 
A number of weavers are still employed in making , 
cainblets, and the stocking trade is carried.on to @ 
considerable extent. Number of houses, 304. Po- 
pulation 2966, of which 465 were returned as em~- 
loyed in trade. See Hutchinson’s History of Dur- 
am, vol. iii. (@) . \ 
BARNAUL, a town of Siberia, situated in the 

government of Kolyvan, on the west side of the Oby; 
and famous for its silver and copper mines, in which 
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_ Eroway and are wrought by 48000 boor® beside the 
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BARNES, a tt r — of oNewen “7 

in , where he was in t . He 
coud tas ical education at Christ’s Hos- 
pital, and was admitted into Emmanuel College at 
Cambridge in 1671. He was elected a fellow in 
1678 ; took the degree of bachelor in divinity in 
1688; and‘in 1695 was chosen Greek professor in 

lat’ A Mrs Mason, a widow of Hem- 

of £100. “ Upon this hint he spake,” 
and secured the: widow herself, with a jointure of 
£200 per annum. He lived about 12 years after his. 
marriage, and died on the 3d of sent 1712. He 
was buried at Hemmingford, where his widow erect- 
ed a monument to his memory, with a Latin inscrip- 
tion, and the following anacreontic lines : 

© Bagracios Dematlas 
Nienre worurty7059 
AoyoyeuPay Degicress 

_ *Avbes ve ray Aowdar™ 
Toy ‘lorogay psyioress. 
Kas Parogay alors, 

Kas Mayrioy Babsorog 

| Besrarvinns gens. 
Which are also thus rendered into English : 

Kind Barnes, adorn’d by every muse, 
Each Greek in his own art outdoes; 
No orator was ever greater, 
No poet 0 sweeter. 
H’excell’d in r mystery, 
And the Prince Of histo y: 
And a divine the most prof Ke 
That ever trod on English grounds 

The learning of Barnes was very extensive, and his 
pen contin ready and prolific. His principal 
publications. were, a volume of Latin and English 
poems, most of which were composed during his at- 
tendance at Christ’s as sim and before he had com- 
pleted the 17th year of his age; a poetical para- 
hrase of the book of Esther in Greek verse, with a 
Tenn translation and Greek notes; a History of Ed- 
ward IIL., in which he imitates the ancient historians, 
and puts long elaborate speeches into the mouths of 
the principal personages ; all the works of Euripides, 
with a preliminary dissertation on the life and wri- 
tings that poet ; the works of Anacreon, with a 
Latin translation and notes, a life of the poet, and a 
dissertation on lyric poetry, all dedicated rather pre- 
posterously to the Duke of Marlborough ;. Homer, 
with various tracts and dissertations, and a long Eng- 
lish poem, in which he ascribes the Iliad and Odyssey 
to the pen of with a view, it has been sus- 

ed, to induce his wife to assist the more willingly 
in defraying the expense of the publication. fie 
wrote a t number of other pieces, which were ne- 
‘yer published ; and which consisted chiefly of Greek 
and Latin verses on different anniestt the lives of 
Pindar, Sophocles, Theocritus, and the Black Prince ; 

an ecelesiastical history from the beginning of the Barnsley, 
world; sermons, and orations, and critical notes on Barnstap 

BAR 

sacred scripture. He expended much money, and 
involved himself in considerable difficulties, by the 
publication of his critical works, few of which pro- 
duced him much fame or profit in return. 

Barnes is admitted to have surpassed most men in: 
the extent of his literary knowledge, to have been 
full of words, and to have composed in Greek and. 
Latin with wonderful facility ; but he wrote with 
little elegance, and is frequently very deficient in cri- 
tical judgment. He was so continually quoting from 
the Greek classics, that he generally went by the name 
of Greek Barnes. He neither valued nor understood 
the English language much ;, and was so little ac- 
quite with the usages of his own country, that it 
has often been said, he would have been more at home 
in Athens than in London. He had several enemies,, 
or rather rivals in his literary career, some of whom 
really envied his acquirements, and unjustly slighted 
his performances; while others only despised his. 
vanity, or were provoked by the virulence of his. 
censures. He was so remarkable for the compass 
and quickness of his memory, while his judgment 
was accounted frequently very deficient, that it has. 

_ been proposed to add to his’ epitaph, what Menage: 
said of Pierre Montmaur, 

Hic jacet Joshua Barnes 
Felicissime memorie 
Lxpectans judicium. ‘ 

But, with all his errors as acritic, he will always be 
respected by the lovers of Anacreon, Euripides, and. 
Homer ; while his pedantry as a scholar was coun- 
terbalanced by the many excellent qualities, which 
he possessed as a man, He was ever liberal of his 
money to. serve his friends; and has been known, ia 
the warmth, of his charity, to give the coat from his 
back to a ragged beggar. It is also recorded of him,, 
that he always carried about with him a small pocket 
-bible, which, at his leisure hours, he read over 121 
times in the course of his life. See Biog. Britanni- 
ca. Biog. Dictionary. Grainger’s Biog. Hist. of 
England. Monthly, Review, a xiv. (¢) 

ARNSLEY, a small. manufacturing town of 
England, situated on the side of a hill in the West 
Ridin g.of Yorkshire. A great number of forges are 
perpetually employed in manufacturing iron wire, 
nails, and hardware. There are also several manu- 
factures of linen, cloth, and check, and one for bot- 
tles of black glass. The country abounds with coal, 
stone, timber, and iron ore. Number of houses’710.. 
Population 3606, of whom 1832 were returned.as em- 
ployed in trade. The trade and population of this 
town have been much increased. since its connection 
with Wakefield and Rotherham, by the canal naviga- 
tions, and by the rivers Dearne and Dove. (7) 
BARNSTAPLE, a seaport town of En ay in: 

the county of Devon, situated in a fine ie on the 
eastern bank of the river Taw, over which there is a- 
stone bridge of 16 arches. On account of the shal- 
lowness off its harbour, which does not admit vessels. 
of more than 200 tons, a great part of its woollen 
trade was transferred to Biddeford. Manufactures of 
baize, however, silk stockings, and waistcoat pieces, 
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Baroach. still employ its inhabitants. » Number of houses 619. 
—v— Population 3478, of whom 578 were returned as em- 

Barometer. 
— ah 

History. 

‘cumstances are prope 

ployed in trade. See Oldfield’s History of the Bo- 
roughs. ( id 
BAROACH, Broacn, BAnroxia, or Barvuxk; 

the Barygazah ‘of the ancients, a town of Hindos- 
tan, in the province of Guzerat, situated on a ri- 
sing ground surrounded with water, on the river Ner- 
buddsh, near the place where it falls into the Gulf 

e836 ; BAR 
of Cambay. A factory was established here in 
1616 by the English ; ad in 1683 it had flourished —= 
to such a degree, that no less than 55,000 pieces of 
baftaes, &c. of different kinds, manufactured in the 
neighbourhood, and superior to those of Be were 
shipped for England. Agates, found in the mountains. 
near Brampour, also form one of the articles. of ‘its 
trade. East Longitude 72° 54”, North Latitude 21° 
48". (7) ~ em 

BAROMETER. 
him to give him an explanation of the cause of this Barometer. Banomerer (compounded of Gegos weight, and mergov 

measure, ) is an instrument for determining the wei fit 
of the air, and the variations of its pressure in diffe- 
rent circumstances. As every change in the weight 
of that fluid is accompanied with corresponding 
changes of density, and consequently of its disposi- 
tion to absorb or deposit moisture, the barometer is 
also employed to point out the probable changes of 
weather ; tence it is not unfrequently called a wea- 
ther-glass. (See MrreornoLocy.) Another purpose, 
scarcely less important, to which this instrument has 
lately been much applied, is the measurement of acces- 
sible heights; and the results obtained by means of 
‘it approach so near to pertect accuracy, when all cir- 

rly estimated, that this method 
of determining the heights of mountains is, in many 
cases, even ,preferable to the geometrical methods. 
(See Heicurs.) Italso appears rota the observations 
of Captain Flinders, that the barometer may be of the 
most essential service at sea, not only to foretel changes 
of weather, but also to indicate the vicinity of land. 
(See Winps.) These important properties entitle this 
instrument to aconsiderable share of our attention. 

Before the discovery of the weight of the air, the 
barometer was entirely unknown ; and indeed it was 
the discovery of that fact, which led to the invention of 
the instrument. The ancjents ascribed to the horror 
of a vacuum all the effects which arise from ‘atmo- 
spherical pressure. This explanation, absurd as it may 
now seem, was admitted even by Galileo ; and the in- 
_genuity of a Pascal and a Boyle was scarcely sufficient 
to point out its futility, and banish it from the esta- 
blished principles of philosophy. The influence of 
occult qualities, was, in all difficult cases, assumed to 
explain the phenomena of nature, and it was less in- 
consistent with their prejudices to ascribe the effects 
of the weight of the air to an invisible agent, or ‘an 
unknown principle, than to the operation of a fluid, 
which they thought was so obviously destitute of all 
weight. — It was accordingly considered as an indis- 
putable fact, that the -ascent of waterin pumps, and 
other similar effects of atmospherical pressure, were 
owing to the horror which nature has for a vacuum, 
This opinion was universally received till the super- 
intendant of the water works of the Grand Duke of 
‘Tuscany, wishing to raise water, by means of a pump, 
to a considerable height, was surprised to find that 
the water would not rise higher than 32° or 33 feet: 
After he had ascertained that this could not be ascri- 
bed to any defect in the construction of the pump, he 
mentioned the circumstance to Galileo, and requested 

of Galileo, woul 

anomaly. Galileo, either not = einer the just~ ——“v—~’ 
2 ness of the opinion which then prevailed, or being 

unable to assign any other that was more plausible, 
replied, « That the water was raised to the height of 
32 fect on account of the horror which nature has for — 
a yacuum; but that the horror was limited in ‘its ef- 
fects, and ceased to operate above the height of 32 
feet 1” This et eee so unworthy of the name 

be totally undeserving of Credit, did 
we not know the authority that’an error which has 
prevailed for-twenty centuries could have over the hu- 
‘man mind. E 
meanssatisfied with the explanation which hehad given, 
‘and that he immediately began to suspect the agency 
-of some external cause ; but his death, which happen- 
ed soonafter, prevented him from bringing his thoughts 
to maturity. “ His disciple “Torri 

ed that the weight of the water was one of the elements 
which ought to be taken into consideration in inyes- 
tigating the cause of the ascent of that fluid in amps, 
and that it was probably counterbalanced by the 
weight of something external pressing upon the sur- 
face below. To put this conjecture to the test of 
experiment, he took a glass tube about four feet ae 
(as AB, Fig. 2.) hermetically sealed at one end A, 
and open at the other. Having filled it with mercu- 
ry, he shut the open end with his finger; he then 
inverted the tube, and introduced the open end of it’ 
under the surface of a small quantity of mercury in 
a bason. Lastly, he placed the tube in a vertical 
position, and on withdrawing his finger, he observed 
that a part of the mercury descended in the tube, and 
that the rest of it was supported at the height of 27%. 
inches above the level of the mercury in the bason. 
By varying the experiment, he found that, in all 
cases, the mercury was supported at a perpendicular 
height ‘above its surface in the bason, equal to about 
the 14th part of the height of the water in the pumps. 
He therefore inferred, that the mercury in the pee 
and the water in,the pump, exerted equal pressures on 
the same base, their altitudes being inversely as their 
specific gravities, and that the weight of the column 
in either case was counteracted by some fixed and de- 
terminate force. This force he supposed was the 
weight of the air. 
"This explanation, however natural and obvious it 

may now seem, was by no means so readily admitted 
as might have been expected from its extreme plausi- 

It appears, however, that he was by no. 

| Prars 
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i, to whom it is Experi- - 

supposed he had mentioned his ideas on the subject, ment of 
was more successful in his explanation. He suspect- Torricel 
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principle of the horror of a vacuum 
—\1— was too firmly believed to yield at once to the sim- 

~  plicity of truth# Attempts were accordingly made 

ments of 
Pascal. 

to ile th of the ‘pumps and the 
tube of Torricelli, with that absurd opinion. It was 
‘maintained, that asubtile fluid or aérial spirit, was eva- 
porated from the surface of the water and the mer- 
cury, which filled the upper part of the tube, and 
left only as much activity to the horror of a vacuum 
as; was sufficient to sustain the column of those fluids. 
_ When Pascal, who was then at Rouen, was inform- 
ed of the.experiments of the Italian philosophers, he 
was anxious to repeat them; and soon after obtained 
the same results. It does not appear, however, that 
he was aware of the conclusions which Torricelli-had 
drawn ; but, by reflecting on the nature of the expe- 
riment, he was soon convinced that the principle of 
the horror of a vacuum was altogether gratuitous and 
improbable, and that the suspension of the mercury 
was owing to some other cause. To place the mat- 
ter beyond all dispute, he employed tubes of glass 40 
feet long, and having filled one of them with water, 
and A with wine, he inverted them respectively 
in basons of these fluids, after. the manner of the ex- 
periment of Torricelli..'The water remained suspend-_ 
ed at the height of 31 feet 1 inch and 4 lines; and 
the wine, at the height of 33 feet 3 inches. These 
experiments were performed at Rouen in‘ 1646, in 

of several men of science, all of whom were 
attached to the old opinions. The conviction which 
they produced on their minds was complete, and they 
immediately embraced the new doctrines. Pascal 
published an account of the experiments the follow- 
ing year, in a work entitled lences nouvelles 
iouchant le.vide. This work. was severely attacked, 
particularly by P. Noel, a Jesuit, who, was then rec- 
tor of the college of Paris. All the prejudices of a 
bad philosophy, and all the virulence of error, were 
summoned to the attack; and Pascal had the morti- 
fication to find, that many were still disposed to ques- 
tion the conclusions which he had drawn from his ex- 
periments. 

At an experiment occurred to him which he 
saw would for ever silence the objections of his op- 
arom and establish his opinion beyond the possi- 

ility of controversy. If the mercury in the Torricel- 
lian tube, said he, is supported by the pressure of the 
air, it ht to stand higher or lower according to 

of the columns of the atmosphere at the 
of observation ; on the contrary, if the weight 

the air has no connection with the height of the 
mercury, the mercury ought to stand at the same ele- 
vation, at all heights in the atmosphere. He there- 
fore prepared to make the experiment on a large scale; 
and in order that the difference between the heights 
of the mereury at the places of observation might be 
an appreciable quantity, he pitched upon the moun- 
tain Puy-de-dome, in the neighbourhood of Clermont, 
as well adapted to his — a Being at that time 
in, Paris, he wrote to 2A rother-in-law Perrier, a 
man of distinguished talents, who was then going to 
Clermont, requesting him to perform the experiment 
on hisarrival, Various circumstances prevented the 
experiment being tried till the 19th of Sept. 1648, 
when it was performed with equal accuracy and skill, 

BAROMETER. 

» hint of it from any person. 

The result coincided with the expeétations of Pascal : 
as they ascended the side of the mountain, the mer- 
cury gradually subsided in the Torricellian tube; and 
when they reached the summit, it stood 3inches 14 lines 
lower than at the bottom, The experiment was re- 
peated on different sides of the mountain, and always 
with a similar result. 

Pascal no sooner was informed of the details of 
these experiments, than he repeated them on a. small 
scale at the top and bottom of the steeple of St 
Jacques-la-Boucherie ; and he observed a correspond- 
ing difference between the heights of the mercurial 
columns. ‘There now remained no longer any pretext 
of ascribing the elevation of the mercury in the tube 
to the horror of a vacuum ; for, it would have been 
absurd to pretend that nature had a greater abhor- 
rence of a vacuum in a valley, than on the top ofa 
mountain ; and accordingly all those who were sin- 
cerely desirous of discovering the real cause cf the 
henomenon in question, adniitted the conclusions of 

Biscas concerning the weight of the air, and applaud- 
ed the simple and decisive method which he had taken 
to demonstrate its influence. Qn the whole, the his- 
tory of this research affords a signal instance of the 
‘slow and gradual progress of human knowledge: Ga- 
lileo proved that the air was possessed of weight ; 
Torricelli conjectured that this fluid caused the ascent 
of water in pumps, as well as the suspension of the 
mercury in the tube which bears his name ; and Pas- 
cal converted this conjecture into a demonstration. 

But the triumph of Pascal was too complete not to 
excite afresh the malignity of his enemies: Descartes, 
among others, attempted to deprive him of the honour 
of the discovery of the pressure of the air; and in a 
letter which he wrote to M. Carcavi, dated June 11. 
1649, accuses Pascal of a want of candour, and asserts 
that he first suggested to him the experiment of Puy- 
de-dome. Pascal, on the other hand, maintains, in 
the most solemn manner, that the experiment was en- 
tirely his own, and that he never received the smallest 

It would be improper 
to enter here into the merits of the dispute ;. but it 
appears to us, that the pretensions of Descartes are al-. 
together groundless, and that the discovery of atmo- 
spherical pressure is due to Pascal alone. ~ 

It is obvious, from the experiment of Puy-de- 
dome, that the Torricellian tube, if properly gra- 
duated, may be employed to measure the heights of 
mountains; a purpose, we already mentioned, to which 
it is now frequently applied.. Boyle suggested this 
application of it in 1665. 

Aftersit was ascertained, that the weight. of the 
air was the true cduse of the suspension. of the mer- 
cury in the tube of. Torricelli, Perrier continued to 
make daily observations with it, from the beginning 
of 1649 to the end of March 1651. One of his 
friends at Paris, and Descartes, who was then at 
Stockholm, made similar observations during the 
same period, and they found, that the column of 
mercury varied in length, according to the tempera- 
ture, the winds, the moisture, and other circumstan- 
ces connected with the state of the atmosphere. 
Thus the tube of Torricelli became an instrument, 
not only for shewing the weight of the air, but for 
pointing out the changes of weather which happen 

.. gg4s 
Barometer, 
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Pressure of 
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purposes. 
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Barometer. in consequence of variations in the weights of the at- 
“——v——~ mospherical columns: Some pretend that Otto de 

Guericke first proposed to employ ‘the barometer 
asa weather-glass; but this idea, so obvious, was a 
natural consequence of the observations of Perrier 
and Descartes, and must have occurred at a very ear- 
ly period to these philosophers. Boyle made many 
meteorological observations with it in 1666; and he 
was also at great pains to refute a hypothesis advan- 
‘ced by Linus, concerning the cause of the elevation 
of the mercury in the Torricellian tube. This hy- 
pothesis, which prevailed for some time, was called 
the Funicular hypothesis: it assumed, that the mer- 
cury was supported by an invisible rope of the same me- 
tallic fluid; an opinion so extremely absurd, that, in 
the present state of science, we have some difficulty 
in believing that it was ever maintained, or that it 
should have been deemed’ worthy of a grave refuta- 
tion.” 

The experiment of Torricelli was so simple, and yet 
“so easy to be exhibited under a variety of Fortin that 
a eee number of barometers were soon proposed, 
-either with a view of rendering them more correct, 
or enlarging the extent of the barometrical scale. 
Before we proceed to give particular descriptions of 
these instruments, and of the various attempts which 
have been made to increase their accuracy and sensi- 

~ bility, it may not be improper to make some previous 
remarks applicable to barometers in general. 

General di- The tubes intended for barometers ought to be 
rections for sealed hermetically at both ends, immediately after 
the ‘con- P they are made at the glass-house, and to be kept in 
bathe that state till they are to be fitted up. Without this 

“precaution, they are apt to be sullied with dust, 
moisture, and other impurities, which it is almost 
impossible afterwards to remove, on account of the 
smallness of their diameters. When they are opened, 
which may be done with a file, care should be taken 
not to breathe into them, or to wash them with spi- 
rit of wine, or any other fluid; experiénce havin 
proved, that in tubes so treated, the mercury al- 
ways stands a little below its proper level. ‘This is, 
no doubt, owing ‘to the adhesion of a little of the 
‘spirit of wine to the sides of the tube, which being 
afterwards converted into vapour, renders the vacuum 
above the mercury imperfect. If any cleaning is ne- 
cessary, it may be done with a fine linen rag, that 
has previously been well dried. 

Tubes. The tubes ought to be as perfectly cylindrical as 
— though, in some cases, this is not absolute- 
y necessary. They should be about $3 inches in 
length, and the diameter of their bore should be at 
least 2 or 2t lines, otherwise the friction, and capil- 
lary action, will be apt to affect the free motion of 
the mercury. The glass should not be very thick, 
as it is apt, in that case, to break, when the mercury 
is boiled in the tube: half a line is sufficient. 

Mercury. _ The mercury ought to be perfectly pure, and free 
from all foreign metals. The best is what has been 
recently revived from cinnabar; the common mer- 
cury of the shops being often adulterated intention- 
ally with tin, lead, and bismuth, stands at various 
heights in the tube, according to the nature and 
quantity of the foreign substances with which it is 
amalgamated. 

The Shen mechaienl methods bin 79 have been 
roposed for purifying mercury, are, fo 

care ineffectual ; ln Sould, "tuevetolee recommend 
the revivification of the metal from cinnabar, for nice 
barometers, as being least liable to uncertainty. For 
this purpose, take a pound of cinnabar, and reduce 
it to powder; mix it well with five or six ounces of 
iron, or steel filings ; and having put the mixture in- 
to an iron retort, expose the wholes the heat ‘of a 
reverberatory fernace; the mercury will soon 
over in a state of great purity, and may be obtained, 
by adapting to the retort an earthen receiver which 
has been previously half filled with water. 

Before being introduced into the tube, the mercu- 
ry ought to be well heated, or even boiled in a gla- 
zed earthen pipkin, in order to drive off any mois- 
ture which may adhere to it ; but this will be unne- 
cessary, if the mercury has been recently revived. 

The pike’ ought likewise to be boiled in the 
tube, to expel any air or moisture which may still 
remain attached to it, or to the inside of the tube. 
This is done in the following manner: Pour as much 
mercury into the tube as will make it stand to the 
height of three or four incheas and introduce a long 
wire of iron to stir it during thé act of boiling. Ex- 
pose the mercury in the tube gradually to the heat 
of a chafing dish of burning charcoal; and when it 
begins to boil, stir it gently with the iron wire to 
facilitate the disengagement of the bubbles of the 
air. When the first portion of the mercury has been 
sufficiently boiled, and all the air extricated, remove 
the tube He the chafing dish, and allow the whole 
to cool, taking care not to bring it into contact with 
any cold substance. Introduce an equal quantity of 
mercury, ‘and treat it in the same manner, withdraw- 
ing the wire a little, so that it may not reach below 
the upper part of the mercury already freed from air. 
The chafing dish must also be placed immediately 
under the mercury which has been last poured in. 
Repeat the same tg dims each successive por- 
tion of mercury till the tube is filled, always apply- 
ing the heat very cautiously ; and be equi yeireead 
in allowing it to cool, before a fresh portion of mer- 
cury is poured in. Ak 

It sometimes happens, when the tube is carefully 
inverted, as in the ‘lorricellian experiment, that the 
mercury, after being completely freed from air, in 
the way we have described, remains suspended in the 
‘upper part of the tube, and does not assume its pro- 

r level, with respect to the pressure of the atmo- 
‘sphere, till the tube has been gently shaken. This 
fact, which seems to have given great’ difficulty to 
Huygens, is certainly owing to the capillary attrac- 
tion of the tube, and the mutual attraction of ‘the 
particles of mercury, as it takes place only in tubes 
of a small bore. ‘To say, that it is owing to the’in- 
fluence of an invisible ethereal fluid more subtile than 
air, is ‘no less unphilosophical than the semicircular 
hypothesis of Linus, or the principle of the horror of 
a vacuum, particularly when we can assign a cause 
for it, of whose operation we have many simple and 
obvious proofs. 

The Torricellian experiment exhibits the barome- 
ter under the simplest, though not the most conve- 
nient form. The tube AB, ( Fig. 2 Plate LIII.) which 
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heights. They have assumed, under the hands of dif-. Barometer. Bacometer. is hermetically sealed at A, ought to be about 33 inches in len and 2§ or 3 lines in diameter of 

ie? “gg Bore, Since efit height of the mercury in the tube 
must be reckoned from the surface of the mercury 
in the bason, the width of the latter ought to be 

such, that the elevation or depression of the mercury 

in the tube may have little effect in changing the 
level of the mercury in the bason. _ In the more im- 
proved barometers, contrivances, which we shall af- 
terwards explain, have been adopted for preserving 

' the lower surface of the mercury at the same level ; 

Common 
barometer. 

. Fig. 3. 

Fig. 4. 

‘ eo 

' 

barometers. 

but this is obtained sufficiently well for common pur- 
poses, by giving the bason a considerable diameter 
with respect to that of the tube. ; , 

The common barometer, represented in Fig. 3, 
differs but little from the Torricellian tube. Instead 
of a bason, a small reservoir is usually attached to the 
lower extremity of the tube, or rather the tube itself 
is swelled out into a bulby form, as represented at 
Fig. 4 In this form, however, the instrument is 
by no means accurate, particularly when the diame- 
ter of the bulb, as is usually the case, differs but lit- 
tle from the diameter of the bore of the tube. In 

to keep the surface of the mercury in the ba- 
son always at the same level, the father of the late 
Mr George Adams constructed the bason wholly, or 
in part, of leather, and by means of a screw at the 
bottom, adjusted the surface of the mercury in it, so 
as to have it always at the place from which the di- 
visions on the scale commence. 

In this country, the lowest station of the mercury 
ts observed to be about 28 inches, and its highest 
31 inches above the level of the mercury in the bason : 
and when the instrument. is to remain in a fixed posi- 
tion near the surface of the earth, we may consider 
the interval between these two points, as the range 
of the barometrical scale. The scale which, conse- 
quently, will embrace three inches, may be subdivided 
i divisions, according to the degree of 

_ ni¢ety required. Each inch is commonly divided in- 
to ten equal parts; and these are subdivided into 
Tgondroscha of an inch, by a contrivance called a ver- 
nier scale, (See Vernier.) By this means the height 

the is ascertained, by inspection, to the 
yigth of an inch. For nice purposes, the vernier 
may be made to indicate the +3,,<th of an inch. 
Besides these lineal divisions, the scale is divided 

into other points, having a reference to the instrument 
in its capacity of indicating the probable state of the 
weather. At 31 inches, the highest point of the scale 
of variation, set. fair is marked on the one side, and set 
_/rost on the other. At 30 inches, fair is written, in 
like manner, on the one side, and on the other ; 
and at half an inch below is written the word change- 
able, which answers both for summer and winter. 

The common barometer answers sufficiently well 
for most p ses, when the observations are made 
at the same : but as many of thes¢ necessarily 
imply a change of situation, it soon became an object 
of importance to construct barometers in a a 
manner that they mages be conveyed from one place 
to another without much inconvenience or risk. 
Barometers of this kind, which are called portable 
barometers, are chiefly employed for measuring 
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ferent artists, a variety of forms. 
Derham mentions a portable barometer; but as 

many circumstances connected with the accuracy of 
the instrument, are entirely overlooked in its con- 
struction, it does not merit a particular description. 
(Phil. Trans. vol. xx. N° re The portable ba- 
a 3 consists, in general, of a tube % the meat 
ngth, passing through the upper part of a wooden 

pall paar Te it satied, bats the bottom of which 
is made of leather. The tube being filled with mer- 
cury, which has been previously well purged of air, 
and placed in a proper position, the superfluous mer- 
cury descends into the cistern, and assumes a level 
in the tube, correspondin 
ternal air. The surface of the mercury in the cistern 
is adjusted to the same level by a screw, which presses 
more or less against the flexible leather at the bot- 
tom, and raises or depresses it at pleasure. From 
the line of this level, which is called zero, the scale 
commences, and is reckoned upwards to the height of 
about 32 inches: the actual divisions of the scale begin 
at about 15 inches. Various methods have been em- 
ployed for constructing the portable barometer in 4 
manner best suited to carriage, to placing the tube 
in a vertical position at the time of observation, ‘to 
ascertaining the surface of the mercury, and to ma- 
king allowances for the expansion and contraction 
of the mercury by changes of temperature: but it 
will be sufficient to describe the instrument in its pre- 
sent most improved form. 

Figures 1, 2, and 8, represent the portable barome- Trough- 
Mr Troughton, and first made ton’s por- 

table baro- 
ter as constructed b 
by him in 1785. The greatest peculiarity in this 
instrument, according to the opinion of thisingenious 
and philosophical artist, 
manner in which the mercury in the cistern is set to 
the zero of the scale of inches. For this purpose, a 
glass cylinder of about 2.5 inches diameter, and as 
much in length, contains the mercury. An external 
covering nae hollow brass, terminating in a female 
screw a little above and below the glass, admits male 
screw pieces, whose ends, well /eathered, being pres- 
sed hard against the ends of the glass, prevent the 
escape of hs fluid. Near the upper end of the brass 
cover are two slits made horizontally, one before, 
and the other behind, exactly similar and opposite to 
each other. At bottom is a screw, seen better in 
the section Fig. 2, which, acting upon the usual leather 
bag, forces the quicksilver upwards at pleasure, and, 
by filling every part, renders the instrument portable. 
But the primary design of this screw is, to furnish 
the means of adjusting the surface of the mercury in 
the glass cistern, so as just to shut out the light from 

g between it and the upper edges of the slits 
in the brass cover, This is the mode of adjusting to 
zero ; andit follows, that the upper edges of the slits 
must represent the beginning of the scale of inches. 
The frame is entirely made of a brass tube, and above 
the cistern is of about 1.1 inch diameter. The first 
ten inches of the lower end is occupied by .a-thermo- 
meter, whose bulb, bent inwards, is concealed within 
the frame. At about three inches higher, it attaches 
to the stand-by a ring, in which the frame turns 
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round with a smooth and steady motion, for the pur- 
pose of placing the instrument in the best light. for 
reading off, &c. The actually divided scale com- 
mences at about 15 inches above the zero, and is con- 
tinued as high as 33 inches, and, by the usual help of 
a vernier, is subdivided down to .001 of an inch. .A 
longitudinal slit, from end to end of the divided part, 
exposes to view the glass tube and mercury within it. 
‘The whole of this part consists of two tubes of brass. 
In the inside of the interior one, slides a cylindrical 
piece, on which is divided the vernier scale, the index 
to which is the lower end of the piece. In taking 
the height of the mercury, this piece is brought down 
so as just to exclude the light ‘from passing between 
itself and the spherical surface of the mercury. The 
screw at top, although but a short one, performs 
this office in whatever part of the scale the vernier 
piece may be; for it acts upon the interior long tube, 
in the inside of which, the piece is sustained by 
friction; and in ‘which, it is, on every occasion, 
to be set. by hand nearly. The tripod is altogether 
similar to what Mr Ramsden used for the same 
urpose, as far back, perhaps, as the year 1775. 
t affords, when closed, (Fig 4.) a safe and convenient 

packing-case for the instrument. The structure of 
the staff-head is curious. The principal part is a 
circle (Fig. 5.) about .75 of an inch broad, jointed 
in three pieces: these, although they seem in prin- 
ciple to. be incapable of motion, yet, in practice, 
roduce what is fully adequate to the purpose, 
The three joint-pins extend inwards, so as to pass 
through a circular rim, which they hold fast : with- 
in this rim is hung a similar one by two pivots; and, 
inside the latter, at right angles to the pivots, are 
fastened two Y’s or angles, in which the barometer 
hangs by its gudgeons. Thus are brought about, in 
a small compass, the means of extending the legs, of 
turning the instrument about ee the tripod, 
and an universal joint, whereon it readily places it- 
self perpendicular to the horizon. 
We shall conclude the account of the portable baro- 

meter for the measurement of heights, with the descrip- 
tion of one which has lately been constructed by Miller 
and Adie, uniting the advantages of Troughton’s 
with several important improvements. The general 
appearance of this instrument, when on its tripod, 
is nearly the same as that represented in Fig. 8. The 
scale and vernier are the same as those already de- 
scribed; the top of the tube, which forms the frame, 
is cut open on the opposite side, so as to allow the 
finger and thumb to lay hold of the head of the ad- 
justing screw, and is continued beyond it about half 
an re this space is occupied by a circular level, 
by which the instrument is very conveniently I pri 
in a vertical position, The ball of the attached ther- 
mometer is made of a piece of the barometer tube 
about 1.5 inches long, and bent back so as to lie pa- 
rallel to the tube of the barometer, with which it is 
nearly in contact. The mercury in both being thus 
similarly situated, is equally and simultaneously af- 
fected iy a change of temperature. The cistern is 
made of two circular pieces of wood, connected to- 

ether with leather. Two concentric screws work 
in the bottom of the. external brass cover: the outer 
écrew is intended to raise the whole bottom of the 
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cistern, in order to press the mercury quick} 
top of the tube, either for carria; 
for a considerable descent of the mercurial column. 
‘The use of the small central screw is to adjust the 
surface of the mercury to zero, by pressing a small 
leather bag in the bottom of the cistern, by bs 
the adjustment is performed more steadily than if the 
whole area were acted upon. ‘In the top of the cistern 
is inserted a bit of the barometer tube, about half an 
inch long, surrounded by a hollow cylinder of ivory, 
terminating in a female screw, which is stopped by a 
finger screw of ivory, to prevent the escape of the 
mercury when the instrument is packed up for car- 
riage. ‘The ivory cylinder has an external covering 
of brass, whose width is equal to the diameter of the 
eg Cas poke the frame of the barometer ; both 
the brass and ivory coverings are cut open on the 
opposite sides, aint Che sath ‘of ris paar ry may 
be seen through the glass tube, and that the line of 
light betwixt it and the upper edges of the slits in 
the brass cover, which is the beginning of the scale, 
may be distinctly cut off. By this method of ad- 
justment, the upper and under surfaces are observed 
as nearly as possible under similar circumstances, as 
to inflection of light, attraction, &c. In this con- 
struction, the tube being readily accessible, can easi 
be cleaned when it is soiled by the mercury, whi 
always happens when the surface of the metal is ex- 
posed to the action of the air. ? 

On*the top of the tripod is a hollow ball and 
socket ; in the centre of the ball is an universal joint, 
in which the barometer is hung in Y’s ; it is then set 
perpendicular by the level on the top. Four finger 
screws hold the frame of the barometer steady so as 
not to be shaken by the wind, or hand, in turning the 
adjusting screw at the top. When the instrument is 
placed on uneven ground, so as to require an adjust~ 
ment beyond the range of the screws, it is brought 
nearly perpendicular, and to the most advantageous 

sition for observing, by unturning a little the mil- 
ing forming the upper part of the socket, which 
must be again pin The tube is never removed 
from the legs of the tripod; to it for carriage, 
the pivots on which it feet are lifted out of the Y’s, 
and turned a little to one side; and it is then let 
down until the pivots, which project from the frame 
about an inch and a half below the top, rest on the 
ring at the upper opening of the ball. ‘The legs are 
then closed on it, and held together by brass rings. 
A. brass cap is then screwed on above the joints of 
the legs, which protects all the upper parts. Two 
microscopes, for observing the sur s of the mer- pyar 
cury, pack in the lower part af the legs. Tig. 6. Liv. 
represents the cistern, and the top of the tube. Fig. 6. 

to the Baronieter. 

When the barometer is to be used at sea, some Marine ba- 
contrivance is necessary to prevent the oscillations of rometers. 
the mercury. 'T'wo methods are employed for this 
purpose ; either to prevent, by mechanical means, the 
vibrations of the instrument itself, or to check the 

motions of the mercury in the tube by some pecu- 
liarity of: form. Both methods may also be con- 
joined. 

One of the earliest marine barometers with which Hocke’s 

we are acquainted, was suggested by Dr Hooke, marine 
It consited of two thermometers, or rather of a ma- 

barometer. 
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q * of an included b of air, was d not only below the top: the bore in the upper part being 
. by the warmth, but also by the weight of the air, about ,4 of an inch, and in the lower part only +35. 
4 ts the two tubes, therefore, are so graduatedas to By this construction, partly. from the difference of 
‘ agree with each other when the air is included, it is the bores, and partly from the greater friction in the 
; evident, that when they afterwards agree, the pres- lower end, the motion of the mercury is so much 
4 sure of the atmosphere must be the same as when the retarded, that any impulse given by the ship having 
; air was included, And in general, if the thermome- a tendency to raise it, will scarcely have produced a 

ter be taken as a standard, the difference of ascent or _ sensible effect, before an opposite impulse will be given 
: in the other will point out the increase or de- having a tendency to depress it. 

| . erease of the weight of the air, At the same time, To counteract more effectually the effects of the p,,., 
it ought to be mentioned, that the condensation and ship’s motions, the instrument 18 suspended on gim- Lv, 

. varcfaction of the air, on which this instrument is al- als, a representation of which is given at Fig. 7. rig. 7. 
‘ together founded, do not depend solely on the weight The whole is attached to the side of the cabin by 

of the atmosphere, but are greatly influenced by tem- two tubes of brass, which slide one within the other, 
perature. Hence this instrument cannot; strictly and render the instrument capable of bette. suspend= speaking, be called a barometer, but rather a con- ed at different distances from the ue of support, 
trivance for pointing out alterations in the state of that the bottom of it may not strike the side of the 
the air; and as such,-according to the observations cabin, during any heavy rolling of the vessel. See 
of Dr Halley, it may be of considerable utility. Fig. 8. The inner tube carries the gimbals, The rig. s 
During his voyage to the South Sea, he had one of external frame of the barometer is a cylindrical tube 
these rs, and-¢* it never failed,” says he, of wood, on which slides a brass socket ; and in this 
‘¢ to prognosticate, and give early notice of all the is inserted the innermost pair of pivots of tlie gimbals 

: bad weather we had, so that I depended thereon, or universal joint, which furnishes the instrument with 
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nometer, iG Sor Mawreeniens, et a, thermometer 
placed together in the same’ « The thermome- 

=e by the warmth of the air; the 
manometer, actin; the expansion and contraction 

and made provision accordingly ; and from my own 
experience, I conclude, that a more useful contrivance 
hath not for this long time been offered for the be- 
nefit rg navigation.”” Phil. Trans. 1700-1, N° 269, 
p- 791. 
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We shall conclude the account of marine barome- Barometer, 

ters, with a description of one of the most improved “~~~ 
kind as now constructed by Mr Troughton. Thetube Trough- 
consists of two parts, joined together about five inches ton’s ma~ 

& moveable point of suspension. The top is termi- 
nated with a knob of brass, of a weight nearly equal 
to that of the mercury, &c. at the lowerend. With 
respect to the position of the point of suspension, no 
general rule can be given, applicable to every case ; 

Passe- M. Passement obviated the effects of the motions though it is a circumstance on which the oscillations 
ment’s mg- of a ship at sea on the barometer, by twisting the of the mercury greatly depend. It is obvious, how- 
rine baro- middle of the tube into a spiral consisting of two con- _ ever, that though this point were accurately determined 

yolutions ; by this contrivance, the impulses which 
the mercury receives, mutually destroy each other, 
by acting in opposite directions. The effects of the 
external and momentary impulses may also be dimi- 
nished by widening the upper part of the tube where 
the scale is applied. The oscillations, which would 
be very perceptible in the tube, become scarcely sen- 
sible when they are thus diffused over a larger ex- 
tent of surface. 

_ M. Passement accordingly constructed marine ba- 
rometers upon this principle; and Mr Nairne, an in- 

enious artist in London, made one of a similar kind, 
Captain Phipps, in his voyage to the north hi 

for one particular height of the mercury, it would not 
correspond to every other. By the ingenious contri» 
vance of Mr Troughton of placin a knob at the top, 
as a counterpoise to the weight by the mercury, the 
centre of gravity of the whole will be about the 
middle ; and if the instrument were of the same spe- 
cific gravity throughout, the point of suspension that 
would produce the smallest oscillations in the mer- 
cury would be about 4 of the length of the instru- 
ment from the top, considering the lower part asa 
fixed point. » But as this is not strictly the case, the 
point of suspension is best ascertained by experiment. 
The graduation is on two scales of ivory, about four 

J Mr Nairne also suspended his instrument on gimbals, inches long, for the reception of which, two opposite 
:' . by means of which the effects of the ship’s motions quarters of the cylindrical frame are crossed out i Zeiher’s were almost entirely counteracted. M. Zeiher has through that length, their iggy pointing towards 
oe suggested another marine barometer, depending in the centre of the tube. ‘The index is a very light 
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pence on the ew nage we ee “ sept ra 
ye speck w cylinder completely freed from 

air, two nom tdg ends; in tie seide of the 
cylinder, and between the ends, is placed a spring 
which keeps them and resists the pressure 
of the air, so that the degree of its compression af- 
fords a measure of that pressure. When the pres: 
sure of the air is increased, the two ends of the cy- 
linder approach each other; and when it is diminish. 
ed, they recede, Consequently the distance between 
them will indicate the atmospherical pressure in some 
pos ratio. See Mem, yan Petrop. 1758 and 

one, and slides upon the glass tube without touching 
any other part. At the bottom is the usual screw, 
which pressing up the leather bag, prevents the mer- 
cury from moving when the instrument is carried 
from one place to another. Fig. 9, and 10. repre- Fig. 9, 10. 
sent sections of this barometer on a larger scale. 

After it was observed that the different heights of Attempts 
the mercury served, in some degree, to indicate the to enlarge 
state of the weather, many attempts were made to en- ' 
large the extent of the barometrical scale, in order to gcale, 
measure the smallest variations in the weight of the 
esol. These attempts soon Bh rise to a con- 
siderable variety of barometers, differing in form from 
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the common barometer, and whose scales though less 
accurate, were so much increased in extent, as to 
point out the most minute changes in the pressure of 
the air. 

Descartes was'the first who. thought of:enlarging 
the barometrical scale, and for this purpose he invent- 
ed a barometer which still retains his name.. It con- 
sisted of a tube of about four feet anda halfilong, swel- 
led out towards the middle, as represented by CD, 
Fig.5. ; AC was filled with water, the point rf being 
about $1 inches above the surface of the mercury in 
the cistern B, The diameter of the tube: AC may 
be to that of the part CD in any ratio. By this con- 
struction, the range of the scale would be nearly as 
great as if the whole fluid were water, or about 40 
inches, if we neglect the weight. of the water, which 
is inconsiderable compared with that of the’ mercury. 
Huygens constructed a barometer of this kind ; but, 
owing to the escape of the air from the water, or to 
the vapour produced in the vacuum at the top of the 
tube, the variations were not nearly so sali as he 
expected. : 

He therefore thought of altering the relative po- 
sition of the mercury and water, in the following 
manner :. ABC, Fig. 6. is a bent tube hermetically 
sealed at C, and open at A.» At DE and FG the 
tube is swelled out into two equal cylindrical vessels, 
which are about 29 inches asunder. The diameter of 
the bore of the tube is about 1 lines: that of the cy- 
linders 15 lines, and their depth 10.- The limb 
BCis then filled with mercury, and the barometer be- 
ing placed in a proper position, as much mercury isre- 
tained as occupies EBF. Oil of tartar, (a solution of 
tartrate of potass,) or any ‘other liquor which does 
not freeze readily, or act upon the mercury, is pour- 
ed into AE till it rises to a suitable height above th 
surface of the mercury at E. 
. Since the two cylinders are equal, and since their 
diameters are to the.diameter of the tube in any ratio 
whatsoever; it is evident, that, by this construction, 
the. smallest difference in the atmospherical pressure 
may be estimated. The scale, however, owing: to 
the nature of hydrostatical pressure, isnot capable of 
being extended beyond certain limits. The liquor 
will only. rise above .D; till its weight, together. with 
that of the air, becomes a:counterpoise to .themercu- 
ry in the other limb. «Its evaporation is, in some 
measure, prevented by a thin film of oil on its surface. 

This barometer has several defects. The column 
of mercury. is supported above its level at the lower 
surface, not only by the weight of the air, but also 
by that-of the liquor above it, which increases with: 
the height :, when the weight of the air diminishes. 
the pressure of the liquor increases, and conversely ; 
for the motion of the mercury causing the liquor to 
increase or diminish in altitude, the apparent. effect of; 
the,air will be increased ‘or’ diminished in like »man- 
ner; the pressure of fluids being in the compound: 
ratio of their bases andvaltitudes. The friction, vary- 
ing with the height of. the liquor, must be another: 
source of inaccuracy. The liquor itself must) also. he: 
considerably affectedin bulk by heat and cold ; and to 
these. inconveniences it may. be added, that, notwith- 
standing the film of oil on its surface, it will gradual- 
ly evaporate, and render the scale erroneous, 
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f be considered as\arr Barometér. | 
improvement on that of Huygens. This barometer, ““— >" 

The barometer of Hooke may 

represented Fig, 7, is composed of two tubes ABC. Hooke's 
The parts A 
bore of CE is made as much narrower as itis p 
sed to enlarge the scale.. 1 BG. is: filled with mereus 

pied by some fluid lighter than mercury;as a solution |» 
of tartrate of potass, and CH by some fluid still, 
lighter, as petroleum, which has t 
mix withthe other. The cistérn C is of the same 
diameter with AD. 

From this construction we may readily perceive the 
following advantages : The height of the two liquors 
above the mercury. is always) the same, whatever be 
the weight of the air ; and the straight tube CE ber 
ing always filled by the liquors, the friction to which 
it gives rise must be cons thesame, 4? 

he range of the scale, which will-be determined. 
by the motions of the line of separation H of the two... 
liquors, will have the same extent as that of the baro- . 
meter of Descartes and Huygens. Though this ba- 
rometer is among the best of» those with an enlarged. 
scale, it is not free from imperfections :. the weight 
or pressure of the fluids on the surface of the mercu- 
ry will differon account of their difference of speci- 
fic gravity ; and they will gradually mix together, so 
that the line of separation will at last become incapa- 
ble of being distinguished. i 

. M. de la Hire, in the memoirs of the Academy'o. 
Sciences for 1708, gene of the above method em- | 
ployed by Hooke for correcting the defects of the 
double barometer; and he says that he mentioned it 
to Huygens in 1690. M. Amontons also affirms, ina 
work which he printed in 1695, that the same me- 
thod had occurred to him eight or ten years before ; 
and that he disclosed it to M Hubin, who had, exe- 
cuted a barometer of the same kind,-without having 
previously communicated with any person on the sub- 
ject. hen Hubin went afterwards to England, 
Hooke proposed the same thing to him ; and indeed. . 
the honour of the invention is: due to this philoso-, 
pher; if we agree omer priority of claim, for it 
appears that he suggested the double barometer 

rity 

which bears his name, in 1668. Phil.. Trans. No. 185, 

ittle tendency to 

and EF are equally wide, and the barometer. 
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ry, the part Al forming a -vacuum,. HG ig otens 

. We are indebted also to Hooke for the wheel-ba- whee 
rometer, which he invented the same year. 
form of the barometer, (See Fig. 11 
its exhibiting the rise and fall of the mercury in a 
very conspicuous manner, is become extremely com- 
mon. The tube is generally concealed in'the frame 5 
but, for the sake: of representing the whole in one. 
figure, we have made it toappearin front ; it isabout 
40 incheslong, but 6 inches of the lower end is bent 
upwards, so as to become parallel to the rest of the: ; 
tube.. : 

As aninch of rise of the mercury in the longer leg 
will cause aninch of descent in the sheftaiihe’ ee 
being-equal, the two surfaces will thus: be 2 inches. 
apart ;,and this alteration cannot. be effected by.aless 
pressure of the air than that which causes 2 inches of 
risevin the  Torricellian tube. Hence: the range of 
the scale is only half that ofthe common: barometer, 
Butithis defect is compensated by. converting the per- 
pendicular motion of the mercury into a rotatory oney.» 

‘his barometer. 
-) on account of Pears 

Fig. 11. 
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; BAROMETER.” 
Barometers gid exhibiting it ona cireular dial »» For this 

a piece of i of a bell is made to 
oF a ‘mercury in the shorter 

, having a silk thread fastened to its upper end, 
ich, passing over a pulley, is stretched by a weight 

that is nearly a counterpoise. By this means the mo- 
tion of the mercury is communicated to an index, 
which turns round a ited circle, and thus the 
vertical range’ is | at ure. The motion 
of the index in the wheel barometer has been render- 
ed more*sensible-by Mr Russel of Falkirk, by the 
addition of a little wheelwork. 

Under the same fi we may refer to the syphon 
of the tube, and the motion 

ef the , are the same in both. This, at least 
in is one of the most elegant modifications of 
the 'Torricellian tube. It consists of the tube appli- 
ed to a frame of wood, with the addition of a sliding 
bar of brass nearly of the same length. At the lower 
end of the bar is an index, which, ms oo the 
mercury, is to be set opposite its surface in the short- 
er leg: the upper end of the bar is divided into a 
scale of inches, whose zero is the index below. The 
scale is furnished with a sliding hand for pointing to 
the surface of the mercury in the longer tube, and 
also with a vernier for distinguishing the smaller divi- 
sions. . By- this isimple contrivance, the sum of the 
motions of the mercury in both legs.is correctly ex- 
hibited, and measured at top. 

The inclined or di barometer (Fig. 8.) 
is another form of this instrument, for augmenting 
thescale. It differs from the common barometer in 
having the upper part of the tube, where the scale is 

ied, bent at B, so that the range is on AB instead 
of a B. By this arrangement, when the mercu 
stands at’d in the Torricellian tube, it will stand at 
in this instrument, D d being Lto the horizon. 
Hence the seale, compared with that of the common 
barometer, will be in the ratio of AB to aB; 
a ratio which admits of unlimited increase, since AB. 
may be made indefinitely great with respect to a B. 

I all the methods which have been proposed for 
increasing the range of the barometrical scale, this 
seems-to be the most susceptible of accuracy. The: 
only objections-to which it is liable, are, the friction. 

isi the inereased column of mercury against’ 
the tiles. of the tube, and fa sani of the — 

separating into. detached portions:-during its 
ee Nacthe inclined part. . The invention:of the in- 

* ‘clined barometer is generally ascribed to Sir Samuel. 
Moreland ;- but this is doubtful... Derham, who has 
described it inthe Phil. Trans, for 1698, No.-236, 
0 entions that it had been communicated to him: 
by a friend. The invention. itself is so. obvious in: 
prinespley that it scareely. merits enquiry to whom it 
1s due. 

The rectangular barometer (Fig. 9+). ‘consists- 
of a tube ABC bent at-right ang Saud pond out 
at AD, which includes the verticalrange of the mer- 
cury into.a cylindrical cistern. The scale is reckon- 
ed on the horizontal of the tube CB, and may 
be enlarged to an unlimited extent, by. making the, 
bore of the tube indefinitely small, in comparison of 
the-cistern AD. The mercury is prevented from 
flowing out at C, by the pressure of the air acting 

upon its surface'at E. When the weight of theair 
is increased,.so as to produce an ascent of one inch of 
the mercury in the Torricellian tube, it will also pro- 
duce an ascent of one inch in AD; but in order to 
do this, the mercury must be supplied from CB, and 
the space through whith it’ moves from E towards 
B, will be to one inch, as the square of the diameter 
of AD to the square of the diameter of the bore of 
CB. 

Another contrivance for enlarging the scale of th 
barometer, is represented by Fig. 10: ABD» is a 
bent tube of the common diameter, terminated at the 
upper extremity by the bulb A, in order that the as- 
cents and descents of the mercury may be: chiefly ii 
theleg BD. EG is an index moveable about ‘Fas 
centre ; DC is a float of ivory or glass, attached by a 
slender wire to the extremity E of EG, and which, by 
its ascent and descent on'the surface of the mercury, 
communicates motion to the index. By this means 
the scale-is enlarged in the ratio of FG-to EF ; but. 
the friction is-considerable, so that little reliance can 
be placed on the degrees pointed’ out by the index. 
It may be useful, however, merely to point ovit 
changes in the atmospherical pressure, where the real 
amount of these is of | little importance. . 
We shall conclude the account of the methods that: 

have been proposed: for enlarging the~ extent: of the 
barometrical scale, by a description of*a barometer in+ 
vented for that purpose by Mr Rowning. 

In Fig. 11. ABCD is a cylindrical vessel filled 
with a fluid to the height W, in which is immersed 
the barometer SP, consisting of the following’ parts : 
The principal one is the glass tube TP, (represented 
separately by ¢ me) »whose upper end T is hermetically 
sealed ; this end doesnot appear to the eye, being re- 
ceived into the lower end of a tin pipe GH; whicli 
in its other end G- receives a cylindric’ rod or tube 
ST, and thus fixes it to the tube TP. | This rod ST’ 
may be taken off; in order to substitute for it a longer 
or a lesser, as occasion may require. S is a star at. 
the top of the rod ST, and serves as an index by 
pointing to the graduated scale LA, which is fixed 
to the cover of the vessel: ABCD. MN‘ is a large 
cylindrical tube madé of tin, (represented separately 
by mn,)-which receives into its cavity the smaller 
part of the tube TP, andis well cemented to it at 
both ends, that none of the fluid may get in, The 
tube TP, with this apparatus being filled with mercu- 
ry, and-plunged ‘into the bason MP, which hangs by’ 
two or more wires upon the lower end of the tube 
MN, must be so poised as to float in the liquor con+ 
tained in the vessel ABCD; and then the whole ma- 
chine rises when the atmosphere becomes lighter, and 
vice versa: Let it now be supposed that the fluid 
made use of is water ; that the given variation in the 
weight of the atmosphere is such, that, by pressing on 
the surface of the water at ‘W, the surface of the mer- 
cury:at X may be raised an inch higher (reckoning 
from its. surface at P) than before; and that the 
breadth of the cavity of the tube at K-and of the ba« 
sonat P, are such,that, by this ascent of the mercury; 
there may bea cubie inch of it in the cavity X more: 
than before, and consequently in the bason a cubic 
inch less. Now, upon this supposition, there will be 
@ cubic inch of water inthe bason more than there 
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therefore be rendered heavier by the weight of a cubic 
inch of water; and, by the laws of hydrostatics, will 
sink till a cubic inch of that part of the rod WS, 
which was above the surface of the water at W, 
comes under it. Here if we suppose this rod so small 
that a cubic inch of it shall be 14 inches in length, 
the whole machine will sink 14 inches lower in the 
fluid than before ; and consequently the surface of 
the mercury in the bason will be pressed, more than 
it wes before, by a column of water 14 inches high, 
But the pressure of 14 inches of water is equal to 
one of mercury ; and this additional pressure will 
make the mercury ascend at X, as much as the sup- 
osed variation in the weight of the air did at first. 

This ascent will make room for a second .cubic inch 
of water to enter the bason; the machine will there- 
fore be again rendered so much heavier, and will sub- 
side 14 inches farther, and so on in infinilum. If less 
than 14 inches of the rod be sufficient to make a cu- 
bic inch, the scale of variation will be finite, and may 
be made in any proportion to the common one. 
Mr Rowning never actually constructed a barome- 

ter according to the above principles, nor, so far as 
we know, has it been executed by any other person. 
It might, no doubt, point out very minute changes 
on the weight of the atmosphere ; but the difficulty 
of adapting a scale to it, would render it of little prac- 
tical utility. 

It is extremely desirable, for meteorological pur- 
poses, to have a regular and successive series of the 
changes which take place in the pressure of the at- 
mosphere during any given period ; butas this would 
require constant attendance on the part of the obser- 
ver, mechanical * contrivances have ake adopted for 
registering the indications of the barometer, and re- 
taining them in aconnected form: When the instru- 
ment is fitted up in this manner, it is called a self-re- 
gistering barometer. 

The most simple kinds of self-registering barome- 
ters are such as indicate the greatest rige and fall of the 
mercury, or its extreme range, during any stated pe- 
riod ; and when this only is required, the object is easily 
accomplished, Of this description is the self-regis- 
tering barometer, invented by Riecander Keith, Esq. 
F.R.S. Edinburgh. It consists of a bent tube, such 
as ABD, Fig. 12, hermetically sealed at A. The 
mercury in the shorter leg supports a float, to which 
is affixed a slender wire terminating in a bend or knee. 
This knee embraces a very small wire stretched along 
the scale, and pushes upwards or downwards two bits 
of glazed silk which slide along the wire very easily, 
yet so as to retain the position to which they are 
moved by the ascent.and descent of the mercury. 
The instrument is prepared for experiment by bring- 
ing the two bits of silk in contact with the bent knee 
of the float-wire ; the points to which they may af- 
terwards be removed, indicate the extreme range of 
the mercury during the interval of any two observa- 
tions. 

When not only the greatest and least altitude of 
the mercury is sought for any given time, but also its 
precise height at every intermediate moment, more 
complicated contrivances must be employed: the in- 

BAROMETER. pines 
‘ometer connected Barometer: - strument must then consist.of a bar 

with a time-piece, and,a crayon or pencil aifixed to a 
float obeying the motions, of the mercury. The 
greater number of self-registering barometers of this 
nature are so constructed, thar the crayon is made to 
describe a continuous line ona vertical cylinder, turn- 
ing on its axis by means of clock-work, and making a 
certain number of revolutions in some stated tune, 
The cylinders are divided longitudinally by parallel 
lines into equal spaces, corresponding to some partis 
cular portion of time ; and thus the line described by, 
the crayon in that~time, indicates the successive 
heights of the mercury during, its continuance. ! 

M. d’Ons-en-Bray was the first who applied the 
pendulum to meteorological instruments; but, ia 
every contrivance which has been adopted, the great 

—™~ 

friction arising from the traces of the crayon pre- ° 
vents, in a considerable degree, the free motion of 
the mercury, so that the indications of the register 
are little to be relied on.. The description of ano~ 
ther instrument of a more improved construction, in- 
vented by M. Changeux, will be seen in the Nowvedles 
de la Republique des Lettres et des Arts, et M. 
Blancherie 1779, p. 134, 167, 170, 187; and 1781, 
p- 30, af 

The principle proposed by Dr Brewster, in the 
article ArmMosPHERICAL Clock, for measuring the 
mean temperature of the atmosphere, during any, gi- 

Barometri- 
cal clock. 

ven interval, may also be employed in the construc- * 
tion of a’ barometrical clock ; by which the avera; 
height of the barometer, duting any given time, will 
be indicated on the dial plate. The same construc- 
tion is applicable to the hygrometer. / 
We shall conclude this article with a descrip- 

tion of several instruments which have been sug- 
ested for measuring the pressure of the atmosphere. 

which though pant on just principles, are rather 
curious than useful, fs 

The conical or pendant barometer, invented by M. 
Amontons in 1695, consists of a truncated conical, 
tube, hermetically sealed at one end, and suspended. 
in a vertical position. It has no cistern; the conical 
figure of the tube, and the smallness of the bore, ren- 
dering that unnecessary. The length may be varied 
at pleasure, and will depend on the conical form of 
the bore; so that the slower the degree of contrac- 
tion, the more extended will be the scale. Thus: 
suppose 28 inches of mercury in the lower part of 
the tube occupied 31 inches, 80 inches higher the 
range would be 80—28, or 52 inches. 

his instrument may be employed as a marine ba- 
rometer; but the friction of the mercury is so great, 
owing to the bore of the tube being necessarily very 
small, that it is seldom used, 

Conical 
barometer, 

The statical barometer of Otto de Guericke, Boyle, staticat 
and others, consisted of a large hollow sphere fixed barometer 
at one end of the arm of a delicate balance, counter- °f Otto de. 
poised by a weight of brass at the opposite, These 
two bodies being of the same weight, But of different 
volumes, if the fluid or medium in which they are 
suspended becomes more or less dense, an apparent 
change of weight will take place, and the equili- 
brium will be subverted. If the air becomes heavier, 
the hollow ball will appear to become lighter, as it 
will lose more of its weight than the counterpoise, 

Guericke, 
Boyle, &e. 
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becomes lighter, contrary effect will happen. This 
»y2usly founded on the betrostatical 

principle, that a pended in a fluid loses as 
much of its weight, as is equal to the weight of the 
fluid displaced: Phil. Trans. 1666. No. 14. 

Fahrenheit f a barometer, founded, in 
principle, on the well-known fact, that the boiling 
peor of liquids varies with the pressure on their sur- 
ace. If a thermometer be taken with a large bulb, 
and a small bore, and the boiling points of water be 
marked upon it, corresponding to the various heights 
of the mercury in the Torricellian tube at the time 
of observation, the divisions on the thermometer will 
indicate the pressure of the air, when the instrument 
is afterwards plunged into boiling water. The range 
of the scale, however, would be very limited ; as a 
change of atmospherical pressure, causing a descent 
of one inch of the mercury in the barometer, depres- 
ses the boiling point of water only 14 degrees; the 
instrument would also be troublesome in application. 
. Inthe hical Transactions, a barometer of 

barometer. the Seregn f construction is described by Mr Cas- 
well; ABCD is a vessel filled with water, in which 
is immersed the barometer msoyzera, consisting of 
a body msoerax, and two tubes cx and oyze. he 
body and the lower tube are hollow eaarss and 

, commupicate with each other. The lower extremity 
of the tube yz has a weight affixed to it, to make 
the instrument sink, so that the top of the body may 
just swim even with the surface of the water, by the 
addition of necessary weights on the top. When the 
instrument is forced with its mouth downwards, the 
water ascends up into the tube to the height xt; and 
the small concave cylinder cx at the top gives buoy- 
ancy to the whole, and prevents the instrument from 
sinking below the proper depth ; md is a wire ; and 
mS and ed are two threads stretched obliquely to the 
surface. of the water, in order to increase the range 
of the scale. An alteration of the gravity of the air 
causes the instrament to subside more or less; and a 
small bubble is formed Where the surface of the wa- 
ter cuts the threads, which ascends and descends 
along them, as the mercury ascends and descends in 
the common barometer. This instrument is much 
commended by its inventor for its extreme delicacy ; 
but the diffi of applying ‘an accurate scale to it, 
renders it of little value. 

On the whole, it may be remarked, that the prin- 
ciple of the Torricellian experiment affords the best 
method of constructing the barometer with accuracy ; 

rticularly as, by means of a vernier scale, the righ 
of the mercury may be readily determined to the 
thousandth part of an inch ; a degree of correctness 
sufficient: for’ every scientific and practical purpose, 
and which cannot be obtained with certainty by con- 
structions of a more complicated nature. 

The references to works on the subject of baro-“ 
meters will be given with more propriety under the 
articles Heicuts and Mereoroiocy. (a) 
_ BARON, a distinguished person, originally hold- 
ing a barony ; and now either holding a barony, or 
capable, by letters patent, of sitting ‘and voting in 
the upper house of parliament. 

Etymologists are not agreed with repect to the de- 
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rivation and primary meaning of this term. The Baron. 
most probable account of it is, that the word baron is ““"v—"-” 

BAR 

of German or perhaps of Celtic extraction, and that, 
in the language of those who first employed it, it 
was synonymous with maz in general. It has this 
meaning in the Salic law, and in the laws of the Lom- 
bandh; Philorches renders it by asze, and in the Eng- 
lish law, the phrase * baron and feme” is equivalent 
to that of man and wife. Retaining its general sense, 
it appears next to have been used, either 7x bonam 
or in malam partem; in the former, as when it was 
employed to denote a man of respectability, (ae, 
vir,) a stout or valiant man, and in the latter, as 
when darone is used by the Italians, to signify a beg- 
gar. From denoting a stout or valiant man, it was 
employed xsl’ %oyy» as a name fOr a distinguished mi- 
litary leader ; and particularly for one of those cap- 
tains, who, having fought and conquered under some 
great commander, weré afterwards rewarded by him 
with a part of the lands which he had acquired. This 
part became the property of the new possessor, and 
descended to his heirs, on condition of military ser- 
vice ; understanding by these words assistance in the 
formation and direction, as well as in the execution 
of military schemes. Such was the import of the 
term baron, when the feudal system was established, 
and while its earliest institutions continued in their 
vigour ; but changes having taken place in the state 
of society, and the feudal institutes having been modi- 
fied or abolished, it gradually acquired the meaning 
which we have attempted to express in the definition 
at the beginning of this article, As explanatory of 
that definition, it may here be added, that, in reference 
to those who are capable of sitting and voting in the 
upper house of gts rel the word baron is used 
with a certain variety of signification. Thus, in a ge- 
neral sense, all noblemen are barons; as when we 8ay> 
that the Duke of Norfolk is, with the exception of 
the blood royal, the first baron of England, or that 
the Duke of. Hamilton is, with the same exception; 
the first baron of Scotland; but, in a sense more li- 
mited and appropriate, he only is a baron who has 
rank and place immediately after a viscount. 

In the ase of most European countries, the ba- 
rons are represented, either as feudal lords, in pos- 
session of a certain authority over their vassals, and 
of certain benefits resulting from that authority ; or,. 
as the chief officers and "Fade oak ag of the crown, 
summoned by the monatch, as occasion required, ‘to 
assist him with their advice, and attend him in his. 
expeditions ; and contributing to the dignity, as well 
as the efficacy, of his government, in a way similar to 
that in which their own vassals were bound to sup- 
port them in their own individual capacity. They 
are to be viewed either as masters or as servants; as 
masters, with respect to those who acknowledged 
their feudal jurisdiction ; and as servants, with respect 
to the king, whose ministers. and dependants they: 
were. See Feupar System. 
When we consider them as feudal superiors, we 

perceive them exercising many of the rights, and en- 
joying many of the privileges, which are now. exclu- 
sively attached to royalty. Thus we find them de- 
claring war and ea peace; issuing from their 
castles at the head of their retainers, harassing each 
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their resentments under the name 
: feuds to succeeding generations. * 
The history of Europe, during a period extendin 
from the seventh to the eleventh century, is Tittle 
more than a record of wars and excursions, under- 
taken without a regular plan, and followed by no 
other consequences than the declension of one great 
family and the rise of another. In particular circum- 
stances, too, we find the barons avid aside their 
animosities, and mutually engaging to abstain from 
all acts of hostility. And in these agreements, they 
neither consulted the will of the monarch, nor were, 
in any way, solicitous about his approbation or dis- 
pleasure. A remarkable instance of a truce between 
the Earl of Gloucester and the Earl Marshall, and 
into which Morgan, the son of Hoel, a Welsh prince, 
was allowed to enter or not as he should think fit, is 
given by Dr Stuart, in the Appendix to his View of 
Society in Europe, No. 4, to which, as corrobo- 
rative of the precedihg statements, we beg leave to 
refer our readers, 

A. second privilege of the feudal lords was, that 
of trying causes and distributing justice among their 
vassals. This privilege seems to have belonged to 
many of them in its fullest extent. There is a dis- 
‘tinction recognised by those who have given us any 
account of the feudal times, between what .was deno- 
minated the high and the low justice; justice haut 
et bas, alle et basse; and to this distinction it is ne- 
cessary that we attend, in order to form an accurate 
idea of the judicial and executive powers which 
awere vested in the feudal lords. The high justice 
comprehended offences of every description, whether 
criminal or civil; and especially those which were 
punishable ‘ferro, fossa, et furca,” (Du Can @, VOC, 
Jessa: ‘Tacit. De Mor. German. c.12.), while the 
‘low justice was confined entirely to civil offences, and 
even in regard to these, was limited to petty trans- 
gressions. While all the barons claimed the right of 
administering the low justice, some of more exten- 
sive territory and of greater power, both claimed and 
exercised the right of administering the high. They 
determined causes in which the life or death of the 
offending party was concerned. As they command- 
ed their vassals in the field, so they settled disputes 

_and ordained punishments in the great hall of their 
castles. It was here that the baron’s court was 
held; And as the king was often unable to interfere 
with his nobles in the exercise of their authority, 
and had even in some instances, as in those of rega- 
lities and counties palatine, engaged himeelf never to 
do so, the decision of that court was final. Appeals 
were altogether unknown at the time when the power 
of the feudal aristocracy was at its height. But it 
would have been in vgin to determine ,a cause against 
any individual without the means of carrying the 
sentence into effect. . It was therefore necessary, or 
at least expedient, that. the baron should call to his 
assistance a number of his other vassals, both in aseer- 
taining the extent and nature of the evil, and in award- 

often Sunes 
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ing the punishment. 'This was the more requisite 
when fiefs had become ual, and the territorial “ 
superior found himself obliged to a more circtim- 
spect and equitable distribution of justice bea his 
retainers. ios arose the pares curiam, the assesso 
or durymen, whom all Lae te history acknowl 
to have been present in the baronial courts, not as 
compurgators or witnesses, but as actual judges of 
right and wrong. Hence too the existence of juries 
at present; and hence that glorious maxim of British 
law, and ghee privilege of freedom, * that no 
man can be condemned unless after a trial by his 
peers.” Before we conclude this part of the article 
we may observe, that in feudal times, the right of 
pardon uniformly accompanied those of judging and 
punishment. " is 
A third privilege of the great barons, now at- ~ 

tached exclusively to royalty, was that of coinin 
money. ‘There can be no question that the enjoyed 
this privilege, though it has been less attended to by 
writers on the feudal system, than those which we ave 
mentioned. ‘Du Cange, in his article Moneta, intro- 
duces several documents which establish its existencé; 
and to these he adds an enumeration and description 
of the baronial-coins. The privilege alluded to was, 
no doubt, in some degree, the result of necessity. A 
mark, or stamp, was wanting to indicate the purity 
and value of the metals in use: the king was often , 
at a-distance, little heard of, and not a regarded ; 
but.the territorial-superior was always at hand, and 
his authority within the limits of his jurisdiction was, 
in many respects, exclusive and final. His mark, or 
stamp, therefore, became the index to his vassals, that 
the money which circulated among them was of the 
proper fineness and weight. The right of coinage, 
thus assumed and exercised, was afterwards recog- 
nised by many of the sovereigns and parliaments of 
Europe. It belonged to the ecclesiastical as well as 
to the lay barons. Jn an agreement between. Philip 
the Fair and one of his bishops, (A.D. 1307,) the 
words of which are quoted by Du Cange in the ar- 
ticle .already referred to, it is established that the 
money .of the bishop shall have a free circulation 
through the whole of his diocese, and that beyond 
the pale of his ecctesiastical authority it shall have 
the same currency, “ Quam Moneta aliorum baronum 
nostri regni habebant extra terras suas.” “* Quod 
monetas ergo,”’ infers the writer “ dsdem privilegiis 
guibus laici barones, gaudebant espiscapi.” 

Besides these privileges, now universally considered 
as a part of the king’s prerogative, the barons en- 
joyed in most of the ‘Etopent countries, certain be- 
nefits resulting from their territorial superiority. 
These were whit are denominated the feudal casual- 
ties or incidents, of which we shall here give a short, 
though, we trust, a distinct account. They may 
all, without much difficulty, be traced to the nature 
of the feudal tenure, or the condition of military ser- 
vice.on which the vassals received and held the por. 
tions of land which the baron assigned them. en 
the vassal was incapable by nonage, or otherwise, of 

* Le Duc Sandragesile, ayant été tué par quelq’un de ses ennemis les Grands du Royaunie, cilerent ses enfans qui negligeoicnt de 

senger sa mort, et les priverent de sa succession. Saint Foix. Essais Hist, tom. ii. p. 88. In this instance, the childeen were 
punished for neglecting to exercise the right of private vengeance, 

Bim) 
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the condition alluded to, the fief reverted to fulfilling th sansini ; te ith him til the 

period of minority expired, or the cause of inability 
was removed, During,the of nonage, the mi- 
nor was educated at the expense of the baron, and 
usually attended him both in the field and in the 
great hall of his castle. Hence arose the incident of 
mechs y arin, Fatale first a chy Ig pr ig reci- 
procal benefit of the vassal and his liege lord ; but in 

ing to be one of the most distressful of 
all the i Nearly connected with 

and indeed arising from it, is that of re- 
This was a certain sum of money, or a certain 
ity of arms and habiliments of war, paid to the 
by the vassal when the term of wardship ex- 
and he entered on the possession of his fief. 

regarded as an acknowledgment on the 
the ward, for the protection of his property, 
harge of his education. The feudal subject 

ly not backward to attend his lord in 
3 his attendance, however, was sometimes 
with; and in lieu of actual service, the ba- 

content to accept of what was called a scu- 
This constitutes the third of the casualties in- 

ident to the feudal tenure. But the property ori- 
i deriyed from the territorial superior, was not 

disposed of to another, or put into the hands 
enemies, without his consent. It might be 

i 
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transferred either by sale, in which case, the vassal 

con urchased the consent of the baron by paying a jine 
ot aliclation, or by the marriage of Dy; pag in 
which case the feudatory was subjected to the inci- 
dent of marriage. With re to this last incident, 
however, it must be observed, that though what we 
hhavé now stated may justly be consi as its ori- 
ginal character or condition, yet the territorial supe- 
rior gradually acquired the maritagium, or right of 
giving his. female in marriage to any person 
whatever, and in all circumstances; or of exacting a 
large sum if they refused to accept of his choice. In 
the exercise of this right, male heirs were at length 
included. When the bond between the vassal and 
is lord was dissolved, either by natural or civil 

ineans, the property ‘reverted to the original posses- 
sor by escheat. e last of the feudal casualties was 
the aid. This was at first a benevolence or gratui- 
tous contribution on the part of the vassal, when the 
treasury of the baron was exhausted, when he was 
anxious to increase the splendour of his court or of 
his entertainments, to form alliances, or to recover 
his freedom when taken prisoner by his enemies. 

however, came soon to be demanded; and the 
cud ag himself bound to. grant them at 
least on three remarkable occasions. 1. When the 
eldest son of the baron was to be knighted. 2. When 
his eldest daughter was about to be given in mar- 
riage: And, 3. When his ransom was to be paid. 
Occasionally, however, the tyranny of the baron ex- 
acted aids on other occasions; as to pay the debts 
which he had contracted, or reliefs, or scutages to 
his superior lord, 

, Having considered the barons as masters, let us next 
view them in the character of servants. ‘They formed 
the great council of the monarch, were summon- 
ed by him whenever the affairs of the kingdom demand. 
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ed particular attention, or whenever he wished to ac- Baron. 
complish any object by means of their assistance, “VW” 
As vassals of the crown, they were bound to obey 
the royal mandate. On the same account, they were 
liable to all the feudal incidents : and to these severe 
regulations, they submitted for many centuries, though 
one, with great reluctance, and not without some at- 
tempts to limit the power by which they were en- 
forced, But the connection between the king and 
his barons was by no means so intimate as that which 
subsisted between the feudal lords and their imme- 
diate dependants. For a great part of the year, and 
occasionally for many successive years, they lived at 
a distance from the seat of royal authority, while the 
number and attachment of their followers, as well as 
their military character, enabled them, either to dis- 
obey with impunity, or, if the sceptre happened to 
fall into weak hands, boldly to assert their ndepen- 
dence. ‘T'his immoderate power of the nobles, was 
not acquired at once. It was the result of favourable 
circumstances in different reigns, and of various con- 
secutive attempts to resist the encroachments of the 
prerogative. Fiefs being rendered hereditary, the 
property in land came, by additional grants, mar- 
riages, and otherwise, into the possession of a few 
great families. The consequence of this was, that 
the chiefs of these families lived with a splendour; 
and appeared with a number of retainers, scarcely 
inferior to those of the king. In the reign of Wil- 
liam of Normandy, the powerful Earl of Warenne 
held lands in twelve different counties of England; 
and in Scotland, the retinue of the sixth Earl of 
Douglas usually consisted of two thousand horse: 
The next step towards the independence of the barons 
was that of obtaining for themselves and their fami- 
lies, the chief offices of trust and authority under the 
crown. Besides the great council, which met occa- 
sionally, and in which every territorial superior pos- 
sessing land to a certain amount had the right of be-- 
ing resents the higher nobility formed what was . 
called the Aula Regis,”’ or cour du roy, a regular 
assembly to which the direction of affairs, both civil . 
and military, was exclusiyely committed, and before . 
which all questions of importance were tried and de- 
cided. According to Madox, (Hist. of the Exches. 
quer,) the Aula egis was composed of seven offi- 
cers. 1. The chief justiciar, or lord justice general. 
2. The constable, or principal groom. 3, The mare- 
schall, or principal smith or Evier. 4. The sene- 
schall, or lord high steward of the kin gdom, originally 
also dapifer, or steward of the household. 5. The 
chamberlain. 6. The chancellor, 7. The treasurer; 
originally the deputy of the high steward, and in 
later times that of the chamberlain. ‘There is no 
doubt that these officers were at first appointed by 
the king, and were removeable at pleasure. In a 
short time, however, the places which they held, and 
the honours connected with them, were attached, not 
to the individual, but to the fief. They descended, 
in conjunction with the property in land, to the heirs 
of the existing possessors, and like that property, 
which was at at fixed by entail, were considered 
as unalienable. ‘he effect of the whole was, that 
* a person whose undutiful behaviour rendered him 

jous to his prince, or whose incapacity exposed 
2p. 
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Baron. him to the contempt of the people, often helda place that he was often the aggressor; ‘and that by his un- Baron. 
“vf power and trust equally important to both.’? usual exactions, he roused the barons, and in some ——\—— 

-.Robertson’s Hist. of Scotland, vol. i. p. 26. 
In no kingdom of Europe did the power of the 

feudal aristocracy rise to a greater height than in 
Scotland. Besides the usual circumstances of resi- 
dence among their vassals, settling their disputes, 
conducting them to the field, and protecting them 
from injury, the Scottish nobles availed themselves 
of a tendency which they perceived among their fol- 
lowers to unite more closely under the decanted of 
their “ liege lords.”? The vassal, proud of the ser- 
vice, and glorying in the magnificence of his chief, 
considered himeclf, and wished to be considered by 
others, as of the same family with him, while the 
baron, encouraging the fiction, and at length, per- 
haps, persuaded of its truth, willingly acknowledged 
his kindredship with those who obeyed him, and saw, 
with pleasure, that the attachment of his dependants 
was strengthened by an additional tie. The whole 
nation was divided into clans. In each of these every 
individual bore the name of his feudal superior, re- 
garded himself.as a branch of his family, and was, 
eager to support his pretensions. When engaged in 
disputes with the king, therefore, the nobles, follow- 
ed by a multitude of bold and martial retainers, de- 
voted to their interest, were not often inclined to 
yield. Retiring to their castles, frequently strong 
by nature, and situated in regions almost inaccessible, 
they violated, with impunity, the laws enacted by the 
Scottish parliament, afforded protection to criminals, 
refused to deliver them up, and set, the authority of 
the crown at'defiance. Even so late as the time of 
Mary, nearly one fourth part of the kingdom was 
summoned to attend her chief justice in arms, before 
a few robbers on the border could be tried for their 
crimes, (Keith, Hist. of Scotland, p.198.)- Nor was 
this all. In order still farther to establish their in- 
dependence, the Scottish nobles entered into leagues 
of. mutual defence and support. It is not to be de- 
nied, however, that these were originally formed, 
rather with a view to repel the inroads of hostile 
clans, than to limit the authority of the monarch. 
But it is equally certain, that whenever a dispute 
arose between any of the united families and the king, 
the whole association would oppose the royal preten- 
sions, and, according to their numbers and abilities, 
would do so with success. In the reign of James II. 
the most. powerful of the Scottish barons was Wil- 
liam Earl of Douglas. But though at the head of 
vassals more numerous and warlike than any chief- 
tain of his country had ever led to the field, this was 
not the only source of his power. He was united in 
firm alliance with the Earls of Crawford, Ross, and 
Murray, and with the whole name of the Hamiltons. 
These rendered him not so much the subject of the 
king as his equal.. And had not, James, by a deed of 
violence, deprived him of life, and thus dissolved the 
association, it might have shaken the foundations of 
the throne, and transferred the crown from the house 
of Stuart to the family of Douglas, 

The history of the feudal establishment in general, 
is replete with struggles between the nobles and the 
monarch. In reigns when great vigour and activity 
avere displayed by the king, there is reason to believe 

degree forced them to limit his encroachments,‘ or to 
resist his claims. One of the most powerful com- 
binations of the English nobility, with a view to 
lighten the burden of subjection, by ascertaining their! 
privileges, was formed in the- wig of William the’ 
Conqueror; a ruler distinguished by the severity of’ 
his government. It was the tyranny of this monarch’ 
and of his immediate successor, that urged the barons’ 
to demand a charter of their liberties from Henry I. 
who, in the beginning of his reign, was placed in cir- 
cumstances that rendered it necessary for him to court” 
the affections of his people. Other charters of a 
similar nature were granted by kings, whose actions 
are usually considered as the most’ splendid atchieve-— 
ment recorded in English history. On the contrary, 
it is not to be disputed, that when the sovereign was 
irresolute and. capricious, the barons may have taken 
advantage of his: weakness, and brought forward: 
claims, which, had.they been placed in different cir 
cumstances, they would have. judged it fit to sup- 
press. Of this assertion, the reign of John affords a 
conspicuous and memorable proof.! ‘Destitute: of vi- 
our, skill, or perseverance, this wretched prince was’ 
rst deserted by his nobles, and’ then constrained to” 

retire before them. In proportion to: his imbecility 
and the calamitous state of Inis affairs, they assumed’ 
a higher tone, multiplied their-demands, and refused 
to make concessions;_till, on the plain of Runnymede, 
they extorted from him the great charter of their 
liberties, which every Englishman now regards as the" 
most valuable portion of Sie birth-vi This event 
has been celebrated by Professor Richardson, in lines 
worthy of its magnitude and importance : hut 

——Hail, Runny-mead! 
Illustrious field! like Marathon renowned, 
Or Salamis, where freedom on the hosts — 
Of Persia, from her radiant sword, shook fear 
And dire discomfiture !. Even now I tread 
Where Albion’s ancient Barons won the pledge 
Of independence ; ————— 
O gallant chiefs! whether ye ride the winds, 
Bound on some high cominission to confound 
The pride of guilty kings; or, to alarm put 
Their coward spirits, through the realms of night, 
Hurl the tremendous comet, or in bowers. 
Of blooming paradise enjoy repose; 
I a the pig a pera patriot ape ' 
Exalts your glory, and sublimes you: 7 ; 

vaya Mickoantber phen po ee aN 

The division of the barons into the majores and 
minores, the greater and lesser barons, must not be 
passed over without particular notice; as from this 
division the House of Commons unquestionably took 
its rise. According to the feudal constitution, the 
immediate vassal of the crown, or those who held of 
the sovereign én captte, were indiscriminately admit- 
ted iato the national council. These were for the 
most patt, men of great estates and extensive in- 
fluence. To such opulent individuals, attendance in 
parliament could not be burdensome. In the pro- 
gress of society, however, and by the operation of 
circumstances, which cannot be specified here, the 
property of the barons was gradually dismembered, 
or separated into smaller portions; the number of 
possessors holding the same rank was very greatly 
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Baron, increased; alienation of land. eve. and 

—v—" many families, once: opulent and powerful, were at 
length reduced tm poverty and dependence. In con- 
sequence of these changes, the small barons were 
often inclined to withdraw: themselves from an ex- 
pensive attendance in parliament, and to relinquish 
their privilege of sitting and voting in the national 
council. . Accordingly, their attendance was, at first, 
occasionally dispensed with : they were no longer in- 
dividually called to give their advice and assistance. 
In the charter it is distinctly intimated, that 
the archbi » bishops, earls, and. greater barons, 
{majores barones;) shall be personally summoned to 
attend the meeting of parli t “ ata certain place, 
with forty days notice ;’? and that the rest of the 
king’s tenants in capite, shall receive a general cita- 
tion from the sheriffs of their, respective counties. 
The next step probably was, that the: small barons 
in particular districts, should succeed and relieve one 
another by turns, as often. as the sovereign required 
their presence, (Blackstone, Comment. vol. i. p..174. 
note). And last of all, it was found more convenient 
that some persons best qualified for the duty of par- 
liament, and most willing to accept of the commis- 
sion, should be chosen by general consent, and sup- 
ported at the common expense, in order to represent 
their constituents in the chief assembly of the nation. 
Such is probably the way in which the knights of 
the shire were introduced into parliament ; though, 
from the warit of records, occasioned by the civil 
wars, no distinct and certain account of that remark- 
able event can be given. There is no doubt, how- 
ever, that it took place at least in the reign of King 
Henry III. or about the year 1266. See Paruia- 
MENT. 

The separation of the parliament into two houses 
was not exactly contemporaneous with the represen- 
tation of ies by the knights of the shire. These 
hone sonlatadieeobs cen taupe Sorts “Wich, Cae acts 
barons, continued for some time to sit and vote in 
what was afterwards called the House of Peers. The 
same was at first the case with the-representatives of 
boroughs, though of inferior rank. But the number 
of burgesses that were sent to parliament having, in 
a short time, been greatly augmented, they found it 
convenient or peceeasry to meet in a separate place: 
And the knights of the shire, being the represen- 
tatives of counties as were of boroughs, uni- 
ted with them, and formed themselves into a dis- 
tinct assembly called.the House of Commons. On 
this important union, the late Professor Millar, to 
whom we are indebted for some of the preceding ob- 
arent makes the following remarks. ‘ The co- 
alition of these two orders of deputies,’’ says this 
eminent writer, “may perhaps be regarded as the 
great cause of the authority acquired by the English 

ouse of Commons.. The members of that house were, 
by this measure, exalted to higher consideration and 
respect, from the increase of their numbers, as well 
as from, the augmentation of their property. They 
now represented the mercantile people and the landed 
gentry, who, exclusive of those who remained in a 
state of servitude, composed the great bedy of the 

people, and who possessed a great proportion of the na- 
tional wealth. Of these two classes, the landed gentry 
for a long time enjoyed the first rank; and the de- 
uuties of boroughs were therefore frequently chosen 
rom among the neighbouring gentlemen, (once the 

lesser barons, ) who, by reason of their independence, 
were more capable than their own burgesses of pro- 
tecting their constituents. By joining together and 
confounding these different orders of representatives, 
the importance of either was in some degree com- 
municated to both: at the same-time, that the peo- 
ple, under so many leaders, became attentive to their 
common privileges, and were taught to unite in de- 
fending them. Had all the constituents appeared in 
the national council, they would have been a disor- 

derly multitude, without aim or direction; by choo- 
sing deputies to manage their parliamentary interest, 
they became an army reduced into regular subordina- - 
tion, and conducted by intelligent officers,” His- 
torical View of the English Government, vol. ii. p. 224. 

The right or srittloa which the barons enjoyed, 
of sitting and voting in the great national council, 
may be considered in reference to three distinct pe- 
riods of English history. ‘The first extends from the 
Norman oe to the last years in the reign of . 

ing John: ‘The second reaches from that period to 
the llth of Richard II.: And the third extends 
from the llth of King Richard Il. to the present 
time. During the first of these periods, the barons 
held their places in the great council of the: nation, 
or rather were obliged to attend the meetings of that 
council, as possessors of land belonging to the king. 
They were, therefore, denominated barons by tenure. 
In the second period the king assumed the privilege 
of calling individuals into parliament by writ, though 
these individuals were not the feudal subjects of the 
crown. This was unquestionably a great innovation: 
yet it was the opinion of Lord Coke, and is now, in- 
deed, understood to be the law, that any person, sum- 
moned by. writ to.attend the meetings of parliament, 
who shall have once taken his seat in the upper house, 
becomes in all respects a baron, .or procures by that 
circumstance a barony for himself and his heirs in full 
and perpetual right. In the beginning of the last 
period, the-practice of creating peers by letters pa- 
tent was introduced: For, in the 11th of Richard 
Il., John de Beauchamp, seneschallus or steward of 
the king’s household, was declared, by patent, Lord 
Beauchamp of Kidderminster, in tail. male *. It is 
true, the example of Richard was not immediatel 
followed: yet the practice begun by hat ciscech 
becaine ultimately general, and peerages are now 
created at the pleasure of the crown, without regard 
either to estate or tenure. 

It remains that we conclude this article by stating, 
that the specific rank or place of a baron, as distin- 
guished from.the other orders of nobility, is known 
most certainly by his coronet and robes, and likewise 
by the style in which he is addressed. A baron’s 
coronet:is a rim of gold adorned with six pearls or 
balls : his parliamentary robe is of scarlet, lined with 
white satin, having two guards of white fur, and two - 
rows of gold spots upon the shoulder. His cap is 

* I remember,” says Selden, * one instance of a spiritual baron thus created.” ‘Titles of Honour, part ii. p. 774. 

Baron. 
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Baronet. the same with that of the viscount. He is styled 
“ey~ Right Honourable, and in public documents, the 

Most Noble Lord. By the king or queen he is 
addressed, Right Trusty and Well-beloved. «He 
may appoint three chaplains. See Selden’s Titles of 
Honour, Part II. ch. v.; and Additions, p. 998, or 
No, 190 and 196. ‘Blackstone’s Comment. Book I. 
ch. 12. Millar’s Historical View of the English Go- 
vernment, se hn Stuart’s View of Society in Eu- 
rope, p. 76. h 
TR's ONE i gentleman having the title of Sir, 

in virtue of his patent, and taking place ofall knights; 
with two exceptions,—knights bannerets, created by 
the sovereign in person, in the field, and under the 
-royal banner,—and:the knights of St George, or of 
the Garter. This title is the lowest honour whichis 
‘hereditary, and is usually descendible to the issue 
male. 

The order of ‘knights baronets was instituted by 
James I. of England, in the year 1611, at.the sug- 

_gestion of Cecil Earl of Salisbury, ( Hume, viii. 283.) 
«who recommended its establishment to the king as 
an expedient by which money might be raised. - The 
money was to be employed in reducing and civilizing 
»the province of Ulster, the inhabitants of which were 
at that time in arms against the English government. 
The form of creation is given by Selden, Titles of 
Honour, part ii, ch. v. § 46. In the preamble, the 
king states, that he was desirous“ nova merita novis 
dignitatum insignibus, rependere ;” and therefore, he 
adds, ‘*-ex certa scientia, et mero motu nostris, ordi- 
navimus, ereximus, constituimus, et creavimus, giten- 
dam statum, gradum, dignitatem, nomen ct titulum 
BaRonetti, tntra hoc regnum nostrum Anglia, per- 
petuis temporibus, duraturum:’? "The patent’ was 
originally ed to none but such as-were of good 
birth, at least descended of a grandfather, by the fa- 
ther’s side, that bare arms, and in possession’ of a 
-yearly income amounting to £1000; ‘and the num- 
“ber of ‘those who éould receive it was:limited to two 
hundred. By the terms of the’ patent, every indivi- 
dual admitted to the honour, was either to raise 30 
-foot-soldiers, and maintain them in Ulster, at hisown 
expense, during a period of three-years, or, what was 
rather wished, to pay into the‘exchequer the sum of 
#1000, which was supposed to be nearly an equiva- 
lent. Accordingly, commissioners were appointed 
;to sit at Whitehall, with a view to receive those who 
might apply; and one hundred gentlemen, advancing 
each a thousand pounds, had the title of baronet 
conferred upon them. “Of'these, Sir Nicholas Bacon 
of Redgrave, in ‘Suffolk, was the first: a circum-_ 
stance, on account of which, his successor is still de- 
signated Primus Baronettorum Anglia. The num- 
‘ber of ‘baronets have since been augmented greatly 
beyond the limit at first intended. 

All the baronets of England have, superadded to 
their family insignia, the arms of the ancient kings of 
Ulster; viz. A hand, gules or a bloody hand, ‘ina 
field argent. These they may bear, either in a can- 
éon or in an escutcheon of pretence. Both they, and 
their eldest sons on ee of age, have the privilege 
of demanding knighthood. The word Baronet is 
placed at the end of their surnames, and their wives 
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are styled Lady or Dame. The rank or place of bare- Baronet. 
‘nets, with regard particu to the —a sons 
of barons and viscounts, was for some time matter of 
keen dispute, but was at length settled in a laborious 
document published by authority of the king,'(James 
I.) which those who have a taste for such papers and 
pen seen will find in Selden, Tit. of Hon. ch. xi, 
§ In this document it is announced, that his ma- 
jesty, who: best knew his own royal meaning when he 
founded theorder, hath finally sentenced, adjudged, 
-and established; thatthe younger sons of his counts 
-and barons, shall take place and precedence before all 
baronets.”? Among’ themselves, the baronet’s rank 
according to. the date of their patents. 

The baronets of Scotland are otherwise called ba- 
wivrdiniguehe mee This institution was like- 
wise designed ames I. and was regarded by him 
as a method at once honourable'and ‘easy of ae 
ting the parsed of Nova Scotia in North America ; 
a part of the western continent, which had ‘already 
been discovered and occupied by the English. James, 
however, was prevented by circumstances which we 
cannot mention in this place, from executing his pur- 
pose; and the order was not’ established till the 
1625, in the reign of his son Charles I. Sir Ri 
Gordon of Gordonstone, a cadet'of the Sutherland fa- 
mily, was the first baronet of Nova Scotia. A certain 
portion of land in Acadia, or New Scotland, was ™ 
ed'to each of those on whom the dignity was 4 
andto their heirsin perpetual succession: thisland'they 
were to hold of Sir William Alexander, afterwards 
created Earl of Stirling, and at that ‘time his ma- 
jesty’s lieutenant in Nova Scotia. But, from the ig- 
norance which ‘then prevailed with respect to the 
geography of North America, it may easily be con- 
ceived that the land was not portioned qut with great 
accuracy } and that these titled adventurers would 
not only be frequently altogether unacgwainted with 
the exact bounds prescribed for them, S@t'that ‘their 
charters would sometimes interfere with each other. 
In the letters patent it was declared, that the baro- 
nets of Nova’ Scotia, and their heirs and successors, 
should’ have precedency of all knights called Aurati, 
of all the lairds’or inferior barons of Scotland, and of 
every other! gentleman not belonging to the higher 
orders of ‘nobility, excepting the king’s lieutenant 
above mentioned, and his heirs male, together with 
their wives and children. ‘They were to be addressed 
Sir, and to ‘have the word Baronet, in all writings 
and documents adjoined to their names. Their wives, 
like those of the Fog batinetey are styled Lady or 
Dame. 'The'knights of this order have likewise the 
privilege, granted to them under the sigh manual, 
A.D. 1629, of wearing round their necks “ an orange- 
tawney coloured silk ribbon,” from which hangs a 
medal with an imperial crown above the escutcheon 
of the Scottish arms, inscribed with this motto, 
Pax mentis honeste gloria. In addition to their 
family arms, they bear, cither in a canton or in an es- 
‘eutcheon, the + ae of Nova Scotia ; 7. e. argent 
a cross of St Andrew, azure charged with an es- 

-cutcheon of the royal arms of Scotland ; having, for 
supporters on the right, the royal unicorn, and on 
the left, a savage or wild man, proper. The crest is 
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Barra.  qcbranch of laurel, and a thistle issuing from two heard; and the decisions generally excite the appro- Barre. 

\—\———" hands conjoined: the motto, Munit hac, et altera bation of both parties. ‘ ym 

vincit < Grd? They have no written laws, but decide on the cases 
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This order has experienced a considerable variety 
of fortunes. It wasconfirmed and established by a 
convention of estates, A. D. 1630, and on an act of 
‘the Scottish parliament, A. D. 1633. During the 
usurpation f Cromwell, the title and dignity were al- 
most annihilated. They were little known during 
the reign of Charles II. After that period, some at- 
tempts were made to restore them, particularly in the 
years 1721 to 1734; but without effect. At length, 
cenit in the reign of our present king, and in the 

1775, such measures were taken as have raised 
ae Spe gta” of Nova Scotia to their original 
ignity. 

: ay a kingdom of Africa, situated on the 
north bank of the Gambia, at the mouth of that ri- 
ver, and extending about eighteen leagues along the 
coast. As this kingdom is more worthy of notice 
than any of those upon the river Gambia, we shall 

t our readers with a very interesting account 
of it from Durand’s Voyage to Senegal. 
’- The kingdom of Barra is almost entirely peopled 
by strangers, as the natives of the country are there 
only few im number. The greatest population is that 
of the Mandingos or Mandings, so called from the 
name of their native country Nandi or Mandingue, 
which is situated about four hundred leagues to the 
east, and is prodigiously peopled, as is evident from 
the vast number of slaves which it furnishes every 
year, as well as from the colonies, which frequently 
proceed from it to extend their active industry to 
other quarters. It was thus that there arrived in the 

i of Barra those who are considered as na- 
tives, and who have ssed themselves of the su- 

‘ , and the whole of the commerce ; the 
ing and his great men being Mandingos. They are 

the well informed persons in the state ; for they 
know almost every thing, and can read and write. 
‘They have public schools, in which the Marabous, 
who are the masters, teach the children the Arabic 
tongue; their lessons are written on small pieces of 
white wood: but they give the preference to the pa- 
per which we have introduced amongst them. When 
they know the alcoran, they obtain the title of doc- 
‘tors. 

Itis remarkable, that the Mandingos, who have all 
eome from a republican state, have formed nothing but 

. monarchies wherever they have established themselves ; 
but they have not invested their kings with unlimited 
authority. On all important occasions, these princes 
are obliged toconvoke a meeting of the wisest old men, 
by whose advice they act, and without which they 
can neither declare war nor make peace. 
_In all the large towns, the people have a chief ma- 

gistrate, who bears the name of alcaide, and whose 
place is hereditary : his duty is to preserve order, to 
receive the tribute faeces upon travellers, and to 

ide at the sittings of the tribunal of justice. The 
Petisdiction is com of old men who are free ; and 

_ their meeting is called a palaver : it holds its sittings 
in the open air, and with much solemnity. The af- 
fairs which are pou for discussion, are investiga- 
ted with much candour ; the witnesses are publicly 

according to their ancient customs ; nevertheless, they 
sometimes have recourse to the civil institutes of Ma- 
homet ; and when the Koran does not appear to them 
sufficiently perspicuous, they consult a commentary 
entitled Al Scharra, which contains a compkete expo- 
sition of the civil and criminal laws of Islamism. 
They have amongst them people who exercise the 
profession of counsellors, or interpreters of the laws, 
and who are allowed to plead either for the accuser 
or the accused, as at European tribunals : these negro~ 
lawyers are Mahometans, and have, or pretend to 
have, studied, with particular attention, the institutions 
of the prophet. In the art of chicanery they equal 
the most acute pleaders of civilized countries. 

These people follow the laws of Mahomet, of 
which they are rigid observers: most of them neither 
drink wine nor spirits; and all fast with the utmost 
rigour during the Maradan or Lent. They breed no 
hogs, because their laws forbid the eating of theit 
flesh ; though they might sell them to great advan- 
tage. They are very Hiecdounts amongst themselves, 
and always assist each other. It is not understood 
that they make slaves, as this punishment is only de- 
creed by the king, and chiefly against the great peo- 
ple who are guilty of crimes. In other respects they 
are more polished than the rest of the negroes ; are 
of a mild character, sensible, and benevolent ; all 
which qualities may be attributed to their love for 
commerce, and to the extensive travels in which they 
are continually engaged. The ease with which they 
cultivate their lands proves their industry ; they are 
covered with palm, banyan, fig, and other useful trees. 
‘The people have but few horses, though the country - 
is well adapted to breeding them; but they have a 
number of asses, which they use for trayelling, and 
their territory abounds with wild buffaloes.’ 

The Mandingoes are particularly industrious in ma- 
king salt, which they do in a peculiar manner. They 
ut river water in the halves of calabashes, or in shal- 
ow earthen pots, and expose it to the sun, the heat of 
which produces crystals of salt, the same as in ordi- 
sci pits: for the water is always much impregnated 
with the saline principle, as the sea mixes with it a 
considerable way up the river. In a short time after: 
the calabashes have been exposed, a cream of fine 
white salt is formed on the surface, and this is taken 
off three or four times; after which the vessels are 
filled again. They have also yery abundant salt-pits 
at Joal and Faquiou, and their produce forms an im- 

rtant branch of trade ; they load their canoes with 
it; and ascending the river as far as Barraconda, they 
exchange it for maize, cotton stuffs, ivory, gold dusty 
&c. 
The great number of canoes and men employed in 

this commerce gives great influence and respect to 
the king of Barra. faded, he is the most powerful 
and terrible of all the kings of the Gambia; he has 
imposed considerable duties on the ships of all nations,. 
each of which, whatever may be its size, is obliged 
to pay on entering the river, a duty equal to about 
five hundred livres, or nearly £21 sterling. The go- 
vernor of Gillifrie is charged with the receipt of these 
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duties, and he is always attended by a number of per- 
sons who are very importunate: they are incessantly 
asking for whatever pleases their fancy, and pursue 
their demands with such ardour and perseverance, 
that to get rid of them the navigators are almost al- 
ways obliged to satisfy their desires. 

The Mandingos are above the middle size, are well 
made, robust, and capable of bearing great fatigue. 
The women are stout, active, and pretty. he 
clothes of both sexes are of cotton, which they ma- 
nufacture themselves. The men wear drawers, which 
hang half way down the thigh, and an open tunic, si- 
milar to our surplice. They have sandals on their 
feet, and cotton caps on their heads. ‘The women’s 
dress consists of two pieces of linen six feet long and 
about three wide ; the one is plaited round the y HB 
and falls down to the ancle, forming a kind of petti- 
coat ; while the other negligently covers their bosom 
and shoulders. 

Their habitations, like those of all the other ne- 
groes, are small and inconvenient huts. - A mud wall 
about four feet high, over which is a conical opening 
made of bamboos and straw, serves for the residence 
of the rich man, as well as of the humblest slave. The 
furniture is equally uncouth: their beds are made of 
a bundle of reeds placed on pickets two feet high, and 
covered with a mat or an ox’s skin; ajar for water, a 
few earthen vessels for boiling their meat, with some 
wooden bowls, calabashes, and one or two stools, 
form the whole of their household goods. 

All the Mandingos in a free state have several wo- 
men; but they cannot marry two sisters. These wo- 
men have each a hut; while all the hovels belongin 
to one master are surrounded by a ry prea = 
bamboo made with much art : an assemblage of this 
kind is called Sirk, or Sourk. Several of these en- 
closures, separated by narrow paths, compose a town ; 
but the huts are placed with much irregularity, and 
according to the caprice of the person to whom they 
belong. The only point to which they attend is to 
have the door in a south-westerly. direction, that it 
may admit the sea breezes. 
In each town a spot is set apart for the assemblies 

of the old men; it is enclosed by interlaced reeds, 
and generally covered by trees which protect it from 
the sun. Here they discuss public affairs, and try 
causes ; the idle at profligate also resort hither to 
smoke their pipes and hear the news. : 

In several parts they have missourates or mosques, 
where they meet to say the prayers prescribed by the 
Koran. 
The population of the free Mandingos, forms at the 

utmost, about one-fourth of the inhabitants of the 
country which they occupy. 'The remaining three- 
fourths are born in slavery, and have no hope of esca- 
ping from it: they are employed in all servile la- 
bours; but the free Mandingo has no right to take 
the life of his slave, nor to sell him to a foreigner, un- 
less he has been publicly tried, and decreed to deserve 
such a punishment. The prisoners of war, those im- 
risoned for crimes or debt, and those who are taken 
rom the centre of Africa and brought to the coast 
for sale, have no right to appeal, as their masters may 
treat and dispose of them according to their fancy. 

Another part of the population of the kingdom of 

BARRA. 
Barra, is composed of the descendants of the Portu- 
guese families who remain in the country, and of whom 
we have already spoken. Such persons, or rather 
those who take the title of Portuguese (for all the 
Mulattos, and even men who are almost black, call 
themselves Portuguese, and to doubt their origin is 
an affront they do not pardon,) profess the cathalg! 
religion, and have churches and priests in different 
parts.. They are recognised by their costume ; they 
wear a great chaplet suspended from the neck, a very 
long sword by their side, a shirt, a cloak, a hat, and 
a poignard. ; 

Some of these people devote themselves to com- 
merce and agriculture, and are generally adroit, brave, 
and enterprising. They acquire property, live hap- 
pily, and are much esteemed ; but by far the great- 
est part live in the most complete state of idleness, 
and in consequence of being poor, addict themselves 

.to thieving ; they also pass their time in the most 
disgusting state of libertinism, and are equally despi- 
sed by the Mahometans and the Christians. : 

The industrious part of these people proceed 
the top of the river in the canoes or boats of the 
country, and S damp perform such voyages on ac-_ 
count of the French, who entrust them with merchan- 
dise, and pay them liberally. They have sometimes 
been at’ ed in their voyage, but che 
that they knew how to defend their liberty and pro- 
perty. They have also learnt from their ancestors 
never to pardon wrongs nor injuries ; and if this be 
not a precept of their religion, it isa command of their 
fathers which necessity justifies. M. Durand is of opi- 
nion that it is eile to employ, with great advan- 
tage, these men so inured to the climate, to travel over, — 
and make discoveries in the interior of Africa. 

The Portuguese build their habitations according 
to the plan of their ancestors, by which they are more 
solid and commodious than those of the Negroes: 
they raise them two or three feet above the soil, to se- 
cure them from the damp, and give them a consider- 
able length so as to divide each house into several 
chambers. The windows they make are very small, 
in order to keep out the excessive heat of the climate ; 
and they never fail to build a vestibule open on all 
sides, in which they receive visits, take their meals, and 
transact their business. The walls are seven or eight 
feet high, and, as well as the roof, are of reeds co~ © 
vered on both sides with a mixture of clay and chop- 
ped straw : the whole is coated with plaister. They 
take care to plant latane, or other trees, before their 
houses, or to build them on a spot where such trees 
are growing, in order to enjoy the refreshing shade 
which they produce. The king of Barra and the 
‘greatest people of his kingdom have similar places 
of residence. West Long. 16° 45’, North Lat, 13° 

40’. (a) ¢ . * 
BARRA, or Barray, one of the Hebrides, or 

western islands of Scotland, about 6 miles long, and 25" 
broad, annexed to the county of Inverness. This 
island, which is low and flat on the west side, and steep 
and irregular on the east, produces barley and oats, 
and is well stored with black cattle. Great quan- 
tities of cod and ling are caught on the east coast ; 
and in one year no fewer than 30,000 were sent to Glas- 
gow, and sold for about five or six pounds per hyn: 

Pt 
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dred. ‘The do fish, which are occasionally caught, 
supply the inhabjtants with oil for their lamps. Shell 

, of various kinds, are found here in great abun- 
dance. Cockles are ic abundant, and in 
some seasons of scarcity have been almost the chief 
food of the inhabitants. Kelp is manufactured in 
Barra in considerable quantities. West Long. 7° 
30’, North Lat. 57°92". (j 
BARREN Isianp, the name of one of the Asia- 

tic islands, situated in North Lat. 12° 15’, and a- 
bout fifteen leagues to the East of the Andaman isles. 
It is about six leagues in circuit; and is distinguish- 
ed by a violent volcano, which throws out showers of 
red-hot stones, and volumes of smoke. The moun- 
tain rises from the lower part of the island, which is 
a little above the level of the sea, with a slope ef 32° 
17’, to the height of 1800 feet, which is the average 
height of the other parts of the island. See Asiatic 
Researches, vol. iv. p. 395.  (w 
BARRENNESS, signifies either a total incapa- 

bility of conceiving children, or of retaining the em- 
bryo till it becomes formed. Many women can con- 
ceive, but cannot retain the ovum above a few days. 
Sterility depends on the state of the womb and its 
a organs are sometimes malformed, 

their functions ; 

chiefly or entirely local, such as too frequent or pro- 
miscuous intercourse ; or circumstances affecting the 
condition of the menstrual discharge, producing ob- 
struction, or painful and sparing menstruation, or too 
copious or too frequent discharge, or fluor albus. 
Some ific substances have, without foundation, 

however, said to produce sterility, such as beans, 
leeks, carrot seeds, sage, &c. taken internally; or 
the application to the womb itself of rue, vinegar, or 
cam; 2 - 

are instances where a woman is barren with 
ene husband, and fruitful with another. 
A variety of means have been employed for the re- 

moval of this reproach among women. When it de- 
3on organic causes, these, unless the deviation 

ope can seldom be remedied by an operation. 
in general, the structure appears to be correct ; 

and eg the most judicious he Ne is to consider 
what particular state either of the constitution or of 
the womb may have occasioned sterility, and to em- 
ploy suitable remedies, especially for restoring the 
menstrual di ge to its proper condition. “Sea- 
bathing, tonics, mineral waters, and, in some cases, 
laxatives, are usually had recourse to for this purpose, 
and, generally, a restrained intercourse is advisable. 

. When these means are neglected, nature seems, in 
some instances, to remove the cause, icularly when 
this consists in inordinate-menstruation, or too great 
irritability of the womb. Thus women, who have 
been long barren, have at last born children; others, 
bya different mode, have been successful. Fernelius 
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‘be particular 

i hs 
having been consulted respecting the queen of Henry 
II. of France, who had been ten years barren, 
* conseilla au roi de n’approcher de sa femme qu’au 
moment de l’eruption facile de ses regles ; et ce pre- 
cepte executé fut si efficace quil devint pere de dix 
enfiuns.’ 
Sterility is, by the laws of every country, consider- 

ed as a le round of separation. The Jews were 
very lax in fete notions a gece divorce. The 
Hindoos allow of it, not merely for sterility, but also 
for bearing only female children. By the laws of 
China, barrenness is the first of ‘seven causes justify- 
ing divorce; and it is not a little singular, that in 
this nation of semi-barbarians, talkativeness is ano- 
ther cause equally valid. By the Koran, the pro- 
cess is, in many cases, very short; for if a wife is not 
pregnant, and at the same time does not menstruate 
for three months after marriage, the husband may 
pe her away as barren. if the English and Scots 
aw, sterility isa ground for divorce a mensa et thoro. 
It may, notwithstanding all these authorities, be just- 
ly questioned, how far barrenness alone can ever be 
an adequate cause for dissolving marriage. Besides 
the great difficulty of proving that a woman is alto- 
gether incapable of conceiving and bearing children, it 
is no better reason for divorce than any of the other 
visitations of Providence, many of which render the 
woman helpless, useless, and even loathsome ; and yet 
in these cases, the laws of civilized society do not 
permit of a dissolution of the engagement more than 
they would sanction the practice which prevails in 
some nations, of knocking the aged and infirm on the 
head. By the mild precepts of the Author of Chris- 
tianity, no divorce can be obtained for any cause but 
unfaithfulness to the marriage vow. See Vigarous, 
Maladies des Femmes; and Burns’s Principles of 
Midwifery, &c. (7) 
BARRERIA, a genus of plants of the class Syn- 

enesia, and order Monogynia. See Borany. (w) 
BARRINGTONIA, a genus of plants of the 

class Monadelphia, and order Polyandria. See Bo- 
TANY. (w) ; 
BARROLOOS, the name of a tribe in South- 

ern Africa, whose country has never been visited 
by any European. According to the testimony of 
a Hottentot, with whom Mr rater conversed, the 
Barroloos are a good natured and ingenious people, 
who inhabit a district about ten days journey from 
Leetakoo, the capital town of the Booshuanas. Their 
towns are very numerous; and the largest of them 
is of such a size, that the length of it is a whole 
day’s journey. Their houses he represented as bet- 
ter built, and their fields as better cultivated than 
those of the Booshuanas. ‘T'rees, shrubs, and ri- 
vers, decorated the surface of the country, while the 
soil was ie where productive. ‘They were said to 

y skilful in carving wood and ivory ; and 
the Hottentot had seen the furnaces by which they 
obtained iron from brown earth and stone, and cop- 
per from a earth. See Barrow’s Voyage to Co- 
chin China 

BARROW, Isaac, an eminent theologian and a 
profound mathematician, was born in London, Oc- 
tober 1630. His father, Thomas Barrow, merchant, 
was brother of the bishop of St Asaph, and nearly 
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related to several other distinguished'men. He re- 
ceived the earliest part of his education at the Char- 
ter-house, where he was remarkable only for inatten- 
tion, slovenliness, and a most quarrelsome disposition. 
His father, who had destined him for a learned pro- 
fession, was so discouraged by these untoward ap- 
pearances, that he often ‘ished, if Providence were 
ever to deprive him of any of his children, that it 
might be Isaac, from whom he promised himself no 
comfort. But having afterwards sent him to a school 
at Felsted in Essex, he soon perceived the dawn of 
his future excellence. t the age of fifteen, he was 
placed at Trinity College; Cambridge, where he was 
supported chiefly by the liberality of the learned Dr 
Hammond. His father’s circumstances had been 
reatly reduced by his attachment to the cause of 

the unfortunate Charles I. ; and young Barrow, who 
had imbibed the same loyal partialities, could not be 
prevailed upon, by any temptation of interest, to de- 
clare his adherence to the republican party. Yet, 
by his diligence, prudence, and candour, by the man- 
liness of his principles, and the purity of his morals, 
he recommended himself to the esteem of the heads 
of the university, though little favour could then be 
expected by any who refused to subscribe the covenant. 
During his residence at the university, he applied 
with great eagerness to every branch of useful learn- 
ing; but his chief attention was paid to the writings 
of Bacon, Galileo, Descartes, and the other refor- 
mers of philosophy. In 1649, notwithstanding the 
odium to which his loyalty exposed him, his indis- 
putable merit obtained him a fellowship; and for 
some time after his election, being convinced that a 
man of his principles could have no opportunity of 
being useful in the church, he resolved to make phy- 
sic his profession, For a few years, therefore, he 
applied to the study of anatomy, chemistry, and the 
other branches of a medical education ; but after far- 
ther deliberation, he returned to the study of divinity, 
from which he conceived he could not withdraw, 
without violating the oath he had taken at his ad- 
mission to a fellowship. 

It is affirmed, that he was led to the study of ma- 
thematics by reading Scaliger on Eusebius. Per- 
ceiving that chronology is raed on the basis of 
astronomy, he began to read some works on this 
science; and foreseeing that his labour would be 
fruitless, unless he previously gained an acquaintance 
with the principles of geometry, he determined to 
make himself master of the writings of the ancient 
mathematicians. Not satisfied with improving his 
own mind by these exercises, to which he bent his 
attention with almost unprecedented perseverance, he 
prepared and published more correct editions of the 
works of Euclid, Archimedes, and Apollonius, than 
had hitherto been presented to the world. This, 
however, is not. the whole extent of his merit. 
Though not of a genius so inventive as Newton, he 
made a near approach to some of that wonderful 
man’s discoveries, and contributed in a very remark- 
able degree to enlarge the field of mathematical learn. 
ing. 
pew was recommended by Dr Duport, on his 

resignation of the Greek professorship, as the fittest 
person to succeed him; but, though his qualifica- 

BARROW. 
tions were universally acknowled 

this occasion. In 1654, he travelled into France, 
and had the happiness of administering to the wants 
of his father, whom he found at Paris, in the retinue 
of the English court. From France he proceeded 
to Italyy and resided for some time at Florence, 
he’ perused many books and medals in the 
duke’s library. He was deterred by the 1 from 
visiting Rome, and, in the end of the year 1657, he 
sailed for Smyrna. During the voyage, he had an 
La ope of signalizing his courage in a fierce and 
obstinate engagement with a pirate. He remained 
in Turkey more than a year, and at Constantinople 
he papleyes himself in reading the works of Chry- 
sostom, formerly bishop of that see, and in studying 
the institutions and manners of the people. He re- 
turned home by the way of Venice, Germany, and 
Holland, and, soon after his arrival in England, he 
was ordained by Bishop Brownrigg. if 

At the Restoration, it was expected that he would 
have received some mark of the royal favour, corre- 
sponding to his deserts; but, like many others, who 
had sacrificed their interest in the cause of loyalty, he 
had the mortification of experienci 
neglect. His feelings on this occasion were expres. 
sed in the following lines : gal 

Te magis optavit rediturum, Carole, nemo; 
Et nemo sensit te rediise minus. 

Soon after this period, however, literary distinc- 
tions were rapidly bestowed on him by the best 
judges of his merit, In 1660, he was elected to the 
professorship of Greek at Cambridge. In 1662, he 
was appointed professor of geometry at Gresham 
College; and in 1663, he was chosen, by Mr Lucas’s . 
executors, to} fill the mathematical chair at’ Cam-. 

In 1664, he resigned the Gresham lecture, . bridge. 
and was succeeded by the justly celebrated Dr Ro- 
bert Hook. 
tention to divinity, he resigned his professorship at 
Cambridge, in favour of Isaac Newton, then in his 
27th year, whose marvellous attainments Barrow was . 
the first to celebrate and to reward. 

After his resignation, he applied with great assi-. 
duity to the composition of sermons, though he had 
not yet obtained any benefice in the church. About 
seven years before, he had been offered a valuable 

but chose to decline a favour, burdened with a 
stipulation which he thought simoniacal. In 1670 
or 1671, his uncle, the Bishop of St Asaph, gave 
him a small sinecure in his diocese, and the Bisho 
of Salisbury gave him one of the prebends in his. 
church; both of which he retained only till 1672, 
when, in his 42d year, he was made master of Tri- 
nity College, Cambridge. ‘This promotion he owed . 
entirely to the high opinion entertained of him by 
the king, who said, he had bestowed it on the best 
scholar in England ; and his majesty’s choice was ap- 
proved by the almost universal suffr Pi 

From this period he was engaged chiefly in at- 
tending to the interest of ‘his college, and in writing 
his theological works, particularly his elaborate trea-. 

the monarch’s - 

In 1669, determining to confine his at-. 

ral on condition of educating the patron’s son ;~ 
e 

of the learn-_ 

dency to Arminianism obstructed his advancement on 
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Barrow. tise On the Popé’s' Supremacy. In 1676, he was 
v=" vice-chancellor i che eee On the 4th of 

May 1677, he died suddenly of a fever, brought on, 
it was believed, by the fatigue of preaching t ae 
sion sermon at Guildhall Chapel, in the city of Lon- 
don. He was buried in Westminster Abbey. In his 
person Dr Barrow was below the middle size, and 
of a slender make, but remarkably firm and robust. 
His complexion was fair, his eyes grey, his hair au- 
burn, nati -yery much curled; and it was re- 

-d, that in his countenance there was a striking 
resemblance to that of Marcus Brutus, as it is repre- 
sented on ancient medals. He was always negligent 
of his dress, and immoderately addicted to the use of 
tobacco ; but in every other particular, his appear- 
ance and deportment tended to ingratiate him with 
all who saw him. . His conduct was uniformly amia- 
ble “and dignified, his equanimity unrufled by the 
storms of ie. times, his moderation and candour un- 
abated by the controversies, ecclesiastical and politi- 
eal, in which he engaged, His understanding, clear 
and active, was highly improved by the most exten- 
sive and varied ig; but his imagination, fertile 
and luxuriant, was not sufficiently controuled by the 
correctness of his judgment. He was intimately ac- 
quainted with the fathers of the church, and appears 
to have inherited a share of their credulity. His 
sermons and theological writings are. contained in 
three volumes folio. They display a great copious- 
ness of matter, and a still greater copiousness of 
words. The vigour of the expression is more re- 
markable than either its precision or its gracefulness: 
but his language, with all its faults, is often. more 
sone deg i fa His unwieldy and un- 

c eloquence frequently surprises, but seldom 
Signe, He possessed the a aloe of being pro, 
lix yet nervous, and diffuse without any trace of im- 
becillity or languor, But the discourses of Barrow, 
Beng far from being faultless models of style, are 
entitled to the more substantial praise of béing ani- 
mated throughout with the flame of piety poy Nal 
yolence; so that (to use the words oF his friend Dr 
Tillotson) * he must either be a perfectly good, or 
prodigiougly bad man, that can read them over with- 
out being the better for them.” 

Though the attention of Dr Barrow was principal- 
ly directed to theology in the latter part oe his life, 
yet his mathematical writings have obtained him a high 
rank among the philosophers of the 17th century. 
His Lectiones Geometrice published in 1669, are Ble 
led with profound investigations re ting the pro- 
perties of curvilineal figures ; and’ in the method of 
po og idan he has explained in that work, we 
clearly discover the germ of the fluxional calculus. 
This ingenious method, which is a great simplifica- 
tion of the rule given b Fermat, differs in nothing 
but the notation, from the method of finding the sub- 
tangent by the,differential calculus. The optical lec- 
tures of Dr Barrow are distinguished by the same 
original views which characterise his lectures on geo- 
metry. His beautiful theory of the apparent place 
of objects seen by refraction, or reflection, sid. the 

determinations which he has given of the 
form of the images of rectilineal objects received from 
Durrors, and lenses, entitle him to the highest. praise. 
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By pushing these researches a little farther, Barrow Barrows. 
could not fail to have discovered the caustic, or Nine saa 
Tschirnhausenian curves. 

Besides his sermons, which are posthumous, the 
following works were published by him. Euclidis 
Elementa, et Data; Archimedis Opera; Apollonii 
Conicorum, lib. 4.; Theodosii Sphwrica; Lectiones 
Optice 18 ; Lectiones Geometrice ; Lectio de Sphera; 
et Cylindro; Lectiones Mathematica ; Opuscula Theo- 
logica, Poemata, Orationes. (§) > 
BARROWS, are mounds of earth, generally of a 

conical form, which were raised, in ancient times, over 
the dead bodies of heroes, and persons of distinction. 
The natural desire of cherishing the remembrance of 
departed worth, has given rise, in all nations, to the 
custom of erecting monuments to perpetuate the 
names of those whose deeds had merited public grati- 
tude or admiration, and to mark out to affectionate 
curiosity the spot consecrated by their ashes. The 
form, as well as the materials of these monuments, 
varied with the circumstances of the people who rear- 
ed them, and particularly with their improvement in 
the arts; but the obvious and simple mode of heap- 
ing mounds of earth over the graves of the deceased, 
seems universally to have prevailed during that rude 
state of society, when the art of architecture was 
unknown. Accordingly, mounds of this kind are still 
to be found in all the quarters of the globe; and it 
is curious enough to trace, in these receptacles of the 
dead, the gradual progress of elegance and refine- 
ment, and the variations in the public taste. At 
first, perhaps, these barrows consisted of loose earth 
thrown upon the body, and gradually augmented, 
like the cairns in Scotland, by the casual contribu- 
tions of pious passengers. ‘The height of these bar- 
rows, being thus proportioned to the general reve- 
rence for the deceased, would be supposed to confer 
a corresponding distinction; the affection or the 
pride of individuals, would lead them to claim for 
their departed relatives, an honour at first bestowed 
by public favour; and the great and the wealth 
would emulate each other in the magnificence of their 
family monuments. Hence, in Egypt, where mag- 
nitude was supposed to constitute grandeur, the sim- 
ple cairn or barrow swelled in time to the dimensions 
of the stupendous pyramid. In Greece, the barrow 
long retained its original simplicity of form ; though 
those of the rich and eminent were distinguished by 
the valuable and splendid urns which they enclosed. 
Homer, in describing the funeral ceremonies per- 
formed in hondur of Patroclus and Hector, has gi- 
yen us an account of the construction of these bar- 
rows. We shall quote, from Mr Pope’s translation, 
the description of the interment of Patroclus, which 
is somewhat more minute than that of Hector :— 

«© Where yet the embers glow, 
Wide o’er the pile the sable wine they throw ; 

* And deep subsides the ashy heap below, 
Next the white bones his sad companions place, 
With tears collected, in a golden vase. 
The sacred relics to the tent they bore; 
The urn a veil of linen cover’d o’er. 
That done, they bid the sepulchre aspire, 
And cast the deep foundations round the pire; 
High inthe midst they heap the swelling bed 
Of rising earth, memorial of the dead.” 

Inyap, 23, 310. 
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In process of time, as the Greeks began to acquire 

“y= a taste for magnificence, their barrows were decora- 
ted with the statues of animals, or with pillars bear- 
ig ne eee in praise of the illustrious dead. 

he Asiatic barrows, though less stupendous than 
the pyramids of Egypt, were sufficiently grand to 
excite the admiration of all who beheld them. One 
of the most famous of these was the tomb of Alyat- 
tes, king of Lydia, and father of Croesus, which 
stands in the midst of several others, on the bank of 
the lake Gygeus, where the burial places of the 
Lydian princes were situated. The surrounding 
barrows are of various dimensions; some of them 
tower to such a height as to appear at a distance like 
hills ; but they are all greatly overtopped by that of 
Alyattes, which, reared on a lofty basis about three 
quarters of a mile in circumference, rises to the 
height of 200 feet. All these barrows are covered 
with green turf, and still retain their conical form, 
without the smallest sinking in of their summits. 

The savage tribes of America raise the same kind 
of monuments in honour of their dead. Mr Jeffer- 
son, in his Notes on the State of Virginia, gives a par- 
ticular account of the opening of a very large barrow 
in his neighbourhood ; which consisted of thick stra- 
ta of bones, promiscuously strewed with alternate 
strata of earth. It is not ascertained on what occa- 
sion these barrows may have been made; but they 
differ from all others in this, that they are the gene- 
ral receptacles of immense numbers of dead bodies, 
and not the monuments of individuals. It seems pro- 
bable that they were raised on the scene of memora- 
ble battles, and enclosed the bones of those who had 
fallen for their country. They are at least of consi- 
derable notoriety among the Indians ; for Mr Jeffer- 
son informs us, that ‘*a party of them passing about 
thirty years ago through that part of the country in 
which this large barrow is, went through the woods 
directly to it, without any instruction or inquiry, 
and, having staid about it some time, with expres- 
sions which were to be construed to be those of sor- 
row, they returned to the high road, from which 
they had deviated about six eile: purposely to pay 
this visit.’? 

Innumerable barrows are scattered through various 
parts of England, but particularly in the downs of 
‘Wiltshire and Dorsetshire. Many of these have been 
opened, and found to contain skeletons, urns, ashes, 
beads, and other relics. In Scotland and Wales, the 
barrows are in general made of loose stones, and are 
known by the name of cairns. (See Cairn.) But 
in the links of Sandwick, one of the Orkney islands, 
there are a great number of round barrows, some 
formed entirely of earth, and others of stones covered 
with earth. As these barrows generally contained 
two tiers of coffins, it is probable that they were family 
vaults, and that, on the death of any one of the fa- 
mily, the barrow was opened, and the body interred 
near its kindred bones. In Ireland, too, barrows are 
very numerous ; andare supposed by Ledwich to have 
been of Scythian origin. Odin, the deity and legis- 
lator of the Goths, ordained that large barrows should 
be erected to the memory of celebrated chiefs: these 
barrows were composed of stone and earth, and their 
construction bespeaks amazing labour with no small 
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of art. The most remarkable monument of B sa 
de 
this kind to be seen in Ireland, is that at New Gran 
in the county of Meath. Itis founded on a vast col- 
lection of stones, covered with gravel and earth. Its 
base extendsover two acresof land ; it risesto toe heaht 
of 70 feet ; and is 300 feet in circumference at th 
top. (For a-more particular account of this mou 
see New Grance.) Sepulchral monuments of the 
same description as that at New Grange, are frequent 
in Denmark, Sweden, Russia, Poland, and the steppes 
of Tartary ; and hence it has been conjectured that 
this mound is of Danish construction. « 

So much for the. sepultural character of barrows : 
But there is another no less interesting aspect, in 
which the British barrows at least are to be viewed ;. 
viz. as parts of an amazing system of vigilance and 
communication., ‘¢ These barrows,”’ says Mr Stack- 
house, ** are like as many mirrors, Sis eee such 
optical skill and accuracy, that they conduct the vi- 
sualray from point to point, through all the windings 
and recesses of those circuitous dells which they are 
evidently intended to overlook.”? We are informed. 
by Cesar, that the Gauls, from whom the Britons 
descended, conveyed intelligence with wonderful ce- 
lerity through the fields and cantons, by shouting 
with all their might; thus the news was commu- 
nicated from one to another, so that what happened: 
at Orleans at sunrise, was known at Auvergne before- 
nine in the evening, though the distance is 160 miles... 
(De Bello Gallico, lib. vil..cap.3.); Mr Stackhouse 
conjectures, therefore, with great probability, that 
persons must aire been re a paar’ for He 
express purpose of conveying tidings o remark-- 
able iat feta these arte ssunbiss been 
liable to continual interruption.. To this purpose,. 
and to a much more speedy communication, the bar- 
rows, constructed and arranged according to prin- 
ciples, which, after an attentive examination, he has 
plainly detected, are most admirably adapted. The 
principles of their construction and position are these :. 
1st, They form intermediate points of direct commu- 
nication, either between the castles and the beacons, 
(the extremities of the immense chain of vigilance 
and defence, ) or between the temples and the nearest 
castle. 2d, They communicate reflectively from one 
to another through all the windings of those dells. 
which intersect the downs. 3d, One or more bar- 
rows are placed at the extremities of a long and 
straight valley, so as to command a longitudinal view 
of the same. 4th, Barrows are sometimes ranged on 
the sides of these long dells, so as to command a later- 
al view of the opposite declivities.. 5th, The magni- 
tude and position of each barrow is determined by 
the point to which its visual line is directed, and not, 

as has been supposed, by its monumental office, or 
the dignity Hg the person interred within it. 6th, 
Groups of barrows are uniformly limited,to the downs 
only ; but eminent stations are occasionally distin- 
uished by one or two barrows, in parts of the coun- 

to which the barrow system is not adapted, and 
where, of course, they can only occur in this de- 

tached manner. 7th, A barrow is never found larger 

than its station, that is, the point to which its visual 
line is assigned, requires. 8th, Where a barrow of ex- 
traordinary magnitude was necessary, no labour has 
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Barry. been spared. 9th, Barrows are seldom found in low him to bed, he used to lock himself up in his room, . Barty. 

—— situations ; but where a barrow is erected in a hollow _ and allow no person to enter on any eccasion or pre- 

ers 

—L_ ss Se eee 

‘or valley, it is Almost always a very large one. 10th, 

The vig a i tag ants the summit of a 
‘ridge, often terminate at a distance from the foot, so 
-as to leave room for a body of men to move along un- 
-seen: this is remedied by placing one or ‘more bar- 
“rows so as com] to command the whole range 
‘of the declivity . 11th, The whole of these at its 
particular iples are concentrated into this gene- 
‘ral one, that there is not a single spot, within the bar- 
crow district, which is not exposed to at least one of 

‘these all-pervading points; and such is the perfection 
with which this great design is executed, that even a 
single individual could not proceed twenty yardsinany 
‘direction without being seen, supposing the watch on 
“these barrows to be set. The illustration of these 
‘principles is taken by Mr Stackhouse frofn the Dor- 
-chester Downs ; and after walking considerably above 
‘a hundred miles among the barrows in the vicinity of 
‘Dorchester and Weymcuth, he found it impossible 
+to get wholly out of sight of them all, except in two 
‘or three instances, whére the plough has completely 
levelled, or tly depressed, the barrow assigned to 
“that i station. For further information on 
‘this subject, we refer our readers to Stackhouse’s I/- 
dustration of Tumuli or Ancient Barrows ; Gough’s 

ral Monuments of Britain ; Douglas’s Nen- 
mia Britannica ; King’s Munimenta Britannica ; Phi- 

ical Transactions, No. 458. ; Archeologia, vol. 
ii. and xii. ; Britton’s Beauties of Wiltshire, vol. ii.; 
and Clarke’s Travels in Europe, Asia, and Africa, 
‘part i. p. $16, 428, &e. (1) 

’ BARRY, James, a celebrated historical painter, 
was born in the city of Cork, on the 11th’ October, 
1741. His father was a coasting trader between 
England and Ireland, and wishing to engage James, his 
eldest son, in the same employment, compelled him, 
when a boy, to make several voyages. But the ac- 
tive and nur pap bearer of young Barry could not 
be reconciled to t sabia § and uniformity of a 
sailor’s life. On one occasion he fairly ran away from 

* his ship; and in his future voyages, instead of learn- 
ing to handle with dexterity the ropes and sails, was 
generally occupied, in sketching, with black chalk, 
the scenery of the coasts, or in drawing such figures 
as his fancy suggested. Convinced, therefore, that 
he would never become a good sailor, his father re- 
solved at i eas indulge his propensity for study, 
and to give him all the education which his native 
city could afford. Never, perhaps, was more un- 
wearied industry displayed at such a tender age. 
Disdaining the childish amusements of his school-fel- 
lows, he employed all his moments of leisure in his 
closet, either studying with avidity some favourite 
author, or attempting to delineate with his pencil:the 
various expressions and attitudes of the human coun- 
tenance and figure. His slender allowance of money 
was saved for the purpose of purchasing candles, to 
enable him to prosecute his studies during the night 
and when his mother, alarmed for the safety of the 
house, deprived him of his candles in order to force 

text. The same turn of mind led him to court the 
society of men of education, whom he in general de« 
lighted by the unaffected eagerness of his curiosity, 
and the manly sedateness of his manner. He perused, 
with the most careful attention, the books which they 
recommended ; and as his finances did not enable him 
to accumulate a large library, he generally made cd® 
pious extracts from such authors as he admired, and 
sometimes even transcribed a whole work, however 
voluminous. ‘The variety and extent of his attain- 
ments were such as might be expected from his fine 
genius, cultivated with such intense, though perhaps 
desultory application. His companions Tooked up 
to him as a prodigy of knowledge, and received his 
opinions with the reverence due to an oracle, 

As his mother was a zealous catholic, her house 
was much frequented by priests of that persuasion, 
who naturally directed the attention of our young 
student to ecclesiastical history, and to the peculiar 
claims and doctrines of the church of Rome. To 
this circumstance we are to ascribe the strong bias, 
which he retained through life, for books of polemi- 
cal divinity and church history, with which he ac- 
uired such an extensive acquaintance as would have 
one honour to the most learned divines, 
None of his other studies, however, were allowed. 

to interfere with his drawing, which had always been 
his favourite employment. No day was allowed to 
pass without some effort of his pencil. At a very 
early age, he furnished designs, and is supposed like- 
wise to have assisted in etching the engravings for 
a book of fables, or tales, which was reprinted by an 
Irish bookseller. These designs would of course be 
rude and imperfect ; yet, as they were the first of his 
ublic attempts, the book which contains them, were 

it possible to procure it, could not fail to be interest- 
ing to those, who take pleasure in tracing the pro- 
gress of genius. He does not appear to have attempt- 
ed oil painting before the age of seventeen; but from 
that period till his departure for Dublin in his 22d 
ear, he had finished several large paintings, the sub- 

jects of which sufficiently mark his taste for the greaé 
style, which he afterwards cultivated with such ar- 
dour and success. * It was during the same period 
that he produced that picture; which first attracted 
public notice, and brought him on a theatre more 
worthy of his talents than the mercantile city of Cork. 
It is founded on an ol ‘tradition relating to the arri- 
val of St Patrick on the coast of Cashel in Ireland. 
The monarch of that district, induced by the fame of 
the saint to investigate the truth of the religion which 
he preached, professes his belief, and is admitted to 
baptism. The king steps before the priest, who holds 
in hié hand a crozier, armed at the lower extremit 
with a spear. In planting this crozier into the ground, 
he accidentally pierces ee foot of his royal convert. 
Absorbed in the duties of his office, he remains alto- 
gether ignorant of the accident, and pours the water 
on the head of the monarch, who preserves, during 
the whole ceremony, the most unruffled serenity of 

_* These subjects were, Aineas escaping with his Family from the Blames of Troy ; A dead Christ ; Susanna and the Elders ; 
Daniel in the Lion's Den; Abroham’s Sacrifice, . 
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countenance, to which the mingled emotions of his at- 

Y contrast. One of his 
guards prepares, with uplifted battle-axe, to strike the 
saint to the ground, but is restrained by another who 
points in admiration to the king: of the female at- 
tendants, some kneel in solemn reverence before the 
piesa and others tremble in anxiety for their sovereign. 

en Ba had embodied this story on canvass, he 
set out with it for Dublin, accompanied by a friend 
and school-fellow ; and arrived in a capital on the 
eve of a public exhibition of paintings. ‘Though 
without a single recommendation, he obtained leave 
to exhibit his picture; and had the satisfaction to 
hear it aibersally applauded. The superior advan- 
tages which the capital afforded for his improvement 
and encouragement as a painter, made him relinquish 
all thoughts of returning to his native city. 

The most material advantage which he derived from 
his residence in Dublin, was his acquaintance with Mr 
Burke, to whom he was stared through the kind- 
ness of Dr Sleigh, a physician in Cork, and a very en- 
lightened amateur of the art of which Barry became so 
distinguished a master. In one of his first interviews 
with Mr Burke, an amusing incident took place, which 
could not fail to increase highly their mutual admira- 
tion and friendship. They were disputing on the sub- 
ject of the arts as grounded on taste, when Barry, in 
opposition to Mr Barke’s opinion, quoted the autho- 
rity of a very able, at anonymous treatise, which 
had lately appeared. Mr Burke ridiculed the work 
as a mere theoretical romance, unworthy of attention, 
and useless as an authority. The contest became 
warm; and Barry’s defence of this admired perform- 
ance was rising even into rage, when Mr Burke, to 
appease him, acknowledged himself the author. Bar- 
ry flew with transport to embrace him, and shewed 
him a copy of the Essay on the Sublime and Beau- 
tiful which he had been at the pains to transcribe. 

After residing about eight months in Dublin, he 
accompanied some of Mr Burke's family to London ; 
where he was introduced, through the recommenda- 
tion of his distinguished friend, to the most eminent 
painters, and engaged in an employment, which, 
though not very dignified, at least afforded him the 
means of subsistence, and promised considerable pro- 
fessional improvement. ‘That employment was to 
copy in oil colours drawings by Mr Stewart, the 
successor of Hogarth, better known by the name of 
Athenian Stewart. But to become a finished artist, 
it was necessary that he should study the works of 
the great Italian masters; and his generous patrons, 
Mr Edmund Burke, and his two brothers, provided 
him with the means of enjoying this essential advan- 
tage. Accordingly he set out for the Continent to- 
wards the latter a, of the year 1765. During a re- 
sidence of about ten months in Paris; he was very di- 
ligently employed in studying the best works in the 
various collections which that city contains, and in 
drawing after living subjects in St Luke’s academy. 
From Paris he saeniads to Rome, where he continued 
nearly five years. 

His mode of study, during his residence in that 
great emporium of the arts, was very different from 
the course generally pursued by young artists who 
resort thither for improvement, With an imagina- 

tion capable of conceiving and of relishing whateyer 
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is grand and beautiful in art, he con 
most enthusiastic admiration, the noble specimens of 
both, which he found in the antique statues, and in the 
works of Michael Angelo, Raphael, and Titian. These 
inimitable models so completely occupied his atten- 
tion, that, in one of his letters to Sir Joshua Reynolds, | 
he informs him, that for near three years he had never. 
employed himself for two hours on any thing else, 
except some little thin: 
piece of a figure of a Magdalen by Annibal Carracci. 
From these he endeavoured to exalt and refine his 
ideas of perfection in painting; and to catch the j 
spirit which they breathed without condescendin 
often to the mechanical drudgery of copying. We 
should be disposed, perhaps, to regret that more of 
his time was not devoted to his practical improve- 
ment in the art, were we not convinced that the very 
masterly criticisms which he has made on most of 
the paintings which he studied, and the excellent 
rules which he has deduced from them, are a much 
more valuable legacy to future artists, than the most _ 
finished productions, which, with the utmost atten- 
tion to mechanical execution, his pencil could ever 
have:produced. io Ettieent Rove 

Soon after his arrival in Rome, he was engaged 
in keen hostilities with the Cicerones. 
tempt which they expressed, for English artists, many 
of whom were his particular friends, offended at 
once his private feelings, and his national pride. His. 
temper, naturally irritable, was often inflamed to 
rage, in the defence of his opinions, which, thoug 
generally correct, were frequently singular; wh 
the knavery of the traffickers in antiquity, continual- 
ly employed in duping his countrymen, drew from 
him the most passionate expressions of indignation. 
He became on course an object of general hatred 
to all the artists who resided at Rome; and his 
imagination was continually haunted with the idea 
of conspiracies formed to injure and depress him. 
By the mild and judicious remonstrances of his friends 
in London, he appears to have been in some measure 
restored to his temper and to peace; for in one of - 
his letters we hear him say, that he spends his 
time agreeably with those whom he had formerly re- 
galore with so much rancour and apprehension. — 

On his return to England in.1771, he determined to 
distinguish hintself by some masterly production, which 
might at once establish his fame as a painter. The 
subject which he chose was Venus; and the public 
immediately recognized his amazing powers in em- 
bodying the most exquisite ideas of beauty and grace. 
Next year he produced a picture of Jupiter and Juno 
on Mount Ida, which was received as a favourable 
specimen of his talents for the great style. In the 
choice of his next subject, the death of General 
Wolfe, he was extremely unfortunate: for how could 
he expect to succeed in painting figures in the mo- 
dern costume, which he had always affected to des 
spise, as disguising the human form? The same con- 
tempt for the'stiffuess of modern dress rendered him 
extremely averse to portrait painting, which he con- 
sidered, at any rate, as but an inferior branch of the 
art; but this can never apologise for his ingratitude and 
incivility to his steady friend and patron Mr Burke. 
Dr Brocklesby had expressed a desire to havea portrait 
of that gentleman painted by Barry; and Mr Burke, 

lated, with the Barry. 

of his own invention, anda .. 
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Barry. to gratify a friend whom he very highly respected. 
+ phar eeed himself for a sitting to - y at every 

* 

wo eh ee eee 

i eal tee! 

~ Jeisur t 

_ said, that “a kind of 

iehuih spn bo penis two years. B i fused or 
request, either hears Sen corr 
ment, or that he’could not begin the por- 
trait ‘without at one day’s previous intirhation. 
In palliation of this un, s conduct, it has been 

humour ace atten time 
ssessed Mr Barry, in consequence of the extreme 

Larter pe of the Burkes with Sir J. Reynolds, which 
led him to suppose that these friends overlooked his 
merits to aggrandize Sir Joshua’s.”’ This intended 

ogy serves only to aggravate his offence. For 
surely if he could permit such a trifling circumstance 
to counterbalance for a moment his numerous obli- 

: to the Burkes, he proved himself very un- 
worthy of their kindness. Mr Burke naturally felt 
some resentment on the occasion, but conducted him- 
self with a degree of prudence and moderation high- 
ly honourable to his character. After a mutual expla- 
nation, the affair was adjusted; and Barry, to make 
some atonement, fini the portrait in a style which 
proved that he needed only to apply his talents to 
pees painting, to attain the highest eminence in 
that li 
His chief ambition, however, was to be engaged in 

some great public undertaking; as if emulous of the © 
Italian masters, whose fame is in a manner identified 
with the celebrity of their grand’ national edifices. 
He therefore entered with eagerness into a proposal 
made to him, in conjunction with other artists, for 
decorating with paintings the interior of St Paul’s. 
To his mortification, ‘the’ scheme was relin- 
ji rete want of the consent of the archbishop of 

ty and the bishop of London. Another 
prospect soon opened, equally flattering to his ambi- 
tion; for a proposal was: made to the same artists, 
for ornamenting with historical and allegorical paint- 
ings the great room of the Society for the encourage- 
ment arts, manufactures, and commerce in the 
Adelphi. The proposal was rejected by the artists 
themselves, and Barry was again disappointed, 

During his residence in Rome, he had often been 
insulted and provoked by hearing the inability of 
British genius for the higher works of art, asserted 
and maintained from the authority of Montesquieu, 
Du Bos, and Wineleman. He therefore employed 
the leisure which his disappointments now gave him, 
in drawing up an ‘ Inquiry into the Real and Ima- 
ginary Obstructions to the Acquisition of the Arts in 

” which he published in 1775. In this able 
work, he very successfully confutes the absurd theories 
of the above mentioned writers concerning the in- 
fluence of climate ; and proves, from the Sisory of 
the fine arts in Greece and Italy, that they flourish 
and decay, not according to the serenity or cloudiness 
of the sky, but as the moral feelings of the people 
are refined or depraved: to account for their slow 

gress in our own country, he reminds us, that 
when the rest of Europe was recovering a taste and 
feeling for the beauties of painting and sculpture, 
England was thrown out of the re of their at- 
traction by the destructive fury of the reformers, by 
political revolutions and civil Ghedans and by the 

le engage- 
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general turn of the public mind to mechanical inven- 
tions, to trade, manufactures, and commerce. He 
presented the treatise to Mr Burke, who, instead of 
receiving it with cold civility, as an illiberal critic 
has very injuriously asserted, (see the 32d number of 
the Edinburgh Review, art. 2.) returned the author 
a warm and flattering acknowledgment “ for his early 
communication of his most ingenious performance, 
throughout the whole of which there are-many fine 
shoughts and observations, very well conceived, and 
very powerfully and elegantly expressed.’? 

As he had pledged himecl® in this enquiry for the 
capability of British genius to excel in the fine arts, 
he was anxious to redeem the pledge by some produc- 
tion ofhis own. He therefore undertook to execute 
by himself the paintings for the great room of the So- 
giety of Arts, on condition that he should not be in- 
terfered with, in the choice and prosecution of his 
subjects. The history of painting cannot afford an 
example of nobler and more disinterested ambition. 
When he made this proposal, his whole property 
amounted to only sixteen shillings ; and during seven 
years of intense ighaur on this grand undertaking, he, 
was obliged to earn the means of a scanty subsistence, 
by etching at night designs for the print-sellers, after 
being fatigued with painting all the day. Of the 
eneral design and particular subjects of these paint- 

ings he has published a full explanation, to which we 
weer our readers. We shall merely mention, that they 
consisted of a series of six pictures, intended to illus- 
trate the dependence of public and individual happi- 
ness upon the cultivation of the human faculties. 
Beginning with man in his savage state, full of in- 
convenience, imperfection, and misery, he carries him 
through the several gradations of culture and happi- 
ness, which, after our probation here, are finally attend- 
ed with beatitude or misery.’ The first picture repre- 
sents the story of Orpheus; the second a Harvest- 
Home, or thanksgiving to Ceres and Bacchus ; the 
third, the Victors at Olpaipia the fourth, Naviga- 
tion, or the triumph of the Thames ; the fifth, the 
Distribution of Premiums in the Society of Arts, &c. ; 
and the sixth, Elysium, or the state of final retribu- 
tion. When these paintings were finished, the soci- 
ety expressed their satisfaction by granting him two 
exhibitions, and voting him at different periods fifty 
guineas, their gold medal, two hundred guineas more, 
and a seat among themselves. The clear profits of 
the exhibitions amounted to upwards of #500, and 
he received besides several handsome remunerations 
for portraits which he had copied into some of the 
pictures. ‘The paintings excited the admiration of 
all who were qualified to judge of their merits. Jo- 
fias Hanway, it is said, on quitting the room, de- 
manded his shilling, and left a guinea in its place as a 
payment more adequate to the pleasure which he had 
received. And Dr Johnson observed, that there was 
a grasp of mind displayed in them which could be 
fouid no where else. 

The remaining incidents in rnd life are only 
worth recording, as they serve to illustrate a truth, 
which cannot be too frequently inculcated, that mo- 
roseuess of temper, and rudeness of manner, will 
always present an insuperable bar to the success of 
talents Eoperer splendid, and accomplishments hows 
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ever distinguished. We find Barry elected profes- 
‘sor of painting in the royal academy; yet quarrel- 
‘ling with every one of his associates, accusing them 
-of cabals and conspiracies against him, holding them 
up to the ridicule and detestation of his pupils, 
and at length attacking them publicly in an intem- 

te invective, which reduced them to the neces- 
sity of thrusting him from his chair—a chair which, 
with more temper, he might have filled with the high- 
est honour to himself, and advantage to the art which 
he professed. ‘We find him, after the pre-eminence 
of his genius had been universally acknowledged, de- 
prived of almost overs friend, sunk in the lowest indi- 

ce, scowling with malignity on mankind, whom 
e in general regarded as active enemies, and stung 

with ibe, keenest torments of disappointed expecta- 
tions, and mortified pride. ‘To such a frantic height 
did his fear of conspiracies reach, that he would not 
keep a servant, lest the active malice of his enemies 
‘should employ her.as an instrument for his destruc- 
tion. His: house presented a \ pion of the most 
complete wretchedness; its walls sunk, and its win- 
dows broken; without even a bed that deserved the 
name; dirty,.gloomy, and cold. Such a house seem- 
ed to offer but little temptation to plunderers ; yet it 
was twice broken into, and robbed of several hundred 
pounds. ‘The loss was made up to Barry by the mu- 
nificence of the Earl of Radnor, and two gentlemen 
of the name of Hollis; but still his capital was too 
small to enable him to procure a more comfortable 
mansion. He had planned and begun a series of 
paintings to represent the progress of theology; but 
his narrow circumstances, and the want of proper ac- 
commodation, prevented him from proceeding with 
this design. .In this situation he attracted the atten- 
tion and pity of the Earl of Buchan, who set on foot 
a public subscription on his behalf, as the best mode 
of relieving his necessities without wounding his pride, 
which would probably have. spurned at the idea of 
accepting any boon from individual benevolence. : The 
subscription when closed amounted to about a thou- 
sand pounds, with which the friends of Mr Barry had 
just purchased an annuity, when their benevolent ex- 
ertions were rendered useless by hisdeath, which hap- 
pened on the 22d February, 1806. 

Asan artist, Barry was distinguished by the gran- 
deur of his conceptions, and the general magnificence 
of his designs. Glowing with the enthusiasm of ge- 
nius, and impressed with an early conviction of the 
paramount importance of his art, he pursued, with in- 
defatigable ardour, whatever could be made even _re- 
motely subservient to his professional improvement. 
He beheld the face of nature with the exquisite rap- 
ture of a poet ; and while he contemplated its mag- 
nificent or tranquil scenes, felt his mind expand with 
the finest conceptions of grandeur and of beauty. He 
read, withall the interest of a kindred mind, the works 
of our most classical bards,and had completely digested 
and appropriated whateyer was most pleasing or exalts 
ed cater descriptions. But his favourite study was his- 
tory, which presented to his discriminating eye, all the 
varieties of character, action, and passion, and furnish- 
ed valuable hints for his direction in the high style of 
historical painting. The monuments of Grecian sculp- 
ture, which he contemplated in Italy with almost ido- 
latrous admiration, led him to the study of mytho- 
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by the religious subjects of the Italian 

“acquainted. 
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logy, in which he acquired the skill and taste of an 
accomplished critic. And his early education, aided 

his mind so strong a bias for theology, that there was 
scarcely a fact in its history with ia he was not 

All these accomplishments were consi- 
‘dered by himself as mere auxiliaries to his art ; and 
their advantage is sufficiently apparent in his paint- 
ings, which, however deficient in correctness and exe- 
cution, are allowed by all to be almost unrivalled in 
the sublimity of idea, and vast reach of thought ex- 
pressed in théir design. But his varied acquisitions 
appear with still more admirable effect in his writings, 
which contain more acute and able criticisms on the va- 
rious styles and productions of the great masters in 
painting, and more judicious rules for the practice of 
that art, than any work of the same kind that has ever 
been gives to the world. How much is it to be regret- 
ted, that such an artist had not been enabled, by the 
independence of. his circumstances, to follow out, 
without distraction, his own magnificent ideas; or 
that the sternness and irritability of his temper pre~ 
vented him from reaping the full advantage of his su« 
periority! In justice to his character, 
must observe, that though thus repulsive andirascible, 
he was by no means deficient in the better qualities 
of the heart. He was susceptible of the warmest 
friendship ; and had not his mind been soured by de« 

eared and misfortune, might have been a c 
ul and engaging companion. His honesty, his can- 
dour, and his sincerity, were proverbial ; andvhis de- 
sires were so moderate and well regulated, that he 
could submit, without repining, to privations, which 
few men in polished life could even sustain. 

His principal paintings: were, a picture of Adam 
and Eve, Venus, Jupiter and Juno, and the paintings 
in the great room in the Society-of Arts. His writings 
are, Lectures on Painting ; Observations on different 
Works of Art in France and Italy; Fragment on the 
Story, and Painting of Pandora ; An Inquiry into the 
Real and Imaginary Obstructions'to the Acquisition 
of the Arts in England; A Letter to the Dilettanti 
Society ; An Account of a Series of Pictures in the 
Great Room of the Society of Arts, &c.; A Letter 
to the President, Vice Presidents, and the rest of the 
Noblemen and Gentlemen of the Society for the en- 
couragement of Arts, &c. See the Works of the 
late James Barry, Esq. with a sketch of his life pre- 
fixed. (/) 
BARSALLI, a kingdom of Africa, on the river . 

Gambia, inhabited by the Jaloffs. This kingdom is 
not mentioned by Durand, in his enumeration of the 
different kingdoms on the north and south banks of 
the Gambia, and must therefore be included in some 
other state. See an account of Barsalli in the Mod. 
Univers. Hist. vol. xiv. p. 104. See also Durand’s 
Vo to Senegal, chap. iv. _(w 

RTER, or Barrar, in Arithmetic, is the 
method of finding the value or quantity of one com- 
modity which is to be given in exchange for another- 

estions of this kind are solved either by the Rule 
of Three, or Practice. ; i 

Exam. 1. How many. yards of broad-cloth at 
17s, 6d. per yard must be given in exchange for 
360 yards of linen at 3s. 6d. per yard? 

Since the value of the two commodities is supposed 

we 

wever, we _ 

ters. 

a 
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tached to his young pupil. It became necessary for Barthele- 
him, however, to quit this seminary, en account of ™Y- 

BAR 
Barter; to be equal, it is evident. that we must first compute 

Barthele- the value of 360 yards at 3s. 6d. per yard, and then 

ve ae 

_™y- find how manyyards, at 17s. 6d. per yard, can be an ordinance of the bishop of Marseilles, by which “"~V—-” 
“~ purchased for the amount. students of the oratory were refused admission to holy 

a L ie Sh. Yas. orders. With much regret, therefore, Barthelemy 
‘a ese Pe ren 1260 oo was obliged to quit his esteemed preceptors, and to 

"3 360 “wages aah betake himself to the study of philosophy and theolo- 

el Spfistesdsdy Hovevets with eke pla adoyta bt 5 - issatis. » however, with the n adopte 18 

a 17.5) ats yards new masters, he determined to follow a ceetoied OF his 
own, in private; and applied to the study of the an- 

1260 Sh. 350 cient languages, as well as of the Hebrew, Chaldean,. 
350 and Syriac, with such indefatigable perseverance, that 

‘The above question might also have been solved 
by one stating, thus : 

Sh, Sh. Yds. Yds. 
17.5 : 3.5 : 1260 : 72 

Hence it may ‘be inferred, in general, that if the 
uantity of one commodity be multiplied by its rate, 

the roduct, divided by the rate of the other com- 
, will give its quantity. 

Ex. 2. At how much per pound was cotton rated: 
when 1036 lbs. of it were exchanged for 6 cwt. 3 qrs.. 
21 tb. of sugar, at £2, 16%. percwt. and £21:11:8- 
in money ?. 

Cwt.qr. Ib £ s. lause, conducted a learned dialogue, with an itinerant 
6 3 21 at 2 16 Sewieh rabbin, who had betones a professor of the 

Christian religion, and claimed to be deeply skilled in 
£2 - 12 the languages of the East. 

16s. 4 16 Having finished his studies. at Marseilles, Barthe- 
2qrs} 1 & lemy retired to his family at Aubagne ; but was-ac- 
1 a 14 customed to repair occasionally to his former resi- 

14 7 dence, in order to enjoy the society of the academi-. 
Ti 3 6 cians, and other ener | men residing there. Amon 

Pe ete 
19 8 6 value of the sugar 
21 11 8 in money 

41 02 antiquities for which he was afterwards so justly ce- 
Ibs. Ib, £ sd. lebrated. It was in 1744 that Barthelemy repaired 
O36: 1::4102 to Paris, with a view of devoting himself entirely to. 

1036)9842(94d. per Ib 
9324 

“A 
BARTHELEMY, Jean Jaques, a French Aube 

‘eminently distinguished by his literary attainments and 
virtues. He was‘born in Jan. 1716 at Cassis, a small 
seaport in Provence. Being destined for the church, 
he was sent at twelve years of age to study at Mar- 
seilles, where he was admitted into the college of 
the oratory, under the tuition of father Renaud, a 
man of learning and taste, who became warmly at- 

it had nearly cost him his life. 
from a dangerous illness, brought on by too intense 
an application to study, he at length entered the se- 
minary, where he received the clerical tonsure: Here 
he made such progress in the study of Arabic, by the 
assistance of a young Maronite, who had been edu- 
cated at Rome, that fee was able to deliver some ser- 
mons in that language, composed by a Jesuit belong- 
ing to the Propaganda, to an assembly of Maronites, 
Armenians,, and other Catholic Arabians, then at 
Marseilles. He also gave another uncommon specimen 
of his proficiency in the oriental languages; for, at 
the age of twenty-one, at the request of some of the 
principal merchants of Marseilles, he, with great ap- 

those to whom he more particularly attached himself, 
was aM. Cary, the possessor ofa valuable collection 
of books, and fine wh vy of medals ; so that now he 
laid the foundation for that knowledge and taste in 

literature. He was furnished with a letter of intro- 
duction to M. de Boze, keeper of the royal cabinet 
of medals, and perpetual secretary to the academy of 
inscriptions an belles lettres. By this eminent anti- 
quarian he was warmly patronised, and introduced to 
the acquaintance of the most distinguished members 
of the three academies, who dined twice a week at his. 
apartments. In such society the taste and knowledge 

518 of Barthelemy could not fail to be materially improved. 
4 In consequence of the declining health, and increas , 

—_—— sing age of M. de Boze, an associate became necessa- 
: 1036 )2072(2 ry to aid him in the labour of completing the royal 
vd 2072 cabinet of medals; and Barthelemy was selected for 

this office, in preference to M. Bastie, a learned mem- 
her of the academy of inscriptions. From this mo+ 
ment he devoted the whole of his attention and care 
to the elucidation of that branch of study which had 
now become his official employment. in 1747, he 
succeeded M. Burette as associate to the academy of 
inscriptions ; M. le Beau, who had been a candidate, 
raya! competition with so eminent an antiqua- 
rian. en he was afterwards nominated by the mi- 

\ 

Having recovered. 
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nister to be secretary to the academy, he waved the 
nomination in favour of M., le Beau, as an acknow- 
ledgment of his former liberality. In return, M. le 
Beau, on resigning this office, gave his interest to Bar- 
thelemy, who was appointed his successor ; and thus 
did these distinguished rivals vie with each other in 
the exercise of a liberality which reflected equal hon- 
our upon both, On the death of M. de Boze in 
1758, the Abbé Barthelemy succeeded him as prin- 
cipal keeper of the medals; and during this interval, 
he had enriched the memoirs of the: academy with se- 
veral valuable papers relative to ancient monuments ; 
and, in particular, an interesting dissertation on the in- 
scriptions found at Palmyra by the English travellers, 

t this period Barthelemy was particularly patron- 
ised by M. de Stainville, afterwards better known un- 
der the title of the Duc de Choiseul. This gentle- 
man, as well as his lady, who was young and beauti- 
ful, were great admirers of the fine arts, and found in 
Barthelemy a man of letters, in whose conversation 
and manners they enjoyed a constant gratification. In 
1754, M. de Stainville having proceeded with his fa-. 
mily to Rome, in the capacity of ambassador, was 
followed by Barthelemy, who was distinguished by 
the particular notice of Benedict XIV., who then 
wore the tiara,.and was himself an accomplished scho- 
lar, | From Rome the Abbé ernenien. to. Naples, 
then rendered peculiarly interesting to antiquarians by 
the recent discovery a3 the subterranean treasures of 
Pompeii. In the museum of Portici, amidst numer- 
ous interesting remains of antiquity, the attention of 
Barthelemy was peculiarly attracted by the manu- 
scripts rescued from the ruins of Herculaneum ; of 
which four or five hundred had been recovered; but 
all of them remained in their original forlorn state, 
except two or three that had been unrolled, and com- 
mented upon by the learned Mazocchi. | Barthelemy 
used his most strenuous efforts to engage the Neapo- 
litan court to expedite the examination of the remain- 
ing manuscripts; and succeeded in persuading the 

arquis Caraccioli to enter into his views ; but this 
desirable object was frustrated by the death of that 
minister a.few years afterwards. . 

Barthelemy was also extremely desirous of present- 
ing the learned men in France with a specimen of the 
ancient writing employed in the Greek manuscripts. 
He was informed, however, by the guardians of the 
treasures at Portici, that they were expressly enjoined 
to communicate nothing. On this Barthelemy solicited 
permission to look, for a few minutes only, on a page of 
a manuscript which had been cyt from top to bottom 
since its discovery. It contained 28 lines, which our 
antiquarian read over six different times with extreme 
attention. He thenretired to a. corner, and transcri- 
bed the precious fragment from memory ; after which 
he again examined the manuscript in order to render 
his copy more correct, Having by this etratagem 
rendered himself master of a fac-simile of the MS, 
which related to the persecution of the Greek philo- 
sophers, during the time of Pericles, he immediately 
transmitted his literary plunder to the academy of 
belles lettres, with an injuriction of secresy, in order 
that the keepers of the museum might escape from 
blame. On his return to Rome he acquired gieat 
applause for a new dnd ingenious explanation of the 
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BARTHELEMY © & 
famous Mosaic at Preneste, or Patestrina, which, ace. Page’: 
cording to him, related not to Sylla but to Adrian 

In 1757 we find Barthelemy i area. the lady of = 
M. de Stainville to Vienna, at which court that gen- 
tleman had been appointed ambassador. Here he 
had the self-denial to refuse an offer of his friend and 
patron to procure him permission to visit Greece and 
the ports of the Mediterranean, at the king’s expense ; 
because he conceived it inconsistent with the calls of 
his duty at Paris, as custodiary of the royal medals. 
When in 1758 M. de Stainyille was nominated minis- 
ter for foreign affairs, and became Duc de Choiseul, he 
immediately exerted himself to provide for Barthele- 
my, for whom he procured pensions to a considerable 
amount, and among others an annuity of 5000 livres 
on the Mercury. ‘Phe Abbé himself had the modesty, 
to name 6000 livres a-year, as the sum that would 
make him easy for life. But before M. de Choiseul 
was obliged to retire from power in 1771, his income 
amounted to £1200 sterling per annum, of which, 
however, he distributed ‘more than a fourth part 
among indigent men of letters.. He also educated 
and establis' three nephews, one of whom after- 
wards made a considerable figure on the stage of re- 
volutionary politics ag a member of the directory ; 
and appears to have inherited many of the virtues and 
talents of his ancestor. He at the same time su - 
ed his relations in Provence, and selected a noble li- 
brary, which he was obliged to dispose of some time 
before his death. ‘ ; mee 

When the Duc de Choiseul was disgraced and ba- 
nished to his seat at Chanteloupe, in order to make 
way for his enemy the Duc d@’Aiguillon, Barthelemy 
became the companion of his exile, and offered the 
resignation of his secretaryship of the Swiss guards, 
because his patron’s commission as colonel-general was 
demanded from him. An arrangement, however, was 
made, by which the Abbé’s-revenue received no ma- 
terial diminution; and thus for twenty years of his 
life he enjoyed a state of literary affluence. In ad- 
vanced age, however, he found himself reduced, by 
the suppression of places and pensions, to mere ne- 
cessaries ; but he supported this reverse of fortune 
with the greatest equanimity and good humour; and 
was never heard to complain, nor did he even seem 
to perceive the change. 

In 1788 appeared his celebrated work, entitled, 
Voyage du jeune Anacharsis en Grece, dans le milieu 
du quatrieme siecle avant Vere Christienne, which 
had occupied his leisure hours during an uninterrupt- 
ed succession of 30 years; and-in 1789 he became a 
candidate for a chair in the French academy, to 
which, in consequence of his high reputation, he was 
elected by general acclamation. In the following 
year he declined an offer of the place of librarian to 
the king, apprehensive that it might interfere with 
his literary occupations, and his labours in the cabinet 
of medals, in which he had now got an useful associate 
in his nephew Barthelemy Courcy, who was conjoined 
~with him inthe office in 1768. eat: eee 

_ At that gloomy period of the. French revolution, 
when yirtue and talents were proscribed and persecu- 
ted, the age, declining health, and long services of 
Barthelemy, could not save him from the suspicions 
and insults of the wretches then in power, On. the 
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Barthele- 30th of August 1793, a warrant of apprehension was 

Ly im and his 3 and on the 2d of 
justice made intimation of 

atest 

, and 

was soon after offered the place of national librarian, 
by way of reparation, it should seem, for this unmerit- 
ed aggression ; but his increasing infirmities were a 
sufficient apology for his refusal. 

His decay was ual, but seems to have been ac- 
celerated by the rigorous winter of 1795. After a 
short confinement, he expired on the 30th of April of 
that year, without any perngeles and apparently with- 
out experiencing any pain. He retained his faculties 
to ic eenapess 3 and only a few hours before his 
death was engaged in reading his favourite Horace, 
till his hands became so numbed that they could no 
longer support the book. ‘Thus died, in the 80th 
year of his age, the Abbé Barthelemy, whose virtues, 
erudition, and fine taste, entitle him to be considered 
as a principal ornament of the age in which he lived. 
He is mil in his person and countenance, to have 
exhibited much of the noble and simple character of 
that antique which it was his chief delight to study ; 
and his bust, admirably sculptured by Hesion has an 
expression that entitles it to stand by the side of that 
of Plato or Xenocrates. 
pee he yaaey of medals was greatly enlarged 

and embellished under the superinten of Barthe- 
lemy. He confined his inquiries almost entirely to 
the coins of antiquity, considering modern medals as 
an object of very subordinate importance. He found 
in the cabinet about twenty thousand ancient medals, 
and left in it no less than forty thousand ; having, at 
different times, examined, as he declared to a friend, 
not fewer than four hundred thousand ancient coins. 
A collection of miscellaneous pieces of the Abbé Bar- 
thelemy appeared at Paris in 1798, in 2 vols. 8vo.; 
in which we find, among other interesting perform. 
ances, an elegant and classical tale, entitled Carité and 
Polydore, of which the fable relates to that period 
of + ai history, when the Athenians were subject- 
ed to the cruel and disgraceful tribute of an annual 
wypely of youths and virgins, to be devoured by the 
Minotaur of Crete. But by far the most important 
literary labour of Barthelemy was his Travels of the 
young Anacharsis in Greece, which, as we have said, 
was the employment of his leisure hours for thirty 
years. The young Anacharsis is a supposed son of 
the Scythian sage of the same name, and is represent- 
ed as visiting. Greece, in the year 363 B.C. in order 
to make himself acquainted with the arts, the litera- 
ture, and eminent c of that celebrated coun- 
try, at this the most brilliant era ofits history. The 
young Scythian fixes his residence at Athens, whence 
e makes excursions, not only to the other Grecian 
VOL. JIL. PART IL. 
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cities, but also to Egypt, Asia Minor, Persia, and the 
islands of the Aigean Sea. He becomes familiar with 
Plato, Aristippus, Epaminondas, and every other il- 
lastrious character of the age; and gives minute de- 
tails of the prevailing systems of philosophy, forms of 
political administration, models of the fine arts, and 
every other particular that is likely to be interest- 
ing in the internal economy of the Grecian states. 
The narrative of Anacharsis is addressed to Arsames 
and Phedime, a Persian satrap and his lady, whose 
characters are meant as portraits of the Duke and 
Duchess of Choiseul; and the authority of the most 
approved ancient writers is uniformly quoted for every 
fact and detail, that makes a conspicuous figure iu 
the work. Thus, under the form of an ingenious fic- 
tion, Barthelemy has contrived to produce a most in- 
structive commentary on his favourite subject, the 
antiquities of Greece; and by the elegance of his 
style, the liveliness of his narrative, and the justness 
of his reflections, he has rendered his work attractive 
to the unlearned, as well as to the learned reader. An 
introductory discourse is prefixed, in which a rapid, 
but luminous, view is given of the previous periods of 
Grecian history ; and maps and engravings are an- 
nexed, together with a variety of useful tables, in order 
to render the work completely illustrative of the geo- 
graphy and antiquities of ancient Greece. The great 
estimation in which this work is held, has been pro- 
ved by the variety of editions, as well as translations 
into different languages which it has undergone; but 
it is perhaps to be regretted, after all, that the learn- 
ed author has so completely fettered himself by the 
authority of ancient writers, that he has on no occa- 
sion given the reins to his imagination, or assigned 
any fictitious adventures to his hero Anacharsis, by 
which the attention of the reader might be otcasion- 
ally relieved, and a greater appearance of reality con- 
ferred upon the whole. The young Anacharsis is, 
in fact, a completely inanimate picture, and interests 
the reader in no other manner, than as the connecting 
vehicle, by which, whatever relates to the arts, scj- 
ence, or literature of ancient Greece, is digested into 
one harmonious whole. It was suggested, soon after 
the appearance of the travels of the young Anachar- 
sis, that the hint of the work was taken from a book 
published at Cambridge, under the title of Athenian 
Letters, and consisting of the imaginary correspond- 
ence of a set of Grecians, the supposed cotemporaries 
of Socrates, Pericles, and Plato. This, however, the 
Abbé Barthelemy expressly denied to M. Dutens ; 
assuring that gentleman that he had never heard. of 
the Athenian Letters till after the publication of his 
work, Were it necessary to seek for a model that 
might have suggested this celebrated produttion, we 
should have been more disposed to select the Travels 

Cyrus of the Chevalier Rainey, than the Athenian 
eiters. (m 
BARTHOLINE, Tomas, a celebrated Danish 

anatomist, was the second son of Caspar Bartholine, 
a learned clergyman at Melanoe in Sweden, and the 
author of numerous works on medicine and natural 
history. He was born at Copenhagen in the year 
1616, and after receiving his classical education in 
that city, he travelled through the greater part of 
Europe. From Leyden, where he began his medical 
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tion which he held was the professurship of mathe- 
matics at Copenhagen, from which he was translated, 
in 1647, to the chair of medicine, which he filled 
with great credit to himself, and with great advan- 
tage to the science, Nearly at the same time with 
Jolliff and Olaus Rudbeck, he discovered the lympha- 
tics while dissecting the bodies of live dogs, and he 
perceived the same vessels in the liver of a fish. (See 
History of Axavomy). Fatigued with the duties 
of a public life, he retired, in 1661, to his estate at 
Hoggestatt, where he continued nine years. prosecus 
ting with ardour his favourite studies. By some un- 
fortunate accident; his house catight fire in the year 
1670, and the whole of his manuseripts and valuable 
library being completely consumed, he was compelled 
to .resume the active labours of shis youth. The 
king of Denmark created him his physician and aulic 
counsellor 5 and he was appointed chief inspector of 
the library of the university. These new appoint- 
ments, and the sympathy of his numerous friends and 
correspondents,.soon consoled him for his heavy loss, 
and stimulated him with the utmost zeal for the prose- 
cution of his labours, He died in the year 1689, lea- 
ving behind him a family of five sons and three 
daughters. 
His principal works are, Anatomica Aneurismatis 

dissectt historia, Panormi, 1644, 8vo. De Angina 
pucrorum Campania, Sicilieque epidemica, Neapoli; 
1646, Svo.. De Luce Hominum et Brutorum, et de 
varis et admirandis herbis que noctu tucent, Leidx, 
1647. Vasa lymphatica, nuper Haffnie in animan- 
tibus inventa, et in homine, Hafinie,- 1653, 9to. 
Catalogus operum Suorum, hactenus editorum, extat 
cum obsexvationibus variis de nivis usu medica, 
Haffnie, 1661, 8vo. Domus Anatomica Haffniensis, 
1662, Svo. Centuria Quatuor epistolarum Medi- 
earum, republished ‘at the Hague in 1740, in 5 vols. 
Svo. De insolitis partis humani viis, Haff. 1664, 
Svo. Historie Anatomica, Cent. vi. Acta Me- 
dica et Philosophica Haffniensis, 4 vols. 9to.—See 
Vander Linden De Scriptis Medicis. Haller Biblioth. 
Anatom. and the Bibhoth. Med. Pract. et Chirurg. 
a 
6 YAR THOLOMEW, an Apostle, and a name 
which signifies the son of Tholomew. That it was 
customary, among the Jews, to name their children 
in this manner, appears from Bartimeus being’ inter- 
preted. the son of .Timeus, Mark x. 46.; and Simon 
Peter, who is called Bar-jona, Matt. xvi. 17., is in 
John xxi. 15. named Simon son of Jonas. 

It is generally believed, that Bartholomew is: the 
same with Nathanael, the one his proper, the other his 
patronymical name ;:and it is well known to have been 
customary, among the Jews, to give several names to 
the same person. In support of this opinion, the fol- 
lowing. circumstances may be adduced. As John is 
the only evangelist, who makes mention of Nathanael, 
so he never speaks of Bartholomew, which it is pro- 
bable he would have done, had they not been one and 
the same person.. When.the twelve apostles are 

Bartholo- studies, he went successively to Paris, Montpellier, and named, Philip and Popeye gs retro man Barthdla- 
mew. Padua. After an absence of eight years, he returned together; and, as Philip was the pone vho first ™ew 

to Copenhagen ; and from thence he went to visit brought Nathanael to Jesus, it is highly probable, 5,5... 
Basle, where he was honoured with the degree of — that- olomew is the same person who John 
doctor of medicine in 1645, The first public situa» called Nathanael, When our Lord 

his resurrection, to several of his disciples at the sea 
of Tiberias, Nathanael is mentioned among the num- 
ber; and all the rest named upon that occasion were 
apostles. (John xxi. 1,2.) From those circum 
it is more than probable, that Nathanael was one 
the apostles, and that he is the saine with Bartho- 
lomew. > . ‘e 
In the New Testament no mention is made of hi 

Station or employment, except that he accompanied 
Simon Peter, and others, when they went a biking 
on the sea of Tiberias, Several of the early fathers 
of the church tell usy that he was of Cana in Galilee, 
(as was also Nathanael,) and that he ‘was skilled ix 
the law, Eusebius says, that he preached Christianity, 
with great success, in India; “and that ‘he carried’ 
thither St Matthew’s gospel in Hebrew, which was 
preserved in that country with great care, as 4 ittost 
valuable treasures. From thence he wert: into the 
more northern and western parts of Asia, then into 
Lycaonia, and at last came to Albanople, a city of 
the greater Armenia. rates: converted the king. 
and queen of that country to Christianity, and having 
persuaded many of the people to relinquish their 
idolatrous worship, | the ne were | = incensed 
against him, that they prevailed upon the king’s 
ember to deliver him 2 their lisikds and fons 
him first to be flayed, and then beheaded, or crucified, 
See Cave’s Lives of the Apostles; Augustine Tract. 
in Joan. vii.3 Euseb. Histi 1, v. ce. 10. (As Rr.) 
BARTHOLOMEW, Saint, one of the French 

Caribbee islands in the West Indies, situated to the 
north of St Christophers. This island, which is about. 
24 miles in circuit; was peopled by the French ir 
1648. It fell into the hands of the English in 1689, 
but was restored to France by the treaty of Ryswick. 
It was ceded in 1785 to the Swedes, to whom it now 
belonge. Though the soil is rather poor, it produces 
cotton, the plantations of which have been very suc- 
cessful, tobacco, cassava, and various kinds of wood. 
A peeuliar sort of limestone found here is exported 
to the neighbouring islands. “The ee exports 
are cotton, lignum vite, drugs, and iron wood, and 
itis supplied from America with flour, dried fish, and 
fresh and salt provisions. Gustavia, the only town in 
the colony, is inhabited by Swedes, English, l'rench, 
Danes, and Americans: The houses are made of wood, 
and many of them built on stone pillars. The only 
harbour in the island is Le Carenage near Gustavia. 
It contains about 100 vessels, but though the moorings 
are excellent, it will admit only such vessels as draw 
below nine feet of water. West Long. 62°48’, North 
Lat. 17° 53’. See A Voyage to St Martin’s, &e. 
undertaken at the Expense of the Academy of Sciences 
at Stockholm. (j) 1g: TARAITEB DAY 
BARTSIA, a genus of plants of the class Didy- 

namia, and order Angiospermia. See Borany. (w) 
BARYGAZAH. See Baroacn. 
BARYTES. See Cuemisrry Index. 
BASALT, a species of the trap family. 

Groonosy and Onycrocxosy. (7). 
See 
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.. BASE, in Anatomy, a term used by anatomists 
ima very v manner in their descriptions of the 
animal bodys “Sometimes it refers to situation in 
respect of some other part, as the base of the cra- 

nium, t.-é, its lower in'the usual attitude of the 
human body ; the base ef the brain, or that part of 
the encephalon which rests on the lower part of the 
cranium, Sometimes it is employed to denote a cer- 
tain side of a tri r organ, as the base of the 
scapula, i. ¢, that side which is next the spine; the 
hase of the heart, or that side opposite the point or 

PEAS See Cuemistry, Gromerry, and Music. 
. BASELLA, a genus of plants of the class Pen- 
tandria, and order Trigynia. See Borany. (w) 
_ BASHAW, or more properly Pacna, a person 
appointed to the government of a province, district, or 
city, within the dominions of the Grand Seignior. 
W the successive conquests of the sultans had 
rendered their empire too extensive to be controuled 
by their own immediate vigilance, they entrusted the 
government of the remote provinces to viceroys, who 
might. enforce the imperial mandates, and convey 
to the imperial.exchequer the revenues of their re- 

tive departments. Of these viceroys, or bashaws, 
re are two orders, inyested with different degrees 

of rank and authority. The first order are called 
bashaws with three tails, because three horse tails wave 
on their military standards; the second are named 
bashaws with two tails, for they are not allowed to 
adorn ‘their standards with more than two such 
streamers. The authority of the bashaw with three 
tails is, in their respective governments, nearly as un- 
dimited and despotic, as that of the monarch whom 
they represent. The military and executive power 
are united in their persons ; and the lives recy pro- 
perties of all within their department are almost en- 
tirely at their disposal. They maintain a military 
establishment suitable to the extent, revenues, or the 
situation of their provinces; and when summoned by 
the sovereign, or when the frontier is menaced, they 
take the field at the head of their respective armies. 
In the administration of civil justice, however, the 
bashaws are not allowed to interfere. Every case of 
civil litigation is decided by the Canis or judges, 
who, by a wise regulation, are made entirely inde- 
penciok of the viceroys. . The bashaws with two tails 

ve a less extensive department, and more limited 
power. They cannot inflict death without the sen- 
tence of law; andthough they have the command of 
the armed force within their district, they are obliged 
inthe field to range their troops under the standard 
of a bashaw with three tails, and to submit to his 
commands, In extensive governments the bashaws 
have likewise a number of delegates, who command, 
in their different spheres, with as despotic sway as 
the bashaw or the sultan themselves. Nothing can 
be conceived more galling and oppressive than this 

stematic gradation of despotism. The sword of 
monarch is thus transferred into the hands of 

the meanest underlings and is always wielded with 
more dreadful effect, as it is more circumscribed in 
its range. | 

‘The abuses which prevail in all the bashawlics 
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are dreadful beyond expression. » As the great end —“Bashaw. 
of these’ governments is to convey the riches of the “—y——~* 
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empire into the coffers of the grand seignior, it be- 
comes of course the first: obligation ‘of a bashaw to 
levy and transmit the tribute imposed on his particn- 
lar district. ‘The means of doing this are left entirely 
to his own discretion; nor is it possible for him to be 
very delicate in the exercise of his authority. Obli- 
ged to purchase his appoiutment from the vizir, or 
some other person of influence, by bidding higher 
than all his competitors, he is of course eager to 
indemnify himself by his exactions. Besides, he finds 
it necessary still to advance considerable sums tothe 
court, in order to obtain promotion, or even security, 
and therefore he has recourse to every expedient for 
raising money ; and as he is uncertain how long he 
may retain his office, the readiest expedients are al- 
ways preferred. The mode generally adopted is, to 
farm out the revenues of the bashawlic to some of 
the principal inhabitants at an exorbitant rent: these 
again subdivide them into smaller lots at an increased 
sum; and thus the system, becoming more oppressive 
as it descends, reaches even to the meanest hamlets.. 
Bythis system a considerable proportion of the po- 
pulation are interested in increasing the public bur- 
dens ; and as they are supported in their extortions 
by state-authority, the wretched inhabitants must 
submit to them without murmuring. ‘The inevitable 
and immediate tendency of these extortions.is to ruin 
and impoverish the country, by repressing the spirit 
of industry and improvement. 

The extensive power of the bashaws naturally 
makes them ambitious to render it permanent; while 
the jealous policy of the sultan induces hiny to remove 
them frequently, that they may not»have time’ to: 
form such connections as may enable them to assert 
their independence. This precarious tenure by which 
the bashawlics are held, is productive of many evils. 
If the viceroy be of a bold and aspiring temper; ‘his 
province is harassed by wars occasioned by his rebel- 
lion. At all events, they regard their governments 
as mere transient possessions, and are therefore eager 
to extort from them every temporary advantage,: re- 
—— of the sufferings of the people, who look 
orward, with a kind of desponding anxiety; to @ 
change, which may only perhaps increase their op- 
pression. Besides, in the frequent journies of the 
bashaws, the intermediate towns are subjected to 
great expense, and the fields and villages are ravaged 
by disorderly troops. Hence every part of the Ot~ 
toman empire, at any distance from the capital, pre~ 
sents'a scene of the most complete desolation ;—large 
tracts of country lying uncultivated, hamlets and 
villages uninhabited and in ruins. é i 

Though the name bashaw is properly applied to a 
governor of a province, it is sometimes given, asa 
title of respect, to people of distinction, although 
they -hold no ‘such office. It is in that case placed 
after the proper name, and is equivalent to the French 
monseigneur, or to your excellence, your honour, &c. 
in English, For some interesting information rela- 
tive to the bashaws, see Volney’s Voyage en Syrie et 
en. te, tom. i chap. x. vol. ii. chap. xxxiii. » Oli- 
vier’s Voyage Dans? Empire Othoman, &c. chap. xvii, 
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Russel’s Aleppo, vol. i. book ii. chap. vii. See also 

bkirs. Guer’s Maurs et U. des Turcs, tom. ii. lib. x. 
—v~-~"*" Savary’s Lettres sur Egypte, tom. iisrbots 15. (#). 

BASHEE, or Basut Isnanps, a group of six 
or seven islands in the Chinese sea, situated between 
the island of Formosa and the Philippine Isles. The 
five principal islands are Grafton, Monmouth, Orange, 

_. Bashee, and the isle of Goats. The islands of Mon- 
mouth and Grafton are well peopled, but the island 
of Bashee, which is about two leagues in diameter, 
contains only one village. The mountains are very 
stony, but the valleys-are very fertile, and are water- 
ed with numerous rivulets.. The women take the 
charge of the plantations, while the men employ 
themselves chiefly in fishing. The principal produc~ 
tions of these islands are, bananas, plantains, pine~ 
apples, pumpkins, sugar canes, and cotton. Potatoes 
and yams, which grow in considerable quantities, 
serve the inhabitants for bread.. The only’ articles 
pe pee into the Bashee islands are, iron and buffalo 
hides, which itis probable they obtain from Luzon, the 
principal island of the Philippines. East Long. 122°, 

_ North Lat. 234°. . (w) 
BASHKIRS, a people of the Russian empire, scat- 

tered along the banks of the Volga and Ural. Their 
country forms a part of the ancient Bolgaria; and 
they seem to be descended partly fromthe Bolgares, 
and partly from the Nogay Tartars. Without any 
fixed abodes, they wandered formerly along the south- 
ern regions. of Siberia, till the oppression of the 
Siberian khans obliged them to confine themselves 
within their present territories, and to court the pro- 
tection of the khans of Kazania, When that go- 
vernment was subverted by Czar Ivan II., they vo- 
luntarily assumed the Russian yoke; though their 
subsequent revolts proved that their submission pro- 
eeeded entirely from necessity. ‘They now belong to 
the governments of Ufa and Perme; and consisted 
about forty years ago of 2700 families. They are 
divided into $4 wolosts, or tribes, each of which elects 
for itself ones; and sometimes two, ancients or star- 
schinis«» In their manners they differ but little from 
the other 'Tartars. . Fond of the pastoral life, their 
ptincipal wealth consists in their flocks, and in herds 
of cattle, horses, and camels... They pay particular at- 
tention to the management of bees, in which a are 
very successful. .Their hives, which, in general, are 
merely cavities in treesy are defended by many inge- 
nious contrivances from the attacks of the bears. A 
very small proportion of their lands is under tillage, 
and oats and barley are the only kinds of grain which 
they rears: These, with the milk and flesh of their 
cattle; are the chief articles of their subsistence. 

The Bashkirs still retain a strong antipathy against 
the Russians, insomuch that they consider it a kind 
of national duty; when they. are employed by them 
as guides, to conduct them through marshes, and 
wther places the most impracticable that they can 
finds’ The Russians, in their turn, are extremely 
jealous of the Bashkirs, and will not permit them to 
dwell on the mountains, that they may be able to 
keep a-watchful eye over their conduct. 

The troops of this nation are all horsemen, and are 
remarkably well mounted. They are armed with a 
bows-avlance, a helmet; and a coat of mail; and are 
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besides provided by the Russians with’sabres, mus- ~ 
kets, and pistols. In drawing the bow they display 
uncommon skill, and manage their horses with great 
dexterity. In times of war they are obliged to fur> 
nish the Russian army with 3000 cavalry, which are 
divided into 30 troops, each consisting of 100 men. 
—- are an indolent, slovenly, and siniple: le; but) ~» 
are hospitable, lively, and brave. See Chicneauad?t : 
Lravels, Tooke’s View of the Russian Empire, Voy 
age de Pallas, Voyage de Gmelin, 8c. (uw) 9 
BASIL, Sarr, surfamed the Great, was born’ = 

in Cesarea, in the year $26, and became bishop of 
that city. Having studied at Constantinople, he went 
to Athens to perfect-himeelf in that school of science ; > 
and his studies being completed, he returned to his na+ 
tive country in $55, and taught rhetoric. » While he 
resided at Athens, he became acquainted with Julian, 
afterwards surnamed the Apostate,'who was also en- > 
gaged in the study. of eloquence in ‘that celebrated © 
city. With him Basil read not: only the prophane’ ~ 
authors, but also the books of the Holy Scriptures’: « 
Julian carefully concealed from him his ‘real senti- — 
ments of the sacred writings. But when raised to 
the imperial throne, he threw off the mask, and filled 
his court with heathen philosophers and magicians — 
from all parts of the world, Basil’ manfully rejected’ 
his repeated solicitations to reside at his court, thongh 
accompanied with the warmest professions of friend- > 
ship. He afterwards retired to the monasteries in’ 
Syria, Egypt, and Libya, where he became so fond ~ 
of the monastic life, that he embraced ‘it on his re-> © 
turn to Pontus and Cappadocia. Having received 
the order of priesthood fase Eusebius bishop of Czx-' 
sared, he retired into religious solitude; but, in that 
state, he continued only about three years; for upon 
the death of that bishop in $70, he reluctantly: al- 
lowed himself to be appointed his successor. No 
sooner was he seated in A episcopal chair, than the’ 
emperor Valens began to persecute him, and even’ ~ 
threatened to banish him from Casarea, because he «© 
refused to embrace the tenets of the Arians. The 
emperor sent to him a prefect, who was commanded, 
either by entreaty or menace, to oBtain his com- 
pliance.. The pious Basil peremptorily refused. ‘The ~ 
prefect having reminded him of the danger to which» 
he was exposed, of having his dand, his déberty; and -« 
even his /éfé sacrificed by the disappointed emperor, 
he made the following noble reply: “* He who-has > 
nothing, dreads not confiscation. binry place being 
alike indifferent to me, how can poe be a pu- 
nishment? If you imprison me, I shall enjoy more: 
pleasure than at the court of Valens. And with re- 
spect to death, it will be to mea blessing, because it 
will unite me to the Almighty.” The prefect was’ / 
astonished, and remarked that none had ever pres © 
sumed to'speak to him in that'manner. * Probably,” ~ 
replied: Basil, “you never before saw a bishop !’? - 
Finding it impossible to bend him from his resolu» 
tion, the emperor ceased to molest him ; and Basil 
then to use all that influence, which his high 
character and office had so justly acquired, in endea~ 
vouring to compose the different ite at that 
time subsisted betwixt the eastern and western 
churches: but unhappily his well iieant efforts pro- »- 
ved ineffectual, and that contest was not terminated - 
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church, and died in the year $79. In point of 

and best:is that 
1721, by Julien Garnier, a learned benedictine. See 
Mosheim, vol. i, p. 358. Ant. Univ. Hist. vol. xvi. 
Mf eranns dict. vol. iis p.75. (A. ¥F.) shed 

BASILAN, or Ba'ssrivan, one of the Philippine 
islands, situated about three le: from the south- 
west of Mindanao. This rich and fertile 
island, which is called the Garden, produces plan- 
tain trees, sugar canes, and rice in great abundance ; 
and great quantities of fish of every kind are found 
on its coasts. Fine tortoises are caught for the sake 
of their shells, and two kinds of jet are found in 
great plenty: © There are numbers of wild boars and 
stags in the forests. | Pearls are fished on the coast, 
and considerable quantities of ambergris are thrown 
on shore. ‘Basilan is the only one of the Philippine 
isles where. ts are found. East Long. 121° 
50', North Lat. 6° 25’. (w) : 
BASILAR, in “Anatomy, a term derived from 

base, and generally employed to distinguish those ves- 
sels which supply the base of the brain, as the basilar 
artery. It has; of late, been extended by Dr Barclay, 
to indicate the aspect or position of parts of the head 
with respect to the base of the skull. See ANATOMY, 
vol. ip. 745..-( f') 
BASILIC Vers, in Anatomy, that large superfi- 

cialivein of the arm, which passes next the internal or 
ulnar co of the humerus, and which gives off a 
pha eae /across the arm called the median basi- 
ts. J é me. 4 7 - 

BASILICA, a particular kind of public edifice. 
The word, according to its strict etymology, (from 
Aucidsvg and-oixes)y means a royal house. ‘The basi- 
lica) seems originally to have been a hall in which 
justice was administered; and as this was, in the pri- 
mitive ages; the exclusive prerogative of the sove- 
reign, it — then; with great propriety, be called 
the house of the:king. | All the ancient basilicas have 
been so completely destroyed, that scarcely any thing 
is known with i of their form and internal ar- 
—— The basilieas at \ Rome were» spacious 

built around thé forum, where the different or- 
ders. of judges administered justice, and wheré public 
business of “kind was transacted. The fest of 
these hails was built under the’direction “of M. Pors 
cius Cato, the censor, in the year of the city 566. 
Vitruvius, the only ancient’ architect of ‘whose wri- 
tings we have any remains, gives the following direc- 
tions for the construction of these buildings : “ That 
merchants who resort thither on business may not be 
incommoded by the weather, the basilica should be 
built adjoining to: the forum on the warmest side. 
Its breadth should not be less than one-third, nor ex- 
ceed one-half of the length, unless the nature of its 
situation ‘render it necessary to from these 
rulesofsymmetry. ‘he height of the columns must 
be equal to the breadth of the portico, which oceu- 
pies a third part of the space in the centres the up- 
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The pluteum, between the upper columns, should Basilicus. 
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also be-made one-fourth less than these columns, that 
those who walk on the floor above may not be seen 
by the merchants below.” From this description it 
appears that’the basilica consisted of a great nave in 
the middle, surrounded with one range of porticoes, 
and a single row of columns. 

It his bite erroneously supposed, that the ancient 
basilicas were converted; on the overthrow of pa- 
ganism, into Christian churches. Buildings of a six 

‘milar form, and of the same name, were indeed oc- 
cupied by the early Christians for the purposes of 
their worship; but the details of their architecture 
forbid us to refer these buildings to a remoter date 
than the reign of Constantine, when Christianity first 
became the established religion of the empire. Con- 
stantine reared many of these edifices, as monuments 
of the triumph of his religion. One built onthe 
scite of his own palace on the Coelian Mount, is ascer- 
tained to be the most ancient of these Christian basi- 
licas. He next demolished the circus of Nero, and 
the temples of Apollo and Mars, to raise on their 
scite the magnificent basilica of St Peter of the Va- 
tican. It consisted of five aisles from east to west, 
terminating at the end in another aisle from north to 
‘south, in the centre of which was a large. tribunal, 
giving the whole the form of a cross. The aisles 
were enclosed by numerous columns of the richest 
marble ; superb Peveings covered the walls ;. mosaics 
of exquisite beauty adorned the tribunal; and the 
whole temple was illuminated by an incredible num- 
ber of lamps. This magnificent edifice, respected even 
by the barbarous conquerors of Rome; stood unin- 
jured for twelve centuries; till yielding at length to 
the corrosive influence of time, it was pulled down, 
by Pope Julius II., and the famous church of St 
Peter, the grandest specimen of the ecclesiastical ba- 
silica, and the boast of modern Rome, rose out of its 
ruins. As the simple grandeur of ancient architec~ 
‘ture was lost in the clumsy magnitude of the Gothic 
structures, the airy elegance of these ecclesiastical. 
basilicas, consisting of quadrilateral halls, with a 
single roof and flat ceiling, supported on ranges of 
light pillars, degencrated into the awkward cross- 
shape, the vaulted roof, and the massy columns of: 
the modern cathedral, See Encyclopedic Methodique, 
Arch, de A, Palladio, and Vitruvius. (x) 
BASILICATA, a province of the kingdom of 

Naples, so called from the Emperor Basilicus II. and 
situated between the two great arms of the A pperinines 
which embrace the gulf of Taranto. | It is about 66 
miles long, and 50 broad, and contains 1,284,038 
English acres. It is traversed by several branches 
of the Appennines, and is watered by the rivers Ba- 
siento, Brandano, Salandrella, Acri, Sina, and Cos. 
cile, It is bounded on the east by the guif.of Ta- 
ranto, and produces corn, wine, oil cotton, saffron, 
honey, and wax.  Venosa and Acerenza are the 
principal places of the province. Population 325,682. 
w 

ASILICUS, or Basixiscus, in Zoology, a sub- 
division of the Lacerta, or lizard tribe, formed ‘into. 
a separate genus by Laurenti and Daudin, and com- 
prehending those lizards which have a tail compress»: 
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from the tail to the neck. See Henvrtorocy. (/) 
BASILIDES. See Cuvrcn History. 
BASILISK, a creature famous among the earlier 

writers of natural history for its dangerous properties. 
Itis described by Galen, Pliny, Lucan, and several 
other naturalists and poets among the ancients, and 
by Lobo, Prosper Alpini, and Aldrovandi, among 
‘the moderns. From their accounts we gather, that 
the basilisk was a kind of serpent, or reptile, of a 
yellowish <colour, having on its head several little 
prominences of a speckled appearance, and furnished 
with eight feet, and two large scales that. served it 
for'wings ; that its breath was so pestilential as to 
taint the air around it, and prevent any other animal 
from breathing in the same atmosphere ; and that 
even its look was so piercing and so baneful, as to 
cause instant death to the person on whom it fixed 
its terrible glance; that it ihabited the desarts of 
Africa, and the ‘lakes that form the sources of the 
Nile, where, Tike the pheenix, it reigned alone in 
loomy solitude. From this circumstance, some have 
intone | its name from the Greek fuciaCouat, to 

reign; while others choose to draw the etymology 
from the crowned appearance of its head. Its origin 
‘was not less extraordinary and portentous than its 
‘figure or its properties. It was generated from a 
cock’s egg, hatched by a serpent. ! 

Such is the substance of the accounts which the 
‘credulity or invention of the above authors have hand- 
ed down to posterity. We forbéar to abuse the pa- 
tience of our readers, with relating the many idle and 
puerile stories which are told of this wonderful rep- 
tile; but we may remark, that a similar instance of 
credulity still prevails in this country, respecting 
what is called the cockatrice. This creature, worthy 
to rival the basilisk in its nature and origin, is gene- 
rated from the ege of an old cock, hatched, not ‘by a 
serpent, but a toad ; and so dreadful is justly deemed 
this wmatural ‘progeny, that the building, in which 
such a phenomenon has taken place, must ‘be burnt 
to the ground, as the only means of averting the 
danger impending onthe master or his family. (f°) 
BASILUZZO, one of the Lipari islands on the 

north of Sicily, about two miles in circuit, and con- 
siderably elevated above the level of the sea. A 
small ‘quantity of corn and pulse which grow on its 
devel summit, are the only nourishment for the inha- 
bitants of two small cottages. Spallanzani is of opi- 
nion, that this and the other Lipari islands is of volca- 
nic origin; but Professor Jameson seems to think that 
they are composed of rocks of the newest fletz trap, 
or second porphyry formation. See Spallanzani, Voy- 
ages dans les deux Siciles, vol. ii. p. 140; and Att- 
cuba. (w 
BASINGSTOKE, a market town in Hampshire, 

pleasantly situated in an open and fertile country. 
The ruins of the chapel of the Holy Ghost, situated 
eh an eminence’on the north side of the town, and the 
tiewly erected market-house and town-hall, are the 
only objects deserving of notice. The principal ma- 
Bs of the place are shalloons and druggets ; 
and the communication with London, by means of 
the Basingstoke canal to the river Wye, has increased 
its market for cori and malt. Number of houses 
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512. Population 2589, of whom 365 were returned 
as engaged in trade. See, Warner’s. ms for 
the History of Hampshire. .(®). 4 Aes oe 
BASKET Saur. See Sarre. 

Basket, Basle 
—— 

The climate of this canton. is temperate and ones Soil and 
lubrious, and the country is delightful. Theugh. climate.- 
mountainous, it has many vallies. and plains extreme- 
ly fertile and well cultivated, while the varied as- 
pect of the mountains themselves render the. scenery, 
at once beautiful and grand. Many of the smaller, 
hills are covered with vineyards, or clothed to the 
summits with luxuriant. herbage ; , beyond which 
its mountains, forming part of the .chain. of Jura, 
tower in Alpine majesty, and seem to form an in- 
superable barrier around the country. The Rhine, 
too, which flows through this canton, greatly height- 
ens the sublimity of the scenery. In no. part of ‘its 
course does it fillan ampler channel, or roll its mighty. 
stream with such an impetuous rapidity. Few places 
in Europe are blessed with a greater profusion of 
Sorel ang sin of delicacies, shan the canton of 

asle, Plentiful crops of grain, fruits, and grapes, 
are the productions cP its cana soil ; its pa ee har- 
bour great variety of game; and the noble river, 
which enriches its fields, teems, with different-species 
of excellent fish. , ‘Ny 

The bounty of nature.is here seconded by. the 
industry of the inhabitants. Agriculture, manufac- 
tures, and their attendant arts, fostered by a discern- 
ing government, are pursued in this country with the 
ardour naturally inspired by the certainty of a rich 
return. The principal branches of manufactuyes, 
are ribbons, of which, so far back as the year 1777, 
there were no fewer than twenty factories in the ca- 
pital, which distribute annually upwards of 300,000 
florins, as wages to the workmen; silken stuffs; 
figured cottons; bonnets; gloves; paper-making 5 
bleaching, and dyeing. These manufactures, sup- 
ported by agriculture, in their turn contribute essen- 
tially to its improvement, by increasing both the con- 
sumption, and the means of enriching the soil. 

‘The population of the canton isestimated at 40,000 
persons, and its extent is about 160 square miles, 

Previous to its subjugation. b ration the French, the adminis- 
government of Basle was aristodemocratical. ..'The tration ané 
supreme power was vested in two assemblies, .cal-.goverm- 
led the Great and Little Council. The great.coun- 
cil was composed of 216 members taken from the 
18 tribes of the large and small town; the little 
council consisted of 60 members, 4 being elected 
from each of the 15 tribes of the great town., To 
these we must add two burgomasters, and two. grand 
tribunes,. who were the four chiefs, of the .canton. 
The supreme council, composed of these 280 persons, 
decided on all the great political and economical in- 
terests of the state; exercised legislative power; and 

ment. 
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disposed ofall ¢ principal offices, which could be 

by none bu Satay, RL plies 9} 
~ Once a year pod ne assembled, to receive pub- 
et Re oath, erty Bik pistrates, rea bey 

intain s in their integrity, and pre- 
piverhies blic rad faiosiies letolute: A 
Fecii oath te to the magistrates was 
taken by the p in their respective tribes, No- 
where was” dict of magistrates more strictly 
ecfutinised, of more freely censured than at Basle. In 
the exercise | tight of sctutiny, the people, al- 

S >to mistake ‘turbulence for freedom, have 
tly become tumultuots and disorderly ; yet it 
‘be dehied, that the effects of this privilege 

werey in general, salutary. “While it deterred the 
pie ad from every species of injustice, it enlight- 

“the other meinbers of the community with re- 
gard to those laws of which they were the vigilant 
guardians} and fostered in them a spirit of independ- 
ence which was the best security for the integrity of 
their constitution, . 
©The little council was divided into two parts, over 

each of which a burgomaster Reet together with 
a prand tribune, who’ succteded the burgomaster, in 
ease Of his death, Each division governed for a year. 
"This council had the right of judging petty crimes, 
of deciding causes of appeal from the citizens, and 

isp of beiiefices in the church, and the inferior 
in the state.” It was confirmed annually by the 

great council, each member of which was likewise 
confirmed by the other members of the two councils, 
who belonged to the same tribe with himself. 

*' The canton is divided into seven bailliages : of the 
bailife; whose jurisdiction generally continues eight 
years, four are chosen from the little council, and two 
others indifferently from the great council, or from 
the company of burghers. 
The mode of electing magistrates and members of 

the councils was sufficiently singular. Formerly the 
choice used to be made by a plurality of voices ; but 
as the intrigues and influence of the more opulent 
and powerful gave them the ascendency in every elec- 
tion, it became necessary to adopt some other expe- 
dient. Three citizens were therefore selected, ore of 
whom was chosen by lot to the vacant office. This 
was’ called the ternaire. Even this method, how- 
ever, not being sufficient to counterbalance the influ- 
ence of the wealthy, six candidates were selected in- 
steadof three. Their names, enclosed in silver eggs, 
were placed in one bag; and six cards, on one of 
which was inscribed the vacant employment, were put 
into another, The reigning burgomaster and the great 
tribune drew at once from these two bags; and he 
wasthe successful Competitor whose name was brought 
out at the same time with the ticket on which the 
destined office was inscribed. This mode of election 
= soda the senaire. — 

in ended aameeeeaie ve rise to a re- 
gulation which rendered sapeedble fora father and 
son, a father-in-law and son-in-law, or two brethers, 
to be admitted at the same time either into the little 
council, or into the number of members of the great 
council’chosen from thé same tribe. ‘While a noble- 
man, who was unwilling to resign his title of nobility, 
could not he elected a member of the supreme coun- 
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cil, that honoit was open to the meanest of the com- Basle. 

munity ; for the vacancies in the two councils were 
supplied from all ranks of citizens, the members of 
the university alone excepted, ‘34 
It is natural to suppose that many inconveniences, 

must have resulted from the absurd practice of sup- 
plying the vacant posts in the government by lot. 
Candidates, whose, talents and. integrity would have 

secured the deliberate preference of their countrymeny 
might constantly fail to obtain the successful ticket ; 

which fortune might bestow on one altogether un- 
qualified for the employment to which he aspired. 
Notwithstanding these inconveniences, however, the 
overnment was in general well conducted 5 and very; 
a instances occurred of the abuse. of civil justice, or 
of innocence being sacrificed to the powerful or the 
opulent. ‘ 

The same mode of election was employed, still 
more absurdly, in supplying the vacant chairs in the. 
university ; a3 if genius and knowledge were equally 
shared among the literati of Badle, and selection were. 
a matter of perfect indifference, The professors, 
however, were extremely accommodating to one anos 
ther ; for as it frequently happened that the succes- 
ful candidates were but little acquainted with the sci+ 
ences which they were appointed to teach, they merely. 
exchanged chairs, and thus matters were set to rights, 
In this case the ¢ernaire was employed, and the three 
candidatés were nominated from those who had taken 
the degree of doctor, 

- With regard to the military constitution of Basle, 
the townandits suburbs are divided into six companies 
of burghers. The country furnishes two regiments- 
of militia, each consisting of nine companies of fusi- 
leers, a company of grenadiers, and one of dragoons. 

The Basilians are Protestants, and the clergy form 
in the capital a conventus, and three chapters in the 
country, Over all these, the first pastor of the ca~ 
thedral presides. In all the reformed churches of 
Swisserland, the ministers are entitled to sit with the 
secular judges in the consistory, which tribunal can! 
decide in cases of fornication.and adultery, as well as: 
on causes of matrimony or divorce. 

The inhabitants of this canton are remarkable for’ 
their gravity of deportment, and would consider any 
indulgence in Sect levity, as very derogatory from 
their dignity. In general they are extremely attach- 
ed to their own country, which they seem to regard 
as the only abode of terrestrial happiness... They 
were, indeed, one of the, happiest nations.on earth, 
till the emissaries of France, deluding,them with the 
visionary prospects of absolute freedom and equality, 
involved them in all the miseries. of civil revolution 
and foreign subjugation. Basle was the first canton 
which separated from the Helvetic confederacy, and. 
adopted the new constitution, fabricated for Swisser- 
land by its French‘oppressors. .T'he progress of the 
reyolution was here almost instantaneous, The pea- 
sants, always jealous of the monopolies of privileges: 
vested in the burghers, and now urged on by the 
artful intrigues of the French, rose in different dis- 
tticts, demolished the castles of the bailiffs, and 
loudly demanded emancipation and independence. 
The magistrates, overawed by the enemy’s army,, 
which had-already overrun the bishopric of Basle,. 
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and now threatened their capital, were obliged to 
submit without a struggle. On the 24th of January 
1798, the tree of liberty was planted on the walls of 
the city; and on the 5th of February, the magis- 
trates resigned their authority, and sixty delegates, 
appointed by the people, were invested with tempo- 
rary power, till the new constitution should be pro- 

y organized. With the addition of the lower 
part of the Frickthal to Seckingen, Basle forms one 
of the departments into which Swisserland was divi- 
ded by the constitution of the 29th of May 1801, 
with the right of sending three representatives to the 
diet. See Dictionaire de la Suisse, and Coxe’s 
Travels in Switzerland, vol. i. p. 66. of the intro- 
duction, and Letters 15 and 16. («) 
BASLE, or Basix, the capital of the above can- 

ton, is beautifully situated on the banks of the Rhine, 
about 60 miles south of Strasburg, and 120 north- 
east of Geneva. The river, which 1s here in its great- 
est beauty, broad, deep, and rapid, divides the cit 
into two parts, called the large and small town ; hich 
are joined by a noble bridge of 14 arches, and about 
600 feet in length. Each of these divisions is sur- 
rounded with walls and a ditch. - Without the com- 
pass of the large townthereare fine extensive suburbs, 
which form so many distinct quarters, and are all en- 
closed by a regular rampart. Basle is the largest 
and was once the most populous town in Swisserland, 
It is capable of containing upwards of 100,000 in- 
habitants, though its present population does not ex- 
ceed 14,060. © account for this decrease, we may 
observe, that the natives of Basle, like the rest of the 
Swiss, have always been fond of emigration, and 
that here, as in al t cities, the number of births 
is inferior to that of burials. It is evident, therefore, 
that if the loss of numbers, thus produced, be not 
supplied by a regular accession of new inhabitants, 
the population must be rapidly diminished. Now 
the Basilians are so proud and so jealous of their 
rights and privileges as burghers, that they very sel- 
dom deign to confer them on strangers, who, thus 
deprived of the power of engaging in commerce, or 
practising any trade in the capital, have no induce- 
ment to resort thither to supply the vacancies made 
in the population, by the emigration or death of the 
native citizens, A more enlightened and liberal po- 
licy might have rendered this city extremely po- 
pulous and flourishing ; for it is most favourably si- 
tuated for commerce, and enjoys besides waray | in- 
ternal advantages peculiar to itself. No place can 
boast of a greater number of fountains, some of 
which have even their source within the town; be- 
sides the Birs, a stream which falls into the Rhine, 
a little above the city, supplies it by means of a ca- 
nal with water, ciatebeslatty well adapted to various 
purposes of trade. 

This city is adorned with many noble streets and 
spacious squares. Its houses are in general built of 
stone, in a neat and elegant taste. Except some 
splendid mansions, in which a few rich manufacturers 
Seley their wealth, there are no buildings in Basle 
whose magnificence can offend the segllcas spirit 
of its inhabitants ; but in every house there appears 
that air of neatness and ef comfort, which is the 
truest enjoyment, and the natural privilege of easy 

B.A.S L E, 
and independent circumstances, The cathedral is a 

‘ 

superb Gothic structure, but is much disfigured by — a 
the rose-coloured ‘paint with which it_is bed; \ 
It contains the monuments of man: "llostrions per- 
sons, and is particularly PBA by that of the 
great Erasmus, who made this town his ences re- 
sidence, and published here many of fis I 
works. ‘The terrace of this cathedral, which serves 
asa public promenade, commands a very rich and ex- 
tensive view ; but on another side there is a covered 
gallery, full of tombs and monuments, the unseemly 
appearance of which is as indecorous for the dead, as 
its noisome exhalations are pernicious to the living. 
Besides the cathedral, this town contains six parochial 
churches, and seven convents, which were secularised 
by the Reformation. 

The public library is more remarkable for the 
rare and valuable editions of the books which it 
contains, than for the number of its volumes: it is 
enriched with numerous manuscripts, the most c 
rious of which are the letters of the first reformers, 
and of other learned men in the 15th, 16th, and 17th 
centuries ; and an account of the proceedings at the. 
council of Basle. Here, too, are preserved, with 
great veneration, the hanger and seal of Erasmus, 
some of his letters, and his last testament, in his owr 
handwriting... There is a suite of apartments con- 
nected with the library, which contain a cabinet of 
petrifactions, some ancient medals and gems, a few 
antiquities found at Augst, a large collection of 
prints, and some admirable drawings and paintings, 
consisting chiefly of originals by Holbein, who was 
a native of Basle, and the fayourite painter of Hen- 
ry VIII. to whom he was introduced by Erasmus. 
In these paintings, which are in high. preservation, 
the progress of Holbein may be traced, from the ear- 
liest efforts of his pencil till he attained that perfec- 
tion in the art for which he has been, so generally 
admired. Some pictures are preserved which he 
painted before he had reached fis 16th year; and 
one, particularly curious, which he drew upon a si 
for a writing-master. The most esteemed of hi 
productions is an altar-piece, in eight compartments, 
which represents the passion of our Saviour: a per- 
formance which, for brilliancy of colouring, cannot 
be exceeded. The Dance of Death on the walls of 
an ancient conyent of Dominicans, pointed. out. to 
strangers as a production of Holbein’s, has been 
proved, from incontestible authority, to have been 
ainted before he was born. 
The hall still remains in which were conducted the 

deliberations of the famous council of Basle, which, 
after sitting for many years, came to the resolution of 
deposing the pope; and pubpeed many edicts for the 
reformation oft echurch. A picture is still to be seen 
on the staircase of the zeal of the council-house, sup- 
osed to have been suggested by these pious fathers, 

in which the devil is represented as driving the po 
and several church dignitaries before them into hell. 
Basle is the seat of an university, which once ranked 
among the most eminent seminaries of learning in Eu- 
rope. It was founded in the 1460, by Pope Pius IT. 
and its fame will be perpetuated in literary history by 
the illustrious names of ecolaragmmamier wpeechstie 
three Bauhins, Gryneus, Buxtorf, Wetstein, Iselin, the 
«J 
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Bernoullis, and. Euler. All travellers have “been 
struck by a ity in the regulation of the 

Bass clocks of Basle, which were always exactly an hour 
faster than the real time of the day. The origin of 
this peculiarity was unknown even to the natives; 
yet they seemed to think, that it in some manner 
reflected upon them a national honour, for every pro- 
posal to regulate the clocks ‘by a sun-dial was op- 
posed with the utmost violence. The clocks, how- 
ever, like the people, now move under the direction 
of other masters, and are no longer allowed to out- 
‘strip the sun. The inhabitants of Basle claim the 
honour of having invented the manufacture of paper 
in 1417, and of having discovered the art of printing 
in 1418. N. Lat. 7° 35’, E. Long. 7° 29’ 30”. See 
Coxe’s Swisserland, ubi supra. Dictionnaire de la 
Suisse. Moore’s View of Society in France, Germa- 
ny, and Swisserland, vol. i. p. 178. (#) 
:” BASLE, or Basin, Bishopric of, a province of 
Germany, in the circle of the Upper Rhine. - This 
province, which forms part of the ancient territory 
of the Rauraci, is of great extent; beginning at the 
lake of Bienne, it crosses Mount Jura, and stretches 
almost to the very gates of the town of Basle. It is 
bounded on the north. by Sundgaw Proper; on the 
west by Franche Comté; and on the east and south 
‘by the Swiss cantons of Basle, Berne, and Soleure. 
It lies partly in Germany, and partly in Swisserland : 
to the south of Pierre Pertuis it belongs to the latter 
country ; to the north of, the same boundary it be- 
longs to the former.- While it remained a separate 
state, the bishop was a prince of the German empire, 
and did homage to the emperor for his German ter- 
ritories.. He was connected, at the same time, by an 
alliance with the seven Catholic cantons of Swisser- 
land, but was never included in the Helvetic Confe- 
deracy. He was elected by the chapter of 18 ca- 
aions, resident at Arlesheim, and confirmed by the 

pe. His government was a limited sovereignty ; 
ie was obliged on all occasions to consult his chap- 
ter; and his prerogative was extremely confined by 
the immunities of his subjects. The whole province 
4s now annexed to the dominions of France, and 
forms the department of Mont Terrible. The inha- 
bitants are Protestants and Roman Catholics. The 
Protestants reside chiefly in the valley of Munster, 
and in the district to the south of Pierre Pertuis, and 
are in number about 15,000. The Roman Catholics 
are estimated at 35,000. This province is remark- 
able for its romantic scenery, and for the variety of 
‘its fossils and petrefactions. The only towns of 
note which it contains, are Porentru, formerly the 
episcopal residence, and Delmont. See Coxe’s T'ra- 
vels in eee lett. 18.; Dictionnaire de la 
Suisse ; and. Encyc. Methodique. (uv 
BASRAH. See Ridin an. ) 
BASS, a great rock in the Firth of Forth, about 

three miles from the shore, directly opposite to the 
promontory upon which the ancient fortress of 'Tan- 
tallon is situated. It is nearly round, not above 
the sixth of a mile in diameter, and about four 
hundred feet above the level of the sea. Towards 
the south, that is, opposite to the land, it declines 
with shelving rocks to the water, where it affords the 
only landing place. Yet here it is accessible only in 
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calm weather, and even then not without danger, to 
those who are unaccustomed to make good their land- 
ing, by catching the rise of the boat upon the top of 
a wave. ‘Towards the west, north, and east, it rises 
perpendicularly out of the sea, near two hundred feet 
high; and in some places, this lofty precipice pro- 
jects at the top, which, to those who sail round it, 
as a frightful appearance. In other places this 

vast rock is excavated to a great depth by the waves. 
Upon the south side, where the isle has a gradual de- 
scent, the sea is shallow ; but on the west, north, 
and east, where it is perpendicular, the sea is from 
two to three hundred feet deep, close by the side 
of the rock. As far as we can judge from hand 
specimens, this isle appears to be principally com- 
posed of clinkstone, and therefore belongs to the 
newest floetz trap formation. 

The most remarkable land plant which this isle 
affords, is the beautiful lavatera arborea of Lin- 
nzus. Of sea plants it contains but few species, as the 
fucus saccharinus, fucus loreus, &c. 

Very few zoophytes occur. The most abundant, 
and in every respect the most interesting bird of this 
isle, is the pelicanus bassanus of Linnzus, the solan 
“nae They arrive at the Bass in the month of 

arch, and after they have bred go away in Sep- 
tember. Yet generally some few stay about the island 
the whole winter, which are judged to be the old 
ones, that are not able for the distant flight under- 
taken by the others. They neither arrive or depart 
all at one time. Before their arrival a few of their 
number come to the Bass, which are supposed to be 
dispatched as scouts ; and in some days thereafter, 
the main body arrives in several successive divisions. 
Dr Walker gives the following statement of the rent 
and produce of the Bass. 

Rent of the Bass. 

Rent to Sir Hugh Dalrymple, Baronet, the proprie- 
tor, 840 merks, or - - -. - - #4613 4 

To the climber 100 merks, or - - - ly 
To seven men employed in catching the 

fowls, £16 Scotseach,or - - - 9 6 8 
To the carrier 36 times to Edihburgh 

5 il 

28 stone each time - -, - «= - -, 312 

Total #65 3 14 

Produce of the Bass. 

They take the solan goose thirty-six 
times#in the season, and at a medium 
thirty-six every time ; which, at 1s, 8d. 
sterling each,is - - - - - - £118 0 0 

Sheeps grass - = --- + = - = 5 0 0 
Ten Scots gallons of oil, drawn from the 

fat of the fowls, at 8d. sterling each 
Waa a apenas) OTB. 5 

Ten stone weight of feathers, at 10s. per 
stone - += = = = = = «+ = =» § 0 0 

£130 13 5 
r 

BASS Srrairs, a channel in the yan 
regions, situated in 40° of south latitude, and 147° 
148° east longitude, which separates New Holland 
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Bass Straits 
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BassStraits, from Van Dieman’s Land. We do not know that 

BAS 
circumference, and contains 30 churches, 2monas- Basse” 

o the precise extent to be included in this channel is  teries, and.3 hospitals, One of its was built ~<" h 
definitively fixed : the navigators of the French expe- by Palladio, A large printing establishmes ty and , Bassora. 
dition who explored it in 1801, say it is about 50 some silk and woollen manufactures, are the c 
leagues in length from east to west, and the same in 
breadth from north to south. All the earlier navi- 
gators supposed New Holland a vast continent in- 
uding Van Dieman’s Land, the southernmost point 

éf which was considered the extremity of New Hol- 
land; but circumstances induced several of those 
who more lately traversed the Australasian seas, to 
conjecture that there might be some strait or channel 
dividing them. No one, however, could penetrate 
further than into what they called deep bays and in- 
lets. At length, ten years after the establishment of 
the English colony of Botany Bay; Mr Bass, the 
surgeon of a man of war, disliking the idleness which 
particular occurrences exposed him to, made an ex- 
cursion in an open boat, which fortified him in the 
belief of an open passage, separating New Holland 
and Van Dieman’s Land into two great islands) A 
subsequent voyage proved the fact, and the strait re- 
ceived his name. } 

Bass Straits have been surveyed by Captain Flin- 
ders along with Mr Bass, by the officers of the French 
expedition, and by Captain Grant of the British 
Navy. The discovery of them has been judged of 
material consequence in shortening the voyage from 
Europe to India. Many vessels have now passed 
through them, but from the rocks and islands with 
which they abound, experienced seamen affirm that 
it is a voyage of danger. ; 

Commercial enterprise has given birth to active 
operations in fisheries established in different parts of 
the straits. Parties are carried thither in small co- 
lonial vessels from Port Jackson, and established in 
gangs of ten or twelve, to collect seal skins and the 
oil of the sea elephant, for animals of the Phoce 
tribe are extremely plentiful in this channel. These 
speculations were for somie time confined to the set- 
tlers exclusively ; but the Americans began to avail 
themselves of the same advantages, and the number 
of adventurers incygased so rapidly, that in a few 
years after its commencement the ati was rather 
on the decline. The British government, however, 
resolving to encourage the enterprise of its own sub- 
jects, attempted to establish a colony at Port Philip, 
on the north shore of the straits. The different gangs 
engaged in the fishery previously shifted. their abode 
from place to place as the objects of pursuit became 
scarce, and the collections they made were sent to 
Port Jackson. Port Philip, it was thought, would 
tse a secure place of rendezvous, where the produce of 
the fishery might be deposited until ready for expor- 
tation; and it would besides prevent any rival nation 
from establishing a settlement on the coast, and 
roving troublesome neighbours te Port. Jackson. 

Nevert eless this attempt proved abortive, and the 
settlement was removed. See Collins’ Account of 
Botany Bay. Fiinder’s Voyage. Tuckey’s Voyage. 
Grant’s Voyage in the Lady Nelson. Peron Voyage 
auc Yerres Australes. AlsoAUSTRALASIA, ssaiee. 
SERVATION IsvAND. (¢ 
BASSANO, a town of Italy in the Trevisano, si- 

tuated on the river Brenta. it is nearly 5 miles-in 

jects deserving of notice. Population 11,300. — 
Long. 11° 43’, North Lat. 45° 46" (7) 
BASSE prs lrecares Francoise; a dangerous 

rock in the North Pacific Ocean, about 100 yards 
long, and 50 high, situated on the north-west extre- 
mity of a reef of rocks, stretching about 12 miles to 
the south-east. “West Long. 165° 50’, North Lat. 
23° 45’. A more full account of this rock, with its’ 
surrounding shoals, will be found in La Peyrouse’s 
Voyages. j 
i eee a fortified town of Hindostan, on the 

western coast of the peninsula, situated about 20 
miles north of Bombay, in an island ted from 
the continent by a small rivulet. In the year 1670, 
it was a considerable city, with two Six 
churches, and four convents. East Long. 72° 40’, 
North Lat. 19° 20’... (7 ) jo nr 
BASSET, the name of a game at cards. See 

De Moivre’s Doctrine of Chances, p. 69. ; 
nus of plants of the class Dodecan-- 
onogynia. 

BASSIA,a 
dria, and order See Borany. (we). . 
BASSO Rettevo, that branch of sculpture which . 

represents figures in such a manner that no part of 
them is. detached from the back und; distin- 
guished from alto relievo, which the grosser: 
parts of the figure attached to the back a, 
while the minuter parts rise completely free its. 
surface. ‘The term is of modern date, but the art it- 
self is of nearly as remote antiquity as the hierogly- 
phic mode of writing, from which indeed it derives. 
its origin. In Greece, where sculpture, in all its 
branches, reached the highest perfection, basso relievo.. 
was called aveyavuzln, carved work ; and the alto re-. 
lievo was distinguished by the name of regedlixny 
rounded ; appellations which contain in themselves 
an accurate definition of these different species of the 
art. For a more detailed description of basso re~. 
lievo, see ScutprurE. (#) ; “4 
BASSORA, Bussora, or Basran, a city of Ara- 

bian Irak, in the Pachalik of Bagdad, is situated upon . 
an arm of the Schatt el Arab, or river of the Arabs, . 
about mid-way between the gulf of Persia and the 
junction of the Euphrates and Tigris. It was built 
by the Caliph Omar, in the 16th year of the Hegira; 
to command the trade between India and the eastern 
empire, and to restore the communication by the Per- - 
sian gulf, which had been cut off by the conquests of . 
his predecessor. Planted in the midst of a delightful 
country, and surrounded by fertile pastures, and lux- 
uriant orchards, a little colony of 800 Moslems rapid- 
ly increased in numbers and in opulence. Under the - 
est caliphs its jurisdiction extended over the south- 
ern provinces of Persia; and, from the influence of © 
its situation asa port of trade, Bassora soon rose one 
of the first commercial cities of Asia. Its harbours, 
which afforded a commodious station forships of the 
greatest burden, was filled with vessels from every 
nation. The riches of Europe and India were accu- 
mulated at Bassora, and its merchahts were consider. 
ed as the most opulent and industrious in the East. 
Its importance, however, as an emporium of trade, 
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, commerce has lost its vigour and 
activity ; industry and the arts are almost extinguish- 

~ = eds and the town itself is fast hastening into insigni- 
ficance. Houses built, and. streets co- 
vered with filth, Jed witha ‘ mud rei 
present to us the “ree ing picture of the once flou- 
rishing city of Bassora. he bazars, or market 
place, however, are extensive and well supplied, par- 
ticularly with every description of fruit, such as ap- 

8, nectarines, pomegranates, &c. 
= sabbages and other vegetables are equal to 
any/in Europe, - Such is the honesty of the natives, 

i are raised by the natives to prevent these inun- 
sdations, but they are frequently broken down by the 
violence of the water, which, spreading far into the 

in, its there- the seeds of disease and of 
his circumstance, joined to the terror which 

Wahabees have inspired by their frequent incur- 
into the country, and the numerous pirates 
infest the Persian gulf, has tended consider- 

_to depopulate Bassora, and to bring it to its 
degradation. What remains of the com- 

city is chiefly carried on by.the Eng- 
Arabs; and, notwithstanding ihete —e- 
umstances, it is still a general staple for 

ious kinds of merchandise. Coffee from ha ; 
from the islands of Babrein; plain and em- 

roidered cloths, silk stuffs, spiceries, and drugs, 
from India ; dried fruits, tobacco, carpets, and. per- 
fumes, from Persia,—are here exchanged for gold, 
silver, pros ap dates, and various European commo- 
dities, as small ironware, satins, woollen cloths, 
-&c. which come through Syria by way of Bagdad, 
Horses, also, form here a considerable article of 
commerce. They are said to be the most beautiful 
-and strongest in the world, and capable. of perform- 
ing most incredible journies, They are exported 
in great numbers by the English consul, who em- 
-ploys some ships ‘for this purpose.. The merchan- 
-dise annually brought to Bassora was valued by the 
Abbé at £525,000; of which the bie 
lish i £175,000, the Dutch £87,000, and 
the Moors, Banians, Armenians, and Arabs, the re- 
— But the revenues of this city, which were 
‘ormer] considerable, are now scarcely sufficient for its defence. : 
Bassora continued under the authority of the Sa- 

-racens till about the middle of the 17th century, 
wheri it was taken by the Turks, It then yielded 
to the Persians, after a siege of ten months, but was 
evacuated by them upon the death of Kerim Khan. 
From that time it has constituted a part of the Ot- 
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Bassors. has of late rapidly declined. In comparison with its has idly m comparison 
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toman empire, and is governed by a lieutenant, who Bassovia 
exercises his authority in the name of the pacha of 
Bagdad. Twelve armed galiots are constantly kept 
here for the protection of the merchant vessels which 
enter the Persian gulf; but they seldom venture out 
to sea, as they are too old and crazy to encounter the 
least bad weather; and the Arab tribes of Zbes and 
Muntejiks receive an annual subsidy of 100,000 pias- 
tres for the defence of the city. The Wahabecs 
have frequently attempted to get possession of Bas, 
sora, but have as often been repulsed, It cannot, 
however, be expected that it will long withstand the 
fury of these sectaries, who have already subdued, or 
conyerted, most of the neighbouring tribes, The 
population of Bassora is composed of a mixture of 
Christians, Jews, Persians, Indians, and Sabeans, but 
chiefly of Arabs, and amounts to about 40,000 souls. 
Many of the Persians in Bassora are persons of good 
family, who have been driven from their country by 
the various revolutions with which it has been agita- 
ted, E. Long. 46°, N, Lat. 30° 32’. See Descrip- 
tion du Pachalik de Bagdad, p. 31, Paris, 1809. 
Waring’s Tour to Sheeraz. Peuchet Dict. de la 
Geog. Commerg. tom.ii. Mirza Abu Taleb Khan’s 
Travels in Asia, Africa, and Europe, vol. ii. c. xxxv. 

p- 364. i?) 
BASSOVIA, a genus of plants of the class Pen- 

tandria, and order Monogynia. See Borany. (w) 
BASTARDY. » See lutecrrmacy, 

_ BASTILE. This name was given to the chief 
state prison of France, prior to the revolution ‘in 
1792. It is derived from bastir, to build, originally 
spelt-datir, and is of the same root with the term 
bastion. ‘There were many places of strength in dif- 
ferent parts of France which were used as state pri- 
sons, besides the edifice called, by way of distinction, 
The Bastile. Thus, according to Linguet, (Mem. sur 
la Bastille) there were “ Pierre en Cise,”’ at Lyons, 
the Isles of St Margaret in Provence, Le Mont St 
Michael in Normandy, the Chateau du Taureau in 
Brittany, the Castle of Ham in Picardy, ‘that of 
Saumur in Anjou, and others, amounting, in all, to 
nearly a twentieth part of the fortified places in 
France. Each of these had its governor, its etat 
major, its inferior officers, and its prisoners. 

he Bastile, properly so called, was. situated at 
the gates of Paris, near the road to St Anthony. 
It was built in the reign of Charles V., A. D. 1370, 
by Hugh W Aubriot, mayor of the city. Accord- 
ing to the original plan, it consisted of nothing more 
than two round towers on opposite sides of the 
street, joined together by a cross wall of great 
strength, haying in the middle an opening for the 
gate. This opening was afterwards shut up, when 
the course of the road leading into the city was 
changed. ‘Charles VI. built several other towers, 
forming, by means of intervening walls, two com- 
plete courts, which may be regarded as the body of 
ithe edifice the whole was then inclosed within a 
‘ditch, and secured by a counterscarp, or facing in 
masonry, nearly 36 fect from the bottom. In the 
courts alluded to, the walls.were of an extraordinary 
thickness, and on the inside they extended. to the 
sheight of 80 feet above the level of the pavement. 
The other parts of the building were added occasion- 

Bastile. 
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ally under different nronarchs. It was in the towers 

“vy that the prisoners were usually confined. ‘The struc- 
ture of all these was nearly uniform; so that, from a 
description of one, the reader may be able to form an 
idea of the rest. Each tower consisted of four stories, 
besides the dungeon. This last was arched, paved, 
-and lined with stone; the top, or ceiling, being al- 
most on a level with the court, and the floor raised 
considerably above the bottom of the ditch. In 
some of the dungeons there was a slit in'the wall for 
the admission of light, but in others there was none. 
‘There was no stove or fire-place in any of them. It 
is said, that these abodes of darkness and misery 
were intended for the punishment of such as endea- 
voured to escape from their confinement. It may 
have been so; but, after making every allowance for 
exaggeration, it is not to be denied, that the unhap- 
py'victims of tyranny, who, for whatever reason, were 
doomed to occupy them, were not unfrequently the 
subjects of the most studied and persevering cruelty. 
‘In these dungeons the princes of Armagnac were 
immured by the orders of Louis XI. One of them, 
sinking under the weight of wretchedness and despair, 
became disordered in his mind during his confine- 
ment ; and the other, upon a change in the govern-: 
ment, recovered his liberty, and afterwards published 
an account of his sufferings. Above the dungeons 
rose successively four apartments, each occupying’ a 
single story. ‘The uppermost, named /a calotte; was 
somewhat smaller than the others. The intermediate 
ones were irregular polygons, nearly 18 feet across 
the floor, and of the same height. From the dun- 
geon ran a winding staircase towards the apartments 
above. ‘The walls were 12 feet thick at the highest 
part of the tower, and increased in diameter as you 
approached the bottom. On the parapet some pieces 
“of ordnance were usually mounted. 

With regard to the individual apartments, the same 
massy strength and gloomy grandeur which charac- 
terised the rest of the building appeared in them also. 
The doors were of oak, and doub e, each three inches 
in thickness. None of the rooms had more than one 
window, which, in every instance, was secured by an 
iron grate of prodigious strength on the outside, 
and by another of sinfilar dimensions fastened in the 
centre of the wall. The frame, containing the glass, 
moved upon hinges, and opened inwards, after the 
manner of a door. In some instantes, the embrazure, 
or under part of the window-case, reached the level 
of the floor, but in others it was necessary to ascend 
to it by a flight of steps. In the lower stories the 
windows were built up nearly the half of their length 
with stone, lest the prisoner should be discovered by 
any one from without? The chimney was likewise 
secured by iron og crossing the vent at proper 
distances. The floors were laid with stone, or tiles. 
Most of the apartments had the same kind of furni- 
ture, both as to the number of articles and their qua- 
lity. It usually consisted of a bed, a table, and a 
chair, a bason and ewer, a large earthen pitcher for 
holding water, a candlestick, generally of brass, a 
night-stool, a pot’de chambre, a broom, and a tinder- 
box, with a supply of matches. Persons of dictinc- 
tion, however, were often better accommodated, ha- 
ving rooms according to their dignity, and being al- 

BASTILE. . 
lowed, in particular circumstances; tlie convenicnce _Bastite/! 
of their own furniture. Each apartment was num- 
bered ; and as every tower had ‘its’name, it was not 
at any time necessary to say who the prisoners were ~ 
when orders were given with respect to them, or 
when they happened to be the subjects of conversa- 
tion ; but only to mention them in the Les Jessie 
the place, as Ne . 1. Du Tresor ; No. 2. De ta Contes 
No. 3. Du Coin, &c. ; 

The officers who had the direction and: charge 
the Bastile were the following : The governor ; the 
lieutenant du roi; a mejor with two adjntants ; a sur= 
geon and his assistant ; a chaplain; four turnkeys 
be np a company of invalids under their usual 
officers forming the garrison. All these had their 
apartments oftlin the walls of the castle. Besides 
these, there were the physician; two priests assistants 
of the chaplain, enjoying each a salary of 400 livres; 
a keeper of the registers ; a clerk ; a superintendant 
of the works, and an engineer. ‘Fhe attendance of 
these was occasional, and they usually lived in the 
city. To the governor was entrusted the whole in- 
ternal management of the Bastile: he administered 
the oath of allegiance to the inferior officers: he re-* 
ceived from the Ling a certain allowance for pei 
port of each prisoner, according to his rank ;.and 
cooks and other persons belonging to the kitchen 
were all engaged and paid in his name. The: main- 
tenance of a prince of the blood was estimated at fifty 
livres daily ; that of a marechal de France at thirty- 
six ; that of a gets get at twenty-four; that 
of a member of the French parliament:at fifteen ; that 
of a judge, priest, or person holding any situation of 
importance under the crown, at ten; and that of a 
respectable citizen at five. In each of these in- 
stances, however, the estimate is to be considered ex- 
clusively of the charges for fire and candles, as well 
as the expense of washing. It belonged to the ma- 
jor to examine the prisoners immediately after their 
arrival, or, according to the orders received, im pre- 
sence of the Lieutenant du rot. The officer last men- 
tioned had also the charge of the keys, which were 
delivered to him every night as. soon as the sot 
was drawn up. Certain individuals of the staff 
their rounds daily, and gave an account’ of what they 
had seen and heard at their visits, either to the go- 
yernor’in person, or in his absence to some one ap- 
pointed by him. But the governor and all the of- 
ficers mentioned above, were wholly passive; they 
did nothing without orders from the lieutenant of po- 
lice, and he himself indeed acted’ only as deputy to 
the minister of Paris, in whose department the Bas- 
tile was situated. It was by that minister, or by one 
of the secretaries of state, that the /ettres de cachet 
were countersigned ; those awful intimations of des- 
poomme by which thousands were deprived of their 
liberty and their reason, and not unfrequently of their 
lives. These letters were sometimes addressed to the 
individual, whom the caprice of the monarch or of, 
his favourite had doomed to confinement, sometimes 
to the governor of the Bastile exclusively, but com- 
monly to both. The following is, an instance of a 
lettre de cachet, inscribed ** A mon cousin le Prince 
de Monaco, brigadier en mon enfanterie,” by Louis, 
XV . 
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and on receiving a proper answer, the wretched in- 
dividual was conducted to his apartment. Here he 

Bastile:, 
Basti. ©» & Mon Cousin, : , 

———"_—-«& Etant peulisatisfait de votre: conduite; je vous 
fais cette lettrey pour vous dire ; que mon intention 
est aussitot qu’elle vous aura ete remise, vous ayez a 
vous rendre en mon chateau de la Bastile; pour y 
rester, jusqu’ a nouvel ordre de moi. Sur ce je prie 
Dieu qu’il vous ait mon cousin, en sa sainte garde. 
Ecrit 4 Versailles, le 25 June 1748. 

aS ee Louts. 
cp sages Blane pag OVER D’ARGENSON.” 
La Sieur Prince 

_ de Monaco. 

- When tyranny. was-at its height, the /ettres de 
eachet were subscribed by the king and given to 
the minister, with spaces kek for the names of those 
who were so unhappy as to incur the displeasure of 
either: And the minister, thus unwisely put in pos- 
session of absolute authority, became, in many in- 
stances, the terroy and the aversion of all who were 
sufficiently: eminent to attract his notice. In allusion 
to this absolute authority, it was sarcastically said by 
one of the wits of France, ‘* you must hold the pet 
de chambre to,the minister when he is in office, but 
you.may pour its contents on his head when he goes 
out.’” : 
..The-regi of the Bastile are three in number. 
LA containing the names of the prisoners, the 
dates of their arrival, and dismission, the number of 
the apartment. which each of them occupied, with 
remarks on their circumstance and behaviour. 2..A 
book of inventories, or lists of the)articles found upon 
searching the prisoners, as they arrived: the name of 
each prisoner was likewise set down in this book, op- 
posite the catalogue of the articles belonging to him. 
3. A discharge-book: This contained the receipts 
granted by the prisoners after the period of confine- 
ment had sed, when their ot restored to 
them: It contained also the subscription of each pri- 
souer, by which he bound himself under the obliga- 
tion, of an oath, to maintain, an inviolable secrecy 
with respect to all that be had seen or heard in the 

The manner of arresting those whose incarcera- 
tion was de varied, according to circumstances, 
but their treatment after their arrival had, in most 
instances, a great similarity: ‘* La Bastile,’’ says 
es comme la mort, egalize tous ceux qu’elle 
engloutit.”” A short examination before the lieute- 
nant du roi being over,, the prisoner was commanded 
to give up his a watch, and jewels; and the 
reason was assigned, lest he should corrupt the turn- 

8, or inferior servants of the place. He was next 
to with his scissars and pen-knife ; and 

here, too, the reason was given with unfeeling plain- 
ness, lest he should either cut his own throat, or as- 
sassinate those whose business it was to visit and in- 
spect him. At this ceremony, the officers who were 

sent, utterly regardless of the terror and. appre- 
nsion often appearing in every look and motion of 

the prisoner, ae indulged themselves in a 
brutal pleasantry as the different articles were pro- 
duced. It was then enquired what room was empty ; 

sometimes remained fora long time, even for several 
months, before he was allowed to be shaved. This 
indulgence was never granted till the prisoner. had 
been examined a pris time, or till all the informa- 
tion which was wished for had been obtained; * and in. 
no instance could it be. granted without permis- 
sion in writing from the minister of Paris, through - 
the medium of his deputy the lieutenant of the police. 
The operation was performed twice a week by the 
surgeon of the house ; always, however, in presence 
ofa turnkey, who had strict orders to prevent the 
captive from touching the razors: The surgeon 
likewise pared the nails of the prisoner, under simi- 
lar precautions.. As the governor supplied the pri- 
soners with clothes, furniture, and faggots, out of an 
allowance made to him by the king for that purpose, 
the provision of these articles. was: often exceedingly 
scanty. . Hence the. wretches intrusted to: his care 
were. subjected without remedy to all the severities 
and changes of the climate ; to the intolerable cold 
of large apartments, with high ceilings, in winter, and 
to.the heats of summer in rooms,not capable of ven- 
tilation ; a grievance rendered yet more distressing 
by the steams issuing from the water that putrified 
in the ditch. When upon a certain occasion a pri- 
soner made application to the governor for more 
comfortable clothing, or leave to purchase it with 
his own money, the answer of that inhuman monster 
was, If faut ne se pas mettre dans le cas d’étre & 
la Bastille, ou savoir souffrir quand on y est.”” At 
this reply the very Porte-clefs. were obliged to turn 
aside their heads. 

It has been doubted whether the accounts given 
by authors of the iron-cages and instruments of tor- 
ture used in the Bastile were founded in fact. After 
some enquiry, it appears to us, that though these 
accounts have been exaggerated, the modes of pu- 
nishment referred to, were unquestionably practised, 
not perhaps in the reign of Louis. XVI., but certain- 
ly in those of former monarchs. The Count de Bou- 
lainviliers relates, that he saw at the Chateau Duples- 
sis, an. iron cage in which the Cardinal de la Balue, 
first minister to Louis XI. had been confined. Louis * 
XIT. while Duke of Orleans, experienced a similar 
fortune with the Cardinal. A. wooden cage 9 feet 
long, 6 broad, and 8 high, was to. be seen previous 
to the revolution at St Michael in Normandy. In this 
cage, the editor of a newspaper published at Leyden, 
who had written a satire on Louis XIV. was shut up, 
and died after a confinement of many years. It was- 
placed in the centre of a room every way resembling: 
the apartments of the Bastile; and from the great 
strength of the walls rendering an escape nearly im- 
ossible, it must have been designed not for security, 

but for punishment. Some of the bars were marked 
with landscapes and figures of different kinds, which 
the miserable captive had imprinted on it with his 
nails. La Porte, premier Valet de Chambre to Louis 
XIV. when enumerating the various means employed. 
by the officers of the Bastile to force from him the 
secrets of the queen, with which they supposed he 

: ; Y op. , 
* From the register of prisoners, it appears that a German, called Veillart, underwent no fewer than 89 examinations... 
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Bastile. was entrusted, distinctly states, that an order was 

“——y—< produced by the commissary acting under the lieu- 
tenant of the police; for putting him to torture in case 
of obstinacy, and that a was conducted to a. room 
where _ ifferent instruments were — him, and 
their application pointed out. Fi » there is good 
reason % bbaliere; that in the sige of Louis XI. not 
a few perjshed in the dungeons of the Bastile, by 
‘means of poison secretly introduced into their food. 

In later times, however, the torture of the mind 
‘appears to have been studied by the agents of despo- 
<tism rather than that of the body.» -No sooner hada 
prisoner, for some reason or for: none, «entered the 
Bastile, than he passed at once into a state of utter 
exclusion from the rest of mankind, If his friends 
-enquired after him, it was denied, even-with oaths and 
imprecations, that he was in confinement. And the 
governor has been. known to express his astonishment, 
that they should suppose him to be in the .Bastile. 
The only persons who visited the prisoners were. the 
turnkeys and officers of the house. ‘Qn these occa- 
sions abi most-insidious questions were put:to them, 
vand: their answers, detefalbyh remembered, -were after- 
wards written down, No one was allowed toapproach 
them in whom they could confide, or from whom they 
could ask advice. And if, in particular 'circumstan- 
-ces; a companion was allowed ‘to certain prisoners 
more guarded and cautious) in their answers than 
others, this companion having drawn from.them the 
nm intelligence, soon appeared to be a spy pla- 
ced there by the orders of the governor. The friend 
of the captive:was kept in a state of fixed uncertain- 
‘ty. He -was uncertain even for what cause he was 
detained. He was uncertain whether his wife and 
‘family yet existed, whether they breathed the vital air 
in the enjoyment of heir liberty, or whether they 
‘were shut up in the next apartment of the castle 
doomed to the same misery which he endured. Of 
his own destiny he was equally uncertain. He might 
be confined to his dungeon for many years, still che- 
rishing the hope, and meditating on the blessings of 
freedom, or a painful death might speedily terminate 

chis existence. ‘The morning returned and the evening 
came, the year revolved and passed over him in the 
same state of suspence and silence.. Or roused at 
some time by the ape of liberty, offered to him on 
the conditions of acknowledging his guilt, and decla- 
ring his accomplices, he indulged perhaps in a momen- 
‘tary transport: but finding, that though the terms of 
the agreement had been adhered to on his part, his 
keepers had spoken only to deceive him 5: he often 
sunk into an unchangeable melancholy, which at length 
overpowered his reason. It is not possible for the 
language of men to describe this torture of the soul, 
which those victims of tyranny were in some instances 
compelled to undergo, Many of the prisoners, how- 
ever, bore their sufferings with greatet fortitude, or 
rather from a peculiarity of constitution, or from the 
power of habit, they suffered less than others who were 
unhappily placed in similar circumstances, They even 
contrived to amuse themselves during their confine. 
ment; though the methods which they adopted for 
this purpose appear to indicate little else than the sad 
mecessity of their condition, The histories of the Base 

-com 
confinement was in some degree abated. The prison- 

-were conducted separately 
-sat in covered niches, where they co 
-being seen, Some were: allow 
ypens, ink, and paper, and were permitted to write to 

were 

‘reached t! 
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tile are full of attempts made to train spiders by sup- | Bastiles 
plying them with food, and to avert the ae ” Sey of re- 

tion by ascertaining the dimensions of the room, 
-or counting in different directions the studs upon the 
door. Some have spent whole days in aaa ie 
from one dish into another, or in a cy in fanci 
-arrangements the pieces of which their faggots were 

sed. After a.certain time also the rigour of 

ers were allowed to walk daily for an hour in one of 
the courts, though still within the view of a soldier 
-on guard, If any stranger appeared, they were 
-obliged instantly to retire. By applying to the lieu- 
‘tenant.of the police, they might obtain issi 
“to attend mass, which was at e 
Sunday. in-the chapel pe ty orn to the castle, 

rom their 

the conveniency of 

their friends ; but all their letters through the 
hands of the lieutenant of the police, by whom they 

ntly opened and read, so that few of them 
persons for whom they were intended, 

They likewise had the use of books. from _a librar 
founded by a prisoner in the beginning of the last cen- 
tury, and augmented by the contributions of his suc- 
cessors. It consisted of about 500 volumes. Some 
of the captives’ were permitted to read in the library, 
while others had the books brought to them by their 
keepers. After much and rs, a solicitation, Lin- 
guet, whose name has already been mentioned so fre. 
quently, obtained the use of mathematical instru- 
ments ; but on inspecting the case, he found that the 
compasses were exceedingly small, and made of bone. 

There is one passage in the history of the Bastile, 
without which this branch of our article might be 
reckoned incomplete. We shall therefore give it in 
as few words as possible, Louis. XVI. at the com- 
mencement of his reign, ordered the regi of the 
Bastile to be examined, and a number of prisoners ta 
be set at liberty. The intelligence was received with 
surprise and unbounded joy. On one old man alone 
it produced these effects in a very inferior degree. 
He had been imprisoned for the space of 47 years ; 
age had diminished his sensibility, and habit had, in 
some measure, reconciled him to his situation, When 
astrange voice announced his liberty, and i 
to depart, he appeared to be stupified, at a loss what 
to say, or how toact. Recovering himself, however, 
he slowly quitted his dun and repaired to the 
street where he had formerly lived: But-no vestige 
of his house remained, other buildings occupying t 
place where it stood. His family and near relatives 
were all dead, or gone into foreign climates. No one, 
even the most of those whom he accosted, either 
knew him, or could be brought to recollect any of 
the occurrences which he detailed, m order to assist 
their memory. A whole generation had passed away, 
and he found himself a stranger in the eer onemere 
he was en An breed rapes we a 
accidentally directed, at Jen ised the fea- 
tures of the master whom he had served, Fromhim 
he learned, that his wife had died thirty years before, 
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“Bastile. in’extreme grief, and that his children had disappear- thoughts and sentiments: Dissimulation became We, Bastile. 
yam ed, without a wisi le cause. The old man . cessary for their safety... The towers of the Bastile 

ee Eee 

————— 
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under-the weight of such accumulated misery ; and 
presenting himself before the minister to w 
was indebted for his.release, he bowed himself down 
and addressed him in the following wo ¢ Restore 
me again to that prison from which you have taken 
me:.1 cannot survive the loss of my nearest rela- 
tions, of my friends, in one word, of a whole ge- 
secrasions! seis sible in the same moment to be 

mortality, which to the 
rest of mankind comes slowly and by oe has to 

Whilst secluded from society, I lived with myself on- 

to live in the midst of Paris asmuch a stranger to so- 
ciety as when he was confined in the dungeons of the 
Bastile, till death put an end to his existence. 
We may now enquire what were those crimes for 

which the severe retribution of the Bastile was des- 
ns of that castle, which stood 

for ages the terror of France and the disgrace of Eu- 
my filled with assassins and traitors, with wretches 

against the welfare of their country- 
men, and longedto riot in the plunder which they might 
~ eld If this were the case, France must have 

regarded as peopled with conspirators ; and that 
nation, which of all others most readily submitted to 
the yoke of ism, must have been almost wholly 
composed of rebels and murderers. But'the case was 
far otherwise. The dungeons of the Bastile were often 
filled, especially in later times, ~with innocent and 
peaceful citizens, who had unjustly become the objects 
of punishment, or with humble individuals, who, from 
their inferior situation and limited means, could never 
have been formidable to. the state.* Did a man,, 
conscientious in the discharge of his duty, refuse to 
violate the principles of integrity and honour at the 
command of the minister? he was instantly sent to 
the Bastile. Had any one the misfortune to incur: 
the di re of a favourite mistress ? he experienced _ 
a si fate.. If any purpose was to be served, or 
any passion to be gratified, even a word or a look 
was reckoned a ient cause of imprisonment. And. 
an individual once shut up, might be allowed to re- 
main for years in his cell, not because he continued to 
be suspected or feared, but because he was forgotten. 
The consequence of all this was, that men lived. in 
constant apprehension: They “ were denied that in- 
estimable privilege, the free communication of their 

seemed to stand aloft over the kingdom, for the 
purpose of scaring its inhabitants;’’ and on each 
of them might have been written the inscription 
sometimes to be found on grave-stones, hodie mihi, 
cras tibi. 

It is remarkable, that the first prisoner confined in 
the Bastile was d’Aubriot, the architect who planned. 
it. During the prosecutions on account of religion. 
in the reign of Louis XIV., when the well-kuown 
edict of Nantz was revoked, and during the contests 
with the Jansenists under the administration of Cardi- 
nal Fleury, the annual number received was very great. 
Many of these were tried and executed; some, pe- 
rished in confinement, and others were set at liberty. 
Of all the prisoners, however, the most celebrated is 
the «¢ man in the mask.”? He was brought from the 
island St Margaret on the 18th September, A.D. 
1698, and immediately shut up in the Bastile.. The 
mask, which he wore, was made of black velvet, and 
fitted with springs of steel, so. that it-was unnecessa- 
ry to take it off when he ate. On his journey to 
Paris, those who conducted him had orders to put 
him to death if he made the smallest attempt to shew. 
his face, or otherwise to discover himself. Historians 
have been so lost in probabilities while endeavouring 
to’ ascertain his name and quality, that to this hour it. 
is doubtful who he was. ere is reason to believe 
that he was a person of the first condition: Hecould — 
read and write ;, attainments not common at the pe- 
riod in which he lived. He. understood music, and 
could play on the guitar. When at St Margaret, the 
Marquis de Louvois, who went to visit him, spoke to 
him standing with every testimony of respect : And, 
in the Bastile, the governor very rarely sat down in 
his presence. His dress was sumptuous, and his table 
furnished with the utmost care.. On-one occasion he 
wrote something with his knife, upon.a plate, and 
threw it out from the window of his apartment ; but 
the plate was found by a fisherman who could not 
read, and who carried it without delay to the gover: 
nor,. The ignorance of the fisherman was the cause 
of his safety; for after a few days confinement. the 
governor dismissed him, saying, ‘* You may rejoice 
that youcannot read.’? It is probable that the name 
and some account of the unknown person were writ- 
ten on the plate... This happened at St Margaret. . 
The illustrioys and. unfortunate prisoner with the 
mask, died in the Bastile A.D. 1704, Immediate! 
after his-death, his clothes, linen, and all his ich 
were burnt with the most anxious care: the very 
floor of his apartment was scraped and-taken wp, and . 
every vestige of his existence annihilated. ‘Che most 
plausible conjecture with respect to: him is, that he 
was the twin brother of Louis KIV.; but for the 
reasons og which this conjecture is founded, as well . 
as for other information, we must refer to the History 
of the Bastile. Appendix No. vi. 

In the heat. of the. French Revolution, the Bastile 

* In the register of prisoners for the year 1687, we find the name of Laurence Lemiere, shoemaker, who was confine, + 
” gether with his wife, “ for 
nuit, “ a suspected pergon.”? 

discourse about the king.” And in the register for 1690, that of John Biondear, 4 bs 
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Bastinado. was taken by the mob of Paris, and afterwards level- 
Sv" led with the ground, ‘There -were only seven prison- 

ers found in it ; these were Tavernier, (deranged), 
Pujade, La Roche, Caurege, Bechade, (imprisoned 
on account of a forgery in which they were engaged), 
Le Comte de Solages, (arrested at the request of his 
father) and White an Englishman, (deranged.) Re- 
flecting on the memorable atchievement, Mr Cowper 
breaks out into the following apostrophe, with which 
we shall conclude the article : 

Ye horrid towers, the ebode of broken hearts, 
Ye dungeons and ye cages of despair, 
That monarchs have supplied from age to age 
With music, such as suits their sovereign ears 

The sighs and groans of miserable man : 
Theré’s not an English heart that would not leap 
To hear that ye are fallen at last! 

See Histoire de l’ Ancien Gowvernement par M. 
i.e Comte de Boulainvilliers, tom. iii. lemoires 
de la Porte. La Bastile Devoilée, passim. The 
History of the Bastile. Essais Historiques, par M. 
de St Foix; and Memoires sur la Bastile, par M. 
Linguet. (A } 
BASTINADO, Basronanpo, or BASTONADE, a 

kind of punishment inflicted with a rod, or staff. This 
mode of punishment was common among most of the 
ancient countries, and is still practised in many of the 
eastern nations. In all the provinces of the Ottoman 
empire, the bastinado is the common punishment for 
theft, and other delinquencies of a more trivial na- 
ture. ‘The criminal is stretched on his back upon a 
board, with his hands tied, and his ankles confined by 
a wooden machine. The legs are then raised, while 
two men, one placed on each side, alternately beat the 
bare soles of the feet, with a rod about’the size of a 
small walking stick, The bastinado is sometimes a 
very slight punishment, but is inflicted at other times 
with barbarous cruelty. The number of strokes iis 
specified in the sentence, amounting sometimes to 
400 or 500; but it is usual for some person present 
to intercede in favour of the offender, before he has 
received the full number; for the punishment is in- 
flicted, if not in the judge’s presence, at least within 
‘his hearing. This punishment is accompanied like- 
wise with a kind of fine; for the person on whom 
it is inflicted pays so much for every blow, both to 
him who gives and to him who counts them.. In 
China, the bastinado, though sometimes very smart- 
ly applied, is the slightest kind of punishment, used 
only in case of very trivial crimes. It is often in- 
flicted, by the emperor’s direction, on his courtiers, 
who receive it as a particular mark of his gracious 
and paternal care, and are afterwards received into 
authority, and treated’ with distinguished respect. 
Every mandarin has the privilege of inflicting this 
punishment at pleasure, either when he administers 
public justice, or when any person neglects to greet 
him with the accustomed salutation. eWhen he sits 
in judgment, or gives a public audience, a bag, filled 
with small sticks, lies on a table before him, and he 
is surrounded by a number of petty officers, provided 
swith the baton, or pan-tsee, employed in bastinading. 
Taking from his bag one of the little sticks which it 
contains, he throws it down on the hall, towards the 
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culprit whom he wishes ‘to be chastised. -His of- 
ficers seize the criminal, and stretch him at full 
length, with his belly towards the d; he is 
stripped bare to the heels, and receives five smart 
blows from the most athletic of the attendants; an- 
other succeeds, and bestows an equal number, if the 
mandarin pulls forth another small stick from the 
bag, whee is the signal when he wishes the punish- 
ment to be continued. The person thus chastised 
then throws himself upon his knees before the judges 
inclines his. body three times towards the ground, 
and thanks him for the fatherly charge which he 
takes of his education.» See Guer’s Mceurs et Usages 
des Turcs, vol. ii. 'p. 162. Russel’s A vol. i. 
p- 834. ‘Grosier’s China, vol. ii. -p. 52.. Chantreaux’s 
Travels in Russia; vols i. p17. o(e) : 
BAT, an animal: of ae scans tribe, an ac- 

count of which will be found in the article Mamata- 
Lia. The bats in Senegal are eaten by the negroes, 
and are generally as large as pigeons. Their win 
are very long, and they are furmshed with five or 
pointed hooks, by which they fix themselves toge- 
ther, and — like se bundles from the branches 
of trees. Mr Bolingbroke, in his voyage to Dema- 
rara, mentions a very singular anecdote of the bats 
of that country. When the inhabitants are asleep 
in their hammocks, and their feet accidentally unco- 
vered, the bats often open the veins of their feet with- 
out disturbing them, and suck till they are satisfied. 
When the victim of their attack awakes, he finds him- 
self faint, and his feet bathed in blood. . These ani- 
mals, make similar attacks upon cattle. See Du- 
rand’s Voyage to Senegal, chap. v.; and wing = 
broke’s Poe e to Demerara, chap. xii:| See alse 
Vespertilio, Mammauta Index. ..(x) ; 

ASTION. See Forrirication.. . | 
BATALHA, a small village in Portugal, about 

60 miles north of Lisbon, where a famous monastery, 
the place of sepulture of the royal family, is situated, 
Don John, the first of the name, and tenth king of 
Portugal, on being attacked by the king of Castile 
with a powerful and greatly superior army, invoked 
the protection of the Virgin, vowing to consecrate 
a magnificent monastery to her honour should he 
prove victorious. Having defeated his adversary, 
and reduced the whole kingdom to tranquillity, he 
founded the monastery of Batalha in 1885, which he 
designed should be the most splendid in all Christen- 
dom. «It was at first endowed for $0 monks, but 
there are now 44. ‘The architect under whom the 
monastery was built is said to have been an Irishman, 
named Hacket ; -and, at this day, it is one of the 
most elegant Gothic edifices in Europe. It is adorn- 
ed with a profusion of ornaments in the richest taste, 
some of which are hieroglyphical, or mystical, and 
inexplicable by the learned. These are particularly 
conspicuous on the mausoleum of the founder. Or 
the tombs of several illustrious branches of the royal 
family, interred here during the 15th century, besides 
figures merely ornamental, is seen the order of the 
garter, which they had obtained from the sovereigns 
of England. This monastery was amply endowed, 
both foreign princes and those of Portugal. 
When the emperor of Constantinople, Emanuel Pa- 
leologus, was at Paris, in 1401, soliciting the assist- 
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sprinkled with water, produce a coolness in that burn- Batavia. 
ing climate particularly refreshing. . The form of --v-~ 

s, he transmitted a singu- 
recious relics, ns tong a certifi- 

ceate respecting them under his own hand, which we 
Believe is still*extant. In 1755, the edifice was da- 
tmaged by the fatal mg bang which: destroyed the 

capital, and a ae * the founder’s mausoleum 
was overthrown. For a more ample account of this 
structure, which is'considered a model of pure Gothic 
architectarey see Murphy’s Plays, Elevations, Sec- 
tions, and Views of the Church of Batalha ; Louis 
de Sousa’s History of the Royal Monastery of Ba- 
or! ew gen vavels in Portugal, chap. xxv. 

Te 
RATAMA, the capital'of the Dutch settlements 
in the East Indies, is situated on the north coast of 
‘the island of Java, at the mouth of the river Jacatra. 
It lies in the bosom of a large and commodious bay, 
which is so sheltered from the violence of the wind, 
by eighteen islands scattered along its mouth, that it 
is considered one of the safest harbours in the world, 
‘and so capacious, that a thousand sail of ships may 
ride there in safety. The city is surrounded with a 
‘broad wall, fortiked by twenty-two bastions, and a 

eep moat which can be filled “at pleasure with wa- 
ter from the river. All the avenues on the land side 
‘are protected by forts and redoubts, erected at a con- 
“siderable distance from the town. ‘These are mount- 
“ed with brass cannon, and are built entirely of square 
stories. The approach by sea is'commandéd by a 
“horn-work, commonly called. the “* Water fort,’ 
mounting fourteen guns and two howitzers ; and the 
entrance of the river is defended by the citadel, and 
several strong batteries of ‘six or seven guns each. 
There is also a fortification upon Onroost, one of the 
"anche he ee the bay, which eprom 

‘ the forming the principal passa; 
‘into the road. Upon this island the: Dutch tae 
established extensive dock-yards, where every thing 
necessary for building, equipping, and preserving the 
compatiy’s ships, is provided in such abundance, that 
they can build, repair, and refit their vessels, with- 
‘out the least loss of time, and in the most complete 
manner. ‘The citadel, situated on the east bank of 
‘the river, is aregular square fortification, built of co- 
ral rock, and flanked with four bastions. It con- 
tains the palace’of the goversior general of the Indies, 
“as also eae of the counsellors, and other 
principal of the company. The arsenals and 
‘magazines are generally well furnished, and always 
‘contain stores and ammunition sufficient-for a regular 
‘siege: The city itself, though it has been highly ad- 
‘mired for the beauty of its buildings, and on account 
of its immiense trade, has acquired the appellation of 
the * Queen of the East,’”’ contains nothing of ele- 
ance or design particularly worthy of notice. Itstown- 

fall, its i and its churches, require no de- 
scription. ‘ are such as we see every day in our 
own country. The streets are straight and regular, 
‘overshadowed and embellished with large trees, 
which are planted on each side. [hey are twenty 
in number, and run from 114 to 204 feet in length. 
The houses, which are chiefly built of brick, are 
commodious and handsome» The. windows and 
doors are wide and lofty, and the 
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the city isan oblong square, about three quarters of 
a mile long and halt a mile broad, intersected by the 
river Jacatra,* which runs through the middle of it, 
from south to north, and which) is crossed by three 
bridges. In its passage it forms fifteen canals of 
running water, which are all faced with free stone, 
and whose banks are beautifully adorned with ever- 
green shrubs and plants... The breadth of the river 
within the walls is from 160 to 180 feet. At its 
mouth*are two large’ piers of wood and brick work, 
running about half a mile into the sea, between which 
100. slaves are coustantly employed in clearing out 
the mud which is washed from the town, and which 
otherwise would choke up the channel of the river. 
The suburbs are very extensive and populous, and 
are inhabited chiefly by Chinese, and the natives of 
the island. 

The environs of Batavia, to a considerable extent, 
resent one universal garden, intersected with rivu- 

Res and canals, overshadowed with lofty trees,. and 
interspersed ‘with magnificent villas. he Dutch 
have here indulged their national taste to its full ex- 
tent. Every spot. is covered with.verdure, and the 
most luxuriant foliage. Whatever can-satisfy the 
palate or delight the sense, is produced in abundance. 
Fruits of every description grow almost spontaneous- 
ly; and without.culture; and could we but) forget 
the danger which life is every hour exposed to, from 
the insalubrity of the climate, we might regard this 

ce as the most delightful region in the world. But 
in the midst of plenty, beauty, and gaiety, every coun- 
tenance indicates debility and languor.. To use a 
strong expression, it is the work:shop of death. 
There is pestilence inthe air, and poison in the water. 
The atmosphere is continually infected with delete- 
rious» vapours, which rise from the surrounding 
-swamps and morasses; and the trees, with which the 
quays and streets are crowded, impede the free cir- 
culation of the air, and :retain the putrid .eflluvia, 
which otherwise would in some degree be dissipated. 
Fevers, which are here the denomination for 
all kinds of illness, are continually raging inthe co- 
lony. _'The-disorder at first is a tertian ague, which, 
after two or three paroxysms, becomes a double ter- 
tian, and then a continued remittent, that frequently 
carries off the patient. in. a-short time.. Hence it 
happens, that preventive medicines are taken as re- 
gularly as food, and every one expects the returns 
of sickness, as we do the seasons of the year... The 
inhabitants have thus become familiar.with death, 
and hear of the loss of a friend without either sur- 
prise or concern.. Of,strangers who come to settle 
at Batavia, three out of five are reckoned to die the 
first year ;.and it appears, from calculation, that the 
company lose annually one-fifth .of.,their servants. 
The climate, however, is not the only enemy to Eu- 
meres the mortality is greatly increased by the 
voluptuousness and luxurious effeminacy in which 
many, of them indulge. The.change from .a-life of 
temperance to that of irregular indulgence, added to 
the sudden transition from a northern region to the 
torrid zone, independent of the noxious circumstan- 
ces which are peculiar to the climate, cannot fail to 
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‘Batavia. produce these *fatal effects for which this place isso uments of his office, that .wi i ie 
—v—~ remarkable. And such is the general-apprehension people, or burdening. his fan seaniemnananing, sig — 

of ‘the unhealthiness of this colony, thatieven the raise an. immense fortune within gags 
temptation of quickly amassing a splendid: fortune, is He is, however, removeable at the pleasure of the de 
insufficient ‘to induce those who can reside at home 
with ‘comfort, to seek a settlement in Batavia, 
Many offices and professions: are thus n ily en- 
trusted to persons little qualified, for fulfilling their 
duties ; ot 3 is worthy of remark, that one of the 
clergymen and the principal physician had originally 
been barbers. 

Of a population, amounting to 110,000, exclusive 
-of women ‘and children, scarcely 5000.are Euro- 
peans; and of these, not one-fifth are Dutch, the 
greatest number being Portuguese and French, The 
rest are composed of a 1 es variety of Indians, who 
are all under chiefs of their own nation, such as, 
Chinese, Javanese, natives. of the island, Malayans, 
Amboynese, Mardykers, Baliers, Bouginese, Meets 
sars, &c. ‘The Chinese are the most numerous ene- 
mies to idleness. ‘They seem born for the bustle of 
-active commerce. They are indefatigably industri- 
ous, and will submit to any drudgery, however labo- 
‘vious, that is attended with a certainty of gain. 
‘Cunning, however, and deceitful to the last. degree, 
they’ take a pride in imposing upon Europeans ; and, 
~boasting of their dexterity, they tell you, that the 
Dutch have one eye, but the Chinese have two. 
They keep all the shops, and most/of the inns in the 
city, and are in general the farmers of the duties, 
excises, and customs. ‘The Javanese apply them- 
‘selves chiefly to agriculture and. ship-building ; and 
the Malayans to fishing. This last is a most wicked 
and profligate race. ‘They profess to be Mahome- 
‘tans; but are absolutely oid: of morals, and would 
commit murder for the most trifling reward. -Their 
dast chief was publicly whipped and branded for his 
villanies : since which they have been ashamed. to 
ehoose another. The Amboynese, a bold, boister- 
ous, and turbulent people, are not allowed to live in 
the city, but are confined to a certain quarter of the 
suburbs. They are generally employed in buildin 
houses of bamboo, with windows of split-cane, whic 
are very neatly wrought in different figures. The 
‘Mardykers are of various trades, as merchants, gar- 
deners, graziers, -poulterers, &c. Few of the free- 
Indians, however, are employed in domestic:or me-- 
nial services. ‘These are chiefly employed by slaves, 
‘which are annually imported from Sumatra and Ce- 
lebes. 

All the dominions, which the Dutch possess in the 
East, are governed by two supreme councils; the 
‘council of fire Indies, and the council of justice, both 
of which are fixed at Batavia. To the first of these 
belongs the entire direction of public affairs; and to 
the latter, the ‘administration of justice in all its 
branches. But the citizens and free-merchants are 
amenable only to the tribunal of the city of Batavia; 
which is composed of eight aldermen ‘and a president, 
who is always a counsellor of the Indies. The go- 
vernor-general, who ‘presides in the council: of the 
Indies, is in amanner the sovereign of all the coun- 
tries belonging to the company. He possesses unlimit- 
‘ed authority ; is allowed a court, and most of the 
honours of majesty; and‘so great are the legal emo. 

rectors at home, and, in case of treason, or other 
enormous crimes, the council of justice have a right 
to seize his person, and call him to account... 

The ecclesiastical government of Batavia resides in 
eleven members of the reformed religion. Liberty ; 
conscience is granted to every deuomination of reli- 
gionists, though not liberty of worship : Mahome- 
tans and Pagans are tolerated by government; and 
even the Chinese have their temples, in which they 
worship the Devil under the figure of a gigantic co- 
lossus, sitting cross-legged with an enormous belly 
hanging over his knees ; but the exercise of the Ro- 
man Catholic religion is obstinately prohibited. _ 
see eevee Pein of troops at this soleny 

seldom exceeds 3000 men, of which 700 re 
ropeans ;,yet very few of these ae foreuhed te ‘the 
Dutch. They, are chiefly Germans, many of whom, 
it is said, have been kidnapped into the service. The 
irregulars are very numerous, consisting of Chinese 
and natives of the island, who are commanded by 
their own officers. All the white inhabitants, how- 
ever, are trained to the use of arms; for no person 
can settle here but asa soldier in the company’s ser- 
vice, and he must serve a.certain time before he is al- 
lowed to enter into any branch of trade. But t 
whole of their force; is very inefficient for the defence 
of the settlement: and the Dutch depend more upon 
the insalubrity of the climate, than the strength of 
their arms for repelling a hostile invader. The whole 
establishment of the company in, 1777 consisted, of 
613 persons in civil, and 35 in ecclesiastical employ- 
ments, 99-surgeons and assistants, 125 belonging to 
the artillery, 875 seamen and marines, 1571 soldiers, 
and 903 mechanics ; in all, 4221 Europeans, besides 
703 natives in their service. * 

The bay and harbour of Batavia are excellently 
adapted for commercial navigation. The trade con- 
sists chiefly in the valuable productions of the island, 
such as pepper, rice, sugar, cotton, and indigo; and 
as Batavia is the emporium where all the merchandize 
of the Dutch company in India is deposited, the im- 
port and export duties are very considerable. Yet 
the revenues of the colony are altogether inadequate 
for its support. ‘This city being the seat of goyern- 
ment, the, charges of the Company’s.civil establish- 
ment, as also of the military and marines, are defrayed 
out of the treasury of Batavia. On this account a 
considerable balance appears every year against it; 
and in 1779 the charges exceeded the receipts by 
-£ 51,397 sterling. nibh 

The establishment of this colony upon the ruins of 
a royal city, inopposition to the efforts of the English, 
and afterwards to the united forces of the popul 
empire of Java, and its consequent prosperity, affords 
us a striking example of what may be oe by 
courage and perseverance, When, the, Dutch. first 
visited this island, the residence of the,king of Jaca- 
tra was an inconsiderable village , palli d with 
bamboo canes. Having entered into an alliance with 
this prince, they contracted with him for the produce 
of his little territory, which consisted chiefly of pep- 
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/ Eich, they buila strong fort in the neighbourhood Javanese; but the Dutch works were defended with “—"v—~ 
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to awe him i tice. ‘This raised the jealousy of 
the English, had ‘also some correspondence 
with the people of Jacatra, which soon kindled into 
open war. The fleets of the two nations engaged 
at a short distance from the fort; when the Dutch 
were sly defeated. The English then took 

) ion of , and upon an eminence in the 
iddle of the town established a magazine, which 

they fortified with a considerable number of heavy 
cannon. © Vanden Broecke, the Dutch commander of 
fort Maurice, ‘being hard pressed for want of am- 
munition and provisions, threw himself under the pro- 
tection of the governor of Bantam, who immediately 
dispatched 2000 men to his assistance. The Ban- 
tamese officer entered Jacatra, stript the king of all 
ensigns of royalty, and drove him with his family, 

ess and poor, to a distant corner of the island, 
where he out his existence in the humble 
condition of a fisherman. Peace being soon after 
concluded between the two Companies, the English 
retired from the island, leavitig the Dutch in posses- 
sion of Jacatra, but so completely under the power 
of the Bantamese, that Vanden Broecke and seventy 
‘of his men were carried pri to Bantam. This 
raat aspect of affairs, however, was soon 
‘changed by the arrival of a Dutch squadron. Com- 
modore Koen after his defeat had retired to Amboy- 
na, and having received a strong reinforcement, re- 
‘turned in 1619 with a fleet of seventeen sail and a 
considerable body of troops. He ravaged and entire- 
ly destroyed the town of Jacatra; and marching his 

to Bantam, demanded the restitution of Van- 
den Broecke and his companions. The Bantamese 
Roar r was in no condition to make resistance. 

“Koen returned immediately to fort Maurice ; and upon 
‘the ruins of Jacatra, in the midst of fens and morasses, 
and under a vertical sun, he laid the foundation of the 
new city of Batavia. National taste and national 

dices seem to have dictated, in a great measure, 
‘the choice of this situation. The Dutch were par- 
tial to the swamps of their native country ; andt 
fondly indulged the idea of enjoying, in an opposite 

quarter of the globe, the muddy canals and shady 
“walks of Amsterdam. The plan, however, was so 
“well contrived, and, notwithstanding the local disad- 
‘vantages, the execution was so prompt and successful, 
that Batavia speedily became, and has ever since con- 
‘tinued, the capital of the Dutch conquests and set- 

in the East. But this colony had not only 
‘to encounter difficulties at its first establishment ; it 
continued during its infancy to experience the most 
decided ition both from their countrymen at 
home, and from the inhabitants of the island. The 
emperor of Java, who had beheld with satisfaction 
the jealousy between the Dutch and English, and had 
a ee an : rei ito their hostility, now began 
to take alarm att Wing prosperity, and gradual 
‘encroachments of fe ambitious fssighibours His 
fears prompted him to the most decisive, but detesta- 
ble measures. He attempted to take off governor 
Koen by secret assassination: but that design failing, 
he drew ied an immense army, and determined to 
extirpate these daring intruders. In the beginning 

such courage and conduct; that, after a siege of seve- 
tal months, they were obliged to retire broken and 
discomfited. The good fortune of the colony in this 
enterprise, however, was greatly overbalanced by the 
death of the governor-general, to whose wisdom and 
activity it had owed its existence and preservation ; 
and they would probably have felt the effects of his 
loss more severely; had not a diversion happened in 
the island, which relieved them in a great measure 
from the apprehension of present danger. . 

The governor of Bantam having revolted from the 
Emperor of Java; assumed:the title of king, and was 
supported in this — of an independent prince by 
the government of Batavia. Two separate interests 
being thus formed in the empire, the Dutch, by dex- 
trously playing the one against the other, were en- 
abled not only to maintain their own power, but con- 
siderably to extend theirterritory ; and though both 
sovereigns bore an invincible hatred to the colony, 
yet by taking advantage of their mutual,animosity, 
they soon became so formidable as to defy the re- 
sentment of either. Not contented, however, with 
this precarious security, which the united efforts of 
‘the empire might annihilate, they contrived a scheme 
of freeing themselves entirely from future apprehen- 
sions, by getting into their hands the persons of the 
two sovereigns of the island. This scheme, the off- 
spring of the most refined policy, was prosecuted. by - 
means the most deceitful and unjustifiable, and in the 
space of a few years was actually accomplished. A 
Dutch fort, manned with a strong garrison, and well 
fortified with cannon, overawes the. capitals of Ban- 
‘tam and Java. A European guard even resides in 
the palace of their sovereigns, out of pure tenderness 
and respect ; and they are made to believe, that these 
évidences of their subjection are solely for their ho- 
nour and defence. The Dutch, however, have not 
been able to keep the emperor of Java in entire and 
strict submission. Wars have frequently arisen from 
a disputed succession to the throne; and they are 
constantly obliged to cajole him by splendid embas- 
sies, and costly presents. But they have no appre- 
hension from his power. They have, in a manner, the 
absolute direction of his affairs, and are in possession 
of almost the whole trade of his dominions. As for 
the king of Bantam, he is as completely at their de- 
yotion, as the king of the Hottentots was at the Cape 
of Good Hope. |The colony had thus become in a 
great measure masters of the island. Batavia had 
yearly increased in strength, beauty, and opulence, 
and could vie in splendour and power with the chief 
settlements in India. All fears of foreign hostility 
were now allayed, and they began to iadul e the hope 
of domestic peace and settled security. But ‘the na- 
tives were far from being reconciled to’ their autho- 
rity. They made repeated efforts to drive them from 
the island, and ‘to restore their sovereigns to inde- 

ndence. ‘The avarice and injustice of the Dutch 
ad sown the seeds of disaffection, and had excited 

even the hatred of their own subjects. And at atime 
when seeming tranquillity reigned around, they were 
upon the very brink of destruction, and thousands 
waited only the signal to take, vengeance on their op- 
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ressors. A conspiracy of a most daring and dan- 

{been for four years forning in the 
heart of the settlement. It had been carried on 

-with such determined perseverance, and managed with 
‘such amazing secresy, and so great was the number 
concerned in it,:that its authors had reason to:expect 
‘the most complete success. Catadia, a Javanese, and 
‘Peter Erberfelde, a burgess of Batavia, were the ori- 
ginal-contrivers of this diabolical design, which was 
‘to surprise the city, and to put every European and 
Mhristian to the sword. The executionof.their pur- 
pose was fixed for the first morning of 1722.. The 
order of attack was prepared delivered to the 
-chiefs of the conspiracy ; 17,000 men*were engaged 
to insure its accomplishment; and they waited only 
‘the signal for striking the final blow, when on-the 
-day preceding this intended massacre the conspiracy 
-was divulged, just in/time ste prevent the - dreadful 
-eatastrophe. Trait of +the principal conspirators 
were seized without any noise, ard all necessary pre- 
-cautions:taken in case of any commotion in-the-city,; 
but the. confederates were -so thunderstruck .at the 
-discovery, that not the least attempt was made for 
‘their rescue. The Batavian government, that they 
might not drive these people to desperation, prudently 
“declined proceeding against the other accomplices, 
-but were contented ‘weit the traitors, whom they had 
already.in their power. Upon-these, however, they 
took the mostexemplary vengeance, and inflicted such 

‘a punishment as should deter all others from imitat- 
ing their crimes. Erberfeldt and Catadia were con- 
-demned, *.to:be extended and bound each of them 
upon across, to have their'right hands cut off, and 
their arms, legs, and breasts pinched with red hot 
pincers, :till pieces of the flesh should be torn away. 
Their bellies wwere'then to be ripped from bottom to 
top, and.their hearts thrown, in their. faces; after 
which their heads were to be cut off, and fixed upon 
a post ; and their bodies, torn in pieces, were to be 
exposed to the fowls of the air without the city, in 
whatever place the government should please to di- 
rect.’’ Sentence contre Pierre Erberfeldt, et ses compli- 

-ses, prononcée a Batavia en 1722. 
his terrible sentence, which scarcely the imminence 

and extent of the danger could justify, was executed 
without the least mitigation. fis severity, however, 
had not the desired effect. The growth of the treason 
was stopped, but the roots stillremained; and eighteen 
years after the conspiracy of Erberfeldt, the Dutch 
proceeding upon mere supposition, committed one of 
the most inhuman massacres that has ever disgraced 
the annals of any nation. On the memorable morning of 
‘the 9th of October 1740, an order was issued by the 
governor and council, for immediately putting to the 
sword all the Chinese that could be found in the city. 
‘The garrison, and the sailors who were brought from 
the vessels in the roads, were tempted by the promise 
of plunder to execute the bloody edict. The houses 
were broken open, and the sleeping victims were torn 
from their beds and killed without distinction. Ina 
short time the streets, rivers, and canals, were cover- 
ed with dead bodies, and in some places the blood 
ran over the shoesiof the murderers. A more shock- 
ing and horrible spectacle was never exhibited to 
snortal sight ; and in this dismal tragedy there fell, 

BATAVIA. 
according to the a¢know it of the Dutch, ao 
fewer than 12,000 Chinese 3 but ing to other 
accounts, 30,000 men, women, and «chi daQF 
this transaction our limits will not admit of a 
detailed account. Indeed no certain information caa 
be obtained on the subject... The Dutch, it, is true, 
have framed a story full of rebellion, insurrections, 
massacres, and fire. ‘They have told -us, that the 
Chinese had entered into a conspiracy to raise’ their 
chief. to the government of Batavia, and toymas- 
sacre all,the Europeans in the colony except the 
vernor and director-general, whom they intended. to 
-preserve for umbrellas over the heads of the 
new governor and his lady} that. the evening before 
‘the massacre 50,000 Chinese had. attacked the city, 
set fire’ to the suburbs, and endeavoured to. excite 
their countrymen within the walls to rise against the 
Dutch ; and consequently that-they were compelled, 
by the urgency of the danger, and as the only means 
left for securing the public safety, to. have recourse 
to this most expeditious and effectual remedy. But 
though they have been openly charged with false- 
hood and exaggeration, and have even confessed that 
-in their narrative many particulars were omitted, and 
promised a more full and distinct relation; yet these 
charges. were never answered, rior has the mised 
relation ever appeared. ~All the accounts which hayg 
been received of this dismal scene, instead of explai 
ing, have-served only to cloud atransaction, dark and 
ambiguous, and which we doubt will never be brought 
to the public view in its true colours. From the sub- 
sequent conduct of the colony, however, we are war- 
ranted by pretty strong evidence to conclude, thatthey 
were actuated in this measure by very different mo- 
tives than what they avowed to the world; and 
throughout the whole of this transaction we can 
easily trace the same grovelling spirit. and detestable 
thirst for wealth, which dictated the horrid outrage 
against our countrymen’ at Amboyna. . But the mas- 
sacre, as soon as it was known in Europe, was also 
openly ascribed to the avarice of the governor, 
supported by suchas were deeply indebted to the 
Chinese, who thought that cutting their throats was 
the easiest and most expeditious method of settling 
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accounts; and the Dutch, so far from attemptin to, 
discredit the rumour, rather seemed willing to fre 
themselves, by throwing the odium u . 
nor. He i seized Hn his way hones ortahaall his 
effects, amounting to half a million sterling, ‘and car- 
ried back to Batavia to abide a trial for the shameful 
abuse of his authority, and where he remained a pri- 
soneruntil his death. The 50,000 Chinesé who, it 
is said, continued to waste with fire and sword what- 
ever they met with on the mountains, so far from be- 
ing objects of terror and alarm tothe Batavians, were 
invited by a general ernest to return to the settle- 
ment, and in a short time they became as numerous _ 
aseyer. Order and tranquillity having been.restored 
to the distracted colony by the firm and wise admi- 
nistration of the new governor, the. inhabitants soon 
lost all apprehensions. of any future disturbance. The 
government, however, were afraid lest the perpetra- 
tion of this outrage should excite the indignation of 
the emperor of China, and interrupt the amicable 
correspondence which had long ssubsisted between 
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‘that country and Batavia ; and, in the following year, 

oa 

rat. 

sent deputies t logise for the measure, on account 
of ae aes ‘the case. But the emperor, in- 
‘stead of expressing his horror and displeasure at the 
injuries and insults offered to his countrymen, calmly 

ied, ** that he was little solicitous about the fate 
bjects, who, in the pursuit of lucre, had 

_and had abandoned the tombs 
‘of their ancestors.” The Batavians, having again 
assumed their ancient dominion, continued to exercise 
at with more and lenity. Nothing, how- 
ever, has happened.in the settlement worthy of re- 
‘cording.. From that time it has rather been in a de- 
elining state, and, especially within these 50 years, 
shas considerably fallen th in population and 

. When Sir Geo Staunton visited this 
place, many of the houses were untenanted, which by 
“no means indicates a flourishing colony... The obser- 
vatory formerly erected here is now entirely neglect- 
ted, but the society of arts and sciences, founded un- 
der the administration of De Klerk, still subsists. 
The first volume of its memoirs was printed at Ba- 
tavia in 1779. As Batavia derived its importance 
<more from being the emporium of the Dutch com- 
‘merce in India, than from its own resources, its atc 
amay easily be accounted for by the severe losses whic 
the Dutch have of late sustained in that quarter ; and 
Wwe may with safety assert, that as long as Britain 
Maintains her dominion in the east, Batavia will never 
recover her ancient splendour and mangificence. East 
Long. 106° 51’ 15”, South Lat. 6° 10’.. See Mod. 
Un. Hist. vol. x. p.. 801—568. Stavorinus’ Voy- 

vols. i, and iiis Staunton’s Account of Lord 
riney’s Em to China,.vol. i.. Voyages de 

Nicolas | , aux Indes Orientales, p.214, &c. (p) 
» BATAVIAN Repustic. See Hotianp. 

~ BATCHELOR. See Bacurzor. 
. BATCHESERAI, more properly Baxrcuesr- 
At, or Bacutcuesert, the ancient residence of the 
Khans\of the Crimea, is situated, like Matlock in 
Derbyshire, on the rugged flanks of two high moun- 
tains, and on the interjacent valley, which is watered 
by the rivulet Dshuruk-su. The hanging gardens, 
the towers of the ues, the black Italian poplars, 
the terraces, and bub ling fountains, contribute to 
the beauty of this picturesque town. ‘The principal 
street, which is nearly a, mile and a quarter long, con- 
‘sists of two rows of miserable wooden shops, which 
are kept by Karait Jews, who live at Dschoufoulkale, 
a town about a mile and a half from Batcheserai. 
‘They repair to their shops on horseback every morn- 

ing, and return to their houses in the evening. The 
ce of the Khan is situated in the centre of the 

town near the Dshuruk-su, on the edge of a quay. 
A stone bridge across this rivulet conducts the tra- 
veller to a gate opening into the outer court ; on the 
left hand is a. and handsome mosque which be- 
longed to the m, andfarther on are the stables, 
while the palace on the right. It is’ only 
one story high, having several fronts of different alti- 
tudes, with roofs of various forms. On the slape 
near the palace is a fruit garden, divided into four 
terraces. The cemetery which contains the bodies of 
the khans: and their j ae is behind the mosque. 
‘The favourite residence of the khan was. a magnifi- 
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cent edifice; delightfully, situated beneath a mountain 
on the Hepe of a beautiful vale ; but the wanton bar- 
barity of the Russians was fatally displayed in the total 
destruction of this and the other ornaments of Bat- 
cheserai. The fountains of this city, which amount 
to 75, are seen in every part of the town discharging 
the most limpid water, and the Tartars repair to 
them four times a day to perform the ablutions which 
their religion Are 
_ Batcheserai contains about 31 mosques, a few cut- 
lers shops, a manufactory of red and yellow leather, 
and some of felt carpets. The houses are built of 
wood and ill-baked pci’ having wooden, piazzas 
and sloping roofs of red tile. Population 5776, con- 
sisting of T'artars, Jews, and Arminians.. A full ac- 
count of the palace will be found in Dr Clarke’s 
Travels in various countries of Europe, Asia, and 
Africa, Part i. p. 464—485 ; a work full of new and 
interesting information. See also Travels in the Cri- 
mea, &c. in 1803, by Reuilly, who visited this coun- 
try after Dr Clarke; Pallas’s Tyavels, vol. ii. p- 29. 
and DscnouroutKaLe’. (7) 3 
BATCHIAN, Bacnian, Baxtan, or BAIsAN, 

is the largest of the lesser Moluccéa islands, about 12 
leagues in circumference. It is under the dominion 
of a sultan pensioned by the Dutch, who is likewise 
sovereign of Ouby and Ceram, with Goram, a little 
isle south-east of Ceram, containing 13 mosques, and 
reckoned the most eastern boundary of the Mahome- 
tan faith. This island abounds with all kinds of ani- 
mals, and fruits of every species ; and in tobacco and 
sago, on the latter of which the inhabitants subsist. 
The historian of the conquest of the Moluccas de- 
scribes Batchian as a wild and. desert country, in 
consequence of the indolence and oppression of the 
inhabitants, though, at the same time, capable of high 
cultivation. The cloves of Batchian were once rec- 
koned the best in the Moluccas; but they are no 
longer collected in any quantities. he island con- 
tains a- burning mountain; and immense rocks of co- 
ral decorate its shores, East Long. 125° 5’, and S. 
Lat.0° 25’. (7). 

BATGAN, a city of Hindostan, in the kingdom 
of Nipal, which. forms an immense plain that sepa- 
rates the mountainous tract called Bindachul from 
the extensive Alpine region called Hemachul. Bat- 
an is the third principal city of this kingdom, and 
tes about ten miles south of the capital Caters, 
It is said to contain about 12,000 families ; but this 
estimate is obviously exaggerated, East Long, 85° 
15’, and North Lat. 27° 20’. See Giuseppi Bernini’s 
Account of the Kingdom of Nipal, in the Asiatie 
Researches, vol. ii. p. 308. (Q) : 
BATH, the Agu Solis of the Romans, is a cit 

of England, in Somersetshire. It is beautifully si- 
‘tuated on the river Avon, on the side of a narrow 
valley, bounded by hills on the north, south, and 
south beat, and widening on the north-west into rich 
and extensive meadows. 

After the Romans had reduced to subjection the 
Belgic colonies and the western parts of Britain, 
they were aliured to the spot where Bath now stands 
by the excellence of its situation, and by the warm 

rings which spontaneously flowed from the earth. 
Pistia that they could indulge without trouble or 
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expense in all the luxuries of the warm bath which 
they had enjoyed in their native country, they dig- 
nified the fot springs with the appellation of the 
« Watersof the Sun.” The first detachment of the 
second legion was stationed at Bath; and after the 
successive arrival of other divisions of the Roman 
army, the town increased in’ size till it became the 
principal city in that a of Britain which was sub- 
ject to the Romans. The form of the city was nearly 
pentagonal, having its greatest breadth about 380 
yards, and comprehending an area of nearly 4000 

s. The wall which inclosed it, consisted of 
layers of stone, brick, and terras, about ten feet thick, 
and twenty feet high ; and were flanked with a tower 
at each angle. Two grand streets, intersecting each 
other, and dividing the tit into four parts, termi- 
nated in four gates, facing the cardinal points of the 
horizon. Temples and magnificent baths, the re- 
mains of which were discovered in the year 1755, 
combined to give elegance and splendour to this Ro- 
man station. Bath underwent many changes durin 
the numerous wars and revolutions which mark the 
history of England, but most of them are of too in- 
saree a nature to be detailed in a work like 
this, 

Bath has been long regarded as one of the finest 
towns of England, on account of the beauty of its 
streets and the magnificence of its public buildings. 
The Royal Crescent, which is of an elliptical form, 
and contains thirty houses, forms one af the finest 
assemblage of buildings in the kingdom. A single 
order of Ionic pillars supports the superior cornice, 
and the houses command a delightful prospect of the 
reater part of the city. Queen-square, Marlborough 
e rlaeee Lansdown Crescent, Catherine Place, and 
River Street, are also remarkable for their elegance 
and excellent situation. ‘Ihe old assembly rooms, 
built in 1750, are about 90 feet long, 36 broad, and 
34 high, and enjoy a beautiful prospect of the Avon, 
and the surrounding hills. They are surpassed, how- 
ever, in size and elegance by the new assembly rooms, 
which were o fate. 1771. The ball room is 106 
feet long, 42 feet wide, and 42 feet high. One of the 
card rooms is an octagon, 48 feet in diameter; and 
the other is rectangular, being 70 feet long, and 27 
feet wide. The theatre was designed and erected in 
1768, by Mr Palmer, who obtained his majesty’s 
letters patent for dramatic entertainments. he 
guildhall, of which the foundation stone was laid in 
1760, is a very handsome building; and the common 
council room is adorned with several portraits of pub- 
lic characters. ‘The circus is a grand circular pile of 
uniform buildings, with three openings at ¢ ual dis- 
tances, leading into different streets. "The bbe: of 
the houses are decorated with three rows of columns, 
in pairs, of the Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian orders, 
having the frize adorned with sculpture; and in the 
centre isa reservoir of water, collected from the 
surrounding springs. The General Hospital is an 
elegant building, 100 feet long and 90 deep, and ca- 
pable of accommodating 100 patients. It is sup- 
ported by voluntary contribution, and receives from 
every part of the world any invalids that desire 
benefit from the Bath waters. St John’s Hospital, 
founded in 1180; St Catharine’s Hospital; Bellot’s 
Hospital; the City Dispensary and Asylum; the 

BA TH. 
Casualty Hospital ; the Puerperal, or child-bed cha- ft 
rity ; and the Stranger’s Friend Society, are the other 
wereealint iitelikitioke, which the wealthy inhabi- 
tants of Bath have provided for the relief and comfort 
reise mech ithe Wing 

Besides the public grammar school, ‘and other esta- 
blishments for the instruction of the ignorant poor, 
Bath contains two excellent institutions for the 
motion of science and the arts, The Bath and 
West of England Society was established in 1777, 
by Mr Edmund ‘Rack, for the encouragement of 
Seen manufactures, commerce, and the arts. 

he volumes of its ‘Transactions, which have already 
appeared, evince the st ie institution, and the 
activity of its TS The Philosophical Society 
was established in 1799, for the diffusion of science 
and literature. trl. amy esimnihs f 

The principal churches in Bath are the Abbey 
Church, St James’s Church,’ St Michael’s Church, 
and Walcot Church. The Abbey Church; w 
thas the form of a cross, is about 210 feet long, from 
north-east to west, and 126 from’ neehory south, 
with a breadth of 72 feet. A magnificent tower, 
about 162 feet high, rises from the centre of the 
building, and gives a dignified es ae ‘to this 
beautiful specimen of English architecture. ‘The 
richness of the west window, the arched doorway, 
which forms the western entrance, the roof of the 
building, and the marble monuments within, are ‘de- 
serving of particular attention.’ eabirte whe 

There are here four public baths, viz. the aie: 
Bath, the Queen’s Bath, the Cross Bath, and the Hot 
Bath. The King’s Bath is 65 feet long and 40 broad, 
and contains more than 346 tons of water when it stands 
at its usual height. The spring which fills it rises from 
the centre, and is inclosed by a brass hand-rail of an 
octagonal form, while the whole bath is surrounded 
by a beatutifel colonnade of the Doric order. The 
Queen’s Bath, which is attached to the former, ‘and 
receives its water from it, is a bason 25 feet square. 
The Cross Bath, which was 80 called froma cross 
erected in its centre by the Earl of Melfort, is of a 
triangular form, and is situated at the extremity of 
Bath Street. The Hot Bath, which is about 40 
ards south-west of the King’s Bath, is about 56 
eet square, and is remarkable for the great heat of 

its water, which is 117° of Fahrenheit. Besides 
these there are several private baths, which are not 
‘worthy of particular notice. bi wk el 

The Bath water has a gentle chalybeate taste, which 
completely disap as soon as the water cools. 
The portion of iron which enters into its composi- 
tion, does not exceed a grain in a gallon of water. 
The Bath water is also hard, and besides a little cal- 
caredus earth, arid a small portion of azotic gas, it 
holds in solution a small quantity of silex. It con- 
tains also about 4, of its bulk of carbonic acid. r 
diseases in which the Bath water is supposed to be 
useful, are gout, palsy, rheumatism, and diseases of 
the urinary organs. Bath contains 3619 houses, and 
97,686 inhabitants, of whom 10,521 are males, and 
17,165 females, 6103 bein pedet bt trade. West 
Long. 2° 22',and North Lat. 51°23’. See Phil. 
Trans. 1'767, vol.-lvii. N° 22. Gibb’s Treatise op 
the Bath Waters. Warner’s History of Bath. (7) 
BATH, Kyicurs or THE, an order of knights, 
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» BATE 
‘so called from the ancient custom of. bathing on the 

previous te their installation. _ The origin of this 
rder is almost.as remote as that of the feudal system 

in Europe. It was one of the highest honorary dis- 
tinctions among the ancient Franks, and was confer- 
red, with great solemnity, as at once the reward and 
the pledge of extraordinary purity and virtue. Per- 
sons who were to receive this honour, were obliged 
to perform vigils, ious to which they underwent 
an ablution as em| tical of their resolution to pre- 
serve their minds pure and uncorrupted. At the same 
time, they came under a solemn obligation to brave 

ny danger in the cause of virtue, and to adhere scru- 
ly to the belief in the Trinity, implied in their 

motto, Tria juncta in uno. It seems probable, from 
he discussions of some antiquarians, that this order 

‘ knighthood was introduced into England by the 
Saxons; and Mr Anstishas fully ascertained that Wil- 
liam the Conqueror, and his successors, were in the 

ice of c ing it both in their Norman and 
dominions. It can scarcely be said, however, 

to have been properly instituted in England till the 
accession of Henry 1 «» whé, on the day of his coro- 
nation, conferred that dignity upon 46 esquires. From 

i , ign of ram ee - od 
practice of the kings to create knights o 
at their <a the iesipdensins of the 

_of Wales, and at the celebration, either of 
heir own nuptials, or those of any of the royal family. 

No fewer than 68 knights of the Bath were installed 
by Charles II. at his coronation; but from that time 
the order was discontinued, till it was revived by 
G I, in the 1725. That monarch, deter- 

ined to restore it in more than its former lustre, 
erected it into a regular military order, to consist of 
a grand master, and 36 companions, a succession of 
wi was to be regularly continued. ‘This order 
was to be governed by particular ‘statutes and ordi- 
nances, each of them impressed with a seal engraven 
on, purpose ; having upon one side the figure of the 
king on horseback, and clad in armour, the shield 
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azure, three imperial crowns, or the arms ascribed to 
the renowned king Arthur, with the circumscription, 
Sictirum Honoratissmi Miuitaris Orpinis De 
Baxtyeo; and on the reverse, the same arms impaling 
the royal arms. The officers appropriated to the 
order, are, besides the grandmaster, a dean, genealo- 
gist, king of arms, register, secretary, ushery and mes- 
senger. The dean of the collegiate church of St 
Peter’s; Westminster, for the time being, is ex officio, 
dean of the order of the Bath; the other officers are 
appointed by the grand master, under the seal of the 
order. " 

The badge of this order is a rose, thistle, an 
shamrock, issuing from a*sceptre between three im- 
perial crowns, surrounded with the motto, Tria juncte, 
in uno. . It is,of pure gold, chased and pierced, and 
is worn by the knight elect, pendant from a red rib- 
bon across the right shoulder. The collar is also of 
gold, weighing 30 ounces troy weight, and is com- 
posed of nine imperial crowns, and eight roses, thistles, 
and shamrocks, issuing from a sceptre, enamelled in 
their proper colours, tied or linked together with 17 
gold knots, enamelled white, and having the badge of 
the order pendant from it.. The star consists of three 
imperial crowns of gold, surrounded by the motto 
upon a circle of red, with rays issuing from the silver 
centre forming a star, and is embroidered on the left 
side of the upper garment. ‘The installation dress is 
a surcoat of white satin, a mantle of crimson satin 
lined with white, tied at the neck with a cordon of 
crimson silk and gold, with gold tassels, and the star 
of the order is embroidered on the left shoulder; a 
white silk hat adorned with a standing plume of white 
ostrich feathers, white leather boots, edged and heeled, 
spurs of crimson and gold, a sword in a white leather 
scabbard, with cross hilts of gold. Each knight is 
allowed three squires, who must be gentlemen of 
blood, bearing coat armour. These esquires are en- 
titled duting life to all the privileges and exemptions 

joyed by the esquires of the sovereign’s bod}; or 
gentlemen of the privy chamber. () 

BATHING. 

Bathing. Baruixe, or the act of applying water, under 
<== _ various states and modifications, to the surface of the 

body, is a subject of such acknowledged importance, 
and such general interest, as to demand, in a work on 
miscellaneous literature, a much fuller consideration 
than it has usually obtained. In the present article, 
we endeavour to give as complete and populara 
view of this subject, as is neta with the nature 
and limits of our undertaking. We propose, first, to 
consider the several varieties of baths, and the effects 
which each produces on the human body in its natural 
healthy state; thence to deduce some practical con- 
clusions and precautions on the use of bathing, in 
the preservation of health and the cure of disease ; 
and to conclude with a brief historical sketch of the 
practice of bathing among various nations, both in an- 
cient and modern times. 

The term dath has, by many writers, been employ- 
ed in a very extensive sense, as comprehending not 
only every kind of liquid in which the body can be 
immersed, but air, earth, sand, and other dry mate- 
rials by which it can be surrounded. Thus, we hear 
of baths of milk, whey, broth 5 and if we may credit 
the fables of mythology, and the legends of monkish 
superstition, even human blood has been employed in 
this capacity. When the naked body is exposed for 
a considerable time to the cold air, this is termed the 
air-bath, a tice recommended by J’ranklin and 
others as a substitute for bathing ; and when the naked 
body is surrounded with sand, or half buried in- the 
earth, as has been practised on various occasions, 
both by regular physicians and empirics, it is said 
to be 1 ee | in a sand-bath, or an earth-bath. How- 
ever convenient these terms may be in a medical point 
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Bathing. Of view, they do not seem suited to the general pur- 
—\— poses for which this article is intended ; and we shall 

Varieties 
of baths, 

Ist, In re- 
spect of 
com posi- 
tion. 

2d, In re- 
spect of 
tempera- 
ture. 

old Bath, 

accordingly confine ‘ourselves entirely to those species 
of. pg in which water, under’ some form 
other; is the agent employed.’ ' 
The water of whichbaths are composed may be 

nearly pure, or it may be naturally impregnated with 
various mineral substances; it ‘may be’ possessed of 
‘very different degrees of temperature, from near the 
freezing point to a heat considerably above that of 
the human body ; and it may be applied universally 
to the whole surface, or only partially to particular 
regions. These circumstances constitute the princi- 
pal varieties of baths, which we are now to consider, 

The water which flows in small rivers, brooks, or 
burns, or which fills ponds, lakes, canals, and con- 
duits, and to which recourse is very commonly had 
for the purposes of bathing, may be regarded as nearly 

re, since it céntains but little mineral impregnation. 
ts action on the surface, when of a medium tempe- 

rature, must therefore be little more than that of a 
‘detergent or cleanser. Sea water, which is so com- 
monly used for bathing, contains, besides sea salt, a 
considerable quantity of other saline ingredients, as 
muriate of'niagnesia, and sulphate of lime, the saline 
matters forming more than +4 of the whole weight. 
Many other mineral waters are occasionally used for 
bathing; as. these of Bath in England, Vichy in 
France, and: Pyrmont in Westphalia, which are chaly- 
beate; and Harrowgate in England, Moffat in Scot- 
land, Aix-la-Chapelle in Germany, and Barege at the 
foot of the Pyrenees, which are sulphureous. The 
effects of these baths will. depend on the nature of 
their impregnations, and shall be considered presently. 

By far the most. important varieties of baths are 
those in respect of temperature ; as, from the power 
of conducting-or transmitting heat possessed by wa- 
ter, * and the large volume in which this element can 
be applied, its effect in increasing, and more espe- 
cially in diminishing the temperature of the su x 
and hence that of the whole body, must be consider- 
able. Most modern writers refer the whole effects 
of bathing to the temperature of the bath; and 
though in this they perhaps generalise too much, it. 
must be allowed, that the effects ascribed to. impreg- 
nation are very trifling when compared with those 
which depend on change of temperature. In this re- 
“spect, baths were formerly dividedinto cold and warm ; 
but since the use of the thermometer has become more 
general, four degrees of temperature have been mark- 
ed in baths, arid these are now distinguished into cold, 
tepid or'temperate, warm, and hot. 

The cold bath is that which possesses the ordinary 
temperature of the atmosphere in the temperate cli- 
mates, varying from 32° to about 65° of Fahrenheit’s 
thermometer. Between these degrees we may estimate 
the temperature of most of the natural waters em- 
ployed for bathing. The -water-of pools:and small 

* Weare aware that chemists are not agreed respecting the-manner im which heat is transmitted 

‘ considerable. 
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rivers, indeed, sometimes exceeds 65° ; while that of 
the sea in this climate seldom falls below 40°, and that - ame 
of most springs in this country has’ ge ‘a tem- 
perature ofabout 45°. Tt has been/affirmed; that the 
water of springs that are inclosed'for thé pu of 
private bathing is colder than thatiof ope rs. We 
doubt whether this be’a fact ascertained b’ ex: 
sine suspect the observation to: have arisen 
om the fallacious circumstance of relative sensation. 

The principal natural springs employed for cbld bas - 

by authors. Dr Saunders f ‘fixes the medium temper. 
ature of what he calls the tepid bath, at’ 90° ;: while 
Marcard ¢ denominates a. bath cool, when its tem+ 
perature lies between 65° and-85° ; and:some of his 
commentators chuse to rarrireenen yar this 
range tepid. Per they ma re properly be 
called daeiplerte oe te nels i La 
chiefly apply only to the highest extreme of this 
range, might be omitted altogether. "The temp 
bath is usually artificial}. but there are several natural 
springs of celebrity, which possess a temperature be- 
tween 65° and 85°, and are employed as temperate, 
or tepid baths. Such are the sprmgs at Matlock, 
Buxton, and Bristol hot wells in England: Of these, 
the coolest is Matlock, whose temperature’ does’ nét 
exceed 66°; while that of Bristol is 74°, and Buxton is 
as high'as 82°. i de ial de 

The warm bath, according to Marcard, is that warm 
whose temperature varies from 85° to 97°; while Bath. 
Dr Saunders ranks under this denomination all baths 
whose temperature exceeds 90°. We prefer the 
former definition ; for, as we shall shew immediately, 
the effects of a bath below 98° are so very different 
from those of baths above that temperature, as to re- 
quire an‘accurate discrimination. We do not kno’ 
any mineral spring in this country that can be said to 
conie under the present variety, though Bristol hot- 
well has been remarkedas high as 84°, and the 
Cross-bath at Bath is sometimes &s low as 94°, or 
even 92°. On the continent there are several baths 
of this description, but the most celebrated is that of 

_ Pyrmont. 

thing in this country, are’ those of the Malvern hills in 
Worcestershire, 9 eh urs 

~ "Phe tepid or rate bath; is variously. defined Tepid Bath 

When baths exceed the ordinary temperature of tot Bath. 
the human body, or 98°, they are denominated hot 
baths. It is scarcely possiblé to assign the utmost 
limit of these baths in point of heat, as this must de- 
pend much on the sensations of the patients. An ar- 
tificial hot*bath seldom exceeds 105°, but the heat of 
some natural springs used for hot bathing is ver 

Thus the waters of the King’s-bat 
at Bath are, at a medium, 116°; those of Vichy 
120° ; of Barege 122°; of Borset, in Germany, 132°; 
of Aix-la-Chapelle about 140°; while those of the Ca- 
roline baths at Carlsbad, in Bohemia, are as high &s 
165° The heat‘of the baths at Baden, in Switzer- 

» fluids; some 
attributing the transmission to a conducting power possessed by the fluid, while others explain it ou the principle of intes- 
tine motion in the fluid, by which its particles carry heat to each other. ‘This question w be examined in Our article Cuz- 
misTRy; and in the mean time we shall express ourselves on this head so as.to suit either hypothesis.. 
‘+ ‘Treatise on Mineral Waters, p. 444. 
$ De te Nattre et VUsage dos Bains. French Translation, p. 7. . . we 
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land, is also very great; but those of Pisa, in Italy, 
do not exceed 104°, and are, we believe, the coolest 
of the natural hot baths. 

The vapour bath is a modification of the hot bath, 
and will be considered presently. 

According to the tag uished inte are = 
lo they are usually distingui into gener 
pa at and of these there are several weer 
The term bathing is most strictly applicable to those 
cases where the whole body is plunged or immersed 
in the water. This is the ordinary mode of employ- 
ing both the cold and warm baths; but frequently 
the water is thrown over the body, either from a 
bucket, or by means of an apparatus which causes it 
to descend on the head in a shower, constituting what 
is called the shower-bath. This method is by medi- 
cal writers termed. affusion, and is practised both 
with cold and tepid water with the best effects. See 
Arrusion and Mepicine. 

When the feet are immersed in warm, or tepid wa- 
ter, the bath employed is professionally called pedi- 
luvium ; and when the lower half of the body is im- 
mersed in a similar bath, this is denominated semicu- 

The vapour bath may be employed either-univer- 
sally or partially. It consists in the application of 
steam, brought by pipes from a vessel of boilin 
water, and either admitted to the whole body, esa 
in a chamber for that purpose, or to any particular 
limb, inclosed within a proper apparatus. Sometimes 
this consists of a close-box, made of tin-plate, com- 
municating. with a common boiler, or kettle, by 
means of a tin tube, proceeding from a head resem- 
bling that of a still; but, in particular cases, the box 
has adapted to it an air-pump, for the purpose of ex- 
peusog or gurrizing the air of the vessel before or 
after ay Heh e ‘“ os cary h’s Ac- 
count 9 ar. r 3 and Edinburgh 
Medical and ch A Sse vol. vi. p. $13. : 

Having now examined the general nature of baths, 
and enumerated the most important varieties, we pro- 
ceed to describe the effects which they produce on 
the human body, in its ordinary state of th and 
vigour ; and to point out how these effects may be ad- 
vantageously employed in the prevention or the cure 
of disease. 

The effects of bathing will depend, partly on the 
quality and composition of the water employed, and 
partly on the quantity and mode of application ; but 
more especially on the temperature a the bath. 

Immersion even in simple water, of such a tempe- 
rature as to affect the body with no striking sensa- 
tion either of heat or cold, * is attended with seve- 
ral ad The surface of the skin is freed from 
that scaly sordes, which always collects more or less 
in the healthiest persons ; and hence the pores of the 
skin are opened and relaxed, and the natural perspi- 
ration is promoted ; the limbs are rendered supple, and 

any stiffness which may have been produced by great 
exertion or fatigue is removed. Such an immersion 
has also been found to alleviate thirst ; a clear proof,’ 
in the opinion of most prvicloginy, that a quantity 
of the water is absorbed, or enters»through the skit 
into the circulation. 

If, instead of immersion in tepid water, affusion be 
employed, the general result is much the same, ex- 
cept that, if the body continue exposed to the air 
after the affusion, a sensation of coldness is produced, 
and this in proportion as the air is more favourable 
to evaporation, and, consequently, to the generation 
of cold on the moistened surface. > 

When water of the same medium temperature, but 
impregnated with some mineral substance, is employ- 
ed, it is generally supposed, that the impregnating 
matters produce on the system effects, similar to those 
which would follow their internal exhibition. . That 
this is the case in some instances we shall not deny, 
but, in most. cases, the effect is very trifling, and in 
some scarcely perceptible. Immersion in sulphureous 
tepid waters commonly produces an increased perspi- 
ration ;and a similar use of chalybeate waters, espe- 
cially if these contain any aluminous impregnation, is 
followed by a corrugation of the skin, and an increa- 
sed action of the vessels. These effects. we can rea- 
dily explain, from the absorption of the sulphureous 
gas in the former instance, and the corrugating effect 
of the alum and chalybeate acting as an astringent on 
the skin, and thus producing pressure, and conse 
quent contraction, or acceleration of the fluids, in the 
vessels near the surface ; but that alkaline, or earthy 
salts, should produce any remarkable effect when ap- 
plied in solution in the way of bathing, is not ‘to be 
expected, as these salts cannot, we conceive, thus enter 
the absorbents of the skin. Indeed, that they are 
not absorbed, is evident from the circumstance, that 
even sea-water will allay thirst, merely by wetting 
with it the surface of the body. We are therefore 
disposed to think, that the advantages of sea-water: 
over fresh, as a bath, used rather for health than for 
exercise and recreation, have been much exaggerated. 
In some cases, the salt may certainly act as a gentle 
stimulus on the surface; and this effect will be in- 
creased by heat, friction, or a long immersion ; but in: 
cases where the immersion is only momentary, or: 
where affusion is employed, and where the body is im- 
mediately dried, salt water can have: little more ad~ 
vantage than that of convenience. 

In describing the effects and uses of baths of diffe- 
rent temperatures, we shall begin with the cold bath, 
whose temperature does not exceed 65°, as that. 
which has, in this country, been.most. universally.em-. 
ployed. : 

hen a person, in. the ordinary state of: health, is: 
immersed in the cold bath, he first experiences a ge- 
neral sensation of cold, which is almost immediately. 
succeeded, by as general a sensation of warmth; the: 

* It is proper to remark, that the sensation of heat or cold, which a person may feel on.immersion in water of ‘a medium, 
temperature, will depend on the degree of heat or cold to which his body has previously been exposed ; so that a person much, 
chilled will, on entering such a bath, feel the water warm, while another, who has been much heated by exercise, &c. will 
find it sensibly cool. This is well illustrated by the familiar experiment of immersing one hand in a vessel of very cool water, . 
and the other in one of water that is moderately hst, and then plunging, both at the same instant into tepid water. The- 
eooled hand will feel the tepid water warm, while the heated hand will feel it cool. 
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latter rapidly increasing, so as to: cause the surround- 
ing water to feel of an agreeable temperature. If 
the immersion have been sudden and momentary, and 
the body be immediately dried and covered. from the 
air, the a ble’sensation of warmth continues, the 
whole body feels refreshed and invigorated, and, under 
favourable circumstances, the ‘natural perspiration is 
increased. If, however, the immersion be continued 
for a considerable time, and the water be not near the 
highest range of the tem which we have as- 
igned to the cold bath, the sensation of warmth goes 

» and is followed by numbness and shiverin 
skin becomes pale and contracted ; ‘the vesse 
the surface are evidently diminished in diameter, and 
their contents are either lessened in volume, or pro- 
pelled with greater force. towards: the internal parts. 
The person at drowsy and inactive ; his joints be- 
come’ rigid and inflexible ; his limbs are affected with 
pains and:cramps his:respiration becomes quick and 
irregular; his’ pulse slow and small, but for a time 
firm and regular ; his perspiration is suppressed ; and 

erally a copious discharge of urine takes :place. 
f the immersion be still continued, or if theswater be 

very cold, the pulse gradually ceases at the wrist ; 
the action of the heart becomes weak and languid ; 
a sensation of faintness and coldness of the stomach 
is experienced, followed by a rapid diminution of the 
whole animal heat. At length delirium and torpor 
—_ on, and the person is carried off by a fatal apo- 

plexye 
he the above description, we suppose that the body 

has been suddenly plunged into the water. If, as 
often happens with weak or timid people, the bather 
enters'the bath slowly, and if the water be much be- 
low 60°, the sensation of cold is more: striking ; a 
shivering is produced ; and, as the person advances, 
so as to. make the water rise towards the: belly and 
chest, a shuddering: and convulsive sobbing take 
place, sometimes attended with sickness and head- 
ache. 

When the cold bath is applied by way of affusion, 
its affects are generally more sudden and more tran- 
sient, though, by repeated affusions, they may be in- 
creased and prolonged to any required extent... The 
degree of returning warmth, inthis case, will depend 
on the circumstance of the: body’s being freely ex~ 
posed to the evaporating action of the air, or protect» 
ed from it by proper clothing. 

The increase of animal: heat; which’ so: generally 
follows the sensation of cold experienced on the sud- 
den application of the cold bath, is to be ascribed to: 
thatrre-action of the system which enables it to -resist 
an external impression by which it might he injured. 
This re-action is in proportion to the intensity.of the 
cause by which’it is excited, and to. the vigour of the 
vital powers, of which it constitutes a peculiar effort. 
It is this: re-action of the system which enables the 
body to derive advantage from the application of the 
cold bath; and, where the re-action does not take 
lace, or takes place only in a small degree, the cold 
th has been injudiciously or excessively employed.* 

Hence, where the system has been debilitated by 

; the 
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long continued exertion or disease ; where the tempe- 
rature of the body is below the natural standard; or; === 
where a profuse perspiration has come on, cold bath- 
ing should be avoided. ba 

From what we have now stated, it appears, that 
the use of the'cold bath is attended with three prin- 
cipal effects: a sudden and powerful shock given to 
the body on the first application; a sudden abstrac- 
tion of beat from the surface ; and the re-action of 
the system to counteract the shock, and to restore 
the diminished temperature. In its general and pri- 
mary. effect, therefore, the cold bath acts as a power- 
ful stimulus to, the whole system, and to this effect 
its advantages as a remedy are chiefly to be ascribed. 
It has been disputed, whether, from its abstraction 
of heat, the cold bath can properly be considered as 
a stimulant); but this question, like many others in 
philosophy and physiology, resolves itself into a mere 
verbal quibble, and it is not nec that we should 
here discuss its merits. See Currie’s Medical Reports, 
$d edit. vol. i. p. 73. gia n 

- It has been very commonly supposed, even by 
medical men, that immersion .in the cold bath, when 
the body was considerably heated with exercise or 
other exertion, is a dangerous practice ; and accord- 
ingly it is a general custom with bathers, who find 
themselves overheated, to wait till they are cool be- 
fore they plunge into the bath. This opinion and 
this practice have been examined, and ably contro- 
verted, by Dr Currie of Liverpool, who has shewn, 
both from theory and experience, that the opinion is 
erroneous, and the practice  injudicious. e has 
proved, that while the body preserves a temperature 
above the natural standard of 98°,.and the strength 
is not exhausted, by perspiration and fatigue, the 
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immediate use of the cold bath is not only safe, but , 
salutary ; and he was for some years in the habit of 
directing his infirm patients, to employ such a de 
of exercise, before entering the cold bath, as might 
produce some increased action of the vascular sys- 
tem, with some increase of animal heat. See Me. 
dical Reports, vol. is p. 111. 

From the effects > the cold bath on the healthy 
body, we may deduce the following conclusions re- uses of the 
specting: its employment in the cure of disease : 

The principal advantages to be expected from cold 
bathingyin a medical point of view, are, the reduc- 
tion of excessive heat, and the producing a salu 
re-action of the system. In the former way, it wi 
prove beneficial in all those cases where the tempera- 
tureof the body continues steadily above the natural 
standard : as in ardent fever, the hot stages of inter- 
mittents, the yellow fever of the West Indies; and 
in’ several. febrile diseases, as in the early stages of 
scarlet fever, measles, and»small-pox, so long as there’ 
is no appearance of eruption. . ‘lhe mode of applica- 
tion, in these cases, will depend on the strength of 
the patient ; but, in nal affusion is more advi- 
sable, and more efficacious in reducing the morbid 
temperature, than immersion. Immediately after 
bathing, unless in those cases where the heat is very 
considerably above the natural standard, the patient 

. “ When, after the use’ of the ‘cold bath, a person feels heavy, ‘inactive, or chilly, or find himself affected with headache, or 
tightness across the chest, it is evident that it‘does not agree with him, or that he has continued in it for too long a time. 
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See wae ee placid in bed, andveovere lightly with a 

where: the a agree ranged 
tated, it may be proper to! ‘the body by flan- 
nel, from the pe a and*sudden action of the 
Cold: Sl + a ea 

As ucing a salutary re-action of the system, 
cold hin ‘ie ‘been’ employed with nactin in 
tetanus, or locked jaw ; in those convulsions which 
80 CO affect young children ; in insanity ; and 
in several chronic diseases, particularly chronic rheu- 
matism ' | ; 

Cold bathing is advisable chiefly in summer and 
autumn, and, except in those cases where swimming 
has become habitual, and is borne with impunity, the 
time of immersion should not exceed a few minutes. 
* The cold bath, in all its forms, is inadmissible in 
all those cases where the heat of the body is less 
than natural; where profuse perspiration has come 
on; where there is any considerable degree of ple- 
thora; or unusual fulness of the blood-vessels ; where 
the person is subject to inflammatory affections of 

"the lungs, or any considerable determination of blood 
to the” 3 and where, from ‘constitutional weak- 
hess, or uniconquerable dread, the use of this power- 
ful remedy may be’ productive of unpleasant feelings. 
Its utility in serophula, in which it has been-much 
employed, is at best’ but ambiguous. 
* We cannot dismiss this part of our subject without 
remonstrating, in the strongest terms, against the 
folly and absurdity of that indiscriminate use of cold 
bathing which is so prevalent in this country, and 
which, we are convinced, is daily productive of the 
Most pernicious’ consequences. If we consider the 
great difference that commonly exists between the 
summer atmosphere and the t ture of the sea, 
with the bleak exposed aspect! of many of our water- 
ar 8 a ah the keen wiuds to which the bather is 

‘exposed, we cannot but think, that a great 
number of invalids, delicate females, and young and 
puny children, have been often materially injured in 
their health by an injudicious use of this powerful 
application. (See Saunders On Mineral Waters, 
p. 427.) We would especially caution our readers 

inst an’ indiscriminate and unadvised use of the 
shower bath, from which we have ourselves seen and 

’ experienced ill effects. 
In’entering a bath of a temperature between 85° 

‘and 97°, an agreeable sensation’ of warmth is expe- 
‘rienced’; and this sensation is more striking in pro- 

on’as the body has been previously cooled. If, 
“however, ‘the water be not’ kept’ near the highest 
* of the warm temperature, the sense of increased 
: soon diminishes, leaving only a pleasant feeling of 
“a moderate and natural temperature. The frequency 
of the pulse is always diminished, and this very re- 
markably in those cases where, before immersion, it 
‘was preternaturally increased. This diminution of 
the pulse goes ‘on come continuance in the warm 
bath, though the water be preserved at nearly its ori- 
ginal temperature ; insomuch, that a natural pulse 
‘has, after immersion of an hour and half, been pedicel 
by nearly twenty beats in a minute. ‘T'he respiration 
is rendered slower, and the animal heat is, in most 
cases, diminished. The absolute weight of the body, 
after immersion in the warm bath, is found to be in- 

creased, notwithstanding the perspiration which com- 
monly takes place during immersion ; and the patient 
feels a peculiar languor and desire of repose, though 
the spirits are sek ieateds and any previous irritabili- 
ty allayed. 

It has-been generally thought, that one constant 
effect of the warm bath is to relax and debilitate the 
body ; and, accordingly, it has been most employed 
in cases of preternatural rigidity and contraction. It 
is an observation founded on experience, that moist, 
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warm air produces a relaxation and debility of the . 
living body; and hence it. was natural to conclude, 
that the warm bath should be productive of the same 
effects; but the’ remarks and experiments of Dr 
Marcard. seem to prove, that these preconceived opi- 
nions are founded in error. “He has employed warm 
bathing in a great variety of cases, where the patients 
were either naturally of a weak habit of body, or had 
been debilitated by disease’; and none of them expe- 
rienced. any debilitating effect, but, on the contrary, 
all of them: felt stronger on the days when they used 
the warm bath, and most of them were restored to 
their former strength. In a few cases, however, re- 
laxation and debility have followed the ‘use of the 
warm bath; but these are, perhaps, to ‘be attributed 
to the heat of the bath having been’ too great for the 
constitution of the patient, or the immersion having 
been continued too long. See Marcard De la Na- 
ture et de ? Usage des Bains, p. 14. — 

The affusion of warm water is more effectual than 
immersion in ‘the warm‘ bath in diminishing a morbid 
increase of temperature. It also diminishes the pulse 
and respiration, and produces a tendency to sleep and 
repose. These effects, however, are more transient 
than those’ which follow general warm bathing. 

On the whole it appears, that the stimulant effects 
of the warm bath are very inconsiderable ; and that 
it is useful chiefly in allayiing irritation, diminishing 
morbid frequency of the pulse, and'relaxing and pu- 
rifying the skin. 

Hence the warm bath is likely to be attended with 
advantage in those cases of fever where the héat is 
preternaturally great, but where, from some affection 
of the lungs, or other unfavourable symptom, ‘cold 
bathing is inadmissible ; in the paroxysms of hectic 
fever 5 in several eruptive diseases, attended with in- 
creased heat and dryness of the skin ; in most chro- 
nic eruptions of the skin, where it acts chiefly as a 
detergent ‘and sudorific ; in atonic gout and rheuma- 
tism, accompanied with stiffness and swelling of ‘the 
joints ; in chlorosis ; in slight cases of palsy ; in scro- 
phulous swellings ; in some spasmodic and convulsive 
affections, where the cold bath might prove too vio- 
lent, especially in hydrophobia}; in all those affections 
of the bowels that seem to depend on an irregular or 
diminished action of any part of the alimentary ca- 
nal; and in cases of debility, attended with nervous 
irritation. : 

When this remedy is intended to produce increased 
perspiration, it is best ernployed in the evening, when 
the immersion should not be long continued,.and the 
atient should be removed from the bath to a warm 

Where, however, it is not intended to excite 
sweating, the most proper time is about two hours 
after breakfast. In these cases, the bathing may be: 
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Bathing. protracted to twenty minutes or longer, according to 
“— ~~ the feelings of the patient; and after bathing, gentle 

exercise in the open air should be employed. 
Those cases to which the warm bath 1s less appli-_ 

cable, are principally affections of the lungs, accom- 
panied with great difficulty of breathing, and some 
organic affections of the internal parts. 

he effects of the hot bath differ in several parti- 
culars from those of the warm bath. The sensation 
of heat experienced on entering a bath above 98° is, 
in general, very striking and permanent. The pulse 
is increased in frequency and force; the superiicial 
veins become turgid; the face is flushed; the respi- 
ration quicker than natural, and sometimes hurried 
and laborious; and the perspiration is increased. * 
If the heat of the bath much exceed 98°, or if the 
immersion be continued beyond a few minutes, the 
determination of blood to the head is greatly increa- 
sed; the arteries of the neck and temples throb vio- 
lently ; a sensation of anxiety at the breast, threat- 
ening suffocation, comes on; the person grows giddy, 
and feels a fluttering at the heart. If these warnings 
of approaching danger be not attended to, the bather 
soon becomes insensible, and expires of apoplexy. 

Water of this high temperature is scarcely ever 
employed in the way of affusion; nor is such, an ap- 
plication likely to.be attended with advantage, ex- 
cept in some paralytic affections of the limbs.. In 
these cases it is not. unusual, at Bath and other hot 
springh to pump the hot water on the affected limb. 

y this dry pumping, as it is commonly called, the 
hot water is applied to the affected parts under a 
higher temperature than when it is drawn off into the 
reservoirs commonly employed for bathing. 

From the above account of the effects produced by 
the hot bath, it appears, that this remedy is a power- 
ful stimulus, to be employed only inja few cases where 
the ordinary stimuli, are ineffectual. Accordingly 
it is very seldom resorted to in medical practice, 
and almost the only cases in which the general hot 
iid is employed are those of confirmed and obstinate 

sy. 
. In the use of the hot bath, considerable caution is 
required. ‘The patient should begin with the lowest 
temperature of such a bath, or about 99°, and gra- 
dually increase the heat each successive bathing, ac- 
cording to its effects. The time of immersion | 
be short ; and, on coming out of the bath, great care 
should be taken to avoid sudden exposure to cold. In 
some cases, attended with fulness of habit, it may be 
necessary to bleed or purge before attempting the 
hot bath. 

Effects of | ‘Though the vapour or steam bath may be regard- 
the vapour ed as a modification of the hot bath, its effects are 
san. much less violent; and it has been employed with 

considerable success in cases where the hot bath would 
be attended with danger, It therefore requires our 
particular consideration. 

The most usual mode of employing the vapour 
bath is, as we have said, to expose the naked body in 
a room, into which the steam of hot water may be 
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admitted. This room is generally heated to atem- Bathingy 
perature considerably above that, of the atmosphere, “"W—~ 
and the body is for some time suffered to remain in 
this heated air; the common effect of which:is to in- 
crease its temperature, and accelerate the circulation 
of the blood. After some time the steam is-admit- 
ted, when the former symptoms are removed, anda 
profuse pereinn is produced. This is usual 
promoted by friction, and removal to a warm hed. 
The general effect of this process is, to relax the bo- 
dy, remove obstructions of the skin, alleviate pain 
and spasmodic contractions, aud promote sleep. 

In the vapour bath, the stimulant power of heat is 
modified and tempered by the moisture diffused 
through the air, and as the elastic vapour, like air, isa 
less powerful conductor or transmitter of heat than a 
watery fluid, the effect of vapour in raising the tem- 
perature of the body is,much less than that of the — 
hot bath, Its heating effect is also further diminish- 
ed by the copious perspiration that ensues, so that, 
‘on all accounts, the vapour bath is safer, and in most 
cases more effectual, than the hot water bath. 

For the topical application of steam to the greatest ‘The air 
advantage, the air-pump vapour bath was contrived pump va- 
by Mr Smith; and an account of the apparatus and pour bath-~ 
its effects have been published by Dr Blegborough, 
in a pamphlet to which we have already referred. 
His apparatus consists of a vessel of strong copper 
tinned on the.inside, for inclosing the part to. which 
the vapour is to be applied, and having attached to 
ita bladder, for the purpose of securing it, so as to 
be air-tight. To one end of the machine is fitted a 
pipe that communicates with a portable boiler, in 
which the water is heated by means of a spirit lamp. 
There is also a small air-pump for exhausting the 
machine, when the application is to be made in rare- 
fied air, or after it continued for a proper time, 
A thermometer is adjusted to the apparatus, for 
shewing the temperature of the included air, r 

This apparatus acts on the principle of removin 
the pressure of the atmosphere from the part affected, 
while moist and heated air or vapour is applied to it. 
Hence, it combines the actions of dry-cupping and 
fomentation, each of which is occasionally employed 
with advantage in several morbid affections. 

The cases to which this vapour bath seems best fegical 
adapted,.are chiefly gout, both acute and atonic ; uses of the 
acute rheumatism, palsy, several, affections of the vapour 
skin, as leprosy and ulcers, and white swelling of the bath. 
joints. It is also recommended in female obstructions, 
chilblains, tetanus, and dropsy, and has proved high- 
ly efficacious in inflammations, of the stomach and 
bowels. The usual mode of application is, to foment 
the part affected, by means of the steam admitted in- 
to the body of the machine, for a time propertiqness 
to the nature of the case, commonly from half an 
hour to three quarters, and then to exhaust. the ma- 
chine by means of the air-pump, which generally oc- 
cupies another quarter of an hour. 
i the employment of the general vapour bath, it. Cautiots. 

is evident that its first effects would be attended with 

* The hot bath is described as increasing the perspiration; but this effect can take place on the immersed part of the body, 
enly in the lowest degrees of the hot bath. The parts exposed to the air, indeed, will perspire, but the general perspiration 
can scarcely take place till after quitting the bath. 
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danger in’a plethoric’ state of the body, or where 

is nuchal termination to the head. In such 
cases, previous steps must be taken to remove ple- 
thora, or relieve the head. 

' Though the external use’ of water, for the pur- 
of cleanliness and healthy exercise, must have 

n common among all nations, and in every age; 
the practice of bathing as a luxury, or a remedy, ap-, 
pears to indicate considerable progress towards re- 
finement and civilization, and has been almost entire- 
ly ‘confined to the polished nations of Europe and 
Asia. In the earliest records of antiquity, indeed, 
mention is made of bathing, either as a religious ce- 
remony, or as the means of fortifying the Hate 4 
against the hardships and fatigues of war; and wit 
these views the cold bath alone appears to have been 

The practice both of general bathing and partial 
ablution, formed a of the Mosaic institution ; 
and the precepts delivered on that head were evidently 
juterided to promote cleanliness among a people who 
seem to have been peculiarly subject to leprosy and 
other diseases of the skin. (See Levit. xv. &c.) 
Washing the hands and the feet before and after 
meals, was an established custom among the Jews; 
arid we find our Saviour reproved by the Pharisees 
for sitting downto meat with unwashed hands. On 

~ various occasions, bathing is mentioned in the scrip- 

Among the 
Greeks ; 

tures as a remedy for diseases; and it is probable that 
the famous pool of Bethesda, in which so many lame 
and diseased persons were healed, was nothing more 
than a natural warm bath. It is certain, that in the 
days of David and Solomon, the custom of bathing 
had become a luxury among the Jews, though it was 
probably never carried among that people to the 

tt at which we shall immediately observe it 
among the Greeks and Romans.* 
Among the Greeks, bathing was practised, even as 

a luxury, before the time of Homer, or in what have 
been the heroic ages. Frequent allusions are 
made in the works of that immortal poet to this 
luxury ; and it appears that the baths were supplied 
chiefly with warm or tepid water, which in most cases 
-was poured on the body by attendants. Thus Venus 
is described in the Odyssey as flying, after the public 
disgrace she had sustained in the discovery of her 
amour with Mars, to the groves of Paphos, where 
she is laved by the Graces; and the improvement pro- 
duced by the bath on the native beauty of the god- 
dess, is particularly remarked, Sce Homer’s Odyssey, 
lib. viii. v. 362. 
“While at the court of Alcinous, Ulysis is de- 

scribed as laved by attendant nymphs, and in the 
tenth book of the Odyssey, the whole process of 
bathing that hero, at the court of the enchantress 
Circe, is minutely described. (Id. lib. x. v. 358.) 
It appears from this passage, that it was usual in 
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those early ages to anoint the body with oil or un- 
guents, afer the warm bath. : 

Among the Spartans, cold bathing was particularly 
practised; and bathing and swimming formed a part 
of the gymnastic exercises inculcated on the Spartan 
youth by the laws of Lycurgus. It is probable, how- 
ever, that in later times the Spartans also employed 
the warm or vapour bath, as the term daconicum, ap- 
plied to the stove used in the warm bath among the 
Romans, is evidently derived from Laconia.+ 

Cold bathing and swimming were practised by the 
Roman youth as part of their exercises in the Campus 
Marius, and the latter commonly terminated the foot 
race, The youthful candidates for the prize in this 
exercise, directed their course towards the banks of 
the Tiber, and after the violent exertion of ruining, 
plunged headlong into the stream. This they were 
accustomed to’cross twice before the contention end- 
ed; and it was usual to anoint the bodies of the 
swimmers before the contest, a practice which would 
have the effect of diminishing the action of the cold. 
See Horace, Od. lib. i. ode 8. ; and Satyr. lib. ii. 

In the later periods of the Roman empire, when re- 
finement and luxury had arrived at the highest pitch, 
the custom of warm bathing generally prevailed 
among the more wealthy citizens, and the most mag- 
nificent and extensive apartments for the exercise of 
this luxury were constructed by the emperors and no- 
bles. Many remains of these splendid edifices still 
exist, and afiord us admirable specimens both of the’ 
architecture and refinement of the Romans, In the 
public baths there were sometimes six apartments, 
and seldom fewer than five. The first of these was 
called eeecaxtiins where the bathers undressed, and 
deposited their clothes, whence it was also called spo- 
liatorium. In the ordinary baths this apartment was 
wanting. The second room in the most complete, 
and the first in the ordinary baths, was the jrisidari- 
um, or apartment for the cold bath. Where there 
was no apodyterium, the bathers undressed in this 
room, whether they were to use the cold or the warm 
bath. The third apartment was the tepidarium, so 
called, not because it contained the warm bath, but 
because it was warmed to a moderate temperature, to 
serve as an intermediate room between the warm and 
cold baths, thus diminishing the dauger of sudden ex- 
posure to the air, after warm bathing. In the fourth 
room, called /aconicum, was placed a stove for heating 
theair of the room ; and here those who were to use the 
warm bath remained for some time before immersion, 
and were anointed after warm bathing, or before enter- 
ing the cold bath. The fifth apartment was the-proper 
balneum, or warm bath, and was usually made sufficient- 
ly large to contain several bathers at the same time. It 
was furnished with a gallery, where those who waited 
for their turns in the Bath might walk, and was light- 
ed by a single window, placed immediately over, or 

* It appears, from a remarkable passage in the second book of Kings, that the practice of bathing as a remedy for cutane- 
ous diseases, was well understood among the nations in. the neighbourhood of Judea, and that certain rivers were celebrated 
for their medicinal properties in this respect. Thus Naaman the Syrian, when desired by Elisha to bathe in Jordan for the 
cure of his leprosy, exclaims, ** Are not Abana and Pharpar, rivers of Damascus, better than all the waters of Israel? May 
1 not wash in them and be clean?” 2 Kings, v. 12. 
_ + Mareard appears to have been mistaken, when he speaks of laconium being employed by the later Grgeks to signify the 
eold bath, as various passages in the Roman poets shew, that by the Romans, who borrowed their principal refinements from 
"the Greeks, the word was used in the sense which we have given it in the text. See in particular, Martial, lib. vi, Epig. 42, 
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opposite to, the alveum, or receptacle for the warm 
water, The sixth and last apartment, called eleothe- 
rium or unctuarium, seems to. have formed a sort of 
closet for containing the oils or unguents with which 
the bathers were anointed. Below the building was 
a furnace called hypocaust or su ra, for heating 
the several warm apartments, a probably the water 
employed in the warm bath. 

These structures were called therma, and were 
yery numerous in the capital of the Roman empire. 
The construction of public baths appears to have 
commenced under Augustus, and to have been intro- 
duced by Mecznas his favourite, It was soon carried 
to an astonishing height; and the erection of baths, 
where the Sieple might be accommodated gratis, be- 
came, an established and successful method of gaining 
their affections. According to Fabricius, there were 
in Romenot fewer than 856 public baths, some of 
which were sufficiently large to contain at once 1800 
persons. The most celebrated of these were the 
baths of Caracalla, Dioclesian, and Titus, the remains 
of which still exist, to'testify the magnificence of their 
founders. * 

Though we have denominated the therme of the 
Romans, warm baths, it appears from many passages 
in Seneca and Martial, that their temperature was so 
high as to entitle them to the appellation of hot baths, 
(Mart. Epig. lib. iii. 25.) The use of very hot baths 
had become excessive during the reigns of Adrian and 
Severus ; but about the time of Galen they had fal- 
len into disrepute. 

Bathing appears to have been an established cus- 
tom, as an article both of diet and luxury, among the 
Asiatics at a very early period ; but it became uni- 
versal ‘among the followers of Mahomet, after the pro- 
mulgation of the Koran. The precepts on this head, 
like many others of the Arabian prophet, appear to 
have been borrowed from the law of Moses, and they 
were readily adopted from their congeniality with the 
manners and customs of his diaeiples. The Maho- 
metans consider bathing as a necessary of life ; and, 
besides the numerous public baths erected in their 
cities, and even villages, almost every family of dis- 
tinction has bathing apartments within their own dwel- 
lings, for their private accommodation: These consist 
of two small chambers communicating with each 
other, and usually joined to the house by a small room 
in which the bathers undress. ‘The passage between 

’ the two chambers is secured by double doors lined 
with felt, inclosing between them a space where the 
bathers may stop, before they enter either chamber 
from the other. The chambers are heated by a fur- 
nace below the innermost apartment ; and over this 
furnace is placed a cauldron that is immediately un- 
der the marble floor of the apartment, and from which 
proceed several pipes through the walls of the cham- 
ber, some for conveying the heated water to the bath, 
and others communicating with the cupola that forms 
the roof of the apartment. Thus the room is heat- 
ed on all sides; and the heat produced is ‘so great, 
that the bathers are obliged to employ high wooden 
sandals to preserve their feet from the burning floor. 

* 

BATHING. 
Notwithstanding this great heat,’ and the’ profuse 
perspiration which it occasions, the women are accus- 
tomed to pass several hours in these private baths. 

The public baths are on a similar construction, 
though on a larger scale, and the outer apartment is 
generally open at the top. In this the bathers un- 
dress, gird a napkin round their loins, and put on a 

5 aed of sandals; they then enter a narrow “4 
eated to a moderate degree, and extending for about 

twenty paces between the outer apartment and the 
bath. ‘This is a spacious vaulted apartment, with a 
small hall next the passage, having four closets round 
the centre. The floor'is spread with mats or cloths, 
on which the bathers repose, with their heads sup- 
ported by small cushions; and in this position 
are subjected to the heated vapour, which rises on 
sides of the bath. ‘When this begins to excite per- 

lather, which finishes the bathing. After bathing, it 
is customary to rub over certain parts of the body a 
particular paste ‘or ointment, which acts as a depila- 
tory, for depriving those’ parts of hair, Savary’s 
Travels, yol. i. p. 146. be tty 
The Arabians or Moors, who conquered Spain and 

other parts of Europe, carried with them their 
dilection for warm bathing ; and the Moorish anti- 
quities still existing in those countries, exhibit some 
excellent models of artificial baths. In particular, the 
palace of Alhambra in Granada, contains a magnifi- 
cent bason, which might be used either for cold or 
warm. bathing, besides smaller apartments for odorific 
fumigations. See ALHAMBRA, © 1) 2 £ 

Few of the nations of moderh Etrope have prac- 
tised warm bathing to any considerable extent, though 
among all of them the cold bath has been generally 
employed as a favourite and healthy exercise. In the 
west and north of Europe, warm bathing was scarce- 
ly practised prior to the 17th century, aud the cus- 
tom is only gradually advancing in France and Eng- 
land. Within the last: thirty years, artificial baths, 
both for cold and warm bathing, have been construct- 
ed in various parts of this island. In no of Eu- 
rope, however, are warm and hot bathing so general as 
in Russia and Hungary.. In ret gl all 
ranks employ the luxury of what is the sweat- 
ing bath, which nearly resembles the hot baths of 
the East. es Fae A 

‘Various accounts have been given of the Russian 
baths, but we believe none is more accurate than that 
of Dr Sanches, first et pe to the late empress 
Catharine, inserted in the 25th volume of the Jour 
nal de Physique, with which we shall conclude this 
article. 

The baths are erected as near as possible to a 
plentiful supply of water arid wood, these being the 
most necessary articles for their consumption. en 
the ground is marked out, two parallel trenches are 

* For a particular account of the Roman baths, we may refer to Vitruvius, Seneca in his Epistles, and Pliny in his Ne- 
ural History. An account of the Grecian baths is also furnished by Vitruvius, and by Lucian in his Hippias. 
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' When the room is 
becomes 

the two trenches; the rth of each wall being 
about 18 English feet, and the height 10 or 11 feet, 
A furnace is placed, the pegs supplied 
with wood, vaulted like an oven, and lined with 
stones, that become red-hot by the fire within, and 
thoroughly heat the air. T'wo or three stages arer 
placed round the room, one above the other, three 
or four feet distant from the furnace ; and on these 
lie the bathers, to receive the heat of the stone, The 
floor of the bath forms an inclined plane, at the 
bottom of which is a small pipe, for carrying off 
through the trenches the water that has been. used. 
Such is the construction of the public baths, from 
which those of private families differ only in having 
better accom: tions, and a chamber for the bathers 
to se after bathing. 
The baths are entered when the wood, with which 

the furnace is supplied, is nearly burnt to ashes; and 
he chimney is ches closed, so as to render the heat 

of the room almost intolerable to those who are not 
accustomed to it. The bathers enter the room quite 
naked. In the private baths, some water is generally 
thrown upon the stones of the furnace before enter- 
ing them; but, in the public baths, the common 
people expose themselves to the burning heat, lying 
on the stages where it is the most intense. The 
great heat at first often, produces violent headache, 
and great thirst, to relieve which great draughts of 
cold water are sometimes taken, though (as br San- 
ches remarks) to the great injury of the constitution. 

iently heated, and the warmth 
mes troublesome, cold water is poured upon the 

hot flints around the furnace ; this is instantly con- 
verted into vapour, and fills the whole room ; and the 
water is renewed wheneyer the vapour begins to 
clear away. This excites in the bathers a most co- 
pious sweat, which they keep up by renewing the 
steam, and by friction of the whole body with the 
downy leaves of the lime tree rubbed with soap. 
The Foue being finished, the bathers cool them- 
selves by pouring buckets of cold or tepid water 
over their bodies, or, what is more common, by 
plunging into a pond that is always near the bath, 
or, in winter, rolling inthe snow. They then dress, 
and return to their respective occupations. The 
same general process is pursued jin, the private baths, 

it that there the bathers retire to the small room 
adjoining the bath, where they recline on beds till the 
sweating be over, and often sink into a profound sleep, 
Cold bathing in the sea is also practised by the 
Russians ; and the bathers here seem to pay very little 
regard to or decency. We are assured by: 
Mr M‘Gill, that, at the Russian ports on the Euxine, 

penlcty leasures of their favourite pastime. 
See M‘Gill’s Travels in Turkey, 8c. vol. i. 

On. the subject. of this article, see Floyer and 
Baynard on Bathing, and Hot and Cold Baths ; 
Marcard Uber die Natur und den Gebrauch der Ba- 
der, published at Hanover in 1793; or Parant’s 

Waters, chap. vi. ; Currie’s Medical Reports on the 
Effects of Water, 3d edit. vol. i. ; and a T'reatise on 
Cold and Warm Bathing, lately published at Edin- 
burgh. See also Clarke’s Travels, vol. i.; and Wa- 
ring’s Tour to Sheeruz.. (/f) 

ATHS. See Civit ArcHIrectuRrE. 
BATHURST, Auten, Earl Bathurst, was born 

in Westminster in the year 1684. His father was 
Sir Benjamin Bathurst of Pauler’s pie! ; and his 
mother was Frances, daughter of Sir Ailen Apsley 
of Apsley. Having completed his grammatical edu- 
cation, he was entered, at 15 years of age, in Trinity 
college, Oxford, of which his: uncle, the celebrated 
Dean Bathurst, was then president. Under the di- 
rection of this eminent scholar, he acquired that ele- 
gance of taste by which he was so much distinguish- 
ed; and successfully applied his mind to those more 
solid attainments, which are requisite to form the 
character of a statesman. When he was only: 21 
years of age, he was called to the service of his coun- 
try, as member for the borough of Cirencester, which 
he continued to represent in two successive parlia- 
ments. He distinguished himself by his spirit’ and 
eloquence in the debates respecting the union between 
England and Scotland, of which measure he wasa 
firm supporter ; and was also of great service to Har- 
ley and St John, in their opposition to the Duke of 

Iborowgh. Amidst the numerous changes, how- 
ever, which were made in the public offices, after the 
dissolution of the Whig ministry, he acceptedno place 
under government ; but, in the 1Oth year of Queen 
Anne’s reign, when the administration brought 12 
new lords into the Upper House in one day, fe was 
created a peer, by the style and title of Lord Ba- 
thurst, Baron Bathurst of Battlesden. 

Upon the accession of George I, when Lord Ba- 
thurst’s political friends were in disgrace, his attach- 
ment remained unshaken; and he did not hesitate to 
lift his yoice in opposition to the measures which 
were adopted against them, and which he regarded as 
most vindictive and severe. The first of his speeches 
mentioned in the common accounts of public transac- 
tions, was in Feb. 1717, on the bill for preventing 
mutiny and desertion ; and, from that time, he took a 
distinguished part in every important measure, which 
came before the House of Lords. He was one of the 
most eminent leaders, in that House, of the opposition 
which was made to Sir Robert Walpole ; and the ge- 
neral tenor of his political sentiments may be made 
apparent by the following short statement of the 
principal measures which te advocated or opposed. 
He strongly resisted the act for septennial parliaments 
in 1716, and was one of those, who entered their rea- 
sons of dissent from that bill. He was very favour- 
ble to the plans, which were proposed for relieving the 
scruples of the Quakers respecting oaths ; and was a 
zealous advocate of Bishop Atterbury, in all the pro- 
ceedings against that ingenious prelate. In Feb. 
1730, he strenuously supported the bill, which pro- 
hibited pensioners from sitting in the House of Com- 
mons; and in May following moved an address to the 
king, praying hd the discharge of the 12,000 Hes- 
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Bathurst. sian troops, then in the pay of Great Britain; theugh 
‘1 he afterwards, in 1743, vindicated the propriety of 

continuing the Hanoverian troops, on account of the 
peg rie critical situation of affairs at that time. 

e opposed the bill for reviving the salt duty, as an 
undue taxation upon the poor; supported the Earl 
of Oxford’s motion for reducing the standing army ; 
and vindicated the utility of a national militia, as the 
most proper and constitutional defence in a free coun- 
try. He constantly resisted all application of the 
yng 3 fund to any other purpose than the liquida- 
tion of the public debts. In the transactions which 
took place respecting the Spanish depredations, he 
bore an active part in arranging the conduct of those 
who were in power ; and particularly exerted himself 
in the memorable debate upon an address to the king, 
for the removal of Sir Robert Walpole from his 
councils and presence for ever, 

In 1740 Lord Bathurst was chosen a privy coun- 
sellor ; and in 1757 was appointed treasurer to the 
Prince of Wales. Upon the accession of his present 
majesty ‘in 1760, he was continued in the privy coun- 
cil ; and, as he declined, on account of his advanced 
age, to accept of any public employment, he received 
a pension of £2000 per annum. He spent the re- 
mainder of his life in dignified retirement, employing 
himself chiefly in agricultural improvements, and other 
rural relaxations. The following extract from one of 
his letters to Dr Swift, furnishes a very pleasing pic- 
ture both of his lordship’s country occupations, and 
of his amiable disposition of mind :—* I haye enter- 
ed upon a new scheme of life, and am determined to 
look to my own affairs a little. 1am now ina small 
farm-house in Derbyshire ; and my chief business is 
to take care, that my agents do not impose upon my 
tenants. I am for Bt them all good bargains, 
that my rents may be paid, as long as any rents can be 
paid; and when the time comes, that there is no mo- 
ney, they are honest fellows, and will bring me in 
what corn and cattle I shall want.”” He had married 
very early in life, Catherine, the daughter and heir of 
Sir Peter Apsley, his maternal uncle, by whom he 
had four sons and five daughters; and he lived to 
see his eldest surviving son several years lord high 
ehancellor of Great Britain. He retained his activity 
and vivacity to the last; and died, after a few days 
illness, at his seat near Cirencester, in the 91st year of 
his age, on the 16th of Sept. 1775. 

Earl Bathurst was considered, even by his contem- 
poraries, as one of the most consistent and disinterest- 
ed public characters of the period in which he lived ; 
and is represented, as having chosen his principles of 
‘overnment so happily from what was commendable 

in both parties, that, upon whatever side he spoke, he 
was never observed to lean to the extremes of either. 
His abilities and integrity gained him the esteem even 
of his political adversaries ; nor was he, on the other 
hand, insensible to the merits of many of his opponents ; 
but often treated them, when divested of their public 
offices, with so much delicacy and tenderness, as to 
secure their personal friendship and regard. He was 
distin sighed tn private life by humanity, politeness, 
and cle ance of manners ; and was always accessible, 
hospitable, and beneficent. He was intimately ac- 

: 1 
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quainted with the most eminent literary characters, Batis,” 
who adorned the beginning of the 18th century > ma- 
ny of whom were happy to cultivate his friendship, 
and proud to have the | tin of his correspondence. ' 
To. Lord Bathurst Mr Pope addressed one of his 
Epistles. on the use of riches ; and the following lines 
from that poem may be given as a very good summa- 
ry of his ship’s character, as well asa very suit 
able conclusion to this sketch of his life ; 

The sense to value riches, with the art 
T’enjoy them, and the virtue to impart, 
Not meanly nor ambitiously pursu’d, 
Not sunk by sloth, nor rais’d by servitude ; 

To balance fortune by a just expence, 
Join with economy magnificence ; 
With splendour, charity : with plenty, health : 
Oh! teach us, Bathurst! yet unspoil’d by wealth ! 
That secret rare, between th’ extremes to move, 
Of mad good nature, and of mean self love, 

(9) 
BATIS, a genus of plants, of the class Diceciay’ 

and order Triandria. See Borany. (w) aed 
BATNIANS, the inhabitants of a country in the 

north-east of Hindostan, bounded on the north by 
the Pendjab, and the river Setiedge, and on the east 
by the district of Hurrianah, on the west by the De- 
sert, and on the south by the Beykaneer. The ter- 
ritory of the Batnians is about 75 geographical miles 
wide from east to west, and 150 long from north to 
south. The cultivated part of the country extends 
along the banks of the Cuggur, from Futtahbad to 
Batnir, the capital. The inundation of the country 
by the streams with which they are traversed, occa- 
sions an uncommon fertility in the soil, and enables it 
to produce wheat, rice, and barley, in great quantities. 
The higher parts of the country produce the grain 
which is common throughout India; but in the other 
districts, where they are deprived of water, the soil is 
extremely barren. oy rh 

Batnir, the capital of the district, and the resi- 
dence of its rajah, is about 200 miles west of 
Delhi, and 40 miles south of Batinda. The other 
cities are Arroah, Futtahbad, Sirsah, and Ranyah; 
and these, with the numerous villages around, contain 
a population sufficient to furnish an army of 20,000 
men, without any injury to agriculture. For some 
years past, however, the colgean of the Batnians 
to the countries west of Auhd, has considerably re- 
duced the population. Though the territory of the 
Batnians is separated from the countries west of the 
Indus by an extensive desert, about 100 miles in 
length, they often venture in bodies across this track- 
less waste, to invade the territories which it bounds. 
Furnished with all the implements of war, and having 
their camels loaded with bread, water, and other provi- 
sions, which they deposit in different parts of the de- 
sert, they select guides, whose orders are implicitly 
obeyed during the journey, but who lose all their autho- 
rity as soon as they reach the frontier of their enemies. 
In this adventurous march the guides conduct them- 
selves by the sun during the day, and by the pole 
star at night ; and in cloudy weather, without any of 
these bodies to direct them, they frequently reach the _ 
very spots where their provisions are deposited, though: 
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Batrachoi- sometimes they lose their way; and return to the very 
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t from w they seteut. 4 
PThe Batnians o cruel, and ferocious.’ 

are robbers from. their i *; and rue 
they meet with no resistance, they do not scruple to mur- 
aah the unhappy victims whom they: plunder. “The 
rajah himself in the booty of his subjects.: 
Tn their expeditions to the territories. of Sahib-Sing, 
Loll:Sing, and Bang-Sing, celebrated chiefs one 
the Seiks, ,they he erally been successful ; 

‘baec'slhedoataly gil. waite the country, of the 
ians, the district. of Hurrianah,"and the pro- 

vince of Beykaneer. |. (fh eaeread se woos 
» The Batnian women are allowed to appear in pub- 
lic unyeiled ; and, sore gage As of the chiefs, thep 
are permitted to remain in the company of the men, 
whose flocks they tend. The Batnians are Mahome- 
tans. ‘They smoke tobacco toa great degree ; and 
in all their occupations they are never seen without 
their huhka in their mouth. «The: Batnians-import 
white cloths, sugar, and cloth ,:and! export: horses, 
buffaloes, camels, and their ne ecm ees (@) 

, BATRACHOIDES, in Zoology; 'a genus of jus 
ular fishes! established by Lacépede to comprehend 
gadus tace and blennius raninus of Linneus. See 

Ionruroboey., -(, } nr ; iri - 
» BATRACHIA, (Fr. Baraactens,) in Zoolo- 
gy» an order of reptiles, established'by the French na- 

7 tell iy 

turalists, and adopted in Macartney ( Art. Cras- 
SIFICATION in Rees’ Cyclopedia,) to comprehend those 
tribes, which, like the frogs, have a naked body; and 
either two. or four feet. See. Herprevotocy ; and 
Dumeril, Traité Elementaire d’ Histoire Naturelle, 
tom. ii. SD). + Bot +e? ; Tl ; 

» BATTA, a.country/in Sumatra, whose inhabitants 
are ‘Anthropophagists. Mr Marsden maintains, that 
the Battas-eat-human flesh as a kind of ceremony, to 
shew their detestation of some particular offences, and 
that the practice was confined only to prisoners of war, 
and to persons condemned for crimes ; but our inge- 
nious countryman, Dr Leyden, who visited Sumatra 
in 1805, gives a'very different statement. ‘Whena 

-- man becomes infirm,” he observes, “and weary of 
the world, he is said to invite his own children to eat 
him, in the season when salt and limes are cheapest. 
He then ascends a tree, round which his friends and 
offspring assemble; and as they shake the tree, join 
in a funeral dirge, the import of which is, «¢ The sea: 

_ son is come; ‘the fruit is ripe and it must descend.” 
The victim descends ; and those that. are nearest and 
dearest to him deprive him of life, and devour his re- 
mains’ in a solemn: banquet.’ The Battas of Sumatra 
have books whieh consist of bambcoos, or the branch 
of a tree; 3 which they write with the point of.a 
dagger There, are nineteen letters in the Batta-alt 
phabet, which ip written from bottom to top, in a way 
the very reverse of the Chinese. See Marsden’s Ac- 
count of Sumatra\s and Leyden on the Languages and 
Literature of the Indo-Chinese Nations, in the Asiatic 
Researches, vol. x. (yr 
. BATTALION, Miurrary Tacrics. 
\ BATTERING Ram. See Ram. 
» BATTERY. Sce Exzcrnicrry; Fortiicarion, 
aud GaLvanis. : sil eee ' 
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f BATTLE: Th a military sense, a battle implies’ Battle. 
the encounter of two hostile armies, accompanied yy vee 
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mutual slaughter, and contending for some important 
object. .The bad passions of meu have ever been the 
cause of animosities and quarrels, which, among the 
individuals of civilized society, are generally decided 
according to certain laws catblished for the welfare 
of the community. But when differences arise among 
nations, there is no tribunal to appeal to, and the 
matter in dispute is often determined by force: of 
arms..'They collect a number. of men'together, whom 
they equip with the instruments of destruction, and 
hence »form what) are called: armies. When ‘these 
armies are brought in contact, and each endeavours 
to destroy the other, theit efforts for that purpose, 
constitute what is denominated a battle. 

In early times, a battle was'a fierce tumultuary 
contest, the issue of which depended upon the physi- 
cal strength of the combatants, because armies were 
then) an ass¢mblage of men, without order or disci- 
pline. But when arts and civilization had made some 
progress. among mankind, the military system was 
improved, and battles were conducted with regularity, 
and subjected to certain rules, that taught men to de- 
stroy their species ina more dexterous manner than 
formerly, or, in other words,.armies were trained to 
the art of war, which gave them adecided superiority 
éver an undisciplined, multitude... The formation, or 
mode of drawing'up dn army in the field of battle, is 
ah important brace ‘of military science, as a victory 
orya-defeat may ensue from the proper or improper 
disposition of ihe troops. It is, therefore, the busi- 
ness of the commander to arrange the squadrons and 
battalions of his army in such a manner, asito join 
battle with the gréatest»possible advantage.. 
-- The first thks circumstantially recorded, is that Battle of 
of 'Thymbray between the:Persians and Lydians, with Thymbra. 
théir respective allies, commanded by Cyrus and Cree- 
sus.. The army of the former: consisted of 196,000 
horse and foot, armed with cuirasses, bucklers, pikes, 
swords; bows, and ‘slings,’ besides chariots. with 
seythes, and moveable towers containing archers. 
Cyrus ‘drew up his army in five: lines, with the ca- 
valry on the flanks... The heavy armed infantry were 
placed in the’ first line, ‘twelve deep ; in the second, 
the spearmen, light armed ; in the third, the archers; 
in the fourth, troops similarly armed as the first line, 
intended to support the preceding lines, and asa corps- 
de-reserye ; and in the fifth; the moveable towers. 
The: armed chariots »were, divided into three small 
bodies; oneof which was placed in front, and the 
other ‘two were;stationed on the; flanks of the lines. 
Croesus? army. was twice as numerous as the Persian, 
and was,drawm up intone line, 30 men in depth, with 
the: exception 3 the Egyptian forces, which were 
stationed. in the centre, and adhered to-their accus- 
tomed ordér of battle. They were formed in square 
battalions, consisting of 10,000 men, with proper in- 
teryals. between each battalion. ‘The cavalry were 
stationed on) the flanks of the, lines. ‘When Croesus 
observed that: his front extended so far beyond that 
6£ the army of Cyrtis, he halted the centre and ad- 
vaneed the. flanks, that they might inclose the Per- 
sians, But. Cyrus’ cavalry and. chariots: briskly at- 

2x 
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tacking them, they were. dispersed. The Egyptian 
battalions, however, pressed forward, and drove the 
Persian lines up to their machines, but their flanks 
and rear being unprotected, they were exposed to 
the attacks of the victorious wings of the Persian 
army, and finally compelled to surrender, which ter- 
minated the battle. 

The sek of this battle is no where to be found, 
but in Xenophon’s Cyropedia, which is a philosophi- 
cal saalancoa But it. probably bears i tn ~ 18 
tion to truth, that the incidents narrated in a modern 
work of that class bear to the real occurrences in 
‘life; and it may contain a faithful description of the 
Persian method of forming an army for battle in the 
age of Gyrus, with which Xenophon must have been 
well acquainted. We therefore discover, that by the 
Persian order of battle, the cavalry were placed on 
the flanks, and the infantry drawn up in lines, accord- 
ing to the nature of the weapons-with which they 
were armed, andthe efficacy that was to be expected 
from) them in action. The first line consisting of 
heavy armed troops, using the short pike and scymi- 
tar; the second, light armed, with javelins, which 
‘they could project over the first line; the third, ar- 
chers, where strong bows could throw the arrow 
over the two preceding lines; the fourth, heavy 
armed, intended as a corps-de-reserve; and, lastly, 
their machines and moveable towers, which answered 
nearly the same purpose as modern batteries. 

The disposition of an army in lines is nearly all 
that the ancients of that and the previous ages knew 
of the military art regarding battles and engagements. 
They possessed little knowledge of the advantage of 
strong positions either for,attack or defence ; of an- 
noying an.enemy by cutting off his supplies, or of 
forcing him to battle under ‘unfavourable circum- 
stances; of securing their flanks by marshes, rivers, 
or. mountains; or of seizing passes and defiles, by 
which a small army has been often enabled to resist a 

" greatly superior force. 
Battle of 
Marathon. . 

The art of war was brought to considerable per- 
fection by the Greeks, whose battles in general were 
conducted with science and judgment. The Athe- 
nian army, in the battle of thon, was drawn up 
in such a manner as‘ to embrace all the advantages 
of local situation, so'as to afford a small body every 
possible chance of success. against’ vastly superior 
numbers. Miltiades formed his little army at the 
foot of a mountain, which secured his rear, and by 
seins towards the sea, also protected his right 
flank ; and on his left, there. was a lake or morass. 
His flanks were farther protected, by the trunks and 
branches of trees strewed on the ground, through 
which the Persian cavalry could not penetrate. As 
the Athenian army consisted of only. 10,000 men, 
Miltiades could not sufficiently extend his front, and at 
the same time preserve an equal deepness in his line; he 
therefore wakes his centre, and strengthened. his 
wings, on which he placed his hopes of success. The 
enemy bent his principal force against the Athenian 
centre, which, notwithstanding the efforts of Aristides 
and ‘Themistocles, was compelled to give ground. 
But the wings of the Athenian army eet broke 
and Gispetent those of the enemy, they attacked the 
main body of the Persians in flank and in rear, and 
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the Grecian spear overcoming all opposition,:a total Battle. © 
rout acd \ecnaguaee ri juiaeteeaagtaer of ——V— 

the barbarians. ‘The judicious disposition of the 
Athenian army ‘in this. battle com ted for the 
want of numbers; and being p' 5 from this cir- 
cumstance, on an equality with the Persians, it de- 
rived all the advantages that could result from. su- 
perior discipline, skill, and valour. ? 

The battle of Leuctra,. which 

tration of an able disposition in the field, and exhibits, 
at the same time, the progress of military knowledge 
among the Greeks. The Lacedemonian army con- 
sisted of 24,000: foot and 16,000 horse; and was 
drawn up in the form of aicrescent, with the cavalry 
in squadrons, in front of the right wing. The The- 
ban army was only 6000 foot and 400 cavalry in all ; 
but it was commanded by Epaminondas. The The- 
ban general formed his left wing into a column, fifty 
deep, composed of heavy aoa troops, with the ca- 
valry posted in front, and the whole was flanked by’ 
the Sacred Band under Pelopidas. ‘To guard against’ 
being surrounded by the arms of the Spartan crescent, 
Epaminondas drew up the right wing of his army, in 
a direction oblique to the Lacedemonian line, and di- 
verging from it, in proportion to the extension of his 
pat a, The action commenced with the onset of the 
cavalry, and the ¢ of the sacred band; whicly 
occasioned considerable confusion in the Lacedemo- 
nian ranks: Epaminondas availed himself of this 
favourable opportunity, and rapidly forming: his co- 
lumn: into a wedge, penetrated the right wing of the 
enemy, and bore down every thing before him. Vic- 
tory crowned his efforts; and to the able disposition 
of the Theban army we must attribute his success. 
On his massy column he placed all his hopes, and ju- 
diciously protecting its flanks, where it was only vul. 
nerable, by. the sacred band on the one hand, and the 
oblique line on the other, it was irresistible. The 
oblique line kept the left wing of the enemy in check, 
and ae right was flanked and attacked by the sacred 
band. 
Mantinza was fought 
same principle, and attended by similar success. The 
discovery of the power of a deep battalion in the 
form of a wedge, belongs to the genius of Epami- 
nondas, and it gave him a decided superiority over 
his antagonists. 

The battle of Chzronea was decided by the power Battle of 
of the Macedonian phalanx ; and Philip selected « Chzronea. 
place which he considered as well adapted for the ope- 
rations of that body, and altogether disposed his ar- 
my with great judgment and sagacity. ‘The strength 
ob the Macedonian army was 30,000 foot and 2,000 
horse.. The Greeks were. nearly as numerous, but 
equal in courage and bravery. Philip commanded 
the right wing, in which the phalanx was stationed, 
his son Alexander the left, with the Thessalian ca- 

valry.. The Athenian forces were opposed to the 
Macedonian right, and the Thebans, with the sacred 
band, to the left. Both armies had their allies in the 
centre. Alexander charged the Thebans, and cut off 
the sacred band toa. man. The Athenians repelled 
their opposing divisions, and the Macedonian centre 
gave way. Elated with their partial success, they 

was fought about Battle of 
120, years after that of Marathon, affords a fine illus-'Leuctra 

ithin.a few years afterwards, the battle of Battle of 
the same general, on the Mantinza. 
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Battle. heedlessly pursued the fugitives, and in'the ardour of 

_ success of the 

- claimed as an honour and a matter of right. 

y, neglected to charge the phalanx in 
flank, which was now un cted, and where it was 
only Ming oe ip i vm bani and 
wheeling the phalanx, rapidly gained an adjacent emi- 
nence, hats which it issanad GeV on the disordered 
Athenians with irresistible force, and determined the 
destinies of Greece. — 
The Grecian manner of disposing an army for bat- 

tle, was, by drawing it Se one front, by which the 
= upon a single effort. The 

of the Greeks consisted of two kinds of sol- 
diers. The one heavy armed, with bucklers, lances, 
pikes, and scymitars; and the other, light armed, 8, 
‘with javelins, bows, and slings. "They were particu- 

deficient in cavalry, which is generally ascribed 
‘to the mountainous nature of the districts of Greece, 
where, indeed, that species of force was not so requi- 
site as in a champaign country. The light troops 
were generally posted in front of the line of heavy 
acd tatuaitty, for the purpose of skirmishing with 
the enemy ; and when they had shot their arrows, and 

i their javelins, they retired through the in- 
tervals of the heavy armed troops, and forming a line 
in rear, continued their volleys during the. action. 
The Lavedemonian cavalry were always placed on 
the extremity of the left wing, a station which they 

Of all 
the Grecian nations, the Lacedemonians were the 
most warlike, and their military system the most 
perfect. According to their establishment, their 
army was divided into battalions of four companies 

- each, consisting of 128 men, which were subdivided 
‘in four, or in 
‘in depth, so that the battalion ‘consisted of 512 
. ‘sol di “rg u Pt 

visions of four men in front and eight 

Macedo- The Macedonian phalanx, which produced such 
nian pha- 4 aapacn effects, as to be seer almost invincible ~ 

’ for several ages, was composed’ of 16,000 soldiers, 
\ heavy ice 
‘was commonly divided into ten battalions of 1600 
“each, being 100 men in front and 16 in depth. But 
‘this arrangement was occasionally altered, according 
“to circumstances, and the battalion was sometimes 

lanx. 
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“unbroken, it could not be resiste 
"pact body, but it was assailable on the flanks and 

- the unwieldy 

with a spear, a sword, and a shield. It 

io ha at others 32 files deep. ‘The spears of the 
soldiers who composed the phalanx, were 14 cubits 
in length, and pn arn received or charged an 
enemy in close order. While the 4 rin remained 

by any less com- 

Tear; and if vigorously attacked on these quarters, 
es were only an encumbrance to the 

men. The phalanx required flat and level ground, as 
its whole force A neg upon the-close order of its 
files, which c not possibly be preserved on an 
irregular ‘surface. It was only in particular situa- 

' tions, therefore, that it could act with effect, or pro- 
duce those decisive consequences, which followed 
from its charge on the Athenians, at the battle of 
Chzronea. 

In the celebrated battle between the army of 
Pyzna, Perseus king of Macedon, and that of Paulus A’mi- 

lius the Roman consul, fought near Pyzena, the pha- 
lanx made dreadful slaughter aniong the Romans, and 
was every where irresistible, while it kept in close 
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order, but the unevenness of the und occasioned Battle. 
intervals in the ranks, which the Sar general ob- —"v-—~" 
serving, caused his soldiers to penetrate at’ these 
openings, in small bodies, and make an attack on the 
phalanx in flank, by which it was totally overthrown. 
As the whole force of the phalanx consisted in the 
union of its parts, which gave it weight and solidity, 
it was easily destroyed when divided, and Paulus 
_fEmilius thus obtained a signal victory. 

The Romans were the greatest masters of the art 
of war, of all the nations of antiquity; and finally 
prevailed over all their enemies, by their skill, bra- 
very, and perseverance, as long as they maintained 
the laws and regulations connected ‘with their mili- 
tary institutions. But they were’ occasionly worsted 
in battle, and the genius of Hannibal for’a time eclip- 
sed their glory. , 

The Roman army was usually drawn up ‘in’ three - 
lines, which were several files deep, and the legions 
generally possessed the centre. ‘T'he right and left 
wings were composed of the allies, or auxiliaries, and 
the cavalry were sometimes stationed behind the foot, 
that they might pass through the intervals between 
the divisions and suddenly fall upon the enemy: This 
form of arranging the army, however, was not inva- 
riably adhered to, for’ sometimes the different kinds 
of troops were placed in the same line.” For’ex- 
ample, when there were two legions, the one with its. 
allies was stationed in the first line, and the other 
behind as a body of reserve. The Romans ‘usually 
engaged with a straight front; but occasionally they 
yaried the line of battle by advancing or withdrawing 
particular parts. The wing's were sometimes advan- 
ced before the centre, or the reverse; and they some- 
times formed themselves into the figure of a wedge, 
or into the shape of a forceps. But when surround- 
ed by an enemy, they formed the ordis, or circular 
body ;' and when they advanced or retreated in se- 
parate divisions, the serra. 

The velites, or light troops, began the battle; and 
when repulsed, retreated between the intervals of the 
‘files, or, by the flanks of the army, and rallied in the 
rear. The hastati then advanced, and if defeated, . 
retired into the intervals of the ranks of the principes, 
or, if greatly fatigued, behind them. ‘The principes 
then engaged, and if defeated also, the ¢rzarii then 
received the enemy with their’ ranks closed and. 
strengthened by the hastati and principes. By this 
arrangement of the Roman army, ‘the enemy had to 
sustam and to repulse various attacks before they 
could totally overcome-it, and obtain a victory. 

The long and destructive contest between Rome guttle of 
and Carthage, gave occasion to some of ‘the most Caunz. 
fierce and obstinate battles of antiquity, in which the 
valour of the troops and skill of the generals were 
eminently displayed. In the battle of Canne, the 
tactics of the contending parties, and of the age, are 
exhibited in the manceuvres and disposition of the 
two armies'in the field! Hannibal had reviously de- 
feated the Romans in the battles of Trebia and 
Thrasymene; but they collected a numerous army 
to oppose’ him, which was commanded by the two 
consuls ‘Paulus Aimilivs and Varro. The Romans, 
including their allies, amounted to fourscore thou- 
sand foot, and about six thousand horse. ‘The Car. 

= 
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thaginian army consisted of forty thousand foot, and 

—v-— ten thousand: cavalry. The whole infantry: of the 

Battle of 
Pharsalia, 

Roman army were in one line, closet and deeper than 
usual 5 the cavalry upon the two wings; and the light 
armed troops:-advanced in’ front ‘at some: distance 
from) the main» body. Paulus Aimilias commanded 
the right wing, Varro the left, and Servilius Gremi- 
nus'the centre of the army, Hauuibal/ also drew up 
his army in one line of equal depth, with the Spanish 
and) Gaulish cavalry on the left, and the Numidian 
horse on the right. ¥ The light ‘armed troops were 
stationed in front facing those of the Romans. Hanno 
commaided the right, wing, Asdrubal ‘the left, and 
Hannibal the centre of the army, which was com. . 
posed of the Spanish and Gaulish legionaries, and 

_ advanced forward in such+a manner, as that the 
whole line formed’the figure of a crescent, with the 
convex side towards the Romans. The light armed 
troops commenced the"battle, and the horse of the 
left wing of the Carthaginian’ army so: furiously 
charged those of the Ronian! right, that they gave 

_ way and were totally dispersed, The infantry of the 
Carthaginian centre were unable to. withstand. the 
superior numbers of the Romans, and gave ground. 
Hannibal had calculated upon this circumstance; and 
was accordingly prepared to receive the eager Ro- 
mans by a’ second. line of battalions, which he had 
drawn trom the wings, and were ranged in close or-_ 
der, The front of the Carthaginian army now’ be- 
came a crescent with the concave side towards'the eneé- 
my, who impetuously pressed forward, exposed both 
his flanks to the assaults of the Carthaginian wings, 
and being at the same time attacked in rear by the vic- 
torious Asdrubal, who had also dispersed the cavalry 
of the left wing, the Romans were thus encompassed 
on all sides, and 'so much compressed, that they had 
not room to wield theirarms, and were put to the 
sword, to the number of seventy thousand. 

Hannibal’s disposition of his army in the battle of 
Canna, has been admired by the tacticians of all 
succeeding ages. But it/is evident, that the success 
of the horse of ‘his left wing gave him a decided su- 
periority over the Romans, whose: only error arose 
from too. keenly pursiting the Carthaginian’ centre, _ 
while their flanks were unprotected; in consequence 
of the dispersion of their cavalry. 

In the celebrated battle of Pharsalia, the defeat 
of Pompey’s horse gave the victory toCzsar.. Pom- 
pey drew up his army with the veteran soldiers in 
the centre and 6n the flanks; and the less expert be- 

tween the wings and the main body ;. with the whole 
of his cavalry on the left flank, the right. being pro- 
tected by the river Enipeus... When Cesar observed 
that his great antagonist had drawn all his cavalry to 
one point, he conjectured) that Pompey intended to 

. turn his right flanks to prevent which, he stationed 
six cohorts, as a separate nae behind the right 
wing. Pompey’s horse compelled Czsar’s to give 

und; but when they’extended themselves with 
the view of flanking Cesar’s left. wing, the cohorts 
vigorously attacked, broke, and dispersed them, :and ° 
then fell npon the rear of Pompey’s left wing. 

which till then had not engaged, and Pompey’s, in- 
fantry being thus assailed on, all sides, could, no 
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longer resist,’ but fled to their camp, Cesar’ owed 
his siiccess, in a great measute in this battle, to the poy 
able disposition of his army; especia i} “in formin 
the cohorts asa coripe da reeete whl pled tg 
enemy’s cavalry, turned his right flank, and attacked . 
his legions in the rear, “NT OTE aaa 

The Roman manner of drawing up an army for 
battle may be sufficiently illustrated by the instatice 
of a Bingle legi The cavalry were stationed on 
the wings, and the infantry, formed on a line with 
the first cohort ; the second cohort drew up on the 
left of the first; the third occupied the centre; the - 
fourth was next ; and the fifth closed the left flank. 
In the second line, the sixth cohort drew up behind the 
first.on the right flank, the’seventh next, the eighth 
in the centre, the ninth was next, and the tenth al- 
ways closed the left wing. In the rear of these two 
lines were the light infantry, armed with shields, 
javelins, swords, and missive weapons; and here also 
the archers and slingers were posted. In the rear of 
these, three lines the triarii. were stationed. . They 
were armed with shields, cuirasses, helmets, greaves, 
swords, and daggers, loaded javelins, and two missive 
weapons. They rested on one knee during the,ac- 
tion, that in the event of the’ preceding lines being 
defeated they tos be fresh when brought up to the 
charge. In the beginning of ‘the conflict, the: first, 
second, and fourth lines, remained immovedble, and 
the light armed troops ‘advanced. in front’-of ‘the line 
and attacked the, enemy. - If they. were successful, 
they pursued’him; but’ if they were repulsed, they 
retired behind the heavy armed infantry; which now 
sustained’ the action, at first, with their missive wea- 
pons, and then, sword in hand. If the enemy fled, he 
was pursued by. the light armed troops and cavalry 5 
but if the contrary happened, and the legion was 
worsted, ‘it endeavoured to preserve its order in the 
retreat. A Roman legion was an atmy complete in 
all its parts, "and contained every thing requisite for 
war within itself. A free space for his arms. and 
motions. was allowed to the seldicr, and by the inter- 
vals the exhausted ranks could be easily supplied 
with reinforcements. The Greeks and Macedonians 
formed their system of tactics on very different pie 
ciples;, for the strength of the phalanx depended up- 
on sixteen ranks of ong pikes wedged together in 
the closest array. ‘ But it was soon discovered, 
says Gibbon, ‘* by reflection as well as by the event, 
that the strength of the phalanx was unable to con- 

_ tend with the activity of the legion.” 
. The people of eoanhe were extremely addicted 
to superstitious rites, which preceded every great un- - 

_ dertaking 5 and war, the most momentous business of 
mankind, called forth all their prejudices in favour of 
‘divination and sacrifices. Oracles and augurs. were 
consulted,.and lucky or unlucky days were consider- 
ed, previous to entering into a war, or engaging in 
a This custom of soliciting ‘the pie. of 
the gods, universally prevailed amongst the Egyptian, 
Assyrian, Grecian, and Roman nations. _The Lace- 
demonians' had no share in the/glorious battle of Ma- 

_ rathon, because, by a-ridiculous” superstition, 4 
Cesar in the mean time brought up his ‘third Jine, - 1 were prevented from marching before theyday’of fa 

moon. . But so much were that people under the in- 
fluence of divination, that, at the battle of Platea, 
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= 
did not seem to-be accept 
nias, the Spartan gen fervency of his 
‘pearetts cbiaings at | v ang 3 ~ 

sacrifices appearing ious, gave. the si 
for battle, whe his army a poe the Persians with 
such pode 5 hat they were.totally. defeated. 

of Mars, whose persons were held in- 
ible. The elevation of their ensigns, or, flags, 

‘or a purple mantle raised upon the top of a spear, 
‘were also signals for battle. But these being laid 
aside, the sound of the shell and the trumpet indica- 
F the orders of the general, and animated the souls 
£ the brave. The Greeks then rushed into battle 

by. tl e _terms—vocal, semivocal, and mute... Vocai 
81 were the words given for the engagement by 

_the general ; semivocal, by the sound of the trumpet, 
ornet, or buccina, Sieh heated the army betes 

alt or advance, to pursue the enemy or to retreat. 
Mute signals, were the eagles, dragons, standards, 
&e. | the soldiers followed. wherever they mo- 

ining battle, it was the practice of the 
ope oa ial 

ancient historians are full of these harangues.. They 
were adapted to the. occasion, and calculated to im- 
press the soldiers with the justice, of their .cause, or 
_to confirm their hatred to the enemy. By such ora- 
tions they were often animated with new life and 
courage ; and sometimes retrieved their affairs, when 
esperate, In consequence of a seasonable appeal to 

their passions and patriotism. The great generals of 

ts 

antiquity were too well acquainted with the effect of 
these es to omit them on any important oc- 
casion ; and they were followed by a shout from the 
soldiery, which still further stimulated their courage. 

y gararanguing. the army, war.cries, and shouts, were 
common to all nations; and Tacitus has preserved 
_the speech of Galgacus to our barbarous forefathers, 
: they engaged Agricola’s army in the battle 

yians. In latter ages, the feudal chief- 
and also observed this custom, and each 
peculiar war-song,,called sluggan, slog- 

d 

it ek eB aces : % 
an, or slughorn, which are corruptions of the Gaelic 
SLUAGH ORBAN, 1. ¢. the war-song. These sluagh- 
orans were sometimes composed of a few words, and 
sometimes were of considerable length. Of the first 
kind is Rape, 8. e. the high hill,) which was 
the war-cry of the Mackenzies; Lochow, (i. ¢. the 

é of the loch,) the war-cry of the Campbells ; 

aid of ‘the latter kind is the speech of Gal ACUS, 
ch may aye been repeated to the Romans by the 

: 
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Caledonian bards, who were the composers of such 
ieces, and therefore not altogether a fiction of the 
focus as generally imagined...) 

. The invention of gunpowder introduced a new: era 
in the annals of war; and, from the difference of the 
armour of the ancients and moderns, a difference in 
the disposition of an army in battle necessarily result- 
ed. he power of artillery, and even of small arms, 
-rendered the phalanx, or deep column, totally useless, 
.as the physical strength of meh is of no avail against 
a ball projected by the force: of gunpowder. »Al- 
though the nature of. the weapons now employed re- 
. quire a disposition in battle different from that of the . 
most skilful captains of antiquity, yet the same prin- 
ciple that guided, the, tactics of Epaminondas and 
Philip has been successfully adopted, by some of ‘the 
most celebrated generals of modera times. To ren- 
der the assault, irresistible in one point, that the con- 
fusion produced there might be communicated to:the 
whole line, was the object of the Theban hero, when 
the led his column inthe shape of a wedge to attack 
the Lacedemonians; and the phalanx’ of. Philip’ of 
Macedon, in the battle of Cheronea, from the same 
cause, produced similar consequences, ; 

Battle, 
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Frederick of Prussia imitated and improved the Batwdes of 
tactics of these great men, and reduced their science Frederick 
to a practical application that corresponded with mo- the Great. 
dern weapons... The atiack in flank, which had been 
considered as only incidental, became the principal 
action in his battles ; and to form unforeseen and skil- 
ful dispositions in the moment of onset, or during 
the engagement, constituted his system in the field : 
the principle of which is, that a greater frontcan be 
brought to act against a smaller ; andithus an army, 
inferior in number, may surpass the enemy,in exer- 
tion on these particular, points, where the attack is 
likely to prove decisive. 

Frederick’s. judicious disposition of his battalions, 
and his seizing the critical moment to attack the 
enemy in flank, decided the battle of Craslau; and 
by similar manceuvres, he defeated the Austrians in 
the battle of Hohenfriedberg. .In the battle of Sohr, 
the success of his cavalry enabled the Prussian infan- 
try to carry the Austrian batteries, and to turn-and 
attack the flank of their army, which decided. the 
victory. In the battle of Rosbach'he displayed the 
same manceuyres, and the same promptitude of ac- 
tion. The enemy’s army was composed of battalions 
arranged alternately in column and in line; but his 
right flank was unsupported; and Frederick, adopt- 
ing Cesar’s plan at the battle of Pharsalia, traversed 
his left wing with, two battalions. The enemy ad- 
vancing to the attack, these battalions, wheeled half a 
circle to the right, which threw them on his flank. 
The French, being. galled by the fire of the Prus- 
sians, pressed towards the left, which made the co- 
lumns and battalions a heavy and compressed: line, 
that was exposed to the discharges of the whole Prus- 
sian frout. . By,this. judicious. disposition of Frede- 
rick’s battle, a handiul of men overcame a great ar- 
my- Inthe decisive batue, of Leuthen, the disposi- 
tion and manccuvresof the Prussians were exactly si- - 
_milar to those of the, Thebang in tiie batrly of Leve- 

tra.» Their right wing ‘threatened to cut and at- 
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tack the enemy’s left, while the rest of their line 
formed in an oblique direction, creculiy diverging 
as it extended. The Prussian right wing according- 
ly attacked and repelled the Austrian left, and, seizing 
an eminence which it had occupied, planted a batt 
of cannon, that decided the fate of the day. In this 
battle the Austrians were 60,000 strong, and the 

. Prussians no more than 30,000; but still the science 
and able disposition of Frederick reduced the supe- 
rior number of the énemy to nothing, and gave him 
a most important victory. 

The motives that may induce an experienced gene- 
ral to hazard a battle arise from various considera- 
-tions. The consequences that may result from it, 
when decisive, are so important and momentous, that 
nothing but the fullest confidence of success, on the 
one hand, or imperious necessity on the other, could 
induce a man of reflection to venture so it a stake, 
especially as he must be aware that the issue depends 
ne so ag contingencies. The greatest captains 
of all ages have occasionally committed errors, and 
miscalculated the extent of their own powers, as well 
as those of the enemy; but in many instances, a tri- 
vial circumstance, unexpectedly occurring, has deci- 
ded a battle, contrary to all expectation. 'T'he dis- 
cipline and spirit of the troops, conjoined to a confi- 
dence in the skill of’ their commander, are great 
means of ensuring success; and the expectation of 
victory often stimulates to extraordinary exertions. 

There are certain common’ rules which ought to 
be observed by every general before he engages in 
battle. He ought to know the nature of the enemy’s 
ground as well as his own; the strong or weak posi- 
tions which it presents ; and by what local advantages 
his own flanks can be supported, ‘or those of the ene- 
my attacked; and also to be acquainted with the 
weak points of his own and antagonist’s disposition, 
that he may be prepared to strengthen the one, or to 
assault the other. For the purpose: of supporting 
or attacking weak points, a corps-de-reserve is ge- 
uerally stationed in rear, and the exertions of that 
body have sometimes produced the most important 
consequences. ‘The reserve under Dessaix decided 
the battle of Marengo in favour of the French, by 
charging the Austrian centre, which had been too 
much weakened. 
A genius for war is a peculiar gift which few men 

possess; and although it may be improved by study 
and experience, yet no man can ever be a great gene- 
ral, unless he be naturally active, and at the same time 
cool and considerate, but above all, endowed with a 
quickness of perception, that enables him instantly 
to discover every contingency that may arise amidst 
the bloody scene of a. battle. He must be capable 
of opposing the sudden’movements of the enemy, by 
new schemes instantaneously adopted, and readily ex- 
ecuted; as it is by a general’s address that he can 
take advantage of circumstances, and may sometimes 
make a motion conducive to the whole success of the 
battle. 

The order and disposition of the troops depend en- 
tirely upon the commander, whose duty it is to give 
them every possible advantage ; but the faithful exe- 
cution of his orders depend upon his general officers, 
who ought to have as.much knowledge of the busi- 
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hess of the day, as to be able to vary theth according 
to circumstances, when in such situations as that the 
commander himself cannot direct their operations. 
The multiplicity of intricate movements that must 
necessarily occur in battle, and which are connected 
with many unforeseen circumstances, preclude the 
possibility of previously arranging all the different 
parts of an army, so as not to require, during action, 
the constant watchfulness of those who command ; 
and he is the best general who is able to profit from 
every varying incident that may be presented to him 
in such a scene of bloodshed, uproar, and coufusion. 
See! Rollin’s Ancient’ History, vol. ii. p. 123, 126, 
132, 244, 245 ; vol. iii. p. 95, 99; uh p- 310, 
811, 410; vol. v. p. 251; vol. vi. ‘p. 213 vol. ‘ix. 
p. 79. Gillies’ History of Greece, vol. i. p. 397, 
398 ; vol. iii. p. 257, 368 ; vol. iv. p. 208, 220. Rol- 
lin’s Roman History, vol. ve ps 60, 61 ; vol. xiy. p. 11. 
Polybius, book iii. Adams’ Roman Antig. Batty 
879, 382, 388.  Vegetius, book ii. and iii. er’s 
_Antiq. vol. ii. p. 76—79. Gillies’ View of the Reign 
of Frederick of Prussia, p. 12, 116, 162, 255, 262. 
T ‘ 

barre, or BATTEL, a small town in the coun- 
ty of Sussex, which received its present name from 
William’ the Conqueror, after the decisive victory 
which he gained at Hastings, when he founded the 
magnificent abbey which still adorns thistown. Battle 
is remarkable only for the peculiar excellence of 
its gunpowder, which is esteemed the best in Europe, 
and is known by the name of “ Battle powder.” 
Count Rumford found, that the best powder made 
in this place is stronger than government powder in 
the ratio of 4 to 3, but that it is 413 per cent. dearer 
than it ought to be. Number of houses in 1801], 
291; population 2040, of whom 230 were returned 
as cuiglayes in trade and manufactures. (7) — 
BATTUECAS, the name of two uncultivated 

vallies in the bishoprick of Soria, in the kingdom of 
Leon, eight leagues from Castel Rodrigo, and four- 
teen from Salamanca. These vallies are scarcely a 
league in length, and are so completely embosomed 
among lofty and rugged mountains, that, in winter, 
the sun is only seen four hours a day. Groupes of 
rocks curiously shaped, excavations in the mountains, 
and a great variety of trees and animals, are among 
the curiosities of the Battuecas. A convent of bare- 
footed Carmelites, established here in 1559, and bu- 
ried among the trees of the impending rocks, is the 
only habitation of importance. It was long the re- 
ceived opinion, that these vallies were vaey ney! un- 
known to the a ae and that they were disco- 
vered during the last century by two lovers, who had 
fled in search of an asylum from the vengeance of 
their nts. This notion, however, has been com- 
pletely refuted by Father Feyjov, and also by Thomas 
Sanchez, who, in the year 1659, published, at Ma- 
drid, a work entitled Verdadera Relacion y manifesto 

getico de la Antiguedad di las Battuecas. See 
Bourgoing’s T'ravels in Spain, chap. xxiv. ; and La- 
borde’s View x Spain, vol. iii, p. 353. (a) 
“BAVARIA, one of the circles of Germany, is 

bounded on the north by Franconia and Bohemia ; 
on the east and south by the circle of Austria; and 
on the west by Swabia, The whole extent of this 

“Battle 
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avariae eircle shas been estimated at one thousand and twenty 

——— square. aries tbe states which it contains, a- 
mounting to the number of twenty, are divided into 
two benches, ecclesiastical and secular. The first of 
these benches consists of the archbishopric of Salz- 
burg, the bishoprics of Ratisbon, Passau, and Frey- 
singen, the princely A thangs of Bercktoldsga- 
den, and the abbeys of Saint Emeran, Nieder, and 
Ober-Munster, in the town of Ratisbon. The secu- 
lar bench is composed of the electorate of Bavaria, 
the duchies of urg and Salzburg, the landgra- 
viate of -g, the princely county of Stein- 

Haag and of, Ortenburg, the 

eed and Breiteneck, and the imperial town of 
Ragene, The Elector of Bavaria and ee Arch- 
bishop of Salzburg possess the joint power of convo- 
st states of this Seles aed soe assemblies, 

over which, those princes alternately preside, are ge- 
nerally held at Ratisbon, or at Wysserburg. is 
aerre furnishes, only one assessor to the imperial 

- ager by the treaty. of Westphalia, it. 
ought to send four. 

_ By far the greater of this circle belongs to 
the elector (now king) of Bavaria, who is one of the 
most powerful of the secondary princes of Germany. 
Before the late wars between Germany and France, 
his dominions in this circle consisted, Ist, Of the 
Duchy of Bavaria; 2d, Of the Upper Palatinate, or 
the Palatinate of Bavaria; 3d, Of the principalities 
of Newburg and Sulzbach; 4th, Of the Landgravi- 
ate, or principality of Leuchtenberg 3 Sth, OF the 
county of Haag; 6th, of the lordships of Ehrenfels, 
Salzburg, Pyrbaum, Breiteneck, and Hohenwaldeck. 
Besides these territories, he was sovereign lord of the 
Graietaas of the county of Erbach, in the circle of 
“ranconia; in the circle of Swabia, he possessed the 

ips of Wiesensteig, Meindelheim, and Schwa- 
bach; inthe circle of the Lower Rhine, the Lower 
Palatinate, or the Palatinate of the Rhine; in the 
circle of the Upper Rhine, the principalities of Sim- 
mern, Lautern, and Veldenz, with two-thirds of the 
county of S: 
cipality of the Deux Ponts, another part of the coun- 
ty of Spenheim, and half the bailliage of Hombourg, 

e other half of which belonged to the house of Nas- 
sau Saarbruck; in the circle of Westphalia, the 

_ Duchies of Juliers, and of Berg. The connection 
hich recently took place between the familics of the 

Piector and the Emperor of the French, induced Na- 
oleon to erect, the electorate into a kingdom, which, 
by the ordonnance of the 21st June 1808, has been 
divided into fifteen circles, whose names, extent, and 
FORGE are accurately laid down in the following 

4 sedindy! Extent in Sq. Popu- 
Miles. lation, 

1, The circle of the Mein,......724 .. 190,650 
« Of Pegniz, .+04+242 .. 141,900 

-+ee+ Of the Naby . «+. 130 . . 220,885 
4. ...+..+.0f Retzal, ...., 674... 190,077 

" “oe 7a Altmuhl,.. 944. «:.:2025107 

Gr nue. rpete,2 + +0 Dawe 14279. 2 258,589 
7. o+a+«»+0fthe Lech,..... 91... «223,176 
Are hic OE of the Regen,... 121... 237,005 

in, the counties of 
lordshi of Ehrenfels, Sulzburg, Pyrbaum, Hohen- , 

heim, besides the reversion of the prin- 
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ExtentiniSg. 'Popu-~ 

weer id Miles. lation. 
9. The circle gH ob |. 118:. « . 215,661. 

anube, 
VO. es ’, .of the Isar, .... 155$ . . 302,530 
1]. .......0f Sulzbach, ... 103% . . 190,967 
SP EF of the Ter, .... 118 . . . 237,097 
sw a Wet: of the Inn,..... 176% . . 202,751 
Te My flips: of the Fisak,.... 1544 .. 191,611 
Sa Sh ME of the Adige,... 112% .. 226,492 

“Total "anes 1636 —- 3,231,538 

The kingdom of Bavaria, which belongs to the 
confederation of the Rhine, has an annual revenue of 
20,000,090 florins, and can bring into the field an 
army of 65,000,men,.. 

At present we. shall direct the attention of our 
readers chiefly to the Ducny of Bavania.. It is 
bounded by Tyrol and the archbishopric: of Salz- 
burg on the south ; by .Swabia and Franconia on 
the west ; on the north by the Upper Palatinate ; 
and on the east by Bohemia and Austria. Its extent 
is generally estimated at 576 miles, or 1600 square 
leagues ; and the number of its inhabitants, according 
to the must. accurate computations, amounts to about 
900,000. The Duchy of Bavaria holds the fourth 
rank among the German states ; assigning the first 
rank:to the house of Austria, the second to the house 
of Brandenburg, and the third to Saxony., Under 
even tolerable culture, it might very easily maintain 
more than double of its present population; and, 
with the advantage of a better government, might de- 
velope a power at least four times greater than it can 
at present boast. It is divided inga Upper and Lower 
Bavaria, the former of which is the extremity of the 
immense chain of the Alps, which stretches into this 
country through Salzburg and the county of ‘Tyrol. 
The Duchy, including the Palatinate, is said to con- 
tain 34 towns, and 80 burghs, 8000 villages or ham- 
lets, and thirty-six thousand estates, subject to taxa- 
tion. It has 3050 churches, 548 chapels, 908 cures, 
12 chapters, and 142 conyents, $765. secular clergy, 
and 3560 religious of both sexes. Its chief towns 
are Munich, i Landshut, Donawert, and 
Burghausen. 

Bavaria. 
—— a! 

e southern parts of Bavaria, though very moun- Aspect of 
tainous, are by no means so unfit for agriculture as the coun- 
they have been generally represented. Amidst those try, soil, 
rugged and stupendous. mountains, which excite ideas 

y of grandeur, and sterility, the eye is frequently re- 
lieved by beautiful vallies, the soil of which is so rich 
as to ah more than six-fold, even the awkward 
and unskilful culture of a Bavarian farmer. The 
tract of country which stretches from Munich along 
the banks of the Danube and the Inn, is the finest 
arable land in Bavaria; and is beautifully diversified 
with hills, which are clothed to the summits with 
magnificent forests. The Upper Palatinate, with 
that part of the Duchy of Bavaria which lies on the 
farther side of the Danube, is a continued chain of 
mountains, which ascend gradually from the Danuhe 
to Mount Fichtelberg, and the mountains of Bohe- 
mia; yet these lands afford excellent pasturage; and 
are, in many places, susceptible of any kind of culture. 
OF this country, so highly favoured by nature, a 
great proportion is allowed to remain altogether un- 

Co 
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Bavaria. cultivated. There are vast tracts of Jand:which the 
—v— indolent inhabitants condemn as.marshes, but in many 

of which the traces of ancient furrows still remain to 
reproach their pegligence and inactivity. There is, 
another part of Bavaria covered with a fine forest ; 
while a third part, without any apparent necésiity, is 
always left in fallow. Upon the whole, it is probable, 
that not more than one half of the country is under 
PRR cultivation, 

State of here is 8carcelya place in Europe where agricul- 
agriculture. ture is in such a backward state as in Bavaria, or 

where the natural advantages of the country are so 
little understood and improved. Schloetzer. (in his 
Correspondance sur ? Agriculture de la Baviere), in- 
forms us, that agriculture/is so much neglected in 
Bavaria, that, except in good years, it does. not pro- 
duce enough of grain for the consumption of the in- 
habitants. A country, placed under the same lati- 
tude with Austria, might be expected to produce 
wine; but Bavaria has none. Whatever wine is used 
there, is purchased from the neighbouring states; and 
the er unlike the other southern nations of Ger- 
many, make beer their principal beverage.. Ano- 
ther fact yet more astonishing, and which seems to. 
indicate a very low degree of barbarism, is, that: very 
few fruits are cultivated in this:country. The neigh- 
bourhood of Munich is almost the only: place where 

_an orchard is to be found ; and even there the supply 
of fruit is.altogether inadequate to the demandof the: 
citys. Thus while, throughout the whole of Ger- 
many even to the Baltic and the German Ocean, there’ 
is not a village where every peasant has not a well- 
stocked orchard,—in the south of Germany, where 
that species of culture would be much easier and more: 
productiyes-a:large country is found where the art of 
gardening is almost unknown. Even the rearing of 
yegetables is. neglected: white. coleworts, of which 
they make sour crout.and salad, is the only vegetable 
with which the, Bavarian peasantry are acquainted ; 
and although they: brew an immense quantity of beer, 
they are obliged to’ import hops from other coun- 
tries. In /a-word, they are unacquainted with ever 
kind ofjindustry, except that rude agriculture whic 
has, been transmitted. to them from.their ancestors.) 

Causes of , The wretched state of agriculture in this.country 
the back- » is,in a great measure, to, be ascribed) to:the ignorance 
ward state . of the secular and ecclesiastical proprietorsyand to the 
of agricul- foolish administration of the officers of -government. 
i “4 Nothing can be conceived more unfavourable to im- 

: provement than the manner in which the lands of Bava- 
ria are farmed. "The farmers are divided into four classes 
—The first class, who are called farmers by way of emi- 
nence, must have at least 8 work horses, and are sur- 
named, einsiedler, or hermits, because their fatms:are 
always.at some distancesfrom any :town, or village: 
Many of these farmers havean extent of about 3 miles 
square,,and employ from 12 to 15 plough horses: of 
this classtheré,are about 4.0,000 ; the second class, cal« 
led half farmers, consists of those who have only four 
horses; the, third, called quarter farmers, of those 
who have only two;,and, the fourth: class; called 
haussler, are merely day labourers, who work for 
the other classes, and have no horses of their owns 
The, disparity in the-condition of these ‘different 
classes is attended with this deplorable evil, that it 

pressing and ruining his poorer, rh in 
preesi le sei ling tts The pasadena een aah os 

to carry his own grain to the readiest market, and to” 
sell it at the lowest price. The opulent farmer, on 
the contrary, can keep his barns filled, till an oppor- 
re occur of selling-dear ; he keeps up the corn, 
which the less wealthy agriculturist is unable to re- 
tain, and oftenadvances to him the whole yalue of 
his ensuing harvest. One unfavourable year involves’ 
the poor man in difficulties, and throws him entire 
dependant on his rich competitor, who'scizes with- 
out compassion on his property, and thus acquires 
new opportunities of enriching himself, and of height- 
ening, by a dangerous monopoly;\the price of’ provi- 
sions to the poblic: ee te be 

- This. evil is still greatly increased by the injudi=’ 
cious mode of taxation which is followed in B: A 
No exemption is made in favour of the poorer classes” 
of labourers, who are taxed, as far as their slender’ 
means extend, at the very same rate as the wealthiest’ 
of their countrymen.- The veneration paid to the 
monks, and the igious number of ‘convents esta- 
blished in this ill-regulated country, is another cir-' 
cumstance which tends greatly to retard the progress. 
of agricultural improvement.” An income exceeding 
one-third of the revenue of government is S8¢ 
by these ecclesiastics, with a complete immunity 
from all taxation. They do more serious injury to'the* 
community, however, by persuading the richer farm-' 
ers to send their sons into convents, with each of 
whom they receive a sum of 3000 or 4000 florins. 
The country, thus deprived of those who would ‘be 
best able to improve it, remains only half cultivated ; 
while the children of ‘the other farmers, by being 
likewise educated in convents, are rendered totally 
unfit for any serious profession, or regular indus- 
try. Meek GAL, 2y) eure? 

- Ina country where agriculture is so little under Manufac- 
stood, neither manufactures nor commerce can be tures and 
expected to flourish. Even the manufacture of wool- commerce. 
len cloth, which, in such a climate as that of Bava- 
ria, is one of the. most’ necessary articles of dress, is 
almost entirely neglected. More than a century ago, 
7000,pieces of cloth were annually fabricated in ai 
country, whereas, at present, it can’ scarcely produce 
5000. . Westensieder, in his description of Munich, 
gives an enumeration of the different tradesmen and 
artists there, which exhibits a very curious view of 
the preposterous and unnatural state of manufactures 
and the arts in that capital. It contain’-eight en- 
gravers, six chocolate makers, ‘sixteen goldsmiths, 
seventeen varnishers, six bakers of gingerbread; twen- 
ty-four: painters of the 20 de maitrise, seventeen 
hairdressers; but only two basket-makers, two cloth- 
painters, not a single weaver, six curriers, fifteen 
clothiers, seventeen -spinners and carders_of wool, and 
four,persons who work in cotton stuffs, “There is here 
a manufactory of tapestry en haute lisse, and another 
in gold and silver lace ; they have been anxious'to esta- 
blish manufactures of silk; and to rear-plantations of 
mulberry trees, while the native productions of the 
country are neglected, andthe use’ofthem discouraged. 

S.. 
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throughout the whole of this country, affords like- 

= os salt, which brings in about 286,000 i I ty ‘ings In B 
florins fi xh corn, of which only a very small 

exported ; iron, rough hides, raw wool, is, sod hemp. 
The mountains of Bavaria contain quarries of 

The other articles of, 

Bayariay One of the chief ‘articles of ion from Ba- Boii, a people of Celtic Gaul, crossed the Rhine, and Bavaria. 
——— varia is wood, which is floated down the rivers; and settled in Bohemia. \ Driven from that country by ——v—~ 

conveyed by, the Danube into Hungary, where it is the Marcomanni, in the reign of Augustus, they History. 
in great request. ‘Tobacco, which is manufactured, withdrew into Noricum, which thenceforth received 

the name of Botaria, or Bajoaria, the country of the 
Bott. This word was afterwards, by a slight and 
natural alteration, corrupted into Bavaria, the name’ 
which the country still retains. When the wide 
realms of the Franks were, in the sixth century, di- 
vided among the four sons of Clodovic, Bavaria fell 
under the dominion of the kings of Austrasia, and 

Minerals, tle, ans, some of them-likewiee ‘produce irotly, wae heldistviceroyalty by dukes. The first of these 
copper, silver, and vitriol. Alum and charcoal are dukes, of whom authors speak with certainty, was 
likewise wrought in this country ; and the mines of Gerbaud I., who lived under Clotarus, king of Aus- 
alum, when re-opened in the year 1767, were expect- trasia. His fourth successor Theodore II. divided 
ed to yield 400 quintals of that mineral annually. into four parts the large province of Bavaria. He 
How far these expectations have been’ realised, we’ reserved to himself Ratisbon the capital, together 
have no opportunity of learning, A few pearls are’ with Noricum, and that part of ‘the province which’ 
fished in the neighbourhood of oesine and Regen; stretched towards the east: to Theodebert, his eldest 
but they do not appear to, have yet attained full ma- son, he gave that part which comprehended Rhetium, 
turity, and have neither the water nor hardness of the principal town of which was called Bauzanum, 
those from the East.. Of the salt pits of Bavaria, or Bozen: Grimoald, his second son, obtained the 
the most remarkable are those at Reichenhall, whose’ Sundgaz, or the southern part of the province, with 
source is known by the name of the Bounty of God. the town of Freysingen: the Nordgau, or the north- 
They are wrought ~ very curious machinery, and ern part of Bavaria, which’ included the town of 
the value of their y produce is about 500 guel-. Nuremberg, and what is now called the Upper Pala- 
ders. = hay Yr : tinate, fell to the share of his third son Theobald. 

Revenues, ‘The revenues of the electorate are of two kinds: After the death of Theodon and his youngest son, the 
the g revenues of the country, the management’ whole province was divided between the two survivin 
of which belongs to states ; andthe electoral re- brothers. All the northern and central parts of this 
venues, which are administered by the officers of the 
elector. The general revenues of the country arise 
froma land-tax, called there stever, the amount of Which 

territory came into the possession of 'Theodebert ; 
while Grimoald obtained the southern division along 
with Rhetium. Theodebert was succeeded by his 

isa d by the states. From this taxno portion son Usberg 5 Ugberg by Ottilon; and Ottilon by 
of the landed isexempted, whether it belong. ‘T'assilon IJ., who was the last duke of Bavaria, of 
to the royal domain, to the clergy, the nobility, orto the ancient family of the Agilsfingians. About the 
private individuals. All the estates within the duchy 
of Bavaria are divided into hoffs, or farms, The 
hoffs which belong to the domain, and to the nobi- 

ear 788, Tassilon was imprisoned in the abbey of 
urisheim by Charlemagne, king of the Franks, who 

seized upon his duchy, and delivered the government 
lity and clergy, are given in feu, some for life, some of it to some of his counts, In the division which 
for two or generations, and others in perpetui- was afterwards made of the monarchy of the’ Franks 
ty: It is on these farms that the tax is levied. The among the sons of Louis I., Bavaria, with the whole 
simple stever, or land-tax, consists of a twenty-fifth 

of the net produce of each farm, a deduction. 
being made for. the feu-duty paid by the farmer, and 
the expense of culture; but sometimes, in particular 
exigencies, two or three of these stevers are levied in 
one year. The electoral revenues arise from alie- 
nation—fines, quit-rents, escheats, and other baro- 
nial rights ; from the produce of the electoral brewe- 
ries, and the duties.imposed on the breweries of the 
barons, and private individuals; from the duties of 
entry on commodities consumed in the towns and 

hs, on foreign wine and tobacco; from the 
customs on foreign articles of merchandise ; from the 
saltworks ; mamioviveges and from the produce of 
the forests. whole annual amount of the reve- 
nues of the duchy of Bavaria, and of the upper pala- 
tinate, is estimated at 12,000,000 florins. 

Before proceeding to describe the government of 
Bavaria, it may be proper to give a short sketch of 
its history, sresings as far as we are able, the succes- 
sive steps by which it has arrived at its present state. 

About 589 years before the Christian era, the 
VOL. Il. PART H. “ 

of Germany, was allotted to Louis Germanicus, who 
took up his residence at Ratisbon. These territories 
being again divided by the sons of Germanicus in the 
year 876, Carlomannus became king of Bavaria, and. 
was succeeded first by his brother Louis le Jeune, 
and afterwards by Charles le Gros, the youngest son 
of Carlomannus. When the states of the empire de- 
posed Charles, and elected Arnold, the natural son 
of Carlomannus, as their monarch, Bavaria acknow- 
ledged the sovereignty of Arnold, and afterwards of 
his son Louis. In the year 920, Arnold the Mam’ 
gone of Bavaria was made duke of that country by 
ing Henry I. From that time it wa’ successively 

possessed by Henry, brother of the emperor Otto 
the Great; by Otto II., who was deprived of it 
for having attempted the life of Henry WW. 3 by his 
son-in-law Guelf; and by Henry the Proud, who, in 
the year 1138, lost both the duchy of Bavaria and - 
that of Saxony, in consequence of his opposition to* 
the election of Conrad 111. Though his son Henry 
the Lion succeeded to the possession of these do- 
mains, yet,\as he was placed under the ban of the - 
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Bavaria. empire by Charles L., he’ reserved only the lands of 
<—v-— Luneburg, Brunswick, and Nordheim. 

Otto, the eldest son of the house of Wittelsbach, 
. and lineally descended from duke Arnold, obtained 

the duchy of Bavaria, which was now separated from 
the Tyrol. His son and successor Louis was crea- 
ted Count Palatine of the Rhine by king Frederic IT., 
and the possession of that palatinate descended to Otto 
the son of Louis. Louis the Severe, and Henry, the 
sons of Otto, divided between them their paternal 
domains. Louis kept possession of the palatinate of 
the Rhine and Upper Bavaria; the remaining terri- 
tories fell to the share of Henry. A new division 
was made by Louis and Rhodolphus, the sons of 
Louis the Severe. Rhodolphus was the founder of 
the house of the Electorate Palatine; and Louis of 
that of the Electorate of Bavaria, which continued 
to reign till a very recent period. Louis being elect- 
ed emperor, made a treaty with his nephews, the suc- 
cessors of Rhodolphus, by which he formally ceded 
to them the palatinate of the Rhine, with the Upper 
Palatinate, which then for the first time received that 
name. ‘The sons of Etien having made a division of 
Bavaria in the year 1392, formed the branches of In- 

BAVARIA. 
had acceded to the usurpation of the he md was 
et hesitating what part he should now take, the 
~ te Prussia took the’ field, passed the frontiers 

of Bohemia, and encamped within view of thé impe+ 
rial army. Some skirmishes ensued, ‘and’ all nite 
was looking forward with anxiety to the évent of a 
general engagement, when the two pis meter 
to spare the blood of their troops, entered into a fie- 
ociation. Next year the house of Austria declared 

itself willing to renounce part of its pretensions, and 
to sign an accommodation ; Prussia was satisfied, and 
all thoughts of war were for the time relinquished. 
The future history of Bavaria will come more pro- 
perly under that of Germany, with which it is closely, 
and indeed inseparably, interwoven. We’ may ot 
observe, that the jealousy which’ ‘has’ long subsisted 
between the houses’ of Bavaria and Austria induced 
the former to remain’neuter in the late war between 
Germany and France. © This circumstance natural 
conciliated to Bavaria the favour of the French; ° 
when Austria peremptorily demanded an army from 
the elector, Bonaparte took him under his protection, 
adopted him as an ally, and at length conferred upon 
him the dignity of royalty.’ LBA NEA OG SO 

The elector of Bavaria held the fifth tank in'the Titles ana 
electoral college, and the’ second among the®¥ecular privileges 
electors. As duke of Bavaria, he ranked first in the of the elec- 
college of the princes of the empire; ‘and liad’ the ‘pris 

olstadt, Landshut, and: Munich, the first of which 
Fetes was extinguished in 1447, and the’second in 
1503. Maximilian I. being invested with the elec- 
toral dignity in 1623, and with the title of Upper 
Palatine in 1628, obtained the confirmation of both 
by the treaty of Westphalia. His acer Maxi- 
milian II, was put under the ban of the empire, but 
recovered possession of his dominions in 1714. Charles 
Albert, the son and successor of Maximilian II., ‘be- 
ing raised to ‘the imperial throne in 1742, waged an 
unsuccessful war against Austria. His son Maximi- 
lian Joseph died without issue in 1777, and thus the 
branch of the electoral house of Bavaria became ex- 
tinct ; the eighth electorate, created in favour of the 
Counts Palatine of the Rhine, was suppressed, and 
these counts resumed their ancient rank in the elec- 
toral college, with all the prerogatives which are at- 
tached to it. 

Immediately after the death of Maximilian Joseph, 
the Elector Palatine todk possession of Bavaria, and 
the house of Austria seized upon part of the electo- 
rate. Against this usurpation the king of Prussia 
made a formal appeal, and hostile préparations were 
immediately set on foot by both powers. "The em- 
peror levied three powerful armies, the first of which, 
consisting of 80,000 men, he proposed to send into 
Bohemia under the command of the‘archduke Maxi- 
milian, and general Nadasti; the second ‘was” tobe 
commanded by the emperor in person, and by gene- 
rals Lasci, Haddik, and Thats in Silesia; and ‘a 
third was to be entrusted to the command of duke 
Albert, and general Strowitz. The imperial arm 
had already advanced towards the frontiers of Bohe- 
mia, when the will of the late elector of Bavaria was 
opened at Ratisbon. | It constituted the elector Pa- 
latine universal heir, and comprehended in the inhe- 
.ritance the allodial estates of the late duke Clement, 
with the burden of maintaining constantly in Bavaria 
an army of 12,000 men, agreeably to the treaties of 
1763,1771,and1774. While ~¢ elector Palatine, who 

vilege of first delivering his opinion.” "The house of 
Bavaria had likewise been from a very remote period 
in the hereditary possession of the office of arch- 
seneschal of the empire. By the act of division pass- 
ed between Louis, duke of Bavaria, and his nephews, 
inthe year 1329, it’ was agreed that the dignity of 
arch-seneschal should be’ common to the houses of 
Bavaria and Palatine, but that the right’ of ‘voting in 
the electoral college should belong to them alternate- 
ly. The Palatine house being privately invested’ by 
the golden bull with the dignity of elector, afterwards 
appropriated to itself the office’ of arch-seneschal. 
But when the elector Palatine Frederic was’ put un- 
der the ban of the empire’ in’ 1623, both of these dig- 
nities reverted to the duke of Bavaria. | The first was 
confirmed to him ‘bythe treaty of ‘Westphalia, but 
the latter was not’ mentioned, and was enjoyed by the 
elector Palatine from 1706 to 1714. The vicariate 
of the empire on the Rhine, ‘in’ Swabia and ‘Franco- 
nia, being connected with the office of arch-seneschal, 
occasioned a’ very warm contest between the two elec- 
tors. At first it was agreed that the vicariate should 
be exercised by both houses at once ; but it was af- 
terwards resolved 'that ‘they should enjoy it alternate- 
ly, and this’ resolution was approved of by the college 
of electors, and confirmed by the emperor in 1752. 

» The elector Palatine succeeded to all the rights'and Goverg- 
dignities of the former électors of Bavaria, and left ment. 
the laws and government of the country nearly in the 
same state in which he found them. ‘The states of 
Bavaria are composed of three orders, prelates, no- 
bility, and people. | In the assembly of the’states, the 
nobility have one half of the suffragés, the’ other half 
is divided between the clergy and people : thus, when 
there are four prelates and four a from the 
towns, there are eight noblemen. The duchy is di- 
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BAY ; 
into four generalities or governments ; viz. the 

ents of Munich, Straubing, Landshut, and 

sen, “ach government sends two noblemen, 

a prelate, and a deputy for the towns to the assembly 
‘of the states. In ity a prelate is charged 
with the collection of the taxes paid by the clergy, 
and two noblemen receive those due by the nobility ; 
the i of towns: receive the contribution of 

individuals. » The hereditary officers of the elector 
are, the governor. of the hereditary countries, the 

steward, marshal, cup-bearer, and huntsman. 
_» The Bavarians are, in general, robust, corpulent, 

and muscular ; yet in almost every particular the very 

réverse of handsome. So ue, indeed, is their 

appearance, if we may believe Baron Reisbach, that 

many of them resemble caricatures rather than real 
of men, Their head is round and thick, their 

neck short, their shoulders narrow, their paunch 

broad and prominent, and their short and chubby. 

Their pace is heavy and slow, and their little eyes 
ing through their swoln eye-brows, are sufficient- 

expressive of their inherent knavery. The beauty 
of the Bavarian women forms a strange and pleasing 
contrast to the less een of ‘the me 
Their form appears work of the es; their 

lexion outvies the Deaiemectnieatord baffles 
the imitation of the ablest'painters ; while the fascina- 
tion of these charms is completed by the vivacity and 
grace of their manners. ; ; 
- The Roman catholic religion is established in Ba- 
varia in-its worst form, Its numerous convents swarm 
with ecclesiastics of different orders, whose mutual 
hatred has often distracted the state with civil dissen- 
sions; while their influence over the people serves 
only to spread the contagion of those vices which dis- 
grace their character. At no very distant period 
one half of the inhabitants of Bavaria were protes- 
tants, and several public regulations were made for 
their»security. But, through the intrigues of the 
Jesuits, they were exposed to every kind of oppres- 

_ sion, and) the court, swayed by the interested sug- 
stions of these ecclesiastics, endeavoured to root 
a out as pernicious weeds. to the state. These 
persecutions compelled the protestants to abandon 
their country ; they emigrated to one of the wildest 
deserts in North America, anda great portion of Ba- 
varia was left completely desolate. 

. The licentiousness of Bavarian morals is almost in- 
credible; and seems chiefly to proceed from the in- 
dolence and bigotry which are characteristic of the 
nation, Neither order nor good morals can be ex- 

to prevail among a people who prefer mendi- 
city to the slightest exertion ; who are influenced by 
no higher principle than a blind submission to priests, 
infamous and profligate as themselves; and whose 
basest crimes are expiated by a very trifling fine. The 
negligence, thoveeléchonse, and the folly of those in 
power, tend to increase the evil. In Munich 
alone there are not fewer than. four thousand men 
maintained in idleness at the expense of the court. 
These men, in general uneducated and unprincipled, 
have no relish for any rational employment or re- 
creation ; their whole time is spent in gaming and 
debauchery ; the rest of the inhabitants are infected 
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by their example; the contagion spreads throughout 
the country ; and the licentiousness becomes. general 
and extreme. Such, indeed, is the universal depra- 
vity of morals in this country, that a Gascon officer 
remarked, with no less justice than severity, that 
Bavaria is the largest brothel in the world. 

From this prevailing corruption, religion and vir- 
tue find no asylum. Even churches and universities, 
which ought ever to be their inviolable sanctuaries, 
are not free from the encroachments of profanity and 
vice. The ecclesiastics are no less licentious and in- 
decent than the rest of the people ; inns and disorder- 
ly houses.are to be found in the neighbourhood of 
every church ; and even the sanctuary itself has some- 
times been made the scene of the most abominable 
crimes. Students, too, who repair to the universi- 
ties with the professed intention of improving’ in 
learning and virtue, are in general initiated in the 

ssest brutality. It is expected, as the indispen- 
sible areata of every student in the univer. 
sity of Ingolstadt, that he be provided with a thick 
bludgeon, and wear a-helmet; that he be able to 
swallow eight or ten quarts of beer at a time; and 
be ready, at all times, and on any pretext, to fight 
with the officers of the garrison, Such shocking irre- 
gularities have, of necessity, lowered the reputation 
of the university ; and, in spite of the zeal and ability 
of the professors, and the annual edicts of govern- 
ment, prohibiting a Bavarian from studying out of 
his native country, the number of its students is con- 
stantly diminishing. 

The peasantry of Bavaria, though perhaps less li- 
centious than the citizens, are yet more brutal and 
disgusting. Coarse, slovenly, and dissolute, they are 
ignorant of all the comforts of civilized life, and are 
raised but very little above the level of the rudest 
barbarians. A savage ferocity mingles with their 
superstition, and often gives rise to scenes of blood. 
They value a festival, or public entertainment, ac- 
cording to the fierceness of the quarrels by which it 
has been distinguished, and the number of the com- 
batants who have been killed. This ferocity of dis- 
position is connected with much personal intrepidity. 
‘Towards the end of the 17th century, the Bavarians 
were accounted the best soldiers in Germany. But 
they are now so impatient of order and discipline, 
that they deserve not the name of soldiers, and are of 
no use in an army, except to ravage a hostile coun- 
try ; yet, irregular and wikineigleasd as they are, they 
often exhibit the most amazing efforts of courage, 
and; rather than recede one inch, will fight to the 
last extremity. 

The military force of Bavaria, including the pala- 
tinate, amounts to about 12,600 men. 

See Reisbach’s Travels in Germany, letters 8, 9, 
10, 11, and. 12; Encyclopedie Methodique ; Peuchet’s 
Dictionnaire de la Geographie Commercante, &c. ; 
Busching’s Geography ; Schmidt’s Histo of the 
Germans ; and Coxe’s House of Austria. (w 
BAUHINIA, a genus of plants of the class De- 

candria, and order Monogynia. See Borany. (w) 
BAUMAN Istanps, a cluster of islands in the 

South Pacific Ocean, the largest of which is about 
22 miles in circumference. ‘They were discovered in 

Bavaria 

Bauinan. 
a normed 
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1722, by Bauman, the commandet of the Dutch 
vessel Tienhoven, who sailed round the world in com- 
pany with Roggewain. The inhabitants, who are 
very numerous, are white, and are armed with bows 
pea arrows. They are represented as friendly to 
strangers, and of a gentle and humane disposition, 
W. Long. 173°, S. Lat. 12°. (7) 
BAUTZEN.. See Bupissen. 
BAY or Isranps, a bay on the east coast of 

New Zealand, remarkable for the number of islands 
which embroider its shores. It affords good ancho- 

, and refreshments. of every kind. W. Long. 
185° 38’, S. Lat..35° 18’.. See Captain Cook’s 
Voyages ; and\New Zeavann. (J) 

XTER,.Ricwarp, an eminent divine, was 
born at Rowton, in Shrqgshire, November 12, 1615. 
He was. carefully instructed by his father in the 
principles of ‘Christian piety, and gave early indica- 
tions of a devout and studious disposition.. He was 
less fortunate in his opportunities of literary improve- 
ment, and his first rn were neither men of great. 
learning nor of good morals. He made very consi- 
derable attainments, however, under Mr Owen, mas- 
ter of the free school at Wroxeter, who taught him 
the elements of r; under Mr Wickstead, 
chaplain to the council at Ludlow, who. allowed him 
the use of an-excellent library ; and under Mr Gar- 
bett, minister of Wroxeter, who carried him through 
a course of philosophy, and greatly encouraged him 
in the pursuit of his studies. In 1633 he was per+ 
suaded to seek employment at court ; and he went to 
Whitehall, with recommendation to Sir Henry Her- 
bert, master of the revels; but, being soon disgusted 
with that mode of life, and having a strong predilec- 
tion for the clerical’ office, he. returned home, after 
little more than a month’s absence, and resumed his. 
former studies with redoubled vigour. In. the mean 
time he was appointed master of the free school at 
Dudley ;. but his bodily health became. so infirm, 
that, from the 21st to the 23d year of his age, he 
lived in the constant expectation of death, and was 
so deeply impressed by a sense of the importance of 
religion, that he became still more anxious to em- 
ploy his remaining strength in recommending the 
subject to his fellow-creatures.. In 1638 he received 
orders from Dr Thornborough, bishop of Worcester, 
and preached frequently at Dudley and the neigh- 
bouring villages, with great. satisfaction to his hear- 
ers.. Within less than a year after his ordination he 
went to associate as assistant to. Mr Madstard, at 
Bridgnorth ; and in 1640 he ;was. invited. to. the | of- 
fice of stated preacher at Kidderminster... Here he 
employed himself with unwearied diligence in the in- 
struction of his parish, and produced a very remarks 
able. reformation of maniiers among a very. dissolute 
people. When the civil war commenced, about two 
years afterwards, he joined with, the parliament, and 
was exposed to several inconveniences on that account. 

e was obliged to remove his residence, first to 
Worcester, then to Gloucester, then back ‘to Kid- 
derminster, and then at length to. Coventry, where 
he.continued about two years, residing chiefly in the 
governor’s house, preaching both to the soldiers of 
the garrison and to the people of the town, and exert- 
ing himself, with great success and zeal, in repress- 
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hae anabaptists, and ining the violence of the Baxtefa in 

other sectaries. With the view of ing, still 
more effectually, the growing dade detec 
men, he.connected himself with the 
for a considerable time as chaplainsto the: 
Colonel Whalley. i he was, reduced to such 
a feeble state of health, by a frequent bleeding at the 
nose, that: he was obliged nies ‘his j 
ment in the army, and, after remaining some time)at 
the house of Sir Thomas Rouse, he returned to his: 
ministry at Kidderminster. He openly opposed mas 
ny of the Aaa measures*which now 
to prevail ;, disco the taking of :the covenant 5 
dissuaded the army from resisting Charless I1..at the 
head of the Scots; expressed his dissatisfaction with 
Cromwell’s usurpation ; recommended loyalty to their 
prince, ina discourse before the parliament ; preached 
a thanksgiving sermon at St Paul’s, on, account. of. 
General Mon ’s success; after’ the restoration was 
appointed one of the king’s: chaplains in ordinary}. 

was rae treated by him with peculiar respect. 
He frequently waited upon the king, in order to. 
procure, by his means, more favourable terms fur the 
non-conformists; was one of the commissioners at 
the Savoy conferences on the same subject); and was. 
esiiglsged: to draw up-the re, Uiiaezys: He de- 
clined the bishopric of Hereford, which was offered: 
to him by. Lord Chancellor Clarendon, and: desired 
nothing so much as to resume. his humble: labours at. 
Kidderminster ; but’ he was so obnoxious to the hi 
church party, that all the favour of ‘the » lor - 
could. not procure his. settlement there, in the way 
that he approved. _ He. preached “in the 
neighbourhood of London, till the passing of the act 
against conventicles: in 1662. About this:time he 
married the daughter of Francis Charleton, Esqua 
distinguished magistrate in wee eo and lived 
quietly, first at Acton in, Mid and afterwari 
at Totteridge, near Barnet. During this retirements. 
he. received various tokens of the royal favour; was 
consulted upon the plans for settling the: ecclesiasti- 
cal disputes in Scotland ; and was offered his: choice 
of preferments in that country... He was:one of: the 
principal sufferers in the oppressive severities which 
were exercised: against the non-conformists, .duri 
the reigns:of Charles II., and his successor Ja 
He was repeatedly imprisoned, even when he: was la- 
bouring under the pressure of sickness, and was fre~ 
quently sentenced to pay very heavy penalties... But 

and acted 
‘iment of 

pea could deter him from discharging his. minis- 
terial functions, when. proper opportunities were pre- 
sented ; and, even lo coninedkieés his chamber by 
increasing infirmities, he continued, to expound ‘the 
Scriptures to all who chose: to assemble together at 
his seasons, of family, devotion... He bore his last:ill- 
ness with the most exemplary resignation, and bene 
fited, his numerous visitors..by his- good: instructions: 
and. example... When constrained, by the extremity 
of his pains, to wish for death, he used to check him- 
self, .and.says ‘ It is, not: fit for me to prescribe; 
when. thou wilt, what thou wilt, how thow wilt.” 
He died atthe age of 76 years, on ithe 8th of De- 
cember 1691, and his body was accompanied: to the 
grave by many persons of all ranks. and denominas 
tions, 

6 
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Baxter: ‘The person of Mr Baxter was tall, slender, and 
=== stooping ; his . ee 

- ~ 

untenance grave and composed, 
to.a smile ;. his eye piercing, his 

speech articulate, and his. ae His 
constitution was weak and. si through the whole 
of his life; yet, by the unitedi -of temperance 
and industry, he was able to a most extraor- 
dinary degree of labour, both in writing and in preach- 
ing. He expressed himself in conversation with great 
propriety and ease; was remarkable for his intrepidi- 
ty and on alloccasions ; and hence it was 

y gly remarked of him, by a learned opponent, 
that “*-he could say what he would, and could prove 
what»he said.”? _ Both in his political and theological 
character, he was always friendly to conciliatory mea- 
sures; and hence he has been reviled by the violent, 
but respected by the temperate, of all parties. His 
sentiments of moderation, however, were not the re- 
sult of a feeble or fearful mind; and, while he was 
anxious to reconcile, he was not afraid to resist. He 
Jaboured to promote universal charity and peace, at 
a period when it was accounted a crime not to be 
fierce in support of some sect or other; but, at the 
same time, as was.said of him by Mr Boyle, “he 
feared no man’s displeasure, lars for any man’s ~ 
preferment.”. He boldly opp the progress of 

i ings, and of Antinomian errors ; 
and the severities to which he was subjected in the 
latter’ of his life, were not. owing to any suspi- 
cion of his disaffection to government, but to his up- 
xight»avowal of non-conformists principles. As a 

refutation of the calumnious charges of se- 
dition and rebellion which have been brought against 
him, it. is. sufficient to mention the many eminent 
renee in church and state, whose patron- 

-and intimacy he enj to the last ; such as the 
earl of Lauderdale, t! Hebe of» Balcarras, Chief 
nee a Hales, no Ashurst, oe 
Maynard, Sir James Lang’! Sir Edward F . 

Archbishop Tillotson, &c. .He was, in oe 
man of the greatest zeal in religion, without any ten- 
dency to faction or fanaticism ; and possessed the 
greatest simplicity of manners, with the utmost firm- 
—_ oe mind cm Mr of character. 

i t.to the literary attainments of Baxter, 
he says of himee y that, except the Latin, Greek, 
and a slight acquaintance with the Hebrew, he had 
no great skill in languages; that he had no taste 
whatever for the mathematics ; but that he was par- 
ticularly attached to the study of logic, metaphysics, 
pneumatology, and the divinity of the sahauies He 
was more desirous to have the knowledge of things 
than of words, and he possessed a great share of solid 
learning. His. works were so very voluminous, that 
it is not yet ascertained what was the precise number 
of his writings; but-he is known to have composed 
more than 145 distinct treatises ; of which four were 
folios, 73 quartos, 19/12mos and» 24mos, besides 
single sheets, separate sermons, and a variety of pre- 
faces to the publications-of other authors. A parti- 
cular account /of his ts may be seen in the 
Biog. Britan. Notes P. and X3 andin Calamy’s Life 
Sithisied, voli. p. 691. Theimost: useful of his 
productions are, his Catholic T) 3 which was 
intended to compose the disputes between-the Calvin- 
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ists and Arminians;—his Reformed ’Pastor ; which Baxter, . 

esteemed by many eminent divines; ~ Beyen- 
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has been highly 
—his Call to the Unconverted; of which 20,000 
copies were sold in one year; which was translated 
into most of the European languages ; and of which, 
Dr Watts has said, that he would rather be the.au- 
thor than of Milton’s Paradise Lost ;—his Christian 
Directory, or Body of Practical Divinity; Everlast- 
ing Rest ; Dying Thoughts ; Poor Man’s Family 
Book; Paraphrase on the New Testament; Converse 
with God in Solitude ; and Narrative of his own life 
and Times. The most of his: practical pieces have 
been published in four volumes folio ; judicious abridg- 
ments of the best of them have been made by Mr 
Fawcett; and a new edition of them all is: now car- 
rying on, which is expected to be completed in-16 
vols. 8vo, one of which will contain a portrait.of the 
author, with a history of his life and times. 

The works of Baxter, like their author during his 
life, have been very variously estimated; but they: 
are highly commended bes the most competent. and 
unprejudiced judges. ‘ He cultivated every subject,’? 
says Bishop Wilkins, “ that he handled.”? “ His 
practical writings were never mended,” says Dr Bar- 
row, ‘and his controversial ones seldom refuted.’? 
I cannot but commend,’ says Bishop Gaudens, 
“ the learning, candour, and ingenuity of Mr. Bax- 
ter.’ ¢ I cannot forbear looking upon him,’ says 
‘Dr Doddridge, ‘as one of the greatest orators, both: 
with regard to. copiousness, acuteness, and energy, . 
that our nation hath produced.”?. “ As an useful: 
writer, as well as a successful. controversialist,”’ : says 
Dr Adam Clarke, “¢ Mr Baxter has deservedlywanked 
in the highest order of the divines of the 17th cen- 
tury. His works have done more to improve the~ 
understanding and mend the hearts of his country- 
men, than those of any other writer of his age.. 
While the English language remains, and_ scriptural 
Christianity, and. piety to God are regarded, his 
works will not cease to be read and prized. by the 
wise and pious of every denomination.’ And, when 
Mr Boswell inquired of Dr Johnson, which of Bax- 
ter’s works he should peruse, ‘¢ read any of’ them,’ 
was the reply; ** they are all good.” He is indeed. 
generally prolix, and often metaphysical; but such 
was the taste of the times in which he lived; and his 
writings are certainly distinguished by amplitude of 
thought, vivacity o imagination, strong and clear 
good sense, fervent devotion, and pathetic address. 
See Biog. Britannica. Gen. Biography. Calamy’s 
Life of Baxter. Silvester’s. Life of Baater. . Bax~ 
ter’s Narrative of his own Life and Times. (q) 
BAYEN, Pxrrer, a celebrated French chemist, 

and member of the National Institute of France, was 
born at:Chalons in the year 1725. His early pro- 
pensity to study induced his friends to send him to 
the college of .'[royes, where he went through. a. re. 
gular course of study, and imbibed a taste for natural 
philosophy. Anxious to improve his knowledge of 
chemistry, to which he was particularly attached, he 
went to Paris in 1749, and studied pharmacy under. 
an able apothecary, the father of the celebrated Cha- 
ras. The diligence and. thirst for knowledge: dis- 
played by Bayen attracted the notice of his master, 
who gave him every opportunity of improvement, 
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and entrusted him with the direction of his labora- 
tory. From the skill which he had acquired in 
pharmaceutical operations, he was appointed chief 
apothecary to the army in Germany, during the 
seven years war, before he had reached his 30th year. 

Upon his return to Paris, at the conclusion of the 
war, he was employed by government to analyse 
all the mineral waters in roe This labour, at 
first performed in conjunction with Venel, afterwards 
devolved upon Bayen alone, who published several 
works upen this important subject. His analysis of 
the waters of Bareges and Bagneres de Luchon, is 
particularly valuable, and is an admirable model for 
all similar researches. 

The funds which were destined for these interest- 
ing investigations having been diverted to other pur- 
poses, Bayen abandoned the Pyrenees, and employ- 
ed himself in the analysis of various specimens of 
minerals which he had collected in his travels. The 
results of these analyses were published in the Me- 
moires des Scavans étrangeres, in numerous memoirs 
on marbles, granites, serpentines, porphyries, jaspers, 
schists, and iron spar. . 

Bayen had the high honour of being the first who 
doubted the existence of the phlogistic principle of 
Stahl. He at first communicated his doubts to, seve- 
ral of his friends, but particularly to the celebrated 
Macquer, who did not approve of them. Without 
being discouraged at the opinion of Macquer, Bayen 
continued his researches, and proved, that the excess 
of weight, the colour, &c. of all metallic oxides, 
were owing to the absorption of one of the consti- 
tuent parts of atmospheric air. 

The illustrious Lavoisier, who was then occupied 
with the subject of metallic oxides, happened to be 
present when the memoir of Bayen was read in the 
academy ; and, struck with the importance of the 
discovery, he repeated all the experiments, and was 
thus led to those great views by which he effected 
a revolution in the science of chemistry. 

Bayen discovered the singular property of fulmi- 
nating, which several metallic oxides possess, when 
mixed with a small: quantity of sulphur. He also 
found, after long and difficult investigations, that 
tin, in its pure state, contained a very small portion 
‘of arsenic; which, howeyer, did not render it unfit 
for the purposes of civil life. He found also, that 
the tin of commerce, which was wrought by pew- 
terers, contained-copper and antimony, by which it 
was hardened ; zinc, ey which it was whitened ; bis- 
muth, which rendered it sonorous; and lead, which 
diminished its value. 

Exhausted with these labours, and worn out with 
domestic misfortunes, Bayen died in the beginning 
of 1798, in the 72d yéar of his age. See Lassus 
Notice sur la vie et les Ouvrages du MM. Bayen, in the 
Mem. Nat. Instit. (x a 
BAYER, Joun, a German astronomer and law- 

yer, whe flourished about the end of the 16th and 
beginning of the 17th centuries, and who is celebra- 
ots as the author of the first celestial. atlas of any 
importance, and of a valuable improvement in. the 
pomenclature of the stars, which has been adopted 
by the astronomers of all. nations, This improye- 
ment, which consisted in denoting the stars of each, 
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constellation by the letters of the Greek was 
published in 1603, in his Uranometriay sive omnium 
asterismorum schemata qui inta et unum in 
totidem tabulis nova methodo. delineata. August. 
Vindelic. Fol. 1603. The second edition of this 
work was published at Ulm in 1648; the third in 
1654 and the fourth in 1661. at inva heed 

The atlas of Bayer was published ina new form.in 
1627, under the title of Calum Stellatum Christians 
wm, by Julius Schiller of Augsburg, who. removed 
the names of the constellation that were drawn from 
the fables of the Greeks, with the pious intention of 
promoting to that. high distinction, the figures and 
the names of the sacred scriptures. He p the 
twelve apostles in the twelve signs of the zodiac, the 
New Testament in the northern hemisphere, and the 
Old Testament in the southern hemisphere. 

This new scheme, however, did not succeed ac 
cording to the pious wishes of its author, and the 
heathen names = the constellations were accordingly 
retained in all the subsequent editions of the Urane- 
metria. i ‘ rafcieend 

About thirty-five years afterwards, in the year 
1662, Philip Ceesius, a Dutchman,. proposed a sis 
milar innovation, _He made the constellation of ‘the 
Ram, that which Abraham sacrificed for. his son 
Isaac.. He made the Bull, that which was sacrificed 
by Adam: The Twins were Jacob and Esau, the 
children of Rebecca, &c. See AsTRONOMY;: part i. 
book iii. chap. i. See also Weidler’s: Historia As- 
tronomie, pp. 458, 506... Montucla’s Hist. des Ma-- 
themat. tom. ii. p. 251. Bailly, Hist. de l’Astrom. 
Moderne, tom. ii. p.150.. (0) weet, 
BAYEUX, the Beducussum and Baiocas of the 

ancients, is a town of France, in the department of 
Calvados, situated on the river Aure. It containsa 
magnificent cathedral with three towers; seventeen 
parishes; seven convents; two priories; two hospitals; 
and a castle. . Bayeux, was long celebrated bon thie 
famous piece of tapestry executed by Matilda, the 
wife of William the Conqueror, and representing the 
history of the conquest of England... It was ali 
web, about 442 feet long, and two feet broad. Ene 
ravings of this curious piece of workmanship, which 
= been lately transported to Paris, may be seen in 
Montfaucon’s Antig. Explig. tom. i. and ii. and Du- 
carel’s Anglo-Norman Antiquities. _ Bayeux carries 
on a considerable trade in leather. Po ion 9970. 
West Long. 42’ 51”, North Lat. 49° 16’ 30". (a) 
BAYJAH, Bata, or Bursa, the Vacca, Vagense, 

and Baga ofthe ancients, isa town of Africa, of 
great trade, in the kingdom of Tunis, situated on 
the declivity of a hill on the small river Wedel Boule. 
All the grain from, the fertile plains of Busdera is 
brought to this town, from which it is carried ta 
the different parts of the kingdom. A public fair ig 
held here, to which the wandering Arabs resort with 
their flocks and manufactures. A _ citadel. of no 
strength is situated on the summit. of the hill; and 
the ancient walls, with a few inscriptions, are still to 
be seen, East Long. 9° 25', North Lat..86° 42’, 
See Shaw’s Travels, p. 92. (fj)... , 
BAYLE, Prrer, was born at. Carla, in the 

county of Foix, in the year 1647. He discovereds 
from his infancy, great intellectual talents, an insas 

Bayeux 
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Bayle: tiable ‘thirst for penny uncommon powers of 
—v— study and appliggtion. 

~.. tant minister o: 
is father, who was protes- 

, and who seems to have been 
both a wise and a ‘man, instructed him with 

t care in the Greek and Latin languages ; but 
nding that the task of education occupied more 

time than he could from the duties of his pas- 
toral office, and that his son‘was capable of much 
higher attainments than he could possibly reach un- 
der his ‘tuition, he sent him to the academy of Puy- 
laurens. Young Bayle arrived there in his 19th year; 
and’ his passion for letters continued so strong, that, 
tereratily it, hespent, in preparing his academical 
exercises, and in reading such books as he could 
procure, those hours which his fellow-students de- 
voted to amusement or to pleasure ; and, indeed, ap- 
plied so closely to his studies, that he repeatedly fell 
into severe and dangerous arg 
* From Puylaurens he went to Toulouse, one of the 
most celebrated universities in France, where he ob- 
tained it reputation his good conduct and li- 
terary ata tag Het had not been long there 
when he changed his religion, and became Roman 
Catholic. ‘This step displeased his father so much, 
that the paternal aid, on which he was still depend- 
oe was withdrawn, and he was eae the aeeent 

‘accepting money and protection from Mertier, 
bishop of Reex! etasted by the zeal of a new 
convert, and in obedience to the commands of his 
new patron, he wrote a long letter to his brother, 
with a view to persuade him and the rest of the fa- 
mily to embrace the Catholic system. This letter, 
filled with those common-place’ sophisms which had 

ly seduced his own mind, and somewhat tinc- 
tured with the spirit of gloomy fanaticism, failed to 
produce its intended - And, indeed, many 
months had not » when he himself returned 
again to the bosom of the Protestant church. The 
doctrine of implicit faith did not accord with his in- 
tellectual habits. He considered examination in re- 
ligious matters to be an indispensible duty; He 
continued to think, to inquire, and to compare. His 
researches were assisted by the conversation of two 

tlemen of wit and address, who were anxious for 
is'conversion. And the result was, that, convinced 

of his errors, he departed secretly from Toulouse, to 
avoid the resentment of the Jesuits, was reconciled 
to his family and friends, abjured the Popish com- 
munion, in presence of sbverdl ministers, and imme- 

i set out for Geneva to resume the course of 
his studies. There he soon distinguished himself: 
and got ‘acquainted with M. Basnage, and other 
learned men, to whom he endeared himself by his ta- 
lents and his virtues. He refused a regency in the 
college; but accepted of the office of tutor to the 
Count de Dhona’s children: Shortly after he be- 
came tutor to a merchant’s son in the neighbour- 
hood of Rouen. But disliking the solitary and se- 
questered life to which he was doomed in both these 
places, he resolved to go to Paris, where he expect- 
ed to meet with every thing agreeable to his taste. 
Soon after his arrival (1675) he became receptor 
to the children of a Mr de Beringhen. his situa- 
tion, however, did not please him more than those 
which he had left on account of their tiresome soli« 
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tude. The character of a preceptor, as he remark- Bayle, 
ed in a letter to Mr Basnage, had sunk so low in ——\—" 
the general estimation, that no personal merit almost 
could redeem it from contempt. And he was desi- 
rous, therefore, of getting into some respectable and 
permanent establishment. His wishes were soon gra- 
tified. By the friendly exertions of Mr Basnage, 
and by the superior merit which he himself displayed. 
in a comparative trial, he was appointed a professor of 
philosophy in the academy at Sedan. ‘He remained 
there for about six years, fully justifying the good 
opinion which had been entertained of him by his. 
friends, and gaining the respect and esteem even of 
those who had been his keenest opponents. When 
the academies of the reformed were suppressed in 
France, that of Sedan was the first that suffered 
(1681); although its continuance was an express. 
stipulation in the treaty, made between the Duke de 
Bouillon and Louis XIII., and afterwards con- 
firmed by Louis XIV. himself. 
By this most iniquitous measure, MrBayle wasthrown 

out of regular employment. But in the course of a 
few months, he and Jurieu were nominated profes- 
sors in a school that was instituted on their account 
in the town of Rotterdam, It was here that he 
commenced his labours as an author, by publishing 
a Letter on Comets, as presages of evil, which he 
had written in consequence of the appearance of the 
famous comet of 1680, and had originally intended 
to print at Paris. It was printed at Cologne in 
1682, under ‘the title of Lettre a Mr L. A. D. C. 
Docteur de Sorbonne. Ou il est prowvé, par plu- 
steurs raisons tirées de la Philosophie et de la Theo- 
logie, que les Cometes ne sont point le presage d’ au- 
cun malheur, &c. He did not put his name to it, 
and employed other methods to prevent the public 
from suspecting it to have proceeded from his pen. 
Bat some of his friends, to whom the secret had been 
communicated, thinking the concealment of it a piece 
of injustice to his reputation, told openly that Mr 
Bayle was the author. His next work, “which came 
out in the same year, was entitled, Criti Ge- 
nerale de U’histoire du Calvinisme de M. Maimbourg. 
It was a duodecimo volume of 839 pages easly 
Seman yet such was the facility in writing which 
e had acquired, that he finished it in the space of 

fifteen days. This treatise, in the form of a series of 
letters, contained general observations on Maim- 
bourg’s work, pointing out its errors and its malice, 
and exhibiting’ such a happy mixture of raillery and 
good sense, as could not fal to mortify the feelings 
and sink the credit of the author, against whom it 
was directed. So acceptable, indeed, was it to the 
reformed, whose cause it vindicated, and so agree- 
able to the more judicious and moderate of the Ca- 
tholics themselves, that the first impression was sold 
off almost as soon as it appeared. A great many 
copies of it found their way into France, where it 
was well received, and much read. Maimbourg, pro- 
voked at its popularity, and under the dominion of 
that persecuting spirit, which he had manifested in 
his book, applied to the king, for an order to sup- 
press the obnoxious publication. A king, who could 
set his seal to such a deed as the revocation of the 
edict of Nantes, was easily persuaded to grant the 
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And, accordingly, M. Bayle’s Critique  tionable in a variety of points, that, so far from seem- Baylé 

ing to Mr Bayle to supersede the: ofthe un- ——v—" 
Bayle. 

—v—— Generale was burnt by the hands of the ore ane 
and prohibited from being sold under pain of 
This sentence proved as impolitic as it was oppres-) 
sive; for; being made as public as possible, it ex-. 
cited the curiosity of the people, and determined 
every One to peruse a volume which the king. had 
thought worthy of such a hard fate. Mr Bayle en- 
deavoured to conceal that he was the author; and so 
very different was the style of his General Criti- 
cism” from that.of his « Letter to the Sorbonne 
Doctor,?? that nobody could ever have suspected 
them to be written by the same hand. But the se- 
eret was.very soon revealed by accident. M. Ju- 
rieu also wrote an Answer to Maimbourg; but, 
though able and conclusive, it was so inferior to Mr 
Bayle’s, in the public opinion, as to be almost whol- 
ly neglected. ‘This circumstance was a mortal of- 
ence to Jurieu, which he ungenerously imputed to 
Mr Bayle, and which he seems never to have for- 
iven. 
About this.time Mr Bayle was powerfully solicit- 

ed to marry. The lady who was proposed to him, 
and who had consented to be his wife, was young, 
beautiful, sensible, amiable, and rich. But Mr Bayle, 
who had no ambition for wealth, and was afraid that 
the cares of a family. would interrupt his studies, po- 
sitively refused to enter into the matrimonial connec 
tion. 

In 1683, he published. a new edition of his Letter 
on Comets, under the title Pensées Diverses ecrites 
40 occasion de la Comete qui parut au mois de De- 
cembre 1680; and also edited, at the request of 
some friends, several controversial pieces relating to. 
the dispute between the Catholics and the reformed. 
In the following year he collected a number of fugi- 
tive pieces on, the Cartesian philosophy, and gave 
them to the worldiin a volume entitled, Recueil de 
Fy i pieces curieuses concernant la philosophie de 

r Descartes. . He introduced them with a preface, 
in which he gives a succinct account, of each of the 
treatises, and makes some enlightened, pertinent, and 
feeling remarks on the degraded state to which the 
press was reduced in France by the law of royal pri- 
vilege, and on the mischievous consequences which 
must attend such an inquisitorial and oppressive rule 
wherever it is established. 

In 1684 he began a literary journal. This mode 
of spreading knowledge, which now prevails so uni- 
versally, and which has done more than any thing 
else to enlighten the world, was first introduced by 
Mr de Sallo, ecclesiastical counsellor in the parliament: 
of Paris, who published the Journal des Scavans in 
1665. This work, which received great applause, 
was imitated at Rome in 1668 by Abbot Nazari in 
his Journal, and at Leipsic in 1682 by Menkenius, 
in his Acta Eruditorum. Mr Bayle was surprised 
that nothing similar had been attempted in Holland, 
where booksellers and learned men abounded,. and 
where so much freedom was enjoyed, and he resolved 
to supply such an important desideratum in that 
country. About the beginning of the year 1684, in- 
deed, a journal was begun at Amsterdam with the 
title of Mercure Scavant, by one de Blegny, a sur- 
geon of Paris: but it was so abusive and so excep- 

dertaking he had in view, it-only stimulated him to: 
commence it without delay. Accordingly; in the 
month of May the first number of his Journal came 
out, under the title of Nouvelles: de ta Republique 
des Lettres. This work, which continued to be 
ublished monthly, was divided into two parts;' the 

Brat, consisting m3 copious extracts from other publi- 
cations ; the second, containing a cai new 
books, accompanied with ingenious criticisms, and’in- 
teresting anecdotes and accounts of the authors. It 
was calculated to ee the learned and the 
polite world. At it was rather profuse in its 
commendations ; but» it assumed by de a less 
mild and flattering tone. Though strictly prohibited 
from being circulated in France, many copies of it 
were sold in that kingdom every month ; and’where- 
ever it appeared it was read with great eagerness and 
universal applause. NO Ey ORO ORR 
"This year he had an offer from the states of Fries< 
land of a professorship of philosophy in the univers 
sity of Franeker: but though the there was 
nearly double of what he’ had at Rotterdam, and 
though the offer was a disinterested tribute’ to his 
lite: merits, he'declined accepting their invitation, 
His Critique Generale was in so much request, that a 
third edition was necessary. He published it with 
considerable amendments, particularly in the style, 
freeing it from those ambiguities and rhymes which; 
he observes, it is extremely difficult to avoid in writing 
the French language. Of this work he publisheda 
continuation in 1685, under the title of Nouvelles 
Lettres de V Auteur de la Critique Generale, &e. 
The continuation was not so successful. ‘The fears 
which the author had expressed in his advertisement 
were realised. It was misunderstood, disliked, and 
neglected, His journal, which had been anonymous 
during the first year of its existence, he now thought 
proper explicitly to avow ; not so much, he’said, to 
procure distinction to himself, as‘to shew that the 
magistrates of Rotterdam, from whose new illustrious 
school it proceeded, honoured the muses with their 
protection. 

Mr Bayle-was deeply affected by the revocation of 
the edict of Nantes, and the horrid persecutions to 
which the reformed in France were consequently sub- 
jected and felt still more indignant when he ob- 
served the popish writers boasting of their clemency, 
and celebrating the immortal glory which Louis the 
Great had acquired by rendering France entirely ca- 
tholic. After speaking of these things in his Journal 
with more caution than was natural to him, he at last 
era gave vent to his feelings in a little book, enti« 
tled, Ce que c’est que la France toute Catholique sous 
le regne Bog her le Grand, in which he passes the se- 
verest censures on France for the injustice,“ the 
treachery, the cruelties which it had’ practised to- 
wards the votaries of the protestant religion. This 
was followed by another volume written with the 
same general view, and in a more argumentative 
strain. Its title was Commentaire philosophique sur 
ces s de Jesus Christ contraignez les d’entrer, kc. 
This work should be read by every statesman and’ 
divine, for the sound and liberal ideas of toleration 
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which it inculcates, and for the strengthof argument 

ofilustration with which almost all its 
itions on that important subject are accompanied. 

Fe who, ome a careful ‘and candi pra of it, 
would justify persecution in popish princes in any 
case, cosanshakeetin in estants, unless it be 
identified with the safety of the state, we must pro- 
nounce to be neither an enlightened Christian, nor a 
wise citizen.) : wy 
. About this time Mr Bayle received letters from 
various quarters ; from the French Academy, from the 
i Society of London, and from the Society of 
Dublin, approving highly of his Journal, and express- 
ing, in ite terms, their admiration of the genius 
abab it indicated, and their sense of its. utility to the 
cause of literature. But while this work advanced 
his reputation, it also involved him in some disagree- 
able disputes. Some thing which he had published 
in it, was particularly offensive to that strange, clever, 
and eccentric woman, Christina Queen of Sweden. 
She made one of her servants communicate to him the 

und of her complaint. This he answered by a 
note in his Journal, which would have satisfied any 
reasonable mind. But-finding that the queen’s dis- 
pleasure was not to. be removed so easily, he made a 
tull recantation of his error both in the Journal, and 
in a letter which he was advised to address to Chris- 
tina herself. The strain of this letter is adulatory 
and slavish, | It is a great deal more than mere respect 
to the queen’s elevated rank, or than mere complai- 
sance to her headstrong humour. It is a practical 
exhibition of that belief which was then entertained 
by the reformed, as wellas by the catholics, in the ab- 
solute and divine right of princes ; and forms astrik- 
ing and lamentable contrast to that noble indepen- 
— of language which we should expect to find in 
all the writings of a protestant philosopher. The great 
object of Mr Bayle, however, was gained. The queen 
was satisfied. She sent him a gracious and friendly 
answer, and shewed him other marks of her favour. 
Mr Bayle having been seized with a fever at the com- 
mencement of the year 1687, in consequence of the 
labour and fatigue which the publication of his Jour- 
nal obliged him to undergo, he was under the neces- 
sity of giving over that work. A continuation of it 
was ae ra a at his request by Mr Beauval, under 
the title of Histoire des Ouvrages des Scavans. But 
at the same time it was regularly published under the 
old title for about two years longer by the original 
printer of it, with the assistance of a Larroque, 
a Mr Barin, and other literary characters. 
_Mr Jurieu being,a man of intolerant temper, was 
i with the Commentaire Philosophique, and 

uni 1k to write an answer to it, in which he at 
first suspected it to be the production of a cabal of 
French refugees, but afterwards distinctly laid it to 
the charge of Mr Bayle, who had been very anxious 
to make the public believe that he was not the author. 
Having, by Fi care of himself, recovered from his 
illness, Mr Bayle published a continuation of his Phi- 
Gaepbiess Commentary b way of supplement ; and 
took occasion to notice Jurieu’s work, in such a man- 
ner as to make him contradict himself, and to expos e 
him to ridicule and contempt. In 1690 “gfe an 
ed a book, entitled, Avis Important aux Refugiés sur 
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leur prochain retour en France. From what Maizeaux 
has stated, we have sufficient reason for concluding, 
that Mr Bayle was the author of this work. But as 
it contains a severe censure on the refugees for pre- 
tended calumnies and attachment to republicanism, 
and is quite inconsistent with the strain of his other 
writings, we are at a.loss to know the motives which 
he had for such a publication. Notwithstanding all 
that his biographer has said to account for this part 
of his conduct, we cannot but consider it as represent- 
ing him in a very suspicious and unfavourable light. 
Indeed, the attempt to justify an action so hypocriti- 
cal and base, is far more absurd than an implicit be- 
lief in the denial of Bayle himself, and the testimony 
of his eulogist, Mr Beauval. In the year following, 
one Goudet, a merchant in Geneva, composed a pro- 
ject for a general peace, which Mr Bayle perused iw 
manuscript, and which was afterwards published with 
his concurrence. Jurieu, who had accused him of 
being the author of the Advice to the Refugees, con- 
necting it in this view with the project for a general 
peace, thought proper to regard them as decisive 
proofs of an existing conspiracy in favenr of the court 
of France ; and, openly charging Mr Bayle as one of 
the leaders in it, pronounced him to be an impious 
and prophane person, without honour or religion, a 
traitor, a deceitful man, an enemy to the state ; a per- 
son to be detested, and deserving of corporal punish- 
ment. ‘To prevent the injury which such a serious 
attack, if unresisted, must have done to his reputation 
and his interests, Mr Bayle went to the magistrates 
of Rotterdam, asserted his innocence in the strongest 
terms, and demanded that he should not suffer in their 
estimation till the case was fairly tried. And not sa- 
tisfied with this appealco the civil authority, he deem- 
ed it expedient to vinditate his character before the 
world by a public refutation of Jurieu’s ridiculous 
and malevolent libels, This he didin a work entitled, 
La Cabale Chimerique, &c. In this work he kept 
no terms with Jurieu. He proved him to be igno- 
rant, stupid, arrogant, and wicked ; and held him up 
as a man to be laughed at for his folly, and detested 
for his malevolence. The burgomasters of Rotter- 
dam, to whom Jurieu applied for protection, advised 
a mutual reconciliation, and forbade the combatants 
to publish any thing against one another, without 
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first submitting it to the inspection of Mr Bayer, pen- 
sionary of the city. This order, however, was vio- 
lated by Jurieu, and a long controversy ensued, in 
which he reaped nothing but disgrace, and which at 
length was terminated by a dignified silence on the 
part of Mr Bayle. 

In 1693, Mr Bayle was deprived of his professor- 
ship and of the salary annexed to it, and even pro- 
hibited from teaching privately. This harsh treat- 
ment he himself ascribed to the machinations of 
Jurieu, and to the offence which, through his means, 
the magistrates had taken at the Letter on Comets. 
But it would appear that he was mistaken as to the 
cause of his Dotnsioe: The true cause is to be 
found in the unwarrantable fears, the rash policy, and 
tyrannical conduct of King William. That prince 
had heard of the ‘¢ Project for a General Peace ;”* 
and, as the publication of such treatises at Amsters 
dam had formerly been instrumental in bringing about 
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the peace of Nimeguen, he was afraid that there was 
a design to make.use’ of the same methods at Rot- 
terdam for putting an end, however imperious, to the 
i nt contest) in which he was engaged. He 
therefore, without examining the project itself, or 
making any enquiry into the character of Mr cc ta 
ordered the magistrates to expel him from his , 
‘These men, though perfectly satisfied that the suspi- 
cions of William were groundless, and that they were 
commanded to do what was both unjust and cruel, 
obeyed the order they had received without address- 
ing one word of remonstrance to the prince, or con- 
descending, as they had promised, to hear the de- 
fence which Mr Bayle might think it necessary to 
adduce. This act of undeserved severity had no dis- 
grace in it except for those by whom it was com- 
mitted. It neither greatly disturbed the tranquillity, 
nor at all injured the reputation of Mr Bayle; on the 
contrary, he bore it with the utmost fortitude and 
composure. The sense of the public was loudly ex- 
pressed in his favour. And the ‘same stroke which 
deprived him of an honourable employment and an 
independent revenue, afforded him the leisure that he 
Sack koe otherwise have found, for the composition 
of a work on which his future fame was principally 
to rest. - 

This work was ‘his Historical and Critical Dic- 
tionary, The original plan; of which he published 
a specimen in 1692, under the title of Projet et 
Fragmens d'un Dictionaire Critique, was to col- 
lect, under the different articles'of which ‘he ‘should 
treat, all the errors and mistatements that were to be 
found in other dictionaries, and to make ‘remarks on 
the character .of authors as occasion should offer. 
However interesting and useful such a publication 
might be deemed, it did not meet with that degree 
of approbation which could justify the prosecution 
of his design. “He therefore abatedont it, and ‘ap- 
plied himself to the composition of another dictionary 
on.a more liberal and:extended scale. So diligently 
did he labour, and so much had he his learning at 
command, that, notwithstanding the interruptions 
which he repeatedly received from the malice of Ju- 
ricu, the frequent necessity he was under of publicly 
defending himself, the painful indisposition which he 
suffered in consequence of the closeness and severity 
of his studies, and-other serious disadvantages under 
which he laboured, his new work, in two folio vo- 
lumes, was ready for publication in about four years 
after it was begun. It came out in 1697, with ‘the 
following title, Dictionaire Historique et ‘Critique 
par Monsieur Bayle. He put his name to this 
work, contrary to his former unvaried practice, not 
from any change in his-sentiments on that point, ‘but 
because the states of Holland made it the condition 
of granting the - for which his*bookseller had 
applied. ‘The duke of Shrewsbury, at that time se- 
a of state in. England, expressed a wish that it 
should be dedicated :to him; but Mr Bayle declined 
complying with ‘his grace’s request, both because he 
had dada made:a jest uf elioations, and because'he 
disdained to praise any one who held an official situa- 
tion under.a price from whom he had experienced 
such cruel and unprovoked injury. 

The plan of the dictionary is well known. It con« 
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sists of two parts: one of which isa succinet narration 
of facts, and the other « a large commentary,” as “~V~ 
Mr Bayle himself expresses it, “ a medley of proofs 
and discussions, a criticism of many errors, and some- 
times.a long train of philosophical reflections.” The 
public were highly pleased with ‘it when it first-ap- 
peared, and to the present day it has continued to 
be a work of great authority and repute. The learn- 
ing and acuteness of the author are every where con- 
spicuous. ‘That freedom of disquisition’ which con- 
tributes so much to the elucidation of truth, is ine 
dulged in with little reserve. The mistakes and mis- 
representations of other critics are exposed. New 
facts are brought forward. ‘The merits and demerits 
of ‘character are ascertained with much precision. 
The history of literature is, in many cases, well il- 
lustrated. Superstition and enthusiasm are happily 
ridiculed. Many maxims of a political, and 
philosophical kind are deduced and established. ‘In 
short, it contains a great deal of useful and entertain+ 
ing matter, and is written in that easy, perspicuous, 
and agreeable style by which all Mr Bayle’s compo- 
sitions are distinguished. 

‘Mr Bayle’s dictionary procured for him a high de- 
ree of celebrity, but it also involved him in much 
isagreeable controversy. Jurieu, of course, was the 

very first to attack and d the merits of the work. 
Mr Le Clerc found’fault with his statement of the 
Manichean system... Mr Tessier blamed him for cri- 
ticising falsely, several passages in his « Additions to 
the Eulogies of Learned Men.” MrJaquelot reproach+ 
ed him for his alleged heterodoxy respecting free 
will, moral evil, and Pyrrhonism. And by many others 
he was subjected to the severest censure and animadver- 
sion. But against all of them he defended himself with 
boldness, dbiley, and success. The consistory of the 
Walloon church of Rotterdam, were induced, through 
the influence of Jurieu, to examine the dicti : 
They found many parts of it inconsistent with sound 
doctrine and with good morals. communica- 
ted their remarks to Mr Bayle, and gave him an op- 
portunity of answering for himself. With his an- 
swers, which consisted partly of explanation, partly 
of concessions, and partly of promises to correct or 
expunge what had given offence, they declared them- 
selves to be satisfied, and concluded their icine J 
ings with presenting to him a memorial of the prin- 
cipal things to which they requested his attention in 
the second edition of his dictionary. Jurieu seems 
to ‘have ‘been mortified and displeased that Mr Bayle 
did not experience a more rigid treatment from the 
consistory. But that enmity must have been exces- 
sive indeed, which was not fully Reece by the re- 
proofs that were administered, and the restraints that 
were imposed on the philosopher, by the humble tone 
of acquiescence and submission in which he replied to 
the ministers, and by the injunctions which they gave 
him to behave with greater moderation towards MrJu- 
rieu; a pastor whose ministry and labours had been 
and still were of singular edification to the church. 

The second edition of the Critical Dictionary had 
fatigued Mr Bayle; and, in order to relieve his mind 
a'little, ‘he wrote and published in 1703, a book en- 
titled, Reponse aux Questions d’un Provincial, which 
treats of a great variety of subjects in an easy 



extended to five volames, which came out successive- 

ly at considerable intervals, and which the author 
sometimes made the vehicle of those replies, which 

he thought it necessary to make to his nists. 
He also i ‘in 1704, a continuation of his 
‘Treatise on Comets, under the title Continuation 

des Pensées Diverses, &c. Having occasion in this 
work . to: criticise the system of Doctors Cudworth 
and Gre rning plastic and vital natures, he was 

attacked LeClere, who had'embraced 
— and thought himself bound to support 

itis controversy was carried on for some time 
with great eagerness on both sides; Mr Bayle main- 
taining his opinions with his usual temper and acute- 
ness, and Mr Le Clere opposing them with violence, 
unfairness, and abuse. 
. While in these disputes, he was seized 
with, a distemper in the lungs. Knowing it to be in- 
curable, he refused to take any remedy that was pre- 
scribed. And after labouring: under it for six months, 
during which time he shewed the utmost fortitude 
and pati and continued to write as if he had en- 

» perfect health, he died in 1706, at the age 
595 and was buried in the French church at Rot- 

terdam. . His death waa deeply and: universally re- 
gretted by the Fterary world, and by a vast number 
of friends that his merits. had procured for him in al- 
most + He was: unquestionably a man 
of prentiie Scamamrend ability. Hie intellects powers 
were naturally strong, and he had i ed them bya 
long and unwearied course of rally The character 

ne ascribed to him. 
Doubtless he was a inker both in the good and 

ce, judice, and supersti- 
tion, he sot Oe best yo turning over and sani. 
ing with boldness 
to give an explicit statement of the difficulties which 
sometimes perplexed, and sometimes destroyed his 
belief in doctrines of heretofore unsuspected or un- 
challenged credit. Amnd/he set an example,,at that. 
period extremely rare, of investigating, with minute- 
ness and oy tus whatever ema ae inculcated, 
before we allow them to become articles of faith or 
principles of action. In this respect Mr Bayle, it 
must be admitted, acted a rational and useful part. 
But, at the = time, it cannot be denied, that, in 
many, points, he'carried his scepticism to an unreason- 
paresis oe and often sete interest to the argu- 
ments of infidels which at not belong to them, and 
@ prominence which cannot fail to be injurious to 
young and eh readers, Some parts of his wri- 
tmngs, pee i een teh are stained with in- 
delicate and. quotations from the volumes of 
other authors. This is a defect much to be lamented, 
both on account of its intrinsic turpitude, and its de- 
basing tendency. It arose, however, ‘rather from a 
laudable and anxious wish to support the facts and 
illustrate the posi ions eo stated, than from 
any ity in passions and habits of 
Mr inne moral character, eyen in the judg- 
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‘ment of his enemies, was purée ‘and irteproachable. — 

and impartiality. He scrupled not _ 
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Het is described by! those who were personally ac- 
quainted with him as’ having been, modest and un-— 
assuming, constant it his friendships and disinterested 
in his: kindness, placid and equable' in his temper, 
chearful and affable in conversation, frugal-in his do- 
mestic and individual habits, abhorrent of fraud and 
insincerity, grateful to those from whom he received 
any assistance, and addicted to no pleasures but those 
that arise from the acquisition of knowledge and'the 
exercise of the best affections. ‘This account may be 
somewhat: exaggerated by thepartiality of friendship, 
but seems to be accurate in all its leading features. 
Mr Bayle left a great many manuseripts, very few 

of which were given to'the world, * See Maizeaux’s 
Life of Bayle; Eloge de Mr Bayle par Mr de Beauval ; 

r Bayle’s Letters, &c. (*) 
BAYON ET, the name of a short’ broad’ dagger, 

the round handle of which is fitted'to the extremity 
of muskets, so that it may be either used alone, or 
employed like a spear when it forms one piece with 
the musket. The bayonet appears to have been first 
manufactured in the town of Bayonne} in the depart- 
ment of the lower Pyrenees, from which’ it derives its 
name. 

This instrument, which has been used with such 
fatal effect by the British and French ‘armies, was 
first introduced by the French about the end of ‘the 
17th century, and was employed with great’ success 
in the war of 1689. See Folard’s Comment. sur 
Polyb. vol. i. po 135. (@) : 

AYONNE, the Lapurdum of the ancients, is 
the largest, a not the chief, town in the de- 
partment of the lower Pyrenees. It is beautifully 
situated about a league from the western coast of 
France, at the conflux of the’ rivers Nive and Adour, 
by which the town is divided into three parts, viz. 
the large town on one side of the Nive; the small 
town between the Nive and the Adour; and’ the 
suburb of St Esprit, on the other side of the Nive. 
A regular square citadel, constructed by Wauban, 
commands the whole city, which is likewise defended 
by smaller fortifications.. The cathedral of Bayonne 
isa venerable edifice. The Place de Grammont is 
reckoned the most beautiful part of the city ; and so 
fine is the situation of the town, that there is no 
part of it from which we cannot see the whole of 
its buildings, the two rivers which water it, the Bay 
of Biscay, and the towering summits of the Pyrenees. 
The Allées Marines, or the quay, is a superb and 
much frequented promenade. A wooden draw bridge, 
which allows vessels to pass, and where a smal! toll 
is collected, connects the suburbs with the town. 

Bayonne carries on a considerable trade with Spain, 
to which it exports woollen cloths, silks, cottons, 
ribbands, and hardware, in exchange for wine, oil, 
and wool, and articles from the American colonies. 
The hams of Bayonne are"famous in every part of 
Europe; and its wines, raisins, and chocolate, are ex- 
ported in considerable quantities to the north of Eu- 
rope. The wines of Cape Breton and of Anglet 
are particularly excellent. Though the harbour of 
Bayonne is safe) yet its entrance is narrow and dan- 
gerous. Masts from the Pyrenees are brought down 
the rivers to Bayonne, from which they are exported 

+. 
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Bayreuth to Brest and other ports of France, The old Bis- 

i] 
Bear. 

’ fiercer, than either the brown or 

enerally spoken by 
ss of the ue 

cayan, or ue is 
the EF va he head 
swomen is said to have a wonderful effect. The 
chief amusements of the place are bull fights and 
tennis... Population 13,190., W. Long..1° 30' 6", 
N. Lat.48° 29’ 21”. See Link’s Travels in Por- 
fuga, chap. vi. (@) 

AYREUTH.. See Barzirh. 
BAZARS, the name given in Turkey and Persia 

to the exchanges, or to places of public resort, like the 
market-places of this. country. An,account of the 
different bazars, which are often remarkable for their 
magnificence and splendour, will be found under the 
names of the towns to which they belong. (j)  ~ 
BDELLIUM, an aromatic gum, formerly used 

as a perfume and a medicine, but now out of use. It 
resembles. myrrh in its external appearance, and in 
some of its properties. Its smell is fragrant, and its 
taste bitter and pungent. (w) 
BEAM. Sce Carprentrry,and STRENGTH oF Ma- 

TERIALS. 
BEANS. See Acricutrure Index. 
BEAR, a wild animal of the mammalia tribe, of 

which naturalists have enumerated nine different. spe- 
cies. In this enumeration, however, they include 
several animals which have very few properties in 
common with the bear, and may with greater pro- 
priety be reduced under different classes; such are 
the glutton, the racoon, the beaver, and the different 
species of the badger. Of the bear, properly so 
called, there are on three species; the white, or 
polar bear, called also the sea bear, or ursus mariti- 
mus ; the brown bear, or ursus arctos ; and the black 
bear, or ursus Americanus. The polar, or sea bear, 
inhabits the coasts of the Frozen Ocean, and some of 

- its eastern and northern isles, and is not unfrequently 
conveyed on rocks or islands of ice as far south as 
Newfoundland. He is much stronger, larger, and 

lack bear, and 
sometimes measures no less than twelve feet in length. 
His face and neck are more elongated than in the 
other species, and he is covered with a thick white 
fur. During winter he lies buried amidst the snow, 
in a state of torpor; in summer he lives chiefly on 
fish, but occasionally attacks the seals. The chase 
of the white bear is a collateral occupation of the 
mariners «who visit the coasts of the Frozen Ocean 
for the capture of the morsh. In the forests of 
Great Tartary, Muscovy, and Lithuania, bears are 
sometimes found of a white colour ; but though they 
resemble the polar bear in that single particular, they 
are in every other respect completely different. The 
colour of these animals does not depend, like that of 
the hair, or ermine, on the rigour of the climate ; and 
they might therefore be regarded as a fourth species, 
did not the intermixture of brown and white, to be 
seen in some bears, whieh are plainly an intermediate 
race between the white land bear and the brown or 
black, indicate that the former is only a variety of 
ene of those species. 

The brown bear is a fierce carnivorous animal, so 
extremely voracious, that he not only attacks flocks 
and herds, hyt even devours carcases when in a pu- 
trid state. The black bear, on the contrary, can 
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never be brought to taste of flesh, nor has» he ever 
been known to attack any animal for the sake of 
devouring it. Roots and vegetables of every kind 
constitute his. principal food ; but his favourite re- 

tis honey and milk, of which the brown bear 
ikewise is excessively fond. The black bear is very 
rare in Europe, but is extremely common in the fo- 
rests of America.. The brown bear is to be found in 
almost every latitude of Europe, in China, Japan, 
Arabia, Egypt, and as far as tne island of Java. | 

The form of the bear is rude and unshapely. His 
unwieldy body is covered with a coarse and shaggy 
hide; his legs are thick and muscular; andthe long 
flat soles of his pawsy though: they enable him to 
tread with peculiar firmness, render his pace, at the 
same time, very awkward and heavy. et though 
thus unseemly in: his ap ce, his senses are ex- 
tremely acute, and his form combines many adyan- 
tages which few other animals enjoy. Though his 
eye is small, and: his ear short, in proportion to his 
size, he. possesses in great perfection the senses of 
hearing and seeing. In no animal is the sense of 
smelling. so exquisite; for the internal surface of 
his nose. is not only very extensive, but of the tex- 
ture best calculated to receive impressions from odo- 
riferous bodies, His feet, armed with sharp claws, 
and capable of grasping, somewhat in the manner of 
a hand, enable nies to climb with great facility the 
most lofty trees; With his fore paws he can strike a 
dreadful blow ; he can rear himself at pleasure on his 
hinder paws, and, seizing his adversary in his embrace, 
can easily squeeze the strongest man to death. The 
bear delights in solitude, and chooses his den in the pre- 
cipices of lonely mountains, or in the deep recesses of 
some gloomy forest. Herevhe passes the greater part 
of the winter, without ever stirring abroad. He is not 
deprived of sensation, like the dormouse-or marmot; 
nor has he; like the ant or the bee, laid up any hoard of 
provisions for the season. But being excessively fat 
when he retires in autumn, he seems to subsist chiefly 
on his own exuberance; the under part of his paws, 
too, is composed of glands, which are at that time 
full of a white milky juice, and during his retirement 
he is said to, derive considerable nourishment from 
sucking them. .;When he first crawls abroad again 
in spring, he is extremely lean and feeble, and his 
feet are so tender that he moves with difficulty. 
These animals copulate in autumn ; the period of 
gestation is about four months ; and only one or two 
are produced at a birth. It was long believed that 
the cub, when first brought forth, was a mere un- 
formed lump, until it was licked into shape by the 
dam; but the truth is, that the foetus of the bear is 
as completely formed before parturition as that of 
any other animal, The young bear is very slow of 
growth, and follows the dam for at least a year; du- 
ring all which time she displays uncommon tender- 
ness for her offspring, and wii encounter any danger 
in its defence. ‘ 

The bear is in many respects so serviceable to man, 
that he has at all times been a favourite object of 
chase, and many ingenious methods have been de- 
vised for catching or destroying him. The most 
simple and. common method is to attack him with 
deadly weapons, such as spears, ¢lubs, or fire-arms. 
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S ‘Bear. En many parts of Siberia'the hunters eréct a scaffold 

——— of several heaty balks piledvon each other, under 
which is placed a trap, which the bear no sooner 
touches, than he brings down the whole scaffold upon 
himself, and is crushed” beneath its weight. Some- 
times pits are , in which are oF re or 
and sharp-pointed posts, rising about a foot from the 
bobbi? The mouth of the i is carefully covered 
over with sods, and across the bear’s track is placed 
an elastic bugbear, connected with a thin rope. As 
soon as he touches the rope, the bugbear starts 
loose, and the terrified animal, flying with preci- 
itation, falls violently into the pit, and is pierced 
‘a the pointed stake. Should he escape this snare, 
ealtrops,* and other annoying instruments, await him 
ata small distance. Amongst them is a similar frightful 
log 5 and the persecuted beast, in striving to get free, 
only fixes himself faster to the spot, where the hun- 
ter lies in ambush ready to take his aim. Nor is it 
only upon the ground that the bear is exposed to dan- 
ger from the cruel invention of man. In some parts of 
America it is common to set fire to the trees on which 
they take refuge, and they are easily despatched as 
they descend. The Koriaks attach a noose to the 
summit of a crooked tree, hanging something along 
with it of which the bear is fond. A ied by this bait, 
he eagerly climbs the tree: in attempting to seize 
the bait, his neck is introduced into the noose, and 
the tree, springing violently back into its former direc- 
tion, keeps the animal suspended in the air. The plan 
adopted by the mountaineers of Siberia to make the 
bear kill himself, is yet more singular and ingenious. 
They fasten a very heavy block to a rope, terminating 
at the other end with a loop. This block they lay near 
a steep ipice in the wonted path of the bear. 
Finding ‘his neck in the noose, and unable to proceed 
for the clog, he takes it up in a tage, and, to disen- 

' umber himself, throws it down the precipice ; he is 
naturally pate after it, and is generally killed by 
the fall. If he happens to survive the first shock, 
he again drags the block up the steep, and renews 
his efforts for freedom, till, with increasing fury, he 
either sinks nerveless to the ground, or, by one decisive 

. plunge, puts an end to his torments. In Kamtshatka 
the bears are so harmless and familiar, that women 
and girls go out fearless amidst a whole drove’ of 
them to gather herbs and roots, and they often ap- 
proach them to eat out of their hand. ‘They have 
never been known to attack a man, except when 
roused from their sleep, and even when wounded sel- 
dom turn upon their pursuer. Yet this harmless 
character of the Kamtshadale bear gives him no secu- 
rity from the persecutions of mankind. Armed with 
clubs and spears, the hunter traces the bear to his 
retreat, who, intent only on defence, gravely collects 
the faggots brought by his persecutor, and chokes 
up the entrance to his den. The hunter then bores 
a hole through the top of the cavern, and in perfect 
security spears his defenceles foe. ‘ It would be 
difficult,”’ says Mr Tooke, “ to name a species of 
animals, excepting the sheep, so variously serviceable 

to man as the bear is after his death to the Kamt- 
shadales. Of the skin of this animal, they make 
beds, covertures, caps, gloves, and collars for their 
sledge-dogs. Those who go upon the ice for’ the 
capture of marine animals make their shoe soles of 
them, which have this advantage, that the wearer is 
not in danger of slipping with them. The fat of the 
bear is held in great estimation as a very savoury and 
wholesome nourishment, and when melted,’ and. thus 
rendered fluid, supplies the place of oil. The flesh 
is reckoned such a dainty, that they seldom eat it 
alone, but usually invite a number of guests to part- 
take of the delicious repast. The intestines, when 
cleansed and properly scraped, are worn by the fair 
sex as masks to preserve their faces from ‘the effects 
of the sun-beams, which here, on being reflected from 
the snow, are generally found to blacken the skin, by 
which means the Kamtshadale ladies preserve a fine - 
complection. The Russians of Kamtshatka make 
window-panes of the intestines of the bear, which are as 
transparent and clear as those made of Muscovy glass. 
Of the shoulder blades are made sickles for cutting 
rass. A light black bear-skin is one of the most com- 
ortable and costly articles of the winter wardrobe of a 
man of fashion at Petersburg or Moscow, and even the 
small white hand of a belle is slipt into the large 
bear-muff, which covers half of her elegant shape.’? 
See Buffon’s Natural History, vol. vi. 12mo ; Tooke’s 
View of the Russian Empire, vol. iii. p. 58—59.  () 
BEARD, the hair which grows upon the chin 

and contiguous parts of the face, in males, and some- 
times, though rarely, in females, at the age of puber- 
ty. The growth of the beard, in men, is a sign of 
maturity, or approaching manhood; and takes place. 
at the period when the seminal secretion commences. 
When that secretion stops, from any derangement of 
the system, it is said that the beard falls off ; and 
when the secretion discontinues, in old age, the beard 
grows thin, and flaccid, ‘The beard has, therefore, 
an intimate sympathy, with this change in the con« 
stitution of the male. Bearded women are all said te 
want the menstrual discharge ; and various instances 
are given by Hippocrates, and other physicians, of 
grown females, especially widows, in whom bearde - 
appeared upon the discontinuance of this discharge. 

Many instances are recorded, by different writers, of 
women with remarkably long beards. Eusebius Nie- 
rembergius mentions a woman wht had’a beard reach- 
ing even to her navel. Charles XII. had in his army 
a female grenadier, who, both by her courage and 
her beard, might well have passed for a man. She 
was taken at the battle of Pultowa, and carried te 
Petersburg, where she was presented to the czar in 
1724; at which time her beard measured a yard and 
a half. We read in the Dictionary of Trévoux, that 
there was a woman seen at Paris, who had not only 
a bushy beard on her face, but likewise her whole 
body covered over with hair. The celebrated Mar- 
garet, governess of the Netherlands, had likewise a 
very long stiff beard, on which she greatly prided 
herself, and was very solicitous to preserve it undi- 

* The ealtrops are irons-with four spikes, so formed, that whatever way they fall, one point always lies upward, gencrally 

thrown in breaches and on bridges to annoy an ewemy’s horace. This name is also giyen to an imstrument with three iron spikes, 
used in hunting the wolf. 

Beard. 
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contrived to assume the appearance of beards, by an 
ingenious disposition of the hair of their heads upon 
their cheeks; and the Athenian women, according to 
Suidas, did the same thiug in a similar case. 
The American savages have thin and scanty beards, 

which they are in general solicitous to extirpate by 
the roots. The beard of the negro is short and 
bushy, like his hair; that of the Greenldnder, Sa- 
moiéde, and of all savages who live a life of hardship 
and, penury, is generally thin, and stinted in its 
growth. The fashion of the beard has greatly va- 
ried in different ages and countries ; for sometimes it , 
has been deemed honourable and becoming to permit 
it to grow to its utmost extent; and sometimes it 
has been fashionable to cut it off entirely, or to per- 
mit it to remain only on a particular part of the face, 
or cut into a particular form. In mentioning the 
most remarkable of these peculiarities, we shall speak, 
Ist, Of the eastern nations; 2dly, Of the ancient 
Greeks and Romans; and, 3dly, Of the modern in- 
habitants of Europe. 

I, Among the eastern nations, the ancient Egyp- 
tians left or a little tuft of hair at the extremity of 
the chin, "The Hebrews wore a beard on the chin, 
but not on the upper lip; and they were prohibited 
by Moses to manage their beards after the Egyptian 
fashion. The Jews of the present day suffer a little 
fillet of hair to grow from the lower end of their ears 
to their chins, where, as well as on their lower lips, 
their beards are in a pretty long bunch. Strabo re- 
lates, that the ancient Indian philosophers, called 

, Gymnosophists, were particularly solicitous to have 
long beards, as symbolical of wisdom. The ancient 
Assyrians and Persians also prided themselves on the 
length of their beards ; and Chiysostom informs us, 
thatthe kings of Persia had their beards interwoven, 
or matted, with gold thread ; a practice which was 
also adopted by some of the first ings of France. 

According to Le Compte, the Chinese greatly af- 
fect long beards; which, however, nature has denied 
them; and there is nothing on account of which 
they are more envious of Europeans than the great 
length of their beards. The Tartars, out of a reli- 
gious principle, as Kingson assures us, waged a long 
and bloody war with the Persians, considering them 
as infidels, because they would not cut their whiskers 
after the Tartarian mode, though, in other respects, 
of the same faith with themselves. . The Persians are 
almost the only Mahometans who clip the beard, and 
shave above the jaw ; and on this account are deemed 
heretics by their neighbours. The Arabs make the 
preservation of their beards a capital point of reli- 
ion, because Mahomet never shaved his. Among 
ps Turks there is nothing more infamous than to 
have the beard cut off, e slaves in the seraglio 
are shaved, as a mark of servitude ; and are only per- 
mitted to allow their beards to grow when they re- 

in their freedom. The custom of anointing the 
Beard prevails among the Turks, as it did among the 
ancient Jews and Romans; and one of the principal 
ceremonies observed in the serious visits of this people, 
is to throw sweet-scented water on the beard of the 
guest, and to perfume it afterwards with aloes-wood, 

BEARD. 
Beard. minished, The: Lombard women, it is said, when 

““"\™_ accompanying their husbands to the field of battle, 
which adheres to,this moisture, and give it-am agrees 
able smell, The Tarks, when sep 
beards, hold a handkerchief on their knees, and care- 
fully gather the hairs that fall, which they afterwards 
deposit in the place where they bury the dead. The 
Turkish wives salute their husbands, and the chil- 
dren their fathers, by kissing the beard; and the 
same, ceremony is used by the men whem they reci- 
procally salute one another. 

Il. Among the ancient Greeks and Romans, 
beard was scarcely less venerated than among. the 
eastern nations. Roan speaks in high praise of the 
snow beards of Nestor and king Priam; and Virgil 
celebrates that of Mezentius, which was so long and 
thick as to cover all his breast. Pliny the youn 
mentions the white beard of Euphrates, a Syrian phi- 
losopher, which, he says, inspired the people. with 
respect, mingled with fear; and Phentiteunedke of 
the long white beard of an old Laconian, who, being 
asked why he allowed it to grow so. luxuriantly, re- 
plied, ‘* In order that, having my white beard. con- 
tinually in view, I may do nothing unworthy of its 
whiteness.”?. The Greek philesophers distingui 
themselves from the vulgar by the length of their 
beards ; a practice, cee to Laertius, first intro- 
duced by Antisthenes, (L. 6.) The Roman philoso- 
phers affected the same distinction, as we find in Ho- 
race ; ; i! 

Tem, me 

Hor. 1. ii. sat. iii, v. SH 

The Greeks continued to wear their beards till the 
time of Alexander the Great, as Athenzus informs 
us, from Chrysippus; adding; that the first who eut 
his beard at Athens, ever after bore: the appellation 
of xogras, or shaven, 'The. Macedonians, however, 
appear to have cut their beards before this period; - 
as Philip, the father of Alexander, and Amyntas and 
Archelaus, his, predecessors, are represented on mes 
dals without beards. The reason assigned by Plus 
tarch, for Alexander commanding the Menteinane 
to be shaven, was, that their beards might not give 
a handle to their enemies in the day of battle. Before 
one of Alexander’s battles, we are told, when Par- 
menio: presented himself, to give an account of his 
arrangements, and to inquire, whether any thing re- 
mained to be done? ‘ Nothing,” said Alexander, 
- but that the men should, sneer king — cried 
‘armenio: * Yes,’ replied t ing, * do you 

not consider what a io long beard affords to 
the enemy?” (Dornav, Amphith, Sapientie.) Th 
Greeks continued to shave the till the time 
Justinian, under whose empire long beards came 
again into fashion, and so continued till Constanti- 
nople was taken by the Turks. . ; 

The Romans anciently wore long beards.and hair, 
as we find by a variety of authorities. Thus Livy, 
speaking of the senators who remained in Rome, af- 
ter the entrance of the Gauls, mentions, that they 
wore along beard: ut tum omnibus % a erat, 
(lib. v.) ; and Cicero, in his oration for Czlius, men- 
tions the barba horrida quam in statuis antiquis et 
imaginibus videmus. According to Pliny, the Ro- 
mans knew nothing of shaving tl the year of Rome 
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Beard, 454, when P. Ticinius brought eyer a number of 
—y— barbers from Sicily ; and nee ear Scipio A fri- 

anus was the mode of sha- 
wing everyday. The first fourteen Roman empe- 
sors shaved ; but Adrian wore his beard, in order, as 
Plutarch informs us, to hide the scars on his face. 
Antoninus Pius; and Mareus Aurelius, wore a beard, 
under the character of | : 

The first shaving of was a matter of great 
solemnity among the Romans, and was generally per- 
formed when the toga virilis was assumed. The first 

, of the chin was consecrated to some god, 
usually to the Lares ; visits of ceremony were paid on 
the occasion 5 and of quality had their chil- 
dren shaved, for the first time, by others‘of the same, 
or of quality ; who, in this manner, became 
the tive fathers of the children. Nero consecra- 
ted his when first shaved, to Jupiter Capitoli- 
nus, in a gold box set with pearls. For the sake of 
distinction, the Roman slaves wore their beard and 
hair long; and, when manumitted, they shaved the 
head in the temple of Feronia, and put on a cap, or 
a0 a badge of liberty. The Roman soldiers, 

, seem to have worn their beards short, and 
frizzled, as we find upon ancient monuments. 

In time of grief and affliction, the Romans suffered 
their beard and hair to grow ; whereas the Greeks, 
4n time of sorrow, shaved themselves, and cut their 
hair, (Senec. Benef. v.6.) ; which was also the cus- 
‘tom among some barbarous nations. On like prin- 
ciples, the custom of letting the beard grow is a to- 
ken of mourning in some countries, as that of shaving 
is in others. 

III. Among the inhabitants of modern Europe, 
i of wearing the beard, like all other 

fashions, has undergone a variety of vicissitudes. 
Most of our Gothic ancestors shaved, or wore hair 
only on the lip, or in the form of mustaches. 
The. s, however, who invaded Italy, were 
remarkable for the length of their beards ; and hence 
their name of Longobardi. Among the Franks, who 
wrested Gaul from the Romans, a long beard became 
a characterist Ba nobility ; as, under the rare 
authority in that country, none but nobles and 
Christian priests were srmnitted to wear it. The 
Merovingian, or first race of kings in France, were, 
on this account, icularly solicitous of copious 
beards and flowing hair. They are described by 
Eginhard, the secretary of Charlemagne, as coming 
to the assemblies of the people, in the field of Mars, 
seated on a throne, in a carriage, or waggon, drawn 
by oxen, with long beards and dishevelled hair : 
erine propeso, barba submissa, solio residerent, et 

iem dominanter erent. 
The ancient Britons, in the time of Czsar, wore 

no beards, on the upper lip. But the Anglo- 
Saxons, on their arrival in Britain, and for a consi- 
derable time after, allowed their beards to grow. 
When, however, the Normans possessed themselves 
of the country, the beard had been reduced to its 
ancient standard, and was entirely proscribed by that 
people, who held beards in abhorrence. It is men- 
tioned by some of our ancient historians, as one of 
the most wanton acts of tyranny in William the Con- 
queror, that he compelled the English, who had 

been accustomed to allow the hair of their upper lips 
to grow, to shave their whole beards. This was so 
disagreeable to some of the people, that, rather than 
relinquish their whiskers, they chose to abandon 
their country. ‘The Russians, it is well known, 
shewed an equal repugnance to be shaved, when 
they were ordered to part with those beards, of 
whicli their ancestors had enjoyed the undisturbed 
possession, by an edict of Peter the Great. Many 
of them chose rather to pay a fine, or tax, than sub- 
mit to this degradation; and those who were too 
poor, or too parsimonious to comply with this alter- 
native, religiously preserved the beard that was shorn 
off, and had it deposited in their coffins, that they 
might present it to St Nicholas, on his tefusing to 
admit them into heaven as beardless Christians. 

In the middle ages of Europe, the beard was oc- 
casionally in high repute: Thus, in the 10th centu- 
ry, King Robert of France, the rival of Charles the 
Simple, was not more famous for his exploits than 
for his long white beard, which he suffered to hang 
down on the outside of his cuirass, to encourage his. 
troops in battle, and rally them when defeated. In 
the 14th century long beards were much in fashion, 
and continued to ‘be the mode till the close of the 
16th century. The Emperor Charles V., Pope Ju- 
lius' II., and Francis 1. of France, were all great ad. 
mirers of long’ and bushy beards. At this period, 
John Mayo, a celebrated painter in Germany, ‘had 
so vast a ‘beard, that he was nick-named John the 
Bearded. ‘Though he was a tall man, it was so lon, 
that it would hang upon the ground when he «tect 
upright ; so that he usually wore it fastened to his 
girdle. ‘The Emperor Charles used to take great 
pleasure in seeing this extraordinary beard unfasten- 
ed, and the wind blowing it against the faces of the 
lords of his court. The beard of Sir Thomas More 
is honourably noticed in history ; and we find, fro 
the portraits of Bishop Gardener, Cardinal Pole, &c. 
that beards were of an uncommon size in England in 
the reign of Mary I. 

The beard of Henry IV. of France, which was. 
square in form, was an object of much admiration on 
account of the majesty which it communicated to the 
fine open countenance of that amiable monarch. 
Beards, therefore, were in the zenith of their reputa- 
tion during this auspicious reign. But no sooner 
was the throne occupied by the successor of this mo- 
narch, Louis XIII. then a beardless youth, than,— 
such is the instability of all human greatness !—beards 
were entirely proscribed, or reduced to the insignifi- 
cant size of whiskers. The duke of Sully, however, 
evinced his attachment to the memory of his master, 
by wearing the beard of the ancient court, notwith- 
standing the ridicule it brought upon him. Whiskers 
continued to prevail during the early part of the 
reign of Louis XIV. They were the ornament of 
Tureane, Condé, Colbert, Corneille, Moliere, &c.; 
and the king himself took a pride in wearing them, 
Much pains was bestowed in rendering them capti« 
vating during this age of gaiety and gallantry ; and. 

“the beauty of a lover’s whiskers was then a subject 
of exultation to a favourite fair. 

The Spanish beard suffered degradation from a: 
cause similar to that which occasioned its dishonour 
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in France. Philip V. ascended the throne with a 
shaved chin; the courtiers imitated the prince, and 
the people, in turn, the courtiers. This revolution, 
however, was not congenial to the feelings of the na- 
tion; and there is a Spanish proverb which says, 
Desde que no hay barba, no hay mas alma. * Since 
we have lost our beards, we have lost our souls.’? 
The love of ancient usages, and a certain gravity of 
character, have induced this people to retain the 
whisker as a mark of dignity, when thé progress 
of refinement has exploded the beard from almost 
every part of Europe. 

The respect in which the Portuguese held their 
beards during the reign of queen Catherine, is evinced 
by the remarkable anecdote of the brave John de 
Castro pledging one of his whiskers, as the best se- 
curity he could offer to the inhabitants of Goa in 
India, for the repayment of a sum of money which 
he had borrowed for the use of his fleet. The peo- 
ple, however, relying implicitly on his honour, re- 
quested him to retain both the money and the 
whisker, Among the early French, all letters that 
came from the sovereign had, for greater sanction, 
three hairs of his beard on the séal. There is still 
extant a charter of 1121, which concludes with the 
following remarkable words : Quod ut ratum et sta- 
bile perseveret in posterum, preesentis scripto sigilli 
mei robur apposui cum tribus pilis barbe mee. 

We shall take leave of the subject of beards, with 
a word or two on those of ecclesiastics. During the 
first ages of Christianity, the priests were sometimes 
enjoined to wear their beards, from a notion of too 
much effeminacy in shaving, and that a long beard 
awas more suitable to ecclesiastical gravity ; and some- 
times they were enjoined to shave, that pride might 

"not lurk beneath a venerable beard. On the separa- 
tion of the Greek and Roman churches, the practice 
of shaving has become common among the Romanists, 
by way of opposition tothe Greeks, who have con- 
tinued to,pay great reverence to a well covered chin; 
and are greatly scandalised at the beardless images of 
saints in the Roman churches. ‘The shaving of the 
chin, and likewise of the head, according to the true 
ecclesiastical tonsure, is regulated by various statutes 
of the Romish church; and the form of prayer is 
still extant which was employed in the solemmty of 
consecrating to God, the beard of ‘an ecclesiastic 
when he was first shaven. By the statutes of some 
monasteries, it appears that the lay monks were 
to let their beards grow, and the priests only to 
shave; and a writer of the seventh century complains, 
that the manners of the clergy had become so cor- 
rupted, that they could not be distinguished from 
the laity by their actions, but only by their want of 
beards. (m . 

BEARING Noress, in music, in the tuning of 
keyed instruments, harps, &c. signify those notes be- 
tween which the most erroneous or highly tempered 
fifth is situate, on which also the wolf is said to be 
thrown: Many tuners begin at C, and tune upwards, 
through the progression of fifths, CG DAE B&G 
6D and 4A, and then stop, and begin again at C, 
the octave above the former note, and tune down- 
wards, through the fifths cF 4B and JE, and thus 
the resulting fifth 6A bE produces bearing notes ; 
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owing to each fifth 
flat t 
least sum of all their errors or temperaments bei 
the Diascuisma, (see that article) ; for; had e 
of these fifths been tuned flat, just +t; of d, 
(see Plate XXX. ), the resulting fifth would have been 
also st, d flat, and in this case there could not be 
said to be any bearing notes. See Equa, Temper- 
AMENT. It should observed, that some tuners 
are in the habit of throwing their wo/f into the fifth 
bA bD, and others into that of 6D 4G, which last, 
as being nearest to the middle of the whole progres- 
sion of fifths, seems its most appropriate place for 
general use. See TEMPERAMENT. te) 
BEAT, in Music, is a transient grace or ornament 

in the performance of a note, where either of these 
marks # or x are placed over it, denoting that a 
kind of shake is to be made, by beginning with the half 
tone below the given note, and quickly repeating the 
given note and that: on the contrary, the SHAKE, 
marked # is effected by beginning on the note above 
the given one (whether a half or whole tone dis- 
tant) and repeating the given note and it alternate- 
ly: the Turn differs from both of these in using 
the notes above and below the given one. When - 
therefore a whole tone lies below any note marked 
for a beat, an accidental sharp is to be supposed on 
that lower note, except that A is seldom thus sharp~ 
ened in a beat. There are other varieties of beats 
sometimes used, particularly by the German musi- 
cians; for which see Dr Callcott’s Musical Grammar, 
Arts. 118 to 121, ¢) 4 
BEATINGS, in Music, is a term used by some 

to express those periodical jarring sounds often made, 
by the irregular vibrations of two‘strings, pipes, &c. 
sounding together, which, as Mr Emerson observes, 
occasion a repetition of noises like wat, aw, aw, aw, . 
or yA, yd, ya, ya; these are called beats by Dr Ro- 
bert Smith, Mr Emerson, and, we: believe, every 
other mathematical writer that notices the pheno+ 
menon. (See Beats.) Earl Stanhope, we areaware, 
in a letter of his, printed in the Philosophical Ma- 
gazine, vol. xxviii. p. 150, has laboured to make a 
distinction between the meaning of beats and beat- 
ings, in order to identify the former with the pulses or 
Visrations of the sounds themselves, and to denomi- 
nate the above phenomenon by the. exclusive use of 
the term beatings; but his lordship’s reasoning having 
failed in convincing us, we shall, with the late Dr 
Robison and others, continue to consider and use 
beat and beating as synonymous terms. (g) - 
BEATS, or BreatinGs, in Music, are an audible 

phenomenon attending the sounding of two notes at 
the same time, which approach within certain limits 
to the producing of a conchord with each other, 
which the late Dr Robert Smith, in his Harmonics, 
has applied, with the happiest effect, to the practical 
tuning of instruments, according to any given system 
or arrangement of the intervals. The phenomenon of 
beats forms also the means, by which practical tuners, 
unacquainted with theory or the exact comparative 
magnitudes of intervals, adjust the notes of organs, 
piano fortes, harps, &c. by the judgment of their 
ear, in the daily exercise of the tuning profession. _ 

It seems, therefore, of the utmost importance for 

bering been made more or less Beat’ 
the system \of twelve notes will bear, the PP 
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the advance t of this sublime and beautiful science, 
to exhibit ‘thelbnie for peg ae: the number of 
beats made in a given time, divested as much as pos- 
sible of the iffcultiee likely ‘to’ deter the practical 
tuner and musician from attempting to | understand 
and apply them to use; illustrated by an example in 
each case. For the satisfaction of such as are unable 
or fret ween into the nice and difficult theory 
on which ¢ theorems are founded, nothing is so 
likely to inspire confidence in their truth, as well as 
in the right application of the rules they furnish to 
particular cases they may undertake to calculate, as 
the havi 
data, yet by means of which the same results are to 
be obtained. f 

~ OF the five methods given below, for calculating 
the beats of any tempered conchord from different 
data, the two first only have hitherto been published, 
as far as we are acquainted; the first is the original 
method of Dr Smith, Harmonics, prop. xi.; and the 
second is that of Mr Emerson, Algebra, prob. ccii. 

lst Method calculating the Beats of an Imperfect Sere 2 abate 
Let the conchord, whose perfect ratio is expressed 

by, (n being the Jeast term of the ratio in its lowest 

terms) be tempered by the fraction # of a major com- 

ma, (¢ being the east term of this fraction ;) also let 
M at N be the number of complete +t lhenad in 
one second of time, made or exci 
the grave notes of the above tempered conchord re- 
spectively : and let 6 be the number of beats occasion- 
ed by this temperament in one second. 

Then, if the tempera-7 : 
ment be sharp, or the ba IXMXN | 2gxnxM 
Pe ta ~"T6lp—g 7 16lp+q¢ 

Or, if the tem 
ment be flat, vm ate 
chord /ess than per- 
fect, 

bm IF XMXN | 29XNXM 
~ 16lp+q¢ 161p—g_ 

Example. 

If the conchord proposed, be theminor sixth (COA )of 
Earl Stanhope’s monochord system : here $ =< is the 
ratio of the perfect conchord, and (Phil. Mag. xxvii, 
195.) Hal is the part of a comma nearly, (not 2°, 

eously printed) by which the same is flatten- 
also N=240, the somber of complete vibrations 
the bass note in 1” and from the first of th 

lowest of the theorems above, eer, 3 oe 
2x21x8x240 80640 we ha Aw OO DOT = ~arae = 22.6326, the aT 161 x 22+-21-— 3563 — ““ - 

beats in 1”. + 
VOL. 1. PART 1% 

ing several such theorems, involving different - 

by the acute and ~ 
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2d Method. 

Let the conchord, whose perfect ratio is expressed 

by =, (x being the least term of the ratio in its Jowest 

terms ) be tempered so that its string, which, for sound- 
ing the treble note of the perfect conchord was S in 
length, is altered to be s length: also let N be the 
number of complete vibrations in one second of time 
made by the bass-note of the conchord ; and let } be 
the number of beats occasioned by this temperament 
in one second of time. é 

Then, if the temperament be sharp, bao xNxm 

Or, if the temperament be flat, . bats x Nx. 

Example. 

If the conchord proposed, be the minor sixth of 

Earl Stanhope’s monochord system: here {= = is 

the ratio of the perfect conchord, and (Phil. Mag. 
xxvii, 196, and xxx. p. 1.) S=.625, and s=.6324554, 
are the lengths of string for sounding this perfect and 
tempered conchord with the bass-note =1, respective- 
ly: also N=240, the vibrations of C the bass-note in 
1”, and from the second theorem above, we have. ~ 

-6324554—.625 14.314368 

aaakpEE  % 240 x 8=— Fao 522.6330, 
the beats in 1”. 

Beat. 
—\ye 

Corollary. If in this method, the bass-note. be 
: : n 

considered as unity, then S= = and our theorems be- 

come, y 

For sharp temperaments, d= (=) xN 

For flat temperaments, J= (ni—2) xN 

And the above example will stand thus; viz. 
5 (8— 557557) =240=.094906 X 240= 22,6334, the 

beats in 1”, 

3d Method. 
Let the conchord whose perfect ratio is expressed 

by <, (x being the Jeast term of the ratio in its 
lowest terms,) be tempered by J ogarithms, (of seven 
places, wherein 1. expresses the key, and 
-6989700 the octave :) also let M and N be the num- 
ber of complete vibrations in one second of time, 
made or excited by the acute and grave notes of the 
above tempered conchord respectively ; and let 4 be 
the number of beats occasioned by this temperament 
in one second. 
Then, if the tempe- pa XM XN QIxnKXM 

rament be sharp, § "~s686000— °" 868600041 
Or, if the tempera- i IaxmxK“N 2xnK M 

ment be flat, — 86860007 °” 8686000—0° 
3A / 
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Exovple: 2% 10.5 X8%X 240 408205 Areas Beat, 

“If the conchord be the minor sixth of Earl Stan 7 17724-10.5 EATERS A HT en 
7 inl". 

hope’s monochord system : here i= is the con- 

chord, and (Phil. Mag. xxvii. 195.) l=_a flat tem- 
of 51500 in seven place logs. Also N=240, 

the vibrations per 1”: and from the first of the lower 
theorems, we have 
2x 51500 x 8 x 240 197760000 

~868600-+451500 ~ 8737500 
beats in 1”, 

= 22.6335, the 

4th Method. 

Let the conchord whose perfect ratio is expressed 

by “ (w being the deast term of the ratio in its Jow- 

est term,) be tempered so that its acute and grave 
sounds make M and N complete vibrations in one 
second.of time, respectively ; and let } be the’ num- 
ber of beats occasioned by this temperament in one 
second of time. 

Then, if the temperament be sharp, b=nM—mN. 
Or, if the temperament be flat, b=mN—nM. 

Example. , 

If the conchord be the minor sixth of Earl Stan- 

hope’s monochord system, here 4 = - is the con- 

chord, and (Phil. Mag. xxx. p. 5.) M=379.47 and 
N=240 are the vibrations respectively; and from 
the second of the above theorems we have, 

8% 240—S5 X 379.47=1920—1897.35=22.65the 
beats in 1”. ‘ : 

; 5th Method. 

Let the conchord, whose perfect ratio is expressed 

by —, (n being the Jeast term of the ratio in its low- iz g 
est terms) be tempered by 7 Schismas (= inthe Table, 
Plate XXX.), neglecting the smaller intervals most 
minute () and lesser fraction (f°), should they oc- 
cur, and if great accuracy is sought, substituting 
their value in decimals of =: also let M and N-be 
the number of complete vibrations in one second of 
time made by the acute and grave notes of the above 
tempered conchord, respectively ; and-let be the 
number of beats occasioned by this temperament in 
one second. 

2 xm*XN 
Then, if the temperament be sharp, d= Wig—, 

orxnxM ¢ er i7724r *, 

Ezample. 

© the conchord be the minor sixth of Earl Stanhope’s 

monochord system, here os = is the conchord; and 

( Phil. Mag. xxviii..141.) r= a flat temperament of 
10.5 schismas ; and N=240, the vibrations of the bass 
per second: and from the first of the lower theorems 
abovéwe have, : 

' Note.» 0078631 x ==m, and: 127.1905 % m= ; 
also .149661 x 2=f, and 6.5297 x f=. The near 
coincidence of the above six results would have been 
still more complete, but that the first, third, and 
fifth methods are founded on approximating theo- 
rems, andthe vibrations M, used in the fifth method, 
are not given to places en of decimals to insure 
a result ee with the other calculations. 

By two, at least, of the above methods, the beats 
produced by e conchord, throu it several 
tem: been » and willbe 
given'in Tables, under the names of those systems - 
or that of their respective authors, as HAwkes, 
Smith, Srannorr, Youn, &c.; reserving an ac- 
count: of such / as may come to our know- 
ledges but under no well-known name, forthe arti- 
cle Temprrep Systems of Music, wherein we shall 
endeavour to draw some comparisons ‘between the ~ 
different systems of temperament, whose correct re- 
sults will thus be exhibited, in a form perfectly 
adapted for comparing their respective merits: and, 
we propose, to aid these comparisons, by some new 
and general investigations, on the relations subsisting 
between the temperaments of the different conchords, 

in every donzeave, or tempered system of twelve in- 

of. 
St Andrews, primate of Scotland, and cardinal of. 

tervals, only within the octave. (¢) 
BEATON, or Berox, Davin, archbi 

the Romish church, the son of John Beaton of Bal- 
four, in Fife, was born in 1494. He was educated 
at the university of St Andrews, and gave early in- 
dications’ of strong mental powers... Being destined 
for the church, he was sent, by his uncle, the arch- 
bishop of St Andrews, to complete his education at » 
the university of Paris; and, as soon as he attained . 
the usual age, he was admitted ‘to holy orders.” In 
France he was early received into the favour and ser- 
vice of the Duke of Albany, regent of Scotland, 
during the minority of James V.; and, by him, in 
1519, he was appointed Resident at that court. 
About the same year; his uncle bestowed upon him 
the rectory of C: ie; and, in 1523, vested him 
with the abbacy of Aberbrothock. He returned to. 
Scotland in 1525, and received the privy-seal in 
1528. In 1533, we find him, in conjunction with 
Sir Thomas Erskine, returning to France, to con- 

firm the treaty entered into between the two nations, 
and to demand in marriage for his sovereign the 
daughter of the French king. During his residence 
at that court, he insinuated himself into the, tin 

taces of Francis; was favoured with a knowledge 
of the whole political system of that 
and, by his influence in bringing over his sovereign te 
adopt the same political views, he laid the founda- 

t monarch ; 

tion of his own future greatness. ‘The nuptials of © 
the Scottish king and the young princess, were cele- 

brated at Paris, on the Ist of January 1557; and 
Beaton returned with them to, Scotland in the en- 

suing May; but the queen having 
riage only two months, he wasiagain sent to Paris, 

® If very great exactness is required, 1772.243 may be used instead of 1772. 

survived her mar- 
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and ndyet egociated a second marria 
‘the king, wit Mary, daughter of the 
Guise. a ists a 
Beaton, now high in power,’ minently quali- 

fied to neha hea deer Rome, 
was, in 1538, raised by Pope Paul III. to the rank 
of cardinal, by the title of vom ag a cee- 
tio. This promotion gave great uneasiness to Henry 
VIIL,;: mean aadonan Basten’ growing ascendancy 
over his sovereign, and afraid of the consequences of 
that strict which he had formed with the 
sking of France, devised a scheme for the cardinal’s 
‘disgrace; but, though deeply laid, it did not suc- 
ceed. The archbishopric of St Andrews falling 
vacant, the cardinal succeeded, and became primate 
of Scotland. No sooner was he invested with that 
high office, than he discovered the most violent spi- 
rit of bigotry and persecution. Having summoned 
a numerous ing of the Romish clergy and laity 
‘to St Andrews; he, in a long speech, denounced the 
reformers, who, he said, openly maintained their he- 
retical opinions in the king’s court. He particular- 
Ay accused Sir John Borthwick, whom he had cited 
to that meeting ; and against whom a sentence of ex- 

“ <communication for non-appearatice was passed, his 
. _ confiscated, and his person burned in effigy. 

But Borthwick was not the only victim of Beaton’s 
resentment; several of rank and. distinction 
were included in this prosecution, among whom we 
find the celebrated Buchanan. All weal, without 
‘doubt; have'suffered death, had they not heppily esca- 
ped from ptison ; and to what length this bloody per- 
“secutor would ‘have gone, it is impossible to es ba 
not the king’s'death put a stop to his power; for, it 
*is affirmed, that he had fuarniched his majesty witha 

_ list of no fewer than 360 of the nobles, whom he re- 
»presented as heretics, who deserved to suffer the se-. 

“tverest punishment. James appears not to have been 
pecan 6 rn suntp Apres being tempted by 
the | of getting t ible estates of the con- 
“victed {eh mens to the crown. 
Yoni Far king died, igs roduced a deed 

si is majesty, which anan affirms was 
ot The fact is also admitted: by Robertson 

Guthrie. / Hume, after mentioning it, exprés- 
ses himself thus : « At least, (for historians are not 
well agreed in the circumstances of the fact), he had 
‘read to James a paper of that import, to which that 
monarch, during the delirium which preceded his 
death, had given an imperfect assent and a proba- 
tion.” The deed established the regency in Rinself, 
‘and the Earls of Argyle, Huntly, and Arran ; but 
‘it was set aside, although to give it validity, he 
caused it to be proclaimed at the cross of Edinburgh. 
The Earl of Arran, who, next to the young prin- 
cess, was heir to the crown, was chosen sole regent, 
during her minority ; and the cardinal was sent. pri- 
‘soner to the: ‘of Blackness. But he found 
means of soon obtaining his liberty, and of restoring 
‘himself to the good opinion of the regent: nay, he 
‘was again admitted to the Council; promoted to the 
high office of chancellot of the kingdom ; and, at 
the solicitation of the regent himself, receiv- 
= aise commission from the Pope, appointing him his 
le 

~ menced a severe 

gu 
Having obtained this new dignity, he lost no time 

in using it for the interest of the Romish see: he com- 
Has eae against the reformers ; 

and he had the address to prevail upon so many per- 
“sons, of the highest rank in the kingdom, to sit ia 
“judgment with him, that the condemnation of these 
innocent men had more the appearance of being their 
act than his. Following out the’ same arbitrary pro- 
ceedings, he summoned, in 1546, an assembly of the 
clergy at Edinburgh, and hearing, that the celebra- 

“ted protestant preacher, Mr George’ Wishart, was 
then officiating in that neighbourhood, he procured 
an order from the governor to have him apprehended, 
and sent first to the castle of Edinburgh, and after- 
wards to the castle of St Andrews. Having got 
him in his power, he found no difficulty in procuring 
a sentence of an assembly of prelates to condemn him 
to the flames. Qn the 2d-day of March 1547, he 

suffered the execution of the sentence, with a faith 
and fortitude worthy of a Christian martyr; while 
his’ barbarous persecutor, from a window in the cas- 
tle of St Andrews, feasted his eyes with the shock- 
ing spectacle. Buchanan relates, that Wishart, while 
wrapt in the scorching flame, foretold the death of 
Beaton in these remarkable words, “* He who looks 
down upon mefrom yonder lofty place,” pointing to the 
cardinal, ‘ shall ere lang be as ignominiously thrown 
down, as now he proudly lolls at his ease.” But 
Knox, in his History, assigns seyeral good reasons 
for not giving’ credit to that prediction. Admitting 
the fact, it may be viewed not as a ile Ape pro- 
perly so called, but asa dentinciation of the divine 
vengeance on the cardinal for his iniquities. Wishart 
could not be ignorant of the general odium in which 
Beaton was held, and might very naturally believe, 
that he would soon fall a victim to his own arrogance 
and’ cruelty. “Relying, however, on the power of 
the nobles, and the attachment of the Romish’ cler- 

, Beaton appeared perfectly indifferent to the sen- 
By ccts of med ee t body of Jietab, whom that in- 
human deed had raised against him. 

Not long after, he went to Finhaven, the seat of 
‘the Earl of Crawfurd, where he solemnized, with 
‘great pomp, a marriage betwixt the eldest son of 
that nobleman and his own natural daughter: a 
proof of the high reputation in which he was at that 
time held among the nobility of Scotland. The 
marriage-contract, subscribed with his own hand, is 
still extant ; and the fortune he gave her amounted 
to £666 : 13: 4 Sterling, a very considerable sum in - 
those days. Having received intelligence, that an 
‘invasion was threatened by an English squadron, 
which was seen upon the coast, he hastened back to 
St Andrews, and fortified his castle. While thus 
employed, Norman Lesley, eldest son of the Earl of 
Rothes, was treated by him with great injustice and 
contempt. His uncle, Mr John Lesley, a violent 
enemy of the cardinal, eagerly seized this opportu- 
‘nity of inflaming ‘his nephew ; and having conferred 
with some others, to whom he was equally obnoxi- 
ous, it was resolved, that he should be cut off. Ha- 
ving met by appointment at St Andrews, early on 
the mornin of the 29th May 1546, pry seized the 
porter, and secured the gates of the castle; and, al- 
though they did not exceed sixteen, they turned out 

‘ 6 

Beaton. 
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all the workmen: and servants, to’ the numbervit is 

Beattie. said of 150, with so little noise, that the cardinal 
was not awaked till they approached the door of his 
chamber, which he immediately secured. . Being pre- 
vailed upon to open it, by a promise, that no violence 
should be offered to his person, they rushed in with 
drawn swords, and put him to death. His body, it 
is said, was shown to the populace at that window 
from which he had lately, with a barbarous joy, be- 
held the death of the innocent Wishart. 

Thus fell this eminent prelate, who was not more 
distinguished by his rank, than odious by his vices. 
Endowed with great abilities, he raised himself to 
the highest station; but his ambition was unbounded, 
and his pride insupportable: He was the. favourite 
of the regent; Duke of Albany, and of James V.; 
and so entirely did he gain the confidence of every 
person whom he served, and so artfully did he ma- 
nage his ascendancy over them, that his own. influ- 
ence was never diminished. Bred to business, he 
was but little acquainted with the learning and:con- 
troversial writings of the age; but he had studied 
politics at the court of France, and was. well. ac- 
quainted with the temper and influence of all the no- 
bility of his own country. He took into his own 
hands the management:of the affairs of the kingdom, 
both civil and ecclesiastical ; and he often treated the 
ambassadors of foreign states with all the supercilious 
demeanour of an arbitrary monarch. Bent upon the 
execution of all his schemes, he scrupled not by. what 
means he gained his end; and he frequently sowed 
the seeds of discord among his enemies, that he might 
reap security from their dissensions. Devoted to the 
church of Rome, he promoted her cause by the 
most cruel and sanguinary measures; and though the 
manner of his death cannot be justified, it spread an 
universal joy among all the friends of the reforma- 
tion. e amassed. great wealth, which he be- 
ueathed to his natural children. To each of his 
3 sons he left a valuable estate, and his three 
daughters obtained marriages in three families of 
distinction in Scotland. Hed his virtues been equal 
to his abilities, and his life suitable to his high rank, 
he would not have fallen by the hand of an assassin, 
nor would. his character have stained the page of his- 
tory. He is an eminent instance of the union of great 
talents with great vices; and his life, as well as_ his 
death, may teach a valuable lesson to mankind. See 
Buchanani Hist. lib. xiv, xv. Robertson’s Hist. 
vol. i, p. 96. Biograph. Britannica, vol. ii. p. 37. 
A. F. ‘ 

¢ SeArvix, JAMES, an excellent poet and es- 
sayist, was born on the 5th of November 1736, in the 
arish of Laurencekirk, Kincardineshire, Scotland. 
dis father kept a small retail shop in the village of 

that parish, and at the same time rented a small farm 
in the neighbourhood, in which his, forefathers had 
lived for many generations. 'The poet’s mother was 
left a widow when young Beattie was only ten years 
of age; but the loss of a protector was happily sup- 
plied by his brother David, who sustained him in his 
school education, till he obtained, by his promising 
abilities, a bursary or exhibition at Marischal college, 
Aberdeen. Here he studied Greek under Professor 
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Blackwell, author of two works, entitled, the Court Beattie. 
of Augustus, and the Life of Homer ; aman grie- 
vously infected with the pedantry of Lord Shaftes- 
bury’s style, but possessed of considerable learning, 
and meriting mention in Beattie’s life asthe first who 
encouraged his early genius. Having taken the de- 
gree of master of arts, at the end of four years atten- 
dance at the university, our poet filled the humble 
situation of schoolmaster in the neighbouring patish 
of Fordun. His employment here did not preclude 
him from that slight attendance to the study of divi 
nity which the preparation for holy orders requires 
in Scotland, nor from occasionally cultivating his 
muse. » Never did poetical talent ripen so slowly as 
with Beattie, Till the age of 25 he wrote indifferent 
verses; and within ten years from that period, he was, 
excepting Goldsmith, the purest andmost majestic poet 
of his own time. Yet his early and indifferent 
ductions, which he transmitted tothe Scottish Maga- 
zine, gained him a little local celebrity. Mr Garden, 
a Scottish lawyer of some taste and ingenuity, after- 
wards. Lord Gardenstone, and at that time sheriff of 
Kincardineshire, ‘afforded him a sort of patronage, 
and introduced him to the tables of the gentry in that 
neighbourhood; an honour, not often extended to the. 
humble teacher of a parish 'school. In 1757, a va- 
cancy occurred in the grammar school of Aberdeen, 
and Beattie stood competitor.. He was foiled by a 
candidate who surpassed him in the minutie of Latin: 
grammar, but though unsuccessful, he retired: with- 
out disgrace; and a vacancy in the same-schoal'soon 
after occurring, he was. appointed. successor, without 
atrial. In this new situation.his reputation extend- 
ed with the sphere of his acquaintance; he became 
known by his conversation and talents, among. a dis- 
cerning community; and at 24 years of age, we find 
him obtaining, through the reputation of those abili- 
ties, the professorship.of moral philosophy in.-the 
Marischal college of Aberdeen ;, a place in which he 
became the associate of such eminent men as Dr Reid, 
Dr Campbell, and Dr Gregory, who then graced the 
university. In 1760, he published a small collection 
of poems, the most of which he was afterwards 
ashamed to. print, in company with his Minstrel. He 
actually bought up and destroyed as many copies as 
he could find of: this unhappy. volume in the days of 
his established fame. In 1763, he made his. first visit 
to London, but.he seems at that time to have been 
unnoticed and unknown, In 1766, he married.a Miss 
Dunn, a woman of some beauty and peep hare te 
but with whom his union proved an abundant source 
of domestic misery—the dreadful malady of an heres 
ditary madness, which at last made it necessary to 
confine her, for a long time showed itself equivocally 
before it came to a crisis, in the caprice of her dispo- 
sitions, and the inquietude of her temper... In 1770,. 
he published his Essay on Truth ; and in the follow- 
ing year, the first part of his exquisite poem the Min- 
strel, ; 

During the summer of the latter year he paid a 
second visit to London, which he renewed in 1773. 
During this last visit he was made a doctor, of laws 
by the university. of Oxford, and obtained the king’s 
warrant for a pension of €200 a-year.. The.honours 
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ishing era of 

ealously applauded am antagonist who had an who un- 
derstood or answered Hume no better than them- 

‘It, did not occur to those pious people, that 
i ich Beattie-had answered by abuse 

phes,' related to abstract questions wholly 
cable to practical virtue or vice ; and they for- 

r Berkeley, \at least as good a Christian as any 
of had-gone half way in the. very scepti- 

_cism which Hume inculcated.. Dr Reid, who has 
combated Hume with the hard sinews. of argument 
-and metaphysics, was not half so popular a;champion 
»to the church and lay alarmists at infidelity. He was 
not pathetic, out us, or abusive, and he required 
the trouble,of thinking and study to follow him; a 

. pain which is wholly spared to the readers of Beattie’s 
 £ssay on Truth... At this flattered period of his life, 
Beattie was introduced to their majesties at Kew, and 
spent. an hour, in familiar conversation with them. 

~ The king congratulated him on having refuted Hume, 
and ruined the’ sale of his book. In the aristocracy 
_ of literature, however, kings themselves have no pow- 
er of conferring rank ;. secede’ we admire a vener- 
-able sovereign encouraging and communing with an 
amiable man of letters, yet when we hear it announced 
in the royal closet, that Mr. Hume’s publishers had 

. been hurt by the writings of* Beattie, we are apt to 
_callto.mind,how seldom kings are told the truth. 
» To have sunk. the poet fothalalbanbiet in com- 
mending him, seems to be absolute satire. Yet though 
much of Beattie’s splendid reception among the peers 
and bishops, / was owing to his,over-rated merits asa 

" metaphysician,, there was much.of. it also due to his 
- amiable manners and his genius. 6). ce 
- , Atthe end of the year 1773, there was.a proposal for 
ane professorship in the university of 
Edinburgh, which he declined, The reason which he 

. assigns in oneof his letters, was the fearof hostility from 
his infidel enemies ; a reason which has been exposed ve- 
ry seyerely ina harsh. review, of his life. There may be 
something in this declaration of ‘the soreness respect- 
ing his literary opponents, which wascertainly a weak- 
ness,in’ Beattie ;, but there is nothing in.it worthy of 
serious,reproach. The disciples of the sceptical phi- 

: y. are, not. entirely exempt from the human 
1 3, of hating their literary antagonists ;. and if 

ie, dreaded to encounter that spiritin Edinburgh, 
- we need not wonder at his pecteating to remain amidst 
- the congenial orthodoxy of Aberdeen, rather than to 
trust. AE , strangers, nor at his giving the 
reason for it in a confidential letter. His refusal of 
aliving in the church of England, proffered to him 
by Dr Porteous.in,1774, was dictated by disinterest- 
ed motives, which have never been called in question, 
After this, there is little incident. in his life. Fe pub- 
lished one volume of Essays in 1776, and another in 
1783 ; alittle treatise on the Evidences of Christianity, 
in 1786 ; and the outline of his Academical Lectures 
in. 1790. In the same year he edited at Edinburgh 

’s papers, and wrote a preface.. He was very 

BEATTIE. f 
Beatties which were paid to him during this year, made it, at 
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unfortunate in his family. The situation of his wife Beattie. 

precluded him from the enjoyment of visitors in his aa, 
house at the time when his increased circumstances 
would have allowed him to exercise a limited hospi- 

‘tality. The loss of his son, James Hay Beattie, a 
oung man of highly promising talents, and who had 
ten actually conjoined with him in the professorship, 
was the greatest, though not the last, calamity of his 
life... He made an éffort to relieve his spirits by an- 
‘other journey to England, and some. of his. letters 
from thence bespeak-a temporary composure and 

cheerfulness; but the wound was never healed. Music 
was one of the great solaces of his leisure hours;) but 
from that:solace he was cut off by the overwhelming 
associations which were excited by the amusement 
which his son and he had shared incommon, At the 
end of six years, his second son, Montague Beattie, was 
also snatched from him in the flower: of manhood. 
This crowning misfortune appears to: have» wholly 
erushed his spirits: With his wife in a mad-house, 

- his sons. dead, and his health broken, he might be par- 
doned for saying, whilst. he looked upon-the corpse 
of his youngest child, ‘¢.I have done with this world.?? 
He acted indeed as if he had felt so ;. for although 
he performed the duties of his professorship till with. 
ina short time of his death, he applied to.no study, 
enjoyed no society or amusement, and. answered but 
few letters of his friends. s* Yet amidst the depth 
of his regret, he would’somietimes express an acquies- 
cence in his childless fate.’? How could I have borne,’’ 
he would say, ‘ to see their elegant. minds. mangled 
with madness.!’?, A. palsy, which struck him in 1799, 
terminated. his sufferings, after repeated attacks, in 
1803. “+ His person,” says a writer of his life inthe 

. Annual Register for 1805, ** was of the middle size, 
of a broad square make, which seemed to indicate.a 

‘more, robust, constitution than he really had. He was 
all his life subject. to. headaches, which, on'many oc- 
casions, interrupted his studies, . His features were 
exceedingly regular; his complexion somewhat dark ; 
his eyes had more expression than those of any person 
I ever remember to have seen.’? 

| » Beattie’s Philological and Critical Essays are the 
most.pleasing of his prose works. Asa critic, he has 
been preferred to Blair; by the poet Cowper. With- 
out the severe and chaste dignity of Blair’s prose, he 
is more animated, more diffusive and unequal, more il- 
lustrative and more entertaining. His constitution asa 
oet spoilt him for a metaphysician, and his moral phi- 
osophy did no good to his poetry. In his Essay on 
Truth, he rails at the sceptics.in rhapsodies and apos- 
trophes, as if he could exorcise the hard-hearted spirits 
of metaphysics by anathemas, or untie the knot of para- 
doxes by cursing the hand which had tied them. _On 
the other hand, he loads the beautiful poem of The 
Minstrel, with explanations on free will and providence. 
A shepherd’sson,arid a mountain minstrel, listens to the 
hermit’s discourses, as if he were training,for a chair 
of, moral philosophy ; and comes to have his doubts 
cleared up, upon the moral disorder_of the world, at 
a time of life when the genuine minstrel. is. more apt 
to be troubled with doubts about the fidelity of his 
mistress. If the character of. Edwin was too refined 
and elevated to be. displayed in the tender passion, he 
might have discoursed with the hermit on subjects 
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bitants. But the most remarkable object at Beau- Beaumaris. 
maris is its castle, to which the town originally owed 

-Beattic, more congenial.to the poetical. character than these 
Beaumaris. sombre discussions, : 
—v——~ The true. character of. poetical. genius is. in love 

with the wild and the wonderful; it: has, nothing to 
do with abstract views of nature, or-moral actions ; it - 
believes and enjoys implicitly, and delights neither in 
creating nor rPaskeia doubts. The actual enjoyments 
of the poet are inimitably.pourtrayed in the first part 
of the, Minstrel ; in the second part we leave him to 
the study of ethics, with as little interest.as if he were 
discoursing with Adam Smith on the wealth of na- 
tions, or with Malthus on the checks to population. 
Yet the moral tenets in the second part, though :in- 
aptly placed, are elegantly delivered. . The first part 
of the Minstrel is a gem of the purest water ; Edwin's 
character is a most interesting portrait of moral beau- 
ty, supported without the a of drama, dialogue, or 
action ; yet as finished, distinct, and original, asa dra- 
matic or epic action could have made it. It is won- 
derful, at the end of sixty stanzas, to find what a new, 
yet recognizable being we have been made acquaint- 
ed with,—a being so unlike the world, and yet so na- 
tural. The writer who described Edwin might well 
felicitate himself, in the words of the French poet : 

heureux le genie . my 

Sinise masque sans cothurne et sans illusion, 
D'un style simple et vrai fait parler la raison 
Tl n’entend pas pour lui retentis la theatre 
Des suffrages bruyants dune foule idolatre ; 
Mais le sage le lit. Le sage quelquefois 
Pour rever avec lui, s’enfonce dans les bois 
Et, charmé de ses vers, n’en suspend la lecture 
Que pour voir les foréts, les cieux et la-nature. 

De Litt sur I*Imagimation. 

The particular and minute beauties of this popular 
poem we need not trouble our readers with pointing 
out. Its general characteristic merits’ are’ ‘an un- 
affected elevation’ and sweetness of sentiment, terse 
and comprehensive description of rural scenery, anda 
style of pure and transparent simplicity. The beauty 
of external nature was never more finely worshipped 
than in the conclusion of the ninth stanza, which 
Gray so truly pronounced to be inspired: * Oh! 
how canst thou renounce, and hope to be forgiven.”? 
Dr Aikin, with his usual coldness as a critic, has’ ob- 
jected to the fairy vision of Edwin as too splendid 
and artificial for the fancy of an untutored youth. 
This is a most absurd objection. If we suppose 
Edwin to have lived in minstrel days, untutored as he 
was, he must have heard the ballads of his country ; 
and in these there is sufficient mention of all the ma- 
terials which constitute his dream. The description 
of Edwin’s walks, and of the hermit’s valley in the 
second book, are tier the very finest’ poetical 
paintings of landscape which our language possesses. 
7] ; 

( LRAtMaRts, or BeaumarsH, the principal 
town of the isle of Anglesea, in South Wales, is si- 
tuated at the north entrance of the Menai strait, 
which forms here a spacious bay. ‘The town, which 
is extremely neat, has two’ large streets, which con- 
tain 267 houses, a handsome church adorned witha 
lofty square tower, and an elegant and commodious 
town-hall. A free grammar school, and eight alms- 
houses, evince the charitable disposition of the inha- 

all its importance, and probably its existence. When 
Edward I. had subjugated Wales, be found. it neces- 
sary. to erect fortresses in different places,to overawe 

_ the inhabitants, whose spirit, still unbroken and ex- 
tremely impatient of the yoke, panted for an) oppor- 
tunity of regainin sim mar ‘Magnifi- 
cent castles had already been reared in ’Caernarvon 
and Conway; and the insular situation of Anglesea 
rendered it still more necessary to have it commanded 
by a fort and an it ta garrison. Accordingly,:in 
the year 1275, the foundation of a castle was laid in 
a place called Bonover Marsh, which afterwards re- 
ceived the French appellation Beaumarais, or beau- 
tiful marsh. Its situation enabled the engineers. to 
surround this castle with. a: ditch; which might con- 
stantly be filled with water from the bay; and to cut 
between the river and the: castle a canal by which 
small vessels might convey their cargoes up to: the 
very walls, When this castle at ert rin 
garrisoned by twenty-four soldiers, and entrusted to 
a governor, who was also made general of theitown. 
As this fortress became extremely oppressive tothe 
town, many contentions arose, and. several bloody 
encounters.took place between the inhabitants of the 
town and the soldiers. Qne of these encounters, 
called. the black-fray, which happ in the reign 
of Henry VI. was attended with great’ ‘slaughter. 
The insolence both of the governors and the soldi 
in all these Welsh garrisons; was indeed intolerable. 
-Their general object was to exclude the native inha- 
bitants from the towns dependent on their fortresses ; 
and so far had they succeeded in Anglesea, that in a 
rental of the borough property of Beaumaris, taken 
so late as 1608, there appear only seven Welsh names, 
and one burgage in the tenure of a Welshman. In 
the ‘turbulent -reign of Charles I., the gentlemen-of 
Beaumaris and Anglesea, animated with the warmest 
loyalty, determined to oppose the parliamentary forces 
which had assembled at Conway, and had | 
five commissioners to manage their business. But 
their loyalty was of no avail against the superior dis- 
cipline and courage of their antagonists. ‘They were 
routed and dispersed in every direction; and on the 
2d of October 1648, the town and castle surrendered 

- to general Mytton, and the inhabitants came under 
an obligation to pay to their conquerors the sum of 
seven thousand pounds within fourteen days. This 
castle, which is now. the Ae aed of the crown, 
stands on the grounds of lord Bulkely. It is attach- 
ed to the east end of the town, and covers a consi- 
derable space of ground. Part of it lies in ruins; 
but its outer walls, several towers, and many other 

s, still remain to mark out its dimensions, and to 
shew the style of its architecture. 

Beaumaris cannot boast of great:antiquity. Be- 
fore the erection of the castle, it seems to haye been 
an obscure, insignificant place. Edward I. surround- 

~ed it with a wall, made it a corporation, and endowed 
it with some privileges, Since the time’ of Edward 
VIL, it has regularly been represented by one mem- 
ber in-parliament, the right of electing whom is vest- 
ed in the mayor, bailiffs, and capital burgesses only, 
amounting to twenty-four in number. Thig is'the 
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Beauney only place in Wales where the right of election is but particular circumstances afterwards determined Beausobre. | 
Beausobre- confined to the clrporation. The government of the him to goto Holland. There he became known to ““V——~ ; ed to 

town is entrusted to the mayor, two bailiffs, and the 
capital es, whose number is limited to twenty- 
one ; to the number of ordinary 
are set. _ Beaumaris is distant 2542 miles N. W. from 
London. Population 1576. Ni Lat. 53° 14’, W. 

Long. 4015 pe 2 Te 
u ‘bay of Beaumaris is a very fine bason, in 
which ships can ride safely at anchor, in six or seven 
fathoms water, even at ebb tide. Between Aber and 

ris, the distance is four. miles broad, though: 
the sea, at low water, fills a channel of not more than 
one mile. » The remainder is one bed of sand ; and the 
roots of oak trees, found at a considerable distance 
from the present shores, sufficiently prove that the 
sea has here made great encroachments, and that these 
beds were formerly soil quite free from water. See 
Mr Pennant’s Tour in Wales. Bingley’s Tour round 

_ North Wales. (pw) Oo et ts 
BEAUNE, the second town in the department of 

the Cote D’Or, situated at the foot of a hill on the’ 
river Bourgeoise. The-town, which is of an’ oval 
form, and stands on calcareous ground, hashandsome 
houses and wide streets, and is well some 20 tara 
trade. The new isa specimen of good archi- 
tecture. The eae of St Peter is . handsome 
building ; but the: most beautiful and magnificent 
edifice is the hospital, 
by Nicolas Rollin; chancellor to Philip duke of Bur- 
gundy. The castle of Beaune is now in ruins: “An 
account of the curious quarrel between the inhabitants 
of this town and the celebrated wit’ Piron, will be 
found in Millin’s Travels through the Southern De- 

of France in’ 1804 and 1805, chap. x. 

AUSOBRE, Isaac pe, an eniinent French’ 
protestant divine, was born at Niort in Swisserland, 
on the 8th of March 1659. | Little is known of his 
ancestors, but that they were originally from Pro- 
vence, and had taken refuge in Swisserland from the 
massacre of St Bartholomew. From his tenderest 

rs Beausobre displayed a magnanimous superiorit 
Ieuis feelings of st and sastsicled, He sight 
have entered upon life with the fairest prospects of opu- | 
lence and honours ; for a cousin-german of his father, ° 
who nearly related oes me ‘de’ Maintenon, 
strongly urged him to study law, that he might present 
him to Tua? bay, and pee ensure his faeute faite 
But Beausobre, who had still more exalted views, re- 
sisted all his solicitations; and resolved to devote him- 
self to the sacred ministry. After studying divinity 
at the of Saumur, he was ordainedat the age 

tant in some part’of France. He had 
bar been above three years in that office, when a vio- 
ent persecution arose against the protestants, and his 
church was ordered to be shut ub With a zeal, na- 
tural to his‘age, but extremely imprudent, he opposed 
the orders of the court, broke the-royal seal, 
which had been affixed to the door of his church. 
Being condemned to make amende honorable for this» 
offence; he was forced to conceal himself, till he had 
an A a of leaving France. 

is first intention was to seck an asylum in England, 

no limits’ 

‘which was founded in 1443° 

of 22 years, and appointed to the charge of a ones 

the Princess of Orange, who could well appreciate his 
merits, and thought herself fortunate in getting him 

pointed chaplain to her daughter, the Princess of 
‘Aahalt Dessau. In this capacity he repaired to Des- 
sau in 1686. The happiness which he enjoyed in this 
retreat, made him ample amends for the loss of his 
country. ‘The Princess of Anhalt, a lady of great 
accomplishments, honoured him with the fullest con- 
fidence ; and he was enabled to pursue his studies 
without: disquiet or interruption. It was here he 
ublished his first work, entitled, 4 Defence of the 

Thiet rhe of the Reformed, occasioned by the circum- 
stance of a prince of the*house of on A having 
changed his religion. It was printed at Magdeburg in 
1693, and though the typography was extremely bad 
and incorrect, the book was very favourably received. 

Next year, 1694, ) he was induced, by the advan- 
tages which the French refugees enjoyed in Bran. 
denburg, and. the facilities which Berlin afforded for 
study, and for the education of a family, to repair 
to that city, in which he continued to’ reside durin 
the remainder of his life. At first he was enrolle 
among the number of ordinary pastors, who minister- 
edin the parishes granted bythe court to the refugees. 
But his talents soon raised him to higher employ- 
ments. Te was made chaplain to their majesties, 
counsellor of the royal consistory, director of the 
French house, inspector of the French college; and, 
a- before his deteh, ‘was appointed superintendant 
of the French churches in Berlin, and of the towns 
comprehended in that diocese. While he discharged 
with the highest honour to himself the duties of these 
several offices, he at the same time pursued his stu- 
dies with unwearied assiduity. ‘The ft work which 
he undertook, was a History of the’ Reformation, 
which occupied him for upwards of forty years. He 
left it in manuscript ready for the press, ‘and it was 
published at Berlin in 1784 and’ 1785. ‘This work, 
of ‘which ‘the yf ag object is to trace the origin 
and pregress of Lutheranism, contains some very cue 
rious details relative to the ‘diffusion of protestant 
principles in France and Swisserland, and the charac. 
ters and writings of those who were most active in 
opposing or defending the reformed religion. He 
was’ employed, along with his colleague L? Enfant, by 
the'court of Berlin, in translating the New Testa- 
ment into French. St Paul’s Epistles fell to the share 
of Beausobre, and the work, which was published in 
1718, ‘with an eg bone and notes, was very fa- 
vourably received. He was one 6f the principal mem- 
bers of ‘the Anonymous Society in Berlin, and had 
the direction of the Bibliotheque Germanique till his 
death. To that journal he contributed several apers. 
While engaged in composing the History of the Re- 
JSormation, he was ed iis a digression on the Flis- 
tory of Mancheus and Manicheism, which, swelling 
far beyond the bounds within which he originally 
intended to confine it, was published as a separate 
work in two volumes 4to. This is by far the most 
elaborate and €steemed of his writings; and has drawn 
forth ‘the warin commendations of Gibbon and Lard- 
ner, who were of all men the best qualified to judge 
of its merits, ts 2 
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No man ever possessed ‘a happier combination of 

to a preacher than .Beausobre. 
His sermons were distinguished by a fire of imagina- 
tion, a richness and elegance of diction, an originali- 
ty of thought even on the most common topics, and 
a caf . ye RC pa mere ie seldom béen sur- 
passed. His elocution, naturally easy and graceful, 
was aided by the advan of a As engaging 
countenance, a noble figure, and ‘a -gtaceful air. 
And his instructions, flowing warm from his heart, 
were recommended and enforced by the bright.ex- 
ample -of a life actively employed in the exercise of 
every Christian virtue. He died-on the 5th ‘of June 
1738, at-the age of eighty years; retaining to the 
last the possession of his faculties, and the full re- 
lish of life. See Memoire sur la Vie de Beausobre, 
prefixed to the 2d vol. of his Hist. du Manicheism. 
(4) 
brAuTy, in its most, general sense, denotes, an 

quality, or assemblage of qualities, in objects, which : 
are calculated to excite in the observer, emotions of 
delight and ‘complacency. In a more limited and 
appropriate sense, beauty is restricted to those qua- 
lities of objects which excite in the mind a species of 
tenderness, fondness, or affection. . The great lati- 
titude with which the term) has been employed, in- 
volves the analysis of the beautiful in a considerable’ 
degree of difficulty and obscurity. Thus we not. only 
speak of a beautiful woman, and a beautiful. flower, 
in which cases we employ the term in its most appro- 
priate sense; but we speak also of a beautiful build- 
ing, a beautiful piece of music, ‘a beautiful poem; a» 
beautiful machine, a beautiful theorem in geometry, 
or a beautiful trait of human conducts examples of - 
excellence involving qualities of extremely different 
kinds. A similar ambiguity exists in the terms sige 
nificant, of beauty in every, known, language.» In) 
Greek +o xaov, or the epithet beautiful, was as fte- 
quently applied to moral excellence as to the merely | 
pleasing in objects; and in Latin, pulchrum‘had the 
same ambiguity, as we learn from,its being so com- 

~ monly conjoined with honestum. 
In the observations which are,to follow on this 

subject, we shall first inquire into. the nature of these 
ualities which constitute beauty strictly so called; and 
ine we may perhaps be able to ascertain the origin of, 
that analogical application of the term, ‘by which it 
is made to characterise.a class of objects so extreme- 
ly different from each other as those to which it is 
applied in the vague and ordinary usage of language. 
Beauty, strictly so called, we have said, denotes those 
qualities of objects which excite in the mind a species 
of affection or tenderness. Even in this ‘limited sense 
of the word, it comprehends qualities which are ex- 
ceedingly various and diversified. There is not only 
a beauty of forms and of colours, but there is a beau- 
ty of motions, and a beauty of sounds. ‘There is a 
beauty too, it may be said, though doubtless of a 
more debased ‘and sensual kind, which is addressed to 
the smell, the taste, and the touch. 
not only a physical beauty, or a beauty in the quali- 
ties of material objects, but there is a moral beauty ; 
a beauty in the sentiments and dispositions of the hu- 

And there is 
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properties. | > Dptepyiws as wevlau 
Much ingenuity has been exercised: in the attempt» 

to-determine in what all these. various qualities agree, + 
or to assign the true theory of the beautiful ; a subs: 
ject no doubt of considerable’ curiosity and interest. - 

he ancients, indeed, have left us very little explicit. 
on the philosophy of beauty. Plato has two dia- 
logues on the beautiful ; but in neither of them does’ 
he attempt to explain in what it consists, unless by 
mentioning in general, symmetry and~ proportion as. 
its constituent qualities. |. Cicero, in the same indefi-) 
nite manner, speaks of order and correspondence of » 
parts as qualities of beautiful objects; but he gives» 
no illustration of his doctrine, nor does he represent» 
si ine! Beware ioe: 9 Wye) DOSE wwoil bs ’ 

Before ending to the systems of the moderns, | 
we may mention the theory of the venerable father 
Augustine, who, in the fourth book of his Confes/_ _ 
sions, speaks of two or threé- treatises which he had 
written, in his younger days, concerning beauty; but : 
some way or other he h 
not appear anxious that they should. ever be re= 
covered. According to'his view) of the subject,’ 
which may be collected from other parts of his wri-. 
tings, beauty consists in unity of parts, or in perfect | 
symmetry,*. * And,” adds The: fathier,:*<beteadevll 
bodies upon ‘earth are made’ of various’ elements, we) 
are not here to look for perfect beauty, which is to be/ 
found alone: in the. one all. perfect Supreme Being. | 
But surely a rose has:much:less unity of parts than a 
goon worm; although the former is beautiful, the . 
atter altogether disgusting.” ee Pe at i: 
The theory which on A beauty into a certain = 

symmetry and determinate proportion of parts, and_ 
which, seems ‘to. have been that entertained by the 
Greek and Roman philosophers, has. had many stre-- 
nuous advocates among the moderns, particularly in) 
the class of artists, who seem to have thought that _ 
the constituent’ elements of the beautiful might be» 

_ with certainty detected, and even measured in the - 
most approved models of statuary and painting, The - 
icniecesey of this theory has i very sati Pueelirie 
ly proved by Mr Burke, who is very decidedly of 
opinion, that ‘* beauty is no idea belonging to men- 
suration ; nor has it any thing to do with calculation. 
and geometry.” To establish this opinion, he exa- 
mines beauty, as it appears in vegetables, in the in- 
ferior animals, and in man; and in all these cases he 
finds that there are no certain measures on which the . 
beautiful can be said, in any degree, to depend. 

In the vegetable creation, we find nothing so bean- 
tiful as flowers; but flowers are almost of every sort . 
of shape and arrangement; and are turned and fa-: 
aeeet tate an infinite variety of forms. What pro- 
ortion do we discover between the stalks and the - 

lease of flowers, or betwéen the leaves and the’ pis- 
tils'? How does the slender stalk of the rose agree 
with the bulky head under which it bends? The 
flower of the apple, on the other hand, is very small, 
and grows upon a large tree; yet the rose and the 
apple blossom are both beautiful, and the plants that . 

* Qmnis porro pulchritudinis forma unitas est, 
3 

dost them, and: he does ~ 

a 
Je 

man mind, by which affection as more ully® Beauty.’ 
roused. than by any combination of connelpecheel —— 

od 
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them aré tost engagingly attired, Hotwithstand- 

“this dis car Wha by gee Cotisent, 
ig allowed to be a more 1 object than an 

oncé with its leaves, its 
it is in vain that wé 

for any proportion’ between the height, the 
f . A Be Concerning the Eide 
of the whole, or concétning the telation of the par- 

parts to édch other. 

¥, is fully as evident re atiimals. 
sre the grez variety of shapes, and ispfopor- 
ae i well. fitted to excite this idea. 

bird, ‘has 4 fieck Toriver than the rest of his 
sody, and bit 4 very short tail: is this a beautiful 
ee ? we must allow that itis. But then what 

We say to the peacock, who has comparativel 
But a short heck, and a tail Wenper thal the heck an 
the test of the gs et ether? Turn next to 

sj éxdinitie the head of a beautiful horse; find 
a es tioli that Bears to the rest of his body, 

aiid” | limbs ; and ‘what relations these have to 
éath other ; arid when you have settled these propor- 
tions as a standard of beauty, then take a dog or 
tat, Ot any other animal, aid examine how far the 
waite proportions between the heads and their neck, 
between those and the body, and so on, are found to 
hold. 1 think we ima afely say, that they differ i 
eset Spile; yet that therd are tadi¢lduale found in i preie maty 80 differing, that have a oy 
triking beauty. Now, if it is to be allowed,” adds 

our author, that very different, and even contrary, 
ispositions are consistent with beauty, it 
Believe, toa concession, that no Certain 

ae I 

eisaty t6 produce it, at least so fur as the brute Sia ate concord” SuBWie Gi” Becuul 

But 
lace in their various esti- 

fallacy of their doctrine. 

tions that we find in living men, of forms extremel 
ie sid area Phe Hercules, b Glicon,”” 

t Hogarth, “ hath all its parts finely fitted for 
the purposes of the utmost strength the texture of the 

, breast, and shoul- 
ders, have huge ak muscles adequate to the 
Supposed active strength of its upper parts; but as 
Yess strength was required for t 4a parts, the 
adicious sculptor, contrary to all ypadern rule of Si 

ng every part in proportion, lessened the size o 
the muscles gradually down towards the fect; and, 
for the same reason, made the neck larger in circum- 
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fériarks Mr Burke, * confessedly a 

“Ma 877 
ference than any Batt of the head; otherwise the 
figure would haye been burdened with an unneces 
weight, which would have been a drawback from his 
strength, and, in consequence of that, from its cha- 
racteristic beauty. These seeming faults, which shew 
the superior anatomical knowledge as well as judginent 
of the aticients, are not to be found in the leaden imi- 
tations of it near Hyde Park. ‘These saturnine geniuses 
imagined they knew how to correct such apparent 
isproportions.” Analysis of Beauty, chap. i. 

he doctrine that “beauty consists in determi- 
nate proportions, seems to have been derived from 
atchitectute; it being found that dwellings are most 
commodious and firm, when thrown into regular fi- 
gures, with parts answerable to each other. This idea 
Was transferred to our old-fashioned gardens, where 
trees were turned itito pillars, pyramids, and obelisks ; 
hed were formed into so many green walls, and 
walks fashioned into squares, triangles, and other 
mathematical figures, with the utmost exactness and 
symmetry. And thus it was thought, that if we 
were not imitating, we were at least im roving na- 
tiite, and teaching her to know her business. But 
nature has at last escaped from these fetters ; and 
our gardens, if nothing else, declare our conviction, 
that mathematical ideas are not the true measures of 
beauty. Even in architecture it is not any determi- 
nate principles of proportion, so much as the notion 
of stability and commodiousness, and of the adaptation 
of the means to the proposed end, that fixes the form 
and measures of any particular building... "Thus there 
is one proportion of a tower, another of a Ouse, one 
proportion of a gallery, another of a hall, another 
of a chamber; to judge of the proportions of 
each, we must first be acquainted with the purposes 
for which they were designed. 

‘This leads us to notice that theory of the beauti- 
‘ful, which resolves it into the perception of utility, 
or of an object being well adapted to answer the par- 
ticular end for which it was intended; a doctrine 
which has had no less. general an extent than the 
theory of proportion. Ut ity, or fitness for some im- 
portant purpose, is doubtless a quality in things 
which we always contemplate with complacency and 
approbation; but it is a quality BE may very 
readily be discriminated from beauty. On this prin- 
“ple as Mr Burke remarks, * the wedge-like snout 
of a swine, with its tough cartilage at the end, the 
little sunk eyes, and the whole make of the head, so well 
adapted to_its offices of digging and rooting, would 
be extremely beautiful. The great bag hanging to the 
bill of a pelican, a thing highly useful to this animal, 
would be likewise ei berate insour eyes. The 
hedgehog, so well secured against all assaults by his 
prickly hide, and the porcupine with his missile 
quills, would be then considered as creatures of no 
small elegance.. There are few animals,” adds he, 
*¢ whose parts are better contrived than those of a 
monkey; he has the hands of a man, joined to, the 
springy limbs of a beast ; he is admirably calculated 
or running, leaping, grappling, and climbing ; and ~ 
et there are few animals which seem to hawe Tess 

testy in the eyes of all mankind. T need say little 
of the trunk of the clephant, of such various useful- 

Beauty. 
te 

ness, and which is so far from contributing to his . 
3B 
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Beauty. beauty, How well fitted is the wolf for running and 
v= leapi ! how admirably is the lion armed for battle! 

but will any one, therefore, call the elephant, the 
wolf, and the lion, beautiful animals? I believe no- 
body will think the form of.a man’s legs so well 
adapted to running as those of a horse, a dog, a deer, 
and several other creatures; at least they have not 
that appearance: yet, I believe, a well-fashioned hu- 
man leg will be allowed far to ¢xceed all these in 
beauty.’ Part iii. sect. “7. 

Again, if, in our own species, beauty were annexed 
only to usefulness, men would be considered as much 
more lovely than women ; and strength and agility 
would be considered as the only beauties. The sto- 
mach, the lungs, the liver, as well as many other 
parts of the body, are incomparably well adapted to 

“their purposes: yet they are far from having sany 
beauty. A plough is a highly useful machine, and 
excellently adapted to its end; yet we by no means 
consider it as beautiful; while this term may be pro- 

tly applied to some insignificant trinket of no va- 
te at all, When we examine the structure of a 
watch, and even come to know thoroughly the use 
of all its parts, we may indeed admit the fitness of 
the whole; but are far enough from perceiving any 
thing like beauty in the work; but if its case be 
curiously chased and engraved, it will excite in us a 
very lively idea of beauty, although this kind of or- 
nament is not of the smallest use. It is plain, then, 
that it is not utility, or the fitness of an object to 
produce same important end, that constitutes beauty. 

Somewhat allied to the theories already mentioned, 
is that which ascribes beauty to perfection in a par- 
ticular kind or species; or to the exact conformity 
of an object to the generally prevailing character of 
the co-related objects. This theory has been adopt- 
ed and illustrated by the learned and ingenious Fa- 
ther Baffier. It is supposed to explain, why, in 
Africa, a black complexion, woolly hair, a flat nose, 
and thick lips, are esteemed beauties, while their op- 
posites only are admired in Europe: And it pro- 
fesses to determine what is justly considered as a de- 
sideratum, the standard of beauty ; which, accordin 
to this theory, is that which is most common to all 
the individuals of a species ; and of which, though 
the whole parts may not be found in any one indivi- 
dual, yet something may be contributed by them all. 
‘Specious, however, as this theory seems to be, it 
will by.no means apply ina rials plicaey of instances ; 
for numberless beautiful objects are to be found, 
which deviate very widely from the common standard 
of their species. The most common, or standard 
‘forms, of any species, are those which are viewed, 
perhaps, with the greatest indifference, being possess- 
ed of no other quality than mediocrity, which is as 
remote from beauty, on the one hand, as it is from 
deformity on the other, 

« So far is perfection, considered’ as such, from 
‘being the cause of beauty,” remarks Mr Burke, 

that this quality, where it is highest in the female 
sex, almost always carries with it an idea of weakness 
and imperfection. _Women are very sensible of this ; 
for which reason they learn to lisp, to totter in their 
walk, to counterfeit ‘weakness, and even sickness. 
In all this they are guided by nature. Beauty in 

BEAUTY. 
distress is much the most affecting beauty. Blush- Beautyi 

wer ; and modesty in general, ——y—~ 
imperfection, is itself 

ing has little less 
which is a tacit allowance of in 
considered as an amiable qualityyand certainly inly heigh- 
tens every other that is oe 4 know it is in every 
body’s mouth, that we ought to loye. perfection. 
This is to me a sufficient proof, that it is not the 
proper object of love. ho ever said, we ought 
to love a fine woman, or even any of those beautiful 
animals which please us? Here to be affected there 
is no need of the concurrence of our will.” Part iii, 
sect,10.' : =] 

The celebrated Dr Hutcheson of Glasgow propo- 
sed a theory of beauty, which was greatly admired 

in its time, and likewise, for a while, very generally 
adopted. According to this theory, beauty consists 
in a certain determinate combination of variety of 
parts, with uniformity of structure. This system, 
which is sustained by all the formality of - 
tical demonstration, lays it down, that of two given 
bodies, if the number of parts be the same, the beau- 
ty will be as the uniformity of structure; if the 
uniformity be the same, the beauty will be as the va- 
riety of parts ; if neither be the same, the beauty will 
be in the compound ratio of the variety and unifor- 
mity. Thus, an equilateral triangle is more beautiful 
than one with unequal sides, because, with the same 
number of parts, it possesses more uniformity o 
structure, A square is more beautiful than an equi- 
lateral triangle, because, with the same uniformity of 
structure, it possesses a greater variety of parts. An 
ellipsis nearly equals: the beauty of a circle, because, 
with less uniformity of ‘structure, it has greater va- 
riety of parts; and so forth, ~ BYP 

“* The beauty of an equilateral triangle,” says Dr 
Hutcheson, ¢ is less than that of a square, which is 
less than that of a pentagon, and this again is sur- 
passed by the hexagon. en, satieodl -ehee number 
of the sides is much increased, the proportion of 
to the radius, or diameter of the: figure, is so muc 
lost to our observation, that the beauty does not al- 
ways increase with the number of sides; and the 
want of parallelism, in the sides of heptagons, and 
other figures of odd numbers, may also diminish their 
beauty. So in solids, the eicosiedron surpasses the 
wane? which is still more beautiful than the cube, 
and this again surpasses the regular id; the 
obvious gicund of this is prac pabioy, With equal 
uniformity.’ — Instances of the compound ratio we 
have, in comparing circles or spheres with ellipses or 
spheroids, not very eccentric ; and in comparing the 
compound solids, the exoctaedron, and eicosidode- 
caedron, with the perfectly regular ones, of which 
they are compounded; and we shall find, that the 
want of that most perfect uniformity observable in 
the latter, is compensated by the greater variety in 
the others, so that the beauty is nearly equal.”?  In- 
quiny concerning Beauty, Order, &c. ps 16. 

is theory may have some plausibility when ap- 
plied to works of art; but it is altogether defective 
when applied to the beauties ofnature. Dr Hutcheson, 
indeed, illustrates his doctrine by examples, deduced 
not only from artificial figures, but from the outward 
form and inward structure of animals ; from the pro- 
portion of their parts to each other; from the list. 
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Beauty: mony of et ral theorems, &c. But 

single melodious sounds and many beautiful objects 

rally disregarded in the theory of Dr 
Hutchesons i) per 

The i »Hogarth, in his Analysis of 
Beauty, seems to consider variety as its most essen- 

: he enumerates, indeed, five other 
sy as Contributing to our approbation of beau- 

sobjects; namely, fitness, uniformity, simplicity, 
cacy, and ; but rather as secondary and 

br age am approbation, than as the 
e@ @X- 

pe A acca ea on 3’? and that the most beau- 
iful line by which asurface can be bounded, is the 
waving, or serpentine, or that which continually and 
imperceptibly deviates from the straight line. This, 
which is so frequently exhibited in shells, flowers, 
and other g productions of nature, he calls 
the line of 3 and another line, which he calls 
the line of grace, is the same waving curve twisted 
spirally round a solid body, as in the worm of a com- 
mon jack, or the he of various animals. On the 

ing worm-wheel of the jack, Mr Hogarth des- 
eants: with peculiar delight. It is, he says, always 

ing, either at rest or in motion ; but particu- 
‘attractive when’ in motion. ** T never can for- 

2”? he adds, « my frequent strong attention to it 
wh rine ex Rone. eae iling move- 

eS. ea M at seeing a country dance, 

illustrate more’ particularly ;:and in the mean time 
shall be content with observing, that the Grecian 
nose; which» is perfectly straight, has as many ad- 
mirers as the Roman, with all the advantages of its 

curvature. 
_ Various authors, as if despairing of being able to 
resolve beauty into its absolute essence, have content- 
ed themselves with an enumeration of the various qua- 
lities which most-eminently distinguish beautiful ob- 
jects ; and which may therefore be said to form the 
constituents of beauty.» Inan ingenious performance 
called Crito, or a: Di on , ascribed to the 
author of Polymetis, the constituent qualities of beau- 
ty, at least in the female «sex, are» reduced to four; 
viz. colour, form, expression, and grace ; the two 
former of which maybe called the body, and the two 
latter the soul of beauty. Mr Burke is inclined to 
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consider beauty as a quality in bodies acting mecha- 
nically upon the’ human mind, through the medium 
of the senses, and arising from the foliowing particu- 
lars: smallness of size, smoothness, gradual variation 
of outline, delicacy, and colour. . This, at best, can 
be looked upon only as an enumeration of beautiful 
qualities, and not an analysis of beauty itself. But 
even contemplated as a mere enumeration, this ac- 
count of the matter is very unsatisfactory ; for we 

Beauty. 
— ee! 

have just seen that gradual variation of outline is by _ 
no’ means essential to beauty ; and so far is smallness 
of ‘size from being so, that Mr Hogarth, as above 
mentioned, considers quantity, or greatness of dimen- 
sion, as an important constituent /of beautiful objects. 

The insufficiency of all those systems that attempt 
to reduce beauty to certain permanent and invariable 
qualities in objects, has been very satisfactorily proved 
by Mr Alison, in his Essays on the Nature and Prin- 
ciples of Taste, in consequence of a very careful and 
judicious examination of the distinguishing properties 
of all those objects that we’ denominate beautiful. 
* It should seem,” says this ingenious author, ¢ that 
a very simple and a very obvious principle is sufficient 
‘to guide our investigation into the’source of the beau- 
ty of the qualities of matter. If these qualities are 
in themselves fitted to produce the emotion of beauty, 
(or, inother words, are in themselves beautiful,) I 
think it is obvious that they must produce this emo- 
tion, independently ‘of any association. If, on the 
contrary, it is found, that these qualities only produce 
such emotion when they are associated with interest- 
ing or affecting qualities ; and that when such asso- 
ciations are destroyed, they no longer produce the 
same emotion, I-think it must also’ be allowed, that 
their beauty is to be ascribed, not to the material, 
but:to the associated qualities.” 
ing laid down this general principle, MrAlison pro- 
ceeds to examine whatever: is‘considered as beautiful 
in the material world, contemplated under the various 
—_ of sounds, colours, forms, and motions ; and 
infers, that it is principally, or solely in consequence 
of association, that we ascribe beauty to many of. 
these, and not in consequence of any permanent mate- 
rial qualities ; because he finds nothing in the quali- 
ties themselves when simply considered, calculated to 
raise any emotion in the mind ; because it is only. 
with persons who have such associations that these 
qualities are considered as beautiful, and because, 
when these associations are destroyed, the beauty of 
the qualities is destroyed at the same time. 

4. few examples’ will render this doctrine intelli- 
ible to our readers; and first in the case of ‘sounds. 
ith respect to musical sounds, the most extensively. 

pleasing of this class, Mr Alison is'of opinion, that 
there are two ‘distinct species of pleasure of which 
they are productive.. 1. That mechanical pleasure, 
which, by the constitution of our nature, accompanies 
the gees tion of :a «regular ‘succession of » related 
sounds. 2. ‘That pleasure which such compositions 
of sound may wie wey either by the expression of 
some pathetic or interesting affection; or by being 
the sign of ‘some pleasing or valuable quality, either 
in the composition or the performance. That musi- 
cal sounds are calculated to please in consequence of 
the original constitution of our nature, is plainly , 

( Essay 2.) Hav-- 
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“Beauty. evinced by this, that their ions and relations to 
ecm paren admit of sa tae ascertained, 

and even mathematically demonstrated. A melodious 
tone is naturally pleasing in itself, and a regular suc- 
cession of such tones, in a certain proportion to each 

sical itshs fo oosoeDpstlowsaton ob ctsaint ‘pitch, is nat ing to 30 
mankind. In so far, therefore, music is beautiful in 
itself ; but even in the case of music, no small share 
of our gratification is to be aseribed to its expression, 
or to the feelings which are associated with the par- 
ticular ition, "To the:time of music, as quick 
or slow, we associate the ideas of c or me- 
lancholy 

the expression connected with those sounds. AU 
music which is passionate, or indicative of any emo- 
tion, can be so orly in consequence of the fect of 
association ; and yocal music, which is avowedly the, 
most il in its effects, brings to its assistance 
allthe charms and pathos-of poetry. Were the -ef- 
fects of music purely mechanical, and unaided by oc- 
casional association, a piece of music ought to pro- 
duce precisely the same effect upon all descriptions of 
people, and upon all occasions, which is confessedly 
contrary to expenience. 

Bat again, in the scenes of :nature, there are many 
sounds which are productive of the ,emotian jarising 
from beauty, in consequence alone of the pleasing as- 
sociations with which they are connected ; such .as 
the sound of the waterfall, the murmuring of the -ri- 
vulet, the whispering of the-wind, the sheep-fold bell, 
the toll of the curfew, &c. And that these sounds 
‘are beautiful only in consequence of the emotions 
which are associated with them, may be inferred from 
the insignificancy of the sounds themselves ;. from 
their being perfectly indifferent to the vulgar, who 
have no such associations ; and even to ourselves, un- 
less when they suit the general.character of the scene, 
or:the particular train of mind in which we may hap- 

to The same remarks are applicable 'to the 
notes of animals, commonly allowed to be beautiful ; 
although, in the case of singing birds, allowance.must 
be made for the musical melody which nature. has 
bestowed upon that class of her creatures. The 
bleating of the lamb, the lowing of the cow,)the «call 
of the goat, the hum of the beetle, or thetwitter/of 
the swallow, will all.occasionally be listened :to with 
delight, but surely not in consequence of any inherent 
beauty which they possess. ‘* A peasant would 
laugh,” says Mr Allison, «* if he were asked, if ‘the 
call of a goat,.or the bleating of a sheep, or)the low- 
ing of acow, were beautiful ; yet in certain situations, 
all of ithese are undoubtedly so. A child shews no 
symptom) of admiration -at those sounds which are 
most .affecting in natural scenery to other people. 
Every one will recollect, in what total indifference his 
early years were passed, to that; multitude of beauti- 
ful. sounds which occur in the country ;.and I bélieve, 
if weiattend to it sufficiently, a will: be ound, that 
the period when we became sensible to their ‘heauty, 
was, when we first began to feel them as expressive, 
either from our own observation of nature, or fromthe 
perusal:of books of poetry. Inithesame manner, they 
who travel intovery.distant countries, are at first insen- 

3 and to any succession of notes intended to. 
be imitative of certain sounds in nature, we associate 

BEAUTY. | 
sible to the beauty which the hatives of these countries Beauty 
ascribe to the notes of the animals belonging to them, 
obviously from their not havi ined the as- sagan be 
The notes which are sacred from ind of supery 
pao ap a only to ery ho are under the 
ominion of that superstition. A foreigner does not 

distinguish any beauty in the note of a stork. To the 
Hollander, “richer ge to whom that bird is theobject of 
avery popular and very pleasing superstition, this note 
is beautiful.” Essay ii. ch. ii. Sect 1. psd. 

sland) <ehsdethtigastiul sialedinde 
be ascribed to: ical constitution of the hu- 
man body, in con of which, certain colours 
naturally excite a sensation, while others are 

ways 
effect of colour, considered as an object of beauty, is 

which it is associated in our minds 5 ~idineunng 
and affecting qualities of whieh it is.expressine. The 
associations with which colows ane connected, ane 

. The following are examples 
association : White, satus the colour of day, is ex- 
pressive to us of the cheenfulness or gaiety which 

Free segments wt 80). ness, is expressive sof gloom: and oly, 
The .colour of ithe -heavens, \in. serene weather)-is 
blue: blue, thereforey is expressive to usof some- 
what of the isame ‘and temperate character. 
Green is the colour ‘of earth, in spring : it is 
consequently €x pressive ‘to us of some of those .de- 
lightful images which we associate avith that, season, 
The colours of vegetables and minerals. acquire, in the 

Senin nga whiahioopedieteaeeerciadeieaneane the species ‘ istin Kis ‘ 
sion of those colours, mR Me ora 
cular passions in the human countenance, and which, 
from this connection, derive their effect, every one is 
acquainted cee svasaces * iigd teh oe ae 
Again, there are »many colours which derive ex- 

pression:from: same ana ‘between them and. cer- 
tain affections of the mind; on which account, = 
obtain -the names of softor strong, mild or bol 
pay or gloomy, .cheerful-or solemn, &c, And; last~ 
y, there are many.colours which acquire character 
merely from accidental: association. {hus ypurple 
has acquired a character of dignity, from its acei- 
dental connection with the dress we jy co Black, 
in this country, indicates. gravity 5 and scarlet)is con- 
nected with military ideas. In. other countries, the 
same colours are expressive of very different charac. 
ters, because of different associations. Thus in Chi- 
na, white is.gloomy, because the colour allotted te 
mounning:; -and yellow jis ~ most dignified colour, 
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| Tier r, the, 

Spon ieceince onetoce r pices of fast 
are never admired ; while those of | ' cedar, 
sattin-wood, &c. although far from naturally plea- 

sing, are, on Pe Nene ng ad 
Hale by us. te. gee sole 

ee sa A 
branch of t sxbjecty pnd that fon whick 

lison has exhibited the greatest portion of ori- 
and wr It seems to been im- 

weer see by all preceding inquirers into the 
Med olan th at 

» an their very nature, more beautifi 
tn ons he hea ef and of 

of Mr Hogar snd bt belles Cv hare 
Pepin eter mae that.forms are tepooind 

in consequence of association, and of the qua- 
lities of, which they axe expressive ; that all forms 
are beautiful which are expressive of. delicacy or ten- 
a that the angular form, when it has this 
e is reckoned as beautiful as the curvili- 

‘and that the. gursilinedt when. it is deprived 
to be beautiful, 

“see i ays = role in nae of 
A 0 ea, Bap ithe true*Jine of 

beige is pb a 8 explained by Mr Ali- 
son: * The, zat of soa, bodies in nature, 
ni ee “oy ig, Sections ar are 

bi eater 
bodies. ois ons h So 

' ia Fa or. > are distinguished 
ce or cury An the saiveral 

most ieyeemaraes pir esaal- 
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ly angular forme. fo the vegetable Kingdom, all Bey. 
ed othr bate rms. ‘Pfc a an ede 

pedi ecteen Tiere 
in the same manner, strong and powerful ant. 

pa ante Stated by SS 
. In consequence of this yery general connec- 

tion in Use t HP sali forms become expres- 
base a ° inal vent qualities of strength and 

chaps bodies which haye a progress, 
or hich and decay n our own observa- 
tion, the came chagacter of form is observable. | In 
the pes “ibe the infancy or youth of plants 
een in a. ete forms... The 

oie sa in the same manner, 
navi is winding or serpentine seat Their 

perfect age, of oe ms more direct and 
In consequence this connection, forms ma 

a the fixst kind become in such cases expressive to 
us of ab and tenderness, and. delicacy 5. an 
Fe of the second x ane of maturity, and strength, 
and vigour, Besides very obvious associa- 
tions, at ig also to be observed, that, from the sense 
of touch, angular forms are expressive to us of 
Foughness, sharpness, harshness; winding forms, on 

contrary, of softness, smoothness, delicacy, an 
Lidia aud.this connection is so permanent, t that 

infer the existence of these qualities 
dn the bodies .are only perceived by the eye- 
There e is a very Wiese analogy between such quali- 
ties as are perceived. by the sense of touch, and certain 
qualities of wind as in all lan apuages such qualities 
are expressed by terms drawn from the perceptions 
of .the eaternal seale> Such forms, therefore, when 
presented. to the eye, not only lead us to infer those 
mate ‘qualities which are perceived by the sense of 
toned but along with these, to infer also. those 
ualities of m » which, from analogy, are signified 
By snes te of matter; and to feel frém them 
some degree : that emotion which these dispositions 
of mind themselves are fitted to produce.” Essay 
ii. ch, iv. sect. 1. part 2. 

‘That it is only in congequence of the expression 
of delicacy, that the winding form is esteemed beau- 
tiful, may be inferred from this, that when this ex- 
pression or association is destroyed, the form imme- 
diately loses its beauty. It is possible, by mechani- 
cal means, to bend bars of metal into waying lines; 
but the effect is far from pleasing, because instead 

of delicacy, it becomes expressive of force and con- 
straint; and if in any case such forms exhibited in 
metal are pleasing, it 18 when.the material is brought 
to.a-yery ,line texture, as in the imitation of delicate 
shrubs; or when the workmanship is so exquisite, 
as to bestow on the subject a character ,of .d cacy, 
which does not properly belong to it. Neither is 
the crooked or curvilinear form pleasing in the 
stems or brauches of trees, or in the more robust 

plants; because -here, instead of being expressive 0. 
case, it rather denotes force and constraint. 
But again, angular forms themselves are beautiful, 

when expressive of fineness, tenderness, or delicacy. 
«* The myrtle, for instance,” says Mr Alison, is 



_ Beauty. erally reckoned a beautiful form 
—— oieite ie is i ahi 
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dicular, the junctions of A 
branches form regular and similar angles, and their 
direction is in straight or angular lines. The known 
delicacy, however, and tenderness of the vegetable, 
at least in'this climate, prevails over the general’ ex- 
pression of the form, and gives it the same beaut 
which we generally find in forms of a contrary kind. 
How much more beautiful is the rose tree when its 
buds begin to blow, than afterwards when its flowers 
are full, and in their greatest perfection :; yet in this 
first situation, its form has much less winding sur- 
face, and is much more composed of straight lines 
and of angles, than afterwards, when the weight of 
the flower weighs down'the feeble branches, ‘and de- 
scribes the easiest and most varied curves. ‘The cir- 
cumstance of its youth, a circumstance in all cases 
so affecting ; the delicacy of its’ blossom, so well ex- 
pressed by the care which Nature has taken in sur- 
rounding the opening bud with leaves, prevail so 
much upon our imagination, that we behold the form 
itself with more delight in this situation, than after- 
wards, when it assumes the more general form of de- 
licacy. It is on a similar account, that the leaves of 
vegetables form a-very conimon and a very beautiful 
decoration, though they are less distinguished by 
winding lines, das almost any other part of the 
plants. ‘There are an infinite number of the feebler 
vegetables, and many of the common grasses, the 
forms of which are altogether distinguished by an- 
gles and straight lines, and where there is not a sin- 
gle curvature through the whole, yet all of which 
are beautiful, and of which also some are imitated in 
different ornamental forms with excellent effect, mere- 
ly from the fineness and delicacy of their texture, 
which is so very striking, that they never fail, when 
we attend to them, to afford us that sentiment of in- 
terest and tenderness, which’ in general we receive 
from the opposite form. There are few things in 
the vegetable world more beautiful than the knotted 
and angular stem of the balsam; merely from its sin- 
gular transparency, which it is impossible to look at 
‘without a strong impression of the fineness and deli- 
cacy of the vegetable. Such observations, with re+ 
gard to flowers or plants, every person has it in his 
“power to pursue. ‘There is not, perhaps, any indi- 
widual of the vegetable kingdom, which, if it is re- 
markable for its delicacy or tenderness, is not also con- 
sidered as beautiful in its form, whether that form 
be winding or angular.” 

In many of those arts, where the beauty of form 
is chiefly consulted, the curvilinear form being less 
expressive of delicacy than the angular, has no place. 
In most of the ornamehtal manufactures of metal, 
as in that of cut or polished steel, the expression 
of delicacy requires that the bulk of the material 
should be as much reduced as possible ; and hence 
the predominence of sharp angles and plane facets. 
A. sword hilt, or a watch chain,’ are infinitely finer 
and more beautiful, when they are composed of an- 
ular forms, than when they are composed of curves, 
fn the forms which are given to jewels, the same 
rule universally obtains ; the same is true of the ma- 
nufactures’ of glass for ornamental purposes. The 
delicacy of such subjects is in their brilliancy ; and 

BEAUTY. 
the form which displa 
that pate in ch : 
household furniture, also, the same regard to lig 
ness and delicacy of structure tay’ be fee i 
ny of the prevailing angular forms.” Strofig ‘ai 
massy furniture,’’ observes Mr Alison, '*¢ ie ery 
where vulgar and unpleasing ; and though, im point of 
utility, we pardon it in general use, yet wherever we 
expect ce or beauty, we naturally look ‘for 
fineness and delicacy in it.’ The actual progress ‘Of 
taste, in this article, is from strength to delicacy. 
The first articles of furniture, in every country, aré 
strong andsubstantial. As taste improves, and as it 
is found that beauty, as well as utility, may be con- 
sulted in such subjects, their strength and solidity 
are gradually diminished, until, at last, by succes- 
sive improvement, the progres: ; in that 
last degree of delicacy, and even of frug: Ys which 
is consistent either with the nature of 1 workman. 
ship, or the preservation of the subject.” 
ff this doctrine, concerning” ae beauty of form, 

be just, it should follow, that in those forms, which 
are of a very compound nature, the beauty does not 
arise so much from a certain’ mixture of variety and 
uniformity, as froma certain characteristic expres- 
sion belonging to the whole. And this is perfedil 
consistent with the common language of men, ahh, 
when describing such complex objects, as a garden, 
or particular ‘scene of nature, uniformly speak of 
them as expressive of greatness, wildness, gaiety, tran- 
quillity, melancholy, or some other eatin 3 quality. 
With respect to the artificial composition of complex 
beautiful forms, Mr Alison declares the total insuffi- 
ciency of Mr Hogarth’s rule, viz. ** To make choice 
of a variety of lines, and vary their situations with 
each other, by all the different’ ways that can be 
conceived, and, at the same time, (if a solid figure 
be the subject of the composition), the contents or 
space that is to be eTeLAan within those lines, must 
be duly considered, and varied too as much as possi- 
ble with propriety” Instead of this, Mr Alison 
proposes, that some characteristic or expressive form 
should be selected, and that the variations, whether 
in the form, number, or the proportion of the parts, 
should be adapted to the peculiar nature of this ex- 
pression, or of that emotion which it is fitted to ex- 
cite in the mind of the spectator. Essay ii-ch. iv. 
sect. 1. part 3. —r 

The beauty of motion still remains to be mention- 
ed; and, like the beauty of form, it arises principal- 
ly, or solely, from expression. Slow and gentle mo- 
tion, being indicative of ease and delicacy, is in ge- 
neral the most beautiful ; such as the soft gliding of 
a stream, or the light traces of a summer breeze up- 
on a field of corn. These are beautiful when in 
straight lines; but still more so, when they’describe 
serpentine or winding lines ; because still more indi- 
cative of ease. But though slow motion is, in gene- 
ral, the most beautiful, rapid motion may become so, 
when the bodies moved excite only pleasing or mo- 
derate affections. Thus the quick ascent of fire- 
works, and the rapid shooting of the aurora borealis, 
are extremely beautiful; though the rapid shooting 
of lightning is too terrific to possess such a character. 
The motion of the humming-bird, too, though more 

that quality is the only one Beaw 
c fee asad i 
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Beauty. id than tha of the » is considered as beauti- 
=" ful, on account f the of the object moved. _ 

__ It seems, then, to be c proved by Mr Alison, 
ea the beauty of material , obj Ngai _not zooutt 
rom any permanent qualities in th jects. them- 

selves, A: from the expression of the objects, or, 
«from their being the signs or expressions of such qua- 
lities as are fitted by the constitution of our nature 
to uce emotion.’”? ‘The k epercesion shat may be 

id most generally to prevail in beautiful objects, 
that oo judged of by the fon is 

that a eae delicacy, or tenderness, a qualit 
extremely well-suited to excite emotion blended wit 
affection, or that kind of love which, according to 
our original definition, is the characteristic effect of 
beauty. Along with this expression of delicacy, or 
gentleness, there may, however, be combined-the ex- 
pression of some other valuable quality, which will 
enhance the approbation and delight, with which we 
contemplate objects merely beautiful; and produce 
an emotion of a more complicated and pleasing kind 
than that which beauty alone excites. ‘Thus Peasy 
may exist in combination with design, or a skilful com- 
bination of parts, as in a poem, a painting, a musical 
composition, or a machine; and in consequence of 
this combination, our approbation will be enhanced. 
The beauty of design is a phrase or expression of 
frequent occurrence, and shews the connection be- 
tween the emotions which belong to the perception 
of those several qualities. Another adventitious aid 
to beauty is fitness, or the proper adaptation of means 
to an end, subservient to which, and also to design, 

"is the beauty of proportion.’ In the forms of furni- 
ture, of machines, and instruments in the different arts, 
the greater Pet of their beauty arises from the con- 
sideration of fitness; nor is there any form which does 
not become beautiful, in this sense, where it is found 
to be perfectly adapted to its end, A ship which 
is well built, and which promises to sail well,” says 
Mr Hogarth, « is called by sailors a_ beauty.’ 
** There is nothing more common, in books of ana- 
tomy, or natural history,” says Mr Alison, « than 
the term beauty applied to many common, and many 
disagreeable parts of the animal frame; nor is there 
any reader, who considers the subjects in the light of 
their fitness alone, who does not. feel the same emo- 
tion with the writers. A physician talks even of a 
beautiful theory of dropsies or fevers, a surgeon of a 
beautiful instrument for operations, an anatomist of 
a beautiful subject or preparation. These instances 
are sufficient to shew, that even the objects which are 
most destitute of natural beauty, become beautiful, 
when they are re. d only in the light of their fit- 
ness 5 that the reason why they do not always 
appear beautiful to us, is that we in general leave 
this quality out of our consideration.” _ ; 
Lastly, beauty may be combined with utility, as it 

actually is in almost all the productions of nature ; 
and by this combination, the delight with which we 
contemplate an object, is in the Tiahes degree en- 
hanced. On the superiority,, in this respect, of the 
works of nature over those of mere art, there is a fine 
observation by Mr Hogarth. “ Here, I think,’? 
says that ingenious artist, “ will be the proper place 

» to. speak of .a most, curious difference between the Beauty- 
living machines of nature in Feapent of fitness, and 
such poor ones in comparison with them, as men are 
only capable of making. A clock by the govern- 
ment’s order has been made by Mr Harrison, for the 
keeping of true time at sea, which is, perhaps, one of 
the most exquisite movements ever made. Happy 
the ingenious contriver! although the form of the 
whole, or of every part of this curious machine, 
should be ever so confused, or displeasingly shaped 
to the eye, and although even its movements should 
be disagreeable to look at, provided it answers the 
end proposed: an ornamental composition was no 
pat of his scheme, otherwise than as a polish might 
¢ necessary; if ornaments are required to be added 

to mend its shape, care must be taken that they are 
no obstruction to the movement itself, and the more 
as they would be superfluous as to the main design. 
But in Nature’s machines, how wonderfully do we 
see beauty and use go hand in hand! Had a machine 
for this purpose been Nature’s work, the whole and 
every individual part might have had exquisite beauty 
of form, without danger of destroying the exquisite- 
ness of its motion, even as if ornament had been 
the sole aim; its movement, too, might have been 
graceful, without one superfluous tittle added for 
either of these lovely purposes.” 

Thus have we endeavoured to ascertain the source 
of the quality of beauty in the various classes of ob- 
jects, whether we take the term in its more appro- 
priate, or in its more vague and indeterminate sense, 
that is, whether it denote a quality exciting a cer- 
tain degree of affection and love, or a quality excitin 
only complacency and mental approbation. In bot 
cases, we find beauty to arise, not so much from any 
determinate properties of matter, as from the ex- 
pression of ni whole, and the emotion which it is 
calculated to raise. Objects more strictly called 
beautiful, are generally expressive of delicacy or ten- 
derness ; and those which are called beautiful, from 
analogy, and a certain relation to their objects, are 
expressive of some valuable property, such as design, 
fitness, proportion, or utility; which may be called 
beautiful, even when existing alone, but much more 
so, when united with real beauty and grace. It re- 
mains, before finishing the subject, that we say afew 
words on the beautiful in human character, or on 
what is properly termed intellectual and moral 
beauty. 

There are many qualities of the mind which are 
always Considered as amiable, and excite affection in 
those who contemplate them; such are innocence, 
condescension, humanity, natural affection, and the 
whole train of the soft and gentle virtues. It is to 
such qualities that the epithet of the beautiful in hu- 
man character properly belongs; and the analogy 
between them and the properties in material objects 
which are. justly termed beautiful, is sufficiently ap- 
parent, as both are expressive of delicacy or tender- 
ness. There are, on the other hand, certain virtues 
of the mind that raise admiration rather than affec- 
tion; and are therefore sublime rather than beauti- 
ful; such as magnanimity, fortitude, self-command, 
superiority to pain and labour, superiority to pleas 
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Beauty. gure, atid to the sintles Of fortuné; as well ds her ~ 

_ therefore not lovely, thoug 

» id 

frowns. These awful vittuts constitute what is most 
grand in the humai eWaracter; the gentle virtues; 
what is most beautiftl and lovely. Thus the qualities 
of mind até a Copidtis source Both of beauty and sub- 
limity : 

« Mind, mindy dione! bear witiess, eirth dnd Heaven, 
The living fountains in itself contains 
Of beauteous and sigblime. Here, hand in hand, 

Sit paramount the Graces. Here, enthroned, 
Celestial Venus with divinest dirs, 
Intites thie soil to never=fading re 

 Tliosé virtties,” says Mr Burke; iehich cause 
ddmitation, and are of the sublimer kind, produce 
terror rathet than lote; stich as fortitude, justice, 
wisdom, and the like. Never was any ritn amiable 
by force of these qualities. Those which etigage 
our hearts, which impress us With a sense of loveli- 
Hess; are the softer virtues ; easiness of temper, coiti- 
erry kindness, and liberality; though cértaitl 
hose lattet are of less immediate and moticht 

cdticerit to Society, and of less dignity. But it is for 
that reason that they are so amiable. The great vit- 
tues turn principally on datigers, punishiherité, aiid 
troubles, and are exercised rather iti prevetiting the 
worst mischiefs, than in bc aria favours; and are 

igh y venerable. The 
subordinate, tui on reliefs, gratifications, did itidul- 
ea and are therefore more lovely, though in- 
etior in dignity. Those persons who créep irito the 

hearts of most people, who ate chose as the com- 
anions of their softer houts, and their reliefs from 

care and anxiety, are never persons of shiniig qitalities, 
Abt strong virtues. It is rather the soft greeii of the 
soil. on which we rést our eyés When they are fatigued 
With beliolding More glaring objects. It, is worth 
Ubservirig how We feel ourselves ‘alfected ih readin 
the characters of Cesar and Catd, as they até 5 
finely drawn ahd contrasted in Sallust. Th oiie, tlie 
ignoscendo, largiéndo; in the other, nil largiendo. 
In Sie, the wiseris perfugivh; in the other, malis 
perhiciém, In the latter We havé much to adinire, 
idtich to reverelice, afd peilaps sothething to fear ; 
we réspect hith, but We respect hini at 4 distance. 
The feMinke ties us familiar With hit; we love 
Him, ahd He leads tis Whether he pleases, To dw 
thing’ closer to our first and most natutal feelings, T 
will add a remark made upon reading this section 
by ah ingenious fiend. ‘The authority of a father, 
$6 useful to out well-being, ahd so justly venerable 
Upon all accdiints, hinders us frdin havityg that entire 
Yove for him that We have for ott niothers, where 
the parental authority is almost sielted déwn into 
the niother’s fondness and indulgétice. But we ge: 
herally have a great love for our grandfathers, in 
Whom this authority is removed a Beptee from ws, 
and where the weakness of age mellows it into soime- 
thie of a feminine partiality.”  Enguiry into the 
Buibline anid Bedutiful, Part iii, Sect. 10. 
So powerful is the influelice of the beauty Of mind 

upon our affectiotis, ahd ¥o intithate the céiitection 
between that kind Of beauty, and the expréssidn 
Which belongs to every beautiful object Of the mate- 
rial world, that yariews writers, both ancient and 
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modern, lave beén disposed to affirm; that mater. 
derives all its beauty from the exprtéssioi of certain 
iidlities of iitind. ‘Such is the docetine that appears 
o have beén tatight-in the Platonic se ; and 
which has beén maintained by several writers of emi- 
rience in this country; particulatly by Lord Shafts- 
bury, Dr Hutcheson, Dr Akenside, Dr Spetice ; 
and by Dr Réid, in his Essays on the Intellectual 
Powe7s of Man. Mr Alison, although the inves- 
tigations which he has so successfully cotducted 
concerniti¢ the réal sdtirces Of the beautiful, all tend 
to estdblish the geteral principle, that beatity is re- 
solvable into expression, 1s not disposed to give at 
ungualified assent to this t se Tf,” says he, 
et Se this doctriné it is dnl on poe ul 18 * 
beautiful in itself Without ‘referenct to mind; an 
that its beauty arisegs,‘tom the SR preenois ee “ 
intelligent mind connects @sth ra porter, +) 
feadily agtee to it; ahd pera ithe preceding ‘be 
falidlis may affbtd it some fatther Ee aes bak 
Hinting ott, tHore mintitely than has Hit*erto Pets 

He, sottie of the principal classes of thos, “EPI 
sions. But if it is further meatit, thar wie” Is 
beautiful only by beitig expressive of the Be 
pti of mihd ; and that all the beauty of the ge 

tal, a8 Well as of the intellectual world, is to be 
found in thiid, and its qualities alone, there seems 
dine feason for hesitation before We admnie thid con. 
clusion. That the only subjects of out knowledge 
dre matters dnd mid, cdnnot be denied ; but it does 
indt follows that all the qualities with which Wwe are 

qtiainted, thust be the proper qualities either of 
¥ ot of mind. There ave a number of qualities 

whith dtise from ¥elation; from the felation of dif- 
ferent bodies ot parts of bodies to each other; froin 
the relation Of body to iniid; and from the relation 
of different qualities of mind to each other, that are 
as mtich the objects of our knowledge, and as fre- 
quently the objects of Our attentiot, a8 any of the 
ropet qualities, either of body or mind. Many qua- 

fities also of this kitid are productive of emotion. In- 
stead, therefore, of concluding that the beauty of 
iatter arises From the expression of the qualities of 
mind, Wwe shall est in a mote humble, but, as F ap- 
prehend, a more deBitiite coftclision. That the beau- 
i of the rn of matter afisés from their pe 
the ‘sigiis or expressions of such qualities as are fitte 
by the constitution of our nature to produce emo- 
tion. 

Before bringing this article to a close, it may bé 
proper te rerhark, that the leading principle to which 
we lave been condacted by the preceding ample ana- 
lysis, Very nearly coincides with the conclusions of 
rofessor Stewart, respecting the source of our ap- 

probation of the beautiful, as given to the world in 
his late volume Of Philosophical Essays. It is the 

ition Of that philosopher, that the term deauty is 
first OF all applied to whatever is naturally pleasing 
or delight colours, in sore of which there is an 
essential and itiherent source of gratification, in con- 
sequelice ‘OF their agreeable action on our sense of 
sight, as We have had occasion to observe above. 
Froth this early and limited be} lication, the epithet 
beautiful is, he thinks, gradually and thetaptoricalls 
extended to indicate whatever is pleasing in externa 
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portion, or utility, the per yn of which always 
implies some operation of the rational faculty. 
fe is evidently to the expression of objects, rather 

than to any precise and regularly recurring peculiari- 
ties in their constitution, that Mr sans ascribes 
their beauty ; as, in the test variety of cases, it 
is bys Hea iiamseabion idne-that he eta 
plains our approbation, and accounts for the delight 
with which we contemplate whatever we consider as 

entitled to the name of beautiful. See Burke’s pay 
phical Inquiry into the Origin of our Ideas of the 

Gala ond’ Bonatiful. Hogarth’s so sh of 
. Hutcheson’s Inquiry concerning Beauty, 

&c. Price’s Review of the principal Questions mn 
Morals. Reid’s Essays on the Intellectual Powers 

Man.  Sayer’s Disquisitions Metaphysical and 
} Heme n’s Riinae on Taste. Stewart’s 

ical Essays. (m 
BEAVER, in aa the English name of the 

. Castor Fiber of systematic naturalists. The gene- 
ric and specific differences of the beaver tribe, and 
the jarities of structure that distinguish the 
common beaver from other quadrupeds, will be given 
under Mammaxia; but in the present article we 

to describe the manners and habits of this 
singular animal; and, as far as possible, to correct 
the errors into which writers have fallen with re- 
Spect to its economy. 
~ OF no animal have the accounts given by natural- 
ists and travellers been more extraordinary, or more 
marvellous. The beaver has been clevated, in point 
of intellect and foresight, to a rank scarcely, if at 
all, inferior to the human race. Jt has been de- 
acribed as raising works, and constructing habita- 
tions, which appear altogether impracticable by an 
animal whose utmost length does not exceed t 
feet, whose paws are seldom larger than a crown 
piece, and whose tail, though broad and flat, has” 
naturally such an inclination downwards, that it can 
scarcely be brought ona line with the back. Yet it 
has been asserted that, with such small and unma- 
nageable instruments, these animals are capable of 
driving stakes six feet long, and as thick as a man’s 
leg, three feet deep into the ground; of watling 
these stakes into a ind of basket work with twigs ; 
of building huts consisting of several apartments, and 
even several floors, the , tee being supported on 
notches cut in the upright stakes, and o iste 3 
the walls and ceilings of these apartments with mud, 
so a8 to form a smooth and uniform surface. Incre- 
dible as these assertions may appear, they were not 
unsupported by testimony; but this testimony seems 
to have been the result of hasty observation, assisted 
by that love of the marvellous, so natural to a lively 
traveller; and it has been flatly contradicted by later 
observers of equal credibility, and apparently of more 
experience. Still, however, though we abandon these 
questionable parts of ttle titiral blatory of the bea- 
ver, enough remains abundantly to excite our inte- 
rest and admiration. 16 

Beavers are found in most of the northern regions 
VOL. Il. PART UI. 

Beaver. ature, either, by its inherent qualities, or by the of Europe and Asia, and were formerly not uncom- Beaver. 
(rte es powerfal in ce of casual association; and in the mon in Britain. At present, they are met with in 

end it is applied even to the relations of $, pro- the greatest numbers in North America, where the 
hunting these animals, and collecting their furs, form 
a very important object of commercial traffic. In 
their natural state, they subsist entirely on vegetable 
food, such as roots, young wood, and the bark of 
trees; and as, during summer, these are to be obtain- 
ed in great abundance, the beavers pass that season in 
wandering, dispersed about the meadows and thickets 
that border the lakes and rivers which abound in 
North America. Here they ramble at their ease, reti- 
ring, for occasional shelter or repose, to the covert of 
bushes; and when any sudden noise indicates the 
approach of danger, of which they receive notice by 
proper centinels, they seek a sure retreat in the 
neighbouring waters. ae 

Fowards autumn they quit their roving way of 
life, form themselves into communities, and, instruct- 
ed by that admirable instinct, of which we have so 
many examples in the history of the animal creation, 
begin to provide for the wants of a season, whose 
duration and inclemency would effectually preclude 
a regular supply of their accustomed nourishment. 
On the approach of winter, those beavers which con- 
stitute an established society retire to their old habi- 
tations, while such as have formed new colonies set 
about constructing cabins for thetnselves, 

The winter quarters of the beavers are situated on 
the bank of a river ora creek, or, where these are 
not to be found, on the edge ofa lake or pond. In 
selecting the exact spot where they may form their 
houses, they appear to be guided by two considera- 
tions, viz. a sufficient depth of water, to prevent its 
being completely frozen, and the existence of a cur- 
rent, by means of which they can readily convey 
wood and bark to their habitations. To prevent the 
water from being drained off, when the frost has 
stopped the current towards its source, the beavers 
construct a dam across the stream; and in this work 
they certainly display wonderful sagacity, skill, and 
petséverance, he dam is constructed of drift- 
wood, branches'of willows, birch, poplats, stones, and 
mud; brought by the beavers in their mouths, or be- 
tween their paws, and not, as many have asserted, 
on their tails. ‘These materials are not arranged in 
any particular order, but are placed indiscriminately 
in such a manner as to stem the current to the best 
advantage. If the current be slow, the dam runs 
straight across; but if the stream be rapid, the dam 
is formed with a regular cutve, having the convexity 
towards the current, so as ‘effectually to resist’ the 
force of the water and ice that rush down during the 
storms of winter, oF the thaws that take place in 
spring. ‘These dams are several feet in thickness, 
and of such strength, when completely formed, that 
a man may walk along them with perfect safety. 
As these dams are of the highest importance, the 
beavers are careful to keep them in constant repair; 
and if, by any accident, or the mischievous curiosi 
of human intruders, a part’ of this essential wall 
should give way, they immediately collect all their 
forces, and stop the fatal breach. 

Having completed their dam, they proceed to con- 
: 3c 
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struct their cabins. ‘These are partly excavations in 
the ground, though their roofs form a sort of yault- 
ed.dome, that rises a little above the surface. T 
are formed of the same materials as the dams, but, 
according to Mr Hearne, they by no means exhibit 
that «neatness and achitectieal skill for which they 
have been celebrated by Buffon and other French wri- 
ters. Mr Hearne assures us, that the houses have sel- 
dom more than one apartment, and never more than one 
floor, which is raised in the middle, to allow of the 
inhabitants eating and sleeping in a dry situation. 
The principal entrance and outlet to these houses is 
next the water, on the very edge of which they are 
constructed; and the opening always slopes towards 
the water, till it terminates so far below its surface, 
as to preserve a free communication in the most se- 
vere frosts. Some writers affirm, that this is the on- 
ly opening to the house; but as the animals cannot 
live without free air, we must assent to those who 
describe another, though smaller, opening next the 
land. The houses are of various sizes, in proportion 
to the number of their inhabitants, which seldom ex- 
ceeds ten or twelve, though sometimes double that 
number has been discoyered in the same dwelling. 
Many of these houses stand together along the mar- 
gin of the water, forming a village of Pin ten to 
thirty tenements. 

During the latter end of summer, the beavers cut 
down their wood, and collect their roots. The for- 
mer is kept in the water, whence they fetch it as oc- 
casion may require. In eating, they sit on their 
rump like a squirrel, with their tail doubled in be- 
tween their hind legs, and holding their food be- 
tween their. paws. When disturbed, they utter a 
peculiar cry, and plunge into the water, flapping 
the ground and the water with their tail. This flap- 
ping of the tail, which is a very common custom 
with these animals, is considered by some writers as 
a premeditated signal to their associates. 

Beavers are hunted both for their fur, which is 
very soft and glossy, and for that peculiar drug called 
Castor, which is not an organ peculiar to the male, 
as was once supposed, but a particular secreted mat- 
ter, contained in little bags below the tail, and found 
in both sexes. (See Castor.) Winter is the season 
chosen by the hunters for attacking the settlements 
of their prey. They either block up the openings 
next the water with stakes, and enlarge the other 
opening so far as to admit their dogs; or they drain 
off the water by breaking down the dam, and then, 
securing the holes of the cabins by means of nets, 
lay them open at the top, and catch the beavers as 
they endeavour to escape. 
Many thousand beaver skins are annually brought 

to market; and we are told, that not fewer than fhy- 
. four thousand have been disposed of by the Hud- 
son’s-bay Company at one sale. Those skins are 
said to be in most esteem which have been worn for 
some time by the Indians, as the coarse long hair 
falls off by use, and there is left only the short soft 
down for which alone the furs are valued. 

The fullest account of the manners and habits of 
the beaver has been given by Buffon in his Natural 
History of Quadrupeds, and Du Pratz, in his His- 
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tory of Louisiana ; but for the most accurate history  Becearia. 
of this animal, we may refer our readers to Captain 
Cartwright’s Journal of Transactions, &c. on the 
Coast of Labrador, and Mr Hearne’s Journey to the 
Northern Ocean. ' 
BECCARIA, Giovan Barista, a celebrated 

electrician of the preceding century, was born at 
Mondovi, in Italy, on the 3d of October 1716. 
We are told that he sprung from a creditable family, 
and that his brother Giuseppe Maria, and an uncle 
by the father’s side, were both military officers. The 
first studies of Beccaria were prosecuted in the royal 
seminaries of his country, where, along with litera- 
ture, he imbibed that love of retirement which so 
materially aids its cultivation ; and scarcely had he at- 
tained the age of sixteen, when he repaired to Rome, 
for the purpose of adopting the religious habit. He 
accordingly became a nek of an order of regulars 
in the Scudle Pie, where he designed to complete 
his learning : but, urged by the influence of natural 
goin he was diverted from the obscurities of scho- 
astic inquiries to the more luminous paths of philo- 
sophy, in which he made rapid progress. He had 
scarcely terminated his own studies, when he was called 
upon to teach the belles lettres in the Collegio a’ Urbi- 
no, one of the principal rank; and the talents and 
diligence which he displayed in his new office, amply 
justified the choice made by his superiors. Beccaria 
at this period produced some elegant compositions in 
Latin verse, which are disseminated in- various col- 
lections. He admired poetry ; and the works of 
Catullus, Virgil, and Dante, were the inseparable 
companions of his leisure hours, His admiration; 
however, of the more enlarged and solid field of ma- 
thematics and physics predominating over the fictions 
of poetry, he resolved thenceforward to deyote him- 
self to them exclusively. He found an opportunity 
of lecturing on these subjects, first in the Royal 
College of Palermo, and afterwards in the public 
schools of St Calasanzio in Rome, where his lectures 
were esteemed full of useful and curious information. 
Beccaria had likewise the good fortune to be em- 
ployed in some public commissions, which were sa- 
tisfactorily discharged by him; and, in particular, 
when the Augustine monks erected a great fabric 
which obscured a Portuguese church, he had to cal- 
culate the number of hours in a year that the light 
was taken away, as compensation was to be made in 
money. He testified much zeal in inculcating the. 
principles of science into youth; and although those 
in Rome capable of teaching were pers mathe- 
maticians, as Boscovich, Jacquier, and Le Sieur, he 
was perhaps better qualified for observing the opera- 
tions of nature, and unfolding them to his pupils. 

Beccaria’s fame having reached the ears of his so- 
yereign, he was, in 1748, appointed to fill the chair 
of natural philosophy in the Royal University of 
Turin, with which he received.a considerable Son 
On being requested by the grand duke of Savoy to. 
repeat Medan microscopical observations, he a- 
dapted a reflector to the solar microscope, which threw 
the object on a horizontal surface. Not long after- 
wards, directing his attention to correct the errors 
produced by pendulums from contraction and expan- 
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sion by heat and cold, he succeeded in making an im- 
provement ofiithem. He devised a double pendulum, 
consisting of ‘two rods, connected together in such a 
manner, that when one rod elevated or depressed the 
centre of oscillation, the other produced the oppo- 
site effect, so that this centre was always found 
in the same point. Beccaria likewise corrected an 
error of S. Gravesande concerning the velocity of a 
pendulum at the end of descent ; and pointed out an 
oversight of Newton in the theory of falling bodies: 
He also invented an ingenious formula for finding the 
foci of lenses, and explained many other interesting 

ms in science. 
. The phenomena of electricity having attracted an 
extraordinary share of the public notice in general, 
as well as that of philosophers, did not escape Bec- 
caria. He entered ardently into its principles and 
effects, which he endeavoured to explain by a won- 
derful variety of experiments and observations. These 
were long protracted, and frequently reverted to, and 
shew the fertility of his mind in analysis and combi- 
nation. In this branch he‘has perhaps made deeper 
enquiry, advanced more rational theories, and thrown 
greater light on the operations of nature connected 
with it, than any other individual has done. In the 
year 1753, he published a volume called Elettricismo 
Artificiale e Naturale, which, after receiving numer- 
ous additions during several successive years, was, 
along with other tracts, translated into English in 
1776. In that work he enters on all the different ap- 

ces of electricity in the natural state, and shews 
ow dies can be imitated by art. He conceives that 
the numerous atmospherical phenomena, not only of 
thunder and lightning, which constitute natural elec- 
tricity in its most evident and terrific shape, but that 
hail, rain, and water-spouts, proceed from it.; and 
that earthquakes and volcanoes have also an intimate 
relation with it. 

Beccaria was appointed master of experimental phi- 
losophy by the duke of Chablais in 1764, about 
which time he published two dissertations on the 
double refraction of Iceland crystal, dedicated to 
the duke of York, who was then travelling through 
Italy ; and he also wrote on the power of the elec- 
tric spark and of lightning on the air. In 1774, he 
published the result of his measurement of a degree 
of the meridian, which he had undertaken by order 
of his sovereign, nearly ten years before, under the 
title of Gradus Taurinensis. This he had accom- 
plished with uncommon fatigue and difficulty ; but it 
unfortunately involved him in a serious controversy, 
where his skill and accuracy were equally questioned. 
Cassini, a noted astronomer, did not hesitate to as- 
cribe the errors of the measurement which he suppo- 
sed to exist, to the inexperience and want of correct- 
ness of the author ; and, as he was himself well prac- 
tised in similar matters, his opinion could not fail to 
have weight. Becearia doubted for a long time 
whether he should make any reply. At length he 
ublished seven letters in i777, exculpating himself 
tom the charge of inaccuracy, and demonstrating, 
that any defects and i larities were to be impu- 
ted to the attraction of the neighbouring mountains. 
His theories of electricity were likewise attacked on 
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other occasions ; and he was much occupied in de- 

_ fending himself, which he was able to do success- 
fully. 

Beccaria’s favourite pursuits occupied the greatest 
part of his attention; and he was continually making 
additions to what he had already established, and en- 
gaged in laying down new principles. These were 
contained in detached tracts, addressed to his literary 
contemporaries of eminence, or included in the pub- 
lications of learned societies of which he was a mem- 
ber. The Royal Society of London had elected 
him one of its members; that of Bologna did the 
same ; and he was an honorary member of the Aca- 
demy of Painting and Sculpture at Turin. 

Beccaria formed a correspondence with Dr Frank- 
lin, to whom he inscribed one of his works; and he 
even made a translation of Franklin’s treatise on The 
Increase of Mankind, and the Population of Coun- 
tries, from English into Italian, which yet remains 
in manuscript. Franklin entertained a high esteem 
for Beccaria, and dedicated to him a new invented 
instrument, consisting of a combination of musical 
glasses, which he called Harmonica. 

The fatigues which’ Beccaria had undergone in 
completing the measurement of the terrestrial degree, 
had laid the foundation of a dangerous malady, which, 
in 1776, exhibited itself in alarming colours. Surgi- 
cal aid afforded a temporary relief, but in each suc- 
ceeding year the malady made frequent returns. In 
addition to*its pressure, he was attacked by an inter- 
mittent fever, and at last sunk under the violence of 
both, towards the end of 1781. 

During his life, Beccaria enjoyed distinguished re- 
utation, not’of that artificial kind which sometimes 
alsely raises men to notice, but founded on the me- 

rit of intrinsic learning. The variety and depth of 
his information proved that he possessed a capacious 
mind, one cepable of embracing an extensive sphere, 
and of conquering the difficulties opposed to the ac- 
quisition of knowledge. Though addicting himself 
chiefly to the elucidation of the phenomena of electri- 
city, from which his fame has chiefly been gained, the 
works which he has left on astronomical subjects and 
natural history deserve approbation. His industry 
was qtisderhtle besides no. less than fifty different 
treatises published by himself, many manuscripts 
were found at his decease, written on topics, con- 
rattan which he had-derived no previous eminence, 
but all evincing the power of his genius. 

Notwithstanding the literary talents of Beccaria, it 
cannot be denied, that he was far from being a popular 
character. “The rudeness and asperity oF his man- 
ners excited disgust: his love of fame incurred the 
jealousy of others who beheld him with less partial 
eyes; and neither his fellow-citizens nor his own fra- 
ternity entertained affection for him. He would ac- 
knowledge no superior or equal in those sciences 
which he pecullarty cultivated, and, wrapt up in re- 
tirement, he knew little of the sentiments Of his 
neighbours. Yet amidst all these defects, he preser- 
ved a singular degree of fortitude, and hardly inter- 
rupted his philosophical investigations, while labour- 
ing under the excruciating pains of that disease which 
terminated his existence. (c) 
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BEC 
BECCLES, a market town in the county of Suf- 

folk, situated on the river Waveney. As Beccles 
has neither the advantage of the mail nor of turnpike 
roads, no trade of any importance is carried on in this 
place. ‘Fhe town consists of several streets, which 
converge into a spacious area, and is adorned with an 
elegant Gothic church, which commands a delightful 
view of the windings of the river Waveney. Population 
2788, of whom 4.53 were returned as employed in trade. 
Number of houses 601. (7) 
BECKET, Tuomas A, archbishop of Canterbury, 

was the son of Gilbert Becket, sheriff of London, 
and was born in that city A. D. 1119. Being des- 
tined for the church, he prosecuted his studies at 
Oxford with great assiduity and success ; from thence 
he was removed to Paris, and then went to study the 
civil and canon law at Bologna. Endowed with great 
natural abilities, and possessing industry sufficient to 
bring them into exercise, he had attracted the regard 
of Theobald, archbishop of Canterbury, who, pleased 
with his great proficiency in knowledge, and his grace- 
ful appearance, received him into his confidence, and 
gave him early testimonies of his affection and friend- 
ship. He conferred upon him the prebends of Lon- 
don and Lincoln, and afterwards promoted him to the 
archdeaconry of Canterbury. Becket had been em- 
ployed by his patron in some important negociations 
at the court of Rome, which he conducted with such 
dexterity and success, that Theobald recommended 
him in the strongest terms to. the protection and fa- 
vour of Henry II, That monarch, already prepos- 
sessed in his favour, from his having been instrumen- 
tal in procuring from the pope those prohibitory let- 
ters against the coronation cd priees Eustace, which 
tended so much to his advancement, listened with sa- 
tisfaction to the recommendation of the archbishop ; 
and scarcely was Henry seated on the throne, than 
Becket was raised to the chancellorship of England, 
the first civil office in the kingdom. This sudden ex- 
altation was only a prelude to farther honours. Be- 
sides a number of ecclesiastical benefices, he had se- 
veral baronies, which had been escheated to the 
crown ; he was made provost of Beverley, dean of 
Hastings, and constable of the Tower ; and, to com- 
plete his grandeur, he was entrusted with the educa- 
tion of prince Henry, the heir-apparent to the throne. 
The whole weight of public affairs had devolved up- 
on Becket, and he executed them entirely to the sa- 
tisfaction of Henry. His extraordinary merit had 
ained him the confidence of his. sovereign, and, by 
fi lively conversation and agreeable manners, he had 
insinuated himself into his affection and esteem. In 
all his actions he appeared to have his master’s ins 
terest at heart 5, and during his relaxation from buisi- 
ness, he was in general the companion of his amuse- 
ments. Becket had laid aside almost entirely the ha- 
bit and manners of an, ecclesiastic. He lived in the 
most sumptuous and luxurious stile. His house was 
daily crowded with the chief nobility of the kingdom ; 
and his magnificent entertainments, and pompous re~ 
tinue, had, never been, equalled by any subject. The 
greatest barons were proud of his attention and friend- 
ship, and the king himself was frequently found at 
the table of the! chancellor. He entered with spirit 
into all the exercises. which were practised by the 
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most accomplished cavaliers. Horsemanshipandhunt- Becket. 

even dee ——v— ing were his frequent amusements, and. 
lighted in military fame. He attended the king in 
his wars at "Thoulouse with 700 knights at his own 
charge, and acquired considerable renown in the va» 
rious actions in which he was engaged. _ In short, | 
Becket was rded as the gayest courtier of his 
time, the chief favourite of his prince, and the second 
person in the kingdom. i> 

Henry had observed, with a jealous eye, the usur- 
tions of the clergy, and from the commencement of 

is reign, had shewed a fixed determination to main- 
tain his authority, and to repress every encroachment, 
The death of Theobald, archbishop of Canterbury, 
appeared a favourable opportunity for setting bounds 
to their power, by appointing to that high dignity a 
creature of his own, upon whose on he could 
depend, and from whom he rp fear no opposition 
to his measures, The eyes of Henry were immediate- 
ly turned upon Becket, fram whom he had received 
many proofs of attachment ; from whose gratitude he 
expected the most entire submission ; from whose abi- 
lities he looked for assistance and support ; and whose 
freedom from superstition pointed him out as the 
fittest person for governing the church in tranquillity. 
Becket was accordingly nominated tothe vacant see, 
and was consecrated at Canterbury, June 6th 1162. 
But the flattering prospects of Henry received their 
death-blow from the very hands by which he expect- 
ed they were to be realised. The ambition of Becket 
had risen with his fortunes ; his high spirit had es+ 
caped from the controul of civil authority; and from 
being the dependant of his sovereign, and the creature 
of his will, he now arrogated to Eimsel f the powers 
of an equal. His accession to the pri was im- 
mediately followed by a a in his de- 
meanour and conduct. The luxurious dainties of his 
table were excluded for the meagre diet of a recluse 
bread and water with unsavoury herbs ; his splendid 
apparel was replaced by sackcloth and vermin; and 
the gay exercises and sports of a cavalier, were ex- 
changed for the conversation of monks, and the fla- 
ellations of pennance. In imitation of our Saviour, 
fe daily, on his knees, washed the feet of thirteen 
beggars, whom he afterwards dismissed with pre- 
sents; and the vulgar were excited to reverence and 
admiration by the numerous charities, and the abste- 
mious severity of the holy primate. His: first step. 
was to break off all connection with Henry, by re- 
turning into his hands the commission of or 5. 
and he entered upon the functions.of his sacred office, 
with the fixed purpose of defending its prerogatives, ~ 
and of resisting every measure which appeared dero- 
gatory to his dignity, or subversive of his ere 

ot content, however, with acting upon the defensives 
he was the first who provoked hostilities, by his ar- 
bitrary conduct, and Hegal persecutions. ‘The most 
scandalous irregularities prevailed among the lower 
order of ecclesiastics.. Crimes of the deepest dye were 
daily committed with impunity ; and even in cases of 
rape and murder, the offenders were screened by the 
archbishop from the punishment of the civillaw. He 
would suffer no interference with the privileges of 
the church ; and when commanded by Henry torre. 
voke a bull of excommunication, he insolently re- 
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~ Becket. turned for answer, that it not to the king 
‘——v—’ ‘to inform himgyhom he should absolve, and whom he 
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with reproaches and threats. But he courageously 
refusing to listen to their remonstrances, and haughtily 

Becker. 
eet Geena 

should excommunicate. Henry, perceiving the error 
into which he had fallen, in ing ket to a 

situation which presented such a wide field for his 
ambition, was nevertheless resolved to persist in his 
purpose, and to counteract, by every means, the in- 
creasing nat of the clergy. In the 
Constitutions of , which were drawn up for 

this purpose, the powers of the church are clearly de- 
fined, and by them ecclesiastics of every denomination 
are reduced to a due submission to the laws of their 
country. Ata ‘council held at Clarendon, 25th 
January 1164, all the bishops, with Becket himself, 
set their seals to these constitutions, and promised 
with an oath, legally, with good faith, and without 
fraud or reserve, to observe them. But the refusal 
of Pope Alexander to ratify these laws, so hostile to 
ecclesiastical supremacy, furnished Becket with an 
excuse for withdrawing his assent ; and he obtained 
a bull from his Holiness to relieve him from the obli- 
_—- his oath. An rupture now ensued 

Henry and the primate, which was prose- 
cuted on both sides with equal rancour and obstina- 
cy. But as this-dispute, with its consequences, in- 
volves in it a considerable portion of English history, 
we shall refer for a particular developement of it to 
that article, and confine ourselves at present to the 
more prominent incidents in the life and character of 
Becket. By a most violent and arbitrary prosecution 
on the part of Henry, Becket was compelled to leave 
the kingdom. He was received on the continent as a 
‘persecuted disciple of the cross, and was treated with 

respect and kindness by Louis VII. of France, 
and Pope Alexander III., the latter of whom a 
aes him a residence in the abbey of Potigny in 
Burgundy. From thence he fulminated excommuni- 
cations against the ministers and chief confidents of 
Henry, and all who should adhere to the constitutions 
of Clarendon. He even threatened to excommunicate 
the king himself, and was prevented only by the in- 
6 areas of Louis. After six years of irritation 

animosity, an accommodation was brought about 
by means of Alexander and the king of France, when 
Becket was restored to his dignity and privileges. 
On his return to England, he was received with 
the hi veneration by the populace, who cele- 
brated his entrance into Southwark with hymns of 
joy and acclamations. But this accommodation was 
immediately succeeded by fresh aggressions on the 
es Becket. Scareely was he reinstated in power, 

he began to launch his spiritual thunders, and 
issued sentence of excommunication against all the 
prelates who had assisted in the coronation of the 
young king. When Henry was informed of this pro- 
ceeding, he could not restrain his indignation ; and in 
an. moment, he was heard to express a wish 
that some one would deliver him from his troublesome 
adversary. Four barons, touched with the feclings 
of their master, departed with a determination either 
to 1 the ishop to submission, or to put him 
to death. They hastened to Canterbury, and found 
Becket at vespers in-the church of St Benedict. They 
commanded him in.the name of Henry, to absolve the 
excommunicated prelates, which they accompanied 

defying their vengeance, they cleft his skull as he 
kneeled at the altar, and scooping out his brains with 
the points of their swords, they scattered them over 
the pavement of the church. Thus fell Thomas a 
Becket, the most undaunted champion of papal su- 
premacy, on the 29th December 1170, in the 52d 
year of his age. 

What were the principles upon which Becket 
acted, whether from a love of power, or from a con- 
scientious regard to the duties of his office, it is 
difficult to determine. That hypocrisy entered in- 
to his character, the sudden change in his con- 
duct leaves us little room to doubt; but to what 

riod of his life it ought to be attached, whether - 
Geore or after his accession to the primacy, may 
be disputed. In that age of superstition, every ec- 
clesiastic was brought up with the highest ideas 
of the supremacy of the church; and we cannot 
suppose that Becket, who had been a disciple of 
archbishop Theobald, and who had spent a part of 
his life at the court of Rome, would be wanting in 
zeal for its interests. From the high favour in which he 
stood both with Theobald and his sovereign, he could. 
not but look with confidence to the see of Canter- 
bury; and his appearing to take little interest in 
ecclesiastical affairs, and to acquiesce in all those 
measures which Henry rneditised for abridging the 
powers of the clergy, was, in all probability, the mask 
which he assumed for securing the object of his am- 
bition ; for if we may believe his biographers, though 
he entered into all the gallantries of a luxurious 
court, he remained constantly temperate and invincibly 
chaste. Immediately upon his exaltation, however, the 
mask was thrown aside, and it was then that he ap- 
peared in his real character, as- the champion of the 
church and the defender of its rights. ow far he 
acted in conformity with the dictates of popery ; whe- 
ther his errors were of judgment or of will; and what 
degree of moral turpitude ought to be affixed to his 
conduct, we leave our readers to determine. - His 
redecessor had set him the example of opposition to 
is sovereign, and there were many in that age, who, 

had they possessed the abilities, the courage, or the 
persevering inflexibility of a Becket, would have act- 
ed the same part. e mean not, however, by what 
we have said, either to justify his measures, or the 
manner in which they were pursued (though the un- 
warrantable prosecutions of Henry might palliate in 
some degree his inveterate obstinacy.) But “ in 
passing judgment upon the characters of men,” says 
our elegant historian Robertson, ‘* we ought to try 
them by the principles and maxims of their own age, 
not by those of another’? When we reprobate 
Becket, then, our censure must extend to the church 
of which he was a member, and to the prejudices of 
his times, which ranked him with the most illustrious 
martyrs, and cherished his memory with the most 
superstitious veneration. Becket possessed abilities 
which entitled him to the high station which he 
attained, and which claim our admiration and re- 
spect : but. his ingratitude to his master, his ambition, 
and his overbearing arrogance, expose him to our 
severest reprehension; and we cannot but lament 
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the prostitution of those talents in the cause of a bigot- 
ted superstition, which, had they been directed to the 
support of law and justice, would have proved a 
blessing, instead of a fire-brand to his country. See 
Hume's Hist. of England, vol. i. p.410—448, 8vo.; 
Lyttelton’s Hist. of Henry Il. vol. ii. p. 231, &c. 
8vo.; Henry’s Hist. of Great Britain, vol. v. p. $40, 
‘&c. 8vo. ‘ 

BED, a place raised above the level of the floor 
-of an apartment, on which the body is stretched out 
for rest and sleep. 

In ancient times the beds consisted of a heap of 
herbs and leaves, with the skins of beasts for a cover- 
ing ; and even in the time of Pliny, the soldiers when 
encamped made use of that rude couch, In process 
-of time, however, the Romans constructed their beds 
in a more luxurious manner. ‘The fine wool of Mi- 
letus, ebony, cedar, and citron wood, were all em- 
ployed in the construction of this piece of furniture. 
Sometimes they were even made of ivory and massive 
silver, having their coverings of purple enriched with 
rold. 

° Beds, at first employed for the purpose of recruit- 
ing the body by rest and sleep, were afterwards 
used for other .purposes. The luxurious Asiatics 
stretched themselves upon beds when they devoured 
their meals, and the Greeks.afterwards imitated this 
indolent practice. The ancients made use of beds 
when they were engaged in their prayers, and-in this 
singular custom they were imitated by the first Chris- 
tians. The.ancient poets too, often recited their 
compositions from their beds, and even their philoso- 
phers .placed themselves in that attitude of repose, 
avhen they gave lessons to their disciples. See Ho- 
mer’s Iliad, lib. xxiv. v. 644. Pliny, lib. viii. cap. 
48; lib. xvi. cap. 36; lib. xxiii. 3 1l. Stat. 
11 Hen. VII. cap. 19. Suetonius, Jn Vit. Aug. 
cum. Not. Casaubon. Scheffer de Torquibus. _ 
An account of beds of particular constructions will 

be found in the Machines Approuvées, tom. iii. p. 67. 
Phil. Trans. 1782, p. 256. Mem. Acad. Par. 1742. 
Hist. p. 155. Id. 1745. Hist. p. 81. Id. 1746. Hist. 
120. Id. 1771. Hist. 68. Jd. 1772. Hist. Machines 
Approuvées, tom. vil. p. 121. Id. tom. vii. p. 321. 
Repertory of Arts, ii. 104. (7) 

EDA, or Breve, usually called the Venerable 
Bede, was born at Weremouth, in Northumberland, 
in the year 672; and, at the age of seven years, was 
sent to the monastery of St Peter, whose abbot and 
founder, Benedict Biscop, was one of the most learn- 
ed men and greatest travellers of that age. Here he 
enjoyed the use of an excellent library, and the assist- 
ance of the ablest instructors, Abbot Benedict him- 
self, Ceolfrid his successor, and St John of Beverley, 
were all his preceptors ; by the last of whom he was 
ordained deacon, at 19 years of age, and priest at 30. 
He seems, however, to have removed to another mo- 
nastery, founded also by Benedict, at T'arrow, near 
the mouth of the river T'yne, where he spent the re- 
mainder of his life in devout exercises and literary 
pursuits. By his astonishing application and com- 
prehensive talents, he made himself master of every 
branch of literature, which it was possible to acquire 
in the period in which he lived, and in the circum- 
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stances in which he was placed. He was held in 
high estimation by the most eminent prelates of that 
age, and particularly by Egbert, bishop of York, a 
man of the most extensive learning. - His fame was 
so great, that it rapidly spread through every coun- 
try in Europe; and he was even invited by Pope 
Sergius to Rome, that he might be consulted by that 
ontiff upon many subjects of importance. Bede, 
owever, still continued his monastic course of life, 

diligently employing himself in the acquisition and 
communication of useful knowledge. He composed 
an astonishing number of treatises, many of which 
have never been published ; and wrote upon so great 
a variety of subjects, that his works, it has been af« 
firmed, contain all the knowledge which was then to 
be found in the world, and every point of antiquity, 
at least, which is now worthy to -be read. The. 
greatest of his writings, was the ecclesiastical history 
of England, which he completed in the 59th year of 
his age,.and which is still a performance of the high- 
est authority. His writings were so much esteemed, 
that even during his own life, a council held in Eng- 
land, and afterwards approved by the catholic church, 
appointed his homilies to be publicly read in the 
churches. He was the first who translated some 
parts of the Bible, especially the gospel of John, into 
the language of this country, which was then Saxon; 
and it was the anxious occupation of his last moments 
to finish that portion of the sacred book. Ali his 

‘ other works were composed in the Latin language, 
in a style remarkable for its perspicuity and ease, but 
frequently deficient in purity and elegance. “He 
could not be exempt from the influence of that cre- 
dulity, which was the character of the age in which 
he lived; but if allowances be made for the peculia- 
rities of his times, and the disadvantages with which 
he had to struggle, he must be acknowledged to 
have been the most laborious and ingenious person 
that this country ever produced. He is justly cele- 
brated for his exemplary piety, astonishing learning, 
incredible application, and extreme humility. He 
is called by Camden, ‘ the singular light of our 
island, whom we may more easily admire than suffi- 
ciently praise.’ He was named by his contempo- 
raries the Wise Saxon ; and has been entitled by pos- 
terity, the Venerable Bede: and indeed, * as long,” 
says an eminent historian, ‘¢ as great modesty, piety, 
and learning, united in one character, are objects 
of veneration, the memory of Bede must be revered.” 
He laboured, during the concluding period of his 
life, under a very infirm state of health, which had 
been induced by his unremitting application, and 
which he bore with devout resignation. Having ex- 
hatisted his last remains of strength in dictating a 
translation from sacred scripture, he breathed a pious 
exclamation, and expired in his cell at Tarrow, in the 
year 735. His body was interred in his own monas- 
tery, where he died, but was afterwards removed to 
Durham, and placed in the same coffin with that of 
St Cuthbert. The first edition of his works was 
published at Paris, in 1544, in three volumes folio ; 
and the latest at Cambridge in 1722, with notes and 
dissertations by Dr Smith, prebendary of Durham. 
An account of his printed pieces may be found ix 
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—— in the Ap 
the notes to his life, in the Biographia Britannica, or 

to the 4th volume of Dr Henry’s 
History of Britain; but a complete list of all his 
writings, drawn up by his own is inserted in 
Muratori Aatig. Italic. Medii Zvi, tom. iii. p. 825. 
See Biog. Britan. General Biog. Dict. UHenry’s 
Hist. of Britain, vol. iv. Cave’s Hist. Liter. vol. i. 

arton’s Hist, of P vol. i. p. 104. ; and Mo- 
sheim’s Church Hist. vol. ti. p. 247, 251. (q) 
BEDFORD, a very ancient town in the central 

part of England, and the capital and only borough 
town in the county of the same name, (See Brp- 
FORDSHIRE; ) is situated on both sides, but principally 
_on the north side of the Ouse river, which is naviga- 
ble from the Eastern Sea, or German Ocean, by way 
of Lynn, Downham, Ely, St Ives, Huntingdon, and 
St Neots, tothis town. Bedford is situated rather 
north of the centre of the county, and at the northern 
skirt of a very wide vale, of strong but good clay 
land, called the vale of Bedford: in the immediate 
site of the town, several strata of grey compact lime- 
stone, abounding with gryphites and other species of 
fossil shells, usually denominated anomia, having very 
dark blue or black beds of clay between them, ap- 
pear from under the thick strata of clay which com- 

the vale of Bedford, and the hills north of it. 
This limestone, which is dug and burnt on the west 
side of the town, and of which the churches, the 
bridge, and most of the ancient buildings are con- 
prion has hence been denominated the “ Bedford 
imestone,’’ in the enumerations of the British strata 
y Mr William Smith and his pupils. See the Phi- 

d > ig Magazine, vol. xxxvi. p. 105. 
his town ,was.called by the Saxons, Bedan Ford, 

signifying the fortress on the ford, alluding to an im- 
‘mense tumulus, or mound of earth, which, perhaps 
prior to this, was raised by immense labour from a 
ditch surrounding it, on the north bank of the river, 
opposite to the ancient ford, and site perhaps of a 
bridge in more modern times, about 200 yards east 
of the pres bridge, which is itself a work of con- 
siderable antiquity. Offa, king of the Mercians, is 
said to have been buried in a small chapel, seated on 
or near to the Ouse, in this town, of which no ves- 
tige now remains. A desperate battle was fought 
near this town, in 572, between Cuthwolf the Saxon 
king, and the Britons, which terminated disastrously 
to the natives; and the inhabitants of Bedford in 
consequence were a prey to their merciless invaders : 
who uently renewed their marauding visits, until 
the year 911, when they were defeated and driven 
from this part of the country. The third baron of 
Bedford, ite de Beauchamp, built a very str®ng 
and spacious castle, on and around the site of the an. 
cient fort, surrounding the whole by a very deep 
ditch, vestiges of which still remain on the east and 
part of the north sides: the site of the castle being 
now occupied by the and paddock belong- 
ing to the New Swan Inn; and the spacious top of 
the keep and tumulus above mentioned, by a pleasant 
bowling-green, which is. surrounded by tall elm trees, 
that grow on the steep sides of what still bears the 
name of the Castle-hill. 
The late Duke of Bedford, justly stiled the « Great. 

BEDFORD. 
Duke of Bedford,’’ purchased the site of this castle, Bedford. 
and a miserable inn which stood at the corner of the “=o 
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bridge, from one of the inhabitants, and, at the ex- 
pense of £9000, erected here a magnificent inn, for 
the general accommodation of the inhabitants and 
travellers, but more especially for the meetings of the 
justices, grand jury, &c. at the times of the assises 
and quarter sessions, and the inhabitants at county 
meetings, and on other public occasions. The south 
and west fronts of this building are faced with the 
beautiful white free-stone from the lower beds of the 
chalk strata, brought from Totternhoe, near Dunsta- 
ble ; all the other parts are of limestone, raised from 
the fosse of the Castle-hill just bye. 

The great strength of the castle of Bedford ren- 
dered it a place of contention in most of the civil 
wars which rent the kingdom, in the ages which suc- 
ceeded its erection. King Stephen besieged this 
castle, and reduced it. The refractory barons, in the 
reign of King John, possessed themselves of Bedford 
castle, until expelled by Fulco de Brent, a general in 
the king’s army, who, in reward for his services, re- 
ceived a grant of this castle, which he held until, in 
the succeeding reign, he in his turn rebelled, and was 
taken and sent prisoner to London, after a vigorous 
siege of 60 days, by Henry the Third, who, after 
hanging 25.of the rebellious knights found in this 
ome demolished it ; since which period, the mason 
and the lime-burner have long removed and used 
every stone which formed. the massive walls of this 
once formidable castle.. 

Bedford contains five different parishes, viz. St 
Paul, St Peter, and St Cuthbert, on the north side 
of the river, and St Mary and St John on its south: 
side. St Paul’s church, which was collegiate before 
the conquest, is the largest church, and is ornamented 
with a tall octagonal spire, the latitude of which, ac- 
cording to the government trigonometrical survey, is 
52° 8’ 8.8 N. and its longitude 0° 27’ 43.3 W. of 
Greenwich observatory, or 1’ 50”.9 in time. The 
goresapent of the town is vested in a mayor, recor- 

r, deputy-recorder, an indefinite number of alder- 
men, (who have served the office of mayor,) twa 
bailiffs, and thirteen common councilmen. Until 
about the year 1798, the corporation of Bedford had. 
for a long time numbered in its body, but few of the 
largest merchants, traders, or opulent persons of the: 
place, and continual jealousies and civil broils were 
the consequence of these distinctions, which the ge- 
nius and conciliatory talents of the late Duke of Bed- 
ford, their recorder, enabled them to remove, and 
many beneficial measures for the improvement of the 
town were and since have been the consequences. 
The bailiffs are. lords of the manors, and have right: 
of fishing in the Ouse river for nine miles each way 
from Bedford. 

Henry III. granted the borough to the burgesses 
for £40 yearly ;. but they having omitted to pay the 
crown rent, it was seized by Edward I. In the reign 
of James II., the town having neglected to return two 
burgesses to serve in parliament, the mayor and alder- 
men were expelled their offices by the king, and his 
ministers nominated two members of parliament for 
the town. ‘Their charter was, however, restored by 
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8edford. this king, and the right of election remains vested'in purpose was raised principally on life annuities;a Bedford 
—y—~ the burgesses, freemen, and inhabitant householders measure which, with the growing expenses of the pe 

not receiving alms, amounting to about 1400 voters. 
Bedford was made a dukedom by Henry V., and 

the honour conferred on John Plantagenet, third ‘son 
of Henry TV., who was-the first duke of Bedford. 
a title, which was successively enjoyed by the Nevils 
and De Hatfields, and at length was bestowed on 
John Russel, the ancestor of thepresent Duke of 
Bedford. 

This town is distinguished as’ muth by the variety 
of its religious sects, (which, besides all the common 
classes of religious persuasions in England, has Jews 
-and Moravians among them,) as by the number and 
extent of its charitable endowments. The hospital 
of St John is said to have been founded in 980‘by 
Robert de Paris, who was the first master: it now 
has 10 poor men under the rector of St John’s church, 
who is the master. St Leonard’s hospital was built 
and endowed in the reign of Edward I., and the hos 
eas of Grey Friars in that of Edward II. by Mabi+ 
ia de Paterhall. Thomas Christy founded an hospi- 

‘tal for 8 poor people, endowed a charity-school for 
40 children, and repaired the old town-hall, a wooden 
building, which has since been removed, to widen and 
open the street, and a new one erected. The’ bene- 
volent and well-intentioned Sir William Harper, a 
native of Bedford, having settled in London, and be- 
come Lord Mayor in 1561, he purchased, for £180, 
13% acres of land in St Andrew’s parish, Holborn, 
which, with his dwelling-house in Bedford, he be- 
b tee to the corporation of Bedford, for the en- 
owment of a grammar school, and for apportionin, 

young women of the town upon marriage 3 a fruit 
source of evil to the poor’ girls themselves, in the 
temptation to which it has exposed hundreds of them, 
from soldiers of marching regiments and the most 
abandoned individuals, who have married them in 
hopes of “ fingering Harper’s twenty pounds !”’ and 
of ruin to the town in its consequences. © The origin- 
al rent of this Harper charity-estate in London was 
#40. In 1668 it was leased for 41 years, at £99per 
annum; and the rapid extension of London havin 
commenced, a reversionary building lease was quasted 
by the trustees for a further term of 51 years, at £150 
per annum: the whole having been covered by va- 
luable houses, forming Bedford Row and the adjoining 
streets; and the leases having fallen in, and new ones 
been granted, the present net rent is 4000, and short- 
ly is expected, by second renewals, to reach £5000 
per annum! Yet, notwithstanding all these, and nu- 
merous other sources of relief, a St to the indi- 
gent of the greater part of the kingdom, such is the 
effect of charity distritzated by law, and without 
sound discretion in the ‘distributor, that Bedford, 
having never possessed extensive manufactures which 
had declined, after drawing together a surplus popu- 
lation, became so oppressed by poors rates, that in 
1794 the inhabitants, by way of checking the grow- 
ing evil, which threatened to swallow up all their 
property, applied to parliament for an act for 
consolidating the 5 parishes, as far as concerns the 
maintainance of the poor, and building and organisin 
-an effective ** house of industry,’* the money for which 

poor, increased the poors rates to seventeen shillings 
and sixpence in the pound on the rack pica | 
some me The per gai to the dissolute poor, ¢ 
being made to work, if able, and a fortunate extinc- 
tion of money annuities, had, however, in 1803, re- 
duced the poors rates in Bedford to 6s, 4d. in the 
pound rent, (while yet, the average of the whole 
eer without this. town, was but 3s. 9d. in the 
pound rent,) and a further reduction of rates’ has 
siuce followed 4 but ever must the poors rates of this 
town continue to mock the evils of gratuitous mar- 
riage portions, distributed with little of that sound 
discretion which must ever direct the distribution’ of. 
charity, unless an evil is to'be produced instead of 
the good intended. Son giane picker sjicad 

The late Mr Whitbread left handsome legacies for 
building and endowing almshouses, and towards the 
erection of a county mfirmary, which has since been 
carried into effect. A new count | and bride- 
well, and a few town gaol, have liteyy built. Tn 
the loathsome gaol in this town, which has not many 
years been pulled down, the well-known John Bunyan 
wrote most of hig books, in the 17th century, ‘during 
a captivity of near 20:years, for the crime of é 
ing ; a prosecution, instigated. by’a spirit of intoler- 
ance, happily unknown among’the present inhabitants 
of Bedford.. ‘The county hall, where the sessions are 
held, is a handsome and commodious stone building. 
This town, particularly the’ southern part of ity 
‘subject to inundations from the swelling of the Ouse 
after sudden rains: of late years these. have been 
more frequent’ and greater than formerly, as is suppo- 
sed from the general straightning and oo of 
brooks, in the many newly inclosed pari hilt 
‘drain into the Ouse, which now pour their floods with 
more celerity than formerly, into the vale of the Ouse, 
whose swell, comparative declivity, and numerous 
mill.dams and sinuosities, occasions the temporary 
stagnation of the water, 12 or 15 feet deep on the 
meadowsin many places, on such occasions. 

Bedford is\50 miles from London, having the Leeds 
mail-coach running through it daily : it arrives from 
London at 7% hours in the morning, and leaves Bed+ 
ford for» London at 2% hours in the-afternoon. A 
bank has some years been established here, by the 
firm of Barnard & Co., who draws on Harrisons & 
Co. in London. EERE PT > 

Thread-lace making, by the poor women and_ 
is the principal manufacture of the place. 
coarse baises are made «at the house of industry; a 
little wool-combing is done; coke is burnt, in highly 
domed ovens, for the use of malsters; some lime is 
burnt, and tiles made for sale to the neighbouring 
villages: besides which, we have not heard of any ma+ 
nufactures in this place. Bedford is, on the whole; 
pretty well built, and rather a handsome and clean 
town, with excellent gravelled roads out of it in all 
directions. eG 4% 

The town of Bedford, according to the parliamen- 

tary returns of 1801, contained 800 houses, and 3948" 

inhabitants ; of whom 1712 were males, and 2286 fe- 
males; a disproportion between the sexes, which 

, 
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BEDFORDSHIRE. 
“strongly ill remarks above, on premiums 
Ficter rages Thsecane There 2221 persons ‘employ- 

and h (¢) 
‘BEDFORDSHIRE, is.an inland county of Eng- 

and, bounded on the'S. 'W. and W.’by Buckingham- 
-shire, onthe N. W.and N./by Northamptonshire,.on 
the N. and N. | Seon apd onthe E.-by 
~Cambridgeshire, and on ‘the 'S..E. and S. by Hert- 
Fone, ne eR eo of 51° 
“47! and ‘52°17’ of north latitude, and: n 0°17 
-and'0° 46” itude-from Greenwich. ‘A great 

_ “part of its*bounds are artificial, ews ae - 
rs ai ~ed, as 'they‘are affected ‘by ‘the mano’ proper- 

ties at “its edge, and not ;by ‘rivers or summits of 
land, which are natural divisions. | The whole-of 
county is situated on thereastern'side of the:wa- 

-tershead origrand ridge ‘of the island, and theewhole 
*of its*surface-drains'to the Ouse river; with the excep- 
tions of -a'tract of chalk/on the:south, about Luton, 
*Sundon,’ Houghton-Regis,’ and “Dunstable, which 
“drains to:the sea, and-a smaller tract»near:Market- 
“street, Studham, and Whipsnade, awhich drains to the 
“Colne, both of these ‘being-branches of ‘the Thames 
(river ; a small’tract of clayin:Dunton,:Eyworth, and 
WwW: rth, «which drains to the Cam ssand)a 
tract of clay and ‘limestone ‘land near ‘Puddington, 

itch, and Wimmington, at the north end of the 
»eounty,-which drains to the'Nen. 

‘The highest: rangeiof hills:in or nearto:Bedford- 
Shire, is'the Chilternchills, of the upper chalk, which 
“cross a part, and:skirt the remainder of the southern 
extremity of eter i from Whipsnade near Dun- 
“stable, to near | :and-no other land in: Bed- 
‘fordshire approaches ‘near to their height, asyappears 
‘from the range of freestone hills ends Masthuneptck:- 
Peat Catesby to Naseb ge of limestone and 
‘clay Salsey~ near Olney, to near Higham- 
‘Ferrers, bein, Silay inademecgts from, the chalk 
hills across ‘the »whole of ?Bedfordshire. ‘The next 
‘most considerable ‘range »im height, is of clay, cros- « 
~sing the/county nearits-northern end, which it-enters 
“north-west of ‘Harold, and proceeds -by»Souldrope, 
*Bletsoe-Park,between Keysoe and Colmworth, .and 
leaves the county near*Staughton-Parva. 'The«next 
-most’ considerable» range, “is. of sand, and enters the 
‘county near’ Aspley : Guise;» passes to ‘Ridgemont, 
near to Lidlington, Milbrook,: and Ampthill ;and 
“of clay thence to’ Hawnes, :and:near to: Old-Warden. 
“Another range: of alluvial clay principally proceeds 
(from the lower chalk hills:between» Houghton-Regis 
«and 'Sundon, and 8? by *Puddington, Milton- 
“Bryant, * Woburn-Park, and - Ridgemont, (crossing 
‘here the sarid: ridge before ‘described, ) by . Brog- 
catia: across a neck of: Bucking- 
hi ire, and then neartoTurvey, Carlton, and Pa- 
-vingham. © From the lower chalk hills, also near Sun- 
‘don, another clay ridge-branches, and passes through 
"Harlington, and near to’ Silsoe-and Upper ‘Graven- 
hurst ; cand: another’ alluvialeclay range, which leaves 
the chalk hills east of Baldock, passes near: Edworth, 
“Dunton, Potton, and Cockayne-Hatley, into Cam- 
ee na, are ‘ata the wide alluvial 
‘range of clay about Caxton, and north of it, be- 
tween'the Cam and the Ouse. den “eo 

The strata of - Bedfordshire--were examined in the 
GOL. 11. PART IL. 
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year 1801, under the patronage of the saecat Duke Bedford! 

1 of Bedford,” in the last year of his pseful life, by Mr shire. 

William Smith of Bath, who was at.that time {and “7” 
sstill is we believe) proposing to publish, by subscrip- 
ation, a map of Te nd, st the range. of all the 
(principal strata across the island, and a volume ex- 
/plaining the same: during which examination of Bed- 
ordshire, he was accompanied .by his Grace’s,agent, 
Mr John Farey,.and by bis:friend Mr Benjamin .Be- 
van, who, as.pupils of Mr-Smith, the former in par- 
ticular, have since/industriously pursued the subject 
of stratification, and others connected. with it, (See 
Philosoph.:Mag. vol. xxxiii..p.258, and vol. xxxv. ip. 
114¢),and the making of mineral surveys, on, princi- 
ples: which :cannot {fail of success, .in making us_.ac- 
»quainted with (the subterranean geography of coun- 
‘tries. {From «what, we have learnt, from Mr Farey, 
,and other sources, .we.are enabled to present. the fol- 
lowing sketch. of the -Bedfordshire ,strata, , 48 - far .as 
‘they are.visible.or accessible, owing to the vast-mass 
of alluvial matter, (principally the,broken and slightly 
worn ruins of the chalk.andits covering strata, ) of dis- 
‘tricts to the south-east of the county. See Phil. 
Mag. vol.,xxxv. p.\135. 
‘The valluvia of -Bedfordshire cover at least ,four- 

~fifths of its.whole.surface, and principally, consist, of 
eyellow.and dark-coloured.clays.(apparently,the ruins 
vof the; great clay,above the chalks. on swhich ,Lon- 
domis:situated,) intermixed;with,/flint nodules, and 
ichert-nodules, -in all. the »yarious .degrees of , break - 
ing and. rounding, ,also ,of, rounded grit-stones, and 
° post bolders ofthe, harder. beds. of ,chalk,.,and 
»crystallised.quartzpebbles, ina highly rounded state ; 
large ludus helmanti, (such,as ree "pen or Parker’s 
.cement,isomade from in) Essex, Bantictien) and other 
poe age repens jarounded fragments, of hard. grey, 
cand: limestones, of warious kinds, .and with nume- 

--Fous shells of different sizes and species, imbedded, in 
-them ;. rhombic crystals, of selenite, eckini, and, their 
spines.in flint — hard,chalk, andthe numerous 

other fossils of the chalk strata. Several of the ranges. 
of yalluvial).clay~hills in the.aboye account, .seem.to 
owe the greater-part of their elevation,to these hetero- 
geneous clayey mixtures, which in some instances, ex- 
yeeed 50, 100, or eyen.200,feet. in thickness,. before the 
-regular or, undisturbed. strata on which, they rest.can 
be reached. »Avvery large portion.of the space, which 
sis coloured blue; in'Thomas:Batchelor?’s map. of soils, 
affixed to-his op nay ysurvey of this. county,; is 
occupied »by these, alluvial, clays, .in which, as. the 
-pebbles.of quartz, :chert,flint, chalk, limestone, grit- 
stone,:&c.and sand, :more or.less abound, ,clays, and. 
loams. of :almost)all:degrees of tenacity..and. fertility 
are produced; they. are, however, generally too.wet, 
.and are difficult.and. very expensive. to drain,,.owin 
tothe uncertainvand, irregular. mixture of, the.san 

. and gravelly; patches, in. and upon. the tenacious clay,. 
»ofiwhich the mass:principally consists. » Besides these 
‘clayey, and:alluvial, mixtures, there, are.in» Bedford. 
ushire \great.quantities of .broken -flints.and cherts 
:(chippings. or, rubble, .rather than rounded. gravel) 
vintermixed with -highly.rounded quartz and.hard 
‘chalk, and. with, seer a — clear, sharp,. - 
sandy gravels, gravelly and sandy loams, &c. most o 
sghiduare hai ‘gfeloctive to the husbandman, «'The- 
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394 BEDFORDSHIRE. 
Bedford- bottom of the vale of the Ouse, and the Jow hills situa- thé mistake which has been hinted: at above, and in Bedford> 

shire. ted in it, all the way from St Neots to Sharnbrook, and 

_ valleys, (which has 

also of the vale of the Ivell from Blunham to Shefford 
and Arlsey, are thus covered, perhaps two miles wide 
on the average, with sandy gravel, which also, in 
lesser quantities, lines the bottoms of the vales in 
most or all of the sandy district, extending across the 
county from Leighton-Busard to Potton, and in 
many other parts, as well as in issolated patches, 
often on the tops of the clay-hills above described, 
and sometimes on their sides or slopes. mea 

A-more modern alluvium covers all the flat and 
lowest parts of the large vales, within the reach of 
the rivers and brooks when swollen by floods, and 

~ which is still accumulating by slow degrees from the 
~gediment of the flood waters which overflow these 
flats, or tracts of meadow soil, as the hazle loam pe- 
culiar to these situations is often. called. Upon the 
gravel, in the bottoms of the vales in the sand dis- . 
trict, peat has grown, and, in most instances, where 
draining has not been effected, is still increasing, aid- 
ed by the ferruginous or ochreous sediment of the 

‘floods which cover them occasionally: but whence 
the sulphuric acid is derived, which abounds in such 
quantities in the sandy peat valleys of Bedfordshire, 
is, as Mr Batchelor observes, page 54 of his Report 
before quoted, not easy to guess. As the peat of these 

ketle interruption on the’ Ivell 
from Evenholt down to Sandy,) by decomposition, 
becomes solid and almost impervious to water, at its 
lower parts in particular, the springs, or soakage of 
the water, are collected, and make their way down 
the open floor of gravel, beneath the peat; and 
hence it happens, owing to the fall of the valley, 
and the superabundance of the supply from particular 
strata on which this gravel floor rests, that the gravel 
becomes charged with a column of water, which the 
decomposed and solid peat prevents from rising di- 
rect into the brook and escaping, and the same, 
therefore, makes its way up the gravel floor to the 
edge of the peat, where it is principally discharged 
to the surface of the peat; a circumstance which 
has contributed to its faster accumulation at the 
edges, and in many instances caused it to be higher 
by several feet along one or each side of the valley, 
than along the centre or brook-course. Appearances 
like these, of peat but moderately wet along the 
middle and lower line of a boggy vale, yet with wa- 
ter oozing through every pore of its sides, and even 
flowing over its higher edge, naturally enough sug- 
gested to the late Mr Elkington, when employed at 
Crawley bog, on the» Woburn brook, and at Prisley 
bog, ‘on the Ivell, that the source of water which oc- 
casioned the bog, was from the adjoining hills; and 
accordingly, he set out great lengths of drains along 
the skirts of Crawley bog, which were executed by — 
his own foreman, who had worked for some years in 
draining under Mr Elkington in different counties. 

- In undertaking soon after to drain the bog at Pris- 
ley, under the ‘inspection of a committee of the 
Board of Agriculture, whose certificate of success 
was to be Mr ereg title to a remuneration 
from parliament, for his supposed. discoveries of the 
sources of springs, and their infallible cure by drain- 
ing, Mr Elkington unfortunately made here again 

‘branches ‘cut from it by Mr Elki 

presence of the committee, staked’ out aline on the -shire. 
south-east of Prisley farm-house forthe opew drain, ° 

~which was to do the business, and) prescribed) the 
exact width at top and at bottom, and. its depth m 
various parts; which particulars being committed to 
writing on the spot, the Duke of Bedford, at whose 
expense the whole experiment was made, in the pre- 
sence of Mr Elkington and the committee, handed 
‘then written directions to his agent Mr Farey, who 
was present, and directed him. to hire and superin- 
tend the cutting of the drain which he had seen 
staked out, in all. respects conformable to Mr Elking- 
ton’s written directions; and this was accordingly 
done, with the most scrupulous: exactness, in the 
‘course > — — ae a oe 8 In the pro- 

ess cutting this drains. Mr'Farey: discovered, 
Phat the deep viet which fredintaklogy eing for 
the most part in alluvial clay, or in\gravel with almost 
no water, collected little of course, although the 
water was oozing out of every pore of the bog with- 
in a few feet of its lower edge. These circumstances, 
induced him to-examine this and other neighbouring 
valley bogs with attention, and led to the discovery 
of their true nature, as above; and it may be mate- 
rial in confirmation thereof to observe, that after the 
total failure of Mr Elkington’s first drain ‘at Prisley, 
above mentioned, and’of the numerous extensions and 

‘on’s' foreman, 
and under his own uncontrouled directions, that 
these principles being explained to! his Grace by Mr 
Farey, he obtained directions to apply them inthe 
drainage of Crawley bog, which ‘he soon and) com- 
letely effected, merely by one open drain, up. the 
rae parts of the valley and bog, and the deepest of 
the peat, which however was cut through, and the gra- 
vel reached, in most parts of the drain, The effect of 
this was, that the gravel floor of the peat, with the 
same facility conveyed such springs as really issued 
out of the strata at the edges of the peat, down to 
the central drain, as it had before given passage to 
the pent column of water in the open gravel there, to 
flow up, and over the edges of the peat, as has been 
explained above. In the Grange Meadows and Pigs- 
Park bogs, above Crawley, the same principles were 
followed with similar success ;and shortly after, Mr 
Farey effected a still larger drainage by the like 
simple means, under the commissioners for the inclo- 
sure of Mulden, and at the general expense of the 
roprietors; the works recommended by Mr Farey 

baitg such only as the commissioners judged neces- 
sary to be perhoiaied) at the public drains and brooks 
of the parish under the usual clauses for their im- 
provement at the time of an inclosure, (See the Re- 

rt on Bedfordshire above quoted, rege aye We 
ha to be excused for entering into above de- 
tails, on account of the importance of elucidating 
this case of valley bogs, which has not, to.our know- 
ledge, been done, in any of the’ numerous works, 
which, from the date of Dr Anderson’s Essays, to 
the present time, have been written on the principles 
and practice of draining. = , 

The tops of the upper chalk hills, about Whips- 
nade and f tthon; have in general a covering of alluvial 
red clay mixed with broken flints, sometimes in such 

— 
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lar layers inthe clay, as to have been called strata 

n in such quantities, sauna 

larly near Kingsws nape the 
black chert pe of the London clay are found, 
See Phil. Mag. vol. xxxv. p. 131.), with broken 

ints and, hert pebbles in the vallies. t= 
The wdshire haye an easy and prett 
regular dip towards the south-east, at the rates of 1 in 
50 to Lin 80 3... Lhe uppermost stratum which 

i ire; is‘a thick bed of chalk, 
numerous layers of flints.throughout its whole 

but near the top, they are closer together, 
the nodules larger, and the intervening chalk in 

this situation is more free or soft, and. is as fit for 
the chalking of lands and the making of whitening, 
on account of its friability ;. it is also the purest. car- 
bonate, and contains less silex and other heterogencous 
mixtures, than the lower chalks do. . This. upper 
chalk advances no farther northward or north-west 
than. the hills on,eath side, of Luton, and those south- 
east, south-west,.and west, of Dunstable. 
The hard or lower chalk next succeeds, in which 
no flints are found; but the chalk. increases in hard- 
mess, and the quantity of the fine. grains of silex 
which it contains, as. we proceed downwards, until 
nearits. bottom a stratum little. different in appear- 
ance from those above it is. found, which proves to 
bea very durable freestone,, when seasoned. or dried 

without suffering frost to reach it, which, 
when fresh dug, would, otherwise shiyer it completely, 
to pieces, At Totternhoe, north-west of Dunstable, 

@-are immense and ancient. workings after this 
stone, which will stand fire, as well as weather, in a 
vertical wall. Woburn-Abbey, the New Swan Inn 
at Bedford, and epanyotbex gage buildings, are faced 
with, this stone; and the window-jambs and ornaments 
of most of the churches in the midland counties are 
made of it.. The hard beds of chalk above this 'Tot- 
ternhoe stone, such as are. seen in the second new road 
mow cutting at Chalk, or Puddle-hill, near Dunstable, 
are called /urlock, and make a very good lime for 

ilding, probably on account. of the great quantity 
silex it contains ; and it, is from these hurlock beds, 

all the way from near, Eaton-Bray to Baldock, that 
the parts north of this for several miles are furnished 
with lime, except.a little for plasterers work or 
white-washing, which is brought fram the softer and 
wwhiter-beds of the upper chalk, to the south of the 
range made by the hard chalk and hurlock. The large 
quantity of silex, which some of. this hurlock con- 
tains, may, be one reason, joined with the dearness of 
fuel to burn it, that.lime has been so little used or 
even tried of on the clays or.sands north 
pep jvc npaps Bedfordshire, under the idea of 
Jts not repaying tl pense. The upper and lower 
chalk are, it is r about 400 feet thick. 

» The chalk marle is the stratum which succeeds the 
chalk, and on the surface when wet, makes very te- 
« white or clayey soil; but when dry, the 

ite colour is seldom preseryed, yet a dark-coloured 
loam’ results from its idecompc ny although when 
Aresh dug into, the strata mage almost be mistaken for 
rubbley or broken hurlock. », or north- 
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western edge of this stratum, was lately exposed by 
the widening the London road through Kates-hill, 
at the south end of Hockliff town. 

_ In proceeding from this northward, along the road 
towards Towceter, nothing but thick masses of allu- 
vial clay are seen, until near Sand-house at 40% 
miles from London ; and in the other road through’ 
Woburn, the same alluvial covering prevents any ob- 
servations being made on the strata, until within a quar- 
ter of a mile of Woburn town the same sand makes its 
ap ce, from under the alluvium: and it is not 
a_little remarkable, that the distribution of this allu- 
vial clay is so complete across the country, all the 
way from Billington to Cockayne-Hatley, as shewn- 
by the blue colour in Mr Batchelor’s map above refer- 
red to, as.entirely to conceal from the knowledge and 
use of the inhabitants of Bedfordshire, the remarkable 
limestone strata of Aylesbury, and several others, 
which no where burst through or shew themselves. 
from under the alluvia, the “ golt” of the Rev. Mr 
Michell. See the Phil. Mag. vol. xxxvi. page 105. 

The Woburn sand is a name for a series of ferru= 
ginous sand strata, about 170 or 180 feet thick, 
whose basset crosses Bedfordshire from Leighton- 
Busard to Potton, as already mentioned, when speak-. 
ing of the alluvium and peat upon it. In most parts 
this sand near the surface is cemented by an oxide of 
iron, into a dark red sand-stone, the grains of silex 
in which are of very unequal sizes, even in the same 
specimen. This stone is called car-stohe in some places, 
and was for many years, previous to the roads in Wo- 
burn being undertaken by the late Duke’s agent, the 
sole material used onthe roads; and the grinding of it, 
and subsequent washing away of the ferruginous ce- 
menting matter by the rains, occasioned two-thirds 
in length of those deep, loose sandy roads, ( which’ 
were the remark and terror of travellers who valued 
their horses, under the name of the Woburn Sands, ) 
across tracts of alluvial clay, where not the’ least 
sand is to be found but what has been brought 
thither; when in the form of car or sand-stone. 
is much to be lamented, that this absurd practice still 
continues in the parishes of Wavendon and Brough- 
ton, between Woburn and Newport Pagnel, instead 
of searching for and clean sifting the quartz and flint 
gravel, which is to be had in sithelont plenty. 

The most remarkable feature of the Woburn-sand 
strata, are the beds of fullers-earth"which they pro- 
duce near the bottom. 
ever part of the basset of this sand across England 
a search is made, the fullers-earth will be found, 
but generally in thin and foul beds, of no, value, and 
also the silicious or cherty-stone of a peculiar nature 
and fracture which lies beneath it, aud the specimens 
of petrified wood which also abound in the same si- 
tuation; but over several hundred acres at the léast, 
on the north-west of Woburn, both in Aspley-Guise 
parey in Bedfordshire, and in Wavendonin Bucking- 
amshire, this substance is found from five to seven or 

eight feet thick, between the beds of sand or sand- 
“stone, perfectly free from any extraneous matter. The. 
original and most extensive workings, which seem of 
great antiquity, were on Aspley Common Heath, 
and in Aspley Wood in the same parish; and hence 
it was truly said, that these celebrated pits were in , 

. 3 
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Bediord- Bedfordshire, but at present the only pit (or rather 

shire. Mine, as it is now worst which is in use, is near 
Hogstyend, in a point of land in Wavendon, which 
ete 3 round in rather an extraordinary way into the 
parish of Aspley- The demand for this article, once 
so highly eee by the clothiers of this and other 
countries, has dwindled almost to nothing within 
twenty or thirty years past. The very great accu- 
mulation of alluvial clays on the Caxton Pn ¥ in 
Cambridgeshire, and these again between Leighton- 
Busard and Winslow in Buckinghamshire, almost en- 
tirely bury and conceal these sand strata for many 
miles on each side of Bedferdshire. 

The clunch clay, so called by Mr Smith from se- 
yeral thin beds near to its top and to the Woburn or 
fullers-earth sand, which this clay underlays, of a 
soft perishable stone, much resembling hurlock, or 
hard chalk,’ when fresh dug, is the thickest of the 
Bedfordshire strata; and by its peculiar property of 
ending by various steps, or, as it has been termed, fea- 
thering out, instead of ending at once in a bold range 
of hill, (as is the character of many strata to do, 
like the chalk and the Woburn sand, for instance, ) 
this stratum forms the vale of Bedford, extending 
for several miles on the south side of that town, to 
the vale of Newport-Pagnell, which extends in like 
manner S. and S. W. of that town, to the foot of 
the sand hills, and most of the flats occupied by the 
fens of Cambridgeshire and Lincolnshire, as has been 
noticed by Mr Farey in the Philosophical Magazine, 
vol, xxxvi. p. 105; also in vol. xxxv. p. 259, where 
this stratum is supposed to produce alum at Whitby 
and other adjacent parts of Yorkshire. The great 
thickness of this toneh clay, of a blue or dark 

, colour, perhaps "500 feet, and its peculiar mode of 
ending, occasions it to occupy near half of the sur- 
face of the county of Bedford, from near Aspley- 
Guise to Eyerton, and north-west of this. In some 
parts of this thick stratum, there are beds of bitumi- 
nous argillaceous schist, which will burn like a very 
bad coal; and has given rise to an opinion in most of 
the counties where it ranges, that seams of coal might 
be discovered at greater depths ; but-none such exist, 
nor indeed any of the real indications of coal seams. 
Near Elston and in Goldington, coal has been sus- 
pected to exist, by those. unacquainted with the sub- 
ject. Other beds, very friable and black, which are 
found in other situations in this stratum, have been 
mistaken for marle, but found, on trial, to want its 
valuable qualities, as an ameliator of the soil. It is 

rhaps to the basset of these beds, that the “* wood- 
Bind soils” of this county are owing, whose black 
and friable mould would, at certain seasons, impress a 
stranger with the opinion of good land; but no 
sooner does heavy or continued rains come, than the 
most tenacious paste imaginable is formed; while in 
every drought after frost, the whole is puffed up like 
a sponge in lightness, and it is blown away from the 
roots of the corn by the wind, often to the entire de- 
struction of the crop; and if in this state a sudden. 
shower falls, it washes away this dust before it, into 
the furrows and ditches, almost in an equal degree. 
On these soils, and’on the colder parts of the alluvial 
clay, particularly the steep sides of the hills, in the 

BEDFORDSHIRE. 
northern and middle parts of the cow 

500 on the sand, and where is eae 
of the fir tribes have been made within the last 80 
years, and within the last 20 in particular. — shee 

The Bedford limestone strata, already mentioned 
in speaking of that town, are the lowest which ap- 
peer in Bedfordshire, unless perhaps dome of the 
lue clay which underlays them, may appear in the 

extreme northern parts of the county. ey consist 
of ‘several compact ‘beds of stone, with clay, some- 
ire ard faa er dark blue or black inter: 
posed; and are laid bare, or partially cut through, b 
the excavation of (hs Vill OPiS Nes Pi 5 We 
dington, N. E. of Bedford’town, along all its devious 
course, to Newport Pagnel, or a little’ north of it, 
Stoney-Stratford, and Buckingham: In Puddineton, 
Wimmington, Melshburn, Yelding, Dean, and Shel- 
ton, the regular basset or out-crop of the Bedford 
limestone appears, and the excavation of the valley 
through Risley has also laid it bare therein. AAR 

Nearly round the town of Woburn, except on the 
south side, there ranges’ an immense fault or gulf in 
the sand strata, which is close filled up with rial 
pons and chalk ruins, that is in some ere 100 ya 
wide, and goes completely through the sand ‘at least, 
as is evident from the plentiful springs of water held 
up within it, iste which doubtless gave rise to the 
present site of the town,) while without this ¢ 
ulf there is dry sand to the of 70 or 100 
eet, in wells which have been sunk. On the north 
of this town, and extending downwards to Crawley 
church and mill, there is a large tract of the strata 
sunk, from 50 to perhaps 200 feet in some places, 
below all the surrounding sand, and the clay at its 
north border. Pdayins 

The Ouse, with the Ivell, the Ouzel, and other 
small rivers and brooks which fall into it, form the 
principal “waters of Bédfordshire, which is without 
any natural lakes or artificial reservoirs or ponds of 
water of any magnitude, except in the parks at Wo- 
burn, Wrest, and Chicksands. There are mineral 
springs at Bromham, Clapham, Cranfield, Holeutt, 

ley, Turvey, Wrest-gardens, &c. but they are 
little if at all used. ‘The Ouse is navigable for boats 
up to Bedford, with a branch to Biggleswade, which 
isintended to be carried up the vale the Ivell to Shef- 
ford, according to an act long since obtained for this 
purpose, The grand junction canal skirts this coun- 
ty he about $ miles, near Leighton-Busard, but 
it can scarcely be said to enter it. 

Bedfordshire is within the ‘Norfolk circuit of 
judges: it is within the diocese of Lincoln, and under 
the jurisdiction of an archdeacon, and is divided inte 
six deaneries, viz. Bedford, Clapham, Dunstable, 
Eaton, Fleete, and Shefford ; Woburn parish, form- 
ing a peculiar jurisdiction under the duke of Bedford 
as the lay abbot of Woburn. u 

It returns two members to serve in parliament, 

(besides the two for Bedford town;) and contains, 
according to Mr Lysons, 121 parishes, distributed in 
9 hundreds, besides the borough of Bedford, viz. 
Barford, Stodden, Willey, Biggleswade, Clifton, 
‘Wixamtree, Marshead, Redbornestoke, and Flite: 

+ there are Bedford 
perhaps 6500 acres of ancient woods, besides about —shire- 
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P re fordsh: ly contains about 275,200, 
acres ;. its presi length is about 36 miles, and 
greatest width about. 28 miles In the year 1801, 

hen the tion 1s were made to parliament, 
this county. 11,888 houses which were inhabited, 

and 185 which were empty: the number of families 
was 13,980; the number of persons chiefly employed 
in agricultur 18,766; persons chiefly employed 
in trade, ictures, OF Pandicratt, 13,816 ; and 

r to whom. no occupation was assigned, and 
dren, 28,789; the total number of resident indivi- 
or i arte of whom ae were males s04 

32,870 females. . It is supposed that ++, more of the 
people of Bedfordshire aes in the acmy. militia, 
Navy, marines, and merchants’ service; and, from the 
annual meen of baptisms, it has been calculatedy 
that in 1700 the total population belonging to this 
county, was 48,500 hang iy 53,900 ; au ry 1801, 
65,500 persons. Whence it appears, t there are 
in. Bedfordshire 5} persons, and 22,%, acres to each 
inhabited house very nearly. There is more than 43 

to each person: and the persons employed in 
emirates the soil, are 1 in every 3} of the whole 
population ; and in trade, manufactures, and handi- 
craft, 1 in 4,7, nearly. 

_ From the returns made to parliament in 1776, 1784, 
and 1803, it that the amount of poor-rates 
raised in this be eter the first period, was £18,193. 
9:4; in the second, £22,638:1:10; and in the 
latter, £47,484: 6:73 per annum, making then a 
rate of about 3s. 93d, in the pound,.on a rental of 
#€248,600, or 14s. 93d. a head on the whole popula- 
tion. Out of an ope raised in ee ila was 
expended in removals of paupers, and suits at law re- 
specting their settlements, ee eppenecs of over- 
seers and other parish officers: also £8430 in county 
rates and militia e» and for the repairs and ex- 
penses of the churches, the expenditure by the con- 
stables, and the special rates for the repair of the high- 
ways, but not including the statute duty or corpora- 
tion money paid. in lieu thereof. 'The total expendi- 
ture for the poor being £38,070, of which £37,944 
was distributed to 7276 persons, being parishioners of 
the county, or to 1 in every 85 of the individuals be- 
losiging to it, their average allowance being £5 : 4: 54 
Seale. or 2s. per week. Of these paupers, 674 were 
wholly maintained in workhouses, at the expense of 
#8440, average £12: 10: 5} each, or 4s. 93d. per 
week each . . Besides the above, 761 persons 
were reli who were not parishioners, at the ex- 

.pense.of £76, as is supposed. ‘There were at that 
time sons associated in 75 friendly societies, 
or box clubs, in the county, 16 only of which had 
entered their rules at the quarter sessions, and made 
their funds disposable by. the magistrates of the 
county ; a circumstance which may perhaps be ac- 
counted for, from the few among the landed proprie- 
spnhe bese Y as m : 
duties at office being suffered, in a great mea- 
sure, to fall into the hands of the Pa Eight 
arishes. in. this county had. schools.of industry, in 
which 196 children were taught to work. rg 

magistrates, and the important» 

BED 
Socon, Risley, and Clophill parishes, the poor were 
farmed, or maintained by contract. . 

Formerly it should seem, that wood was cultivated 
in this country, but it is so long since, that the name 
is now hardly known among the inhabitants. On the 
husbandry and state of rural affairs in this county, 
uch yaluable information will be found in Thomas 

Batchelor’s Agricultural Report on Bedfordshire, 
printed in 1808. A very small portion of Bedfordshire 
now remains in the state of common or uninclosed. 
An agricultural society was established at Bedford 
in the Fear 1801, but which seems rather on the de- 
cline since 1803. , 

Mr Benjamin Bevan of Leighton-Busard has for 
some years kept a meteorological journal, which, with 
some account of the rain which falls about Woburn, 
will be found in the volumes of the Monthly Maga- 
zine. ‘There is a book society at Bedford, and per- 
haps some others, but there is not in the county any 
scientific institution. 

Bedfordshire, in common with Buckinghamshire 
and Hertfordshire, formed the habitation of the Cat- 
tieuchlani, a British tribe, whose chief was Cassivel- 
Taunus, at the time of the Roman invasion under Ju- 
lius Cesag, After the division of this island into five 
provinces, by the Emperor Constantine, about the 
year 310, Bedfordshire fell into the province called 
Flavia Cesariensis. At the establishment of the 
Mercian kingdom it was included therein, and so 
continued until the year 827, when, in common with 
the rest of the kingdom, it became subject to Egbert 
king of the west Saxons. Upon the subdivision of the 
kingdom into shires, hundreds, and tithings, this county 
was formed as it at present remains. It is crossed by 
two Roman roads, the Watling Street, which enters 
it at Dunstable, and leaves it between Heath and 
Potsgrave ; and the Ichnild way, which enters it in 
Eaton Bray, and leaves it south-west of Barton. At 
Sandy, near Potton, isa Roman encampment called 
Salenz ; and Maiden Bower, north west of Dunstable, 
is caid to be another. At Totternhoe, near this, are 
two hills which haye been fortified, and another at 
Ridgemont. See Britton’s Beauties of England ang 
Wales, vol. i; Lyson’s Magna Britannia, vol.i; and 
Batchelor’s Agricultural Report on Bedfordshire. 

é BEDOUINS, or BepowAns, the wandering tribes 
of Arabs that inhabit the deserts c: Arabia, and other 
uncultivated parts of Asia and of Africa, which have 
been peopled from the original Arabian stock. ‘Their 
name, which in Arabic is Bedouat, denotes wander- 
ers, or inhabitants of the desert, being derived from 
bid, a desert. They are supposed to be descended 
from Ishmael, and are the legitimate representatives 
of the Arabes Scenita, or tented Arabians of the 
ancients. They never dwell in houses, but pitch 
their tents on spots of the desert which have springs 
and a little pasturage, sufficient to support their 
herds of camels, goats, sheep, or horses; and mi- 
grate from place to place, as their wants and inclina- 
tion prompt them, taking care, however, not to en- 
croach upon the district belonging to other tribes of 
the desert. 

Although the Bedouins are divided into indepen- 
dent tribes er communities, which are frequently 

Bedford- 
shire, 

Bedouins. 
—_—— 
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Bedouins. hostile to one another, they may still be'considered and milk, and common and’ ordinary frilitel ‘They Bedovins. 
“—““v-—~ as forming but one nation; as they have'the same haye in their fields the tree which bears} gvand es 

common origin, the same’ customs and religion, and 
speak the same language. Each tribe is com 
of one or more principal families, the chiefs of which 
are called scheiks, or lords. Of these scheiks, one as- 
sumes the supreme command,’ both ‘in war and in 
peace,‘ and js sometimes called emir, or prince. \ His 
authority, however,’ is rather ‘patriarchal than des- 
pass ; and he is desirous of aS Page 3 his power, by 
orming alliances with the chiefs of smaller tribes, 
who are too ‘weak ‘to maintain their own indepen- 
dence, and whom he attaches to himself by  supply- 
ing their wants. “The tribes are distinguished by 
the names of their respective chiefs, or by that of 
the ruling family ; and“ when they speak of any of 
the individuals that compose them, they call them 
the children of such a thief: as for example, Beni 
Lemin, Oulad Fai, the children of ‘Temin and of 
Tai. ‘The tribes of the deserts of Arabia, properly 
so called, have descended ‘by an uninterrupted suc. - 
cession from the remotest ages; but the African 
tribes are of less ancient origin, being posterior to 
the conquests in that country, by the caliphs, or suc- 
cessors of Mahomet. , eel 

The description of the ancestors of the Bedouins, 
given by Diodorus Siculus, 1800 years ago, is by no 
means inapplicable to their present state. ‘ The 
wandering Arabs,”’ says that author, fe: 19.) * dwell 
in the open country, without any roof, They them- 
selves call their country a solitude. They do not choose 
for their abode, places’ abounding in rivers and foun- 
tains, lest that allurement alone should draw their 
enemies into their neighbourhood. ‘Their law, or 
their custom, forbids them to sow corn, to. plant 
fruit-trees, to make use of wine, or to inhabit 
houses. He who should violate these usages would 
be punished infallibly with death ; because they are 
lt that whoever is capable of subjecting 
imself to such inconveniences, would soon submit to 

a master, in order to preserve them. Some lead 
their camels to graze, some their sheep. The latter 
are the wealthiest ; for, besides the. advantages they 
derive from their flocks, they go to sell in the sea- 
ports, frankincense, myrrh, and other precious aro- 
matics, which they have received in exchange from 
the inhabitants of Arabia Felix, Extremely jealous 
of their liberty, at’ the news of the approach of an 
army, they take refuge in the depth of the deserts, 
the extent of which serves them as a rampart. The 
enemy, in fact, perceiving no water, could not dare 
to, traverse them, whilst the Arabs, being furnished 
with it, by means of véssels concealed in the earth, 
~with which they are acquainted, are in no danger of 
this want. The whole soil being composed of clayey 
and soft earth, they find means to dig deep and vast 
cisterns, of a square form, each side of which is the 
length of an acre. Having filled them with rain- 
water, they ¢lose up the entrance, which they make 
uniform with the neighbouring ground, leaving some 
imperceptible token, known only to themselves. 
They accustom their flocks to drink only once in 
three days, so that when they are obliged to fly across 
these parched sands, they may be fabicbared to sup- 
port thirst. As for themselves, they live on “flesh 

a great deal of wild honey, which they drink with 
water. ‘There are other Arabs’ who’ cultivate the 
earth, They are tributary, like’ ‘the ors and 
resemble them in other respects, except that they do 
not dwell in houses, Such are very nearly the man- 
ners of this pedple.”? ‘¥' - GUT grap 

~ The Bedouins of Arabia justly boast of their in- 
dependence, since they aiate never been cong 7 
nor have they assimilated themselves with’ other na- 
tions by making conquests. ‘Lhe revolution effected 
by Mahomet had little influence ‘upon these wander- 
ing tribes’; and we find the’ prophet, in his: Koran, 
styling them rebels :and infidels: ‘They have mdeed’ 
adopted the Mussulman faith, but ‘their’ manner of 
life, and. the’ places in’ which’ they dwell,“effectually 
secure them ‘from foreign’ dominion! 'T'o" figure to: 
ourselves the coutitry' which they inhabit, we must, 
says M. Volney, imagine a sky almost gape: 
inflamed, and without clouds; immense and bound- 
less plains, without houses, trees, rivulets, or hills; 

“where the eye frequently meets nothing but’ an ex- 
tensive and uniform horizon like the sea, though in 
some places, the ground is uneven and stony.’ “Ab 
most invariably naked on every-side, the’ éarth’ pre- 
sents nothing but a few wild plants thinly scattered 5. 
and thickets, whose solitude is rarely disturbed: but’ 
by antelopes, hares, locusts, and. rats. Suchi‘is the. 
nature of wey the whole country, which extends: 
600 leagues in length, and 800 in breadth, ‘stretchin: 
from Aleppo to the Arabian Sea, and from Egypt’ 
to the Persian Gulf: Gish fa Ao, Sa 

The soil, however, varies considerably in’ different 
laces, and this variety occasions corresponding ‘dif- 

Rrentey in the manners and condition of ‘the Bes 
douins. In the more sterile districts, the tribes ‘are’ 
feeble and thinly scattered. This is the casé in the 
desert of Suez, that of the Red Sea, and the interior. 
of the great desert called the Najd: ~ In general, the. 
Bedouins are ‘a small, meagre, and tawny race 5" but. 
those who inhabit the heart of ‘the desert are much. 
more so than those who dwell on the frontiers of the. 
‘cultivated country. When, in the time’ of the Sheik - 
Daher, some of the horsemen of a remote tribe came. 
to visit Acre, every body viewed with surprise ‘this. 
meagre, swarthy, and diminutive race. Their wither-_ 
ed legs were composed only of tendons, and had no- 
calves. Their bellies seemed to cling to their backs, 
and their hair was frizzled almost as much as that of 
the negroes, They, on the other hand, were no less. 
preted de at every. thing they saw ; ‘they were un- 
able to conceive how the houses and‘ minarets could 
stand erect, or how men ventured to dwell beneath. 
them, and always in the same spot ; but, above'all; 
they were in an ecstacy on beholding the’ sea, no? . 
could they: comprehend what that mighty desert of. 
pad eared “i 4 The Bedouins who are settled near 
towns and fertile provinces, enjoy man more com~ 
forts than those of the desert, and till thé ground as 

» well as tend their flocks, They are, however, ‘redu- 
ced, in some measure, to a state of ‘dependence on. 
the ‘sovereigns Of the adjacent country. But the, 
Bedouins on the confines of the desert have maintains 
ed their liberty unimpaired, and preserve their més 
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_Bedouins. tional chatacter in its greatest purity. ..OF these, the 

tribe denominated “ Beni Khaleb’’ is one of the most 
: ful, on account of its conquests and wealth, 
and the number of other tribes subj toit.. It 
has advanced from the desert of Najd to the sea, and 
conquered the.country of Lachsa. The tribe of 

* Koab”’ inhabits of the Persian Gulf, and has 
possessions in the province of Chusistan, in Persia, 
where there are, five different considerable tribes of 

Bedouins. The tribe * Beni Lam’? dwells between 

Korne and Bagdad, upon the banks of the Tigris, 
and receives duties upon goods carried from Bassora 
“fits 3 sometimes pillaging caravans, . The 
_ & Montefidhi,””.or ** Montefik,’’ is the most power- 
‘ful tribe north from the desert, with respect to ex- 
| tent of territory, and the number of subaltern tribes 

_ to 

_-douins, which migrate every year from the heart of — cooking ; a leathern buc 

ing their authority. They possess.all the 
on both sides of the Sachets from. Kerne 

ac. 
countr r : 

ic. In Egypt there are various tribes. of Be- 

_ Africa, after the inundation of the Nile, to profit by 

_ annually change. Mr Sonnini speaks 

the fertility of the country, and in spring retire again 
into.the depths of the desert. There are others which 
are stationary, and farm. lands, which they sow, and 

y in praise hi 
. of the stationary Bedouins of Egypt. The males, he 
. Says; are in general 
- old, and, in 

handsome; they live to be very 
eir advanced age, are, conspicuous for 

a respectable and truly patriarchal appearance. The 
women, when young, are not destitute of beauty, 

- notwithstanding their tawny hue, and those. disfigu- 
_ ting compartments which they impress on the lower 

of their faces with a needle and a black dye. 
He found a very singular opinion prevalent with a 

_ tribe which he visited, which tradition had rendered 
ve ipa, pein They asserted, that their an- 
cestors were Europeans, and Christians, who, having 

; been. shipwrecked on the coast of Egypt, were plun- 
dered, and reduced to live in the desert. The whole, 

. however, that they retained of the pretended Chris- 

. tianity of their forefathers, was the sign of the cross, 
. which they made with their fingers, or traced in the 
sand) Travels in Egypt, ch. xxv. 

The customs.and manners of life of all the Be- 
douins, whether African or Asiatic, are very nearly 
the same, and present.a lively picture of the rude 
simplicity of the pastoral stage of society. The camps 

. of the Bedouins are formed in a kind of mregular cir- 

. they are 

cle, composed of a single row of tents, with greater 
or less intervals. These tents are made of goats or 

camels hair, black or brown, or striped black and 
oa which they are distinguished from. those of 
the Turcomans, which are white. They are only 
five or six feet high, stretched on three or four 

i so that at a distance they appear like a 
number of black spots, or mole-hills The length 
of these tents is much greater thantheir breadth ; and 

en on one of their long sides, be- 
the wind most rarely blows, 5 ae from ah é 

The tent of the scheik is distinguished from the rest 
: Bx vothing but a plume of ostrich feathers placed at 

top... Each tent inhabited by a family is divided 
~ by a curtain into two apartments, one of which is ap- 

propriated to the women. The empty space within 
the circle serves to fold their cattle every ale In 

BEDOUINS, 
these tents the Bedouins, when they go torest, stretch Bedouius. 
themselves out upon the ground, without bed, mat- “——v—~ 
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trass, or pillow; wrapping themselves in their hides 
or blankets, and lying upon a mat, wherever they can 
find room. They have no entrenchments, nor any 
advanced guards except their dogs ; their horses re- 
main saddled, and ready to be mounted upon the first 
_alarm ; but being utter strangers to order and dis+ 
cipline, their camps are always open to surprise, and 
then afford no sufficient means of defence. 

The wealth of a Bedouin is extremely circumscri- 
bed. It generally consists of a few male and female 
camels ; some goats or sheep, and poultry ; a mare, 
with her bridle and saddle, which he prefers to a 
horse, because she seldom neighs, is more docile, and 
ields him milk, which occasionally satisfies both his 

fears and thirst in the desert ; add to this his tent ; 
a lance 16 feet long; a crooked sabre; a rusty mus- 
ket, or matchlock ; a pipe; a portable mill; a pot for 

re. asmall coffee-roaster ; a 
straw mat, which serves equally fora seat, a table, and 
a bed; some clothes whichare put up in leathern bags ; 
a mantle of black woollen ; a few glass or silver rings 
which the women wear upon their legs or arms; and 
perhaps a little money which he buries... The wealth 
of a scheik is somewhat more considerable. M. Vol- 
ney resided with one in the country of Gaza, about 
the end of 1784, who was reckoned very great and 
powerful; and whose expenditure he compares to that 
of an opulent farmer; and estimates his effects, consist- 
ing of a few pelisses, carpets, arms, horses, and camels, 
at about 50,000 livres, or £2000 sterling. With 
such scanty possessions, and dwelling in a desert, we 
cannot suppose that the Bedouins live very luxurious- 
ly, or even plentifully. The greater part of them, 
indeed, may be said to lead lives of habitual wretched- 
ness and famine. The length to which they are able 
to carry their abstinente by the force of habit and 
the impulse of necessity, is truly astonishing. The 
whole food consumed by the greatest part of them 

. does not usually exceed six ounces a day, and that 
too of the simplest kind. A few dates soaked in but- 
ter; a little sweet milk or curds, will serve a man for 
a whole day ; and he esteems himself happy when he 
can add a small quantity of coarse four, or a little 
ball of rice. Meat is used only at the greatest festi- 
vals; and they never kill a kid but for a marriage or 
a funeral. The scheiks, indeed,. can afford to live 
more generously, and have a better appearance in 
their persons, in consequence of their more comfort- 
able fare; but, in times of dearth, the vulgar, always 
half famished, do not disdain the most wretched kinds 
of food ; and eat locusts, rats, lizards, and serpents, 
broiled on briars. “ An Arab,” says Mr Jackson, 
*‘ wili go 50 miles a day without tasting food, and at 
night will content himself with a little barley meal 
mixed with cold water. The term that is applied to 
the richest men among the Arabs is, that they eat 
meat eyery day.”’ Account of the Empire of Mo- 
rocco, p. 228, : 
When we consider the poverty and ‘hecessities of 

the Bedouins, and their wandering manner of life, we 
shall not be much surprised at their being habitual 
plunderers, and formidable enemies to all who have 
occasion to trayerse the desert, But they never mur- 
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Redouins. der those whom they rob, unless travellers, in their de- his repasts, he seats himself at the door of histeht, in "Bedouits, 

fence, should chance to kill a Bedouin; and'then they ‘order to invite passengers; a enerosity ‘which he ——— 
are eager enough to revenge his death, and will fot be 
satisfied without blood for blood. ‘On many occasions, 
the caravans which pass at stated intervals ‘through 
the territory of a scheik, pay a stipulated sum as‘a 
ransom, or safeguard ; and an agreement of this kind 
is always religiously kept by the Arabs. ‘The differ- 
‘ent tribes of Bedouins have frequent hostilities with 
each other; but their contests are seldom protracted 
or bloody. When the cause of offence is inade known 
toa tribe, they immediately mount their’ horses, atid 
seek the enemy ; when they meet, they enter into’a 
‘parley, and the dispute is frequently compromised ; ‘if 
not, they attack either in small bodies, or man to 
man. They encounter each other at full’speed with 
fixed lances, which they sometimes dart, notwithstand- 
ing their length, at the flying enemy. The victory 
is generally decided at the ‘first shock, and the van- 
uished fly off at full gallop, over the naked plains of 

‘the desert, The tribe which has been defeated strikes 
his tents, removes by forced marches to a distance, 
.and seeks an asylum among its allies. Dissensiors, 
“however, are sometimes perpetuated by the slaughter 
that is made on these occasions; it being an esta- 
“blished principle among the edouins, that the blood 
-of eyéry man who is slain must he avenged by that of 
his murderer. This vengeance is Called far, or reta- 
‘liation ; and the right of exacting it devolves on the 

‘nearest of kin to the deceased. tt any one neglects 
‘to seek his retaliation, he is for ever disgraced; he 
therefore watchés évery opportunity of revenge ; and 
if his enemy perishes in any other way, he seeks sa- 

tisfaction by inflicting vengeance on the nearest rela- 
‘tion. “These animosities are transmitted from ‘father 
‘to children, and never cease but by the éxtiuction of 
“one of the families, unless they agree to Sacrifice the 
‘eriminal, or purchase the blood, at a stated: price, in 
money or flocks. 

The authority of the scheik, or chieftain of a tribe, 
is undefined, and therefore, insome measure, arbitrary 5 
the people, however, are consulted in all affairs of 
moment, and every thing is decided upon by the voice 
_of the majority. Phe dignity of scheik is hévellitaty, 
but not confined to the order of primogeniture ; the 
etty scheiks, who form the hereditary nobility, chuse 

the grand scheik out of the reigning family, without 
considering his immediate relationship to his prede- 
_cessors. Pirtle or no revenue is paid to the grand 
Scheik ; in fact, his dignity subjects him to a very 
‘great expense ; for he defrays the charges of all who 
arrive at or leave the camp. Adjoining to his tent is 
a large pavilion for the reception of all strangers and 
passengers ; and in which are held the assemblies of 
_the principal men to determine upon all important af- 
fairs, Herehe entertains his guests with coffee, bread 
“baked on the ashes, rice, and sometimes roasted kid or 

_ camel ; the females of his family performing with their 
“own hands the office of preparing the repast. On his 

enerosity and hospitality, depend, in a great measure, 
his credit and his power ; for hospitality is a virtue inf 

_the highest degree prized by the necessitous Bedouin. 
_ So rapacious without his camp, he no sooner arrives 
there, than he becomes liberal and generous. The little 
e possesses, he is ever ready to divide. When he takes 

“nished with ‘an extract from t 

does not consider as a merit, but'merely as'a ; 
and’he, therefore, readily takes the same lib: 
others, ‘The rights of hospitality with the Bedouin, 
‘include also the rights of asylum, and of frien 4 
Tf the Bedouin has consented ‘to eat ‘bread ‘and salt 
‘with his guest, nothing in the world ¢an induce’ him 
to betray him. ‘Nay, should ‘a stranger, or evenan 
‘enemy, but touch the tent ofa Bedouin, from that in- 
‘stant his person becoméesihviolable. It would bereckon- 
ed a disgraceful meanness, an indelible shame, to satis- 
‘fy even’a just vengeance at the expense of hospitality. 

_ ‘In this sacred ‘regard to the ‘rights of hospitality, 
‘and in various other particulars, the character of the 
Bedouin ‘nearly resettiblés that of ‘the “savages of 
North America. The Bedouin, however, has ‘no- 
‘thing we hg ‘ferocity of the ena for 
tho réquently ‘experiencing the extremity ty of 
bute, oh barnes of devourisy uted edt is ut- 
terly ‘repugnant “to his ‘nature ; ard he! neither tor- 
tures, nor puts to'death the captives that fall'into his 
power. The occupations of the Bedouin, who fs by 
necessity a shepherd,’as he dwells in "regions ‘where 
there'is ‘no employment for the ‘hunter or fisherman, 
tend to foster in him this superior degree of humani- 
ty; while*those of the American, who busies himself 
entirely in the pursuit and destruction of: » en- 
‘courage rather ‘an unfeeling and sanguinary disposi- 
tion of mind. 

In many particulars there is'a singular resemblance 
between the character ‘and manners of the Bedouins, 
‘and those of the Scottish Highlanders, at’the period 
when the feudal authority of their chieftains existed in 
full vigour ; and the clans chiefly occupied themselves 
in a predatory warfare upon one another, or the 
more peacefer seve thet of the low coattry. "We 
happen to: have access to’some ‘interesting reports re- 
specting the state ofthe Highlands, made in the 
‘years 1724, 1725, and 1727, by the celebrated Gene- 
ral Wade, whieh we believe have never yet’ béen pub- 
lished, although they contain'mach curious’ observa- 
tion. It will, doubtless, gratify our readers to be’ fur- 

hise reports, by which 
they may estimate the justness of the parallel ‘which 
we have drawn between the character of the wild 
Highlander and that of the'wild Arab. 
“The Highlanders,” says’ General "Wade, “*are 

divided into tribes or clans, under lairds or chieftains, 
(as they are called in the laws of “Scotland ;) each 

‘tribe or clan is subdivided ‘into little branches sprung 
from the main stotk, who have also chieftains over 
them ; and from these “are ‘still’ smaller branches ‘of 
fifty or sixty men, who deduce their original from 
them, and on whom they rely as their protectors: and 
defenders. The armsthey make use of in war are, a 
‘musket, a broad sword ‘and ‘target, a’ pistol, and a 
‘durk or dagger hanging by their side, with a powder- 
horn, did't for thei animlittition, They form 

‘themselves into bodies of unequal numbers, according 
to the strengtlr of their clan or tribe,’ ‘which’ is' com- 
“manded by their respective ‘superior ~ or- chieftain. 
‘When in’ sight of ‘the enemy, ‘they endeavour to pos- 
sess themselves of the highest’ und, believing the 
“descend on ‘them with greater vas “They Teer 
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at a distance, then lay down their 

ne broad flees tie sed, seldom : paral 
Eeiy. agains : engaging wit the cavalry, 

ta reste de hatied 3 9 ee w ensive | Cc by them. 
46 oe esis alarms, or when Seema is in 

distress, they give notice to their clans, or those in al- 
liance, with them, by sending a man with what they 
eall the fiery cross, which is a stick, in the form of a 
cross, burnt at theend,—who.send it forward to the 
next tribe or clan. . They carry with it a written pa- 

directing them where to assemble ; upon sight 
bhai they leave their habitation, and with great 

dition repair to the place of rendezvous, with 
arms, ammunition, and meal for their provision. 

The imposition commonly called &lack-maitl, is 
: Jered by the Highlanders on almost all the low coun- 

try bordering thereon, But as it is equally criminal by 
the laws of Scotland to pay this exaction, or to ex- 

_ tort it, the inhabitauts, to avoid the penalty of the 
laws, agree with the robbers, or some of their corre- 
spondents in the lowlands, to protect their houses and 
eattle, who are in effect but their stewards, or factors ; 
and as long as this payment continues, the depreda- 
tions cease upon their lands; otherwise the collector 
of this illegal imposition is obliged to make good the 

oss they have sustained. hey give regular receipts 
for the same safe-guard money ; and those who refuse 
to submit to this imposition are sure of being plun- 

« Those who are robbed of their cattle, (or persons 
employed by them,) follow them by the tract, and 
often recover them from the robbers, by compound- 
ing for a certain sum of money agreed on. But if the 
pursuers are armed, and in numbers superior to the 
thieves, and happen to seize any of them, they are 
seldom or never prosecuted, the poorer sort being 
unable to support the charge of a prosecution. They 
are likewise under the apprehension of Wecoming the 
object of their revenge, by having their houses and 
stacks burnt, their cattle stolen or hockt, and their 
lives at the mercy of the tribe or clan to whom the 
banditti belong. The richer sort (to keep, as they 
call it, good neighbourhood, ) generally compound with 
the chieftain of the tribe or clan for double restitu- 
‘tion, which he willingly pays to save one of his clan 
from prosecution ; and this is repaid him by a con- 
tribution from the thieves of his clan, who never re- 
fuse the payment of their proportion to save one of their 
own fraternity. This composition is seldom paid in 
money, but in cattle stolen from the opposite side of the 
country, to make reparation to the person injured.” 
_ The situation of the Bedouins owes some of its 
most material comforts to the camel, an animal 
which nature seems to have expressly designed for in- 
habiting the desert, and enduring the hardships and 
rivations which are inseparable from such a mode of 

Fie. He is of a form muscular and robust, without 
having any superfluous flesh to support : on his legs 
and thighs we find nothing but the muscles 
indispensible for motion. He is furnished with a 
strong jaw, that he may grind the hardest aliments ; 
and with a straitened and ruminating stomach, that he 
may not consume too much, His is lined witha 
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lump of flesh, which, sliding in the mud, and being in Bedouins. 
no way adapted to climbing, fits him for a dry, level, —"\—~ 
and sandy soil like that of Arabia. Nature has also 
evidently destined him to slavery, -by refusing him 
every sort of defence against his enemies. T'o prée- 
serve the species, therefore, she has concealed him in 
the depth of the vast deserts, where the want of ve- 
getables can attract no game, and whence the want of 
game expels every voracious animal. Here his absti- 
nence enables him to support his strength on the 
scanty herbage which the arid soil produces ; and he is 
capable of existing without water for several days to- 
gether. Reduced to the domestic state, he has render- 
ed habitable the most barren soil that the world con- 
tains; and is alone sufficient for all his master’s wants. 
The milk of the camel nourishes the family of the 
Arab, under the various forms of curd, cheese, and 
butter; and his flesh furnishes a repast upon extra- 
ordinary occasions. Slippers and harness are made 
of his iy tents and clothing of his hair. Heavy 
burdens are transported by his means ; and when the 
earth denies forage to the horse, the camel, for so 
mauy advantages, seeks no other recompense than a 
few stalks of brambles or wormwood, and pounded 
date kernels. 5 

The ordinary rate of motion of the camel greatly 
exceeds the journeying pace of the horse; but there 
is a peculiar species called the desert camel, of which 
the velocity is so great, as almost to’ exceed credibi- 
lity. Mr Jackson, in his recent account of Morocco, 
has given the following account of the desert came! 
of the Sahara, in Africa. ¢* Nature, ever provident, 
and seeing the difficulty of communication, from the 
immense tracts of desert country in Sahara, has af- 
forded the Saharanans a means, upon any emergency, 
of crossing the great African desert ina few days. 
Mounted upon the heirie, or desert camel, (which is 
in figure similar to the camel of ‘burden, but more 
a Seg formed,) the Arab, with his loins, breast, 
and ears bound round, to prevent the percussion of 
air proceeding from a quick motion, rapidly traverses, 
upon the back of this abstemious animal, the scorch- 
ing desert, the. fiery atmosphere of which parches 
and impedes respiration, so as almost'to produce suf- 
focation. The motion of the heirie is violent, and 
can be endured only by those patient, abstemious, 
and hardy Arabs, who are accustomed to it. The 
most inferior kind of heirie are called talutayec, 
a term expressive of their going the distance of three 
days journey in one ; the next kind is called sebayee, 
a term appropriated to that which goes seven days 
journey in one, and this is the general character: 
there is also one called tasayee, or the heirie of nine 
days; these are extremely rare.” p. 39,40. The 
swiftness of this useful animal, Mr Jackson informs 
us, is thus described by the Arabs in their figurative 
manner. When thou shalt meet a heirie, and say 
to the rider Salen-Aick, * peace be between us ;’ ere 
he shall have answered thee, Alichk-Salem, ¢ there is 
peace between us,’ he will be afar off, and nearl 
out of sight, for his swiftness is like the wind.” 

The arts of the Bedouins are few and simple, and 
consist in weaving their clumsy tents and clothing, 
and in making mats and butter. They preserve 
their butter in leathern bags, and their water in goat 
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Bedouins. skins. ‘Their hearth consists of a hole in the ground, 
“—v-™ laid with stones, and covered with an iron plate, on 

which they bake their bread, made into small cakes. 
In. their excursions they carry with'them a supply 
of meal; and their other provisions are, dates, alk, 
cheese, and honey, Their: whole commerce extends 
only to the exchanging of camels, kids, stallions, and 
milk, for aims, clothing, a little rice or cotton, and 
some money, which they bury. ‘They are totally 
ignorant of science, and nothing is more uncommon 
among them than to know how to read. ‘heir only 
literature consists in singing love-sougs, or in reciting 
tales and histories, in the manner of the Arabian 
Nights Entertainments. For such stories they have 
a peculiar passion; and in the evening they seat 
themselves on the ground, at the door of their tents, 
or under coyer, if it be cold ; and there, ranged im a 
circle, round a small. fire of dung, with their legs 
crossed, and their pipes in their mouths, after iidul- 
ging for some time in silent meditation, they amuse 
themselves with the recital of tales of this kind. 
They profess the religion of Mahomet, but are far 
from being strict.in the observance of its ceremo- 
nies, or fervid in their professions of devotion. They 
excuse themselves for this laxity, by. demanding, 
*¢ How shall we make ablutions, who have no water ? 
How can we bestow alms, who are not rich? Wh 
should we fast in the Ramadan, since the whole year 
with us is one continued fast? And what necessity 
is there for us to make the pilgrimage to Mecca, if 
~God be present every where??? 5 

We shall conclude this account of the Bedouins, 
with extracting from the Travels of Sonini in Egypt, 
a very lively and interesting detail of a rencounter 
which that traveller had in the desert with a troop of 
these marauders, in consequence of which he had an 
opportunity of seeing the peculiarities of their cha- 
racter in a very striking light. He was. on his way 
from Alexandria to Cairo, under the guidance and 
safeguard of Hussein, who was scheik of a tribe of 
half civilized Bedouins stationed not far from Alex- 
andria, and had entered the desert which skirts the 
famous lakes.of natron. I staid some days,” says 
our traveller, near the lakes, the borders of which 
I traversed; at length we resumed our journey, con- 
tinuing our course to the south-west. The sand over 
which we travelled was completely covered with har- 
dened natron, which rendered our progress toilsome 
and fatiguing, both to us and our beasts. We arri- 
ved within a short distance of a large square edifice, 
in which a few Coptic monks live shut up from the 
world, I donot think that there is upon earth a 
more horrible or repulsive situation than this sort of 
convent. Built in the midst of the desert, its walls, 
though yery lofty, are not distinguishable at any con- 
siderable distance from the sand, of which they have 
the reddish tinge, and. bare aspect. There is no ap- 
parent entrance; no tree, no plant of any height, is 
seen around it ; no path leads to it; no trace of hu- 
man footstep is observable in its vicinity ; and, if a 
few be imprinted, they are soon covered by the sand, 
er obliterated by the tread of wild and ferocious 
pentias the proper inhabitants of these frightful soli- 
tudes. ; 

s* We were about 500 or 600 paces from this dun- 

admission into the convent, which is 
with difficulty. 1 was some way from: him, and) the 
rest of our company was/at a considerable distance: 
A troop of Bedouins, on horseback, suddenly issued 
from behind the walls. At first I did not distinguish 
them, amid the clouds of dust they raised; but, as 
soon as they were discernible, I perceived both their 
number, and what they were. Instantly I turned 
about my horse’s head, and, being mounted on an 
excellent courser, which carried me with too much 
speed for them to overtake me, soon joined my com- 
panions, who had likewise perceived the troop from 
the backs of their camels. I found them on foot, 
drawn up in a close body ; léaped off my horse ; and 
exhorted them to defend themselves with vigour. 
We were six in all, but on three of the number little 
dependence was to be placed. From two of the na- 
tives of the country we could not expect much; and 
the draughtsman, young and inexperienced, scarcely 
knew how to fire a gun. eet 

« The firmness of a handful of men, alone in the 
midst of a sandy plain, and exposed on all sides, 
checked a squadron of Bedouins amounting to neat 
a hundred. Though they came towards us at full 
gallop, they stopped suddenly about a hundred paces 
off, and cried out to us not to fire. Lanswered with 
telling them not to advance. For some moments 
they remained in a sort of hesitation, during which 
we observed them consulting together; at length 
they separated into four bands, three-of which set 
off at full gallop, and stationed themselves on our 
flanks and in our rear. ©This manceuvre, which it 
was impossible for us to prevent, disconcerted my 
two soldiers; and all that I could urge was incapable 
of prevailing on them to resolve to stand on their de- 
fence. We had good fusils, and a considerable quan- 
tity of cartridges. I knew that the Bedouins would 
take flight, as soon as they saw a few of their party 
drop; and I was certain, that our first fire must 
bring down several. It is true, I did not consider 
that we were in the midst of a vast solitude, and 
that, if our enemies had fled, it would only have beer 
to return again speedily by thousands, overpower us 
by their numbers, and massacre us all, in revenge for 
the death of their comrades. I flung down my fusil 
with vexation at being forced to yield to. such rob- 
bers. 1 : 

« They were soon upon us, and, without taking 
time to abichis pillaged us in the twinkling of an eye: 
Money, arms, effects, garments, provisions, were all 
taken. They. left me my long under vest and my 

geon. Hussein had advanced before us, tovobtain our Bedouin’. * 
, b Th i—— 

breeches ; my companions were stripped of every 
thing but their shirts. My turban had been taken ; 
my head, shaved and bare, was scorched by the fers 
vency of the sun, and ached intolerably. I covered 
it as well as I could with both my hands, but this 
would not alleviate the pain. The spoil was spread 
out upon the+sand ; a score of Arabs on foot, whom 
we had not perceived, as they had concealed them- 
selves behind a heap of stones, joined the others ; and 
they all fell to dividing the plunder, not without ob- 
streperous disputes. : 
“Our different situations would have formed @ 

striking subject for a picture, under. the hand of am, 
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his threats into execution ; thus, partly through fear, Bedouins. 
partly through deference, the black chief consented "vo" over the® booty, the. 

Saiith,totty some of black, others of tawny com- 

‘sands, which their robberies render still more dismal : 
in the midst of them my old servant, coolly endea- 
youring to recover from them some small portions of 
our spoil, and occasionally dealing a blow with his 
fist. to attain his object. In the fore-ground, the 
renadier,, motionless an disconcerted ; the two 
gyptians staring stupidly on each other; me, ata 

ance, biting my Fapgrion ois a look of indigna- 
| and chagrin ; and, in the last place, the draughts- 
» crying bitterly, and answering me with sobs, 

when I went up to him, to ask him if he had recei- 
‘ved any hurt: © No, sir, but what shall we get to 
‘eat now ?? 

«Tired of being the spectator of a scene in which 
‘jt was useless for me to take a part, I proceeded to- 
‘wards the monastery, hoping to find Hussein, who 
chad repaired thither ; when I heard myself called, and 
presently felt myself seized by the arm. It was the 
chief of the robbers, an Arab of the desert of Nubia, 
for his face was as black as a negro’s. He led me 
‘back, without saying a word, into the midst of the 
‘troop. I imagined that he was desirous of the gar- 
‘ments they had left me, or that, on deliberation, he 
had resolved to take away my life. How great was 

irprise, when I found this chief Sasesully inqui- 
ring what clothes and effects belonged to me; and, 
after having acted as my valet-de-chambre a little too 
roughly in undressing me, now taking upon himself 
the same office, but with more civility, in assisting 
‘me to put on the different parts of my dress; re- 
“turning me my purse, and restoring my arms! Other 
“Bedouw aren 8 ae the same to my compa- 
nions, equally astonished at so singular and unexpect- 
‘ed an adventure. 
' © This was the fruit of Hussein’s spirited conduct. 
‘While he was near the walls of the convent, to which 
he had ired with his fusil slung over his shoulder, 
‘some of the Arabs set off to detain him. They had 
‘seized his arms; but Hussein, after a long dispute, 
succeeded in getting up behind one of the Bedouins, 
‘and being conveyed to the place where the whole 
‘troop was, “ Arabs!” said he, addressing himself to 
the chiefs, “* you have stripped a man confided to 
my protection, and for whom I have pledged my own 

; aman with whom I have eaten, who has slept 
; ‘under iny tent, and who is become my brother. I can 

again euter that tent ; I dare not shew my face 
in in the camp; I must renounce the pleasure of 

re embracing my wife and children, Arabs, 
away my life, or restore all that belongs to my 

brother.” This speech, which was accompanied 
with a look of firmness and a tone of resolution, made 
‘some impression on the minds of the Bedouins. Hus- 
sein had snatched his fusil out of the hands of him 
who held it, and, while waiting till they had taken 
their resolution, | sent it to the chief commander 
‘of the robbers, determined to shoot him in case of a 

and thus expose | limself to be massacred, ra- 
than consent to our suff the least injury. 

r conductor was well | »; they were aware 
ics characte el ro ha to carty 
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‘to restore all that was taken from me; and this was 
done with truly admirable fidelity. It is true, every 
thing that appeared valuable in the eyes of him who 
had taken it, required to be particularly claimed ; 
but when the chief insisted upon it, it was produced ; 
and this discipline among people, and in a place where 
we could not have expected to find an instance of it, 
appeared to me highly astonishing. The chief came 
to ask me what was missing still; on my naming an 
article, he mounted on a little eminence, and cried, 
« Arabs, such a thing is not restored; let it be 
brought.” If the person who had it was not prompt 
in his obedience, he added, ** Come, Arabs, no de- 
lay ;? and it was delivered to me immediately. The 
chief then mentioned an other article that had been 
stolen, and it was restored to me in the same manner. 

*¢ Two hours were thus spent before the inventory 
of my effects was gone through. Every thing was 
restored to me except my money, of which I received 
only a small part. This, however, was not the fault 
of the two idheike. Hussein, in particular, insisted on 
my counting in his presence the, sequins that had 
been returned. The Arabs, to whom my purse ap- 
peared a good prize, and who had shared the chief 
part of its contents, waited till I had finished count- 
ing them with some uneasiness, which was quickly 
removed om my declaring that I had all my money. 
Thinking myself happy to come off so well, I had 
voluntarily sacrificed two-thirds of what I possessed, 
that I might not incur the hatred of the honest rob- 
bers that surrounded me, and expose myself to their 
vengeance. ‘These banditti thought it not sufficient 
to appear just, they would also be polite. The 
chie brought me his horse, and insisted on my 
mounting it, to ride the little distance from the 
place we were to the monastery, while he attended 
me on foot. Some others of the Arabs paid the same 
respect to my companions, each of them walking, in 
like manner, by the side of his horse, When we 
came near the walls, we saw some baskets of bread, 
and wooden dishes of lentils, let down by ropes. 
Seating ourselves on the ground, in a circle, we ate 
up this provision with people who just before were 
our enemies. After our repast was finished, some of 
them came up to me with frankness, and even with a 
sort of cordiality, thanking heaven that no injury had 
befallen me ; with a tone of concern for my temerity 
in travelling through a desert, which, by their own 
confession, was the resort only of thieves and robbers. 
Above all, they did not forget to say their prayers 
with great devotion, after they had rubbed their arms 
and legs with sand, for want of water, to perform the 
ablutions prescribed by their law. Mahomet,. an 
Arab himself, was aware of the circumstances to 
which his followers would frequently find themselves 
in the desert, and accordingly directed them to make 
use of sand instead of water, j 

J learned afterwards, that these Arabs had been 
informed of our journey, and that they. had watched 
our steps from its commencement. ‘They had been 
under the walls of the monastery ever since three 
o’clock in the morning, and had acquainted the 
monks, that they would have a visit from some Franks 
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Tuts isa very numerous genus of ineects, on which 
we have already made some general remarks under 
the article Apis, the generic name. Here we shall 
confine our obseryations chiefly to the honey bee, 
( Apis Mellifica, ) treating, in the first place, of its na- 
ture and properties ; and, secondly, laying down those 
rules which must guide the cultivator in his views to 
eonvert the labours of the animal to his own advan- 
tage. It is indispensible, however, that he should 
previously become acquainted with the natural histo- 
ry of the bee, otherwise he will often find his object 
fail without being able to assign a reason; and if he 
does render himself master of it, he will remedy many 
unexpected disasters by simple and unerring expe- 
dients. 

Bees have attracted an uncommon. share of atten- 
tion in all countries, and in every age. Their mi- 
nuteness, numbers, habits, and the luxuries. we derive 
from their united industry, have, from periods-of the 
most remote antiquity, been the fertile source of ad- 
miration. ence have resulted innumerable inquiries, 
as well for the elucidation of science, as for personal 
gratification and pecuniary advantage. But, unlike 
those subjects on which long and patient investigation 
are bestowed, the obscurities attending the nature 
of bees seemed. to. increase in proportion. to the ob- 
server’s anxiety to unveil them, and, at the end of 
many years, few indisputable facts have been ascer- 
tained by individuals. ‘Errors have thence accumula- 
ted on errors 3, imagination has magnified deceitful 
appearances into certainties, by which even expe- 
rienced naturalists have been deluded; and most of 
the treatises published, under the pretence of instruct- 
ing, serve only to lead the unskilful into the belief of 
absurd and fallacious doctrines. Nevertheless there 
are some good authors, who have seen without preju- 
dice, and have related without exaggeration, such as 
Swammerdam, Maraldi, Reaumur; Bonnet, Schirach, 
and Huber. We shall. avail ourselves of their obser- 
vations, and endeavour, from these, and our own 
practical remarks, to select what has been fixed by 
experiments, rejecting the fabulous accounts of others. 

I. Naturat History anp Economy or THE 
Honey Bre.—The honey bee is either wild or do- 
mesticated, and consists of numerous societies, com- 
posed of from 10,000 to $0,000, perhaps 40,000 or 
50,000 individuals. In the former state, it inhabits 
the woods, in clefts of trees, and, it may be, the ca- 
vities of rocks also: in the latter, it is kept by us in: 
wooden boxes, or coverings of straw or osiers, com- 
monly called Azves in English, but more definitely 
akeps in the Scottish language, or old English : for, 

strictly speaking, hive signifies the covering and its Bee. 
4 ee at petton of the Te which ——~—ee# colony ; and swarm, tha 

leaves the parent stock at a certain season of the 
years before it is lodged under our care. Each hive, 
y which we understand the whole colony, contains 

three “different kinds of bees; females, males, and 
workers. The females, of which not more than 
one can ever live in all the great population of a 
hive, are called gueens; the males, of which there 
are hundreds, and sometimes thousands, are called 
drones; and the remainder are denominated workers, 
or neuters, from being supposed to belong to neither 
sex. They are the operative part of the communi- 
ty; for, while the female gives birth to the whole 
young, and the males perform no functions but per- 
etuating their race, the workers collect the honey, 
in the wax, build the combs, watch over the 
growth of the young, and supply their necessities. 
We shall not dwell on the anatomy of the bee, con- 9 

cerning which Swammerdam and Reaumur have so 
largely written ; but the use to which the animal can 
convert some of its organs, requires a brief explana- 
tion of their structure. A bee has four wings and 
six legs: its abdomen consists of several scaly circu- 
lar rings, connected by membranes ; the last is armed 
with a sting: and the head is provided with a pro- 
hoscis, and two mandibles, in addition to a real mouth, 
which the animal has likewise. The body is totally 
covered with hair, which is not to be considered an 
indifferent character ;.for each separate hair, viewed 
with the microscope, appears a plant in miniature, 
with a stem and branches ;. and the small particles of 
pollen, shaken off by the motion of a bee in a flower, 
are arrested by the hairs, and then collected into pel- 
lets with itslimbs. In the third pair of these limbs 
is a small hollow, to which the pellets are fixed ; and 
part of the second pair is provided with what re- 
semble brushes, for 
proboscis is the principal organ employed in collect- 
ing the honey ; when inactive, it is folded under the 
head, and defended by a scaly sheath, or covering. 
When employed, it is extended, and the animal ap- 
parently licks the honey from the flower into its 
mouth,. which is of considerable size, and thence 
transmits it to the stomach. All the honey which 
we see in combs is a vegetable product. After being 
swallowed by the bees, it is disgorged into their cells ; 
but its scanty quantities in the natural state prevent 
us from ascertaining what change is undergone in the 
stomach. Until very lately, it was believed that the 
bees also swallowed the wax, and disgorged it to 
construct the cells; and, when so disgorged, that it 
had the property of indurating, like the substance 

rushing off the pollen. The Proboseis, 

ll el i i 



i fad the, body.ia the 
workers have a sting, form of 

of which the malesare destitute. This is not a simple 
inte pon, as apparent to the eye of a 

observer ; it consists of 

attending so small a puncture, arises from a 
Baud, which is genuine poison, flowing into the 

a, bag, or reservoir, in the body of 
the animal, connected with the iia 3 
lence is such,.as even to occasion death, 

and its viru- 

| 

g the 
taste first was sensible, which became burning 
acrid, and continued so several hours. The 
of the poison is various.on different people ; in 

"a single sting oceasions violent swelling and in- 
ammation ; others suffer little inconvenience from it. 

If the sting be left in the wound, its vital powers 
will force it still 3 therefore it is cautiously to 
be extracted, and part sucked and washed with 
vinegar, or some liquid fit to allay inflammation, that 
being probably the only effectual mode of cure. We 
cannot readily ascertain the real use of the sting to 

5 bees, It is vain to affirm, that it is an organ of de- 
i fence against. enemies; that the treasures of a hive 
. are particularly exposed to depredation, and require 

great protection. Many other insects, in similar cir- 
cumstances, haye no defensive weapon ; many possess 
it which we can hardly say have any thing to guard ; 
and some, exposed to numerous accidents, are entire- 

ish 
and 

ly unprovided with the means: of averting them. 
‘The sole purposes to which we see the sting applied, 

~ woes of the resistance of injury, are massacring 
> of the hive; and by queens, to effect their 

mutual destruction. Queens are more pacific than 
the common bees, and less inclined to sting the per- 
son that handles them. 

Three _ The three kinds of bees inhabiting a hive are all of 
kinds inha- different size and appearance, and may easily be re- 
bitinga cognised. ‘The common bees and males are familiar 
hive. to every one; the latter being much larger, and of 

duller flight. But the queen resembles neither in 
structure; she is about eight lines and:a half in length, 

Ay while the males are seven, and the workers s1x. Her 
abdomen is greatly longer in proportion, and increases. 
much when filled with cEges her wings are so short 
as scarcely to reach past the third ring, and her co- 

EE. 
lour tends toa deeper yellow. Queens, and also males, 
are occasionally seen of smaller size than usual; which 
naturalists have supposed is owing to accidental cir- 
cumstances. It is not yet known, however, whether 
ali the bees preserved in hives, in different countries, 
are exactly of the same species ; or, whether there are 
varieties preserving their peculiar characteristics of 
size and colour. . 
: ago it was ascertained, that the welfare of the 
ueen is indispensible to the welfare of the hive, and 

‘that any accident befalling her is fatal to the whole 
colony. As she is the parent of the hive, it is from 
her alone that a complete swarm, composed of queens, 
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‘Propaga- 
tion. 

drones, and workers, can proceed; and without all- 
these different members of the community, it cannot 
either lay up stores, or be preserved in existence. 
That bees are propagated by means of eggs, which 
are hatched into worms, could not be unknown from 
times of the most remote antiquity ; but no point in 
the natural history of animals has been more keenly 
contested, than their precise mode of generation. It 
was concluded, from finding males and females toge- 
ther in the same hive, that their sexual union gave 
birth to. the young; yet no one had beheld their con- 
course. Those provided-with the means best adapt- 
ed for observation, could only assert, that some- 
thing like an indistinct and transient junction had 
taken place before them. Others, again, with all the 
assiduity, care, and attention they were able to com- 
mand, could see nothing of the kind ;, and thence in- 
ferred, that the queen was a real hermaphrodite, 
which in itself possessed the generative powers of 
both sexes combined. A third class, where we are 
surprised the name of Swammerdam should appear, 
ascribed the impregnation of the queen to. a certain 
aura emanating from the bodies of the males, which. 
must necessarily be numerous, in order that it may 
have sufficient power; and a few observers conceived, 
that external fecundation of the eggs took place af- 
ter being deposited in the- cell, in the same way as 
the generation of frogs and fishes is effected. But, on 
the other hand, young were found in hives provided 
with queens, though entirely destitute of males. 
They were seen in spring long before males begin to 
exist, and in winter after the whole are destroyed ; 
and an experiment. by Hattorf evinced the aversion 
of queens to drones, rather than an affection for them. 
He took two virgin queens from their cells, and con- 
fined each, along with two drones taken from the 
same hive, under a glass vessel., One of the drones 
having approached a queen, was seized by her, and 
killed on the spot; and the other did exactly the like 
with one of her companions; the two remaining 
drones escaped... This experiment, on frequent repe- 
tition, presented similar results; and the variety of 
devices to ascertain the fact were attended with con- 
sequences which served still more and more to per- 
plex the dbserver. At length, however, the truth 
seems to be disclosed, and we shall briefly advert to 
the methods adopted for the purpose of discovering 
Ite 

M. Huber of Geneva, one of the most intelligent 
authors who have written on this subject, finding the 
experiments of all former naturalists unsatisfactary, 
removed the whole reigning females from a number of 
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——v——~ moment she came to maturity. He then divided the 
hives into two classes 3 and ing removed all the 

Sexual 

‘drones from those of the first class, he adapted a 
glass tube to'the entrance, so narrow that no drone 
‘could pass, but large enough to admit common bees. 
‘The whole drones were allowed to remain in the hives 
of the second class, and more were even introduced. 
A glass tube, also, too,small for their exit, though of 
sufficient -capacity. for common bees, was likewise 
adapted to the entrance of the hives. This experi- 
ment was carefully made; and, to the author’s great 
surprise, all the queens remained sterile ; thus proving, 
‘that a female confined to her hive would continue 
barren while amidst a seraglio of males. 

The result of successive experiments, diversified in 
union takes-every possible manner, and made with much skill and 
place. indefatigable labour, proved, that the generation of 

‘bees is effected by the union of the sexes, as in most 
other species of insects, and the larger terrestrial ani- 
mals. Butit is never in the interior of the hive that 
it takes place. "The queen, to accomplish it, must 
issue forth from her dwelling—the only occasion, ex- 
‘cept one, on which she leaves it 3 and although her 
junction with the drone hes not yet been witnessed 
‘by hunian eyes, it is supposed to happen high in the 
air. In illustratine tle generation of ‘bees, the au- 
thor whom we have already named: concluded, that if 
‘queens were obliged to go out for impregiation, it 
would be at the warmest time of the day, as the males 
then leave the hive. On the 29th of June, a:hive, 
be pea | a virgin queen ‘five days old, was made the 
subject of observation, The sun had shone from his 
rising ; the air was very warm ; and, at eleven in the 
forenoon, the males began to. leave the neighbouring 
hives. .'[he entrance of the one containing the queen 
was then-enlarged; and the beesientering and depart- 
ing narrowly observed. The males appeared, and 
immediately took flight ; and soon afterwards the 
young queen cathe to.the entrance. Before quitting 
the board, she traversed it, and brushed: her belly 
with her hind legs, during which she received no at- 
tention either from the males or workers. Taking 
flight, she again approached the hive as ifto examine 
the plate of her departure, that she might recognise 
it. Next, describing circles ten or Pres feet above 
the surface of the earth, she rapidly rose inthe air; 
and was soon out of sight. ‘The observer and an-as- 
sistant hastened to contract the entrance of the hive, 
and in seven minutes the young queen returned.» No 
‘external marks of fecundation being visible, she was 
allowed to enter the hive... In a quarter of an hour 
she came to the entrance, and brushing herself as‘be- 
fore, took flight. Returning to examine the hive, she 
departed, rising so: high that the observers soon’ lost 
-sight of her. Twenty-seven minutes elapsed before 
her second excursion terminated ; but now she was in 
a very different condition from that in which she ap- 
‘peared after the first; for she exhibited the most/un- 
equivocal evidence of sexual union, by bringing along 
with her the genital organs of the male by which she 
had been impregnated.—And here a wonderful devia- 
tion from the ordinary laws ‘of ‘nature ensues; the 
snale loses his organs in copulation, and thus sacrifices 

BE E. 
his own life in perpetuating his race. ‘In two days the Be. 
belly ‘of the queen was swollen ; and, on investiga- —— 
‘tion, she proved to have laid fearly an hundred ees 
‘in the workers’ cells. For some reason, which is un 
known to us, the sexual union cannot ’bé accomplish- 
ed in the hive ; and the object of the queen’s depar- 
turé being once fulfilled, she never again leaves it un- ; 
less to conduct a swarm. PROP DOaNT ee 

Forty-six hours.after impregnation the ‘queen be- singular 
gins laying eggs, which will become workers ; and, effects of 
provided impregnation takes place within the first retarded 
twenty days of her existence, thousands are produced oe 
uninterruptedly during the succeeding eleven months. 
Then she commences yin eggs which will be drones, 
But should matters be otherwise arranged ; should 
her se a ery either ‘from constraint or accident, 
‘be delayed more than twenty days beyond her own 
complete metamorphosis, a singulat ‘alteration takes 
place. She begins laying within forty-six “hotirs of 
its occurrence, but no eggs excepting’ those from 
which drones proceed ;' ‘nor will she’ lay any other 
‘kind during her whole life. A’ nice and difficult pro 
blem thence arises, which analogy does not aid us to 
solve, ‘How is the order of nature so Completely in- 
verted’ by retarded impregnation? ‘The eggs produt 
‘cing males require, in the fatural state, eleven months 
to attain maturity; but, under the effects of this ac- 
cidental occurrence; they reach perfection in forty:six 
hours. Those eggs which should liave preceded them), 
during eleven months, ta ‘tiany thousands, totally dis- 
appear, and*from ‘no other ‘sensiblecause.” Somie vi- 
tiation has ensued, ‘which, while it destroys the vita* 

‘lity of which the workers’ eggs are eit foie ope 
t rates such a change, as to bring those of the mx 

eleven months earlier to maturity. On’reflecting that 
a simple copulation is sufficient to impregnate all the 
eggs which a queen'will lay in‘two years, or, perh 
the whole that she will lay during her life, the ques- 
tion becomes still more embarrassing. “Without be- 
ing aware of the cause of such prenilaeities) some ob- 
servers have maintained, that there were certain spe= 
cies of queens, from which no description of bees, ex- 
cepting drones,’ would be generated ; which they 
justly determined was extremely injurious to their re- 
spective colonies! PIO ORIG, AOU ITS 

‘The pie ty a queen is retarded, or altoge 
interrupted; by cold ; and one impregnated in the end 
of October has been known to retain her eggs four 
months aad a half, owing to’ the intervention of win- 
ter. This queen,’ during March aid April, laid above 
3000 °aE® producing males only ; and so ‘very pro- 
lific'atethese insects; that a ' queen may be the 
mother of 12,000 bees; or'more,-in the spacg of two 
months, which is laying at the rate of gs dai- 
ly. The queen before depositing an egg, examines 

| Eggs. 

whether the:cellis clean and fit to receive ig, and also _ re 
suitable to its: future state; for queens, males, and’ 
workers, have cells peculiarly adapted to their kind, 
and ‘the quae by anticipation, seems aware which of 
these will proceed from the egg she deposits. Those 
producing workers are deposited in common horizon- 
tal cells’; but the cells containing the which will 
be transformed into queens are large and rudely con- 
structed with a great quantity of wax, and hang per- 

“ 

4 



ed: three days, ee days a fact of trifling import, 

ee is essential, for the cultivator to learn. 

A: wor mains. five days in the vermicular 
state; a male six and 3 andva queen five. The 
workers’ worm occupies thirty-six ape cpaniag 

its silken envelope. or coccoon; in t ys it 
changes to a nymph; and ouly on the twentieth day 

2) bes it become a complete or perfect 
animal. The drones are: still longer of at- 
their last metamorphosis, which succeeds in 

t -four days after the egg has been laid. But 
the queen comes to perfection in sixteen days. 
. Food is carried by the bees to the worms as they 
require it : but when ready to transform to a nymph, 
they are aware that it is no longer necessary ; on the 
contrary, the mouth of the cell is: sealed with a co- 

ing of wax formed of concentric circles from the 
edge, convex if including males, and flat if ae A 
workers. The same cell may successively bring dif- 
ferent workers to nea ail : after one has left it, the 
bees clean the inside, and the mother again lays there ; 
but the cells containing eggs which become queens 
are used no more than once. » When the perfect in- 

t escapes, the cell is usually destroyed. =o 
While treating of the ae and imperfect state of 
bees, we cannot omit observing, that although, ge- 
nerally speaking, the queen is the :parent of the 

- whole, yet there aresome workers, (at least some bees 
so much, resembling workers, that thete is no per- 
ceptible difference,) which lay eggs. Their ovaries 

j r, more fragile, and ‘composed. of fewer 
en cts.than those sil aiietgicand the eggs, like 

F of queens whose fecundation: has been: re- 
tarded, produce male bees only, and neither queens 
nor workers, This singular fact, added to another 

: aging so, on which we shall immediately make a 
: ew path. strongly tends to establish, that all work: 
: ing are originally of the female sex ; and that in 
% the ordinary case their ovaries are vitiated, and become 
s unfit ies laying any eggs except those transforming 

if to oar’) 

Beescan © M.Schirach, an eminent naturalist, discovered, that 
convert a jn certain circumstances, the animal destined to be- 
tele come a worker could actually be converted. into a 

queen ; and that this conversion. was in the power of 
the bees, by means ofa particular mode of treatment 

wed on the worm while in an early stage. He 
nce concluded, that every queen, is originally a 

hich, without the particular treatment ad- 
fould haye remained a worker, but having 

satment, it is converted to a queen; 
it the bees attain the conversion, selected 

- hen three daysold. Nevertheless it is in- 
nf dubitable, that . specif eggs are laid in royal cells 

and hatched into queens, which, according to the 
most, credible and Satisfactory, experiments, never 
would have produced workers, It is surely to avoid 

¢ fatal consequences. which would attend twenty or 

have been endowed with such uncommon 
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thousand animals on the. loss of a single life, 
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whole hiveisa scene of tumult and disorder: the ——“v—— 
bees seem to’ oe their own destruction, by the 
precaution they take to guard against it! Should 
there be neither eggs nor brook in the combs, they 
will infallibly perish ; their instinctive faculties are 
lost, they have no object for which their labours are 
united; ody cease to: collect honey and prepare wax, 
and in a'short time they disappear and die. But if 
there be brood in the combs, the industry of the bees 
continues unabated; for by the proceeding which 
they follow, they know that their loss will be repaired. 
Having oersva i worm three days old or less, the 
sacrifice three of the contiguous cells, that the cell of 
the worm may be formed into one adapted to breed a 
queen. They next supply it with the necessary food, » 
which is not the common farina, pollen, or bee-bread, 
on which the young of workers feed, but a peculiar 
kind of paste or jelly, ofa pungent taste, which is reser- 
ved for queens:alone.. A cylindrical enclosure is raised 
around the worm, whereby its cell becomes a perfect 
tube with its original rhomboidal bottom; for that part 
remains untouched. Were it injured, the fabric of 
the other three cells on the opposite side of the comb - 
would be deranged, which would be a needless waste.. 
The cell is still horizontal like the rest in the combs, 
and thus remains. during the first three days of the - 
existence of the worm; but the bees in prosecuting 
its) enlargement, alter its direction, and form it to. 
hang perpendicularly, as all those cells do which have 
been inhabited by queens. In performing this essen- 
tial part of the operation, they do not scruple to de- 
stroy the worms surrounding the tube, and use the 
wax of theircells in constructing the new part, which 
they apply .at right angles to the first, and work. 
downwardse,: ‘The cell is then: of a pyramidal figure; 
usually near. the edges of the combs ; it insensibly de- 
creases from the base, and is closed at the top when 
the included) worm is ready to undergo’ its .transfor- 
mation to a nymph. When reaching maturity, the 
seal is broken, and a queen comes forth qualified to- 
fulfil every indispensible function on which the pre- 
servation of so many thousand lives depends. Work- 
ing bees have therefore the power of effecting the 
metamorphosis of one of their own species, to avert 
the effects of a loss which would prove the utter ruin. 
of the whole colony. 

A. question extremely abstruse, and difficult’in the 
posse gy of animated existence, here presents itself. 

ence does it happen that bees are susceptible of so 
great a change? and that an animal naturally sterile, 
and possessing certain definite habits and properties, 
which it is death to interrupt or alter, should be con- 
verted into a creature of different figure, uncommon: — 
fertility, and endowed with instincts bearing little or no 
resemblance in the one'state compared with the other > 
Some naturalists have endeavoured to seek the cause 
of this si fact in the food with which the larva 
is supplied in its cell. That food, they affirm, is not, 
the same as what is given to the young of common. 
bees, as may easily be discovered by its taste and 
consistency. It possesses a certain quality which af- 
fects the organization of the insect, it enlarges the- 
size, expands the ovaries, and operates the whole al- 
teration, By similar reasoning they endeavour to 
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explain the cause of that fertility, which is-at times, 

“—v-—~ though rarely, seen in workers... These workers, 

Perfect 
state of 
bees, 

suppose to have inhabited cells in the Smaneue 
cinity of royal cells, during the earlier,part of their 
own existence. Particles of the food appropriated for 
queens having accidentally fallen among what was des- 
tined-for the common worms, uces apartial 
in particular organs. Though-under its influence, t 
ovaries are but imperfectly expanded, and also labour 
under a-vicious conformation, which unfits he from 
ropagatiig any eggs excepting those transforming to 
Seen Sisseedenaudyterine sachets doctrines, which 
proceed from the most intelligent naturalists of the 
present age, because they are unsupported by. experi- 
ment. The subject is to us still wrapt in mystery 5 
nor is it tobe aided by any fact. with which we are 
acquainted.in the generation of animals. Perhaps it 
affords some reason for believing, that the germs of 
all animals are of one sex only, it may be of no sex; 
but possessing organs susceptible, in certain cases, of 
adifferent kind of evolution. We are indebted to 
Schirach for,the-original.discovery of this property 
enjoyed by bees, which -has subsequently been con- 
firmed by other observers. 

These being.the imperfect stages which bees under- 
go, and their ultimate transformation being com- 
pleted, three. different kinds, females, males, and 
workers, -whose offices, nature, and properties, are 
also. different from, those. of each other; inhabit the 
same swarm. In common with other) insects, they 
are of a lighter, colour at the moment of issuing from 
the cells, and totally covered.with hair, which is less 
abundant.on, the queen. . The. quantity of it.seems 
to diminish with their age: it is not known how long 
they survive, but most probably above one or two 
years, or considerably more. The queens and drones 
of smaller size, sometimes found in hives, are regard- 
ed. as aberrations from the general race. Their na- 
ture has not hitherto: been fully illustrated; but :na- 
‘turalists have ascribed this diminution to the eggs 
producing them having accidentally been laid im 
wrong cells: that their organs are there cramped 
and confined, and»prevented from attaining their due 
expansion from the smallness.of the cell, At the same 
time, though the eggs producing workers are laid in 
cells of greater than ordinary.size, the reverse does not 
ensue, and the body is. still restrained to its natural 
dimensions. Schirach obscurely hints his opinion, 
that the greater length of the queen is.owing to the 
greater ape of her-cell. 

_ We-shall-next explain.the peculiar office and fune- 
tions of each species of bees, the queens, drones, and 
workers, in their perfect state, and shew the mutual 
relation that must. subsist among them, in order to 
ensure the welfare of the community. In the history 
of other insects, nothing more is taken into.consider- 
ation than a general view of the structure, habits: and 
perpetuation of the race. But in treating of bees, 
we have not only to enter on. the origin of each va- 
ziety, ina chive, to follow it + va its successive 
stages until gaining perfection, to examine that in- 
ternal ceconomy which the instinct of many thousand 
individuals regulates; but we .have to shew the cul- 
tivator, who designs converting their labours to ad- 

: u 
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vantage, how their nature operates separately as well 
as combined. ny tg eee ed 7 8g 

The sole functions of the queen are to 

workers, herself and her offspring would. 
fecundity is surprizing. Swammerdam , 
she contains 50,000 eggs; and some authors advance, 
that she maybe the mother of 100,000 bees in one 
season. . In addition to the peculiarities exhibited i 
her propagating young, she is marked by others of 

most icuous description. She is watched 
and attended to; and, to. judge from ap 
sheltered and respected by the workers. Groups of 
them. constantly encire deus aid supply her with 
honey, brush-and lick her limbs; whenever she moves, 
they recede before her ; and, according tothe united 
sentiments of all who have studied. the nature of bees, 
pay her what would be called real homage, could we 
allow them the prerogative of understan¢ . 
is an object of the greatest attachment ;. her ict 
inspires them with new instincts, and animates them 
to labour: the permanent existence of a queen, im 
short, is the only security of the workers. Except- 
ing when she leaves the hive for fecundation, they clus- 
teraround her; and:hence some persons have endeavour- 
ed to impose on the credulous, as having a command 
or opal over bees. It isitrue that such persons could 
make a whole swarm follow them from place to place 
without injury to themselves or the spectator; but 
the sole. secret consisted in their having obtained 
possession of the queen. The natives of forei 
countries are acquainted with this attachment of 
workers to their queen, which some years since was 
exhibited in Britain under mysterious disguise, as 
Labat, long ago, relates in his Travels. He received 
a visit froma man who called himself master of the 
bees. “ It is certain they followed him as sheep do 
their shepherd, and, even more closely. His cap in 
particular was covered in such a manner, that it ex- 
actly resembled those swarms which, in endeavouring 
to settle, fix on some-branch of a tree. Being de- 
sired to take it off, he did so, whereupon the bees 
settled on his shoulders, his head, and his hands, with- 
out stinging him or those in the vicinity, All fol- 
lowed him when he retired ; for besides those which 
he carried about, they attended him in legions.”? 
People accustomed to handle bees with address, can 
easily seize the queen, and then, as during swarming, 
little is to be apprehended from the bees attempting 
to sting ; they are too much occupied in regarding 
their queen. 

Though the queen la 
successively transf 

ae 

into queens, only one in its 
_perfect state can exist-in a swarm: a plurality seems 
equally adyerse to the intention of Nature as a total 
defect. ‘ Hence it follows, that of two coming at the 
same time into existence, one must die for the welfare 
of the community. But the charge of eusenye 
ing the destruction of the victim is not confided to 
the common bees ; the queens themselves are entrust- 
ed withit, Were it otherwise ordained, dangerous 
consequences might be the result ; for while one 
group of bees destroyed the first of two queens, 
another might massacre ee second, and the hive be- 

s several eggs, which will be One queen 
only can 
exist ina 
swarm, 

Bees 
ret 
Nature of 

tuate her species 5 but single and unassisted: ae 
. ; yD 

that 

. 
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Bee, ing thus deprived of both, would perish. Nature all the bees clustering together gave way, to allow _ Bee. 

—v— has therefore inset ueens with the most deadlf ani- her full liberty for the attack: then if the queens tess “——“v——~” 
'- mosity, and the most insatiable thirst for each others tified a disposition to fly, they returned to enclose 
“life, which nothing but actual death can appease. them. These facts form a singular anomaly in the 

. 

Combats of © Thesame intelligent naturalist, M. Huber, to whose 
authority we recur, gives an interesting 
account of the combats of queens, part of which we 
shall abbreviate. In one of his hives fittest for ob- 
servation, two young queens left their cells almost at 
the same mement. r they observed each 
other, they rushed apparently with great 
fury, and came into such a position that the antennz 
were mutually seized by their fangs. The head, 
breast, and belly of the one, were opposed to the 
head, breast, and belly of the other. The extremity 

- of their bodies had only to be curved, that they might 
be reciprocally pierced with the stings, and both fall 
dead together. But nature has not decreed that the 
two combatants should perish in the duel: when in 
the position now described, they separate, and retreat 
with the utmost precipitation ; aud when these rivals 
felt their extremities about to meet, they disenga 
themselves, and each fled away. A few minutes after 
separating, however, their mutual terror ceased, and 
they again began to seek each other. 
on coming in sight, they again rushed together, seiz- 
ed one another, and resumed exactly their former po- 
sition. The result of this rencounter was the same : 
when their bellies approached, they hastily disengaged 
themselves, and precipitately retreated. During all 
this time the workers were in great agitation ; and 
the tumult seemed to increase when the adversaries 
separated. ‘Twice they interrupted the flight of the 
queens, seized their limbs, and restrained them prison- 
ers about a minute. At last, that queen which was 
either the strongest or the most enraged, darted on 
her rival at a moment when unperceived, and with her 
fangs took hold of the origin of her wing, then rising 
above her, she curved her own body, and inflicted a 
mortal wound. She withdrew her sting, and likewise 
quitted the wing she had seized: the vanquished 
queen fell down ; dragged herself languidly along ; 
and her strength declining, she soon expire Ano- 
ther experiment, equally interesting, on che mutual an- 
tipathy of queens, elucidates the instinct of the com- 
mon bees, and seems to prove that they are aware of 
the necessity that such combats should have a fatal 
issue. M. Huber having painted the thorax of a 
queen, on purpose that she might be recognised, in- 
troduced her into a hive already provided with the 
natural gueen. A circle of bees quickly formed 
around stranger, but not to caress or receive her 
with that grateful homage which a queen is wont to 
experience ; on the contrary, they insensibly accumu- 
lated to such a degree, and encompassed her so closely, 
that scarce a minute elapsed before she lost her liber- 
ty, and became a prisoner. By a remarkable concur- 
rence, the workers at the same time collected around 
the reigning queen, and restrained all her motions: 
she was instantly confined like the stranger. But as if 
the bees anticipated the combat in which these queens 
were about to engage, and were impatient to witness 
its issue, they retained them prisoners only when pre- 
paring to withdraw from each other ; and if one less 
restrained seemed desirous of approaching her rival, 
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history of bees. ‘That they take a decided part on 
the occurrence of such combats, is indubitable ; but 
if'they mean to accelerate them, how shall we’ ac- 
count for the uncommon care and attention, on every 
other occasion, bestowed on their queen, being now 
forgotten, and for their opposing her preparations té 
avoid impendin dinner Fi The cluster of bees that’ 
here ventoondae the reigning queen having permitted 
her some freedom, she appeared to advance towards 
that part of the comb on which her rival stood. All 
the bees receded’ before her: the-multitude of work- 
ers between the adversaries gradually dispersed, un- 
til only two remained: these also removed, and <al- 
lowed the queens to come in sight. At this moment 
the reigning queen rushed on the stranger, and rors | 
her against the comb, mortally pierced herbody wit 
her sting. ; 

The mutual antipathy manifested by queens, is not Their an- 
g tipathies limited to their perfect state, for it extends to nymph’ 

yet in the cells. The future existence ofa rival, 
which may dispute her place in the hive, seems to ex- 
cite apprehension in a queen already come to matu- 
rity. The oldest queen in a hive containing five’ 
or six royal cells, having undergone her ultimate meta- 
morphosis, hastened, within ten minutes of escapin 
from her confinement, to visit the cells of the rest sti 
close. She furiously attacked that nearest to her, and, 
by dint of labour, succeeded in opening the top: then 
she began tearing the silk of the coccoon ; but her ef-- 
forts being probably inadequate to her purpose, she: 
sought the other end of the cell, where she effected a 
larger aperture. When of sofficient size, she endea- 
voured to introduce her belly ; and after many exer- 
tions, succeeded in givin hee approaching rival a 
deadly wound. When she left the cell, the bees, 
which had hitherto been spectators of her labour, be- 
gan to enlarge the opening, and drew forth the body: 
of a queen scarcely come from the nymphine state. 
Meanwhile the victorious young queen attacked ano- 
ther royal cell; but did not endeavour to introduce 
her sting: it contained only a nymph, and not a per- 
fect queen as the former did. Hence it has been 
conjectured, that the nymphs of b vais inspire less ani- 
mosity : still they do not escape destruction, for when= 
ever a royal cell is opened before its proper time, the 
workers extract the contents in-whatever form. they - 
appear, whether worm, nymph, or queen. ‘Actond, 
ingly when the young queen had here abandoned the 
second cell, the opening which she had. made»was 
enlarged by the bees, an they extracted the included 
nymph. Nymphs of other: hives, introduced into one 
where there is a queen, are equally the subject of ani- 
mosity. But in this general work of destruction, 
there is a facty in the natural history of bees in their 
earlier stages, elucidated, which we should otherwise 
find it difficult to explain. The larve of the whole - 
three species are-endowed with a property widely 
diffused among insects, that of spinning silk. Each, 
as we have before observed, spinsitselfa web or coccoon, 
in which it reposes a certain time. inactive, aceagar 
to transformation to the perfect state. The larve of. 
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workers..and males, spin complete coccoons close at 

- bothends ; the coccoons of queens are imperfect, co- 
vering only the head, thorax, and first ring of the 
abdomen, Nox can the larva do otherwise; the par- 
ticular form and. position of the cell force it;to leave 
the ends of the coccoon open, while in. the natural 
state; but if removed from it, and. situated. in the 
same. circumstances as the larve of males and work- 
ers, a complete coccoon is fabricated, in which the 
animal is fully enveloped. _ But the purpose of the 
open coccoon jis only. now to be discovered; it is, 
that the inclosed nymph. may be exposed, without re- 
sistance, to the deadly jealousy of its rivals. Were it 
close, the sting of the queen, which seems never to be 
used excepting to destroy, her own species, might) be 
entangled in the silk, by which she herself might: be- 
come the sacrifice, and: occasion the loss,of the whole 

» Though only a single female can exist, in a swarm, 
several - hundreds, and sometimes thousands, of drones 
inhabit it. They originate towards the summer sea- 
son; eleven months shed ste queen, has commenced 
laying those eggs that become workers, that. is, 
when, the propagation of the colony takes place. 
The sole office of the drones, so far as has yet been 
discovered, is to fecundate the queen; for we can 
scarcely, admit, as several authors have done, that their 
heat and custom of crowding, on the combs is instru- 
mental in hatching»the young, brood. Concerning: 
the structure of the genital organs, which are extreme- 
ly complicated, we Shall refer to the works of Swam- 
merdam; Reaumur; and Huber, who have expatiated: 
on it at great length., Drones want a sting ; and there 
isa difference: in the conformation. of several other. 

of the» bodys as the trunk and antenne, from 
those:of females and workers. They do not collect! 
honey, but» consume it ; and’ instead of entering-the 
cells, as the females and workers-do, for repose, they 
clustertogether on the combs... If the sole-officeof, 
drones be to-fecundate the queen, we’ cannot, well .ac- 
count for their numbers. Why should thousands 
dwell ina hive:a burden:on the community, when one 
is enough to perpetuate their race, and when only a 
single impreguation is required? Naturalists, who 
have ascribed the fecundation of the queen bee to.a 
certain dura emanating from the males, judged it es- 
sential, that’ they should be in numbers, that the 
aura might have sufficient power or intensity. . Those 
observers, again, who have demonstrated, that impreg- 
nation‘is operated without the hive, deem it necessary 
that the drones should be numerous, otherwise the 
queen would have little chance of meeting any one in 
her course through the.air: and others, even the most 
acute persons, who allowed themselves to believe, that 
here the solicitation was on the part of the female, 
thought that thisredundancy of males was given, in or- 
der san she might make her choice. 'i'hese reasons are 
to us alike unsatisfactory: the firsts from its being ut- 
terly:adverse to the laws which regulate the preserva- 
tion of animals; the second, from. resting on no surer 
basis than on simple conjecture, still unsanctioned by 
evidence ; and the third; from being a conclusion on 
facts which never happen. Nevertheless it is un- 
questionable, that a hive, deprived of drones, will pro- 
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taining, swarms of the same year were put, and lying 
under it, we endeavoured to see in what. manner the 
drones..were destroyed. _Our contrivance succeeded, 
to admiration: on the 4th of July, we saw the work-. 
ers, actually RAMNETS EF met iy we whole. six, 
swarms, at the same hour, and with the same pecu-. 
liarities.. The.glass table was coyered with bees full, 
of animation, which flew on the drones as_they came, 
from the bottom of the hives; seized them by the an-. 
tennz, the wings, and the limbs; and, after having. 
dragged them about, or, so to speak, after quartering 
them, they killed the unfortunate victims by repeat- 
ed stings, directed between the rings of the belly, 
The moment that the formidable weapon, with which 
the workers are armed, touched them, was the last of 
their existence; they, stretched their wings and expi- 
red, At the same time, asif the workers did not con- 
sider them so completely dead as they appared to us, 
they struck the sting so deep that it could scarcely be 
withdrawn. Next day having resumed our position, we” 
witnessed. new scenes of carnage: during three hours 
the. bees * furiously fertrayes their males. On the 
receding evening they had massacred all their owns 

bat now they attacked those which, driven from the 
neighbouring hives, had taken refuge amongst them. 
We. saw them also tear some remainin nymphs from 
the combs: they greedily sucked the whole fluid 
from the abdomen, and then carried them away. The 
following days no drones remained in the hives.” 

The cause of this cruel extirpation, of so great a 
portion of the community, is very far from being evi- 
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‘Bee. dent.’ Tt is not enough to say, that itis from the 
P< “drones being imbibe? of any use in g the 

of their 

‘is un- 
known. 

; or that their numbers would be a burden 
1 the rest, seein he Bie’ ethet inefficient. 

‘Conclusions deduced from either of these reasons, are 

“not to be admitted in our present state of knowledge 
respecting the natural” Be bees. Probably, 

“however, our attention should ‘be directed to the con- 
sequences of the drones having fulfilled the purposes 
of ¢g tion ; fo are never destroyed in hives 

av ape ee where queens lay eggs 
ig males only. In both situations they are 

sd and fed, and may be seen living in perfect 
throughout the winter. ‘The massacre hap- 

those fives alone possessing queens complete- 
ile ; but never un 

"In considering the nature of the individual species 
of bees inhabiting a hive, an acquaintance with which, 
“we repeat, is indispensable before’converting their la- 
hours to use, we have to notice same of the peculiarities 
exhibited by workers. It is to this great class that 
the welfare of a hive properly belongs : without their 

‘incessant aid, the aie females, and even the brood 
itself would quickly perish ; and if the presence of a 
queen be éssential to their safety, they are no less re- 
-quisite for her preservation. 
~ Certain facts, we have already remarked, tend to 

“establish, that all workers are originally females ; and 
in most, perhaps in hive, some are found laying 
eggs, which will be future drones. But here view- 
ing them as a large class of the community, consisting 
of twenty, thirty, nay forty thousand individuals, we 
behold them employed in various eke extremely 
‘diversified for the general good. They are charged 
“with cleaning and preparing the cells appropriated for 
“the embryos of their own kind, of the queens, and the 
“males: they collect the honey, obtain wax, and build 
the combs: likewise, they gather a particular sub- 

“stance, (resinous, as is supposed, ) with which all the 
crevices of the hive are closed, and its inside co- 

“vered. After the queen has deposited her eggs, the 
“workers supply the food adapted for the worms of 
“each species, and regulate the proportions, so as to 
“serve until the last metamorphosis is undergone: and 
“they seal every cell with a covering different, accord- 
ing to the different worm included, at the proper and 
appointed time. Nor are these the limits of their 

“oecupations ; while some guard the queen, construct 
“the combs, and watch over the necessities of the 
“young, others keep constant watch, day and night, at 
: entrance of the hive : if a stranger bee, a wasp, 

“or noxious insect appears, it is instantly repelled or 
yed : even shoulda queen, which, on usual oc- 

casions, is treated with such unequivocal marks of re- 
gard, be introduced to the hive of any swarm but her 
own, the workers immediately seize and restrain her, 
and, without being wounded with their stings, the 

confinement she suffers is such, that she sometimes 
* dies of absolute suffocation. 

_ All the operative parts of the economy of the hive 
are entrusted to the workers; and as the collection 
of honey and combs which they construct are the 
substances converted to our use, and indeed is the 
main purpose of our cultivating them in numbers, it 

the season of swarming has - 
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is proper that we should elucidate the manner in which 
this is effected. Honey is a vegetable secretion, which 
appears at different seasons of the year, especially 
when flowers in general blow. We can readily un- 
derstand how it is stored up by the bees: they lick 

-it with the proboscis from the flowers ; it is swallow- 
ed; and on their return to the hive, it is disgorged, 
not from the ‘trunk, but the mouth, into the. cells. 
Only a small portion is collected by each, but the 
united labours of thousands produce an’ abundant 
harvest. “Reaumur has calculated, that within an 
hour 3000 bees have returned from their collections 
to a hive, whose population did not exceed 18,000; 
and in six days, Swammerdam, if we rightly under- 
stand his expressions, found nearly 4000 cells con- 
structed by a new ‘swarm, consisting of less than 
6000 bees. Some of the cells filled with honey are 
destined for the daily consumption of the bees, and 
others are sealed up and reserved for times of neces- 
sity. Many of the labourers free themselves of their 
collections before reaching the cells, by bestowing 
them on their neighbours; the trunks of the latter 
are seen extended, and they receive the honey with 
them as it is disgorged. 

Honey being a vegetable product, its properties 
depend entirely on the nature of the plants from 
which itis collected : one kind is of the finest flavour, 
delicious to the taste, pure and transparent; ‘another 
is entirely of a different consistence, dark, greenish, 
tenacious or bitter ; and a third kind has been known 
to produce deleterious effects, which were almost, if 
not completely, fatal to human: life. Dioscorides, 
Pliny, and various ancient authors, speak of honey in 
the East being dangerous in certain years ; and xe. 
nophon relates, that when the army of ten thousand 
approached Trebisond, the soldiers having partaken 
ashe of honey found in the seeeecwinn EF were 
affected like persons inebriated; several, on whom it 
had more mrt i consequences, became furious, and 
seemed as if in the agonies of death. Though none 
of them died, all were extremel 
In recent times, we are told of the pernicious effects 
of a particular kind of honey collected in America ; 
and plants grow in the Archipelago, the honey of 
which is pet to occasion vomiting. Thus Don Felix 
Azara informs us, that there is a particular kind of 
honey collected in Paraguay, called cabatatu, which 
occasions a severe headach, and produces as perfect 
intoxication as ensues from brandy ; while another 
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times 
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weak for three days. . 

kind brings on convulsions, attended with the most . 
excruciating pains, which last thirty hours. 

Bees are seen laden with a yellowish substance in 
very considerable quantities, which also is stored up 
in the hive. ‘This is not wax, as is commonly sup- 
ra but either the pollen of flowers, which is used 
or feeding their young, or propolis for stopping 
the crevices of their dwelling. The combs are con- 
structed of wax, which owes its origin to honey: 
or it may be formed from sugar, the saccharine part 
of which constitutes one principal ingredient of honey. 
Naturalists have adopted many conjectures concern- 
ing the mode in which it is elaborated by the bees. 
Iu general they supposed that the yellowish pellets 
adliering to their limbs were swallowed, and after- 
wards disgorged as wax in a state of purity. The 

Wax is 
produced 
from 
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Bee. process is still obscure, but recent experiments seem 
‘=—v— to afford reason for believing that it, may transude 

between the scales of the abdomen; and the appear- 
ance presented by wax on such places led former ob- 
servers to affirm, that it was collected there instead 
of on the limbs. It is established by satisfactory 
experiments, that, whatever be its issue from the 
body of the bee, it originates from honey. Mutual 
relations. subsist in their elementary principles, and 
the one is dependent on the other. Those years un- 
productive of | honey are also unproductive of wax ; 
and we often see swarms which begin their collec- 
tions with the most promising appearance, still make 
but little progress, and terminate with acquiring too 
small a.quantity of honey for their future subsistence. 
‘In these cases, wax is sparingly provided also. What 
led to a narrow investigation of the preparation of 
honey from wax, was a naturalist observing that bees 
continued carrying quantities of the yellow pellets or 
pollen into hives quite full of comb, and where there 
was no room to construct more; and on the other 
hand, that they enlarged the combs of hives contain- 
ing only a pom portion, and did so without carrying 
in the pellets at all. Succeeding experiments proved 
that the pollen which they collect from the anthere 
of flowers, is used solely = feeding their young, be- 
ing the same which, in ordinary description, we call 
farina, or bee bread; and that they will take it grain 
b in in their teeth, to transmit it into the mouths 
ej the larve ; a remarkable trait of patient industry. 
In ascertaining the mode by which wax was produced 
from honey, M. Huber confined a swarm of bees in a 
straw hive to an apartment, along with a quantity 
of honey and water necessary for their subsistence. 
The honey was exhausted in five days, and five combs 
of the finest snow-white wax were then found sus- 
ended from the arch of the hive. Lest this might 
ve been the produce of the farina carried in by the 

bees when their confinement commenced, all the combs 
-were removed, and the imprisonment of the bees re- 
peated. But the result was the same; they formed 
other five combs of the finest and whitest wax. It is 
the saccharine part of the honey which. produces 
wax; and bees supplied with equal portions of honey, 
and of sugar reduced to a syrup, produce a greater 
quantity of wax from the latter. From a pound of 
refined sugar reduced to a syrup, and clarified with 
eggs, a swarm of bees produced ten drams and fifty- 
two grains of wax, darker in colour than what the 

. extract from honey: From a pound of dark brown 
sugar, they prepared twenty-two drams of very white 
wax, and the like from the same weight of sugar of 
the maple. Wax is produced sooner, as well as in 
greater proportion, frem sugar than from honey ; and 
the darker the sugar, the finer is the wax. Repeated 
observations prove, that the secretion of honey in 
flowers is powerfully promoted by the electricity of 
the Ren and bees never labour more actively 
than during humid sultry weather, and when a storm 
is approaching. Sometimes the secretion of honey is 
entirely suspended by the state of the weather, which 
occasions a total interruption of the labours of the 
bees ; and if this be too long protracted, a populous 
hive may actually die in the midst of summer. The 
odour exhaled by the hives, and the size of the bees, 
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are always certain indications whether»the flowers 
contain honey, When numbers of bees return from 
their excursions with the belly thick and cylindri- 
cal, it shews they are gorged with honey; and these 
are exclusively the workers in, wax. e belly | 
those performing the other functions, always 4 
serves its ovoidal form, and does not sensibly increase 
in size. Although the flowers be destitute of honey, 
bees still are able to store up quantities of farina or 
pollen necessary for feeding their young. Part of it 
1s immediately given to them, and, as is affirmed, 
what is superfluous is reserved in cells. Sixty-five 
hives, the whole of which exhibited workers in wax, 
were examined on the 18th of June, when the coun- 
try was covered with flowers, and while the bees ac- 
tively pursued their collections. Those returning te 
old hives, having no cells to construct, deposited their 
honey in the combs, or gave to their companions ; 
but those of new swarms converted their honey into 
wax, and hastened to build combs for the reception 
of their young. Chill and showery weather inter- 
rupted their labours, and the combs received no ad- 
dition by the construction of new cells. The weather 
however altered, the chesnut and elm were in flourish, 
and the thermometer on the first of July rose to. 77° : 
the bees resumed their labours with the utmost acti- 
vity from that day until the 16th, both in honey and 
wax. But thenceforward no honey being produced, 
they collected quantities of pollen only ; and the odour 
of the flowers ered there was nothing excepting ar 
inconsiderable secretion of honey at intervals, barely 
sufficient for subsisting, the bees. . It was found, on 
examining the sixty-five hives in the end of August, 
that, after.the middle of July, the bees had ceased to 
work in wax; that they had stored up a t quan- 
tity of pollen; that the honey of the old hives was 
very much diminished, and in the new ones scarce 
any remained ; as what was at first collected had been 
consumed in the preparation of wax. _ Thus it ap- 
pears, that, in the natural state, honey is the source of 
wax, and the food of bees; that its secretion from 
flowers is affected by adventitious circumstances; and 
that its qualities are different in different. countries. 
No elementary principles of wax reside in pollen ; this 
substance is collected solely to feed the young con- 
tained in hives, and the perfect bees themselves never 
live upon it. 

The propolis is another substance collected from Use of the. 
plants, which is extremely useful to bees. Besides propolis. 
the purposes of stopping crevices, covering the inte- 
rior surface of the hive, the sticks supporting the 
combs, and gluing the hive to the board on which it 
stands, bees employ it in greater portions at once. 
Stranger animals of small size coi os hive are im- 
mediately stung to death, and then dragged by the 
bees to the outside: there are few persons who have 
not seen that a dead fly, or bee laid on their board, is 
quickly carried away and dropped at a distance: it 
seems the nature of these insects not to endure any 
filth or corruption in their habitation. Should a 
larger animal, such as a snail, make its way into the 
hive, it does not escape; it is put to death, but the 
bees are unable to divest themselves of its body. 
Maraldi relates, that he saw the dead body of a snail 
totally covered with propolis, and thus prevented 
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— 2 , that Sell snail haying fixed itself on the 
of ag pane hive, waiting until the moistnees of 

‘weather should be an inducemer for it to move, the 

bees encircled the mouth of the shell with so thick a 
bed of propolis, that the animal, unable to moisten it 

as it moistens its own gluten, was arrested on the spot. 

The original source of the propolis is not yet per- 
fectly understood: it is much more tenacious, and 

attains a greater degree of hardness than wax : those 
bees that return laden with it, owing to its tenacity, 

erience considerable difficulty, even with the aid of 
ir companions, in divesting themselves of the load. 

Ae Sethe observes, “ acta times I have seen 
bees occupied in collecting, or rather in tearing away 

» with their teeth, the propolis of old hives which I 
had exposed to the sun; and this appeared 60 labo- 
rious, and the animals pulled so forcibly, that I 
thought their heads would have been separated from 
their bodies.” ; 

Structure The structure of the cells, which are exclusively 
of the ' the production of the workers, has excited admiration 

in every con ive mind; and it is demonstrable, 
that their figure is the best adapted for containing the 
apes possible quantity in the least possible space. 

number of cells united constitute the comb, be- 
‘tween twelve and thirteen inches square of which, 

" Reaumur calculated, would contain 9000. _ The pri- 
‘mary object of the cells seems to be for propagating 
‘the young; after these have gained maturity, they 
‘are cleaned out and filled with honey; but there are 
cells also destined for this purpose from the beginning. 
“The same cells may be employed for several succes- 
‘sive broods, and when the whéle have come to per- 
“fection, they are appropriated for the winter stores: 
those at the top of a comb are neatest and best 
made, as well as of better materials, compared with 
those at the bottom. In the shape and size of the 
comb, bees are Ee by circumstances; a small ca- 
vity is totally ed with equal combs, while in one 
of greater dimensions there may be some large, and 

‘others not one-fourth of the size. By a law of na- 
ture, from which they seldom deviate, the foundation 
‘of the second comb is laid parallel to that of the first, 
and the successive combs are generally parallel to 
each other. Sometimes they are seen at right angles, 
or apparently misplaced, which probably results Bins 
accidents having an influence on the earlier part of 
their construction. There is usually the distance of 
four lines ois a and should the comb, in its 

* construction, have taken an oblique direction, it is 
‘ afterwards brought into a shitay rpendicular line 
by the bees, ‘which diminishes he vacancy inter- 

ening. Combs originate in the top or arch of a 
hive, and are worked downwards ; but should the 
upper’ be removed, it is said the bees will work 

s to fill the cavity. In order to shorten the 
courses which would necessarily have to make 
round the surface of combs, they open various 
communications through them, and also open pas- 
sages between their edges and the side of the hive ; 
at least we are not acquainted with any other pur- 
pr ore perforations found in them. The cells 

ing a comb are of three kinds, corresponding 
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to the three species of bees ; but there are consider- 

‘able irregularities in the structure of all: neither do 
those, of the workers invariably exhibit that perfect 
hexagonal figure which many persons expect.to find. 
It may appear singular how bees can fill horizontal 

‘cells quite full of honey, atid yet prevent it from esca- 
ping. Perhaps it is partly retained by its own viscosity, 
and from adhesion to the sides of a tube of such small 
diameter. Each cell is sealed with a flat ‘covering 
most ingeniously devised: it is Nature, however, that 
must-have done so. A circle is formed around the 
mouth of the cell, which is gradually diminished by 
other concentric circles, until the aperture remains a 
point capable of being closed by a single grain of wax. 

Though the hive be amply stored with honey and 
wax, and the young “rm 
maturity seems to leave nothing to be desired by 
the bees, they all of a sudden desert their ha- 
bitation to go in quest of another. For this inci- 

‘dent, which is called swarming, there is no ostensible 
cause, nor do the reasons assigned for it by different 
observers prove satisfactory in our estimation ; for its 
occurrence is irregular, and its frequency is uncertain. 
According to common apprehension, swarming en- 
sues from a hive being overstocked with bees, and 
especially from a coer queen seeking a new dwel- 
ling. It never takes place, we acknowledge, unless 
the bees be numerous; but there are so many excep- 
tions, that we cannot say it is from wanting room: 
and instead of the young queen, it is always the old 
one that leads out the’swarm: nay, should an old 
queen have conducted a swarm of this year, she will 
also be found at the head of the first which next year 
leaves the hive. Each subsequent colony departing 
is led by a young queen. — An old queen’ never leaves 
her hive until she has deposited eggs which will be- 
come future queens, nor until her principal laying of 
the eggs pro rem drones is over ; the common te 
construct ‘royal cells only, while she lays those eggs 
which will be transformed to drones; and after this 
laying terminates, her belly being more slender, she 
is better able to fly; whereas it is previously so 
heavy and surcharged with eggs, that he can hardly 
drag herself along. One chief cause or concomitant 
of swarming apparently consists in the agitation of 
the queen. She is suddenly affected, hastily traverses 
the combs, abandoning that slow and steady progres- 
sion which she ordinarily exhibits: her agitation is 
communicated to the bees; they crowd to the outlets 
of the hive, and the queen escaping first, they hasten 
to follow her.’ Commonly the whole take but a sliort 
flight, and the queen having alighted, the bees clus- 
ter around her. This constitutes the new ‘swarm. 
With regard to the precursors of swarming, there is 
no infallible guide : those on which observers are ac- 
customed to rely, the most frequently ‘prove falla- 
cious.’ The general indications given by Reaumur, 
a naturalist of the first eminence, who draws his con- 
clusions from facts, and has fallen into few errors, 
are, first, the appearance of drones in a hive; for no 
swarm will proceed from one where there are none; 
secondly, when the bees are so numerous, that part 
crowd about the outside of the hive, or lodge on the 
board in clusters of thousands: and thirdly, which is 

gradually approaching to swarming. 
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the least equivocal sign of the day of swarming, 
when fewer than usual go abroad for collection, 
and return-without honey or wax. Most obseryers 
also affirm, that in the evening before swarming an 
uncommon humming or buzzing is heard in the hive, 
and a distinct sound from the queen, called tolling 
or calling. Mr Hunter compares it to a note of a 
iano forte; and other Sir; te to different tones. 
his we rather incline to suppose is not an indica- 

tion of swarming, but a qook tha there is a young 
ueen as yet confined in her cell, and that probably 

the ee proceeds from her. We shall afterwards 
have occasion to say a few words concerning the 

The old 
queen leads 
out the 
swarm. 

power of a quéen in emitting sounds, and the won- 
derful effect which these instantly produce on the 
whole workers. 

In illustrating the concomitants of swarming, we 
shall again resort to the observations of the naturalist 
Huber, one of the few investigators of the subject, 
whose remarks are to be received with implicit cre- 
dit. After establishing that an old queen conducts 
swarms, leaving worms or nymphs in the hiye, which, 

_in their turn, transform to queens, he availed himself 
_of a favourable season to tollow their history in the 

perfect state. 
A pen ueen being introduced into a hive on 

the 12th of May, the bees received her well, and she 
immediately began laying. ‘Twelve royal cells, all 
situated on the edges. of the communications or pas- 
sages through the combs, were begun on the twen- 
tieth, and on the twenty-seventh, ten of them were 
much, but’ unequally, enlarged. On the twenty- 
eighth, previous to which the queen had not ceased 
laying, her belly was very slender, and she began to 
exhibit signs of agitation. . Her motion soon became 
more lively; though she still continued examining” 
the cells, as if about to lay: sometimes introducing 
her belly, but suddenly withdrawing it without having 
laid ; atother times depositing an egg ina different po- 
sition from what it should naturally have. The queen 
produced no audible sound in her course, nor was any 
thing heard different from the ordinary humming of 
bees. She passed over the workers in her way ; at 
times on stopping, those meeting her also stopped, 
and seeming to consider her, advanced briskly, struck 
her with their antennz, and mounted on her back; 
and she proceeded thus carrying some of them aboye 
her. The bees no longer inclosed. and formed. regu- 
lar circles around the queen, nor did they supply her 
with honey ; but she voluntarily took it ae the 
cells in her way. Those which were first aroused by 
her motions, followed her, running in the same man- 
ner, and in-their passage excited others still tranquil 
on the combs. Whe ath she had traversed was 
evident after she had feft ity by the agitation there 
created, which never afterwards subsided. ‘T‘he © 
queen had now visited every part of the hive, and oc- 
casioned a general agitation: if some places yet re- 
mained quiet, the bees in motion arrived, and im- 
parted that which affected them. The queen dis- 
continued depositing her eggs in the cells : she drop- 
ped them at random; and the workers ceased to 
watch over the young. They ran about in every 
different direction: even those returning from the 
fields before the agitation reached its height, no soon- 

9 

‘pitately ‘to the outlets of the hi 

“ensues, and she resolves on flight. 
‘ observed, that although experiments prove that the 

‘state, she meets with little of t t 
“ care, and attention, which is Javished on her when-the 

BEE. 
er entered the hive, than they parti pa’ ed ir 
tumultuous impulse ; they neglec ed oF 
selves of the waxen pellets on their limh 
heedlessly about. At last the whole ri 

ve, and 
along with them. + ae 

These facts were ascertained with the | 
and corroborated by future experiments. On the first 
of June, all was quiet in a hive at eleven in. he fore- 
noon ; but at mid-day the queen, from a state o' ect 
tranquillity, became evidently agitated, and her agita-’ 
tion was insensibly communicated to the workers in 
“every part of their dwelling, Ina few minutes they pre- 
Spy crowded to the outlets, and, along with the 
queen, left the hive. After they had settled on the 
bispeh ofa nei eu: ‘tree, the observer sought for 
the queen, thinking, if she was removed, the | 
would feturn to ihe hive: a fact ohish a ee 
sued, Their first care then seemed to consist in scek- 
ing their female: they were still in great agi 2 
which gradually subsided, and in three hours com- 

‘plete tranquillity was restored. 
Our limits preclude us from entering at. sufficient 

length on this most interesting part of the natural 
“economy of bees, and we must be content with re- 
ferting to the works of the two celebrated aithote a). 
ready cited... ‘The latter ascribes the .chief induce- 
ment of those bees conducted by young queens to 

“swarm, to the agitation by which the queen is anima- 
ted being imparted to them, He endeavours to 
trace the source of that agitation to the anti 
mutually entertained by the females, which, extendi 
even to those in an imperfect state, is directed again 
the nymphs lodged in the cells. No sooner does a 

“young queen herself attain maturity, than she at- 
tempts to destroy her rivals: but there is a constant 
guard of workers preserved over them ; she is repul- 
sed, maltreated, and driven away. If deserting one 

“ cell she approaches another, it is to experience the 
same resistance ; she is actuated by an unconquerable 

"desire to accomplish her object ; she is harassed by 
the incessant opposition of the bees ; Aran thence 

t is here to be 

agitation of a queen is communicated to the workers, 
and though, with regard to young queens, such may 
influence the bees to swarm, the same reasons will not 
apply to old queens leading forth new colonies, for 
what we have above described only belongs to young 
ones, So long as a young queen remains in a virgin 

conspicuous respect, 

bees know she is about to become a mother. She is pre- 
viously treated with great indifference ; and hence arises 
the resistance she suffers when attempting to destroy 
the nymphs in their cells,and her consequent agitation. 

~ « But the conduct of the bees towards the old. queen 
destined to conduct the first swarm, is very different. 

Always accustomed to respect their fertile ie 
they a ey al- 

‘ low her the most uncontrouled liberty. She. is per- 
‘mitted to approach the royal cells; and if she even at- 

o not forget what they owe to her: 

tempts to destroy them, no opposition is offered by 
the bees. Thus her inclinations are not obstructed ; 
and we cannot ascribe her flight, as that of the young 

— 
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= resistance she experi » These, and we shall now proceed to the practical treatment Bee. 

eating Besteas'o Fs ly increase the A si attempt-. of bees, and point out how their labours are to be ““Y"” 
"ing to account warming ; we ack owledge eae converted to utility, profit, and pleasure. 

here we can find Fonts sorry mith The . All the circumstances aboye related having taken Different 
old queen, it has been supposed, becomes agitated by, place, the new swarm is lodged in a hive, there to kinds of 
the presence of so many, royal cells, and at the pros- commence the collection of honey, the fabrication of bives- 
pect 0 hich she has.to engage, and. wax, and the perpetuation of the species. Much has 
she ommun *r agitation to the workers. _ been said of the fittest size and figure of a hive, and 
The agitati smales excites motion in the of the substance of which it should consist ; wood, 

Swarming 
is not pre- 
raver] de- 

Practical 
‘treatment 

of bees. 

hich increases their, shimal. beat, and raises 
ure of the hive to such an insupportable 

_ The extraordinary instinct. ae “precautions so con- 
spicuous,in bees, are appareatiy, ected, during the 
period of swarming. e.cannot.admit, with. those 
observers, who seem more.actuated by the love of the 
toarvellous than an exposure of) truth, that epee 

are constructed of wax from the honey the bees have 
peace Lata them ; and pt Bg so arranged 
it, that the tieggs laid by the queen produce the 

_Practican Treatment or Bees.—We have thus 
traced the natural history of the honey bee from its 
origin until attaining perfection, and shown how the 
various species form one great colony, where labours 
oe i Sg wo the common good, We have ex. 
plained that, at a certain season, bees desert 
their habitation in quest of another, which, in a do- 
mesticated state, the cultivator is careful to provide ; 

t at the hasten to leave it. Ina populous 
re the thermometer stood from 92° to 97° in., 

ammer day it, om above 104° during, the, 

_ conclude, that less d 

straw, and oziers, have all been recommended ; and 
round, square, oblong, and hexagonal hives have had 
their particular partisans. These things, we appre- 
hend, do not merit the importance bestowed upon 
them ; and our reason for saying so is, from haying 
seen the most ample products of honey, under condi- 
tions almost diametrically opposite. At one time we 
have seen large straw hives, of the ordinary fashion 
in this country, full to the brim of rich honey comb; 
at other times we have seen them almost empty, with- 
out any sensible cause, and where circumstances seem- 
ed to favour the reverse. We are thence induced to 

nds on the shape and capaci- 
ty of the hive, than on the kind and quantity of the 
swarm introduced into it, and on the season in which 
their collections are made. Examples have come un- 
der our notice, where a swarm, lodging in the roof of 
a house, has produced a great quantity of honey in 
combs only four or five inches broad: another swarm 

_ also in the roof of a house we have known to fill combs 
aboye eighteen inches in breadth. Exposure to the 
north or south has not affected the bees : their provi- 
sion has been equally abundant. And here we may 
remark, that in all instances that have fallen within 
the sphere of our observation, the products of swarms, 
lodged in the roofs of houses, haye invariably been 
abundant. We do not pretend to account for this. 
Perhaps it may partly result from their labours be- 
ing performed without any disturbance or interrup- 
tion; partly from the greater heat preseryed in a roof 
during summer. Heat is the soul of insects: their 
action and exertion are directly in proportion to the 
temperature, of the atmosphere ; and cold is the bane 
of their existence. It is not unlikely, also, that 
the same cause promoting the hatching of the brood, 
contributes to render the colony more numerous : 
and if their swarming is at all dependant on want of 
room, large portions of them have not an equal in- 
ducement to seek another dwelling, Pallas tells us, 
that the Russian peasants, in remote parts of the em- 
pire, hollow out a part of the trunks of trees, 25 or 
30. feet from the surface of the earth, for the urpose 
of hives; and cover the opening with piebe ha- 
we small apertures for the bees. At Cazan, Mr 
Bell saw hives of a similar form, which the inhabi- 
tants bound to the trees at the side of a wood, in or- 
der to secure them from the bears. ‘ 
As abundant: collections of honey are often made 

in the common straw hives, we cannot affirm that 
they are unsuitable for the purpose ; but they are at- 
tended. with the disadvantage of preventing the owner 
from an early appropriation of the labours of the bees. 
One convenience, indeed, lies in the facility of con- 
struction, which always merits due appreciation in 
every branch of rural economy; and, also, that the 
ost is inconsiderable. Though neither the size nor 
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Bee. _ figure of the hive be important, all modern cultiva- 
=" tors seem agreed that it should be susceptible of ad- 

ditions. In the ordinary straw hive, the addition is 
made by raising it on a circular ring or hoop, either 
of sm | or of the same materials ; a clumsy and auk- 
ward expedient, which commonly leads the bees to 
waste much of their labour in filling up crevices. 
Notwithstanding this, it is adopted in Brittany with 
some little difference, and there called the Scotch hive. 
The hive itself consists of two pieces, each twelve in- 
ches wide, and eleven high, made of rolls of straw. 
‘The under one is divided from the other; but a com- 
munication hole, fifteen or eighteen lines in diameter, 
is left for the bees. As they work downwards, the 
under part, which is nothing but one of our common 
eeks, or broad hoops, is next filled—Pyramidal hives 
have been made several feet in height, and divided in- 
to different stages, or compartments ; which the bees, 
after being lodged in the highest, would successively 
fill on removal of the floors or stages.—Boxes of con- 
venient size and form, placed above each other, have 
likewise been recommended, and which we should 
suppose well adapted for enabling the cultivator, at 
all times, to take the honey with ease. Such boxes 
are made of well seasoned wood, nine inches long, the 
game in breadth, and eight inches high; but from what 
we have said, there is no necessity fora rigid adherence 
to these dimensions. In the roof there is a commu- 
nication hole three inches square, on which is placed 
another box of similar structure ; others may be rai- 
sed above this to an indefinite height ; and the bot- 
tom of each is open like the mouth of a common 
hive. When a swarm is lodged in a box, if only two 
be used, it is immediately to be put over an emp- 
ty one, as the bees must have more room; and if 
more than two are used, a new one is successively 
to be supplied below. The bees, beginning from 
above, will soon fill the upper box with honey; and 
it is then to be separated from that beneath it, by 
drawing through a long thin pliable knife to cut the 
comb. The communication hole of the lower box 
must then be covered with a board, and the box se- 
parated carried to a distance, where the bees remain- 
ing in it may be dislodged, by turning it - and rap- 
ping on its sides with a small stick. The proper 
time to perform this operation is at sunrise. —Colla- 
teral boxes have also been suggested, from the belief 
of their being attended with greater advantages to 
the bees. The size is nearly the same with that above 
mentioned. There is a communication hole in the 
side, and an optning low aud wide below in the sides 
applied to each other, to allow the bees more ready 
passage. Collateral peeps of twisted straw or wood 
were long ago invented, by which means the inventor 
enlarged’ his hives to an unlimited extent ; and these 
he kept, with great advantage, in a garret near the 
roof of his house.—-Madame Vicat invented a kind of 
Kive, composed of hollow frames of three sides, which 
are connected together, and can be separately ta- 
ken out at pleasure. Each frame is mad@of three 
pieces of plank, half an inch thick. -’The two ‘side 
jieces. are eleven inches high, and five and a half 
broad 3 the piece connecting them above is seven in- 
ches long, and they are ten inches asunder at the bot- 
tom. ‘Fhe sides of these open frames are applied to 

empty one can be introduced, or the ; 
can be closed together.—Somewhat analogous to this 
is the leaf or book hive, invented by M. Huber, some 
of which construction have recently been adopted in’ 
Scotland, after the description he gives of it. This’ 
consists of twelve hollow frames, twelve inches high, 
nine or ten in breadth, and fifteen lines in ‘width, as 
it is intended each shall receive only a $i comb: 
These twelve frames, laterally applied to each other, 
form the whole hive. All are connected by means. 
of hinges at the back, so that they divide asunder in 
opening like turning over the leaves ofa book. The 
ten intermediate frames, between the first and twelfth, 
are hollow ; the outside of these two are covered ; in’ 
them, also, is an entrance for the bees ; there should 
be one in all the rest, to open at pleasure. On first 
lodging a swarm in one of these fives, a small piece 
of comb should be fixed in a division, to guide the di- 
rection of those built by the bees, which will be pa- 
rallel to it; and as each frame contains but a single” 
comb, it is extremely well adapted for observation, and 
it also admits the removal of that comb without af-", 
fecting or deranging the rest. "The whole contents’ 
are exposed to view, the queen is easily found, and’ 
whatever should be removed or altered can be select- 
ed with great convenience. ‘The inventor conceives,” 
that the book hive has the property of rendering the’ 
bees more tractable ; for on opening any of the divi- 
sions, the bees rather testify fear than anger, by reti- 
ring into the cells as if to conceal themselves. This’ 
he ascribes to the effect which the sudden introduc- 
tion of light has on them ; for they are less tractable 
after sun-set and during night than through the day, 
The divisions must be separated slowly, and care ob- 
served to avoid wounding the bees. If they cluster’ 
too much on the combs, they must be brushed off’ 
with a feather, and breathing on them cautiously: 
guarded against. The air which we’ expire seems to- 
excite their fury ; and it certainly possesses some ir- 
ritating quality, for if bellows be used the bees are’ 
more Suna’ to escape than to sting. " Another ad- 
vantage attends the leaf hive, which consizts in the 
power of the operator to make the bees work in wax, 
or, which is the’ same thing, to construct new combs. 
All that is here required is to separate those ibe” 
built so far asunder as to leave an interval in which 
additional ones may be constructed. Suppose that a 
swarm be lodged in a leaf hive consisting of six divi- 
sions, each containing a comb. If the young queer 
be as fertile as she ought, the bees will be ve active 
in their labours, and disposed to make great collections 
in wax. To induce them towards it, an empty frame, or 
division, should be placed between two others, each. 
containing a'comb. From the necessity which nature 
has imposed on these insects of never leaving more thar 
four lines between their combs, they will soon begi 
to build a new one in the empty space, which will 
parallel to the others. The number of vacancies left 
may be proportioned to the: strength of the swarm, 
and the goodness of the season; but they should nor 
be forced too much to work in wax.—M. Feburier,: 
the most recent observer on this subject, and who, we 
believe, is just about to publish a work ‘regarding it 
in Paris, has recommended a at to the National In- 
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a gular pyramidal figure; with move- 

we sides. “te rine -are said to’ be founded on 
those of M. Schirach and Huber; but, as yet, they 
are not sufficiently detailed to enable us to explain 
them. . If wood be'used, it must be extremely well 
seasoned, and perhaps covered with some thin var- 
nish on-the,outside, elseit is apt to decay. Sir Tor- 
hart Rarguaereeannaes marciepor beer in-Sweden 

. Palacipsinggaceeigianesorteies hives. 
-to view-the various and 

i of bees, ma tify them- 
= ) curing hives with sisvatedies This 

m “deneminated a modern invention, as 
wds,-that a Roman senator had something 

same kind, made of the thinnest and most 
transparent horn. . But those entirely made of glass 
were not known on the continent before the year 
1680, though, they were made with panes in Eng- 
land earlier in the same century ; and hives made com- 
pletely of glass are spoken of in 1655. Glass hives 
ought not. to be-round, like the common shape, as 
the bees.are concealed among the combs ; they should 
be square boxes, whose sides consist of four panes. 
Reaumur used them so thin as to admit of no more 

Those who- 

than two combs being constructed, that he might 
the better witness the dure of the inhabitants. 
A pane on side of Huber’s hollow frames ex- each 
poses both sides of the comb. Such hiyes must be 
coyered with a wooden box, or an opaque-substance, 
as light disturbs the operations of bees. 

Some authors think that there is er hazard in 
giving bees too much than too little room to work, 
when first lodged in a hive, as their animal heat will 
not be sufficiently confined. However this may be, 
they ought afterwards to enjoy enough of space ; for 
we are satisfied that many swarms are injured from 

Nothing is of greater importance than the size of the 
swarm in a hive. We repeatedly see large 
swarms succeed, while small ones, especially towards 
the end of the season, fail. The bees, therefore, in 
each swarm should be extremely numerous; and we 
may confidently affirm, that the cultivator will find 
much of his success depend on the number of work- 
ers contained in a single hive. It appears, that bees 
are discouraged by the smallness of their own num- 
bers ; that, when greatly reduced, their instinct is af- 
fected, they labour with less activity, they cease to keep 
guard at the entrance of their hive, and testify more 
indifference for their own fate and that of their young. 
Whether the advantage lies in a numerous swarm ma- 
king greater collections in a shorter time ; in augment- 
ing the | of the hive ; or in the different in- 
ternal functions having larger classes of workers to 
perform them, we shall not attempt to decide. We 
therefore recommend the junction of two or more 
swarms into one, particularly when the period of col- 
lection draws towards:a slow, ae the sacrifice of their 
supernumerary queens, is expedient it will be 
seen, that while each co Rsedihy subsist itself, and 
lay up provision for winter, they will be enabled 
to survive during its most rigorous cold; and, if 
the operation be performed earlier in summer, they 
will gather ample stores. Practical directions have 
been given for the exact weight which a good swarm 
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should amount to. Bonner says, a swarm is very 
ood if it weigh four pounds; and Butler maintains, —-V— 

that «* the goodness or greatness of a swarm you may 
most certainly know by the weight: it being a good 
one that weigheth five pounds; a reasonable good 
one that weigheth four; and a very good one that 
weigheth six.’ But the number of bees in a pound is 
very far from being ascertained, which must restrain 
‘eee pronouncing on the exact weight that should 
constitute a good swarm. Thorley, whose work on 
bees participates of many of those absurdities in 
which most authors on this subject have allowed 
‘themselves to indulge, observes, ‘* In October 1743, 
when putting the bees of a small late swarm into an 
empty hive, and afterwards upon a table, I took a 
articular account of their measure, weight, and num- 
Ge in measure a quart ; in weight one oT and a 
quarter ; in number two thousand.’ nd he con- 
cludes, that the number of bees in a swarm weighing 
four or five pounds would be 8000, or upwards ; 
whence a suitable hive for 8000 or 10,000 bees should 
be equivalent to two pecks and a half, or three pecks, 
in capacity. The calculations of M. de Reaumur 
produce a very different result. A very fine swarm 
which left one of his hives he estimated to consist of 
43,000 bees, and weighed eight pounds, Thus there 
are, according to him, 5376 in a pound of 16 ounces ; 
and Butler, who, in spite of all the extravagancies of 
his work, certainly made some accurate observations, 
estimates the number of bees in .a pound at 4450. 
We suspect, that both he and Reaumur have over- 
rated the number. 

The situation and arrangement of the apiary claim Site of the 
stand 4p!ary- 

on a wooden sole, or rest, supported on a single. 
the cultivator’s attention. Each hive shoul 

wooden post driven into the ground, or on three 
’ close together, near the centre of the board, that the 

enemies of the colony may have difficulty in crawling 
up from below. It should be fixed securely, so as 
to escape being overturned by the wind; but the 
common custom of laying a turf on the top must.be 
avoided, on account of the harbour it affords to noxi- 
ous insects. Hives should stand far‘apart ; if there 
are six hives in one portion or division of the apiary, 
they should not be less than nine or twelve feet asun- 
der. But too great a number never should be si- 
tuated in the same district. The collections of 
bees are drawn solely from flowers, and perhaps, 
in some small measure, from honey dew, which at 
times appears on leaves, and is said to produce an. 
inferior honey ; it is therefore evident, that ‘immense 
quantities of bees, actively employed, would not be 
long of exhausting the whole. The number of hives 
should, therefore, be regulated by the situation of 
the apiary. A district abounding with flowers and 
blossoms will admit of more than one where. the « 
chief product is grain. An apiary ought to stand in 
a quiet sheltered place, where the bees may perform 
their labours totally undisturbed: flowers, particu- 
larly those most fruitful. in honey, should be co- 
piously disseminated around; and, for the facility of 
saving swarms, it is better to have low flowering 
olfribe in the vicinity than ‘lofty trees. Means should 
be practised to obtain a succession of flowers in suc- 
cessive seasons, that the bees may always haye the 
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collection§ of honey in their power, and without. go- 
ing to a distance. It is not known how far 
fly; some think. they traverse several miles; others, 
that their fight hardly exceeds half a league: but the 
accidents to which they are exposed render it import- 
ant for provisions to be near at hand. In the low 
country, mignonette is said to afford the finest honey, 
and may be kept in blossom a large portion of the 
ear. ence an intelligent writer, relates, that, 

in 1779, he planted a great quantity of it before two 
bee hives, at a considerable distance from any other 
bees, ith such abundant supplies as this afforded 
them, few ever left his garden. In September he 
took the honey, and found it. exceed, by aboye.a 
third, what he obtained from any other two of his 
best hives, where the bees were obliged to fly farther, 
and equal in fragrance and colour to what is import- 
ed from the warmer climates. It is a favourite lower 
among bees; for we have observed patches of it, in 
the very centre of the city of Edinburgh, resorted to 
from hives beyond the suburbs. Bonner affirms, that 
he has often “ seen a hive, by being placed nigh 
heath, become ten, twelve, or fifteen pounds heavier 
in the month of August ; whereas, if it had remained 
in its original early situation, it would probably have 
become every day lighter after Lammas.’ , 

This circumstance leads us to another point which 
the cultivator has to observe, namely, changing the 
situation of his apiary as the flowers surrounding it 
decrease. ‘Those in one district, as,we well know, 
have entirely faded, while those of another are in full 
blow. Though the practice of transporting hives 
to fresh pasturage is not so general as it ought to be, 
probably because they are seldom numerous in the 
ossession of individuals, it is not unknown in Scot- 
and ; and persons in the vicinity of Edinburgh year- 
ly send their whole stock to the Highlands, for the 
purpose of gathering honey. In France it is done 
either by land or water. - Reaumur mentions the 
custom of a M. Protaut, who cultivated bees on an 
extensive scale, and seems to have kept between 500 
and 600 hives for a manufactory of wax. These he 
sent twenty miles from their ordinary station, and, if 
the place appropriated for them was not productive 
of food, they were transported still farther. Each 
hive was put on a coarse cloth, the corners and edges 
of which were turned up, and secured by binding 
them round with packthread. Those. containin 
small quantities of comb were kept in the usual posi- 
tion ; but those full of comb were reversed, in order 
to secure the comb. They were then disposed in 
tiers, two and two, throughout the whole length of 
carts made on purpose, from 30 to 48 being. carried 
in each cart. The carts travelled slowly over the 
smoothest road when the journey was long: if the 
hives were slenderly Poke § they sometimes halted 
near fertile ‘fields, and the bees were allowed to go 
abroad to feed; having returned at night to their 
dwelling, the journey was resumed. The Egyptians 
also transport their bees on a large scale on the river 
Nile. The inhabitants of Lower Egypt collect the 
hives belonging to different villages, and pile them 
uP in pyramids in boats pre ice to receive them, 

hese boats slowly ascend the river, as in Higher 
Egypt the flowers are earlier in bloom; and they 

$ 
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stop on the way, to allowsthe bees 

e ample collections'on the banks. Th ) 
pe nomupies ip, the, WR ge ig aan 
ive 1s delivered to its proprietor, whos¢ r mark, 

or number, has. been pote to. it. sy meh 
Greeks, inhabiting the coast of Asia. Minor, convey 
their hives also in boats from shore to shore, in order 
to reach newer and more abundant, pasturages than 
what they leave. In one. of these voyages we.are 
told, that a hive being accidentally overturned, the 
enraged bees so keenly attacked the. seamen, that 
they were glad to leap oyerboard and swim to. the 
shore, which fortunately was not distant. The ex- 
tent of this practice justifies our recommending jit as 
one cra method of increasing the quantities of 
honey. The hives must be transported on a spring 
cart, which, if well hung, an essential quality, ought 
to travel expeditiously through the night: a sees 
should shins kept.cool. Small holes, for the admis- 
sion of fresh air, should be made in the bottom and 
sides of the hive; but the operator need not dread the 
consequences of keeping his, bees one or two days in 
total confinement, Tn changing the teens 9 
apiary, certain conveniences must be sacrificed ;. but 
when it remains stationary, its proper position is ina 
field or garden, where it is Hi od from the winds, 
and protected | from the access, of cattle and the 
curiosity of mankind, by.a railing... Flowers and 
shrubs ought to be in the ene vicinity, and 
trees ata distance. It should. not be encompassed 
by high walls, for the bees, from either being heavily 
laden, or fatigued with their labours, or Speeiad by 
the sudden chill of evening, predominant in our own 
climates, are unable to surmount it; and there are 
the same reasons against its being encircled by a thick- 
et, A southern exposure is not indispensible, as Berg- 

about and 

-man properly observes; but hives should seldom stand 
in the shade. The apiary should be freed. of weeds and 
tufts of grass close to the hive, as they harbour ver- 
min ;_and spreading sand or. gravel around the hives, 
is beneficial both in obstructing the growth of weeds, 
and in absorbing moisture. .'To save the trouble of 
attendance, it is convenient to have the apiary in the 
vicinity of a dwelling-house. 
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After the site of the apiary is chosen, it ts neces piseases 
sary for the cultivator ary. / frequently to inspect. his, hives, and ene- : apy thei ies Of 
to ascertain whether they are in a flourishing a aries 
suffer from. disease and the inroads of enemies. 
in common with other animals, are liable to various 
diseases. ‘he Abbé della. Rocca informs, us, that 
almost the whole hives in the isle of Syra, in the Ar- 
chipelago, were destroyed by an epidemic disease 
which prevailed from 1777,,to.1780. In this case, 
some vice or corruption seemed, to originate, among 
the young. brood, which, infecting the beess produ- 
ced their death. ‘ A. kind of dysentery or diarrhea 
attacks bees at certain seasons, which is extremel) 
injurious ; the commencement is seen. by, the foul- 
ness of the combs, which must be pared, and. the 
tainted portion taken. away. . Some. cultivators pre- 
tend to. cure this disease, which, they assert, arises 
from the nature of the honey. collected, by sup- 
plying the bees with rosemary and. honey. diluted 
with water: others recommenda syrup,. prepared 
with equal quantities of sugar,and wine anda little 
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remedy : and athird class con~ 

two pounds of clarified honey and 
as much sugar, with a pound of white wine, beneficial. 
Bees are likewise subject tora disease of the antenne, 

+ anise -renders them dull and 
id. It appears Lie = gent om like moulding, 

and is said to be curable by the preceding prepara- 
tion. Toads, frogs, and mice, are reputed great ene- 
mies to bees: but we doubt whether it be truly so 
with: to the two former, in this country at 
least ; at s of the latter are certainly not 

il. Perhaps, while the bees cluster a in 
fro, wit, they may penetrate the hive and 

rou combs, at other times it would be too dan- 
an attempt even for animals better protected. 

irds of several species, particularly swallows, spar- 
rows, and red-bréasts, are also ranked among’ the ene- 
mies of these insects: with respect to which, like- 
wise, we should wish to see the facts better ascertain- 
ed before giving them credit. Spiders and. snails, 
pe iS rt i> aay Sraepe do little harm ; for 
in this island there are few, if any, of the former 
capable of co ing with a bee, and the only da- 
mage done by the latter is soiling the hive. More dan- 
gerous are the: larve of a small moth, hatching from 
eggs deposited within the hive, as they are destruc- 
tive of the comb, and likewise the sphynx atropos in 
its state; but most formidable of all are wasps 

hornets, and plunderers of their own species, 
The first two being strong and vivacious animals, are 
able to destroy living bees, and suck the honey from 
the abdomen; or t may penetrate the hive, and 
consume the comb. When a wasp tries to enter, it is. 
resisted, but having made good its way, we believe it 
is then little » and may leisurely satiate itself 
with honey. nests of wasps ought to be care- 
fully traced out and destroyed ; if in the earth, by 
pouring boiling water down their hole, or kindling a 
quantity of straw where they are less accessible. Ob- 
servers confidently affirm, that a whole swarm of 
bees, from defect of food and other causes, sometimes 
ro oar their natural collection, and becoming’ a 
band of plunderers, rob the stores of their neighbours. 
In this case, which will appear from the contests per- 
petually taking place on the boards and about the en- 
trances of ote hives, it is to ascertain 
whence the depredators come, whether from neigh- 
bouring hives or from those at a distance. | Hf their 
plundering seems to arise from want of food, as those 
scanty Paced are more apt to follow this me- 
thod of supplying themselves, they must be fed at 
night when the sun is down, and while all the bees 
have returned. It is reported not to be an uncommon 
incident for a swarm to abandon their own hive, and 
take ion of another to relieve their necessities, 
Bees, on losing the queen, having no interest to pro- 
secute their if htobd le wanting in their 
combs, sometimes begin to pillage the hives in the 
neighbourhood. The obvious remedy is here to pro- 
vide them with a queen, whereby all their faculties 
being aroused; they will be reclaimed to their usual 
nature. Schirach warns us, on rethoving comb from 
a hive, to beware of scattering or dropping it, and 
to replace the hive exactly in the same position as 
before, otherwise the inhabitants of stronger colo- 
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nies will obtain more ready access to attack the honey 
in the combs, or tocollect what has fallen from them. 
The weakness of a hive is one great inducement for 
its neighbours to pillage; and as cleanliness, and be- 
ing kept free of vermin, preserve the vigour and ac- 
tivity of its inmates, due attention to them should not 
be ee Removing the hive, which is the ob- 
ae of plunder, and covering it with branches, has 

n recommended ; and such an expedient will cer~ 
tainly present a good chance of escape. 

Bees 

But all the devices adopted by us are poor and in- Precav- 
significant, when compared with those resorted to 
by the bees themselves to provide against tap 
Here we have an opportunity of admiring t 
wonderful instinct, which animals, standing so low 
in the scale of creation, exhibit. Even suppo- 
sing them to possess nothing analagous to reason ; 
that the regard for their queen, and the watchful care 
of their young, result from some pleasurable sensa- 
“tion ;: that the massacre of the drones originates from 
some sudden principle of aversionx—we cannot refer 
their precautions to avoid danger to any relative 
source. It is evident that they labour in concert; 
that their operations tend to one general object ; and. 
that they are aware of it being fulfilled. Surely all, 
this cannot be done without some mode of commu- 
nication with each other: but considering that every 
thing they perform is in the dark ; nay, that the per- 
fection of their work is partly proportioned to the pri- 
vation of light, the difficulty of conceiving how they 
can know each others proceedings is greatly increased. 
It has been warmly contested, whether bees are capa- 
ble of imparting what we should call thought in beings 
higher in the chain of animated existence, and espe- 
cially, whether there be any thing resembling voice 
among them? We have already remarked, that the 
workers can retain young queens in their cells after at- 
oo. complete maturity, which they are capable of 
as 'y strengthening the seal or covering with addi« 
tional wax : and that they regularly liberate the old- 
est of those of different ages. A sound, which we 
cannot compare to the buzzing of insects, by the ba- 
lancers beating on their wings, is heard from, the 
young ueens. No researches, however, have yet de- 
tected the organ, if it is an external one, from which 
the sound proceeds. When a queen is hatched, she 
seeks the cells of those that will become her rivals, 
and uses every possible exertion to destroy them ; but 
the workers, to which other queens, even in their im- 
perfect state, are precious, generally present the most 
decided opposition, and render her attempts abortive. 
Yet, from the property which the queen possesses of 
emitting that certain sound before heard from her 
cell, their resistance becomes vain ; it paralyses all 
their faculties ; and she proceeds to operate destruc- 
tion. The following observations, by a distinguish- 
ed naturalist, on this head, lead to an illustration of 
the peculiarities among bees when exposed to danger, 
though they more immediately wilite to another 
branch of our subject. The first of a number of 
cells containing females, opened on the ninth of June, . 
and a young queen, lively, slender, and of a brown 
colour, escaped from it. Now we understood why 
bees retain the females captive in their cells so long 
after the period of transformation has elapsed ; it is 

tions a- 
dopted by 
bees when 

at in danger. 
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that they may be able to fly the instant of being 
hatched:. ‘The new queen occupied all our attention. 
When she ears the other cells, the bees on 
guard, pulled, bit her, and chased her away: they 
seemed to be greatly irritated against her, and she en- 
joyed tranquillity only when at a considerable distance 
from the cells. This proceeding was frequently re- 
peated through the day. She twice emitted the 
same distinct sound or clacking that had been heard 
in her Binet consisting of several monotonous notes, 
in rapid succession : and in doing so she stood with her 
thorax against a comb, and her wings crossed on her 
back: they were in motion, but without being un- 
folded or opened. Whatever might be the cause of 
her assuming this attitude, the bees were affected by 
it : all hung down their heads, and remained motion- 
less.» The Tate presented the same scenes next day. 
Twenty-three royal cells yet remained May eile & 
guarded by a great many bees: when the queen ap-_ 
proached, all the guards became agitated, surrounded 
her on eyery side, bit her, and commonly drove her 
away. Sometimes, when in these circumstances, she 
emitted the sound, and assumed the posture just de- 
scribed : from that moment the bees became motion- 
less.”? Several queens were successively liberated, 
some of which had led out swarms ; but eighteen cells 
still remained to be guarded. « The fifth queen left 
her cell at ten at night ; and two queens were now 
in the hive: they immediately began fighting, 
bht came to disengage themselves from each other. 
However, they again fought several times through the 
night, without any thing decisive. Next day, the 
thirteenth of June, we witnessed the death of one, 
which fell by the wounds of her enemy. The duel 
‘was-quite similar to what occurs in the combats of 
queens. The victorious young queen now exhibited 
a very singular spectacle: she approached a royal 
cell, and took this moment to utter that sound and to 
assume that posture which strike the bees motion- 
less. For some minutes we conceived, that, taking 
advantage of the dread shewn by the workers on 
uard, ae would open the cell and destroy the young 

Finale and she in fact prepared to mount the cell ; 
but in doing so she ceased to emit the sound, and 

uitted’ the attitude which. paralyses the workers ; 
he guardians of the cell: instantly resumed. courage, 
and by means of tormenting and biting the queen, 
drove her away.” 

"hese remarks are necessary to illustrate, how one 
of the principal enemies of bees can attain its ends 
with impunity. The sphina atropos, which was long 
unsuspected, has recently been discovered to be a most 
formidable ravager of their stores. In years, when 
they had eateitad to an uncommon extent, whole 
districts of hives were plundered of all their honey: 
and it was not until after the injury had been done, that 
it was traced to its real source. Numbers of moths 
had made their way into the hives, and satiated them- 
selves with honey so long as it remained in the cells : 
and possibly as it decreased, the season when these 
animals abounded came toa close. But it must ap- 
pear very surprising how a moth, quite unprotected 
with external means of defence, and liable, at the mo- 
ment of its entrance, to be pierced by a thousand 
stings, each of which inflicts a mortal wound, can 
venture on so hazardous a pursuit. We must here 
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recollect, however, that this “identical insect is one, 
Pertiage almost the only one, supposed to 
something like voice : and, at the same time, the 
sound emitted by it bears a narrow resemblance to 
the peculiar sound proceeding from the queen bee, 
which paralyses the workers. It is thence far from 
improbable, that the first resistance o to the 
entry of the moth may be productive of this sound, 
which, though arising from accident alone, may have’ 
the eure effect of depriving the bees of the 
of repulsion. If these facts be firmly establi and 
the conclusions just, it would be well worth the atten- 
tion of cultivators to investi whether any similar 
sound can be artificially produced, and whether it 
will have influence on the They are perfectly 
aware of the presence of so redoubtable an enemy, 
and the danger resulting from it. In autumn 1804, 
the copious collections of honey which had been 
made during summer, had entirely disa » and: 
the moths were uncommonly abundant. e owners: 
of a number of hives resolving to protect them from - 
further pillage, closed their entrances with tin gra- 
tings, where the apertures were proportioned to the: 
size of the bees, on the 17th of September: but not 
having enough for the whole, two were left unsecu- 
red. It was seen next morning on examination, that, 
during the night, the bees had themselves taken the 
necessary precautions, by contracting the entrances. 
of their hives, so as to make them-quite safe against: 
invasién. Each was completely bloc by a wall, 
composed of old wax and: farina, in which the bees: 
had taken care to leaveapertures cor nding to their 
own size ; two, that:would prevent ve two bees: 
passing at a time, were fashioned like inverted arches 5: 
a third was broad enough in front to admit of the 
passage of. several bees at once, but so low, that they 
were obliged to lean over on one side to, get through. 
All the other hives proved, on inspection, to be con-- 
structed in the same way, even where provided with. 
the tin gratin In other instances, the bees had. 
constructed a double wall at the entrance of the hive, 
with covered galleries, so narrow, that no more than: 
a single bee could pass: fifty-three swarms ros 

‘these operations in the course of the same night. 
i attacked by. plunderers of their ownspe~ ~ Bees, w 

cies, have been known to-adopt similar precautions. 
On the 9th of July 1804, an observer having found. 
some of those, belonging to a neighbouring hive, ly- - 
ing dead on the board of a swarm that they had: 
come to. pillage, watched the proceedings of the lat- 
ter. On the Lith of the month, they had built up 
their entrance, leaving only two apertures at the. part. 
highest above the board, which would admit no more 
than one bee at a time: they were thus proportion- 
ed to the size of their enemies, and.could be suffis 
ciently guarded by two.workers. But, in the sequel, . 
they were enlarged, and on the 22d, they would have 
allowed two or three bees to passat once, % Was 
this,” the observer asks, ‘* because they were sensible 
of having drones among them, for which, these open- 
ings were too small»? No farina being in the coun- 
try. at that period, the bees had built their wall of 
pure wax:taken from the edges of their. combs.. In 
a subsequent fortification erected during September, 
they used farina along with.the wax employed in it. 
kt is important to attend to the circumstances which 

a 
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they demonstrate the pre- 

dbe followed by a cultivator in pro- 
tecting his hives. As the seasons of danger approach, 
he ought himself to diminish their entrances, an expe- 
dient which will prove the chief means of security. 
During the pein & tis they should be left al- 

2 i, must be fa 
wine eee r of being pillaged by their 

bours, there may be only fee ‘apertures, each 
r pet Aes aA org rk and 
atrie reat enemy, the sphynz atro- 

unds, the ape die when the chief collection 
y takes place, must be made very low, that 

insect may be excluded. Some observers haye 
“a longitudinal or triangular cover of the en- 

together free, but after that time, they 
tracted. p 
nei 
so 

trance, turning by one corner on a pivot ; by simply 
elevating or depressing which, the access was impe- 
ded or facilitated. Ann intelligent naturalist recom- 
mends adapting a slider, containing. various aper- 
tures, at the entrance of the Hive: merely by ahift. 
ing it along, those suitable to the different seasons 
and conditions will be presented for the exit of the 
bees. P ~ 

Cultivators From the preceding remarks, the necessity of fre- 

Feeding 
Bees, 

inspecting hives is evident; not by tearing 
; boards, as is usually done, to- the 

manifest destruction of the combs and derangement 
of the whole colony, but by examining the entrance 
with caution, and by using hives of such a construction 
that part of them opens to expose what is contained 
within. An apparatus of the description proposed 
by Bergman, chould be kept for weighing the hives 
from time to time, that the increase or diminution 
may be known, This consists of a steelyard hung to 

frame: from one arm of the steelyard the _ @ aut ’ . ; ' 
+ is suspended by three slight chains, and a weight 

hifts along the other. common iron sprin 
pine bit may be conveniently employed, tartan 

‘their accuracy has been previously ascertained. 
~ When seasons are peculiarly unfavourable for the 

secretion of honey, sometimes, we have said, a whole 
swarm may perish in the middle of summer. 
“when the are deprived of too great a portion of 

their stores, it becomes the cultivator’s care to supply 
the defitiency. There are various methods of doing 
so, always regulating the supply by the number of 
bees and the temperature of the atmosphere. The 
hive may be placed above a section of another hive 
containing several combs with honey ; or combs may 
be laid on the boards of the hive before the entrance, 
which is less to be recommended from exposing the 
bees and their provisions to the invasion of stran- ers. “Syrup of sugar, treacle, and other sweet sub- 
stances, Ziven them as food, introducing their 
allowance every afternoon in nutshells, or in a ves- 
sel with a an opening in the back grated covering, b 
of the hive. Unless the at be daily administered, 
it is bate difficult to preserve the bees; and b 
admitting of I niger intervals, the most skilful culti- 
vators have failed. “A practical operator informs us, 
that he takes an oblong box, in one end of which 
18 a reservoir containing honey, that is allowed to 
flow from the bottom of the reservoir under a thin 
float buoyed up by cork, “This float has many small 
perforations, through which the bees standing on it 

Then, 
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supply themselves with the honey. ‘There is one 
hole in the side of the box, which is to be applied to 
the entrance of the hive, for admitting the bees above 
the float, and another on the opposite side, which is 
opened at pleasure, to allow them to escape, should 
ae box be too much crowded. ‘Fhe lid of the box 
is a ay pane. On pouring honey into the reser- 
voir, the float rises, whence there should not be such 
a quantity as to raise it close to the lid or pane above. 
The box is about ten inches long, four broad, two 
and a half deep, and the reservoir is an inch wide. 
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When used, the hole in the side is to be placed close ° 
to the entrance of the hive, which must be gently 
rapped on if the bees do not immediately find the 
way down. It is entertaining to observe bees ac- 
customed to be fed in this manner, watching the ap- 
proach of the feeder; when the ordinary time draws 
near, they rush down to the box the moment that it 
is put on the board, and after speedily filling them- 
selves they return to the hive, from which they very 
soon come back for a second supply. By throwin 
a little fine flour on those leaving the box, it will be 
seen that they can fill themselves in three minutes, 
and are absent not above five. One convenience that 
attends feeding in such a box, is the exclusion of 
stranger bees; asthe sole communication with the 
interior is from the entrance of the hive. Several 
practical operators recommend a mixture of sugar 
and small beer as food, which we should warn others 
to be cautious of adopting, as they will find honey or 
syrup quite adequate to their purpose. It is main- 
tained that fruit may likewise be presented to bees 
for feeding them. 

Supposing, by 
stances, that a 
they are pecs from enemies, their collections 
ample, and their brood abundant ; the cultivator has 
to watch it strictly during the summer season when 
swarming takes place. It is only during the warmer 
weather that bees swarm, on fine days, and when the 
heavens are unclouded : if the sun be overcast, they 
hesitate to, depart, awaitin 
shines forth in full lustre. Though what are called 
precursors cannot be depended on, as we have shewn, 
they are not to be altogether neglected; and in at- 
tending to them the time of swarming will scarce- 
ly be overlooked. It is commonly between ten and 
three o’clock, sometimes a little earlier or later, that 
a swarm leaves the hive, during which interval. the 
owner should be on the watch to follow it. A sud- 
den buzzing is heard, the bees are seen in innumerable 
multitudes traversing the air in all possible direc- 
tions, and the entrance of the hive soon appears de- 
serted. After wandering about for somé minutes, 
they are generally seen in small clusters, on some 
neighbouring shrub or tree, which aly unite 
round the queen, and all are collected together in a 
single heap. If they rise high in the air, it frequenth 
indicates their inclination to take a long flight, which 
is usually endeavoured to be checked by beating, pans, 
ringing bells, and throwing dust.or sand among them. 
The former can have little influence ; if it does ope- 
rate, it may be by producing a slight concussion of 
the air, which, alarming the bees in the same way as 
thunder, may induce them to settle ; but the discharge 

a concurrence of favourable circum- Precau- 
ive is well provided with bees; that tions du- 

ring the 
period of 
swarming. 

the moment when he ° 
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of a fowling piece would have much more effect. 
Bees are conceived to mistake the dust and sand for 
rain, which they greatly dread; and we often observe 
them hastening to the hive on the approach of a 
shower, or when the sky bétomes eine Notwith- 
standing every effort to retain them, they sometimes 
‘rise very high, fly to a distance, and are irrecover- 
ably lost. As they are said to fly in a straight line 
after having taken their direction, they must be pur- 
sued, as there is no other method of discovering where 
they alight. The place of their settling is extremely 
uncertain. Bonner says they will, fly four miles to 
take possession of a dead hive, and affirms, that he 
has seen a swarm go into a living- one that stood in 
the same apiary. If they alight in an accessible place, 
on the branch of a tree for example, after allowing 
them to settle completely, it must be gently cut o 
and laid on the ground, and a-clean hive supported 
on two sticks put over it, and the whole covered 
with a sheet or large table cloth. The bees will soon 
ascend into the hive, and immediately begin working : 
late in the evening, when all is quiet within, the hive 
is to be transported to its station in the apiary. 
When the cultivator can, by any device, pe the 
queen and put her into the hiye, all the bees will 
quickly follow. This is more essential to attempt, 
when the place where the swarm has settled is of 
difficult access; such as flying to the roof of a 
house, or the cleft of a tree, Then it is far from 
easy to dislodge the bees, which is, in the majority of 
cases, the sole method of recovering them; as we can 
hardly sanction the following pi, Oe recommended 
by Bonner: ‘ The owner should make as much room 
as possible to get his hand introduced, so as to pull 
them out by handfuls, and put them into an empty 
hive.’? Bees very quickly commence working even 
in the most exposed and unsheltered situations, un- 
less removed to a hive. The operator should be pro- 
vided with a dress to protect him from the stings of 
the bees: the best expedient is to have a close leather 
jacket and trowsers; the head and face covered, and 
goggles of gauze to save the eyes. Bees are less dis- 
posed to sting during their swarming than at all other 
times; and there have been instances of their settling 
on a person’s head, unattended by inconvenience. 
We have an authentic account of this from Thorley, 
** In the year 1717,’? he observes, * one of my 
swarms settled among the close twisted branches of a 
codling tree; and not to be got into a hive without 
help, my maid servant, being in the Bake offered 
her assistance to hold the hive while I dislodged the 
bees. Having never been acquainted with bees, she 
put a linen cloth over her head and shoulders, to guard 
and secure her from, their swords. A few of the bees 
fell into the hive, some upon the ground, but the 
main body bie the cloth which covered her upper 
garments, I took the hive out of her hands when 
she cried out, the bees were got under the covering, 
and crowding up towards her breast and face, whic 
put her into a trembling posture. When I perceived 
the veil was of no farther service, she gave me leave 
to remove it: this done, a most affecting spectacle 
pone itself to the view of all the company, fil- 
ing me with the deepest distress and concern, as I 
thought myself the unhappy instrument of drawing 

her into so imminent papa of her life. .Had she en- 
raged them, all resistance he been 
less than her life would have atoned for the offence. 
I spared not to use all the arguments I could think 
of, and using the most affectionate intreaties; begging 
her, with all earnestness in my power, to stan 
ground and keep her present posture; in order to 
which I gave her encouragement to hope for a full 
discharge from her disagreeable companions.. 1 be- 
gan to search among them for the queen, now got in 
a great body upon her breast, about her neck, and 
up to her chin, I immediately seized her, taking her 
from among na re with caine of the commons 
in company with her, and put them together into.the 
hive. Here T Watched he UY mine Cine: and, as I 
did not observe that she came out, I conceived an ex- 
pectation of seeing the whole body quickly abandon 

thei eaters 5 eae ar at, I soon obser- 
ved them gathering closer together, without the least 
signal for’ departin ‘Upon, this Praetigttig ee 
flected, that either there must be another ‘sovereign, 
or that the same was returned. I directly commenced 
a second search, and in a short time, with a most 
agreeable surprise, found a second or the same. She 
strove, by entering farther into the crowd, to escape 
me, but I reconducted her with a great number of 
the populace into. the hive. And now the melan- 
choly scene beat to change, to one infinitely more 
agreeable and pleasant. ‘The bees missing their queen, 
began to dislodge and repair to the hive; crowding 
into it in multitudes, and in the greatest hurry imagin- 
able; and in the space of two or three minutes the 
maid had not one single bee about her, neither had 
she so muchas one sting, a small number of which 
would have quickly stopped her breath.”? _ 

Supposing that the cultivator desires to augment Artificial 
the number of his hives, without awaiting the period swarms. 
when swarming naturally ensues; or that its opera- 
tion is checked by the uncertainties of weather, pre- 
dominant in our climate above all others, he may re+ 
sort to the expedient of obtaining artificial swarms. 
Several young queens originate at once in a hive; and 
the production of two is sometimes so immediate, 
that although both cannot wal ces a they 
come off in the same swarm. As by M. Sh 8 
discovery, bees having lost the queén can procure 
themselves another, providing there be workers’ brood 
in the combs, we can at pleasure rear successive 
queens eutply by removing the first. If a hive is 
strong enough therefore, it may be divided in two ; 
one half will retain the old queen, and the other will 
not be long of obtaining a young one. - Shirach di- 
rects, that the appearance of brood in a hive contain- 
ing a queen is to be ascertained, which is always 
about the time that the trees are in blossom, or a 
little later in Britain, ‘Three or four pieces of comb, 
with the brood, are to be cut out of the hive, and 
placed in a rack-work adapted in another hive in the 
same position as in that from which they came, and 
three or four hundred bees must be confined alon 
with it; unless the hive be very re they shoul 
not be numerous ; and seven or eight hundred will al- 
ways prove more than sufficient. Nearly fifteen days 
being requisite for the production of a queen, as 
eck honey should be supplied every two days as- 
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Bee? will serve for subsisting ‘the beés. "The hive is then’ 
—— to'be closed up transported to a place where the 

temperature is moderate. © Violent ‘agitation ensues 
the bees whenever they discover that they are 

’ imprisoned, and the tumult s still greater on 
their ascertaining that their sovereign 
with them, Silence succeeds, which is next followed 
by gteater*noisé and confusion than what attends 
swarming. after 3 a new operation 
begitis, and from the second day the construction of 
a royal cell is seen’ “The confinement of the bees 
must be protracted some days ; but on the fourth or 

‘maybe carried into a garden, and the 
prisoners allowed to’ escape. Their eagerness to do 
so is such, that hardly one remains in EHS Hive; how- 
ever} in two hours they return to it again. The en- 
trance must still be closed at night, and the hive car- 
ried into a house, unless the fineness of the weather 
admits of it being left -without. If the operator, on oun 
opening the'hive, finds the brood’ hatched, and the : if a fir hours agitation arises ; a 
royal'cells well advanced, he should transfer the whole 
along with the bees into’a dwelling Sear capaci- 
ty provided a small box has been used with three or 
‘our combs of white wax fixed near the top, that the 
interior meat tesemble a hive containing work alread 
com ed. Should the queen be hatched, it will 
facilitate the operation if she can be transferred to the 
new dwelling : and thus the artificial swarm is form- 
ed, It is difficult'to perform this operation with the 
common straw hives; but an expert on may ac- 
complish it by meaiis similar to those adopted in rob- 

ing the bees of their provisions—Here the use of the 
9k or leaf hive is especially demonstrated; for it 

affords facilities in forming artificial swarms infinitel 
surpassing any others that have yet been devised. 
Under the'conditions above specified, of brood and 

ion, ‘the léaf-hive is to be gently separated in 
the middle, and two empty frames insin ated between 
the halves.’ The queen must then be sought for in 
one of ‘the halves,’ and a mark put on her, in order 
tovavoid mistake. Should she by chance remain in 
the division with most brood, she is to be transferred 
to the’other containing less, that the bees may have 
every chance of obtaining another female. Next, it 
is ‘to connect the halves toget 
tied tight around them: and care should be'taken to 
place t on the same board which the hive pre- 
viously occupied.” The old entrance, now become 
useless, will be shut’ up; but as each half requires a 
new one, these ought to be made at the extremities 
of the two divisions, on purpose to be as far asunder 

; however, should not be made. on 
the sz The bees in the half deprived of the’ 
queen, ‘to be confined twenty-four hours, and 
nov op made before’ the lapse’ of that time, ex- 
cept forthe admission of air; otherwise they would 
soon search for the S sage and infallibly find her in 
the other division. But provided twenty-four hours 
er waig pith Foxtel their queen, this 

‘happen: When all circumstances are favour- 
able, the bees in the division * anting the queen will 
begin to labour in procuring another; and about fif- 
t ays after the operation, as before observed, their 
loss willbe repaired. «+ The young female they have 
reared,’”” according to Huber, “ soon issues forth to 

is no longer 

her by a cord’ 

seek impregnation, and’ in two days commences the 
laying of workers’ eggs. Nothing more is wanting to 
the bees of her division, and the success of the arti- 
ficial swarm is ensured.”” The time of resorting to 
this expedient is, when the males are about to origi- 
nate or actually exist : if attempted earlier, the bees 
will be discouraged by the sterility of their young 
female. The structure of the leaf hive enables us 
easily to ascertain the concurrence of the necessary 
conditions ; for by simply opening the frames succes- 
sively, their whole contents are exposed to view. 
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Should the ikon queen be accidentally lost or Substitu- 
destroyed, the cultivator has still another means of tion of a 
preserving the whole colony, 
workers’ brood, would infallibly perish, by substitu- 
ting a new one in her place. Bees are not immedi- 
ately sensible of the loss or removal of their queen ; 
their labours are uninterrupted ; they watch over the 

and perform their lant! occupations, But 
l appears a scene of 

tumult in the hive; a singular humming is heard; 
the ‘workers desert their young, and rush with deliri- 
ous impetuosity over the surface of the combs. Then 
they discover that their queen is no longer among 
them. There can be no question that this agitation 
is the consequence of bees having lost their queen ; 
for should she have been intentionally removed, tran- 
quillity returns on restoring her, and, what is very 
singular, she is recognised. If a stranger queen be 
introduced after the reigning one is lost or taken 
away, the agitation continues ; the a ti is sur- 
rounded, seized, and kept captive by the bees in an 
impenetrable cluster, where she usually dies either of 
hunger or from the privation of air. I eighteen hours 
elapse, the stranger is at first treated in the same 
manner, but with less rigour; the bees gradually dis- 

se, and she is at Tad Bersted: But should there 
an interval of twenty-four hours after the loss of 

the original queen before the stranger one is substi- 
tuted, “ she will be well received,’’ to use the words 
of an eminent author, ‘ and reign from the moment 
of her introduction into the hive.”? On this head, 
which it is extremely important for the cultivator to 
be intimately acquainted with, we are indebted to 
Huber for some interesting experiments. On the 
15th of April, he introduced a fertile queen, eleven, 
months old, into a glass hive, where the bees having 
been twenty-four hours deprived of their queen, had 
already begun to construct twelve royal cells, Im- 
mediately on placing the stranger female on a comb, 
the bees in the vicinity touched her with their anten- 
nz, and passing their trunks over every part of her 
body, supplied her with honey. These then gave 
place to others, by which she was treated exactly in the 
same manner. All vibrated their wings at once, and. 
ranged themselves in a circle ‘‘ around their sove- 
reign.”” Hence resulted a kind of agitation, which 

dually communicated to the workers situated on 
the same side of the comb, and induced them to come 
and see what was going on. Soon arriving, they broke 
through the circle formed by the first of their com- 
panions, approached the queen, touched her with the 
antenna, and gave her honey. After this little ce- 
remony, they retired, and, standing behind the others, 
enlarged the circle. There they vibrated their wings, 

which, destitute of Hew auecns 
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and buzzed as if experiencing some very agreeable 
sensation. In a quarter of an hour the queen began 
to move from her original position, when the bees, so 
far from opposing her, opened the circle-at that part 
towards which she turned, and formed a guard around, 
While such incidents occurred on the surface of the 
comb where the queen stood, all was quiet on the 
other side. Here the workers ap tly were igno- 
rant of the queen’s arrival in the hive. They labour- 
ed with great activity at the royal cells, as if stillig- 
norant that they no ‘Seophe stood in need of them; 
they watched over the royal larve, supplied them 
with jelly, and the like. But the queen having at 
length repaired to this side, she was received with 
the same respect by the bees as she had experienced 
from their companions on the-other side of the comb. 
They encompassed her, gave her honey, and touched 
her with theirantenne ; and what proved better that 
they treated her as a mother, was their immediately 
desisting from work at the royal cells ; they removed 
the worms, and-devoured the food collected around 
them. From that moment the queen was recog- 
nised by all her people, and conducted herself in this 
new habitation as if it had been her native hive.’? 
Thus when bees have had time to forget their own 
queen, they receive one substituted for her with 
greater interest, or, perhaps, with more conspicuous 
demonstrations.of it. The cultivator must, therefore, 
carefully practise one of two things when a queen is 
wanting in any of his hives ; he has either to procure 
a new one by supplying the bees with brood comb, 
whereby the loss will be repaired in about feurteen 
or fifteen days, or he must substitute some supernu- 
merary queen, in which case the impending evils will 
be completely averted in twenty-four hours. 

If two clusters of bees form in swarming, and re- 
main quite separate and distinct from each other, it 
shews that two queens have left the hive at the same 

BE E. 
drum is beat ; rapping chiefly om those parts of the 
hive to which the edges of the comb are 
avoiding the parts opposite tothe sides of the combs, 
lest they should be loosened, and, by falling togethe: 
crush the bees between them, pins as the -young in 
the cells. The more bees there are, the sooner will 
they run into the new hive; for the concussion of 
the hive by the rapping alarms them as an earthquake 
alarms mankind, and they run to the u hive in 
search of a safer habitation. When the are thus 
removed into the new hive, it may be placed where 
the old one stood, which will t all the bees to- 
gether, and within ten minutes the bees will begin 
working as leisurely,as any natural swarm.”?. By this 
means the under hive will be left quite empty,, and 
another may be substituted, in order that three swarms 
shall be united. Clusters of bees may also be intro- 
duced into a hive to penny it, a are gene- 
rally received ene ting. | ppc ch 

ery active, the places of a strong and a k swarm 
"ie, -be sharon the; in sk of the former 
which are out being much greater, will return to the 
latter as their own dwelling, and thus. strengthen it. 
There is likewise an easy and simple method of uni- 
ting swarms, which consists in spreading a cloth at 
night on the ground, close to a hive two new 
swarms are to be joined. One of them is to be 
brought, and put on a stick laid across the cloth, _ 
when, giving their hive a smart blow, they will drop 
down in a cluster. This done, and the empty hive _ 
thrown aside, the other should. be expeditiously taken 
from its board, and set over the bees, which will spee-_ 
dily ascend into it, and unite with its inhabitants. By 
the means here described, a swarm may be increased 
to any given extent. Bonner assures us, that his mode 
may be practised in the middle of the day with little 
danger, and that he has taken off four swarms in/one 

fixed, and —\— 

forenoon without a ningle sting. i hive 1eoe ae : 
It is ungrateful to reflect, that, after all our care in’ yqode of 

watching the progress of bees, in screening them from taking the 
injury, added to our admiration of their singular in- honey and 

time. But no single swarm being too large, it is ne- 
cessary, for the welfare of the community, that one 
of the queens be sought for, and sacrificed, on which 
the whole bees will unite. There are other situations 
when it is also beneficial to join two or more swarms 
together; such as when they are weak on leaving 
their hives in the summer season, or are sparingly 
provisioned’ or popes towards winter. Numbers, 
we repeat, independent of affording a better security 
against external enemies, and in promoting the gene- 
ral activity, are more calculated in society to resist 
the inclemency of the weather. Those persons, 
therefore, who cultivate bees solely for’ the sake of 
profit, estimate according to the weight of a hive 
whether it be sufficiently strong. Hives under four 
pounds, being supposed to contain about 20,000 bees, 
are rejected; but Bonner affirnis, that one consisting 
& 15,000 will do well, providing the season be not 
far advanced. ‘The reader will not forget what we 
have observed of the discrepancies among naturalists 
concerning the number of ‘bees in a given weight. 
The last mentioned author, who was a practical ope- 
rator in uniting swarms, directs, that the mouths of 
two hives, the lower one full and the higher empty, 
are to be applied to each other, and a sheet, or large 
cloth, put round them. ‘** The undermost hive must 
then be rapped with both hands, in the manner a 
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lives order to come at their stores. Yet such is 
the general, though pernicious practice; and whole 
colonies, which, in another year, would send forth tens 
of thousands equally industrious as themselves, are 
utterly extirpated. The mode of doing so is well 
known. When the hives cease to-increase in wei, 
or, rather, when they begin to grow lighter, a hole 
is dug in the ground, and some rags: in melted 
brimstone being inserted in the clefts of twigs stuck 
into the earth, the matches are kindled, and, putti 
the hive above them, the bees are quickly suffocated 
and fall down in a heap. _ Some authors strenuously 
defend this practice, contending, that all expedients. 
to save the bees are both difficult and_ precarious, 
and that they do not produce the same advantages. 
We conceive that its fecttice, combined with invete- 
rate adherence to established customs, has proved a 
strong recommendation. But the majority of modern 
cultivators are disposed to preserve the bees, while 
they share their collections. ‘Towards the end of Sep- 
tember, when all the flowers have faded, when. there 
is little brood in the combs, and the bees are beginning 
to consume the honey. they have Jaid up, they may 

» we must at once sacrifice so many thousand W4*- 



of honey 
and wax. 
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This is a simple, and, as we conceive, very effectual Bee 

yeighing seventy, eighty, or even an hundred 
unds ; but these bear no comparison with what M. 
oe relates. A clergyman in France, who had 
‘placed a well-stocked hive over an inverted tub with 

hole in the patie abtsiaes rae less ae 4.20 
pounds of honey six of wax from it. The cul- 
tivator should know the exact weight of his hives, 

« their gradual increase or diminution, which 

harvest. of honey, like that of corn, is earlier or later, 
more plentiful or scarce in different years, according 
to the weather and the climate, aa the variety of 
the seasons and situations.’? Sometimes he has known 

iye become, gradually lighter after the first week 
‘ August ; at other times, in favourable weather, 
hives situated nese er nape working 

during the whole > August, the greater 

- Ofthe practical separation of honey and wax we need 
say as it is universally understood by those who 
cultivate bees for profit. That honey which is most 
uid, and runs most easily from the comb, is consider- 

ed the best and finest. To promote the separation of 
the rest, na combs should be joe into very small 
portions, exposed re a fire, to render the ho- 
ney more liquid; the product will be honey of the 
second degree of fineness ; and the remainder should 
be heated still more in .a-vessel over a fire, and then 
squeezed through a canvas bag, which will produce 

a ieee kind, well adapted for feeding bees. It fa- 
tates the operation, to erect a stage of three or 

four sieves, one always finer than the other from the 
top, and in a short time the separation is effected. 
bro comb, wrapped in paper, and kept in a cool 
place, may me reeryed entire during a whole winter 
or longer. To pia the wax, nothing more is ne- 
es than boiling ithe empty combs, and those de- 
prived of the honey, in water, and removin 
which will rise in the successive meltings. The Abbe 
della Rocca ses to put a quantity of comb, 
tied up in a linen or woollen bag, into a cauldron of 
water ; as the heat increases, the wax liquefics, and, 

through the interstices of the bag, rises 
to the surface, while the refuse is retained behind. 
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method. 
We apprehend that very few precautions. are ne- 

cessary for preserving bees in winter. Theyvare not 
torpid in that season provided they be numerous, 
and then they cluster together towards the top of 
the hive.~ But, like other: insects, they are liable to 
torpidity when single, or where there are few collect- 
ed together, and that torpidity, by an extraordinary 
increase of cold, will end in deaths With the view of 
saying their provision, it has been proposed to keep 
bees torpid, or in an ice-house all winter. It is un- 
doubted that in a certain de of cold they cease ta 
consume honey, and animals may live an indefinite 
time in a state of torpidity. The hives ought not to 
be exposed to sunshine in the depth of winter, for 
the bees are induced to go out, and the sudden cold 
that follows deprives them of the power of return- 
in 

- 

The ‘cultivation of bees forms one considerable 
branch of rural economy, and we could wish to see it 
much farther extended. This country is capable of 
supporting at least four or five times the number of 
hives now kept in it; and, without indulging in the 
speculations of extravagant profit, which are. ge- 
nerally entertained by the authors who write on t 
subject, we will confidently affirm, that every one 
who attempts keeping bees on a moderate scale, and 

ys them some attention, will find it advantageous. 
There are repeated instances of bees swarming natu- 
rally three times during a season ; and in the present 
year, 1810, we have known five swarms come froma 
single hive. Bonner calculates, that 20 stock hives in 
each parish of Scotland, or 16,000 in all, would, in se- 
ven years, by each merely producing one swarm, aug- 
ment to above two millions and forty-eight Xn 
He allows a deduction of forty-eight thousand for 
losses, which leayes two millions of stock hives. The 
loss, however, would be much more considerable ; but 
from the parishes being about a fifth above what he . 
supposes, the difference will not be proportionally 
great. Such an increase could hardly follow, and some 
unfavourable years might be destructive of most of the 
stock ; yet, on the whole, the hives would be numerous 
compared with what they were in the outset. By 
another calculation, he supposes an individual pur- 
chasing five hives at £1 each, will obtain, in ten 
years, 2560 swarms, which, valued at 10s. each, 
makes a profit of £1280. He supposes that each 
hive gives one swarm annually, if they give more, 
that the latter are to be allotted for expenses and in- 
cidertal losses. But in similar calculations we should 
hardly look further than three years ; and it is quite 
moderate enough to say, that each hiye will give one 
swarm, which may be preseryed until the Fa of the 
third year. Therefore, as the price of hives in this 
year, 1810, is £2, 2s., supposing a stock of ten is 
obtained, it is far from improbable, that, at the end 
of the third year, it will be found to have increased 
to eighty; and it is likely, also, that other thirty or 
forty swarms have left the stock hives, or that first 
swarms have sent out a colony. The reasons we have 
already giyen shew why an excessive number of bees 
cannot be maintained in one place ; and speculations 

3 
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in rearing them should be divided among several indi- 

he trade of 
foreign countries in wax is very considerable ; and the 
increasing demand for it may render the culture of 
bees more worthy of notice at home. In the 
1806, there was exported from the port of Mogadore, 
in Africa, 234,555 pounds of bees wax. 

The honey bee is frequent in the wild state in 
warmer climates, but is very rarely to be found in 
Britain ; nevertheless it is said to exist, and that a 
hive was discovered within these some years. Thus 
the animal may have either been domesticated at a 
very remote period by the inhabitants, or it may have 
been brought from abroad. Naturalists doubt whe- 
ther the wild honey bee is a native of America, 
though existing in numbers in the woods. It is ra- 
ther supposed to have been carried thither in the six- 
teenth or seventeenth century. Honey is said to be 
a great article of subsistence in Madagascar, and in 
other places where bees are common in the clefts of 
trees. In Africa, there is a small bird called cuculus 
éndicator, or the honey bird, which, uttering a pecu-- 
liar note, and flitting from bough to bough, will in- 
fallibly lead the traveller to a swarm in some hollow 
of atree. See Swammerdam Biblia Nature. Ma- 
raldi sur les Abeilles, Mem. del Academie des Sciences, 
1712. Reaumur, Memoires pour servir a V Histoire 
des Insectes, tom. v. Schirach, Histoire Naturelle de 
la Reine des Abeilles. Bergman, De Avibus et Mel- 
lificit vicissitudinibus ex Alveorum ponderatione ws- 
timandis: Opuscula, tom. v. Ray, Memoire sur l’ His- 
toire des Abeilles, Journal de Physique, tom. xxiv. 
Bonnet, Giuvres, tom. v. Della Rocca, Traité com- 
plet sur les Abeitles. Butler, The Feminine Monar- 
chy. Hartlib,; Commonwealth of Bees. Thorley, In- 
uiry into the Nature, Order, and Government of 
‘ees. Wildman On the Management of Bees. Brom- 

wich, The eo tabety Bee Keeper. Bonner, A new 
plan for speedily increasing the number of Bee Hives 

uber, New Observations on the Na- 
tural History of Bees. See also Aris. 

The indistinct descriptions which some travellers 
ive of the bees of different foreign countries, render 

it difficult for us to determine whether the real honey 
bee is meant or not. ‘It is true, they describe such 
bees as being the same; but they maintain, that one 
species wants a sting, and that another nestles in the 
earth with its honey. So far as naturalists have yet 
ascertained, neither of these peculiarities belong to 
the honey bee ; but it is extremely probable, that be- 
sides the single species which we bec in hives, others 
might be domesticated. One kind is found in Suri- 
nam, which hives in very numerous societies. These 
construct a nest eight or ten inches in diameter, and 
eighteen or twenty ven towards the top of trees of 
moderate height. Within are found large cells of 
a fine reddish liquid honey, in great abundance. The 

» nests, which resemble a lump of earth applied against 
the tree, cannot be procure unless the tree be cut 
down, when the natives of the country, after using 
the honey, and making a kind of mead, roll the wax 
around matches. t 

There is a species of bee which collects the honey 
of plants, and stores it up in cells, though we may 
doubt if this isintended forte winter provision. This 

vd 
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is called the humming or humble bee; an insect so Bete 
— in eye as re have Pe tN 
of every one. Like the honey’ , it lives in societies, 
consisting of from twenty to an hundred males, fe- 
males, and what are supposed neuters, We have never 
found the society more numerous in Scotland, and the 
continental authors seem to describe it as smaller. 
These societies either dwell in cavities of the earth, or 
in tufts of moss collected together on the surface ; or 
sometimes those whose proper habitation is in such 
cavities, are content with a hollow of the ground, 
where they cover themselves with -moss and bits of 
leaves ; or we have seen them effect a lod tina 
wooden box, some feet above the ground, in which they 
appeared to have themselves collected moss and leaves, 
and there bred a considerable colony. In reverting to 
the origin of these societies, we are opposed by very 
considerable difficulties. It seems probable, that a 
single female, which has been accidentally 
through the winter, is the parent of the whole, and 
that she selects the spot, or cavity, for her i 
No naturalist has, we believe, yet beheld a nest in its 
origin, though it has been seen when ccnsisting of 
few cells. Reaumur relates, that on one occasion he 
removed the whole combs from a nest, and com 
ly evacuated the interior. Nothing was visible for 
several days; but after the bees had remained eight 
days undisturbed, a lump of paste and farina the size 
of a nut was found in it, attached to which wasa 
of honey; that is, a half made cell, which the bees 
at times construct, and in which some of their 
is kept. Thence, and from other circumstances, it 
is conjectured, that the mother proceeds to collect a 
quantity of farina or pollen, in the midst of which 
her eggs are laid; and by their coming to maturity 
after a certain time, the colony is constituted and en- 
larged. Several females inhabit the same nest, living 
in harmony together. They are occupied in collect-. 
ing honey; and are easily known, from being the 
largest of all the three species. The males are next. 
in size; always of a lighter colour } and are capable. 
of making wax. The workers are’ of various. sizes. - 
in the same nest, some not, being half the size of 
others. Nature does not require the like sacrifice in 
the males of humble bees as in those of the honey. : 
bee to propagate the species ; the sexual union takes 
place according to the common mode of insects: nei« 
ther is there any massacre among them. Females and 
‘workers are much less disposed to use their stings: 
‘than the honey bee: here, also, the males have 
“nones. . 

On opening a nest containing a colony of humble 
bees, a confused and mishapen aggregate of: ovoidal) 
substances is disclosed, interspersed im. various parts 
with crude masses of wax, and cells of honey. The- 
ovoidal substances are the young-coming to maturity, 
-withina silken coccoan coated with wax 3 and amidst 
some of the Jumps of wax are found larve, which one 
author thinks are there for the purpose of being fed,. 
and another for being preserved fram cold and humi-. 
dity. The eggs are deposited in cells, which the 
workers lend their aid to constract ; and the mother. 
herself sys them, smoothing and ee the. 
interior. When she prepares to lay ina cell, the work- 
ers, unlike that. care which those of common bees br-~ 

as 
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stow on the eggs of their queen that are to preserve 

= 3 cage! y endeavour to devour them. The 
moment that the eggs are deposited, and the female 
is about to close the cell with a waxen eens 
Reementarnole repulsed only by her defence ; 
or, if removes during an instant, they steal thi- 
ther, and surreptitiously carry off the eggs. The fe- 
male is, therefore, under the necessity of keeping in- 
eessant watch during several hours, after which she 
may leave the cell; for it is only in their first stage © 
that the eggs are sought for with avidity by the com- 
mon bees. Sometimes twenty eggs are deposited by 
a female in a single-cell, which is then closed ; but it 
does not appear that the bees are careful to provide 
the young with a sufficient store to serve them until 
their ultimate metamorphosis ; for the mother supplies 
a thick layer of pollen whereon her eggs are deposit- 
ed, which is soon consumed by the Iarve. » After be- 
ing hatched, the common bees make'a small hole in 
the top of the cell, and then go in apes of honey or 
pollen. This -they obtain fro rest. of their 
combs, and seem to introduce it by the opening to 
feed the young; they then withdraw, and close the 
céll. Some cells acquire perceptible increment ; from 
being very small they become as large as a nut; 
wh results from the included worms, perhaps six 
or seven in number, successively bursting the cell, 
and the cleft being as often covered over with wax 
by the bees. When the young bee has attained its 
perfect state, the workers ually contract the 
mouth of the cell it has left, and lay up their honey 
in it. Other cells are also constructed of pure wax, 
which are so many reservoirs’ of honey from the be- 
ginning, and have never contained young. 
_ Humble bees form a very Si 8 quantity of 
‘wax ; and the observations of naturalists regardin 
them has thrown some light on the production o 
this substance. Several species, both of those that 
dwell in cavities of the earth, “and those that in- 
habit nests covered with moss on the surface, invest 
their whole combs with a waxen envelope, so as to 
‘serve for a protection. It rises around their combs 
like a kind of wall, and constitutes both a floor and 
a roof, at such distance from the cells as to admit of 
the bees passing. When their envelope is destroyed, 
the bees restore it with wonderful assiduity.. An ob- 
server by removing it four times in nine days, obtain- 
ed as many new coverings, which formed eight inches 
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square; and in four or five days more they made a 
new one, which, alon 

ins. Instead of this covering, however, they are 
requently obliged to be content with moss or leaves. 
Females produce a greater quantity of wax than any 
of the other individuals in a nest ; but the males pro- 
duce it also, though they cannot, like the females 
and workers, convert it to use. ‘The wax of humble 
bees is an immediate production from the honey on 
which they feed. M. P. Huber, the son of the emi- 
ger nial of that name, inclosed a certain num- 

of humble, bees under a glass receiver. ‘They 
ran themselves in a circle around some honey 
which they were supplied with, and, extending their 
trunks, fed during ten or fifteen minutes. .'Then they 
brushed themselves with their feet, to be freed of the 
particles of wax which transuded between the rings 
of the body. Repeated experiments proved, that it 
was instantaneously produced, and .the same: bees af- 
forded a quantity daily. 

Humble bees are remarkably subject to torpidity, 
and perhaps might be the. means of illustrating the 
difficulties attending all investigations into its opera- 
tion on insects. Powards the end of autumn they 
are seen languid and inactive on the few remaining 
flowers, incapable of defending themselves from. in- 
jury. The life of the whole apparently terminates 
with the season, unless it be from, some accidental 
circumstance, as we have already observed, that a few 
of the females.are preserved. How they survive the 
winter we know not; possibly it may be in the earth, 
or in the holes of walls; but the number must be 
very small. .Were they notin torpidity they would 
fly,about during the winter, which is never seen ; and 
the same degree of heat would awaken the whole, or 
there. would be no considerable difference, unless by 
their being farther withdrawn from the influence of 
the atmosphere. Very few, however, appear in spring ; 
and it is not until the heats of summer, or rather later, 
that they become numerous. The casualties to which 
these and many insects are exposed, render it far from 
improbable, that various species gradually become 
extinct. See Geedartius De Insectis. Swammer- 
dam, Biblia Nature. Geoffroy, Histoire Abregée 
des Insectes. Reaumur, Memoires, tom. vi. P, Hu- 
ber On Humble Bees: Transactions of the Linnaan 
Society, vol. vi. (c) 

B.E.E 
BEEN, the name of a musical instrument used in 

India, resembling the guitar. See Asiatic Researches, 
w 
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BEERING, Beurine, or Bernrno’s IsLann, lies 

in the North Pacific Ocean, in 55° North Lat. and 
about 167° of East Long. : the southern extremity 
bearing north 67°*from the harbour of St Peter and 
‘St Paul, 192 miles distant. It is 104 miles in length, 
‘and 15 in breadth: the west side mountainous, but 
the northern point low land; the mountains are of 
granite and sandstone, and in their recesses contain 
‘many caverns, There are two bays in the island, 

BEE 
whither merchantmen engaged in the fur trade are 
wont to winter; but they are shallow, of dangerous 
access, and exposed to the north winds. Minerals of 
value have been said to exist here ; and sometimes after 
violent storms, pieces of native copper are cast ashore. 

This island, which some geographers incline ta 
unite to the Aleutian isles, while others detach it from 
them, was discovered by Commodore Behring, a Dane, 
who is mentioned in the subsequent article. He and 
Captain T'schirikow left, Kamtschatka on a voyage of 
discovery, in 1740, and sailing northward, made the 
coast of America, in 60° of North Lat. They after- 
wards encountered continued tempests, in which they 

Bee. 

Beering. 

with the others, weighed 365 ==" 
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Beering’s lost their reckoning, and were tossed about in un- ral tribes of phoce. The sea cow was Gommonly an Beering’s 
Island. known seas. In endeavouring to regain the coast of object of pursuit, by Russian adventurersito Behring’s Straits 

~ hemmed Kamtschatka, they came in sight of Behring’s island, island; but the race has either been extingt 2 
¢ 

in November 1741, under circumstances of uncommon 
distress. Great sickness prevailed among the ship’s 
company ; and the Commodore himself, incapable of 
motion, was carried ashore by his ‘people. But the 
island being utterly destitute of shelter, they had re- 
course to holes in the ground between the otk, which 
they covered over with sails, to exclude the rain and 
snow; it then being the winter season. Behring w 
lodged in one of the most commodious of these, and 
a kind of tent was erected over him. But the sand? 
within the hole falling down, covered his feet every 
moment : at first it was removed ; thinking, however, 
that it somewhat promoted the vital warmth, he would 
not allow it to be taken away. Thus he remained 
antil the gradual accumulation of the sand covered 
him up to the belly, and then he sunk under the se- 
verity of hardships, combined with a painful and ling- 
ering disease. His remains were actually dug out 
of the earth, that they might. be restored. to it ina 
manner more creditable to the memory of a gallant 
officer ; and to preserve them from being devoured 
by ravenous beasts of prey. Many more of this-un- 
fortunate crew fell victims to the same evils; and 
among them M. de. la Croyere, an astronomer, who 
had embarked for the purpose of discovery. On 
board also was M. Steller. a naturalist, one of the 
royal academicians of Petersburgh, to whose narra- 
tive we owe some of these particulars, though he did 
not himself survive to return to that metropolis. 'T'o 
complete the disasters of the Russians, their vessel 
was totally wrecked, and they were compelled to win- 
ter on Behring’s island, almost entirely destitute of 
shelter. At length they contrived to build a bark out 
of the fragments of their ship, in which the survivors 
reached Kamtechatka. It is not to Behring only that 
the island, bearing his name, has proved fatal. In 
the year 1787 or 1788, an English vessel, built solely 
of mahogany, (as is said,) commanded by Captain 
Peters, sailed from Bengal, with the design of collect- 
ing copper at Behring’s or Copper island. Aftera . 
successful traffic with Kamtschatka, Oonalashka, and 
ether parts of the Russian dominions, she was cast 
away on the former island; and of the whole com- 
any, consisting of 70 men, only a Portuguese and a 
pot were saved. On Behring’s first arrival in this 
island, it swarmed with black and blue foxes, which 
ever having had to dread the destructive hand of 
man, were perfectly tame. ‘They ravenously devour- 
ed the dead animals thrown ashore by the waves ; and 
the Russians, in contending with them for what was 
to prove their own subsistence, had sometimes to 
destroy two or three at once with their knives: be+ 
fore they could inter their deceased companions, also, 
the hands and feet were often gnawed from the bo- 
dies, by these rapatious creatures. Several marine ani- 
mals frequented the shore, especially the sea otter, 
whose skin is extremely valuable, and bears a high 
price in China. Before they had likewise learned to 
‘dread their enemies, 900 of their skins were collected, 
and afterwards turned out a great prize to the Rus- 
‘sians. When the sea otter ap. ger in March, it is 
‘replaced by great numbers of the sea lion, and seve- 

is deterred by danger from app ‘the shore, 
and none have been killed since 1768. are ex- 
tremely numerous in the surrounding ‘seas: a dead: 
one cast up, formed for some time the principal article’ 
of subsistence of Behring’s crew. (¢) 
BEERING, Benning, or Berine’s Srraits, a 

celebrated channel 39 or 48 miles in breadth, which 
separates the two great continents of Asia and Ame- 
rica, in North Latitude 65° 50’, and East Longitude 
191° 50’: bounded on the Asiatic side by the projec: 
tion of East Cape from the country of the Tchutski, 
and on that of America by Kigmil, or Cape Prince of 
Wales. A problan hed: been among 
geographers, whetherthe Asiatic and American con- 
tinents were united towards the north, or divided bya 
navigable sea. When Peter the Great of Russia was 
in Holland, in the year 1717, he was solicited to 
send an expedition to the northera regions, w 
this point might be determined; and to satisfy the 
wishes of those interested in discoveries, he acceded te 
their desire. On returning to Russia, he did not forget 
his promise, and, with his own hand, framed a set of 
instructions, which were delivered to Admiral Count 
Apraxin to be carried into execution. The purport 
of these was, first, to construct one or two decked ves- 
sels in Kamtschatka: Secondly, that the unknown 
northern coasts should be visited for the purpose of 
ascertaining, if Asia was joined to America: And, 
thirdly, that some European port should be gained ; 
and an accurate journal kept of all that occurred, to- 
gocher with a description of the places. But the 

ath of this distinguished potentate interrupted the- 
project. ; 

Meantime, on recurting to earlier periods of history, 
it seems extremely probable, that the fact had been 
already ascertained ; and that this channel; separating 
the two continents, had actually been navigated. In. 
1636, mariners from Siberia began to traverse the 
Icy Sea, and successively recognised the rivers Ala- 
sey, Indigirka, and Kovima, which fall into it. Im- 
mediately after discovering the last, they became de+ 
sirous of extending their discoveries still farther, in 
the aes levying tribute from whatever inhabitants. 
might be found; andin 1646, a company of adventu- 
rers embarked from the Kovima. Steering to'the east; 
they reached a bay, where they trafficked with the 
Tchutski tribe; but not understanding their language, 
none ventured on shore among them: and content 
with the success of their voyage, without proceed- 
ing further, they returned to the place of their de- 
parture. The prospect of a profitable trade, led toa 
second adventure, on a larger scale, in 1647 or 1648. 
Seven vessels were equipped, in one of which was. 
Semeon Iwanow sin-Deschnew, a Cossac, to attend 
to the interests of the crown; and in another, a su- 
percargo on account of the merchants. At that time 
a numerous people was believed to dwell on the banks. 
of the Anadyr, a river known little more'than by 
name, which was thought to discharge itself into the 
Icy Sea. The fate of four of the vessels is unknown: 
that containing Deschnew, arrived at a great point of 
land, lying east north-east, and turning round towards 
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nt with the Tchutski. 
Deschnew soon lost sight of his consort ; and after 

ing with tempests, was himself cast sway ap- 
‘to the south of the Anadyr. He and the 

survivors of his com underwent great hardships; 
wandered long in quest of the river, which, at 
having found, they built a pallisadoed habi- 

tation, or ostrog, and reconnoitred. the surrounding 
country. Another troop of adventurers, marching 
overland from the Kovima in search’ of the Anadyr; 
with the same view of tribute, joined the party there 
when least in 1650. From:these facts we 
can entertain littlecdoubt, that what has been judged 
a of the seventeenth century belongs to 
that. ing it; and, independent of this tion 
in particular, added to probable circumstances. that 
Deschnew’s consort was wrecked on the coast of 
Kamtschatka, sor em corroborative relations of a 

period. It appears, that the Russians and 
deideme in their iienien had been oftner than 
once on Tchutski Noss, or the great promontory op- 
posite to America, across which one party marched, 
and describe the j as short ; that they were 
even aware of the julaindes lying in Behring’s Straits, 
and that the continent lay beyond them to the east- 
ward, All these things have since been proved by 
the most modern navigators.. 

Though the voyage of discovery had 
Been interrupted by the death of Peter, the design 
-was speedily revived by the Empress Catharine, and 
its execution entrusted to Captain Vitus Behring, a 
Dane, in the Russian — He departed 
Petersburg along with two lieutenants, Span 
rand’ T'schirikow in 1725, and wintered at Tobe in 
Siberia, waiting the breaking up of the ice, that he 
might care the rivers, and proceed to Kamt- 
s¢hatka. He was unable to reach this country be- 
fore 1728, when he built a shallop, and furnished it 
with provisions sufficient to serve forty men during a 
year. Behring coasted along the north-east of Kamt- 

framing, at the same time, an accurate chart 
of his » which is-yet esteemed one of the best 
extant. .In latitude 64° 30’, he fell in with a baidar 
-Or canoe, carrying eight men of the T'’chutski tribe, 
‘with whom he spoke, by means of a Koriak inter- 
preter. They‘came on board to learn what the Rus- 
-sians had) in view, and made some communications 

ing the direction of the land, speaking of an . concerning 
island also which lay in their route not far from the 
shore. On the 15th of August, after twenty-six 
days sail, Behring made a ‘in north latitude 67° 

» beyond which, as the’ utski had told him, 
‘the coast trended to the west. He thence concluded, 
‘that he had reached the north east extremity of 
Asia; that the coast farther on would always trend to 
‘the west;) and this being the case, there was no con- 
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nection between the Asiatic and-American continents, Beering’s 
Believing therefore that he had fulfilled the object of 
his mission, he addressed the officers and ship’s crew, 
representing, that it was then time to think of their 
return; should they advance farther north, they 
might be surrounded by the ice, from which it would 
be no easy matter to extricate themselves; that the 
fogs which: prevailed in autumn, would embarrass 
them; and even should adverse winds oppose their 

it was scarce possible to reach Kamtschatka, 
and to winter in that country would endanger their 
safety. The force of Behring’s reasoning convinced 
his people, and their course was altered to the south. 
Nothing remarkable occurred'in the voyage, except 
their meeting with four wre orci ee forty © 
Tschutkis, with whom they had: an amicable inter- 
view, and presents were mutually interchanged. 
Behring took up his quarters:a second time in 
Kamtschatka, where the natives told him of a land 
existing farther to the eastward; and he: saw pines 
which did not grow on this:territory floating on the 
waves. He was thence induced to undertake a se- 
cond voyage when the season admitted; but unto- 
ward incidents forced him to abandon it; and after a “ 

painful journey overland, and rap rivers on = 
rafts, he reached Petersburg in 1730. e have als - 
ready seen the disastrous termination of the third - 
voyage, undertaken for more extensive discoveries in 
1741, and we hear nothing more of a passage through 
the Straits until 1764. It is reported, that a mercantile 
company established at the mouth of theriver Kovima, 
at that time sent out some persons for the purpose 
of traffic, who doubled Tschutski Noss, (or East 
Cape) in ‘74° of north latitude. Sailing to the south- 
ward, they passed through a strait to some inhabited 
islands in 64° north latitude, which they supposed 
belonged to the continent of America, and traded for 
beautiful furs with the natives.. There is probably 
an error in the latitude, which is too‘high, and which 
would have conducted the navigators toa part of Ame- 
rica where no opening is yet known; but they cer- 
tainly passed Behring’s Straits, and they were met by 
another party on a commercial voyage from. Kamt- 
schatka. 

In 1778, our-celebrated navigator, Captain Cook, 
passed the Straits, endeavouring to get farther to the 
north; and after his decease, Gaptsin Clerk, in the 
subsequent year, repeated ‘the attempt, in which he 
was checked by the ice, and forced to return, These 
navigators bestowed the name-on this channel which 
it now bears, in honour of its reputed discoverer, and 
settled what had been. the subject of so much contro- - 
versy among geographers respecting the separation 
of the two continents. Contrary to the opinion ge- 
nerally: received, they fixed the longitude of East 
Cape in 190° 29’, and made the width of the Strait 
thirteen leagues. East Cape forms a lofty peninsula, 
connected tothe continent by a narrow neck of low 
Jand. Great similarity was remarked between the 
two continents to the northward of the Straits ; both 
being destitute of wood, the shores low, and moun- 
tains to a height appearing farther up the 
country. A slight current from the westward ran 
in the Straits, and the greatest depth of water, was - 
between 29 and 30 fathoms. 

Straits. 
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Begemder. ‘The late Empress Catharine of Russia sent out’ a 

secret expedition in 1785, for the p » among 
other things, ‘of ascertaining the situation of the 
islands between the two continents. ‘The command- 
ing officers were provided with the journals of all for- 
mer navigators, but the extent of their nautical dis- 
coveries seem to have been limited. In August'1790, 
this expedition reached Behring’s Straits; and ‘made 
some detached observations without passing through 
them. The distance between the two continents was 
calculated to be forty-eight miles, which differing 
from the opinion of Captains Cook and Clerk, leaves 
us in uncertainty with regard to the truth. Possibly 
the line is taken from the two promontories, one of 
which lies considerably north of the other. 
~ Three small islands lie in the mid channel of the 
Straits ; the first called Imalin, bearing 26° S. E. 24 
miles distant from’the eastern promontory); the next, 
which is ‘the largest, Imaglin, lies six miles further, 
ina north-east direction; and Okiavaki, the third and 
smallest, is ten miles distant, south by east. Near the 

southern entrance of the Straits, King’s Island is 
situated ; it is lofty, with a broken and irregular 
summit. ; 

The discovery of Behring’s Straits would have 
been attended with important consequences, did ‘it 
not appear that immense fields of ice, never melting 
in the northern seas, oppose all attempts to navigate 
the higher latitudes. See Muller, Voyages et De- 
couvertes faites par les Russes, tom. i.; Couk’s Third 
Voyage ; Billing’s Voyage ; Coxe’s Russian Dis- 
coveries.  (c 
BEGEMDER, a rich and valuable province in 

Abyssinia, is bounded on the north by Balysan, a 
district adjoining to’ Samen » on the east by Lasta and 
Angot; onthe south by Amhara, which runs paral- 
Jel to it, and from which it is separated by the river 
Bashils ; and on the west by Dembea. According 
to Mr Bruce, Begemder is 180 miles in its greatest 
length, and 60 in breadth; but in this extent he in- 
cludes Lasta, which belongs more properly to the 
province of Samen. Begemder abounds in iron mines, 
and is well stored with beautiful cattle. Its: moun- 
tains are less steep and rocky than those of the other 
rovinces, (if we except Lasta,) and abound in wild 
owl and game. Its inhabitants are esteemed the best 

soldiers in the empire ; but their rudeness and fero- 
city are proverbial even: in Abyssinia. The south 
end of this province is cut into prodigious gullies, ap- 
parently by floods ; but of these floods no tradition 
exists.' It forms the great barrier against the en- 
croachments of the Galla, who have often endeavour- 
ed in vain to gain a settlement there : whole tribes of 
them have been cut off inthe attempt. Favour alone 
is necessary to procure the government of many of 
thé provinces in Abyssinia: others are given to poor 
noblemen to enable them to repair their fortune: but 
the consequence of Begemder, from its vicinity to the 
metropolis, is so well understood, that none but no- 
blemen of rank and ‘character, able ta maintain a 
large army, are entrusted with its government. Seve- 
ral small provinces have been dismembered from Be- 
gemder, particularly Foggora, reaching from south 
to north about 35 miles, and about twelve miles from 
east to west, from the mountains of Begemder, to the 

BEH 
lake Izana,__On the north of this, are two small go- 

joeins cakppisepciede ‘Auyouadaibaloghibone is the only territory in» Abyssini i ( 
wine. See Bruce's: ravelstarAbysinias (e) 
“BEGHARDS, the name of ‘some of the obscure 

sectaries, who so frequently disturbed saat 
a of the church. See Mosheim’s Church’ Hist. 
vol. iii. ps 86. Ses carbo: raul 
BEGONIA, a genus of plants of the class Mo- 

neecia, and order Polyandria. See Borany.(w) > 
™ ee See Mosheim’s Church Hist. vols 
iii, p., 232. asta 

- BEHEM, Beuvem, Borume, Bent, or Benin- 
rrA, Marrin, a navigator and cart ed of the 
fifteenth century, to whom the credit of discovering 
America has been ascribedyin preference to the claims 
of Christopher Columbus. ’ vote t 

Behem was born at Nuremberg, in Germany, of a 
noble family, some branches of which are yet extant. 
From infancy he betrayed a peculiar predilection for 
the study of astronomy and navigation; and on at+ 
pasar a os age, he began to conceive, that an- 
tipodes and a western continent might possibly exist: 
Nothing could erste 7 fantasia for ins thi “a 
spirit of enquiry, than his being the pupil of the ce- 
lebrated John Muller, or Regemnpenans 
are preserved in the archives of Nuremberg; proving, 
that, under these impressions, he offered his services for 
a voyage of discovery, to Isabella, daughter of John 
I. king of Portugal, and regent of the mucky of Bur- 
gundy and Flanders. » This princess accordingly pro 
vided him with a vessel; in which he’ traversed the 
western seas, and-in 1460 discovered the island of 
Fayal ; so named from the beech trees, called faye 
in Portuguese, with which it abounded. He next 
discovered neighbouring islands called by him Azores, 
from the wa: Se of hawks seen on them. gre 

Behem obtained a grant of the islandof Fayal from 
Isabella, and establishing a colony on it, resided there 
about twenty years, during which time he was occu- 
pied in'making further discoveries. In 1484, eight 
ae before the enterprises of Christopher Columbus, 
e solicited John II. king of Portugal, to provide him 

with the means of undertaking a great expedition to 
the south-west. This application also proving suc- 
cessful, Behem embarked, and discovered that part of 
the coast of America now called Brazil, and advan- 
cing still more to the southward, reached the straits 
of Ma lian, or the country of some savage tribes, 
whom he called Patagonians. He is said to have be- 
stowed that appellation upon them, from the extremi- 
ties of their bodies being.covered with skin, bearing 

er resemblance to the paws of a bear than to hu- 
man hands and feet. James Canus, a Portuguese, 
was associated with Behem in this second voyage, 
ROP eI occupied above two years, the naviga- 
tors ret to Portugal after losing many of their 
men. 

If these facts be undoubted, we ought to ascribe 
the discovery of the American co it and the 
Straits of Magellan to Martin Behem, instead of Co- 
lumbus and Magellan. The first did not \sail until 
1492, and the second not before 1519, a long time 
after Behem’s expedition. 
‘As areward for the discoveries made by Behem, 

OO 
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pon knighted by his patron the king of Portugal ; 

an 
occasion, we are told that the Duke of Begia- it on, 

ela his 

continent. / 

Inthe year 1492, Behem undertook a journey to 
his native city Nuremberg. While residing there, he 
constructed a remarkable terrestrial globe yet in pre- 
servation, from the writings of Ptolemy, Strabo, and 
Pliny, of the ancients, and from the accounts of Mar- 
co Polo and Sir John Mandeville, travellers of the 
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. The track of 
the navi s own discoveries is also laid down, 
which plainly exhibits, that the western lands mark- 
ed on the globe, mean the coast of Brazil and straits 
ef. Magellan. - 

After having performed several other interesting 
» Behem died at Lisbon, in July 1506. 

e cannot disguise, that there are historians who 
have treated the discoveries, ascribed to this navigator, 
as so many fictions of the Germans, arising from their 
desire of claiming the first voyages to the new conti- 
nent. » Yet it -is even by those who 
most keenly controvert the point, that Behem effect~ 
ed a settlement in Fayal; that he was the intimate 
friend of Columbus ; that he framed a chart of the 
seas before unknown; and that Magellan possessed a 
globe constructed by him. All the disputed: facts 
ere ably discussed in amemoir by M. Otto, to which 
we shall refer. American ical Transac- 
tions, vol. ii. p. 263. (cc) 
BEHUT, or Berun, the Hydaspes of the an- 

cients, is. a large river of Hindostan, which issues 
from the spring of Wair in Cashmere, and. runs into 
the Chunaub, about fifty miles above Moultan. See 
Robertson’s Disguisition on India, p. 18; and Ren- 
nel’s Memoir, p. 99. (/) 
BEJARIA, a genus of plants of the class Do- 

decandria, and order Monogynia. See Borany. (w) 
BEING. | See Merarnysics. 
BEIRA, a province of Portugal, divided into the 

upper and the lower Beira. It is bounded.on the north, 
the river Douro, which separates it from the pro- 

vinces of Entre Douro a ‘tho, and Tralos Montes. 
The ocean and part of Estremadura limit it on the 
west; the Vagus and another part of Estremadura 
limit it on the south; and it is enclosed on the east 

kingdom of Leon and Spanish Estremadura. - 
the ki 

Vie large and fertile province is about thirty-four 
miles long and.as many broad, and contains the cities 
and towns of Coimbra, Lamego, Guarda, Viseu, 
Miranda do Corvo, Aveiro or Nova Braganza, Ten- 
tugal, Ovar, Pinhel, Almeida, Francoso, Meda, Cas- 

Branco, Penamacor, and Covilhaa. The river 
Mondego, which trayerses the greater part of the 
province, runs into the sea near the southern extre- 
mity, and adorns in its course y beautiful and fer- 
tile valleys... The narrow and rich vale of the Mon- 
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dego, in the neighbourhood of Coimbra, is reckoned 
one of the most enchanting spots of Portugal, and 
has been celebrated in the immortal strains of Cas == 
moens.. 

“ In sweet Mondego’s ever verdant bowers,” 

lies the scene of the interesting and tragical story of 
Inez de Castro. . itl 

. The country round Coimbra is remarkable for its 
beauty and its cultivation. ‘T'he mountains are cover- 
ed. with pines, and even German oaks. They consist 
partly of. a coarse grained sandstone, alternating with 
a grey limestone... High schistus mountains began at 
a distance. A. yellowish grey argillaceous. slate 
changes to a sand slate, which is succeeded by mica 
slate, terminating in granite. The plants in this part 
are remarkably beautiful, the land is well cultivated, 
and oil is produced in great abundance. The olive 
tree abounds so much, that the traveller may wander 
for whole days without observing any other. tree. 
The olives are ripe in December and January.. They 
are beaten from the trees by means of Seven, The 
oil presses are wrought by oxen; but the oil is much 
deteriorated by. want of cleanliness in the process... The 
ripe brown olives are the only ones. that are pickled 
by the Portuguese. 

Various kinds of wheat grow round Coimbra; but 
the summer wheat only succeeds, when the inunda- 
tions of the Mondego have rotted theseedin the ground. 
Barley and a little rye are also sown ;, and rice grows. 

‘inthe marshes along the Mondego. Indian corn is pro- 
duced in much larger quantities throughout Beira, . 
than in the southern provinces, where the soil is too 
light and dry. The oranges of this province are ex- 
cellent, and are exported to other countries.. Coal is 
found along the coast, from Buarcos to Figueira; 
but in 1779 this valuable mineral had not been work- 
ed. 

Mountains: of argillaceous.schistus begin near So- 
bral, not far from Ovar ; mica slate soon succeeds it, 
and introduces a lofty ridge of steep mountains crowd- 
ed upon one another, siileaeaing along the south- 
ern banks of the Douro, even farther than Lame- 

This province is divided into. seven corregidors and 
two oydors, viz. 

; Populations 

Corregidor of Coimbra, ... 4. 25+ «150,000. 
‘own of Coimbra, ......... 12,000 

Corregidor of Viseu,. ...... 4... 95,000, 
Corregidor of es ng vile Bid Sete s * 60;000, 
Corregidor of Pinhel, . ...... 70,000 
Corregidor of Guarda, ...... 7,000 

own of Guarda, ........ 1,000: 
Corregidor of Castello Branco, .... .. 40,000 

own of Castello Branco, ..... .. 4,000 
Oyder of Montemor-o-Velho, ......... 3,000 
Oyder of Mon-feira, . 2. 2. ~ + + + 40,000» 

Town of Mon-feira, ..... + .. 4,000 
The whole population of Beira amounts to 560,000; 

). 
BEIT ex Faxin, or The Dwelling of - Sages. 

is a city of; Arabia, in the province of Yemen, 
situated in a well cultivated plain, about 24 miles from. 
the Arabian Gulf, The tomb of Ahmed. iba. Mu- 



Bekaa sa, situated on a san 

‘ em. 
—— 

._ town is composed of a number 0 
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hill near the town, attracted 

the inhabitants of Ghalefka, when their harbour was 
choked up with sand, to settle in the vicinity of that | 
consecrated spot. As the new city increa in mage 

nitude, .a citadel was built for. its, : ion, The 
ouses, or rather 

huts, detached. from one another; and: after it was 
burned down in 1765, many edifices of stone were 
erected. The mode of balding is constantly im- 
proving; yet.a great many of the houses are built 
with mud mixed with dung, and the roof is thatched 
with a kind of grass common in the country.. These 
houses are not divided into separateapartments. A 
range of straw beds surrounds the apartment; and it 
is not often that they have any windows. A species 
of ant, called ard by the Arabs, infest the houses 
to a very great degree. By forming covert ways, 
they introduce themselves into the houses, and destroy 
both clothes and provisions. The trees in the garden 
suffer also from their depredations ; and even when 
their cells and passages are destroyed, they repair 
them. with astonishing celerity. : 

* This city,”’ says Niebuhr, “ is in a favourablesi- 
tuation for trade, being only half a day’s journey 
from the hills on which the coffee grows, esi but a 
few day’s journey from the harbours of Loheia, Hod- 
eida, and Mocha, from which this commodity is ex- 
‘ported ; it naturally becomes the most considerable 
market for it. This trade brings hither merchants 
from Egypt, Syria, Barbary, Persia, Habbesch, India, 
and often from Europe.” A dola, who resides in 
this town, has an extensive jurisdiction over the sur- 
rounding, country. According to Lord. Valentia’s 
chart of the Red Sea, Beit el Fakih is situated in East 

_ Long. 43° 23’ 40”, and North Lat. 14° 32’ 10’. 
See Niebuhr’s Travels, Sect. viii. chap vi. (@) 
BEKAA, the name ofa fertile valleyin Syria, which 

lies between the mountains of Antelibanus-and Li- 
banus. The earthquake of 1759, destroyed the thri- 
ving villages and plantations of the Moloualis ; and the 
subsequent cruelties of the Turks completed the de- 
solation of this charming valley. (7 
BEKIA, Bexovuya, Bequia, or Boquio, called 

by the French Little Martinico, is the smallest of the 
Grenadilles islands in the West Indies. It is about 
$6 miles in circuit, contains 3700.acres, and pro- 
duces wild cotton and water melons. The inhabi- 
tants of Grenadaand St Vincent’s resort to it for ithe ~ 
purpose of catching turtles. It is 32 miles north- 
east of Grenada. West Long. 61° 22’, North Lat. 
12° 37%. 

BELEM, a town of Portugal, in the vicinity of 
Lisbon, and province of Estremadura, ‘is semen: 6 on 
the north bank of the Tagus, and is remarkable for 
its monastery .and royal palace, and as the burial 
place ot many of the P 
A little below. Belem is a square tower, defended by 
cannon, along with several batteries, and a small irre- 
gular fort. he. magnificent church of Belem sunk 
in 1756. MrLink observes, that this town, which 
partly stands on a basalt hill, suffered less from the - 
earthquake of 1755, than some parts of the town evi- 
dently founded on limestone. Hence he suggests, 
that the basalt had, at some former period, been for- 
ced up from these parts by'a similar cgnvulsion; and 
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ortuguese kings.and princes.. « 
_after the complete reduction ef Ireland, 1 

BE L 
-that.the shocks which. Lisbon. thas ¢ felt, 
are attempts of nature to raise similar brute 

The monastery which we have mentioned, is one 
of Hieronymites, the architecture of which is very 
striking, the greatest pains having been taken to avoid 
every appearance of regularity and order... The ad- 
j church is ina grand stile of Gothic architec- 
‘ture; and therearealso m Belem two handsome church- 
es, which have been recently erected.. Near-one of 
these churches is the botanic. garden ; men ae 
garden is a little farther on. lem is a consi 

a. ot 
ss. The 

market town, and is inhabited, by many 
property, and by tradesmen of the highest 
royal family formerly had their residence here, but 
after the castle was burnt, they removed to Que- 
lus. (@ tm of 

ae MNITE. See Orycrocnosy. | 
BELFAST, a flourishing town of Irela' 

in the county of Antrim, and tal of the province 
of Ulster, situated at the mouth of the river. ‘ 
which separates it from the county.of Down. | ' 
lower part of the town is not elevated more than six 
feet above high water mark at spring tides, Belfast 
lough, or the bay of Carrickfergus, which receives 
the river Lagan, isa spacious estuary, containing twen 
ty-four square miles, a great pectiohaaiiiak is left dry 
every tide, which is the case likewise with S 

en 
ee ieee 

lough, another great estuary, the nearest extremity of | 
which is eight miles SE. .. igen: Ripe 

Between Belfast.and Lough Neagh, which is about 
twelve miles west of it, there is.a chaia-of mountains, 
the highest of which, called Devis, is about 1580 
feet high. These mountains extend to the neighbour- 
hood of the town, and are mostly covered with heath. 
Some of them, however, consist of very good loam 
to their summits, interspersed with veins of limestone. 
-About three miles north of the town standsithe Cave 
Hill, so called from a number of :caves in_it.formed 
out of the solid rock, the t of which) is about 
thirty-two feet wide, and thirty-six, long ;, this hill 
shelters the bay on the west, and being contrasted 
with the delightful: plantations and elegant country 
-seats which extend almost from its base to,the town, 
exhibits a most beautiful and picturesque view, The 
town is more ancient than is generally supposed ; the. 

rish is a vicarage, called Shankil, or the old. church. 
here was formerly a castle at Belfast, the ruins of 

which are still to be seen. Its date is unknown; but 
.it is said to be very ancient, and seems to have been a 
post of some importance, as it was twice taken and de- 
stroyed by the Earl of Kildare, lord ry 1503 
and 1512. It was inhabited before Queen Elizabeth’s 
time, by Randolpbus Lane, and granted by her, with 
a vast tract of adjoining lands, to the family of Smith, 

_who forfeited their title in the reign .of James I. ,. 
About the beginning of the seventeenth,century, 

Belfast _be- 
came the property of Sir Arthur Chichester; after- 
wards lord deputy and baron of Belfast, who exerted 
himself in the settlement of Ulster, and in whose fa- 

ily it still.remains. ‘Through his influence it. was 
made a borough in 1613, and sent two members to 
the Irish Parliament, and under the act of union 
returns one member to the legislature. 
An English gentleman, who oe through part 
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Belfaste of Ireland in journal 
——1— possession of Vallancey, mentions, that Lord 

Bhichester had a stately palace at Belfast, which 
was the glory and beauty of the town, and which” 

ief residence, _ 

BELFAST. 
is in the » and whose j 

was his ; the interest of 
this nobleman, also, the custom-house was removed 
from Carrickfe to Belfast by the Earl of Staf- 

' ford in 1638, for which a 44 omen of £2000 
was paid to the corporation 
sis’ Balboa was taken ion of by Colonel 
afterwards the famous ) Monk, for the 

liament of England; yet, so late as 1726, it 
appears to have been a small of little conse- 
quence. But situated in the centre of two populous, 
industrious, and intelligent counties, it is now become 
one of the most interesting objects in Ireland to the 
political economist. Its inhabitants are celebrated for 
their hospitality, taste, and public spirit ; and its mer- 
chants have extended their commerce to every part of 
the trading world, except where exclusive privileges to 
chartered bodies mark the bounds of their extension. 

The town is weli built, mostly of brick, and the 
streets are broad, straight, and well lighted. The 
bridge over the Lagan is about 2560 feet long, with 
twenty-one arches, eighteen of which are in Down, 
and fee in Antrim; the channel dividing the two 
counties running under the third arch. It was built 
about the time of the Revolution at the joint expense 
of both counties, and cost £12,000. With regard 
to size, Belfast is generally reckoned the fourth, and 
with respect to commerce it is the third, town in Ire- 
land, being next to Dublin and Cork. Vessels of 
200 tons, half loaded, used to come up to the quay, 
there being about ten feet water at spring tides ; but 
now the water is from nine to thirteen feet deep, ‘ac- 
cording to the time of the moon, having been deepen- 
ed by the exertions of the ballast corporation. Con- 
venient docks have also been lately erected for build- 
ing and repairing vessels. ‘Those vessels that cannot 
come to the quays, lie at Carmoil pool, (the place of 
heaps of fish, ut three miles from the town, where 
there is secure anchorage for large ships. The West 
Indian and American trade, before the late restric- 
tions on commerce, was very considerable. Their 
chief exports are linen, butter, beef, pork, oatmeal, 
&c. The value of Irish goods exported from Belfast 
during the year 1809 amounted to £1,910,909, 5s., 
6f which linen formed the greatest part. In 1775, 
the gross customs amounted, according to Mr Young, 
poly to £64,800, including the excise on tobacco 

foreign spirits ; but ever since it has gradually 
increased, except during the year 1798, and in the 
year ending the 10th October 1809, amounted to 
£377,439, 16s. 114d. The excise of Belfast in 1796 
was £9097, 13s. 2d. ; but previous to the stop- 
page on ries, it had risen to £22,165, 3s. 6d., 
exclusive of Carri and Templepatrick, which 
walks are included in the same district. The dut 
on licences, in 1801, amounted to £4309. Thoug 
the increase, as in other paces, must be partly attri- 
buted to the increase of duties, yet the extent of 
trade must also have been considerable. The popu- 
lation in 1782 was about 18,105: At present (1810), 
it is estimated at 30,000 includin ete ceciet, the 
suburbs on the Down side of the agan. ‘There were, 
in 1791, 695 looms, the greatest part of which were 
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employed in the linen and cotton manufacture. There 
are also manufactories of glass, sugar, earthen ware, 
&c. The public buildings are not many. The white 
linen hall is large and commodious ; and the exchange, 
over which there is a good assembly room, is a hand- 
some building, situated near the middle of the town. 
The foundation was laid in 1769 : It was erected at the 
expence of the late Marquis of Donegall, and cost 
£4000. There is a barrack, healthfully situated, 
which contains about 800 men; and near it has been 
lately erected an artillery barrack. The houses of 
public worship are ten ; an established church in Do- 
negall street, a handsome structure, but rather small 
for the parish; six dissenting meeting-houses, four 
of which are presbyterian ; a quaker meeting-house ; 
a methodist meeting-house ; and a Roman catholic 
chapel. There are many charitable institutions ; the 
principal of which is called The Belfast Incorporate 
Charitable Society, or poor-house and infirmary, 
which was built by subscription and lotteries. The 
foundation was laid in 1771 : It cost about #7000, 
and was incorporated by act of Parliament in 1774. It 
is a large commodious building, healthfully situated, 
in ‘which about 300 of various ages are maintained 
and clothed, and the young educated. There are 
also a lying-in hospital, a fever huspital, a dispensary, 
a charity school for boarding girls, a day school for 
boys and gitle, a Sunday school of great utility, and 
a school of industry for the blind; none of them very 
extensive, but sufficiently so for such an industrious 
country. 

pie described by Mr Voght, for the purpose of abo- 
ishing mendicity, and assisting the industrious poor, 
which promises to be of incalculable benefit to the 
town. In such a place as Belfast, many commercial 
institutions might be expected; and, accordingly, 
we find a chamber of commerce, a ballast office cor- 
poration, two insurance offices, a police committee, 
&c. &c. ‘There is also a book society called The 
Belfast Society for promoting Knowledge, which pos- 
sesses about 2000 volumes, a cabinet of minerals, and 
several. philosophical instruments. There is another 
book society, under the title of The Belfast Society 
Sor acquiring Knowledge, nearly as extensive as the for- 
mer. A Literary Society has also been lately esta- 
blished, whose chief object is polite literature, science, 
and antiquities, fasciculi of which are occasionally 
published. There are a great many other societies 
similar to the above, but they are too numerous to be 
mentioned. An academy, for the education of the 
higher class in this town, was founded by the inhabi- 
tants in 1786, and has been hitherto under the direc- 
tions of a presbyterian minister; but the advantages 
of it are not confined to any sect. In 1807, another 
academy was opened, which is under the direction, 
also, of one of the presbyterian ministers, and 1s well 
attended. The private schools are innumerable. But 
that which most entitles the inhabitants of Belfast 
to the gratitude of their countrymen is the Academi« 
cal Institution, or New College, the foundation stone 
of which was laid on the of July 1810. A subscrip- 
tion was opened in 1808, for the purpose of establish. 
ing ac on the following extensive plan: Large 
schools ares be built and badge for Gioreibed boys 
for every department of oF 3 and professorships are 

I 

Belfast. 
—_—_—— 

In the beginning of 1809, a house of in- | 
dustry was established, similar to the Harhburgh | 
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to be founded in the following branches, viz. mathe- 
matics, natural philosophy, logic, metaphysics, mo- 
ral philosophy, belles lettres, chemistry, botany, and 
agriculture. A subscription of five guineas makes a 
proprietor ; twenty guineas qualifies one for holdin 
the office of manager; fifty for that of vice-presi- 
dent. That of president continues for life, and has 
been vested in the Most Noble the Marquis of Do- 
poms The fund for carrying this undertaking into 
effect, already amounts to 16,0001. which was solely 
collected by private subscription, and the sum is 
daily increasing. The proprietors have obtained a 
a charter of incorporation, and the building is ad- 
vancing with mi Ya *: ’ 

The proprietor of the soil is the He of Do- 
negall, a most indulgent landlord, and highly respect- 
ed by his tenantry.. 

Belfast is situated 80 miles north of Dublin, in 
West Long. 5° 49’, and North Lat. 54° 48’, Varia- 
tion of the needle in 1810, 28° 30’ west. See Ar- 
thur Young’s Tour; Dr Beaufort’s Memoir; Belfast 
Monthly dbase &e. (6 
BELGA, a people of ancient Gaul, who inhabi- 

ted the tract of country extending from the Rhine to 
the Loire. They seem to haye been originally Goths 
or Scythians, who, after defeating the Cimbri, took 
possession of the north-west of Gaul. See Cesar’s 
Comment. De Bell. Gall. lib. i. and ii.;_and Henry’s 
Fist. of Britain, vol. i. p. 246. (j . 
BELGRADE, the Alda Grecorum of the an- 

cients, is the capital of Servia in Turkey, and is situ- 
ated on the declivity of a hill, at the junction of the 
Save with the Danube. The streets of Belgrade are 
covered with wood, to shelter the inhabitants when 
engaged in their mercantile concerns, as they never 
enter the shops to purchase, but receive the commo- 
dities out of the window. The only public build- 
ings of any importance are the caravansera or public 
inn, the. college, two exchanges, and two bazars, 
or bezestins, built in the form of a cathedral church, 
where the finest articles of merchandise are exposed to 
sale. ‘The aqueducts, about 6 miles from Belgrade, 
were built by Valentinian I, for conveying water to 
Constantinople.. They were afterwards repaired by 
Solrpan the Magnificent, who, in order to have them: 

n kept in'repair by.the inhabitants of twelve Greek vil- 
lages in their vicinity, exempted them from the usual 
tribute. The principal of these aqueducts are three 
large buildings erected over three vallies. The longest 
.of them has many arches, but they are less in magnitude 
than those of the other two, which consist of two 
rows of arches one above the other, and appear to 
be of more ancient architecture. The largest of these 
two is composed of four large. arches, each 60 feet 
long, and about 64 high, supported by octagonal pil- 
lars, about 168 feet in circumference near their base. 
The aqueduct which appears more recent than the 
rest, was probably built by Solyman. 

The position of Belgie upon the Danube ren- 
ders it peculiarly fitted for commerce, and gives it an 
easy communication with Vienna and the Black Sea. 
It is resorted to by Austrian, Venetian, Armenian, 
Turkish, Jewish, Hidgaahin Greek, and Sclavonian 
merchants; and the Armenians and Je: employ- 
ed as factors. For Ragusiens and dras, the Bel- 
grade merchants give in exchange wax and quick. 
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silver, which they receive from Upper Hungary and de. 
Trangylvania. "the duty annually levied upon goods —_ 
amounts to 400,000 livres.- The surrounding country, 
which is yery poorly cultivated, produces fir oaks, 
and is marked with several small villages inhabited by’ 
Greeks. posi. 4 

The situation of Belgrade, as the key of Hungary, 
has frequently rendered it the object of fierce conten- 
tion between the Austrians and the Turks. In 1436, 
Belgrade was besieged by Amurath ; but the garr 
son of 10,000° by which it was defended, compelled 
the Turkisti-army to retire. Solyman the Magnifi- 
cent made himself master of it in 1521; but it was” 
recovered in 1688 by the imperial army under the 

vernor” 
to the captain of the Greek interpreter, whom the 
Elector had. charged with the summons for a sur-- 
render, inspired the besiegers with a thirst for ven- 
geance, which was most wantonly gratified in the” 
murder of the defenceless inhabitants. The Turks’ 
again laid siege to it in 1690; and, in consequence of 
a bomb having lighted upon the great’ tower; b 
which the walls of the city were thrown down, and’ 
1200 of the garrison destroyed, the Austrians were 
compelled'to resign the city to the fury and cruelties 
of the besiegers.. T'he Austrians, in 1693, attempt- 
ed to regain Fsrasimi of this important place ; but 
after’ many. fruitless attempts, and the loss of 1000° 
men, they were under the necessity of raising the 
siege. The possession of Belgrade was confirmed to 
the Turks by the treaty of Carlowitz in 1699, and 
they remained masters of it till the year 1717, ve 
it underwent one of the most celebrated sieges that 
history has to record. 

Under the pretence that the Venetians had infrin- 
ged the treaty of Carlowitz, the Turks declared _ 
against Austrian 1715. In May 1717, Prince Eu- 
gene marched to the siege of Belgrade witha fine arm 
of about 90,000 men. ab 
fécted the pastage of the Danube in boats, and Bel- 
grade was completely invested on the 19th‘of that 
month. The Turkish garrison amounted to about 
25,000 men, and were assisted by a strong flotilla 
on the Danube. The besiegers, were harassed by 
a violent storm on the 13th of July, which broke 
down their bridges over the Danube and the Saye, , 
and by several bold sorties, in which the Turks dis- 
played the most undaunted courage ; but a oe 
chain of works having been constructed, the . 
trians were completely secured against the efforts both 
of the garrison and the elements. ise He 

The Austrian batteries were opened ‘with tremen- 
dous efféct on the 23d of July. The part of the 
town near the river was a heap of ruins; and no- 
thing but the hopes of succour, and“confidence in the 
strength of their fortifications, could have prevented 
the garrison from yielding to the enemy. On the 
81st of July, a Turkish army of 200,000 men, under 
the Grand Vizier, arrived at Belgrade, ‘and enc 
above the Austrian camp, having its left towards the 
Save, and its right supported by the Danube. The 
works which the Grand Vizier threw up, were mount- 
ed with 140 pieces of cannon. Being thus placed be- 
tween the fire of the Ottoman army and that of the 
garrison, while his army was wasting with the dy- 
sentery, and a mortality prevailing among the horses, 

On the 15th of June, he ef-- 
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Prince Eugene rendered. it - neces- 

me desperate enterprise. It was 
Ss ahacntedl ters 8s athe Mm a 

furious attack upon the Turkish camp 5 one 
o’clock in the morning of the 16th August, the Aus- 
trian army quitted their trenches amid-the obscurity 
of a thick fog. “While employed in their preparato- 

ry movements, the fog had thickened to such a de- 

ree, that ‘the Austrian right wing, under Count 
Pals missed the redoubt atwhich they were to form, 

nd unwillingly surprised one of the advanced works 
‘the enemy. ‘The troopsof the grand vizier, roused 
this sudden alarm, rushed to the combat. The 

- being thus engaged, inclined too much to its 
t flank, and left a considerable vacancy in the 

‘centre. Pritice Eugene, who commanded the left 
‘ iving that the right was engaged, was for- 
beni 8 the nce before his battalions had time to 
form. ‘The awful uncertainty which the mist occa- 

sioned, hurried some.of the Austrian detachments in- 
to the midst of the enemy, where they were instant- 
ly cut to pieces. The combatants were completely 
hid from each other, till they arrived at the points of 
each others bayonets, and at this fatal instant, the 
‘reserved and well-directed fire of the Austrians pro- 
duced a dreadful carnage among their enemies. The 

tre of the Ottoman army having no foes to op- 
‘pose, separated the two wings of the Austrians, and 

ned a deadly fire’ upon their antagonists; and 
they would have infallibly put an end to the combat, 

not the fog di d at this critical moment, and 
‘discovered to prince Eugene the perilous condition 
of his army. Kightoon battalions of his second line 
of infantry, under the prince of Bevern, were instant- 
Kite’ agulinttbe Turkish centre. Every sol- 

he seemed to feel, that on his single arm depended 
the fate of the day; and with an intrepidity and va- 
Jour which could scarcely be surpassed, the Turkish 
battalions were broken as they advanced, and pur- 
sued to their very trenches, over the mangled bodies 
of their comrades. The vacancy in the imperial 
centre being now filled up, the two wings were 
formed fora new attempt. The battle now became 

, and after various success, in which the Turks 
| sometimes the advantage, the Austrians succeed- 

ed in forcing the entrenchments of the enemy, and in 
driving them from all the redoubts by which their 
‘camp was defended. The imperialists pursued them 
about three miles beyond the eminence, and permit- 
ted them to fly in every direction. In this celebra- 
ted action the Turks had 13,000 killed, 5000 wound- 
ed, and 3000 prisoners, while the. Austrians had only 
$000 killed, and 4500 wounded. The result of this 
victory was the surrender of Belgrade on the 19th, 
in ‘consequence of a mutiny in the garrison. In 
1739, the Turks attempted in vain to retake this for- 
tress, which afterwards. came into their possession by 
the treaty of 1739, after its fortifications were demo- 
lished, In 1789 it was again taken by the Austrians 
‘under Marshal Laudohn, who restored it to the 
‘Turks at the peace of Sistova, in 1791, since which 
time it has remained in their possession. Population 
25,000. “East seen. 21° 12’, North Lat. 45° 10’. 
See yee Travels, p. 43. (Q) 
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BELIDOR, Brernarn Forest pr, a celebrated 

engineer in the French.service, was born in the pro- 
vince of Catalonia in Spain, inthe year 1698. ‘While 
he filled the offices of professor at the new school 
of artillery of La Fere, and.of provincial .commis- 
sary of artillery, he discovered that too greatya quan- 
tity of gunpowder was used in the loading of cannon, 

- and that the same effect might be produced by two- 
thirds of the quantity. Belidor had, unfortunately 
for himself, communicated this discovery to Cardinal 
Fleury without consulting the grand master of artil- 
lery, who was so irtitated as to deprive Belidor of 
both his situations. Being thus left at liberty, he 
accompanied the Prince of Conti to Italy 3 and on 
his return to Paris, he was again brought into notice 
at court. On the 3lst March 1756, he was received 
as a supernumerary associate of the Academy of 
Sciences; and Marshal Belleisle promoted him to the 
office of inspector of artillery, and gave him apart- 
ments in the arsenal of Paris, where he died on the 
8th of September 1761, in the -sixty-third year of 
his age. ‘The works of Belidor are, Sommaire d?un 
Cours d’ Architecture Militaire, Civile et Hydrau- 
lique, 12mo, 1720. Nouveau Cours de Mathema- 
tigues, 4to, 1725. La Science des Ingenieurs, 4to, 
1729. Le Bombardier Frangois, 4to, 1739. Archi- 
tecture Hydrauligque, 4 vols. 4to, 1737 ; a work con- 
taining much new and practical knowledge on the 
various subjects of which it treats. Dictionnaire 
porialif de L’ Ingenieur, 8vo; and Traité des Forti- 

Besides these works, he pub- 
lished several pieces in the Memoirs of the Academy 
of Paris for 1737, 1750, 1753; and 1756, and a paper 
on Gunpowder in the Memoirs of the Academy of 
Berlin for 1734, tom. iv. p. 116... (x) 
BELISARIUS, supposed to have been born and 

educated in Thrace, was first one of the private 
guards, and afterwards the chief commander of the 
armies of Justinian. He was first entrusted with the 
command of a body of troops on the Persian fron- 
tiers ; and about four years afterwards, was appoint- 
ed general of the East, in the war against Cosrhoes 
king.of Persia. Returning from this-war in 530, in 
which he had acquired great renown, he came yery 
seasonably to the relief of the emperor, who.was hard 
pressed by a formidable insurrection at Constanti- 
nople ; and, immediately falling with his victorious 
troops upon the insurgents, put to death an incre- 
dible number of them, (according to some authors 
30,090, ). and completely restored the peace of the 
metropolis. In 532, he was sent to conduct the war 
against the Vandals in Africa, which, in little more 
than the space of one year, he brought to a success- 
ful termination, Returning to Constantinople in 534, 
with the Vandal prince Gilimer among his captives, 
he received the honour of a splendid triumph in re- 
ward of his services, and was created sole consul for 
the year following. He was next employed against 
the Ostrogoths in Italy in 535; landed first in Sicily, 
which he speedily reduced ; pred oyer to the con- 
tinent, and took the city of Naples by storm; re- 
ceived the submission of the Gothic prince Theoda- 
tus in Rome ; drove back a powerful army of Goths, 
who, under the command of their new king Vitiges, 

Belidor 

Belisarius. 
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Belisarius. attempted to recover their capital; and completely vour, répresenting Antonina’ as! his’ us inter- po 

reduced the remains of their power by taking the cessor, and recommending her as worthy of his most’ — 
city of Ravenna in 539. During the whole of this respectful treatment, he threw himself at the feet of 
war, his army never amounted to 20,000, and seldom 
to more than 10,000 or 12,000 men; but by his de- 
termined courage and consummate skill, he rendered 
this little band victorious over a brave and numerous 
people. The Goths themselves, admiring the vir- 
tues and talents of their conqueror, entreated him to 
desert his master, and to become their king; but he 
made use of their proposal only to hasten their sub- 
jection, and remained faithful to his sovereign. Nei- 
ther his eminent services, however, nor unshaken fide- 
lity, could preserve him from the venomed shafts of 
envy, and the base suspicions of jealousy. Justinian, 
influenced by the representations of his enemies, but 
retending, that he required his assistance against the 

Poatini recalled him from his command, received 
him with coldness, and refused him a triumph. But 
his actions were too conspicuous for their merit to 
be obscured; and the ingratitude of the emperor ser- 
ved only to increase the admiration of the people. 
The glory of Belisarius was now at its height ; and 
he was confessedly the first subject in the empire of 
the East. He had returned to Constentnegle crown- 
ed with victories, loaded with treasures, surrounded 
by captive princes; and his fellow citizens were 
neither insensible to his merits, nor parsimonious of 
their applause. Whenever he appeared in public, his 
lofty stature and majestic countenance attracted the 
notice and respect of every spectator ; while his easy 
access and gracious demeanour engaged the esteem 
and affection of his countrymen. Seven thousand 
horsemen, of the most distinguished valour and manly 
forms, maintained at his own expense, and who had 
eminently contributed to his conquests by their 
rowess in the field, now supported the splendour of 
is name, by their faithful attachment and constant 

attendance upon his person. Thus honoured by the 
soldiery, and beloved by the people, Belisarius de- 
parted from Constantinople in the year 541, to take 
the command in Persia; and, having soon restored 
the sinking state of affairs in that quarter, was be- 
ginning to add fresh laurels to his fame, when his 
career of glory was arrested Dy the infuriated in- 
trigues of a licentious female. The conqueror of the 
Goths and Vandals was the slave of his wife Anto- 
nina, a woman originally of the lowest extraction 
and most worthless character; but whose fatal in- 
fluence over her husband, and whose favour with the 
Empress ‘Theodora, rendered her the arbitress of his 
fortune. Belisarius, at length made acquainted with 
her secret amours, of which he alone had never enter- 
tained the smallest suspicion, had charged her with 
her infidelity, and left her behind him in the metro- 
olis. In consequence of her powerful machinations, 
e was recalled in disgrace, insulted upon his arrival 

even by the attendants of the court, deprived of his 
honours, condemned to a state of privacy, and placed 
even in momentary expectation of receiving the man- 
date of his execution. In this reverse of fortune the 
renowned Belisarius conducted himself with the most 
unbecoming pusillanimity ; and having been at length 
relieved from his abject state of terror, by a letter 
from the empress, announcing his restoration to fa- 

the infamous partner of his bed, acknowledged her 
as his honoured protectoress, and vowed ‘to conduct’ 
himself thenceforth as the most submissive of her ser-. 
vants. ‘Thus reinstated in his rank and possessions, 
he was again chosen to oppose the Goths’ in Italy, 
who had now become more formidable than ever, un- 
der the conduct of the celebrated Totila. oO 
he was now better acquainted with the scene of ac-" 
tion, and directed his movements with greater skill,” 
than in his former expedition to that country; yet 
he made little progress against the enemy, iid gain- 
ed no great additions to his military fame. His want 
of success may justly be attributed to the insuf- 
ficiency of the reinforcements, with which he was 
supplied; and to the effects of his recent disgrace, 
which had rendered him more timid in his measures, 
as well as more distrustful of his soldiers. At length 
in 548, by the influence of Antonina, he procured 
permission to return to Constantinople ; where, about — 
ten years afterwards, his military talents were —s 
called into notice by a sudden incursion of the Bul- 
garians, who had rapidly advanced to the walls of 
the capital. ‘Though weakened by age, and scarcely” 
able to hold a shield, the veteran “general readily 
obeyed the demand for his’ services, put himself at 
the head of a tumultuary band, arrested the progress 
of the enemy, and delivered the metropolis from its 
alarm. 'T'his was the last exploit of Belisarius ; and 
it was not more gratefully requited than any of the 
former. Through the increasing ‘jealousy of the 
emperor, he was suspected of a conspiracy, hastily 
condemned, and put under a guard o soldzers in his 
own house. His innocence, indeed, was speedily 
acknowledged, his freedom, possessions, and honours 
restored ; but, within a few months after this acquit- 
tal, his misfortunes were terminated by death in the 
year 565. ‘That he was deprived of his sight, and 
reduced to beg his bread in the streets of Cobeting ~ 
nople, is a fiction of later times, which originated in 
a poem of John T’zetzes, a monk, who wrote in the” 
12th century. Making every allowance for the par- 
tialities of Procopius, who was the witness and his- 
torian of many of the actions of Belisarius, he must 
be admitted to have been one of the greatest com. 
manders, who had appeared in the Roman empire for 
many years. He was prudent without fear, bold 
without rashness, and remarkably fertile in expe- 
dients ; liberal to his soldiers, humanely attentive to 
their comfort when sick or wounded, and, at the 
same time, careful to preserve them under the most 
rigid discipline. During the march of his armies, the 
husbandmen enjoyed the utmost peace and protec- 
tion ; so that not an apple was gathered from a'tree, 
nor was a path to be traced in the fields of corn. He 
was sn careful to preserve the’ vanquished from 
the fury of his troops, in the moment of victory; and 
when they entered the city of Naples by assault, he 
was seen standing in the streets, repeatedly exclaim- 
ing to his soldiers, « the gold and silver are the just 
rewards of your valour; but spare the inhabitants ; 
they are Christians; they are supplicants; they are 
now your fellow subjects.’? He was humble in pros- 
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_. perity ; and so , for temperance in his per- 

Beek cletnct Mies sete tiikigaierern tse 
all the licence of a military life, he was. never intoxi- 
cated with wine, nor ed of unchastity. See 
Gibbon’s. Hist. of the Empire, vol. iv. 4to, 
p- 127, 182. 3 Ancient Un. Hist. vol. xvi. and xix. ; 
Mod. Un. Hist. vol. xiv.; and Denina, Delle Revolu- 
zioni d'Italia. (9) ; : 
BELL. If any definition be required of what is 

so well known, and in such general use as a bell, it 
may be *¢an inverted vase, which, struck with a clap- 

er, is ed singly as a signal, and when com- 
ined, either in churches or asa musical instrument.”? 

_ The size, weight, and figure of bells are arbitrary ; 
but a large bell is usually one-fifteenth of its diame- 
ter in thickness, and twelve times its thickness in 
height. The shape of bells is different in different 
countries, being more cylindrical or conical in one 
than in.another; and having evidently originated in 
cymbals or basons, it is probable that from remote 
ages to the present times, there may have been a gra- 
dual ion from a flat circular plate to a figure 
nearly approaching a cylinder. e arts and 
acuteness of tone are, perhaps, regulated by the same 
conditions affecting the sound of tubular wind instru- 
ments; for we know that the greater the capacity, the 
deeper or more grave is the sound. Thus we learn, 
that a bell of dimensions in Moscow yields 
a , and solemn tone; and when rung, a deep, 

murmur, resembling the lowest notes of a vast 
organ, or the rolling of distant thunder, vibrates all 
over the city. 

The substance of which bells are made, likewise, 
produces a difference in the tone. Glass is one of the 
most sonorous bodies, and is formed into bells, though 
not ad pulsationem; we have heard also of woo 
bells in the East ; but throughout Europe they are 

iably made of a compound of copper and tin, 
called bell metal; to which silver is. occasionall 
added. All metals-are more or less sonorous accord- 
ing to Se icualy 4 — which s most forms is 
mute, rings in the segment of a sphere: and 
myrintn: 1 is this shape oo saad chat it is main- 
tained, had our ancestors been acquainted with the 
fact, all our bells, instead of being hollow vases in- 
verted, would have been so many segments of metallic 
‘spheres. The vibration of every metallic plate is ana- 
logous to that of a bell, and if sufficiently ductile, 
may be moulded into one by simple pressure : thus 
the imperceptible transition from cymbals to bells 
‘is at once evident, and easily accounts for that va- 
riety of form to be seen in different countries. 

ith regard to. the tone produced by one kind of 
metal compared with another, Mersenne, a very in- 
ener author’ on the subject, affirms it to be as 

WS: 

Metals. Weight in Air. | Weight in Water. Sound. 

Lead... . |20z, 28% grains |130z.1sc.4gr. | 194 
Bismuth + poz. 34gr, te ee 213 
Common Tin |lioz.254gr. floz.1sc.6gr. | 253 
Pore Silver - |ldoz.31l gr. oz, 280.31 gr. 256 
Pure Tin ., 1 oz. 14 8c.30gr.1 oz. 148c, 6gr.| 263 

Metals. Weight in Air. [Weight in Water. jSound. _ Bell. 4 

Common Silver|1£0z.1sc.24grJ14 oz. 266 
Bell Metal . . |140z. 1sc. 1gr, loz. 14 sc.4gr. | 269 
Regulus Stibiij1 oz. _ ffoz.3sc. 270 
Pure Copper _|l oz. 6sc.45gr.|l oz. 41 gr. 282 
Mixed Copper|140z.4sc.17 gr.jloz.isc.4gr. | 285 
Brass... . |$0z.4sc. 9 gr.{I4oz. 70 gr. 294: 
Common GoldYoz.27igr. loz.7sc.50i gr 294 

The figure of the bells with which this experiment 
was made, approached to that of a large hollow segment 
of a sphere, being sixteen lines of internal and fifteen 
lines of external diameter ; and being oneline and a quar- 
ter thick in the lip. Each bell resembled another as 
much as possibly could be effected in the fabrication, 
and their specific gravity also afforded an approximation 
towards more accurate results, The figures represent 
the tones, the greater number being the more acute, 
and the smaller the more grave. Thus it appears, 
that lead is the most grave, and that brass an gold 
produce an equal tone or unison. Expressing this in 
musical notes, the tone of a brazen or golden bell 
forms the sharp seventh above that of a aden one. 
It is not evident that the Europeans are acquainted 
with the most sonorous composition for bells : one 
known by the Chinese, which we find in their gongs, 
infinitely surpasses it. ‘The same nation has musical 
instruments composed of metallic plates extremely 
sonorous. In ancient history we read, that Charle- 
magne, while expressing his admiration of the tone 
of a bell made by an eminent artist, was.addressed by 
the artist himself, soliciting a quantity of pure cop- 
per, and requesting that, instead of tin, he should be 
rovided with at least. an hundred weight of silver ; 
ith these materials, he engaged to cast such a bell, 

that the one which the emperor admired should seem 
mute in comparison with the other. 

Bells, nach ancient and modern, have been applied 
to purposes sacred, superstitious, or profane. ‘They 
are usdobbtedly of very great antiquity, being fre- 
quently mentioned in sacred writ; and, in particular, 
Moses ordained the under part of the blue tunic of 
the high priest, worn at religious ceremonies, to be 
adorned with pomegranates and gold bells intermixed. 
Commentators suppose that it was for the purpose of 
announcing his presence, or that he was entering the 
sanctuary. Nevertheless, there is much controversy 
concerning the bells, or t¢intinnabuli, of old; and 
many are induced to suppose, that in general cymbals 
should be understood. Neither is it agreed what are 
the names by which the ancients signify bells: but 
by both ancients. and moderns, it appears that they 
were called Tintinnabulum, Petasys, Codon, Nola, 
Lebes, As, ramentum, Squilla, Crotalum, Signum, 
Cloca, Campana. All these received their names, either 
from the place where they were invented, or from their 
shape, or properties; and it seems generally admitted, 

’ that tintinnabulum, among the ancients, signifies a 
bell similar to those we now use; while campana is 
a name belonging to the middle ages. 

The Greeks were acquainted with bells :“At Athens 
the priest of Proserpine rung a bell to call the peo- 
ple to sacrifice ; and those who went the nightly 
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rounds in camps, rung a little bell at the post of each 

Sv centinel, to keep him awake. We learn from Strabo 
also, that in the ‘Greek islands .a bell was used to 
aug sale ny provisions. By the ek ons 

‘bells were e} ed for various and those 
somewhat aan our own. They warned the ci- 
tizens of Rome that the baths, which there were 
great and splendid edifices, were ready for-use: as, ac- 
cording to the regulations, they were open only at 
certain hours. Thus Martial, in signifying that a 
hand-bell might be an acceptable present, composes 
these verses in lieu of it. 

: TInTINNABULUM he of 
Redde Pilam : sonat es thermarum: ludere pergis ? 
WVirgine-vis sola lotus abire domum. 

é : f Apopnoreta, 163, 

They were hung at the gates of temples, as we 
learn from Suetonius in the life of Augustus, Cum 
dedicatam in Cupitolio edem Tonanti Jovi assidue 
Srequentaret, somnravit queri Capitolinum Jovem cul- 
tores sit abduci seque respondisse Tonantem pro jant- 
tore ei apposttum : te om mox tintinnabulis fasti- 
gium edis redimivit ea fere januis dependebant: 
and Dio, speaking of the same fact, says, Augustus orto 
die tintinnabulum Jovi Tonanti appendit: his enim 
tintinnabulis Bannitores nocturni utuntur, ut si quid 
usus sit significare possint. They were used in the 
houses of the great, and also in the superstitions of 
the people. ; 

It is uncertain when bells were first introduced in- 
to the Christian church for sacred purposes,, or for 
congregating the flock to divine worship. The 
signal for the hour of performing the latter was 
in the Eastern churches anciently made by a rattle, 
or beating on wooden boards with a hammer, which 
was long retained. Jacobus. de Vitriaco, alluding to 
the Greek church, proceeds, unde cum omnes alii 
orientales prelati exceptis, duntaxat, Latinis annu- 
fis et mitris pontificalibus non. utantur : nec. baculos 
pastorales gestant in manibus nec usum habeant cam- 
panarum, sed percussis baculo vel malleo tabulis, po- 

lum ad ecclesiam soliti sunt congregare. Bells; 
owever, were used in the Greek chick in 874, if 

not earlier, and are reported to have been introduced 
from Venice. Congregations might® therefore be 
assembled by other means than the sound of bells; 
and we know that at present, the hour of prayer, 
among the Mahometans, who many times exceed the 
Christians in number, is announced by-a person from 
the top of a tower. Flodoardus remarks, respecting 
the use of trumpets in warning-the devout, 

“Ere tubas fuso attollit quibus agmine plebis 
_Admoneat laudes et vota referre Tonanti. 

Ain old-author likewise tells us, that the signal for 
divine worship was given by trumpets, sigva que 
nunc per campanas dantur, olim per tubas dabantur. 
And he gives the following etymology of the word, 
which we.observe is not to be found among the clas- 
sics: Hec vasa panes in NOLA Campanue sunt re- 
pert unde sic dicta: Majora quippe vasa dicuntur 
campane a Campania regione: minores nole a civi- 
tate Nola Campania. Innocentus Ansaldus is of 
opinion, that all signals of hours were anciently given 
by trumpets, and that it was scarcely before the sixth 
gentury that bells were used in churches. 

BELL 
_ The period of introducing bellsi 
England is not completely ascertained. Bec paw d a 
luding to the year 680, or near that time, says,» 
divit Substo in ate notum campana sonuin. gu = 
orationes excitari vel convocari solebant.. A 
that. they probably became common, and were - 
subject of pious donations, both here. and on the con- 
tinent. Turketulus, abbot of Croyland, who died 
in 975, caused a very. large bell to be made, and pre- 
sented it is es ans prenii Guthlac... 
successor icus caused two bells, cal- 
led Barthelomezus and Bettelmus, be soo two, of 
middle size.called Turketulus and Tatwinus, and two 
smaller called Pega and Mess beats bel Guth- 
lac was rung along with these,, Ingulphus affirms 
that. such. wonderful harmony, was produced, that 
there was no ringing in all England to be, compared 
to it. ‘ Pa she eS POTN. Delpy onl ieee day 

Thus we see, that bells bore certain names,. whi 
has: led.to an WA eee “whether. they 
were baptized or-not... Considering t ey oi 

i Ca ceremonies, and superstitions of the . olic 
faith, we apprebend that something yery similar to 
baptism may have been anciently, used, more 
cially as we. find an express injunction. against 
‘Yet those who have entered most keenly into the dis- 
pute, deem it little less than sacrilege, that baptism, 
which, in its pure acceptation, is a sacrament.of .re- 
mission from original sin, should be bestowed. on. in- 
animate substances. ‘The ceremony used, if not bap- 
tism in the strict sense, was undoubtedly co 
tion, or benediction, and at the same time.aname 
was given. The bishop | performing the consecration 
made five crosses, pronouncing these words, sancti- 
Jicetur et consecretur Domine, signum istud, in no- 
mine patris filit et spiritus sanctus. Inhonores 7 
N. Pax tibi. By this formula the jell was conse- 
crated in honour of a certain saint, but-sonie of the 
chronicles go further, and compare the,ceremony to 
actual baptism—Signa guingue: unum ex his miray 
(i in quo duo Mec yrens ye alin Hoty Se i ged 
uerunt cui.imprimt jussit signum baptismi.de oleo et 

chrismate "Vache Sacd.orde deposcit ecclesiasticus et 
ut vocaretur Robertus, attribuerit. spiritus sanctus. 
In the Chronicon Montis Sereni it is said, that.a 
bishop Humbert consecrated a bell of fifty, hundred 
weight, calling it Petronilla.. Pope John XIiL., in 
968, consecrated a new bell of great size in the la- 
teran, and gave it the name.of John. All the more 
remarkable bells were named, or had legends. in- 
scribed on them; thus on one of two old bells ix 
England, there isto be read: 

Hac nova campana Margaretta est nominata 

and on the other, in the same place, 

In multis annis 1 t campana Johanni: : :a% 

Such inscriptions were often in honour of some 
saint, as if to remind the people of a/sanctified name 
when the bell was rung, or to render the saint propi- 

tious to the donor and the flock. They expressed 
the weight and quality of the bell, or the properties 
which it possessed, and this sometimes led to the 
elucidation of historical facts: In a tower of St 
Peter’s at Rome were five bells, most of which were 
explanatory of some fact, and inscribed with several 
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“verses ; one was hung in’ 1258, “during the 
of a céftain oe a eemeaeeny fee is 

ing had destroyed former bells 

in the preceding year. Bell frequently ear the 
date, and an apposite legend. In tl church’ of the 

Jesuits at Rome, there was one brought from Eng- 
land, which was inscribed Facta fuit A. Dom. 1400, 

die vi. mensis Septembris; Sancta Barbara ora pro 

nobis. Five being cast for a parish church in 

England, ea had an inscription in Latin hexame- 

ters, ‘its name, or that it was to be rung 

: com se individuals whose names were re- 

“Inregard to the superstitious uses of bells, we shall 

find the ringing of them at funerals-to have 
gated in the darkest ages, but with a different 

view from that in which they are now employed. It 
has been su and we believe with same justice, 

that the most ancient bells.or cymbals, were made of 
Brass. A certain virtue was conceived to reside in 
that metal: the knives used in sacrifices were made 

of it: it entered the composition of the sacred uten- 
sils ‘in the =e ; the sound of it put demons to 
flight, and wit les used it in their incantations. 

» Coxerat zre cavo viridi versata cicuta.. Oviv Met. IV. 

~~ Reasoning-from the customs of the ancients, that 
Have been transmitted to us in innumerable supersti- 
tions, which extensive analogies only enable us to-re- 
cognise, we may partly connect the ringing of bells 
for persons in the agonies of death, with the virtue 
supposed to reside in the sound of brass. It was to 
avert the influence of demons. But if the supersti- 
tions of our an¢estors did not originate in this imagi- 
nary virtue, while they preserved the practice, it is 
certain that they believed the mere noise had the 
game effect ; and as, according to their ideas, evil spi- 
rits were always hovering around to make a of 
departing souls, the tolling of bells strict them 
with terror. 
We may trace the practice-of tolling bells during 

fanerals to the like source. This has been practi- 
sed from ‘times of great- antiquity ; the bells being 
muffled for the sake of greater sbhesniiey; in the same 
way as we see drums muffled in military funerals. 
Possibly it was also with the view of averting the 
influence of evil spirits, as the soul was not believed 
to pass immediately to the regions of light or dark- 
ness.’ The efficacy of bells, and of other noises, in 

ing demons to flight, is recorded among the an- putting 
“cients ; and from them was widely extended, during 
the more barbarous ages, An eclipse of the moon, 
‘was sup to be the oppression of evil spirits, and 
the i Pliny observes, Viri ingentes, inter 
quos fuit Stesichorus et Pindarus, crediderunt lunam 
-eclipsin et quasi mortem ‘pati ea cantationibys unde 
ne id luna dissono crepitu succurrebant : 
and the ringing of bells during: celipses, is particular- 
ly spoken of by Juvenal: 

4 Verborum tanta cadit vis 
: pariter pelves, tot tintinnabula dicas 

Pulsari. Jam nemo tubas, nemo era fatiget 
- Ona laboranti poterit succurrere luna. Sat.-vi. 

Ta Italy, this custom was preserved at. a much 

later date: for during great tempests, the women: 
assembled, ringing bells, and beatin cymbals, in the 
noise of which, the learned Moresin observes, they con- 
fided more than in the efficacy of fasting and prayers 
On St John’s day, the bells were violently om and 
other superstitions practised, to put devils to flight, 
and avert the effect of storms, which-they raised in’ 
the air. ° 
We are therefore entitled to conclude, that the 

ringing of bells for persons in the agonies of death, at 
funerals, and to dispel tempests, has originally had 
relation to one common object, the expulsion of de- 
mons; Here also we may seek the consecration, or 
exorcising of bells, practised in the Roman Catholic 
churches, and perhaps’ the cause of naming them 
after’ particular saints. In the councils of Cologne 
it is said, let bells be blessed, as the trumpets of 
the church militant, by: which the people are assem- 
bled to hear the word of God: the clergy to announce 
his mercy by day, and his truth in thei nocturnal 
vigils : that by their sound, the faithful may be in- 
vited to prayers, and that the spirit of devotion in 
them may: be increased. The fathers ‘have also- main 
tained, that demons affrighted-by the sound of bells 
calling Christians to.prayers, would flee away ;- and 
when they fled, the persons of the faithful would be 
secure : that the destruction of lightnings and whirl- 
winds would be averted, and the spirits of the storm 
defeated.”” All these things were promoted by con- 
secration ; anda credulous bishop» narrates several 
miracles displayed by consecrated bells, which, with- 
out much difficulty, we can trace to natural causes. 
Durand, the author of the Rituals of the Roman 
Church, says, “ for expiring persons, bells must 
be tolled, that. people may put up their prayers ; 
this must be done twice fora woman, and thrice 
for a man: for a clergyman as many times as he had 
orders ; and at the conclusion, a peal of all the bells 
must be given to distinguish the quality of the per- 
son, for whom the people are to offer up their pray- 
ers.” An analogous custom is still preserved in the 
north, of concluding. the tolling of the bells, with 
nine knells for a man, six for a woman, and-three 
for a child. When once fully introduced,. it was 
made the subject of emolument and: extortion, and 
those only who were rich enough to pay for it, en- 
joyed the benefit of the passing bell. 

Innumerable absurd‘ ceremonies: were practised by 
the Roman Catholics in ringing bells. ach was to 
be rung for a certain purpose at a certain hour, and 
so long at a time : When the monks were to undergo 
discipline in their monasteries, a bell called corrigiun- 
cula was rung as a signal for the commencement of 
self-flagellation.. They were rung on particular fes- 
tivals, and muffled or tied upon others. The ringing 
on Christmas, and in ushering in the new year, pre- 
served among us, is a remnant of Popish supersti- 
tions. During three days of the holy week, they 
were to be et up, and in their stead boards were to 
be beaten with an iron hammer. Inthe town of New- 
castle, we have understood the bells. are muffled on 
the 30th of January, though we know not whether 
in commemoration of the death of Charles I., or asa 
relic of the older ceremonies of the church.» The 
number of bells was a kind of privilege; and privatian 
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of them a punishment. A cathédral church was en- 
titled to seven, or five at the least; a collegiate church, 
to three of different sizes; and a parish church to 
as many, or at least two. None were to be rung in 
towers, until they received solemn benediction, and 
they were to bear no profane figure or inscription, but 
one in honour of the titular saint, a sacred image, or a 
pious legend. The city of Bordeaux was deprived 
of its bells on account of rebellion: When offered 
to be restored, the inhabitants refused them, from 
the satisfaction they had enjoyed in being free of 
= re ae of bells. ether these bells 

n employed for sacred or profane purposes, we do 
not discover; but it is incredible rik ri of the 
ceremonies of the Roman Catholic religion depended 
on the ringing of bells, according to time and quan- 
tity: 

Bells were anciently suspended from the neck of a 
criminal who underwent scourging, which has been 
construed into a warning, that people should avoid 
the ominous consequences of his crossing their way. 
We doubt if this interpretation be correct, and we 
should rather be inclined to consider it a signal of pu- 
nishment, and a warning to the populace not to merit 
the like, There are towns in modern days where the 
bells toll during an execution, which may have origi- 
nated in a warning to people to pray for Teiipivesne to 
a departing soul ; but now it is chiefly to increase the 
solemnity of the scene. : 

Strabo relates, that the Troglodytes suspended 
bells from the necks of animals in their flocks, for the 
purpose of frightening away wild beasts. Some au- 
thors have supposed, that this was to disclose the 
places whither they had strayed: and also, that the 
sound of bells was pleasing to the animals themselves. 
The practice is continued to the present times, in 
bells being suspended over horses, or from mules, 
sheep, and goats ; but we suspect that it also has ori- 
ginated from a superstitious custom, and that the 
sound of the bells was to restrain demons from in- 
juring the animals. Kings and nobles, anciently, had 
the housings of their horses hung with silver bells. 
Zachary the prophet, speaks of the bells of horses. 

As bells were of old the subject of pious donations, 
he who could give the greatest gift claimed the most 
merit, which has perhaps saan dy more than any thin 
else to the enormious size of several bells, of whic 
we read in history. In addition to those large ones 
already named, may be mentioned, a bell presented 
by King Edward III. of England to St Stephen’s 
Chapel, which, according to an inscription on it 
was 33,000 weight. Sallengre, or Swertzius, the com- 
mentator on Hieronymus Magius, tells us, that the 
largest bell in all France hung in St Mary’s church, 
at ose, in a lofty tower. It bore an inscription 
in these words, which are always erroneously quoted + 

Je suis nommeé George d’ Amboise, 
Qui plus que trente six mil poise 5 
Et si qui bien me poysera, 
Quarante mil y trowvera, 

This bell was. presented to the church by George, 
Archbishop of Roued, and the tower containing it 
was equally famous. A great scarcity of oil prevail- 
ing in the diocese, so that there was hardly enough 
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for Lent, the Archbishop petmitted the in 
use butter, on each paying sixpence for the in 
From the sum thus collected, the tower was built, and 
always thereafter was called the Tour de la Beurre. 
The bell at Moscow, of which we have ken, 
and which hangs in the tower of St Ivan, is 40 feet 9 
inches in circumference, 16% inches thick, and weighs 
above 57 tons, or 114,000 pounds: The city of Nan- 
kin, in China, is much celebrated for the size of its 
bells. One of these, almost of a cylindrical figure, is 
nearly 12 feet high, and 74 in diameter : and there are 
said to be seven belis in Pekin, each weighing 120,000 
ounds. Yet, contrary to what we are told of the 
ussian bell, the tone of these is reported to be of 

very indifferent quality, partly in consequence of be- 
ing struck with a woéden clapper. Such bells are 
inconsiderable, compared with an immense one at 
Erfurth, in Germany, which was long supposed. the 
largest bell in the world. We do not kuow if it be 
still there. The clapper of this immense bell weigh 
ed 1100 pounds, and was 12 feet long, and its sound, 
when the wind was not adverse, was heard at nine 
leagues distance. A great artist, named Gerardt 
Wou de Campis, cast it in 1497, and the expense 
was defrayed by a subscription raised among the 
great and wealthy, for the whole weighed 252,000 
pounds. In correspondence with the ancient custom, 
it was dedicated’ to the Virgin Mary, and bore a le- 
gend: pericosd ie cano gloriosa, arcens 
et demones malignos, sacra templis a sonanda 
carmine pulso; which words are exp ayet ny! the 
efficacy supposed to reside in the sound of bells. Pos- 
sibly no larger bells than this at Erfurth, and the 
other at St Ivan’s tower in Moscow, have ever been 
hung: for although there be one far exceeding the 
dimensions of either, and indeed of both united, it 
has not been suspended. We allude to the great bell 
of Mescow, emphatically termed by Dr Clarke, 
*¢ a mountain of metal.”? The exact dimensions of 
the great bell are not ascertained, owing to the rim 
lying buried in the earth; but measured two feet 
above the und. Its circumference is 67 feet 
4 inches. ‘The perpendicular height is 21 feet 4% 
inches, the metal. measures 23 inches in the thickest 
part, and the weight of the whole is 443,772 pounds, 
A large proportion of silver is said to have been em- 
ployed in casting it; for while the metal was in fu- 
sion, the nobles ‘and people threw in their plate and 
money as votive offerings: and it certainly has.a white 
shining appearance, according to authentic accounts, 
unlike bell metal-in general, There is a great frac- 
ture in one side, which was occasioned by water pour- 
ed on it while hot. The building or scaffolding erect- 
ed over the pit in which it was cast having taken fire, 
the metal heated, and the water employed in extin- 
guishing the flames had thatreffect. ‘The bell never 
was removed from the pit; therefore, what is coms 
-monly related of the tower where it was hung having 
taken fire, and the beam suspending it being burnt, 
whence it fell and was broke, is not. true. At pre- 
sent the pit is covered with a trap door: and on fes- 
tival days, the bell is visited by . ts, with as 
much devotion as they would visit shrine of a tu- 
telar saint. The Russians regard it with supersti- 
tious veneration, insomuch, that they would not allow 
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_ The people. of England are. said to be peculiarly 
partial to the ringi 
the truth, the disagreeable sameness of chiming is 
found in almost every country town. Paul Neutzner, 
who trayelled in England between 1550, and 1560, 

the , such se Fiteg ‘of cannon, beating of 
° drums, and the ringi bells: so that it is com- 

of ng. : , . 
and-bells were first used in religious ceremonies, 

and then in feats of mimicry and pastime: and even 
in more modern times, it was considered dexterous 
to ring a great number at once. The late Mr Joseph 
Strutt serves, that he saw a man in London rin 
twelve at a time: two were placed on his head, 

e had two in each hand; one was affixed to each 
ee, and two upon each foot; all of which he mana- 

ged with great.adroitness, and performed a vast. va- 
_of tunes. 

PMiusic bells, or barillous, are preserved in several 
arts of Britain ; and in many towns of the continent. 
hey are played by means of keys resembling those 
of a piano forte, and when well one aH heard at a 

ri when they were first introduced, but they 
may be of considerable antiquity, the number aug- 
menting according as alterations were made in music. 
Prefixed to a manuscript copy of the Psalms, as old 
as the fourteenth century, is a painting of King 
David playing with a hammer in each hand, on five 
bells hung up before him. In the great tower of the 
cathedral in Antwerp were suspended Husty-toree 
music bells, the st seven feet wide, and eight 
feet high, the of which is highly celebrated. 
. The use of hells having declined, there is less 
attention paid to their fabrication. One family in 
Gloucester, Sir John Hawkins observes, continued 
casting bells from 1684 to 1774; and by a list which 
they published, the number amounted to 3594. See 
: et, Dissertatio in Musica Instrumenta Hebrao- 
zum. Lampe, de Cymbalis Veterum. Laurentius, 
Collectio de Citharedis Fistulis et_Tintinnalulis. 
Hieronymus Magius de Tintinnabulis. Argelus 
occha, Cowimentarius de Campanis. Moresinus, 
apatus seu a religionis origo et incremen- 

tum. Mersenne, Libri X11. Harmonicorum. Kir- 
cher, Mi ; Durandus, Rationale Divinorum 

c 
BELL Rock, the name of a rock in the German 

ocean, formerl the Scapr, and the Incu 
Carte. The word Scape, in reference to this rock, 
may be considered a corruption of scawp, or scalp, 
a of shell fish; or as arising from a resem- 
blance which the rock may at oné time have had to 
a bee-hive, The term Cape, a headland or promon- 
tory, applied to a sunk rock, otherwise than by sup- 
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» Dr Clarke to off the smallest quantity forthe posing it'a wrong pronunciation, seems preposterous 

Bell Rock San = aa It was as in the and ——— of serious cataniion. ; 

year 1653. To pore me Bell Rock, which has now become 
the prevalent name, it is said that the abbots of the 
monastery of .Aberbrothwick caused a bell to be 
erected upon it, in such a manner that the tides 
brought certain machinery into. action, which rang 
the bell, to. warn seamen. of their approach to the 
rock, ‘Tradition says, that this apparatus was car- 
ried away by a Dutchman, who, to complete the 
story, was cea lost upon the rock, with his 
ship and crew. It would be difficult to conceive any 
machine of this kind, which, jn such a situation, 
could have been useful, Its removal in the way re- 
presented is. disgraceful to human. nature, and, be- 
sides according ill with the praverbial honesty of 
the Dutch, is incompatible with the veneration which 
all seamen are known to possess for landmarks. 

The probability rather seems to be, that we are 
indebted only to traditionary-story for the bell, and 
that this name took its rise in a more natural way, 
rom the shape of a part of the rock, now omer 
to make way for ,the sctte of the lighthouse lately 
erected upon the rock, Although this.rounded part 
was only about four feet above the general. level of 
the rock, yet, by supposing it the nucleus of a larger 
mass, it might readily suggest the idea of a bell, and 
give rise to the Scottish phrase, a bee-scape. 

Scape is the name found in the oldest sea charts ; 
Cape, or Inch Cape, in those of more modern date ; 
by Bell Rock in the charts of the present day, which 
renders the other names obsolete. ; 

The Bell Rock may be viewed as~direetly oppo- 
sing the entrance of the firths of Forth and Tay to 
all vessels from a foreign voyage ; and lying more or 
less in the way of coasters, as their track may. be 
northward or southward of the island of May. _ It is 
situated in W. Long. 2° 22’, and N. Lat. 56° 29’, 
11 miles south-west from the Redhead in Forfarshire, 
17 miles north-east from the May lighthouse, and 
30 miles north by east from St Abb’chead, in Ber- 
wickshire. 5 

The rock is 3 red sandstone, apparently of the 
same formation with the Redhead in 
similar to the stone at Dunglass, in Berwickshire. In 
some places it is variegated with stripes of white 
passing into brown; it is fine granular, containing 
minute specks of mica, and is hard and difficult to 
work. Its angle of inclination with the horizon is 
about 15°, a it dips towards the south-east. The 
strata are thick and unequal, strongly connected to- 
gether, and run in the direction of north-east and 
south-west. 

Bell Rock" 

Situation, 

Nature of 
orfarshire, and the stone, 

__ The surface of the rock is very rugged, being full Dimensions 
of cavities, owing to, the fracture Pig overlapping of the rock. 
the strata. It may be described as consisting of an 
upper and a lower level. The north-east end, which 
is the higher, is only partially left by the tide at low 
water of neap tides; while the south-west, or lower 
level, appears only in spring tides. Taking the di- 
mensions of the rock at low water of spring tides, 
the greatest length of the higher part measures 427 
feet, and 230 feet in breadth. The greatest length 
of the reef, or lower part, which the water never 
wholly leaves, extends is? feet from the main rock, 
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in the direction of the stratification : the breadth of 
this reef is less than that of the main’ rock,»and di- 
minishes towards the western extremity. The great- 
est length of the rock seen at low water of sprin 
tides is 2127 feet; and the greatest breadth is 250 
feet. The reef, or south-west part, being on a level 

high water, under t 
tide; while on the higher part, which is in general 
about four feet above low water-mark of spring tides, 
and consequently about twelve feet under water at 
the height of pcs Sr spring tides. — . 

The same laws are observable in the rise and fall 
of the tides at the Bell Rock, as on the opposite and 
most’ contiguous shores of Forfarshire. On the days 
of new and full moon, it is high water at the rock at 
40 minutes past one o’clock: The ordinary rise of 
spring tides is about fifteen feet, and of neap tides 
nine feet; but so much depends upon the state of the 
weather, that the tides vary from one to three feet in 
the rise and fall both of spring and néap tides; so 
that at low water much less of the rock will appear 
at one time than at another ; and instead of shewing 
itself at low water of neap tides, it is sometimes from 
one to three feet under the surface of the water. 
Westerly winds have always a tendency to raise the 
tides higher, while easterly winds have a cont: 
effect.. In moderate weather, the course of the flood- 
tide is south-west, and of the ebb-tide north-east, 
with some little variation, according to the time of 
tide. Spring tides have a velocity of three miles an 
hour near the rock, and neap tides about a mile and 
a quarter. 

It is not a little remarkable, that so small a rock 
should follow the same laws in influencing the cur- 
rent with the coast of a country. Upon the rock it 
is flood-tide two hours before the ebb ceases to run 
at the distance of half a mile; so that the flood-tide 

will have almost covered the rock, while vessels in the 

Fuci on the 
rock. 

Animals. 

offing are striving with an ebb-tide. The same thing 
is observable in a greater or less degree, according to 
the velocity of the tide, along all coasts ; and the ma- 
riner accordingly knows how to shun an adverse tide, 
and to seek one in his favour, by keeping nearer, or 
at agreater distance from the shore. 

The lower parts of the rock are covered with fuci, 
chiefly of the Pelee sorts, as the great tangle, fucus 
digitalis, and the badderlocks, or hen ware ; which 
last is found of the length of 18 feet, and must then 
be ve aged, as plants of the frst year’s growth are 
but a few inehes long; and in two years they are found 
to be only about 18 inches in length. The higher 
parts of the rock abound, with smaller fuci; as F. 
mamillosus, and F. palmatus, the common dulse ; F. 
alatus, and F. coccineus, are found on the older stalks 
of tangle; and F, subfuscus and confervoides occupy 
the smaller pools. In some places the rocks are ren- 
dered slippery with ulya compressa, and umbilicalis ; 
and the highee parts are so thickly covered with con- 
ferva rupestris,-as to resemble a sward of grass. 

The rock is covered with lepas balanoides, and 
some parts abound with the common limpet and mus- 
cle; actinia erassicornis, with star-fishes; asterias 
glacialis, and occulata, are common. Common crabs 
of a large size, and a few lobsters, are found, Seals 
frequent the rock at low water, and it then becomes 

with low water of spring tides, is ieee at 
e whole rise of the respective 

BELL ROCK. 
the resort and resting place of cormorants, shags, and- 
hemringésulls, which Es on Se headed cod- 
lings found around the rock... gre ahs 

When the building of the light-house was begw 
there was not a muscle to be seen upon sherades 
in less than four years, the north-east part was ¢om~ 
pletely covered with muscles of a small size. | These 
appeared to have been propagated from a ‘few 
sited for a stock ‘of bait for the workmen engaged at 
the building, who were in the practice of employing 
their leisure hours in fishing. — It is, however, to be 
feared, that the’muscles will very soon be extirpated 
by their natural enemy the white bucky, buccinum 
lapillus, which seems to be increasing ‘in p: rtion 
to the means of subsistence’; and is rapidly de- 
stroying the muscle, sby pe ing a very small hole 
with its proboscis, through which the substance of 
the muscle is sucked out, when the shell opens, and is 
washed away by the tide. — A PSR Ie ers 

From the various depths of water, and the vari 
of the bottom, which alters as the distance’of - 
rock and the soundings are increased, from a rocky 
bottom, to coral, rough sand, rough gravel, she 
sand, fine sand, and mud, which is found ia the course 
of the tide from the Tay. From the circumstance of 
this variety, the following kinds of fish are en 
near the rock in great abundance, and of ex 
quality. The red-ware cod, close to the rock’; and 
at a greater distance, the common cod, ling, hol ts 
skate, thornback, plaise, turbot, gurnard, wolfe 
phod. dog-fish or leacdy, Goal-fish, whiting, 
dock, flounder, sole, mackerel, and herring. 

It is worthy of remark, that when the weather be- 
comes very cold in spring and autumn, and when the 
sea is agitated much by the wind, the fish appear to 
leave the vicinity of the rock, and perhaps go into 
deeper water. Of this, ample proofs have been af- 
forded by the lighthouse vessels riding off the rock 
at all seasons of the year. JF GAG? Poteet TAVE GL 

The Bell Rock is exposed to the waves of the ocean 
in the directions of north-east, east, and south-east, 
Without any land between it and the continent of 
Norway and Jutland; on the opposite points of the 
compass, it lies open to the shores of Berwick, Had- 
dington, Fife, and Forfar. Relatively to the two last 
counties, it may be considered as holding a ‘centrical 
situation in a capacious basin, with a depth of water 
increasing from the shore till within two miles of the 
rock, where the ultimate depth is 23 fathoms ; and 
from thence to the rock the soundings gradually di- 
minish, At low water of spring tides, and at the dis- 
tance of 100 yards from the rock, in all directions, 
there are about three fathoms water. On the south- 
east side, in the direction of the inclination of the 
strata, the water deepens more suddenly to35 fathoms ; 
and as you stand out to sea, the soundings become 
less and less ; and at the distance of 80 miles, the wa- 
ter is only 22 fathoms deep upon Marr’s Bank, which 
appears to be a deposition formed it the joint-opera- 
tion of the waters of the Forth and Tay, influenced 
by the great wave of tide which proceeds round the 
island. ede 

From the gradual increase of the depth of water in 
all directions from the rock, it must satisfactorily 
appear that it has a sufficient base to mye it. for 
ages, against the impression of the sea. By an atten- 

Y Fish caught 
near the 
rock, 
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Depth of 
water. 
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rock, 
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ion, however, of the form of the rock 

- of the ground which surrounds it, 
= s er with nature of the stone, and the 

effects of the continued wash of the sea ~ te 

ima gine that thisrock, at a remote period, 
was of much greater extent) and E patonsiderably 

Sengerous 30st she position of thie Geigerigedeaute - From rock wi tot 
i 3 of Forthand Tay, ring about situation of much frequented 
the rock, Th aules fou je nearest land, a distance too great 

it, and is scarcely seen at all in neap-tides. The 
one rocks'off outh afe at the same distance 
dand as the Bell ; but previous to the erec- 

tion of the Edystone lighthouse, ‘the /highest, or 
house rock, was al seen above the surface of the 
water, and to a erehiy inthe formed:a -beacon of it- 
self in the day-time, which was:not the case at the 
Bell Rock. Undér these circumstances, the Bell Reck 
has been y considered the most dangerous reef of 
rocks: ‘the whole coast of Great Britain ; and 
must have proved fatal to many missing ships, whose 
fate must for ever remain unknown. . : ' 
- The baheful effects of such an obstruction to na- 
vigation had been long and severely felt, not only by 
the commercial interest of these firths, but in y Sond 

orth er or less degree by (all vessels navigating’ the 
Sea and the mone & Océan. ‘Not merely were ves- 
sels lost upon’ the rock itself, but far greater num- 
bers were cast away upon the neighbouring shores in 
array rai it, or pie ae in con- 
sequence of ing out too: rom the terror of 
approachin ‘where such a sunk rock lay in 

ir Course. a fry 
_ The three great inlets for shipping in storms 
the east coast of Great Britain are, the Thames, the 
Firth of Forth, and the Murray Firth. To! these 
vessels resort, in storms, from the north, east, and 
south-east ; and in such cases ede te: lies 

ina iar manner asa place of safety. Of 
shade “eanhatiion continued from iticet, 
which occurred in the month of December 1799, af- 
fords a memorable and striking instance, when the 
ships in Yarmouth Roads: were driven from their 
moorings, and all vessels in the German Ocean drift- 
ed upon the coast of Scotland, a very great number 
found shelter in this Firth. Many, however, were 
wrecked in endeavouring to seek safety in higher la- 
titudes ; and it has been reckoned that seventy ves- 
sels were upon this occasion lost, with most of the 
crews, upon the east coast of Scotland ; many of 
which wi have been saved had not the fear oh the 
Bell Rock in a great measure induced them to avoid 
entering the Firth of Forth. 

It is no wonder that the erection of a lighthouse 
upon the Bell Rock should have so much interested 

public mind, not asa local improvement only, 
but as one essentially calculated to improve the navi- 
gation of the whole north seas,/by opening the Firth 
of Forth as a general rendiivous Hien: shiping in 
easterly storms, By such an erection, seen as a bea- 
con by day, and exhibiting a light under’ night, this 
most dangerous rock is rendered at once the place of 

Advanta- 
Fignchou 
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departure which ships will hail from, and for which Bellarmia, 
they will steer in making the coast. ; ) = 

n the. completion of a work of so much enter; By whom 
prise/and ‘difficulty as the Bell Rock lighthouse, we brought 
most heartily congratulate the public, and willingly about. 

contribute our mite of ptaise to that Honourable 
Board the Commissioners for erecting lighthouses on 
the northern parts.of Great Britain, whose improve- 
ments pervade the whole coast| of Scotland. By 
them this measure was taken up and brought before 
Parliament in the year 1807. |, The foundation stone 
was laid on Sunday the 10th of July 1808, and the 
whole was finished within the year 1810. . See, the 
article Licutnouse. (s). ibis slAineaby! 
-BELLARMIN, Roserz, an Italian Jesuit, and 

the ablest of all the Roman Catholic controversialists, 
was born at Monte Pulciano, a town in Tuscany, in 
the year 1542... At the age of eighteen he entered 
into the order of the Jesuits; he was ordained priest 
at Ghent in 1569; and as he was nephew to Po 
Marcellus IL. he had the fairest prospects of eccle- 
siastical preferment. His talents, however, were a 
still stronger recommendation. | In 1570, he was ap- 
pointed professor of divinity in Louvain, where he | 
acquired a very high degree of celebrity. . After re~ 
siding seven years inthe Low Countries, he returned 
to Italy, and began to lecture on controversies) in 
‘Rome, His lectures displayed such uncommon acute- 
ness and ingenuity, that when Pope Sextus V. sent 
a legate to, France; in 1590, he appointed Bellaemin 
to attend him, as the person best qualified to resolve 
any difficulties which might occur in the course of his 
mission. After an absence of ten months, he return- 
ed to Rome, and received from the friendship of three 
successive popes, various important commissions, till 
at length, in the year 1599, he was raised to the dig- 
nity of cardinal. Nothing could be more honourable 
to Bellarmin, than the manner in which this dignity 
was'conferred. . We chose him,”’ said his Holiness, 
(Clement VIII.) ** because the church of God does 
not possess his ‘equal for learning’;’? yet he felt or 
affected such reluctance toaccept of it, that Clement 
was obliged to frighten him into compliance by the 
terror af an anathema. Three years after, he was 
elected’ archbishop of Capua; and had he not be- 
longed to the order. of Jesuits, he would probably 
have beén exalted to St Peter’s chair. But that in- 
triguing set of men were already so powerful, and so 
eager for the monopoly of ecclesiastical dignities, that 
it had long been a maxim at) the court of Rome, that 
no Jesuit should ever be made pope, lest, every other 
order should be excluded from the hope of the papal 
dignity, and the power of the Jesuits should become 
altogether boundless. , Bellarmin, if we may believe 
his, own confession, was by no means ambitious, of 
that exalted honotir, For ina solemn vow .made in 
the prospect of ‘being advanced tothe see of Rome, 
he expressly says, that he does not at all desire it, 
and prays to God that it may never happen. He re- 
signed’ the archbishopric of Capua at the request of 
Paul V., who wished to have him near himself; and 
‘continued for sixteen years actively engaged in the 
business of the court of Rome. He left the Vatican 
in 1621, and’retired to a house of his own order, 
where he died the same year on the 7th of September, 
at the age of 79. He was visited in his last illness 
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Bellarmin. by Pope Gregory XV., his veneration for whom, as touched with remorse, he repaired to Lorétto to ex- elleisley) 
—v—~ Christ’s vicegerent upon earth, he expressed in thé piate his crimes by confession, but that the priest to 

words of the centurion, ** Lord, I am not worthy whom he made the avowal; was: struck with such —~Y""" * 

that thou shouldest come under my roof.” ‘On the 
day of his funeral, the populace, who! revered him 
as a saint, crowded in such numbers about’ his body, 
in order to touch and kiss it, that it was nécessary to 
keep them off by a aie ard. His garments, 
and every thing which he had’ been ‘accustomed to 
use, were distributed as most venerable relics. It 
rr peer Lae that he had been endowed oo 
the spirit of pro) » and possessed the power ¢ 
wacbing olthedtea. “Ati thks? apspeated natural pré- 
ludes to his canonization ;.and nothing prevented the 
popes from admitting him into the calendar of saints, 
but the fear of giving offence to those princes whose 
temporal rights he had denied. 
' "The character of Bellarmin has been yery variously 
represented ; but to his talents as a controversial writer, 
thie acrimony of his adversaries may be regarded as 
even a less equivocal testimony, than the extravagant 
admiration of his friends. No champion of the church 
of Rome ever defended her cause with more zeal or 
ability. His works were regarded by the Protestants 
as so many bulwarks pleitell ahi the papal throne, 
which could not be assailed with any hope of success, 
till these bulwarks were first battered down. Every 
divine, therefore, who waged war against pa acy 
singled out Bellarmin as the principal object of his 
attacks, and it is said that a new lecture was institu- 
ted in both the English universities, for the express 
pone of confuting his arguments. ‘The modes of 
ostility practised against this arch enemy of the re- 

formation, varied with the temper and abilities of his 
assailants. He himself set them an example of fair 
and honourable warfare, which they would have done 
well to imitate. He disdained the low artifices of 
concealment and misrepresentation ; and confident in 
his own power of reply, stated the arguments of his 
opponents so fully and forcibly, that it has been al- 
leged that his writings contain the best defence’ of 
those doctrines which he meant to refute. It is cere 
tain that his candour in this respect gave so much 
offence and alarm to many zealous Catholics, that 
they wished his writings to be suppressed; lest the 
heretics should make use of them to their own ad. 
vantage, and the Catholics should be imposed upon 
by not understanding the answers so well as the ob- 
jections. His most celebrated work is entitled A 
Body of Controversy, the arrangement of which’ is 
clear and methodical, the reasoning ingenious and 
profound, and the style, if not elegant, at least ner- 
vous and plain. ‘That’a controversial work of four 
folio volumes, particularly if written in a bad cause, 
should contain inconsistencies, is almost unavoidable ; 
and the adversaries of Bellarmin have exposed his 
contradictions with as much triumph as if they com- 
pletely invalidated his ablest arguments. This is 
more excusable, however, than the calumnies which 
they have forged against his charaeter. A libel was 
published against him, while he was yet alive, statin 
some circumstances which oceasioned, attended, oid 
followed his death, Among other accusations it was 
pretended, that he had caused many children to be 
murdered in order to conceal his incontinence ; that, 

horror, that he abru ordered him to depart, and 
that Bellarmin died it de abel 
be ice at the charge, which. was the most impro- 
bable that the blindness of malice could:devise; for 
so exemplary was his purity, that on an inscriptio 
placed under his picture, it could be recorded: that’ 
he preserved his chastity'and his baptismal innocence; 

that he never told: a lie. “His 

since to fly and stop where they please is their only- 
heaven, of which it Wwould be cruel to deprive them. 
At his death he bequeathed one half of ‘his soul tu 
Jesus Christ, and the other half to the Virgin Mary ; 
and with his latest breath enjoined a friend to declare 
to the-public, that he died in the same faith which 
he had always professed and maintained. Besides 4 
Body of Controversy, he wrote A Treatise on Eccle- 
siastical History; A Treatise on the Ti si oa | Au. 
thority of the Pope; The Groans of the:: 3 On 
the Obligations of Bishops; A Commentary on the 
pio A Hebrew Sra a Sermons. See 
General Biography; Ancillon’s ‘ Critique de 
Literature, erapty and Mosheim’s Zdtlesinsts Hick. 
vol. iv. p. 221, &c. (*) iropsaut 
BELLEISLE, an island of France, in the depart- 

ment of Morbihan, situated in the Bay of Biscay, 
about six leagues from the coast of France. It is 
about six leagues long, and two broad, and is so sur+ 
rounded with sharp pointed rocks, that'there are on- 
ly three places, well fortified, by which the island 
can be attacked. The soil: of this island, naturally 
fertile, is manured by means of a weed .called. goes+ 
mon, or vareck, which is’ constantly thrown upon 
their shores. Corn of different: Kinds is: there “pra: 
duced in abundance, and form the articles of their ~ 
commerce. The principal commerce. of Belleisles 
however, consists of sardines, which are fished on the 
coast to the extent of 3000 barrels a year, each. bar- 
rel containing about nine or ten millions of sardines; 
No fewer than’150 chaloupes, of two or three tons 
each, are employed in this fishery, which is carried 
on from June to October. A barrel of oil flows from 
about thirty or forty barrels of sardines, by means of 
small holes pierced in the bottom of each barrel. 
The sardines are exported to Bilboa, St Sebastian, 
Bayonne, and all the places along the Garonne ; and 
the oil is partly consumed in the island, and partly 
exported to Bourdeaux and Nantes. The whole 
commerce of the island is said»to produce annually 
between 140 and 160 thousand francs. There are 
also salt marshes in this island. Belleisle once be- 
longed to the family of Fouquet, and was exchanged 
for the county of Gisors. Palais and Bungor are 
the chief places of the island, which contains like- 
wise about’ twenty villages. | Chantreaux, in one 

ace of his Science de ? Histoire, makes the popula- 
tion of Belleisle 2436, and in another between five 
and ‘six thousand. -West Long. $° 6! 30", North 
Lat. 47°17! 30". » (@) wT val : 
BELLENDEN, Jouy, archdeacon of Murray, 

spair.—Bellarmin read and 

“was so 
mild that he could bear the greatest injuries without — 
resentment, and rather than molest:the meanest insect — 
would allow. them to incommode him extremely) - 
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a native of Scotland, but the 

in. His education seems 

, a free trans- 
of Hector Boyce, 

was undertaken at the request of James the Fifth, 
whose favour he seems to have enjoyed. Into this 

i two poems of consider- 
» The Proheme. of the Cosmo- 

ap | The Proheme-of the History ; and has 
‘the whole by a prose Kpistil direckit be ye 

2 to the Kingis Grace. -If we may cre- 
dit Dr: Mackenzie, this work was printed in the year 
1536 but his source of information it would be dif- 
ficult to discover, for the title-page and colophons 
exhibit no date: .Mr Herbert, without any apparent 
foundation, mentions the publication of another edi- 
tion in the year 1541. Bellenden translated 
the first five books of Livy ; atid a manuscript copy 
of his version is in the Advocates’. Library. 
From.a’ in the poetical proloug, it appears, 
that this: was also undertaken at the suggestion 
of King James. In the same poem he expresses an 
intention of executing a’ complete version. of Livy’s 
Roman History ; but this'formidablé task he seéms 
never, to have performed. According to Dempster, 
he died at Rome’in the year 1550." Of the ‘original 

itions of a writer who discovers such a fine vein 

‘least apparent, that his: literature was suchas’ his 
Scotish cote ies did not very frequently’ sur- 
S « He was unquestionably,” says Dr p- 

;<* aman of great parts, and one of the finest 
poets his country bad to boast. .So many of his 
works’ remain as ve this ; inasmuch-as th 
are distinguished by noble enthusiasm which is 
the ‘soul of poetry.’? The most! poetical of his 
‘works, de F @ of the Cosmographe. The 

incidents) are borrowed from the ancient al- 
of the choice of Hercules; but he has. im- 

pressed his transcript with the characteristic features 
of an origi See Irving’s Lives of the Scotish 
Poets, ii. p. 119. -(e) 
_BELLENDEN, Wiit14y, a Scotish author of 

high 35 ; was one of the masters of the 
a ae See requests. According to Dempster, 
he had been a professor of humanity ~s the bniperiens 
and anadyocate in the parliament. of Paris. (Hist. 
Evcclesiast. Gent. Scotor.p.119.) The time of his 
birth and of his death has not been ascertained ; but 
he flourished after the accession of King James to 
the crown of England. His three books De Statu 
are known to every man of letters; and it is sufficient 
Praise to | they have been found capable of 
attracting the attention of an editor so accomplished 
as Dr Parr. (Lond. 1787, 8vo.) . Onthe ingenuity, 
learning, and taste of Bellenden, this excellent scho- 
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BEL 
lar has bestowed unreserved commendation, Bellen- 
den’s posthumous work De Tribus Luminibus Ro- 
manorum, { Paris, 1634, fol.) though it extends to 
no fewer than eight hundred and twenty-four pages, 
is only to be considered as a cy ra - "Fhe first of 
his three ornaments of Rome is Cicero ; and the other 
two, whom he had in view, are supposed to have been 
Seneca and the elder Pliny. The apparent object of 
that portion of his. work which is completed, is to 
combine, in an historical form, such of the observa- 
tions* and sentiments of Cicero as relate to the religi- 
ous-and political affairs of Rome. His plan is exe- 
cuted in such a manner as to display the spirit and 
essence of the Roman history. The Jatter part of 
the work, or that which relates to the times of Cice- 
ro’ himself, is very copious and “satisfactory. The 
epistles of Ciceto have furnished him with an histori- 
cal detail similar to that exhibited in the biography 
of Dr Middleton ; and Dr Parr has asserted in the 
strongest terms, that Middleton has not only selected. 
many valuable materials from the production of Bel- 
lenden, but, when it suits his purpose, has even re- 
tained their form as well as their substance. A si 
milar accusation had likewise been: preferred by Dr 
Warton ; but the admirers of Dr Middletom may 
still urge, and with some appearance of reason, that 
such marks of plagiarism are’ extremely equivocal. 
As the materials hich he is supposed to have pur- 
loined lie scattered through the works of Cicero, 
they /are-accessible to every scholar ; and as’ Bellen- 
den’ and Middleton had clearly the same object in 
view, it need not excite our astonishment, that two- 
scholars, possessed of the same elegance of taste, 
should conduct their researches on similar principles. 
Bellenden has been solicitéus to retain the identical 
expressions of his favourite author; and, by means 
of a skilful combination, has. exhibited a production 
of no trivial importance. ‘ This work,’”? says Dr 
Parr, ** displays the highest ingenuity and industry. 
Whatever in the various writings of Cicero is either 
sagaciously conceived or elegantly expressed, Bellen- 
den has a to one t plan, and exhibited in, 
a more splendid view. ih, therefore, who is familiar- 
ly acquainted with this performance, will be enabled 
pric 1 arse genius of antiquity, and to profit 
byt examples which it supplies. He will obtain 
an extensive knowledge of the jurisprudence and po- 
litical science of the y pace ite as from a splen- 
did storehouse, may select all the varieties of exqui- 
site diction.” (Pref: in Bellendenum, p. \xx.) What 
plan Bellenden purposed to adopt in relation to Se- 
neca and Pliny cannot easily be ascertained. It may; 
pers, be regarded as no absurd ‘conjecture, that, 
y availing himself of their productions, he intended 

to, exhibit an. enlarged view of tlie intellectual and 
physical;science of the Romans... Sée: Irving’s|Dis- 
sertalion onthe Literary History of Scotland, p. 104. 

e 
f ees eB, ws the son of Glaucus, king 
of Ephyre, or Ephyrax. Having murdered his bro- 
ther, st was called Alcimenus or Beller, he obtain- 
ved the name of Bellerophon; or the murderer of Bel» 
ler, and fled to the ‘court of Pretus, King of Argos. 
Antea, the queen of Argos, having tried in vain to 
seduce Bellerophon, was so euraged at his refusal,. 

Bellendem, 
Bellero- 
phon. ~ 
—p 



Belles that she charge 
Lettres tue,  Pretus, unwilling to inflict 
Baie lerophon, sent him to Jobates, the queen’s father, 
——— with injunctions to 

BE L 
d him with an attempt upon her vir- 

in Sahpedietel 

put him to death, _ Jobates re- 
fused to. execute this.cruel command; but complied 
so far with the request of Pretus, that, he. sent | him 
‘on several dangerous itions against the Chimera, 
aneinet ‘the Solymi, and against the Amazons, fm 

which he returned in'triumph. . Proud of the’ va- 
lour of Bellerophon, the king of Lycia gave him his 
daughter in marriage, and appointed him his successor 
onthe Lycian throne. See Hommer’s, Iliad, lib. vi. 
v. 156... ~ libs ii. cap. 3,5 Jibs iii. eap. 1. Hy- 
gin. Fab. 157. atid 243. Hesiod ‘Theog, v, 825. 
ausan. lib. :ixi: cap. $1. Horat. lib,.iy.od, 11; 

Bochart, Phaleg. lib. I. cap. 6. Anes Univers. Hist. 
vol. vi ps 972) (HY fo) d 9 16 exliein’s 
BELLES LETTRES, a peg: atte gs with 
lite literature arid rhetoric. | See Rueroric.:. 1. 
BELLINZONE, or Beitenrz, a town of Swit- 

zerland, and capital of a‘department ofthe same 
name, is a beautiful town situated at the foot, of 
Mount Cenero, ion the east bank of the Tesino, be- 
low its junction) with! the Musa, »** Its situated,’? 
says Mr Coxe; ‘ini a delightful plain, encircled with 
ancient walls and: battlements in good repair; to ‘the 
right rise majestically the ruins of an ancient castle ; 
to the left, separately embosomed in trees, are the 
castles’ of the bailiffs! of the ‘three regent) ¢ahtons; 
Uri, Schweitz, and Underwalden.”—« The interior 
of Bellinzone by!no! means corresponds with its ex, 
ternal beauty and situation; the streets ‘are; narrow, 
and the houses ill built.”” It. is, however, adorned 
with several elegant churches, and has numerous con- 
vents. The history of this town will be found in 
Coxe’s Travels in Switzerland, vol iii. p..301—309. 
E. Long. 8° 44’, N. Lat. 46° 4. » Inttists & do 
BELLIS, a genus of plants of the class Syngene- 

sia, aid order Polygamia Superflua. . See Borany. 
w Re stra! 
( Net naGM: a genus of plants’ of the class Syn- 
genesia, and order Polygamia Superflua. See BorA- 
ny. (w ; aS | nd a 
BE VORA. the goddess of war, was either the 

sister, or the daughter, or the wife of Mars. She 
prepared the chariot of Mars she attended himih 
the field -of battle, drove his chariot through the com- 
batants, and'animated; them to war, with the bloody 
whip in her hand. ‘This oe had a. temple at 
Romé, and was worshipped at Comana‘ in Cappado- 
cia, where she had above 3000 priests, who were con- 
secrated to her service by making deep incisions in 
their thighs, and reserving the blood as a sacrifice to 
their mistress... In the time of Severus there was in 
York a temple dediéated to Bellona. See. Pausan. 
lib. iv. cap. 30; Juvenal, sat. iv. v. 127;\ Hygin, 
Fab. 274; and Bryant’s Ancient Mythology, vo iL 

BELLONIA, a genus of plants of the élass Pen- 
tandria, and order Monogynia. See Botany. (ww 
BELLOWS, the name of a machine by: whic 

dir is propelled with: great’ velocity through a.tube, 
or‘aperture. See Browine Machines.< (w)o .\ 
BELLUNESE, a mountainous district ‘of Italy, 

formerly belonging to Venice, but now forming a 
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part of the kingdom of Italy. Corn, wine, and fruits 
of all kinds, are produced here in abundances ‘nume- 
rous herds of cattle are bred.on \the rich pastures ; 
the forests prodice great quantities of timber, which — “ 
are floated down,the Piava to Venice sand) the or: 9 

avery 
tains are nich in iron, lead, vitriol, Soy 
lake of. Alleghe, in this distritts ae vr 

singular. manuer in the year 1771. The mountain 

Spitz, shaken by some subterraneous convulsion, bu- 
ried in its ruins\ seven. villages situated! at its. base, 
with all theie inhabitants. It filled the. bed} of the 

w peding in every dirdction, swept 
away the vill A wand eis two 
Italian pass ek amile broad. |, Pope 
lation of this district’ to-about 47,500.),.(x1) 
. BELLUNO, a‘town)of Italy, and) capital’ of the 
Bellunese, is situated onthe river Piava, by means of 
which the inhabitants carry on pipet in wood 
and timber. This: town contains.-many. excellent 
buildings and. marble . fountains, \an expensive aquer 
duct, 14 churches, besides, several-monasteries,| nuti- 
heries, and, hospitals,!,: Population. 7400. » E.. 
12°15’ N,wLat. 46% d Qrvi()o aiid 2A totes 
. BELOMANCY, - from (6eaes, an; arrow, and fear 

sa, divination, isa method of foretelling future events 
by means of arrows, which was’ used among eastern 
nations, but particularly among the Arabians,. (7), 
BELTS. See Astnosomy Inder» | 
sBELUR.,: See Buctaritassd joist] mute 

‘f aE ee BABYLON) 1: j eal wdyrsren 

... BEMBA, Bemuea, or, Bemai, a province! of the 
kingdom. of Angola,’ in. Africa. .. It partly. ter 

along the coast, and is traversed by the river St 
cisco, or Lutano, which swarms with sea horses, cro- 
codiles, and: serpents, that devour aa: and injure 
the adjacent grounds. |Great numbers.of large and 
small cattle. are eared in this province..! The fat of . 
these. ariimals serve the, inhabitants: for ointment to 
their heads, and, bodies, while, their, skins, roughly 
dressed,: aie theta ani nee oe E 
tants speakia iar to themselves; tho 
ae ioletrous ites resem S, rp nny Sas i 

murs,, -Dapper’s Description de ? Afrique. (7 
. BEMINSTER,.or Beaminster, a populous : 
flourishing town of England, in Dorsetshire; situated 
ofiithe river Bist, im a deep and fertile vale, surround- 
éd with, numerous. gardens and: orchards. |Jt-hasa_ 
manufactory of'sai h, 'and.others/of ironjand cop- 
per goods. Population 2140, :0f whom, D 1562 were 
returned, as employed in trade«Number of houses 
$11. See Hutchins’ History of Dorsetshire. (7) 
BEN-NEVIS. . See InvERNESS-SHIRE.. 

eter et the bet icity of the pacgoway 
grand repository of their science and mythology, 

is Sitpated ‘on the:northern bank of the, an 
25°'S0/..N. Lat., about 460 miles north-west from 
Caleuttas. + sui'{" (A i] “Gs dO wre Aasieakee 

ular and compréssed:‘manner which has o The 
been. invari adopted in forming the streets of Be- 
nares, has.destroyed the effects:which symmetry and 
arrangement. would have otherwise bestowed on a 
‘city, entitled, from its valuable buildings, to the first 
place among: the capitals-of: India. »‘The streets are 
so’ extremely narrow as not to admit of two common 
catriages abreast. In tienes pernicious ef- 

> 
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e. 

wr: of ] 
nts of tl city. oe 

most recent account of Benares, 

ne, some, six stories high, close to 
rerraces on the summit, ‘They are 
ed,'and the architecture is as-extra- 
-of carved work run, in| ral, ves t 

ve A emieon 

plied to'a ho gh ut wo 

: ee 

“most frequent. ‘The number 
ildings, from one to six stories 

Sir aeey Baie 
fie 
48 up wards of 12,000.’ The mud houses up- 

ds’ of 16,000. The permanent inhabitants are: 
upwards of 58,000, - besides the attendants on the 
three princes, and several other foreigners, who may 
amount to ne 8000; But the concourse diving some 
c he festival i yond all calculation. | The Ma- 
jometans ate not one in ten.” Vol. i. p. 104. 
"i account which Lord Valentia gives of 

of Benares. But there is evidently a 
ical error which materially affects the 

nu of houses of all descrip 
F Je ek ‘of 28,000, 

000; allowing 
i 5 th eh Bic are 

’ posed of houses six stories’ high. 
; from the ‘nature oe ‘case, and 

the appendix to which his ip refers 
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entia's Travels: ‘The houses. . 

it. This Mahometan pile erected on this sacred 

BEWN 
us, that the inhabitants of .Benares should be estima- 
ted at upwards of halfa million. panels 

. Benares presents.a eee inge appearance of prospe- 
rity and wretchedness, of the highest affluence and 
the most abject poverty... s* In going into.a mosque,’” 
says Tennant, ‘ thousandsicrowded round.us,, in oh 
ing charity with an) importunity I never before wit. 
nessed, and which I could not then resist. Hunger, 
wretchedness, and disease, seemed to meet the eye in 
every ection: what increased. our. uneasiness, was 
the impossibility of affording: relief to, such crowds, 
whose famished multitudes’ pressed forward to suc+ 
ceed stich as you had sent away with a pittance of 
supply... It is not any scarcity, or-anysextraordinary 
degree of poverty, that occasions this concourse of 
beggars, but the number of pilgrims who come from. 
all parts for the purpose of’ devotion and charity.’* 
Indian Recreations, vols ties yoo) G4) Ot 
cf h: Benares cannot. now boast the glories of 
science, it 1s still the grand. seat of Braminical:learn- 
rida. presents) many monuments of its former 

ndor, There is still remaining a stupendous ob- 
itory, containing a great number of astronomical 

Benares’ 

Bencoolens 
— ee 

instruments, all formed of stone, and constructed with — 
the utmost exactness... A. 
the observatory and instruments is: given by. Sir Ro- 
bert Barker, in a letter to the president of the-Royal: 
Society of London, which was read before the socie- 
pore fa ‘1777s Students still resort, in gréat num- 

. to y 

particular descript 

bers; t where they are instructed; not, as 
in) Europe, by a number of professors, but each Bra- 
min, 4vho undertakes: the instruction. of. youth, re- 
ceives a limited number of pupils, from four to ten or 
twelve, according to the celebrity. of the teacher. 
With :these predeptors - spend many: years. in. 
studyi ep Be ea and pie a 

“is a’ great number, of Hindoo temples in: 
Benares, dedicated to. their almost innumerable gods. 
There is a‘spacious TOME with lofty minarets,. 
built by Aureng-zebe, on.the:site of a temple sacred 
to Mahadeva, which was.destroy.d.to make room for 

ot, 
was intended by the bigotted and intemperate z 
the tyrant to insult, he religion: of the Hindoos ; 
and it has: completely answered the purposes of its 
erection i ae t es consider: this) monument as. the 
disgraceful record of a foreign -yoke, proclaiming to 
every stranger, that their fatoucke Ge has ort ie. 
based, and the worship of their gods defiléd.:. From 
the top of the minarets is seen the entire prospect of 
Benares, which occupies a space» of. about two miles 
and’a half along the northern: bank of the G: 8» 
arid generally aunileinland:from the river. See For- 
ster’s Travels, voleie (ve 008 

. BENBICULA, one of the Hebrides, or Western 
Isles of Scotland, which lies ‘between: the islands of 
North and South Uist..\From the great similarity 
between “Benbicula: and. these islands: in’ their» soi 
agriculture, production, and general management, we 
shall reserve our historical account of ‘this: island. to 

' ‘the article Uist, “Seé Macdonald’s General View of 
the Agriculture of the Hebrides, -p. 779, Edinburgh, 
116 Wea Lc, /TPA2'; North Lat: 372 25'.5 (w) 
‘BENCOOLEN, .a sea-port town onthe south- 

west coast of the island of Suniatra.. After the Eng- 

ion’ of 

of 



Bepeaaie®, lish had lost the 

BEN 
trade of Bantam, they form- 

ed a settlement here im 1685, and Fort York was built 
v—— by the East India Company in 1690. As the town 

and fort, however, stood on a stinking morass, a great 
mortality prevailed among the settlers in 1693, and 
the governor and council fell victims to the insalubri- 
ty of the climate. A new fort was therefore begun 
in a more healthy situation in 1719 ; but the jealousy 
of the natives prompted them to set fire to the fort, 
and the houses of the English, and 1 the fe 
vernor and garrison to embark for Batavia. The 
fears of the natives haying subsided, the English were 
in. the year following permitted to return and finish 
their fort, which received the name of Marlborough 
Fort. In the year 1760, Bencoolen was taken by the 
French, and Fort Marlborough destroyed. In 1763, 
when it was restored to the English, and Manilla 
ceded to the Spaniards, several Chinese merchants re- 
‘moved their ilies from Manilla to Bencoolen, 
where they all perished in a short time. 

The town, which stands upon a morass, is about 
two miles in circuit, and is distinguished by . mariners 
by means of the lofty mountain called the Sugar Loaf, 
‘which is situated in the interior of the island, about 
20 miles from Bencoolen. A large and commodious 
bay is*formed by an island which fronts the town, and 
by the point of Silleban, which stretches about two of 
-three leagues to the south of it. The inhabitants of 
Bencoolen, whose houses are built on bamboo pillars, 
‘are mostly carpenters, who hire themselves to work 
‘in the English fort. Some of them gain, their sub- 
-sistence by gc and others by planting rice and 
“pepper trees. e pepper, which forms.the princi- 
ae article of commerce, is brought from the interior 
‘by ariver which runs north-west of the town; but a 
bar at its mouth occasions a considerable inconvenience 
in the shipping of it. ‘The soil of the surrounding 
country is a fertile clay, which produces long grass. 
The country is in general woody and mountainous, 
and near the sea, it isa complete morass. East Long. 
102° 3’, South Lat. 3° 50’. See Marsden’s Account 
of Sumatra; and.also Sumatra. (H) 
BENDER, Txery, or Trxry, a fortified town of 

European Turkey, and the capital of Bessarabia, is 
‘situated on the right bank of the Dniester, and is 
-celebrated as the residence,of Charles XII., when he 
threw himself on the protection of the Turks after 
“the battle of Pultowa. Bender received its name from 
Bajazet IJ., when, on his death-bed, he commanded 
his successor Selim I, to erect a fortress in this placé, 
having ended his exhortation with the words Ben- 
Derim, or’ I command thee. The fortress, which is 
only remarkable for the. immense ditch which encom- 
passes it, contains 300 cannon, 25 mortars, and three 
howitzers, beside an abundant supply of powder, balls, 
rice, meal, &c. &c. ‘Op the inner wall of the castle, 
or old fortress, Campenhausen observed two inscrip- 
tions; one of which was effaced, andthe other written 
in Arabian, of which the following is a translation : 
Built by order of the “ Stambulian Padischa Beyza- 
Devoly, by the powerful Padischa Sultan Selim 
Hazy.’ ‘There are two suburbs, twelve. mosques, 
six inns, or khauns, and seven gates ; viz. the gate of 
Constantinople, the tanners gate, the gate of Varna, 
the water gate, the Uul gate, the Orda gate, and the 
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stone gate ; two of these,gates are marked rr inscrip- Bender. ) 

tions, one of which is peculiarly imp 
in BN aN to the Leatanhotiy of the. 
torian, that Tegin was taken by storm, a 
treachery. The following is a literal ans] 

«I, by the grace of the Highest, the fir 
emperors.in the world, Sultan, form of and of 
his prophet Muhamed, companion of the Lord, con- 
quctee of the world, and of the Woywod Peter, and of 

gdauia, I; Solyman, seal-bearer of the temple of 
the only God, I, [have wrested the fortress of ’ egin 
and its garrison from the King of Germany ; I have 
taken it by storm, in the presence of all the chiefs of 
my ever invincible army; and I have given orders 
to have the stones taken from the castle of Palanka, 
to build this wall and gate; and the fortress shall be 
named Ben-Derim, In the year of the Hegira 965.°? 

The principal mosque, called Muynkar-Dgammid, 
is a kind of cathe where the people assemble on 
Fridays only, in which alone it is eect to pray for 
the Sultan. The streets of Bender are narrow, 
gloomy, and dirty, and the carcases of horses, oxen, 
ogs, &¢. lie putrifying in the streets. The inns are 

large square buildings resembling convents ; the win- 
dows look into a court yard, encircled with a high 
wall ; and there is a number of small chambers with- 
out furniture, in which trayellers lodge, and foreign 
merchants,expose their goods to sale 
.. The large metsched, or at sot building 58 pa- 
ces square, and is the finest edifice in Bender. Over 
the principal entry, is a. cornice containing a verse of 
the Kon, written in golden letters. A metal bason 
is suspended by a chain in a niche, opposite the door ; 
and on the left of this, there isa recess with a repre- 
sentation of the Kaba, and the tomb of Mahomet. 
To the right of the metal bason is a small pulpit, 
with ten steps covered with red cloth, from which 
the Iman reads the Koran. The floor is adorned 
-with rich carpets, and divans are placed round the 
walls. ‘There is a cupola in the middle of the build 
ing, ornamented with a red star, from the centre of 
which is suspended a lustre, having its branches load- 
ed with several hundreds of glass lamps of various co- 
lours. Several ostrich eggs are suspended above this 
lustre. A prayer against the plague is written on the 
wall, and on one side isa painting of the sabre of Ali. 
‘The ruins of the house where Charles XII. resided, 
and the remains of his entrenchment at Varnitza, are 
still to be seen ; but the inhabitants are completely 
ignorant that their town was honoured with the pre- 
sence of this distinguished hero. 9 ; 

There isa great number of tannersin Bender, three 
paper manufacturers, several smiths, and a watch- 
maker. ‘The paper is made of cotton, and smoothed 
with glass, an the ink is obtained from the bark of 
the alder. Bender is the residence of the principal 
Sandgiack of Bessarabia, who has an yearly salary of 
£3000 sterling, and a number of provincial gover- 
nors under him. ped ee, 

’ Bender is, celebrated. for the famous siege which 
it underwent-in- the year 1770. On the 30th of 
July, the Russian army under Count Panin, opened 
their trenches and bombarded the town, but the gar- 
rison and the inhabitants defendéd themselves with 
great bravery, and annoyed the besiegers by nume- 
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compression, invented by a French engineer, was 
Gealor thiapesanon for te iow Gitel Ue watcharged 

of powder, and blew up at ten o’clock 
at night with most tremendous effect. Amidst the ter- 

ror and u which attended this fatal explosion, 

the inhabitants, amounted to 11,749, the remains of 
a population of. 30,000, the rest of oem f perished 
during the siege. Population 8200. East Long. 29° 
Bry North Lat, 47% (n) 
- BENDER Asassr. See Gomsroon. 
5 BENDER Massix, or Bangsar Massin. Sce 
Bansar Massin. ; ; 
_ BENDER Rick, Boypanix, or Rix, is a 

ity of Persia, situated on an arm of the Persian Gulf, 
in the province of Kerman. It is surrounded with 
walls, andvis the capital of a petty state; which com- 

prehends several other in Kermesir. The 
rabs of this principality,” says Niebuhr, “ are 
sfly addicted to a sea-faring life ; the Persians in- 

habiting its back parts are husbandmen. ‘The reign- 
ing | of Bender-Rigk are of the Arabian tribe 
‘of Beni- ab, and are originally from Oman; but 
the grand-father of the 2 saadng prince having become 
a Shute, and married a Persian lady, this family are no 
longer counted by the Arabs among their genuine no- 
bility.”’ The cruclties, and history of Mir Mahama, 
which are not worthy. of being recorded, will. be 
found. in Niebuhr’s Travels, Sect..xxiii, chap, iv. 
East Long. 51° 17’, North Lat. 29° 30’. (a) | 
_ BI ICTINES, an order of monks, insti- 
tuted A.D. 529, by Benedict of Nursia, from whom 
they had their name. The object of the founder 
was to establish an order which should be distinguish- 
ed by the mildness of its discipline, and the regulari- “tr 

its members; and which should afford greater 
portunities of piety, and of usefulness, than any of 

the exiting orders. His rule of discipline was not 
calssiated to produce these advantages, had not 

the inherent defects of monachism edentcaced its 
operation, and defeated its salutary tendency. So 
convinced was he of the efficacy of his plan, ‘that 
those who were admitted into the order were -so- 
lemaly bound to preserve its rules inviolate, and notto 
alter them by any kind of modification. As the ex- 
isting orders in the west had been degraded by ma- 
nifold corruptions, the rule of Benedict soon came 
into celebrity. In France, Italy, England, 
and Germany, it soon arrived at the highest pitch of 

: the other orders continued to maintain a lan- 
guishing existence, till about the ninth century, 
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when the’ Benédictine absorbed all the other religi- 
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ous societies, and held. unrivalled the reigns of mo- 
nastic empire. ‘The monks considered the predo- 
minating influence of their order, as an attestation 
from heaven in favour. of its sanctity aud usefulness. 
This was all fair; but it was not thought suffi- 
cient : and they must have their miracles to support 
the credit of their order. In ome sense, perhaps, 
they were right; for the prevalence of any of the 
mionastic orders could only arise from the miva- 

_- culous ignorance and stupidity which had overwhelm- 
ed Europe. ' 

But this celebrated order had scarcely reached the 
zenith of its glory, when it began to exhibit the 
symptoms of decline. Wealth has truly been the 
root of all evil, in all the monastic institutions. In 
spite of the vows of poverty and mortification, which 
the initiated had solemnly made, they began to think 
that it was but reasonable to appropriate to their 
own convenience, sonie of that superstitious. wealth, 
which the mistaken liberality of ‘the public had con- 
ferred, and as soon as this rule was adopted, the rule 
of St Benedict was but little heard of. -T'o use. the 
words of Mosheim, ‘ they sunk into luxury, intem- 
perance, and sloth, abandoned themselves to all sorts 
of vices, extended their zeal and attention to worldly 
affairs, insinuated themselves into the cabinets of prin- 
ces, took part in political cabals, made a vast aug- 
mentation of superstitious rites and ceremonies 1a 
their order, to blind the multitude, and supply the 
place of their expiring virtue ; and, among other me- 
ritorious enterprises, laboured most anxiously te 
swell the arrogance, by enlarging the power and au- 
thority of the Roman pontiff.’? Vol. ii p. 118. 

In short, it appears that they fell from the high 
rank which they had so long held in the estimation 
of the world, by the same means which afterwards 
hurled their patron, the Pope, from the seat of his 
authority and power; by presuming a little toe 
much on the indulgence and simplicity of mankind. 
But whatever might be the cause of their decline, it 
appears, that about the middle of the tenth century, 
they stood in vehement need of reformation. This 
regeneration was attempted with considerable success 
by Odo, Abbot of Clugni, who, in endeavouring to 
reform the order, ina great measure superseded it by 
one of his own, and the order of Clugni soon be- 
came almost as. famous over Europe as had been 
that of Benedict. 
We would refer such as wish for farther informa- 

tion on this subject, to Milner’s History of Win- 
chester. } 

_ BENEDICTION, ina general sense, is the act 
of blessing, or of praying to God for a divine bles- 
sing ; but it is also used to signify praise, or a grate- 
ful acknowledgment of blessings received. ence 
it has been applied to the act ‘of saying grace 
both before He after meals. Among the Jews, 
benedictions were of various kinds. The original in- 
stitution of them is to be found among the patri- 
archs, From the time that God entered into cove- 
nant. with Abraham, and promised. extraordinary 
blessings to his posterity, it was customary for.the 
father of each family, some time before he died, to 
call together his children, and inform them, accord- 
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Benedic- ing to the enomiedgs which it pleased God then to 

give him, how, and in what manner, the divine bles- 
sing conferred upon Abraham was to descend amon 
them. Upon these occasions, the patriarchs enjoy: 
a divine illumination, which enabled them to look 
back into futurity ; and, under its influence, their 
benediction was deemed a prophetic oracle, foretelling 
events with the utmost certainty, and extending to 
the remotest period of time. These blessings de- 
scended to the eldest son of the family, and to his 
latest posterity, unless forfeited by their bad beha- 
viour. ° To him belonged the birth-right, or right 
of primogeniture, by which he could claims the par- 
ticular blessing of his dying father ; and to him, and 
to his posterity, belonged the blessings of the cove- 
nant which God made with Abraham, that from him 
the promised Messiah should descend. Solemn bles- 
sings were also pronounced, that is prayed for, by 
the priests upon the people. On this wise,”” says 
Moses to Aaron, * ye'shall bless the children of 
Israel, saying unto them, the Lord bless thee, and 
keep thee: the Lord make his face to shine upon 
thee, and be gracious unto thee: the Lord lift his 
countenance upon thee, and give thee peace.” The 
prophets also, and other inspired persons, frequentl 
blessed the servants and people of God, of whic 
many instances are to be found in the Psalms. 
Among. the Jews too, there was a ceremony which 
they called the cup of blessing, and which was ob- 
served in this manner. ‘The master of the house 
having asked a blessing, took a cup full of wine, 
tasted it, and handed it to the person next to him, 
who did the same till it had gone round the whole 
company. This was called the blessing of the 
wine. Next followed the blessing and breaking 
of the bread, which was in the same manner distri- 
buted among the guests. When the repast was end- 
ed, he returned thanks in name of the whole com- 
pany- In this cup of run ar they blessed 
God for their present refreshment, for their deliver- 
ance out of Egypt, for the covenant of circumci- 
sion, and for the law given by Moses; and prayed 
that God would be merciful to his people Israel, that 
he would send the prophet Elijah, and that he would 
make them worthy of the kingdom of the Messiah. 
Under the name benediction, the Jews also include 
presents sent by one friend to another, probably be- 
cause accompanied: with blessings or good wishes. 
Even their friendly salutations partook of the nature’ 
of benediction. “¢ God be gracious unto thee, my son,’”’ 
were the words with which Joseph received Benja- 
min. In any country of Europe, this would be con- 
sidered as a benediction; but in the East, it is used 
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merely as a salutation, similar to those offers and as- Beneventa, 
surances of friendship which we make, when we first 
address or take leave of a friend, This accounts for 
the reason why the scriptures so often call the salu- 
tations, and farewells of the East, by the term d/es- 
sing. Various benedictions are still in use among the 
Jews, the form and order of which are prescribed by 
the Talmud. td 
Among the Jews, as well as among Christians, 

benedictions were conferred by the imposition of 
hands, to which the latter afterwards added the si 
of the cross. Hence in the Romish church, benedic- 
tion is used to denote the sign of the cross, as made 
by a bishop, which is supposed to confer some grace 
or blessing upon the people. The custom of recei- 
ving benedictions, by bowing the head before the 
bishop, is very ancient ; a mark of religious respect 
to which even emperors deigned to submit. 

Benediction isalso used for that religious ceremony, 
by which a thing receives a sacred character and’use. 
The spirit of superstition, in the church of Rome, 
has multiplied H pe religious rites to an astonishing 
degree, in order to strike the imagination, and cap-’ 
tivate the minds of the multitude. In general they- 
are performed by aspersions of holy water, signs of 
the cross, and prayers suitable to the nature of the 
ceremony. Whoever wishes to see a particular acs 
count of them, may consult the book of ecclesiasti- 
cal ceremonies, published in the pontificate of Pope’ 
Leo Xt, and father Martene’s work on the rites ‘and 
discipline of the church. The Pope began all his bulls 
with, Salutem et apostolicam benedictionem. (A. ¥.) 
BENEVENTO, a city of Italy, in the kingdom 

of Naples, and capital of the Principato Ultra, is 
eater at the junction of the Sabato and Calore, at 
the extremity of a hill which lies between these rivers. 
This town is celebrated for containing several beau- 
tiful remains of Roman sculpture and architecture. 
The Porta Aurea, which forms one of the entrances: 
to the city, isan elegant monument of white marble, 
of the Composite order, consisting of an arch whose- 
span is 20 palms, and de 35. It was built by 
Trajan about the year of Christ 114, and commemo- 
rates, on basso relievos, the battles of the Dacian. 
war. There is scarcely a wall in the upper town of 
Benevento that is not composed of the precious ruins’ 
of ancient tombs, altars, and pillars of entablatures. 
The cathedral, built in the 6th century, has no claim 
to particular notice. An Egyptian obelisk “of red’ 
granite, loaded with hieroglyphics, ornaments the 
court of the cathedral. Population, 10,000. East’ 
Long. 14° 38’, North Lat. 41° 7/.- See Swinburne’s: 

Travels in the Two Sicilies, vol. ii. p. 386. (7) 

BENGAL. 
Its greatest length, from east ta west, is about 720 Bengal.’ 

Bengal. Beveat, the most eastern province of Hindostan, 
miles ; andits greatest breadth, from north to south, —-\— any and one of the fifteen Soubahs, into which that em- 

pire was divided in the reign of Acbar, is situated 
on each side of the river Ganges., It is bound- 
ed on the north, by Asam, Bootan, and Bahar; on 
the sguth, by Orissa, and the bay of Bengal; on the 
west, by Bahar, Berar, and Orissa ; and on the east, 
by a range of mountains, by which it is separated 
from Gassay, Aracan, and the Birman dominions, 

about 300; extending from 21° 30’ to 26° 40’ N._ 
Lat., and from 86° to 92° 30’ E. Long. “ The 
natural situation of Bengal is pes. Seay happy with 

respect to security from the attacks of foreign ene- 

mies. On the north and east, it has no warlike 

neighbours ;. and has, moreover, a formidable barrier- 

of mountains, rivers, or extensive waters, towards 
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- Bengal. those quarters, should such an enemy start up.. On 
—— ‘the south, is a sea-coast, guarded by shallows and 

Climate. 

-even that 

_sentery, inflammation 

“attack 

fatal. 

impenetrable woods, and with only one port (and 
difficult access) in an extent of 300 

miles, It is on the west only, that any enemy is to 
be apprehended ; and, even there, the natural barrier 
is strong; and with its population and resources 

aided by the usual proportion of British troops, in 
addition to the S Tears) Bengal snight 
bid defiance to all tha of Hindostan, whic 
might fin itself eet ts become its enemy.”? 
Rennel’s Memoir, p. cxv. 
_ As the province of Bengal lies almost entirely 
within the torrid zone, and borders on several exten- 

s J 

sive sandy wastes, it is subject to great extremes of 
_heat ; and isaccounted more unhealthy to Europeans, 
than any other British settlement in India, except 
that of Bencoolen. ‘The south-east quarter espe- 
cially, in which the town of Calcutta is situated, and 
which isa flat marshy country, was deemed at first 
‘almost as destructive as Batavia: and at one period, 
when the whole Europeans resident in Calcutta did not 
exceed 1200, 400 burials were numberéd in six months. 
The great and general cause of disease, in this coun- 
try, 1s. an excess of bile, which occasions fevers, dy- 

i ion of liver, with a long train of 
nervous affections. These diseases are most preva- 
Tent in the months of Pptember and October, are 
generally very rapid in their progress, and chiefly 

hose, who are newly arrived from Europe ; 
but the introduction of a more temperate and regu- 
lar mode of living, and the more intimate acquaint- 
ance which the medical practitioners have acquired 
with the peculiar diseases of the country, have con- 
tributed to render their attacks less frequent and 

t varieties of disease are not numerous; 
their treatment is extremely uniform ; almost every 
stage has its abpropeste remedy ; and ito where are 
the prescriptions of the physician more certainly fol- 
lowed with success. By cutting canals, by draining 
the offensive marshes, and by erage the ground of 
trees and jungle, the climate has been already, and 
may be expected to be still farther, improved; but 
with. all can be done, it must always prove a 
severe trial to every European constitution. Even 
_those, who are not materially injured by its influence, 
are scarcely capable of any exertion, and during the 
hot season, particularly, it is not uncommon to find 
_the whole officers of a battalion, except one or two 
Jndiyiduals, utterly unfit for duty ; and this without 
any extraordinary or alarming complaint. This in- 

ubrity is supposed to be owing, in a great measure, 
to the prevaleice of the hot winds, which are occa- 
sionally loaded with sandy particles, which are pecu- 
liarly pernicious to persons asleep, and frequently so 
suffocating as to be almost insupportable by the na- 
tives themselves; but Sdoaliy to the stagnate 
waters and putrescent substances, which are left 
upon the flat surface of the country, by the frequent 
inundations of its rivers. The seasons are here com- 

~ monly distinguished by the terms hot, cold, and 
#ainy ; but the natives subdivide them into six, com- 
prizing two months in each. The hot season con- 
tinues from the beginning of March to the end of 
May ; and during this period, the thermometer very 
frequently rises to 100, sometimes even to 110; but 
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in the middle parts of Bengal the extreme sultryness Bengal. 

of the weather is greatly moderated by occasional ——"W—~” 

thunder storms, accompanied with rain or hail, dri- 
yen by sudden gusts of north-west wind ; while in the 
eastern districts, milder showers of rain are still more 
frequent, and peculiarly refreshing to the heated at- 
mosphere ; but in the districts contiguous to Bahar, 
a parching wind from the west, continues during the 
greater part of the season. The rainy season com- 
-mences in June, and lasts till October; and during 
the two first months, the rain is so heavy.and con- 
stant, that frequently three, four, and even five inches 
of water have fallen in one day ; but during the two 
last months, there are frequent intermissions of the 
rain, the weather is rather close and sultry, and thick 
unwholesome fogs prevail. The cold season continues 
from November to Tebruary, during which period 
northerly winds prevail, the sky is clear and unclou- 
ded, and the weather generally pleasant to an Euro- 
pean constitution. The dews dicing the night are 
abundant and ReseHaiiys and greatly» assist the 
progress of vegetation ; while, in the more mountain- 
ous districts, even frost and extreme cold are fre- 
quently experienced. 

The general aspect of Bengal is that of a cham- Generalas-- 
paign country, intersected by numerous rivers, and pect. 
surrounded by chains of lofty mountains; That part 
of the Delta through which the Ganges expands his 
branches as he approaches the sea, is the lowest dis- 
trict in the province, and seems as if prt emerging 
from the waters. It is called the Sunderbunds or 
woods; lies between the river Hoogly and Chitta- 
gong 5 and is equal in extent to any of the three 
ingdoms of which Great Britain is composed. It 

is a labyrinth of creeks and rivers, of jungle and 
stagnated water, a dreary uninhabited waste, infest- 
ed by boars and tygers; but its numerous canals are 
so disposed, as to form a complete inland navigation 
throughout the Lower Delta. It abounds in quantities 
of salt, equal to the whole consumption of Bengal and 
its dependencies; and it furnishes an inexhaustible 
store of timber for fire-wood, domestic uses, and boat- 
building. Some attempts have been made, and with 
considerable prospect of success, to clear and culti- 
vate this inhospitable tract; but, as land in every 
art of India is yet very imperfectly occupied, there 

1s no sufficient stimulus to make new acquisitions ; 
and, as it is deemed by some a matter of policy to 
have such an extensive desae lying between our pos- 
sessions, and the only point of attack from an Euro- 
pean enemy, there is not much encouragement given 
to the cultivation of the Sunderbunds. Within the 
boundaries of, the province, and particularly in the 
south-west angle, and on the north of the Ganges, 
are to be found more elevated tracts of land, remark- 
able for picturesque scenery, and for the. neat habi- 
tations of the peasantry. ‘hese upper regions, how- 
ever, which are not liable to inundation, and which 
were formerly called Baréndra, are of very inconsi- 
derable extent, and of very inferior estimation in the: 
views of commerce and finance. ‘The principal divi- 
sion of Bengal, and that which is most valuable for 
its produce and manufactures, is an extensive and un- 
interrupted level, through which the Ganges and Bur- 
rampooter slowly roll their immense yolumes of water, 
and which they annually overflow in the rainy season, 
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The general soil of Bengal is a congeries of cla 

mixed with a considerable Porto of sand, fotiiand 
by various salts, and by immense quantities of decay- 
ed able and animal substances.’ It is a rich, 
blackish mould, extremely loose in its texture, ex- 
tending to a very great depth, (to six, fourteen, and 
‘even to twenty feet,) ‘lying on a bed of sand, inter- 
‘spersed with shells and rotten wood, affording every 
indication of a country gained from the sea, and 
formed by deposition from We eters of the rivers, and 
of the annual inundations. In proof of this supposi- 
tion it may be mentioned, that similar processes are 
continually affected by the rivers bursting from their 
beds; and that there are frequently found at the 
depth of 20 or 30 feet the wrecks of boats, with their 
anchors and other implements, which seem to have been 
sunk in some remote period, when the soil was lower, 
or when this vast plain formed a part of the sea. 

These inundations, to which the province of Ben- 
gal in a manner owes its origin, aud upon the due 
pO ade of which its prosperity annually depends, 
orm the most interesting object of attention to the 
natives, and must hold a prominent place in every 
account of the country. The following description 
of these periodical floods, the most distinct with 
which we are acquainted, and the least capable of 
abridgment, is submitted to our readers in the iden- 
tical words of the eminent geographer, from whose 
pen it proceeded. The Ganges ‘ appears to owe 
its increase as much to the rain water, that falls in 
the mountains contiguous to its source, ‘and to the 
sources of the great northern rivers, that fall into it, 
as to that whicli falls in the plains of Hindostan ; for 
it rises fifteen feet and a half out of thirty-two (the 
som total of its rising) by the latter crit. of June ; 
and it is well known, that the rainy season does not 
begin in most of the flat countries till about that 
time. In the mountains, it begins early in April ; 
and by the latter end of that month, when the rain 
water has reached Bengal, the rivers begin to rise, 
though by very slow degrees; for the increase is only 
about one inch per day for the first fortnight. It 
then gradually augments to two and three inches, 
before any quantity of rain falls in the flat countries ; 
and, when the rain becomes general, the increase, at 
a medium, is five inches per day. By the latter end 
of July, all the lower parts of Bengal, contiguous to 
the Ganges and Burrampooter, are overflowed; and 
form an mmundation of more than a hundred miles in 
width, nothing appearing but villages and trees, ex- 
eepting very rath the top of an elevated spot (the 
artificial mound of some deserted village) appearing 
hike an island. But the inundations tar Mepbs are as 
much occasioned by the rain that falls there as by 
the waters of the Ganges; and as a proof of it, the 
lands in general are overflowed to a considerable 
height, long before the bed of the river is filled. It 
must be remarked, that the ground adjacent to the 
river bank, to'the extent of some miles, is consider- 
ably higher than the rest of the country ; and serves 
to’ separate the waters of the inundation from those 
of the river, until it overflows. ‘This high ground is 
mm’ some seasons covered a foot or more; but the 
height of the inundation within varies, of course, ac- 
pra Ha the irregularities of the ground; and‘is in 
some places twelve feet. Even when the inundation 
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becomes general, the-river sfill shews itself, as well Ben; 
by the and reeds on its banks, as by its rapid 
and muddy stream ; for the water of the 
acquires a blackish hue, by having been’ 
nant, among grass and other vegetables; nor does 
even lose this tinge, which is a proof of the pr 
dominancy of the rain-water over that of the river; ¢ 
the slow rate of the motion of the inundation, (wl 
does not exceed half a mile per tigers) is of the re 
markable flatness of the country. There are parti- 
cular tracts of lands, which, from the nature of their 
culture, and species of productions, require less mois- 
ture than others, and yet, by the lowsiess of their situa- 
tion, would remain too long inundated, were they not 
guarded by dikes or dams, from so copious an inunda- 
tion as would otherwise happen, from the great eleva- 
tion of the surface of the river above them. ‘Those 
dikes are kept up at an enormous expense; and yet 
do not always succeed from want of tenacity in the 
soil of which they are composed. It is calculated, 
that the length of those dikes collectively amounts 
to more than a thousand English miles. Some of. 
then, at the base, are equal to the thickness of an. 
ordinary rampart. One particular branch of the 
Ganges (navigable only during the rainy season, but 
then equal to the Thames at Chelsea) is conducted 
between two of these dikes for about seventy miles ;, 
and when full, the passengers in the boats, look down 
on the adjacent country, as from an eminence. “Du- 
ring the swollen state of the river, the tide totally. 
loses its effect of counteracting the stream; and, in a- 
great measure, that of ebbing and flowing, excepting 
near the sea. It is not uncommon for a strong wind,. 
that blows up the river for any continuance, to swell. 
the waters about two feet above the ordinary level at 
that season, and such accidents have occasioned the 
loss of whole crops of rice. A very tragical event 
happened at haskaaout in 1763, by a strong gale of 
wind conspiring with a high spring tide, at a season 
when the periodical flood was within a foot and a 
half of its highest pitch, It is said, that the waters: 
rose six feet above the ordinary level. Certain it is, 
that the inhabitants of a considerable district, with: 
their houses and cattle, were totally swept away ;. 
and, to aggravate their distress, it happened in a part 
of the country, which scarcely produces a single tree, .. 
for a drowning man to escape to. Embarkations of 
every kind traverse the inundation; those bound up- 
wards, availing themselves of a direct course and . 
still water, at a season when every stream rushes like 
a torrent. ‘The wind, too, which at this season blows 
regularly from the south-east, favours their progress ; 
insomuch, that a voyage, which takes up nine or ten 
days by the course of the river, when confined within 
its banks, is now effected in six. Husbandry and. 
grazing are both suspended; and the peasant tra- 
verses in his boat those fields, which, in another sea- 
son, he was wont to plow; happy, that the elevated 
site of the river banks places the herbage they con- 
tain within his reach; otherwise his cattle must - 
perish”? The inundation is nearly at a stand for 
some days preceding the middle of August, when it, 
begins to run off; for although great eater of 
rain fall in the flat countries, during August and 
September ; yet, by a partial cessation of the rains. 
in the mountains, there happens a deficiency in the. 
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convenience ; and thie grain, after being winnowed in Bengal. . 
the wind, is stored in jars of unbaked earth, and bas- “—~v—-~*’ 

eep up the inundation on.” The 

men 
pel + by evaporation, lea- 

P oduce, in Bengal, a luxuriance of vegetation which 
m in any other country in the world. The 

pooh hear cultivated, and yield abundant crops 
Hout any other manure than what has been depo- 

‘sited by the waters of the’ inundation. The princi- 
pal food of the natives, and, consequently, the princi- 
pal object of the husbandman, is rice ; but vé eg 
wheat and bailey, though much smaller and lighter 
than in Europe, is also produced. A great variety 
of different kinds of pulse is raised during the inter- 
va of attention to t =f yrains, suc eae 
chiches, pi ‘pease, ki ns, &c.; and these 
cohaiiute € Very valuable itidie in Bengal husband- 
ry, as they require very little culture, and thrive 
eadily on the poorer soils. Maize, millet, panic, and 
erp hip kta which are chiefly the food of the 

r , ate very generally sown, especially in 
hilly regions and western districts ; and there is 

a very extensive culture of mustard, sesamum, lint- 
seed, and palma christi, to supply the vast consimp- 
bee oil by the natives of the country. The plough 
‘Bengal is drawn by a single yoke of oxen, guided 

by the man himself; but three pair of oxen 
are ass ‘to every plough, and these relieve each 
other till’ the daily task be completed. Several 

lighs in sticcession deepen the same’ furrows, or 
rather scratch the surface, as it has no conttivance 
for tarning the earth, and the share has neither width 
nor depth to stir a néw soil. A second’ ploughing 
erosses the oe and a third *. ip aed ven dia- 

ally to the preceding. These frequently repeat- 
errata follow by the dibeeieite’ For ete hat: 
which is B yea y nothing more than the branch of 
a tree, pulverise the surface, and prepare it for the 
seed. For the extirpation of weeds after the crops 
have risen above the ground, the labourers employ a 
short-handed’ spade, and place themselves at their 
work in a sitting posture. ‘T'here are two seasons of 
reaping in the year; one in April, called the little 
harvest, which consists of the smaller grains ; and 

her, called the grand harvest, which is wholly of 
rice, ree in some places three crops of this grain 
are raised in one year. But nothing can be conceived 
more tedious and injudicious than the mode of reap- 
ing. A mixture of different crops is frequently sown 
together in ‘the same field; and, as these ripen in 
succession, the husbandinan must either gather them 
singly, which occasions great destruction to the later 
plants by their being’ repeatedly trodden down, or 
must wait till he can reap the whole at once, which 
causes an a loss in the more early grains by over 
ripeness. "The corn of every description, after being 
pee carelessly piled up without any defence 
from the weather, to be trodden out by the cattle, 
or threshed by the staff of the husbandman at his 
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kets made of twigs or grass, or is hoarded above 
ground in round huts, the floor of which, on account 
of the dampness of the climate and the moisture of 
the soil, is raised a foot or two above the surface. 
“With an excellent soil and climate, with almost 
évery variety of cultivated grains, and with a compe- 
tent number of labourers at a small expense, the im- 
perfection of Bengal husbandry is great beyond what 
might have been expected, Sufficient attention is not 
aid to the most proper periods.of sowing. No care 

is employed in selecting the best varieties of each 
kind of get The most valuable crops are not stea- 
dily preferred in’ cultivation. The implements are 
seanty and incompetent. The rotation of crops is 
not understood. The-dung of the cattle is dried for 
fuel ; and, except in cultivating the sugar cane, mul- 
berry, tobacco, and poppy, no manure is applied. 
The lands are not duly fallowed and cleaned. Drill 
husbandry, though known in the more remote coun- 
tries, is not practised in this province, even in the cul- 
ture of the sugar cane. _ There are no inclosures. in 
the country; no capital among the agriculturists ; 
and no roads kept in repair. ‘The former unsettled. 
state of the country exposed the cultivators of the 
soil to perpetual pillage and oppression, The’ hus- 
bandman has at no time any thing resembling a secure. 
lease, or permanent interest in the fields. Even the 
genial nature of the climate, and remarkable fertility 
of the soil, have contributed to prevent that exertion 
of ingenuity and application of Iabour, which, in more- 
barren regions, and under more unpropitious skies, 
have brought the cultivation of the soil to the high- 
est state of improvement. All these circumstances: 
have operated so strongly as obstacles to the progress. 
of agriculture in Bengal, that this most useful and 
first practised of human arts must be considered as - 
still in its infancy, or as having greatly degenerated, 

‘There is one circumstance, however, peculiar to 
the lower districts of this province, which frequently 
renders abortive the utmost skill and diligence of the 
husbandman 3 viz. an excess or a deficiency in the an- 
nual inundations. When their increase is gradual, the 
growth of the rice keeps pace with the rise of the wa- 
ters, is thus always above its surface, and is frequent - 
ly reaped in boats ; but when the inundations rise too . 
rapidly, or much above their ordinary level, the rice 
is averteRare and destroyed by the flood. The im- 
mense and expensive dykes mentioned above, and- 
which are intended to guard against such disastrous 
occurrences, are frequently found to be very feeble 
barriers against the gathering stream of the Ganges., 
Its huge volume of water, bursting through, the 
strongest, or rising over the highest, of its banks, 
spreads far and wide over the level plains, sweeps 
away every thing in its course, and covers the richest. 
fields with a of barren sand. The fatal effects of 
a dry season.are still more extensive and destructive ; 
and in order to provide some source of relief, under 
the pressure of such a calamity, numerous reservoirs, 
called tanks, of an oblong square shape, frequently 
more than an acre in extent, are constructed through. 
out the country. These being filled with water in 
the rainy season, afford the inhabitants, during the 
dry period, a supply of water for domestic uses, su- 
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perior in quality to that of the Ganges; and, by 

——— means of irrigation, form a grand instrument of fer- 

Vegetable 

tilizing the parched fields. In the higher parts of 
Bengal, this practice is, at all seasons, an indispen- 
sible requisite in husbandry ; and as it is there always 
necessary, it is more effectually and industriously ad- 
ministered. ‘ Towards the end of the rains, the 
fields are well ploughed in the ordinary manner ; but, 
before sowing the seeds, they are divided into little 
square plots, resembling the chequers of a back- 
gammon table. Each square is surrounded with a 
shelving border, aboat four inches high, capable of 
containing water. “Between the square chequers, 
thus constructed, small dykes are formed for convey- 
ing a rivulet over the whole field. As soon as the 
water has stood a sufficient time in one square to im- 
‘bibe moisture, it is let off into the adjoining one, by 
opening a small outlet through the surrounding dyke. 

hus one square after another is saturated, till the 
whole field, of whatever extent, is gone over.” (Ten- 
nant’s Indian Recreations, vol. ii. p. 167.) In the 
flat countries, however, these means of remedyin 
the occasional deficiencies in the fall of the rains, an 
the flow of the rivers, are not provided with sufficient 
care; and the reservoirs, water courses, &c. are more 
generally in a progress of decay, than of improve- 
ment. 

But no possible precautions can prevent the failure 
of the crops in unfavourable seasons; and as, in con- 
sequence of the feeble and scanty husbandry practised 
in India, there is very rarely, even in plentiful years, 
any surplus produce to guard against the effects of a 
scarcity, the inhabitants of that country, which is, 
perhaps, the most fertile in the"world, are more fre- 
quently, than any other people, the victims of abso- 
lute want. Even the province of Bengal, the most 
fruitful in India, was often visited in former times 
with the same calamity ; of which a yery dreadful 
instance occurred in the year 1770, in consequence of 
an unusual drought. When the granaries of the Na- 
bobs and of the Ciitipasiy began to fail, and rice could 
no longer be supplied to the poorer classes, thousands 
of them expired of hunger in the fields, and in the 
streets of Calcutta. Their dead bodies, mangled by 
dogs and vultures, tainted the air, and threatened a 
pestilence, in addition to the miseries of famine. 
About 100 persons were daily employed by the Com- 

‘pany in throwing the dead bodies into the river; 
which corrupted the water, and rendered the fish un- 
wholesome nourishment. The hogs, ducks, and 
geese, also, fed so much upon human carcases, that 
the only animal food which could be used was mut- 
ton; while that, on account of the dry season, was so 
extremely small, that a quarter of a sheep scarcely 
weighed a pound and a half. By the foresight, how- 
ever, of Europeans, the benevolent exertions of the 
East India government, and the peace and protection 
enjoyed by the husbandmen of this province, the re- 
currence of such an evil has been in a great measure 
revented, its duration shortened, and its pressure al- 

Jeviated. 
The most important of the other vegetable pro- 

and animal ductions of Bengal besides pulse and grain, are to- 
produc- 
tions. 

bacco, indigo, cotton, mulberry, poppy, guavas, 
plantains, pomelos, limes, oranges, pomegranates, me- 

BENGAL. 
lons, pine apples, the banyan tree, the pisang or. ba- 
nana, the cocoa nut palm, which supplies a manufac- 
ture of cordage, called cot7 ; the sugar cane, which 
thrives in every district, and might be still more suc- 
cessfully cultivated is all; the beers a ‘species of 
pepper, raised in almost ey: i 3 the man go 
tree, the fruit of which is in Te highest estimation, 
and is almost universally used during the hot months ; 
the date tree, which grows every where, and which 
yields a sweet liquid of an intoxicating quality, from 
which sugar is sometimes extracted; the suri tree, 
which also affords, by incision of the stem, a clear, 
sweet, inebriating juice, which when sour is sometimes 
used instead of vinegar; the areca, in large planta- 
tions, the wood of which is tough as whalebone, and 
its nut a useful article of food; and the bassia, 
abounding in the hilly countries and poorer soils, the 
corols of which are esculent and nutricious, while its 
oil is a frequent substitute for butter. In the gar- 
dens are cultivated most of the vegetables of other 
climates fit for culinary purposes. The potatoe, par- 
ticularly, has been introduced with considerable ‘suc- 
cess; and as it thrives best in the dry seasons which 
are destructive to the rice crops, it might be the 
means, if cultivated to a sufficient extent, of placi 
the lower classes in Bengal almost beyond the poh 
of famine. , vr kes 

The various sorts of flowering trees and shrubs, 
which either grow wild, or thrive with little care, 
are too numerous to be mentioned in this PRPS but 
we may notice as the most remarkable and beautiful, 
the chulta, the flower of which is at first a hard green _ 
ball, on foot stalks about four inches in length, The 
calyx, after the ball has opened, is composed of five 
round, thick, succulent leaves, and the corolla of the 
same number of fine white peat, After continuing 
only oné day, the corolla drops, and the ball closes ; 
while a succession of these opening and shutting 
flowers continues during the space of several months. 
A tall tree, called the tatoon, used in bordering the 
walks, the leaves of which are of a. dee shinin 

green colour, and the fruit resembling an clive, wit 

a kernel like the date. A large spreading tree, called 
russa, which bas a peculiar rich and beautiful appear- 
ance when in full bloom, as it is then covered with 

flowers of a bright crimson, or of a bright yellow, 
or of some intervening. shade between, these two 
colours. Of this remarkable tree, however, it is said, 

that there are only two plants known in Bengal ; 
one of which is in the neighbourhood of Calcutta, 

and the other near the Dutch settlements. It has 
been mentioned, as ove cause of its scarcity, that the 

ants and other insects are so fond of its seed, that not 

one pod can be found entire and uninjured. 

ild boars, bears, wolves, foxes, jackals, hyznas, 

leopards, panthers, ‘lynxes, hares, eer, zebres, wild 

talelaie antelopes, apes and monkies, elephants, 
tygers, are natives of Bengal. The foxes are feeble 

and slender, the hare and deer very inferior to those 

of Europe, and the’ venison in general lean and in- 

sipid. e dogs are generally of the cur species, 

with sharp erect cathy and pointed tails. ‘There is 
ets an undescribed animal found in the eastern dis' 

called the gyal, which may be laced between the 
he rhinoceros with domestic bull and the buffaloe. T 
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ne Horn, abounds in the isles of the Ganges. But 
ae tyger of Bengal, is most of all one of 
particular ; it seems to have been known to 

the Romans, and is distinguished by Seneca the poet 
by the appellation of Gangetica tigris. This animal 

ig sometimes five or six feet in height, of such enor- 
mous ria as to at alarge bullock, and able 
to clear. a huadred one spring. The horses, 

“chiefly used in Benga by the Grandees and Euro- 
peans, are of the Persian or Arabian breed, and are 
procured at an immense value. ‘The native horses 
are thin, ugly, and ill shaped animals, tolerably ac- 
tive 5 but in their best state, not equal to the Welsh 

and Hi fhland’ ponies. Bengalis more defective in 
of tae, than most other parts of India, 

Tree overstocked ; and the black cattle 
and hogs are barely kept alive : herds of the former 
may re be seen in such a starved state, that not 

one of them would weigh against a good English 
sheep. “The goats and sheep thrive better ; but the 
latter ate very small, of a lank figure, black or dark 

y colour, with coarse, thin, and hairy wool. 
"Guinte ultry, and water fowl of all descriptions, 

are found in "he greatest abundance in Bengal. 
Ducks, icularly, are here in great variety and ex- 
cellénce ; and the common domestic fowl of Europe, 
run wild in the woods, and are called therefore the 
jangle fowl. In consequence of the humanity of the 

atives towards the lower animals, the crow, kite, 
mino, and sparrow, hop about the dwellings of the 
Bengalese with entire familiarity ; and even in the. 
houses of the English, pilfer from the dishes of meat, 
as. are carried from the cook-room to the hall. 
Avlarge species of stork, ludicrously termed the 

tte) trois his erect posture and military strut, 
talks at his ease at the side of the natives, and de- 

y ‘abundance of toads, lizards, serpents, and in- 
sects. Among the feathered tribes, may be particu- 
larly mentioned, the argill or hurgill, a ‘species of 
ardea, whichis very large and ravenous, and which is 
held in great veneration by the Brahmins. 
~ The ‘mland commerce of Bengal is carried on 
chiefly ‘with Thibet, Agra, and Delhi. ‘The prin- 
cipal articles are silks, calicoes, muslins, salt-petre, 
opium, sugar, indigo, gum lac, with a variety of 
piece » which pass almost entirely partis the 
agents of the company. The exportation of grain 
from the corn countries, and the importation of salt, 
constitute the greater part of this trade in the hands 
of the natives. The importation of cotton from the 
western provinces, and the exchange of tobacco and 
betel nut; form almost the whole supply of internal 
consumption. Some part of this merchandize is trans- 
ported by land carriage, which is commonly perform- 
ed by oxen, sometimes by the small horses of the 
country, and rarely by buffaloes; because though 
those animals are both stronger and more docile than 
oxen, they are less easily maintained. ‘The magnifi- 
cent causeways, formerly constructed by the native 
rinces, are now fallen into decay. The country af- 

rds no substantial materials for the formation of 
liighways ; and, except in the neighbourhood of mi- 
litary stations, there are no roads sufficient to admit 
the use of wheel carriages, These disadvantages, 
loses are abundantly compensated’ by, the facili- 

and the Burrampooter diffused over the flat country, 
that scarcely any part of this large province is above 

- twenty-five miles distant from anavigable river. The 
wood, salt, and provisions of many millions of people, 

: Oe... Fai 
ty with which internal nayigation is conducted. So Bengal, 
completely are the various branches of the Ganges “—v—™ 

are conveyed along these channels by 30,000. boat-- 
men, who are the most laborious and hardy race in 
India. ‘* These rivers are in a state of tranquillity, 
from the time of the change of the monsoon in Oc- 
tober to the middle of March, when the north-westers 
begin in the eastern parts of Betgal, and may be ex- 
pected once in three or four days, until the com- 
mencement of the rainy season... T'hese north-westers 
are the most formidable enemies that ire met with 
in the imland navigation, being sudden and violent, 
squalls of wind and rain, and though of no long 
duration, are often attended with fatal effects if not 
carefully guarded against ; whole fleets of trading 
boats having been sunk by them almost instantane- 
ously. They are more frequent in the eastern, than 
in the western part of Bengal; and happen oftener 
towards the close of the day, than at any other time. . 
As they are indicated some hours before they arrive, 
by the rising and very singular appearance of the 
isda: the traveller has commonly time enough to 
seek a place of shelter. It is in the great rivers alone, 
that they are so truly formidable ; and that about 
the latter end of May and beginning of June, when 
the rivers are much increased in width. 
the long interval between the end of the rainy season 

« During’ 

andthe beginning of the north-westers, one proceeds | 
in security; with respect to weather ; and has only to 
observe a common degree of attention to the piloting . 
the boat clear of shallows. and’ stumps -of trees,’’ 
‘* From the beginning of November to the latter end» 
of May, the usual rate of going with the ‘stream is‘ 
40 miles in a day of 12 hours ; and during the rest 
of the year from 50 to 70 miles: The current is 
strongest, while the waters of the inundation are 
draining off ; which happens in part of August and 
September.”? ‘* Seventeen or twenty miles a bs 
according to the ground, and the number of impedi- 
ments, is the greatest distance that a large budgerovw* 
can be towed against the stream during the fair sea- 
son ; and to accomplish this, the boat must be drawn 
at the rate of 44.miles hour, through the water, 
for twelve hours.”’ (Rennel’s Memoir, Sc.) The 
vessels, employed in this navigation, are variously 
constructed, according to the nature of the rivers on 
which they are employed; and are of various sizes, 
from eight to twenty-four oars. Some haye cabins 
14. feet wide, and proportionably long; and draw 
from 4 to 5 feet water: the larger boats upon the 
Ganges carry from 300 to 600 mauns. 

The maritime trade of Bengal, as far as it is ma- 
naged by the natives, was never so extensive as the 
inland. The principal part of it is conveyed by the 
way of Calcutta, a district of considerable extent, 
situated upon a navigable river, a little below the 
most western mouth of the Ganges. From Balasore, 
which is its principal port, a traffic in rice, cottons, 
and silks is carried on with the Maldives in exchange 
for cowries ; and with the country of Asam by sup- 
plying it with'great quantities of salt, receiving in. 

Maritime: 
trade. 
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ayment, gold, silver, ‘ivory, gum, lac, and silk. 

 'These two branches of maritime commerce have been 
ebtirely abandoned to the natives, for particular rea- 
sons; namely, the fatality of the climate of the Mal- 
dives,to Europeans, and the regulations of the sove- 
reign of Asam, restricting the right of importation 
into his dominions solely to the Bengalese. 
A very considerable branch of trade is carried on 
* the Europeans in Bengal, in furnishing the rest 
of India with opium, which is produced in Patna, on 
the upper Ganges, in greater abundance than in any 
other part of the world, and which is exported in an 
~unprepared state, scarcely possessing the tenth part 
-of the virtue of purified opium. Rice is exported to 
Ceylon, cottons to. Malabar, and silk to Surat ; from 
whichis usually brought, in return, a considerable 
«quantity of raw cotton, to be employed in the Ben- 
gal manufactures. .Rice, gum lac, and cottons, are 
sent to Bassora, receiving in exchange, dried fruits, 
rose water, and gold; rice and sugar, to the coast of 
Coromandel, generally paid for with specie ;.a varie-— 
ty of rich merchandise to Arabia, receiving in return 
gold and silver. These branches of trade, though 
passing chiefly through the hands of Europeans, and 
carried on under their protection, are not always 
solely on their account, but frequently in conjunc- 
tion with Gentoo, and especially Armenian mer- 
-chants, great numbers of whoni, since the revolutions 
in Persia, have settled upon the banks of the Gan- 

8. 
The principal manufactures and articles of trade 

which Bengal could furnish to the merchant in great 
abundance and perfection, are cotton piece goods of 
various descriptions ; calicoes, a name applied to se- 
veral kinds of cloth, to which no English names have 
yet been affixed ; pack-thread, woven into sack-cloth, 
and employed as clothing by the mountaineers ; cot- 
‘ton canvass, flannel, and blankets ; dimities of various 
kinds and patterns, and cloths resembling diaper and 
damask-linen; wove silk taffeta, plain and flowered ; 
tissues, brocades, plain and ornamented gauzes;.a 
mixed cloth of silk and cotton; filature silk, and 
tessa or wild silk; grain, sugar, tobacco, indigo, salt- 
petre, hides, gums, liquorice, ginger, and a great 
variety of medicinal and dyeing drugs. The articles 
which are most in demand in Bengal, are japan cop- 
per, tin, lead, pewter, sandal and sapan wood, all 
Kinds of spices, and.a variety of European commo- 
dities.. 

Bengal and its dependencies contain five large, and 
as many smaller cities ;-forty large towns, anda great 
riumber of smaller but not inconsiderable towns ; the 
chief, of which are mentioned in the common maps of 
the country, and need not be enumerated here. 

From the want of public registers, the amount of 
the population in the provinces of India cannot be 
very exactly ascertained; but various calculations, 
formed on different data, coincide in estimating the 
inhabitants of this presidency at more than thirty 
millions, of which Bengal Proper may be allowed to 
contain more than one-half,. From the fertility of 
the soil, and the slender vegetable diet ped by 
the natives, it has. been computed, that on the same 
quantity of Jand in Bengal might be maintained four 
times the number of people that can be done in 
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Great Britain; and -that, this, province, Sught 
fully into a state of enleivatia oa otic 
than double its present number of inhabitants, .Of 
this population, about four-fifths consist of native Hin- 
doos, and the remainder of Moguls, The s. 

. are the descendants of those, who reduced the whole 
empire of Hindostan about three centuries ago, and 
were originally natives of Tartary. In the eastern 
districts of Bengal they are nearly as numerous asthe 
Hindoos. They are of.an olive colour, with featufes 
resemblin the Euro . They are all M 
dans, and hold the idolatry of the Hindoos in so great 
abhorrence, that, even under the protection of the. 
East India Company, there are frequently very bloody 
feuds between these two classes of subjects. The 
Hindoos are slender, handsome, and well made, re- 
sembling Europeans in stature, of a dark brown co- 
lour, and sometimes a yellowish com lexion, with hair 
black and uncurled. Most of them shave their heads ; 
eradicate the hair from every part of their bodies ;_ 
and go aimost naked, with only a piece of linen round 
their middle; but those of a idles rank are accus- 
tomed to wear turbans, and a dress of white cotton, 
which reaches from the shoulders to the feet. -The 
dress of the women consists of drawers, a loose coat, 
and a piece of cotton cloth thrown over the shoulders. 
Their head is uncovered, and their hair fastened up 
behind. They are fond of loading every part of their 
body, their hair, arms, legs, fingers, toes, andeven 
nostrils, with all kinds of ornaments. $4 epee 

_ Four different European nations have formedvestae European 
 settle- blishments in Bengal for commercial. purposes 3 viz. 

the English, French, Dutch, and. Danes. . The 
nish settlement, Serampore, extends about two miles 
on the eastern banks of the Ganges, and is of very in- 
considerable breadth ; but, though a. small territory, 
is of considerable yalue to the northern country. . 4 
is completely surrounded by the British dominions; 
has no fortifications except a small battery for. sa~ 
luting 5 and, on the late dispute with the no 
powers, a party of nespanyae ssession of it without 
the least resistance. The French settlement of Chan- 
demagore, and the Dutch one of Chinsura,, are more 
extensive than the Danish; but, from the larger es- 
tablishments kept up, have never been equally advan- 
tageous, and have always cost ‘more than what they 
produced. When the East India Company appro- 
priated to themselves the opium and salt-petre trade, 
to prevent any competition in the market, they agreed 
to allow a certain quantity annually to the Danes, 
French, and Dutch, at a specific price, on condition 
that they should not purchase any from the. natives. 
These treaties, however, were not renewed with the 
French and Dutch, on the late peace ;, and they 
seem to have considered the surrender of their settle- 
ments, without that advantage, as a very useless gift. 
The English established a commercial intercourse 
with Bengal at a very early period ; and made,a set- 
tlement on the river Ganges in the hewipniagot the 
17th century. Their first factory; was at the town 
of Hoogly ; but in 1689 it was removed to Calcutta, 
which is about 26 miles farther down the river. B 
means of their fort and garrison, they protec’ 
from the demands of the rajas, their trading vessels, 
which, came down from Patna; but in the beginning 
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of the 18th century, they obtained from Feroksere, 
great grandson of Aurung-zebe, a firman or grant, 

compan in need of against the native 
i ibis was rega as their commercial char- 

ter in India. From the year 1742, they had frequent 
occasion to resist, by foree’of arms, the attacks of the 
Mahratta states, andiof the nabobs of Bengal, till the 
famous battle of Plassey, in 1757, laid the founda- 
tion of their grea’ in that country. From that 
period they became the arbiters of the succession to . 

— Bengal; and in no romewern the 
government ‘that province, receiving from the no- 
of Bengals B Shah Seles a grant a the revenues 

Bahar, and Orissa, on condition of paying 
26 lacks of rupees (about £260,000) per annum. 
From this last date, Bengal, with its dependencies, 
have contin without interruption, under the 
power of Great Britain ; and, whatever diversity of 
— may exist, respecting the means by which 

power was established, there can be no question, 
that it has proved a most beneficial exchange to the 
natives. In all these vinces, the limits of order 
have uniformly ex with the s of Euro- 
pean dominion ; for the of half a century, (a 

_ circumstance unexampled in their history,) the cala- 
Mnities of war and dation have been 
removed from their orc Sane they have en- 
joyed'a degree of security in their persons-and pro- 
pertics at present unknown in any other part of 

sia. 
For other. iculars, respecting the civil histo ae fener 

Britain, its. government and revenues, the religion, 
language, manners and customs of its inhabitants, we 
refer our readers to the articles, Inn1aA, HinposTan, 
East Ispra Company, Catcurra, Dacca, Gan- 
crs, Genroos, Hinpoos, Seiks, Braumins, &c. 
See Modern — Hist. ~ vi. Rennel’s Memoir 

a | 9 ndostan. nkerton’s' Geography. 
+ striae 9 Pein Recreations ; Thoughts on Tote, 
Remarks on the Husbandry, &c. of al. Valen- 
tia’s Travels, vol. i. Pennant’s’ View of Hindostan. 
Asiatic: Researches, vol. x. (4 
» BENGAL Srnirzs, known also by the appella- 
tion of Ginghams, is one of the numerous varieties of 
the cotton manufacture which have been derived 
from Indian sources, and recently cultivated to very 
‘great extent in Britain. A very near relative of the 
writer of this article, was the first person who manu- 
factured them to any extent, for the purpose of sale 
in Scotland; and their introduction in Lancashire, 
where they have been carried to a prodigious height, 
is still more recent.. The Bengal or gingham, is a 
stout but generally rather fine fabric, oft coloured 
striped cotton 5 and these stripes are sometimes cros- 
eed, with either similar or dissimilar stripes, by the 
woof, so as to form a check. The fabric of the Ben- 

stripes is generally designed to assimilate it to the 
san kinds sao OC for women’s ap- 
parel. A kind of a much denser fabric, and general 
of much — Pate is also. manufactured for 
hangings, of beds, win curtains, sofa and chair 
covers, and other kinds of domestic furniture. A 
great partiof their excellence, when well manufactu- 
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red, consists in stréngth of fabric and brilliancy of co- 
lour. Of the fabric, as it was first practised in Scot- 
land, a very near idea may be had by taking about 
No. 32 for a 1200 reed, and, in this dense fabric, ta- 

the proportion already stated, (as the squares 
of the reeds, so are the numbers of the rag i 
deviation from actual practice will not be great. The 
great expense of the Turkey red dye, which is the 
most. prevalent colour, renders this article very ex- 
pensive when the dyed warp is bold and coarse ;. and 
this cireumstance has occasioned a, very great falling 
off in the quality of these stuffs. The first expedient 
generally’ practised, is to make. the coloured warp 
very considerably finer than the white ; for, as the 
price of the dye, which is charged by the weight, 
greatly exceeds the original cost of the yarn, it be- 
comes a great object in point of price, to save as much 
as possible in this respect. But, when the coloured 
warp is very disproportionally finér than the general 
‘body of the texture, besides the deterioration which 
the general fabric sustains, the brilliancy of the colour 
is inevitably lost ;. for the dyed warp is so sunk and 
concealed in the density of the general fabric, as only 
to produce a very faint effect. The whole fabric, par- 
ticularly in the Lancashire goods, is sometimes also 
made extremely flimsy, and the defect is concealed: 
from the superficial and ignorant observer, by the 
mode of dressing and finishing the goods, so as to 
ive them an appearance of at least tolerable density 

of fabric ; but the illusion is completely dissipated by 
the first wetting to which they are afterwards expo-* 
sed. This mode of finishing consists merely in 
starching the cloth when bleached with a very thick 
mucilage, which completely insinuates itself into every 
vacancy between the threads ; and then either dres- 
sing it with the paper or pasteboard cylinders, which 
will be described in the'article CALENDER, or giving it 
high glazing with wax and the flint, as also described 
in the same article, In this state, when stiffened with 
the mucilage and well smoothed, it has a beautiful and 
glossy appearance ; and really, in some respect, re- 
ray fh the appearance of a sheet of well made wri- 
ting paper; but whenever the starch, with which 
every part is fully saturated and impregnated, is dis- 
solved by moisture, the thinness and poverty of the 
fabric is fully detected. The stripes which are made 
for furniture, requiring greater strength than those 
for garments, are more dense and close in the fa- 
bric than the others. If No, 24 of cotton yarn 
be taken for a 1200 reed, and other fabrics cal- 
culated by the same analogy as the former, somethin 
very near what takes place in common practice wi 
befound. In the latter article, the colouring of the 
stripes is-generally much heightened, by making that 
part of the texture of tweeled, instead of plain cloth. 
As the fast colours, such as purple, claret, Turkey 
red, blue, and buff, are generally employed, the fa- 
bric, if less susceptible of great ornamental variety 
than printed cloths, is generally very superior in the 
reaver requisites of brilliancy and durability ; and 
nce it is in higher estimation with those who study 

economy, and prefer durability to show. In an eco- 
nomical comparison with prints, among other advan- 
tages which loom woven stripes possess, is their be- 
ing totally free from the excise duty of three-pence 
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a a former ; and, in.coarse articles, forms a very heavy 

; tax, iT epee above 20 per cent. ad valorem. ( J.D.) 
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BENGO, a town of Africa, in the kingdom of 
Angola, and the capital of a provinceof the same 
name, situated on the river Bengo, and stretchin 
—me the west coast. This province was conquere 
by the Portuguese, who have cultivated considerable 
tracts of. ground, which produce maize and manioc 
root in great quantities. Bafana and bacova trees also 
abound in this province. © See Dapper’s Description 
de ed, es 

B NGUELA, a province of Angola, in Afri- 
ca, stretching along the coast, the limits of which 
have not been accurately ascertained by geographers. 
This province was. formerly governed by its own 
kings; but the incursions of the barbarous Giagas 
laid waste the country; and the protection of the 
Portuguese, who “have built several forts along the 
coast, has not been able to restore it to its former 
importance. Near the Bay of Cows a great quantity 
of corn and beans are raised, and the inhabitants rear 
cattle of the best kind in-great numbers. In the same 

. ‘part of the country, they gather. a kind of odoriferous 
wood, called*kakongo, which is. held in high estima- 
tion. According to Marteniere, there are near the 
same bay excellent mines of copper. Another travel- 
ler maintains, that*there are silver mines-in the moun- 
tains, which have not yet been.wrought.. 
« The pect towns. of Benguela are Old Ben- 

* guela, situated upon a mountain; St Philip, or New 
. -Benguela; Mankikendo, and Kuschil: The chief 

rivers are Nika, St Franciséo, Moreno, Farsa, Ku- 
neni, and Canton-Belle.. According to Dapper, the 
water of the last of these rivers is of a saline nature, 
and is collécted into pits by the natives for the pur- 
pose of manufacturing salt. ‘The mouth of this river, 
which is sheltered from the winds, is about sixteen feet 
deep. To the north of this river, the sea forms a gulf 
which is called Good Bay by-the Dutch, on account of 
its being an excellent watering-place. ‘Fhe climate of 
Benguela is very insalubrious. The mountainous 
districts. swarm with wild beasts of various kinds. 
See Dapper’s Description de ? Afrique. (#). 
, BENIN, sometimes called Great Benin, the 
most extensive kingdom: in Guinea, is bounded on 
the north by Gago, Nigritia, and a-chain of moun- 
tains ;.on the south by the Gulf of Guinea; on the 
west by the kingdom of Ardra; and on the east by 
Mujak and Istanna. Its principal river, the Formosa, 
divides itself into several branches, some of which 
are large and navigable streams. ‘Fhe banks’ of these 
streams are inhabited by various nations, governed 
by their respective kings, all of whom, except the 
sovereign of Awerri, are the slaves of-the-king of 
Benin. 
Though this kingdom be extremely populous, its 

towns, or rather villages, are very distant from each 
other, not only inthe interior, but also on the banks 
of the river, and on the coast. Next to the capital, 
its principal towns are Bododa, Arebo, Agatton, and 
Meiberg, situated on the banks of the Formosa, and 
inhabited chiefly by Dutch colonists, who carry ona 
considerable traffic. 

The country of Benin. is low. and flat, much co-« 
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vered with wood, and intersected in many places with Benim 
rivers and small lakes. In some parts of it, however, 
particularly on the road from Agatton to Formosa, ¢. jana 
there - no water to be ne Xe war — trees produc- 
and plants grow to great ection ; an whole tions. 
pret. a Scene ‘Agation and Formosa is adorned 
with orange and Jemon trees. Cotton is: the most 
abundant production of this country, and forms the 
rincipal article of dress. Pepper, likewise, grows 
re, though neither in such quantities nor in such 

perfection as in India. T'wo sorts of wine are made 
use of in Benin, called wine of Pali, and wine of Bor- 
don ; the first of which is drunk in the morning or 

_at noon, and the latter in the evening. Jasper-stones 4 
are almost the only mineral production of this coun- 
try mentioned by travellers. Though one of the - 
richest kingdoms in Guinea, Benin contains scarcely 
any gold-dust, which is found in z every other 
pest of the western coast of Africa.. Its. shores, 

wever, abound in fish of almost every kind, and 
are particularly celebrated fora species tien coral, 
which forms a lucrative branch Ee rates The 
drupeds of this country are elephants, inci * 
ards, wild boars, civet cats, mountain cats, horses, _ 
ares, and sheep with fleeces of hair. Its. principal 

birds are parroquets, pigeons, partridges, storks, and _ . 
ostriches. Crocodiles, sea-horses, and a particular 
species of torpedo, swarm in the rivers. . 

The climate of Benin, though somewhat, various, Climate: 
is in general unwholesome... The pleasantest, or ra- 
ther the most tolerable, season is in the months of 
August and September; for then the airis refreshed - 
by frequent rains. ‘Tremendous thunders and light- 
nings prevail during the months of June and July. 
But the most noxious season is in the months of Oc- 
tober, November, and December; when the heat is 
intolerable, and the country is perpetually enveloped 
in thick pestilential fogs: be 

One of i 

yy 

the most prominent features in the charac> Manners 
ter of the inhabitants of Benin, is their friendly;and 20d cha~- 
benevolent disposition. They are extremely»cour- caer 
teous and. hospitable to strangers; and are so anxious tants, 
not to be outdone in generosity, that when an Euros 
pean gives any of them a present, they never fail to 
repay/it two fold.. Nor are they less attentive to the 
comfort of their indigent conntrymen.. ‘They have 
many institutions, which breathe the purest spirit of 
humanity. The king, the viceroys, and the grandees, : 
give subsistence to the poor in the towns of their re- — 
spective residence; by employing in various offices those 
whom their age and Health enable to.work, and main+ 
taining gratuitously the aged and infirm. | Thus,not an 
individual in the kingdom of Benin is allowed to pine 
in want, and beggary is altogether unknown... In- 
dolence is another. characteristic disposition of the 
natives of Benin. Only those whom poverty:com- 
pels to work will submit to any kind of manual la- 
bour. The rest devolve upon their: women and 
slaves, the toil of cultivating the ground, and the prac- 
tice of the few arts with which they:are acquainted. 
The ladies of Benin, therefore, not only. prepare the 
cotten, and manufacture it into cloth, but areem- 
ployed as blacksmiths, carpenters, and tanners, Their 
workmanship is extremely rude; but this is an im- 
peachment. rather. upon théirsmeans, perhapsyand - ~ . 

* 
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their ingenuity. Next to cotton cloth, the neat in. 
mon btode nA s of their industry are be baskets, 
and spoons,!and other instruments of ivory, which 
are brought to some pet Rese nter 
- “The inhabitants of Benin are divided into three. 
classes. The first consists of the three great lords 
who attend the king, and’ through whom alone all 
requests and enh can be conveyed ‘to the 

rone. The next class is composed of the viceroys, 
or governors of provinces, and the street kings, whose 
office somewhat resembles that of out mayors and 
aldermen. All ‘of these owe their advancement to 
the recommendation of the three t lords ; and on 
their’ appointment “are” presented by the sovereign 
with a string of coral, which they wear constantly 
about their necks, as a badge of their authority. ‘To 
counterfeit that chain of office is felony ; and even to 
lose it is inevitable death. The third class includes 
all the rest of the inhabitants. All these classes are 
the slaves ef the sovereign, whose mandates are 
édived with the most servile awe. But no eobject'ot 
the kingwof Benin can be sold into foreign servitude.* 

. Even those, who’ are condemned to slavery for their 
crimes, are never sold to Europeans, nor transported 
from their native land. The women alone, oppressed 
and degraded throughout the whole of Africa, do 
not enjoy the advantage of that merciful law, but 
may be sold and transported at the will of ‘their pa- 
rents and husbands.’ Male slaves may, indeed, be 
purchased on the coast of Benin; but they are all 
strangers who have been taken in war, or who have 
fallen by any other accident into the hands of the 
natives. “ 
‘The réligion of this cou is the same which 

in all the nations Gwen, and will there- 
‘be more described under the article of 

that name. (See Guinea.) Polygamy is here al- 
lowed without restriction ; and jealousy, its invariable 
‘consequence, is felt in all its violence. Unmarried 
persons of either sex may indulge the tender -passion 
without censure; but adultery, when detected, is ge- 
nerally punished with death. Male children are ac- 
counted the property of the king; but the females 
are left to: the disposal of the parents. Infants of 
both sexés are circumcised when a fortnight old, and 
their bodies are marked with incisions, intended to re- 
So particular figures. So strongly are the inha- 

itants of Benin attached to their country, that they 
account it the severest of all misfortunes to be buried 
ina foreign land. Those, therefore, who happen to 

, die ata distance from home, are preserved for years till 
their bodies’ can be conveyed to the spot that gave 
them births ‘The term of mourning for a near rela- 
tive is weer ra to fourteen or fifteen days, 
and on occasionsit is usual to shave the head 
or beard.» The funeral obsequies of their kings are 
eelebrated\in a frantic’ and barbarous manner. The 
Aombstone is covered with a banquet of the richest 
dainties, and the most delicate wines, of which all pre- 
seiit-are allowed to partake. The mourners, when 
heated with liquor, run about like madmen, killing 
par oe om preevegte yen in their way, and 

ving cut off their hea carry them to the 
Joyal sepulchre, and throw them along with the gar- 
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ments and spoils of those whom they Have sacrificed, 
as an offering to the manes of their departed sove- 
reign. v t 
With the exception of the Portuguese, who have 
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an insignificant factory at Awerri, the Dutch are the European 
only Europeans who have’ any establishments in the neni 

ments, kingdom of Benin. The king has allowed them to 
erect a magazine at Agatton, where they carry ona 
considerable trade. The ‘articles which they export 
are pepper, ivory, the oil and bark of the palm tree, 
slaves, leopard skins} and acori, ‘or blue coral. In 
exchange 7 these, they import red and scarlet cloths, 
drinking-eups with red stained brims, all sorts of fine 
cotton,- woollen stuffs, linen-cloth,’ oranges, lemons, 
and other green fruits preserved, red velvet, ear-rings 
of red glass, copper bracelets, &c. 

The natives are*extremely faithful in their deal-- 
ings, buf so’ slow, that it is, often eight or ten days 
before they have made the necessary arrangements for 
a single article of commerce. Every native who en- 
gages in trade, pays a certain sum to government by 
way of licence, but no duty is levied on the articles 
in which they traffic. Europeans pay a custom so 
trifling as scarcely to deserve mention. 

commerce, 
&e. 

ne 
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el BENIN, the capital of the above kingdom, is plea- 
santly situated at the mouth of the river Formosa, ° 
in the midst of a flat but beautiful country.‘ "Its 
streets, which are very long and broad, are constant- 
ly filled with the various articles of commerce, and 
present the bustle of a crowded market ; yet they aré 
always remarkably clean. The houses are large, and 
though their walls are of clay, the reeds and leaves 
with which their roofs ate covered, give them a very 
leasing appearance. ‘This town is said to be about 
‘our miles in circumference. It stands at the distance 
of 69 miles from Agatton, in Lat: 6° 10’ North, 
Long. 5° 6’ East. e Smith’s Voyage to Guinea ; 
Petithet’s Dict. de la Geog. &c. (n) 
BENISOUEF, is a large apptoricnt town of 

Egypt, about a mile and a half in circumference, 
situated on the west bank of the Nile. Though the 
houses are only small buildings coarsely constructed 
of brick, yet the beautiful and lofty minarets which 
it contains, have a magnificent appearance when seen 
from a distance through the tall date trees which shel, 
terthetown. The soil of the surrounding country is 
very productive ; and in the town there is a manufac- 
ture of coarse carpets. Benisouef is the residence of 
abey. According to the accurate observations of 
M. Jaccotin, Benisouef is situated in East Long. 
81° 130", and in North Lat. 29° 8’ 28”. See Sa- 
vary’s Travels ; and Sonnini’s Travels. (@) 

ENLAWERS. | See Perrusuire. 
. BENLOMOND. See Dumearronsuirg. 
“ BENTLEY, Ricwarp, one of the most cele- 
brated critics of whom England can boast, was borr 
at Oulton, in Yorkshire, of ‘obscure parents, on the 
27th of January 1662. He received the first rudi- 
ments of classical learning at the free school of Wake- 

-field, and in his fifteenth year was entered at St John’s 
College, Cambridge. Here he pursued ‘his studies 
with unparalleled assiduity and success. In the course 
of a few years he had filled a thick quarto volume 
with a kind of Hexapla, in the first column of which 
was every word of the Hebrew Bible, alphabetically 
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arranged, and in tiie other five columns, all the va= 
rious interpretations of those words to be found in 
the Chaldée, Syriac, Vulgate, Latin, and, Septuagint, 
as well as in Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodosian. 
At the same time, he had compiled for his own pri- 
vate use another volume in quarto, containing all the 
various readings and emendations of the Hebrew text, 
collated from these ancient versions. In 1681 he left 
the university, andtaught a school at Spalding. Soon 
after he was chosenvas preceptor to the son of Dr 
Stillingfleet, dean of St Paul’s; who appointed him 
likewise to be his domestic chaplain. The first work 
which he published, was a Latin epistle to Dr John 
Mill, containing critical observations on the chroni- 
con of Malala, the Greek historiographer. This work 
_appeared in 1691 ; and about the same time, he had 
the honour of ‘being appointed as’ the first person to 
preach the lecture pikes by Mr Boyle, for the vin» 
dication of the fundamental principles of natural and 
revealed religion. The sermons, which he delivered 

© in this capacity were published at the desire of the 
respectable trustees to whom he owed his appoint- 

_request of hisfriend Grevius, he drew up 

dition and argument, and was) but:iteleweferior-to Bentley 
hinfin refin ; “wit. Hewasnot ——~ raillery, and poi 

so much @ccupied by thi squabble, as not to find 
some leisure for his favourite lyme a alti ae 
and commenting upon the cldsdtes. At the : 

~~ 

i 

versions and remarks on Callimachus, with a’ collec~: 
tion of some scattered ‘pieces and fragments of that 
poet, which were cae by Grevius on the con- 
tinent in 1697. In 1700, he was made master of 
Trinity College, Cambridge, an office worth about 
#1000 a-year;,and soon after was collated Arch- 
deacon of Ely.. He was now placed in the situation of 
all others most suited.to his habits and his ‘wishes, 
and engaged, with new ardour, in the exercise of -il- 
lustrating the classics. The two first. comedies of 
Aristophanes, with his annotations, were published at . 
Amsterdam in 1710; and about the same time, the _ 
fragments of Menander and Philemon appeared at . 
og an his comments and emendations, under 

e feigned name of Phileleutherus Lipsiensis; a 
odio which he again assumed in his attack upon 

» ment, and contain the best confutation’ of the absur- “Collins’s Discourse on Freethinking. . Thesmost im- 
» ditié of atheism ever given to the world. Literary 
honours, accompanied with more substantial advan- 

* tages, now began to crowd upon him. In December 
1693, he was appointed*keeper of the Royal Library 
at St James’s; and such was his zeal and activity in 
this new situation, that before his patent was signed, 
he had enriched the library with about a thousand 
volumes due to it, in virtue of a neglected act of Par- 

» diament, which directs, that one copy of every book 
printed in England should be’ presented to St James’s, 
andtoeachuniversity. Soon afterhis nomination to this 
office, he became involved in a controversy, which, 
though trivial in itself, derived considerable import- 
ance from the character of the parties by whom it 
was carried on, and attracted for a long time th@at- 

' tention of the literary world. The honourable Charles 
Boyle applied to Dr Bentley, by means of a London 
bookseller, for a manuscript copy of the Epistle of 
Phalaris, which he intended to publish. It was ob- 
tained after much solicitation and many delays, and 
had not been above six days in the hands of Mr Boyle, 
when it was re-demanded by the Doctor, with some 
expressions of contempt both for the work and the 
editor. This insult was resented by Mr Boyle in his 
preface to Phalaris; Bentley in return, wrote a dis- 
sertation on the Epistles of Themistocles, Socrates, 
Euripides, Phalaris, and the fables of Aisop, main- 
taining, and indeed proving in the most satisfactory 
manner, that the epistles ascribed to Phalaris are spu- 

‘rious, and that Mr Boyle, by a very bad edition, had 
only rendered them more contemptible. Boyle re-, 
torted; a warm contest ensued ; the literati ranged’ 
themselves under the standards of the different com- 
batants ; all'the artillery of wit and learning was play- 
ed off on both sides ; til, as usually happens in such 
controversies, the immediate subject in dispute was 
relinquished for ill-natured sarcasm, and personal in- 
vective. Bentley was unfortunate in having all the 
contemporary wits, by whom he was dreaded, as his 
avowed enemies; but when the heat of irritation 
passed off, it was almost universally agreed, that he 
had the decided advantage over his antagonist in eru+ 

; 

portant of his critical performances, however, is his . 
celebrated edition of Horace, which was published in 
1711 and is pronounced by Dr Hare to be the com- 
pletest work produced by criticism since the restoras 
tion of learning. In 1716, he was appointed Regius = * 
Professor of Divinity in Cambridge ; and in the same 
year, circulated proposals for a new edition of the 
Greek Testament, with St Jerome’s Latin version. ° 
Few men could seem better qualified for such an un- > 
dertaking. The ter part of his life yhad been 
spent in the criticalstudy of the learned langua 7 
with which he was most profoundly acquainted. fis “tee, 
professional situation afforded him all the facilities 
which could be enjoyed in Britain; He had-senthis - * 
nephew, Dr Thomas Bentley, in searchof every ma» * 
nuscript which could be obtained on the continent ; 
and was actually in possession of twenty different 
manuscripts, when his proposals*appeared. “The 
were received in the most laraany manner by 
true lovers of learning ; till Dr Conyers Middleton, : 
always an inveterate enemy to Bentley, published re- 
marks, paragraph by paragraph, upon his proposals, _ 
endeavouring to prave that ssed neither 
the talents nor materials requisite for the underta~ 
king. These animadversions chagrined pr Bentley so” 
much, that he determined the work should not appear 
during his lifetime ; and the subseription money which 
he had received, amounting to about "€2000;> was 
immediately refunded to the subscribers. The last . 
twenty years of his life were spent in a state of digs 
nified ease. His only productions during all that 
time, were his editions of Z'erence, Phadrus, ang 
Milton. “His peace was considerably «interrupted, 
however, at one period, by a quarrel in which he was 
engaged with the members of the college over which 
he presided. By reforming some abuses which had 
long existed, and curtailing salaries for which little. F 
was performed, he provoked those who thought * . 
themselvés aggrieved, to enter a complaint, accompa- 13 
nied by a proposal for his removal, to the’ bishop of ek 
Ely, as visitor of the college. This gaye rise to ah 
question, whether the visitorial power belonged to =~ “~ | 

; 7 : 
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Ries Ph i resent. case, interference. | a 

. ned, + Peay ee el in possession of his office. 
however, excited a clamour against him- 

» by royal man- 
date, of some. doctors. in divinity, he’demanded from 
each.a fee of i in addition to the custo- 

mary perquisite, -as.on every occasion, Dr¥ 

Midcieoenuwes his most strenuous opponent ; and al- 

though the graduates at first. acquiesced in the de- 
ere afterwards obtained for the re- 

payment of the money; Bentley was arrested, and 
by his proctor before the court of the vice- 
. It was declared by the beadle, on oath, 

that Dr Bentley had said, he would not be conclu- 
ded by what the vice-chancellor and two or three of 

¥ his friends should determine over a bottle; for which 
expression he was suspended by the vice-chancellor, 
without a hearing, from all his de ; and after- 

‘ Court of King’s Bench, and many delays, a manda- 
. "mus was sent.to the university, reversing all. their 

pamersene sit directing, that» Dr Bentley  stiould 
res all the degrees, honours, and privi- 

“leges of Which hé had been geo Of these he 
i in, quiet possession for twenty-four years” 

after this dection s and died, on the 14th of July 
1742, 

name, 

in ighty-first year of his age. He was 
in Trinity College chapel, by the side of the 

» where a square black stone records his 
and nothing mofé.”).) 

. Detraction,* we, are told, is the tax which merit 
pays to.envy ;°and never was that,tax more heavily 
imposed than in the case of Dr Bentley. Superior in 
lenealeig cob his cotemporaries, and scarcely inferior 
to.any "of them in acuteness and in gomaiiey, few could 
stand before him in the fair and open field of contro- 
versy. His an ists, therefore, endeavoured to 
break the force of his attacks, by degrading his cha- 
raeter,—decrying his erudition as scholastic lumber, 
and | ing him h the arrogance of a bashaw, 
and the ferocity, of a savage, because he despised 

« their blunders and their ignorance, and unsparingly 
a and wage their absurdities. Hence he 

geperally regarded as a man of an irritable 
and overbearing temper ;. but if we may credit the tes- 
fetepet ove who, had the best access to know him, 
She ions, of his heart were no less gentle and ami- 
‘able, ont © ga were extraordinary and com- 

nding. - ¢ nd’s Memoirs, ad initium ; 
. ve Britannica, &e. 

i OWSKY, Counr. 
tian adventurer, who has been more praised than he 
deserves. -The smyp 2s ro his life was occupied in 
ee ores escapes, and in his better days, 

find him in the service of France ingya settles, 
ment in Madagascar, and afterwards offering his aid, 

v os treachery, to several of the sovereigns of 

“& 
Sane of a Hunga- 

, « 
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: are concerned to find that the life and 
- history ¢ h a man‘has been thought worthy of 
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preservation. His abilities may have been brilliant, Benzoin 
and his bravery undaunted; but he who was an outlaw Berbice 
from his native country, who could shine only in in- “— 
trigues and conspiracies, and who could offer the ; 
power of his sword’to the highest bidder, is a man . 
whom posterity is under no obligations to remember. 
A soldier who fights for his native country, even in 
the worst cause, is a character which every person: 
must revere. But the renefadoe, who wanders about 
in search of employment for his sword, and is willing 
to draw it against any foe, is a murderer by profes- 
sion, who plunders without an object, and slays with- 
out a provocation. Suchya man was Benyowsky, and. 
such a man it is. impossible to admire. 

Those who wish to: know more of him, may con- 
sult “* The Memoirs and Travels of Count Ben- 
yowsky, written ip toned 5 2 vols. 4to, 1790. (8 
BENZOIN. Cuemisrry and Marerra ME- ‘ 

DICA. 
BERAR, a soubah or kingdom of Hindostan, 

which now forms the eastern division of the Mah- ~ ° 
ratta empire. It is bounded on the north by: Alla- 
habad. and Maliva, on the east by Orissa, on the 
south by Golconda, and on the west by Dowlatabad . 
and Candish, Part of this province belongs to Nizam: 
Ali, Soubah of the Decan. Wheat, rice, poppies, &c. 
are produced here in great abundance; and inthe ~ “ 
south of Berar are found the deer that yield the. 
bezoar stone. Berar is divided into thirteen circars, 
and forty-two pernathins and Nagpour is the capi” 
tal. Its annual revenue, inthe time of Aureng-zebe, 
was fifty-five krores of dams, or €1,718,750 ster-. 

See Fraser’s History of Nadir Shah, p. 26. ling. 

swe sey a genus of plants of the class Hex- 
andria, and order Monogynia. See Borany. ‘(w) ' 
BERBICE, the name of a river of South Ameri- 

cay ih the province of Guiana, which runs from south 
to north, and discharges itself into the Atlantic +s 
Ocean. It is chiefly remarkable for an extensive set- 
tlement formed upon its banks, in the beginning of 
the seventeenth century, bya Dutch colony. 

» The river itself is about a mile and a half broad at 
its mouth, where it is divided into two channels by an 
island, called-Crab Island, about two miles in circum, 
ference. Owing to a bar of sand about five miles 
from its' mouth, and stretching from east to west, the 
navigation is both difficult and dangerous. On this 
account, all yessels drawing more than four feet of 
water, are obliged to anchor at the port of Demera- 
ry; from which their cargo is carried to Berbice in . 
colony schooners, that are again’employed in convey- 
ing to Demerary the produce of the settlement. The 

ony of Berbice. was founded in the year 1626, by 
Van. Peer of Flushing, who sent out several ships to 
trade with the Indians. The colony had flourished 
to such a degree, that the French, who made a de- 
scent upon the coast, were able to extort a contribu- 
tion of 20,000 florins. In 1678, the settlement was 
ranted, as an hereditary fief, to the family of Van 
er. In consequence of another attack made upon 

the colony by a flotilla of French privateers, a con- 
tribution of 300,000 florins was paid for the’ safety 
of the settlement. | This sum-was discharged by the 
house of Van Hoorn and Company, who received im 
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Berbice. return three-fourths of the settlement. The new 

- “"v—— proprietors of this.colony were permitted, by the 
Dutch East India Company, to import 240 negroes 
annually from Africa, at the rate of 165 florins a head ; 
and the Company became bound to furnish them with 
a greater number, if it were necessary, at the rate of 
250 florins each. They were also allowed to dispose 
of their lands and slaves, and to levy a duty of 300 
florins from every vessel that came to the colony. By: 
these means, the cultivation of sugar, cocoa, and in- 
digo was greatly. extended; many fruitless searches 
were made after mines; and settlers were invited to 
the-infant colony. w 

The revenues of the colony arise from a capitation 
tax ,on the inhabitants; an excise on every fifty 
pounds of sugar that is made ; a weighage toll of two 
per cent. on/all exports and imports; and a duty of 
three florins, per lastonithe tonnage of ships. ‘The 
imported .goods are the same as those carried to the 

cae other parts of the West Indies'; and the exports are 
* cotton, coffee, cocoa, tobacco, a dyeing stuff called 

. rokou, but chiefly sugar, all of which are obtained 
‘from nearly an hundred plantations, formed on the 
banks of. the-river. 
In consequence of the dampness and marshiness of 

the-coast, X28 early settlers built a town and fortress, 
called Zealandica, fifty miles. up the river. . The in- 

_erease of the colony, however, and the difficulty of 
navigating the river, induced the settlers. to build the 
town, of aig bi. on the south side of the 

7 »  niver:Canje, or ‘Conya, where it discharges itself into 
the ase 4 of the Berbice. .The houses extend u 
the banks of the latter river about a mile and a half. 
Each house, with a quarter of an acre of land annex- 

: ed to it, is surrounded by a trench, which is filled 
-and emptied at every tide. The houses are a st 
high, and are very long ‘and. narrow, .with galleries 
on both sides to afford a shelter from:the sun. They 
are generally thatched with troolie’ and plantain 
leaves for the sake of coolness, but the quantity 
of vermin which is harboured in this kind of thatch, 
has induced the English settlers to employ shin- 
gles. The-government-house and the buildings an- 
nexed to it are-of brick, and are remarkable for 
their splendour and magnificence. | The*entrance of 
the river is guarded on the east side by fort St An- 
drew and a small battery, while the York redoubt 
defends it from the opposite bank. |The colonial go- 
vernment propose to boctify Crab Island ; but this isa 
matter of no importance,.as Berbice must always fall 
along with the contiguous colony.of Demarary...The 
west banks of the river were first cultivated ; but, in 
1799, the country, as far to the east of the river as 
the Devil’s.Creek, was rapidly cleared of its. wood, 
and became an extensive cotton plantation. ‘The 
Jands on the banks of the river Canje jhave also. been 
put into a state .of cultivation, an produce sugar, ) 
coffee, and plantains. This river is navigable for co- 
lony schooners for about 50-miles from its embouch- 
urey,and is remarkable for immense falls and cata- 
racts near its source. About 40.miles below its head, 
there is a creek connected with pgaver Courantine, 
by which overland dispatches have -been brought from 
Surinam by the Indians. : 

— 
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In the year 1796, Berbice capitulated tothe Eng- Berbicg 

lish, who reinstated in his office the former governor 1 
Van Batenburg. In 1799, when Surinam’ surrender- Beeee: 
ed to the British arms, the governor of Berbice en- 
tered into anegociation with Governor Frederici, by 
which Surinam ceded to Berbice the tract of land 
between the Courantine and the Devil’s Creek, which 
was speedily put into a’state of cultivation. At the 
peace of Amiens, Berbiee, along with Demarary, was 

restored to the Dutch government. The troops 
which were sent to protect the colony suffered 
distress from the want of proper food and aceommo- 
dation, and all their applications for redress were dis- 

~ regarded. A mutiny was thus occationed, which 
could not be quelled Nithote the assistance of troops 
from Demerary and Surinam, After’ the ‘mutineers 
had surrendered themselves to’ the government, Ber- 
bice surrendered to the British under General *Grin- 
field and Sir Samuel Hood, in September 1803, since ¢ 
which time it has continued in our possession. ~*~ 

The population of Berbice amounts at present te 
43,500 ; of whom 1000 are free people’ of colour, 
2500 are whites, and the rést are negroes, the number 
of whom is doubled within the last ten years. The 
colony of Berbice was beunded on ‘the east by the 
Devil’s Creck till the year 1799, when its eastern li- 
mits. were extended to the river Couraritine. “Tt is 
sepatated, on the west, from the colonyofDemerary “~* 
by Abarry creek. The breadth of the settlement, 
from the mouth of the river Courantine, is"about 46 

* geographical miles; its former breadth being only ® 
about 30. New Amsterdamlis’about 52 milestothe . « 
south-east by east of Stabroek, the capitakof Deme- 
rary. West Long. 57° 20’, North Lat.6° 20’. (1«) 
BERCHTOLSGADEN, BercnrescabsEn, or «+ 

BERGTOLSGADEN, a town'in the principality "of the 
same name in the Austrian empire, coftaining™a po- =~ * 
pulation of 3000." The inhabitants are chieflyem- © 
ployed in the manufacture of ivory, borie, and wooden 
toys, which they sell to the merchants of Nuremberg; 
and in the retail of salt to the surrounding céuntry. 
The principality of Berchtolsgaden, along with that > 
of Silehourg) ries a separate province of the Awms- 
trian empire, which lies between the parallels of lon- 
gitude 32° 20’ 15” and 33° 50’ ag, east, and between 
the parallels of latitude 46° 55’ and 47° 50’ north. 
It contains a superficies "of 181 geographical square 
miles, and supports a ey tion of 216,000, or 
210,018 according to Hassel. ‘The salt produced in 
Berchtolsgaden alone amounts,"in-one year; to 87,000 
quintals. "There are in this province six towns and 
twenty-five villages, of which Salzbourg, Halleinyand 
Berchtolsgaden, are the chief. The statistical’ acs 
count of the province of Salzbourg and Berchtolsga-- 
den, comprehendin an account ofthe salt mines : 
which it 1 enriched, will be given with more proprie- 
ty under the article Sarzpourc. See Tableau Sta- 
tastique de la Monarchie Autrichienne, par M. Ray- + 
mond et Roth, Paris, 1809; Ge hie et. i 

a 

de toute la Monarchie Autrichienne, par K. es . 
merdoerfer, Leipz. 1793 ; and. Hist.et Mem. dela * « 
Societé des Sciences Physiques de Lausdiine, 1787, > 

1788, tom. iii.» (w)>» 1 al —__? * * 
BERDOA, an extensive province OF Africas con *% 

See 
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Berenice ing the towns of Berdoa, Fobabes Arna; and 

Bergem: Barca... (j ‘ aid on 

_ BERENICE's Har, the name of one of the 
constellations in.the northern basen batee: containic 

in the Berlin catalogue 48 stars 5 in that o: Flamstea 

43; in that of Hevelius 21; and in that of Tycho 

° 14. See Astronomy, p. 750. (w) baoe 
BERESOF, or Beresow, a district of Russia, in 

the province of Tobolsk, situated between the Ural. 
ins and the Straitsof Waygats.. For an. ac-i 

countiof the gold mines of this district, see Tooke’s _ 
View. vol. iii... p. 296.; and Urat Movwn- 

wlS)s» ts AR ; 
: the name of a grand duchy, formerly in 

the circle of Westphalia, but now a separate. princi- 
pality attached to the confederation of the Rhine. It 

* is a mountainous though fertile district, and is water- 
, ed by the Wippers the Sieg, and the Ruhr. .The 

vallies produce corn in abundance, and excellent pas- 
turage ;:while the mountains, covered with extensive 
forests, inclose valuable mines of lead, iron, and coal. 

s The grand duchy of Berg, as it is constituted,at pre- 
sent, (1811,) contains a superficies of 201. square 
miles, and a population of 610,000, Its-military 

° force is 8000 men, and its annual revenue 2,300,000 
florins... Saeviperyuse ? Etat actuel de Allemagne, 

809.. (0 
BERGAMO, the Babar of the ancients, is a 
city of Italy, formerly the capital of the district of 

but now of the department of Serio, 
fortified, and situated on seyeral hills between 

the Brembo and the Serio.. Bergamo contains thir- 
ad teen parish churches,,and twenty-two convents. It 

. carrieson a considerable commerce in woollen and 
silken stuffs; and. its serges and tapestry have been 

« +. held.inyhigh estimation.. A communication below. 
eee connects.the city with the castle upon the 

ill. The cathedral is a large building. A well fre- 
fair is held here on St Bartholomew’s day, 

and thé building used on this occasion is the most 
re. remarkable thing in Bergamo. The gates of this 

town are regularly shut at.a fixed-hour, as if the 
ee country were the seat of war. The populatio ne 

» nerally reckoned at 30,000; but Chantreaux.. s 
itonly 20,000. East Long. 9° 45’, and North Lat. 
45°18. (fj) * 
‘BERGEN, or BerGuen, the largest town in Nor- 

way, and the capital of the province of Bergenhuys, 
ispa town. built-in the form of a crescent 

~  round.a gulf of the sea, which forms one of the finest 
harbours in: Europe, defended by seven lofty moun- 

“yiow spa by several fortifications ; but particularly. 
that ericksburg. Though all the public build- 
ings and several private houses be built of stone, yet 
er part of the buildings are of wood.. The 

wa : y the cathedral, school, and.some parish churches, 
. are its printipalpublic. edifices. The imports of 

Bergen are chiefly corm and. reign a and its 
: - are hides, timber, fish, and tallow, 

“ merchants»of the Hanseatic levee attempted to 
of monopolise the trade of Bergen, and to exclude even 

; its,own inhabitants ; but in con ce_of the vigo- 
rous, opposition made by Walkendorf, this monopoly 

as wa 

- . Ar ~ . 
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was, destroyed, and the the merchants expelled from Bergen’ 
the place.” Bergen suffered dreadful losses by fire-in ll 

the years: 1428, 1623, 1640, 1702, 1756, and 1771, Dore” 
in the last of which,:the reflected light of the confla- 

tion is said.to have been seen in the Shetland isles.. 
opulation in 1769, 13,735, and. in,1799, 16,000; 

according to.Catteau. In 1768, theexports of Ber- 
gen were 695,760 risdales, and 75 schellings, and its 
imports 421,754 risdales and 64 schellings.; In.1790,: 
it-exported 958,000 risdales worth of fish. In 1799,. 
Bergen had 53 vessels above ten lasts. East Long.. 
5° 33’, North Lat. 60° 23’... See, Busching’s Geog. 
vol, i. p. 369; and Catteau?’s, Tableau des Etats 
Danois, vol. ii. (a). ; ; 
BERGEN, the Se of the isle of Rugen, bes * 

longing to Sweden, is situated onia rising ground 
nearly in the middle of the island. | It contains only 
six stone buildings ; the streets are sloping and bad, 
the lanes dirty, and the houses mean. The town,: 
which is. divided. into. four: quarters, and inhabited 
chiefly by tradesmen and, husbandmen, is governed , 
by two burgomasters, two chamberlains, four coun- 
cilmen, .and a secretary, from whom there is an ap- 
peal to the court at Griefswald. .There: are, here. 
three fairs annually, at which a considerable quantity. 
of linen and cattle is disposed of. The surrounding. 
soil is high and sandy ; ie the low grounds are noel 
adapted for the cultivation of corn. Number: of. 
houses 3000 ;. population 15,7 (4): 
BERGEN op Zoom, a small but beautiful mari-. 

time town.of Dutch Brabant.. It stands ona rising’ ¥ 
ground. in the middle of a morass,on the river Zoom,., 
where it joins the Scheldt, and was defended by re-: 
gular fortifications in the- year 1629, under the direc~ 
tion of, the celebrated Cohorn.. The church, the 
market-place, and squares, are large and well built. 
The subterraneous gallery. by which the. French enter« 
ed by surprise, in, 1746, andthe ravelines of Cohorn, 
where the breach was made, are still to be seen. . 
East Long. 6° 8', North Lat. 51° 32% + (7 zs 
BERGERA, a genus of plants of the class De- 

candria, and order a nias. See Borany. (w) 
BERGERAC, the largest though not the chief 

town of the department of Dordogne, in France, di-- 
vided into two parts by the river Dordogne. . In the 
arrondissement of this town, there are manufac- 
tures. of. paper, besides forges and founderies of 
cannon. Population 8540. East Long. 0° 37’, North. 
Lat. 44° 51.. (7 
BERGIA, a genus of plants, of the class Decan-.. 

dria, and order Pentagynia, SeeBorany. (w) 
BERGMAN, Torzery, Sir, a celebrated Swe- 

dish chemist, was born at Catharineberg, in the pro- 
vince of West Goghland, on the 20th March 1735. . 
His father, who was receiver of finances in the dis- 
trict, destined young Bergman for his successor in. 
office ; but the disposition which he began:to dis- 
play, seemed to be hostile to the intentions. of his fa- - 
mily,. His. friends, and, the whole neighbourhood, 
were annoyed by his extreme petulance and forward- 
ness. He seized all.things that came in his way, and 
amused himself by throwing’ them into.the fire, and 
observing the manner in which they were consumed. . 
Neither threats nor punishment could overcome this 

: 

“ 
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ity ; and to such a degree was it car- 

that Bi any thing was. lost. in the vicinity, 
young Bergman was accused of having burnt it. 

Having finished the early part of his education at 
Skara, a place celebrated by its he was sent 
at the age of 17 to the university of Upsaly.and was 

under the charge of a near relation. . The ar- 
r with which he cultivated the study of mathema- 

tics and natural philosophy, was checked by his guar- 
dian, and the Eleme: 
Keill, and the Principia of Newton, were among the 
books prohibited by this.enemy of the sciences. But |. 
the mind of Bergman could not be restrained by'such 
unworthy fetters; and though he ap to yield a 
becoming submission to the will of his relation, he 
contrived, by means of a drawer concealed under his 
table, to. get possession of his favourite authors, when 

* sleep or absence had disarmed the vigilance of his 
friend. Being thus compelled to study at those un- 
timely hours, when nature would have prompted him 
.to seek for repose, his body was unable to support 
the exertions of his mind, and he was obliged to re- 
turn to Catharineberg to seek the restoration of his 
health in the bosom of his friends, and in the retire- 
ment and exercises of a country life. In consequence 
of the recovery of his strength, he returned to Upsal 
in 1754, with the permission of his family, to devote 
himself wholly to the sciences. The illustrious Lin- 
nzus, who then lived.at Upsal, wasin the zenith of his: 
fame. Encouraged by his example, and aspiring to 
a portion of his glory, the youth at. Upsal sought 
for distinction in the study of natural history... The 
ardent mind of Bergman was particularly actuated by 
this genérous impulse. 
the study of entomology ; and such was the rapidity 
of his progress, that he soon attracted the particular 
notice of Linneus himself... He made profound re- 
searches respecting several species. of moths and ca- 

illars,.and upon the tenthredo or saw-flies, that 
are devoured by the larve of ichneumons, which feed 
upon their entrails, and cover themselves with their 
envelope... He divided the caterpillars into five spe- 
cies, depending’ on the disposition of their wings and 
feet. his observations on bees, and his useful experi- 
ments. for the purpose of. preventing the ravages 
committed upon fruit trees, by an insect called pha- 
lena brumalis, gained him the prize of the royal aca- 
demy of Stockholm. The method of extirpation, 
suggested by these experiments, was tried by Mr 
President Cronsted, who, in ashort time, took above 
20,000 of. the females. His observations on leeches 
were equally interesting and successful. Linneus 
and Muller had observed several species-of these ani- 
mals ; but it was reserved for Bergman to observe 
their eyes and throat. Hediscovered that they were 
oviparous, and that the coccus aquaticus is the egg of 
the leech, containing 10 or 12 young. Linnzus, to 
whom Bergman communicated this discovery, at first 
denied the fact, but his incredulity was soon changed 
into conviction. He exclaimed with enthusiasm, vidi 
et obstupui! (1 saw and was astonished) ; and. in 
signing the memoir upon that subject, he wrote these 
words at the bottom, and transmitted it to the aca- 
demy of Stockholm with that honourable passport. 
« The esteem which Linneus felt for Bergman, in 

1 

of Euclid, the Astronomy of © 

He began his career with 

_ BERGMAN. 
consequence of these discoveries, w 
powerfully displayed, by. giving bis vame to 
several new species of moths which a ‘he had.detec 
ed. ‘The other authors who shared this glory w: 
the Swedish naturalist, were Forskal, Reaumur,.S 
lander, Alstroemer, Frisch, Scroeber, ,Seop 
Geoffroy. sit Sky snl eia ie 

Though natural history was the gene 
his studies, the attention. of Bergman. was o onal 
ly directed to other subjeccs. In. 1759, he publi 
‘ed, in the Swedish. Transactions, a review ph 
ferent explanations of the rainbow. In 1760 appear- 
ed his paper on the origin of meteors, that are not at+ 
tended with, any noise or explosion; andanother me+ 
moir on the opinion/of philosophers respecting the 
twilight... Me ss A ae ee 

For several one Danaea n had given lessons in 
algebra: in chee te M. oe stan ape 
year 1761 he was appointed joint 
matics and natural bo hy ; a.situation which he 
filled with ‘honour and advan for the spa of 
_ ain He observed the trast of pose 

61, with great accuracy, » consequence of a 
correspondence with Mr’ Wilson, Bergman wr 
the subject of electricity, in the years 1761 and 17 
He attempted ahennenynee the circumstances which 
attended the passage of the electric fluid across wa- 
ter ; the effect produced by electricity on the colour 
of silk ribbands ; and the electrical properties of tour- 
malin and Iceland crystal, yhich the Academy. of 
Stockholm had referred to his examinations. He 
published, in 1764, four memoirs. on the aurora bo- 
realis, and attempted to determine the height in the 
atmosphere where this phenomenon takes places 

The studies of Bergman now received a new di- 
rection, in consequence of the resignation of Wal- 
pe a celebrated professor. * rane and mine- 
ralogy at Upsal. Though chemistry scarcely 
pre ie his prveloneny Be an had the boldness to 
appear in the list of competitors for this vacant chair, 
er ees who supported the claims of one of his 
own pupils, forme inst Bergman a powerful par- 
ty, who napesecaiiedithienanadieri for the oleae 
which he aspired. wo saw the strength of 
their representations, and the influence they might 
have upon his election ; and resolved to oppose them 
by the most honourable weapons. . He: shut -himself 
up in his laboratory, and composed a memoir on the 
preparation of alum, and on. the most) economical 
means of procuring it. This paperexcited the as- 
tonishment ‘both of his friends: and: his adversaries. 
The former regarded it as a triumph over the in- 
trigues of his euemies, while the latter endeavoured 
to reduce and depreciate its merit! Wallerius) him- 
self condes¢ended to attack it in the journals; but 
all these assaults: tended only to ensure the succe 
of its author, Gustavus, the Prince al, and after- 
wards the King of Sweden, who was then chancellor 
of the university, procured an accurate ment of 
the dissensions at Upsal, and applied to the famous 
Swab and Tiliais, counsellors of the mines, for an 
account of the merits of the respective candidates. 
Having received the most ‘favourable view of the 
character and talents of gman, the prince drew 

up, in his own handerishageaele to al the allega- 

“s 
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tions urged against his favourite candidate, and pre- 

¢ ge the senate, who immediately appointed 
n tothe chemicalchaire, 

It is sin to remark, to what accidental circum- 
stances we frequently owe the developement of great 

ra’ the interfere’ 
re Titel alot been deprived of those brilliant 
discoveries which immortalise his re The — 
of his new office imposed upon him the necessity o' 

ing his whole time to shewtcal pursuits 5 aid he 
with all the ardour and fearlessness 
The public laboratory at Upsal was 

incomplete and, ill, arranged when it came into: his 

hands. At his request, the apartments were repair- 
ed and enlarged. ‘The laboratory of Aurivillius was 
purchased. His own cabinet of minerals, along with 
those of Swab and beyonce raed — in ene 
Apartment according to: their chemical co ition, 
‘and in: another according to their geographical si- 
tuation. In another apartment, he placed accurate 
models of all the articles of chemical apparatus, and 

of the various instruments used in the arts; and 
completed. his collection by the purchase of the 
t! practical works on chemistry and the arts. 

» With.these,admirable auxiliaries, Bergman entered 
upon his ardent career. E from the preju- 
dices of theorists, and: conducted by. the torch of 
geometry; he began by repeatirg, all the leading ex- 
periments. in chemistry ; he attended carefully to the 
various minute circumstances which seemed to affect 
the, results;, he’ marked the legitimate. conclusions 
which his ¢xperiments authorised ; and; by thus car- 

ing into chemistry the principles of the philosophy 
ps sm he was rewarded by a variety of the most 
brilliant discoveries, 

.. In examining the carbonic acid, or fixed air, which 
Dr Black had discovered in the composition of al- 
kalis and calcareous earths, he found that it-was a 

icular acid, and. called it the aérial. acid: By 
Netilling umes — aerate from it 
a strong acid, differing from all others in its pe- 
cubist afiaaitsen, and which he also found to sa 7 
honey, gum-arabic¢, in all the saccharine substances, 
and also in several animal products. He discovered 
likewise three- new, acids, viz. that’ of» molybdena, 
that of tungstein, and that of phosphate of iron, 
a subject of earths next engaged: his attention. 

i numerous experiments on barytes.; he 
shewed, that magnesia was not a calcareous sub- 
stance, as had been generally supposed and he pro- 
ved, that silex differed from all other earths, and par- 

In. the. 1773, published a memoir 
on crystallization -in-which he: shewed. how’ the va- 
rious forms of crystals could arise from a simple pri- 

. 

¢ form, and how this primitive form could be Se t , man has laid the 
foundation, re carried to great perfection by- 
the Abbé Hany, and the Count Sitcom. 

Qn the analysis of mineral waters he published no. 
fewer than six dissertationsy which Macquer ranks 

VOB. If. PART IIS. 

among his most valuable’ productions. By emiploy- 
ing new re-agents, he gave a high degree of perfec. 
tion to this kind of analysis.’ Instead of determi- 
ning the qualttities of the bn sce by endeavour- 
ing to obtain them singly, he endeavoured to find 
the weight of one of the ingredients when combined. 
with some well-known substance which he employed 
for this particular purpose. He examined also the 
composition of aérated and sulphureous’ waters; and 
he was the first who pointed out the method of form: 
ing artificial mineral’ waters. e 
eis experiments on tartrate of potash and antimony, 
conducted him to the same’results which had been ob- 
tained by Messrs Macquer and Lasonne ; and in his 
analysis of volcanic products, of which numerous and 
valuable specimens:had been brought to’ Sweden by 
Messrs’ Ferber and Troil, he exhibited a. particular 
per and’ detected the various operations of na- 
ture in the formation of these interesting substances. 

In the-analysis of many simple substances, and of 
several chemical compounds, he employed the blow- 
pipe with singular success. The composition of pre- 
cious stones had hitherto been unknown, but, in the 
hands of Bergman, they submitted to an ioatues 
analysis. With'the simple apparatus of ab ipe, 
a piece of charcoal, at quantity of soda, ud a 
little borax, he found that alumine, mixed with a 
portion of silex, of lime, and of iron, was the base 
of emeralds, sapphire, topaz, hyacinth, and ruby; 
that the proportional quantity of silex was succes- 
sively increased’ in grenat, schorl, tourmaline, zeolite, 
quartz, and rock crystal ; and’that gems were partl 
connected with siliceous stones, and’ partly wit 
alum. caren 

The researches of Bergman into the composition 
of metals and metallic oxides ; his analysis of nickel 
and zinc; his explanation of the fulminating proper- 
ty of several oxides of gold ; his inquiries respecting 
crude iron, malleable iron, and steel, in which he 
shewed, that the various states in which iron a pear- 
ed was owing to the admixture of phosphate of iron, 
manganese, and many foreign substances, chiefly me- 
tallic; his labours in the mines of West Gothland ; 
his method of forming bricks’ of a durable nature ; 
his investigations respecting the combination of mers 
cury with muriatic acid; respecting the analysis of 
calculi and asbestos ; and respecting sulphuretted an- 
timonial preparations,—all these various labours can 
only be mentioned in this short sketch of his life. 
The stibject of élective attraction, which Geof- 

froy had begun in 1718, was resumed by Bergman 
with wonderful success. In order to complete this 
laborious undertaking, he calculated that no fewer 
than 30,000 experiments’ would be necessary ; but 
finding that his th was unfit for such enormoue 
labour, he arran the materials which he had col- 
lected, and’ published very accurate and extensive 
tables of elective attractions. These tables were the 
first that contained the laws’ of affinities as they are 
observed in operating by the dry way. He has re- 
presented, by f we, all the chemical operations, 
the results of which form the basis of the table ; and 
he has exhibited, at one view, the substances upon 
which he operated, the method employed, and’ the 
result of the operation. In his work on elective 
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difications of the principle of phlogiston ; but 1 
the existence of this principle has-been compl 
exploded by the discoveries of Lavoisiers.these, aul : 
his other works, will long continue to be resorted. to 
by chemists, as the most valuable repositories of che- 
mical facts... epogry teres wel tine ted on 
Though the whole,of Bergman’s.life was devoted 

chiefly, to experimental chemistry, and. to the; disco- 
very of facts, yet.he did, not scruple to venture into 
the regions of hypothesis. . ‘The combination of loose 
and unconnected facts. by..an hypothesis, however 
arbitrary. may. be its assumptions; is a great step to.a 
legitimate theory ; aad, during the last century, has 
been of immense service, tothe, progress,of -science. 
In_ former ages, when the method, of induction was 
unknown, and when facts were accommodated to pre- 
conceived notions, hypothesis, was',fatal to, the pro+ 
‘gress of discovery ; but. we have lately.jseen, what 
valuable accessions. mineralogy has.received from the 
contentions between the Huttonians and. Wernerians. 
‘The ;theory of the earth which has, been given by 
Bergman,, supposes that the .globe,was/originally.a 
nucleus, robably magnetic, surrounded with,a fluid, 
which eld im suspension or. solution.all ithe elements 
of bodies, In consequence, of ,its rotatory, motion, 
the equatorial parts swelled out from its centre : the 
denser and less soluble materials formed the first ele- 
vations upon the nucleus: the saline and metallic sub- 
stances insinuated themselves. into the crevices; the 
crystallizations were formed and deposited according 
to their,affinities and densities; the waters, condensed 
towards the poles, became solid. masses, constantly 
increasing ; and being thus diminished. in volume, 
they run into the hollows among the mountains that 
aradually 046 from below, and obeyed the force of 
universal gravitation ; the lighter bodies. floated on 
the surface, while others of greater density sunk to 
the bottom: gases of different kinds were. disenga- 
ged from the earth, and meteors were generated in 
the atmosphere. 
_ In 1778,..Bergman. published a Memoir on the 
principal characters of earths, which carried off the 
a given by the Royal, Society,of Sciences at 

ontpellier ; and some. years afterwards. his, research- 
es on the analysis of indigo were.well received by the 
Academy of Sciences at Paris, 
The, short, history which we haye, now. given of 
the discoyeries and writings of Bergman, includes the 
rincipal eyents of his life, which was marked by few 

incidents that can gratify the curiosity of his ad- 
mirers. He was. raised to the dignity of rector of 
the university of Upsal ; and in this important office 
he maintained peace and tranquillity between the two 
parties into which the professors were divided. 
, An the year 1776, the king of. Prussia invited 
Bergman to. settle at Berlin among the illustrious 
characters, with whom, that monarch had. encircled 
his throne; but though a,regard for his health might 
have incited him to. remove to a warmer climate, yet 
the kindness which he; had ,received from the King 
of Sweden prevailed over every. personal considera- 
tion, and oe him. to remain in his natiye coun- 
try. The constitution of Bergman, was now,on the 
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Bergman. attraction, and.in that, on. metallic) precipitatess:he 
“—"v-— has explained all the phenomena by the various mo- 

decline, Palpitations of the heart, and vio 
ghar asec raed Lissette physi 
vised him to abandon all his studies. Hi 
great relief: from natural and artificial 
ters; and in the hopes of receiving more effec 
benefit, he went to-drink the waters at Medwi in 
pment strength ae pA for the fa- 
tigues of the journey, and he expired soon after hi 
eben the Sthoof July 1784, fe the 50 ober 

Helge’: says) 0 , er a a 

» In estimating the merits of this illustrious philo- 
sopher, we are not entitled to apply the standard by 
which talents are generally measured. When we 
consider only the.extent of his labours, and the num- 
ber and importance of his discoveries, we cannot fail 
to form the highest opinion of ‘his industry and ge- 

scer coro a ll dhlse ecteaulinetaac an awere » » and all these discoveries made, in 
the short space of 17 years, the talents of Bergman 
shine with new splendour, and itr sie “find 
a place, too high for him in the ranksof | phi= 
losophers.. Had Bergman entered upon the study of 
chemistry. at an early age; and prosecuted it with vi- 
gour through the ordinary term of human life, what 
a vast accession ‘of new facts-would chemistry have 
received from: hislabours, and»what a comm 
station would) he:haye held in the lists of genius ! 
| During» his ‘short life, Bergman. was created a 
knight of the royal order of Vasa; a member of the 
Academy of Sciences at Upsal; an associate of the 
Academy of Sciences at Paris; a fellow of the Royal 
Society of London, and a member of the academies 
of Berlin, Stockholm, Dijon Montpellier, Gottingen, 
Turin, Gottenburg, and Dubé and after his death, 
the university of Upsal paid the highest honours to 
his memory; and am was stuck by order of the 
Academy of Stockholm, to perpetuate the sorrow 
which they felt for his loss. , ' 

an married a Miss Ca- In the year 1771, Ber 
therine, Trast,,an accomplished and amiable lady, 
with whom he enjoyed all the happiness of domestic 
life but. that which ‘arises from a family. She was 
fond of botany and natural history, the studies which 
Bergman had unwillingly forsaken ; and he derived 
great pleasure from seeing before him the plants and’ 
insects which she reared, and which had been the ob-. 
Jeepasoh his ass renee Fy {dy 

Che principal works o gman are his Op 
Bignite oh pions pleraque seorsim antea aed 
ab auctore collecta revisa et aucta, 3 vols 8yo, 1779, 
1780, 1783... This work was translated into Eng- 
lish by Dr Cullen of Dublin, in 2 vols 8vo, with 
notes and illustrations; and also into French by M. 
Morveau... Physik apaeenns oefoer Jordklotel, or 
Physical Description of the Earth, in 2 vols.» Es- 
say on the utility of Chemistry, which originally ap- 
earedsin- 1779 in Swedish, and was translated) into 

English in, 1783... Meditationes de Systemate Fossi- 
lium ‘naturali, published in the: Act. \Upsal: 1784, 
vol. iv. and»translated- into English ‘in 1788." De 
Primordiis.Chemia, 1777. /Chemie Progressus a 
medio, Seceviis ad med. Secexviie 1782. Sciagra- 

ia Mineralis, Lips. 1782, translated into French: 
y Mongez, and into. English: by Withering. | See. 

Cnemisray, aud Scugee. (0) nent Se 
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» ~BERGOO, a country of Africa, lying tothe west a mind.’ This deduction, however singular, was rea- Berkeley. 

of Abyssinia, and extending about 187 geographical dily made from the theory of our perceptions laid ““—V—~ 
miles from egst to west, and .250 from. north to 
: Bergoo is governed by a sultan who recruits 
his army from the inhabitants of eight large moun- 
tains, about a day’s journey from Wara, the capital 
of Bergoo. . The inhabitants of each of these moun- 
tains are said to speak a distinct language from the 
rest, and to be zealous Mahometans. ‘This people, 
more humane than some of their neighbours, never 
make war for the express pu of carrying off the 
prisoners or slaves. Though the Bergoos are Ma- 
Rometans, yet many of their tribes mae depend up- 
‘on them are idolatrous and cruel. They devour the 
(8 at eae ea tsof their skin as 
‘tokens of bravery. See Browne’s J’ravels, p. 310. (7) 
a BERKELEY, Groncs, the celebrated and inge- 
nious bishop of Cloyne, in Ireland, was born at Kilc- 
rin, near Thomastown, in the county of Kilkenny, 
being the eldest son of William Berkley, Esq. a cadet 
of the noble family of Earl Berkley of Berkley Castle. 
He received the first rudiments of his education at Kil- 
kenny school, under Dr Hinton, whence Swift had, 
but a few years before, removed tothe university ; and 
was, at the age of fifteen, admitted a pensioner of Tri- 
nity re ublin, of which he became-a fellow, 
June 9, 1707. He shewed a very early passion for 
literature ; for before he was twenty, he had com- 
posed his ingenious mathematical essay, entitled, Arith- 
metica absque Algebra aut Euclide demonstrata, which 
he published in the same that he was admitted.a 
fellow ae yi fi aa “a 1709, he published his 
jus rated New ry of Vision; in which he 
ae dishes the very im sant nth a that mag- 
nitude as made known by the touch, is essentially dif- 
ferent from magnitude as made known by the eye, of 
which it is not the direct province to perceive the di- 
mension of solidity, or to discern or judge of the dis- 
tance of objects. A: person born blind, he concludes, 
would, if suddenly restored to sight; be altogether 
unable to tell how any object that affected his sight 
would affect his touch ; but would: imagine, that all 
the objects he saw were in his eye, or rather in, his 
mind. 

The difference thus exhibited between the notions 
acquired by two of our senses, probably tended to 
convince Berkeley, that the objects of our perceptions 
are mere ideas, quite independent of material sub- 
stance. In his Theory of Vision, however, he goes 
no farther than to assert, that the objects of sight 
> Pappa but ideas in the mind; not denying, that 

is a tangible world which is really external, and 
hich exists whether we perceive it or not. But in 

his Principl Human Knowledge, which he pub- 
lished in the subsequent year, he, without any cere- 
mony, denies the existence of every kind of matter 
whatever 3 nor does he think this conclusion one that 
need, in an >, st the incredulous. ‘* Some 
truths there are,” says he, “ so near and obvious to 
the mind, that a man need only open his eyes to see 
them, Such I take this important one to be, that 
all the choir of heaven, and furniture of earth,—in a 
word, all those bodies which com the mighty 
frame of the world, have not any subsistence without 
- ; 1 

7 

oe 

down by Descartes and: Mr Locke, and at that time 
generally received in the world. According to that 
theory, we perceive nothing but ideas which are pre- 
sent in the mind, and which have no dependence 
whatever upon external things ; so that we have no 
evidence of the existence of any thing external to our 
own minds. Berkeley appears to have been altogether 
in earnest in maintaining his scepticism concerning 
the existence of matter; and the more so,as he con- 
ceived this. system to be highly favourable to the doc- 
trines of religion, since it removed matter from the 
world, which had always been the stronghold of the 
atheists. Pigat 

Berkeley by no means confined his studies to meta- 
physics ; for, in the year 1712, he published the sub- 
stance of three sermons, delivered in the college cha- 
pel, in support of the doctrine of ‘passive obedience ; 
in consequence of which he was represented as a ja- 
cobite, and refused some preferment in the church of 
Ireland to which he had been recommended.) ‘This 
unfavourable impression, however, was removed by 
the good offices of Mr Molyneux, by whom Berkeley 
was introduced to the patronage of the Prince and 
Princess of Wales, afterwards George TI. and Queen 
Caroline. Inthe same year, he published, in London, 
a farther, defence of his system of immaterialism, in 
Three Dialogues between Hylas.and Philonous. He 
was at this period the.friend of his two ingenious 
countrymen Swift and Sir Richard Steele; and was be- 
loved and. respected by both, though men of the most 
opposite principles. Through their good offices. he 
became known to the most celebrated wits and learn-’ 
ed men of the time; particularly Pope, Arbuthnot, 
and Addison, with whom he formed an intimacy that 
terminated only with his life. He was induced,: by 
this intercourse, to become a contributor to the cele. 
brated periodical works the Spectator and. Guardian, 
which he adorned with several pieces highly favour 
able to’ virtue and religion. p OOL Re to 

It was through his friend Swift that) he became 
known to the Earl of Peterborough, who \appointed 
him his chaplain and private secretary, and whom he 
accompanied to Sicily and Italy in November 1713, 
in the capacity of ambassador. On returning’ to 
England in the ensuing year, he found that his hopes 
of preferment had expired with the change of admi- 
nistration ; which chet him to accept the offer 

with the son of Dr 
Ashe, bishop of Clogher. Paris he: visited the 
celebrated Father Malebranche, who was then in a 
declining state of health, and engaged with him in so 
keen a metaphysical argument, that an increase of the 
disorder of Matebeanche, which was an inflammation 
of the lungs, was the consequence. In fact, the 
learned father died a few days afterwards, viz. Octo- 
ber 19,1715. Onhis way home, he drew up, at Lyons, 
a curious tract, De Motu, which he transmitted to the 
Royal Academy of Sciences at Paris, and afterwards 
published in London in 1721. . He was likewise the 
author of an Essay towards Preventing the Ruin of 
Great Britain, printed in the same year, and occa- 

of travelling through ge 
t 

sioned by the disastrous South Sea scheme of 1720. 
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uaintance among the. 

V extended ; and Lord Burlington, 
who had conceived for him a high esteem when at 
Rome, on account of his taste for architecture, ob- 
tained for him the grant of the of Down, 
worth £2000 per annum. Through the narrow sys- 
tem of politics, however, which then prevailed in the 
Trish cabinet, considerable opposition was made to his 
appointment ; and such was Berkeley’s mildness and 

_ humility, that he could not be prevailed upon to dis- 
ute the matter, or even expostulate on the subject. 
is noble patron lateisele in 1724, osaieiee 

him the deanery of Derry, the next. best in Ireland 
to that of Down, and worth £1100 Per annum. 
Upon this preferment he resigned his fellowship to 
which he had been appointed in-1717, in which'year, 
also, he had received the degrees of bachelor and doc- 
tor in divinity, About this time he obtained an agree- 
able accession to his income by the death of Mrs 
Vanhomrigh, the Vanessa of Swift, who made Berke- 
ley one of her executors, and left him half her for- 
tune, amounting to about £4000, although she had 
been but once in company with him. In his capacity 
of executor, he committed to the flames several let- 
ters that had passed between her and the «dean, not, 
as he expressly declared, becavse there was any thing 
criminal in them, but because there was a warmth in 
the lady’s style which he thought it-delicate to con- 
ceal from the public. 

Previous, to his appointmeht to the deanery of 
Derry, the benevolent mind of Berkeley had been bu- 
sied in the noble plan of converting the savage Ame- 
ricans to Christianity, by erecting a college in the 
Bermudas or Summer islands, which might likewise 
be a seminary for more completely supplying the 
churches in our foreign plantations. In 1725, he 
published a proposal for this purpose in London; at 
the same time offering to resign his lucrative benefice, 
and to dedicate the remainder of his life to the in- 
struction of youth in America, on the moderate in- 
come of €100 per annum. ‘Three junior fellows of 
Trinity College, Dublin, influenced by this distin- 
guished example of disinterestedness, offered their 
services in the intended seminary on a salary of £40 
yearly, in room of all their prospects at home. After 
much solicitation and attendance on the great, Berke- 
ley succeeded in having his favourite measure approved 
by government, and introduced into the House of Com- 
mons by Sir Robert Walpole. A charter was granted 
by his majesty for erecting a college, by the name of 
St Paul’s college, in Bermuda, which was to consist 
of a president and: nine fellows, who were obliged to 
maintain and educate Indian children at the rate of 
#10 a year for each. . €20,000 was allotted for this 
pliitaatioapic purpose, of which one half was furnish- 
ed. by the ministers, and the other half was to be af- 
terwards advanced. Berkeley and his associates were 
permitted to retain their livings in Ireland till this 
sum. should actually be paid; but were bound to re- 
sign them in a limited time after the payment_should 
take place. The benevolent dean lost no time in car- 
rying this favourite plan into execution; but, in 1728, 

d over to America, having a little before united 
If in marriage to. the eldest.daughter of John. 

Forster, Esq. speaker of the Irish. House. of ,Com: 

great 
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mons. Upon his arrival at Newport, in Rhode Berkeley: 
Island, he contracted for the purchase of lands on the ——V— 
adjoining continent, and fullyexpected that the pur- 
chase money would, according to agreement, be im- 
mediately paid. His~ expectations, however, were 
disappointed ; and, after various delays and excuses, 
he was at length informed by Bishop Gibson, in whose 
diocese, as bishop of London, the whole of the West 
Indies was included, that upon application to Sir Ro- 
bert Walpole, he received the following remarkable 
answer: ‘¢ If you put this question to me as a mini- 
ster,’’ said Sir Robert, “ I must and can assure you, 
that the money shall most undoubtedly be paid as 
soon as suits with public convenience ; but if you ask 
me as a friend, whether Dean Berkeley should conti- 
nue in America expecting the payment of £10,000, 
I advise him by all means to return home to Europe, 
and give up his present expectation.” According] 
the dean, after having expended a great part of hi 
private fortune, and more than seven years of his life, 
in the prosecution of so laudable a scheme, found him- 
self compelled to return to England. Before he left 
Rhode Island, he distributed the books he had brought 
with him among the clergy of that province ; and 
upon his arrival in London, immediately returned all 
the private subscriptions that had been advanced for 
the support of his undertaking. Shee 

In 1732 he published the Minute Philosopher, a 
performance which has been very generally read and 
admired. It consists of a series of dialogues, on the’ 
model of Plato, of which it is the object to refute 
the tenets of the free-thinker, who is here exhibited 
successively in the various characters of atheist, liber- 
tine, enthusiast, scorner, critic, metaphysician, fatalist, 
and sceptic. At this period he stood high in favour 
with Queen Caroline, who was a distinguished patro- 
,ness of men of virtue and talents. Upon a vacancy 
in the see of Cloyne, in 1783, at the instance of her 
majesty, Berkeley was appointed to that bishopric, 
ad in May 1'734 he was consecrated bishop of Cloyne, 
and vacated his anny & On that occasion he said 
to his intimates, ‘¢ I will never accept a translation ;” 
a resolution to which he most- religiously adhered ; 
for when he was offered the see of Clogher in 1745 by 
Lord Chesterfield, then lord lieutenant of Ireland, he 
respectfully declined the promotion, although that see 
was double in value to the eo of Cloyne. In 
the discharge of his episcopal duties, he was in the 
highest degree meritorious and exemplary, and was 
distinguished by his pastoral hospitality, and constant 
residence. While his health permitted, he was a re- 
gular preacher ; and always delivered extemporane- 
ous sermons; for it is not known that he ever redu- 
ced a single sermon to writing, with the exception of 
one preached before the society for propagating the 
gospel in foreign parts, which was published at their _ 

uest. ; 
About this time he published The Analyst, avery 

ingenious berichten intended to’ atte there 
are mysteries or uninéelligible principles admitted by 
mathematicians in their reasonings, and particular] 
in the doctrine of Fluxions, which might be muc 
more justly objected against than the mysteries of 
faith, which are often: as inadmissible by the 
enemies of religion. This work originated in the 



solution ; to which the Doctor | y Surely, 

Addison, I have good reason not to believe those 
Talley, who has dealt so much 

dealer in ration. In’ 1735, he published A’ 
Defence of ing in Mathematics, being a re- 

ly to Philalethes, supposed to be Dr Jurin, who had 
osed the doctrines of the Analyst. In the same 
also, hs published a small pamphlet on this sub- 
entitled, Reasons for not replying to Mr Wal- 

after this, his 

affairs of his country ; and his Queries, for the good 
of Ireland, published in 17353 his Discourse addressed 
to in 1736; and his Maxims concerning 
Patrictiom, in V150, were a valuable fruit of this ap- 

ation of his mind. In 1745, during the Scottish 
Peellion, he addressed a letter to the Roman catho- 
lics of his diocese ; and in 1749, another to the clergy 
of that ion in Ireland, under the title of A Word 
10 the Wise, Which was so well-received by them, 
that they returned him their “public thanks, with ex- 

s of matked esteem and respect, which vere 
vas “ the good man, the polite gentleman, an 
true ses ” He has Sacqaiee considerable 

celebrity as the author of Siris, a chain of philosophi- 
cal 9 (Sort er mint, Feit 
Tar water 2? which was reprinted in 1747, ‘and fol- 
Poa ge! “Farther t. of Tar water, the 

ligat 
dence v every re lm he endeavoured to ex- 
c ois bishopric some canonry or headship at 
Oxford ; and not having succeeded in this, he request- 

: should die a bishop, in a of himself ; and gave 

distributed among the poor. eat Oxford he was in 
the highest degree respected and beloved ; but his're- 
sidence there was destined to be very short. Whilst 
his lady was reading to him one of Shetlock’s ser: 
mons on the evening of necro pes Mina 1753, 
he was suddenly seized with what is'c a palsy of 
the heart, and instantly expired. His remains were 
interred at Christ Church, Oxford, where a marble 
monument was erected by his widow, with a Latin 
inscription by Dr Markham, afterwards archbishop 

a9" BER : 
of York. In this inscription, he is said to have been 
born in 1769; but it is stated inthe Biographia Bri- 
tannica, on the authority of his brother, that he was 
born in 1684, and consequently died at the age of 69. 

Berkeley was of a comely figure, a benign and im- 
pressive countenance, and of a robust constitution, 
till his health was impaired by his sedentary habits. 
Few persons'were ever held in. higher estimation by 
those who knew him than this excellent prelate, 
whose worth was of ‘so high a standard as to render: 
the praise of Pope scarcely hyperbolical, when he’ 
ascribes, 

’ ‘* To Berkeley every virtue under heaven.” 

Bishop Atterbury, after having been in company 
with Berkeley for the first time, ‘on being asked his 
opinion of this'excellent person, exclaimed with ad- 
miration, «* So much understanding, so much know- 
ledge, so much itmocence, and such humility, I:did 
not think had been the portion of any but angels, till: 
I this ‘gentleman.”? ‘That the knowledge vofi 
Berkeley was greatly diversified, and extended tothe 
atts and business of common life, as well as the depths 
of ‘science, is amply testified by the author ‘of the 
Court of Augustus, Dr Blackwell, whom the bishop: 
wished to engage as ofie of the professors of his new 
college in the Bermudas. ** I scarce remember,’’ says’ 

well, “to have conversed with him on that art, 
liberal, or mechanic, of which he knew not’ moré than 
the ordinary practitioners. With the widest views, 
he descended Mito ‘a minute detail, and grudged nei- 
ther'pains nor expense for the means of information. 
He travelled through a part of Sicily on foot ; clam- 
bered over the’ mountaifis, and crept into the caverns, 
to investigate its natural history, and discover the 
cause of its voleanos: and I have known: him sit for 
hours in forgeries and founderies, to inspect their suc- 
cessive operations, J enter not into his peculiarities 
either religious or personal : but admire the extensive 
genius of the man, afid think it a loss to the ‘western 
world, that his noble and exalted plan of an Ameri- 
can university was not carried into execution, Man 
such ‘spirits in-our country would quickly make learn- 
ng wear another face. 9 * ;, L 

tis thought, that, towards the close of his life, 
Berkeley began to doubt the solidity of metaphysi- 
cal speculations; and on that account turned his 
thoughts more to the subjects of politics and medi- 
eine. The ingenious romance, entitled the Adven- 
tures of Signior Gaudentio di Lucca, has been repeat- 
edly ascribed to his pen, but without sufficient autho- 
rity. This performance, it is believed, was the pro- 
duction of a Romish priest, who wrote it for his 
amusement while a prisoner in the Tower of London. 
A complete edition of the works of Berkeley, with an 
account of his life, and several letters, was published 
in two volumes: quarto in’ 1784; and a4 volume, con- 
taining his smaller pieces, under the title of Miscella. 
nies, was printed under his own inspection at Dublin 
in 1752. (m)~ 
BERKHAMSTEAD, the Durobrive of the Ro- 

mans, a market town of England, in Hertfordshire, 
situated on a branch of the river Dale, and the grand 
junction canal. It consists of one'street, handsome 
and broad, It-catries'on’a trade in’ bark, shovels, 

Berkham- 
* stead. 
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were returned as employed in trade. See Salmon’s 
Hist. of Hertfordshire. ( )) " “ise 
BERKSHIRE, one oft the most beautiful of the 

inland counties of England, is bounded on the north 
by the Thames, which divides it from Oxfordshire 
on.the westward, and Buckingham on the eastward ;) 
on the east by part of Surrey and by the Thames, which 
there separates it from Buckinghamshire ; on the south, 
by Surrey and Hampshire, and on the west. by Wilt- 
shire,and a small portion of Gloucestershire. It extends 
from 51° 19’ to 51° 48’ North Lat. and from 344/ to 
1° 48’ West Long. Its extreme length from Old 
Windsor to Buscot is about 48 miles; and its ex- 
treme breadth from Witham to Sandhurst. (which,, 
by the way, is taking rather an oblique line) 1s about 
29 miles. Its circumference ,is nearly 208 miles. 
The boundaries which nature has assigned to Berk- 
shire are in general highly picturesque. The Thames, 
meandring in a very varied line along its northern and 
eastern sides, throws it into such an irregular form, 
thats while in some. places it is nearly thirty miles in 
breadth, in others it is less than four.- On the south,, 
the hills of Surrey and Hampshire afford a charming 
variety of landscape ; and from the eminences in its 
western extremity, the eye is gratified with many en- 
chanting scenes in the adjoining counties of Glouces- 
ter, Oxford, and Wiltshire. Dr Beeke, Professor of 
Modern History in the University of Oxford, from, 
astronomical observations which determined the lon- 
gitude of that place, and from the trigonometrical 
survey taken by order of government, makes Berks; 
including some insulated parts, to contain about 
464,500 square acres, according to’ the following 
distribution : 4 ee: . 

Arable land about... 
Acres. 

+ ete « ©) 255,000 
Meadows and dairy land in the Vale . 72,000 
Sheep walks, chiefly uninclosed . . . . | 25,000 
Other dry pastures, parks, &es.... . . 30,000 
Wastes, chiefly barren heaths. ...... 30,000 
btn COp sess ACH nemsh pre sere (3s ihe 80,000 

ther space occupied by buildings 
courts, fences, roads, rivers, &c. t 27,500 

Total 469,500 
‘From the report published by order of the House 

of Lords in 1805, it appears, that, ** the area of Berk» 
shire is 744 square statute miles, equal to 476,160 
statute acres; the number of inhabitants on: each 
square mile, containing 640 acres, is 147 persons, 
making a total of 109,368.” This county: is dis-- 
tributed into eight political divisions, viz. Faringdon, 
Wantage, | Abingdon, Wallingford, Maidenhead, 
Oakingham, Newbury, and Reading. ‘These again 
are subdivided into twenty-five hundreds; containing 
in all twelve market-towns, 148 parishes, 67 vicar- 
ages, and about 670 villages and hamlets. The 
names of the market-towns are Abingdon, Faring: 
don, meet eres lIlsley, Lambourn, Maidenhead, 
Newbury, Oakingham, Reading, Wallingford, Wan- 
tage, and Windsor. Abingdon, Reading, Walling- 
ford, and Windsor, are parliamentary boroughs, but 
Abingdon returns only one member. Reading and 

BERKSHIRE. 
Berkshire. and spoons, which ate made of beech wood. *Num=) 
—v— ber of ‘houses 333. Population 1690, of whom 167 

_ diocese of Salisbury. . It is subject to an ai 

iad @ 
Abingdon ‘are both considered» as ¢: 
With regard to its ecclesiastical conn 
shire lies within the province of ( 

the lin bis . 
dean. . 

og 
of the Loddon, and ententang stending the b 
county to Old Windsor. The princip 
streams in. Berkshire are the mes, the ] 
the Loddon, the Lambourn, the Ock, the Aubo 
the Emme, andthe Broadwater. | Most topogra 
cal writers take notice of a peculiarity in the Lam- 
bourn, that its stream is always full in summer, and, 
almost lost in winter, Mr Lyson, who ee fee 
peculiarity, admits at the same time, that it:preserves. 
throughout the whole year a pretty equal of; 
fulness, being seldom affected by the dro 
summer, or subject to, inundation in the 
Berkshire has no sta nant. waters of any cons 

pee) 

i 

5 

, 

is intimately mixed with cretaceous earth 
Among the chalky hills, there are some intermediat 
tracks of considerable fertility, where the superficial 
stratum is compared of vegetable mould, mixed with 
chalk, flint, and gravel. In general these hills form 
excellent sheepwalks, being covered with a fine turf. 
In the Vale of Kennet, gravel soils predominate, vary~ 
ing, however, considerably in their qualities, admix- 
tures, and Brn fe ree sagen 18. ah 
there is a peculiar kind of peat, which is equally valu- 
able as fie or manure.. Pipepaorehed We of the 
Forest district are distinguished Ps a soil of gravel, 
strong loam, and clay; the central parts: by a tena- 
cious clay; and the southern parts by sand and 
gravel. ae | sis rs 
Berkshire can boast of no valuable minerals, nor_of 

any variety of curious fossils. In, the chalk-hi ne 
thing’ remarkable has been discovered, except; th 
substance from which they take their name. At 
Catsgrove, near Reading, there is a stratum of chalk, 

in) thickness, lying upon a of flint. 
Above the chalk is a stratum of sandy clay, about a 

foot: thick, covered by a layer of oyster-shells, two 

feet in depth. Above these shells there is a stratum | 
of sandy clay, one foot and a h thick ; next suc- 

ceeds a greenish sand, to the depth of four feet ; 
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scale of rank ascends by almost imperceptible grada- Berkshire: 
tions, from the lowest to the highest ; and all classes. —“"W"—~" 

over this three feet of a coarse fuller earth; and 
¥ above all a very deep bed of clay, fit for tiles and 
bricks. Si strata of sand, with oyster-shells, 
are found’ two miles rou , at various 
depths, from 15 to 25 feet. Here likewise have 
been discovered an inferior kind of ochre, and diffe- 

rent. species of echini, Fossil shells, sharks teeth, 
s of fishes, and other marine productions, are 

Pound in various parts of the county ; and bones of 
nimals and branches of birch trees have been dug 
out of the gravel pits and marshy moss-lands in 
Windsor forest. Pipe-clay and potters-clay are found — 

able quantities; and shell-marl was disco- 
vered in the vale-of Kennet in 1794, though it does 
not appear to have been applied to any useful pur- 
pose. Sareden stones are irregularly scattered over 
the downs of Berkshire. They are composed of a 
fine siliceous grit, and are frequently blasted with 

r, and used for pitching. But the most 
remarkable mineral substance in Berkshire is its peat, 
which is almost exclusively confined to the vale of 
Kennet. It is defined by Mr Kirwan asa ¢ strati- 
fication of fossil trees in all directions, mixed with a 
reddish, or brownish-red slimy moss, foftmed of the 
carbonic particles of vegetables, and united with 
their astringent juices, and calorific oleaginous fecu- 
le.” Mr Dow who analysed this peat, found it to 
consist. of © 

“+ Oxide of iron . . 
Pe EMEBUTD e's Sole oa s,s sb 
athe Moriate of sulphur and potash . . 20 

ao iD | oh u 100 

~ At Cumner, near Oxford, there is a mineral spring, 
which possesses a mild cathartic quality. There is 
another of a mild chalybeate nature at Sunninghill, 
near Windsor ; and Gorrick well, in the vial of 
Oakingham, is strongly impregnated with steel, and 
may be su to have some powerful tonic vir- 

a of. 

The climate of Berkshire, though somewhat va- 
rious, is in ral pure and salubrious. In elevated. 
and | situations, particularly in the central 
parts, along the course of ‘the White Horse Hills, 

io eran Fuss 

the air is keen and piercing ; but in the more shelter-° 
ed and champaign spots, the atmosphere is equally ex- 
hilarating, and salutary to the most delicate constitu- 
tions. * 
© There are few counties in Britain where the land- 
ed property is so happily divided as in Berkshire for 
the purposes of general improvement. Though its 
annual rental, including houses, mills, and other pro- 
ductive revenue, arising from, or attached to the soil, 
cannot amount to less than £500,000, the largest 
estate in the county probably does not exceed £8000 
a-year ; a few more may amount, in annual value, to 
£ 5000, £6000, or £7000 ; but great landed owners 
are rare either among ee 
is-least divided in the lower part of the county ; yet 
even there the yeomanry is ctabley both in num- 
ber and.in circumstances ; and in the upper part are to 
be seenseveral handsome seats on estates, not exceed- 
ing 100 acres, One of the happiest consequences of 
this wide and equal division of property, igy that the 

orcommoners. Property: 
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of the community are connected by close and indis- 
soluble bonds. The yeomanry, depressed by no 
slavish dependence on superiors, nor overawed by the 

of disproportionate grandeur, feel within them- 
selves all the native dignity of man, and cherish those 
lofty and generous sentiments of independence which. 
should animate every free-born heart. This. exalted 
character of the yeomanry has a reciprocal influence 
on the character of the nobility and men of fortune. 
Aware that no ascendency can’ be obtained over the 
minds of their countrymen by the arts of corruption, 
they chuse the more honourable way of securing their 
favour, by meriting their esteem. \ No where, indeed, 
are rank and property more impotent than in Berk- 
shire.. It was observed on a particular occasion by 
the late Mr Pitt, whose authority on this subject is 
unquestionable, that ** no minister of this. country 
could command ten votes in Berkshire.’ A higher 
testimony could not be given to the virtuous inde- 
pendence of its inhabitants. 

From what we have said of the division of proper- 
ty, it may well be supposed, that the number of a 
holders in this county is very considerable; and it is 
regularly increasin Estates are frequently pur- 
chased on. speculation, and sold. out again’ in lots; 
and so general has been the violation of entails, that 
few estates are now occupied by the lineal» descen- 
dants of those to whom they. belonged’ two centuties 
ago. The present value of freehold: estates cannot 
easily be ascertained with accuracy. Some estates 
may be sold at 26 years purchase; and others as‘ high 
as 353; but the average value may be stated, perhaps: 
pretty fairly, at 28 years purchase, nett/rent.. “It is: 
ighly favourable to the agriculture of this county, 

that the superintendence oF few of the estates is de- 
volved upon agents; and that many gentlemen of 
considerable landed property are most zealous pro- 
moters, and skilful judges, of agricultural improve- 
ment» By far the greatest’ portion of the land in: 
Berkshire is freehold, though, in different. ‘parts of: 
the county, there are copyhold lands, held by diffe-- 
rent tenures, according to the customs of their’ re- 
spective manors. The lords of the manor ‘are, in 
some places, dispdsed to enfranchise their tenants, on 
equitable terms ; and the advantage of. this practice, 
both to lord and tenant; will: mtr soon make it 
general. Leases on lives, and leases renewable every 
seven years, under deans and chapters, and other cor- 
porate bodies, are pretty frequent in Berkshire. But 
the pat of these leases is almost wholly destroyed- 
by the magnitude of the sum demanded at their re- 
newal,. A- few estates-are held by leases of 1000: 
years ; and others are leased on one or three lives, by’ 
individual proprietors ; but this practice is rare, and’ 
renewals are generally refused. The lands of. Berk- 
shire are parcelled out into farms of all sizes ; a cir- 
cumstance' extremely conducive to the welfare of a. 
country, as men of different capitals are thus induced 
to apply themselves. to agriculture, and to emulate 
each other in their’ schemes’ of improvement, and in: 
their efforts to obtain an independeut, or a comfort-' 
able livelihood. The rent is generally paid in money, 
excéept'when larids are held under colleges and.chap-. 
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Berkshire. ters; in these, the usual reservations of corn-rents, Thames, or the Kennet. The Keanetand Avon ca- Berkshire, 
“——v—— and sometimes of malt, are still retained. Stipula- nal, too, now executing under the powers of several Berline 

tions are seldom made by the proprietors for any ser- 
vices, beyond what are connected with the repairs of 
buildings on the respective farms; and an allowance 
is generally made to the tenant of from three to six 
months rent,in hand. There is nothing peculiar in 
the tythings of this county, except, in the parish of 
Cumner, where the parishioners who pay tythes have 
a claim to be entertained at the vicarage on the after- 
noon of Christmas, with four bushels of malt brewed 
into ale and beer, two bushels of wheat made intg 
bread, and one-half hundred weight of cheese. Mo« 
ney is now given in lieu of this singular entertain- 
ment. ‘The poor rates in 1803 amounted to 4s. 11d. 
in the pound, vices: tr all to £96,860. It must 
be observed, however, that they are seldom assessed 
on the real rent, but, in several instances, are raised 
according to an old valuation, founded on unknown 
data. : 
As the soil of Berkshire is peculiarly adapted to 

wheat, great quantities of that grain are reared in 
every part of the county. Next to wheat, barley is 
raised in the greatest abundance, and is chiefly sent 
to London, after being made into malt. There are 
many large. dairy farms in some parts of the county, 
particularly, in the White Horse Vale. The cattle 
are large and valuable, but there are here no native: 
and peculiar breeds. Snowswick, a farm in the pa- 
rish of Buscot, is famous for cheeses in the shape of, 
pine apples. They are peculiarly rich and delicate 
in flavour, and sell considerably higher than. cheeses, 
in.the common form. About two tons of them are 
made in peat years on this single farm, which indeed 
is the only place, as far as we have learned, where 
they. are manufactured. Berkshire has a peculiar. 
breed of sheep, the siedlogunbing qualities of which 
are their) great size, their height on the legs, and 
weight. when fatted: they have black faces, Roman 
noses, black or mottled legs, and long tails. They 
are particularly adapted to the low and cold lands; 
and when fatted, vary as much in weight as from 14 
to 40 pounds a quarter. The native hogs of this 
country are inferior to none in the world for com- 
pactness, easiness in feeding, and the size to which 
they can be brought. They are usually crossed once 
in six or seven generations with the Chinese or Ton- 
quin race, hich prevents them from degenerating ; 
and one gentleman hag used a: half wild boar to im- 
prove his breed. with the greatest success. The 
number of turnpike. roads in Berkshire affords the 
farmer. every facility in carrying the produce of his 
industry to.market ; but though several of the réads 
are good, and follow the most judicious lines, they 
are, Feacmotis very inferior to what the abundance of 
valuable materials, in ames part of the county, and 
the ample revenues, would entitle the traveller to 
expect. Few inland counties possess. such advanta- 
ges in point of navigation as Berkshire. In its west- 
ern division, no. part of the triangle formed by the 
Thames.on the north-east, the Kennet on the south, 
and the Wilts and Berks canal.on the west, is distant 
more than twelve miles from water carriage ; and in 
the east,and south eastern parts, the distance is no- 
where greater either from Basingstoke. canal, the 

successive acts of parliament, commences at Newbu- 
ry; and that part of it within the limits of this 
county has been navigable ever since the year 1798, 

Few manufactures are carried on in Berkshire. 
From the returns made to parliament in 1801, it-a 
pears that out of a population of 109,215, only 
16,921 were engaged in trades, manufactures, or 
handicraft. Besides local manufactures for internal 
consumption, the only one of any importance is that 
of copper at the Temple mills. These mills are said 
to be the most powertul and complete in the kings 
dom. During war the copper is manufactured chiefly: 
into bolts and sheathing fee ships, in the service of 
government. In time of peace various, kinds of 
sheets are formed for domestic purposes, and. for fo- 
reign trade. ‘The quantity of copper manufactured 
here is from 600 to 1000. tons. About fifty mem 
and boys are employed in this establishment, which 
consists of a hammer-mill, a bolt-mill, and a flat rol« 
ling-mill, all worked by water. = ; 

e cannot dismiss this article without taking no= 
tice of the celebrated White Horse, which most an= 
tiquaries refer to Saxon origin, though Mr Lyson is) 
of opinion that it is more kel to have been a work: 
of the Britons than, as is usually supposed, a memos 
rial for Alfred’s victory over the Danes. It is forme 
ed by paring off the turf from the brow of a steep 
chalky hill above Uffington, and from some points of 
view may be seen at the distance of twelve miles, It 
is now. neatly obliterated by the grass growing on 
its surface. There ave some other monuments of 
antiquity in Berkshire, but they are not of such 
importance as to merit particular notice inthis place, 
See Mavor’s Agricultural Report: of Berkshire; and 
Lyson’s Magna Britannica; vol.i. (#) 
BE RLIN, a city in Germany, the capital of Bran 

denburg, and the residence of the Prussian court, is 
deuated, on the banks of the Spree, a considerable 
stream which falls into the Havel, one of the tribu- 
tary rivers of the Elbe.. The situation of Berlin is 
by no means agreeable, for it stands on an unvaried. 
and sandy plain, but it combines almost every advan- 
tage of appearance and utility, which art, seconded: 
by the beneficent policy of an roy Sper monarch, 
has been able to confer. Frederic 11., who employ- 
ed all his intervals of peace in improving the internal 
condition of his states, bestowed much care and ex- 
pense on the embellishment of his capital. Beforethe 
war of 1756, he had already reared several public edi- 
fices, and entirely rebuilt the suburb called Neuvoigt- 
land, the houses of which he en gratuitously tot 
proprietors. In that dreadful period of convulsion 
which ensued, Berlin fell twice into the hands of. the 
enemy. Haddik, the Austrian general, entered that 
city in the year 1757, and in the space of 24 hours, 
carried» off 200,000 German crowns. ent 
after, it was scized by the combined army of the 
Austrians and Russians, who exacted from it two 
millions of crowns, a sum which it was necessary to 
borrow. The debt was liquidated by Frederic after 
the conclusion of the war, nobody knows at, what 
period, nor was any additional burden ever imposed 
on the inhgbitants for that reimbursement. Scarcely 
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= who wished to build; and 

n who ged- in that speculation, upon 
»plying to government or the police, and-conforming 

Lease laaacatini seta) desighe received gratuiteusly. 
he yof Rudersdorf the quantity of lime- 

tone ne besenesrile » the) foundations, and for mortar. 
Ai hemes of Frederic were eagerly adopted 

his successor Frederic William 11.3 who, aoside, 
mgimany houses which he gave gratuitously to 

private individuals, constructed.the gate of Branden- 
: Le. inthe style of the Propyleum of Athens; part 

¢ of the city ;'a stone bridge, and one of 
or 5 The 

pec pence aa pest le { » has: ‘consi e sums in 

: ishment of Berlin. ; : 

Be is about, 11-miles in’/circumference.. It. is 
from the Muhlenthor on the 

south-east, to the|Oranienburgerthor. on the: north- 
west-;-and its breadth. is about three miles from the 
Bernayerthor on the north-east, to the Potsdammer- 
pce = Srey pa The town has 15.gates, 268 

idges, 6922 houses, besides $3 churches, 
and th antl go ‘The Bore o * 

: } and! of a convenient breadth. 
TR a ok lara part of the town, called 
the,mew. town,cross one another at right angles. 
Severaliof these strects are a mile long, and Frederick- 
etroetp fully 25 miles in length. ‘The houses, which 

not exceed two stories, are generally built either 
offine white free-stone, or of brick covered with a 

in coating of plaster. hinwrt § ne 
re are several magnificent and interesting build- 

ropelis. »The royal palace is a splen- 
Spain eae a in 1699 by Frederic L., 

bui di nt periods, is chiefly from 
Le of Schluter.. Its length is 430 Rhinland 
feet, its width, 276.feet ; and its height, 101 feet. 
Itis-fourstories high. The apartments, are remark- 

spacious; and adorned with valuable paintings, 
ae and numerous articles of furniture made 
of-solid-silver. There are likewise here several an- 
cieht)statues, and a Roman chair decorated with bas- 
ny sa ae and simple apartment of Frederic 

contains only four portraits representing 
\ friends. Inthe bowling-green before 

the palaces is aifine statue of the prince Dessau, ex- 
eotited by Professor Schadow. The library contains 
ror Sepere om these books \are 500 
Bibles, the able of which are, the Bible 
used by Charles I, when he was beheaded ; the first 
ge in German in 1450, and the first Bible 
printed in Americas There is also here a singular 
copy of the Koran, written in sucha small character, 
andon-such a thin paper, that it is only 14 inches in 
bulk. ‘This library is composed /of \five different li- 
brariesywhich have been successively combined inone, 
and is under the direction of the Academy of Sciences. 
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_ The arsenal issone. of the Seblewtlividtogeaf the Berlin 
kind in Europe.» Eachof its fronts is 280, feet 
Above the great gate:is a bronze-bust of Frederic I. 
Level with the: ground, is, a statue/of. the same mo- 
narch by Schluter, which is»much admired ; and 
above the windows in.the interior court, are 21 faces 
‘by Schluter, representing the various expressions of 
persons in the agonies of death, ; cist vy 
» The royal. stables are. magnificent buildings, with 
two courts, and between them a coyered menage. In, 
the rooms above the stables, \are all the. accoutre- 
ments, adorned with brilliants, of the) horse .on 
‘which Frederic: I.:made his public entry.intoBerlin;) — 
and. inthe armoury chamber are ,many ancient. pic- 
tures and curiosities; among which is a drum: covered.” 
with the skin’ of ‘Ziska, chief of the Hussites.,, 

The churches of Berlin are adorned with statues 
of the heathen gods ; and Frederic III. before: his 
death, began, to fill, them with the pictures) of. his 
-warriors and statesmen. In the church of the gar- 
rison are four pictures by Rode; which represent the 
death of the four Prussian warriors, Schwerin, 
Kleist, Keith, and Winterfield 5. and likewise, many 
standards and other trophies of Prussian valour. /The 
church of St Nicholasis a building of great antiquity, 
and is remarkable»for several fine pictures. and, se~ 
pulehres, particularly the monument of Puffendorf. 
Qut of the 33 churchesin Berlin;the! Lutherans have, 
12. There are eight churches common ‘to the Lu- 
therans. and the reformed church., The French re- 
formed) church »has‘ six churches. The Roman ca- 
tholics have two churches... The Moravian brethren. 
have one \place of worship, and some) other, sectaries, 
have another. place for divine service... The Jews have, 
also a synagogue here, and there are two'churches be-, 
longing to the hotel of the invalids. In 1786, the, 
Lutherans amounted to about: 12,500,. the catholics: 
to. 8000, and in 1798 there were 3421 Jews. .. 

Besides these buildings, we! may notice the opera 
house; the palace and gardens: of Montbijou ; the 
house and garden of Belvidere; the hall of the Aca-. 
demy of Sciences, which contains the anatomical the-, 
atre and the observatory ; the magnificent hospital/of 
invalids, which maintains about a thousand officers and 
soldiers ; the palaces of Prince Henry. and the Prince 
Royal ; and the new Calvinist church of Old Coln, 
which contains the burying) place of the royal. fa- 
mily, | bs 6B 
There are several large squares in Berlin, the prin- 

cipal of which is William’s square, which is adorned 
with marble statues of the four great officers who dis~ 
tinguished themselves, in the seven years war, viz. 
Schwerin, Seidlitz, Keith, and Winterfield. Schwerin 
is holding out the colours which he seized. from one 
of his officers at the battle of Prague, when his troops 
were giving way; exclaiming, “ Let all, but cowards, 
follow me!?? On the bridge over the Spree; there is 
a colossal and equestrian bronze statue of the Grand 
Elector Frederic William, which is. reckoned» the 
chef @ eeuvre of Schluter. . The man and horse were 
oun in onerpiece, and the whole weighs 3000 quin- 
tales tall) ob ow brs tivh jor? 

_ There are several excellent public walks and gar- 
dens in Berlin and its environs... Before the houses of 
Berlin,-on each side, isa ermine and between these 

° 
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causeways is a fine gravel walk, planted with lime- 
trees, which is always a fashionable place of resort, 
The park on the south side of the Spree is above 
three miles round, and is frequented by great crowds 
on Sunday, when they are provided with every kind 
of refreshment and amusement... The park at Char- 
lottenberg, where the court resides in summer, is also 
an agreeable place of resort. At Bellevue is to be 
seen the bust of Prince Henry of Prussia, a chef 
@ ceuvre of Houdon, and also the monument of Baron 
Bieleficld. The environs of Berlin are remarkably 
pleasant, and are adorned with beautiful villas, canals, 
and vineyards. The palace of Schoenhausen ; the 
mineral waters at Fredericksbrunnen; the beautiful 
villages of Buchholz and Pankow; the view of the 
famou: fortress of Spandau, from the top of the hill 
at Pickelswerder, are among the objects which adorn 
the environs of Berlin. ; 

In Berlin there are numerous establishments for the 
advancement of literature and science, and for the pro- 
motion of useful and benevolent purposes. Besides 
the Academy of Sciences, which we have already fully 
described in the article Acapemy, there are; the 
royal college of medicine and surgery ; the clinical 
institution ; the royal veterinary school; the royal 
academy of arts and the mechanical sciences; the 
royal academy of architecture ; the royal riding aca- 
demy ; the royal military academy ; the society of 
physicians ; the pharmaceutical society ; the pedago- 
gical society ; the academy of singing ; the philoma- 
thic society ; the humane society ; besides 5 colleges, 
an institution for the deaf and dumb, numerous 
schools with pensions, and 41 hospices for charity and 
health. 

There are a great number of valuable manufactures 
carried on in Berlin. In the manufacture of silk no 
fewer than 2788 looms, and 5085 workmen, were em- 
ployed in the year 1799, and the value of what they 
manufactured amounted to 1,869,880 crowns. In 
the manufacture of woollen, cotton, and linen goods, 
4224. looms were employed, and 4689 workmen; the 
annual yalue of their work in 1799 being 2,850,760 
crowns. In the various other manufactures, which 
are 44 in number, the workmen employed were 4337, 
and the annual value of their produce 3,522,480 
crowns. The whole number of looms employed in 
Berlin were 7014, the number of manufacturers and 
attizans 14,406, the annual value of their work in 
1799, 8,350,028 crowns, the value of the original 
materials 5,190,084 crowns, the value of the articles 
sold in the eres 6,844,922, and the value of 
those sold out of it 1,123,058. . 

Berlin is divided into five separate towns or wards, 
viz. Berlin Proper, Cologne or Coeln, Frederickswer- 
der, Dorothestadt or Neustadt, and Frederickstadt. 
Berlin Proper, which was founded in the. 12th cen- 
tury by a colony from the Netherlands under Albert 
the Bear, lies in an island formed by two arms of the 
river Spree. Cologne, which is probably of the same 
antiquity, also lies in an island formed by two arms 

the Spree, and is separated from Berlin Proper by 
the principal arm of that river, which is crossed by 
four bridges, three of which are of stone and one of 
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wood, Frederickswerder and Dorothestadt were B 
both built by the Elector Frederick William, the ® 
latter of which. he called after his wi 
and which is the finest part of Berlin, _ 
stadt was founded by the Elector Frederick IIL. 
forming the south-west part of the town, and joini 
with Kardavickemerder. The streets are remarkab! 
spacious regular, and are adorned with lime-trees. ( 

The iacorimenberes of the houses. in Berlin is 
far from enumeapondling with their outward appear- — 
ance. In handsome houses, the apartments are ir 
ruinous state, and the furniture mean and dirty. So 
diers lodge in the ground floor, and mechanics. 
the lowest class occupy the upper story. A similar 
contrast exists between the external. appearance of ’ 
the inhabitants and the comforts which they enjoy at 
home. Every expenge conducive to true comfort is 
grudged ; while nothing is spared to deck the per- 
sons of the ladies. The number of courtezans is 
greater in#Berlin than in any other town in Europe 
of the same size, and they observe none of that ex- 
ternal decorum which is to be seen among this licen- 
tious class in other parts of the continent. 

During the 15 years from 1769 to 1782, M. Be- 
igre found the average temperature of Berlin to 
e 49°. iets 
In 1645 there were only 1236 houses in this city ; 

in 1747, they amounted to 5513; in 1779, to 6437 ; 

the garrison of 30,000, amounts to 169,00 
is above 20 inhabitants to one house. East Lon, 
13° 26’ 15", and North Lat. 52° 32’ 30”. See Rein- 
hard’s Tableau de Berlin a la fin du 18me siecle, 
Berl. 1801. Mila, Guide de Berlin, &c. 1802. Ni- 
colai Description. de Berlin, &c. 4 vols 8vo, 1786. 
Reichard’s Guide des Voyageurs en Europe, 1802, 
tom. ii, p. 40. Reisbeck’s Travels, vol. iii. Moore’s 
Travels, &c. vol, ii.; and Thiebault’s Sejour du 
Vingt ans a Berlin, $ vols. (=) ay et 
BERMUDAS, or Somers’ IsLanps, are situated 

in the Atlantic ocean, in W. Long. 63° 28’, N. Lat- 
32° 35! ; and are between 200 and 300 leagues dis- 
tant from the American continent, aa ane other 
West India islands. . They were discovered in 1527 
by John Bermudas, a Spaniard, who merely saw them. 
at a distance, and gave them his name; but. who did 

-and in 1790, to 6950. The pepalon pene 

wh 

+ 

‘not land upon them, or acquire any information.con- 
cerning them. About the same, time, Henry May, 
an Englishman, was. shipwrecked upon one of the 
largest of these islands; returned to Europe ina yes- 
sel of cedar wood, which he had found means to build 
there, by the help of materials collected from the 
wreck of his own ship; and was the first who pub- 
lished any account of the Bermudas, They were | 
found, at their first discovery, to be entirely uninha- 
bited ;. and though, in 1572, the king of Spain made 
a grant of them to one of his subjects, no settlement 
was formed upon any of them by the Spaniards. In 
1609, Sir George Somers, Sir, Thomas, Gates, and 
Captain Newport, on their way to Virginia as deputy 
governors, were cast upon the Bermudas ;* and dis- 
agreeing among themselves, each of them built a ship 
of the cedar growing upon the islands, in which they 

* From this event, Shakepeare is supposed to have taken the name and several of the incidents of his comedy, “* The 
“Tempest.” Douce’s Jilustrations of Skakespeare, yol, i. pe 5. 

6 
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Sevérally arrived at Virginia. Sir George Somers 
having returned to ‘idee’ ial in quest of provi- 
sions for the @lony in Virginia, died there soon after 
his arrival ; and‘ from him they have been called by 
the name of Somers’ or Summer islands. His com- 
anions and crew, instead “of returning as they had 

Sec coiiiiatide with ‘to Virginia, sailed in 

their cedar ship to England ; and made so favourable 
‘a report of the beauty and fertility of the Bermudas, 
that the Virginia Company, who claimed the pro- 
perty, sold them to 120 purchasers, and James I. 
granted them acharter. Ia 1612, this Bermudas as- 
sociation fitted out a vessel, with sixty planters on 
wird, adeeb government ofa Mr Richard Moore. 
In the mean’ time, three English seamen, who had 
‘deserted from Sir George Somers, and remained in 
‘St George’s island, had collected a considerable quan- 
‘tity of ambergris, which they found on the coast ; 

and were ring to convey their valuable cargo in 
an open Bonet Miieig ps Newfoundland ; einen 
governor Moore arrived from England, seized and 
sold the ambergris as the property of the Company. 
This great, though scarcely just acquisition of wealth, 
gave new spirit to the adventurers ; and, under the 
good conduct of Moore, the island was soon fortified 
with eight or nine block-houses, the town of St 
George planned as it now stands, and considerable 
returns made to the proprietors in England in drugs, 

is, cedar, tobacco, and other commodities. 
‘The infant settlement was alarmed by the threatening 
of an attack from some Spanish vessels, which appear- 
ed off St George’s, when there was not above one 
‘barrel of gunpowder in the whole island; but they 
fortunately retired upon the first fire from the forts 
of the English. About the same time the Bermudas 
“were tly infested with rats, which had been ime 

the European ships: They multiplied with 
astonishing rapidity; made dreadful havock for se- 
veral years among their fruits and grain; and at 
length suddenly disappeared. In 1616, Moore was 
succeeded by Captain Daniel Tucker, who followed 
out the beneficial plans of his predecessor, kept the 
planters under the strictest discipline, and greatly en- 
couraged the culture of tobacco. In 1619 he was 
succeeded by Captain Butler, who brought with him 
500 new settlers ; raised a monument to the memory 
of Sir George Somers; and established a new consti- 
tution of government, resembling, as nearly as possi- 
ble, that of the mother country. There were now 
above 3000 English residing in the Bermudas ; many 
‘of the first nobility had ee plantations ; and 
‘it became fashionable in Ein gland to visit these islands 

m motives of curiosity and amusement. From 
exaggerated accounts of the nner of the cli- 
mate, many persons removed thither from the Lee- 
ward i for the restoration of their health; and. 
others, from the northern colonies, to enjoy their for- 
tunes in a peaceful retirement. Numbers of royalists 
took refuge in the Bermudas, during the usurpation 
of Cromwell ; and, in 1643, the poet Waller, after 
his condemnation by the Parliament, spent several 
‘months in these islands, mm he has described in his 

as enjoying a perpetual spring, and as furnish- 
ing hammoss « flightfal iain creation. De- 
ceived by such flattering accounts of the serenity of 
the climate, and the manners of the inhabitants, the 

benevolent and ingenious Bishop Berkeley made a ge- Bermudas. 
nerous, but unsuccessful attempt in 1725, to establish “yw” 
a college in'the Bermudas, for the joint purpose of 
propagating Christianity among the American In-~ 
dian’, and of facilitating the education of the British 
youth in that country. See BerkELEY. 

These islands, during the last half-century, have 
increased very little either in value, or in population. 
The navigation in their neighbourhood is dangerous; 
their situation is not favourable for trade ; and, they 
have been found very deficient in many of those ad- 
vantages, which they were at first supposed to pos- 
sess. It has been alleged even, that, in many re- 
spects, they have suffered a gradual deterioration ; 
and particularly, that from the cutting down of the 
large cedar forests, which once covered the islands, 
sheltering them from the violence of the north winds, 
and protecting the growth of the more delicate plants, 
their climate has actually become less temperate, and 
their soil less productive. 

The Bermndasa ate about 400in number; but their 
whole compass does not exceed above six or seven 
leagues. Most-of them are merely islets and rocks ; 
and very few of them are habitable. The four prin- 
cipal islands are Bermuda, which resembles a hook in 
its form, 35 geographical miles in length, and about 
two in breadth ; St George’s, which has.a capital of 
the same name, and which contains about 3000 inha- 
bitants; St David’s, which is contiguous to: the for- 
mer, and which supplies the town of. St George with 
provisions ; and lastly, Sommerset. The population 
of all the islands is not much above 10,000; and near- 
ly one half of the inhabitants are blacks. The people: 
in the Bermudas have been often celebrated for the 
correctness of their morals, their gentle treatment of 
their slaves, and their many useful and benevolent in- 
stitutions. —The women are said to be handsome; and 
both sexes are represented as fond of dress. They 
are clothed chiefly with British manufactures ; and 
most of their implements also are made in this 
country. The government is conducted by a gover- 
nor, council, and assembly. The prevailing form of 
religion is that of the church of England; but there 
is one presbyterian place of worship. * 

The chief productions of the Bermudas are a soft 
white stone, which is easily cut, and which is export- 
ed to the West Indies, for building ; maize, vegeta- 
bles, and most of the) West India fruits in sufficient 
abundance for the suppers of the inhabitants ; a great 
variety of tame and wild fowl ; excellent turtle, which 
forms a very profitable branch of trade; palmetto 
leaves, which are manufactured into women’s hats ; 
tobacco, which is rather, however, of an inferior qua- 
lity ; and ambergris, once very abundant, but now 
rocured in smaller quantities. _ A considerable num- 
r of the inhabitants are employed in the manufac- 

sure of sails ; but their chief resource and occupation 
is the construction of small ships of cedar wood, 
which they sell to the Americans to good advantage, 
and which are much valued, in those seas especially, 
for the purpose of privateering. Part of their trade 
consists, also, in carrying salt from:Turk’s island to 
America; and they engage a little in the whale fishery. 
Several plans have yan proposed for improving 
these islands ; and their soil is considered as well suited 
for the culture of vines, silk, and cochineal. In 1785, 
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Bern. the growth of cotton:was attempted, but with little command, the richness of their domain, 
—v— success ; and in 1800, there were not more than 200 _ ber of their living springs. The rest of 

the:num- Berm ( 
province =~ 

acres applied to that purpose. See Pinkerton’s Gco- 
Edward’s Hist. of West | graphy, vol. ii. p: 631. 

ies, vol, i. p. 516. Raynal’s Hist. of West 
Indies, vol. v. p. 52. Modern. Univ. Hist. vol. xii; 

. 339. 
7 BERN, the largest and most important of the 
thirteen cantons of Swisserland, is bounded on the 
north by the cantons of Soleure and Basle, and the 
Austrian forest towns ; on the east by the cantons of 
Uri, Underwalden, Lucern, and the county of Baden; 
on the south by the Valais, the lake of Geneva, and 
the duchy.of Savoy ; and on the west by the canton 
of Soleure, the county of Bienne, and part of France. 
Its extent embraces about one-third of Swisserland, 
and contains one-fourth of the whole population ; yet 
it held only the second. rank among: the cantons, fol- 
lowing immediately after Zurich. | This canton is di- 
vided into two large branches or districts, called the 
Germardistrict, and the Roman district, or the Pays 
de Vaud; the former of which extends from Murat 
or Murten; to the Rhine; the latter from Murat to 
Geneva. 

The rugged and stupendous mountains which en- 
circle the canton of Bern, its deep and gloomy fo- 
rests, its lakes and marshes, while they exhibic the 
most. picturesque and varied scenery, seem at first 
view to promise but little fertility, and to present 
insu > obstacles to the operations of agricul- 
ture. In common. years, indeed, its crops are insuf- 
ficient for the consumption of the inhabitants ;. yet 
there is no country in Swisserland which presents in 
general a more smiling appearance, and where the 
triumphs of labour are more strikingly displayed. Its 
marshes are converted into luxuriant meadows ; the 
sides of its mountains are covered with vineyards}; 
and rich harvests are extorted from every portion of 
the soil where it is possible to guide the plough, or 
to carry the spade. Previous to its subjugation by 
the French, Bern was one of the happiest countries 
in the world. With the exception of the nobility, 
who disdained to engage in any business but the go- 
vernment of the state, every hand was employed in 
industry ; a Laren air of prosperity prevailed through- 
out the land; and the hut, even of the lowest pea- 
sant, was the abode of comfort and content. 
To give our readers an idea of the general appear- 

ance of this once-favoured country, we shall conduct 
him through its different provinces in an excursion from 
the capital, directing his view, as we pass, to the ob- 
jects most attractive in its scenery, or most important 
as characterising the progress of improvement, the re- 
sources of the state, or the manners of the people. 
The small district immediately surrounding the capi- 
tal, though by no means naturally fertile, is extremely 
interesting from the activity of its numerous popula- 
tion, animated by the facilities which the town affords 
for disposing of the fruits of their labour, to the most 
eager diligence in cultivating their fields. By far the 
most beautiful part-of this district, is the valley be- 
tween Bern and ‘Thun, It is refreshed and enlivened 
by the river Aar, on the banks’ of which are many 
handsome villages ; and the lowest parts of the moun- 
tains which bound the valley are adorned.with castles 
aud villas, equally delightful. by the views which they 

a 

is occupied by mountains; on the» heights, and the 
reverse of which, are seen forests of fir trees, mingled 
with beeches and oaks. ) hk i 
To the south of this district is Oberland, or the pros 

vince of the Alps, which branches/out into several val- 
lies from the lake of Thun to the Glaciers... i 
in the scenery of Swisserland is finer than the situation 
of the castle and town of Thun. They stand near 
the brink of a charming basin, which is, formed by a 
lake surrounded by mountains in the form of anam- 
hitheatre, above which appear in distant tive, 
ae aerial summits of the Alps, clad Sendeenlaiiag 
snows. The banks of the lake are covered. with vine- 
yards, which, though not remarkable for their luxu- 
riance or their quality, add much to the beauty of the 
scenery. Above these the country is. and 
high, sprinkled with sonfe trees, and enlivened in sum- 
mer by the herds and flocks that browze on its herb- 
age. ‘The valley which lies between the lake of Thun 
and the lake of Brientz, narrowed on each side by a 
proximating mountains, has been aptly termed oh 
vestibule of the Alps: It is formed entirely of stones 
rolled down by torrents from the mountains, and 
seems to have been PA iy in some dreadful cons 
vulsion, as a barrier to the once united lakes which’ 
it now separates. eh et 

From the extremity of the lake of Brientz, the val- 
ley stretches for nine or ten leagues, regularly ascend- 
ing till its meets the foot of the Gri » which forms 
a branch of the lofty ridge of St Gothard. This track,’ 
called the country of , is frequently inundated 
by the Aar, which, taking its source under the Gla- 
ciers, forms, before its fall into the lakes, a most im 
tuous and destructive torrent. The whole of this cold 
and sequestered vale is cheerless and ill-peopled ; and. 
as their herds form the only resource of its inhabitants, 
they seldom rise above poverty and want. The small 
valley between the two lakes presents a very different 
scene. Its temperate climate induces all the shep- 
herds of the neighbouring Alps to assemble here in 
winter with their families ; and in the extent of about. 
two square leagues, it contains two towns, each the 
residence of a bailiff, and is covered with villages, cot- 
tages, and orchards. From thence we pass through: 
the mouth of very savage mountains, into two insu-’ 
lated vallies. That of Slr gemn on the right, 
terminating at the foot of the enormous glaciers of 
the Virgin, is reniarkable for the cascade of the rivu-: 
let of Staubach, which, swelled by the rain, falls 
from a perpendicular height of eleven hundred feet. 
On the left, the very elevated valley of Grindelwald, 
presents, amidst the horrors of a desert, the interest- 
ing picture of an Alpine colony, inhabiting a fertile 
and well cultivated spot of ground, terminated on the 
south by abysses of Matoal ice. It was from these’ 
singular countries that the immortal poet of the Alps: 
seal the originals of his pictures. on 

To the south and south-east of the lake of Thun, 
extend the bailliages of Frontinguen and Siebenthal. 
The first forms a very wide and fertile valley in the 
lower part, which becomes narrower’ and wilder as 
the land is more elevated. At the southern extremi- 
ty, a road is cut out of the rock which overhangs the 
precipices, conducting to the baths of Leuk, famous 
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‘Bern. for the eopiousness. and medicinal virtue of its hot ‘vince of Oberland; but its lowet region, washed by 

ser he frontiBiyof Oberland, on the south, present © 
‘a chain of glaciers and snow-clad summits. Here, 

an elevated valley, extending between two of the 

loftiest ridges of the Alps, to the length of ten or 

twelve leagues, is filled kPa unbroken mass of ice. 
Another chat OF! 8, likewise intersected by gla- 
-ciers, forms, on the north of the valley of Hassle, 
the frontiers of the cantons of Uri and Underwalden. 

The ince of Emmethal extends from Thun 
ns frontiers of Underwalden and Lucern. It 

is) ‘by broken chains of mountains and hills, 

pr aenepi gradually towards the Aargau. The 
most elevated summits of these mountains are cover- 
ed with wood, or with excellent summer pasturage ; 

the sides which are well exposed to the sun are culti- 
vated to a very great height, while the vallies present 
the picture of a rich and exquisite culture. No 
where do the peasantry enjoy more easy circum- 
stances,-and more real advantages, than in Emme- 
thal, Besides’ the abundant productions of its soil, 
this province is enriched by its manufactures of cloth 
and ribbands ; and affords a ‘striking and instructive 
proof of the advantages resultin from the union of 
the arts of industry with agriculture, the first and 
most essential of all. 
- Between the Emmethal and the canton of Sets 
lies the upper Aargau, an open country, abound- 
ing’ in ric liicigoie"and fertile. fields. The bail- 
liage of Aarbourg separates the Upper from the 
Lower Aargau. Here the territory of Bern is con- 
tracted: by the cantons of Lucern and Soleure to 
the breadth of half a league. ‘To such perfection is 
the system of irrigation here carried, that the best 
meadows are valued at upwards of 5000 French livres 
an acre. The four counties of Aarberg, Erlach, 
Nidau, and Baren, form a district which extends 
from the lower extremity of Neufchatel Lake to the 
canton of Soleure. The soil of this district is in ge- 
neral fertile and well cultivated. This country pn 3 
to the foot of Mount Jura, and borders on the bi- 

ric of Basle. A 
- The Pays de Vaud, chiefly wrested by conquest 
from the Dukes of Savoy, is the most extensive pro- 
vince in'the canton of Bern, and is one of the most 
delightful and abundant countries in Swisserland. 
In the vicinity of the’ lake of Murat, the climate 
is mild, and the soil luxuriant. Vines, tobacco, and 
maize, are cultivated there with the greatest suc-" 
cess; orchards, stocked with every species of fruit 
trees, are bowed down to the ground by the weight 
of their fruit; and the meadows are covered with 
the richest and most beautiful pastures. The bail- 
liages of Moudon, QOron, and part of Lausanne, 
stretch into Little Jura, separated from the Great 
Jura by the Gros'de Vaud. This district is moun- 
tainous, and less productive than the Pays de Vaud; 
yet, except in the more eleyated parts, it produces 
considerable quantities of grain. 
* In going from Moudon <o Lausanne, it is necessa- 
ry to cross a mountain ; on descending the opposite 
side of which, the lake of Geneva opens full ou the 
view. This magnificent reservoir of water forms, on 
its northern bank, a curve of about fifteen leagues. 
The greater part of this district resembles the pro- 
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the Rhone from the confines of Valais, enjoys a warm- 
er climate than any other part of the whole canton. 
At Bevieux, (See Brvirux,) in this government, 
are the only salt springs to be met with in the coun- 
try of Swisserland. 

Proceeding along the border of the lake, we come 
next to Vevay, a handsome‘and flourishing town, sur- 
rounded by vineyards, behind which the country as- 

_cends, and is adorned with fields of corn, and covered 
with verdant pastures. Between Vevay and Lausanne 
are the four parishes of the Pays de la Vaud, the wines 
of which are in great request. ‘The country above 
Lausanne, which is the second town in the canton, is 
mountainous, bleak, and uninteresting; but below 
the town, and opposite to the bailliage of Morges, 
the scenery is enchanting. Vineyards, meadows, and 
corn fields, indicate a genial soil; while these native 
beauties, aiding the picturesque illusion which dif- 
ferent points of view produce on these charmin 
banks, present the appearance of one vast continue 
garden. On approaching Morges, the climate still 
improves, That beautiful town stands at the bot- 
tom of a small gulf, where the lake of Geneva ex- 
pands to its greatest breadth. The interior of this 
district is in general fruitful in grain, and extensive 
vineyards of the finest quality enrich and beautify 
the coast. The bailliages of Nyon, of Romainmo- 
tier, and Yyerdon, complete the topography of this 
canton ; but, as they are marked by no very pecu- 
liar feature, they scarcely deserve to be separately de-' 
scribed. ai 

If the different provinces of Bern vary in appear- 
ance, in soil, and/in climate, there is an equally pers 
ceptible difference in the genius, the manners, and 
disposition of the inhabitants. The mountaineers of 
Oberland, the peasants in the environs of the capital, 
or in the province of Emmethal, the inhabitants of 
Aargau, and those of the four counties, are so many 
distinct nations, easily recognised by their language, 
their dress, and their manners. But the most stri- 
king difference takes place between the inhabitants 
of the German district, and those of the Pays de 
Vaud. The former are grave, cool, and contempla- 
tive; fond of their country, with which they are at the 
same time proud of being connected ; dull in their 
pleasures, slow in their operations, but regular and 
systematic in all their conduct. No acquisition of 
wealth could ever excite in the breast of a peasant 
of this country the smallest ambition to’ connect him- 
self with a ble family, nor would he even allow his 
children to intermarry with the citizens. He courts 
no office of power; he never voluntary leaves his 
country ; and when necessity has forced him from it, 
different habits and modes of life generally excite 
such a regret for his native land, as becomes, espe- 
cially among the mountaineers, a malady often fatal. 
The women of this nation are industrious, punctual 
in all affairs of household economy, assiduous in the 
cultivation of their gardens, in spinning, and in the 
other proper occupations of their sex. 

The people of the Pays de Vaud are in general 
gayer, and more polished ; possessed of a livelier ima- 
gination, pliant in their character, working with more 
ardour than constancy, giddy, improvident, and fond 
of emigration: ‘The women who have not’ been im-' 
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proved by visiting other countries, are unskilful in 

~V~ their economy, generally idle, gossipping, and negli- 
gent in the little cares of education and household 
management which belong to their province. A 
farm in the former country wears an air of order, 
and comfort; in the latter it exhibits every mark of 
disorder and neglect. 

Commerce has never been much cultivated in Bern. 
Its principal articles of exportation are horses, cattle 
and hides, cheese, linen, and cotton cloths, coarse 
cloth and canvas made of hemp, and woollen stuffs. 
Ten thousand pieces of linen are said to be annually 
sent out of this country chiefly to Lyons. In the 
capital are established manufactures of silk, and co- 
loured stockings. Clock-making and the polishing 
of false stones are the principal arts followed in the 
west of the mountains. For the history and former 
overnment of this canton, see SwIssERLAND. See 
icttonnaire de la Suisse. Peuchet’s Dictionnaire 

de la Geographie Commercante. Coxe’s Switzer- 
land, vol. ii. Moore’s View of Society in France, 
Switzerland, §c. vol. i. (kh 
BERN, a town of Switzerland, and the capital of 

the canton of the same name, is situated on the banks 
of the river Aar, which almost encircles the town. 
The principal streets of this city are long, broad, 
and gently curved. The houses are nearly uniform, 
and of the same height, and are built upon arcades, 
which afford, even in the worst weather, a dry and 
sheltered pavement for foot passengers. The streets 
are kept remarkably clean, by means of criminals, 
who remove the rubbish, &c. under the inspection of 
a guard ; and the branch of the Aar which traverses 
the town, supplies several fountains, which contribute 
to the ornament of the town, as well as to the com- 
fort of the inhabitants. ‘The cathedral of Bern is a 
beautiful Gothic building, the cloister of which is 
particularly admired. It was erected in 1421 by the 
same architect who built the Munster at Strasbourg, 
and stands upon a fine terrace raised above the bed of 
the Aar, and commanding a charming view of the 
adjacent country. The arsenal formerly. contained 
60,000 stands, and several trophies of Swiss valour. 
The statue of William was one of the curiosities which 
it displayed, The public library comprehends about 
20,000 volumes, besides a curious collection of anti- 
quities and medals. It contains also a chart in relief 
of a part of Switzerland, a view in relief of the salt 
mines and glaciers of Bevieux and Aigle, executed 
in wood by M. Exchaquet ; a collection of curiosi- 
ties from Otaheite; a cabinet of Swiss medals, and 
a cabinet of minerals. Besides these public build- 
ings, there are several hospitals, an almshouse, a house 
of correction built at the suggestion of Howard, and 
an elegant building for public amusements, 

The principal literary and scientific establishments 
of Bern are, the Economical Society, the Society of 
Physics and Natural History, and the Society of 
Medicine, &c. 

In the neighbourhood of Bern there are many de- 
lightful views of the Alps, which appear in their 
greatest beauty when seen at the rising or the setting 
of the sun. "These views are seen to great advantage 
from the terrace of the cathedral, the little rampart, 
the granary, Graben, and.Engi. Between the lower 
gate of the town and the village of Ostermanningen, 
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there is a charming promenade, diversified with the 
finest scenery. Ae 

There are few manufactures carried on at Bern. 
The principal are draps, linens, cottons, silks, and 
delft ware. : aby Sap Dee 3 

Bern is elevated about 1709 feet above the level 
of the sea. Population in 1792, 15,000. E. Long, 
7° 20', N, Lat. 46° 56’ 56". See Coxe’s Travek, 
vol. ii, . Moore’s View o Society in France, Switzer- 
land, &c.; and Dict. de la Suisse. (x) doves 
BERN Macuing, the name of a machine for tear- 

ing up trees by the roots, invented by Mr Peter 
Sommer, a native of Bern. ‘There is nothing either 
in the object or in the construction of this machine 
which entitles it to a description in this place. Any 
contrivances for tearing up trees that exhibit inge~ 
nuity and originality of construction, will be found 
under the word Trees. See Dr Thomas Young’s’ 
Natural Philosophy, vol. ii. p. 199. (w) — 
BERNARD 1 OUNT. See eve y pny 
BERNAY, a town of France, in the department 

of the Eure, containing a population of 6142. (w) 
BERNBURG, a town of Germany, and form y 

the capital of the principality of Anhalt Bernburg. 
The principality of Bernburg now belongs to:t 
confederation of the Rhine, and contains seventeen 
square geographical miles, and 38,000 inhabitants. 
Its military force is 600 men, and its annual revenue 
600,000 florins. (x) . , 
BERNERAY, a small island of the Hebrides, 

lying on the north side of North Uist, and 
rom it by a channel about one and a half files broad. 
This island, which has a fresh water lake, called 
Lochbruis, in its centre, is about four miles long and 
one and a half broad. This lake contains swarms of 
eels, which are often caught by the inhabitants 
twined together in heaps. 

The tides at this island present some singular phe- 
nomena. About four days before and after the moon 
is in quadrature with the sun, between nine o’clock 
in the morning and nine at night, the tide runs east- 
ward for twelve hours successively: At nine o’clock 
at night the current changes its direction, and runs 
westward till nine o’clock next morning. This phe- 
nomenon is daily repeated till the moon is within four 
one of her syzigy, when the tides resume their re~ 
gular course, flowing to the west during the six hours 
of ebb, and to the east during the six hours of flood. 

Between the vernal and autumnal equinox, the 
tides at the quadratures flow eastward during the day, 
and westward during the night, while, from the au- 
tumnal to the Sete | equinox, they move to the west 
during the day, and to the east during the night. 
si, Me of Berneray and Ratby, 494 in 1792, 
West Long. 7° 8’, North Lat. 57° 42’. See Mac- 
leod’s account of the parish of North Uist, in the 
Statistical Account of Scotland. (y rie te 
BERNIER’s Istanp, a small island near the 

mouth of Shark’s Bay, on the west coast of New 
Holland, which received its name from the officers 
in the French expedition of discovery in 1801. This 
island is partly D pas eee: oath the east, and 
partly surrounded by frightful breakers on extensive 
reefs, against which the waves dash with great vio- 
lence from a wide expanse to the west. ‘The sub- 
stance of the island congists of horizontal beds of 
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sand and limestone, containing many shells, all as re- 

gularly shaped as if formed of hewn mason work. 
ost of the shells encrusted in them are uniyalves, 

and chiefly g to the genus ratice of Lamarck : 
and they bear much resemblance to those of the same 
kind still found alive at the foot of the rocks in the 

sea. From their fureiseeeene to the pean in- 

volving them, and from being found at 150 fect above 

the sande» level of the sea, naturalists.conclude that 
they have existed in a state of petrifaction during 
ages. Strata of a sort of calcareous breccia, suscep- 
ible of. a sufficient polish, and of pleasing coloured 
shades, are seen in other parts of the island. The 

ole surface of the island is covered with a bed 
of quartzose sand, mixed with calcareous remains 

30, which having been originally light and move- 
able b - a forms bi waa d of sand-hills all 
around the shores between sixty and eighty feet high. 
‘But to prevent the disorders that would ensue from 

~ the perpetual change of these heaps, nature, amidst 
the low and languishing vegetation of the island, 
here produces a species of cyperus, whose long roots, 
universally interlarded throughout the ground, form 
an immense reticulation, which restrains them in their 
position, and binds the loose soil together. A fari- 
naceous grain, somewhat resembling wheat, crowns 
the summit of this plant, in ears Stiiee as the fist : 
‘but owing to the aridity of the soil, perhaps, it had 
“not come to maturity, and each of the ears scarcely 
afforded two or three seeds. The French conceived 
‘that it might be profitably naturalised m the sandy 
districts of France and Spain, and there prevent the 
light soils from shifting with the wind. A singular 
spinifex growing in the most arid pest and compo- 
sed of an innumerable quantity of leaves, extremely 
slender, in great mossy tufts, and a mimosa rising two 
‘or three feet from the nd, but spreading fifteen or 
twenty around, form the more remarkable of the few 
plants growing in the island. A beautiful quadru- 
ped, the fasciated kangaroo, inhabits this island in 
n umbers, though it is not to be seen on the continent, 
nor on any other islands excepting two in the neigh-. 

hood. It is excessively timorous; the slightest 
‘noise alarms it, and sometimes a breath of wind will 
put it to flight. Yet this little animal, though timid 
in self-defence, boldly resists the injury which is of- 
fered to its young. The females, like others of 
their genus, are provided with an external pouch, 
whither the young retire on the approach of danger : 
when wiatided and feeble with the loss of blood, she 
‘could carry it no longer in flight, the mother assisted 
her offspring to get out of the bag, that it might at- 
tempt its own escape : or, when forcibly separated, 
on regaining a place of safety, she would call to it 
by a peculiar sound, and after affectionately caressing 
it, as if to dis i its alarm, cause it to enter its 
wonted place of shelter. Even when these animals get 
a mortal wound, their care was diverted from exer- 
tions for their own safety, and directed solely to 
the preservation of their y Several youn 
‘kangaroos were taken on Bernier’s Island, but only 
one of the whole survived ; it became yery tame, and 
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fed readily on bread, besides which it greatly relished 
sugar and water. Owing to an accident, it perished 
in the course of the voyage to which we have allu- 
ded; nevertheless, the species might possibly be na- 
turalized in Europe, In this island neither birds 
nor reptiles are numerous, being principally cormo- 
rants, sea-eagles, and three lizards, one of which is 
between four and five feet long. The seas, which 
wash the shores of the island, abound with mollusca, 
and fishes from whales down to microscopic. polypi: 
and testacea, together with zoophytes, are found on 
the rocks, or deep in the waters. ‘There is an edible 
oyster of very uncommon figure and delicious taste, 
solidly adhering to the former, and beautiful uni- 
valves are dragged up from the mud wherein they 
lie concealed. The mytilus effulgens, the finest hi- 
therto discovered, is among them, of a shining co- 
lour, aud reflecting all the prismatic colours, ic) 
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BERNOULLI, James, a celebrated methemati- . 
cian, was the fifth son of Nicholas Bernoulli, mem- 
ber of the grand council and of the chamber of fi- 
nances of Basle in Switzerland, and was born at 
Basle on the 27th December 1654. James Ber- 
noulli, the grandfather of the subject of this article, 
came originally from Antwerp, and established him~- 
self at Basle in 1622. He left behind him three 
children, the eldest of whom was Nicholas, who was 
born in 1623, and died in 1708; leaving a family of 
eleven children, among whom were James and John, 
two of the most illustrious mathematicians of the 
18th century. 

James Bernoulli was originally intended for the 
church, and, after having taken his degrees in the 
university of Basle, he entered upon the study of 
divinity. His attachment to mathematics, however, 
gradually withdrew his attention from the study of 
theology. His favourite pursuit engrossed the whole 
of his time ; and without the aid of a master, and 
even without the assistance of books, which his fa- 
ther carefully concealed, he made such rapid advances 
in the science of geometry,* that before he was 18 
ran old, he resolved the problem of finding the Ju- 
ian period, when the year of the solar cycle, the 
golden number, and the indiction, are given. 

He began his travels in the year 1676; and when 
he passed through Geneva, he found out a method, 
different from that proposed by Cardan, of teaching 
a blind person to write, which he tried with great 
success upon a young girl, who had been blind from 
the age of two months, At Bourdeaux he compu- 
ted universal tables for dialling, but they have never 
been given to the world, ‘The attention of astrono- 
mers was at this’ time occupied with the famous co- 
met of 1680; and such was the enthusiasm with 
which Bernoulli was.inspired, that, on his return. to 
Basle, he published a treatise on the subject, entitled, 
Neu erfundene Auleitung wie man den lauff der Co» 
meten, &¢. Bas. 4to, 1681. In this first production 
Bernoulli adopted the vortical system of Descartes, 
and maintained, that comets were the satellites of a 
large and invisible planet, which revolved round the 
sun in 4 years and 157 days, at the distance of 2583 

* In reference to this restraint upon his inclination, he took for his device Phaeton driving the chariot of the sun, with the 
motto of Invito patre sidera verso, * Against my father’s will I traverse the heavens.” 
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Bernoulli, semidiameters of the orbis magnus. Upon Pelee tin 

turn on the 17th May 1719, and would be s i 
the 12th degree of Libra; but, alas! his prediction, 
founded on such a theory, could not be otherwise 
than false, though, like Phaeton, to follow out the 
simile contained in his own, device; rc 

Magnis, tamen, excidit ausis. 

Soon after the publication of this work he left 
Basle, and visited Flanders and Holland on his way 
to England, where he was introduced to the most 
eminent piilecephers of the times, and attended all 
their philosophical meetings in London. On his re- 
turn to Basle, in 1682, he commenced a course of 
public experiments on natural philosophy; and, in 
the same year, he published, at Amsterdam, his 
Conamen novi systematis comelarum, pro motu eorum 
sub caleulum revocando et apparitionibus predicendis, 
8vo, Amstel. 1682; a work not altogether unworthy 
of his genius. In 1682, he published his. disserta- 
tion De Gravitate Ltheris, which is not distinguish- 
ed by any peculiar marks of its author. [t treats 
principally of ether, that hypothetical substance by 
which Euler, his great successor in the career of 
geometrical discovery, endeavoured to explain the 
various phenomena of nature. After this work was 
composed, Bernoulli found, that many of the views 
which it contained had already been given by Male- 
branche, in his Recherche de la Verité; and he de- 
clares in his preface, that he had not read that cele- 
brated work. 

About this time he established at Basle a kind of 
experimental academy, where he made a number of ex- 
periments on different points in pce The profes- 
sorship of mathematics at Heidelberg’ having become 
vacant in 1684, James Bernoulli was elected to that 
office, and, during the three years which he spen 

ciples, he predicted that the comet of 1680 » eee 
ated in 

it in 
that university, he devoted himself, with the utmost 
ardour, to the study of geometry. The paper of 
Leibnitz, entitled, Nova Methodus pro maximis et 
minimis, ttemgue tangentibus, que nec fractas, nec 
irrationales quantitates moratur, et singulare pro illis 
calculis genus, with the application of the calculus 
to the solution of several physical and geometrical 
problems, appeared in the Leipsic acts for 1684, and 
were the first attempts of that great philosopher to 
employ the new calculus which he had invented. 
The attention of James Bernoulli was particularly 
-attracted by this paper, and he and his brother John, 
who had been studying mathematics under him, were 
so delighted with these elements of the’ differential 
calculus, that they embraced it with avidity, and by: 
extending its limits, and applying it with success to 
several curious “problems, they, im the opinion of 
Leibnitz himself, mado the discovery in a great ‘mea- 
sure their own. ; 

Before James Bernoulli entered upon this brilliant 
career of discovery, he was elected, in 1687, to the 
rofessorship» of ‘mathematics at Basle, an office 

which he: filled with distinguished reputation during 
the whole of ‘his life.» He ‘succeeded Peter Meger- 
lin, who is known-to astronomers as a zealous de- 
fender of the Copernican system. 

In 1690 James Bernoulli solved the problem of 
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the isochronous curve, of which d Leib. 
nitz had already obtained asolution ;_ 2c- 
casion, he proposed the. celebrated, pr © f 
catenarian_ curve, which Galileo ‘had. tried in vains. 
Huygens, Leibnitz, and John. Bernoulli soon 
ed a solution; but) this. solution: was exten 
James Bernoulli to cases, in which the weight of the. 
chain varies in different parts, of its length, di 
toa given law.. This a mathematician determi 
also the curvature of a bended bow, and that of an ; 
tic rod, fixed at one end, and loaded atthe other with. 
agiven weight. He found likewise, that the formof a, 

, swollen by the action of the wind,is;the: common. 
catenarian’ curve when the wind. does not:escape ; but 
that it is one of the curves called Li at ed. Lintearia, when the 
sail is supposed perfectly flexible, and,expanded with, 
a fluid pressing) in every direction, John Bernoulli 
published a solution of the same:problem in the Jour- 
nal des. Scavans for 16923 but it ppear ¥ ions 
able, that he had received: Fisted brother, 
who communicated to him, by letter, his opinion 
upon. that subjects : 

The theory of curves, produced by
 | A tiga ae 

“of one curve upon another, now occupied the atten- 
tion of James; and in this rich and untrodden field | 
he made many interesting discoveries.; He fo 
that the logarithmic spiral was its own evolute, anti-. 
evolute, caustic, and pericaustic; and that the cy-, 
cloid had a property analagous to it. The discoyery., 
of this constant reproduction of the logarithmic ae 
ral was a source of such pleasure to Bernoulli, th 
in imitation of Archimedes, he requested that a lo-. 
garithmic spiral shonld be engrayen on his tomb, 
with the motto of Eadem mutata resurgo, a beauti- 
ful and happy allusion to the future hopes of the 
Christian, Besites these discoveries, eae er 
noulli solved the problem of the paracentric isocl =. 
nal curve, proposed by Leibnitz ‘in 1689, and 7 
the problem of the curve of quickest descent, which. 
his brother John had proposed in 1697. > e We ee a 

About this time began that famous dispu > upon 
isoperimetrical problen, between James ie 
Bernoulli, in which their talents were displayed to, ~ 
greater advantage than their dispositions. thao : 

ustrious characters,” as the writer of this : 
has elsewhere observed, “ connected by the 
ties of affinity, were, at the commenc 
distinguished career, united by the warmes 
John was initiated by his elder brother ix 
thematical sciences ; and a generous emu ion, soft. 
ened by friendship in ‘the one, and gratitude’ in the 
other, continued for some years to direct their stu- 
dies, and accelerate their progress. ‘There are few 
men, however, who cam ‘support, at the same time, 
the character of a rival and a friend. © @ success r 
of the one party is apt to awaken the envy of the 
other ; sand success itself is often the parent of ‘pre- 
sumption. “Av foundation is thus laid for future’ 
sensions ; and it isa melancholy fact in the history o} 
learning, that the most ardent friendships ‘ha ‘been 
sdcrificed on the altar of literary ambition. “Such was 
the: case between’ the two Bernoullis: “As soon. 
John was settled professor of mathematics at Gro- 
ningen, all peealy pepe peers bro- 
thers was at-an end.» ‘ding: John as the aggres- 

ew 
—e 
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sor, and 
bited, his brother James: 

solve the ing 

provoked at the ingratitude which: he exhi- 
him; by name, 

space of three months, and produce legitimate 
in the course of a year; and if, at the ex+ 

iry of these intervals, no solutions appeared, he pro- 
Bred to lays own before the public. This chal- 
lenge was willingly accepted by John, who began 
the investigation as soon as he received the subject, 
and soon completed the solution. Elated with suc- 
cess, he ostentatiously declared, that, instead of three 
months, he had discovered the whole borsten ye 
three minutes. He demanded the prize, and offered 
to give tothe poor what had. cost him so little trou- 
ble to gaia. - Unfortunately, however, for John, his 
solution: of the isoperimetrical problem was erro- 

came under three snaps: 1. To point out the 
method employed by his 

posed, in’ making ‘new di 

tacked, with a, deal of ridicule and sarcasm, 
the solution of 2, who read the letter with the 
utmost. Sy Sapte er dayished. on his. brother a 
torrent of the coarsestinvective., 4. yon, 
—— to put an end to this geometrical. warfare, 

‘had, now _ _into..personal abuse, 
Leibnitz, Newton, and the Marquis. de. L’ Hospital, 
were appointed arbiters ; but they do not seem, to 
have come to/any decision, on the subject... In 1700, 
James Bernoulli published, in a letter to. his brother, 
iene ts isoperimetrical problem, without, a 
lem ion, and-invited him to make his own pub- 

lic, » John, was still ignorant of the defect.of his own 
method 5 arid, so. much.was, he’ convinced of its accu- 
racy, that he sentyit.under seal to the Academy of 
Sciences at Paris, in jon 1701, on condition that 
it should not. be: opened the appearance of his 
brother’s. demonstration. In,.consequence of this, 
James Bernoulli published is olan separately at 
Basle, and.also in the acts cipsic for of 1701, 
under the title of Analysis: magni problematis Isope- 
vimetrici,.The fame which was acquired by this ad- 
sirable specimen of mathematical. genius completely 
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silenced the pretensions of John Bernoulli for five 
years; butsafter the death of his brother, in 1705, he 
ublished his solution in the memoirs of the academy 
or 1706, as if he had thought his brother the only 
person who could detect the false principle upon 
which it was founded. After am interval of thirteen 
years, John Bernoulli discovered the source of his er- 
ror. He ingenuously confessed his. mistake; and 
published a new solution in the memoirs of the aca- 

. demy for 1718, which did not differ much from that 
of his brother. i 
.. In the year 1699, James Bernoulli was elected a 
foreign associate of the Academy of Sciences at Pa- 
ris; and,.in 1701, the same honour was conferred up- 
on him by the Royal Academy of Berlin. The se- 
dentary life which he led, and his intense application 
to ie brought upon him a severe attack of the 
gout, aceompanien with a slow fever, which put an. 
end to his life on the 16th of August 1705, in the 
51st year of his age. He was married in the year 
1684, and left behind him one son and a daughter, 
neither of whom seem to have inherited any portion of 
their father’s genius. The son was bred to the pro- 
fession of a painter. James Bernoulli was engaged, 
at the time of his death, in a work entitled, Ars Con- 
jectandi, or the art of forming conjectures concerning 
contingent events. It was printed at Basle in 17135 
and contains a valuable treatise .on infinite series, in 
which its author has given an admirable demonstration 
of the first case of the binomial theorem. ‘This de- 
monstration has been lately re-published in the third 
volume of the Scriptores Logarithmici, by Baron Ma- 
seres. ; 

Bernoulli was of a bilious and melancholy tempe- 
rament, and possessed great perseverance in surmount- 
ing difficulties. His genius, though of the first or- 
der, was not of that quick and versatile character 
which seizes a, subject with instinctive penetration, 
and inyents and discovers, by a process almost. intui- 
tive... It was marked rather by an. excess of caution. 

e proceeded with, slowness and suspicion, afraid. of 
error, yet resolved to avoid it ; and even after success 
had taught him the extent of his own, powers, and jaf- 
ter the applause of all. Europe had stamped immorta- 
lity upon, his name, he did not possess, that confidence 
in his talents which isgenerally the most. prominent 
qualities of flattered genius., When_he challenged.his 
brother John Fauci beisolution of the. isoperimetrical 
pspblen, on. which. he;had fora long time laboured, 
e,acted with more ‘confidence than he. usually :dis- 

played ;, but his.excessive caution. gave him ample 
security against the chance, of error, His brother 
Jolm, on the contrary, whose. genius was. more acute 
but less, profound,.obtained his. sclution« of: the. pro- 
blem,almost:instantaneously,... Without. even revising 
his investigations, he gave them to the world, careless 
about the mortification,which he.afterwards felt, when 
they were proved to be erroneous, _ In the keen,dis- 
pute which this circumstance occasioned, the charac- 
ters, of the two brothers appeared in their natural co- 
lours. The cold defiance, the chastened severity, and 
the temperate sarcasms.of the. one,, form a: striking 
contrast with the thoughtless,,ostentation, the «ude 
inyectiyes, and the coarse raillery of the other. 

The writingsof James Bernoulli are very numéreus; 
oP 
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aw and have beet'collected and 2 aoe in two volumes, 

_, 4to, at Geneva in 1744. °° he robb es en 
lished in the memoirs of the aca emy; dre, Ist, Sec- 
tion indefinie des Arcs Circulaires, en telle raison 
gwon voudra, avec la maniere d’en deduire les Sinus, 
&e. Mem. Acad.1'702, py 58.°° 94, Demonstration 
Generale du centre deBalancement; ou d’oscillation, 
tirée de la Nature du Levier, 14: 1703, pi 114. 34, 
Application de sa regle du Centre de Balancement, 
@ toutes sortes ‘de figures, Td. 4th, Demonstration 
du Principe de M. Hu s, touchant le Centre de 
Balancement, et de U Identite de ce Centre avec celui 
de Percussion, Mem. Acad. 1704. © 5th, Veritable 
Hypothese de la ‘Resistance des Solides, avec la De- 
monstration' de la courbure des Corps, qui font res- 
sort. Mem. Acad. p. 130." » 

Besides these he published no fewer than forty-seven 
papers in the Acta Eruditorum’ of Leipsic, mostly 
mathematical, though some of ‘them related to —pneu- 
matics, and others to mechanics. He published also 
seven papers in the Journal des Scavans, some'of which 
had appeared in the Acta Eruditorum. See Guvres 
de Fontenelles, tom. v. p.'57. edit. 1767. General 
Dict. Lalande, Bibliographie Astronomique, p.'299. 
Montucla, Hist. des Mathemat. tom. ii. po'$55. 444. 
Bossut, Essai sur Hist. Gen. des’ Mathemat. tom. 
ii. p. 30. Athene Rauricw. Adumbratio erudito- 
gum Basiliensium celebrium, Athenis ‘Rauricis addi- 
ta, Basil, 1780, 8vo. (a) iho 
BERNOULLI, Jonn, the tenth son of Nichola 

Bernoulli, and the brother of James Bernoulli, was 
born at Basle, in Switzerland, on the 27th of July; 
O. S. 1667. In the year 1682 he began his acade- 
mical studies, and was soon afterwards sent to Neuf- 
chatel, to are himself for'those commercial pur- 
suits for which he was intended by his father.’ The 
early developement of ‘his brilliant ‘talents,’ seconded 
by an ardent thirst for’ knowledge, gave a new direc 
tion to his father’s plans, who henceforth determined 
to form’the mind of: his'son for those noble pursuits 
in which nature had destined him to ‘en ge. He 
was received master of ‘arts at "the a of eigfheeen 
and on this occasion he defended a’ Latin thesis, De 
int lambente, and likewise a thesis’ in Greek ‘verse. 
h e study of medicine now occupied his attention ; 

but though he prosecuted this subject to such ‘a 
length as to compose and defend in ‘public a thesis De 

vescentia et fermentatione, in 1690, his mind was 
wally turning to that sublime’ science; in’ which 

his brother had already acquired such ‘distinguished 
fame. Wnder the guidance of that illustrious mathe- 
matician, he made rapid advances in the higher geome- 
try, and was soon enabled to illustrate the new caleu- 
lus which Newton and Leibnitz had discovered. 
About the end of the year 1690, John Bernoulli set 
out for Geneva; and, in the course of ‘his ; urney, 
he nearly lost his life by a dangerous fall from ‘his 
horse. In that seat of vw he formed an inti- 
macy with many of its most distinguished citizens, 
and parti with ‘Messrs Fatio, who were then 
celebrated for their mathematical acquirements. From 
Geneva he went to France ; and having reached Pa- 
risabout the year 1691, he was ‘introduced to the 
Marquis de L’Hospital, Malebranche, De la Hire, 
Varignon; and the two Cassinis. He ty some 
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time at the country house of the Marquiside L*Hos: 
pital near Blois, and: such’ was«the ‘fri ip which 
subsisted between them, that the instructed hischost in 
the’ differential calculus, and» »for his use 
Legons de Sela et gral, -which»is 
published in the third volume'of: his workss: Varig 
non was' likewise initiated ‘into’ thenew geometry: by: 
the Swiss'mathematician; who soon’ enj the’ sa- 
tisfaction of seeing these distinguished pupils ranked 
among ‘the first analysts: of the ages Invthesyear 
1692, he returned to his native country, “where thé 
loss of the brilliant’ society of Paris was com 
sated by a-constant correspondence: with Leibnitz, 
which continued till) the death of ‘the latter in 1716. 
Being about’ to enterinto @ matrimonial connection, he 
was prevented by this and other causes from accepting 
the professorship of ‘mathematics at Wolfenbuttle, 
which was offered him in 1693. ‘The degtee ofidoctor 
of medicine was about this time’ conferred:upon ‘him; 
after having’defended a thesis'‘on “muscular motion: 
His marriage took place‘on the 6th’ March, 1694 5 
and, in obedience ‘to ‘the PEROT CM i 
of Groningen, in 1695, he accepted the’ professorship 
of pete ig hilosophy, in which hewas installed 
on the 28th of'November. In this new situation his 
fame began to extend itself with unusual: rapidity: 
The learned societies of Europe were proud to.adorn 
their lists with his name, ‘and igns ‘themselves 
felt an accession to their’ greatness by honouring him 
with marks of royal favour. “He was elected: a’ fo- 
reign associate of the Academy of Sciences at Paris 
in 1699, along with his brother. ‘The Academy at 
Berlin chose him a member in 1701. He was intro- 
duced into the Royal Society of London in 1712; 
into the Institute of Bologna in 17245 and into the 
Imperial Academy of ‘Sciences at St Petersburgh in 
1725. His invention of the luminous barometer, or 
of the mercurial phosphorus, arising from the friction 
of mercury upon glass in‘a partial vacuum; was shewn 
by Leibnitz ‘to, Frederick I. of Prussia, who | t- 
ed Bernoulli with a golden ‘medal ‘of the’ weight of 
forty ducats. ¥ ACO CSE | jp 

In 1691, John Bernoulli solved the problem of the 
catenary curve mets Thtoea Leibnitz and- Huygens, 
though it is generally supposed, that this solution 
was partly the work of his’ brother. “In 1697, ‘be 
published his first essays on a new branch —— 
to which he gave the name of the yor ver ee SS 
lus, which benikets in differencing and integrating ex. 
ponential quantities, or powers, with variable expo- 
nents. Leibnitz and John Bernoulli made this import- 
ant discovery, without any communication, in 1694 ; 
but wevare indebted to Bernoulli for a complete ex- 
planation of the rules of the ‘calculus, and the pur. 
poses to which it might be applied. About the 
same time, he di the attention of mathemati- 
cians to the celebrated problem of the 
non, which consisted in finding the curve, along the 
concave side of which a heavy body would descend 
from one point to another in the least time possible, 
the line joining the two — being inclined to the 
direction of gravity. This difficult lem, which 
Bernoulli himself had solved, was also resolved by 
Leibnitz on the very day on ‘which he received: it. 
These two mathematicians determined to conceal their 

‘— 
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for some time; but before eeeaoerbs 

— lished, Sir Isaac Newton, the Marquis de L’ Hospital, 
‘and James i d ine > 
that this he curve of quickest descent, is 
a reversed cycloid. OT a SCR NGA 
James Bernoulli was led to the of isoperime- 
trical problems, which» oecasioned, those differences 
with his brother which:we have already related in the 

V7 viper lial i 

_Dhe: of : tories, which 
sailwnateed oposed to the E geomet 

John li in the 
ions: for 1718. Sir Isaac Newton 

ght the problem to an equation, but did not 
succeed in resolving em the differen — hae 
trajectory. particular eases of it were. 

ron ale er arremmiereeweag the son and nephew 
John. A) better solution, though, defective in 
inty of generality, was given by Dr Taylor in the 

Philosophical ‘Dransactions of 1717 5 but twas left 
for John Bernoulli to supply this radical defect. | This 
celebrated geometer ; also, in the integra- 

ion of several rational ere with whieh Taylor 
had endeavoured to Genii id; {+0 
The:publication of Dr Taylor’s method of incre- 

sea ar che ron waco John 

as.a plagiarist in the apie seematnn ies 1716. 
This anonymous attack - the pen of Johg Ber- 
noulli was indignantly repelled by the English geo- 
meter, who accused his’ ist).of having? only 
altered:and modified’ the. solution of, isoperimetrical 
roblems, which: were given by his» brother James, 

i nsec @ concealed: name ne 
Buscard.; but: hi reply (was stained by a’ species 0 

invective,/and insulting raillery, which was un- 
pe ra 738 a) th : 

«In a:dissertation on Orthogonal Trajectories, pub- 
lishedvas the joint uction of John Bernoulli and 
his son: Nicholas,,they proposed the problem of re-. 
ciprocal trajectories, which was for a long -time»dis- 
cussed between Jolin Bernoulli: and. Dr Pemberton.. 
The frierid of Newton carried.on the con un- 

toa der an disguise; but he was un 
prrra ean such)anformidable rival. . ledated at 
the success of Bernoulli, the English geometers as- 
sailed, him in» every quarter. Dr. Keill challenged 
him to, determine:the curve described by a body when 

through a medium, whose resistance varied 
ware of the velocity... In a short, time the 

exertions of Bernoulli were crowned with. success; 
and “Newtor had. solved only the case where 
Fe meme sqimerah the velocity, 

of the velocity... Intoxicated with success, 
demanded = solution obtained by Keill, 

to; punish vo pm of the Engli 
» by a severity of bint 

De 9 gue meer 228 wm consisted :in 
determining on the surface alspheres curves whose 
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1726); but John Bernoulli pointed out the error of 

Herman, and gave a general method for finding the 
curves required. okt ; 
-. In the Memoirs.of the Academy of Paris for 1730, 
he published his determination of the isochronous 
curve. In the same year, he carried off the prize 
of the Academy of Sciences, on the spheroidal figure 
of the planets, and on the motion of their aj elia; 
and in 1734, he shared the prize with his son Daniel, 
fora dissertation on the change of inclination in the 

- orbits; an occasion, as will be seen in the 
ing article, which did not exhibit his character 

to the ae advantage. His work on the manage~ 
ment of ships, was publi in 1718, .and on this sub- 
ject he was led into a controversy with Renau. In 
1743, he collected together the various works which 
he had composed, ind plisiéee them at Lausanne, in 
four volumes quarto.» it 

While our author held his. professorship at,Grone. 
ingen, the university. of Utrecht was solicitous to 
rank him among its members. His salary and ap« 
pointments, however,\ were increased, and. he con- 
tinued in his office at Groningen, where a violent’ fe-. 
ver had nearly terminated his labours: in 1704, till 
the pressing entreaties of his relations had almost in« 
duced him to: return to: Basle. .'The rumour of. his 
departure incited the university of Utrecht to make 
another effort to obtain the benefit of his. talents 5 
and while he was hesitating what step to take, the 
death of his brother put an. end to his irresolution, 
He returned. to. his, native city, and succeeded, his 
brother in the professorship of mathematics on the! 
17th of November 1705, where he delivered a discoursé 
De. Fatis, Nove, Analyseos..et Geometrice 'sublimiss 
In this new situation he spent forty-two years of his 
life; which were zealously devoted to the discharge: 
of his professional duties, and to, the improvement 
of the mathematical. sciences. He took an active 
share in promoting the objects of public instruction 
in his native city, and he had the honour of bein 
twice rector,.and nine times dean. of the faculty o 
| hy in the university of Basle. These pro- 
essional labours he occasionally relieved by an epis+ 
tolary communication with the first: philosophers of 
the age; and. he could number among his correspon- 
dents the names, of Newtons Leibnitz,| Marquis De: 
L’ Hospital, Euler, Maupertuis, Wolff, De Moivre, 
Mairan, Montmort, Renau, T'schirnhausen,. Miche- 
lotti, Craigs Cheyne, Poleni, Cramer, Bulfinger, and. 
Gravesende.’, His correspondence with Leibnitz is 
published.in a ‘work, in two volumes quarto, which) 
appeared in. 1745, under the title of Letbnitii ac Ber= 
noulli Commercium Philosophicum et Mathematicum, 
and, which containsmuch curious information re+ 
specting that campaign of problems, in which these. 
pe ul combatants shone with such distinguished: 
ustres > : 
‘Near the close of the year 1747, he was attacked: 

with, a disorder inthe bowels, which was not how- 
ever sufficiently violent to interrupt his’ usual studies $ 
but on the-last night of the year, the disease reached 
such} an alarming height, that he expired’ on» the 
morning of the first of. January 1748, in the eighty- 
first “— of his.age. : 
«John Bernoulli had. nine childreny three of whem, 

John. 
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Bernoulli, (viz. Daniel, the suoject of the following article; chiefly,occupied with»mathematical ts; and he Bernoulli, 
aeaeh. {Srny who was edeanat laws habteniunal Sean ico hia satind oataneorioctichediie Daniel. 
“y= professor of mathematics at Basle; and Nicholas; who 

was professor of law at Bern, and.afterwards profes- 
sor of mathematics at Petersburgh, ) inherited the ge- 
nius of their father. hak AY Gh spent 

‘+ The talents of John Bernoulli as a mathematician 
were of the very first order; and if they were sur- 
passed by any of his cotemporaries, the superiority 
could be claimed only by his brother and Sir Isaac 
Newton. He is represented'by those that knew him, 
as just, sincere; ld pious, possessed of much natu- 
ral vivacity, and animated by,a zeal and enthusiasm 
which often rose to extravagance. “5... 
+ In the angry contention which he carried on with 
his brother, we do not perceive any of those virtues 
which posterity can be called to admire. In the vio- 
lence of his temper, and in the intoxication of suc- 
cess, we may find some apology for the vulgar sar- 
casms which he lavished upon Taylor and: Keill; 
but the rude abuse which he poured upon:a brother, 
superior to himself both in age and acquirements, and 
to whom he was indebted for all his mathematical 
knowledge, and the-unnatural jealousy with which he 
viewed the rising reputation of his son, will long con- 
tinue to cast a shadow upon his name, and must» be 
permitted to remain upon record without either par- 
don. or palliation. iti wy 
» During the whole of his life, he testified a sincere 

belief in the Christian religion, the doctrines of which 
he had studied with peculiar attentions; and insa 
journal of the scothem events of his life, which he 
teft. behind him, there are numerous expressions of 
the warmest gratitude for the kindness which the 
Almighty had shewn him. During his stay in Hol- 
land, his orthodoxy was called in question by the 
Dutch theologians ; and he published several polemi- 

_ ¢al:dissertations in defence of his tenets, and particu- 
larly an apology pro sua fama, honore et religione, 
which he pronounced as rector of the university. 
The controversy terminated in favour of Bernoulli ; 
and the arm of the civil power was stretched out to 
silence his adversaries. (8) - 
BERNOULLI, Dantet, a celebrated mathema- 

tician and,natural philosopher, was the son of John 
Bernoulli, and was born at Groningen on the 9th of 
February 1700. ‘The attention of young Bernoulli 
was early directed by his father to the study of ma- 
thematics; but his first attempts, though promising 
and ,successful, did not obtain that encouragement 
and applause which a son might. have expected from 
the fond partiality of a father. .. Having one day re- 
ceived a problem to resolve, he carried it into his 
eloget, examined it with attention, and returned with 
the.solution to, his father, delighted with the success 
of his first efforts, and anticipating the praise which 
they deserved. Why did you not resolve it instant- 
ly 2. was the,only answer he received ; and the tone 
and manner in which it was spoken produced a tem- 
porary dislike to,the mathematical sciences. » Having 
refused to follow, the»profession of a merchant, to 
which he was destined by his friends, he entered upon 
the study of medicine, and.went to Italy to pertect 
himself in that important) science, under the care of 
‘Michelotti and Morgagni, . His time, however, was 

honours, after having refused, at the age of 24, the: 
presidency of an academy which the republic of Ge- 
noa was about to establish. In the following year he 
acce an invitation to the Ac chia Basa 
burgh; and though he enjoyed, in this. situation, a’ 

me income, his affections were ly fixed 
on his native country: He therefore rmined to 
leave Russia; but the court of St Petersburgh, unwil- 
ing sjomnipneetas alate increased his appointn 

id settled uponhim, during life, the half of hisincome, 
with. Slave ‘to retire! This generous conduct, 
so seldom to be met with in the history of princes, 
induced Bernoulli to remain in. Russia, till the loss of 
his health compelled: him» to return to. the south of 
Europe. | In 1733;: when he arrived at Basle; the 
residence of his father, he was:appointed, professor of 
medicine, and afterwards filled the chair) of ; 7 
and of speculative philosophy, which he held at the 
sine me . well) rigg Weahd, quae sAleibape 1 

e first work published . li appeared. 
in 1724, under the title of cr la earn et 
Mathematice. _ This interesting: production, which’ 
was printed in Italy with the approbation of the In- 
quisition, contained an able solution of the celebrated 
equation of Ricati, and several ingenious observations 
on. recurring ‘series, which» con him, a few 
years afterwards, to.a new and elegant method of ap-) 
proximation, for determinate equations composed of 
an infinite number of terms.) 6) 

His attention was next directed to mathematical: 
subjects, upon which he published several ingenious 
and profound memoirs. In the Commentaries of St 
Petersburgh for 1726, he gave the most. 
demonstration of the 4 of forces. 
demonstration, though long and abstruse, was inde- 
pendent of the consideration of compound: motion, 
and consisted chiefly in proving the absurdity of eve- 
ry other supposition. His memoir on the relation of 
the centre of gravity, the centre of oscillation, and 
the centre of forces; his researches respecting the 
oscillatory motion of a.system of bodies heed along 
a flexible thread ; and his determination of the direc- 
tion and velocity of the two motions,—display a ge- 
nius of the first order, and have greatly contributed 
to the advancement of theoretical mechanics: His 
apers on these subjects will be found in the Comment. 
etrop. vol. vi. p. 108.5. vol vii. ps 162.5 vol. ix, 

p- 189. ; vol. xv. p. 97.5 vol. xviii. ps 245. 
The problem of vibrating chords, which was par- 

tially solved by ‘Vaylor in 1714g and afterwards in a 
more general form by D’Alembert and Euler, by 
means of their new calculus of partial differences, was 
the next subject that employed the genius of Ber- 
noulli,, He attempted to shew, that the method of 
Taylor, though limited by the particular hypothesis 
which he employed, was as general in) its nature as 
that of D’Alembert and Euler, who had only the me- 
rit of employing a new analysis. By pales 4 idering the 
decomposition of the real: motion of ay string into 
the isochronous. vibrations’ of the whole string and 
its aliquot parts, he obtained: a'solution of the pro- 
blem as extensive in its application as that which can 
be fairly drawn from the methods of D’ Alembert and: 
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Bernoulli, Euler. From ake: solution he afterwards deduced 
“Dani él. 
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» father and a man were i 

“the lateral vibrations of an elastic rod fixed at one 
~reinertinity ¢ Map invest gated the vibration s 6f''a co- 
lamn of air impelled with different: ‘of force 

His memoirs on’ these’ 8 will be found in the 
“Mem. Acad. Par! 762," p. 442. Comment. Petrop. 
tom. iii. /p. , xiii. ps'105, 167. — Nov. 
Com: Petrops tom. &v. "p. 362.5 tom. xvi. p. 257. 

_ GeTn'the*year 1746) Bernoulli discovered a new prin- 

amearpewanany teasesror wie he pubered mentum jon;of which he publishe 
-@n ‘account inthe memoirs of the academy of Berlin 
for 1746. \"The “same discovery was made nearly 
‘about"the same time by Euler’ andthe Chevalier 

“otPhe-only separate work of any magnitade which 
-avas. i ‘Bernoulliy appeared in 1738, under 
Danaus Mothodynanione deviribus et motibus 
Fluidorum*commeniarii. The theory of the motion 
of fluids having hitherto’ been treated in a vague and 

; “manner,it was reserved for Bernoulli 
to lay the foundation a redone Sih pei 

“experience; He supposed, that the surface 
of a'fluidy discharging itself through an orifice, al- 
aways continued’ horizontal ; and that all the points of 
‘the elementary horizontal strata, into which the fluid 
‘mass is conceived "to be divided, descend vertically, 
with velocities inversely proportional to the horizon- 
tal breadth Hod the a - — they belon . By 
employing the princi the:conservation of livin 
forces, he determi the motion of the’ strata wit 
such vand address, that the Abbé Bossut 

es the work which contains them to be one 
‘of the finest mens of mathematical genius. A 
‘more direct Pott however, was afterwards given 
‘by Maclaurin and John Bernoulli; but it is to D’A- 
Jembert that we are indebted for a complete theory 
of the equilibrium and the motion of fluid bodies. 
» The curious and important subject of probabilities 

ied much of Bernoulli’s attention. After lay- 
a new principle instead of that which was 

employed by Fermat, Pascal, Huygens, and James 
~ Bernoulli; he-applied it to the subject of inoculation, 
‘to the observations of practical astronomy, to the ir- 

ities in the motion of time-pieces, and to some 
‘subjects of political economy. 
ahs ulli had the high honour of gaining ten aca- 
demical prizes, which he disputed with the most il- 
lustrious eters of Europe. At the age of 24 
Aybearried off the prize for the best construction of 
a for measuring time at sea; and in 1754, he 

ivi “eto is father for the best’expla- 
nation of the variation in the inclinations of the pla- 
netary orbits, His father could not conceal the mor- 
tification which he felt at being thus brought down 
to a level with his som, The love of glory was the 
ruling principle in his heart ; and all the feelings of a 

@ re! extinguished when 
came in competition with his reputation as a 

hilosopher. The hes with which be loaded 
‘son eee have found some palliation in the irri- 

mare his temper, when judgment of the 
‘ ‘was first pronounced, but no apology can 
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be offered for the permanency of a resentment so un- 
natural and unmanly. Never, hip oe was there a 
case in the rivalry of talents-that afforded such an 
opportunity for the finest exhibition of feeling, and 
for the noblest display of character; and never, per- 
haps, was there a case in which genius appeared in 
such an offensive and mortifying form, While the 
exultation ‘of youthful genius ought to have been 
ono 19 in the one by lial regard, a paternal pride 
ought to have animated the other, and the father 
ought to have gloried in having transmitted to his 
son the full inheritance of his genius, without having 
impaired or resigned the original possession.» 
3 1740, Bernoulli divided the Hae: on the sub- 

ject of tides with Euler and Maclaurin ; and in this 
and the preceding dissertation he supported the New- 
tonian theory, which his father and his uncle had uni- 
formly endeavoured to overturn. + He carried off also 
the prize which was offered in 1743, for the best 
treatise on the mariner’s needle. In 1747, he divided 
with an anonymous author,’ the prize for finding 
the time at sea when the horizon is invisible. His 
dissertation on currents gained ‘the double prize in 
1751; and in 1753, he was rewarded with the prize 
for the best method for supplying the action of the 
wind in large vessels. The last reward which ‘he 
gained, was the prize for diminishing the rolling and 
the pitching of vessels, without injuring their: other 
qu ities. fo the year 1748, he succeeded his father in 
the Academy of Sciences ; and such was the extent of 
his fame, that he was élected'a member of the Royal 
Society of London, of the Institute of Bologne, and 
of the Academies of Petersburgh, Berlin, Turin, and. 
Manheim. ; 

‘Though Bernoulli possessed a delicate constitution, 
yet the regularity of his life, and the serenity of his 
temper, exempted him from those diseases to which 
he might otherwise have been subject. During a 
long lite of 83 years, he retained the complete use of 
all his faculties, and the last of his works exhibits the 
same profound genius which marked his earlier pro- 
ductions. For some years before he died, he withdrew 
himself from the fatigues of society, and associated 
only with a few select friends, with whom he had 
been long connected. ‘Fhe attack of an asthma, how- 
ever, began to impair his strength, and at last carried 
him off on the morning of the }7th of March 1782, 
when he was found dead in his bed. 

Daniel Bernoulli was distingwished in private life 
by his simple and unassuming manners, which were 
neither marked by false diffidence, nor affected auste- 
rity. He was charitable and humane without osten- 
tation; and though his affairs were managed with 
that laudable economy which shuns the expenses of 
an idle vanity, he was never guilty of that avarice 
which some of his enemies have endeavoured to fix 
upon his name. Actuated by a love of peace, or 
warned perhaps by the fatal example which was ex- 
hibited in the conduct of his father and his uncle, his 
life was nevér embittered by thase malignant dissen- 
sions which generally rage among men of genius. The 
humour which is occasionally displayed in some of 
his controversial writings, is a proof that the tran- 
quillity which he enjoyed, was more the offspring of 
reason than of insensibility.. Possessed of such qua-. 

Bernoulli, 
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persons of all ranks in Basle bowed to him as 
passed, and the first lesson which a father taught 
child, was to pay the usual respect to the aged phi- 
losopher. ‘Che regard which he showed for religion, 
both in his writings and his, conduct, might have 
saved his name from the unjust suspicion of infidelity ; 
but it is the lot of genius and virtue to suffer this un- 
merited odium, and though Bernoulli-knew that the 
orthodox ministers of Basle accused him of thinking 
too freely, he never attempted either to confirm orto 
repel their charges. ; 

Although Bernoulli: was not insensible to the high 
fame which he enjoyed, he often related to his friends 
two adventures, which he remembered with more 
plearare than all the honours ‘vith which he had been 
oaded, When travelling with a learned stranger, 
who was much pleased with his conversation, his com- 
panion took the liberty of asking him his name. « I 
am Daniel Bernoulli,”’ replied the philosopher. ** And 
I am Isaac Newton,” returned the stranger; who 
felt indignant. that a man so young’ and so simple in 
his manners, should counterfeit the name of one of 
the greatest philosophers in Europe. On another oc- 
casion, when the ead Koenig. was dining at his 
house, Koenig spoke to him with much self-satisfac- 
tion about a problem, which, after at labour, he 
had. succeeded in resolving, Bernoulli continued. to 
do the honours of the table, and before they rose from 
it, he presented Koenig with a solution more elegant 
than his own. 
A more detailed account of the life and. writings 

of Daniel Bernoulli, will be found in his cloge by the 
Marquis de Condorcet, and inthe history of the'dif- 
ferent sciences:which his. genius has illustrated. (s) 
BERRY, the nameof a province of France before 

the revolution, which is now» comprehended in the 
two departments of Cher aud. Indre ; the former con- 
taining what was called Higher Berry, and) the lat- 
ter what was called Lower Berry, See:Cuer and 
Inpre. (7): 
BERTIERA, «a genus of plants of the class Pen- 

tandria, and order Monogynia. See Borany.- (w) 
BERWICK.vrow. warn; so called to distin- 

guish it from North . Berwick in East Lothian, is 
an English town of some importance, situated on the 
north. side: of the river Tweed, and within one mile 
of the sea; in N. Lat..55° 16’ 40”, W. Long. 2° 3! 
from Greenwich. , 

In Domesday-book, ‘Berwica-is used to denote a 
grange or farm village belonging to some town or 
manor ; and is equivalent to Bere-tun or Bar-ton, 
still having that signification in Devonshire, and other 
parts of England. Chalmers, the learned. investiga- 
tor of Scots antiquitiesy hesitates between the former 
etymology and the Anglo-Saxon -Bar, nudus, bare; 
and Wic, vicus, castellum, sinus ; a village, castle, ‘or 
curving reach of a river.» See Chalmers’ Caledonia, 
ii, 198, 199, 

The river Tweed is navigable to this place, and al- 
though there is. good depth of water close to an ex- 
cellent quay, even at the lowest ebb, yet, from a bar 
at the mouth of the river, and a shallow called the 

lities, the friendship of Bernoulli was courted by the ford at: some distance below the quay, the port ‘can 
wisest. and the most virtuous of his fellow citizens ; his, only be entered by vessels. of, small-di OF 
advice even upon public affairs was implicitly nas they 

tincipal dependence is:upon the export, coastways, of 
me quantities of excellent salmon to London, sent 
fresh. in boxes stratified with ice, and the distribution 
of the us farm produce of Berwickshire, Tiviots 
dale, North Durham, and the northern part of North+ 
umberland, to other parts of the nae nas en 
sometimes shipped in one year 60,000 ee 
grain, near 2000 packs of wool, eggs to the value of 
£20,000, and great quantities of Yap the fisheries 
of which let for more than £10,000 yearly. -! 
. ae an former] to Scotland, and was 
one of its principal y the: 
tives of which, with the» i vob, Goodland, 
formed a court for determining pepe wer eRe 
But it has been long annexed roy en ig with 
a triangular territory reaching about four miles up the 
river Tweed, and nearly as much along’ the’ séa, con- 
taining from four to five thousand acres of useful 
ee and, i 6 Lrdup shia 1 REG 

his place is governed by a mayor and four bailiffs, 
who. constitute the sheriff. Tie analy aaa 
aa 2 Fo or all who have been mayors, hold: 
eral and quarter sessions, and. a court of gaol-de- 
livery at one or other of the quarter-sessions, when 
necessary. ‘The guild or corporation consists. of the 
mayor and all the burgesses, nearly’a. thousand, in 
whom are all elections, and the entire management of 
5 .veryswshvalle landed, propels arielcaihe Moballe 
the far greater part of which they divide amon 
selves, eoceeak A applying to . and vofut publie 
purposes... In 1796, the population was estimated at 
7930, and had probably doubled inthe ding 50 
years ; it is now somewhat above 8000, it a 
very small number of agricultural inhabitants in the 
liberties. wl4 to eGanh ol ots plouiee Yo 
Berwick was regularly fortified’on the old Spanish 

or Italian system, in the reign of Mary, Queen of 
England, andchas five demi-revetted. bastions, with 
double retired flanks, casematesy and ‘cavaliers’s but 
the ditch is very shallow, and, has either never been 
tevetted, or the counter-fort is now ruined and oblis 
terated, The ruins of the ancient Scots fortifications, 
and of a very extensive castle, are’still obvious! But 
in the present art of war, no fortifications around this 
place could ever be importanty-as it is every where 
closely, surrounded by. conimanding’ eminences, and 
hollow ways reach alinost ‘up to‘the walls, forming 
natural approaches, spain ss Bias } had Wee 

About the year 1770; in excavating a foundation 
in one of the streets of Berwick, called Hide-hill, 
considerable quantities of clay were dug out, whi 
was intimately mixed with quicksilver in small gh 
bules, insomuch, that frora one piece about the size 
of an egg, nearly a tea spoonful of pure quicksilver 
was collected. But before this discovery ‘was made, 
most of the clay had been thrown away; and the mi- 
neral spot being situated in the middle of the town, 
it was'not advisable to prosecute the search. (K) ~ 
BERWICKSHIRE. . This-county is sit 

the south-east extremity of Scotland; on the shore 

BER 
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e convenience of its harbour, Berwick cone , prey 
rable coasting trade, aud used to im ‘timber, 

~ iron, and flax from Norway and the Baltic. Butits 
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| BERWICKSHIRE. 
the German or British ocean, and adjoins the north- 
east border of England, deriving its name from the 

town of Berwick-upon-Tweed, which was formerly 
its head borough or county town; but-which has 
been long annexed to the crown of England, though 

species. of ech kephoen of = in 
from of Eng- 

land and Scotland. Berwickshire is bounded on 
east by the German Ocean, and a part of the mouth 
of the Firth of Forth.. It bounds on the north with 

Lothian, mostly along the range of hills called 
Lemmcrmoor, having, however, one parish to the 
north-east of these hills situated on the extreme south- 

of the vale of Lothian. On the west, 
it joins partly with Mid-Lothian to the north, but 
principally with Roxburghshire. The southern boun- 
dary. is,formed by ‘the river Tweed, dividing it from 

] ire on the west, Northumberland in the 
middle,.and North Durham on the east; but a por- 
tion of Roxburgh in the ‘neighbourhood of Kelso, 
and the township of Berwick, are both on the north 
side, of this river, tH 

» ‘Dunse, nearly in the‘centre of the shire, is its prin- 
—— is in W. Long. a o Lat. 55° = 
‘The most easterly point where this shire joins Ber- 
wick. ip, is in W. Long. 19:41’, ssid the west- 
ern extremity in W. Long. 2° 84. ‘The most south- 
ern point on “Tweed, is'in N. Lat. 55° 36’ 30”, and 
the most northern.in N. Lat. 55° 58’ 30”. The ex- 
treme. is, $14, andthe extreme breadth 19% 
me = the and the entire superficies of the count 
extends to about /285,000 English acres, of which 
about 100,000 are arable, and 185,000 are composed 
f moors and hill pasture. 
~ Anei ickshire-seems to have included a Berwickshire 
considerable portion of the lowlands of Roxburgh- 

ire, as the old castle of Roxburgh or Rokesburghe, 
was formerly known by the name of March-mount, in 
reference to the ordinary term of the Merse or March, 
by which the lowlands of this county are still known. 
Lauderdale was formerly a sepatate regality, or high- 
er and almost independent jurisdiction, under the name 
of a bailliary ; and was a detached domain belonging 
to the family of the lords of Galloway, 
which ended in the inglorious John Baliol, and his 

but unfortunate kinsman, John the Red 
who was slain by Robert the Bruce. Lam- 

mermoor is the north eastern hill district‘of this coun- 
ty; having Lauderdale on the west, and the Merse 
on the south and south-west. Besides these large di- 
visions, the county is divided into three presbyteries, 
Chirnside, Dunse, and Lauder; and these are subdi- 
vided into thirty-one parishes. 
The mountainous districts of Lammermoor and 

Lauderdale are of considerable extent, in which the 
gevessh mans runs inland from the sea at St Ebb’s 

nearly west ; but intersected by many narrow 
vales in various directions, chiefly tending towards the 
south, in which most of the streamlets flow ; though 
the rivers of the vale land principally run from west 
toward the east. From the main range of hills, va- 
rious spurs jut out towards the south ; and there are 
several detached or isolated hills in different places of 
the vale of the Merse ; And even that vale is much 
diversified by numerous swells and knoles, and. wind. . 
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ing deep'dells, in which last the streamlets of the 
lower country flow in search of the larger waters and 
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rivers. ' The northern sides of the Lammermoor hills "v7" 
ares of considerable steepness, but belong to East- 
Lethian; while the southern slopes are generally mo- 
derate, and blend gradually into the lower vale. In 
many places the tops of the ‘hills form extensive: ele- 
vated tablelands, which slope almost insensibly to- 
wards the south into the lower vales.. ‘The higher 
land is’ usually miserably bare infertile moor ; while 
the slopes,:called the moor edges, are. mostly useful 
land, sometimes of excellent quality. ‘Two of 
the table lands are crossed by the principal great 
roads leading from Edinburgh to Berwick and Kelso; 
one at the Press inn, called Coldingham moor, once 
a royal forest; the other. at Blackshicls. But the 
oryctology, or features of the county, have hardly 
been attended to in any'survey of the country, and 
cannot be satisfactorily described by any person who 
has not carefully travelled the country for the ex- 
press purpose. Clint-hill, at the north-west extre- 
mity of the Lammermoor chain, is said to be 1544 
feet above the level of the sea. |The general range 
may average about 1000 feet, declining as it approach- 
es towards the sea and the east; and the whole ter- 
minates in three precipitous rocky promontories, at 
St Ebb’s Head.on the south, Earn’s Cleugh in the 
middle, and Fast castle on the north. St Ebb’s 
Head is detached from the extremity of the chain, by 
a deep narrow dry dell, almost level with high water- 
mark at spring-tides, 

There is one small lake or loch near Colding- 
ham, of no moment. The Tweed, though it skirts 
Berwickshire in a winding course of forty miles, can 
scarcely be considered.as belonging to the county, as 
no portion of its territory crosses that fine stream, 
and its rise is at a great distance in the west of T'weed- 
dale or Peebles-shire. Whitadder and Blackadder 
are the principal rivers of the county, though the 
former rises in-East Lothian; and both united run . 
into Tweed near Berwick. Leeder or Leader, en- 
tirely belonging to and giving name to Lauderdale, 
runs from nort to south, and falls into the Tweed at . 
the south-west corner of the county. Eden, which . 
rises at the west end of the Merse, runs into Tweed . 
in that part of Roxburghshire which lies on the 
north side of this river, usurping, as it were, a va- 
luable portion from the Merse, which probably, in 
ancient times, formed a part of the constabulary of 
Roxburgh Castle or Marchmount ; a separate juris- 
diction independent of the adjoining sheriffdoms. ‘The 
Eye, a wooed reer or large burn, is the only stream 
of any consequence in the county which runs direct- 
ly into the sea. 

This is by no means a mineral district. The .ge- 
neral run of the rocks and lower hills is composed of 
most ott. ges 4 stratified schistic stone, or hardened 
clay, with yolks ‘of whin-stone, and quartz veins, 
mostly very thin and irregularly branching, but much 
mixed with a kind of steatitic half rig substance, 
called leck by the quarriers. In the ns crt muirs, 
there is a deal of amorphous and splintery trap 
or no eh In several places there are 
rocks of breccia, or coarse pudding-stone, many of . 
which are in small fragments; but a remarkable in- 
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stance occurs inthe rocky cape or promontory co- 
vering Eyemouth bay on the north-east, which is 

* composed of large nodules of whin and schist, of great 
varieties of size, form, and colour, imbedded, in = 
dified clay, somewhat like steatite, of various colours, 
often greenish, generally very hard and, tough, but 
soapy to the feel, Thi§ stone is very durable, even 
when exposed to the stormy waves of the German 
Ocean, as is manifest both by the mother rock, and 
by Eyemouth outer pier, which has stood the raging 
Bs the sea uninjured for aboye thirty years. In many 
places there is abundance of stratified sili@ious sand- 
stone, usually called free-stone, much of which is 
coarse grained, yet useful in building ; though in 
some places it is found of very fine grain, and beauti- 
ful in colour and texture, standing the weather ad- 
mirably.. No coal has yet been found worth working 
in the county; and, indeed, the only scam yet disco- 
vered is at Lamberton, of which there are various ru- 
mours, none of which are worthy of being mentioned 
for want of full and authentic information. At Ord- 
well, on the Whitadder, an attempt was made, many 
years ago, to dig for copper ore, and the gallery or 
mine is yet open and accessible for a considerable way. 
The writer of this account could never procure any 
report on this subject worth listening to, and he only 
knows that it was abandoned long ago. Agricultu- 
ral reports have now been procured of all or most of 
the counties and districts of our country ; and it were 
perhaps worth national encouragement, to employ 
scientific mineralogists and geognosts to examine de- 
liberately and to report upon the probability. of our 
subterranean riches. 

Berwickshire is noted as an agricultural district 
of peculiar excellence in its general system of ma- 
nagement, which consists in judiciously blending to- 
gether the cultivation of grain and grass alternately, 
or what is usually called the convertible agriculture. 
In this plan, a portion of every arable farm, usuall 
about half, is in pasture, appropriated for the breed- 
ing and Aecing of cattle and sheep ; while the re- 
mainder is under arration, for the production of tur- 
nips, ruta baga, and hay, as winter provender for the 
stock, and grain of all the usual kinds for sale; and 
these are regularly and progressively interchanged. 
One remarkable excellence As this system, where it is 
not hampered by injudicious covenants in leases, is that 
in any turn of markets in favour, of stock or.grain, 
or the contrary, the farmers can suddenly, take the 
advantage of the change by extending the branch 
which promises profit, and curtailing the other. But 
the limits of an article like the present does not ad- 
mit of extending our remarks on this piste which 
will be found detailed in the agricultural report of 
the county. 
All farms in this county are held under regular 

leases, mostly for nineteen years endurance, some- 
times more, but seldom in those recently granted, and 
a few shorter. By these the farmers stipulate to pay 
a certain money rent yearly, hardly ever a grain rent, 
and there are no personal services or bondages. The 
rental amounts paid by farmers must, of course, vary 
according to the value of the lands. But the farms 
taken within the last six years, in good situations as 
to manure and markets, and of tolerably good soil on 

BERWICKSHIRE. ) 
the arcragen have been let at from one pound. to Berwicks. 

thirty shillings, two guineas, and even up to three 
guns and four pounds, eleven. and sixpence, the \omnyeid: 

nglish acre; which, for the Scots, are res 
£1: 5:6, £1, 18s. £2213: dy Ly and. 2162 dy 
But there. is a eason to suspect that at ] 
extreme rents in i 
the golden mean ; especially considering that] 
shire contains no carse soil, and even, gi , 
ing, its soil is far An being of a deep and substantial . 
nature, except around towns and villages, having enh 
been manured since the cessation of ‘ichasdetamal 
before which most of it lay in waste pasture, or under 
the miserable deteriorating system, of lee,and. run- 
rig. } thaon dated é hit vs Tia) BG 

This is entirely an agricultural, or, rural district, 
and has no manufactures worth mentioning, except 
that of paper; for which there are three mills.in 
county. Peto: paper-mill near D mats 
eight vats i Ayton paper-mill five ; god Chris os 
Allanbank paper-mill two... There is nothing whi 
can be called commerce at the only, sea-port in.the 
county, Eyemouth}; excepting that, one, corn. mer- 
chant exports coastwise from this place a good deal 
of the surplus grain produce of .the county; .and 
here. likewise coals and lime are imported. for the 
supply of the eastern inhabitants. Berwick. still re- 
mains the chief, commercial harbour of .export and ~ 
import for the whole county. , There, are, several. 
fishing villages of small importance, the inhabitants. 
of which are principally en a reliathetine fishery, 
chiefly for the Edinburgh market... The salmon 
fishery of the Tweed belongs principally to the town- 
ship of Berwick, and the opposite English shore of 
that river ; and the. trade en exclusively. to 
the London market, sent. fresh and. packed inice, 
centers entirely in that town. hire taht Bvt ithe 

In 1795, the rental of the county, was.estimated 
at £112,000. In 1800, at £118,000... In 1806, at 
£210,000... And. in.1808 for the.property tax of 
1807, at £226,000. One striking instance of the 
progressive rise in the value of land is. worth record-. 
ing. . About sixty years ago, a farm, of 300 English 
acres was)sold for £950. . Its progressive, rents, were 
in successive leases of nineteen, years, several.of which 
merged. into. new bargains, before, they expired; 

£37, £50, £100, £400, and £615... It was sold 
a few months ago, for very near,£20,000, though 
six or seven years of the last lease haye to,run; and 
during the whole period of sixty. years, the landlord 
has been at no expense whatever in ameliorations or 
improvements, neither does the farm, possess any, pe+ 
culiarly good soil, or any remarkable advantages, ex- 
cept nearness to market, . ete 

In 1755, by the returns. made to the celebrated 
Dr Webster, the population of the. county,..was 
24,946. In 1794, as made up for the. Statistical 
Account of Scotland, it was 30,875. And.in 1801, 
under the population act,, the numbers were 30,529. 
The diminution, only 346, may. be more, than acy 
counted for by the drain of men for the navy, army, 
and militia, Bespickebins contains, zy of the whole 
extent of Scotland; =, of the population, =, of the 
valued rent; and pays yt; of the real rent, of the 
kingdom, In 1783, its whole. taxes to the state and 

1 ; 
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he / yates were £2539. In 1801, eighteen 

ce veats later, they were £ 18,447. In 1807, £44,314. 
- This county fae portion of the Roman pro- 

vinee of Valer and was inhabited by the ancient 

British nation called Ottadiniy’ and many hill forts of 
the former inhabitants are to be found on its nume- 
rous eminences, i with afew Roman camps. 
One singular remnant of ity, called Herrits- 

dyke, may be traced im an oblique direction almost 
t h a whole of the county, from a camp 

or | Phenk gage Seon itl in Lauderdale, to the 

banks of the Whitadder near the Tweed, a’ distance of 
wenty-three miles in a strait line; which seems to 
have been intended as a defence against the sudden in- 
cursions of the neighbouring barbarous tribes. Home- 
castle and Fast-castle, present ruins of the only bor- 
der fortresses of any importance. ‘There was formerly 
a castle of considerable magnitude at Ayton, of which 
not a vestige remains; and there have been numerous 
towers, peels, and ‘smaller castles in various places, 
for the defence of the country in the long wars be- 
tween England and Scotland, to which this county 
was much exposed from its border situation. Ona 
flat elevated rocky peninsula close to Eyemouth, still 
called the Fort, there are very distinct remains of a 

fortification of the more modern kind, form- 
ing a crown-work across the gorge, which joins this 
peninsula to the main land.» ‘This was the work of a 
French engineer during the minori 
and unfortunate Mary; but the j sy of the more 
powerful English government insisted upon its imme- 
‘diate demolition, == 

Besides Berwick, which does not now belong even 
to’ Scotland, the towns of this county are few and in- 
considerable; Dunse, Coldstream, Greenlaw, Lauder, 
and Eyemouth, being all that are worth naming. 
For any particulars respecting them which deserve 
‘notice, see these articles in our work. ‘The various. 
vee tet the county will be found described in the 

al’ Account of Scotland; and Agricultural 
Reports of Berwickshire have been published by. 
Messrs Lowe, Bruce, Home, and Kerr. See like- 
wise the Caledonia of Chalmers, more especially for 
Ry of the county. i(k 
‘BERWICK, Nortu. See East Loruran. 
‘BERWIN, Berours. See Menionerusuine. 
“BERYL. See Onycrocnosy. 
‘BERYTUS. ‘See Barnovt, and Browne’s Tra- 
in Fvica, 877. ; 

oem mar cn pe of the ene a 
; ‘of France, and capital of the department of the 

s, is a beautiful sora embosomed in mountains, 
anid situated on the river Doubs, which divides it in- 
to two towns; the upper and the lower, which are 
connected by a handsome bridge. The citadel, which 

-is very strong by nature, is built on a sharp rock, and 
commands the or ‘The town has six gates, and is 
defended by a’ wall, flanked with eight towers. The 
lower town consists of three long and beautiful streets, 
the houses of which Set Medi wiltefreestone, and roof- 

«d with slates. ‘The metropolitan church, the found- 
ling hospital, the town house,’and the governor’s pa- 
laceyare the modern buildings most deserving of notice. 
The remains of Roman architecture are: still visible 
near the church of Notre Dame, where there are 
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BES 
mpbals of a triumphal arch, erected by the emperor Besleria, 

ian in'the year 274. The garden of the palace Bessarabia. 
of Granville, is a Ea of resort for the ine ““v——"” 
Aure 

habitants; and the promenade of Chammars is much 
- frequented. The school of artillery has been long 
celebrated, and the town possesses a manufactory for 
swords and fire-arms, and a large establishment for 
the manufacture of clocks, The environs of Besan- 
.gon are highly picturesque. ‘The mountain of Chau- _ 
dane is richly covered with coppice wood. At a small 
distance from the town are warm. baths, which are 
well frequented. At Ornans, about three leagues 
from Besancon, there is a well which sometimes in- 
undates the fields, and throws up. a kind of fish called“ 
aumdres. The famous grotto of Aussel, which con- 
tains the most beautiful crystallizations, is about five 
leagues from the town. According to the Bureau 
des Cadastres, the population of Besangon is 21,372. 
Chantreaux makes it 30,000. East Long. 6° 2’ 40", 
North Lat. 47° 13’ 45". See Mem. Acad. Par. 1712, 
1726, and Douss. (a) 
BESLERIA, a genus of plants of the class Di- 

dynamia, and, order Angiospermia. See Borany. 

w) 
BESSARABIA, a province of the Ottoman em- 

pire, bounded on the east by the Black Sea and part 
of Russia, from whieh it is separated by the Dnies- 
ter; on the south by the Danube ;. and on the west 
and north by Moldavia, from which it is separated. 
by achain of mountains.. <The breadth of this pro- 
vince from Akerman to Gretscheny is nearly 170 
versts, and-its length from Staraya Coun pitiea, at the 
‘confluence of the Bottna and Botnitza, is- sixteen 
_versts. he soil of Bessarabia is in general fertile, if 
we except a-tract of land on the banks of the Danube 
and the steppe of Otschakov.. The soil along the 
Dniester is in.good cultivation, and supports a con- 
siderable number of orchards.. Hemp and flax grow, 
wild on extensive tracts of land, and the grass is in 
general seven or eight feet high. Near Tatar Bon- 
nar are some salt water lakes, on the surface of which 
salt is formed by the heat of the sun, The revenue 
from this article, which once belonged to the Khan 
of Crimea, has been drawn by the Pacha of Ismail 
since the conquest of that country by the Russians. 
The fruits of this province are large and of the best 
quality. The cucumbers grow to an immense size. 
The plumbs of Akerman, the apricots of Ismail, the 
peaches of Babahda, are much superior to those in 
the south of Europe ; melons and asparagus grow 
wild in the fields; and the grapes, which are of three. 
kinds, afford a wine of superior quality. . 

The peasants of Bessarabia live on meal mixed with. 
vbutter, fat, and milk, which is sometimes rendered 
more palatable by a few balls of boiled millet. Their 
bread is made of barley, and their drink is braga, a 
mixtyre of millet-meal and water, which becomes 
acidulous by fermentation. In every cottage there 
is a loom on which the women weave linen, a colour- 

. ed stuff for gowns, and d kind of net:work used for 
veils. Inthe neighbourhood of Kauscher are qua- 
ries of granite, of which the Turks form their tomb- 
stones; and in different parts of the province there 
is a considerable quantity of lapis ollaris. Lizards 
and tarantule are found here in great quantities. 

3.Q 
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.given as a present among the lower classes; and in 
parting with a friend, a purse of betel is generally. 
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This province was but partly subdued by the Ro- 

mans, who had only one colony at Cecelia, now Kilia, 
Bessarabiais.a Sendeléck: or government, and the prin- 
cipal Sandgiack, who resides at Bender, has an annual 
revenue of three thousand pounds. sterling. The 
principal towns are Bender, Ismail, Akerman, Kilia, 
and Kauscher. Bender is now the capital, though 
Kauscher was formerly the capital of the part of 
foua which belonged to the Khan of Tartary. 

Hu 
ETA, a genus of plants of the class Pentandria, 

and order Digynia. See Borany. (w) 
BETEL, an Indian plant of the genus piper, 

which is employed for the purposes of luxury and 
health among the oriental nations. The red juice 
which is pressed out of the leaves by mastication, 
renders the lips red, and the teeth black, and while 
it gives sweetness to the breath, it is said to strengthen 
the teeth and gums, and to be of great use in disorders 
of the stbanach 

Every person keeps a box of betel, and presents it 
‘do snuff, as a mark of civility. It is often 

-presented as a token of remembrance. (Q) 
BETHESDA, the Hebrew name of a pool or 

spond in Jerusalem, near the sheep market. Jo. v. 
7. The word xorveSiten, which in that passage 

is translated pool, signifies a reservoir of water, deep 
enough to allow a person to swim init. Formerly 
there were two pools of that description in Jerusalem, 
near the mount on which stood the temple ; the one 
called the upper pool, (2 Kings xviii. 7.) and the 
other the pool of Siloam by the king’s garden, 
(Neh. iii, 15.) in which our Saviour directed the 
blind man to wash for the recovery of his sight. 
(Jo. ix. 7.) Some interpret the word Bethesda as 
signifying a drain, because the water used for wash- 
ing the entrails of the beasts which were to be offered 
in sacrifice in the temple flowed into it; to which 
circumstance they very absurdly ascribe a medicinal 
quality of the pool. But Bethesda has, with greater 
propriety, been understood to signify the house of 
mercy, as expressive of the mercy of God to’ his peo- 
ple in the healing virtue which the water of that pool 
possessed. The five porches mentioned by John, are 
believed to be the remains of five apartments for the 
accommodation of the great multitude, who came to 
the pool to be cured of their bodily diseases. And 
Maundrell tells us, that when he was at Jerusalem, he 
saw what was supposed to have been the pool of Be- 
thesda, contiguous on one side to St Stephen’s gate, 
and on the other, to the area of the temple.‘ It is,”’ 
says he, ‘* one hundred and twenty paces long, forty 
broad, and at least eight deep ; but void of water. 
At its west end it discovers some old arches now 
damm’d up.’”’ 

‘© In these porches,’? says the Evangelist John, 
‘¢ lay a great multitude of impotent folk, of blind, 
halt, withered, waiting for the moving of the water. 
For an angel went down ata certain season into the 
pool, and troubled the water: whosoever then first, 
after the troubling of the water, stepped in, was made 
whole of whatsoever disease he had.??. Whether the 
miracles performed at the pool of Bethesda, were con- 

place of the ro 

BET 
fined to the season of the particular feast mentioned Bethesdx,, 

= in vw 4th would Bethlehem, in v. Ist, as the words xarw 0 
seem to imply ; or whether these words, taken in a 
more enlarged sense, may be explained to signify that 
the water had its sanative gels at other Jewish fes- 
tivals, cannot be ascertained. That it had not that 
quality at all times, but only at certain times, when 
an angel went down and troubled, that is, agi/ated; 
the water, is clear from the words of the Evangelist, 

In order to account, in a natural way, for the sa- 
native quality of this pool, Hammond supposes that 
the water became aedcneal in consequence of an i 
prognetion from the blood and entrails of the sacri- 
fices, conveyed thither by the water in which they 
were washed at the Gada and that by the «y[zaes, 
who troubled the water, we are not to understand an 
angel, but only a rie probably a. servant of 
the high priest, who might be sent at a particular 
season to agitate the pool. But that ex; ane is 
evidently contradicted by the narrative of the Evan- 
gelist. The Greek word, translated angel, is never 
used in the sense which that interpretation gives it, 
and is evident, that had there been no divine agency, 
the virtue of the water would have beenconfined to 
cure of some particular disorder, and would haye been 
found in the water at one time as well as at another; 
the very reverse of which Jobn tells us was the case. 
It cured all, but it curedonly one person at one 
time, namely, the person who first stepped. in, after 
the water was agitated by the descent of an angel. 

.. Of whatever use, therefore, this pool might have been 
in the earliest ages, certain it is that He, who is the 
sovereign physician of soul and body, made use of it, 
in the days of the Saviour, for the cure of diseases, in 
a way which must have convinced men that these cures 
were effected, not by a natural, but by a miraculous 
operation. or the true reason, why the virtue thus 
communicated to the water, by the descent of an an- 
gel, was effectual for the cure only of one person, at 
one particular time, was to manifest the miraculous 
nature of the cure. Tertullian informs us, that the 
water of this pool ceased to be beneficial to the Jews 
upon their obstinate perseverance in their rejection 
of Christ’s divine mission; another proof that it de- 
rived its healing ery | directly from the agency of 
the Divine Being, and lost it at the precise time when 
that divine agency was withdrawn, _We may there- 
fore conclude with the learned Dr Macknight, that 
Bethesda obtained its miraculous healing quality, in 
honour of the personal appearance of the Son of God 
upon earth. See Ant. Univ. Hist. vol. ti, 442. ; vol. 
x. 544. Maundrell’s Journey, to Aleppo, p. 107. 
Stackhouse’s Hist. vol. v. p. 393. et’s Dict. 
A. Be 
BEYHLEHEM, a city of Judah, generalt cal- 

led Bethlehem of Judah, or Bethlehem Ephratah, to 
distinguish. it from another Bethlehem in Zebulun. 
Neither eminent for the number, nor the wealth of its 
inhabitants, it became famous by being the birth- 

Psalmist, hence emphatically 
named the city of David; but still more so, by being 
chosen by Providence to give birth to the Saviour of 
the world. For that reason, though now reduced to 

the size of a village, it has always been regarded as a 
place of high renown; and at present can boast of a 
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third of the Armenians. But its chief ornament is a 
magnificent chuigh, erected Ny pious Empress 
Helena, over the place where the Saviour was born ; 
to which a great number annually resort. 
It is built in the form of a cross, and the top of it 
commands a fine view of the surrounding country. 
The roof is of cedar, covered with lead, and support- 
ed by four rows of pillars, ten in a row, and 
each formed of one entire piece of white marble. 
The walls were overlaid with the same beautiful 
stone, but it is said that the Turks have carried it 
away to adorn their mosques. The upper ends of 
the cross terminate in three semicircles, in each of 
which there is an altar. Over the chancel is a large 
cupola, of which the outside is covered with lead, and 
the insidé adorned with beautiful Mosaic workman- 
ship. Here also is a cave, or grotto, hollowed out of 
a chalky rock, which is highly reverenced on account 
of a tradition, that in it the Virgin Mary hid herself 
and her child from the wrath of Herod, for some 
time before she and Joseph fled with him into Egypt. 
‘On the west side of the town there is a well, eted 
the Well of David, on account of his extreme desire 
‘to drink the water of it; (2 Sam. xxiii. 15.) but it 
now resembles a cistern more than a well, being sup- 
plied only with rain water. About two furlongs be- 
yond it, are still to be seen the remains of an old 
aqueduct, said to have been the work of Solomon, 
‘for the purpose of conveying the water from Solo- 
mon’s to Jerusalem. fe runs the whole way 
along the surface of the ground, and is composed of 
coarse marble stones, united together with a cement 
which has become even harder than the stones them- 
selves. For the greater security, these were covered 
with smaller stones mixed with a strong mortar, so 
that the whole work seems to have possessed. a du- 
rability sufficient to withstand the ravages of time. 
But this strong aires which at an immense la- 
bour and expense had been carried five or six leagues, 
has been so completely destroyed by the-Turks, that 
only a few scattered Pighaints of it remain. 
For an account of the present state of Bethlehem, 
we shall transcribe the short description which is 

iven of it by Volney. “ This village, situated two 
leagues south-east of Jerusalem, is seated on an emi- 
rence, in a country full of hills and vallies, and might 
be rendered very agreeable. The soil is the best in 
all these districts: fruits, vines, olives, and sesamum, 
succeed here extremely well ; but cultivation is want- 
‘ing. They reckon about 600 men in this village ca- 
fable of bearing arms upon occasion; and this often 
occurs, sometimes to resist the Pacha, sometimes to 
make war with the adjoinin villages, and sometimes 
in consequence of intestine dissensions. Of these 600 

~ men, Le 100 a Christians, who have a 
vicar dent on t' it convent of Jerusalem. 
Formerly their whole 7 is consisted in the manufac- 
ture of beads, but the reverend fathers, not being able 

to find a sale for all they could furnish, have resumed 
the cultivation of their lands. They make a white 
“wine, which justifies the former celebrity of the wines 
of Judea, but it has the bad y of being very 
heady. - The necessity of uniting for their common 
defence prevails over their religious differences, and 
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makes the Christians live here in tolerable harmony 
with the Mahometans, their fellow-citizens. Both are 
of the party Yamani, which, in opposition to that 
called’ Kaisi, divides all Palestine into two factions, 
perpetually at variance. ‘The courage of these pea- 
sants, which ‘has been frequently tried, has. rendered 
them formidable through all that country.” See Vol- 
ney’s Travels, vol. ii. p. 322... Maundrell’s Journey 
to Aleppo, p. 132. Browne’s Travels in Africa, p. 
363. Ant. Univ. Hist..vol. ii. p. 47'7.. Calmet’s- 
Dict. (a.r. 
BETHUNE.. See Sutty. 
BETHUNE, a town of France, inthe department 

of the Pas de Calais, situated on a rock in the river- 
Bietre. The castle is irregular, and, together with 
the city, forms a triangular figure. Population 5000. 

Jdorewucas a genus of plants of the class Di- 
dynamia, and order Gymnospermia. See Borayy. 
w 
SETULA, a genus of plants of the elass Mo- 

neecia, and order Tetrandria. See Borany.. (w) 
BEVELAND. | See ZEavanp. 
BEVERIDGE, Wuttiam, was born at Barrow 

in Leicestershire, A.D. 1638, and was-educated at 
St John’s College, Cambridge, where he distinguish- 
ed himself. by his: uncommon attainments in the learn- 
ed languages, by his early. piety and seriousness of 
mind, and by his exemplary sobriety and. integrity 
of life. He took the degree of: master of arts’ in 
1660; and was ordained priest the following year.. 
He was soon after collated to the vicarage of Yealing 
in Middlesex ; and in 1672, was chosen rector of St 
Peter’s, Cornhill, London. He was successively pro- 
moted to the prebend of Chiswick, the archdeaconry 
of Colchester; the prebend of Canterbury, and the 
bishopric-of St Asaph. He enjoyed. the episcopal 
dignity little more than three years ; and died in the 
7st year of his age, A. D. 1708. Bishop Beveridge 
Ler rani during his life, the following works: De 
inguarum Orientalium, &c. prestantia et usu, 1658. 

Institutionum Chronologicarum libri duo, &c. 1669. 
Lvvedmoy sive pandecte Canonum, S.S. &c. 1672. 
Codex Canonum, &c. vindicatus, 1679. The Church 
Catechism explained, &c. 1704, And after his death 
were published ;, Private Thoughts upon. Religion, 
&c. Private Thoughts upon a Christian. Life, &c, 
The great Advantage and Necessity of Public Prayer 
and Communion, &c. One hundred and fifty Ser- 
mons and Discourses, &c. 12 vols. 8vo.. Thesaurus 
Theologicus, or «Complete System of Divinity, &c. 
4:vols. 8vo. A Defence of the Book of Psalms, col- 
lected into weed 4p Metre, by Thomas Sternhald, &c. 
Exposition of the Thirty-nine Articles.. In 1711, 
there was published in London, a very severe attack 
upon the bishop’s:works, in a pamphlet entitled, A 
Short View of Dr Beveridge’s Writings, &c. in which 
he isc with astrong tendency to jingle and quib- 
bling in his style, with inaccurate reasoning, and with 
defective arrangement in many of his discourses; but 
the writer seems to have been chiefly influenced by 
a dislike of his Calvinistic sentiments. Whatever di- 
versity of opinion may be entertained on these points, 
‘it cannot easily be denied, that Bishop Beveridge 
was possessed of very extensive learning, and'a great 

; 7 
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Beveridge. 
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Beverley, variety of useful knowledge; that he wasremarkable 
Bevieux. for his intimate acquaintance with sacred scripture, a 

— readiness in producing, anda felicity in explaining, 
the most suitable passages on all occasions; that his 
writings are distinguished by a truly primitive and 
apostolical character, and bya rare unity of gravity 
and simplicity; that he'was remarkably diligent, re- 
gular, and earnest in every part of his viel duties ; 
and that, the higher his preferments, the more watch- 
ful and exemplary he became in the whole of his 
conduct, the more laborious and zealous in advancing 
the honour and iriterests of religion. He was an able 
and active opposer of the principles of popery, and 
one of the framers of the English liturgy. e be 
queathed the greater part of his: property to cha- 
ritable purposes in his native village ; and to the so- 
cieties bor propagating the gospel, and for promoting 
Christian knowledge. See Biog. Britannica. Biog. 
Dictionary. Noble’s Continuation of Granger, vol. 11. 
Guardian, vol. i. N° 74.  Felton’s Dissertation on 
reading the Classics, &c. p. 190. Nelson’s Life of 
Bp. Bull, p.T5. d 1 
BEVERLEY, a well built town of England, in 

the East Riding of Yorkshire, situated near the river 
Hull. The minster of Beverley is a large ‘and hand- 
some edifice. The market place contains about four 
acres, and is'decorated with a beautiful cross, sup- 
ported with eight free-stone pillars, which was erect- 
ed by some of the members sent by the town to Par- 
liament. “Beverley carries'on a considerable trade in 
malt, oat-meal, and the tanning jof leather. In the 
common connected with the borough, is:a mineral 
spring, which has proved of some service in diseases 
of the skin.» Number of houses 1228. Population 
5401, of whom 521 were réturned as employéd in 
trade and manufactures. (7 ) 
BEVIEUX, a village of Swisserland, celebrated 

for the salt springs in an adjacent mountain. A gal- 
lery, about six feet high and four broad, is cut into the 
mountain, through a black rock veined with gypsum, 
The springs rise ina solid rock, and the richest of 
them yields 28 per cent. of salt, while the poorest 
gives only 4 per cent. Only afew cubes of rock 
salt have been found in the mountain, though it 
abounds with saline particles. Several sulphureous 
springs, containing a little salt, and flaming by the 
application of a lighted ‘candle, occur near the salt 
springs. Rocks of white Bypoum, with a mixture 
of bluish clay, are also found in theirneighbourhood, 
as inthe salt mines of Northwich in Cheshire. “ After 
travelling in this subterraneous passage,” says Mr 
«+ Coxe, near three quartersof a mile, ] observed a great 
wheel of 35 feet diameter, which raises the brine from 
the depth of about 70 feet. From this: place is a 
shaft $00 feet high, which is cut through the moun- 
tain to the surface, for ‘the purpose of introducing 
fresh air. I noticed, too, reservoirs hollowed in the 
solid rock for holding the brine ; one was) 160 feet 
square, and 9 in depth. Since my first expedition to 
these pits in 1776, the workmen had pierced the rock 
25 feet deeper, and cut a gallery 100: feet in length. 
They had also ‘begun to form: a ‘third: reservoir, to 
contain 5500 cubic feet, which was nearly half finish- 
ed. The brine deposited in. these reservoirs, is con- 
veyed by means of 2000 pipes, about a league to 
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Bevieux, where the salt is extracted. » The’brine pits 
near Aigle contain only from 2 to. % per. cent., and 
yield pamradio about Kab as.much. of Be- 
yieux, or about 5000 quintals. The, salt i ch 
whiter and heavier than that of Bevi and conse, 
quently bears a higher price. These, which are the 
only salt-works in Switzerland, » y yield a net 
yearly profit of more than £8000, and 
one-twelfth of the annual consumptionof the cantons, 
‘The remainder is procured chiefly from France, which 
by treaty provides the Swiss States with this com- 
modity ata moderate price. Indeed, so high is.the 
tax upon salt.in that kingdom, that,even the French 
salt is sold two-thirds cheaper in Switzerland than in 
many parts of France. "The ordinary price,of com- 
mon salt throughout the canton, is three) halfpence 
per pound.”? See \Coxe’s ‘Lravels in \Switzerland, 
vol. ii. p. 10%, etter xliii.... Bevieux is three miles 
south of AiGLE. {w)i)e | odo we lee: either 
BEWCASTLE, a village of England, inthe 

ay of Cumberland, situated on. the river Line, 
remarkable for some Roman antiquities, and 20US 
obelisk decorated with figures in’ bas-relief, and con- 
taining a Roman inscription. A particular account of 
these ancient relics will \be found in. Hutchinson’s 
History @' Cumberland. (j )} 3 ih tg 

LY,-or Beavieu,.a town of England, 
in Worcestershire, finely situated on a.declivity on 
the banks of the river Severn, over which; there 
is a bridge erected by Edward IV. .A. curious her- 
mitage, with a ch and. seyeral apartments, is 
hollowed out of the beautiful rock at the edge of the 
water. The manufactures of Bewdly chiefly consist 
in tanning, malting, and horn-work, and it carries on 
a considerable trade in malt,.leather, salt, and iron 
ware, by means-of the Severn, which is here naviga- 
ble. Number of houses 787... Population. 3671,, of 
whom 939 were returned as employed in trade and 
manufacture. See Nash’s History and Antiquities 
of Worcestershire. (j) = 2 
BEY, or Broun, the name of an inferior officer in 

the Turkish empire, who ae verns one of the seyen 
sandgiacks into which each province of that empire 
is divided. See Tunts, Turkey, and Sonnini’s. 7ra- 
vels, p. 424. ; Browne’s Travels in Africa, p. 47.5 and 
Volney’s Travels, vol. i. (7) : Une 
BEYKANEER, a province in the north-east of 

Hindostan, bounded on the south by Joudpore ; on 
the south-west by Jesselmere ;.on. the west by the 
Desert ; on the north by the country of the Batnians ; 
on the east by Hurrianah ; and on the south-east by 

Beykaneer. 

Jypore. Its width, from east to.west is'about 80> 
coss, and its length; from: north .to south, 120 coss. 
The soil of this province is very unproductive; ex- 
cepting near some of the villages at its eastern boun- 

dary; even there the labour of the husbandman is 
scarcely repaid. Hence the inhabitants are obliged 
to import from their neighbours rice, corn, sugar, 
‘salt, opium, &c. In consequence of the. rapid ab- 
sorption of the rain in the sandy soil, the inhabitants 
care obliged to, dig pits for the . preservation, of the 
water, which are generally 100. and 200, feet deep, 
and sometimes even 300, . Every family has a cis- 
‘tern of\this kind ; and sometimes the drought. is. so 
great, that whole families are compelled to emigrate. 
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Beykaneer, Soorut-Sing, the rajah of Beykaneer, has absolute 

- 

AP BENKA: 

he lives and properties of his subjects. _ power over 

the treasnres of his Lg ie he has 
op; his subjects with the most cruel exactions ; 

and ie obk to maintain his power by an army of 
4800 infantry, 3200 cavalry, and $0 pieces of artil- 
lery. Though he has several Europeans in his ser- 
=e his photons at eceee aot of eon 
have generally been unsuccessful. revenues o 
this 1ce are about three lacs of rupees, though 
:this sam has been “sometimes doubled by imposts 

- pon the merchandise which pass through the coun- 
y. ‘This rapacity, however, has forced the merchants 

ee their good } by a different route. (1) 
ER, the capital of the province of 

- Beykaneer, isa large and well built town, surround- 

» ody, on the 2ithiof June 1519. 

of the 

ved by a wall, » Atbout an English mile to the south- 
east of the town is situated the fort, which is the re- 
sidénce of the rajah. It is a strong, place, encircled 
‘with a wide a 
derives it chief security from the disette of water in 
the neighbourhood. (H) | 

~ BEZA, Tueopor:, a celebrated French reform- 
er, was born of noble parents, at Vezelai, in Burgun- 

‘His uncle, who was 
counsellor of the parliament of Paris, took the charge 

»of him during his infancy, and sent him to Orleans in 
1528, to be instructed Melchior Wolmar, under 
Senos m he eee about rs — and made ra- 

id y in the various branches of polite litera- 
tures When Wolmar returned to Reranny, his na- 
/tive country, in 1535, Beza was sent to study law at 
Orleans; but he preferred the cultivation of classical 
learning, and caiplayed considerable portion of his 
- time in the ition of verses. In 1539, he took 
his licentiate’s i » and went to Paris, where he 
‘was provided with two good ‘benefices: He succeed- 
ed also to the benefices of his elder brother ; and his 
uncle; the Abbe de Froidmond, had promised to. re- 
sign his abbey to him, which was worth 15,000 livres 
a-year. In such’ opulent circumstances, Beza was 
‘strongly tempted’ to continue in the Catholic faith, 
though he declares, that he never gave up the resolu- 
tion of ‘abandoning it. rick apd afllicted with a 
‘dangerous illness, he renewed his vow to profess the 
reformed religion; and as soon as he had recovered 
sufficient stren he fled. to; Geneva, along with a 
lady whom he had ‘formerly promised to marry, and 
‘arrived in that city on’ the 24th October 1548. In 
the following year he accepted of the Greek profes. 

é ip at Lausanne, where he continued nine years 
folfilling the duties of his office, and occasionally 

g lectures on the New Testament to several 
Fre mo who’ resided in that town. | In con- 
Sequence of an assembly of 400 Protestants having 
been $ sed and taken, prisoners at Paris in 1557, 
Beza, g with Farellus and John Budeus, went 
as a deputy to some of the German princes, to be 
‘their intercession with the court.of France in behalf 

persecuted Protestants; but he returned to 
‘Lausanne, without having completely gained the ob- 
ject of his mission. Detieous to devote himself whol- 
ee: and actuated by'other motives which 
Za declines to ae he left Lausanne, 
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‘deep ditch. This place, however, J 
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and returned to.Geneva, where he became the col- 
league of Calvin, both in the church and the univer- 
sity, and co-operated with that zealous reformer in 
promoting the great objects of the Reformation. 
At the earnest solicitation of some of the leading 
men in the kingdom, Beza was invited to Nerac, to 
convert the king of Navarre; and, at the desire’ of 
this prince, he assisted at the conference of Poissy. 
His speech before this assembly was received with 
the utmost attention, till he declared, ‘that the 
body of Jesus Christ was as distant from the bread 
‘and wine, as the highest heaven is from the earth’? 
At this sentiment the prelates murmured, and made 
a noise; Some of them exclaimed, Blasphemavit ! 
others left the assembly ; and the Cardinal de 'Tour- 
non requested the king, either to silence Beza, or to 
ermit him and the other ecclesiastics to withdraw. 
he king however refused to interfere, and Beza 

acucbeet his able and intrepid harangue. 
At the desire of Katherine de Medicis, Beza re- 

mained in France. After the massacre of Vassi, on 
the Ist of March 1562, he was deputed to complain 
of this violence to the king; and, during ‘the civil 
war which ensued, he attached himself to the Prince 
of Conde, and was present as a clergyman at the 
battle of Dreux. After the confinement of the 
Prince of Conde, Beza lived with Admiral de Co- 
ligni, till his return to Geneva, after the peace of 
1563. In 1568, he went to Vezelai, to settle his 
father’s affairs, and to attempt the conversion of his 
sister, who had retired to a convent. In 1571, he 
again went to France, to assist at the synod of Ro- 
chelle, where he was elected moderator; and, in 
1572, he was present at the synod of Nismes, where 
he opposed the introduction of a new discipline, pro- 
osed by the party of John Morel. In 1574, the 
rince of Conde invited him to Strasbourg, to go on 

a mission to Prince John Casimir, administrator of 
the palatinate. In 1586, he was engaged in the con- 
ferences of Montbeliard, and in those of Bern in 
1588. Having lost his wife, he married, during the 
same year, a widow, who survived him. | In’ conse- 
quence of a report raised by the Jesuits, that Beza 
was dead, and had professed on his deathbed the Ca- 
tholic religion, he wrote-verses full of vigour against 

that bodys and in the year 1600, he wrote a votiva 
gratulatio to Henry [V, His health now began to 
decline, and he died on the 13th of October 1605, 
and was buried in the cloister of St Peter. 
It is, difficult to discover the true character of 
Beza amidst the gross calumnies of the Catholics 
and the-exaggerated encomiums of his own party. 
He has been accused of hypocrisy, infidelity, mur- 
der, and crimes that cannot even be named; but 
there is every reason to believe, that these charges 
were the malicious inventions of, his theological op- 
onents. It does not appear, however, from a care- 

’ ful examination of the life of Beza, that he was distin- 
guished by that untainted purity and irreproachable 
conduct that we would wish to admire in the charac- 2) 

ter of a reformer. 
‘Desa efah the author of numerous works in theo- 

logy, of which his Latin translation of the New, 'Tes- 
tament is the principal. His Juvenal Pieces were 

Bezz. 
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punted at Paris in 1597, under the title of Theod. 

exe Poemata Varia. See Anton, Fayus De Vita 
et Obitu Theod. Beze ; and Bayle’s Dict. (=) 
BEZIERS, the Biterre of the ancients, a city of 

France, in the department of Herault, beautifully 
situated on a declivity near the junction of the great 
south canal and the river Orbe. The objects chiefly 
deserving of notice, are—its cathedral; its college, 
founded in 1599; its academy of sciences and belles 
lettres ; its ancient wall, flanked with old towers and 
bastions ; and the remains of a Roman amphitheatre. 
Its principal manufactures are cloth, fustians, silk 
stuff, brandy, and distilled spirit of wine. Beziers 
was once a populous and flourishing city; but in 
1209, during the crusade against the Albigenses, no 
fewer than 50,000 of its inhabitants were put to the 
sword, Within sight of Beziers there are eight sluices 
of the superb. canal already mentioned, which form a 
cascade 156 toises long, with a declivity of 11 toises. 
The soil around Beziers is the best in the depart- 
ment. Population 14,211. E. Long. 3° 12’ 33”, 
N, Lat. 43° 20’ 41”..  (@) 
BEZOAR, the name of a calcareous concretion 

found in the stomach of a species of goat, or, accord- 
ing to others, in individuals of the antelope genus. 
It derives its name from the Persian pazar, a goat, 
or from the Persian pazachar, from pa, against, and 
xachar, a poison, the bezoar stone having long been 
regarded as an antidote against poison, and, in short, 
as an universal medicine. Dignified with such ines- 
timable virtues, bezoar stones, when only an ounce 
in weight, have sometimes been sold in India for 100 
livres ; and their value increased with their magnitude, 
according to a very rapid progression. In the centre 
of the oriental bezoar, which is composed of smooth 
concentric lamina, of an olive colour, is generall 
found, in a nucleus, pieces of straw or hay, small 
stones, hard seeds, &c. but most commonly the pod 
of a particular kind of fruit. 

The occidental bezoar is more rough in its surface 
than the oriental, and has sometimes been found in 
the camel tribe. The specific gravity of the oriental 
bezoaris 1.666, and that of the occidental 2.233. (1) 
BEZOUT, Srepnen, a celebrated French ma- 

thematician, was born at Nemours, in the department 
of the Seine and Marne, on the 19th of March 1730. 
His attention was accidentally directed to the study 
of mathematics, by some elementary works on geo- 
metry which fell into his hands, and by the perusal of 
Fontenelle’s Lives of the Academicians, from which 
he saw; that tranquillity and glory were the high re- 
wards of a successful study of the sciences. ‘The 
youthful ardour which was thus inspired was at first 
checked by the opposition of his father; but every 
restraint was found to be unavailing, and Bezout was 
at length permitted to give his undivided attention to 
the study of “ag pina! & 

Before he had reached his 28th year, he presented 
to the Academy of Sciences. two memoirs on the in- 
tegral calculus, in consequence of which he was ap- 
pointed adjunct mechanic on the 8th of April 1758. 
In the first of these memoirs he determined the form 
of similar functions, in which the variable quantities 
are conneeted by an equation, and which, multiplied 
by constant factors, and added together, become al- 
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gebraically rectifiable ; and in the second memoir he Bezout, 

ve the general equation of rectifiable curves. “By 
Frese memoirs the fame of Bezout was so much ex- 
tended, that in the year 1763, the Duke de Choiseul 
appointed him examiner to the marine, and requested 
him to draw up a course of mathematics for the use 
of those destined for the navy. In 1768, he was 
chosen associate to the Academy of Sciences, and 
member of the Marine Academy; and upon the 
death of Camus, he succeeded him as examiner to the 
royal corps of artillery. In 1779, he published his 
General Theory of Equations; a work on which he 
had laboured with unremitting assiduity since the 
year 1762. During these researches, Bezout ob- 
tained a solution of a particular class of equations of 
all degrees. ‘This method, which was entirely new, 
was general for equations of the third and fourth or- 
der, and became particular in equations of ‘the fifth 
degree. By means of several new theorems on the 
ba hrs of finite differences, he discovered a general 
method for the extermination of unknown quantities, 
by which he was enabled’ to avoid ‘the tedious ‘and 
complicated calculations which would otherwise have 
been necessary, and to determine beforehand the form 
and degree of the final equation, His Course of Ma- 
thematics for the Marine was completed in 6 vols 
8vo in 1764 ; and in 1770, he finished his Course for 
the Corps of Artillery, in 4 vols 8vo. These ele- 
mentary works have passed through several editions, 
and have been used in a t number of seminaries 
as peculiarly adapted for initiating the young in the 
elements of mathematics. The private ‘studies of 
Bezout were greatly interrupted by the nature of his 
public duties. The examination of the marine and 
artillery schools, and the frequent journies which he 
was on this account compelled to take,’ occupied 
much of his time ; but harassing as these duties must 
have been to a man of genius, they were discharged 
by Bezout with the most unremitting assiduity, and 
with the utmost tenderness and affection for his pu- 
pils. During an examination at Toulon, two of his 
pupils were Dekisbeese by the small-pox from attend- 
ing it publicly. In” consequence of this misfortune, 
their progress would have been retarded a whole year, 
had not Bezout, at the risk of catching the infection, 
examined them in their own apartments: Though 
the attention of this able writer was chiefly directed 
to geometry, he found leisure to study mineral 
and several branches of physics. He was the first 
who gave any account of the crystallized stones of 
Fontainbleau, of which more full and recent accounts 
have been given by M. de Lasonne. 

Bezout married when he was very young, and was 
the father of a family whom he rendered happy by 
his domestic virtues. Fond of retirement and stu- 
dy, his manners were reserved and cold, and his con- 
versation marked by no uncommon qualities; but the 
warmth and sensibility of his. heart were apparent to 
those who knew him well, and the natural Sagacity 
and extensive knowledge which he possessed: were 
displayed only to his particular friends.. The regu- 
lar and abstemious life which he led, held: out to 
him the prospect of a long life ; but the fatigues of 
his public duties, the severity of his private studies, 
and the. bitterness of personal chagrins, triumphed. 
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Bidfares. over the natural strength of his constitution. A ma- 

lignant fever, to which he fell a victim on the 27th 
September Ti. carried him off from the cares and 
labours by which it was en od. 

Besides the works of Bezout which we have al- 
ready mentioned, he published several mathematical 

among the Memoirs of the Academy for 1758 
and 1762. ‘Hie also wrote a paper on the Integra- 
tion of Differentials, in the | es des Scavans 
Etrangeres, vol. iii. ; and another containing E:xperi- 
ments on Cold, in the Memoirs of the Academy for 
WDA B cds 1s 
~ BIA Ops: a nation of Africans inhabiting a dis- 
trict lying between 11° and 12° of N. Lat. and from 
13° to 14° 30’ W. Long. bounded on the south by 
the Rio Grande. Very little is known either of 
themselves or the limits of their country ; but it ap- 
pears that they formerly possessed more extensive 
territories to the south west, and in particular the 
island. Bulama, which we unsuccessfully attempted to 
colonize. From these they were expelled by their 
warlike neighbours. s the a oh the eee 
teenth century, when reti urther up the 
Rio Grande merely for ig enjoyment of oe Tn 
stature the Biafaras are rather tall, but of a slender 
feminine figure, unlike the strong and robust natives 
of other parts of A frica, and are also unlike them from 
being a mild, ble, and inoffensive race, whence 
they are ar contempt by the Bijugas, 
another nation, with whom they are constantly at 
war, They are of a lively disposition, have a won- 
derful propensity to talking, and seem to be endow- 
ed with a ready apprehension of things within the li- 
mitsof their understanding. Captain Beaver, to whom 
they paid frequent visits, relates, that one evening, 
having several Biafaras in his room, he shewed them 
prints by candle light, but it was some time before 
they could» comprehend that they were intended 
to represent living or inanimate objects in nature ; 
and probably they would not have done so, had 
he not casual turned to a view of Sierra Leone, 
where an elephant and a monkey were introduced, 
which highly delighted them. Then resorting to 
the plates mA Lavater’s Physiognomy, he at length 
came to that of the angry wicked man. The instant 
the Biafaras beheld it, they all screamed and fled out 
of the room. 
No calculation can be formed of the numbers com- 

posing the Biafara nation. It is certain, that they 
are governed by different chiefs, and that they have 

towns, among which are named Goli, Gon- 
fode, Ghinala, and Bulola. According to M. Du- 
rand, the first contains 4000 inhabitants; a fact we 
are much inclined to doubt, as well as other parts of 
his account of the western coast of Africa, so far at 
least as respects his personal acquaintance with them. 
Ghinala, or Inala, is thirty miles from the mouth of 
the Rio Grande, and Bulola seventy. There were 
two kings or chiefs in the district of Ghinala while 
Captain Beaver was on Bulama, with whom he made 
4 treaty for the island, and likewise for a large portion 
of their continent. Bulola was governed by a wo- 
man. The Biafaras are said to trade to some extent 
with the Portuguese. They brought ivory, cloths, 
and poultry to the English settlement, and were ex- 
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tremely desirous that Captain Beaver should establish Bianchini. 
himself among them. See Beaver’s African Memo- —v~-" 

BLA 

randa. Lajaille, Voyage au Senegal, par Labarthe. 
Durand’s Voyage to Senegal. (c) 
BIANC INL, or BLANCHINUS, FRANCIS, a ma~ 

thematician and astronomer, who is chiefly remark- 
able for the dispute between him and Cassini, respect- 
ing the diurnal rotation of Venus, of which we have 
already given a full account in the article AstRoONo- 
MY; p. 622. Bianchini was born of a family of rank 
at Verona, on the 13th of December 1662, and was. 
educated for the clerical profession. After obtaining 
the degree of doctor in divinity, he was appointed h- 
brarian to Cardinal Ottoboni, afterwar?;) Pope Alex. 
ander VIII., and was subsequently promoted to two 
canonries in Damaso. His mathematical knowledge 
obtained him the situation of secretary to the congre- 
gation for the reform of the calendar ; and, on this oc. 
casion, he published two dissertations, entitled, De 
Calendario et Cyclo Cesaris, ac de canone Paschali 
Sancti Hippolyt: Martyris. In his work, De Numme 
et Gnomone Llementino, he gives an’account of his 
operations in tracing the meridian line in the church 
oF the Chartreux, at Rome; in memory of which, 
Clement XI. ordered a medal to be struck. During 
eight years he was employed in continuing the meri- 
dian through the whole of Italy, and when engaged 
in this occupation, he was cut off by the dropsy, on 
the 2d of March 1729. Though Bianchini has not 
left behind him any lasting monument of his talents, 
yet such was the reputation of his learning, that he 
was admitted a foreign associate in the Academy of 
Sciences at Paris, in 1706 ; created one of the nobi- 
lity of Rome; aud the inhabitants of his native city 
erected a bust to his memory in the cathedral of Ve- 
rona. Besides the works already mentioned, he pub- 
lished, in 1726, a treatise on the discovery of a sub- 
terraneous building, entitled, Camera ed Inscriziont 
Sepolcrati di Liberti Servi, ed offictali della casa dé 
Augusto, §c.; in 1728, his ep eke et Phosphorit 
Nova Phenomena, §c. ; in 1680, his Dialogo Fisico 
Astronomico contro il sistema Copernicano, 4to.; in 
1684, his Cometes anno 1684 mensibus Junio et Ju- 
lio, Rome Observatus ; in 1684, his Nova Methodus 
Cassiniana Observandi parallazes et distantias Pla- 
netarum a terra; in 1703, his Solutio Problematis Pas- 
chalis, &c. ; and, in 1697, appeared the first volume of 
a great work on universal history, entitled, La Istoria 
Unidursbite ovata con monumenit, et figurata con 
Simboli de gli Antichi, &c. ; and an edition of Anasta- 
sius’s Lives of the Popes, with dissertations and notes. 
A posthumous work, with plates, entitled, Eranciscé 
Bianchini Veronensis utriusque Signatura referen- 
darit, et prelati domestici, de tribus generibus instru- 
mentorum musicee veterum organice dissertatio, was 
published at Rome in 1742, in 4to. The various 
papers which he wrote will be found in the Memoirs 
of the Academy for the years 1702, 1703, 1704, 
1706, 1707, 1708, 1713, and 1718. In 1737, Eusta- 
chio Manfredi published the observations of Bianchini, 
under the title of Franciscit Blanchini observationes 
selecte Astronomice et Geographica, Rome et alibt 
per Italiam habita, ex ejus ro pig excerptay 
una cum geographicé meridiani Tabula, a mart su- 
pero ad inferum, ex tisdem observationibus collecta 
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Bianchini et concinnata; Verone, fol. Among the observa- 

BIE 
“1, Grossoxocy, or the knowledge of "ls $i Bideford 

unit tions of Bianchini, those upon Venus are very. singular; 2. Dietomacy, of the knowledge of yt eee 
: — and we are much at a loss whether to consider them 3. Bisriorsta, or the composition of books, © ~ , Bienne 

4, ‘Tyrocrapny, or the knowledge of printing, — eh eseod a absolute fabrications, or as the result of optical 
J illu sions which he had not the sagacity to discover. 

The disadvantages attending the use of the long re- 
fracting telescopes were considerably, though not al- 
together, removed by the contrivance of Huygens, 
by which tubes were rendered unnecessary. In 1712, 
Bianchini brought to Paris a contrivance of his own 
for the same purpose, which was described in the 
memoirs of the academy for 1713. With long te- 
lescopes, to gyhich this. invention was adapted, he 
seems to haye,observed Venus with unremitting assi- 
duity. He perceived, or eae he perceived, seven 
large spots towards the middle of her disc, which 
communicated with, one another by four straits ; and 
towards the extremities of her disc he observed other 
two spots, which had no communication with the 
formers He saw, even promontories or projections 
of these dark regions into the lighter part of her 
disc. In imitation of Riccioli, he called those spots 
and promontories after eminent men, among whom 
‘were, the king of Portugal, Galileo, Cassini, Colum- 
bus, Vespucius, Magellan, and several Portuguese ge- 
nerals who had distinguished themselves by their 
conquests in the Indies. From the change of posi- 
tion in these spots, Bianchini concluded that Venus 
revolved about her axis in 24 days 8 hours. It is a 

- very remarkable circumstance, that the admirable te- 
lescopes employed by Herschel and Schroeter have 
never yet been able to discover any of these 
perceived by Biauchini ; and we are the more inclmed 
to suspect some great source of error, as it is now 
proved, by the accurate observations of Cassini, Her- 
schel,. an 
axis in a little less than 24. hours, instead of 24 days, 
as Bianchini determined. For farther information re- 
specting the life of this author, see his Eloge,in the 
Hist. Acad. Par. 1729.3 in the Nouvelles Literatres dé 
Leipzig, Jan. 1731; and in Fontenelle’s Eloge des 
Academiciens, in the Ciwvres de Fontenelle, tom. vi. 
p- 213, See also La Lande’s Voyage d’ Italie, tom. iv. 
p- 311, edit. 1786. _ (0) 
BIBERACH, an ancient city in the Confedera- 

tion of the Rhine, belonging to Baden, situated in a 
valley traversed by the river Reiss. It was formerly 
a free and imperial city, under a government similar 
to that of Augsburg. The paper. and the fustians 
manufactured in-this place haye been long celebrated. 
The cold bath of. Jordan is yery near the town. Po- 
pulation 6600... E. Long. 10° 2’, N. Lat. 48° 4° 

OP ate. See Curistianity, Scriptures, and 
THEoLocy. mh rey 
BIBLIOGRAPHY, ig BiBres, a book, and 

veew, to write,) a name which has been recently em- 
ployed. by many continental writers to comprehend 
every thing that. relatesto books; and as every 
branch of knowledges contained in books, they haye, 
by a strange process.of reasoning, employed the word 
_Braviognapuy to denote a science which compre- 
hends all the other sciences, . M, Peignot has prefers 
réd the more general term of Biblology, which he 
divides into seven different heads, viz. 

Schroeter, that Venus revolves about her: 

5. Bistiorory, or the knowledge of ng. 
6, BrstioGrarny, or the knowledgé of books: ~ 
7. Universat Lirerar¥ History’ ©" 
These various heads are branched out: into in- 

numerable subdivisions, embracing every subject to 
which the human mind has. ever ‘been directed. To 
have accomplished such’ a task, with even tolerable — 
success, would have required the universal powers of. 
a Bacon or a D’Alembert ; but when it has been ex- 
ecuted by one who does not pretend to a knowledge 
of the sciences, our readers may well \conjecture 
what a mass of bad arrange has been thee : 
together under the sacred’ nd dignified name of a. 

tn SUHHGig he WUOKPSE SUB <eiseerahny n. arranging the sof a , It is 
necessa e follow some general division of humam 
knowledge, but it would be neither proper 
nient to‘adopt that scientific classification which re> * 
sults from a perfect acquaintance with'the sciences, 
and the various relations by which they are connect~ 
ed... This subject will naturally come under our ¢on- 
sideration in the article Lizranry ; and under the 
word" Books, we shall Tay before’ our readers that in- 
formation which some of them ht have expected. 
to find under the present article. (wy 9 
BIDEFO: a matket and sea-port town of ~ 

England, it Devonshire. It is situated chiefly on the 
slope of am eminence on the banks of the river Tow- 
ridge, a little above its junction with the Taw, which 
falls into Barnstaple bay. The streets’dre clean, and. 
the houses well built, though they are “ r con- 
structed of timbér, brick, and mud. "The quay is. 
conveniently situated near the centre of the town, 
and at high tides will admit a vessel of 500 tons. ‘The 
river is crossed by a stone bridge of 2% irregular 
arches, built about the middle of the 14th century.. 
Bideford carried on a great commerce with Newfound- 
land about the middle ofthe last century. It still enjoys 
a considerable trade in the importation of fish from 
Newfoundland, and the salt with which the herrings 
are cured is brought from Liverpool and Warrington ; 
but the vessels belonging to the port, which amc unt 
to nearly 100, varying from 20 to 250 tons, até prin- 
cipally employed in the carriage of coal and timber, 
and in the exportation of oak and bark to Scotland . 
and Ireland. Large quantities of-earthen ware are 
manufactured here atid sent to Wales. Number of 
houses.582. Population 2987, of whom $25 were 
returned as employed in trade and manufactures. See 
Watkin’s History of ter Mg and Maton’s Your 
through the Western Counties. (j ) ee 
BIDENS, a genus of plants of the class Synge- 

nesia, and order Polygamia /i.gqualis, See Botany. 
(ra 4 

IENNE, a town of, France in the department 
of the fH her Rhiné, and formerly the capital of a 
district of the same name in Switzerland, It is si- 
tuated at the foot of Mount Jura, near the northern 
extremity of the lake of Bienne. The town is built 
in the ancient style; and is chiefly remarkable for its 
tanneries, its manufacture of printed cloths, and a fine 
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supplies ” ; the austible source of water, whi under isin Eevar-seatine Intervals, which yee = ; ublie f inks A. . - common be-. see. ; err) a A ' : 

vend atta thet " and the lake, g to the BIENNIAL Prawns. See GARDENING. peor 

Bary ss Aepitos 4 dmndchen! dens: = © BIGAMY.» See Porygamy. 
an lake of ‘Bienne, which is of an oval form, is © BIGGLESWADE, a'town of England, in the 

nine miles long and fou Its margin is deco- county of Bedford, situated in a fine valley on the 
sated with villages and castles, and affords many beau- banks of the Ivell, which is here navigable. It has: 
tiful and pict views. _ . 
"The ok Bieuns'ts cblebrated by the island of 

St Peter; which was the temporary residence of 
rew from Moitier. The island 

is about two miles in circumference; on 
side it slopes gently to the lake ; but in 
tions it is steep and rocky. Large oak, 

h, and chesnut trees, decorate its gently undu- 
lating surface, which is traversed by agreeable walks, 
terminating in a circular pavilion in the centre of the 
island. Parties from Bienne, Nidau, and the sur- 

‘ ing country, resort in the time of the vintage to, 
anna spot, which has been rendered classi- 
‘eal by the short ‘residence of Rousseau. » This sin- 

lived in the farm house, the only one 
: the idond, which belonged to the steward of the 

neral hospital at Berne, to whom he paid 40 shil- 
ine month for his board and lodgings. He re- 
sided Sectrcbly two months, and the room that he 
oceupied, from which there is a fine view of the gla- 
oa 5 manhaan pra te hte ject of eusiosity. 
A. full account of the ance dtr of Bienne 
which is now included in the department ‘of. the 
Higher Rhine, and a more particular account of the 
lake, be seen in Coxe’s Travels in Switzerland, 

: ee 210,211, &c. and vol. ii. p.152. See also 
t. dela Suisse. (wo 4 SEQUAL Se ege in music, isa sane given by 

Earl Stanhope, in hi hase wa ciples - Science 9 
ving, to an interval, two o "ahich edded toa ho 

jor third make up an oetave, ritly two of 
them is equal to ‘a minor sixth ; and its ratio, in his: 

one of the largest markets in England for barley, 
pease, and oats, and there is also here a small manu- 
factory of thread lace ‘and edgings. Several old’ 
houses were thrown down in this town by an earth- 
quake, which was felt on the 25th'of February 1792: 
Number of houses in 1801, 301. Population 1650, 
of whom 258:were'returned as employed in trade and’ 
manufactures. Sce Beauties of I bint and Wales, 
vol, i. j 
BIGNONIA, a genus of plants of the class Di- 

dynamia, and.order Angiospermia. See Borany. (w) 
BIGORRE, the name of a district in Guyenne, 

one of the former provinces of France, but now 
included in the department of the Upper Pyrenees, 
See Pvrenrrs, Upper. (7 
BIJORE, the name of a mountainous province of” 

Hindostan. Its history is devoid‘of interest, and we 
have no statistical information respecting it that is 
worth communicating, See Rennel’s Memoir, Pp: 
¥59.  (w) : 
BIJUGA, or Bissacos Istanps. The western 

coast of Africa, between the River Gambia and the 
Rio Grande, consists of a chain of low fertile islands, 
separated from each other, and also froin the conti-- 
nent, by narrow navigable canals, in consequence of- 
the sea encircling them. To the south-west of these 
islands.is an itchipehagoy consisting of 18 or 20 is- 
lands, stretching above 40 leagues from north-west to* 
south-east, called the Bijuga Islands, bounded on the 
one side by immense shoals, which, being little known, 
aré frequently fatal to’ navigators; and on the inside* 
by a channel, about five leagues in width, called the 

SO ne 4/10 _ Bijuga channel. Neither the exact limits of these 
Lordship’s monochord system, ns: =20745-44/ islands, however, nor their number, are definitely as- 

1042 -+-m,=34c nearly: the logarithm of 
ican Aare 8979400,0867 } and it may be 

certained ; but thirteen are said to be inhabited) We- 
are disposed to consider them a separate and distinct’ 

from those on the north-east side of the chan- 
nel, thoughrother geographers ‘rank the latter along’ 

worthy of remark, that it exceeds a minor third by with them. at © 
L+-42, and is 42 larger than-a deficient flat fourth. ‘The Bijuga chanuel_ is. deep, and is fit for the na- 
« In the Equal-beating system of his Lordship, that vigation of the largest Vessels 5 it stretches nearly 50 

is, where his two successive thirds, composing a true 
minor sixth, are made to beat equally quick, two other 

iequal thirds arise, having fimte ratios, the largest 
hich is $3, whose logarithm is ..8973376,581 } ; 
the smailes ‘has a ratio of 42, whose logarithm is: 

whence it appears, that-one of these: 
1¢ other) smaller than the monochord 

leagues in length, and terminates with the island Bu- 
lama. The islands gradually rise from the shore to- 
wards the interior; none’ are‘ above six leagues in 
length, nor any where appear to be above 40 feet high- 
er sr the level of the sea. Some navigators consider 
them of volcanic origin ; others think that they are 
alluvial, and that they have Been formed, in the course 
of time, by the deposit of ‘the Rio Grande and the 
neighbouring streams, on. the extensive’ sand banks 
which serve for their’base. The Bijuga islands are’ 
rich and fertile, abounding: in all the necessaries of 

{which his Lor st proposed, asthe mode of: life, beautiful, and well: wooded, whence they have 
be ire equal beaté ery: i Mag. xxviii. long been recommended as suitable for Biavealee sets 
p. 151 Naat equal to each other itiany case what-_ tlements. Warang; also called Formosa, Cazezoot, 

ere | w e above-ratios were Canabac, Bulama, Carashe, and Suoga, which was 
deduced, and whence those of his Lordshi ’sitriequal’ peopled but lately, are those of principal note. The quints and’ others may be deduced, will, be given three immediately north-west of the channel, Jatte, 
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should be ted from them, See Bissao. 
‘The people inhabiting the Bijuga islauds are said 

to be originally Papels, a tribe, ti doeelling on the 
continent : they are above the middle size, muscular, 
bony, well proportioned, and have the appearance of 
great strength and activity. Their noses are flatter, 
and their lips thinner, than those of the neighbouring 
tribes; their teeth, which they sometimes file to a 
sharp point like a saw, are good; and their hair is 
woolly. . They cut their hair into. many fantastic 
forms, and always dress it with red.ochre and palm 
oil, They wear little clothing ; a scanty girdle, and,, 
in thé colder season, a goat’s skin thrown over the 
shoulders of the men, being their only covering: 
That of the women is equally simple, consisting of a 
girdle, six inches deep, of the shred of the palm 

‘eaves, which forms a thick fringe. 
The Bijugas are a brave and warlike race; they 

are never at peace with the surrounding jnations 5 
and their chiefs, being endowed with uncommon in- 
trepidity, are always to be dreaded. Captain Bea- 
ver describes one of their kings, with whom he had 
intercourse while on the island of Bulama. + Bell- 
chore is the dread of the neighbouring people, and. is 
reckoned the greatest warrior that the Bijuga nation 
ever produced. He still boasts of having set fire to 
the town of Bissao, notwithstanding its strong fort 
and numerous garrison ; and to others he will proba- 
bly boast of his triumph over us at the western point 
of Bulama. He. is old, but upright and active, and 
stands fulk six. feet high ; his large black eyes, the fire 
of which seventy rains have not yet extinguished, are 
the most penetrating I ever beheld ; his nose is lange 
and Projecting 5 his teeth regular, and, white ;: his 
limbs .are well proportioned ;. his understanding »is 
clear and acute ; and.in body and mind he stands pre- 
eminent among his countrymen. But his, courage, 
his policy, his restless activity, his daring enterprizes, 
and his love of war, which have rendered him the ad- 
miration of his own countrymen, have procured him, 
at the same time, the hatred and detestation of, all 
those nations that lie within the reach of his lawless 
expeditions.” Only a few days of the year are de- 
voted by the Bijugas to their rude agriculture, in 
preparing the ground for rice; all the rest ate occu- 
pied in war and hunting. Their arms are a long 
buccaneer gun, a spear, and a Solingen sword about 
four feet in length, and literally as Sais as a razor; 
while in the left hand is carried a round convex shield, 
formed of witheys interlaced, covered with the hide 
of a buffalo. The Bijugas perfectly understand the 
use of arms, and pride themselves in keeping them in 
the most perfect order. Captain Beaver relates, that 
their aim is so sure that they seldom miss their ob- 
ject, and that he had-seen a spear, from the distance of 
‘twenty yards, strike a reed about ten inches long, and 
as small as a tobacco pipe ; he likewise witnessed their 
extreme expertness at the broad sword. In war, af- 
ter discharging their guns kneeling, and throwing 
them down, they cast thas spears, and then have re- 
course to the sword, They approach in a squatting 
ee to the attack, while | shield nearly covers 
the wholy body, Its convex form and strength are : : - 

BIJUGA. tea 
Bijuga. Bassis, aud Bissao, have usually been added to their 

——v-—~ number, though, as we have said, we think they 
so well adapted for turni s aside Peciouatansst 2 
my, that a musket ball will not pierce it. In 1696, ees, 

HCKNICe,, mene the Portuguese took 300 Bijugas into, 
to aid an expedition against the, Balantes h 
tribe of Africans; but not anticipating. the rain 
season about-to commence, their arms were rendere 
unserviceable, and they were defeated with great loss. 
Their war canoes are of considerable size $ nee 
ly for their less enterprising neighbours, they do not 
understand the use of sails, which is more,surprisingy 
as thee vessels visiting their, islands are reed wite 
t m, % i y ‘ 7 . 

. The Bijugas, in common with most African. nae 
tions, are. cruel and treacherous, always ready. to, 
seize advantages, and to overpower stran hose; 
who have intercourse with i... cannot vata much 
on their guard; whence ships repairing to the Bi- 
juga islands, for the purposes of traflic, never allow 
more than the: crew of a single boat. to come on 
beard, and ¢yen then the guns are primed and matches 
lighted. » About.30 years ago, the crew of a French 
vessel, wrecked. on; the island. of Yoko, .were -all 
massacred or led. into captivity... The aay 
of another island likewise endeavoured to. seize. 
Delajaille, when surveying, the coast, as. Labarthe 
informs, us, and. mortally wounded one of. his com-. 
panions,, More'.recently they; treacherously cut. off, 
somo of Captain Beayer’s people, and would have ef-, 
fected his’ own, destruction, had) not aupeoscnak ioe 
trepidity, and a fortunate concurrence ,of cireum-, 
stances, oftener than once prevented it....It has beew 
asserted, that suicide is common.among the Bijugasy! 
and that the smallest, chagrin will prompt them to 
leap into the sea, or terminate. their existence witha 
dagger, ik gs twa tant TARE ile 

All the Bijugas.are idolaters ;, they offer, propitiat 
tory, sacrifices, and, put implicit faith in, divination: 
lf they form a-treaty with a stranger, or are about; 
to undertake a warlike expedition, they sacrifice a 
cock, from inspecting the gizzard of which conclu. 
sions are drawn of good or evil omens, M. Brue, 
the French governor-general of Senegal, having an- 
chored off the isle i Cazegoot, was visited by a 
near relative of the king, with whom he carried on a 
conversation, and ‘supplied him with brandy, a li- 
quor which these people will make ap Pac ph te 
obtain. Meantime a canoe from: the is arrived, 
and one of the natives came on board, holding a 
cock in his left hand, and a knife in his right. Af. 
ter kneeling before M. Brue, he arose and turned te 
the east ; then’cutting the animal’s throat, he sprink- 
led a few drops of blood at M. Brue’s feet, and af- 
terwards performed the same ceremony at the master 
and pump, which being finished, he presented the, 
cock to the French commander. When M. Brue 
inquired into the meaning of the ceremony, the na« 
tive told him, that the wise men of his country view- 
ed ithe whites as the gods of the sea; and) the 
mast was aodivinity which made the vessel walk, 
while the pump was a miracle raising the water up, 
whose-nature it was to fall down. ‘The Bijugas like- 
wise firmly credit the efficacy of gris-gris, or charms, 
which consist of pose et ae “4 “px writ~ 
ten on paper by the Mandingo priests: are neat~) 
ly acti up ia cloth, or leather, and attached ta dif 
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“‘ijuga, ferent parts of the body. A lucrative traffic is car- 

ried on in these gris-gris, which the fabricators will 
whoever wears them invulnerable ; ‘and 

should any one"accidentally escape an impending evil, 
the priest Le oa | the iar 4s esteemed far supe- 
Tior to any of his fraternity)” 
' A traffic’ is carried’ on in the tl leh ig 
‘chiefly by small vessels from the Portuguese settle- 
ment of Bissao, and’ the E: nglish to the southward, 
for slaves and hides. © slaves ‘being prone to re- 
volt, and commit acts of de ion, commanders of 
ships'are oblig eee more peaalie a a 
ine i 3 for, on the slightest neglect, the 

’ an 3 Sit Gnetrdet them, seize the Cease! me run her 
ashore. M. Delajaille gives a list of all the articles 
suitable for the Bijuga islanders. 
It has been so peculiarly the interest of the Portu- 

to repel all strangers from that part of the 
‘African shorés, that other nations are very imperfect- 

acquainted with the history of the native tribes. 
n 1687, while a Frenchman, named Delafond, was 

trading with the isle of Cazegoot, the natives stole 
some of his property: A favourable opportunity of 
retaliation immediately occurring, by the arrival of 
a French ship of war, he induced the commander*to 
engage with him in pillaging the whole island. Ac- 
‘cordingly 200 men were landed, who invested the 
town, and burnt the king in his hut; but, except 
ten or twelve, the whole population, consisting of 
2000 or 3000 people, fled to the woods, and escaped 
their sanguinary invaders. The French, however, 
had the afterwards to conciliate the natives, 
and on a friendly traffic with them. More 
Cn rauithig the projected settlement of Bulama, 
Captain Beaver, in 1792, made an amicable treaty 

two of the kings, from whom he purchased that 
island fora quantity of goods. See Beaver’s Afri- 
can’ Memoranda, “Durand’s Voyaxe to Senegal. 
Delajaille, Voyage au Senegal. (c)’ 
~ BILBAO, originally Belvao, or the Good Ford, is 
a town of Spain, and the capital of Biscay Proper. 
It is pleasantly situated on the Bay of Biscay, at the 
‘mouth of the river Ausa, whiel is navigable for 
boats. “Bilbao was built in 1300 by Diego Lopez 
de Haro.’ "The housés are high and well built, with 
Searudtineas which shelter the pavement. below 

the and rain. The streets are paved with 
small square stones, and are kept remarkably clean 
and cool, by means of several canals which convey 
the water from the river. In this town there is a 
; academy, several docks for building merchant 

sels, four parishes, three convents of nuns, one 
‘chapel, and two asylums. There is here a highly de- 
‘corated pre , called the Arenal, which stretch- 
es along the bank of the river, and is planted with 
oaks and lindens, and bordered with warehouses, gar- 
dens, and houses adorned with paintings. In time of 

ce, ped is bo cae by vessels from England, 
rance, Holland, Bremen, and Hamburgh, which 

import the productions of their manufactures and co- 
lonies, and export the wool of Old Castile, the an- 
chors of Guipuzcoa, some rigging, iron, and ches- 
nuts. It generally imports about 160, uintals of 
salt fish, and 6000 barrels of train oil. There were 
formerly a number of tan-yards here, but of late théy 
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if ‘going’s Travels in Spain, chap. 1. 
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have considerably diminished. The air is extremely 
damp, though the town seems to be healthy. The 
town contains about 200 mercantile houses. Num- 
ber of houses 1200. Population 15,000. See La- 
borde’s View of Spain, vol. ii. p- 356; and Bour- 

+ 
BILE. See Anatomy, Chistian: and Pury- 

SIOLOGY. are 
~ BILEDULGERID, an appellation given to one 
of the divisions of Northern Africa; but which has 
been continually varying in the extent of its applica- 
tion. It was understood by the older geographers», 
to comprehend all the countries formerly known by 
the name of Numidia ; and was described as including 
the southern part of Algiers, with the whole tract of 
land between that kingdom and Egypt. It has been 
confined by De Lisle to a province called Biledulge- 
rid Proper, situated to the south of Tunis, but pro- 
erly speaking, under the government of that state, 
rom which it is separated by a ridge of high moun- 
tains. In several later maps, however, and especially 
bythe modern Arabs, the name Biledulgerid is applied 
to the whole of that district which lies between the 
maritime states of Barbary and Sahara, or the de- 
sert; which extends from 10 degrees west to 15 
east longitude; from 29 to 33 north latitude; and 
which comprehends Lower Suse, Dara or Draha, 
Taflet or Tafilelt, Sigilmessa, and Biledulgerid Pro- 

r. The word has been analysed by some authors 
into Bled-el-Jerid, ‘ the land of dates ;”? by others, 
into Bled-el-Jeraad, “* the land of locusts ;?? but Dr 
Shaw, who writes it Blaid-el-Jeride, and Mr Jackson, 
who makes it Bled-el-Jerréde, unite in giving it the 
interpretation of “ the dry country.”” The country, 
especially in the central regions, is sandy, barren and 
mountainous, and almost entirely destitute of rivers 
and fresh water springs. In the districts nearer to 
the Atlantic, water may generally be found by dig- 
ging three or four feet Belbes the surface, but it is of 
a brackish taste, and unwholesome quality. The cli- 
mate is extremely hot and unhealthy ; especially in 
the months of Fale: August, and September, when a. 
suffocating wind, loaded with pairticles of sand, and 
extremely pernicious to the eyes, blows very tempes- 
tuously from the desart. In many parts of, this ex- 
tensive tract, very considerable ruins ‘are to be found, 
from which it would seem to have been formerly bet- 
ter peopled, and more carefully cultivated ; but now 
its principal and almost only produce is dates, which 
grow every where in the greatest variety and abun- 
ance ; though, in some spots of the more western 
Corns a little Indian corn, rice, wheat, and bar- 
ey, are produced : In thesealsoa very superior breed 

of goats are reared, which are in high repute amon 
the inhabitants of Morocco. The natives of Biledul- 
gerid are chiefly composed of wild Arabs, who come 
originally from Sahara, and who resemble the wan- 
dering tribes, already described under the article 
Barsary. Those of them who border upon the 
northern states, are rather more civilized and station- 
ary in their habitations, frequently engaging in agri- 
culture and the mechanic arts ; but the inhabitants of 
the interior are a set of miserable and murderous ban- 
ditti: They are a meagre, swarthy race, with shri- 
velled complexions, and almost continually afflicted 

erm 
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with ophthalmia. Their principal food is;the fruit of 

) i fects of which they.a 
accustomed to correct by the,use of dried fish. Tl 
use also camels milk, and goats, flesh; and, on ac- 
count of the intolerable heat, their principal meal. is 
always after sun-set. They are, extremely liable to 
a most inveterate scurvy, which. affects their gums, 
loosens their teeth, and sometimes spreads over their 
whole body. In other respects, they are said) to be 
vigorous and healthy, living to a-very advanced. age, 
and seldom subject to sho and disease. The 
small-pox, and even the plague, the great scourges of 
“Barbary, are said to be unknown. in Biledulgerid, 
though the countries are so contiguous, and a in- 
habitants have so much intercourse.. The natives are 
chiefly employed in predatory excursions, in, serving 
occasionally as mercenaries under the neighbouring 
states, and particularly in hunting the ostrich, which 
supplies them with various necessaries, . The flesh is 
used as food, the fat as medicine, the claws as orna- 
ments; the skin is made into pouches, and, the, fea- 
thers constitute their most eae article of trailic. 
All these Arabs profess the religion of Mahomed; 
but have little knowledge of its tenets, or regard to 
its precepts; and mix with it an endless variety of 
Jewish. ceremonies, and Pagan superstitions. See 
Mod. Univ. Hist. vol. xvii. ; and Jackson’s Agcount 
of Morocco. . (9). , 

BILL. See Excuance. 
BILL. | See Pariiament. Ke t 
BILLIARDS, from the French Birtanrn, which 

éomes from bille, a ball, is a game of skill, which was 
originally invented by the French, and is now much 
in practice among all civilized nations. The apparatus 
necessary in this game is a billiard table, which is a 
rectangular table about 12 feet long, and six feet 
wide, placed in a horizontal position, and, covered 
‘with green cloth, and surrounded with cushions, a 
‘ue, a mace, and ivory balls. At each of the an- 
gles, and in the middle of the two longest sides, is 
placed a hole, net, or pocket. The cue is a thick 
piece of wood several feet long, tapering gyadually to 
a point about half an inch in diameter. AR held by 
the fore finger and thumb, and is laid .over the left 
hand to strike the balls. ‘he mace, which is chiefly 
used in this country, is a long straight rod of wood, 
with a head at one end, made either of bone-or ivory. 
It is held by the smallend, and the ivory ball is struck 
with the other. "The object of the player is tomake 
‘his adversary’s ball roll into one of the holes, either 
by striking it directly by his own, or by making his 
own ball rebound from the sides of the table; and 
then strike his adversary’s ball, so as to carry it into 
one of the holes, When a ball is thus put into one‘of 
the holes, it is called a-hazard, which is reckoned for 
‘two in fayour of the player. 

In order to play billiards well, attention must at 
first be paid to the method of holding the mace ; to 
the position in which the player should stand, and 
the manner of delivering the ball from the mace ; but 
these are much more easily acquired by observation, 
or by the direction of a good'player, than by written 
rules. A person who Ay with his right hand must 
stand with his left foot foremost; and, on the con- 
‘trary, he who is left-handed, must place his right 

»at. the upper, or baulk end of t] 
»8. After the first.person has strun ¢ lead, . 

flows should make his ball 
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oceifoamoonts by which he will stand more steady 

.. There are various Gtinceiat Dillane taghabeeebie: 
winning game; the white, losing game) red, 
rambol witaing,. ane aythe red en avg. game 
simple carambule game ; the winning aud losi 
sambole game ; the bar-hole is Bi) ~ Bem tad 
the caroline, game ; the choice of balls games 

“ne 

nn patel”, 

i hay ang 3 the cushion game > the do : et - 
game; the four game; the hazards ; paced 

game; the one hole game; the Russian carambole 5 
and the fortification: billjards.:an account of each of 

which we shall give.trom Hoye eye yn priragy AL 
Rules and Regulations to be obserned at the White 
Winning Game; played with two White Balls.—Tre 
game ree from winning mesa twelve in num- 
ber when two persons play, and whenfour play. 
we Situ for Ted he hoice of | 4 

2. When a person strings for the lead, he sh 
within tbe nuts ob she - of the tal 
uot place his ball beyond the stringing nails or spo 
and the player who brings bie ball narest he cushion 

f the table, wins the lead. 
for the lead, 

the adyersary who follows shoul 0 
the other, he loses the lead. 4. If the player holes 
his own ball, either in stinging or leading, he loses 
the lead... 5. If the leader toliows his ball with either 
mace or cue past the middle hole, it is no lead; and 
af his adversary chuses, he may make himlead.again. 
6. The striker who plays at the lead, must stand with 
both his feet within the limits of the corner of the 
table, and must not -place his ball beyond the string~ 
ing nails or spots; and his adversary (only) 1s bound 
to see that he. stands: and plays fair, fbn the 
striker wins all the points. e ‘made by that stroke. 
7. After a hazard has been won, the balls are. to 
be separated, and the striker/is to dead as.at first. 
When a hazard has been lost in either of the corner 
holes, the leader is obliged)(if his adversary, requires 
it) to lead from the-end of the table, where the hazard 
was lost ; but if the hazard, was lost in either of the 
middle holes, it is at the leader’s option to lead from 
eicher end ofthe table he pleases. 8. If the striker 
does not hit his adeenentt bail, he loses one point ; 
and if by the said stroke his ball should go into.a hole, 
over the table, or on a cushion, he loses three ts, 

viz. one for missing the ball; and pe Ah it, 
&c, and he; loses the lead. 9. If the stri er holes his 

adversary’s ball, or forces it, over the or ona 
cushion, he wins two points ; but when he holes either 

his own ball, or both of them, or forces either or both 
of them over the table, or ou a cushion, he loses two 
points. 10. No person has a right to take up his 
own ball without permission from his adversary. 11. 
If the striker should touch or move his own ball, not 

intending to make a stroke, it is deemed an acci- 

dent ; and his adversary may put the ball back to the 

place where it stood. 12. If the striker forces his 
adversary’s ball over the table, and his, adversary 
should chance to stop it, so as to make it come on the 
table again, the striker nevertheless wis two points, 
13. But if the same events happen to his own ball, 

the striker loses nothing by the stroke, and he has 
the lead: because his adversary ought not to stand im 

White winx 
bing game, 
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with a wrong ball, he loses the lead, if his adversary Billiards, 

ee ee 

‘ bare win 

yest _ froma cushion, or otherwisey. 

or near the table. 14, If the striker misses e k rs 
adversary’s ball, and forces his own over the ta- requires it. 29. If the balls should be changed in a ——v—"* 
and it should be stopped by his adversary, as be-  bazard, or on a game, and it is not known by which 

ore mention lanegg . point, bus retains the 
if he chuses. 1 Tf the striker, in playin 

visey by touching the ball, 
makes his mace or cue go over or past it, he loses one 

int; and if his adversary requires it he may put the 
bail back, and make him, pass the ball. 16, If the 
striker, in a stroke, does not touch his 
ball, it is no stroke ; and he must try again. 17. If 
w -each other, and the striker by eg ) e his ball touch. the other, it is 

less a stroke, though not intended as such. 
Lf the striker should make his adversary’s ball go 

ear the brink of a hole, as to be judged to stand 
still, and afterwards should fall into the hole, the 
striker wins nothing ; and the ball must be put on 
the same brink where it stood, for his adversary to 
play for the next stroke——N. B. There is no occa- 
sion for ing the ball if it’ stops, as some per- 
eee agine,, On IE the striker’s ball should stand 
on the, brink or} of a hole, and in playing it off 
Pe teat r jg ball go in, he then ry three 
Penh If a ball should stand on the brink or 
on the edge of a hole, and should fall into the same, 
before or when the striker has delivered his ball from 
his mace or cue, so as to have no chance for his stroke, 
in that css > striker’s and his adversary’s balls 
Bust be placed in the same position, or as near as pos- 

> thereto, and the striker must play again. 21. 
The striker is 0 iged to pass his adversary’s ball, 
more especially if he misses the ball on purpose ; and 
the adversary may oblige him to place Bis own ball 
where it stood, and play until he has passed. 22, If 
_the striker touches his own ball twice, or plays both 

rom his mace or cue, so that they touch at the 
ame time, it is deemed a foul stroke; and if disco- 
ol by his adversary, and a dispute should arise 

n, he has an undoubted right to appeal to the 
disinterested company then present ; and the marker, 
if required, after desiring silence, must go round the 
table to each person separately, and be particularly 
careful to ask, if he has any bet depending thereon, 
if he understands the game, and the nature of the dis- 
pute then in . Kuaeiel and if determined by the ma- 

y of the disinterested company, and the marker, 
af needful, to be a foulstroke, then it is at the adver- 

’s option (if not holed) either to play at the 
hall, or take the lead. But if his adversary shall not 
discover it to be a foul stroke, then the striker may 
“reckon all; the points he made by the same, and the 
smarker is obliged to score them. 23. No person has 

right to discover to the player whether the stroke 

vt 

e 

or forces his own or both balls 
over the table, or on a.cushion, he loses two points. 
26. If the striker plays on a ball when it is runnin 
or moving, it is deemed a foul stroke. (See art. 22. 
27. If the striker plays with both feet off the floor, 
without the permission of his ‘adversary, it is deemed 
a foul stroke. (See art. 22.) 28 If th striker plays 

arty, the hazard must be played out by each party 
ah their different balis, be Mea ened. 30. If 
the striker plays with his adversary’s ball, and holes 
or forces the ball he played at over the table, &c. it 
is deemed a foul stroke. (See art. 22.) 31. If the 
striker plays with his adversary’s ball, and holes or 
forces the ball he played with over the table, &c. he 
loses two points; and if he misses the bali he plays 
at, then he forfeits three points. 32. If the striker 
plays with his adversary’s ball, and misses, he loses 
one point ; and if his adversary discovers that he has 
played with the wrong ball, he may part, the balls, 
and take the lead. 33. In all the before-mentioned 
cases of the striker playing with the wrong ball, (if 
discovered) his adversary must play with the ball the 
striker played at throughout the hazard, or part the 
balis, and take the lead. 34. Whoever stops a ball 
when running, loses the lead, if his adversary does not 
like the ball he has to play at the next stroke. (See 
art. 22.) 35. If any one retains his adversary’s cue 
or mace when playing, it is deemed foul, (See art. 
22.) 36. Lf the striker stops or puts his own ball out 
of its course, when running towards a hole, and ad- 
judged by the marker, and the disinterested company 
then present, to be going into a pocket, if he missed 
the adversary’s ball he loses one point ; and if goin 

‘into a hole by-the same stroke, three points. $7. lt 
any player stops or puts his adversary’s ball out of 
the course when running towards or into a hole, or 
poy his adversary’s ball into a hole, it is deemed a 
oul stroke, (See art. 22.) ; and he is also subject to 

similar penalties as stated in article 36. 38. He who 
shakes the table when the ball is running, makes it a 
foul stroke. (See art. 22.) $9. He whe throws his 
Mace, cue, or stick upon the table, so as apparently 
to be of any detriment to his adversary, makes it a 
foul stroke. (See art. 22.) 40. He who blows on the 
ball when running, makes it foul. {See art. 22.) And 
if his own ball was running towards or near the hole, 
he loses two points. 41. He who leaves the game 
before it is finished, and will not play it out, loses 
the game. 42. Any person may use either mace or 
cue, or change them in playing, unless otherwise pre- 
viously agreed on; but when the parties agree to 
play mace against cue, the mace-player has no right 
to use a cue, ngr has the cue-player any right to use 
a mace during the game or match, without permis- 
sion, 43. When a, person agrees to play with the 
cue, he must play every ball within his reach with 
the point of it; and if he agreed to play with the 
butt, he has no right to play with the point without 
permission ; and also when agreed to play point and 
point of the cue, neither of the parties has a right to 
use a butt during the game or match, without leave, 
&c. but they have each aright to play with the point 
of a long cue oyer a mace, &c.; and likewise when 
the parties agree to play all point with the same cue, 
they have no right to use any other during the game 
or match, 44. Whoever proposes to part the balls, 
and his adversary agrees to it, the proposer loses the 
lead. 45. Two missings do not make a hazard, 
unless it is previously agreed on to the contrary. 
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Billiards. 46. In all cases, the betters are to abide by the play- 
“=y—— ers on the determination of the hazard, or on t 

White lo- 
sing game. 

game ; and the betters have a right to demand their 
money as soon as their game is over, 47. Every per- 
son ought to be very attentive, and listen for the 
stroke before he opens the door of a billiard room. 
48. The striker has a right to desire his adversary 
not to stand facing nor near him, so as to annoy or 
molest him in the stroke ; and if he is impeded by 
his adversary, or any spectator, he has a right to 
strike again. 49. Each party is to attend to his own 
game, and not to ask—Tf his adversary’s ball be close? 
—If he touches his ball ?—If he can go round the 
ball ?—nor any like question ; nor is any person to be 
set right, if going to play with the wrong ball, 
50. Spectators should stand from the table, and give 
room for the players to pass round. 51. The par- 
ties who play ought to be particularly careful and at- 
tentive to the hazard or the game, more especially 
when any bets are depending upon it; for even if 
they play carelessly, the bets must be decided by their 
strokes. 52. No person in the room has a right to 
jay more than the odds on a hazard or on a game. 
But should appeal to the marker; or to the table of 
the odds, which ought to be hung up in the billiard 
room for inspection. 53. Each person who proposes 
a bet, should name the sum, and likewise be very 
careful not to offer a bet when the striker has taken 
his aim, or is going to strike, lest it may disturb or 
interrupt him ; and no bet ought to be proposed on 
any stroke (at the losing game especially) that may 
be supposed to have any tendency to lessen or to in- 
fluence the judgment us the player. 54, If any bets 
are laid on the hazard, and the game is eleven, and 
the striker loses the game by a miss, and should af- 
terwards go into a hole, it cannot be a hazard, the 
game being out by the miss. 55. If A proposes a 
bet which is accepted by B, it must be confirmed by 
A, otherwise it is no bet. 56. When four persons 
play, each party may consult with and direct his part- 
ner in any thing respecting the game, &c. and the 
party.who misses twice before a hazard is made, is 
out, and it is his partner’s turn to play; but if, after 
the two missings have been made by the party, his 
adversary should hole a ball, so as to make a hazard 
at the stroke following the said two missings, yet the 
party who did not make the two missings is to play, 
as he cannot be supposed to be out, who has not made 
a stroke 

White Losing Game, played with two white. Balls.— 
The game is twelve in number, the points of which 
are reckoned by losing and double,’ or winning and 
losing hazards. 
When a person is tolerably well acquainted with 

the winning game, he should then learn the losing 
game (the reverse of the winning, ) which is a key to 
billiards in general. It depends entirely upon the 
defence, and the knowledge of the degree of strength 
with which each stroke should be paved either to 
defend or make a hazard: for if a person who has a 
competent knowledge of the game should not have a 
hazard to play at, he must endeavour to lay his own 
ball in such a position, that his adversary may not 
have one to play at the next stroke. For a losing 
game, hazard is much more easy to be made, when 

BILLIARDS. 
well understood, than a winnin: game hazard is in 
eneral. 
rames. 

The White Winning and Losing Game isa com- White win- 
and all the balls put ning and bination of the two preceding ; 

in by striking the adversary’s ball first, reckon to- 

For an account of the rules, see Hoyle’s —~— 

wards the gaine. iia 
Red or Carambole Winning Game, played ‘with Carambole 

three Balls, two white and one red.—The game is W192" 
16 or 18 in number, formed from’ winning hazards 8°"* 
and caramboles. , 

There are two methods of playing this game ; one 
by the players striking alternately, in which the num- 
ber of points is usually 16; the other where the 
players Eotlow their successful strokes, and then the 
points are 18; the latter mode is now generally used. 

The red or carambole winning game is full of va~ 
riety ; and there being so many chances in it, which 
make it a game of great uncertainty, the odds of it 
are not calculated, but bets are generally laid accord- 
ing to fancy, or to the custom of the table where 
they are usually played at. For the rules, see Hoyle. 

Red or Carambole Losing Game, played with t 

' 

€ Carambole 
Balls, two white and one red.—The game is 16 or losing 
18 in number, as in the red winning 
caramboles, losing and double hazards. fe 

The red or carambole losing game i greater 
judgment than the winning, and depends materially 
on the skill of the player; the chances in it may rn 
pen sometimes to vary more than at the winning ca- 
rambole game, and especially if the players do not 
_properly understand the skilful part. For the’ rules, 
see Hoyle. 

The Simple 
Bails, a& in the others. —The game is 12 
arising from caramboles and forfeitures. 

This game, possessing very few chances, requires 
both skifl and judgment, and is seldom played alone, 
but generally by able proficients against the ty 
and losing, or the winning game of 7 novices, conside A 
éd equal to giving 15 out of 24 points. It is also 
played two different ways ; in one the hazards lose, in 
the other they are not reckoned ; the first mentioned 
is the customary method, where the’ striker, upon 
making a hazard, loses as many points as he, by that 
stroke, would have gained in either the winning or ” 
losing game. For the rules, see Hoyle.’ 

me, scored by 8#me. 

Carambole Game, played with three simple ea 
in number, rambole 

e game. 

The Winning and Losing Carambole Game, played Winning . 
with three Balls, two white and one red.—The game and losin, 
is 21 or 24 in number, reckoned both from winning 
and losing hazards and caramboles. w Nenagh 

This game, now very frequently played, is, agree- 
able to its title, a combination of the foregoing red 
winning and losing carambole es, and to which 
all the rules and regulations, both for the white and 
red games, are applicable, except where any of them 
may happen to be contradictory to another, and then 
the rules for the winning games are to have the pre- 
ference. 

caramb< 
game. 

The Bar-hole Game.—This is so styled because Bar-hole 
the hole which the ball should be played for is bar- game. 
red, and the player strikes for another hole. When 
this is played against the common game, the advan- 
tage to the last-mentioned is calculated at six points. 
“The Bricole Game.—Bricole signifies being requi- 

- 



game, 

Caroline i 

The ha- 
zards. 

Limit 
game. 

One hole 
game, 

Russian ca- 
rampoles 
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equal to giving, eight or nine. pol n both 
parties play briecle, the game is ten scored from bri- 
cole, hazards, and forfeitures) 4, 

The Caroline Game.—-This is pare! either on a 
round or square table with five balls, two white, one 
red, another blue, and the caroline ball yellow. The 
red ball is: to be placed on its usual spot, the caro- 
line ball exactly in the middle of the table, and the 
blue ball between the two at the lower end of the 
table. .The striking. ig at the upper end, ina 

Hel. Ii Soe te these poll The game is 42 
scored from caramboles and hazards; the red hazard 
counts the blue two, and the yellow, when 

caroline or middle pocket, is reckoned 
in as six 

Choice of Balls Game.—In this game the player 
chuses his ball each time, an incalculable advantage 

erally played against the losing and winning game, 
on The je ni Game.—At this game the ad- 
yersary fixes.upon the ball which the striker is to 
play at, reckoned equal to having 14 points out of 
24; usually gi a skilful er against the com- 

it one. 

Cushion Game.—This consists in the 
striker playing. his ball from top of the baulk 
eushion i of following his stroke upon the 

oan genet 
ts. 

Po The Doublet Game.—This game-is ten in number, 
with two balls, most commonly against the 

white winning game, and no hazard is scored unless 
made by a Ag enpsncany mia the cushion, calculated 
as erent to giving five points. 

The Four Gna. pedir of two partners on each 
Weems toe-ok she common games, who play in suc- 
cession after every winning hazard lost. See rule 56 
of the White Winning Game. 

The ‘Hazards.—So styled as depending entirely 
upon making of hazards, no account being kept of 
game. .Many persons may play at a table with balls 
that are*numbered, though, to avoid confusion, sel- 
dom more than six play at once. The person whose 
ball is put in pays a fixed sum for each hazard to the 
player, and he who misses pays half the same to him 
whose ball he played at. The only general rule is, 
not to lay any ball a hazard for the next. player, 
which may best be done by always playing upon him 
whose turn is next, and. either bringing his ball close 
to the cushion, or putting it at a distance from the 
rest. H 

The Limited Game is seldom played. In it 
the table is divided by aline, iaigond vices if the 
striker passes his ball, he pays forfeit. - 

The One-hole Game.—All balls that go into one 
hole are counted at this game, and the player who 
best lays his ball at the brink of that mareraler hole, 
has the advantage. The lead should be given from 
Wars end of the table where the last hazard has been 

The Russian Carambole~This 
the common carambole in the 
The red ball is to be placed upon 

in the winning or win- 
oned equal to giving six 

game varies from 
particulars ; 
usual spot ; 

but the player, at the commencement of the game, 
or-after his ball has been holed, is at liberty to place 

$03 ! Billing: ; 
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it where he pleases. ‘The leader, instead of striking _ 
at the red ball, should lay his own gently behind it, 
and the opponent: may play at either of them. , If 
the said opponent plays at and holes the red ball, he 
scores three ; then the red ball is to be replaced upor 
the spot, and the player may take his choice again, 
always following his stroke till both balls are off the 
table, he gains two points for every carambole; but 
if, in doing that, he holes his own ball, then he loses 
as many as he would otherwise have obtained ; and if 
he strikes at the red ball, caramboles and holes that 
ball and his own, he loses five points ; and when he 
holes all three balls he loses sevens which respective 
numbers he would have won had he not holed his 
own ball. 

Fortification Billiards.—Virst, there are ten wood- 
en forts, in the form of castles, which are loaded with 
lead, so that they. may keep their places. In the 
front of each fort, at the bottom, is an arch to ad- 
mit the ball, which is to be put.through it to attack 
the fort, and within each arch a small bell is hung, 
Secondly, the pass through which each of the ad- 
versary’s attacking balls must pass, before a fort can 
‘be taken. Lastly, the grand batteries, and ten flags 
or colours. , 

Two of the forts, called the grand forts, are to be 
made larger than the rest, and to. have an arch cut 
through them of the same size as the others... Five 
of the forts, including one of the grand forts, one of 
the batteries, and five of the flags or colours, are 
usually painted red, and the forts and battery like 
brick-work, which denotes them to be English; om 
each fort one red flag is to be hoisted on the centre 
of its front. The other five forts, grand fort inclu- 
ded, battery, and colours, are to be of a white colour; 
the forts and battery to be painted with black like 
stone, are called French, and one white flag to be 
hoisted on each. 

The pass, which serves for the purpose of both 
parties attacking balls to go through, is to be made 
in the form of t 
distinction, and to have an arch of the size of the 
grand forts, and painted of different colours, viz. one 
of the ends where the arch is, of a red, to continue 
half way of each side, and the same on the top; the 
other end of the arch is to be white, and to continue 
in the same colour over the other half. There are 
likewise two flags to be hoisted on the pass, viz. one 
red and the other white ; the red to’ be Nicol at the 
English, and the white at the French end. ‘[he pass 
is to be placed in the centre of the table, the red end 
facing the English, and the white end the French forts. 

The limits of each party’s quarter is from the end 
cushion, where his forts are placed, to his pass on each 
side of the table. The English forts are to possess 
one end of the table, called the English quarter, and 
the French forts the other end, called the French 
quarter. The two forts in each quarter in the first, 
angle from the pass are to be taken first, and are 
called the advanced forts. The two forts in the se- 
cond angle are to be taken next, which are called the 
reserved forts. Lastly, the grand fort, with the bat- 
tery placed before it, is the last to be taken. 

Fortifica+ 
tion bil- 
liards.. 

nd forts, but rather longer for . 
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The height of the advanced and the reserved forts 

—v— is to be 54 inches, the breadth and length of the ad- 

Rules. 

vanced forts 5 inches to the square, and the length of 
the reserved forts are 54-inches, and the back of them 
to be rounded off. The height of the grand forts is 
to be 5% inches, the breadth and length 6% inches. 
The batteries are made ina triangular form, the 
height of them are 3 inches, the breadth at the ex- 
tremity are 24 inches, and the length 3% inches. The 
height of the pass is 54 inches, the breadth 62 inches, 
and the length 7 inches. ‘The height of the concave 
in the forts where the attacking ball must enter, is 
% inches, the breadth 24 inches, and the depth 2% 
inches. 

The bell which is to be within the arch in each 
fort, must be hung 14 inch within it. 

The balls which are to be played with at this game; 
are to be 1Sinch diameter. . 

Rules—The game is twenty in number.’ 
1. The player who strikes the opposite cushion, 

and brings the ball nearest the cushion he struck from, 
shall have the first stroke, and also the'English side 
of the forts, and must begin the attack. 2. Each 
party has one attacking, and two defending balls. 
8. ‘The balls are pea on the spots, the attacki 
ball in the middle, andthe defending’ balls on eac 
side of it. 4. The ball for the attack, on the English 
side of the-fortsy must be spotted with red, and the 
defending balls: with small ‘black circles. 5. The 
ball for the attack on the French side of the forts 
must have white, and the two defending balls eight 
black spots on each. 6. Before you can attack an 
of the forts, you must make the pass. 7. When the 
pass is made, you must take down your adversary’s 
colours, and then attack either of his advanced forts; 
which must be taken first: -8. If after you have 
made the pass, you do not take down your adversary’s 
colours, you must make the pase again from your 
own side of the forts; but you must not return to 
the spot. 9. If you take either of your-adversary’s 
forts, after you have made~the pass, and have not 
taken down your adversary’s pass colours ; you lose 

- two points, and must return to your spot again. 
10. After you have regularly made the pass, as in 
art. 7. and have taken a fort, you must return to 
your middle spot again. 11. When you have taken 
a fort, you. win 4 points. 12. If you do not take 
down your adversary’s colours when you have taken 
his fort, you must take the said fort again, and must 
be put back those four points you won by the same. 
13. Missings at this game reckon nothing. 14. After 
you hawe regularly made the pass, you are not obli- 
ged to: go through it again. 15. In each fort there 
is a bell,” which gives notice at being taken, The 
bell must be made to ring, otherwise the fort is not 
taken. 16, The besieged may defend his own forts, 
or may ‘send his attacking ball into the besieger’s 
quarter to attack his. 17. The besieger must take 
his adversary’s forts with his attacking ball. 18. If 
the besieger should take his adversary’s fort with 
either of his defending balls, he loses two points, 
and returns to his’ spot. 19. If the striker plays 
with either of his adversary’s balls, he loses two 
points, and if he played on either. of his own balls, 
that must be put on its proper spot again, if his 

& 
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adversary requires it. 90, Bither party may send 
his defending ball or balls into his pa La quar- 
ter. 21. After having taken the two adv Anes? 
you must take the two forts in thenextangle; whi 
are called the reserved forts ; and peti iduteried 
fort. 22. He who does not take the forts accord- 
ing to the above direction, and takes either of ‘the 
last for the first, loses two points,: and must’ return’ 
to the proper spot. 923. Aftera fort has been take 
ora holed ‘or forced over: the table, the striker 
is bound ‘to place the ball on its proper spot; and 
if he does not, he shall reckon nothing for any forts, 
&c. he shall take during the time the ball is out of 
its-place. 24. After having taken’a fort, either b 
storm or otherwise, if the adversary takes the ba 
out of the fort, though he does not take down his 
colours, nevertheless the said fort is deemed as takeny 
and the colours are to be taken down. N. B. Ta- 
king a fort by storm is, when the party having made 
his utmost effort finds it so well defended by his ad- 
versary, that he is obliged to have recoursé to strata- 
gem, that is, by laying his ball Pe eae , 

> and striking the ball against the end cu 
i: ae ball back again into his adversary’s fort, 
25. If the striker force either of his adversary’s ball 
into his own fort which has not been taken, he makes 
hima prisoner of war, and'wins six points. 26. If 
the striker force either of his ad: ry’s balls inte 
his own fort which has been taken, it*is “no prisoner 
of war, but the said striker wins two points. 27. If 
the striker forces either of his adversary’s balls into 
his adversary’s fort, he wins two points. 28. If the 
striker holes any of his adversary’s balls, for each’ 
ball so holed he wins two points. 29. If the striker 
holes his own ball or balls, for each ball so holed he 
loses two points. 30. If the ‘striker force his ad- 
versary’s ball or balls over the table, or on a fort or 
cushion, for each ball he wins two points. 89. If the 
striker forces his own ball or balls over the table, &c.’ 
he loses two points for each ball. 92. If the striker 
forces his:adversary’s ball over the table, or on a fort 
or cushion, or into’a hole, and regularly takes his 
adversary’s fort by the same stroke, he wins six 
points. But if by the same stroke the striker’s ball 
should go into a fort which has been taken, oris out 
of the angle, he loses two points. $3. If the striker 
holes his own or his advetsary’s ball, or forces them, 
over the table, or on-a fort or cushion, he loses two: 
points. 94, If the striker forces his ball into any 
of his own or adversary’s forts, which had been tak- 
en, or into any. of his adversary’s forts out of the 
angle, he loses two points. 935. When a ball is- 
heled or forced over the table, or x + — ball 
is to be placed on its prop 3 but if it happens 
that thes t should be caret by another ball, 
then the ball is to be placed behind, so as not to: 
touch the other ball. 36. Whoever takes a fort 
after it has been regularly taken, and the colours are 

- down, loses two points. $7. When the-adversary’s 
ball is out of sight (that is, lying behind a fort so that 
it. cannot be seen,)- and the striker wishes to stnke 
the cushion first, and hit the said ball backwards, b 
giving warning, saying, I do not see, if he should hit 
the said ball, he wins two points; but if he should not 
hitthe ball, he loses two points. 88. If, by this stroke, 
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taken, and ( sing: out of sight) the 
striker wi trike the cushion first, and hit the, 

i ita-make @ prisoner, of his ad.’ 

yings F do not see, if he hits the 
and, if he, makes a prisoner, 

i 

y's ball, he wins-six peists: more, and 
y’s ball must return to its proper spot. 

ives warning, saying I do not 
s » or the company, have a right to, 

or, the marker, in. case of any . dispute. 
. If the striker’ holes, or,’ &c. either of his ad-. 

versary’s defending balls, it is at his adversary’s op- 
‘tion to the, said. ball ca either.of the proper 

if they are both vacant. . 42. Whoever touches; 
balls, with mace or cue, makes a foul stroke, 

le cannot therefore reckon any ‘points made by the 
stroke,, if it is discovered by the eupoaetts and 

to be, so by the company and the marker; 
is not discovered, the marker is obliged to 

made, by the stroke. But if 
ved to be foul, then. it is at his 

) either to break. the balls, or to make 
return, to his. proper spot. 43, If the striker 

Hit 
He HF 
3 4 F o table,, &c. he loses two points for each 

own balls so. holed or forced over sheitables 
adversary’s option to part the b. 

striker moyes the ball, it. must be put 
_ the. proper. it. was. moved from. 

on any of the balls when running is 
(See art. 42.) 46. 1f the striker, by 

_own ball, should put it out of its 
eons especially when running near a hole, 

fe two points; and it is-deemed foul, {See art. 
) 4A Stopping a ball with stick or otherwise 

the stroke, is, deemed foul, (See art. 42.) 
Playing with, both feet, off the floor, without 

permision fom his,adversary, isdeemed foul, (Seeart. 
) ee Ha Fng upon a ball when running, is deem- 

ed, _ (See, art, 42.) 50. Whoever retains his 
adyersary’s cueor mace, when playing, loses two 
points 5 besides it is foul, (See,art. 42.) 51. Whoever 

ts the first twenty points, each fort being regular- 
taken is four points, wins the game. 52. When 

ies play, a double.match, he who plays be- 
- turn loses. two points. . N. B. The rest of 

are, the same as the rules, &c. of 
jinning Game. Sce Hoyle’s Games, 

the. des Jeux in the Encyclopedie 
Cahotginn Temastpan: of the principles of the 
geegs may be seen in, the Dictionnaire 

Jeux Mathematiques; Journal. de Physique, 
xly. 45 5, Observations ier, x1. 19); and. Dr 
Young’s Natural Phi wol. i. p, 81. 
re TON, a large of. England, in Staf- 

Wo i fordshire, between Wolverhampton and Birmingham. 
Itis about. a. mile and a quarter long, and neon. 
numerous. manufactures of japanned and enamelled 
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goods. The buckle chafes, manufactured here are 
particularly celebrated... The country about the ““\——~ 

is town is covered with smelting: furnaces for iron ore, 
forges, and. slitting mills, and abounds with mines 
of coal. and.ironstone. ..An orange coloured. sand, 
which is\ in. great request. among) founders, is also 
found here ; besides.a quarry, consisting of twelve ho- 
rigontal strata.of remarkable stones, gradually increa~ 
sing in thickness downwards... ‘These stones areyprin- - 
cipally employed in the formation of cisterns, troughs, 
&c.. By means.of numerous canals, Bilston commu- 
nicates with the rivers Dee, Mersey, Ribble, Ouse, 
Derwenty Trent, Severn, Humber,, Thames, and 
Avon. © Number of houses in 1801,.1246. Popula- 
tion 6914, of whom 2414 were returned as employed 
in tradé) and manufactures. See Shaw’s History of 
Staffordshire... (7). . 
BINARY Angirumetic. See Anrrameric Inder. 
BINARY .Locanitums, are a species'of logar- 

ithms contrived, and calculated by M..Euler, ( Zen- 
tamen’ Nove Theorie Musice, chap. vii.) for facilita- 
ting musical calculations ;. wherein 2 is made the unit, 
or modulus, instead of) 10, as in the common logar- 
ithms, or 1 in the hyperbolic logarithms. 

In these logarithms, the powers of 2 have succes- 
sively I, 2, 3,.4, &c. for their logarithms, as in the 
following table, for the first 10 numbers, viz. 

Numbers. . - Binary Logarithms. 
1 ..-404« «0.000006. 
2. - - 1.000000 
Sisters 1.584963 

3 Aawena swank 2.000000 
Binion 4 66 2.321928 
6s 2.584963 
Tvateeen ove 2.807356 
8... 2. . 3.000000 
De soctedars 3-169925 

1O, in ne 3.321928 : 

The great ease with which musical calculations are 
performed by the binary logarithms, owing to the 
same representing the decimal values of the intervals, 
in terms of the octave as‘ unity, induces us to give 
here another table of these logarithms, answering to 
the several elementary intervals, which are represent- 
ed in Plate XXX, on which there was not room for 
this column: 

Reciprocals| 

inp Names of Intervals, irk 

ithms, , 

m. | Minute ..... eye ce eee ee «) 10,000045 
f . | Lesser Fraction ... 5. « s+ es» (0.000259 
d_ | Medius Fraction ... «. 4+ + » |0.000893 
F Greater Fraction ho whenyey be fp |O.O01TALD 
Z| Schisma oo oe eee ce eo + « (0.001625 
r, |Minor Residual... . i» + « |0.003509 

-.% | Medius Residual . ... +. +» |0.005134 
JE | Semi-comma major... « + +» |0,006759 
fe | Semi-comma maxime .. + « «+ {0.008384 
R. | Greater Residual...» +. « « 10.008643 
R Major Residual eee ee 0.9) ere 0.009536 
€ Minor Comma... » «+ ++ {0.016295 
Q | Prisma eye ep dne ere sie 0s OO1G554 



cha ie aa 
sy Names of Intervals. ters. - fs 
c pana Fe se 3 bo 0.017920 
d jaschisma, and least sum of 4°] | 

and V‘" Temperaments. . . fo og 3 
D | Diaze minime .....0% ... . 0.023054 
aw |Hyperoche ... 4... + + + 0.024679 
&  |Enharmonic Diesis ..... . . 0.034215 
# |Semitone subminimis ... . 3 . 0.040974 
8 |Chromatic Diesis .... «+ + + 0.042599 
J | Semitone minimum... .. « . 0.052135 
& | Semitone mmor ..... + + - 0.058894 
By Raamand he. SR ass 0.075189 | 
S | Semitone medius ..... .. + 0.076814| 
S | Semitone major ...... + + - 0.093109! 
PP. |:Apotome 2516.6 5). wee © « 0.094734} 
S| Semitone maxime ....... . 0,111029 
4& |Sumof I1[¢and6" Temperaments 0.136861 
t Tome manor ssa Geb Geet Qe 0.152004 
$f Sum of 34 and Vt" Temperaments 0.156406 

Tone major 0.6. ee ele es 0.169924 
T | Tone maximum ........ . (0.187844 

34. |Minor Third «2... 6. - » 0.263034 
III. | Major Third 2... eee ee 0.321928 
4%) |Minor Fourth 2... 0.6 ee eens 0.415038 
Me) AR RAED: ePVa eln i biely inca - » 0.584962 

6m 1OOr wate Aske dis 36 pode wie ‘0.678072 
VI. |.Major Sitth .. 1.44644 + » 0.736966 

VILL. ;| Octavesn sis tere vie + « » « {1.000000 
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By help of the above, and the tables of equations 
among the musical intervals, given under the several 
articles AroromE, Comma, &c..the binary logar- 
ithms of any other interval of the diatonic scale may 
be found. 
BINCHE, a town of France, in the new depart- 

ment of Temmapes, situated on the banks of the river 
Hairre. It was burned in the year 1554 by Hen- 
ry II. of France, but was soon afterwards rebuilt. 
Population 3798. (7) 
BINGEN, a town of France, in the new depart- 

ment of Mont-T'onerre, situated near the confluence 
of the Rhine and the Nah, the latter of which is 
crossed by a fine stone bridge. The corn which sup- 
plies the neighbouring country passes through this 
town, which also furnishes it with drugs, and articles 
of foreign commerce. Near Bingen 1s the famous 
Bingen loch, or gulf of Bingen, formed by the con- 
flux of the Nah and the Rhine, by a chain of narrow 
rocks, where the water precipitates itself in cataracts. 
The navigation of this part of the Rhine is very dan- 

rous. Not far from: Bingen is a small island in the 
hine, called Maustburn, or the Tower of Rats, in 

consequence of a tradition, that the Archbishop of 
Mentz was devoured by these animals, for having 
compared the poor to rats that preyed upon the sub- 
stance of the rich. The fortifications of Bingen 
were destroyed: in 1689 by Louis XIV., but it was 
again fortified by the desire of Bonaparte, when he 
was first consul. Population 2663. E. Long. 7° 
$3’, N. Lat. 49° 54’. » (#) 
BINOCULAR Tetescorr, the name of an in- 

BLO 
strument invented by Father Rheita, 
object was observed by both eyes. Binoe 

have been long PR 1. (w) 
INOCULUS, a genus of crustaceous animal 

that inhabit fresh water. See Crusracea. (f) — 
BINOMIAL Tueorem. See Arcesra Index, 
BIOGRAPHY, (from fis, life, and yea@w, to 

write, ) is a species of history which describes the lives 

which 

of persons of eminence. In tracing the history of History. 
biography, we find it at first, in all countries, in the 
hands of the minstrels. The exploits of the chiefs 
were the subject of their song; and, as their heroes 
were raised into demigods, actions were ascribed to 
them surpassing human ability. This was the fabu~ 
lous age of biography, when nothing was too mar- 
vellous for credulity. In Iceland and in Arabia the 
harper was the first historian; and both in ancient 
and modern Europe, the period of youthful romance 
preceded the sober day of truth. Legitimate bio- 
graphy was scarcely known in Greece ainenetn 
try had passed the age of manhood; for what was 
done by Xenophon, in the institution of Cyrus, when 
Athens was in its glory, is of too equivocal authori- 
ty to be classed under that head. It was not till 
the commencement of the 2d century, that Plutarch 
gave to biography the place which it now occupies 
among the departments of literature ; and to him we 
are indebted for a more intimate acquaintance with 
the principal characters of antiquity, than we have 
with many persons of the first distinction in modern 
times. Writers of greater elegance, and of more phi- 
losophical views, may have followed in his track, 
but none have succeeded better in accomplishing the 
great ends of this species of writing, in combining 
entertainment and instruction, in neainping upon his 
productions the indubitable character of truth, in 
presenting a near and familiar view of ‘the subjects 
of his records, and in filling up the sketches which 
the historian is obliged, by the nature and extent of 
his design, to leave to the biographer. During the 
long night of ignorance which preceded the revival 
of learning in Euro , biography, degraded from 
the rank it once held, was enlisted in the service 
of superstition. The only men of letters in those 
times were the ecclesiastics, who were disqualified, 
both by credulity and artifice, for the, office of 
the historian. In their hands biography exhibited a 
strange mixture of truth and falsehood, gravity and 
puerility, simplicity and fraud. Fabulous without 
being romantic, wanting both the authority of truth 

and the grace of fiction, their tales of wonder could 
neither instruct the judgment, nor delight the imagi- 

nation. ‘The subjects of their pen were supplied by 

the calendar of saints, some of whom were adorned 

with great virtues, and displayed a heroism in the de- 

fence of their opinions which entitle them to the ve- 

neration of posterity; whilst others had no better 

title than is conferred by successful hypocrisy spread- 
ing the cloak of sanctity over pride, avarice, and am- 
bition. The narrative of their lives, instead of deve- 

loping the nature of man, and marking the progress 
of, passion or of intellect, was for the most part a re- 

cord of nothing but miracles pretended to have been 
performed by themselves, or entailed upon their 
ashes. Since the restoration of letters, biography 

the Binoeulas 
tele- 
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Biography. Has extended itself through a much greater space in the relation, are the great requisites in histori- Biogtaphy- 
—v— than it occupied in ancient literature. This wale cal composition, The poet, if he aspires to the first —“"v——~ 

; natural comnince of the invention of the art of order, must soar to the highest heaven of invention ; 
printing, by which the ‘sources of information are and if he would be enrolled in any order of his art, 
multiplied, and made more certain, as well as more his track must rise far above the ordinary level, and 
easy of access. To this advantage we are indebted lead through scenes of beauty and of interest. He 
for Bayle’s elaborate work, which even his great in- et want the truth, but not the fire of inspiration ; 
dhistry and acuteness of research could not have pro- and his conceptions must swell with an enthusiasm 
duced without it. The wide ‘circulation of books, that, like charity, will cover a multitude of faults. 
and the prodigious increase of the number of readers, But the historian has fulfilled his promise, when he 
to ba a hn bt ak are more generally has made his reader acquainted with that portion of 
acceptable than well written biographies, have enga- the history of man which he proposed to delineate, 

Bongo be gt talent in this department ; and by a faithful narration of the facts in the order of 
ough it is true, that, in the long catalogue of bio- their succession, and by referring events to their 
raphies which the last denen Flas supplied, many _ proper causes, or to such at least as will be thought 

‘found which have little to recommend them, most probable by a judge of human character and 
‘either in the subject or in the execution, a list might actions. What is so simple in the design will scarce- 
easily be made out sufficiently honourable to modern ly be thought difficult in the execution, unless by 

: literature. In this number, the works of such men those who have learnt that simplicity is the last at- 
as Middleton, Jortin, and Johnson, are entitled to tainment of art. The history of empires-and na- 
particular notice, as specimens of fine writing, and tions, however, embracing a multitude of agents, and 
as itories of useful and ingenious remark ; and great variety of events, to which their true place and 
from the eulogies of the French academicians, and operation must be pe nh is evidently a work far 
some penodical publications of our own country,a above the execution of limited capacity. To reduce 
selection might be made, affording a display of more the chaos of events to their proper order; to exhibit 
than ordinary elegance and ability. them in their actual connection ; to draw with a faith- 

Style pro- The rules which have been laid down by criticism ful pencil the portraits of the principal agents; to 
‘pet for bio- for historical composition, are generally applicable, describe the endless diversities of character, and the 
graphy. "hat with some ification, to the style proper for doubtful lights and shades of virtue and of vice, in 

biography. If it wants simplicity, the work will ap- each maintaining, at the same time, a strict regard to 
to be rather the production of the rhetorician testimony and to truth,—is a design of such magni- 

than of the honest narrator; if it wants dignity, or tude, that it is no wonder if, of those who have made 
. ae Sea which is always nearly akin to dignity, it -the attempt, few have been very successful in the 
J erate into the vapid garrulity of the story- execution. Here the theatre is wide, the drama ex- 

teller. A well-written bi raphy, however, will tended, the characters various and numerous, the in- 
have an air of much greater familiarity than belongs _cidents almost ge tamara interwoven, and the pas- 
to the most approved historical style. We are best sions engaged in perpetual conflict. But biography 
entertained, and perhaps not least instructed, by me- exhibits persons, not empires; it traces the ches of 
moirs which abound in anecdotes; and to communi. events, not through centuries, but during the short 
cate them in a style which mimics the majestic march period of the life of one man ; and in this period, of 
of the history of nations, must provoke ridicule, the those events only in which he had a ancl coset. 

. proper chastisement and best corrective of affectation. It attends upon history as the artist upon the navi- 
In works of this sort, splendor of imagery, elaborate gator, who, with his pencil in his hand, is contented 
description, and rhetorical ornament, in general, would to depict single and detached spots, where the view 
want propriety, and therefore beauty; their charac- is concentrated, and the outline commanded at a 
ter should be that of elegant simplicity. single glance. Whilst history traces the actions and 

_ Itscompa- By whatever rule the comparative value of litera progress of man, from the first twilight of tradition 
ative diffi- uctions ought to be estimated, biography will to the present hour, presenting him in patriarchal 

found to occupy no inferior place. Its object, simplicity, and ital in all the culture of civiliza- 
.like that of poetry, is both to delight and to instruct, tion, shewing the same creature through all the va- a 
and this it effects, in common wih all authentic his- riety of political arrangement, biography chooses, 
tory, by the relation of facts. It invites the atten- from the multitude of mankind, persons on some ac- 
tion, even of the most indolent, by the ease and fa- count distinguished from the rest, and subjecting 
miliarity of its address ; it teaches, not by precept, them to particular inspection, presents a chart’ of 
but example; and is heard the more willingly, be- their lives for the benefit of succeeding generations. 
cause it speaks rather as a companion than a monitor. Biography, in this view of it, may be properly Biography 

| The biographer, sitting in the circle of his hearers, considered as a supplement to history. here the 4 supple- 
4 aud assuming no superiority of talent, or office, en- historian could give only a sketch, the biographer poe a 

forces the best lessons of morality in the best possible presents us with a finished picture. He selects from re ara aig 
: way. But though his pretensions are not arrogant, historical groupes the most distinguished figures, ad- 

his task is not therefore easy, and within the com- vances them into the fore ground, and gratifies us 
pass of every ordinary capacity. The art of narration, with the means of a nearer prea cece? History 
indeed, seems at first view to require no endowment _ proposestointroduce us to the knowledge of particular 

: which rises above mediocrity. Ditigence in the in- persons, and their actions, so far only as is necessary 
= A vestigation of facts, fidelity, perspicuity, and ease ‘to carry on the chain, and mark the connection of 

2 
“ 
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‘Biography. events which it describes: it dhews the soldier in ‘the 
——v-— field, the statesman in the senate, and sometintes in 

Its objects. 

“to the dead. 

the cabinet ; but it does not lead us Within the thres- 
hold of his retirement, and exhibit him in ‘the’ inter- 
esting relations of domestic life: it gives us the pub- 
lic, but not the private man; or no more of the pri- 
vate man than is necessary to the elucidation of public 
transactions. When his priiciples, passions, and con- 
‘duct, have borne with powerful influence upon the 
great stream of human action, they are brought into 
nearer view, and subjected to closer imspection. Still 
he is seen but at a distance in the great historic gal- 
lery ; the finer shades of manners, frorh which ac- 
tions and characters of the same class derive difference 
and individuality, are seldom ‘distinguished in this 
fevetel survey. Here biography steps in with pecu- 
iar advantage ; it leads us into the familiar walks of 
life ; it shews the monarch in his family, the hero in 
the circle of his friends, the orator no longer deélaim- 
ing in the senate or the hall, but conversing on the 
level of his associates, and unbending his eloquence 
to negligence and playfulness; it enables us to see 
the great man divested of his state, the conqueror 
descended from his car, the mock-patriot in his 
sphere of pratt oppression, and the true one sup- 
ees under public injustice and ingratitude by the 
‘lofty consciousness of rectitude. 

Biography being one of the numerous depart- 
ments of history, it has some objects common to them 
all. It proposes to ascertain and record what is 
true in fact, and tothis end it separates the fabulous 
from the authentic, discharges the false colouring 
of prejudice and party, weighs opposing testimonies, 
exposes the representations of falschood, atid labours, 
like the Cretan judge, to administer impartial justice 

© accomplish this task, it is neces. 
sary that the biographer be capable of patient inves- 
‘tigation, and diligent research. \ Not only must his 
loye of truth raise him above the cloudy region of 
prejudice and faction; he must be endowed with no 
2 share of sagacity, that he may detect spe- 
cious fabrications, and through ‘the distortions ‘of 

_enyy, and the exaggerations of flattery, discover what 
is probable and credible. Another, and a principal 
object of biography, is to record what is instructive in 
example. It has been remarked, and perhaps truly, 
that there is no man, however confined his capacit 
and sphere of action, a faithful narrative of whose life 

“syould not furnish lessons of useful instruction; if it 
“diselosed nothing new in human nature, it might at 
“Yeast serve to illustrate and confirm what was already 
_known. But since equal benefit is not to be derived 
from every life, biography takes out of the long roll 
“of those who have performed the same journey be- 
fore us, the names of those, whdse wisdom’ or whose 
weakness, whose virtues or whose errors, are likely to 
make the deepest and most salutary impression ; it 
thus gives us an opportunity of enriching our own 
minds with the treasures of experience, which have 
been collected by others, and collected often at a great 
price of labour and of pain. A question has been 
made by the critic and moralist, respecting the epic 
poem, whether it is necessary that the hero of the 
piect be distinguished for virtue, as well as for the 
‘splendour of his qualities and exploits ; and, though 

BIOGRAPHY. 
the poet has not always chosen\or constructed his 
story in conformity to'such’a tule, it must be owned, 
that had'he done soy he would have rendered’an im- 

one service to the interests of virtue,’ instead/of 
caving it, to say no ‘more, very questionable, whe- 
ther his productions have not, in some instances, mi- 
litated against them. Unless the hero be encircled 
bi : these sufficient to dazzle even a stt 
sight, his poem will soon be found to be any thing 
but poetry ;:and if a character intrintically bad be 
made ‘powerfully'to engage admiration, the princi- 
ples of virtue must be much better understood, and 
more generally, and at/a much earlier age settled in 
the mmd than they arein fact, to prevent admira- 
tion becoming sometimes’ the forerunner of imitation. 
The same objection does not lie, however; against 
making a man of depraved manners the subject of a 
biographical memoir; for/in such cases it is the fault . 
‘of the biographer, and not-an inevitableiresult of that 
species of writing, if the admiration of ta- 
lents is made to prevail over the detestation of de- 
pravity. Biography proposes to rescue what is me- 
morable from the spoils of time. In every age, men 
of more than ordinary endowment, have risen above 
the plain of their cotemporaries, who, by their ac- 
tions or writings, have not only commanded an ex- 
tensive influence over the times in which: lived, 
and the-people’ with whom 
over succeeding ages, and over nations far'removed 
from the immediate sphere of their activity. — De- 
stroyers, or- benefactors of mankind, they were the 
volcano whose’ eruption carries'*desolation in its 
course, or the heights that send their streams to 
-fructify the land, and give plenty to the inhabitants. 
‘We contemplate the records of their lives as monu- 
ments of generations’ -which have been’ long extinct ; 
‘and travelling up the'stream of time, we gain a sort 
‘of pre-existence to the short life which is’ 
‘among our ecotemporaries. We converse ‘with the 

ted us 

greatest and wisest of our progenitors, and are 'some- 
times privileged to enjoy a sort of confidential ac- 
-quaintance with them, to visit their'solitude, and pe- 
netrate the recesses of their minds, the principles 
and motives of their conduct. It is also. consolatory 
to know, that though the common law of our nature 
extends its rigorous necessity to the wisest and the 
best, as well as to the least and worst of mortals, yet 
every memorial of them shall not perish with their 
lives ; their memory, if not their existence on earth, 
shall be perpetuated, and shall kindle a kindred flame 
in the breast of their’suecessors, when they and their 
ashes have long lost ‘ their wonted fires.” One end 
of biography is to add to the stock of human know- 
ledge, and of that part especially which it most con- 
cerns all men to possess,—the knowledge of human 

“nature. In the study of man, as well as of e 
other species of being, if we would not substitute 
fiction for reality, we must begin with’ particulars, 
and proceed to what is general. ‘The individual must 
be known before it can be ranged under its proper 
class. Nothing so much retarded ‘the progress of 
‘knowledge as the pursuit of a contrary method 
through a long succession of centuries. The phi- 
losopher was degraded ‘into the mere schoolman, 
and was employed in forcing and torturing natural 

they mingled; but even: 

a 
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ek ~ist ateied a conformity to his factitious categories 

ie: s, instead of pushing his uiries by 
sobservation experiment into the actual prope 
ties of surroutding beings. » A like error is commit- 
ted by him who first constructs an elaborate theory 

. -and examin i ‘with “s other 

view than to-fit bo ore philosophy. 
Some errors in morals, jore in metaphysics and 
theology, mis ‘been avoided, had the only me- 

ophy of man been built upon the 
ge of the individuals which compose the spe- 

‘cies. In such a pursuit, biography offers its ready 
elp, by making men of every age, nation, tempera- 

at, ‘profession, and character, pass in review ; and 
mabling the philosophical speculatist to form his 

“opinions respecting the nature of man, not from dog- 
“mas, apothegms, and maxims, whether fashioned in 
‘the cloister, or collected in the court, but from ac- 
tual , and critical examination of the nature of 
uh exhtbeed under all the diversified forms of in- 

idence och biogréyly-expecial But the obj ich bio especially propo- 
ses to accomplish, and for ch ra th advantages 
above every other species of writing, is, to make en- 
‘tertainment the vehicle of information and improve- 
‘ment. Its superior utility on this account will ap- 

ral history on the one 
and/on the other with talesiof fiction. A great 

ion of history is occupied in relating the intrigues 
‘of courts, the operations of the camp, the adjustment 
of treaties, and the causes of the rise and decline of 
nations, in poising the interests of different states, 
and unravelling the intricacies of state policy. These 
‘details, however interesting to the statesman, the po- 
litician, and the soldier, are’ capable of little practical 
ba -deset ordinary life, and administer more to 

‘the gratification of ‘the curious than to general im- 
. Toa great proportion of readers, they 

‘are'found even wanting in entertainment. ‘The sub- 
jects of narration are too remote from their own ob- 
“servation and experience, to awaken any very power- - 
‘ful sympathy ; and the information which they con- 
“vey is desired rathtr for ornament than use. But in 
the perusal of the lives of eminent persons, we con- 
template the man as well as the politician and the 
warrior. By a nearer approach to him, by seeing 
‘him in different relations private as well as public, 
and following him step by step from the cradle to 

' the grave, we participate in his feelings, enter into his 
designs, and appropriate, in some measure, the results 

ut whatever means the biographer 
Y possess of making instruction steal upon the 

reader in the way of entertainment, fiction appears 
to have some advantages which are not to be found 
even in his nt acl In constructing a tale of 
fiction, the vr may shape his characters, and 
eonnect incidents in any way that does not violate 
4 st and beyond the limits of nature. 

ithin this line he has license to range at large, and 
collect and combine whatever, and in what manner 
soever he may think best suited to the accomplish- 
“ment of his design. He may throw into the lives of 
his chief actors the experience of many ordinary, and 
even extraordinary lives, and contrive every passage 
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‘of them with such skill and address, that each shall 
point to'some moral, or lead to some train of useful 
reflection.. He can suppose facts with a direct re- 
ference in every step of his invention, to the conclu- 
sion which he wishes to be 'drawn from them ; while 
‘the historian. must take facts as they are, connect 
them as they are actually connected, and pursue uti- 
Jity in ‘no track but that of historical truth. This 
restriction, it must be admitted, narrows the basis of 
his structure but it gives it at the same time a so- 
lidity and stability which fiction wants. The latter, 
indeed can produce correct imitations of nature and 
‘of manners; it can also describe a series of actions 
that shall inculcate lessons of wisdom not different 
from those which proceed from actual experience; 
but the dignity and impression of truth are still 
wanting ; the orders which are issued are good, but 
they have not the seal of authority. We are delight- 
ed, but little practical conviction springs from the 
delight. "That it is but fiction, will inevitably occur, 
if not during the perusal, so as to weaken the inte- 
rest of the tale, yet at the conclusion, when emotion 
has subsided, and the moral and practical application 
remains to be made. If any moral feeling be in- 
stinctive, it is respect for truth. The child has no 
sooner learnt the meaning of the word, than he asks 
is it true at the close of the narrative which has af- 
fected or surprised his young mind. If he finds it 
to be fiction, it shares the fate of the toy which, ha- 
ving amused him for a second, is no more thought 
of; but assure him of its truth, and if the moral be 
not above his reach, he will pluck it, and make it a 
hen of the little system of associations which govern 
is practice. Whatever good therefore may be effected 

by fiction, and much it can effect, biography has a 
great superiority over it from its power of uniting in 
‘a much higher degree the two objects of entertain- 
ment and instruction. 

These are its legitimate objects, instead of which, 
not unfréquently have been substituted such as it 
would be difficult to reconcile with the nature of mo- 
hog This censure is pronounced not so much up- 
on direct and palpable fabrication, which generally 
involves its own disgrace and condemnation, as upon 
false construction, partial representation, and falla- 
cious colouring of facts, which are in the main true, 
either with a view to some end distinct from utility, 
or on the mischievous principle of promoting good 
ends by any means. ‘This is an abuse of biographi- 
eal writing to which all whose minds are possessed 
by a sectarian spirit are naturally prone. With them 
it is a part of religion to maintain the immaculate 
character of the founders, or principal ornaments of 
their sect ; and to accomplish this, as much ingenui- 
ty; and not seldom as little honésty, is displayed as in 
the eloquence of the bar. By a very common con- 
fusion of ideas, the credit of the man, and the truth 
of that systera of opinions which he conceived or 
supported, are thought to have an indissoluble con- 
nection, and the one must at all events be established 
for the sake of the other. Another abuse, which is 
indeed akin to the former, and issues from the same 
source, is, the attempt to make biography subser- 
vient to the purposes of political or religious party. 
With this view a name is chosen which men have 

Biography. 

Its abuses, 
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Biography. been accustomed to venerate ;.and though the man are not fully established; for it is too much to ex- Biography. 
——vr_ was born “ not for an age,’’ or a sect, but forall man- pect, that the relaxation of rigour which has been “1 

kind, his name is forced into the service of particular 
bodies of men, and made to stand as a sort of autho- 
ritative signature to certain sets of opinion. _ The vio- 
lence which is done in such instances to historical 
truth, is not the whole of the evil; the purpose for 
which evidence is suborned, and testimony perverted, 
is condemned by every friend. of truth. Few causes 
have thrown such impediments in the way of en- 
quiry, and given such stability to error, as the impo- 
sition of names. When authority is opposed to ar- 
gument, reason must be silent ; from thee moment it 
is put out of court ; the cause is referred to arbitrary 
decision ; it is to be determined not by an appeal to 
the common understanding of mankind, but to the 
judgment of one whose powers of discrimination 
might not exceed, and whose means of information 
probably, fell below those which are possessed by 
some of his successors. But the most perverted use 
is made of this kind of history, when it is employed 
in the service of malice and detraction. Not only is 
living excellence exposed to the persecution of envy ; 
its malignity has dared to penetrate the sanctuary of 
the tomb. . Long after the curtain has been dropt, 
the hiss of jealousy or malevolence has been prolong- 
ed, and though it may have been drowned at first i 
general applause, it has found its time to be heard, 
and that too often with effect. The honest and able 
biographer holds the balance of departed merit, and 
feels his office to be one of high responsibility ; but 
when the libeller of the dead places himself on the 
bench, envy usurps the seat of justice, merit is robbed 
of its reward, the chambers of the dead are violated, 
and sacrilege is added to injustice. This abuse of 
biography is the more dangerous, because the detrac- 
tor will never want an audience as long as envy and 
ill-nature are found among mankind ; the little-mind- 
ed will always crowd around him, and it is well if 
mediocrity does not lend a patient ear to representa- 
tions, which seem to give it elevation by lowering the 
standard of comparison. The faults which eth 
mentioned have little claim upon indulgence; but 
there are errors incident to biography which are en- 
titled to greater lenity. It is natural that the writer 
should contract something like a friendship for the 
subject of his memoirs ; and it is no wonder, if, un- 
der its influence, he is sometimes tempted to produce 
too flattering a picture. Not contented to set down 

en . 

admitted in judging the actions of others, should have 
no influence in the judgment we pass upon our owns 
the apologist of other men is not likely to be a very 
severe critic upon himself; it is enough that he is 
not more lenient to his own failings than to theirs ; 
he cannot in reason be required to pronounce a more 
Det? 08 rene when his neaeen a d ined 

e historian has his partialities an judices, 
all other men have also fic Nations oa free 
from them any more than individuals, and there are 
some to which duration, and general suffrage, have 
given a sort of prescriptive right to govern. It is 
the duty of the biographer to be upon his guard 
against the influence of public prejudice He less 
than his own. Though. it may be presumed, that 
the judgment which has been passed upon characters 
by successive generations, or es a great ender ity of 
any single generation, has reason on its side, this must 
not be laid down as a universal and infallible rule. 
There is a fashion both in praise and censure,” which 
one age transmits to the next, till it has acquired the 
sanction of antiquity ; it is not easy to account other- 
wise for the manner in which some names are record- 

/ ed in history, one being the signal for extravagant 
panegyric, and another for un nalified censure, though 
nothing is produced in evidence respecting either, 
which can justify such warmth, of applause or con- 
demnation. ‘The memory, as well as the lives of men, 
is often attended with a good or ill fortane, that 
seems to preside over the reputation after death as it 
did over the condition in life, with little regard to the 
true measure of merit or demerit in either. In these 
instances, the biographer must dare to oppose the 
stream of opinion; a duty that requires both forti- 
tude and address, whether the opinion respect persons 
or principles; and as every error has its own anta- 
gonist, he who undertakes this labour, is also himself 
in on ga of being enticed by the love of singularity, 
and of that notice which is attracted by it, to 
new views of characters and actions, widely differing 
from those which are commonly received, but differ- 
ing without sufficient evidence and reason. Of this 

ectation, a late eminent writer, Lord Orford, has 
been accused ; and notwithstanding the ingenuity with 
which he has added probability to. noyelty in many 
of his biographical views, the charge will scarcely be 
thought to be altogether unfounded. 

nought in malice, he may be bribed by his feelings to In taking a survey of the difficulties that press up- “e tne 

suppress what ought to be set down in justice, to on biography in particular, the first which presents avoidable 

throw a veil over home, and place merit in a light defects. 

too strong for truth. This is a weakness which it 
requires as much apathy as strength of mind to regard 
with extreme severity, especially if the historian was 
the associate and friend of the subject of his history ; 
the partiality is amiable, and though our judgment 
must condemn it, the heart of every good man will 
plead in palliation of the offence. Still it is a weak- 
ness and an error, and one which is not innocent in 
its effect, whatever it may bein its source; by shaking 
the authority of the whole relation, it frustrates the 
design of it, if that design was, as it ought to be, 
moral improvement. It may also be directly preju- 
dicial to the mind in which right principles of action 

itself, arises from the nature of the authority upon 
which a principal part of the biography must bse 
rest. National history can refer to national archives, 
and public documents are the vouchers of, public 
events; but the principal facts in biography, from 
their nature, will be frequently supported only by 
private testimony and traditional report. ese are 
authorities which are not always accessible, and when 
they are so, they are not always the most intelligible 
or secure. Yet they may be the best, and i the 
only witnesses that can be called in, upon the faith of 
whose representations new facts are to be produced, 
false statements to be corrected, some matters of ge- 
neral belief to be controverted, and others to be set 
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Biography. in an entirely new light. Hence the biographer will much to presume, that the grand features of the mo- Biography. 
—v—' not find it +! to ential ie public, nor always to ral character will be marked with sufficient strength, “"V-—" 

assure himself »that his authorities, although the best 
the case admits, are entitled to unlimited confidence. 
‘They form the pedestal of his work, but he cannot 
conceal from himself that it is sometimes a very tot- 
tering pedestal. There is one defect which is inse- 
parable from bi , and must therefore be char- 
ged upon the nature of the undertaking, and not up- 
on any unskilfulness, in the execution. The causes 
upon which the principal events of a man’s life are 

are unknown even to himself. His 
have taken their complexion from influences, 

of which he became sensible only in their remote 
effects. Impressions were made at a time, and in a 
manner, that prevented their being marked down ; but 
though no minute of them is preserved, they have 
left a bias upon the whole conduct of his life, perhaps 
determined his: pursuits, and decided his condition, 
and his character. We are naturally inquisitive re- 
specting the beginning of whatever has become ad- 
‘mirable in its progress, and great in its completion. 
The re taal the stream that inundated and enrich- 
ed a wide extent of country, could not fail to become 
an object of curiosity; and, in perusing the 
lives of men who have explored new regions of science, 

i mines which successive generations 
shave worked without exhausting them of their trea- 
“sures, we cannot avoid wishing to see the tract by 
which they advanced to the discovery, and to trace it 
to the very first step that was taken in such a happy 
direction. The same curiosity ina greater orless degree 
attends the contemplation oF. every kind and measure 
‘of eminence. We wish to see it in its causes ; to in- 
«spect the spring, and compare its force when motion 
com and before it was communicated to the 
long chain of instruments by which it acted with the 
ultimate effect, when the whole machine was brought 
‘into play. Such an analysis would not only be gra- 
tifying to curiosity, but might lead to reflections of 
great practical utility, especially in the important bu- 
siness of education. “It is seldom, however, that we 
have the means of looking so narrowly into the me- 
chanism of the lives of the most eminent persons, any 
more than of those below them. Though the supe- 
riority of their powers may have been, and probably 
was always apparent to the sagacious observer, yet 
the circumstance, or combination of circumstances, 
which gave them their direction for the most ‘part, 
eludes the enquiry even of him whose life was passed 
under its influence. The story of the fall of the ap- 
ple, which is said to have directed the penetration of 
‘a Newton to the law of gravitation, is well known ; 
and whether it have authenticity or not, it has served 
to show the eagerness of curiosity to possess such 
facts. But as every man is a mora agent, and what- 
ever be his powers, deserves to be contemplated prin- 
cipally on account of his moral capacity and rela- 
tions, the most interesting view that we can take 
of a man’s life, regards it as a process for the forma- 
tion and ibe ten of moral character. It is at 
the same time the view which it is most difficult to 
take with exactness, and exhibit with fidelity and en- 
tireness. In men of eminence, and biography pro- 
Sesses to record the lives of such only, it is not too 

to make it an easy task to present a faithful portrait. 
The impression of their virtues or vices, will be left 
in their actions, the best and only certain memorial 
of what they were, a memorial which every man is 
able to decypher. But the philosopher and the mo- 
ralist will wish to look much farther, not only to in- 
fer the moral constitution of the mind from the ha- 
bits and actions of the life, but to see that constitu- 
tion in its elements, to trace it inits growth, and note 
the influences under which it was expanded into 
beauty, or distorted into deformity. He would see, 
if it were permitted him, the moral habits in the pro- 
cess and act, as it were, of crystallization, and pene- 
trate the subtle and secret action of the mind by 
which they were fashioned and defined, such as they 
appear in the life. This insight, however, into the 
actual impressions and motions of the mind, whilst 
character was forming, the biographer can scarcely 
be expected to obtain, since it is seldom that a re- 
flecting man could give a complete and certain his- 
tory of his own moral formation. He must be con- 
tent to supply the deficiencies of recollection by con- 
jecture ; to account for the changes, or determination 
of character, by assigning probable causes, rather than 
such as are proved by the memory of past conscious- 
ness to have actually existed ; and if, instead of trust- 
ing to recollection, he has made minutes of the feel- 
ings, as well as the events of his life during the whole 
of its progress, there is still room for suspecting, 
that some impressions, which were very influential in 
producing character, escaped present and immediate 
observation. These remarks furnish, perhaps, the best 
apology for the prolix and minute detail silie tence 
tions, and occurrences not mucli distinguished for 
wisdom and interest, which is found in some biogra- 
phies. If this minute prolixity be pardonable in any 
writer, it is in the historian of particular lives, who 
must sometimes give what is little, and almost puerile, 
and certainly tiresome, a place in his memoirs, in or- 
der to set in its true light what is important, and full 
of instruction. It is a fault too upon which few 
are very severe, but critics by profession. The read- 
er, finding himself amused, and interested in the most 
trifling detail that regards men-of extraordinary en- 
dowment, easily forgives the fond partiality, the ha- 
bitual garrulity, and even the communicative vanity 
of the narrator, when these serve to make him better 
acquainted with the subject of his tale. Nothwith- 
standing the censure that has been incurred, and in 
part merited by the biographer of Johnson, his volu- 
minous Memorabilia have not found the fewer readers 
for their particularity and chit-chat prolixity. We 
are not apt to be violently disgusted with this sort of 
minuteness when it is employed on the lives of extra- 
ordinary men; it is only when bestowed upon ordi- 
nary persons, who did, or possessed nothing when 
living, which could entitle them to occupy so much * 
space in the annals of the dead, that we turn from it 
with the impatience that is natural to one who suffers 
from impertinence. 

On comparing the different species of biography, 
some persons have given an opinion in favour of me- 
moirs, of which the subject is his own historian, Q£., 
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this number is the author of the Idler, who considers 
the advantage of a perfect knowledge of the facts.to 

, ,as more than.a balance to the disadvan- 
tages inseparable from such an undertaking. In these 
memoirs, theauthor cannot deviate from truththrough 

His memory,is com- 
tent to the taste, and his conscience demands that 
be faithfully executed, if it be.executed.at all; and 

though it.is inevitable that his narrative should have 
the colouring of self-love,, every man, is sufficiently 
acquainted with, the strength of that,principle in his 
own breast, to make due allowance for its operation. 
The reader is therefore upon his guard against itsde- 
lusive representations, and less liable. to imposition 
than when the narrator pretends, to the impartiality 
of an indifferent observer, or when the bias, if he can 
be suspected of any, is only such as is.impressed by 
friendship, whose partiality may be judged indiffe- 
fence; when compared with the influence of self-love. 
There is, however, one kind of biography, which ap- 
pears to unite in a good degree the advantage which 
each of the other, possesses separately ; in which the 
narrative of the historian is supported, and elucidated 
by the epistolary correspondence of the subject of his 
history, Recent examples of this sort are before the 
public in the lives of the contemporary poets Burns 
-and Cowper, 

It would seem needless to remark, that this kind of 
biography should be appropriated to names of the 
first eminence on account of its voluminous form, had. 
not instances occurred in which it is employed on 
subjects of inferior consideration. But whatever ma 
be the gratification and advantage of possessing suc 
biographies, all who know how to estimate entire con- 
fidence between man and man, will enter their pro- 
‘test against an unlicensed, unwarranted, and unfeeling 
disclosure of what was penned only for private in- 
spection, and in full confidence that it would never 
be exposed to the public eye. (J. M.) 
BIRCH, Tuomas, was born in London in the 

year 1705. His parents were Quakers; and his fa- 
ther, who was a maker of coffee-mills, intending to 
instruct him in his own profession, consented with re- 
luctance to indulge his predilection for literary pur- 
suits. He received the elements of grammatical edu- 
cation at Hemel Hempsted, in Hertfordshire, where 
he afterwards officiated as usher. He sustained the 
same office in several other public seminaries, and was 
always remarkably attentive to promote his own im- 
provement by the opportunities of information which 
they afforded. He never enjoyed the benefit of an 
university education ; but took orders in the church 
of England, about the year 1728 ; and married, soon 
after, the daughter of a Mr Cox, to whom he was 
acting in the capacity of a curate. His wife died 
“about twelve months after marriage ; and Mr Birch, 
upon that occasion, wrote a copy of verses of consi- 
derable merit, which appeared in the Gentleman’s 
Magazine, and are inserted, with much approbation, 
in Mrs Rowe’s miscellaneous works, Having been 
recommended to Lord Chancellor Hardwicke, he 
was presented by him to the living of Ulting in 
Essex, A. D. 1732; and in 1734, was appointed 
domestic chaplain to the unfortunate Earl of Kiimar- 
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the society of antiquaries. He passed throu; ra. 
riety of preferments; and the last which he attained, 
was the rectory of Debden in Essex, A.J 
He received the degree of doctor of divi 
Mareschal college of Aberdeen ;. was. aC 
the po the Royal society ; became also 
trustee of the British museum ; and was held in 
respect by a number of li friends ; when he was 

denly killed by,a. fall. from his horse, A..D.17 
in the 6lst year of his.age. , Dr Birch had.been very 
liberal to his relations during his life; but as none of 
his, near ‘kindred survived him, he. bequeathed his 
books and manuscripts to the British museum ;, and 
left the remainder of his fortune, about £500, for the 
pospee stint _ i apa of the, assistant li- 
brarians.. His literary productions were exceedin 
numerous; but chiefly confined to Pa tN 

hy... He wrote the greater, part of the Genera 
Disirecs historical and-critical, 10: vols: 2 
variety of lives and memoirs); several historical disqui- 
sitions ; a number of communications to, the Royal 
society ; a history of its progress and i c transactious 5 
and left behind him an. incredible collection of ma-. 
nuscript extracts and transeripts. ‘Though not i 
norant of classical learning, Dr Birch was distingui 
ed chiefly by the variety of his knowledge. i 
celled in modern: history, peace that of. 
own country ; and though by: far‘too minute in, hie 
details, is admitted to have been.a most judicious com- 
piler. . By his habits of plete hee ag IE 
lication, he was able to accomplish his numerous. 
iterary undertakings; and, at the same time, to en= 

joy a great degree of general.intercourse in societ 
e was of a chearful and. social temper; of simy 

and unaffected manners ; of a very obliging and bene- 
volent disposition ; and a friend to civil and religious 
liberty. See Biog. Britannica, and Biog. Dictions 
ary: 1 are 
HP Throughout the whole 

onder- 
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range of natural history, there is not a more. 
ful, nor perhaps a more interesting phenomenon, 
than that of the migration of birds... We have our 
summer and our winter birds of passage; but to 
what countries, some.of them, after leaving us, take 
their flight, has not been yet accurately ascertained, 
We. well know, however, that. when the weather is 
favourable, they are most regular, both in their arri- 
val, and in their departure. ‘The long atrial journies, 
which they undoubtedly make, while they excite our 
wonder, must convince us, that this mastinct, or what- 
ever it may be called, can be nothing, but a divine 
energy, impelling and conducting them, through the 
Rail regions which they have to eae sy ‘The 
much boasted reason of man is often frail and fal- 
lible, but the instinct of brutes seldom forsakes them, 
and when followed never leads them into error. 
Strange too, that this sagacity of migration, hice 
in the face of many difficulties and dangers, shou 
always be performed with the utmost alaerity and 
leasure. For their subsistence and propagation, 

Prowdence has certainly given them this inclinationy. 3 

ead 

—_ vv —— 
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Birds, and power of betaking themselves, to such countries 

Migratory: and climates, i 
—Y~" them proper 

are best suited, for the time, to yield 
and that are the safest and most 

convenient fortheirincubation. ' 
. There are hap limeene  <nne tee ereenme 
those principally Daines ors ea ave dis- 
hated, ee least ou that birds pass any consider- 
able extent of ocean, and are incapable of taking 
the long flights, which the supporters of what he 
calls the of migration maintain. * This 
assertion, the author of this article, independently of 
other proofs, can, from his own personal observations, 
comp Spon $ poet in seca ey An a 
vo i months o tember a to- 
beet pen dee of the K m3 bound from New 
York to Liverpool, in about N. lat.-48°, W. long. 
31°, according to governor Pownal’s chart of the At- 
lantic oceans be saw several land birds perch upon 
the rigging of the ship, and among these were two 
or three hawks, and an owl, which visited them for 
several successive nights ; and he was so fortunate, 
as to catch a species of the alauda (lark,) which 
though not a bird of passage, shews at least a power 
of wing equal to.a . long flight, being then 
more than seven hundred from any continent, and not 
less than four hundred and fifty miles from Corvo, 
the nearest island from which they could come. Those 
writers who deny the probability, if not the possi- 
bility, of the migration of birds to other countries, 

and to other climates, find much difficulty to account 
for their lar disappearance, and to find out into 
Sint thee. tod fastnesses they can hide themselves 
when they become invisible a They 
say, that they creep into hollow trees, into clefts of 
tocks, into crevices of old buildings, and remain in 

places in a torpid state during the winter.— 
-some affirm, that swallows retire under the waters, 

of pools, lakes, rivers, and seas ; that after this sub- 
mersion, they revive before the coming spring ; and 
that these birds of summer, with feathers unrufled, 
and in vigorous case, emerge from their cold, suffoca- 

. 
ting, and uncomfortable winter retreat. Testimonies, 

justices of » &c. have been brought forward 
to support this most incongruous tale. We have for 
a long course of | searched through many parts 

As to fares, red-wings, and snow-flakes, &c. 
these gentlemen are much puzzled how to dispose 

* Philosophical Transactions, vol \xii. 
VOL, Ml. PART 111. 

of them, and are therefore in a great degree silent on Birds, 
that head. Barrington, on the improbability of mi- Migratory 
gration, says, “ that it is surprising, if true, that mi- 

tory birds are never, during their passage, either 
Eira, or seen by sailors, while navigating our seas.”’ 
We admit that they are-not so often perceived as 
might be expected ; but this we apprehend is owing 
to the great acuteness of their sight, which keeps 
them at such a distance, as to be unobserved by ves- 
sels, that might otherwise annoy them, on their eager 
destination. He then rather triumphantly observes, 
* Besides this, the eastern coast of England, to which 
birds of passage must necessarily come from the con- 
tinent, hath many light-houses upon it; they would 
therefore, in a dark night, immediately make tor such 
an object, and destroy themselves by flying with 
violence against it, as is well known to every bat 
fowler.’’? ‘This would imply that they never do so; 
but he is much mistaken, be woodcocks are frequent- 
ly known to dash upon Cromer, and ‘other lights. 
upon our eastern coast ; and at Cape Henlopen, upon 
the point of Delaware Bay in North America, there 
is a lighthouse, the lantern of which is about eight 
feet square, and from its situation and glare, vast 
numbers of migratory and other birds are attracted, 
and often destroyed by flying ee it, and to pre- 
vent them from breaking the glass, it was found ne-. 
cessary to cover it with a wire lattice of uncommon 
strength. Here in one morning upwards of a hun- 
dred birds of various kinds were found dead. + This 
evidently shews that birds at times fly during the 
night ; a fact denied by this naturalist, and upon which 
he founds one of his leading arguments against migra- 
tion. 

Immediately after our summer visitants take theit 
departure for the more temperate climates of the 
south, those of winter, to avoid the more cold and 
wo Ss of the north, arrive in Britain. Itis some- 
what surprising that birds of passage, although it 
may seem much against the facility of their migra- 
tion, and which is analogous to the swimming of fish 
against the stream, always delight in steering their 
course against the wind, if net too’ strong for their 
flight. Those of summer return to hatch on the 
same grounds and spot on which they themselves 
were hatched, while the parents frequently reoccupy 
their former nests, and those of winter invariably take 

ssession of the same fields and woods which they 
eft, previous to the commencement of our spring. 
Other particulars will come to be mentioned, when 
we treat separately, of our most noted birds of pas- 
sage; and then we shall also produce a few speci- 
mens of the opinions and testimonies of both the 
writers, for and against submersion and migration. 

apne 

The most early harbinger of spring, among our The swa)- 
birds of passage, is the Swallow. 
before the Cuckoo. Upon their arrival, the swal- 
lows first attract our notice, when skimming zlong 
some village green, or adjacent pool ; they then seem 
in good. case, their feathers unruffled, and in no re- 
spect the worse of a long flight. Of this genus, we 
have four species that visit this island. The chimney 
swallow (hirundo rustica,) the house martin (hirun- 

4 Morse’s Amtrican Gazetteer, art. Henlopen. 
37 

e appears in April low. 
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Birds, do urbica,) the sand martin (irundo riparia,) and 

Wigrstory. ehe swift Or black martin (hirundo apus;) which does 
not appear till May. In this order they arrive, one 
after another, the chimney swallow preceding the 
others ‘by several days. This is the bird that has 
given rise to so much controversy concerning: its 
winter retreat; some naturalists, however, take in the 
whole tribey indefinitely, in this dispute. Olaus 
Magnus, Etmuller, Biberg, Forster, Barrington, and 
even Linneus, seem to favour the opinion of the 
stibmersion, and after resuscitation of the swallow. * 
We shall quote a few of the most striking, from the 
many authorities given in support of this wild and 
supposed process in natural history. 
«Mr Peter Brown, a Norwegian, and ingenious 
painter, informs me, that, from the age of six to seven- 
teen, whilst he was at school near Sheen, N. lat. 59°, 
he with ‘his companions hath constantly found swal- 
lows in numbers torpid under the ice, which covered 
bogs, and that they have often revived, upon being 
brought into a warm room.” 

ae Mr Stephens, A. S. S. informs me, that when he 
was fourteen years of age, a pond of his father’s (who 
was vicar of Shrivenham in Berkshire) was cleaned 
during the month of mse that he picked up 
himself a cluster of three or four swallows (or mar- 
tins, ) which were caked together in the mud; that the 
birds were carried into the kitchen, on which they 
soon flew about the room in the presence of his fa- 
ther, mother, and others, particularly the reverend 
Dr Pye.” + ' 
«Dr Wallerius, the celebrated Swedish chemist, 

wrote in 1748, Sept. the 6th. O. S. to the late 
Mr Klein, secretary to the city of Dantzick, “ That 
he has seen more than once swallows assembling 
on a reed, till t were all immersed, and went to 
the bottom, this being by a dirge of a 
uarter of an hour’s length. { He attests likewise, 

- that he*had seen a swallow, caught during winter, 
out of a lake, with a net, drawn as is common in 
northern countries, under the ice; this bird was 
brought into a warm room, revived, fluttered about, 
and soon after died.?’« 

*T can reckon myself ( Forster) among the eye wit- 
nesses of this paradoxon of natural history. In the 
at 1735, being a little boy, I saw ceubval’ swallows, 
rought in winter, by fishermen-from the river Vistula, 

‘to’my father’s house, where two of them were brought 
into‘a warm room, revived, and flew about. I saw 
them several times settling on the warm stove (which 
the northern nations have in their rooms,) and I re- 
collect well, that the same forenoon they died, and I 
had them when dead in my hand.” }} 

In the same style, innumerable affidavits from North 
America; and other parts of the world, have found 
their way, into our newspapers, journals, and maga- 
zines. ‘The Statistical Account of Scotland furnishes 
us with a specimen, somewhat more circumstantial, 

but of the same kind with the foregoing, and fr 
being nearer home we shall-with it close our Hairs 
for this submerging system. 
common atigracoty biviae 3 and it isdo 
all birds, usually reckoned of this class, do rez 
belong to it. The ground of this doubt well 
pears, from the following observations respecting 
the swallow. Owing to a hint given to me bya 
neighbour, I have been for some seasons pretty at- 
tentive to the first appearance of this birds ‘but not 
accuraté enough to mark the dates, till last spring, 
when on the 2d of May 1793, I saw them for th 
first time, pretty early in the morning, in consider. 
able numbers on the loch (about eighteen yards from 
the bottom of the garden, ) from which they seemed 
to be just then in rocess of emerging, thou 
as there was some rippling in the'wateest “was dif- 
ficult to discern the breaking of the surface, but the 
observer is positive, they just. then arose from the 
lake, and therefore must have lodged or lain some- 
how at the bottom, since the time of their disappear. 
ing last year. The weather all day continued as it 
began in'the morning; moderate with an Ze 
from S. W. and the swallows sometimes in bodies, 
sometimes in detachments, enjoyed themselves, in 
skimming along the surface, or soaring aloft in the 
air, or fluttering about the shorés, but went very little’ 
way off the water till evening, when they collected 
over the lake, and disappeared within’ vbseration. 
With anxious expectation, they were looked ‘ 
next morning, and all day through, but no appear~ 
auce of them, nor for several days following ; and 
therefore there can be no doubt oF ‘hele raters | 
into their lodgings at the bottom ; having from t! 
day’s experiment, felt or judged the air not sufficient- 
ly gree a for them to live in. Nor were th 
seen till llth of May, when Waara a 
observed in the process of emerging from the lake, 
and continued playing their ga and pre | 
about the shores of it, until evening, when they 
appeared as formerly, and were seen no more till the 
evening of the 2Ist of May, when the manner of 
their disappearing was exactly the same as before 
mentioned. ‘The last experiment succeeded ; they 
felt, it should seem, the temperature of the air en- 
couraging, and in a few days began to prepare their 
summer dwellings.” ovate 

It ois an aiplbabidt task to express our doubts, 
ing the accuracy and truth of these seeming- 

ly well attested statements; our readers, however, 
can give such degree of credit to'them as they think 
they may upon the whole deserve. For our part, 
we can hold them in no other light than we do the 
certificates obtained and annexed to the advertising 
bills of quacks and mountebanks, enumerating the~ 
various cases of ersons restored to health, by their 
never-fai We at the same time admit, 
that natural history ought not to be studied from 

* Hirundo (rustica) habitat in Europe domibus intra tectum, unaque cum urbica demergitur, vereque emergit. Syst, Nat. 
+ Barrington’s Miscell. p, 229. 
+ We suppose this must have been what that most marvellous natural historian Pontoppidan calls the swallows’ song, which 

avery one knows they chant 
!| Forster’s notes to Kalm’s Travels, vol. ii. p. 6—8. 

re sinking under water. Nat. Hist. of Norway. 

3 Account of the Parish of Rescobie, Forfarshire, by the Rev. Thomas Wright, Vol. 

“We have no un. —— 
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broken do give way fora w 

Ea recourse to unbelief. But we shall now proceed 
doubting the correctness of the 

. The specific levity of a swal- 
w must pastenstt skim pine able to descend to 

the bogein SFE river. No bird could continue 
for six months under water, without suffocation or 

; That. celebrated. anatomist and natur- 
ate John Hunter, tells us, «That he had 

dissected many swallows, but found nothing in them 
different from other birds, as to the organs of respi- 
ration,” and consequently draws this conclusion, 
that they could not remain for any time under 

5 without being drowned.” It is an incontes- 
ible , that swallows do not moult in this country, 
and if they hibernate under water, it is simply im- 
ossible that they can undergo that operation, or at 

st acquire new feathers there. We may therefore 
ask, where do they moult? The ingenious and in- 
uisitive Reaumur says, that he was often promised, 

seyeral of his correspondents, ocular demonstra- 
tion, of bundles of swallows to be found under the 
ice, or that might at any time be discovered torpid 
old bu &c. but that none of these gentle- 
en ever kept their words with him. We have also 

oly writ to.confirm us in the belief of the migration 
of the swallow, “ yea the stork in the heaven know- 
eth her appointed times, and the turtle, and the crane, 
and the observe the time of their coming.’? 
( iah chap. viii. v. 7.) From all these consider- 
ations, we infer, that the whoie of the swallow genus 
are birds of passage, and that they do not remain 

rpid with us during the winter either above or 
under water, or in any state whatever. That some 
in holes, and bores may be found dead, or others 

absolutely to determine, to what countries they go 

‘$s 

after leaving us. We are, however, rather inclined to 
imagine, with Willoughby and Buffon, that they 
winter in Africa; an opinion which is much strength- 
ened by the following pee oer of Ray — 
at Senegal: “« (February e hut where I lodged 
was large ns Davi but as.dark as a subter- 
raneous cavern, even at noon day, because it had no 
other opening but a door pierced ateachend. Here 
I must observe, that a great number of our European 
swallows resorted hither every evening, and passed 
he night the rafters ; ve as I have elsewhere 

‘mentioned, they do not build nests in this country, but 
come to spenil the winter.’ Voyage to Sene- 

' The writer of this article has also to mention 
another circumstance, which entirely convinced him 
that the whole of the swallow genus, previous to the 
setting in of winter, migrate from cold to warm 
countries. 

On the 11th day-of October 1791, when on board 
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the ship. Pigou from London, bound for Phila- 
delphia, between the eae of May and Henlopen, 
he observed immense flocks of swallows, * flying to- 
wards the south. Next day when he came within 
the Delaware, myriads also appeared, all stretchin 
and steering their course in the same direction, whic 
was down the river. Pennant, a naturalist whom 
we must always mention with veneration, although 
he sneers at the idea of the submersion of the swal- 
low, yet yields, in some degree, to the opinion, that 
the latter hatches, or broods remain in this country 
and become torpid during winter ; but he has brought 
forward no satisfactory evidence to establish this 
point. The swift disappears about the middle of 
August, the chimney and house swallows from the 
10th to the 15th of October, and the sand martin 
soon after them. 

The bird, that in {pring (April) immediately 
follows the chimney swallow and house martin, is the 
cuckoo, (cuculus canorus,) the only species of the 
genus cuculus that we have in Britain. His mono- 
tonous and short call, although somewhat unmusical, 
gives always delight, as it is the never-failing indica- 
tion of approaching summer. The cuckoo often 
calls when flying, is restless, and seldom sits, or con- 
tinues its notes long on one tree. The prevailing opi- 
nion is, that it neither hatches nor rears its own young. 
But as we are, in general, unbelievers in most of 
supposed anomalies of nature, we shall offer our 
doubts respecting the truth of this assertion. The 
opinion respecting this unnatural act of indifference 
of the Salle towards its own offspring, may be 
traced so far back as the days of iA siecle who has 
written on the subject, and who was afterwards fol- 
lowed by Pliny. ‘These naturalists differ a little in 
their accounts ; the first averring, that the cuckoo 
destroys all the eggs in the hedge sparrows nest, and 
then | her own single one; while the last 
author says, that the hedge sparrow, notwithstanding 
the disparity of size, hatches the additional egg, 
with the whole of her own, which remain cutntheke 
The general study of natural history, has enabled 
us to judge of the degree of credit, that should be 
given to the many idle stories, which formerly disgra- 
ced her yolumes; such as the ostrich laying her eggs 
in the hot sands ot Africa, and the sun thntching them 
without any regard on the part ef the parent. Of 
the fretful porcupine shooting his quills against 
those who assailed or annoyed him, and with many 
others of the same same kind. But late travel- 
ers haye convinced us of the falsity of these and 
such reports. We are also apt to think, that this 
popular story respecting the cuckoo, will soon, like 
these, pass away as amere vulgar error. We never 
et, after much pains and search, could find a cuc- 
oo’s egg, either in the nests of wood pigeons, hedge 

sparrows, larks, wagtails, or yellow ‘hammers, To 
make all these birds stand as the foster dams to the 
cuckoo, is surely a most glaring absurdity. Some 
of them are not insectiverous, which all cuckoos are ; 
and we can hardly imagine, that they would change 

" Hirundo cauda aculeata Americana, Catesby. 
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their food and habits of life, and become, contrary 
to nee cee guardians > = pes 
counta’ ans. ood pigeons an w ham- 
mers feed oh grains and eles! catia upon ca- 
terpillars, meal worms, maggots, dragon flies, &c. 
Birds, too, that are not domesticated, would hardly 
submit to have their own eggs thrown out, and to 
have such a huge one placed in their stead, without 
forsaking their nest. Mr John Hunter, whom we 
have formerly mentioned, dissected many cuckoos, and 
found them as well fitted and formed for incubation as 
any of the birds that are said to hatch them. Indeed, 
we have frequently made inquiries about this popu- 
lar belief, of the cuckoo not hatching her own eggs, 
nor of rearing her own young, but we never were’ 
able to get any well authenticated accounts of such 
an unnatural abandonment of parental care. We 
therefote are rather inclined to be of opinion, that, 
upon a close investigation, the cuckoo will be found 
to build its own nest, to lay more eggs than one, and 
to bring them into life from its own incubation. 
Many more fabulous stories are told about this sill 
bird, of its being discovered in stacks of wheat, wit 
its feathers pulled off, and of its lying hid in hollow 
trees, &c. ; hae all such tales are void of truth, for 
the cuckoo undoubtedly migrates early in the season, 
in order to pass the winter in some more temperate 
climate than that of Britain. 

The rail, corn crake, or daker hen, (rallus crex) 
arrives in Scotland about the middle of May, and his 
note is heard, whenever the meadow, sown grass, or 
corn fields, are so long as to cover or conceal him 
when running. Its call is pleasant, from the cir- 
cumstance of its ushering in our summer. We name 
them crakes, from the sound which they emit re- 
sembling crake, crake, crake. They run along the 
round with surprising swiftness, and their cry may 
be heard in every corner of an inclosure, of 20 or 30 
acres, in a very few minutes. Although they are 
unquestionably birds of passage, they are seldom scen 
either going from, or returning to this country. 
There are great numbers of them in Scotland, Ire- 
land, Anglesea, and some other parts of Wales ;. but 
they are rather scarce throughout England, except 
in the northern counties. They generally lay from 
eight to twelve eggs, and the young crakes run as 
soon as they burst the shell ; but the mower’s scythe 
ig frequently fatal to them, by sweeping away the 
nest before this period arrives. The partridge fowler 
falls in with them among the turnips and the late stand- 
ing corns, in which they take shelter when the other 
fields become bare. They frequently foil the point- 
ers, by making sudden stops and squats, by which 
means they often overshoot them; but a known dog 
is commonly aware of this trick ; however, they have 
always much difficulty in springing them, and are 
gbliged sometimes to run hard to force them on the 
wing ; they fly slowly, and are easily brought down, 
even by an inexpert fowler. They leave us whenever 
the fields are clear of the growing corns. 

It has been said, that sk Sebe, rails are plentiful, 
there also quails abound, (tetrao colturniz). ‘This is 
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an assertion which we know to be ill founded, as the 
quail is a scarce bird with us, although crakes are 
numerous. Indeed, they seem to delight more in 
haunting warm than cold climates, for in Italy, and 

one that we have in our northern ki 

thy 
—_—yo 

other parts of the south, a hundred may be gg | 4 
Sisto 

have seen a few bevies in the county of Hz 
and two or three single birds in Fife, but in no other 
places of Scotland. Daniel, in his Rural Sports, 
tells us, “ that the quail seems to spread entirely 
throughout the old world, but does not inhabit the 
new.’? From what source he derives this information 
we cannot say, "but he is certainly much mistaken, as 
we have shot many hundreds in America, and have 
seen thousands in a day brought both to the markets 
of Philadelphia and New Yi They are, it is true, 
. mee of ony free size in comparison with’ 
the European quail,* (weighing about eight ounces, ) 
called by ade Praschient and old English iit 
tants partridges, but they have all the dacs ishing 
marks of the real colturntz, and also the peculiar note 
of whit, whit, whit, which quails often repeat when 
peek, 2 flying, or calling to their young. — If press- 
ed by dogs, they frequently perch upon trees, which 
partridges seldom or never do. They are the onl 
species of the tetrao genus that migrate, and this 
characterises them in America, as well as in every 
other part of the world. As grouse and partridges 
are the principal birds of sport with our British fow- 
lers, so are quails with those of America. In the 
state of New York, one person, with a dog and a 
gun, will often kill six or seven brace before noon. 
In America, they frequent the wheat and maize 
stubbles during the day, and retire generally to the 
woodlands to pass the night. Instead of the quail 
pipe and net, the farmers there generally use traps, 
or, ginss these they place in the tracks which thase 
birds make in their way from the woods to the corn-) 
fields. It is upon the first appearance of dawn that 
they traverse this ground; and they are then taken’ 
in great numbers, and are brought to market by the 
country people along with the rest of their poultry. 
The time of the arrival of the few which we have in 
Scotland has not been well ascertained, but they de- 

_ part early in October. 
Soe ow fa Europaus,) called The goat- 

sucker, 
The goat-sucker, 

in several places of England the goat-milker, fern” 
and churn owl, appears in Scotland about the first of 
June. It derives its name from the once received be- 
lief of its sucking the teats of the goat. This se 
nion was, so far as we know, first patronised by 
Aristotle, although pens held as a truth long be-_ 
fore his time. But the idea is now, by every rational 
naturalist, completely exploded, When twilight sets 
in, the goat-sucker is commonly discovered sitting. 
upon the stump or bough of a leafless-tree, or flut- 
tering amidst the dust of some beaten road. It 
emits a singular vibrating sound, something (as has 
been observed) like the noise of a large woollen spin- 
ning wheel; and when pursuing or addressing its 
mate, gives a shrill quick cry, which is supposed to 
be the language of love. 

* This is a rare instance, in opposition te the hypothesis ef Buffon, “ That animals common both to the old and new 
world, are smaller in the latter.” 

Kalm and Linnzus seem 

i .. eee ee 
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to confound this bird with. the caprimulgus minor long tract of years used to be sold at 1s. 8d, but the Birds, 
Re 2 ths of Catesby, both making them only va- price is now somewhat advanced, generally about 2s, Migratory. 

ies, each. In these isles they have a very dangerous me. “~~ v— rieties, and om Amp species, which 

irds of the same genus, they certainly have some re- 
patie eae gat i 

rican is by darker, more spotted, and 
also in respect of size somewhat larger, than the Eu- 
ropean goi ker, What particularly distinguishes 
the first, is its peculiar whip-poor-will, from 
which the Anglo-Americans give it that name. ‘They 

during the which none of our species ever 
a About wig Gael of September the Euro- 

thod of taking gannets. Before they are able to fly, 
a person is let down from the top of the perpen- 
dicular rocks, hanging upon a long rope, which ie 
tied about his waist, and, while thus suspended in 
the midway air, he is lowered, or drawn higher, from 
cleft to cleft, according to the management of those 
who hold it from above, and upon whom his sole de> 
pendence of preservation is placed. On the a 
surge beneath a boat attends, into which, after kill~ 
ing them, he drops the birds from the nests above ; 
he sometimes, however, fixes them to a string, or 
puts them into a bag, which he has slung over his. 
shoulders for that purpose. P 

iF 

pean goat-sucker disappears in Scotland. Of our migratory land birds that come to pass the The reds. 
The foregoing are our principal migratory summer winter with us, the first is the red wing, swine pipe, wing. 

land birds. We now come to the most noted, and, wind or wood thrush, (furdus iccaa’. Its whole: 
we believe, the only summer water fowl, excepting appearance is similar to that of our common song 
perhaps the puffin, which we can with absolute cer- divas, but only smaller, and reddish under the wings. 
tainty determine to be migratory. The net, so- In its own country, Sweden, where it breeds, it sings: 
lan, or soland te (pelicanus Bassanus). Weap- most delightfully from the top of its favourite tree, 
prehend they in no other part of the world but the maple. It is almost mute while with us, and is 
Scotland, and there only in the rocky and steep isles a solitary bird, keeping at the bottom of hedges, or 
of the Bass, Ailsa, and St: Kilda. P danaitee says,on in bushes, excepting upon its arrival and departure, 

: when they congregate. They are commonly seen a 
few days before the fieldfare, or juniper thrush, (tur- The fields. 

z ity of Dr Pocock, bishop of Meath, that 
a few hatch on the Skelig isles, off the coast of Ker- 

eee WE 

, in Ireldnd. This we rather doubt, although we 
nefther offer to affirm nor contradict it. Smith, 

in his History of Kerry, seems to leave us in the dark 
ecting this matter. Gesner, Aldrovandus, and 

Jonston, call it anser Bassanus sive Scoticus. The 
of the solan goose are notched, or jagged like : 

asaw. The plumage of the old birds is of a dirty 
white, except the er quill feathers, which are 
black ; but the» body remains of a dark brown 
colour, somewhat spotted, until the second year of 

i . They have a pouch under the chin, in 
omeh they can several sprats, pilchards, or her- 
rings; with these they feed’ their young, who draw 
them out of this bag in a most artful manner. Their 

and>toes are black, edged with a stripe of beau- 
i tae Their wings are so very long, that when 
they light on the athey a they have much difficulty 

i 

in rising again. lay, or at least hatch, but one 
cea. they pect in the firth of Forth in the 
month of and depart in the end of September. 
it has been said, however, that since the herrings 
ef late years have continued there in winter, many 
of the gannets bred upon the Bass never leave it. 
tone ‘quit our firth, they fly along the coast of 
Englar remain some time in the channel, especial 
about Cornwall, ‘where they find immense cals of 
pilchards ; and, when these become scarce, they then 
betake themselves farther to the south, and have been 
observed in December fishing for sardines, (a species 
of the genus clupeay ) off the Berlingas, and the rock 
of Lisbon, We have seen several of the old birds 
{these are such as have changed ‘their colour to 
white) during winter, in America. Indeed, we have 
eaten them there, and at that time had.no doubts of 
their being emigrants from Scotland. ‘The young 
gannets, e scarcely fledged, are’ t from the 
Bass to the Edinburgh market. They for a very 

dus pilaris,) who continue in 
their residence here; they frequently perch upon 
trees in the day time, but always roost upon the 
ground during the night. ‘These two last-mentioned 
birds are also migratory in Italy, and other parts of 
the south of Europe ; they were the turdi of the Ro- 
mans, which they fed with so much care and atten- 
tion in their aviaries. When they became fat, they 
were highly esteemed by the epicures of these: days. 

The woodcock (scolopax rusticola) appears gene--'The wood- 
rally with the Mine lame moon, which: favours. its cock. 
flight across the German or northern sea. When 
they land on our coast, they seem stupid and worn 
out with fatigue. ‘This is somewhat surprising, as 
their passage is so much shorter than that of those 
birds from the southern climes, who are always fresh 
and vigorous when they first make their appearance 
in this country. Mr Pennant says, that woodcocks 
take the advantage of a mist, or of a thick night, in 
accomplishing their passage, We, on the contrary, 
have constantly observed more numerous arrivals 
when there were clear moonlight nights, than in dark’ 
and foggy weather. We also think, ‘that their flight 
depen more on that luminary than on the wind ; 
that is to say, if it does not blow very hard while 
the moon shines. Their departure from the northern 
parts of Europe, Norway, Sweden, &c. commences 
about the first week of October, and detached birds, 
as they celdom congregate, continue to migrate until 
the end of November, When they first arrive here 
they drop upon heaths, and among furze and other 
bushes; and, after having settled and rested for two 
or three days, betake themselves to coppice or wet 
woods’; there, and about the adjacent springs, they 
continue for the winter, unless often flushed, and 
driven off by men and dogs. Woodcock shooting is 
a favourite sport with our fowlers. The vast. num- 

ge flocks during fare. 
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bers that are sent, during the winter season by sta 
coaches, from the provincial towns of England | 
the all-devouring capital, are truly astonishing. ‘The 
American woodcock is in all res 
European, only of less size. They return from Bri- 
tain to their native haunts in February and the be- 
ginning of March. 

The snow bunting, better known in Scotland by 
the name of snow flake, or flight, (emberiza nivalis). 
It is late in the season before these birds shew them- 
selves here ; they are’ commonly the heralds of hard 
and snowy weather, and sometimes, if fatigued, fall 
on vessels while on their passage across the Pentland 
Firth. We apprehend they © not quit Lapland, 
Norway, or the northern parts of America, until, by 
the heavy storms of these rigid climates, they are 
forced to seek a comparatively milder temperature. 
It is said, that a few breed in the mountains of Scot- 
land, but we never saw, nor indeed heard of, any per- 
son who discovered during summer a nest, or even a 
straggling bird of that species.. They are not often 
observed in England, as their excursions to the south 
generally terminate in the Cheviot hills, They as- 
semble in great flocks, are sudden in their arrival, 
and equally so in their departure. 

The Bohemian or waxen chatterer, or the silk tail, 
(ampolis garrulus) is a singularly beautiful bird. It 
is bigger than a sky lark, the Jength, from the tip 
of the tail, being nine, and the breadth, when the 
wings are extended, twelve inches. The bill is of a 
deep black ; on its head there is a crest. The breast 
is chesnut, the belly ash, the. back bay, the rump of 
a dun colour. The outward wing feathers k 
and spotted. Upon the tips of the seven small quills 
are horny-appeudages, of a fire vermilion;somewhat 
resembling sealing wax. They are: gregarious; and 
visit us but with a short stay, and clint only in two 
or three years, and not annually, as alleged by Pen- 
nant and the late Dr Ramsay. We have at different 
times seen small flocks of them about Collington, a 
village to the west of Edinburgh, where several have 
been shot, and afterwards preserved. They come al- 
ways in February, remain a few days, and then re- 
turn ‘ad ss native country, a 

The. hoopoe (upy . Not breeding in 
Scotland, oa Sgt fers as a winter bind of 
passage. They come from Italy and Germany, are 
desultory in their motions, and observe no stated 
times in their appearance, indeed few are to be met 
with in this country at any season. We have seen 
only two here; one which the late Mr Weir found 
near Edinburgh, and had afterwards preserved in his 
museum, and another which was sent us from the 
east nook of Fife, by a gentleman who had shot it 
there. The hoopoe is’ near the-size of the lapwing, 
but does not weigh one half so much. ‘The head is 
adorned with a fine crest, of two inches high, reach- 
ing from the bill to the nape of the neck; both 
the plumage and the figure are truly elegant, and 
many take it to be one of the most beautiful birds in 
Europe. Its appearance used formerly to be reckon- 
ed by the vulgar as a presage, of some direful cala- 
mity. A few of the anas and mergus genera, who 
breed during summer in the retired lakes and swamps 

ts the same las ‘the’ 
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in the winter. ile ae 
- Before leaving this articley we have to regret, that 

such a desideratum as a thoro knowledge of the 
igration of birds should have been so litt! on 

and so long neglected. Indeed, until it is more: 
sought for in the fields than in the closet, any’ 
insight into this divine impulse cannot well be ex- 
pected. What excellent opportunities have our clér- 
gymen, men, and travellers, to inform themselves 
and the world of the curious particulars which attend 
this wonderful subject! They might easily, by ta- 
king observations, which are so often within theit 
reach, soon ‘remove the yarious doubts and uncertain- 
ties that still hang upon this most interesting branch 
of our natural history. (a. =} omy , 

BIRD -Carcuina, denotes the artiof taking birds 
or wild fowl ; and is performed in various ways, ac- 
cording to the season of the years or the species of 
bird: intended.to be icaughts») sing “Wy oy ts 

ry 7 

of Lapland, Norway and, Finland, anripaihere 
ot’ Saaaesy pe 

_ If the flame of sulphur be held under the trees, on By s' 
which birds are observed to perch during the night, 
they soon become suffocated, and fall down im a state 
of insensibility ; In this manner pheasants *are fre= 
quently caught. t | eter 

tion, 

ae 
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Ifa portion of wheat, or‘any other’ in, be stea ’ By intoxi- 
ed in a mixture of wine lees and hemlock juice, a 
then’ scattered in’ those places where birds are Known 
to resort, they will speedily be inebriated by’ eating 
it, and drop down upon the ground, or become ‘un- 
able to escape. nt fo yeoriet 

‘ cation. 

When the ground is coveréd with: slow, choose a By a fall- 
spot within 20 or 80 yards of a window, door, 
other shelter, by which you may be concealed — 
the birds; and clear away the snow from ‘a 
about six or seven feet square. Inthe middle of this 
space place a woodem table or board; fasten to its 
sides several pieces of pipe staves, about six inches 
long and one broad, in such a manner that it may 
aie turn upon the nails; and under the four ends, 
which are not nailed, put four pieces of tile or slate, 
that they may not penetrate the ground, so as that 
the table may fall down upon the slightest jog. Make 
a small notch in the end of the table, in order to pu 
into it the end staff, which ‘should be seven inches 
long and one broad, and let the other end rest upon 
a piece of slate or tile. Arrange the whole in such 
amanner, that the board'would be ready to fall to- 
wards the place where you stand, if it were not sup- 
ported by the end staff; and to the middle of this 
staff let one end of a small cord be fastened, while the 
other end is conveyed to your station. ‘To make the 
board fall more readily, a little earth, or any other 
material least likely to frighten the birds, may be 
laid upon its the eile is then to be covered with 
straw, and some grain scattered underneath and 
round about the board. When the birds perceive the 
ground free from snow and covered with straw, th 
will readily fly to pick up the corn round the bo: 
and will gradually proceed to that which lies under 
it; the cord is then to be pulled, andthe stick being 
thus drawn out, the board will fall down and secure 
the birds tinderneath. 

The smaller kinds of birds are frequently takes 

orany ny ing-board, 

from 
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th bird-lime, which is one of the most eligible fall suddenly totheg 1. Various meansareemploy- _ Bird- 

Catching, t 
. 
z i snow, when all sorts of small birds edtocollect the birds together, and draw them towards 

flocks, i ‘be used in vari the spot where the lime twigs are fixed. They may 
2 be attracted by imitating their notes with the mouth, 

ot a bird call; by living bats or owls, which will be 
followed and gazed at by the other birds, and even by 
having their skins well stuffed, or their figures carved 
and painted in wood ; by'a bird of the same kind with 
those’ which are to be caught placed in a cage upon 
forked sticks, a few inches from the ground, at a fa- 
thom’s distance from the twit? 3; or by fastening some 
of the birds that have been taken to a packthread ex- 
tended between two sticks, allowing them so much 
freedom that they can stand easily on the ground, 
and when the string is pulled can fly up to a small 
height, in order to attract those which are hovering 
in the air. 

Birds are taken also by various kinds of traps, 
which are frequently formed in a yery simple man- 
ner, of nooses made of hair, and which are pla- 
ced in different ways for different kinds of birds. 

various 

z8 e i a a 
revs ape epee 

& i 

pepe dM from the bottom of the ears. 
a little chaff and threshed ears over a compass 

of 1D yards 5 stick the imed straws into the ground 
ears inclining downwards, or even touching 

the surface ; traverse the ining places, in order to 

disturb the birds, and make them fly towards the 
snare; and by ing at the ears of corn, they will 

* become so'entangled with the limed straws as'to be 
easily taken with the hand. The lime may also be 

applied to cords, 
itis intended to entangle the la 

mode may be adopted. ‘Take the main bra 
of any bushy tree with long straight and smooth twigs, 
such’as the willow or birch; clear the twigs from 

1 

birds, such as 

from which the others rise, untouched with the com- 
position; and then lace the bush, where the birds 
resort, For small birds, two or three hundred sin- 
gle twigs; about the thickness of a rush, and three 
inches in length, may be stuck in sheaves of flax and 

1, Inhot and dry weather the twigs may be 
around the rivulets, ditches, and pools, to 

which the birds come for drink ; covering the waters 
at the same time with brushwood, so that they can 
have no access to h their thirst, except’ at the 

the are fixed. For this purpose, 
rods.or twigs should be about afoot in length, 

timed to within two inches of the thickest end, whict 
is stuck into the bank in such a manner, as that they 

lie within two fingers breadth of the’ ground; 
as the birds do not alight at once upon the place 

where they are to drink, but gradually descend from 
the higher trees to the lower, thence to the bushes, 
and lastly tothe bank, it is useful to fix a few branch- 
es about a fathom ‘from the water, in a sloping direc- 
tion, with afew lime fastened wpon them, on 
which the birds will as y be caught as on 

which are placed nearer to the water. The 
time for this sport is from ten to eleven in the 

from two to three in the afternoon, and 

the waterin 
his Travels ie Sllosin one heehee swallows 

of bird-li Minke'When they are build. 
ing their nests, ) with which he amused himself in his 
younger years. He took a slip of birch wood about 
an inch in length, covered it with bird-lime, and fas- 

it across a light feather. He then ascended the 
roof of the out-houses, around which the swallows 
were flying ; blew the feather to a little distance with 

-and as.it was carried ‘by the wind, or 
fell slowly downwards, it was seized by the birds, aiid 
entangling their wings by the bird-lime, made them 

rods, and twigs, especially when _ 

‘The wheat-ears are so extremely timid, that they 
take shelter under a stone, or creep into holes when- 
ever the stn is obscured by a cloud; and, by dig- 
ging a number of ‘small holes in the ground, in 
each of which is placed a noose of hair, they are 
taken in the open downs in great numbers. Wood- 
cocks and snipes are caught im a similar manner, by 
placing the nooses along their paths, in marshy and 
moist grounds, Larks and other small birds may be 
taken in the same’ way, when the ground is covered 
with snow, by stretching along the surface 100 or 
200 yards of packthread, pegging it down at the 
distance of every 20 yards, and fastening, at every 
six inches, a noose of double horse hair. RS oiiie white 
oats are scattered along the line among the nooses, 
‘in order to entice the birds ; and when three or four 
are taken, they must’ be removed from the noose, 
lest'the others should be debarred from avproach- 
ing. . 
Tone of the most successful modes of bird-catching By nets, 

is by the net, which is chiefly employed during the 
night, and which requires several othe. accompani- 
ments, ‘Take, for instance, two light and straight 
poles, ten or twelve feet long ; tie two corners of the 
nét to the smaller ends of these poles, and fasten the 
other two corners as far as they can be stretched to- 
wards-the thicker part, connecting the sides of the 
net along the poles with alittle packthread. Search 
for a bush or thicket to which the birds are likely to 
have tetired ; unfold the net, and pitch it exactly to 
the height of the bush, between the wind and the birds, 
as they always roost with their breasts towards the 
wind. Let’a m, with a lantern or lighted torch, 
stand behind the middle of the net, while another 
beats the bushes on the opposite side, driving them 
towards the light, when they will readily fly to the 
uarter where the torch is held, and fall into the net. 
his method succeeds best in woods, where holly 

bushes grow under the trees, and when the weather 
is cold and dark. In open countries a trammel-net 
may be used, which is generally about thirty-six 
yards in length, and six in breadth, the lower end 
of which is plumbed to make it lie close, while the 
upper end is kept suspended at the two corners, and. 
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is thus dra; along the grand at about a yard in 
height.' At each end lights must be carried, and 

“=v persons stationed with long poles to raise up the 
~ 

irds as they proceed, and to take them as they as- 
cend under the nets. Along with the nets and lights, 
a bell is frequently employed in open countries and 
stubble fields, from the middle of October to the end 
of March. At night, when the air is mild, take a low 
bell of a deep 
‘to be conveniently carried in one hand; and provide 
a lantern or a square box, lined with tin, and open 
at one side, into which two or three large lights are 
to be placed. Fix the box to the breast, carry the 
bell in the left hand, and with the right hold a hand- 
net, about two feet broad and three long ; or the 
light may be held in the hand, with the arm extend- 
ed forward, while the bell is tied to the girdle, and 
hangs down upon the knees, by the motion of which 
it is made to sound. A companion may walk on 
each side, provided with a hand-net three or four 
feet square, but keeping a little behind, that he 
may not be within the reflection of the light,, ‘The 
sound of the bell makes the birds lie close, while the 
light also tends to overpower them; so that the net 
may easily be spread over them, as they are seen ly- 
ing on the ground. Birds are also taken with nets 
during the day, especially in those seasons of the 
year when they change their situation; in the 
month of October, for instance, when the wild birds 
begin to fly, and in March when) the smaller kinds 
assemble for pairing.. They are chiefly on the wing 
from day-break to noon, ‘and always fly against the 
wind. The bird-catchers, therefore, lay their nets 
towards that point to which the wind blows. The 
nets employed in this way are generally twelve yards 
and a half long, and two and a half wide; are 
spread on the ground parallel to each other. in such 
‘a manner as to meet when turned over. They are 
‘provided with lines fastened in such a way, that, by 
a sudden pull, the bird-catcher is able to draw them 
-oyer the birds, that may-have alighted in the space 
‘between those parallel sides. In order to. entice 
the wild birds to alight among the nets, call-birds 
are employed, of which there must be one or two of 
cach of the different kinds which are expected to be 
caught, such as linnets, goldfinches,. nfinches, 
woodlarks, red-polls, yellow hammers, titlarks, aber- 
davines, and bullfinches. Besides the. call-birds, 
there are others denominated flur-birds, which are 
placed upon a moveable perch within the net, called 
a flur, and which can be raised or depressed at plea- 
sure 3 and these are secured to, the flux by means of 
a brace or hatter of slender ‘silk string fastened 
round the body of the bird. The call-birds are dis- 
posed, at proper intervals, in cages, at a little dis- 
tance from the nets; and as soon as they see or hear 
the approach of the wild birds, which they perceive 
long before it can be observed by the bird-catchers, 
they announce the intelligence, trom cage to cage, 
with the greatest appearance of joy ; and they pro- 
ceed to invite them to alight, by a succession of 
notes, or short jerks, as they are termed by. the 
bird-catchers, which may often be heard at a consi- 
derable distance. ‘The moment that this call is 
heard by the wild birds, they stop their flight, and 
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hollow sound, and of sucha size as | 
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descend towards the nets ¢ and sO great is the as- 
cendancy and fascination of the call-birds, that they 
can induce the others to return repeatedly to the 
nets, till every bird in the flock be caught.—Night- 
i are taken with small trap-nets, without the 
aid of call-birds. These nets are not much larger 
than a net ; are surrounded at the bottom 
with an iron ring; and are baited with a meal-worm 
from the baker’s shop.—In fine sunny weather, sky- 
larks are allured within reach of the clap-nets; by 
means of small bits of looking-glass fixed in a. piece 
of wood in the middle of the nets, and put into a 
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uick whirling motion, by a string in the hand. of 
the. bird-catcher, . Grouse and, partridge may be © 
taken in the evening, by observing where they alight, 
and drawing a ‘net over them ; or, in the day-time, 
by employing a steady to point at them; and 
while their attention is fixed upon the animal, a 
large net, drawn by one person at each end, -may ea- 
sily be passed) over them. 7 Leahy cntsad e 
.| In the first volume of Vaillant’s Travels in Afri 
is described the following |ingenious method of pro- 
curing birds alive, and without injuring their plu- 
mage. He put into his fusee a larger or smaller 
quantity of powder, as circumstances required. -A- 
bove the powder he placed the end of a candle, ram- 
ming it well.down ; and then filled the barrel with 
water, With the musket loaded, in this manner he 
fired at the birds, which he wished to: procure; and 
they were so stunned and wetted by the water, as to 
be brought to the ground, and_easily picked up be- 
fore they could injure their feathers by struggling, 
or recover themselves to fly aways ait 

Jays, blackbirds, and magpies, but particularly 
the former, may be taken ‘aah 
manner: Take a tame, jay into, the woods where 
others, of that species are known»to résort; lay the 
bird upon the ground’ on (his back, and; with two 
pes pin down his wings in such a..manner; as to 
-keep him fast without hurting him. | Retire to-your 
station, and watch the issue. The cries of the jay, 
while struggling for liberty, will attract all of his 
own species in the neigbourhood ; and, as they are 
fluttering and: leaping around him, he will not fail; in 
his desperation, to seize with his bill and claws an 
one that'may come.within his reach;and to hold it 
fast till you, approach to seize the prey. The jays 
will return repeatedly to. the spot; and thus, with 
the same bird, many captures, may be successively 
secured. iq 

In the Orkney Isles, eggs and young birds are col- 
lected by the inhabitants, in a most daring and hazar- 
dous. manner. They climb. up rocky precipices, 
‘more than,50 fathoms .aboye the sea, where the 
shelves or ledges are scarcely broad enough for the 
birds to rest, or to. form their nests ; and, Passing 
from one ledge to. another, collect the e 
birds, and descend again with the greatest ease and 
indifference. In most cases, however, they make 
the attempt from above; and are let down by a 
rope frequently made. of . straw or hogs. bristles, 
wrhich are less apt than those made of hemp, to. be 
cut by. the seer ponte of the rocks... A single assist- 
ant lets down his companion in this manner, and 
shifts the rope from place to place, according to the 

By live 

e following ludicrous bids. 
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associate, in the jagprdeanithe 

‘The fowlers i 
100 fathoms in length, which is fastened round the 
waist of one of their 
the. 
laid 

: the fricti nm. 

‘at the same time, furnished with a small line, by 
which he gives signals for his being raised, lowered, 
or moved. from place to place; and with a strong 
thick cap to defend his head from the stones, whicn 
are frequently displaced by the shifting of the rope. 
With inconceivable’ dexterity he pushes himself with 

"his feet several fathoms from the front of the preci- 
7 the haunts of the birds, and darts into 

Seroeanign where he has discovered their nests. 
When these recesses are deep, he disengages himself 
from the rope, which he fastens to a stone ; collects 

at his leisure, and suspends himself as be- 
fore, will sometimes even spring from the rock, 
and, with a fowling-net fixed to the end of a staff, 
catch the old birds that are flying around their re- 
treats. At other times the party go in a boat. to 
the foot of the precipice; and one of the most da- 

ing, with a rope about his middle, and a long pole, 

oF 
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” eli achanh ae-onesetd, in. his hand) either Glimbe, 
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~ his cord and fowling staff. 

or is by his nions, to the nearest foot- 
ing ~ By means of the rope he draws up the 

adventurers in succession, each provided with 
In this manner they pro- 

ceed upwards, till reach the habitations of the 
irds 3 and the booty is flung down into the boat, 

of them suffers himself to be let down by his compa- 
nion, depending upon his single strength for safety. 
In these perilous pursuits the fowlers often spend 
seven or eight days at a time, and lodge during the 
night in the recesses of the rock. ~ 

In Mexico and China aquatic birds are taken by 
the natives in the following very simple but ingeni- 
ous manner. Empty gourds are bef continually 
floating on the lakes, to which the birds resort, that 
‘they, may be accustomed to approach them without 
alarm. The bird-catcher enters the lake with his 
‘body under water, and his head covered with a 
gourd; quietly adyances to the ducks-and geese 
that,are swimming on the surface, and pulls them by 
tHE feet under the water, securing in this manner as 
marty as he ean carry away. 

In some of the remoter parts of Russia, great 
CS shy of gelenottes or grous are taken by a 

ge funnel, or inverted cone, which is made of long 
birch twigs stuck in the earth, very near to each other, 
and forming an opening at the top, about a yard in 
diameter. i‘ this opening is placed a wheel made of 
two circles, intersecting each other, surrounded with 
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straw or ears of corn, and turning on an axis fasten- Bird-Lime. 

ve the cone is a =" 
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sed to the sides of the funnel. Al 
cross stick, which rests upon two long forks planted 
upright, and from which is suspended a bundle of 
eats of corn, The birds, first ‘of all, perch upon 
this transverse piete of wood; and then descend to 
the corn: placed» upon the wheel. As soon as they 
alight upon one of the projecting parts of the ¢ircles, 
the wheel turns, and they fall headlong to the bot- 
tom of the trap, 

In different parts of Italy, the wild pigeons, on 
their return from the northern and western countries 
of Europe, are caught by means of nets, which are 
stretched across the hollows of the mountains, 
through which the birds direct their course. These 
nets are hung upon trees or lofty poles, planted for 
the purpose ; and, by means of a pulley, are made 
to drop in a heap upon the slightest: impulse. A 
watchman is stati on a lofty circular turret; at 
a little distance from the place where the snare is 
laid ; and when he observes the doves approaching, 
he slings a stone, or shoots an arrow trimmed with 
hawk’s feathers above them. Upon this, the whole 
flock, apprehending the object as it is falling down 
to be a bird of prey, descend with the utmost speed, 
to pass under the trees; dash in a body against the 
net, which instantly falls to the ground; and are 
thus entangled in such a manner, 28 to’ become an. 
easy prey to the active hand of the fowler. Seea 
variety of other modes of bird-catching detailed in 
Pennant’s Birds of Great Britain. Encyclopedic 
Methodique. Arts et Metiers, tom. v. p. 873. 
mur, Histoire des Insectes, tom. vi. Buffon, His- 
toire des Oiseaux, particularly the articles Allouette 
Spipolette, Rouge gorges Motteux ou cul-blanc, Me- 
sange, Becasse, Plier. (q 

IRD-Liue, a glutinous matter of a very pecu- 
liar nature, is Silene for catching birds, mice, 
and other vermin; and prepared from different sub- 
stances, in a great variety of ways. In former times, 
it was made chiefly from the berries of the misletoe 
of oak, which were first boiled’ in water, then pound- 
ed, and the water poured off, in order to carry 
away the seeds and rhind. In England, it is gene- 
rally made from the middle bark of holly, which is 
boiled in water, seven or eight hours, till it become 
soft and tender. After the water has been drained 
off, it is laid in masses in the earth, covered with 
stones, and left to ferment during a fortnight or three 
weeks, When thus changed into a kind of muci- 

» it is taken from the pit ; pounded in mortars 
till reduced to a paste ; washed and kneaded in river 
water till freed from all extraneous matters. It is 
left in earthen vessels, four or five days, to purify 
itself by fermentation ; and is then put up for use or 
commerce. In every kingdom, however, and almost 
in every district, there is a different mode of prepa- 
ring this substance ; and some profess to make a se- 
cret of their peculiar process. ‘Ihe mode employed 
by M. Bouillon Lagrange is, to take a sufficient 
quantity of the second bark of holly, to bruise it 
well, and boil it in water four or fiye hours ; to pour 
off the water, to deposit the bark in pits in earthen 
pans, to moisten it Se time to time with a little 
water ; to let it remain till it become viscous, and te 
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cleanse it by washing, when it has obtained a proper 

ree of Rataeniatin. 
ird-lime may be procured from the young shoots 

of the common elder tree, and from the second bark 
of the viburnum, or wild vine; from the roots of hy- 
acinth, narcissus, asphodel, and black bryony ; from 
slugs, snails, and the of certain caterpillars ; 
but the best is that which is made from the prickly 
holly, and which is of a ish colour. That 
‘which comes from Italy is made from the misletoe ; 
and that from Damascus is supposed to be procured 
from sebestins, as their kernels are frequently found 
amongst it. The bird-lime of commerce, in general, 
is seldom in a pure state, and is frequently a mixture 
of vegetable and animal substances. 

The common kind of bird-lime readily loses its te- 
nacious quality, when long exposed to the air, and 

rticularly when.subjected to moisture; but it may 
Ee rendered capable of sustaining the action of wa- 
ter, by the following process: Take a pound of 
common bird-lime, and wash it thoroughly with 
spring water, till its hardness be destroyed. Then 
odin it completely, that its water may be entirely 
separated ; and, when it is well dried, put it into an 
earthen pot, with as much goose or capon’s grease 
as will make it run. Add two spoonfuls of strong 
vinegar, one of oil, and a small quantity of Venice 
turpentine ; and let the whole boil for a few minutes 
over a moderate fire, stirring it all the time. It is 
then ready for use ; and is the only kind, that can be 
successfully used for snipes and other birds, which 
-frequent wet situations. 

When bird-lime is about to be applied to use, it 
should be made hot ; and the rods or twigs should 
be warmed a little before they be dipped in it. 
When straws and cords are to be limed, it should be 
very hot; and, after they are prepared, they should 
mag t in a leather bag till used. In order to pre- 
vent bird-lime from being congealed by cold, it 
should be mixed with a little oil of petroleum ; and, 
indeed, before the common kind can be used at all, 
i must be melted over the fire with a third part of 
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Tits new empire is one of the most powerful states 
in Asia, and includes the ancient kingdoms.of Ava, 
Pegu, and. Arracan, with some other countries of infe- 
rior note. It is diffieult to ascertain with precision the 
limits of this empire ; but, according to the most ac- 
curate accounts, it appears to extend from 92° to 
102° east longitude, and between 9° and 26° north 
latitude, and is about 1200 miles in length, and 700 
in breadth. On the north it is bounded by Assam, 
Tibet, and China; on the west it is. separated from 
the British dominions in India by.a range of moun- 
tains, the small-river Naaf, and the bay of Bengal; 
the southern and eastern boundaries have not yet been 
accurately ascertained. 
The kingdom of Aya, the original seat of the 

Birman government, was formerly subject to the king 
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nut oil, or any thin grease, if that has not been Bird 

classed’ among the ——V— 
added in the preparation. 
-Bird-lime bas generally been 

immediate productions of vegetables ; and Fou 
was the first person who considered it as of a 
nous nature. It has been carefull | by M. 
Bouillon Lagrange, and has been found to resemble 
gluten in many particulars ; but differs from it essen- 
tially in the acetous acid which it contains; in being 
very slightly animalized ; in the mucilage and extrac- 
tive matter which may be obtained from it; in the 
great quantity of resin which it yields by means of 
nitric acid ; and in its solubility in ether. See An- 
nales des Chimie, tom. wi. Analyse de Glu, 

ist. Acad. Scien. M. Bouillon mere Fontenelle 
1720, p. 12. Collection Acad. tom. v. p. 170. 
Philosophical Magazine, vol. xxiv. Dictionaire de 
Industrie, art. Glu. 

BIRD-Isiann, the name of an immense rock in thie 
Southern Pacific Ocean, discovered in 1788 by the 
commander of the Prince of Wales, who gave it this 
name from the vast flocks of birds by which it was fre- 
quented. It was visited by Vancouver in March 1794. 
‘Towards the north-east and west, it opposes an inac- 
cessible and rugged front to the violence of the waves, 
which beat upon it with tremendous effect. Too the 
south the height of the rock diminishes ; and towards 
its western side there isa sandy beach, where it might 
not be difficult to effect a landing, under favou 
-circumstances. Avlittle verdure enlivened this part 
of the island ; but in every other quarter it is desti- 
tute of soil and a It is called Modoo Man. 
noo, or the Isle of Birds, by the Sandwich islanders. 
It is only about three miles in circumference, and is 
situated about 117 miles from Onehow, one of the 
Sandwich isles. ‘ From its great distance from all 
other islands,’? says Vancouver, ** and its proxi+ 
mity to thei? islands, it seems to claim some distant 
pretensions to be ranked in the group of the Sand- 
wich Isles.”” E. Long. 198° 8’, N. Lat. 23° 6. 
See Vancouver’s Voyages, vol. v. book y. chap. v. 
p. 136—140. (7) 
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of Pegu; but about the middle of the 16th century, Birman 
the Birmans-excited.a revolution in the latter kingdom, Empire. 
and. they maintained their supremacy over it until 
about 1740, when several of the provinces revolted, 
and kindled the flames of a civil war, which was prose-, 
cuted on both sides. with savage ferocity. Success 
was long doubtful ; but at lengt the Peguers obtain- 
ed several victories over the Birmans, and they ’pur- 
sued these advantages with so much vigour, that in 
1752 they invested Ava, the capital. isheartened. 
by repeated defeats, the Birmans, after a short siege,. 
surrendered at. discretion ; and the sovereign, the last 
of a long line of native princes, was made prisoner 
with all fis family, except two. of his sons, who ef- 
fected their escape to Siam, where they met with a 
friendly reception, and were. flattered with assurances. 
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‘ : ity and suecour. Having thuscompletedthe succeeded in the throne by his eldest son Namdogee, irman 

Face = ar i of te the king of Pegu pelewin to his who, after suppressing various insurrections, and pro> — Empire. 
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ing his brother to govern the capi- moting the internal improyement of the country, died "v7" 
at es ths men + Fc with sor in 1764. He left ioe him an infant. son named 
and.afi s cruelly At first, matters Mornien, but Shembuan, the uncle and natural guar- 
had the appearance of tranquillity and submission ; 
the Scant inhabitants acknowledged the authority 
of ps conqueror, and took an oath of allegiance to 
him. Among the rest, pra, the chief of a small 

village, but a man who possessed a spirit of enterprise 
and bol equal to the most arduous undertakings, 
at first dissembled his views, though at the same time, 
he harboured the hope of emancipating his country, 
and meditated the best means of accomplishing his 
purpose. Having in the neighbourhood about 100 
deyoted followers, on whose courage and fidelity he 
could. safely rely, he ventured with this handful to 
attack the troops of the conqueror, and being after- 
.wards further supported by his countrymen, he in 
1753, regained ion of Ava, the capital. A 
bloody and cruel contest ensued ; and though Alom- 
pra laboured under great disadvantages, and met with 
warious disasters, yet victory usually crowned his ex- 
ertions : He at length drove the enemy from the king- 
dom of Ava, and in 1757 he even invested Pegu, the 
capital of the conqueror. After some time, the city 
was taken and given up to indiscriminate plunder : 
the king himself was made prisoner, and after being 
Kept in captivity for about 20 years, was cruelly put 
to death by one of Alompra’s guccessors. Having 
thus conquered the kingdom of Pegu, and annexed it 
to the Birman monarchy, Alompra proceeded. to 
bring under his subjection, the countries to the east- 
‘ including the fertile districts betweerf Regu and 
the three Pagodas: he also reduced Javoy under his 
dominion, and afterwards proceeded to chasten the 
Siamese for the support and encouragement which 
they had afforded his enemies, After various achieve- 
ments, the victor advanced towards the capital of the 
kingdom; but two. days after the commencement of 
the siege;.he was taken ill of a disease which he fore- 
saw would prove mortal, and he therefore gave orders 
for an immediate retreat ; but before he reached the 
seat of his empire, he died, May 15, 1760, in the 50th 
year of his age, re by his people, who at once 
venerated him as their monarch and deliverer.. Alom- 
ra, whether viewed in the light of a soldier or a po- 
tician, is undoubtedly entitled to high respect. The 

wisdom of his counsels secured what his victories ac- 
oboe he was not more eager for conquest than at- 

ive to the improvement of his territories, and the 
prosperity of his subjects; he issued a severe edict 

i bling, and prohibited the use of spiritous 
Hguor throughout his empire : he reformed the courts 
of justice, abridging the power of the magistrate, and 
prohibiting them to decide at their private houses on 
criminal causes, or with regard to property, when the 
amount exceeded a certain sum : and every process of 
importance was to be decided in public, and every decree 
registered. The reign of Alompra though short, was 
vigorous ; and if his life had been prolonged, he 
would probably have proved the benefactor of his 

~ country in a still higher degree. 
Alompra, the founder of the Birman empire, was 

dian of the young minor, deprived him of the 
crown, and took the reins of government into his own 
hand. Qn ascending the throne, the new monarch 
declared war against the Siamese, and after various 
rencounters, they were completely defeated by his 
army in a general battle. The forces of Shembuan 
immediately proceeded to invest Siam, the.capital of 
the kingdom; but as the fort was of considerable 
strength, the besiegers were content with maintaining 
a passive blockade, the favourite system of Birman 
warfare. Ina short time the king of Siam, in des- 
pair, secretly withdrew from the fort, in order te 
avoid falling into the hands of the enemy ; and elud- 
ing the Birman outposts, sought refuge among the 
hills, where he is said to have perished, though by 
what means is unknown. The Rai deserted by 
their sovereign, agreed to capitulate; the. fortifica- 
tions of the city were destroyed, and a governor was 
appointed over it, who took an oath of allegiance to 

e Birman monarchy, and engaged to pay an annual 
tribute. However, though they were beaten, the 
spirit of the nation was not subdued. ‘The conqueror 

no sooner withdrawn his army,.than one of the 
king’s relations returned at the head of a numerous 
troop of adherents, displaced the new government of 
Siam, and abolished the regulations of the Birman 
commander. Shembuan dispatched a new army te 
suppress the insurrection, but in consequence of the © 
treachery and rebellions of the Peguese soldiers whe 
composed it, the operations against the Siamese were 
completely suspended, and the nation was saved from 
destruction. : 

In the mean time, however, the Birmans had suc- 
cessfully repelled the invasion of their territories by 
the Chinese government, who, with the view of sub- 
jugating them to its dominion, sent in 1767 an army 
of 50,000 into one of the northern provinces. The 
troops of Shembuan advanced to meet them, and sur- 
rounded the Chinese on all sides, so that a retreat bes 
came impracticable, and to advance was desperate. 
In this situation the Birmans attacked the enemy with 
impetuosity, while, on the other hand, the defence 
made by the Chinese was equally resolute. After a 
conflict of three days, the latter, in an effort of des- 
pair, tried to force their way through one of the di- 
visions of the Birman army. The attempt proved 
fatal. ‘hey sunk under the pressure at superior 
numbers, and the carnage that ensued was dreadful. 
Not an individual of the Chinese army returned home 
to relate the melancholy tale, and only about 2500 
were preserved from the sword, who were conducted 
in fetters tothe Birman capital. Various employments 
were assigned them, and they were encouraged te 
marry native women and settle in the country ; cir- 
cumstances which confer valuable privileges even on 
slaves taken in war. 

Such were some of the principal events of Shem- 
buan’s reign. At length, after various other military 
exploits, in the course of which he subjected to 2 
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Birman state of permanent vassalage several of the neighbour- 
Empire. ing provinces, he died in 1776, and was succeeded in 

the government by his son Chengenza. The new 
prince, unlike his predecessors, was the slave of his 
pleasures and the tyrant of his . During his 
reign, the military operations oP aie Binnies ap 
to have been completely suspended, whilst the neigh- 
bouring nations, who had go recently experienced the 
power of their arms, felt no inclination to become the 
aggressors. At last, in consequence of his numerous 
acts of savage cruelty, a formidable conspiracy was 
excited against him, headed by one of his uncles: the 
conspirators surrounded his palace, and though he 
saved himself by flight, yet after various adventures, 
he was slain in 1782, and fell unlamented, as he had 
lived despised by his people. 

Shembuan Menderagee, the head of the conspiracy, 
was the fourth son Alompra, and had stelle 
concealed under an humble exterior, and an apparent 
love of retirement, ambition that aspired to the pos- 
session of the crown ; and though Mornien, who was 
formerly deprived of the Biopdota when a minor by 
his uncle Shembuan, and placed in retirement under 
the care of the priests, was now raised to the throne, 
he enjoyed his dignity only eleven days. Menderagee, 
who was also his uncle, seized onthe reins of govern- 
ment, and made Mornien prisoner. Deposition and 
imprisonment, however, did not satisfy the usurper ; 
but without assigning any cause, or granting even 
the form of a trial, the unfortunate nephew was, by 
his uncle’s orders, drowned in the river between two 
jars, conformably to the Birman mode of executing 
members of the royal fainily. Desirous of extending 
his dominions, the new king in 1783 attacked the 
Rajah of Arracan, and in the short space of a few 
months accomplished the conquest of that kingdom, 
which, with its dependencies, was formed into a pro- 
vince of the Birman empire. He next directed his 
arms against Siam, which, since the attack by Shem- 
buan, had enjoyed some respite from hostility, and 
was beginning to recover its ancient vigour. In his 
first attempt he was foiled, and being mortified with 
the disappointment, he resolved, as soon as possible, 
to retrieve the disgrace which his arms had sustained. 
With this view, he marched in the spring of 1786 at 
the head of $0,000 men ; but he had scarcely enter- 
éd the territories of the enemy, when he was opposed 
by the king of Siam, and after a furious engagement 
completely routed. In the following year the Sia- 
mese made an unsuccessful invasion of the Birman 
empire ; and at last in 1793, they concluded a treaty 
of peace highly favourable to the Birman interests. 
Soon after this, some of the Birman troops made an 
incursion into the British territories, in search of some 
banditti who had taken refuge in our dominions. 
Though at first this circumstance had a _threatenin 
aspect, yet the robbers, as they were found guilty o 
the charges brought against them, were delivered up, 
and the whole affair was amicably settled. At the 
same time, ,this event furnished us withthe opportu- 
nity of acquiring more accurate knowledge oe a peo- 
ple whose situation, extent of territory, and commer- 
cial connections with British India, rendered a liberal 
intereourse with them highly desirable. In order to 

EMPIRE. 
romote this important object, the governor-general 
Sir John Shore, noe a Telgouenitn sent Cap- 
tain Symes on an embassy to the Birman court, and 
it was on this occasion that we acquired the principal 
information that we possess of the present state of 
this empire. ae) 

The climate of the Birman empire appears 
very healthy and agreeable. T'he seasons are regular, 
and the extremes of heat and cold are seldom expe= 
rienced for any considerable length of time. Imme- 
diately before the commencement of the rains, the 
heat indeed becomes very intense, but it is only of 
short duration ‘Towards the end of May, Colonel 
Symes found the thermometer at 98° about noon. 
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The soil of the southern provinces of the Birman Agricul- 
empire is remarkably fertile, and produces asluxurious ‘ure. 
crops of rice as are to be found in the finest parts of 
Bengal ; but in some parts extensive plains are to be 
seen, on which the vestiges of cultivation are evident, 
which have been desolated by the ravages of war du- 
ring the contest between the Birmans and the Pe- 
guese, so that the finest territories in the world have. 
in many places become the domain of the wild beasts 
of the forest. In the northern parts of the empire, 
the country is irregular and mountainous; but the 
plains and valleys, particularly near the rivers, are‘ex- 
ceedingly fertile. They yield excellent wheat, and 
the various kinds of edt in which grow in Hin- 
dostan, with most of the different species of esculent. 
vegetables. Sugar ‘tanes, tobacco of a superior qua- 
lity, ‘cotton, indigo, and the various Ensgaeal fruits, 
are natural products of this country. The art of 
agriculture, however, is still in a state of imperfec- 
tion ; but this does not seem to arise so much from 
want of skill in the people as from their present situa- 
tion, which renders great exertion to pt subsist- 
ence by no means necessary. The Birmans ‘are in a 
state similar to that of a colony in a new territory : 
land is cheap and abundant, while labour is procured 
with difficulty ; and hence, they cultivate only the 
most fertile spots, and even then-only in an indifferent 
manner, leaving the greater part of the work to na- 
ture, which has been very bountiful to this country. 
In some quarters, however, neat farms are to be seen ; 
the lands are fenced and divided into inclosures’to re- 
ceive the cattle, of which there are great abundance 3. 
the fields are divided by thorn hedges; the low 
grounds are prepared for rice, and the higher lands 
are planted with leguminous shrubs, or left for pas- 
ture, 'T’he cattle used in some parts of the country 
for draft and tillage are remarkably good; they em- 
ploy only two of them in the plough, which turns up 
the soil very superficially. In their large carts they 
ut four strong oxen, which are driven at the gallop. 
y a girl standing up in the vehicle, who manages the 

reing and whip with ease and dexterity. In conse- 
quence of many parts of the country remaining in a. 
state of nature, the woods are large and numerous, 
affording an abundant supply of various kinds of tim- 
ber. “a monarch of ie Birman rend i 
is the teak tree, which grows in great, ty in the 
southern parts of the pt pipe rivers, 
and is considered as superior to the European oak. . 
This species of wood is of peculiar importance to our’, 
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settlements in India for ship-building, ‘and is on this 
account one p bed most valuable productions of the 
country. - 4 pee Pik att ; 1 

~ The Birman empire abounds! in minerals. ‘There 
are several mines of gold ‘and’ silver in this country, 
and the former’ metal i8 likewise found in the beds of 
streams which descend from the mountains. Precious . 
stones are also met’ with in various parts of this coun- 

> as rubies, sap 8s, amethysts, ets, chryso- 
Hite jas es ails steal in quality 
to the fintst of Italy. The inferior minerals, as iron, 
lead, tin, antimony, arsenic, sulphur, are also found in 

bundance. The Birmans have likewise natu- 
ral wells of petroleum, similar to the coal tar for 
which Europe is indebted to the ingenuity of Lord 
Dundonald. Captain Cox mentions, that at one place 
there are upwards of 500 pits or wells of this use- 
ful production. The animals of this country cor- 
respond in general with those of Hindostan, so that 

y will fot require any ‘particular description. 
“~ The ip = i a the ae empire consist 

“chiefl cotton and silk’ goods, saltpetre, gunpow- 
der, sabibes kinds of pottery, marble road the 
idols they adore. At a'certain village, Colonel Symes 
saw thirty or forty large yards crowded with statu- 
aries at work on images'of vatious'sizes, but all of the 
same , nl Gadama,’ sitting cross leg- 
ged on a tal. é quarries, from which they 
obtain the materials, are only a few miles distant. The 
marble is brought tothe village in blocks ; and after 

‘ing cut, the images are to the natives. The 
exceeded the human stature, and the price 

was said to be 100 tackals, or about 12 or 13 pounds 
3 but some diminutive images were so low as 

two or three tackals. The workmen were civil and 
communicative. Their tools were a chissel and a mal- 
let, ‘and smooth the images with freestone and 
water.” of the idols were beautifully polish- 
dy witch is Waid 10 tie Bone by rubbing the marble 
with three different kinds of stone; the first rough, 
the second finer, and the third such as hones are made 
of. The workmen afterwards use the palms of their 
hands, an operation which gives the images a trans- 
parent clearness far surpassing the brightest polish 
‘that European marble ever exhibits Of late years, 
the Birmans have made rapid progress in the art of 
shipbuilding. Formerly they used only small vessels 
like boats ; but, in consequence of their communica- 
‘tion with Europeans, they are now launching vessels 
of se ole magnitude, When the British em- 
‘bassy was at Raugoon, the princi of the Bir- 
mans, Colonel ae saw several ide oo the stocks 
frem 600'to 1000 tons burden : three or four of the 
vessels belonged to English adventurers. Ships ma 
be constructed in this Sentty at one third i tia 
in the Ganges, and for nearly one half of what they 
would cost’ at Bombay. The Birman shipwrights 

to finish their work well ; they are of an ath- 
ic form, and p 8 in an eminent de that vi- 
ur which distinguishes Europeans, and gives them 

a vast superiority over the enervatéd natives of Hin- 
dostan. “It is said, however, that the ships of Pegu . 
are not so firmly made as those constructed in our. 
ports. “The art of vitrification has long been known 
in the East, but the inhabitants are tnable to make so 
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hard and transparent’ a substance as that which is 
brought from Europe. On the subject of this ma- 
nufacture, Colonel Symes mentions the following cu- 

. rious and interesting fact: “The Birman monarch,” 
says he, * who isa great admirér of this manufacture, 
was particularly desirous to introduce it into his own 
dominions ; and supposing that every Englishman 
must be versed in the knowledge of making whatever 
comes from his own country, fe sent a message to 
request that I would furnish his artificers with such 
instructions as might enable them to fabricate ors 
of a quality equal to what was made in England. 
Unluckily none of us happened to be skilled in the 
my of a glass-house ; all, therefore; that we 
could do, was to explain the principles of the art, 
which Dr Buchanan obligingly undertook ; and, in 
order to facilitate them in the acquirement, and guide 
them in the practice, I lent them the Encyclopedia. 
Britannica, arid pointed out the article where the 
process is fully explained. Baba Sheen, the second 
in authority at the port of Raugoon, and the Arme- 
nian interpreter, translated it into the Birman tongue.” 

The commerce of the Birman empire is very con- 
siderable. An extensive trade is carried on between 
the capital and Tunan in China, The principal ex- 
port from the Birman territory is cotton, of which it 
is said there are two kinds, one of a brown colour, of 
which nankeens are made, the other white like the 
cotton of India. ‘This commodity is transported up 
the Irrawaddy in large boats, as far as a place called 
Barnoo, where it is bartered with the Chinese mer- 
chants, who convey it partly by land and partly by 
water into China. Amber, ivory, precious stones, 
betel nut, and the edible nuts, brought from the eas- 
tern archipelago, are also articles of commerce. In 
return the Birmans procure raw and wrought silks, 
gold leaf, preserves, paper, and some hardware uten- 
sils: There is also a considerable inland commerce 
carried on between the different parts of the interior, 
particularly in the necessaries of life. Several thou- 
sand boats are employed in transporting rice and salt 
fron the southern provinces, to supply the capital and 
the northern districts. On the coast the Birmans pos- 
sess several excellent ports, particularly Negrais, Mer- 
ui; and Raugoon. ‘The imports into the latter place 
rom the British settlements in 1794-5, Colonel Symes 
was informed, amounted to about £195,000 Sterling. 
They consisted chiefly of coarse piece goods, glass, 
hardware, and broad cloth: the returns were made 
almost wholly in timber. In order to encourage our 
trade with this country, the king, upon our embassy 
in'1795, granted several valuable privileges to our 
merchants. ‘I‘he Birmans are so sensible of the ad- 
vantages of commerce, and so desirous of extending 
it, that of late years they have tolerated all descrip- 
tions of people, Pagans, Jews, Mahometans, Chris- 
tians, the Ghactelewor' Confucius, and the worshippers 
of fire, and invited strangers of every nation to resort 
to their ports; and being free from the prejudices of 
cast which shackle their Indian neighbours, they per- 
mit foreigners to intermarry and settle among them. 
The chil of strangers of every description born 
of a Birman woman become subjects of the state, and 
are entitled to the same privileges as if they had 
sprung from a line of Birman ancestry. In their 
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commercial transactions, the Birmans, like the Chinese, 
make no use of coin. Silver in bullion and lead are 
the current monies of this country; weight and purity 
are of course the standard. value, om ifi ascertain- 

_ dng these the natives are exceedingly scrupulous 
and expert. Money scales and weights are all fabri- 
ated at the pm when they are stamped and cir- 
culated alt, le the empire, while the use of any 
other is prohibited. The bankers are also workers 
in silver, and assayers of metal, This is a very nume- 
rous class of people, and. indispensably necessary, as 
ho stranger can undertake either to. pay or receive 
money without having it first examined by one of 
them. Every merchant has a banker of this descrip- 
tion, with whom he lodges all his cash, and who re- 
ceives a commission of.one per cent, upon it, in con- 
sideration of which he is responsible for the quality 
of what passes through his hands; and there has 
been no instance, in which a branch of trust was com- 
mitted by one of these bankers. 

In this place we shall introduée some description 
of the principal cities of the Birman empire, as it will 
illustrate the state of society and of the arts in this 
seery- The seat of government has been often suc- 
cessively changed under different sovereigns. At pre- 
sent the capital is Ummerapoora, a city which was 
founded by Menderagee, soon after he ascended the 
throne, and which has speedily become one of the 
most flourishing places in the East. It is situated on 
@ peninsula between a lake on the south-east, and a 
large river with numerous isleson the north-west, and 
with its spires, tufrets, and lofty obelisk, &c. noting 
the royal presence, seems to rise like Venus out of 
‘the waters. he lake is called Tounzemahn, from a 
village on the opposite side, which is.ornamented with 
tall groves of mango, palmyra, and cocoa trees. ‘I'he 
number and singularity of the boats which are’ moor- 

’ ed in the lake, and the surrounding amphitheatre of 
. lofty hills, conspire to render the scene grand and in- 
teresting. The fort is an exact square, with public 
granaries.and store-rooms, and there is a gilded tem- 
ple at each corner nearly 100 feet in height, bat. far 
inferior to others in the vicinity of the capital. In 
the centre of the fort stands the royal palace, with a 
wide court in front, beyond which is the hall of coun- 
cil, supported by about eighty pillars disposed in 
eleven rows. The buildings of this city are chiefly 
of wood, 

Ava, the former capital, is about four. miles from 
Ummerapoora ; but since the removal of the seat of 
government to that city, has fallen into a state of de- 
cay. * The walls,’ says Colonel Symes, “ are now 

into ruin, ivy clings to the sides, and 
bushes suffered to grow at the bottom, undermine 
the foundation, and have already caused large chasms 
in the different faces of the fort. The materials of 
the houses, consisting chiefly of wood, had, on the 
first order for removing, been transported to the new 
city of Ummerapoora: but the ground, unless when 
it is covered with bushes, or rank grass, still retains 
traces of former buildings and streets. . The lines of 
the royal palace, of the grand council hall, the apart- 
ments of the women, and the spot on which the 
peasath or imperial spire had stood, were pointed out 
fens by our guide, Clumps of bamboos, a few plan- 
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tain trees, and tall thorns, occupy the greater part of 
the area of the latel ourpbias capital... We ob- 
served two dwelling houses of mortar and brick, the 
roofs of which had fallen in. ‘Vhese,,our guides said, 
had belonged .to foreigners. On cntering one, we 
found it inhabited only by bats, which, flew in our 
faces, whilst our sense of smelling was affected by their 
filth, and by the noisome mildew that bung upon the 
walls, Numerous temples, on which the eed 
never lay sacrilegious hands, were dilapidating by time, 
It is impossible to. draw. a more striking picture of 

eee se sitaLalsle Aingdemobares egu was formerly ca the Kin 0} t 
name: but after the conquest of it by Alompra, 
who demolished the buildings, and razed the whole 
to the ground, it fell into, ~ But after Men- 
deena ance we — _he endeavoured to. con- 
ciliate the native Peguese, by permitting them, to re- 
build their ancient aa _within the site of which a 
new town has accordingly been reared. Itis situated 
in 17°40’ N. Lat. and 96° 11’ 15" E. Long. The 
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number of inhabitants appears to be about six or seve 
thousand. WAY Be 

Besides these cities, there are many others of con- 
siderable importauce. Raugoon, one of the principal 
ports in the 1 ted was founded by Alompra, and 
is. estimated to contain about 30,000 inhabitants. 
Towards the mouth of the river Pegu stands Siriam, 
formerly one of the chief ports of that kingdom, and 
which carried on a considerable commerce when. in 
possession of the Portuguese. Martaban was another 
sea-port of considerable eminence, until the harbour 
was impeded by order of the Birman emperor, ‘The 

nd river Irrawaddy, the course of which is about 
$200 miles in length, -is’ adorned with numerous 
towns and villages. Persain or Bassian stands on its 
western branch, 
north is Prome, celebrated as the scene of many long 
sieges and bloody battles, the population of which is 
ah to exceed that of Raugoon. Chagaing, opposite 
to the capital, .was once a.city of imperial residence, 
and is still a principal market for cotton. . Pagahmis 
celebrated for its numerous temples, but is now in a 
state of decay. Towards the north and west there 
are also Arracan, Quangtong, Barnoo, Munnipora, 
Monchaboo. wredtiihi 

Ataconsiderable distance to the © 

Of the population of the Birman empire we have Population. 
no accurate information, Colonel Symes, however, 
says, that he was credibly informed the number of 
cities, towns, and villages, amounted to 8000, exclu- 
sive of Arracan. . Now,.if this be true, and we sup- 
ose each of them, on an average, to contain 300 
a and every house six persons, the pepviniee 
will amount to 14,400,000 persons. Few of the in- 
habitants, however, live in solitary houses ; they most- 
ly form themselves into small societies, and their 
dwellings, thus collected, compose their villages ; and 
therefore, he concludes, that if we estimate the whole 
population, including Arracan, at 17,000,000, it will 
not probably exceed the truth. ay 

_ In their features the Birmans bear a greater resem- Persons of 
blance to the Chinese than to the natives of Hindos. the inha- 
tan. ‘The men are’ not tall, but they are active and bitants. 
athletic, and haye a very you appearance, as, in- 
stead of using the razor, they pluck out their beards. 
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empire; are fairer than the Hindoo females ; but they 

and long. At an , the girls are taught to 
turn le arms tM ae as to make them 
appear distorted. When the arm is extended, the 

inside of the joint is protruded, and the external part 
bends inwar Neither the men nor the women are 
so cleanly in their persons as the Hindoos, among 
whom diurnal ablution is a religious and moral duty. 

_ \ Ingeneral, the character of the Birmans forms a 
striking contrast with that of the nativesof India, from 

some res] they display the ferocity of barbarians, 
i ers ae softness, vce and tender- 

ness of polished society. They inflict the most sa- 
vage vengeance on their enemies ; as invaders, deso- 
lation marks their steps, for they spare neither age 

they manifest the spirit of be- 
nevolence, and extend their aid to the sick, the in- 
firm, and the i In this country beggars are ne- 

any individual is unable to. procure 
sustenance = own labour, it is provided for him 
‘by others. Filial piety is inculcated as a sacred du- 
ty, and its precepts are religiously observed. 

‘The private houses of the Birmans are constructed 
of very simple and cheap materials. The use of 
brick, or stone, is prohibited by government, so that 
they are constructed of wood ; but, in other respects, 
they are built with sufficient attention to convenien- 
ey, and are all raised from the ground, either on 
wooden posts, or bamboos, according to the size of 
the building. In consequence, however, of the houses 
— constructed of such combustible materials, the 
in wag rb inpulucians apprehension ms fire, 
against whi eve aution. The roofs 
are lightly covered; and, fis there is 2 
long mboo, with an iron hook at the end. of it, to 
pull down the thatch. There is also another pole, 
with an iron grating at the extremity, to suppress 
the flames by pressure; and almost every house has 
earthen pots fi with water, standing ready upon 
the roof ; and a number of firemen patrole the streets 
during the a * out all fires and lights af- 
ter a certain « ‘The art of masonry: has.not, in 
late ages, been much cultivated among the Birmans, 
as their wobden structures have superseded the solid 
buildings of brick and mortar; and it is a singular 
circumstance, that though well constructed arches of 
brick are still to be seen in many of the ancient tem- 
ples, yet native workmen are no longer able to turn 

The court dress of the nobles is represented as 
very becoming. It consists.of a.long robe of flower- 
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ed satin, or of velvet, reaching to the ankles, with 
an open collar, and loose sleeves. Over this there is: 
a scarf, or flowing mantle, which hangs. from their 
shoulders; and on their heads they wear high caps 
of velvet, either plain, or of silk embroidered with 
flowers of gold, according to the rank of the owne?t 
Ear-rings are worn by the men, and some persons of 
condition use tubes of gold, about three inches long, 
and as thick as a large quill, which expands at one 
end like the mouth of a trumpet ; others wear a heavy 
mass of gold, beaten into a plate, and rolled up; ‘This 
lump of metal forms a large orifice in the lobe of the 
ear, and drags it down by its weight to. the extent of 
two inches. Men of rank wear, in common dress, 
a tight coat, with long’sleeves, made of muslin, or of 
very fine nankeen, and a silk wrapper that encircles 
the waist. The working class are usually naked to 
the middle; but, in cold weather, they sometimes 
make use of a mantle or vest of European cloth. 
When women of quality go abroad, they wear a silk 
sash like a long shawl, which crosses their bosom, 
and is cast over the shoulder, so as to flow graceful- 
ly on each side. ‘The lowest class of fernbles often 
wear only a single garment, in the form of a sheet, 
which, wrapped round the body, and tucked under 
the arm, crosses their breasts, which it scarcely con- 
‘ceals, and descends to their ankles, but in sucha man- 
ner that the legs protrude from under it when they 
attempt to walk. Women in full dress stain the. 
alms of their hands and: their nails of a red colour, 
iy means of a vegetable, juice, and strew on their bo- 
soms powder of sandal wood, or of a particular kind 
of bark, with which some of them rub their faces. 
Both men and women tinge the edges of their eyelids 
and their teeth of a black colour. 

In their food, the Birmans, compared: with the 
Hindoos,.are pross and uncleanly. 
religion prohibits the slaughter of animals in general, 
yet they apply the interdiction only to those that are 
domesticated. All game is eagerly sought:after, and. 
is publicly sold in the market. Reptiles also, ae 
lizards, guanas, snakes, constitute part of the food of 
the lower classes, and they are also extremely fond of 
vegetables. The higher ranks live with greater dew 
—— although their fare is never sumptuous. 

ith regard to their various. circumstances, parti» 
cular attention is paid to the rank of the individuals. 
In their houses, no one dare assume a-mode of struce. 
ture to which he is not legally entitled, under: the 
penalty of a most severe punishment, which is never 
remitted. ° This subordination of ranks among the 
Birmans is maintained, not only with regard tg their 
houses and dress, but even in their domestic ihstru- 
ments; the shape oftheir betel box, which is carried 
by an attendant before one of:noble birth wherever he 
goes, his ear-rings, his. cup. of ceremony, the actou- 
trements of his horse, and even the metal of which. 
his spitting box and drinking cup are made. 
‘* Among the Birmans, marriages are not contracted 
until the parties. attain the age of oh When 
a young man wishes to marry a girl, her mother,,or 
nearest female relation, first makes the proposal in 
rk ei and, if it is well received, a party of his 

iends afterwards proceed to the house of the lady’s 
parents, with whom they — the marriage portion. 
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On the morning of the bridal day, the bridegroom 

Empire. sends the maiden three lower garments, three sashes, 
——v—— and three pieces of white muslin, with such jewels, 

‘Prostitu- 
tion. 

state of the 
women. 

ear-rings, and bracelets, as his circumstances will af- 
ford. ‘The parents of the bride prepare a feast, and 
ener writings are executed. The young couple. eat 
ut of the same dish, and the bridegroom presents the 

bride with some lepack, or pickled tea, which she 
accepts, and returns the compliment, which ends the 
ceremony. The law probibits polygamy, and ‘re- 
-eognises only one wife; but concubinage is admitted 
to an unlimited extent. The concubines reside in the 
same house with the legitimate wife, and are obliged 
by law to perform the menial services of the family ; 
and when she goes abroad, they attend her, bearing 
her water flaggon, betel box, fan, &c. When the 
man dies, his concubines, if bound in servitude to him, 
become the property of the surviving widow, unless 
he has emancipated them by a specific act. previous 
to his decease. 

In the Birman empire, prostitution is admitted, 
and is often attended with circumstances of peculiar 
wretchedness. Many who follow this course of life 
are not at their own disposal, nor do they receive the 
earnings of their unhappy profession. According to 
the Birman laws, if a person contracts a debt which 
he is unable to pay, he beeomes the property of his 
creditor, who may claim the insolvent debtor as his 
slave, and oblige him to perform menial service until 
he liquidates the debt; nor does the unhappy man 
suffer in his own person only, for his immediate rela- 
tions are often included in the bond, and are liable to 
be attached and sold to discharge the obligation. In 
consequence of this inhuman law, whole families are 
often plunged into misery and ruin. Innocent wo- 
men are dragged from the comforts. of ‘domestic life, 
and, on account of the folly or misfortune of the 
master of the family, are sold to the superintendant 

‘of the Jackally, who, if they possess or at- 
traction, pays a valuable consideration for them, and 
reimburses himself by the wages of their prostitution. 
Indeed, the lawer classes oF the Birmans make no 
scruple of selling their daughters, or even their wives, 
to foreigners who come to pass a temporary residence 
aon them: this, however, reflects no disgrace on 
any of the parties, and even the woman is not disho- 
noured by the connection. But when a man leaves 
the country, he is not at liberty to carry his. tempo- 
rary wife along with him; and even female children, 
born of a Birman mother, are not allowed to be taken 
away. Men- may emigrate from the country; but 
the Alot think, that the expatriation of women 
would impoverish the state, by diminishing the sources 
of population. On iv point the law is extremely 
rigorous. Before a ship receives clearance, it is care- 
fully searched by the officets of the customhouse ; 
and even if their vigilance should be eluded, the wo- 
man would quickly be missed, and should the vessel 
ever return to a Birman port, the property would be. 
confiscated, and the master subjected to fine and im- 
prisonment. 

The Birmans do not shut up their women in the 
walls of a haram, or surround them with guards, like 
most other nations of the East. Such low jealousy 
forms no part of the character of this extraordinary 
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le. They do not conceal their wives or daugh- Birmaw 

erpfross thoeyes of men, but allow et el Empire 
free intercourse with the world as the rules of Euro- 
pean society admit of. Infidelity, however, is not 
common among the Birman»women. Indeed, 
have in general too much employment to allow time 
for the corruption of theit minds, for even women of 
the highest rank seldom sit in idleness at homes The 
female servants, like those of the Grecian dames’ of 
antiquity, ply the various labours of the loom, whilst 
the mistress of the house superintends and: directs 
their industry. » Col. Symes mentions, that, on oc 
casion of a fortial visit to the motherof | the present 
queen, they observed, invone of the galleries of his 
palace, three or fot looms'working by the damsels of 
his houseliold. Indeed, weaving) is chiefly a female 
occupation, and most females all the cotton and 
silk cloth that is necessary for domestic consumption. 
In some respects, however; women are treatdd as if 
they did not hold the same>plac¢ in the seale‘of creas 
tion as the men., The: evidence of a fémale is/not 
received as of equal weight with that of a:man, and 
they are not allowed to ascénd\the:steps of a court of 
justice, but are obliged to-deliver their testimony on 
the outside of the roof..2 1)! re 
Among the public’ dmusements of. the Birmans, JarhGees 

DI ments. are os matches, fireworks; 85 0X 
tions of dancing, et shows. They-are: 
larly fond. of neal ee cicalisduassnertes 
there>is a theatre, in an) court, which is splen- 
didly illuminated by lamps and/ torches whem theatri+ 
cal performances are exhibited. Indeed, at all festi- 
vals they have dramatic entertainments, consisting of 
music, dancing, and action, with a dialogue in recita- _ 
tion. The higher ranks are likewise particularly 
fond of chess.. The board which they use in’ this 
game is exactly similar to ours, containing 64 squares, 
and the number of troops the same, sixteen on 
side; but the names, the power, and the disposal.of 
them, differ essentially. On the/last. day of the year 
a curious custom prevails thronghout the Birman 
empire, To wash away the impurities of the past, 
andycommence the new year free from stain, wo- 
men on this day are accustomed to throw water 
on every man they meet, and the men have the privi- 
lege of retaliating. This licence gives rise to a great 
deal of harmless merriment, particularly among the 
young women, who, armed with large. veildeed and 
flaggons, endeavour to wet every man that goes along 
the streets; and, in their turn, receive the same com- 
pliment with perfect good humour, Dirty water, 
however, is never employed; noris a man wed to 
lay hold of a woman, but he may cast as much water 
over her as he provided she has been the 
aggressor; butif a woman warns a man that she 
does not mean to join in the diversion, it is consider- 
ed as an avowal of pregnancy, and she passes without 
molestation. 

Tn the Birman empire, funerals are solemnized with Funerals, 
great parade, and various external demonstrations 
grief. The corpse is placed on a bier, and carried 
on men’s shoulders; the procession moves slowly 
along ; the relations attend in mourning ; and wo- 
men, hired for the occasion, precede the body, and 
chaunt a dirge-like air. The Birmans burn their 
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river, -as the cere- 
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of burning.is very expensive. ; 'a funeral pile six or eight feet high,-made-of 

quickly reduced to 
-collected,and:depo- 

high rank, such as the 
ince, the’ prime ministers 
Eepevctentbaltied,iand 
for six weeks, or. two 
committed to the fune- 

western provinces of Dalla and Bassieu, and of whom 
here are several societies,,in the districts adjacent to 
| inet They were represented sg a Ca- 

missi Jen, op tina ee race, mild in 
ein manners, exceeding’ i to strangers, 

speaking a language distinct | from, that of the Bir- 
mans, and entertaining rude notions of religion. They 
are.the most industrious subjects of the state, and 
raise a. of the proyisions used in the coun- 
try, A dears gardening, and,the care of cattle, 
are , their only occupations... Their . villages 
ae: select ice Nag which they exclude 
other people ; and they never reside in cities, in- 

termingle, or marry with strangers, They profess 
and strictly observe the principle of universal peace, 
not engaging in war, or. taking part in contests for 
dominion ; a system which necessarily places them. in 
subjection to the ruling power of the day.. Of late 
years, however, they have been much oppressed by 

he great Birman. landholders; in consequence of 
which, numbers of them have withdrawn into, the 
mountains of Arracan., 5 A uit 

age ol gecdnebeaterengs ress ; for though ve not explored the 
Napths of science, os reached to superior. excellence 
in the fine arts, yet, in general, they are certainly 
an intelligent le. The knowledge of letters is 
so widely diffused among them, that there are no 
mechanics, few of the peasantry, or even of the com- 
mon watermen, who cannot read and write the vul- 
gartongue. Few, however, are versant in their books 
of science, which, containing many Sanscrit terms, 
and being often written in the Pali text, are above the 
comprehension of themultitude. The Birmanlanguage 
contains thirty-three simplesounds, to represent which, 
the alphabet consists of an equal number of distinct 
haracters, exclusive of various marks and contrac- 

ons, which supply the place of long and short 
wels, diphthongs, &c. The Birmans write like 

Europeans, from the left to the right; and, though _ 
they leave no distinguishing place between their 
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words,’ they mark the pauses of a full sentence, nd Birman 
the fullsstops. » Their letters are distinct, and their Empire. 
manuscripts: arey in general, very, beautiful... “The “~~ 
common books of the» Birmans, like those of the pooks, 
Hindoos, are: composed; of the» palmyra: leaf, on 
which: the letters-are engraved with) a style; but 
they:aré much ‘superior to those of the Western con- 
tinent;:in the neatness of the execution, and in! the 
oriiaments which decorate them. Books, in the; Pali 
téext,,are sometimes composed of thin stripes of bam- 
boo,! delicately plaited. and varnished over in sucha 
manher.as to i a smooth and hard surface, on a 
leaf of any dimensions.; 'This surface is ‘afterwards 
ilded, ot the sacred letters are traced upon it in 

black and shining japan: the margin is illuminated 
by wreaths and figures of gold, on a red, green, or 
black ground... In every monastery there is a repo- 
sitory of books, which are usually kept in lacquered 
chests.. When at the capital, Colonel Symes. paid 
a visit to the royal library, of which he gives.us the 
following interesting description... ‘*,It is,’”? says he, Royal li- 
“a large brick building; raised. on a terrace, and brary. 
covered by a roof of a very compound structure. It 
consists of one square room, with. an enclosed viran- 
do, or ery, surrounding it. “Che room was lock- 
ed, and,.as we had not a special order for seeing it, 
the person who had: the care of the library, said that 
he was not at liberty to open the doors, assured 
us, there was nothing in the inside different’ from 
what we might: seein the virando, where a’ number 
of large chests, curiously ornamented with gilding 
and japan, were ranged in regular order against the 
wall. I counted fifty; but there were many more, 
prebably not less than a hundred. The books were 
regularly classed, and the contents of each chest were - 
written in gold letters,on the lid... The librarian 
opened two, ‘and shewedme)some very beautiful 
writing, on thin leaves! of ivory, the margins of 
which were ornamented with flowers of gold, neatly 
executed. I saw also some books written in the an- 
cient Pali, the religious text. \Every thing seemed 
to be arranged with perfect regularity ;_ and I was in- 
formed that there were books on divers subjects ; 
more on divinity than any other: but history, music, 
medicine, painting, and romance, had their separate 
treatises, The yolumes were disposed under distinct 
heads, regularly, numbered ;\ and if all the other 
chests were as well-filled as those that were submit- 
ted to our inspection, it is not improbable, that his 
Birman’ majesty may possess a more numerous. li- 
brary than any potentate from the banks of the Da- 
nube to the borders of China.” 

To this general. account’ of the literature of the Books in 
Birmans, we may add a few particulars rekative to history. 
some of the arts and sciences. They are said to pos- 
sess many historical works, containing an account of 
the lives and actions of the different families of their 
princes; but they are very fabulous, and abound 
with omens and prodigies. They have also transla- 
tions of the history of China and Siam, and of the 
kingdoms of Kathee, Ko-shampyee,. Pagoo, Saym- 
may, and Layuzayu. In medicine, the Birmans wredicine. 
have several books. They divide diseases into ninety- 
six genera; and of these several are subdivided into 
many species. ‘They ~ acquainted with the use of 

i 
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Birman mercury inthe cure of the venereal disease; but the 
Empire. manner in which they employ it is neither safe nor 

Surgery. 

Law. 

Poetry, 

certain. They make a candle of cinnabar and some_ 
other materials, and, setting fire to it, the patient 
inhales the fumes with his nostrils; but he is seldom 
able to persevere long in this course, as it always 
produces a want of appetite, and extreme languor. 
Of the animal kingdom, mummy is a favourite me- 
dicine ; but the greater part of the Birman remedies 
are taken from the vegetable creation, especially 
those of an aromatic nature. ‘They are well ac- 
quainted with the plants of the country ; and for a 

t number of them have appropriate names. On 
the whole, however, the practice of their physicians 
is almost entirely empirical ; and, accordingly, they 
are not held in high estimation among their country- 
men. ‘There is a curious custom, mentioned by Dr 
Buchanan, with regard to this class of men. If a 
young woman appears to be dangerously ill, the 
physician and her parents frequently enter into an 
agreement, by which he undertakes to cure her. If 
the doctor is successful in this, he takes her as his 
serge ; but if she dies, he pays a certain sum for 
er to the parents: for in the Birman empire no pa- 

rent gives away his daughter, either as a wife or con- 
cubine, without some valuable consideration. In sur- 
ery, the skill of the Birmans extends only to the 

ing of wounds and setting of bones. Of late, 
indeed, they have introduced from Arracan the art 
of inoculation for the small-pox. The practice, how- 
ever, does not appear to have become general, as 
a very great proportion of the people are marked 
by that disease. The Baptists, who have for some 
years laboured with so much success in propagating 
Christianity in Bengal; have lately sent a mission to 
the Birman empire; and, in 1808, one of the mis- 
sionaries, Mr Felix Carey, introduced the vaccine 
inoculation into the city of Raugoon. He perform- 
ed the operation on a considerable number of people, 
and, among others, the family of the governor, so 
that we fondly hope, this inestimable discovery will 
soon extend through the empire, and prevent the 
future ravages of the natural pox. On Jaw the Bir- 
mans have many treatises, particularly the Institutes 
of Menu, and copious commentaries upon them. The 
code in common use is said to have suffered seve- 
ral alterations.and additions by the decrees of various 
princes. The king whosat onthe throne when the Bri- 
tish embassy was sent tothiscountry, was a very intel- 
ligent prince, and had caused the Institutes of Menu 
to be translated from the English of Sir W. Jones. He 
must therefore have heard of what is pursued among 
the Europeans, at least in oriental literature ; and 
we may hope that some more useful books may at- 
tract his notice, and’ promote the diffusion of know- 
ledge among his people. ‘The Birmans are extreme- 
ly fond of poetry and music. They have epic as 
well as. religious s, of high celebrity; and they 
are fond of reciting, in heroic numbers, the exploits 
of their kings and generals. It is said, that the 
prowess of the great Alompra, the deliverer of his 
country, is celebrated in verses not unworthy of his 
courage and his fortune. ‘The members of the Bri- 
tish embassy saw one of their dramatic representa- 
tions at Pegu, and gave itconsiderable praise. The 
dialogue was spirited; without rant ;, the action ani- 
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mated without 2 extravagant ; and the dresses Birman 
of the principal 
ing. 
derable estimation throughout the Birman 
and is cultivated more nerally than in India. 

The manner in which the Birmans divide time, is Division of 
at once a proof of the progress and the defect of time. 
their knowledge. The space in which the finger can 
be raised and depressed, is called charazi; ten of 
them make one piaan ; and six piaans one pizana, or 
about a minute. The day commences at noon, and 
is divided into eight portions, of about three hours 
each. Their divisions of time are ascertained by a 
machine resembling the hour-glass, and sometimes 
by a perforated pan placed in a tub of water. oa, 
are announced by a stroke on an oblong drum, whic’ 
is always placed near the dwelling of the chief ma- 
gistrate of the town or village. It is commonly 
raised on a high bamboo stage, with a roof of mats 
to protect it from the weather. The edifice at the 
hat bg palace in the capital is of masonry, and is very 
lofty ; so that the sound is said to be disti con- 
veyed to the remotest parts of the city. The Bir- 
man — is divided into twelve months, which con- 
sist alternately of 29 and 30 days; so that an ordi- 
nary year consists only of 354 days. In order, 
therefore, to complete a solar revolution, they inter- 
calate eve chird pounds month of 30 days; and in 
that year they add other three days to certain of the 
months: but, as every fourth year will still occasion 
the difference of a day, as in our bissextile year, 
their style has been frequently altered by arbitrary 
authority. His present Birman majesty, however, 
is so desirous to ascertain and establish, by accurate 
tables, fs Ldap pant invariable measurement of 
time, that he made application to the governor-ge- 
neral of India to send 16 his capital a Bramin skilled 
in astronomy, to assist the deliberations of his coun- 
cil of professers, among whom his majesty always 
presides in person ; and he is said to be no inconsi- 
derable proficient in the science of astronomy. The 
manner in which the Birman month is subdivided, is 
probably peculiar to this nation. Instead of reckon- 
ing the days progressively, from the commencement 
to the close of the month, they advance no farther _ 
than the full moon; from which they recede, by re- 
trogressive enumeration, until the end of the month. 
The month is also subdivided into four weeks, of 
seven days each ; and thé eighth day of the increas- 
ing moon, the fifteenth or full moon; the eighth of 
the decreasing moon, and the last day of the moon, 
are set apart by the Birmans as sacred festivals. On 
these hebdominal holidays no public business is trans- 
acted, and mercantile en ments are suspended ; 
and the strict observers of them take no sustenance 
between the rising and the setting of the sun: but the 
latter instance of self denial is not very common, afd 
is rarely practised, except in the metropolis, when 
the appearance of sanctity is sometimes assumed by 
the crafty as the means of attaining promotion. The 
sovereign himself is a great favourer of the austeri- 
ties of the Birman religion; and his chief minister 
has for many years, on the Birman Sabbath, abstain- 
ed from food, so long as the sun appeared above the 
horizon. 

With regard to religion, the Birmans are worship. Religion. 

ormers were showy, becom- Empire. 
usic is a science which is also na oe 
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for his use:a small treatise, the most important parti- 
culars of which are contained in the Liledien ab- 
-stract: “ The gods who have ap 
sent world, and who have obtai 

in the pre- 
the perfect state, 

Niebau, (deliverance from all the evils of life,) are 
four; Chauchasam, Gonagom, Gaspa, and - 
ma. Of these the law of ought at present 
to he followed. oN ; 

« Q. Where is the god Godama? A. Godama, 
vat the age of thirty-five years, having attained divi- 
nity, p his Jaw for forty-five years, and 
brought salvation to all living beings. At eighty 
years of age, he attained Niebau 3 this ned 
2362 yearsago. ‘Then Godama said, ¢ After I shall 

« Q. What is the doctrine and law which Goda- 
ma delivered to be observed by all men? A. It con- 
sists chiefly in observing the five commandments, and 

“ 

‘kill no.animal : . 
3. Thon shalt not violate the wife or concubine of 
auother.. 4. Thou shalt tell nothing false. 5. Thou 
shalt drink neither wine, nor.any thing that will in- 
toxicate: Thoushalt not eat opium, norother inebriat- 
ing drug. Whoever keeps these five commandments, 
during all successive transmigrations, shall. either be 
born.a nobleman or nost, shall not be liable to 

nor to other misfortunes and calamities. 
Q. What are the ten sins. A. 1. The killing of 

animals. 2.'Theft. 3. Adultery. 4. Falsehood. 
6. Discord. 6. Harsh and To eee 7. 
Idle and superfiuous talk. 8. The coveting of your 
neighbour’s goods. 9. Envy, and the desire of your 
neighbour's: or misfortune. | 10. The following 
of the doctrine of false gods. He who abstains from 
these sins, is saidto obtain Sila; and every one who 
observes Si/a, in all,successive transmigrations, will 
Cun E aete, till, at length, he will 
become worthy of beholding a God, and of heari 
his great voice; andthus he will obtain Niebau, aad 
be exempted from the four known miseries, namely, 

» disease, and death. We must also 
believe, that tau if we observe his laws, 
eelles the other who are to arise after 

«© @. Besides these already mentioned, are th 
other good works which ought to be practioed }. 4, 

There are. One goodwork is called Dana, which con- 
sists in giving alms, particularly tothe Rahaans, Ase- 
cond is called Bavana, which consists in thoughtfully 
pronouncing these three words, Aneizza, Docha, and 
Anatta. By the word Aneiza, is understood, that 
he who pronounces it recollects, that, by his parti- 
cular situation, he is liable to vicissitudes ; by the 
word Docha is understood, that by the same situa- 
tion he is liable to misfortune; and by the word 
Anatta, that it is not in his power to exempt him- 
self from being liable to changes and to misfortune. 
Whoever dies without having observed the Sila, Da- 
na, and Bavana, will certainly pass into one of the 
infernal states, and will become a Nirea,.a Prictta, 
or some animal. 

« Revolving these things in your mind, O ye Eng- 
glish, Dutch, Arminians, and others, adore Goda- 
ma the true god; adore also his law and his priests : 
Be solicitous in giving alms, in the observance of 
Sila, and in performing Bavana. But a true and 
legitimate priest ob Risdon not to be found, ex- 
cept in this empire, or in the Island of Ceylon ; ané 
ou, O Bishop, have obtained a great lot, whe 
ave been thought worthy, although born in one of 

the small islands depending on Zabudiba, to come 
hither and to hear the truth of the divine law. This 
book, which I now give you, is more estimable than 
gold or silver, than diamonds and precious stones ; 
and I exhort all English, Dutch,.Arminians,\ and 
others, faithfully to transcribe its contents, and dili- 
gently to act according to the precepts therein con- 
tain: ”? 

Birman 
Empire. 
Nn pm 

All the priests of Godama are properly what ‘in Prieste... 
re a Roman Catholic country would be call ulars. 

There are no secular priests in this country who of- 
ficiate in the worship of the people. These Ra- 
hhaans, as they are styled, live together in convents. 
which are by far the »best habitations in the empire. 
They are dressed in along cloak of a yellow colour ; 
like the Carmelites, they go barefooted, and have their 
heads close shaven, on which they never wear any 
covering: they all profess celibacy, and to abstain 
from every sensual indulgence. If a Rahaan is de- 
tected in an act of incontinence, he is expelled from 
the society, and subjected to public disgrace. “The 
delinquent is seated.on an ass, and his + 2 daubed 
with black paint, <inters with spots of white. 
He is thus led through the streets, with a drum 
beating ‘before him, ‘and is turned out of 
the city. Dr Buchanan informs us, that, as far as 
he.could judge, the priests. are wery decent in their 
lives, remarkably hospitable to strangers, the most 
intelligent men im the country, and very highly re- 
spected by ‘the inhabitants. ‘The road, on occa- 
sions, is yielded upto them ; they are almost always 
madtesiad by some honourable title, and in their con- 
vents they are allowed the use of painting and gild- 
ing, which are prohibited to all other subjects. In 
some cases, they are even permitted to plaster the 
outside roofs of their habitations iin a re the 
royal colour, ‘the most distinguishing royal in- 
sispilid and common caily- 20 Oeiialis and the king. 
Hoteside, though they are so highly honoured, they 
retain the.greatest simplicity in manners, ‘The 
Rahaans never dress their own victuals, considering 

7 
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Birman it as an abuse of time to perform any of the common 
Empire 

Temples. 

hin: ages. 

functions of life, which, so long as they occupy at- 
tention, must divert their minds: from the abstract 
contemplation of the divine essence. | They receive 
contributions of food from the laity, and prefer what 
is cold to hot. Each convent! sends ‘forth a’ certain 
number of its members, who walk! atva quick: pace 
through the streets, carrying»a box in which the do- 
nations are deposited. During their walks they ne- 
ver cast their eyes around them, but keep them fixed 
on the ground ; they do not stop to solicit; and ‘sel- 
dom even lookat the. donors, who appear more desirous 
to bestow than they aretoreceive, The Rahaans eat 
only once a-day, namely, at the hour of noon ;*and 
as a much larger quantity of provisions is commonly 
procured than is sufficient for the members of ‘the 
convents, the surplus is disposed:of to needy stran- 

rs, or the poor scholars,-who daily attend them 
or instruction in letters, and in the duties of religion 
and morality. From the number of convents in the 
neighbourhood of Raugoon, the number of »priests 
must be very considerable. Colonel Symes was‘\in- 
formed they exceeded 1500; but this must include 
those in their noviciate. Formerly, it is said, there 
were also nunneries of virgin priestesses, who, like 
the Rahaans, wore yellow garments, cut off their 
hair, and» devoted themselyes to. chastity and. reli- 
gion ; but these societies were long’ ago’ abolished, 
as, ape to the population of the state. b 

‘The temples:of Godama are generally of a pyra- 
midal,form, and are supposed.to contain: some: relics 
of the god, as a tooth, a bone, a hair, or a gar- 
ment. . The pyramids are’ often of an immense size : 
they are constructed of solid brick-work, plastered 
ever, and generally placed on a: prodigious elevated 
terrace. |The base. of the pyramid is frequently ‘sur- 
rounded by a) double row of small ones ; ‘and ‘the 
summit of the whole is always crowned with umbrel- 
las, made of a combination:of iron bars, into a kind of 
fillagree work, and adorned with bells.. Many of these 
yramids are from, thrée' to five hundred feet high. 

Toke larger temples, the umbrella; with at least the 
upper part .of the! pyramid, and often:the whole, “is 
entirely gilded over. Other temples; of. nearly-a si- 
milar structure,»but hollow) within; contain images 
of Godama, to'which the adoration rof ‘his: insiglie 
is directed ;,-however} the ere of: the 
images are placedin a kind) of:chapéls which sur- 
round the large pyramids, containing the relics. of 
Godama. In; these figures,:the god is.always repre+ 
sented)as;a young man, of a placid countenance, and 
generally in the «dress of a Rahaan.... His: postures 
are various... The:most:common is that of»sitting 
exoss-legged ‘upon a throne, with his left hand: rest+ 
jog upon his leg; and holding a:book, ‘and: with: his 
xight, hand, over his knee... "The images of Godama 
are of various materials,..as clay, copper, silver; and 
alabaster. |. Many: of them are completely gilded and 
ornamented with paintings of flowers... The size also 
of these images varies exceedingly. Some: are not 
above sixi inches high, and others are of a most. cor 
Jossal stature, Dr’ Bachanan mentions, that he saw 
‘@niimage,at Ava, consisting of one solid block of 
plite alabaster: and inia sitting posture, He had-no 
tuvabkanos gliuctore mo Hoe iM 

‘of a large’ man’s thigh and leg, 
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unity of measuring its dimensions; butits*fic- Birman opport: 1 nena 

gers appeared to be about the sy and thi 

idea may be'formed of the immensity ofthe whole. 
Besides attending to their’ private devotions, itis Offerings 

customary mando the Birmans.to present offerings at 
the temples. These are» very various; boiled rice, 
fruits, especially the cocoa’ nut, flowers naturaland 
artificial, and a variety of curious figures, made of 
paper, gold leaf, and the cuttings of the cocoanut 

ernel, are the most common. mA is also very custo- 
‘mary for ‘the rich to offer, elegant white umbrellas 
with golden ornaments, large slippers, canes, pillows, 
and all manner of utensils gilded, and of the finest 
materials. Instead of these costly offerings, the 
content themselves with presenting imitations of t 
in paper. These gifts are don altars, or on 
wooden benches before the god or the temple; and 
= a corre pa dogs or the crows. 
/People who have ins by water, present 
onipls of boats or ships, some of which are 
-with considerable neatness, One of the most common 
-ways for a person to express his devotion, is to gilda 
patch of a temple; in consequence of which many of 
them» have a very motley appearance. The muni- 
ficence of the king in this respect has been very ex- 
tensive. Dr’Buchanan was told, that he is ann 
at the expense of nearly 86,805ib weightof silver for 
this purpose. In no'case do’ the Birmans offer bloody 
sacrificessy) D1 a! {ys : i 5 tie BHT te 

In the Birman empire, the most liberaltoleration Tolera, 
of réligion’ prevails: © In’ the:same street may be heard tion. 
the solemn voice of the Muezzin calling the Islamite 
to early prayers,:and the bell of the Portuguese cha- 
el tinkling a summons to the catholic Christian. 
rocessions meet and pass each other without giving 

or receiving the smallest. offence. The Birmans never 
trouble themselves about the religious opinionsof 
sect, nor disturb their ritual, ceremonies, provi 
they do not interfere with the peace of society, or 
meddle with their own deity:Godama... Some few of 
the natives have embraced the catholic religion, but it 
does not appear that any persecution has been excited 
on this account.’ The catholics have-three places of: 
worship at Raugoon, but’ the congregations are not. 
very: large. » In no:capacity ‘can any one reside'inthe: 
‘Birman empire.with less suspicion than.as-a teacher 
of religion. Persons yk pay art eM 
ther. Christian, Mahome or Pagan, ‘greater 
privileges by order of, government than those in any 
other capacity. LJ a 1 

In this country: the form of goversimen tis despotics Govesss 
but sstillithe aioe is accustomed to consulta coun+ ment. 
cil of ancient nobles... There is no country of the 
East in which the royal establishment is arranged-with 
such minutesattention as.in\the Birman court; it is 
splendid without being wasteful, and numerous:with- 
out confusion. «There are different: officers by-whom 
the affairs‘of government ‘in its. various departments. 
are: transactéd.. The) Birman enue arom 
reditary' dignities- or employments; for on. the dea’ 
oft the Simasive; all pare ie and/offices'revert to the 
crown. The order of nobility has different degrees, 
which. are: distinguished by the number of strings 

+ 
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which eompose the chain which is the badge of the 

"Phe Birman system of } \ is replete with 
sound morality, and is distinguished abovethe Hindoo 
eode’by its perspicuity and good sense. It provides 
especially for almost every kind of crime that can be 
‘committed, and adds an ample chapter of precedents 
and decisions to’ guide’ the: i ienced in cases of 

doubt and diffi . The trial be ordeal, however, 

of this mode of trial is mentioned by Colonel Symes. 
‘Y'wo women having litigated a small property in a 
court of j , and the judges finding it difficult to 
decide the question of right, it was agreed to refer 

the matter’to the issue of an ordeal. The parties, 
attended by'the officers of the court, the Rahaans, 

‘and a multitude of people, repaired’toapond. After 
-eertain prayers and ceremonies, the two women enter- 
ed the pond accompanied by two or three men, one 
‘ef whom placed them close to each other, and put a 
board on their heads, which he pressed down till they 
‘were both immersed at the same instant. After con- 
tinving out of sight for about a minute and a half, 
one of them being’ nearly suffocated, raised her head, 
whilst the other continued ‘to sit on her hams at the 
“bottom, but was immediately lifted up by the man ; 
after which, an officer of the court pronounced judg-. 
ment in her favour ; and of the equity of the decision, 
none seemed to entertain the smallest doubt. 
This pr , however, and that of imprecation, are 
now losing ground, and have of late years been dis- 

by the judicial courts both of India and 
of Ava. The criminal jurisprudence of the Birmans 
is lenient’ in particular cases, but rigorous in others. 
‘The first commission of theft does not incur the pe- 
nalty of death unless the amount stolen is above 800 
tackals, or about £100 sterling, or is attended with 
some circumstances of atrocity, as murder or mutila- 
tion. In the former case, the culprit has a round 
mark imprinted on each cheek by gunpowder and 
puncturation, and on his breast the word thief, with 
the article stolen; for the second offence he is de- 
prived of an arm;-but the third inevitably produces 

ital punishment: Decapitation is the mode by 
ich criminals suffer, and in’ the rmance of it 

the Birman executioners are exceedi gly skilful: In 
the administration of public affairs, the Birman go- 
yernment does not allow of privacy or concealment: 
It is worthy of remark, that when the British ambas- 
sador had‘obtained’ from the emperor the establish- 

" gent of certain regulations with regard to our com: 
merce;/and had returned to the port of Raugoon, the 
viceroy of that‘district informed him: that the order 
would be publicly read and regulated’ on the follow- 
ing day, adding, that the records: were also open to 
the public inspection, and that whosoever — co 
at any time procure a copy, ing a trifling fee 
dinshe bene » of the court. i a E | 
~ ‘The: punishments which thieves, and’ those who 
drink» spirits, &c. meet with in this country, are very 
frequent and severe. | Within a few days, the Baptist 
missionaries saw the punishment of beheading, of cuts 
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ting off the ‘legs, of crucifying, and of pouring boil- Birman 

In the Oriental Star, a Empire. 
Calcutta newspaper for Jan. 23, 1808, there is the fol. "Vv" 
ing lead down the throat. 

lowing account by an English gentleman recently ar- 
rived from Raugoon. The viceroy of that city, whose 
son’s head had been cut off at Ava for chewing opium, 
had upon his arrival at the latter place, just before 
he landed, drawn his sword on board a boat, and 
thrown the scabbard into the river. His attendants 
remarking this extraordinary act, asked him the cause 
of it. His reply was, ‘* my sword shall never be 
sheathed till it has revenged the death of my son.’”? 
A man for chewing opium was put to death by cru- 
cifixion, in which red hot nails were used. a this 
position his belly was ript up, and in that horrid si- 
tuation he was left to expire.* His entrails lying at his 
feet, were immediately devoured by crows and yul- 
tures, several hours before the unhappy man ceased to- 
breathe, and of which he seemed to be sensible. An- 
other unhappy wretch for getting drunk, had hot 
lead poured down his throat in small quantities of 
about half a glassful: the two first caused a strong 
smoke to issue from his mouth, of which he was ap- 
parently sensible, but the third dose put an instant 
gn to his existence. Another culprit for a simi- 

crime was sentenced to be roasted alive, and the 
execution was to take place a few days after the wri- 
ter’s departure from Raugoon. ‘Two others, one who 
had run away from the Birman army, and one whose 
father had also deserted, but who had not been taken, 
had their legs cut off above the knees, were also nail- 
ed up by their hands with red hot nails, and the hair 
of their heads tied fast up to a pole, and in this situa- 
tion they were left to bleed to death. T'hese misera- 
ble wretches remained alive for some hours, durin 
which their piercing cries were distressing Beyond 
expression, so that not an inhabitant in the place had 
any rest the whole night. The wives and children of. 
the latter unhappy sufferers were to be blown up 
three days after. It seems tHat the viceroy, who or- 
dered these dreadful punishments, had, during a lon 
administration, executed the duties of his office wit 
the greatest mildness and benevolence, screening many 

' offenders from the rigour of the barbarous law of the 
country ; but the execution of his son by,the court 
of Ava had driven him to. the highest pitch of des- 
peration, and caused him to vow, that the bloody cri- 
minal-code of his country should be enforced to the 
utmost extremity. 

The Birmans are’a nation of soldiers; every man forces, 
in the kingdom being liable to be called upon military 
service, and war is deemedthe most honourable occu- 
pation. The regular military establishment of the. 
nation, however, as among our ancestors in, feudal 
times, is very inconsiderable, consisting only of the 
royal guards, and as many troops as are necessary to 
preserte the police of the capital. They are supposed 
to amount-in-all to about 2000 infantry and 300 ca- 
valry ;, though it is said that the cavalry, scattered in 
small.detachments through the districts adjoining to 
the capital, amount to 2000. The infantry are armed 
with muskets and sabres, and are not uniformly 
clothed; the cavalry seldom use any other weapon 
than a spear, about seven or eight feet long, ep 
an army is to be raised, government issues a mandate 
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to all the viceroys of provinces, and governors of dis- 
triets, requiring a certain number of men to be ata 
general rendezvous on an appointed day ; the levy is 

teeny proportioned to the population of the province or 
istrict, according to the number of the registered 

houses that it contains; the provincial court deter- 
mines the burden which each house is to bear ; anda 
certain number of houses furnish a recruit among 
them, or pay 300 tackal, which is about £40 or £45. 
The femilics of their conscripts are carefully retained 
in their districts as hostages for the good conduct of 
their relation. In case of desertion or treachery, the 
innocent wife and parent of the guilty person are 

d to execution without pity; even cowardice 
subjects the family of the delinquent to capital pu- 
nishment, a law which, however barbarous, is rigo- 
rously executed. 

War boats, But the most respeetable part of the Birman mili- 

Revenuct. 

tary force, is the establishment of war boats. These 
carry from 50 to 60 rowers, who use short oars that 
work ona spindle. The prow is solid, and is a flat 
surface, on which, when they go to war, a piece 
of ordnance is mounted; a six, a nine, or even a 
twelve pounder, and several are frequently fixed on 
the stern. Each rower is eroesdad with a sword 
and lance, which are placed by his side while he 
lies the oars. Besides the boatmen, there are usual- 
fy 30 soldiers on board, who are armed with mus- 
kets. Their attack is extremely impetuous ; they 
advance with great rapidity, and sing a war song at 
once to encourage their people, daunt their adversa- 
ries, and regulate the strokes of their oars, They 
generally endeavour to grapple, and when that is 
effected, the action becomes very severe. The largest 
of these war boats is from 80 to 100 feet long, and 
they draw only about three feet of water. 
The revenue of the Birman empire arises from one- 

tenth of all the native produce, and of all foreign 
goods imported into the country. However, as grants 
to princes of the blood and provincial governors are 
‘made in provinces, cities, villages, and farms, the rent 
of which they collect on their own account, and asin 
consequence of this money, is seldom disbursed from 
the royal treasuries, the Birman sovereign must pos- 
sess immense riches. See Symes’ Embassy to Ava, 
Svols. Asiatic Researches, vol. v. p. ll. 143— 
156, 219—240; vol. vi. 127—136, 163—308. 
Baptist Periodical Accounts, vol. iii. p. 342, 343. 
Pinkerton’s Geography, vol. ii. (w. B. 
BIRMINGHA. 3 a market town in the hundred 

of Hemlingford, and in the county of Warwick, is 
116 miles from London by Oxford, and 109 by Co- 
ventry. It is about two miles in length, pleasantly 
situated on the side of a hill by the river Rea; and 
the soil, on which it is founded, consists chiefly of a 
dry reddish sand. It is remarkably free from damp ; 
and even its cellars are described as comfortable habi- 
tations. Its air is naturally exceedingly pure; and, 
notwithstanding its close population, continual smoke, 
and noxious metallic effluvia, it is accounted by Dr 
Price one of the healthiest towns in England. From 
the register of burials, in an average of six years end- 
ing in 1801, while the scale of mortality in London 
was as 1 to $1, and in Manchester as 1 to $7, that of 
Birmingham was only as 1 to 59. Instances of lon- 
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gevity among its inhabitants are strikingly numerous ; 
and every mean is employed for the preservation of 
health, particularly bathing, for which the most com- 

te and extensive accommodation in the kingdom 
been provided. ; gS eh oh 
The antiquity of Birmingham is argued from the 

circumstance of its being contiguous to two Roman 
roads, the Ilkenild and Shirley streets; and it is sup- 
posed to have existed as a town in the reign of King 
Alfred. It ap » at least, upon record, that, in 
1251, William de Birmingham, lord of the manor, 
Bencune ae additional maenen from age IIL. re 
viving and granting se rivileges. It was | 

i by Prince in eis and, being taken 
after a short resistance, was commanded to be burnt 
to the ground ; but, by some favourable circumstance, 
the conflagration was confined to a few houses in 
Bull street. It suffered very severely from the plague 
in 1665; and after the church-yard was filled with 
the dead bodies, they were interred in an acre of land 
at Lady Wood green, which, from this circumstance, 
has received the name of Pest-ground. It had attain- 
ed some degree of eminence previous to the reign of 
Charles II. ; but it is from this period, that its rapid 
increase must be dated. About the year 1700 it did 
not contain above 30 streets, but now they amount 
nearly to 250. Its amazing progress may be render- 
ed more apparent by the following statements. In 
1779, there were ouly three houses between the roads 

_to Wolverhampton and Dudley; in 1780, they ‘in- 
creased to 553; in 1781, to 1445 and, in 1791; there 
was an addition of 833. In 1688, the sum-disbursed 
for the relief of the pooramounted to € 308,17s. 94dv; 
but, in 1787, it was £12,429, 9s. 114d. : 

The lower part of the town consists chiefly of old 
buildings, is filled wizh workshops and warehouses, 
and is inhabited principally by manufacturers. . Al- 
most every artist has a separate house, so that the 
ulation is spread over a great extent of surface, and 
ree from many of the evils, which prevail in’ those 
great towns where the habitations are nae and se- 
veral families crowded into one floor. The upper 
part of the town ‘has a very superior appearance, 
consisting of new and regular streets, and containing 
a number of elegant buildings. There are two pa- 
rish churches ;, St Martin’s, with a lofty spire, usual- 
ly denominated the old church, and situated in the 
lower part of the town, built originally of stone 
about the year 1800, cased with brick in 1690, and 
repaired, in 1786, at an expense of £4000: and St 
Philip’s, or the new church, which is a very handsome 
structure, founded in the year 2711, built in a light 
elegant style, and capable of containing more than 
2000 persons. It has a square tower 
cupola, a peal of ten bells, and a clock with musicai 
chimes, ‘There are also four chapels in connection 
with the church of England; St Bartholomew’s, 
erected in 1749; St Mary’s, in 17745 (St Paul’s, in 
1779; and the house of Dr Ash, a celebrated physi- 
cian in Birmingham, which was converted into an ele- 
gant chapel by a private gentleman, at his own ex- 
pense, in 1789. There is a number of dissenting 
places of worship : two presbyterian meeting-houses, 
and a third in.contemplation; three of independents ; 
three of baptists, several of the methodists, one of 

orned with a * 
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Birming- quakers, a Romish chapel, and a Jewish syna- by the people of Birmingham, in the earliest periods Birming- 
ham. +m of its ff ce was the tanning of leather, aaa con- ham. 
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table endowments. a very ancient 
institution, but the present building, a large and hand- 
some edifice, with a neat tower in the centre, and a 
statue of Edward VI. in front, was erected in 1707 ; 
the blue coat school, established in 1724, which re- 
ceives 150 boys, and 40 girls; the dissenters charity 
school, into which 40 boys and 20 girls are admitted ; 
the workhouse, founded in 1733, which possesses a 
revenue of £17,000, raised from the inhabitants by 
an assessment of 6d. in the pound, and which affords 
relief to. 7000 persons; the general hospital, erected 
in 1766, supported by voluntary contributions and 
many large bequests, which possesses an income of 
about £1000 per annum, and which, upon an ave- 
rage, accommodates upwards of 70 patients weekly. 

the public institutions of Birmingham may 
be mentioned the libraries, the first of which was 
founded in 1779, containing about 10,000 volumes, 
and supported by more than 500 subscribers ; a mu- 
seum in New street, the property of Mr J. Bisset, 
stored with a variety of natural and artificial curiosi- 
ties; the ing accommodations at Lady Well, 
where are seven marble baths, provided at all times 
with hot or cold water, and particularly one appro- 
priated for swimming, 36 yards by 18, situated in 
the centre of a garden, furnished with 24 recesses for 
undressing, and the whole surrounded with a high 
wall; the new theatre, built at an expense of £14,000, 
the front of which is of hewn stone, and to which a 
tavern and assembly-room Sopoced annexed ; Duddeston 

or Vau i upon a principle simi- 
to those of London, for oben ripe entertain- 

ments tithe barracks, which occupy five acres of 
land, vernment at one penny ard, and 
a, accommodate 162 men. nen 

irming was never incorpo rated, and possesses 
no. chartered privileges ; but, in 3 imi of this 
¢ircumstance, the industry of the place is not disturb- 
ed by election politics, and its magistratesy though 
without any borough influence, are not inferior in re- 

lity to those of any city in the kingdom. 
are chosen annually; and consist of a high 

iff, who inspects weights and measures; a low 
bailiff, who summons juries, and chuses the other offi- 
cers; two constables, and one head borough; two 
high tasters, who examine the quality of the beer; 
two low tasters, who inspect the meat exposed to sale; 
and two leather sellers, whose offices are now merely 
nominal. A court of requests, established by act of 
Parliament in 1752, and consisting of 72 commission- 
ers, three of whom make a quorum, meets every Fri- 
day morning ; and the clerks, who attend to give ju- 
dicial assistance, are always practitioners of the com- 
mon law. 

But the most prominent feature in the town of Bir- 
mingham, and the most deserving of particular notice 
in every description of the place, is. the amazing va- 
riety, extent, and excellence of its hardware produc- 

* tions. It may safely be pronounced to be the princi- 
pal manufacturing town in the world; and stands un- 
rivalled in the superior quality and cheapness of its 
commodities, ¢ principal manufacture carried on. 

distinguished by a variety of chari- tinued for nearly 700 years to be a noted market for “"V—~ 
free school, i that article; but, towards the end of the last century, 

this branch of trade was so completely abandoned, 
that in 1796 there is said to have only one tan- 
ner in the place. Before the Revolution, its other ma- 
nufactures were confined to coarse iron wares; but 
the skill of its artists was brought into greater notice 
and exertion by the following circumstance. William. 
III. having expressed his regret, that it should be 
necessary to import fire arms from foreign countries, 
Sir Richard Newdigate, member of Parliament for 
Warwickshire, engaged, on the part of his constitue 
ents, to supply the demands of government ;. and an 
order, which was sent to Birmingham, having been 
speedily and satisfactorily executed, it has continued 
rom that period to furnish the greatest proportion 
of muskets, swords, and other small’ arms. ‘he but- 
ton and buckle trade next became the most extensive ; 
and, in one shop, the former article has been known 
to be manufactured to the value of £800 per week.,. 
Within the last century, every species of steel manu- 
facture has been produced in the utmost abundance 
and perfection ; and a very large street has.received 
the name of Steelhouse lane, from the extensive works 
of this kind which it contains. There is a consider- 
able whip manufactory and type foundery, and three 
extensive breweries of ale and porter. 

Of late years, very great additions have been made 
to its trade and manufactures; and there would be 
no end to an enumeration of its multifarious produc- 
tions. Among the principal articles, however, may 
be mentioned an immense variety of buttons, buckles,. 
and snuff boxes; toys, trinkets, and jewellery; po- 
lished steel watch chains, cork screws, &c.; plated 
goods for the dining and tea table ; japanned and ena- 
melled articles ; brass works of every description ;. 
swords and fire arms ; medals, and coins of various. 
sizes and metals ; copying machines and pneumatic 
apparatus’s ; the more ponderous productions of the 
casting furnace and rolling mill ; and, in short, eve 
hardware commodity that can be considered as curi- 
ous, useful, or ornamental. The manufactories esta- 
blished here for all these different articles are conduc- 
ted upon the largest scale, and with the most asto- 
nishing ingenuity ; but by far the most remarkable 
and extensive is that at Soho, above two miles from 
Birmingham, the property of Messrs Boulton and 
Watt, which deserves a more particular description 
than can be admitted in this place, and for which our 
readers are referred to the article Sono.. 
Among the various concurring causes, which have 

contributed to the extraordinary progress and pros- 
perity of Birmingham, may be mentioned, its conve- 
nient situation, almost in the centre of England; its 
proximity to the coal mines; its want of corporate 
restrictions ; its freedom from election canvassings 5 
and, particularly, its extensive canal communications. 
Formerly, its various and valuable goods were sent 
chiefly to London by land carriage, and supplied the 
foreign markets only through the medium of mer- 
chants in the metropolis ; but now the principal or- 
ders for foreign supply come directly to mercantile 
houses in the town of Birmingham itself, and, by: 
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means of its improved inland navigations, its heaviest) 
products are conveyed to the remotest distance with-, 
out any. considerable addition to their original price, 
By the old.canal, which was cut.in 1768 and 1769,, 
are conveyed to this place various raw materials, and 
articularly the important article of fuel from the 

Wednesbu collieries. This cut was, in 1772, ex- 
tended to Autherby, and thence to the Severn, by 
which there is a communication with Shrewsbury; 
Gloucester, and Bristol. In another direction it joins 
the Trent, and,.thus opens a conveyance to Gainsbo- 
rough, Hull, and London, ., From this canal there is 
likewise a junction with the grand line of canal, which 
runs along :the pottery in Staffordshire, thence .ex- 
tending to Manchester.and Liverpool. By the new, 
or Birmingham and Fazely canal, there is a com- 
munication to Fisherwick,,Tamworth, Polesworth, 
Atherstone, Nuneaton, Coventry, Oxford, and thence, 
by the canal or the Thames, to London. Thus the 
produce of its mauufactories are. easily dispersed 
throughout the kingdom, and conveyed entirely b 
water carriage to the principal sea ports of the Nort 
Sea, the British Ocean, the Irish Sea, and St George’s 
Channel. But, though the flourishing manufactures 
of Birmingham have filled the town and its vicinity 
with a multitude of ingenious and industrious inhabi- 
tants, all usefully employed in their own support, 
and in the service of the community, yet it must. be 
admitted, that much ignorance, profligacy, drunken- 
ness, and discontent prevails among. the labouring 
classes, and that these have, on several occasions, ex- 
hibited a. strong disposition to rioting and, tumult. 
This was remarkably manifested in the year 1791, 
about the commencement of the revolution in France, 
when the most disorderly proceedings were carried on 
during several successive days, and property to -the 
amount of £60,000 was plundered or destroyed,’ 

In 1801, the town of Birmingham contained 16,403 
houses, of which 1875 were uninhabited ; and its 
whole population amounted to 73,670, of whom 
62,702 were employed in trade and manufactures. 
See Hutton’s History of Birmingham. (q) 
‘BIRR, or Parsons Town, the name of a post 

and market town in King’s county, Ireland, situated 
on the river Little Brosna. It carries on a consider- 
able manufacture of cloth and serges, and has also 
several breweries, distilleries, and malthouses. See 
Coote’s Survey of King’s County. (/) 
BIRSE, the name of a river in Switzerland, fa. 

mous for the desperate battle fought near it in 144.7, 
when the French triumphed by the force of numbers, 
over the matchless heroism of the Swiss. An ac- 
count of this battle will be found in Coxe’s Travels 
in Switzerland, letter 17. vol. i. p. 177. See also 
SWITZERLAND. (-), ’ 
BIRTH. See Mipwirery. 
BISCARA, or Biscaris, or BAscara, a townin 

the kingdom of Algiers, originally built by the Ro- 
mans, and afterwards destroyed by the Arabs, b 
whom it wassince rebuilt.. Its paltry castle, defend- 
ed by six pieces of ordnance, is the seat of a Turkish 
arrison. The numbers of scorpions and poisonous 

reptiles that. infest. the houses, 5 the inhabitants) 
trom the town during summer. The highest class, 
of the inhabitants carry on a little trade in negroes 

6 
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and ostrich feathers, while the lower orders emigrate Biscay. 
to Algiers, to seek for subsistence from the most me- "VW" 
nial occupations in that metropolis. \ They are ‘held 
in great A for their honestyand kindness; 
an when they have amassed a little money, they re« 
turn to Nat where they are reckoned sng the 
bcp 4 of coe place. E. Long. 5° 15/ N. Lat. 
4° 830',. (0 ao TE 

BISCAY, Part of the Spanish monarchy, inclu- 
ding three cantons, Alaba or Alava,»Guipuzcoa, 
and Biscay Proper, constitute a province | the 
Lordship of Biscay...This province. is bounded by 
the Bay ‘of Biscay, and the Gulf of Gascony,*om 
the north; on the east; by Navarre; on the south, 
by Old Castile ;, and on the west, by the same 
kingdom. and the Asturias. The co + consists 
entirely of hills and mountains, many of which are 
piled on each other to a great height: the ascent 
of the mountain Gorveya occupies five hours; but 
on the summit is a beautiful plain, whither the 
herds of Biscay Proper and Alava.are sent to pas- 
ture during several months, of the year: some of 
the hills are cultivated to the top; aud the -vallies 
dividing them being devoted to agriculture also, 
and the pasture of flocks, the inhabitants suffer 
few of the inconveniences attached to a mountainous 
country. , , Oui 

Diltereat species of iron ore are found in 'the 
mountains of Biscay ; the richest is near Hernani in 
Guipuzcoa ;,in the vicinity of Bilboa the chief town, 
where the ore reaches the surface of the earthy and 
at Somorrostro likewise in Biscay Proper.) The 
consists of a regular undulated hill, which may be 
encompassed in walking during four or five hours; 
and here the ore forms an uninterrupted stratum from 
three to ten. feet: in thickness, covered with a bed of 
whitish, caleareous rock from two to six’ feet thick, 
When first taken from the mine, the! ore is ‘of the ca- 
lour of bull’s blood, and exhibits a purple tinge on be- 
ing wet. It is reputed the softest and most fusible irom 
ore of all Europe, and is saidito be frequently mixed’ 
with what yields a harder metal in smelting, by those’ 
who carry it to a distance from the mine.: To re- 
duce the ore to a malleable state, it is ‘first roasted 
by alternate strata of wood and ore piled togeth 
being set on fire; next it is put into a furnace, ‘and 
after having been in a state of fusion; it is placed on 
an anvil, under an immense hammer of 700 or 1000 
pounds weight, by which the mass is squared and re- 
duced to bars. Thus the ore is said.to be fused in 
a few hours, the bars formed, and sold to blacksmiths.’ 
A quintal of ore will afford thirty-five pounds of 
good iron, T'he mine of Somorrostro has been work- 
ed. during many centuries; and the workmen ‘em- 
ployed in it, from frequently finding broken pieces of) 
implements that had been used to dig it out in an- 
cient times, maintain that the ore is renewed. Be- 
sides the mine of Somorrostro, there is a great ferru- 
ginous rock, about half a mile, from Bi which 
is of a different nature. An engineer engaged in 
some public works near this rock, found a vein of 
ore eighty feet from the surface, consisting of an in- 
finite variety of ramifications, some an inch in diame- 
ter, and others as thick as the arm. Hematites or 
blood-stones, are often fonnd in the mines of Biscay, 

— 
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Biscay. which yield twice or thrice ag much irén in a 
ar tion as comes from the ore of Somorrostro, but 

About a league from the town of Mon- 
dragon, in G is the iron mine of Mondra- 
gon, the ore of which affords about forty per cent. 
of metal. It is of difficult fusion, and is said to con- 
tain natural steel... Tradition affirms, that the famous 
Toledo sword-blades were made of the me Ss 
dra and that _ ‘were tempered only during 
winteioaslahal eee et apenent inbcicoredak 
the pure steel found there, to which some iron was 
added in the middle of the blade, to render it more 
flexible: It is likewise that the name Pedro 
de Lagaretea of Bilboa proves that a blade is ge- 
nuine. Copper and marble are found in Biscay. A 
salt spring near the village of Aguana produces a 
great quantity of salt, which is extracted by boiling 
and evaporation: and there are various mineral wa- 
ters, both hot and cold, in all the three cantons ; 
though their constituent principles, from never ha- 

i Rees analysed, are unknown. Near the village 
of Llodio, between Bilboa and Orduna, is a well, ap- 
arently communicating with the sea, which is seven 

distant. When the tide flows, the water in 
the well rises, and as it ebbs, it falls. Besides this 

iodical rise, the well becomes still fuller, and even 
overflows in a storm, when it crosses a neighbouring 
road,’and is hot and soapy. 

_ The mountains of Biscay are beautiful and pictu- 
resque; many of them are covered with trees and 
shrubs. of natural h, such as the oak, straw- 
berry, and cnrrant, indigenous to the climate; and 
the inhabitants of the province have contributed to 
render them still more woody, by the plantation of 
fruit trees, and those which afford useful timber. The 
immense waste of fuel in the iron works of the pro- 
vince render this a necessary precaution; and, were 
it not for the constant rene of wood, the moun- 
tains would in a few years be stripped bare. 

Wild boars still exist in the woods of Biscay, and 
lynxes have been killed in their immediate vicinity. 

olves sometimes appear, and foxes are extremely 
noxious to the animals they can overpower. 

Five. ies of birds of passage annually enter 
Spain from Africa, when the heat of the season forces 
them to change their abode. Those called chimbos, 
on the failure of fruit, by being burnt up, and of 
ants their et sustenance retreating from the 
scorching rays of the sun, cross the Straits, and enter- 
ing Andalusia, distribute themselves in flocks over all 

in. The chimbos breed in Andalusiaand the Sierra 
orena, and remain there among the copses, which 

they i ly inhabit, feeding on fruit and ants; 
but. these fail, they take a rapid flight over the 
plains of La Mancha, and arrive in Biscay during 
August, where great numbers are caught and brought 
tot 2 markets. Though lean, feeble, and ex- 
hausted with the length of flight, in the space of 
four days they -becoime as fat as ortolaus or beccafi- 
gos. The chimbos again shift their abode, when the 
autumnal rains occasion the failure of their necessary 

instance is related of a great suiltitude of them ha- 
ng collected on the 27th of | ber, when a 
f breeze sprung up, and next day not one was to 
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food, and then they disappear in a single night. An. 
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be seen: they disappeared as'if anticipating heavy  Biseay- 
rains, which began to fall on the 29th. ‘The chim- 
bos are succeeded by wood-cocks, which breed a- 
mong the rocks on the north parts of the mountain 
Gorveya. ° 

The population of Biscay is limited in proportion 
to the extent of territory, for the whole lordship does 
not contain above 300,000 souls. According to the 
royal census in 1787, 1788, the population was 
310,758, of which 116,042 belonged to Biscay Pros 
per; but from a more recent enumerationiin 1800; 
the pean even including a district which is ge- 
nerally esteemed without its confines, had decreased 
20,000.. One portion of the population was divided 
into 2084 priests, 2043 monks and nuns, 116,923 
nobles, 471 persons in the law department, 455 stu- 
dents, and 8731 servants. 

‘The territory contains 720 parishes, in which are 
158 religious houses, 4 cities, 176 towns, and 446 
villages. The chief towns are, Bilbao in Biscay Pré- 
per, Vittoria in Alava, and St Sebastian in Guipuz- 
coa. The first is situated on the banks of the river 
Ybaizabal, about two leagues from the sea; and be- 
ing a port, which in former days was proverbially the 
terror of British seamen, carries on a considerable 
trade. * This would be greatly increased, were it not 
for injudicious regulations, by which it is rather dis- 
couraged than ra Serene wing to the inhabitants 
resisting the introduction of customhouses among 
them, they are deprived of free commerce with Ame- 
rica ; and whoever wishes to engage in an adventure 
thither, must prepare it in another port beyond the 
rovince. The settlement of strangers in the town is 

Ghevie subject to difficulties ; for, to obtain the free- 
dom of it, one must prove that he is not descended 
from a Moor or a Jew; that he is sprung of a noble 
family ; at least that he has not exercised any mean 
or mechanic art. Commissioners are actually charged 
with investigating these particulars; a proceeding so 
repulsive to the encouragement of liberal traffic, that 
it can excite no surprise if it should never flourish. 
An uncommon degree of dampness prevails in Bilbao, 
by which iron is covered with rust ; furniture, even in 
the upper apartments, injured; the salt extracted 
out of dried fish; and, as some suppose, the multi- 
plication of destructive insects promoted. Yet few 
diseases prevail, and the inhabitants enjoy health and 
strength, a cheerful disposition, and longevity. It 
has thence been asked, “ Why should Bilbao, built 
on the side of a river, in such a damp situation, and 
chiefly on piles, like the cities in Holland, be so re- 
markably healthy, when every thing should conspire 
to render it the reverse??? ‘T'he Solieion of the diffi- 
culty has been traced to the constant breezes, which 
prevent.any accumulation of vapour, and that stagna- 
tion of it which is pestiferous to animated existence. 
During four months that Don Guillermo Bowles resi- 
ded there, only nine persons were buried, four of 
whom were above eighty. Vittoria, which is situa- 
ted on the declivity of a hill, contains 6000 or 7000 
inhabitants ; its population is said to have been an- 
ciently 18,000. Here there is a royal asylum for 150 

rsons, and six monasteries and nunneries. St Se- 
tian lies on a peninsula, flanked with batteries, and 

protected by a castle on a naked circular hill; but, 
bb 
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not make a protracted resistance. Owing to this 
town being a sea port, and carrying on some trade, 
the population rises to 13,000 so Most of the 
other towns in Biscay are inconsiderable. Fontara- 
bia, on the extreme limits of Spain, was formerly 
esteemed one of the keys to the kingdom, and once 
stood a siege by the French. 

» The Biscayans convert the vallies, and the less 
rugged parts of their mountains, to the greatest agri- 

tural .use/of which they are susceptible. But the 
farmer “has to ;contend with a stubborn soil, which 
only by the unsparing use of manuré affords him an 
abundant:harvest. For centuries the fields have been 
plentifully supplied with lime, yet little alteration in 
many instances follows; and, were it not for. extra- 
ordinary exertion, nothing except brush-wood and 
briars would spring. ‘The mode of turning up the 
earth, which is detailed by the acute and intelligent 
Bowles, is extremely rude and Jaborious.. An iron- 
pronged instrument is forced into the ground by the 
united power of three or four persons, and large 
ieces .of turf turned over by mere manual power. 
hese are afterwards broken in pieces, and the clods 

beaten with wooden mallets: holes are dug, and the 
grain sown in them. The steepness of the moun- 
tains, added to the stubbornness’ of the soil, isa great 
obstacle to agriculture, insomuch, that the consump- 
tion of the lordship exceeds its produce ; and the in- 
come from land, deducting all chatges, amounts to 
no more than two per cent. There is abundance of 
good fruit in Biscay, and wine is made for home con- 
sumption. .An indifferent kind, called Chacoli, is 
procured from a mixture of grapes; .and. until it is 
consumed, no other kind can be sold by the vintners. 
The proprietors being thus secure of a market, 
become regardless of ats quality, and it is carelessly 
made; it serves, however, only during four months of 
the year, and fhe remainder of what is required for 
the lordship comes from Old Castile. Vineyards are 
numerous about Bilbao and Orduna, forming the 
principal revenues of the gentlemen. 

The number of iron mines in Biscay has led to the 
establishment of extensive manufactories, particular- 
ly asthe ore may be procured at -a.trifling expense. 
The mine of Somorrostro is free to the whole inhabi- 
tants; it is common property, and each may carry 
away as muchas: he pleases! Great quantities are 
conveyed from it by water-carriage;.and calculations 
have been made, that it does not yield less than 
800,000 guintals annually. There are manufactories 
of anchors, cannon, and other fire arms, in different 
parts of the province. Copper boilers of large di- 
mensions are fabricated at ‘I'oledo one of the chief 
towns of Guipuzcoa, and sheets of sheathing copper 
prepared at Balmuseda.. Extensive manufactories of 
-cordage and. rigging are likewise established at St 
Sebastian and Bilbao. 

The only natural productions with which Biscay 
xan supply other,,countries, are iron and chesnuts. 
Notwithstanding ‘the abundance of the former, the 
.profits to the proprietors are extremely inconsider- 
able. A well managed forge does not produce above 
500. ducats, each worth 4s, 8d. to its owner ; andthe 
returns of some, after: paying allexpenses, scarcely 
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Biscay. notwithstanding the ewes of strength, it could amount to 300. Yet this is the chief article which 

brings money into Biscay. — But the inhabitants are’ 
obliged to be economical of fuel, and to-use small 
forges. Were these as large as‘some which are em- 
ployed in the great iron works in other parts'of Ens 
rope, the mountains would be stripped wood, 
and the works interrupted for want of ‘The 
Se of ancient privileges checks the trade of 
iscay ; for Bilbao, owing to the rejection of custom- 

houses,» receives no encouragement from government, 
A commercial company, established at St Sebastian 
in 1728, proved of great utility to the province: 
Spain. immediately supplied all Europe with cocoa; 
at a period when apace beginning to be known, 
and it quickly fell two-thirds in price. Subsequent 
mismanagement, and the contraction of a great load of 
debt, occasioned the dissolution of the company in 
1780; but, until the present war, a private trade with 
America was still carried on by the merchants of St 
Sebastian. The intercourse’ of the province within 
its own limits, and also: with other: parts of Spain; 
is greatly facilitated by excellent roads, though 
there isa great want of inns. Formerly the roads 
passed over mountains, or along the edge of pre- 
cipices, and, in consequence the inconvenience 
attending them, the three cantons united to form new 
ones at the public expense. — nate dt weiter swe 
A society was established a considerable time ago, 

called the Sociedad Bascongada, or Biscay*Society, 
partly, we believe, with the view of philosophicalim- 
provements; but there are here no extensive semina- 
ae of literature. A school was established ona liberal 

an at Vergara, in Guipuzcoa, solely at rrr ; 
oF a sneniaibe society, eee various branches of use- 
ful study were taught. » There are: sixteen masters, 
who, in addition to the more ordinary ‘of 
education, teach the French and English lan 
drawing, and music. The institution cdsuniewtahie 
superintendance of commissioners, who are chan 
every four months; and one of them constantly re- 
sides in the edifice devoted to its purposes. Every 
four months, also, the pupils undergo a public exa- 
mination in presence of the Commissioners, and prizes 
are annually bestowed on the most meritoricus. Na- 
val schools have been established in Biscay, and 
schools for drawing at Vittoria. mene Ta 

Biscay can boast of few learned men. Larrea, a 
celebrated lawyer, who flourishsd in the seventeenth 
century, was born at Vittoria; and in ie: es 
it, Diego Esquivel wrote a work on the re ation 
of religion, which is said to contain many excellent 
principles, though esteemed too difficultto be con- 
verted to practice. ‘The language of the province is 
distinct from that spoken in the rest of the Spanish 
dominions, and its use remounts to a high period of 
antiquity. It is said to be soft, harmonious, and 
energetic, and so peculiar to the inhabitants, that 
Larramendi wrote a book called £/ imposible wen- 
cido; arte de la langua Basconada ; and the com- 
mon Spanish dialect is not understood inthe moun- 
tains. Mt) weds 

The Biscayans possess an inherent/love of liberty, 
which nothing can prompt them ‘to-forego; they 
jealously preserve various privileges, which theyei- 
ther enjoyed while an: independent government, or 

eur 
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by the inhabitants themselves. No stamped 
which is one great ‘source of revenue, is received in 
the lordship; and some articles, such as tobacco, 
which are elsev aT Nae Wes royal monopoly, 
are open to the traffic of eac individual. Biscay is 
not hable to the impress of et te ~ exempt 
from furnishing in r quota in a levy o militia; nor 
can'troops be ‘quateed in the province. Whatever 
relates to its defence during war, or the preservation 
of tranquillity in the time of peace, wines to the 
inhabitants exclusively. The Biscayans being all 
noble, hold a distinguished rank in the rest of Spain ; 
and, excepting to the grand judge of Biscay, who 
kas his tribunal in Valladolid, they are accountable 
to none other beyond the confines of their lordship. 
This, of all their privileges, is that which is guarded 
with greatest jealousy. Their laws and privileges 
ae remove them from the conditicns of most 

subjects of the kingdom ; for their affairs are 
determined by a general assembly of representatives, 
which is convoked every two years. These repre- 
sentatives meet under the tree of Guernica, a venc- 
rable oak, which has resisted the elements for centu- 
ries. ‘Thither Ferdinand and Isabella repaired, after 
high mass, in 14.76, and swore to preserve the privi- 
leges of the Biscayans entire. When the king raises 
an army, they are bound to march, at their own ex- 

to another tree, called Malato, on their ‘con- 
es, but having passed it, they are entitled to re- 

ceive pay. 
‘The Bites ans preserve a decided difference of cha- 

racter from* the other Spaniards, They are of a 
ay and: lively disposition, friendly, and hospitable. 

are faithful, active, and industrious; but as 
if tocounterbalance these good qualities, they are 
reputed obstinate, irritable, and impatient. ere 
the women are equally active as the men: they par- 
ticipate in the most Sasi employments, such as 
working in the fields, rowing boats, and carrying bur- 
dens ontheir heads, which require the strength of two 
men to liftup. “ The ‘tte yields not in strength 
tothe husband, nor the sister to the brother ;” and 
pes share in’ sports elsewhere peculiar to men, 
such as tennis, in which they show themselves their 
successful rivals. ‘The people in general are patient 
of fatigue: in good and bad weather, they travel to 
an incredible distance to attend their parish churches, 
po ea which are very far asunder. ‘he inhabitants 
af Guipuzcoa are fond of bull-fighting, with which 
the villagers celebrate the festivals of their tutelar 
saints, and thither the inhabitants of the neighbour- 
ing “resort to enjoy the barbarous entertain- 
ment. bulls of Spain are said to be more fero- 
cious, and better adapted for being pitched against 
each other, than those brought from abroad; which 
Bowles ascribes solely to the influence of climate. 
Perhaps there is some foundation for his opinion ; for 
it is undeniable, that all animated nature is deeply af- 
fected by the influence of climate, aud much 4 the 
manners and customs of the whole human race may 
even be traced to its effects. It is well known, that 
animals of the same wakes are less ferocious in onc 

region than another, and that under the same degrees’ Biscay. 
of latitude incipient customs arise nearly at the same 
stage of civilization among nations. “The universal 
privilege of nobility produces a principle of dignity 
among all the-Biscayans from the highest to the 
lowest, and on proving that they originally belonged 
to the lordship, or come in lineal descent from those’ 
who did, they are entitled to claim public certi- 
ficates of being gentlemen by blood. The three can- 
tons have many ancient seats, consisting of strong 
plain edifices with square towers, which have existed 
from time immemorial. The owners of these are dis- 
tinguished by the title of Hidalgos de Casa Solar, 
or gentlemen of known property, the most hanour- 
able appellation in Spain. ‘The head of the family is 
called Pariente Mayor, and is greatly respected by 
all the collateral branches. The origin of such Casas 
Solares is thought to have been anterior to the esta- 
blishment of Christianity in Spain, and before the use 
of archives or snore bearings was known, But 
some of the owners are now so much reduced, as to 
be under the necessity of cultivating their estates with’ 
their own hands, while the branches which have come 
off their families flourish in opulence in remote pro- 
vinces. Simplicity of mainers is one striking charac- 
teristic of the Biscayans : the wives and daughters of 
the most wealthy do not disdain useful occupations 
in their domestic economy. | Unlike the arrogance of 
many Enropean states, a proverb is current here, 
which marks the liberality of the people, fa pobreza 
no es vileza, poverty is no blemish, Extreme gaiety 
prevails throughout the lordship of Biscay ; the inha- 
bitants are passionately fond of dancing, and on ho- 
lidays a vast concourse assembles to dance under the 
trees to the music of a rustic pipe and tabor.  Chil- 
dren who die young, are preceded to the grave by 
musicians ; the body is crowned with roses, and the 
followers tumultuously proclaim their joy at the bles- 
sed transition. ‘The same origin has been ascribed to 
the Biscayans and the Irish, which opinion Guillermo 
Bowles, who himself sprung of an Irish family, sup- 
poses is corroborated by the similarity of customs still 
practised among them. The men and women of Bis- 
cay are extremely fond of pilgrimages. Collecting 
in troops, they journey from great distances to the 
churches of their tutelar saints, singing and dancing 
by the way tothe sound of the tabor. The Irish do 
the same at the festivals of their-patrons. The Gui- 
zones of Biscay, or the Boulam keighs of Ireland, are 
similar, trom the sudden and dangerous quarrels that 
arise and terminate without any remaining rancour, 
and without a deadly weapon being drawn. The peo- 
ple of both countries are extremely choleric ; the least 
occurrence irritates them, and they cannot endure the 
most trifling slight. The Chacolt of Biscay, and the 
Shebeen of Ireland, render them equally frantic, and 
greatly to be dreaded. The poor people in Ireland, 
as in Siieay, eat from the same dish without forks, 
and using their fingers ; and they dwell in the midst 
of smoke. The ancient brogues are the shoes of Bis- 
cay, ** and the women here, as in Ireland, wrap a 
sabanilla or kerchief round the head, wear red petti- 
coats, frequently go barefooted, carry weights on 
their heads, and labour along with the men. These, 
and other concurring circumstances, afford strong 
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Fissaqe resyinptions that the natives of the two, countries 
Making, haye had one common origin.” HP ateaos 

Reovags A The modern Biscayans consider themselves descend- 
ed from the ancient Cantabri, who offered the most 
determined resistance to the Roman arms, and who 
were distinguished by the. same energetic. character 
which marks their posterity. 

Cantaber ante hyemisque, estusque, fumisque, ~ 
Invictus palnamque ex omni. ferre labore 
Ld * s * * * *. * 

Nee vitam sine marte pati ; quippe omnis in armis 
Lucis causse sita et damnatum vivere paci. 

Sinivs Iraricus. 

The Cantabrians having sought the alliance of the 
Gallicians and Asturians, ventured to engage the 
Roman army on the plain of Vittoria, where they 
were totally defeated, and driven to their mountains. 

Cantaher, Agrippe, Claudi virtute Neronis 
Armenius cecidit. 

Horace. 

The Romans finding themselves unable to conquer 
the Cantabrians by force, endeavoured to subdue them 
by famine, and so completely environed their retreats, 
that they were reduced to the utmost extremities, 
-'Then, it is reported, that, to avoid the slavery destined 
for them by their invaders, most of these brave peo- 
ple committed suicide ; and Augustus having entered 
Biscay, partitioned it among his soldiers. _Neverthe- 
less, hostilities were frequently renewed by the sur- 
vivors, until at length the Romans, in the uncertainty 
of human affairs, were, in their turn, over-run by the 
irruptions of barbarous nations, Biscay wasin the next 
place conquered by the Moors: though not without a 
resistance equally resolute as that which had been of- 
fered to the arms of the Romans. After a revolt in 
the tenth century, we find it governed by a. chief 
called Suria or Zuria, who, tradition says, was de- 
scended from the royal blood of Scotland. He con- 
stituted the province into an independent lordship, 
the sovereignty of which was enjoyed by his posterity, 
until subsequent revolutions followed, and at length 
ended in the lord of Biseay acknowledging the do- 
minion of the king of Castile. In the fourteenth cen- 
tury, Petey the Cruel, king of Castile and Leon, killed 
the lordof Biscay, usurped his possessions, and united 
them to his own ; and since that period the kings of 
Spain have assumed the title oF Lord of Biscay, 
which is still retained, (¢) 
BISCUIT-Makine. As the process of making 

biscuits for the navy is rather curious, we shall en- 
deavour to lay before our readers a very short ac- 
count of it. After the meal and water are combined 
into large lumps of dough, it is kneaded by means of 
a machine, which consists of a roller, about six 
inches in diameter, and seven feet long. One of its 
extremities is fixed into the wall, so as to have a cer- 
tain degree of Plays while a man rides, as it were, on. 
its other end. lump of dough is then. placed 
below it, and the man puts the roller into action, 
till the dough is sufficiently kneaded. In this state 
itis given to a second workman, who slices it with a 
large knife, for the.use of the bakers who atiend the 
oven. The rest of the process is effected by four 
workmen, two of whom take their station, each at 
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the end of a large table that holds.the dough; the 3i 

ird stands —_ aa near the ne age ‘oy 
fourth stands at the oven, and the fifth supplies the. 
Ree The dough is then moulded into something. 

muffins by the person on the farther side of the 
larger table, He thes throws them to the man. 
the other end of the table, who puts. the. proper 
stamp upon them, and throws them upon the. 
table, where the third workman separates. the differ- 
ent pieces into two, and places them under the hand 
of the fourth baker, who throws the bread upon the 
peel. The fifth workman receives the biscuits on the 
peel, and arranges them in the oven, All these suc- 
cessive operations are performed with such activity 
and exactness, that seventy biscuits are thrown in 
during a single minute. It is evident, that the bis- 
cuit first thrown into the oven would be baked soon- 
er than the others; but this effect is obviated by the 
workmen who moulds the dough, and who propor- 
tionally diminishes the size of the biscuits; so that: 
those which are last thrown in require less heat than 
the others. The biscuits thus made are Byun 
drying lofts above the oven, and are afterwards 
packed into bags, of one hundred weight each, and 
removed to the warehouses. — ( j) “ 
BISCUTELLA, a genus of plants of the. class 

Tetradynamia, and order Siliculosa. See Bora- 
ny... (w 
BISERRULA, a genus of plants of the. class. 

Diadelphia, and order Decandria. See Bovany. (w) 
BISERTA, a maritime town of Africa, in tae 

kingdom of Tunis, situated at the bottom of the an- 
cient Sinus Hipponensis, a beautiful gulf about four. 
leagues in breadth. This town, which is still about 
a mile in circuit, was formerly very large, and con- 
tained about 6000 houses. It lies on a canal, which 
joins a large lake with the gulf already mentioned, 
and is defended by several castles towards the sea, and’ 
two towers which guard the entrance to the harbour. 
There are here two spacious prisons for holding. 
slaves, and a large magazine for articles of merchan- 
dise. The remains of a long pier are still visible ; 
and were it not for the inactivity of the Turks, it 
might be easily repaired, so as to preserve the har- 
bour from becoming altogether useless. ‘The inha- 
bitants, who are chiefly empires in fishing between. 
the months of October a) » obtain a great va-. 
riety of fish from the lake, The millets are deemed 
the best in this part of Africa; and their roes, when 
dried, are made into botargo, which is exported as 
a dainty to the Levant. .The surrounding country 
abounds with fruit of all kinds, with cotton, corn, 
pulse, oil, &c. Population about 5000. E. Long. 
9° 48’, N. Lat. 37° 10’. (21) 
BISHOP, a prelate, hol ing a barony of the 

king, and exercising ecclesiastical jurisdiction over a. 
certain district called his diocese. 

The term bishop is derived from triexoxe;, through. 
the medium of the Saxon * bischop,”? and denotes an 
inspector, guardian, or overseer. In the dead lan- 
uages, however, the word now commonly trans- 
i bishop, was originally used with a civil or poli- 
tical meaning attached to it, as, when Plutarch says, 
Tlavla Susie noes marley imicxomes wy aury Disdias, Ome 
nia ipsi administrabat et curabat Phidias, or when. 
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ay pis called episcopus ore et Campania ; but, af- ordination to be discovered. In supporting their Bishop. 
ter t 7 ort Chri leading proposition, the Presbyterians farther maine —-v——~ Bien. g introduction of Christianity, a ated re 
sively to denote an iastical ru It is_o 
aude in this 2 ae that the Greek or La- 
tin word is synonymous with the English * bishop.”” 
From the interpretation given above, it is evident, that 
the inspector, guardian, or overseer, may be considered 
either in relation to one church or assembly of Chris- 
tians, committed to his care, or to a number of 

churches. The former in the notion of the Presby- 
terians and Ce tionalists of all descriptions : 
the latter that of the Episcopalians and Roman Ca- 
tholics.. And, as far as the meaning of the word is 
concerned, there appears to be no doubt, that either 
idea may be included under it. 
_ It is not to be questioned, that, in the early ages 
of Christianity, mention is distinctly made of an ec- 
clesiastical officer, bearing rule not over a single 
church only, but over many churches; which officer 
must therefore have’ been a diocesan or nem This 
is allowed by the keenest advocates for presbytery ; 
but they deny that such an officer, residing i one 
place, or confining his labours to a particular district 
or diocese, existed in the church during the aposto- 
lical age, and regard the introduction of such an of- 
ficer as a cul deviation from the primitive mo- 
del. Here the parties are exactly at issue. It be- 
longs not to us to-attach ourselves to either side, 
but rather suppressing our own opinion, to give, as 
impartial historians, a short view of the arguments 
by which the Presbyterians, on the one hand, and 
the Episcopalians on the other, have defended their 
respective opinions : oe PE that intolerable bi- 

» which would make a devotion to our own 
joi or to those of the hierarchy, the exclusive 
condition of future happiness. 
, The great object of the Presbyterians is to esta- 

blish an equality among the teachers of religion, un- 
der the sanction of apostolical example, and the con- 
dition of the primitive church. With this view, they 
remark, that, among the apostles themselves, whe- 
ther considered as ordinary or extraordinary func- 
tionaries, the equality for which they contend may 
be recognised. To rione of these eminent persons 
was there given jurisdiction or inspection over 
the rest, psa ctient to that of a modern bishop 
or archbishop; not even to Peter, for, though the 
church is in one place declared to be founded on him, 

the same church is elsewhere said to be built 
* onthe foundation of the apostles and prophets’ 
generally, Jesus Christ himself being the chief cor- 
ner-stone. Upon this footing of equality, likewise, 
it was that Paul, in a remarkable instance, so far 
from ce to the authority of Peter,  with- 
stood him to the face,” because, in his judgment, 
he was to be blamed. Nay, there is upon record a 
peeeeee of Christ, addressed immediately to the 
apostles, in which he enjoins them to mutual submis- 
sion and forbearance. * Whosoever will be chief 
among you,” says he, * let him be your servant,’ 
Matt. xx. 29. The same observations apply to the 
evangelists, in the number of whom are included 
Philip, Timothy, and Titus, as well as Mark and 
Luke, and also to the seventy disciples; for in 
neither of these instances are there any traces.of sub- 

tain, that the terms Zwixomes, and xescbdlegos, are 
used as synonymous, and convertible in almost every 
passage of the New ‘Testament where they occur 3 
or, in other words, that the same persons who are 
called tricxemo, are likewise called mgecevTeges, the 
former expression being the name of office, and: the 
latter the epithet of respect. In proof of this asser- 
tion, they adduce the well-known passage in the 20th 
chapter of the “ Acts of the Apostles.” . In that 
chapter, we are informed, that Paul, having sum- 
moned the elders of the church at Ephesus, zy¢ 
wetcorlegus ris exxdncies, the presbyters of the church 
addressed them, that is, the elders or presbyters, in 
the following words: ‘ Take heed, therefore, to 
yourselves, and to all the flock over which the Holy 
Ghost hath made you (the presbyters) exioxorus, 
bishops, or overseers.”? Here (says Dr Campbell) 
“there can be no question, that the same persons: 
are denominated presbyters and bishops.” Nor does: 
this passage by any means stand alone. There is a 
similar one in the Epistle to Titus, chap. i. ver. 5. 
compared with verses Gth and 7th. ‘Lhe reader may 
likewise consult 1 Pet. v. and 2.; but, for our re« 
marks on these passages, as applicable to the present* 
question, as well as for additional observations: on. 
the terms mgerCulegos and exicxomes, we refer to the are. 
ticle Pressyrery. We may conclude this’ para- 
graph, however, with: stating, that, wherever the: 
ordinary ecclesiastical functionaries are mentioned by 
the inspired writers, it is uniformly under the cha-°, 
racter either of presbyters (7. ¢. bishops or over- 
seers,) or of deacons. ‘T'wo classes of functionaries: 
only are spoken of, without the most distant allu- 
sion to a third order, that of diocesans; yet, (say 
the Presbyterians) if this last order had existed, be-- 
ing, according to the Episcopalians, the most im- 
ortant of the whole, it would undoubtedly have 

n specified and noticed as that importance re- 
quired. . See the Epistle to the Philip. chap. i. v. 1. 
See also the First Hpistle to Timothy, chap. iii 

The advocates for presbytery next contend, that 
the bishops or presbyters of the apostolical'age, were: 
usually the pastors, each of a single congregation. 
They say; usually the pastors, each, of a single con- 
gregation, because, as they affirm, there are instances: 
where two or more pastors have been allotted: to one: 
Christian assembly ; though the converse of this pro- 
position is not true, that there are instances in the: 
age referred to, of two or more congregations sub- 
jected to the authority of one bishop. In establish- 
ing the proposition enunciated: above, it is asserted, 
that, when Titus, acting in the capacity of an extra- 
ordinary minister,. was left at Crete, it was, for the 
following purposes, among others, ‘that he should: 
ordain presbyters or bishops in every city,”? Tit. i. 5. 
Now, from this statement, it is evident, at first 
sight, that these presbyters or bishops could not be 
diocesans, Had it been the intention of Paul to: 
establish, by the agency of Titus, a diocesan autho- 
rity in Crete, we should have: found one individual 
put in possession of that authority, with a.college of 

iests for his assistants. But this was not the case :: 
Titus was left to ordain presbyters or bishops in: 
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city with an ordinary pastor. From the most an- 
cient’ catalogues and histories, with which we are ac- 
quainted, we learn, that there were eleven of these 
spastors in the island alluded to; a fact obviously in- 
compatible with the Episcopalian h esis, unless 
“we can believe, that, in the small island of Crete, 
and at this early period of the church, there were no 
‘fewer than eleven diocesans, each having an array of 
priests and congregations under his ecclesiastical ju- 
risdiction. The presbyters or bishops, ordained 
Paul and Barnabas, (Acts of the Apostles, xiv. 23. 
-appear likewise to have been the spiritual instructors 
oF individual churches. In short, say the advocates 
for presbytery, the fact is, as we have stated it, and, 
taking the inspired writers as the highest and best 
authority, our antagonists will search in vain for the 
‘office of a bishop, according to the modern interpre- 
tation of that word, among the functionaries esta- 
blished by the apostles in the Christian churches. 
This is even allowed by many of the Episcopalians 
themselves, “* Est sane admodum precaria,’’ says 
Mr Dodwell, “ omnis illa argumentatio, qua colligi- 
tur discipline ecclesiastice in posterum recipiende, 
rationem omnem e Scripturis Novi Feederis esse hau- 
viendam.  Nudlus enim est gui id profitiatur aperte 
sacri scriptoris locus.’? arenesis, N. 14. Can 
that, therefore, (the Presbyterians ask, ) be an insti- 
tution of Christ, for which there is no authority in 
the sacred writings, and which, by the account of 
the author just quoted, was not in existence before 
the conclusion of the apostolical period ? 
We should here introduce a conspectus of the ar- 

guments for a government by church-courts, com- 
posed of members all possessed of equal authority, 
together with the criticisms on the word agcSvIngior, 
as it occurs in sacred scripture ; but the limits pre- 
scribed for this article, oblige us to refer the reader 
to another part of our work. See Prespytery. 
To the arguments of the Presbyterians, the friends 

of Episcopacy have not been backward to reply. 
They contend, that both the name and authority of 
bishops may be referred to a very early period of the 
Christian church. They regard the apostles them- 
selves as. a college of bishops; and their successors, 
in the episcopate, as deriving from them their juris- 
diction and privileges. They give more weight than 
the Presbyterians allow, to a tradition, which, they 
say, prevailed universally in the times immediately 
succeeding the apostolical period, and from which 
they consider themselves us entitled to affirm, that 
James, the son of Alpheus, otherwise called James 
the Less, and the Lord’s brother, was the first bi- 
shop of Jerusalem ; and, by the same authority, that 
Peter was the first bishop of Rome. In corroborat- 
ing this tradition, they quote a passage from Ter- 
tullian, an author who lived in the second century, 
where he challenges the heretics “* to exhibit the or- 
der of their bishops, so succeeding each other from 
the beginning, that the first bishop had for his au- 
thor and predecessor some one of the apostles, or of 
those apostolical meu who were their companions in 
labour ;”” a challenge which evidently supposes, that 
the orthodox Christians were able to exhibit such an 
order: Aud, accordingly, he goes on to state, that 
“the church of Smyrna has Polycarp placed there 

P overee St Peter; and 7 t 
churches show other persons, who, being placed in 
the bishoprics by the apostles, cranemnibaaa eh pos- 
tolical seed.” (De Pres. adv. Heretic. p. 
The examples of Timothy and Titus, however, ap 
pear to be more decisive in favour of Episcopacy than 
that of the apostles. Hence much authority has 
been ascribed to these examples, considered as a bys 
of the original institute, more especially intended for 
the direction of succeeding ages. At the same time, it 
must be granted, that no little doubt has been eviter= 
tained with respect to the exact nature of the office 
held by these evangelists. But, while this is grant- 
ed, it is (say the Episcopalians) not to be denied, 
that many things. concerning them are abundantly 
certain. The introduction of Epise seems to 
have been progressive. Though it be admitted, that 
there were presbyters or elders of the church, at E- 
phesus (Acts xx. 17. and 28.) in the year 58, and 
that these presbyters or elders, are, in’ a general 
sense, denominated bishops, as exercising functions 
similar to those of the episcopate ; and though it be 
farther admitted, that when these presbyters or el+ 
ders are spoken of, it is without any allusion to an in- 
dividual bishop at that time existing among them, 
yet it must be considered, that this was the early and 
imperfect ‘state of the Ephesian church. For we are , 

more advanced, Timothy was established ‘at: 
sus by Paul, to ordain elders, and stop the progress 
of divisions and schisms or, in other words, he 
was settled there with authority, corresponding: to” 
that which ‘we now: call Episcopal, (1 Tim. i. 8, 
and iii. 1.) Accordingly,. the apostle wrote, in the: 
same year, a letter to ‘l'imothy, in which he laid be=) 
fore him the necessary duty a a bishop, ‘as well as 
the requisite qualifications for that office. )'The ‘pa-’ 
trons of Episcopacy likewise inquire,“ what is it, 
after all, that constitutes the chief difference be- 
tween our antagonists and us?” And they answer 
the question: ‘T'he chief difference consists in this, 
that, with us, the right or power of ordination re- 
sides in an individual, while, with them, it belon 
to a court. Now we contend (say they,) that ie 
former of these is established, and ‘the latter excluded 
by the instance or case of Titus. He was left in 
Crete for this especial purpose, that he, not a court, 
but an individual, might ordain presbyters or elders 
in every city. And, from the example of Titus, or 
rather of ordination by an individual, exemplified in 
him, they denounce the Presbyterians, sometimes 
perhaps with more fury than the argument drawn 
from the case will allow, as unlicensed: and daring 
intruders into 'the ministry of the New Testament. 

Another argument employed by the Episcopalians 
is taken from the Epistles to the seven Asiatic 
churches, mentioned in the Apocalypse. The epistles 
alluded to are not addressed either to the churches 
in general, or to any assembly of the rulers in these 
churches, but to an individual, called in each instance 
«the angel of the church,”’ ( Rev. iie].) ‘To the an- 
gel of the Church of Ephesus, write these things :” 
« To the angel of the Church of Smyrna, say ;’”—and 
so in all the other cases. Now, the Episcopalians 
maintain, that the individuals here denominated the 

told, that, in the year 64, when Hi fone o 

rest of the “y= 
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were the bishops of these 

ey say, is taken from 
! s when speaking ‘hich, in their 

nagogue was the individual. 
agogue, it follows, by ana- 

logy, that the angel o ‘the church was the individual 
Rs) | ie + 

e church may be understood, either the pastor of 
that church, or the bishop under whose government 

yas ; but they contend, that Episcopacy being es- 
tablished on other considerations, the mode of ad- 
‘dressing the Asiatic churches gives to these consi- 

. derations a weight or force which renders them alto- 
( irresistible 
Th addition to the arguments already mentioned, 
the patrons of the hierarchy assert, that the autho- 
tity of the early fathers is wholly on their side ; “an 
authority the more to be valued, because, from the 
times in which they lived, they must have had the 
best opportunity oF eioah the true’ characters of 
the primitive institution. At the head of the fathers, 

- t0 whom they allude, stands Tonatius.. Accordin 
Behe re : “ ‘om, he was the frequent and’ familiar 
associate of the apostles, and received episcopal or- 
dination from them bythe imposition of hands. In 
an epistle to the Magnesians, ascribed to this emi- 
nent person, he distinctly refers to three orders of 
fatcilodstics existing in the same church : ‘mention- 

mg Damas as bishop of Magnesia, Bassus and Apol- 
as presbyters, and Totian as deacon. In his 

Epistle to the Philadelphians, a similar enumeration 
is given: “ Attend,” says he, “ to the bishop, to 
the Fea and to the deacons.” A passage 
from his Epistle to’ the ‘Trallians is yet more empha- 
tic and'conclusive ; “ Be ye subject,’’ he says, * to 
the bishop as to Jesus Christ, to the presbyters as the 
apostles of Jesus Christ, and to the déacons a3 mini- 
sters of the mysteries of Jesus Christ ;?? and he adds, 
with an anxiety and earnestness not to be expect- 
ed in $0 eatly a writer upon such a subject, Ricks 
remarkable words, *€ wrihout these there is no elect 
church, ’ or char Me at te of holy men?’ To the 
same purpose the authority of Clement, bishop of 
Alexandria, who also lived ‘in the second century, is 

ed : He, too, speaks of the three orders of func- 
aries existing in the church, and mentions several 

§ who had arrived at the episcopal dignity, 
through the intermediate gradations of presbyter and 
deacon. To the testimonies of Igndtiis and Cle- 
ment, the Episcopalians add those of Tertullian, of 

. Origen, and Jerome, and boldly and clamorously af- 
firm, that the voice of all antiguity is in favour of 
the model for which they contend, 
‘Such is a short, and, we trust, an impartial account 

of the arguments by which the Presbyterians and Epis- 
alia s endeavour to support their respective tenets ; 

and so much have the authors on Peliedss been per- 
waded rhe t their opinions are well founded, that they 
have maintained, on the one hand, the divine rizht of 

Presbytery, and, on the other, the divine right of 
Episcopacy. There are, however, at present, in this 
kingdom, men of education and judgment, who think, 
that both parties have proceeded too far, and claimed. 
teo much. ‘They see, that there is no form of eccle- 
Siastical polity established, i As precepts in the 
inspired writings, and are willing to admit, that even 
the practice of the apostles in this respect was not 
the consequence either of distinct information received 
from the “Author of our religion, or of immediate in- 
spiration from above ; but that it was, as in the choice 
of the deacons, the result of the circumstances in 
which they were placed. According to these persons, 
any form of ecclesiastical government, which shall se- 
cure the intelligence and diligence of the clergy, and 
the regular instruction of the people, may be consci- 
entiously adopted. Nor is this opinion at all peculiar 
to the time in which we live. It appears to have 
been that of the celebrated Mr Locke. “ A church,”* 
says this distinguished philosopher, ‘ I take to be a 
society of men, joining themselves together of their 
own accord, in order to the public worship of God, 
in such a manner as they judge acceptable to him, 
and effectual to the salvation of their souls.”’ ( Leticy 
on Toleration, p. 40.) And having stated the objece 
tion, that no society can be regarded as a true church 
unless it shall have in it a presbyter, or bishop, de- 
riving his authority from the apostles, he continues,, 
« 'To those who make this objection, I answer, let 
them shew me the edict by which Christ has imposed 
that law on his church: And Iet not any man think 
me impertinent, if, in a thing of this consequence, I 
require that the terms of that edict be very express 
and positive; for the promise he has made us, chat 
wherever two or three are gathered together in his 
name, he will be in the midst of them, seems to imply 
the contrary.” .(Ibid. p. 44, 45.) In conformity 
with these sentiments, many learned doctors of the 
English church have admitted, that Episcopacy was 
to be supported, not so much as a divine institution, 
or established by, apostolical authority, but because it 
was the mode of church-government best adapted to 
the people of England, and acknowledged by the 
custoin and ordinances of that kingdom. This is said 
to have been the opinion of Cranmer and others 
among the reformers, as well as that of Brydges, 
Whitgift, and even of Hooker himself. Archbis op 
Usher and Burnet are likewise said to have maintain- 
ed this opiiion. See Stillingfleet’s Irenicon, c. 8:3 
Burnet’s Hist. of Reform. i. Ap. p. 321. ; and Vindic, 
of the Church of Scot. p. 336. 

The right of electing bishops is vested, if not by 
law, at least ‘by the practice oF the English church, 
inthe king. Immediately after the demise of any 
prelate, notice of that circumstance is. given: to the 
crown by the dean and chapter of his. cathedral ; 
who, at the same time, request permission to supply, 
by their choice, the vacancy which has taken place. 
His majesty then issues what is called.a cong? d’elire, 
accompanied by a-missive, or recommendation of some 
individual to the benefice.. This recommendation has 
the full effect of a command ; for the dean and chap- 
ter have not the privilege of rejection. “Should they 
decline electing, and persist in declining for the space 
of twelve days, they incur.the severe penalties of 2 

Bishop 
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or exclusion from the king’s protection ; a forfeiture 
to the crown of lands and tenements, goods and Chat- 
tels ; and imprisonment during his majesty’s pleasure. 
After the interval of twelve days just alluded to, the 
king presents, by his letters patent, to the vacant see, 
The election, or presentation, is next intimated to the 
archbishop of the province, who is required to pro- 
ceed without delay in confirming the bishop elect. 
Should he decline, he likewise incurs a pramunire. 
The mandate, requiring confirmation, bears the autho- 
rity of the great seal. -As soon as it is received by 
the archbishop, it is transmitted to an officer called 
his vicar-general. The ceremony of confirmation then 
takes place. Those, who have any objections to the 
new bishop, are solemnly invited to appear and sub- 
stantiate them, and are denounced, as contumacious, 
if they refuse to do so. The oaths of allegiance and 
supremacy, together with that of canonical obedience, 
aud that against simony, are next administered. A 
minute of the proceedings is then read by the vicar- 
general, after which the bishop is installed or consti- 
tuted the ecclesiastical superior of his diocese, being 
fully invested with episcopal authority; though, ac- 
cording to some lawyers, he cannot lay claim to the 
temporalities of his benefice, unless he shall have been 
consecrated by the archbishop. ‘The ceremony of 
consecration differs in some respects from that of con- 
firmation. It must be performed, as we have just 
intimated, by the archbishop ; or, in particular cases, 
by three bishops, lawfully commissioned for that pur- 

ose. ‘I'he essential parts of this ceremony, accord- 
ing to Burnet, (xxxix. Art. p. 564.) are prayer and 
the imposition of hands; but to these are added, in- 
vestiture with the episcopal robes, together with 
the use of a certain form oF words adapted to the oc- 
casion. 

By the law and ordinances of England, all bishops, 
with the exception of one, the bishop of Sodor and 
Man, are lords of Parliament, though not peers of the 
realm. In the reign of William the Conqueror, the 
spiritual tenure of franc almoign was converted into 
the feudal tenure by barony; and the bishops, now 
constituted barons, became of course members of the 
great council, or apg of the nation. In con- 
sequence of this change, when, upon one occasion, 
the bishops declined eeang ane voting in the House 
of Lords, the king availed himself of his right implied 
in the feudal tenure, and commanded their attendance. 
The ecclesiastical barons are likewise members of the 
Upper House by writ or summons of the crown; a 

* circumstance which, according to Lord Coke, is equi- 
valent in this respect to a barony. But, exclusive of 
that circumstance, and exclusive, too, of the right 
connected with their baronies, the spiritual lords hold 
their seats by patent or creation; so that they are 
lords of Parliament in three ways, as barons, by writ, 
and by patent. Hence all the deeds of the Upper 
House run in the name of The Lords spiritual and 
temporal,”’ and hence the bishops have the precedence 
of ai barons whatever. Sir William Blackstone is of 
opinion, that, in the absence of the temporal peers, a 
vote of the bishops alone would be considered as a 
vote of the House; though it was decided by the 
judges, (7th Hen. VIII.) that the king might hold 
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a parliament without any spiritual lords.) But the 
bishops, while they are acknowledged as lords of 
Parliament, are not regarded as peers of the realm. 
(Staunford, P. C. 153.) They do not sit in the court 
of the Lord High Steward; and though they may 
stay and sit in cases of trial for capital offences be- 
fore a full parliament, yet they must retire before the 
vote of guilty or not guilty takes place. The exclu- 
sion of the bishops in both of these instances arose 
from this, that, ee the canons of the church, t 
could not be judges in matters of life and death. For 
some such reason, too, or from the want of nobility 
in blood, a bishop cannot be tried in the court of the 
high steward. As ecclesiastical’ functionaries, the 
prelates have the rights of dedication, confirmation, 
and ordination, as well as those of suspension, deposi- 
tion, deprivation, and excommunication ; they collate 
to benefices, and direct institution and induction in 
cases of presentation by other patrons; they take 
care of the probate of wills, and t administra- 
tions ; and they certify to the judges in affairs of 
lawful and unlawful marriages and births. In Eng- 
land there are twenty-four bishops, exclusive of 
bishop of Sodor and Man. Among themselves, the 
bishops of London, Durham, and Winchester, have 
the precedency of the others in the order in which we 
have mentioned them. The rest follow, with some 
official exceptions, according to the date of their con- 
secration. A bishop has the style of My Lord, and 
is addressed Right Reverend Father in God. See 
Stillingfleet’s Works, vol. i. p. 371. and vol. ii. p. 396. 
King’s Constitut. of the Primit. Church, ch. i. &c. 
Prettyman’s Elem. of Chr. Theol. vol. ii. p. 376, e¢ 
seg. Campbell’s Ecclesiast. Hist. vol. i. p. 84, et seg. 
Masheim, vol. i. p. 104, et seg. Brown On Church 
Government, p. 281, et seg. Altare Damascenum, 
passim. ") 

BISHOP Auckianp. See AvckLanp. 
BISHOPS Srorrrorp, a market town of Eng- 

land, in Hertfordshire, situated on a rising ground 
upon the river Stort, in the midst of a fertile corn 
country, The town consists of four principal streets, 
intersecting each other at right angles, in the direc- 
tion of the four cardinal points. ‘The church, dedi- 
cated to St Michael, is a handsome Gothic building, 
situated on an eminence. The free school is an ele- 
gant square building opposite the church, and stands 
upon arches, beneath which is a place for shops. Oa 
an artificial mound between this town and the village 
of Hockerel, are the remains of an ancient castle, 
built in the time of William the Conqueror, este 
others suppose that it was erected previous to the 
Norman invasion. A considerable trade is carried on 
in brown malt, which is sold to the brewers in Lon- 
don, to which it-is conveyed by a navigable canal 
which joins the river Lea. Number of houses 421. 
Population in 1801, 2304, of which 453 were return- 
ed as employed in trade and manufactures. See Sal- 
mon’s History of Hertfordshire. (x 
BISMUTH. See Cuemisrry and Orycrocno- 

sY. > 

BISNAGUR, or Bisixacur, and sometimes writ- 
ten BEEJANUGGUR, is situated on the southern bank 
of the Toombuddra river, in the country of Mysore, 
and was formerly the capital of a powerful kingdom 

I 
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eve same name. in Hindostan, which, extended from 

ac ccord- 

to the Portyguese writers, it was built by Prince 
Boks, about the year 1200, and was then called Vi- 
sianagur ; but Eerishta relates, that it was founded by 
Belaldeo, king of the Carnatic, in 1344, in order to 
guard the northern frontier of his-empire. In 1565, 
it was a very large city, about twenty-four miles in 
circuit, and containing within its walls a number of 

hills and pagodas. Its ruins are very extensive, near- 
ly eight miles in ci ce, and many of its 
temples are still remarkably beautiful. Severs streets, 

om 30 to 45 yards wide, have been traced among 
en Ane hills and rocks ; and one particularly, 

u yards in breadth, and éxtending half a mile 
in length, with colonnades of stone on each side, and 
a very large pagoda at one end, is said to be in a 

-Comorin to the frontiers of 

“state of complete repair. The soil in its neighbour- 
hood is fruitful, and well watered, abounding in cat- 
tle and deer. Its inhabitants are well shaped, and 

very ingenious in watering and painting calicoes, 
which is the chief trade of the place. It lies direct- 
ly opposite to Annagoondy, is about half a mile 
icant from Fort Comlapour, 140 geographical miles 

er eight days journey from Goa, 172 miles north of 
Seringapatam, and 132 south of Visiapour. Its 

N. Lat. is 15° 15’, and its E. Long. 76° 34’. (¢) 
‘BISSAGOS. See Bisuca. 

__BISSAO, is an island on the western coast of 
Africa, north of the Bijuga channel, the centre of 
which lies in about ie 30’ N. sa wa A Wi 

. Some geographers, as we have already ob- 
jens incline to class P with the Bijuga islands ; but, 
in our opinion, it would, along with the neighbour- 
- ing ones on the same side of the channel, more pro- 
perly form a separate groupe. 
Peso is above 40 miles in length, and is said to 
be from 35 to 40 1 s in circumference: it gra- 
dually rises from the shore to the centre, where there 
are hills discharging springs, which fertilize the coun- 
try. The soil is rich, and productive of fruits, grain, 
and other vegetables; orange trees grow to an extra- 
ordinary size; and the land is cultivated to great ad- 
‘vantage, 
__The ata of this island are a an of people a 
ed Papels, who in appearance are rather good look- 
ing, and in character are reputed a Se aang faith- 
ful to those whom they serve. Their dress is a 
piece of cotton put round the loins, peng down 
to the knees, but boys and girls go na ae All 
are idolaters, and offer sacrifices of cocks, dogs, 
and oxen, which are carefully fattened, and, when 
cut in picces at the sacrifice, are eaten by the 
king, his attendants, and those who are present. 
They suppose their divinities reside in consecrated 
trees, on which they hang the horns of the oxen as 
an offering. The principal idol of the natives is call- 
ed Chine, but they have very indistinct ideas of its 
powers or properties. They entertain strange and 
extravagant superstitions concerning witcheraft, firm- 
ly believing that one may be bewitched by another, 
who ually devours him by sucking te blood. 
Of this Captain Beaver relates a remarkable instance 
within his own knowledge: and here we can trace a 
faint analogy to the credulous times of antiquity in 
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Britain, when it was credited that the wasting of an Bissao, 

image was fatal to the life of the Saeed Some of “vo” 
the free natives employed by that officer accused two 
of their own number, asserting, that one of them could 
transform himself into art alligator, and devour people ; 
and that the other was said not to be a good man, be- 
-cause he wished to eat his companion; that he had long 
been reputed a wizard; and that hismessmates, in the 
voyage from Bissao to Bulama, could hardly be re- 
strained from throwing him overboard. Many peo- 
ple, the accusers affirmed, had been destroyed b 
his infernal art, which was the reason he had left 
his own country; and if ever he returned he would 
be sold fora slave: They therefore requested per- 
mission to punish the two culprits after their own 
fashion, by tying them to a tree, and flogging them, 
promising at the same time that their lives should be 
safe. Captain Beaver, willing to save the men, en-~ 
deavoured to dispel the apprehensions of their com- 
penipnss and to give him, who was accused of trans- 
orming himself to an alligator, an opportunity of 
self vindication, inquired whether the assertions were 
true. ‘ Yes,’? replied the man, * I can change my- 
self to an alligator, and have often done it.’? The 
singular coincidence between the belief of these peo- 
ple and the superstitions of old in this kingdom, when 
confessions were made of witchcraft, cannot escaps 
observation, ‘ 

The island of Bissao is ruled by thirteen chiefs, 
whorare genetally at war among themselves; however, 
some French authors affirm, that there is only one king, 
who has eight subordinate chiefs, each governing a 
province. The natives carry on frequent wars in their 
canoes which contain 20 or 30 men, though they 
commonly last only a few days. The warriors, on 
their return, are received with great rejoicings; and 
the prisoners whom they have taken are sold for slaves, 
and produce much emolument. 
About two centuries ago, the Portuguese establish- 

eda settlement on Bissao, which still subsists ; bur 
the French claim the discovery of the island, main- 
taining, that some Normans anciently fixed them- 
selves there, and afterwards withdrew, owing to the 
decline of their trade. The profits of the Portu- 
guese, and the product of traffic from the island, 
being 400 negroes yearly, 500 quintals of wax, and 
800 or 400 of ivory, induced them to return. It is 
probable that they intended to expel the Portu- 
guese by force, as the governor-general of Senegal 
provided a body of troops, and in March 1700 ap- 
a: before the settlement with seven ships of war. 

he Portuguese uot being in a state to make oppo- 
sition, the French, with the permission of the native 
chiefs, established a factory, and, by their enterprize 
and activity, soon engrossed the whole trade, In 
consequence of this change of circumstances, the 
Portuguese demolished their buildings, and abandon- 
ed the island. Their absence, however, does not ap- 
pear to have been long: They returned, and construct- 
ed a large regular square fort, with four bastions, on 
which are now mounted nearly 50 guns, and it con- 
‘tains a garrison of about 300 or 400 soldiers. The 
traffic increased, and they. sent no less than 2000 slaves 
Yearly to Brazil, besides carrying on a trade with 

urope. Most of these slaves were purchased from 
Bz 
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Bissenpour the Mandingoes at Geba, some from the Cacheo and 

Casamanza rivers, a number from the Naloos, anda 
few from the Bijuga and Biafara nations. The slaves 
now purchased iy the merchants of Bissao, are pro- 
eured by means of a class of the natives called’ Gru- 
metas, who have usually been reared from infancy in 
their houses, and, for a most part, are a sober, in- 
dustrious, and faithful class of people. While the 
merchant seldom quits his own habitation, they navi- 
gate all the small craft, or are sent to the interior of 
the neighbouring continent with goods, the return 
for which the faithfully bring home. . But, of late 
years, the jaan of the Portuguese in that quarter 
as greatly declined, though vessels from different 

parts of the world employed in the slave trade oc- 
casionally reach Bissao, The French at present have 
no settlement there, nor do we know when they 
left the island for the second time: Some years ago, 
we believe, it, was in contemplation to return, as they 
supposed that 1500 slaves, and likewise a great quan- 
tity of ivory, wax, and rice, might be annually ob- 
tained. See Delajaille Voyage au Senegal. Du- 
rand’s Voyage to lace eaver’s African * Memo- 
randa. Q 
BISSENPOUR, a small district in Bengal, under 

the government of a Bramin family of the tribe of 
Rajpoots. It is entirely surrounded with water ; 
and, by opening the sluices of the rivers, the whole 
country can in a short time be completely inundated. 
By the singularity of its situation, its inhabitants 
have uniformly maintained their independence, ma- 
king only a show of submission, and paying occa- 
sionally a voluntary tribute to the Moguls. In this 
district, the laws and character of the Hindoos are 
said to be found in their most unadulterated state ; 
and the golden age, if the accounts of historians are 
to be credited, still exists among this favoured people, 
in all its purity and simplicity. Here, we are told, 
though we are not hasty to believe, that the stranger 
is completely secure rset oh the protection of the laws ; 
that he is provided with guides, who are responsible 
for the safety of his person and property ; and that, 
if he remains no more than three days in the same 
place, he is maintained and forwarded at the expense 
of the state; that robbery is unknown; and that so 
prevalent is the spirit of probity, that, should any 
one find a purse, or any other article of value, he 
hangs it upon the next tree which he meets, and in- 
forms the nearest ‘guard of the circumstance, who im- 
mediately gives notice to the public by beat of drum. 
See Raynal’s History of the East and West Indies, 
vol. i. p. 415, ) 

BISSEXTILE, or Leap Year. See Curono- 
LOGY. 

BITHYNIA. was an ancient kingdom of Asia 
Minor, bounded on the north by the Euxine Sea, on 
the east by, the river Parthenius, on the south by 
mount Olympus and the river Rhyndacus, and. on 
the west by the Propontis and the Thracian Bospho- 
rus. ‘Che information which we derive from the page 
of ancient history respecting, this country, is-so full 
of contradictions, that it appears impossible to ascer- 
tain what leader laid the foundations of this dynasty, 
or what people obeyed his command. But as. we 
meet with the Cimmerii, the Mariandyni, the Be- 

bryces, the Caucones, the Dolliones, roaming through Bithynia 
this region at an early period, it is probable that it -"v—™ 
was first inhabited by various independent tribes. 
But, instead of conducting Ninus to the conquest of 
this country, by the doubtful light of Diodorus ; in- 
stead of repeating the tale of Appian, concerning the 
49 kings who reigned there before the Romans visit- 
ed Asia; instead of marching with the Thracians, 
from the ruins of Troy, to take possession of this re- 
ie en: shall confine ourselves to that period of its 
istory which, being better authenticated, claims 

more deservedly our attention. = 
From the doubtful light which first rises on the 

history of this country, we imagine, that Prusias go- Prusias |. 
verned in the time of Creesus, and that he was sub- 
jugated by the Lydian prince. But the conquerors 
and the conquered were doomed to yield to the Per- 
sians, under Cyrus the Great ; and under their 
Bithynia groaned till Alexander broke the power of 
Persia, and annexed it to his vast empire. Bas, the Bas. 
son of Boteras, governed about this time the de- 
pendent kingdom of Bithynia ; but, disdaining the 
name without the dignity of royalty, he inspired his 
subjects with his own independent spirit, defeated 
Calentus, whom Alexander sent against him, and 
maintained his freedom during a long reign of 50 
years.  Zipoetes, who succeeded him, waged an un- Zipoeteé. 
successful war with the brave inhabitants of Hera- 7 
clea; but would have reducéd to subjection the Chal- 
cedonians, whom he next invaded, if he had not been 
forced to abandon the siege of their capital, to 
pose the army of Antiochus Soter, king of Syria; 
which, commanded by Patrocles, suddenly burst in- 
to Bithynia. He did not long survive a complete 
victory, which by valour and stratagem he gained 
over the Syrians, but, in the 48th year of his reign, 
left the kingdom to his son Nicomedes. ‘This prince. Nicomedes 
disgraced his throne by the inhuman murder of two | 
of his brothers. Zipoetes, the youngest, fled to 
Asiatic Thrace, and engaged the inhabitants to as- 
sert his cause. Nicomedes, when ready to reduce 
that revolted province, was informed that Antiochus 
was preparing to fall upon him. Distrusting his 
own power, he invited, from the western shores of 
the Bosphorus, the Gauls into Asia, and promised 
them a settlement in that country. Assisted by these. 
barbarians, he defeated Antiochus, expelled his bro- 
ther, and, either from a principle of justice or fear, 
yielded the territory which his brother possessed’ to. 
the Gauls, which from them was denominated Gala- 
tia. Nicomedes employed the remainder of his reign 
in building a magnificent city, to be the capital of 
his kingdom, and which, from his own name, he call- 
ed Nicomedia. 

Tibites, his youngest gon, to whom, at the insti- 
gation- of that prince’s mother, he had’ bequeathed 
the kingdom, succeeded him; but Zela, his eldest Zcta. 
son by a former marriage, left Armenia, whither he 
had been banished by the intrigues of his stepmother, 
procured the assistance of the Galatians, expelled his 
brother, and ascended the throne. But Zela percei- 
ved, that the band which he had’ employed against 
his brother might soon be employed against himself, 
and began to suspect the fidelity of those whose 
power he dreaded, Wanting courage to subdue their 
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Bithynia. arms, he had recourse to treachery, and, inviting the 
——— nobles of G 

Prusias II, 

ia to a splendid entertainment, he pre- 
pared a band s to assassinate his guests ; but 
the Galatians received private intelligence of his de- 
sign, and murdered him at the beginning of the en- 
tertainment. | = Td 

son Prusias II. was successful in the 

and valour of Hannibal. That consummate 
forced by the ingratitude of his country to 
asylum in a foreign land, arrived at last at the 

Bithynian court ; and such was the influence, which 
his transcendent genius acquired over the mind of 
Prusias, that at his solicitation, he renounced the 
friendship of .the Romans, and declared war against 
Eumenes, who was under their ag sae 8 ~ 
menes, depending upon the aid of the Romans, thou 
still ur a eto of his own mind, Siena 
his forces both by sea and land, and reduced him to 
such distress that he was ready to accept of peace. 
But the restless mind of Hannibal, ever fruitful in re- 
sources, informed that Philip king of Macedon was 

against Rome and Pergamus, endeavoured to 
wield the resentment of that monarch to accomplish 
his own revenge, and persuaded him to join his army 
to that of Prusias. Prusias renewed the war, and 

loying various stratagems invented by Hanni- 
saw his arms crowned with the most brilliant 

success. But the Romans, trembling for the fate of 
Eumenes, sent ambassadors to mediate a peace be- 
tween the contending princes, and to induce Prusias 
to deliver Hannibal into their hands. The glory which 
Prusias had gained on the field of battle, was tarnish- 
éd by his ingratitude to that illustrious hero, whom, 
as the price of Roman friendship, he abandoned to his 
in le enemies. Indignant at the treachery of 
Prusias, Hannibal deserted a court that was unwor- 
i uf his presence, and retiring to Libyssa, put an 
end to his life. : 

Prusias now became the slave of the Romans, join- 
ed them against the Macedonians, and went to italy 
to congratulate them upon this success. But before 
he entered Rome, he laid aside the ensigns of royalty, 
and, in the dress appropriated to slaves when they 
receive their freedom, was introduced into the senate. 
His meanness and servility sealed the degradation of 
his own mind, but could not be grateful to that ve- 
nerable assembly, nor reflect glory upon the majest 
of the Roman wing He panes Oh aia i ha 
historic muse would blush to describe his conduct 
afterwards, in which, without the semblance of one 
virtue, was exhibited every vice which could entail 
misery upon his subjects, or ‘infamy upon himself. 
But the memory of his past achievements made him 

» etill f ble to his peetecirs 5 and when he heard 
that Attalus had 5 d his brother Eumenes, he 
again invaded Pergamus, entered the capital of that 
kingdom, and exercised the most unrelenting cruelty 
during the space of three years. At the end of that 

ambassadors from arrived to reconcile 
the hostile princes, and a conference was agreed to, 
upon the confines of the two kingdoms. But Prusias, 
following his dark policy, endeavoured with his army 
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to cut off Attalus and the ambassadors, who were res 
pairing to the place appointed, but his design was dis- 
covered, and they escaped by flight. ‘I'he senate 
threatened vengeance, but Prusias would have des- 
pised threatenings, if he had not been informed that 
Athenezus, the brother of Attalus, with a powerful 
fleet, was spreading devastation along the Bithynian 
coast, and that Attalus himself had raised another for- 
midable army. Peace therefore was at last obtained, 
and Prusias sent his son Nieomedes to Rome, either 
to complete his education, or to procure from the 
senate a remission of some disagreeable articles of the 
treaty. But Nicomedes no sooner gained the friend- 
ship of the Romans, than the suspicious mind of 
Prusias became jealous of his designs. Prusias im- 
mediately sent Menas, one of his favourites, to Rome, 
as his ambassador, but with the private design of 
cutting off Nicomedes. Whether fear or remorse ani- 
mated the mind of Menas, we are uncertain, but he 
revealed the unnatural design to the son; and the 
danger to which, from that moment, both were ex- 
posed, incited them to secure themselves by the death 
of Prusias. Nicomedes set sail for Pergamus, pro- 
cured the assistance of Attalus, invaded. the territo- 
ries of his father, and was every where received as the 
deliverer of his country. Not daring to trust the few 
Bithynians who still remained with him, Prusias fled 
from city to city, in the fond expectation that am- 
bassadors would arrive from Rome to adjust the dif- 
ferences between him and his son. Ambassadors did 
arrive, but they were men who could form no deci- 
sive measures, nor give them efficacy if formed, and 
proved that the Romans could sport withthe feelings 
of a prince, who had taught them to despise him. 
Nicomedes and Attalus advanced to Nicomedia, where 
Prusias had shut himself up ; the gates were imme- 
diately thrown open by the revolting inhabitants ; 
and in the temple of Jupiter, whose sanctity could 
afford him no protection, the father fell by the hand 
of his son. 

Nicomedes II. ascended the throne, but not to re- 
alise the hopes of his country. Though he assumed 
the name of Epi hanes, or the Illustrious, yet the 
only action which he performed, during a reign of 
42 years, to vindicate his claim to that lofty appella- 
tion, was the murder of his brothers. He died a vio- 
lent death ; but that it was inflicted by his son appears 
to be a conjecture originating in that love of retrjbu- 
tive justice which is natural to man.. His son, Nico- 
medes III. overran Paphlagonia, invaded Cappadocia, * 
expelled Ariarathes, and to secure the kingdom to 
himself, married the mother of that prince. But Aria- 
rathes procured the assistance of Mithridates the 
Great, who not only drove Nicomedes from that king~ 
dom, but expelled him from his own dominions. Be- 
ing restored by the Romans, in an ill-fated hour he in- 
vaded the kingdom of Mithridates, and that high- 
spirited prince met him on the banks of the Amnius, 
issipated his forces with dreadful slaughter, and again 

forced him into exile. The Romansagain seated him 
on the throne, but dying soon after, he left his domi- 
nions to his son Nicomedes 1V., whose name can on 

Bithynia. 
——— 

Nicomedee 
Il. 

Nicomedes 
Til. 

nly Nicomedes 
claim a place in the page of history as the last of the ‘Iv. 
Bithynian kings. As e had no son, he left his king- 
dom to the Romans. A daughter, named Musa, 
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survived him, who afterwards claimed the kingdom 
for her son. But the Romans rejected her claim, 
and retained it as a province, till it was wrested from 
them by the Turks, to whom it still belongs. (N) 

BITS. See Bripre. 
BLACK, Dr Josrru, was born in France, on the 

banks of the Garonne, in the year 1728. His father, 
Mr John Black, was a native of Belfast in Ireland, 
but of a Scots family, which had been for some time 
settled in that country. Mr Black resided for the 
most part at Bordeaux, where he carried on the wine 
trade. He married a daughter of Mr Robert Gordon, 
of the family of Hillhead in Aberdeenshire, who was 
also engaged in the same trade at Bordeaux. «In the 
year 1740, when young Black had reached the age 
of 12, he was sent home to Belfast, that he might 
have the education of a British subject. After the 
ordinary instruction of a grammar wdhcel} he was sent 
in 1746 to continue his education in the university of 
Glasgow. Being required by his father to make choice 
of a profession, he pitched upon medicine, as most 
suited to his peculiar views, and congenial to his studies. 

Fortunately at this period Dr Cullen began his 
great career, and had pitched upon philosophical che- 
mistry as a field hitherto untraversed and unopened. 
It had been treated as a curious art, susceptible of 
improvement from rational inquiry and discussion. 
But Dr Cullen saw in it a great department of the 
science of nature, founded on principles as immutable 
as those of mechanical philosophy. He undertook 
the task of developing and arranging these principles, 
and he promised to himself great reputation from the 
accomplishment of it. His pupils, in consequence of 
his new views, became zealous chemists, and young 
Black in particular devoted himself to the study. 
This was soon observed by Dr Cullen, who possessed 
the happy talent of exciting and encouraging his pu- 
pils in an eminent degree. Mr Black became his in- 
timate friend, his assistant in all his investigations, and 
his experiments were frequently quoted in the lecture 
as sufficient proofs of the positions of the professor. 

In 1750 he went to Edinburgh to finish his medi- 
cal studies, and he lived in the house of Mr James 
Russel, professor of natural philosophy, his cousin- 
german. About this time the professors had adopted 
different opinions respecting the action of lithontrip- 
tic medicines. Those which produced the most power- 
ful effects in alleviating the excruciating pains of the 
stone, were of a very corrosive nature. It was there- 
fore an object of great importance, to discover, if pos- 
sible, some equally efficacious medicine, which shall 
not possess corrosive properties ; or if that cannot be 
done, at least to diminish or destroy the corrosiveness 
of the medicines in usey’ without impairing their me- 
-dical virtues. It was these views that led Mr Black 
to investigate the nature and properties of magnesia, 
and which induced him to contrive and execute the 
experiments which laid open the nature of causticity 
itself, and showed upon what it depends. This im- 
portant subject he destined for his inaugural disserta- 
tion ; and he appears to have delayed dehing out his 
medical degree till he had brought his investigation 
to a state\of maturity. ¢ ‘ 

Fortunately when he took his doctor’s degree, and 
published his important discovery ofthe cause of the 
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difference between linttstone and clime 
caustic alkalies, a vacancy occurred in the ch 
chair'in Glasgow. His friend and master Dr Culler 
having been removed to Edinburgh, there could bi 
no hesitation in bestowing the vacant chemical chaii 
upon the author of a discovery, which was destined to 
er a complete revolution in chemical science. 

r Black was accordingly appointed professor of ana- 
tomy and lecturer on chemiee in the university of 
Glasgow in the year 1756. -Not considering himself 
as well qualified for the professorship of anatomy, he 
exchanged tasks with the professor of medicine, with 
the concurrence of the university. 
_ While in Glasgow, therefore, his lectures on thé 
institutes of medicine constituted his chief task. They 
gave general satisfaction, by their clearness aiid sim- 
plicity, and by the cautious moderation of his gene-' 
ral principles. He became likewise a favourite prac- 
itioner in that rich and active city, ard his business 
extended every year during his whole stay in Glas- 
gow. ‘Thus the greatest part of his time was taken 
up in the practice of medicine, or in increasing his 
stock of medical knowledge with a view to the im- 
provement of his lectures. Chemistry, as far at least 
as he was professionally concerned, constituted but a 
secondary object. This may serve, in some measure 
at least, to explain the seemingly unaccountable fact, 
that he never attempted to enter that vast and tempt- 
ing field of investigation which he had laid open. ~ 

It was during this period, however, that he inves- 
tigated and brought to maturity another discovery of 
the utmost importance, we mean his theory of latent 
heat ; a discovery which constitutes the foundation of 
the whole doctrine of heat as at present taught b 
chemists, and which has been attended with more be- 
neficial effects to the world than any other discovery 
made during the 18th century ; since it occasioned 
the improvements in_the steam engine by Mr Watt, 
an instrument which has operated a complete change 
in our manufactures. The decisive experiment was 
made in 1761, and Dr Black drew up an aecount of 
this theory, and read it to a literary society in Glas- 
gow on the 23d April 1762. No account of this 
theory was ever published by its author; but ever 
after it made a most important part of his chemical 
lectures. It became in consequence soon generally 
known in every part of Europe. : 

About this time likewise he made a set of experi- 
ments, to determine whether the expansions of the 
thermometer corresponded correctly with the increase 
of heat. He satisfied himself that they did. so, and 
that the thermometer measured the increase of tem- 
perature correctly. The result of his experiments 
was read to the literary saciety of Glasgow on the 
28th March 1760. 

In the year 1766, Dr Cullen, chemical professor in 
Edinburgh, was appointed professor of medicine, and 
Dr Black, with the unanimous approbation of the city 
and university, was pitched upon as hissuccessor, In this 
new scene, his talents were more conspicuous, 'and more 
extensively useful. The celebrity of themedical school 
of Edinburgh brought him pupils from all quarters, 
while the increasing importance of chemistry, both 
in the eye of the philosopher and manufacturer, made 
the number of chemical students increase every year. 

= 
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5 Sa the imp: t of his lectures on the elements 
of chemistry. His great object was to make them 
intelligible to all his students, however defective their 

ious education had been. He never hi = 
in hypothesis or conjecture, neither did he 

redo BL gore speculatic ne or touch upon 
those topics that would have required previous read- 
ing and study. He confined himself entirely to mat- 

ters of fact, and illustrated his lectures by plain and 
; experiments, the best adapted for the sub- 
Pe under discussion, and just sufficient for his pur- 
fas ‘There was no parade of apparatus, nor bril- 

nt display of showy but useless experiments ; every 
thing appeared in its proper place, and exactly suited 
the object in view, the conveying to his pupils an ex- 
act knowledge of the subjects under discussion. - His 
manner was remarkably pleasing ; his voice was low, 
but fine and distinct; his elocution was slow, but 

ceful; and his style possessed a simplicity and 
elegance which has rarely been surpassed. He be- 
came a favourite professor, and was one emi one 
of the test supporters of the celebrity of the 
Edinbur, ical school. 
‘He the chemical chair in Edinburgh for 

nearly thirty-three years; and in the whole of that 
period, during which the science had advanced with 
unexampled rapidity, and had undergone a complete 
revolution, his reputation as a lecturer had been con- 
tinually increasing ; and though he added but little 
to the stock of chemical aawledge by his own dis- 
¢overies, he made his lectures keep pace with the 
rogress of the science, and even embraced and taught 

ule i adiorichesd indol but chiefl » perhaps, to indolence, but chiefly to 
eases nate of his health, he was obliged 0 Wt. 
main a spectator of the brilliant discoveries in pneu- 
matic chemistry, while he abstained from attemptin 
to traverse the brilliant career which he himself ha 
thrown open. About the year 1793, his health be- 

yan to decline. He was unable to continue the gen- 
arcade which had so long prevented the approach 
of any serious disease. The fatigue «* performing 
the experiments in his class he found too much for 
him, and he was obliged to get an assistant to take 
that labour off his hands. In 1796, he found the la- 
bour of lecturing beyond his strength, and got a suc- 
cessor appointed to relieve him of a part of the drud- 

- Next year he hardly attempted to lecture at 
Oe or te least delivered only a part of the course ; 
and, unless our recollection fail us, 1797 was the last 
oe! that he read lectures in the university of Edin- 
urgh. Ashe advanced in years, his constitution, 

which had always been weak, became more delicate 
and frail, so that every cold he caught occasioned 
some degree of spitting of blood. Yet he seemed to 

ition of body always un- 
der command, so that he never allowed it to proceed 
far, or to occasion any distressing illness ; and he 
thus spun his thread to the*last fibre ; and even this 
does not seem to have broken, but merely to have 
ended. * He guarded against illness,’”” says his rela- 
tion Dr Ferguson, “ by restricting himself to a mode- 
rate, or I should rather call it an abstemious diet ; and 

——\——’ the station whieh he filled, devoted himself complete- increase of attention and care, regulating his food and yaw 
exercise by the measure of his strength. It is won- 
derful vith what skill and success he thus made the 
most of a feeble constitution, by thus preventing the 
access of disease from abroad. He enjoyed a health 
which was feeble, indeed, but at interrupted, 
and a mind ever undisturbed, in the calm and cheerful 
use of all his faculties. A life so prolonged had the 
advantage of present ease, and the prospect, when the 
just period should arrive, of a calm dissolution.”” His 
only apprehension was, that of a long continued sick- 

; and this, perhaps, less from any selfish feeling, 
than from the humane consideration of the trouble 
and distress occasioned to attending friends ; and ne- 
ver was this modest and generous wish more complete- 
ly gratified. F 
On the 26th November, 1799, and in the 71st year 

of his age, he expired, without any convulsion, shock, 
or stupor, to announce or retard the approach of 
death. Being at table with his usual fare, some bread, 
a few prunes, and a measured quantity of milk diluted 
with water, and having the cup in his hand when the 
last stroke of his pulse was to be given, he set it 
down on his knees, which were joined together, and 
kept it steady with his hand, in the manner of a per- 
son perfectly at ease ; and in this attitude expired, 
without spilling a drop, and without a writhe in his 
countenance; as if an experiment had been required,. 
to shew to his friends the facility with which he de- 
parted. His servant opened the door to tell him that 
some one had left his name; but, getting no answer, 
stepped about half way up to him, and seeing him 
sitting in that easy posture, supporting his bason of 
milk with one hand, he thought that he had dropped 
asleep, which had sometimes happened after meals. 
He went back, and shut the door; but before he got 
down stairs, some anxiety, which he could not account 
for, made him return back and look again at his mas- 
ter. Even then he was satisfied, after coming pretty 
near him, and turned to go away ; but again return- 
ing, and coming quite close to him, he found him. 
without life. 

Such was the career of Dr Black, one of the great- 
est ornaments that the university of Edinburgh ever 
possessed. His mind was without doubt of the first 
cast, and endowed with an originality of thinking, 
and a patience of investigation, that fitted it for the 
most splendid on tne His imagination either 
was not vigorous, or he had brought it uyder the 
most complete controul; for no man was ever a greater 
enemy to wild and extravagant speculations and hy- 
potheses, and no man ever deserved greater confidence 
as a sound philosopher, and an accurate reasoner. He 
carried his modesty rather to too great a length, and 
appeared too careless of his Pe hes, as a discoverer, 
and a chemical reformer. hether this was owing 
to.a timidity of disposition, to indolence, or to want 
of health, it was equally unfortunate for himself, and 
for the literary world; and prevented him from oc- 
cupying that place in the foremost rank of chemical 
discoverers, which nature obviously intended him to 
fill. The late Professor Dr John Robison, who knew 
him intimately and affectionately, assures us, that want 
of health alone prevented him from exposing the con- 
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duct of Mr Layoisier, and vindicating his undoubted 
claim to his own discoveries. He a ee the task, 
and began it repeatedly ; but his anxiety never failed 
to'bring on a fit of illness, which obliged him Yo re- 
linquish it. What reason he had to be dissatisfied with 
Lavoisier, or what private steps that celebrated phi- 
losopher may have taken to detract from Dr Black’s 
reputation, we pretend not to say. Lavoisier certain- 
ly did Dr Black ample justice in the first treatise on 
chemistry which he ublished ; for the whole treatise 
is little else than a history of Dr Black’s discoveries 
with respect to the alkalies and lime, of the contro- 
versy which these discoveries occasioned in Germany, 
and a recitation of his own experiments, which con- 
vinced him of the truth of Dr Black’s opinions. OF 
Dr Black’s discoveries in other branches of the 
science, Lavoisier could not be supposed to know 
much with accuracy; for Dr Black had. published 
nothing respecting them himself, and those writers 
who had touched upon these subjects, whether in 
Britain or on the continent, had been either silent 
with respect to Dr Black’s merit as an oneal dis- 
coverer, or arrogated to themselves an equal claim to 
originality with Dr Black himself. 

sto Dr Black’s private character, it was, in the 
highest degree, amiable and excellent. His temper 
was mild and placid; his disposition serious but 
cheerful. His sense of propriety was extremely acute, 
and all his actions were obviously guided by it. This 
appeared to a striking degree in his dress, in his house, 
at his table, in company, and in his lecture room. 
red thing was done at its proper time; every thing 
was found in its proper place. He was never in a 
hurry, but always appeared to have leisure at com- 
mand ; and he was always happy; to see a friend, and 
to enter into conversation on general subjects. _ His 
acquaintances sometimes accused him of penurious- 
ness; but Dr Ferguson, who was his near relation, 
A had the best opportunity of knowing his charac- 
t directly denies the charge ; and Professor Robi-. 
son has given such instances of a contrary conduct, as 
seem totally incompatible with such a disposition. 
His person was rather above the middle size ; he was 
of a slender make; hie countenance was placid, and 
exceedingly engaging. 

But in giving the history of a literary character, 
the points of greatest importance are undoubtedly his 
works, which constitute the grand eras of his life. 
In a philosopher, the additions which he made to the 
stock of our knowledge, and the exertions which he 
made tofvards the advancement or the general diffu- 
sion of the sciences, constitute the great characters 
which distinguish him from the generalit of man- 
kind. We must not, therefore, quit Dr Black, with- 
out pointing out his litérary labours more particular- 
ly, and endeavouring to estimate the obligations 
which chemistry lies under to him for his sagacity 
and discoveries. 

If we were to estimate the merits of a literary man 
fromthe bulk of his writings, Dr Black would be 
rated very low. The only pieces which he published 
in his life-time were four essays: Ist, His inaugural 
dissertation, entitled, De acido a cibis orto et de mag- 
csia; 2d, Experiments upon magnesia alba, pis. 
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Observations on the more ready freezing of wat vm 
has been boiled, published in the P i rans~ 
actions of London for 17745 and, 4th, Analysis 
the waters of some boiling springs in Iceland, publi 
ed in the second volume oe the Edinburgh soon 
tions. After his death, his manuscript lectures were 
revised by Professor Robison, and published by his 
executors in two quarto volumes. This book pos. 
sesses great merit, especially the first part of it which, 
treats of Heat. Thé simplicity of the style, and the 
exquisite taste and propriety displayed in the illus-) 
trations, cannot be too hi af r praised ; though, as a 
whole, it is certainly very fifferent from what it would. 
have been, had it received the last corrections of the; 
author himself. The arrangement in many parts is 
extremely defective ; and, as a collection of chemi 
facts, it is nearly twenty years behind the period at: 
which it finally appeared. Had it been published in» 
1788, it would have contributed essentially to pre= 
mote the progress of the science ; it would have in-. 
creased the reputation of its author, and been a high~ 
ly popular book even in the hands of the students ;~ 
but, in 1803, its place was supplied by others, exhi- 
biting a fuller detail of eer facts, and bringing 
the progress of the science down to the date of 
publication. mp 

In taking a view of these different publications, we 
may pass over the first entirely. The second was,» 
in fact, a repetition, or rather a more complete inves- 
tigation of the different points touched upon in the in- 
augural dissertation. tae 

1. The essay on magnesia and quick-lime embraces 
two distinct objects; 1st,'The properties of magne- 
sia; 2d, An investigation of what constitutes the 
difference between quick-lime and limestone, between 
the mild and caustic alkalies. gi 

Magnesia had been discovered by a Roman canon, 
at Rome, about the beginning of the last century, 
and a few of its properties had been ascertained by 
Frederick Hoffmann; but chemists, in general, con- 
sidered it as a variety of lime, and none knew the pe- 
culiar characters by which it is distinguished. Dr 
Black ascertained its properties with precision, and de- 
moustrated that it is a peculiar earth. To him, there- 
fore, in reality, we are indebted for our knowledge of 
magnesia. He combined magnesia with sulphuric, 
nitric, muriatic, and acetic acids, and ascertained the 

ae as 

_ properties of the salts formed ; compared them with 
similar salts of lime, and pointed out the essential 
differences. He determined the effect of heat upon 
magnesia ; shewed that it deprived it of a-quantity of 
air; that the magnesia continued still tasteless and 
insoluble in water ; that it combines with acids with- » 
out effervescence, and forms with them the very 
same salt as common magnesia. He determined the 
affinity of magnesia for acids, when com with 
lime and alkalies; and pointed out the di be- 
tween it and alumina, and the earth of bones. 

The investigation and determination of the proper- 
ties of magnesia, though an object of great import. 
ance, sinks into insignificance when compared with 
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“Pack the object of the second part ofthis important essay, 

difference between quick-lime and 
limestone, mil d caustic 8, common and 

calcined esia. By the most simple but decisive 
‘experiments he demonstrated, that limestone and the 
en alkalies contain a quantity of air fixed in them ; 
that this air makes its e: : when they are dissolved 

inacids; that it is dissipated when limestone is burnt; 
that alkalies are rendered caustic by being deprived of 

it; that lime has a greater affinity for it than alkalies; 

that it takes it from them when mixed with them. 
Hence the reason why quick-lime renders alkalies 
caustic, while, by the process, it is converted itself 
into limestone. The caustic alkalies, quick-lime, 
and calcined magnesia, are the substances in a pure 
state; hence the reason of the activity which they 
possess, and of their dissolving in acids without effer- 
vescence. This air he called fixed air, because it 
exists fixed in their bodies. He inferred, that it pos- 
sessed peculiar properties ; that it differed from com- 
mon air; that it existed in the atmosphere ; and that 
there are different kinds of air possessed of peculiar 

ies. But he made no experiments himself on 
the subject, but drew his inferences from common 
observations ; of a kind, however, sufficiently deci- 
sive. He even shewed, that it acted as an acid; that 
it combined with alkaline substances in different pro- 
portions; and he announced his intention of prose- 
euting the subject at ter length hereafter ; a pro- 
mise, however, which he never falfilled, It is impos- 
sible to bestow too high praise upon Dr Black’s pa- 
per on — and quick-lime. The modest sim- 
plicity of the narration, the number and conclusive- 
ness of the experiments, the sagacity with which the 
proper inferences are drawn, the ac rand deci- 
siveness of the. reasoning, and the small’ number of 
mistakes into which the author fell in prosecuting a 
subject entirely new, and quite the opposite of the 
preconceived opinions of chemists, are all admirable, 
and account sufficiently for the high rank to which 
a Sir pyr sam raised the author among chemists. 

we know of no chemical: dissertation what- 
ever that will stand a comparison with the essay of 
Dr Black. Mr Lavoisier’s papers are much more 
elaborate, at least in appearance, and the consequerices 
which he deduces from his experiments are, perhaps, 
of more im than even the discoveries of Dr 
Black ; but his discoveries were the result of a whole 
life, spent in the most laborious industry, whereas Dr 
Black’s Brest discovery was completed. at the age of 
twenty-five. 

Soon after the publication of Dr Black’s essay, 
Mr Meyer, an apothecary at Osnaburgh, published 
a dissertation, in order to explain the Tiffedcnces be- 
tween limestone and quicklime, the caustic and mild 
alkalies. lis conclisions were quite different’ from 
those of Dr Black. According to him, limestone 
combines in the fire with a peculiar acid, which he 
called the acidum pingue, or causticum. To this 
acid it- owed the peculiar acrid properties which it 
acquired by calcination. Ailkalies had’a stronger af- 
finity for this acid than lime. Hence, when potash 
and quicklime are mixed, the lime loses its acid, and. 
becomes tasteless and insoluble in water; while the 
alkali unites with the acid and becomes caustic. 
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Meyer’s hypothesis being contrasted with Dr Black’s 
theory, vlach soon became known in Germany, oc- 
casioned a violent controversy, which lasted some 
ears. Jacquin, botanical professor at Vienna, pub- 

jiuhed a Latin dissertation in defence of Dr Black’s 
doctrine in 1769. This was opposed, in 1770, by 
Dr Crans, physician to the king of Prussia, who 
defended the hypothesis of Meyer in a very elaborate 
treatise. In 1774, Lavoisier published a treatise on 
the subject. He repeated the experiments of Dr 
Black and his disciples, and confirmed them in every 
particular. Since that period, Dr Black’s theory 
of causticity, and his doctrines respecting fixed air, 
by been universally admitted by the chemical pub- 

c. 
Dr Black’s essay drew the attention of philoso- 

phers to'the elastic fluids, and in particular to fixed 
air, which he had'shewn to act so important a part 
in nature.. Dr Macbride of Dublin was the first 
who wrote on the subject. His. essay appeared in 
1764. He examined the fixed air evolved during 
fermentation, and pointed out its properties in re- 
tarding putrefaction. But it was Mr Cavendish who 
first examiried the properties, and pointed out the 
characters of fixed air.. His essays on the subject 
were published in 1766 and 1767. Dr Priestley fol-_ . 
lowed soon after, and laid open the different elastic 
fluids in succession. ‘Thus Or Black’s discovery is 
not only important in itself, but it acquires addition- 
al'value, because it led’ the way to pneumatic che- 
pean f and was therefore the foundation of the 
complete revolution which the science underwent. 

2. The paper on the freezing of boiled water, 
published in the Philosophical Transactions, is ve 
short, and requires but little notice. He Rana 
that water which has been newly boiled always 
freezes sooner than common water. ‘The reason, he 
says, is, that boiled water cannot be cooled lower than 
32°, without beginning to freeze ; whereas common 
water may be cooled several degrees lower, without 
losing its fluidity. This difference he ascribes to the 
boiling, which has deprived this water of its air. 
Hence, when exposed to the air, that elastic fluid 
begins to enter, and occasions a constant agitation, 
which, though imperceptible to us, is yet sufficient 
to prevent the water from being cooled lower than 
82° without freezing. This explanation is simple 
and ingenious, and probably correct. Though some 
of the experiments ‘of Sir Charles Blagden, on the 
cooling of water below the freezing point, without 
losing its fluidity, appear at first sight incompatible 
with it. ‘ : 

3..The analysis of the Geyser and Reykum waters, 
which Dr Black published in the second volume of 
the Edinburgh Transactions, is one of the finest 
specimens of the analysis of. mineral’ waters which * 
has yet appeared. Dr Black has contrived to throw 
an interest on his subject, of which one would hardly 
have conceived that it would ppt rie pg This 
appears in a very striking point of view, when com. 
pera with tHE bebdiys of Bergman, Klaproth, Four- 
croy, Vauquelin, or any other of the consummate 
masters of the art of deafyding mineral waters. The 
interest which we take in the analysis of Dr Black, 
is much greater than in that of any other person, The 

Black, 
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analysis is sparbahly cerrect, and the methods fol- 

“v= lowed are the best that we are yet acquainted with; 
. though his directions for preparing the filtres can 

is scarcely be followed at present. mode was te- 
dious ; and his reliance upon the filtre much greater 
than it ought to haye been. _ Chemists at present 
seldom trust to experiments made by weighing fil- 
tres. They are so apt.to change their weight, and, 
their tendency to absorb moisture is so great, that 
they cannot be easily weighed in a delicate balance. 
A filtre, weighing thirty grains, if dried at the 
fire, will absorb half a grain of moisture before you 
can weigh it. 

4. e only part of the posthumous work, en- 
titled Dr Black's Lectures, che requires animadver- 
sion, is his doctrine of latent heat, contained in the 
first part of that book. This doctrine he brought 
to maturity while in Glasgow. He read an account 
of it to a philosophical society in that city, in the 
year 1762. Ever after it was ete ah by him with 
reat care, and sufficiently in detail, constituting in- 

Seed one of the most important and interesting parts 
of his course. This theory is not only in itself 
highly beautiful and valuable, as it constitutes the 
basis of the whole doctrine of heat, one of the most 
instructive branches of chemical science ; but it has 
another claim upon our attention,—it led to Mr Watt’s 
improvement of the steam engine, which has pro- 
duced such mighty changes in our system of mining 
and in our manufactures, and which has so enor- 
mously increased the powers and the resources of 
man. Dr Black’s two discoveries hold a most inte- 
resting position ; the first occasioned a complete re- 
volution in the science of chemistry ; the second an 
equally complete revolution in some of our most im- 
ortant arts and manufactures. The theory of latent 
eat, which Dr Black deduced from an attentive ob- 

servation of some of the most common phenomena of 
nature, and from some experiments of Fahrenheit, 
may be stated in a few words. When ice melts, it 
combines with a quantity of heat which enters into 
it, and remains in it without increasing its tempera- 
ture. Hence it was called datent, When water 
freezes, it parts with the whole of this latent heat ; 
and it cannot freeze till it does. so. Hence the slow- 
ness of the processes of freezing and melting. Wa- 
ter then is ice, combined with a certain quantity of 
heat. In like manner, when water is converted into 
steam, it combines with a quantity of heat; and 
when steam is condensed into water, it parts with a 
quantity of heat, In general, when solids are con- 
verted into liquids, they unite with a quantity of la- 
tent heat ; and when liquids are converted into elas- 
tic fluids, they likewise combine with latent heat. 
This theory was demonstrated by the most obyious, 
but decisive experiments, and it was applied, with 
much sagacity, to explain some of the most import- 
ant phenomena of nature. In his experimental inyes- 
tigations of the quantity of latent heat in different 
bodies, Dr Black was much assisted by his two ce- 
lebrated pupils, Mr Watt and Dr Irvine. He first 
aectsted also the curious fact, that bodies differ in 
their capacity for heat ; that is to say, that the same 
quantity of heat does not produce the same change 
of temperature upon different bodies, Thus it re- 
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quires much more heat to raise a 
00 degrees, than is necessary to pro 

change of temperature on a 

ug ter ater 

e 
und of a 

subject was carried much father by Dr lei wha 
made some curious discoveries respecting it, and eve! 
applied it to explain Dr Black’s — Rcorerttat 
latent heat. His explanation was adopted by several 
ingenious philosophers; and there are still some per- 
sous who consider Dr Irvine’s explanation as prefer- 
able to Dr Black’s. Dr Black himself stated so: 
objections to Dr Iryine’s explanation, with his aa 
modesty, which appear to be fatal to it. Dr Craw- 
ford afterwards investigated the capacity of different 
bodies for heat with much industry and success, 
and founded on it his ingenious explanation of the 
source of animal heat. 7 

Though Dr Black never himself published any 
account of his peculiar opinions. ng latent 
heat, they soon came to be generally known. all over 
Europe, in consequence of the great urse of 
students from all quarters that attended the aa 
classat Edinburgh. Various dissertations both te 
ing latent heat, and the capacity of bodies for heat, 
were published at different times, and in different 
laces. The authors seldom or never refer to.Dr 
lack ; but tacitly assume to themselves the merit of 

GrgmAliEYe And, in consequence of Dr Black’s in- 
dolence and carelessness, it is now almost impossible 
to determine how far these claims ae or ill 
founded. That Dr Black was the original. disco- 
verer, and that he had taught the doctrine publicly, 
at least ten years before any competitor appeared, ip 
erfectly: established. But. Ht quent 

authors derived their information from students who 
hal attended Dr Black’s class,.or had stumbled 
th¢mselyes upon the theory which they published, it 
is now very difficult to say. The first publisher on 
the subject was Mr Wilcke of Sweden, whose dis- 
sertation on the capacity of different bodies. for heat, 
appeared in 1773, _ Lavoisier aud Laplace published 
their experiments on the heat necessary to melt. ya- 
rious bodies, and upon. the heat evolved during com- 
bustion about the year.1777. Mr Cavendish ina 
dissertation published about the year 1785, claims 
as his own the discovery, of latent heat ; but. says in 
a note, that he understood that Dr Black teaches a 
similar doctrine. As to the attempt of De Luc, in 
his idées sur la Meteorologie, to claim the origina 
discovery of latent heat, it does not seem entitled to 
any attention whatever ; and has been paelently 
exposed by Mr Watt and Professor Robison. 
Cavendish, from the character of the man, and the 
reat sagacity which he possessed, would be the most 

kely to have hit upon the theory. But, it became 
so generally known, and so much had_ been, writtem 
upon it before his claim appeared, that it is. impos- 
sible to doubt that he had imbibed his opinions. re- 
specting heat from these publications 5, and.certain 
opinions respecting heat being adopted,. the doctrine 
fa yas heat followed as an easy consequence. Up- 
on the whole, Dr Black’s originality admits of no 
doubt ; and had he published an essay on the sub- 
ject, as he did with regard to fixed air, no competi- 
tor whatever would have appeared; and his rank as 
a discoverer, at least among the chemists of we con 
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5 ene 
cite, ‘would have stood higher than it does at pre- 

Clerk of Pennycuick, a particular friend of Dr 
Black, and an € ite ts the circumstance. 
es in 1766, ascertained the spe- 

ific gravity of hydro it occurred to. Dr 
Tae ptr 1 alpte be oe to raise weights in 

atmosphere. “He procured the alantois ofa calf, 
it with i i gas, and found, that the bag, 

s filled, was lighter than air, and would rise to 
ceiling of the room. He invited a number” of 
friends to supper, and told them, that he had a 

curiosity to shew them, When the company met, 

wt 

Tu Black Sea, formerly called the Enxine * Sea, 
is an immense inland sea, situated between Europe 
and Asia, and connected with the Mediterranean by 
the Straits of Constantinople. 

By comparing the accounts of this sea, as given by 
ancient authors, with the limits assigned to it by re- 
cent observations, it appears unquestionable, that it 
has sustained a most singular diminution, in conse- 
quence of some great subterranean convulsion. 

From the t anrar descriptions of the Black 
Sea, a collected by alerius Flaccus, from the an- 
cient accounts of of the Argonauts, it 

of this lake were ex- 
ep; and that, in conjunction with the 

Palus’ 8, it extended far towards the north, 
ualled the Mediterranean in ma 

In the time 
gnitude. 

Homer, according to Strabo and Eus- 
tathius, the Euxine Sea was regarded as the est 
of all the inland seas ; and received the name of zxovres, 
n account of its superior magnitude. Herodotus 
makes the length of the Euxine Sea, from the Cya- 
nean Sealine the Pavorante) to the river Phasus, 
11,100 sor nearly 17 and a half. Proco- 
pius reckons the distance from Chalcedon to the Pha- 
sus at 50 da s journey, for a good walker, which, 
at the rate of nine leagues a-day, will make the dis- 
tance to 18 degrees ; a result which coincides 

with that of Herodotus. As the utmost 
extent this sea, however, in the best modern 
charts, does not exceed 12 degrees and a half, we 
are entitled to conclude, that it formerly covered the 
low grounds which stretch towards the base of the 
mountains of Caucasus. 

The north and west coast of this sea seem to have 
undergone very remarkable changes. The line of its 
‘greatest width has undoubtedly varied ; and the im- 
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he produced his prepared alantois, and, to the sur- 
prise of all present, it ascended, and remained at- 
tached to the ceiling of the room. At first, they. © 
supposed that a fine thread had been attached to it, 
and that some person in the room above had drawn 
it by that means to the ceiling. But an actual in- 
spection convinced them, that this solution was er- 
roneous. Dr Black then explained to them the way 
in which it was filled, and pointed out the useful 
purposes to which such contrivances’ might be ap- 
plied. If this statement be correct, and, from the 
source of the information, there seems reason to rely 
upon it, Dr Black was in reality the discoverer of the 
air-balloons ; and he made the discovery nearly fif- 
teen years before the idea suggested itself to M. 
Montgolfier. Unfortunately, all the gentlemen men- 
tioned by Mr Bell, as having been present at the ex- 
hibition, are now dead; so that it is impossible to 
authenticate it by any more direct testimony. (c) 

“y BLACK SEA. 
menee volume of waters which is rolled from Asia 
and Europe into this capacious reservoir, seem to 
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have completely changed the outline of its coast, and “v=” pletely iY 
filled up the deep gulfs which indented its shores. 
The southern coast, which consists chiefly of calca- 
reous rocks, upon which the sea reposes, to a great 
depth, has suffered but few changes, excepting at 
the mouths of the rivers ; and hence the geographi- 
cal descriptions of this part of the Black Sea, as gi- 
ven by ancient authors, are more easily ‘reconciled 
with modern observations. 

From these indications of extensive changes, as 
well as from the testimony of ancient authors, it 
would appear, that the Sea of Aral and the Caspian 
Sea once formed an immense lake, joined by a strait 
to the Palus Meotis and Euxine Sea; and that this 
huge collection of water was separated from the Me- 
diterranean by a narrow isthmus, formed by the Cy- 
anean Isles. An eruption of these volcanic islands 
is supposed to have formed an outlet for the exube- 
rant waters of the Euxine, which rolled its torrent 
with irresistible impetuosity into the Propontis, and 
afterwards into the Mediterranean, and Tenaga the 
low plains of Asia Minor, Thrace, Greece, E 
and Libya. The effects of this dreadful inundation 
are —— in the monuments, siege 6 the 
poetry, history, and the chrono! of these an- 
cient nations. The Samathracians, yeild ele to Dio- 
dorus (lib. v. cap. 47.,) ascribed this oes to the 
opening of the mouth of the Bosphorus. Their fish- 
ermen dragged out,’ in their nets, the capitals of co- 
lumns that ged to the cities which had been 
submerged ; and, in the time of Diodorus, they of- 
fered sacrifices upon altars erected on the line which 
formed the limits of the inundation. Ister, an an-, 
cient author quoted by Eustathius, mentions some 

* The term Euxine is derived from #20, inhospitable, the epithet given by the ancients to this sea. Hence Ovid, 

ah Prigida me cohibent Euxini littora Ponti ; 
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iniindations, one of which opened the canal of 

Be Hellegpoat that separated Europe from’ Asia; 
and Strabo and Xanthus bear testimony to the’ same’ 
event, which seems to have happened about 1529 
years before Christ. Brn kok 
We shall now ‘proceed to state the evidence in 

support of this remarkable fact, as’ collected from 
me observations of modern naturalists and travel- 
ers. 

- According to Tournefort, (Voyage au Levant, 
tom. ii. p, 124, 125, &c.,) the Black Sea appears to 
have been an immense lake, formed by the waters of 
innumerable rivérs, and unconnected with the Medi- 
terranean, and could only empty itself through the 
Thracian Bosphorus. he mountains which are 
interposed between it and the Caspian Sea, prevent 
any opening towards the east. The waters of the 
Sea of Azof fall into the Black Sea, from north to 
south, and oppose any passage in that direction. 
The rivers of Asia push the waters of the Black Sea 
from south to north. The Danube impels them 
from the west. It is therefore at the isles of Cya- 
nee alone, between the lighthouses of Europe and” 
Asia, which are situated at the mouth of the Bos- 
phorus, where the waters of the Black Sea could 
hollow out the earth, and force a passage into the 
Propontis. : ho hesst 
- Buffon (Hist. Nat. tom. ix.) has adduced: innu- 
merable facts to prove,-that: the Mediterranean Sea, 
the Black Sea, the Caspian Sea, and the Sea of Aral, 
have at one time been immense lakes ; that the Cas- 

rian Sea was formerly of great extent, and that the 
Tactic cetanenn was once much smaller than it is at 
present ; that the-Aral; the Caspian, and the Black 
Sea, formed only one lake before the opening of the 
Bosphorus ; and that the Mediterranean, ‘after ‘this 
Opening, was augmented in the same ~proportion as 

_ that lake had diminished, / a 
‘* Siberia, Asia, the Red Sea, &c.,’’ says Pallas, 

( Travels, tom. ix. p. 163.) “present evident marks of 
this deluge, of which all the:ancient people of Asia, 
the Chaldeans, the Persians, the Indians, the Thi- 
betans, and the Chinese, have preserved the remem- 
brance, “and which they have fixed within afew 
* hay of the Mosaic’ deluge.» Europe, and the low 

“Jands: of Asia, have since ‘suffered considerable 
‘changes by other inundations, sometimes arising from 
submarine eruptions, sometimes from the sudden 
overflow of the great inland» seas, as the. Mediterra- 
ean arid the Euxine, which have left dry extensive 
“plains covered with’ mud ; and sometimes to irrup- 
‘tions of the sea, increased by enormous: submarine 
‘eruptions. - ‘ 

« The opinion ofthe: indefatigable ‘Tournefort 
‘and Buffon,’ the same naturalist elsewhere observes, 
‘* upon the ancient state of ‘the Black. Sea, and. its 
‘communication with the Caspian, has been more and 
moré confirmed: by the ‘observations of travellers. 
The sea monstérs, the fish, and the marine’ shells, 
which the Caspian has in common with the Black 
Sea, render this communication extremely probable ; 
and the same facts prove also, that the lake of Aral was 
once joined to the Caspian. In the 3d and 7th vo- 
lumes of my Travels, I have traced the ancient ex- 
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“ed by: copper; and through an extent of ‘half a 

Constantinople, first discovered the light tow: 
‘European side of the Bosphorus, it appeared situated at - 

tent of this sea over all: t 
the elevated: plains wii 
state and the fossil productions. of this, : : 
and by the salted mud mixed with caleined sea shells 
which cover all the surface of the deserts? aadii 
“The Cyanean Isles, at the mouth of the Bospho- 

rus, have been recently examined by ier an 
t. Choiseul Gouffier, who discovered that these, : 

were volcanic. ‘ At the mouth. of apa oe: 
both sides of ‘the Bosphorus,” says Oliviery:(Voy- 
age, tom. 1. p. 69.) ‘ we were stiuck wi 
marks of a volcano of several leagues in extent. 
Every where we observed the rocks more or Jess. al-, 
tered or decomposed; every where we found incon- 
testible marks of the action of subterranean fires. 
We observed jaspers of different colou eine 
agates, and Ein od among. porphyr 
or less changed ; a breccia, with li 
almost decom » formed b s of tr 
————- y calcareous spar a beautiful por- 

yry at the base of a rock of greenish trap, colours 

. 

league we saw a hard rock of trap, of a 
blue, equally coloured with copper.” 1n quoting 
this able ete on the ke Nan hature, of the 
banks of the Bosphorus, we, ome at the same time 
to state, that he entertains a different opinion, from 
other naturalists: respecting the formation of. that 
strait: . He does not. believe that the waters of :the 
Black Sea were once. more elevated, and that, they 
opened for themselves a passage by the Bosphorus ; 
but he supposes, that the Propontis, the Euxine, 
and the Mediterranean, always communicated with 
each other. . He is of opinion, that the Caspian was 
of much greater extent ; that it communicated with 
the Sea, of Azof, and that their waters had. the same 
level; and he attributes to, the currents of the Don, 
the Kouban, and the Wolga, the filling, up, of the 
canal, and the consequent separation of the two seas. 
After this separation, he fupposes that the Black 
Sea has not changed its level, because jit: receives 
more water than it wastes, by evaporation ; and that 
the Caspian Sea has sunk above 60: feet, because it 
does not receive a quantity of water sufficient, ta su 
ply what is lost by evaporation ; and that it.gradually 
diminished, till an equilibrium existed between; the 
‘supply and the evaporation... hg noel yr aie 

M. Ber: ] ; 
the Calmucs in 1802. and) 1808,. has collected a 
vast number of facts, to prove that the Asiatic part 
of the steppes of the Calmucs was once covered with 
water, and that;the Caspian’ and Black Seas,were 
formerly united... yup 
We shall now conclude this part of the article, by 

presenting our readers with the interesting descrip- 
tion of the appearance of the Thracian Seskane, 
and the nature of the Cyanean,Isles,,and, the»ad- 
joining strata, as given by the ingenious, Dr Clarke, 
an his Z'ravels into different: countries “of Europe, 
Asia, and Africa. — “> 

_ When Dr Clarke, in his voyage from Ineada to 
it tower on the 

* See Journal Universelle de Litterature, de Halle, March 1804, No. 56, p. 441, &ov. 
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gman, * who travelled. into the country of | 



- did objects was displa 

3. The whole 
of inde- 

stoped wall, 
which the 

‘a small’ crack or 

that 
ce for seamen ‘during the night.. Never were 

t yuses of more importancé, or to which less at- 
“tention hasbeen paid. An officer of the customs put 
off from the'shore ‘in his boat; but contented himself 

presented tous” imtended to serve as)a 

merely (the‘name of the captain, and did 
“not come on’ After passing the light-houses, 
there appeared fortresses, the ieee of French engi-: 
-Meers; ‘and their situation, on rugged rocks, had a 
striking effect) Presently, such a succession of splen- 

; that, in all the remembrance 
of my former travels, I can recal nothing with which 
it'may-be- A rapid ‘current, flowing at 
‘the rate of a league an hour, conveyed us from the 
Black Sea. Then, while we were ruminating upon 
the sudden ‘of such accumulated waters by 
so) narrow an aqueduct, and meditating the causes 
»whicl first’: produced the wonderful channel through 
whieh they are conveyed, we found ourselves trans- 

: ‘agit were, in an instant, to a new world. 
arcely’ had we time to admire the extraordinary 
auty of the villages, scattered: up and down at the 

mouth of this canal, when the palaces and gardens of 
European and Asiatic Turks, the villas of foreign 
-ambassadors,'mosques, minarets, mouldering towers, 
and ivy-mantled walls of ancient edifices, made their 
_ appearance. ne these we beheld an endless va- 
“mlety of objects which seemed to realise tales of en- 
vchantment ; fountains nnn Pat i cae ars 
“terraces, groves, quays, pain ni har- 
‘bours, ed themselves to rer in such rapid 
succession, that, as one picture disappeared, it, was 

» succeeded by a second, more gratifying than the 

‘+ On the following day, we were désorenintah to ad- 
venture an excursion as far as the islands anciently 
called C: -; or Symplegades, which lie off the 
mouth of ‘the canal. The accurate Busbequius con- 
fessed, that, in the few hours he spent on the Black 
Sea, he could discern no traces’ of their existence ; 
we had, however, in the preceding evening, seen 
enough of them to entertain great curiosity concern- 
ing their nature and situation, even in the transitory 

view" afforded by means of our telescopes. Strabo 
describes their number and situation. ¢ The 

Cyanez,’ says he, ‘ in the mouth of Pontus, ‘are 
two: i one on the European, and the other 
on the Asiatic side of the strait, separated from-each 
other by twenty stadia.”’ The more ancient accounts, 
which represested them. as sometimes separated, and 
at other times’ joined together, was satis actorily ex- 
plamed by Tournefort, who observed, that each of 
them consists of one craggy island, but that, when 
‘the:sea is disturbed, the water covers the lower parts, 
‘86 as'to make the different points of either resemble 
insular'rocks. They are, in fact, each of them join+ 
ed to the main land by a kind of isthmus, and appear 
' é } 2 AY NON 
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as islands when this is inundated, which always hap- 
pens in stormy weather, But it is not clear that the 

isthmus, which connects either of them. with the 

continent, was formerly visible. The disclosure has 
been probably owing to that gradual sinking of; the 
level’ of the Black Sea, before noticed. The same 
cause continuing to operate, may hereafter lead. pos- 
terity to marvel what is become of the Cyanez ; and 
this may also account for their multiplied appearance 
in ages anterior to the time of Strabo, ‘The, main 
object of ,our visit was not, howevery the illustration 
of any ancient/author in this particular part of their 
history, but to ascertain, if possible, by the geologi- 
cal phenomena of the coast, the nature of a revolu- 
tion which opened the remarkable channel at the 
mouth of which those islands are’ situated. . 
1 « Some time before we reached the mouth of the 
canal, steering close along its European side, we ob- 
served the cliffs and hills, which are there destitute 
of verdure, presenting, even to their summits, a re- 
markable aggregate of enormous pebbles, that is to 
say, heterogeneous masses of stony substances, round- 
ed by attrition in water, and imbedded in a hard na- 
tural cement, yet differing from the usual appearance 
of breccia rocks; for, upon a nearer examination, 
they appeared to have undergone, first, a violent ac- 
tion of fire, and secondly, that degree of friction, by 
long contact in water, to which their form was due. 
Breccia rocks do not commonly consist of substances 
so modified. The stratum formed by this singular 
aggregate, and the pr composing it, exhibited, by 

e circumstances of their position, striking proof of 
the power of an inundation; having dragged along 
with it all the component parts of the mixture, over 
all the heights above the present level of the Black 
Sea, and deposited them in such a manner, as to 
leave no doubt concerning the torrent which passed 
towards the sea of Marmora. As ina field of corn 
long agitated by a particular wind, we see the whole 
crop incline towards one direction ; so, at the mouth 
of the canal of Constantinople, all the strata of the 
mountains, and each individual mass composing them, 
lean+from the north towards the south. - On the 
point of the European lighthouse we found the sea, - 
still tempestuous, beating against immense rocks of 
hard and compact lava; these had separated prisma- 
tically, and exhibited surfaces tinged by iron oxide 
wherever a division was effected. we oh 
«From this point we passed to the Cyanean Isle, 

on the European side of the strait, and there land- 
ed. The structure of the rock, of which the island 
cousists, corresponds with the nature of the strata 
already described; but the substances composing it 
were perhaps never before associated in any mineral 
aggregaté. They all appear to have been more or 
less modified by fire, and to have been cement- 
ed, during the boiling of a volcano. In the same 
mass may be observed fragments of various colour- 
ed lava, trap, basalt, and marble. In the fissures 
are found agate, chalcedony, and .quartz; -but in 
friable and thin veins, not half an auch rk thickness, 
and apparently deposited posterior to the settling of 
the stratum, of rich the Sinod consists. Theragate 
pants in a-vein of considerable extent, oceupyin 

a deep fissure not more than an inch wide; and coate 

* 
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Black a substance, resembling some of the layas 
Se ef akon : which have been decomposed. by acidife- 

rous vapours. Near the same vein appeared a sub- 
stance resembling native mercury, but in such ex- 
ceédingly minute particles, in a crumbling matrix, 
that it was impossible to e aspecimen,, The 
summit of this insular is the most favourable si, 
tuation for surveying the mouth of the canal ; which 
thus viewed has the appearance of a crater, whose 
broken sides opened towards the Black Sea, and, by 
a smaller aperture, towards the Bosphorus. The A- 
siatic side of the Strait is distingui by. ap n- 
ces similar to those already described ; with this dif- 
ference, that, ees to the island, a little to the 
east of the Anatolian lighthouse, a range of basaltic 
pillars may be discerned, standing upon a base in- 
clined towards the sea; and, when examined with 
a telescope, exhibiting very regular prismatic forms. 
From the consideration of all the preceding observa- 
tions, and comparing events recorded in history with 
the phenomena of nature, it is perhaps more than a 
conjectural position, that the bursting of the Thra- 
cian Bosphorus, the deluge mentioned by Diodorus 
Siculus, and the draining of the waters which once 
united the Black Sea to the Caspian, and covered the . 
great Oriental plain of Tartary, were all the conse- 
uence of earthquakes caused by subterranean fires, 

described as still burning at the time of the passage 
of the Argonauts, and whose effects are visible even 
at this’ hour,’? - 
“The Black Sea received its name from the darkness 

which often covers it, particularly during winter, in 
consequence of thick fogs and falling rains. This 
obscurity is often so at, that mariners are une 
able to see a cable’s length from their vessels, and on 
these occasions the entrance of the Bosphorus is, im- 
practicable. Dr Clarke affirms, that there is no sea 
im which the navigation. is more dangerous); that shal- 
lows hitherto unnoticed in any chart frequently occur 
when-vessels are out of sight of land, and that dread- 
ful storms come on so suddenly, and with such fury, 
that every mast is carried overboard almost as soon.as 
the first symptom of a cha 
Admirals Priestman and Wi who commanded the 
Russian fleet, described the Black Sea as exhibiting 
tempests more horrible than any thing ere had ever 
encountered in the ocean. This account of the Black 
Sea is completely contrary to that given by Tourne- 
fort: «¢ Whatever the ancients may: have said,” eb- 
serves this able naturalist, ‘¢ the Black Sea has nothin 
black but the name ; the winds do not blow there wit 
more fury; and the storms are not more frequent than 
in other seas. We must pardon the exaggeration of 
the ancient poets, and particularly the chagrin of 
Ovid. The sand of the k Sea, indeed, is of the 
same colour with the sand of the White Sea, and its 
waters are equally pure. » If the coasts of this sea, in 
short, which are rec so dangerous, appear gloomy 
froma distance, it isowing to the woods hich cover 
them, or the great distance which gives them the ap- 
pearance of blackness. The sky here was so beau- 
tiful and so serene during the whole of our voyage, 
that we could not avoid giving the lie to Talons 
Flaccus, the famous Latin poet, in describing the 
route of the Argonauts, who passed for the most ce- 
lebrated sailors of antiquity, but who were only very 

. 

of weather is observed,’ 
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little boys when compared with Vincent Je Blane, 
Tavernier, &c... This poet. assures.us, that. 
on the Black Sea is always obscured wi 7 
( Voyage du Levant, Lett. xvi, tom. iii, ps 1.)..'The. 
same opinion is stated by Mr ‘Thornton.inhis Survey. 

it would even be so to British sailors in such vessels. 
as the Turks use, and which are peculiar to that 
they cannot lie to, and. are consequently obli 
run before the wind, and if they miss a port, go oa, 
shore. It is not, more stormy than 

aint at > an the storms with which it is, agi- 
Pee pon Black Sea 

ingentem; ome 
sistere pontum ;” and Dr Clarke was inf ormed by 
Captain Bergamini, that he was once detained, 
none in the mouth of the Danube by the freezing 
of the sea. } 4 hhh ee Be 

The Black Sea abounds with sea-worms, which. 
gnaw the planks of vessels, and in the space of two 
years completely destroy the sides of the ships.. These 
animals are four or five inches long. . Their head re- 
sembles an arrow, and their body consists of a whitish 
mucilage. The only way of destroying, them has 
been until lately, to lay up the vessels for two years. 
to careen them, and to cover the sides with burning 
pitch and juniper wood, The vessels which navigate. 
the Black Sea are now begun to be cop which 
is the only effectual remedy against the attack, of 
these worms. , anon ries ait 

The force 0 i by the Russians in the Black Sea; 
consists of the flotillas of Nicolaief and 
The first of these comprehends 70..or 80 
deckéd and carrying guns, with some others which are. 
row boats. The latter is composed of four pes we 
the line, and four or five frigates.. This naval force is, 
not under the direction of the Admiralty of St Pe- 
tersburgh, but under an High Admiral stationed at, 
Nicolaief. wre Quit 

We shall now. conclude this article, by giving 
some account of the commerce of the Black Sea, for 
which weare principally indebted to Mr Reuilly, who, 
travelled along its s so late as the year 1803. 

«« The storms frequent in the Black Sea,’’ observes 
that learned traveller, «‘ and the savage state of the 
ple inhabiting its coasts, prevented the Greeks for a 

time from visiting its shores. _The expedition 
of the Argonauts is the first. trace of navigation and 
commerce in that sea, which antiquity has transmitted _ 
to us. - | “et 

This trade took place principally in the Oriental 
parts, but notwithstanding the sstablishipent of seve~ 
ral colonies upon its coasts, it was inconsiderable du~ 
ring the first ages of Greece, and under the empire of 
the Romans. did not begin to flourish until the 
time of the crusades, when tbe Latins possessed them- 
selves of Constantinople : at that, time the Genoese 
and the Venetians carried on this trade with such con- 
siderable advantage, that the uest of Egypt by 
the Arabs having entirely pa the ancient com- 
merce of Alexandria, the merchandise of India open- 
ed itself a new way to the European markets; they 
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lia ne 
ulf, the Tigris, or the Euphrates 5 

way of Armenia, to Trebizond, whither 
and the Venetians went to meet them, for the purpose 
of supplying Europe with their commodities. 
Jealousy, the inevi sequence of the great 

this commerce procured, was the occasion 
of some wars between the Venetians and the 
Genoese,’ which ‘terminated ‘in the last becoming the 
pereniter 4 ing to the overthrow of the 
dominion of the Latins at Constantinople, profiting 
dextrously by the favour or the weakness of the 
Greek emperor, they obtained from them such ad- 
eatengeny date City had’no longer any rivals. To se- 
cure to themselves this exclusive commerce, they for- 
bi their settlement at Pera, established Stairs — 

coasts, principally in Crimea, and’ put ‘thei 
tories in piteate of defence: Caffa was the principal 
city of their commerce with the East, and the port 
at which was deposited all the merchandise which had 
been srted to the Black Sea. The merchandise 

. of India, a, and Arabia, came to Astracan, went 
again up the Volga, was carried afterwards by land 
as far as the Don, distant about sixty versts, convey- 
ed by that river to Azof, and thence embarked for 
Caffa. "The Genoese procured to themselves immense 
riches, and put themselves in a situation, notwith- 
standing the smallness of their territory, to hold rank 

‘first of the maritime powers. They en- 
joyed these advantages until the taking of Constanti- 

by Mahomet the Second, of which almost the 
immediate consequence was, their expulsion from the 
Crimea. “With the ion of he power of the 
Genoese, ended the = a ort wer oe 
“ "It is to be observed, 5 at this epoch, the re- 
establishment of the ancient route by Alexandria, 
which took place under Tala-Eddin, had already 
Tieadeamment to ton by —coe 4 
The progress a eae » by t iseovery © 

the route to India, and of America, gave a new spring 
to the mercantile spirit of the Europeans, ings 
in some degree, the regret which the loss of this an- 
cient seat of their ity had occasioned, and 
turning their thoughits to the means of restoring that 

e. | It was not until the beginning of this 
century that Peter the First, desirous to create com- 
merce, unknown in his vast ire, saw the immense 

an it would derive from the ion of some 
ports in the Black Sea: he in the acquisi- 
tion of Azof ; but the misfortunes which he met with 
afterwards, and the of Prouth, was the occa- 
sion of his surrendering his conquests, and the advan- 
tages that might | Rast decided ret eer. Ca- 
tharine the Second following 

in that quarter a tfavy, and to it their 

Fe a ussia, ‘has. n of this 
last advantage, and these two nations alone carried.on 

- 
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the commerce, always inconsiderable for want of Black 
means and of concurrence, until the time when, after 
the conquest of’ Egypt, the French government ob- 
tained, by its treaty of peace ‘with the Porte, the. 
free navigation of the Black Sea. » It has been grant- 
ed with the like facility to the other principal powers: 
of Europe in such an extent, that the commerce of 
that sea may be considered to be absolutely free.’? 

It would appear, from the principal treaty be: 
tween England and Turkey, that we had a com- 
mercial footing in the Black Sea in the time of Queen 
Elizabeth or James I.' In the time of Charles II. 
the conditions of alliance with England were re: 
vised and amplified in 1661-2, by the Earl.of Win- 
chelsea, and afterwards. in 1675 by Sir John. Finch. 
These treaties gave all the subjects and dependants 
of England permission to pass and repass with their 
merchandise into every part of the Ottoman do- 
minions. All the’ particular privileges which be- 
longed to the French, Venetian, or any other Chris- 
tian nation, were conceded tothe English. In 1799, 
the freedom of the Black Sea was again given to 
the English.. On this occasion, Mr Smith observes, 
in the memorial which he presented to the Ottoman 
Porte, that, ‘* by enabling the English navigator to 
pnb ate the deep gulfs of the Black Sea, and thus 
rende 
English merchant, instead of the present languid 
routine -of a single factory superintending two or 
three annual cargoes, assorted according to thé limit: 
ed consumption of the metropolis, with the refuse of 
which the provincial traders are scantily furnished at 
second ws third hand, we shall see whole fleets la- 
den’ with the richest productions of the Old and New 
World. © British capital’ and credit would attract 
flourishing establishments in the soli harbours of 
Anatolia, from whence the adjacent cities would  re- 
ceive less indirect supplies, and where the landholders 
find more per Jam for their produce. Sinope 
and Trebizond would again emulate the prosperity 
and population of Aleppo and Smyrna. The Abazes,. 
Lazes, and other turbulent traders who inhabit the 
mountainous fastnessss, by mixing more frequently 
with their fellow subjects at these marts, could not 
fail to learn. their rid interest to be inseparable from 
the performance of their duty.’ 

The commerce of the Black Sea embraces, accord: 
ing to Reuilly, that of the Crimea, that of the shores 
oftthd sea of Azof, and those of the Abazes; that 
of Natolia, and of the Ottoman provinces.of Asia, of 
Romelia, of Bulgaria, of ‘Wallachia, and of Molda- 
via, and, above all, that of Poland and Russia. 

«“ The Crimea is advantageously situated for the 
of commerce. ‘That insula, surrounded 

the Black Sea, and by the of Azof, in which. 
the Don empties itself, is able to receive in its porte. 
principally in those of Kertch and of Caffa, the 
merchandises of the Indies, of Persia, and of Siberia, 
in the samemanner as. in the times of the Genoese. 
These merchandises, which consist in raw iron, cop- 

» Spars, pitch, skins, can come from Siberia, by 
9 idivcaies of the Kama.and of the Volga 

ka, or by crossing the isthmus 60 versts, 
the Volga the Don and by 

unto Du 
which separate , 
being shipped at Katchalinskaya, these merchandises 

the remotest districts accessible to the - 

Sea, 
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“Black Sea, come down by the Don to’ the sea of Azof, to be 
Ulackburn. carried to Taganro, or directly to Kertsh or Caffa. 
“—v—" Butter and fat come also by this route, and with 

BLA 

in trade and manufacures. 
considerable profit to the traders. The sailcloth of scription of the Country from Thirt 
the iuterior part of Russia, the hemp, the linens, of round Manchester, 4to, 1795." f 
which there are great abundance, aboveall in the de- sHrRE. ie bor pear Fo Geb Brey 

ttments of Penza, of Nishnei-Noyogorod, and of 
Tcented have a short to make to come 
down by some lesser rivers'to the Dons § |» © 

‘* A depot of the merchandises which Natolia draws 
at present from the caravans of Smyrna, and by Con- 
stantinople, might be more advantageously situated 
in the Crimea, if (a _privil to remove it could be 
obtained from the court of Russia, or if a free port 
were permanently established. In taking by this mart 
the silks of Brouse and of Persia, it would turn to 
the account of Russia herself. . It is to be remarked, 
‘that the drugs which came fromthe confines of Per- 
sia, instead of being sent into Russia by Tiflis, and- 
from thence to their destination, are embarked at the 

ersian Gulf, and afterwards return by the Baltic, after 
ving made, as one may say, the tour of the world.’* 

_ Under the present article, the Editor expected to 
have been able to communicate some’ new and inter- 
esting information respecting the commerce and anti- 
uities of -the Black Sea, from his friend Colonel 
Deco Waxell of St Petersburgh ; but particular cir- 
cumstances have prevented him from availing himself 
of the-assistance of that able antiquarian, who tra- 
velled into the countries upon its shores in 1797 and 
1798. In the mean time, this defect may be sup- 
plied by consulting his learned work, entitled, Recueil 
de pi antiquites trouvées sur les bords de la 
Mer Noire appartenans a’ Vempire de Russie, tles- 
sines apres les originaux en 1797 et 1798, par Leon 
de Waxell, Conseiller de Cour au service de S. M. J. 
de toutes les Russies, et Correspondant de l’Acade- 
mie; Berlin, 1803. See also Sievalecnad Melp. 4, 
85,.86. Strabo, lib. i. Barbie du Bocage Analyse 
de la Carte des marches et de empire d’ Alexandre, 
rere Olivier’s Voyage, &c. tom. i. p. 69. and At- 

» plate ii. Tournefort’s Voyage au Levant, tom. ii. 
p-'/ 124, 125... Buffon, Hist. Mat. tom. ix. Pallas? 
Travels. Dureau-de-Lamalle, Geographie Physique 
dela Mer Noire, &c. Paris, 1807, chap. xxvi. xxxi: 
xxxvi. Reuilly’s Travels in the Crimea, and along 
the Shores of the Black Sea, chap. xi. Clarke’s 
Travels in different countries in Europe, Asia, and 
Africa, tom. 1. p.1643,:672. ; Appendix, p. 711. See 
CaspiAN, ConsTANTINOPLE, CRIMEA, Russia, and 
Turkey. | 
BLA URN, a town of England in» Lan- 

cashire, situated upon the river Derwent; in a val- 
ley encircled. with hills, and deriving its name from 
the blackness of. the water in the Derwent.. The 
yeni. remer of several ~te and contains no re: 
amar uildings, except four stone. bridges over 
the river.. .A: very .cousiderable trade is cored on 
here, in cotton, calicoes, ‘and muslin, and in a kind 

_ of stuff called Blackburn gray, which is linen shot 
swith cotton... Blackburn now communicates by ca- 
nals with the. rivers, Dee, Mersey, Ribble, Ouse, 
Trent, Severn, Humber, Thames, and Avon; and, 
from this circumstance, its.trade-has considerably in- 
ereased. Coal and alum are found in the neighbour. 

oe 

»(*) ° Ua ae 
SLACKBURNE, Francis, a-name which will 
ever be revered by the friends of religious ye 
He was born at Richmond, in Yorkshire, on. th 
9th of June 1705, On the banks of the river Swa 

latter died at an early age, anid left. two sons and a 
daughter. Francis. 1 eldest’ of these 
sons, - received his, tical..education at’, the 
schools. of Hawkshead in Lancashire, 
in Yorkshire. In 1722 he woainocivemusn 
of Catharine Hall; Coniletaenmines he took the 
degree af bachelor of arts. 'He was afterwards elect- 
ed conduct, or chaplain-fellow’; and, on this title, 
obtained deacon’s orders in 1728.) It was not till 
1739 that he received priest’s orders, ‘previously to 
his induction to the rectory of his native town. ” 
living he a the ‘interest of Sir Con- 

pearance as an author was in.1742, when’ he printed 
an assise sermon preached at York.» His strenuous 
defence of Christian liberty he commenced in’ the 
year 1750, by. publishing An) Apology for the Au- 

Book, entitled Free and. ) > 

ions relating to the Church. nd. It was ge- 
paren of Hngla sition of aoe 

wd oy solemnly. de- 
nied. In 1756 he engaged in, the controversy re- 
specting the intermediate state of souls.» This sub- 
ject had been discussed in-a very learned and curious 
treatise of Dr Thomas Burnet ; ‘and it, still occupied 
the attention of theologians. J Mr Blackburne’s ears 

liest treatise on this topic; isentitled NowWroof in the 
Scriptures of an Intermediate State of Happiness or 
Misery between Death and the Resurrection : in an- 

swer to Mr Goddard’s Sermon. . He published se~ 
veral other tracts on’ the same subject ; and conclu- 
ded his. labours in 1765, with A Short Historical 
View of the Controversy concerning the Intermediate 
States: deduced from the beginning of the Protestant 
Reformation to the present times vitle 9 tprefatonry 
Discourse on the. Use and Importance of Ti yo 

Controversy.” An edition of this work, ‘with large 
additions, was published in 1772... gue 49% + ont 
»Tithese productions he Sapien large fund of 
theological learning, and much, force of , reasoning’; 
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ducti ich have chi sregretted, that, with all his be- Blac 

is reputation, The Cort- 
sand. Free Inquiry into the 
ion © any V ig De gales 
nfessions of Faith and 

Churches. Lond: 1766, 8vo. 
which, like the rést of his contro- 

that. his. » principles are. such. as 

on rne-repelled some of the 
) were made} on his.,truly, liberal and: ex- 

_ An. 17705;he published: a third 
i and large vadditions.. . This 

a hen state, of final.improvement, we earnestly 
mend to the serious consideration of every man 

was natur. ete tdianend that sadin cammannce 
with a. ich. spreads so many snares for the 

Seasional its miuistere, poe bape; The Con- 
malg! 

Jewry: 
death 

by. 
required a renewal. of 

_resolution he stea- 

nts and. Papist. of Great Britatn 
culart, PR Rauguertion, .ihow far 

3.” His ze: 
on. Protestant 

$ of the works, 
ape - Po; ry manifests i il against P ests. it- "which, he. ae produced; and. 
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ke 

burne. 

much disposed to assimilate the Catholics of his own —~V™ 
with those of a very different-age. [It is, however, 
to be remarked, that Blackburne resided in a part of 
the pote vi: where they, were numerous. and power- 
ful; and that. he had witnessed some imprudent: dis- 
plays of their spirit, at a time when their hopes 
were animated by the ‘first-events of the rebellion in 
L745. © hing b toe : 
_ Blackburne published many other tracts on. theo- 
logical, subjects ;_ and, as he was always distinguished 
for the faithful, discharge of his clerical duties, his 
life must have been spent in complete activity. For 
the first twenty. of his ministry, he composed a 
new discourse whenever he officiated... His archdea- 
conal visitations he endeavoured: to: render. as! useful 
as possible, by plain and. serious charges, delivered 
with’ dignified. earnestness ;: and, his annual appears 
ance, generally attracted a large and respectable. au: 
ditory... In the year-1767, he accepted the office of 
eommissioner to. the commissary of the archdeacon- 
ry 5, by virtue, of which he presided jin the ’ spiritual 
court at, Richmond.,, By his integrity and. know- 
ledge, he restored to,this court. a respectability not 
always attached to the ecclesiastical jurisdiction of 
his country; and his merits: were very handsomely 
recognized. by. Mr Eden, now Lord Auckland, on 
his appointment. tp the commissariat. ..As the eccle- 
siastical law had not. previously formed a part of his 
study,, it, has been’ mentioned as a proof of. the:vi- 
gour of his understanding, that he should make sich 
proficiency in, it. as to pronounce. decisions which 
were seldom, if ever, reversed, on appeals to a higher. 
COUFtenbilsccor Dl F no 
. At an advanced period of life, he formed the plan. 
of writing, copious, memoirs of Martin Luther ; but 
when he had, proceeded’ so far-as. to collect a consi- 
derable mass.of materials,. he relinquished his under- 
taking inorder to. commemorate the patriotism and 
hilanthropy of a déceased friend... On.the. death of 
Thomas ollis, he was induced by Mr Brand Hol» 
lis,,the friend and heir of that, gentleman), to come 
pile an account. of his life. .The: Memoirs of Thomas 
Hollis, Esq., which were printed at London in Ato, 
in the year ,1780,/ are usually bound in two volumes, 
but have only one: series-of pi ‘The book. was not 
originally published ; but,.after) the» death. of Mr 
Brand Ho is; ‘some copies have come into the mar- 
ket, and are sold at a high price. Thomias. Hollis 
-was an English gentleman of considerable fortune, . 
somewhat eccentric, perhaps in his character; but di- 
stinguished by an ardent spirit of philanthropy. »He 
did. not) himself aspire.to the, fame of authorship ; 
but he, was, liberally anxious to. promote every. lite- 
rary, scheme /of .a. laudable tendency ; and, in parti- 
cular, he expe _considerable.-sums.in reprinting 
some, of the. earlier, English writers: on politics. . 
Blackburne’s Memoirs of his Life,form a very curi- 

-ous, and entertaining production ;, and every:page - 
breathes the manly aod liberal spirit of .a genuine 
Whig. .. A, portion of this work was published in.a 
separate, under the title of Remarks on .John- - 
son’s Life of Milton. .. Lond. 1780, small 8vo.. - 

Blac. e was equally attached tothe principles 
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ny Were inserted in 

- useful exertion, and leave him a burden to his famil 
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short. pieces in favour of political liberty, which 
the public prints; and was a le 

contributor to a collection a3 and essays on 
this subject, published in 1774, in 3 yols. 8vyo. He 
also pears as a correspondent: in the e lent Mr 
Wyvill’s Political Papers, vol. iti, p.183. 0 

Then we recollect that the memoirs of Mr Hollis 
were finished in the 75th year of the author’s age, 
the vigour. of his mind will not, fail, to excite some 
reeste rprise ; but the death of his second son 
Thomas, .a.physician of rising eminence in the city 
of Durham, affected him so severely as to relax his 
ardour for all literary pursuits. His sight soon af- 
terwards began to fail, and he was obliged to em- 
ploy an: amanuensis. The ap sg Reais ee of 
age did not, however, prevent him performing 
the duties of his profession; and it was on a visita- 
tion circuit that he was. seized with his last illness. 
He died at the parsonage house of Richmond on the 
7th of August 1787, after he had completed the 
82d year.of his age. ‘* Mr Blackburne,” says Dr 
Ajikin, ‘was of an athletic make, and by constant 
temperance preserved great firmness of mind and 
body: to the very last. His recluse mode of life 
gave him the appearance of much austerity ; but, 
with the few friends with whom he associated, he 
was cheerful and unreseryed. In mixed conversation 
he. never. introduced his own speculative opinions, 
and experience had made him wary of answering any 
interrogatories on the subject.”” The same respec- 
table author remarks, that his theological opinions 
did not so far deviate from. those of the church of 
England as to throw him into. the class@f Socinians 
or Unitarians. .. He declared himself in confidence to 
bea moderate Calvinist ; and such a declaration might 
indeed have been anticipated from various. passages 
is his writings.: Some time before his death, he ex- 

icitly asserted to his relation, the Rev. Mr Com- 
» his belief in the divinity of Christ. It has been 

considered as a testimony of his general esteem for 
the established church, that he educated one of his 
sons for the clerical office. 
.. The works of Blackburne are generally of an ex- 
cellent tendency, and are always distinguished by 
their intelligence and vivacity. Few writers have 
discussed a of theological controversy with equal 
decency. and animation, and in a manner so entertain- 
ing to the general reader. See Dr Aikin’s General 
Biography, vol. ii. p.. 173. (e) 

LACKBURNIA, a genus of plants of the 
class Tetrandria, and order Monogynia. See Bo- 
TANX« &) 
BLACKLOCK, the Rev. Tuomas, D.D. a poet 

and a minister of the-established church of Scotland. 
He was born in the year 1721, at Annan, in the 
county of Dumfries, but was soon afterwards removed 
to the town of Dumfries, where he spent the greater 

of his early years, _ Before he was six months 
old he lost his eye-sight in the small-pox. This mis- 
fortune, which threatened to render him incapable of 

Ao > 

seems to have been really the foundation of his feture 
eminence. Endowed by nature with a lively fancy and 
a retentive memory, and shut out from that intercourse 1 ¢ 

560, af 
Blackburme of civil and of religious freedom... He wrote several 

. t J . . 

ag og his reac 

Latin tongue. . The infor 
very circumstance of his bli _ gave him an op- 
portunity ‘to eupecen een forcibly on his mind, by 
depriving him of the common means of relaxation. 
This may in some measure account for ‘the remarka- 
ble rogress which with such slender op iti 

ade in his studies. Even at the early age of twelve, 
his poetical attempts, one of which, is preserved in his 
pea gave the promise.of future. excellence ;/ 
rom that. period he found in the cultivation of the 
muses, a delightful employment for the powers of his 
mind, and a protection from that tedium, to which 
the situation of the blind, when endued: with sensibi- 
lity, peculiarly subjects them. Before he had reached. 
his twentieth year, he was fortunate enough to acquire 
a new and advantageous connection, by the marriage 
of his sister. This young woman, who possessed from 
nature, together with a very lovely person and. at+ 
tractive manners, all the innocent simplicity and gen- 
tleness of heart which characterised her domestic cit. 
cle, had received from paternal indulgen f 
tion superior to her station; and had begun to contri- 
bute her share to the support of the family ext 
by her skill in neediesweghs when she became 
to Mr M‘Murdo, the son of a distinguished clergy- 
man in that neighbourhood. This gentleman; who 
hada short time before successfully commenced’ bu- 
siness as a brewer in Dumfries, and who joined to 
the most fascinating manners an enlightened and ac- 
complished mind, having, on a further acquaintance, 
discovered that Miss Blacklock’s virtues were not infe- 
rior to her nal charms, made her his wife, and 
thus opened to young Blacklock an intercourse with 
amore polished society than he had hitherto been ac- 
customed to. An event in itself so fortunate, was 
rendered still more opportune by the shock which he 
was destined a short time afterwards to receive from 
the sudden and accidental death of his father. A fire 
having broken out in Mr M‘Murdo’s bere 

d old man fell a victim to the boldness of his ef- 
Sots in saving his seater payee and perished 
in the midst of the flames. is melancholy occur- 
rence Blacklock pathetically laments in a poem writ- 
ten soon afterwards, which ‘is rity descriptive of 
the state of his feelings, and places fei sbeerene a 
yery interestin int of view... It is entitled, A 
eb ites and Ay gent. ed by the ing cir- 
cumstance: During his father’s ife, the affectionate 
attentions of parental love had not suffered him to go 
out of doors without a guide, and by an amiable but 
injudicious tenderness had. fostered his natural timi- 
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octavo was published at Edinburgh, and two ‘years Blacklock. 
afterwards, a wort edition came out by subscription vo 

lity, leaving him constantly dependant on the good 
fic of oth fo th er of moving even to a 
trifling distance.’ The death of his father, however, 
qobjerted hin So waby: puiresenTsaee hes pony 

necessary to make exertions to which or- 
merly been unaceustomed. vhe, at any time, 
it 

_ was induced to go from home alone, he had a favou- 
rite dog, which was his constant companion, and ser- 
Hei ne oO sb coke apne lg which 

his present condition aa ving one day wan- 
ctered from the door, he lost his way, and was on the 

F of. stepping into a draw-well of considerable 
: covered carelessly with rotten boards, where 
“he must have been irrecoverably lost, had not his lit- 
‘tle-attendant, by the sound of its fect on the cover, 
warned him of his da This aecident forcibly 
called to his mind all the miseries of his helpless si- 
tuation, and gave risé to a production, which, for 

tenderness, and sublimity, rivals the most 
efforts of the British muse. The piety 

Nh mat to the will of heaven fy aaa 
“ex 2d in the concluding part t ? 
Gueaeie dows conte tetni'te dene. 
ter, did not unrewarded. He remained with his 
mother out a year aa his seyeds theceee of 
‘began to be distinguished, even beyon circle 0 
his own immediate friends and acquaintances, as a 

ing man of uncommon parts and genius. At the 
end of this period, Dr Stevenson, an eminent physi- 
cian in Edinburgh, being accidentally at Dumfries, 
became: inted with young Blacklock’s talents, 
and the benevolent of giving to his na- 
tural abilities the advantage of a li val polvcuhis. 

i ton, he commenced his stu- 
school of Edi in the year 

ng out of the 
iod, he was intro- 

provost of the wh 
0) 

In this ay he 
nity of making himself master of ‘the 

» which was the vernacular to of 
Mrs Alexander. Before leaving the metropolis, he 

. became an author, by publishing a volume of poems 
in octavo. Soon afterwards he retired to Dumfries, 
where he resided during the national disturbances of 
that period in the house of his brother-in-law Mr 

this 
lo 

these, besides the circle of this amiable family, in 
which he was an inmate, it may be proper to mention 
Mr Jameson, the episcopal clergyman, a worthy aud 
ingenious man, with whom he contracted an intimate 
friendship ; collector Gordon of Halbeths, himself a 

: Sahat Beret te ee amet be life; and 
¢ Drungans, a gentleman who was bred to 
the law, but whose acquirements extended far beyond 
the limits of his profession. “On the restoration of 

ie tranquillity, Blacklockreturnedto the metropo- 
where he continued his studies for six years longer. 

In the year 1754, a second edition of his poems in 
VOL. 11. PART 31. 
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in London, Tn the publication of the London edi- 
tion, the celebrated David Hume, and: Mr Spence, 
professor of at Oxford, took a warm and ac- 
tive interest. This latter gentleman prefixed to that 
edition a very elaborate and ingenious account of 
Blacklock’s life, character, and writings, which he had 
published separately two years before, 

After going through the usual course of studies at 
the university with more than common success, he 
was in the year 1759 licensed by the presbytery of 

ies to preach the gospel, and in this capacity 
soon obssingl 8 igh reputation. In 1762, he mar- 
ried Miss Sarah Johnston, daughter of an eminent 
surgeon in Dumfries; a connection which Providence 
seems to have intended as the solace and blessing of 
his future life. A few days after this event, he was 
ordained minister at Kirkcudbright, in consequence 
of a crown presentation obtained for him by the Earl 
of Selkirk, a benevolent nobleman, who took an inte- 
rest in his welfare. Besides the natural LH epee of 
the people against a pastor deprived of sight, there 
were some other circumstances which combined to 
render his ordination unpopular amongst the inhabi- 
tants of the parish. At that period the disputes con- 
cerning patronage ran high throughout the kingdom ; 
and the aversion of the lower classes to the exercise 
of that right, frequently, as inthe present instance, 
prejudiced them against the presentee. Besides, it 
was known that the living had been bestowed on 
Blacklock through the interest of Lord Selkirk, with 
whom the town’s people were at that period unfortu- 
nately involved in some political animosities, which 
made them look on his interference with a jealous eye. 
Add to all this, that the poet’s language and style of 

ing, though in themselves extremely good, and 
well adapted to the taste of an saligstcee congrega- 
tion, were too refined and Reade ical to be relish- 
ed, or perhaps understood, by that description of peo- 
ple of which his hearers were chiefly composed. It 
will not appear surprising therefore, that much dis- 
satisfaction should have prevailed at his nomination to 
that living ; and those who are acquainted with the 
habits and feelings of the Scottish peasantry, will 
easily conceive the violent lengths to which such a 
combination of initating circumstances would natn- 
rally lead them. The fact is, that he entered the 
town amidst the hisses and hootings of the populace ; 
that his passage to the church, where the ceremony 
of ordination was to be performed, was obstructed ; 
and that it was not without imminent danger to the 
persons of himself and his friends, that a way was 
made for him through the enraged crowd. The livel 
sensibility of Blacklock’s mind was deeply round 
by this undeserved hostility, and the scenes of happi- 
nese which his benevolent heart and ardent imagina- 
tion had pictured to him in the discharge of his cle- 
rical duties, vanished from his view. Instead of find- 
ing himself, as he had fondly hoped, installed in an 

, every duty of which was to bea labour of love, 
he saw nothing before him but unavailing wishes, 
thankless toils, and endless contentions. After dining 
with some friends who had accompanied him from 
Dumfries, finding rest necessary to recruit his haras- 
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Blacklock. sed and exhausted spirits, he left the table and retired sportful fancy, the humourous jest, that rose around Blacklock: ; 
———™ to bed, when the following extraordinary circumstance him, It was a sight highly gratifying to philans ——+— 

occured, which merits particular notice as a cu- 
‘rious fact relative to the state of the mind in sleep. 
One of his companions, uneasy at his absence from 
the company, went into his bed-room a few hours af- 
terwards, and, finding him, as he supposed, awake, 
ata upon him to return into the dining room, 

hen he entered the room, two of his acquaintances 
were engaged in singing, and he joined in the concert, 
modulating ‘his voice as tisual with taste and elegance, 
without missing a note or a syllable; and after the 
words of the song were ended, he continued to sing, 
adding an exlempore verse, which appeared to the 
company full of beauty, and quite in the spirit of the 
eriginal. He then went to supper, and drank a glass 
or two of wine. His friends, however, observed him 
to be gecasionally absent and inattentive. By and 
bye he was heard speaking to himself, but in so slow 
and confused a manner as to be unintelligible, At 
last, being pretty forcibly roused by Mrs Blacklock, 
who began to be alarmed for his intellects, he awoke 
with a sudden start, unconscious of all that had hap- 

‘pened, having been the whole time fast asleep. The 
principal part of these remarkable particulars, is men- 
tioned by Dr Cleghorn in his ‘Thesis De Somno. 
Where the writer of this article has ventured to make 
some additions to that account, he is supported by 
the testimony of Mrs Blacklock, from whom he per- 
sonally obtained the anecdote. 

Blacklock finding his situation in Kirkcudbright 
exceedingly irksome and painful, resigned his right 
to the living after a legal dispute of two years, and 
accepted of a moderate annuity in its stead. With 

‘this slender provision, he removed in 1764 to Edin- 
burgh, where he adopted the pian of receiving a cer- 
tain number of young gentlemen into his house as 
boarders, In this situation he continued with much 

* success for 23 years, directing the studies of his board- 
ers with the most affectionate care, and improving 
their minds by his enlightened conversation. ‘* In 
the occupation which he thus exercised for so many 
ears of his life,’ says the author of the Man of 

Fedling, in the elegant memoir he has prefixed to 
the posthumous edition of his poems, “¢ no teacher was 
perhaps ever more agrceable to his pupils, nor master 
of a family to its mmates, than Blacklock. The 
gentleness of his manners, the benignity of his dispo- 
sition, and that warm interest in the happiness of 
others, which led him so constantly to promote it, 
were qualities which could not fail to procure him the 
love aud regard of the young people committed to his 
charge ; while the society, which esteem and respect 
for his character and his genius often assembled at 
his house, afforded them an advantage rarely to be 
fond in establishments of a similar kind.’ The 
writer of this account has frequently been a witness 
of the family scene at Dr Blacklock’s ; has seen the 

‘ good man amidst the circle of his young friends, eager 
to do him all the little offices of Si ddete which he 
seemed so much to merit and to feel. In this society 
he seemed entirely to forget the privation of sight, 
and the melancholy whic, at other times it might 
produce. He entered with the chearful playfulness 
ef a young man into all the sprightly narrative, the 

euery, to see how much a mind endowed with 
knowledge, kindled by genius, and above all, lighted 
up with innocence an prety, like Blacklock’s, could 
overcome the weight of its own calamity, and enjoy 
the content, the happiness, and the gaiety of others. 
Several of those inmates of Dr Blacklock’s house, 
retained in future life all the warmth of that impres~ 
sion which his friendship at this early period had made 
upon them; and in various quarters of the world he 
had friends and correspondents, from whom no et 
of time, and no distance of place, had ever estranged him. 

In 1766, upon the unsolicited recommendation of 
his friend Dr Beattie, the degree of doctor of divi- 
_ was conferred on him by the university of Aber- 
een, f eee i : ; : 

In 1787, finding that his time of life, and the state 
of his health, required repose, he was induced to dis- 
continue the receiving of boarders, In-the mean time, 
the infirmities of age were rapidly and visibly advan- 
cing, A constit ess of spirits, to which, 
even in the-vigour of youth, the delicate sensibility of 
his nerves had at times rendered him subject, began 
to recur more fre uently, and with ter severity ; 
and a general Fodiepuiltiod both of body and mind,. 
indicated: the near approach of that period beyond 
which protracted life is often little: more than pro- 
tracted pain. Amidst these indispositions of body, 
however, and disquietudes of mind, the gentleness of 
his temper never forsook him, and he felt all that re- 
signation to the will of the Supreme Being, and con- 
fidence in his goodness, which, through every vicissi- 
tude of life, had habitually supported his mind. Ta 
summer 1791, he was seized with a feverish disorder, 
which on the 7th July, after about a week’s illness, 
ended in his death. a ) 

The character of Blacklock, whether we consider 
the qualities of his heart, or the endowments of his 
understanding, is worthy of admiration. To aneager 
sensibility and quickness of feeling, which is the pe- 
culiar temperament of poetic genius, he joined‘an un- 
common gentleness aud candour of rial His-vigor- 
ous understanding, and his ardent pursuit of know- 
ledge, were chastened and adorned by an amiable 
modesty, and an innocent simplicity of manners. 
Deprived of sight in early infancy, nature seems to 
have compensated for this misfortune, by opening to 
him many sources of enjoyment unknown to common 
minds. As he was deb from those amusements and 
avocations which distract and embarrass the mental 

wers, he devoted himself to learning, and success- 
fally cultivated the elegant pleasures of taste and 
fan Amidst disadvantages and discouragements 
which would have overwhelmed a more feeble mind, 
he was distinguished by his proficiency in classical 
literature, in belles lettres, in metaphysics, and in all 
the various branches of knowledge for which the age 
is distinguished. As a poet, his merit has been long 
known and acknowledged. The productions of his 
muse are marked with such an elegance of diction, 
such an ardour of sentiment, and such a glow and 
propriety of description, as must excite the rite 
tion, ay f affect the feelings, of every reader of taste. 
What is particularly remarkable in the works of one 
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deprived from his earliest infancy of the blessing of 
ight, is the accurate and beautiful descriptions of vi- 

le objects wits which his erieiags abound. This 
circumstance has raised the astonishment of all who 
are capable of forming an opinion on the subject. 
Mr Spence, his elegant panegyrist, has treated this 
Recrart power Sth 2 eee such a de- 
privation, as a sort of problem, which, in a very in- 
ed but fanciful ma pile has endeavoured to 
explain... Professor Denina, an ingenious foreigner, 
ja his Discorse della Literatura, has expressed him- 
self on this subject in terms of admiration and surprise, 
« Blacklock,” says he, ‘ to posterity, will seem a 

ble ; as to the present age, he isa prodigy. It will 
be thought a fiction, that a man blind from his in- 
fancy, besides having acquired a surprising know- 
ledge of Greek, Latin, Italian, and French, should at 
the same time be a great poet ; and, without having 
almost ever seen the light, should, poEepanding, 
be singularly happy in his descriptions.” Thoug 
we may not be inclined to subscribe to the theory 
which Mr S e has adopted, or to ascribe to Black- 
lock any extraordinary or supernatural conception of 
visible objects, we may at least fairly claim for hima 
singular Peery of combination in his use of the ex- 

essions by which these objects are distinguished. 
A retentive memory, and an intimate acquaintance 
with poetical language, joined to an enthusiastic and 
creative fancy, which pa ceae all his ideas, may per- 
haps go far to account for a phenomenon which has 
exercised the talents of ingenious men both at home 
and abroad. With respect to the other qualifications 
‘of Blacklock as a poet, we do not hesitate to say, 
that he exhibits proofs of an ardent imagination, a 
refined taste, and a feeling heart. ** One other praise,” 
goxe Mr M' Kenzie, with no less truth than elegance, 

which the good will value, belongs to those poems 
in a high degree,—they breathe the purest spirit of 
piety, virtue, and benevolence, These indeed are the 
muses of Blacklock ; they inspire his poetry, as they 
animated his life ; and he never ap roaches the sacred 
ground on which they dwell, without an expansion 
of mind and an elevation of language.’’ 
_ Besides the publications already mentioned, Black- 
‘lock was the author of several other works, which 
add to his fame as a poet the character of a profound 
h ul theologian. In 1756, he pub- 

fished at Edinburgh, An Essay towards Universal 
Etymology, or the Analysis of a Sentence, 8vo. In 
1760, he published, The Right Improvement of Time, 
‘asermon, 8yo ; and in the same year, he contributed se- 
yeral poetical pieces to the first volume of Donaldson’s 
Collection of Original Poems by Scots Gentlemen, 
i2mo. In 1761, he published, Faith, Hope, and 
Charity compared, a sermon, 8vo. In 1767, he gave 
to the world his Paraclesis ; or Consolations dees 
Jrom Natural and Revealed Religion,in two Disserta- 
tions. The first tohave been written by Cicero, 
now rendered into English, the last originally compo- 
sed by Thomas Blacklock, D.D. 10 1768, he published 
‘without his name, Two Discourses on the Spirit and 
Evidences of Christianity, translated from the French 

of the Reverend James Armand, Minister of the 
Yatoon Church in Hanau. In 1773, he published 

ilosopher and s 
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a poem, entitled, A Panegyricon Great Britain, 8vo. Blacklock, 
In 1774, he published, Zhe Graham, an Heroic Bal.. 
Jad, in four cantos,4to. In 1793,a posthumous edition, 
of his poems was published by Mr M‘Kenzie. . ‘There 
are still napublished some volumes of sermons in manu- 
Script, together with a treatise on morals, both of 
which his friends have had it in contemplation to give 
to the world. See an account of Blacklock’s life by 
Mr Gordon, prefixed to the edition of his poems 
published at Edinburgh in 1754; another by Mr 
Spence, prefixed to the edition of his poems publish- 

at London in 1756; another by Mr M‘Kenzie, 
prefixed to the posthumous edition of his poems, in 
1793; and another by Dr Anderson, in his Liyes of 
the Poets. (H. p. 
BLACKMORE, Sir Ricuarp, was the son of 

Mr Robert Blackmore, attorney at law; and was born 
at Corsham, in Wiltshire, about the year 1650. He 
received the first elements of education in a country. 
school ; removed to Westminster in the 13th year of 
his age ; and was sent to the university of Oxford in 
1668, where he resided twelve or thirteen years with- 
out much apparent improvement in literary acquisi- 
tions. It is supposed, that, after leaying the univer- 
sity, he was engaged a short time in the profession of 
a schoolmaster ; i it is better ascertained, that he. 
travelled into Italy, and took the degree of doctor of 
medicine at the university of Padua.. Having spent 
about a year and a half on the continent, during 
which period he visited France, Germany, and the 
Low Countries, he returned to London, where he 
commenced the practice of physic, and was chosen 
fellow of the Royal Collegeof Physicians in 1687. His 
growing reputation in his profession, and his decided 
attachment to the principles of the revolution, recom- 
mended him so strongly to the notice of King Wil- 
liam, that, in 1697, he was chosen one of his majesty’s 
physicians in ordinary, and received, about the same 
time, the honour of knighthood, accompanied with 
the gift of a gold chain and medal. A few years be- 
fore this exaltation, he had commenced his literary 
career, by the publication of Prince Arthur, a heroic 
poem, which was so favourably received, that it pass- 
ed through three editions in the space of two years. 
He published, in 1697, a similar poem, entitled, King 
Arthur ; in 1700, A Paraphrase on the book of Job; 
and, in the same year, a poem entitled, A Satire upon 
Wit, which was intended as a censure upon the li- 
centious tendency of many of the productions in his 
time ; in 1705, another heroie poem, entitled, Eliza ; 
in 1712, a philosophical poem, the best of his produc- 
tions, entitled, Creation; in 1714, a volume under 
the title of The Lay Monastery, consisting of forty 
numbers, which had appeared periodically in the pre- 
ceding year; in 1716, ai upon several Subjects, 
2 vols. 8vo.; in 1718, A Collection of Poems, in one 
volume, 8yo.; in 1721, The Redeemer, a poem; in 
the same year, A new Version of the Psalms of Da- 
vid, which was recommended, by an order of council, 
as proper to be used in the churches and chapels of 
England; and a variety of other pieces, partly theo- 
logical, but chiefly on medical, subjects, such as the 
plague, small-pox, consumption, pis os gout, rhen- 
matism, king’s evil, dropsy, tympany, jaundice, stoye, 

ackmore* 
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wards printed in thé 4th volume of 

Blackstone. 
Ses ; 

Blackmore, and diabetes. He died on the PiniSemares 
ne: and manifested the most elevated piety during 

Few authors have been more severely satirised: than 
Sir Richard Blackmore ; and his name has been too 
readily associated, upon the authority of his enemies, 
with the essence of absurdity and d . He must 
be admitted, indeed, to have been j obnoxious td 
ridicule, on account of his tedious historical epic 85 
to have written too hastily and carelessly; to have 
been extremely negli in correcting and polishing 
his Compositions ; and to have, in many instances, dis- 
covered extraordinary deficiency in pot of true taste ; 
but He was far from deserving that extreme contempt 
with which he has been treated, and was by no means 
destitute of ability, learning, or even of poetical genius. 
Some of his keenest opponents have acknowledged, 
that his poems possess a certain degree of merit, and 
deserve’a considerable portion of applause; and many 
eminent ‘literary characters, Mr Duncoimbe, Mr Ad- 
dison, Mr Locke, Mr Molyneux, and Dr Watts, have 
spoken of his works, especially of his poem on Crea: 
tion, in terms of high approbation. There is too good 
reason to believe, that it was his religion more than his 
dulness which excited ‘much of the aiimosity which 
he sustained, and that he incurred such bitter attacks 
from his contemporaries chiefly by his censtres of 
their immorality and profaneness. But, ‘whatever be- 
comes’ of his fame as an author, there can be no dis- 
pute on the subject ‘of his onal ‘character. “He 
was always a most zéalous advocate for the interests 
of religion and virtue ; was nuige: Heavie bi the fer- 
vent piety and moral exceliency of his own life ; and, 
while his numérous enemies were unable to attach the 
slightest moral stain to his memory, his acquaintances 
and friends have ‘high’ eftolled tis private virtues. 
See Biog. Britan. . Biog. Johnson's Lives of 
the Poets. Spectator; No. 339. “Watt’s Hore Ly- 
vice, Preface. Locke’s Works, vol. iii. p. 568. Dun- 
eombe’s Coll. of Letters, vol. i. p. 121. &c. (¢) 
BLACKSTONE, Sra Wiztr1am,-an English 

lawyer of ‘great celebrity, was born at London on 
the 10th of July 1723, He was ‘the third son of 
Charles Blackstone, a silk mercer; but, being left 
an orphan, the charge of his education was ‘gene- 
rously undertaken by his maternal uncle, Thomas 
Biggs, as in 1 6tiaa; “At an early ‘age he 
was sent to the Charter-house school, ‘and was some 
yeats afterwards admitted a scholar on the founda- 
tion. In November 1738, he was ‘entered at Pem- 
broke College, Oxford. At both ‘these ‘seminaries 
he distinguished himself by his 'proficiency in classi- 
cal learning. ‘His attainments do not, however, seem 
to have been circumscribed by the ordinaty limits of 
academical discipline: At the age of twenty, he 
composed, for his own use, “an ‘elementary treatise 
‘on architecture, which was ever published, but 
which is said to possess great merit. Having deter- 
mined to’embrace the profession of the law, he en- 
tered himself of the Middle Temple ; and, m 1744, 
he quitted Oxford, ‘and those classical pursuits which 
were so congenial to ‘his taste. This transition, ‘to 
‘studies of a less pleasing nature, he very feelin ly 
#ommémorated in an poem, entitled, The 
Lawyer's Farewell to his Muse, which was after- 

tion, and which is allowed pater 
maturity of taste and judgment. He now a 
a “ me astro a pro. 
fession ; dividing his residence between the Temp 
and the Paver , a place to which he sbi 
tained his youthful attachment. He had been elect- 
ed a fellow of All-souls College in 1743 ; and, on 
the 28th of November 1746, he was called to the 
bar. As he was very deficient in Seitirterc nee 
sessed none of the popular talents of an : ate, 
his Lt in the ‘profession wis extremely slow; 
and, bemg without ‘any avocations of business, the 
active turn of his mind rg Pe itself in the office 
of bursar, or stewatd, of All-souls. In this situa- 
tion he is said to: have Foi 

for 
hificent structure of the Codringt Yah 

rélation, tecorder of Wallingford to Berkshire ; and, 

constant residence at Oxford, he took the degree of 
doctor of laws, jet Sethieg Sah Lacan 

After Blackstone had attended the courts at West: 
minster for a petiod of seven years, his prospect of 
Siécess Was so extremely precarious, that he deter- 
mined to quit the regular practice of his profession, 
and retire to his fellowship. ‘T’o this determination 
he was indebted for the futtire distinctions of his life. 
- The system of ee in ie phen, universi- 
ties,” says a very ‘Inte it bid er, ** having 
‘been established e vomit Ubi a intended solely 
for the instruction of the Popish clergy, was with- 
‘out any public provision for teaching the laws and 
constitution of their own country; and, f 
mixture of pride and indolence, which is the chafac- 
tetistic of ancient and wealthy establishments, the 
defect was suffered to continue after the ‘universities 
had ceased to be appropriated to ecclesiastics, and 
had become ‘places of general education. "This de- 
fect Mr Blackstone now undertook to “pply by @ 
course ‘of public lectures on that important subject ; 
‘and the maniter in which he éxecuted the task, has 
conferred ‘great aiid lasting distinction on the univer. 
sity in which his lectures wete delivered. It is in- 
deed a singular circumstance, and may be of some 
‘use in enabling ‘ts to appreciate the nierit of our 
academical establishments, that, ia the long ‘succes- 
sion of public teachers and professors, durmg a pe- 
riod of sévéral centuries, the Commentaries o: 
‘stone, atid the Hebrew 'Prelections of Lowth, are 
‘the only series of eo pets either prion 
have any prospect ‘of descending to posterity, or ¢ 
seqaiig Bevtbainert slave th the literature of their 
country.” sa 

Blackstone commenced his first course of lectures 
in Michaélinas term 1753; and 'they continued to be 
repeated, during a seties of years, with ‘great and 
increasing reputation. Tt was ‘pro! the ‘success 
of this ‘attempt, that suggested to Mr Viner the 
plan of ‘endowing, by lis will,’ a liberal establish. 
‘ment in'the university of Oxford for the study of the 
municipal: law. In October 1758, Dr Blackstone 
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» peaRye se Ay ote 
hich he had acquired by his lec- 

ed him; in the year 1759, to return to 
» Temple; aid’ restine his attendance at West- 
stershall ; and he now advanced with great rapi- rea 

Pagal Abe ‘ptofession. Though he 
atta ‘o the very first tank in ‘business, yet 

“it appear from the sia to that, «during 
‘ erable period. iy tre were cases requiring: 

pn tesearch in which he was fot-em- 
, Bi 1761, he was chosen member of parlia- 

for Hindon’; an a patent of proce- 

15 “and 
title of Lato Tracts: Oxford, 1762, 2 vols. 

¢ The first volume contains, An Essoy on Colla- 

atid A 

Forest, *ith other Authentic Instruments : to which 
‘ Discourse containing the 

‘History of the Cha ters. This historical introduc- 
—~ pet : A perme a ammetie daptebiiite anh t obaiehgunbions FheoH. 

' blication of his edition of the charter 
‘ ted him in a controversy with Littleton, 
a dean of Carlisle. In the year 1759, Black- 
“tone had published two small tracts of a local and 
Pee ang ld has excluded from this 

- ion. ‘The one is entitled, Reflections’ on the 
i 5S Pratt, Moreton, and Wilbra- 

t0 Lord Lichfield’s Disqualifications 
ip of the wisiverity 5 an 

‘of Council, on the Power of 
rsity to make’ New Statutes. HEA 

| The first volume of his. rentaries on the Lerivs 
rd, in’4to, inthe 

ae aes he is in- 
anence of bis reputation, com- 

prehends'the subst-1ce of his academical prelections; 

: Buglant, was published at Oxford, 
fer ;and the other three“'volumes followed 

“debted 

cand is by far the most elegant ar 
the municipal laws of Englénd which has 

‘Commentaries, the study was generally considered as 
extremely repulsive ; but he has-treated it witha de. 

-of elegance and interest; which ‘may recommend 
to every inquisitive reader» His arran 5 if 

not perfectly unexceptionable, is at ‘least. sufficiently 
perspicuous; and the work is: even) valuable on ac- 
‘count off its genuine English style. This produc- 
‘tion, 4 of the elementary kind, is by no means 

ial’: with his accuracy and judgment: he ‘has 
“united a-very ‘industrious spirit of research. But, 
‘with all these merits, it exhibits some radical defects, 
against which it is highly expedient to caution the 
young and ingenious student. It is ‘remarked, iby 
the very judicious writer of \his life in the General 
Biography, ‘that Blackstone, in those parts of his 
perm ares where "he examines the reasons and 

principles of law, discovers‘no portion of the phila- 
eephiieal —_ 3 and that he does not rise above the 
ordinary of those writers, who, in every age’ 
and country, have extolled ‘their (own: municipal. in-. 
stitutions as the * wisdom of ages,’ ‘andthe * perfec- 
tion of reason.’ In discussing the propriety of par- 
ticular laws, his ingenuity is always occupied by the 
Jorms of jurisprudence 5 and, instead of ‘referring to 
‘public convenience and general utility, the sole stand- 
ard of all rational legislation; he perpetually ‘appeals 
‘to those technical arguments which are dignified with 
the title of thos Sages: rem He is in all cases: the 
-advocate and apologist ‘of existing ‘institutions ; 
and itis the constant tendency of his work to justify 
whatever has “been established by antiquity, to dis. 
eredit the improvements of modern:times, and to ex- 

se to contempt, orindignation; all: proposals for 
further change. Heisione ofthat ‘servile class of 
writers, under-whose auépices the mind of a nation 
makes noadvances, who confirm the prejudices and 
ignorance.of the people, while they flatter the »pride 
and indolence of riment. In his ‘political prin- 
-ciples, he is the slave of power and) the ‘advocate of 
_prerogatives and ~his ‘ecclesiastical | opinions are 
strongly tinctured: with the spirit of religious bigo- 
“try ma intolerance. It deserves to be ‘remarked, 
‘that, notwithstanding ‘this deference to authority, 
‘the Commentaries of Blackstone contain several very 
strong passages against standing military establish: 
ments, and the policy of keeping soldiers apart from. 
their fellow:citizens ~ barracks \or - fortitications’; 
nor has any political writer delineated im stronger 
terms the of the influence ofthe crown, or 
the probable effects of a‘further increase of the na- 
tional debt. This circumstance, which appears at 
first so'singular, must ‘be attributed to: the ‘spirit of: 
-the times, rather than to that ofthe writer. So ne- 
tural and obvious did ‘the introduction of those to+ 
‘pics then appear im awork on the British constitu 
‘tion, that they could:not, ‘with propriety, be omit- 
ted by the most determined: supporters of preroga- 
BIEN e HO 

Soon after the publication of this work, Black- 
stone ‘was involved in a controversy with Dr: Fur- 
neaux and Dr Priestley ; who att the ecclesi- 
astical parts of. it with. great ability, and, we «may 

and: popular book on Blackstone: 

Before the publication of Blackateuctdl i ie 



Blackstone, add, with 

Blackwell. did not extort a candid acknowledgment of his er- 
—_—— 
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success ; for, if their chastisement 

rors, it at least produced a silent retrenchment, in 
the subsequent editions, of the more obnoxious pas- 
sages. “His political principles were still more se- 
verely exposed, in an acute production. entitled 4 
Fragment on Government, avritten by Jeremy Ben- 
‘ttham, Esq. It has been mentioned, to the honour 
-of Blackstone, that; notwithstanding the severity of 
this criticism, he, some years apie tm ac- 
-quainted with the author, and lived him on 
terms of friendship and regard. hiss 

He was likewise involved in a controversy respec- 
ting the famous case of the Middlesex election, _ In 
the House of Commons, he gave it as his opinion, 
thatan expelled member was not eligible tothe same 
parliament ; and this doctrine appearing to contra- 
dict the language of his Commentaries, he was keenly 
exposed for his inconsistency by the celebrated Ju- 
nius, and by other writers of inferior distinction. 
On this occasion he certainly defended himself. with 
great ingenuity : but his subsequent conduct. added 
considerable weight to the charge which had. been 

ferred against him; for, in the next edition of 
his work, he inserted the case of expulsion, of which 
no cam notice had been taken, among the dis- 
qualifications to sit in parliament. 

Blackstone’s real merits, and, what is generally of 
greater consequence, his servile devotion to the mi- 
nistry, were not suffered to pass unrewarded., On 
the resignation of Mr Dunning in 1770, he. was of- 
fered the situation of solicitor general, which natu- 
rally leads to the highest offices of the law; and, on 
his declining it, he was appointed one of the justices 
of the court of common pleas. In this honourable 
and tranquil station he continued till the a te. his 
death, which happened, in-consequence of a dropsy, 
on the 14th of pokehonp 1780. His health, which 
had been.considerably impaired by the labours of his 
early years, by an unfortunate aversion from. exer- 
cise, and perhaps by some habits of excess, had been 
declining for some time; but. it. had begun seri- 
ously to fail towards the latter end of the preceding 
ar. 
The private character of Blackstone seems to have 

been highly estimable for mildness, benevolence; and 
every social and domestic virtue. A love of business, 
and useful employment, was.one of, the. ruling pas- 
sions of his life; and the leisure which he enjoyed 
during his latter years, was devoted to schemes of 
social improvement in the neighbourhood where he 
resided, or to great public undertakings. | He left, 
in manuscript, two volumes of reports, which have 
been published sincevhis. death, but without adding 
-much to his reputation asa lawyer. See Life of Black- 
stone, prefixed to his Reports; and Aikin’s General 
Biography, vol. ii: pol77. (e) 
B CKWELL, Tuomas, was born in Aber- 

deen in the year 1701, and was the son of the Rey. 
Thomas Blackwell, one'of the ministers, and princi- 
pal of Marischal College in that city. He received 
1i8 grammatical and university education. in his native 
place, and took the degree: of master of arts in the 
seventeenth year of his age. In the year 1723, he 
svas appointed professor of Greek in the Marischal 
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College, of which he was'.also-made? in the Blackwell 
year 1748 ; and is the only layman who has bee ad- “= 

vanced to that office ee tronag. ee = 
crown, by the forfeiture of the. al family in ~ 
1716. dia still meenions his Greek class, whi 
continued to teach with assiduity and success 
till within afew years of fis deaths peters 1752 he 
received the degree of doctor of laws. In the latter 
part of his life he was afflicted with a consumptive 

sorder, which he is supposed to have greatly ag- 
vet by his obstinate’ perseverance in excessive 
bstemionsness. It was recommended to him to tra+ 

vel for the benefit .of his health, and, in February 
1757, he set out from Aberdeen for that purposes 
but he was unable to. farther than the city of 
Edinburgh, where he died in March following, in the 
56th year of his age, Dr Blackwell’s literary pro- 
ductions rear dl ngury into the Life and Writings 
of warns ished in 1735; a work of little me- 
thod, but of great nenver and learning ;—A Key 
to the Inquiry, published in 1736, containing a trans- 
lation of the numerous Greek, Latin, Spanish, Ita- 
lian, and French notes.in the original work ;—Letters 
concerning Mythology, published in 1748; a. very 
miscellaneous and desultory composition, but full of 
erudition and fancy, and containing a variety of in- 
teresting details ;—-Memoirs of the Court of Augus- 
tus, of which the first volume appeared in 1753, the 
second in 1755, and. the third, Se posthumous 
and incomplete, in 1764; a book which is written 
with great parade of language and peculiarity of 
style, but which.contains an immense fund of curious 
information. In all the productions of Dr Black- 
well, there is a very considerable dash of pedantry 
and mein which. gradually aie tu his 
years; but it isa av iar descri 
tion, and. is\an pe aro pfs once nti ween’ 
tion of a scholar, and to, write with, the polite ease of 
a gentleman. He was well. acquainted with all the 
ancient, and with most.of. the modern languages, 
and had also read very extensiyely in the departments 
of nistery vane the belles lettres; but he was too 
much inclined to assume the appearance of universal 
knowledge, and frequently exposed himself by at- 
senpting discyssions in’ philosophy and mathematics, 
in which his attainments were very defective. He 
discharged his duties as a public teacher with 
diligence, and merited applause. He com ed the 
attention of his students by the dignity of his address ; 
enforced application by a exaction of the pre- 
scribed exercises ; excited an ardour of study by his 
own enthusiasm for the beauties of the ancients ; com- 
municated much accurate classical learning by his per- 
spicuous and engaging manner of teaching ; diffused 
particularly a keener relish for Grecian erudition ; and 
may justly be regarded as having principally, contri- 
fumes to the future eminence of such men as Camp- 
bell, Gerard, Reid, Beattie, Duncan, and the two. 
Fordyces. He possessed an equable flow of spirits, 
an entire command of his passions, a great fund of 
good humour, and a considerable degree of ease and 
politeness in his manners. In his private life he was 
studious and retired, seldom entering into mixed com- 
panies, and choosing the conversation chiefly of men 
of learning and of superior rank to himself. He was 
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known to several persons of eminence, and numbered 
among his lit correspondents the celebrated Dr 

pnd of the class AU 
tandria, and order Monogynia. See Boranxy. (w) 
- BLARIA, a genus.of p of the class Tetran- 
dria, and order ia. »See Borany. (w). ‘ 

BLAIR, Huon, D.D. and F.R.S.E. an emi- 
nent Scotti ine, was born in Edinburgh on the 
7th of April 1718. Descended from the ancient fa- 
mily of Bk ‘ir ine ire, which, at different periods, 
has to the world individuals remarkable for 
esd acastervid feasting, hie seems to have inherited 

his ancestors those abilities that entitle him to 
be ranked gst the ornaments of his country. 
His great grandfather, Mr Robert Blair, minister of 
St Andrew’s, and chaplain to Charles I., was aman 
eminent in a barbarous and bigotted age for the ele- 

acquirements' of the scholar, and the mild and 
ignified virtues of the Christian. His. father 

father were respectable merchants in Edinburgh, 
and both of them the honour to fill high situa- 
tions.in: the i of thatcity. The latter of 
these, John Blair, having, in common with wen of 
his ; im in the South 

‘in his pecuniary circumstances, and, retirin 
Feit business, ‘obtained: an office in che 
excise. This:event had probably a considerable ins 
fluence on the character,:as well as: the prospects of 

ig Blair. Being thus deprived of a paternal ins 
frends he found:it: necessary to depend for his fus 
ture maintenance on his own personal exertions; a 
‘circumstance which would serve to. stimulate his in- 
dustry, and to. give a more determined direction to 
the efforts of his genius. Having early imbibed a 

“ for the: clerical profession, to: which the 
2 of his ancestor Robert may. have cons 

tributed, his education was conducted with a view to 
this object... After the usual grammatical course at 
school, he became, .at twelve years of age, a student 
inthe university. of come t0 15 BS At this,seminary he 
spent eleven. years, employed: with; industry and suc- 
cess/in preparin phi for the duties of the sacred 
oflicesstor Abbie he was destined. During this pe- 
riod, the talents which were afterwards to render him 
80 conspicuous were not wholly concealed. Whilst 
attending the logic class, then ably taught by Dr 
Stevenson, he composed, as an exercise, an essay on 
The Beautiful, which was received by his professor 
with the most flattering marks of approbation, and 
appointed to be read in public at the end of the ses- 
sion, This honourable distinction made a deep im- 
pression on his mind, and he ever after spoke of it 
as the circumstance which determined the bent of his 
eer to the study of polite literature, and fixed in 

is mind at once the laudable ambition and the hope 
of future eminence. 

The talent for accurate: t, which forms 
so conspicuous ri ety ap Blair’s literary charac- 
ter, was about this period displayed in the formation 
of a plan of study which contributed to faci- 
litate his labours. He had felt the difficulty of fix- 
ne Ya mind the series of useful insolated facts 
which may occur in the course of desultory reading, 
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and, to assist his memory, he “Sa tal communi- 
cating them to paper, arran 
and appropriate heads. ‘This idea he afterwards di- 
gested and improved ; and applying it particularly: to 
the study of history, he at last constructed a very 
comprehensive scheme of, chronological.tables... This 
scheme has since been |given to the world:in a more 
extensive and correct form, by his learned friend Dr 
John Blair, prebendary of Westminster,-in his excel- 
lent treatise on the Chronclogy.and. History of the 
World. 

Whilst Dr Blair was thus, by his judicious and per- 
severing exertions, improving the powers of his mind, 
and |, up a store, of useful knowledge, he was 
fortunate enough to form some connections of friend- 
ship: which tended. to stimulate his-ambition, and to 

his-talents into action. ‘he university of Edin- 
burgh contained; at that period, a bright constellation 
of rising genius, which was soon to illuminate: and 
adorn this northern hemisphere, and to-give to Scot- 
land a distinguished. place in the world: of letters. 
The acknowledged abilities,.and.the amiable manners 
of the young’ student in theology, were sufficient to 
gain him the esteem: of. his fellow. students ; and 
amongst those whom: a: similarity of. talents and dis- 
positions had particularly attached to him, he could 
number many. who afterwards made a conspicuous 
figure in the. civil, the ecclesiastical, and the litera 
history oftheir country... The friendship of a Wed- 
derburn, a Robertson, a Smith, and a Ges must: 
have contributed, in no, common degree, to form his. 
taste, and mature his judgment. 

In 1739, two years before he had completed. his. 
academical studies, Dr Blair took his degree of 
A.M... The subject of his thesis on that occasion, 
was, De fundamentis et obligatione Legis Nature ; 
which gave him-an opportunity of displaying the ex- 
tent of his reading on this important subject, and of 
exhibiting that virtuous sensibility of heart, and that 
love of moral truth, which form:so striking a feature 
in his character as a man, and in his instructions as a 
Christian teacher. 

His academical course being completed, he undere 
went the customary trials; before the presbytery of 
Edinburgh, and) was, on the 21st October /1741,. li- 
censed by that venerable body to preach the gospel. 
His first appearances in the pulpit, though they ex- 
hibit some of the flowery redundances of a youthful 
style, were so far above mediocrity as to be heard: 
by the well-educated audiences “ the metropolis 
with surprise and pleasure ;. and one sermon, in par- 
ticular, which he delivered to .ascrowded congrega- 
tion inthe West Church, procured him so much de- 
served applause, that the Earl of Leven, unsolicited, 
interested, himself warmly in-his favour, and procured — 
for him a presentation to the church of Colessie, in 
Fifeshire ; of which parish he was, on the»23d_ of. 
September 1742, ordained minister. In this obscure. 
situation, however, he did not remain more than ten 
months. His eloquence in the pulpit, joined to the 
amiable virtues of his private life, had attached to 
him many friends in his native city, who jeagerl 
watched for an opportunity of shewing their admi- 
ration of his talents ; and a vacancy having occurred 
in. the Canongate Church of Edinburgh, which.was. 

Blair. 

under some distinct “——"v——~ 



Wair. 

<a a candidate. | 

568 
to be lied by popular election, he was proposed 

ai Ar his competitor in the can- 
vas was Mr Robert Walker, a man in high’ estima- 
‘tion for his flowery and seth eloquence, who was 
Supported by a powerful and zealous party, yet, with 
circumstances honourable ‘to his character, he ob- 
tained a decided majority, and was accordingly trans- 
lated to a situation where a greater field was opened 
to his talents. In this station he remained with a 

win ion for the period of eleven years, 
sockdoely Ra tting himself £5 the duties of tie of- 
fice, and carefully attending’ to every circumstance 
which might improve his compositions, and: render 
them more worthy of the applause they so liberally 
received. This laudable industry soon met ‘with the 
reward which it merited. His more mature: taste 
easily rejected the youthful ornaments with which 
his earlier productions were loaded, and his style, 
whilst it lost nothing of its original warmth and 

; » assumed a polished chasteness and propriety 
that Hecowdted the hand of a master. His success 
as a preacher, indeed, depended almost miter on 
the intrinsic merit of his discourses, and owed nothing 
to the charm of delivery, which so wonderfully ‘em- 
bellishes even moderate talents, and gives such a ficti- 
tious value to the sentiments of a public ‘speaker. 
Though his manner was cerious, ‘his voice was weak 
and unmusical, and his’ pronunciation, which was by 
no means remarkable for its correctness, was marred 
by a burr, or indistinct articulation of the letter R. 
Modirhstinding these unfavourable circumstances, 
however, the superiority of his abilities was univer- 
sally acknowle 
higher preferments. In 1754, he received a call 
ffom'the town council of Edinburgh, and was, on 
the Ith October, ‘translated from the Canongate 
to Lady Yester’s Church’ in! the city. “Whilst he 
remained in this’ charge, the University of St An- 
drew’s paid a very flattering tribtite ‘to his’ talents, 
by conferring on ‘him''the degree of ‘1D, D: @ lite- 

honour which was ‘at that time of some value 
in Scotland. During this period, too, he found 
sufficient leisure, from the laborious duties of his pro- 
fession, to turn part of his ‘attention to subjects of 
‘general ‘literature, ‘and, in’ conjunction with some of 
the ablest men in the kingdom, to conduct for a short 
time a periodical-work! of ‘great’ merit, entitled The 
Edinburgh Review. “In this work Dr Blair had an 
opportunity of shewing the ‘extent and accuracy of 
his critical acumen, by a review of several contempo- 
tary productions, and particularly of Dr Hutcheson’s 
ingenious system of moral philosophy. 

A farther advancement: was yet in reserve for 
Dr Blair,—the highest and most. honourable to 
which, in the line of his profession, a clergyman of 
the Church of Scotland can aspire. On the 15th 
June 1758, he was promoted to the High Church of 
Edinburgh, at the express request of thie lords of 
council and session, and of the other distinguished 
characters who, from their official situation, attended 
divine service in that church, 

- Having tow, by unwearied application, laid in a 
Geen of Basa Bp ciges to eieve him from the 
weekly gery ‘eparation for the pulpit, ‘he 
began to 'thiak Jetiously of teaching to oan that 

» and paved the way to him for 
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art-which had contributed so 
vancement of his’ own’ i 

i 0 ‘the ad- 

he prepared a coutse of lectures on and 
being encouraged by his friends, he, wi : ro- 
bation of the rapa prem the 

on llth December 1759. ‘Lo. this under- 
taking he brought all the quali ns requisite for 
executing it ; and, along with them, a weight of 
reputation which. could: not: fail to effect to the 

-d Dr in consideration of his ap+ 
P qualifications, regius professor thereof, with 

lished when declining Health induced him to retire 
Fret tise Inbohie fide altel, 26 iaeeaelithalk tine 
and judgment of the author. © 9) 0) 

About this period, Mr'M‘Pherson, by the pe 
sion and urder the patronage of Dr Blair and 
John’ Home, undertook a tour t erie 
lands, and collected the materials of those admirab 

which bear the ndme of Ossian. On the-pub- 
of this literary phenomenon, the opinion of 

the public was. much divided, both with to its 
ores merit and its en Dr Blair  enter- 
tai } it the: partiality of ctorland 
dian ; and being’in possession of iborketbonienieeaan 
to convince him that: it was no» impoésture, he deter: 
mined to give to it all the sanctity of his authority. 
With this view, he published a dissertation: om these 
poems, which, thi ‘of language, elegance of 
nts desde tt aioe aa 
unworthy of his high téputation, « © arrativ: étly 
» Dr Blair now began to:take a-warm and decided, 
thoughnot licy part’ in the politics of the 
church. - dir tthe desnveniour o6 lubuhartadl Aaleeie 
espoused the cause’of' that party to/which the emi- 
nent abilities and Mesum ean of Dr Robertson 
had given consistency and strength, and which’ was 
distinguished at that period not less by the charac- 
ter than the name of moderation. ‘The leading pri 
ciple which directed all the measures of Dr Dhite. 
son and his friends, was to preserve the church, on 
the one side, from a: slavish, ting dependance 
‘on the civil power; and; on the ot y Ne erst ond 
er infusion‘of democratical influence than is compa- 
tible with. good order, and the established constitu- 
tion of the country. ‘Fhe Church of Scotland still 
smarted under the wounds inflicted upon it by the 
persecuting spirit of the last of the Stuart race, and, 
on this'account, a majority of the lower orders, and 
many of the clergy; still cherished the spirit of their 
forefathers, though no longer — by the exi- 
ency of the times, and entertained an inordinate je 
ousy of persons in power. Against these prej 

this profound politician successfully exerted his ta- 
lents, and in this yr un ing comet 

jally is ¢ ie Dr Blair; but 
bcc ni een’ d no seem to have ben suffi- 
ciently aware of the insinuating nature of civil autho- 
bong By in their zeal to faction and turbu- 
lence; perhaps with too rashoand indiscreet a hand, 
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pearances in the pulpit; but in the 
nds prevailed on him to favour the 

h.a volume of sermons. . These were -re- 
uch flattering marks. of. public favour, 

that hi feapererennrnaeo on-Diaeretks andy. se didierent 
8, three other volumes were published, which 

L the of their author in ; established the reputation of their author 
ais native island, but, being translated into foreign 

s,)spread his fame through every quarter of 

ld. The eminent. sr 
to the cause of religion and mora- 

d worthy of a public reward; and, in 
of £200 per annum was, by royal 
don him, which he enjoyed till his 

nent service thus ren- 

nt approac 

8p and 

and colleague Dr 
Lobe en yas universally looked up to as the 

mly person imevery respect worthy to succeed that 
nent man as principal of the university of Edin- 

himself considered that appointment as 
due to his fame, which it would haye been 

in the patrons of the university to be- 
but in him to solicit ; and when the 

lection fell on a r, he felt a seyere mortification, 
which he did not affect to conceal. 

irs afterwards, a more painful trial awaited 
the death of a beloved wife, who, for the long 

d of 47 years, had been the faithful partner 
joys_and sorrows.” This lady, who was the 
of his s near relation, the Rev. James Banna- 

e of the ministers of Edinburgh, was distin- 
d foi strength of her understanding, and 

r conduct. By her he had a son, 
"3 and a daughter, who, though ankanicy 5 

urvive her 21st year, displayed talents and 
ety such parents, These repeat- 

ed with the feeling of a man, 
i ‘Dr Blair had 

ng career, 
to mankind, 

OL.Ill. PAR 

oaching, and: he saaidaiil ‘to 
Sale das ener pner worthy of his 

exertions, and of his well-earned reputation. 
sd] 

y Seabee asa tytn employed, 
2 7 ~ ie, ardour of his cer, i | years, in _prepa- 
ame SAA Seco tle ‘sermons, "Though 
Row, arrived at his 83d year, he, with his own hand; 
LRSTESeEhARt, H=pEs out anew such of his unpublish- 

Blair. 
—ye 

es as appeared to him worthy of the pub- ' 
lic eyes and with much. self-complacency he saw this 
arduous work completed before the commencement 
of winter. The intellectual vigour which on this 
occasion he yed, proves the powerful influence 
of a well-regulated mind in resisting the inroads of 
time, and surviving the wreck of the body. |The pe- 
riod however was at Jast arrived, when the world was 
to be deprived of one of its brightest ornaments. On 
the morning, of Saturday the 27th December 1800, 
in the 59th year. of his ministry, after an illness of | 
three days, which he bore with Christian fortitude, 
he expired, deplored by his native country, which 
his talents had so long contributed to adorn, and re-- 
gretted. by the whole Christian world, which, by his 
elegant, instructions, he had delighted and edified. 

he: private character of Dr Blair is thus elegant- 
Jy drawn up by his friend and colleague Dr Finlay-- 
son, in the account of his life subjoined.to the post-- 
humous volume of his sermons; ** The reputation: 
which he meres in the discharge of his public du- 
tiesy was well sustained by the great respectability of 
his private character. Deriving from family associa- 
tions a strong sense of clerical decorum ; feeling on his- 
heart deep impressions of religious and moral obliga- 
tion; and guided in his intercourse with the world 
by the same correct and delicate taste which appear- 
a in his writings, he was eminently distinguished 
through life by the prudence, purity, and dignified. 
propriety of his conduct. His mind, by constitution 
and culture, was admirably formed for enjoying hap- 
piness. Well balanced in itself, by the nice propor- 
tion and adjustment of its faculties, it-did not incline 
him to those eccentricities, either of opinion or of ac- 
tion, which are Often the lot of genius ; Free from all 
tincture of envy, it delighted cordially in the prospe- 
rity and fame of his companions : Sensible to the esti- 
mation in which he himself was held, it disposed him 
to. dwell, at times, on the thought of his success 
with a satisfaction which he did not affect to conceal : 
Inaccessible alike to gloomy and to pcevish impres- 
sions, it was always master of its own movements, 
and ready, in an uncommon degree, to take an active 
and pieasing interest in every thing, whether import- 
ant or trifling, that happened to become for the mo- 
ment the object of his attention. This habit of mind, 
tempered with the most unsuspecting simplicity, and 
united to eminent talents. and inflexible integvity, 
while it secured to the last his own relish of life, was 
wonderfully calculated to endear him to. his friends, 
and to render him an invaluable member of any so- 
ciety to which he belonged. Accordingly there have 
been few men more universally respected by those 
who knew him, more sincerely esteemed in the circle 
of his a¢quaintance, or more tenderly beloved by. 
those who enjoyed the blessing of his private and do~ 
mestic connection.” 1 i 

c 
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That we may be able to form a more accurate idea 

“————’ of Dr Blair’s merit as a preacher, and of the difficul- 
ties with which he had to contend, it may be proper 
shortly to advert to the state in which he found the 
eloquence of the Scottish pulpit. The reformation, 
which, in the sister kingdom, had been conducted 
with caution and timidity, under the immediate sanc- 
tion and by the interference of the civil power, was 
in Scotland occasioned by the spontaneous impulse of 
3 sentiment, which, with ungovernable fury, 
urst through every barrier opposed to it by the ef- 

forts of despotic power. It thus acquired, in its in- 
fancy, a character of harshness and enthusiasm which 
subsequent events tended to confirm. The bloody 
persecutions under Charles II. and his unfortunate 
and ill-advised brother, kindled afresh the dying em- 
bers of fanaticism, and, by a consequence extremely 
natural, cherished in the minds of the people an un- 
due value for those religious dogmas and forms of ec- 
clesiastical jurisdiction for which they suffered. These 
circumstances, whilst they roused a spirit in the king- 
dom which the revolution of a century was not ile 
to subdue, infused, at the same time, a peculiar tone 
of wildness and untutored vehemence into the elo- 
quence of the ee teachers. When Biair first 
commenced his clerical labours, one class of preach- 
ers still adhered to that bold, unseemly, and incohe- 
rent mode of declamation, which had been originally 
introduced by the early reformers, to inflame the ima- 
gination and rouse the passions of their rude and ig- 
norant hearers. In their manner of delivery they 
were warm and violent ; but their warmth had more 
the appearance of passion than of sentiment, and 
their violence approached nearer to the boisterous 
fury of the zealot than to the manly indignation of a 
generous and enlightened mind. With respect to 
the matter of their discourses, the range of their ideas 
was exceedingly circumscribed. The peculiar doc- 

_ trines of the gospel were almost the only subjects on 
which they ventured to address their hearers; and 
these they usually treated in the same desultory man- 
ner, and enforced with the same hackneyed argu- 
ments. They delighted to-confound by mystery, or 
overwhelm by terror, rather than to instruct by ac- 
eurate reasoning, or edify by practical induction. 
This irrational and injudicious mode of instruction, 
adopted by the preachers of the old revolutionary 
school, gave rise, by a kind of repulsion, to an op- 
osite class, who, despising the arts by which their 

Eietties rose to fame, and aspiring after the appro- 
bation of more cultivated minds, fell too frequently 
into another extreme. In avoiding the awkward 
gestures, and untunable vociferation, which disgusted 
the well-educated hearer, they usually delivered their 
discourses with the ‘immoveable rigidity of a statue, 
and the tiresome monotony of a schoolboy. In 
adopting a more extensive field for public discussion, 
they often receded too far from the beaten track, 
and substituted for the doctrines and the precepts of 
the gospel a dry metaphysical dissertation, which 
few of their hearers could follow, or an elegant moral 
harangue, the reasonings and motives of which, not be- 
ing drawn from the Christian system, were too affect- 
edly refined to reach a common understanding, and 
too feeble to influence a common mind. Thisaccount 

BLAIR 
of the eloquence of the Scottish pulpit strong- 
ly to 4 ep te the genius es dation ¥ that pe- 
riod, when a sour, uncharitable, and big learaiegs be 

to give place to a chearful and enl tene piety 
eich ntroduced and fostered a ion for po 
lite literature; and a spirit of sober and rati be 
cussion... ‘The. extremes, however, to which the. twe 

peepee of genuine Christianity. 

suspicious and lukewarm conduct of the other, in 

of serious regret and well-founded alarm. 

accompanied by a contempt for hu 

different classes of ei | pein |p carried t 
opposite tr ph ually to bring ints 
dieredit inci ne Chrys : 
the loose and enthusiastic r ies of the one y 
a subject of ridicule to the pant profane! the 

the total rejection, and the stinted and cautious use 
of yoni 3p doctrines, was to the sincere believer a 

un : 
uch however was, with some ex 

tion of the Church of 

the learning and elegance of the polite scholar with 
of th 

Christian teacher, he has arcane truth in most 

of Dr Blair by the standard of perfection, it might 
perhaps be able to point out some deficiency in the 
execution of that part of his duty, which more pecu- 
liarly belonged to him as a preacher of the gospel. 
Scriptural doctrines do not always appear to have 
been illustrated by him with sufficient attention, nor 
scriptural motives to have obtained a place due to 
their importance ; and too sere a bias may perha 
be observed, in his writings, in favour of moral a. 
cussions, abstracted from the consideration of the 
truths inculcated by revelation. See A_ short ace 
count of Blair’s Life and Writings, by Dr Finlay. 
son, subjoined to the fifth volume of Blavr’s Sermons ; 
and a separate and more extended account, by Pro- 
fessor John Hill, LL.D. (uv. “ 
BLAKE, Rosert, a celebrated English admiral, 

was born in the month of August 1598. His fa- 
ther, Mr Humphry Blake, was a Spanish merchant, 
who had made a considerable fortune, and purchased 
a small estate in the neighbourhood of Bridgewater, 
where his family had long been settled, Robert was 
sent to a free school in that town, and afterwards re- 
moved to Oxford, where he prosecuted his studies 
for seven years, being a member, first of St Alban’s 
Hall, and then of Wadham College. He took a 
degree before leaving the university ; but was unsuc- 
cessful in the pursuit of academical preferment. Du- 
ring his residence there, he, displayed that tempes 



BLAKE. 
in his 

—— political conduet. Though a humourist, and, in that 
character, extreniely agreeable to the jovial compa- 

sensity; by attacking the 
arrogance of churchmen. 

t which sat in April 1640, he 
took his place as a »ss' for Bridgewater. | This 
honour he lh oe petra — promoted his 
views ¢ account of his integrity, his dislike to per- 

section! and his strong leitate to the cause of liber- 
ty. But he had no opportunity then of shewing 
what talents he as a senator; and in the 
‘long parliament which succeeded he lost his election. 
ao: § the civil war broke out, he declared for 

‘the parliament, and soon took arms in its support. 
_ As an officer, he displayed great military talents. 
_ He was employed on every occasion which particu- 
larly called bt dexterity or courage; and recom- 

_ mended hi so much by his able and zealous ser- 
‘vices, that, in 1644, he was appointed governor of 
Taunton, in Somersetshire, a placé which he had ta- 
ken by surprise, and which was of the utmost conse- 

to the parliament, being the only garrison 
p von on that side of the island. Here he 
-was besi by General Goring, at the head of 
10,000 men; but he, and his t handful -of 
troops, made such an obstinate and successful resist- 
ance, that the parliament bestowed upon them a hand- 
some pecuniary reward. While he held this honour- 
able — he shewed his devotedness to the 

ich he had espoused, by joining in an ad- 
thanks to the House Canaedos, for re- 

.solving that no more addresses should be presented 
to the king. The last military achievement which 
he performed, was reducing Dunster castle, a seat be- 
longing to the ancient famil y of Lutterel, from which 
the king’s 705,77 omni — forth, to the 
great annoyance of the surrounding country. 

Hitherto Blake had not sigedled himself more 
than many others who were engaged in the same en- 
terprise ; but the time was now arrived, when he was 
to enter on a new scene of exertion, to stand alone and 
unrivalled in a most important branch of the public 
service, and to add lustre to his own reputation 
_and to that of his country. On the 12th of Februa- 
Ty 1649, he was appointed one of the commissioners 
of the navy ; and a few days after, an act was passed, 

inating him, in conjunction with Deane and Pop- 
- ham, who were likewise land officers, to the command 
of the fleet, With our ordinary ideas of naval duty, 
it seems a strange transition, to pass, without any 

_ professional har from the colonelcy of a re- 
_ giment, or the government of a town, to the difficult 
and important situation of an admiral, who must not 
only be acquainted with the mere act of fighting, but 
_also with practice of common navigation, and the 
principles of maritime tactics. Strange, however, as 
the transition appeares and unlikely to contribute to 
the advantage of the state; it succeeded so well in this 
case, that who made it soon became more emi- 
nent than almost any who had preceded them, and ac- 
“quired for thémselves a name which will ever adorn the 

‘Spain and Berea 
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naval annals:of the country.’ With regard to Blake, 
in particular, ie seems to have been a man distin- 
guished by that original force of mind, that natural 
quickness of apprehension and dexterity of powers, 
which enables the individual, by whom it is possess- 
ed, to acquire any species of knowledge with facili- 
ty; and to apply it to practical purposes with wis- 
dom and effect. “There was, besides, in Blake, a pe- 
culiar energy of character, which, commanding re- 
spect as soon as it was observed, would soon recon- 
cile those who were under him to his authority, in-- 
duce them to overlook his want of technical science, 
and make them not only anxious to aid his endeavour 
in acquiring what: he thus needed, but also willing 
to confide in his decisions, and ready to carry them 
into execution. 

The first service which Blake performed after he 
took the command of the fleet, was delivering the 
coasts of Britain and Ireland from the depredations of 
Prince Rupert. This prince continued cruising in a 
piratical way, and pa 2% prizes. throughout the 
greatest part of the year 1649. The parliament, as 
soon as affairs became more favourable to them in 
Ireland, gave orders to Blake and Popham to block 
up the prince’s squadron in the harbour of Kinsale. 
This was done in the most effectual manner ;_ and to 
such extremities was Rupert reduced, that his men 
began to desert in great numbers; which circum- 
stance, along with the desperate state of the royal 
cause, made him resolve to force a passage through 
the parliament’s fleet. He carried his resolution in- 
to effect with the loss of three ships, and made the 
best of his way to the coast of France, and from 
thence sailed towards the Mediterranean, obstructing 
and injuring the trade of England by a system of 
peraieenngs as dishonourable to him as it was hurt- 
ul to the trade of the commonwealth. Blake, ha- 

ving been sent after him, arrived at St Andero, from 
which place he wrote a letter to the king of Spain, 
requiring that such of Prince Rupert’s ships and 
men as were in his power should be delivered up, and 
threatening vengeance in case of refusal. To this 
requisition, his catholic. majesty returned a. civil an- 
swer, and accompanied it with a ring worth £1500, 
as a mark of his respect for the admiral,. Blake then 
followed Rupert into the Tagus, where he destroyed 
the Brazil fleet. The prince being, in, consequence 
of this, forced out of the river, betook himself first 
to Carthagena, and then to Malaga, where Blake at- 
tacked him, and destroyed all; his ships excepting 
two, which he himself and his brother Maurice com- 
manded. ‘This event is said to have occasioned con- 
siderable alarm. in the different courts of Europe. 
But it produced the most sensible effect in those of 

which immediately sent ambas- 
sadors into England to acknowledge the power of 
the parliament. . 

On his return. home, Blake was cordially received 
by the Parliament, in whose cause he had made such 
gallant exertions. He was honoured with the thanks 
of the House; and as a, farther expression of their 

titude to him for the past, and of their confidence 
in him for the future, they again conferred upon 
him, in conjunction with Deane and Popham, the.- 
supreme command of the fleet. In the course of the 

Blake. 
yet 
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~~ and Guernsey, which had been held for the king, 
and which were extremely injurious to the country, 
on account of the great number of privateers that 
they harboured. 

In the year 1562, war broke out with. Holland, 
and Blake was constituted sole admiral. On the 
18th of May he fell in with the Dutch fleet, com- 
manded by Van Tromp. . Though he had no more 
than 15 vessels to contend against 42, he not only 
did not decline an engagement, but ‘actually gained 
a victory, capturing two of the énemy’s squadron, 
and disabling a third ;\and, in consequence of a re- 
inforcement of eight ships under Major Bourne, obli- 
ged them to consult their safety in flight, 

In the beginning of July he sailed to the north, 
for ‘the purpose of destroying the Dutch herring 
fishery, which he imagined would convince the 
States, more than many defeats, of the absurdity 
and danger of disputing with England, the sove- 
reignty of the seas. He found the fishing vessels 
under the protection of 12 men of war. A stout 
battle took place with the convoy, which ended in 
the capture of the whole. The fishery of course 
was left entirely to Blake’s mercy. He treated 
those who were engaged in it with great humanity, 
but at the same time in such a manner as to impress 
upon their minds a strong sense of the maritime 
power and greatness of England. In his way home 
he took five or six frigates belonging to the Dutch 
fleet under Tromp, which had vafled to intercept 
him, but had been dispersed in a storm. After his 
return, he did great mischief to the enemy iin the 
channel. And, in consequence of some hostilities 
which the French had committed at Newfoundland, 
he attacked a strong squadron, which they were 
sending to the relief of Dunkirk ; and, having taken 
or destroyed them all, that place fell easily into the 
hands of the Spaniards. On the 28th of September 
‘he engaged the Dutch admirals De Witte and De 
Ruyter. A well-contested battle ensued. It ended 
in the defeat and flight of the Dutch, For this 
Blake received the thanks of the parliament. In his 
next encounter with them, however, which happen- 
ed on the 29th of November, he was not so success- 
ful. ‘Thinking that the season of action was over, 
he had detached above 40 of his ships to different 
stations ; and the Dutch admiral hearing of this, 
seized the opportunity of attacking him near Dover 
Road with his whole force. Blake fought with his 
usual valour and obstinacy ; but superiority of num- 
bers at length prevailed, and, after suffering consi- 
derable loss, he was under the necessity of profiting 
by the darkness of the night, and retiring into the 

hames. he parliainent, hearing the real cause of 
the disaster, caressed the admiral as formerly; again 
appointed him to the command ; and, in six weeks, 
provided him with a fleet of 60 ships of wary On 
the 18th of February 1653, he fell in with Tromp, 
who had a fleet of about the same numerical streagth, 
and between 200 and 300 merchantmen under con- 
voy. ‘Tromp was surprised'to find the English ad- 
miral so soon in a condition to meet him, and would 
probably have been glad to avoid fighting ; but 
Blake was so stationed across the channel, that it 
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year 1561, he reduced the islands of Scilly, Jersey; , Blake. was impossible to escape a battle. Ternenie lasted 

for two days, and pA renewed in the morning "yr 
of the third, when Tromp, finding that nothing was 
to be expected from farther resistance, but the de- 
struction of his fleet, thought proper to-sheer off to 
Calais, from whence he cautiously coasted it home; . 
our fleet pursuing slowly, and picking up the strag-. 
gling ee Blake Alt wounded jo theta of 
the action. On the whole, the Dutch lost, on this. 
occasion, 11 ships. of war, 30 merchantmen,; and. 
about 8000 killed and wounded. The English suf 
fered about as'much in men, but lost. only one 

RY 
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On the 20th of April, Oliver Cromwell dissolved _ 
the parliament by force, and assumed ‘the 
power. Blake’s feelings and . ions were in 
favour of a commonwealth, e had lent his aid i 

bility to that which 

doubt, feel a lively indignation: at the violent 
unexpected change which had taken place. ~ 
Blake loved his country. better than any thing. 
At this moment he saw/her exposed to the ,a' 
of powerful enemies. _ He was sensible, that any 
tempts to rekindle a civil. war, or to set the 
and military forces at variance, would shave \ 
gered her independence. And, therefore, to pre- 
serve her strength unbroken, and her councils | . 
vided, so far as his personal influence. extended, he. 
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continued his efforts against the common foe, saying, 
to those under his command, ¢¢ It is;not for us)to. 
mind state affairs; but to keep foreigners from fool-.. 
ing us.” Such conduct made him a favourite with 
all parties, because it shewed that he was a true and 
steady patriot. The town of Bridgewater returned. 
him as their representative to the new. parliamenti; | 
and even Cromwell himself, to.whom his republican. 
sentiments, and unbending spirit, were 
well known, regarded him with affection, and)treat- 
ed him with confidence. He acted thus, because he . 
was convinced, that Blake was influenced, by views. 
which looked farther than the advancement of any 
sey faction, and would make greater exertions, 
rom a pure regard to the welfare and of Eng- 
land, than others would do from all the motives of 
interest and ambition. yi SRA died <ipiega 

On the 2d of June, the English fleet, under Monk 
and Dean, attacked that of the Dutch under Van 
Tromp. Each consisted of about-100 ships of war., 
The action commenced at eleven in the forenoon, 
and continued with eo warmth through the re- 
maining part of the day. It had not lasted, how- 
ever, many hours, when the enemy began to give 
way and fall into confusion. The arrival of Blake 
during the night, with 18. sail, decided their fate. 
For, next day, after Tromp had attempted, in vain, 
to avoid a renewal of the contest, a second engage- 
ment took place, in which, after a long and furious 
struggle, the Dutch were completely defeated, with 
immense loss both in ships and men. Sears yor 
with some other serious disasters which their 
trade and their navy, hastened on the megociations 
between Cromwell and the States, and led to the 
peace which was concluded on the 4th of April 
1654. ; ‘ 
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“After the conclusion of the Dutch wary Cromyell 
Aine is = be repaired ; and sent ea 
2 acon i fleet 3 the Mediterranean 

support the honour of the Eng ish flag, nd to take 
vengeance on those powers by whom it had been in- 
sulted. This. important commission he executed 
-with his wonted. spirit and success.. The terror of 

his. name. ees alos every where ; 
and, an did ee ollow, he ert 

y force. ‘ al facts are recor de 

pe 7 hide he cofttoned 

ne. erj..the Spaniards; behaved. | epee Caren aes panianiel boparssistp 

ae soon as he learned to whom the tender 
belon ged, brought the n rd. his own 

, drank a health be e him under a dis- 
of fi -and then dismissed him. The 

too, were so much afraid of him, that 
wd cup rovers, and ah i them to 

nglish prisoners in their possession, 
immediately sent to Blake aniline 

iz, Blake sailed to Malaga: and, ‘while 
incident occurred,..which served to 

and. ch; r in_a strikin 
me of the sailors, who h pears} 

met the host as it was carried along 
refused to pay it any re- 

‘but, with their characteristic thoughtlessness 
and humour, fella laughing at the superstition. 
‘Upon this, the people, instigated by their priest, 
attacked the sailors, and beat them severely. ther 

al, W 1 the ; ho 
and sent a m 

the offending 
a 
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i priest. an- 
no authority over the priests. 

second message, declaring, that it 
rit determine who should send 

; but that, if he was not sent, he would 
i cer Sah Brg te supe The 

this threat, compelled their yice- 
send depen which, when he came before 

» excused himself, on account of the be- 
the seamen. Blake told him, that if he 
ed of the injury, they should have been 
he did. not allow his men to insult the 

religion of any pees but that he did 
in stirring up a mob of Spaniards to beat 
and ** that he would have him, and the whole _that pond ut an Englishman should 

We have mentioned, that the Algerines shewed 
some marks of submission to the admiral. They 
had sinned, however, too deeply against England to 
be. forgiven on account of pee Weel oblations. 
Blake, therefore, appeared before Algiers on the 
10th of March, and sent an officer ashore to,demand 
satisfaction for the piracies which he had committed 
against English ships, and the release of all the 

nglishmen whom they held in captivity. The Dey 
1 
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ly incensed ; and, according to his custom 
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complied, ‘as far _as was: possible, with the terms 
prescribed ; promised the redemption of the prison- 
ers, who were now private property, on the most 
“easy terms ; and offered to make a treaty with him, 
maBaping to commit no -hostilities against the Eng- 
lish in future. 

He next sailed to Tunis; there, however, the 
Dey not only, refused his demands, but would not 

rmit him to take in fresh water. ‘ Here,’’ said 
“are our castles of Golletto and Porto Ferino ; 

do your worst.”? Blake, on hearing this, was piel 
on suc 

occasions; an to curl his whiskers. Having 
shortly consulted with his officers, he entered the 
ay, of Porto Fering with his large ships, bore 

up ‘within musket shot of the castle, from which 
60, guns played on him at once, and opened 
such a tremendous fire, that, in two hours, he dis- 
mounted their artillery, and rendered the works 
quite defenceless. He also gave orders to attack 
and destroy all their shipping in the road, which 
seryice. was. gallantly Ss Pe with the loss of 
above 70 men killed and wounded. From Tunis he 
went to Tripoli, where the government readily con- 
sented to liberate the English captives, and to con- 
clude a peace. And returning thence to Tunis, he 
obliged the Tunisians to implore his mercy, and to 
beg of him a peace, which he granted, on terms 
equally mortifying to.them, and advantageous for 
England. He also paid a visit to Malta, and com- 
pelled the knights to restore the effects which their 
privateers had taken from the English. By these 
daring enterprises, and successful exploits, he ia 
his,own name formidable, and so elevated the cha- 
racter of his country, that most of the Italian states 
sent solemn embassies to England to compliment his 
master, the protector. 

Blake. 
ee pe! 

Blake was in the Road of Cadiz, living on the © 
best terms with the Spaniards, when intelligence 
came of the capture of Jamaica, and consequently 
of a Spanish war. In compliance with instructions 
from the protector, he watched the arrival of.a 
Plate fleet that was expected, and succeeded in in- 

it. After cruizing for a considerable 
at station, he he: that another Plate 

fleet had put into the Bay of Santa Cruz, in the 
island of Teneriffe. He immediately set sail with 
25 ships, and came to his point of destination on the 
20th of April 1657. The Spanish ships, amountin 
to 16, of which 6 galleons were laden, were placed 
in a most secure and formidable position. They 
were not only capable of making an obstinate de- 
fence by their own strength, but also protected by 
a castle, which stood at the mouth of the haven, 
and was well supplied with heavy ordnance, and by 
seven forts situated round the bay, and joined by a 
line of communication, which was manned with mus- 
keteers. The Spanish governor thought himself 
quite safe; and was so confident of the excellence 
aud sufficiency of his dispositions, that when the 
master of a Dutch ship, knowing the certainty, 
and dreading the. consequences. of an attack, asked 
leave to depart, he answered, angrily, “ Get you 

‘one, if you will, and let Blake come, if he dares.” 
lake called a council of war, in which it was deter- 

time on 



Blake. 

“such a manner. 

BLA 
mined to attempt the destruction of the 's 
ships, as it was impossible to bring them off. Th 
attempt was made, and attended’ with ect suc- 
cess. An attack was directed at the same time 
against the forts and the fleet ; and the enterprise 
‘was so skilfully and gallantly conducted, that, in’a 
few hours, the forts were abandoned by the Spa- 
niards, and their fleet boarded and carried by the 

STA BLA 
tues as aman. Blake, in truth, was'a rare charac- » 
ter. No Englishman can read the history of his life Blanc. 
‘without admiration and delight. We knowof oneonly, v= 
in the naval records of Britain, whom we can y 

. before him,—we mean the late Lord Nelson ; 
ween whom and Blake, indeed, there are many 

points of resemblance, which the reader may easily 
trace. It may even be safely asserted, that the 

English, who burnt every ship to ashes, except two and present maritime superiority of this re, 
the were sunk. Had the wind which carried him its origin from the skill and bravély pl ig 
into the bay continued to blow much longer in the ewer his country what they were capable’ of a 
same direction, Blake could scarcely have escaped; ‘complishing at sea, and taught all Europe, and 
but Stare | it changed, and brought him safely ‘more that Bere ‘to tremble at the British flag ; 
out, leaving the Spaniards in astonishment, that he and infused’a spirit of greatness into the navy, which 
should, in such perilous circumstances, have daréd to 
attack them, and that he should have succeeded so 
completely in accomplishing his object. Lord Cla- 
rendon tells us, that every body who knew the 
place, wondered that any sober man, whatever 
might be his courage, could think of such an under- 
taking; that the English could hardly persuade 
themselves to believe what they had done; and that 
the Spaniards took comfort, from the ‘idea that they 
were devils and not men who had destroyed them in 

At the same time, this event’ so 
subdued the spirits of the Spaniards, that after- 
wards, when opposed to the English, they had no 
‘dependence either upon numbers, or valour, or for- 
tifications. We must not omit to mention a circum- 

it never ysis before, and which has animated 
and upheld it ever since. See Campbell’s Lives 
the British Admirals, Clarendon’s History of 
Rebellion. Whitaker’s Memorials, &c. (7) - 

- BLAKEA, a genus of plants of the class Dode- 
‘candria, and order Monogynia.’ See Botany. (w 
~ BLANC, Mont, a lofty mountain in France, ad Situation 

and name, ‘the highest of the Pennine Alps, is situated in the 
duchy of Faucigny, formerly a part of the king of 
Sardinia’s dominions, but now subject to the Empe 
ror of France. It receives its name from the im. 
mense mantle of snow, with which its summit and 
sides are covered, and which is estimated to extend not 
less than 12,000 perpendicular feet, without theleast 
‘appearance of rock to interrupt its glaring whiteness. 

* ‘When viewed from the Col de Balme and the'vale General 
of Chamouni, its summit seems to be of a roundish appear- 
form, its surface smooth and covered with snow, its ance. 

stance that occurred on this‘occasion, which ‘was 
indicative of the disinterested zeal of Blake for the 
naval service, as the enterprise out of which ‘it 
sprung was honourable to his ability and courage. 

is brother, Captain Benjamin Blake, for whom he 
‘entertained the warmest affection, had been guilty of 
some misconduct in the action. This being obser- 
ved by the admiral, he sacrificed his private feelings 
to his sense of public duty, by removing his bro- 
ther from the ship, and giving the command of it to 
another officer. 

After this, Blake cruized for ashort time off Ca- 
diz ; but finding his ships getting foul, and his 
own health gradually wearing away y a’ complica- 
tion of dropsy and scurvy, he set “sail for England. 
This distemper grew upon him during his passage 
home, and cut him off before’ he reached his native 
soil, on which he had shown a strong desire to draw 
his last breath. He died as his ship entered Ply- 
mouth Sound, on the 17th of August 1657, being 
about 59 years of age.- His body, after lying ‘in 
state for several days in Greenwich Hospital, was 
“conveyed to Westminster Abbey, and interred in a 
vault, built on purpose, in the chapel of Henry VII. 
The funeral was magnificent. It was attended not 
only by his friends and relations, but by the Protec- 
tor’s privy council, the commissioners of the admi- 
ralty and navy, the lord mayor and aldermen of Lon- 
don, the field officers of the army, and a vast num- 
ber more of quality and distinction. But the loss 
was public. e country at large felt, that they had 
been deprived of ahero and a friend ; and expressed, 
in the language of universal regret and sorrow, the 
high sense which they entertained of his ‘services as 
an admiral, of his worth as a patriot, and of his vire 

-medaire. Upon a nearer inspect 

whole appearance uniting beauty with grandeur, and 
its detiey head vistig’ wgeinicaly a the sur- 
rounding mountains ; but, when seen from the 
of Aost, its sides are less sawed oe i 
snow, its as more rugged and dark, t 
pect which prea partakes more of the wild and 
terrific. ‘It rises imperceptibly from amidst the nu- 
merous irregular mountains, which bound the vale of 
Chamouni, then terminates rather abruptly in —_ 
or top called Aiguille de Goute, orDéme de Gouté. 
Beyond this height, with a considerable hollow be- 
tween, it forms another mount, called by some Little 
“Mont Blane, or more properly The Middle Dome. 
From this station it gradually sinks again into aicon- 
cave'surface, in the midst of which is‘a small'pyramid 
of ice; and then reaches its highest point of eleva- 
tion, which is in the shape of a ‘compressed hemi- 
sphere, and is called from its form La Bosse du Dro- 

jon, ‘the summit of 
this gigantic mountain is found to be ‘a'very narrow 

ridge, lying nearly in a horizontal direction, resem- 
bling the roof of a house ; and at its west end arti- 

cularly, scarcely sufficiently broad to admit of two 
persons walking abreast. The snow, which covers 
the top, is encrusted with ice, of a firm consistence, 
but penetrable by a staff; and beneath this icy sur- 
face, especially on the declivities of the summit, is 
discovered a soft dusty snow without any cohesion. 
“The highest rocks of Mont Blane are formed of Structure: 

strata-of granite, running parallel to one another, 
and vats ti vertical direction, . "Those on the east 
side are mixed with steatites ; those on the south with 
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gerous ascents, crossing’ vallies of ice, and traversing | Blanc. 
lains of snow, they reached the top next to Mont : 
lanc, about 13,000 feet above the Mediterranean. 

They at first imagined themselves to be within a league 

level of ‘the sea is 23914 French toises, or 15,504 

English feet ;- Sy i. see denad ‘George Shuck- 
9 ae to other observa- 

tions, 15,680 feet, or nearly three English miles above 

Abe the elevation Of 11;$92 feet above the\cea, M. 
_ Bons on iS De Saussure observed the silene acaulis, or moss 

campion in flower; still hi on the most elevated 
reeks, “he* found the rh ureus-and Jicken 

summit, he noti- > amt Hoffman ; and, ont 
‘two butterflies on the wing, which he supposed 

to have been driven thither by the wind. On the top 
of Mont Blanc, on the third day of August, Reau- 
mur’s thermometer stood, in the shade, at 23. below 
the freezing point, or 27 of Fahrenheit ; while, at the 
same time, at Geneva, it was found at 22.6 or 82 of 
Fahrenheit, which gives a difference ot nearly 25 de- 
grees of Reaumur, or'45 of Fahrenheit, between the 
temperature of ‘the atmosphere at both places. De 
Luc’s barometer fell to 16.0:¢42, while, it stood at 
Geneva at 27.23285, a difference of 11.2, with a 
‘small fraction. By experiments with the h ter, 
the air was found to contain six times less idity 
‘than that of Geneva; and to this extreme dryness of 
the atmosphere, the burning thirst, which Saussure 
and his companions experienced in the extraordinary 
elevation, is supposed to have been owing. While 15 
or 16 minutes are sufficient to boil water at Geneva, 
and 14 or 15 at the sea side, it requires half an hour 
on thetop of this mountain. By iments with 
the electrometer, the electricity of the air.was found 
to be positive, and the balls diverged only three lines; 
and by experiments with lime water, and the caustic 

alkali, atmospheric acid, or fixed air, was detected in 
the here. Owing to the extreme rarefaction 
of the air, sounds were remarkably feeble, and the re- 
port of a pistol discharged on the summit, did not ex- 
ceed that of a small Chinese cracker ina room. From 
the same cause, respiration becomes exceeding] diffi- 
cult at so immense an altitude ; and it was found, that 
the pulses of three persons, which beat at Chamouni, in 
a state of repose, 49, 60, and 72, were increased, on 
‘the summit of Mont Blanc, to 98, 112, and 100. 
» The ascent of this lofty mountain is particularly pts 

to reach its hazardous and toilsome ; and in consequence of re- 
peated failures on the part of those who made the at- 
poss ny oy for a long time deemed utterly impracti- 
able. A short sketch of these adventurous excur- 

sions may not be uninteresting to our readers ; and may 
-enable them (better than any description can do) to 
form a livelier concepti the amazing height and 
wintry horrors of Mont Blanc. The Zant attempt 

‘was made ws M. Couteran, and three guides of Cha- 
Sent — ael Paccard, —— Tissay,and Marie 

_ They set out the priory about cleven 
o’clock in the evenin » on the 13th of July 1776; 
and after spending 14 pe Wt many dan- 

of its summit ; but soon perceived, that it would re- 
quire other four hours to reach it; and as the day 
was far advanced, and the vapours gathering into 
clouds, they were obliged, with regret, to relinquish 
their enterprize ; and, after a journey of 22 hours, ar- 
rived at Chamouni about eight o’clock in the evening. 
The indefatigable Bourrit next excited a spirit of en- 
terprise among the inhabitants of Chamouni ; and af- 
ter repeated unsuccessful attempts, he departed from 
Bionasay on the 11th of September 1784, accompa- 
nied by six guides, and was ae & as he expressed 
it, the rampart of Mont Blanc, when he was so ex- 
tremely affected by the intensity of the cold, as to be 
unable to proceed. But two of his guides, Marie 
Coutet, and, Francis Guidet, having gone before their 
company, ascended to the dome of Gouté; passed 
the middle dome, and walked along the ridge between 
that and the summit, as far as some high rocks, which 
appear from the vale of Chamouni like small ports in 
the snow ; but the approach of night compelled them 
toreturn. On the 4th of September 1785, Marie 
Coutet, and James Balma, reached a place under a 
rock at a considerable elevation, where they passed 
the night; and setting out before sun-rise, passed the 
dome of Gouté, and were proceeding towards the 
summit, when a violent storm of hail obliged them to 
desist. On the 13th of September, Meson de 
Saussure and Bourrit, with twelve guides, left Biona- 
say, passed the night at a hut, which they had order- 
ed to be constructed, about 7808 feet above the level 
of the sea, and reached the dome of Gouté next morn- 
ing without much difficulty ; but a fresh fall of snow 
rendered farther progress impracticable, In July 
1786, six guides of Saapsotae failed in another at- 
tempt ; but James Balma, one of their number, hav- 
jamhal separated from his companions, passed the 
night in a spot above the dome of Gouté, more than 
12,000 feet above the level of the sea; and, having 
reconnoitred the situation next morning, observed a 
pints of more easy access than any that had hitherto 

n attempted. On his return to Chamouni, he 
communicated his observation to Dr Paccard, a phy- 
sician of the place, who attended him during a severe 
indisposition, the effect of the cold and fatigue to 
which he had been exposed ; and in gratitude forthat 
gentleman’s attendance, engaged to conduct him to 
the summit of the mountain. ‘They set out from Cha- 
mouri on the 7th of August, spent the night on the 
mountain of La Céte; at three in the morning pur- 
sued their route tothe dome of Gouté; passed under 
the middle dome towards the east, along the ridge 
which is seen from Geneva, and which lies on the left 
of the summit.._Here Dr Paccard was almost de- 
terred by the cold and fatigue from pursuing the en- 
terprise ; but encouraged by Balma to proceed, and 
frequently walking sideways to shelter their faces 
from the piercing wind, they at. length, about six 
o’clock in the afternoon, and after an ascent of 15 
hours, attained the summit of Mont Blanc. They 
remained about half an hour.on a spot, which no one 
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Blanc. — before them had been able to reach; ‘and where the fran¢s. Population’ 283,106. The Blanching 
S——S cold was so intense as to freeze the provisions intheir are, C , the capital; Anneci, St Jean de —— 

pockets, congeal the ink in their inkstands,andsink © Maurienne, and Montiers. «(w) +, Blasting. 
the mercury of Fahrenheit’s thermometer to 18fde- -*BILLANCHING. ‘See Garpenina. ot 

i towns 

; their faces were excoriated, their lips'swelled, 
and their sight greatly debilitated bythe refiexion of 
the snow. On the P3th of August 1787, ‘M. de 
Saussure set out from Chamouni, ‘accompanied by 

_ 18 guides, and provided with a tent, mattrasses, phi- 
losophical instruments, and all necessary accommoda- 
tions. They the first night on the tep of the 
mountain La Céte; encamped at four o’clock in the 
following afternoon, about 12,762 feet above the level 
of the sea ; and next morning pursued the ascent’ in 
laces frequently so steep, that the guides were ob- 
iged to he-v out steps with a hatchet. After avery 
slow progress, and frequent halts for breath, they 
reached the summit about 11 o’clock in the forenoon’; 
where they remained 44 hours, enjoying a most sublime 
and extensive prospect, and making a variety of useful 
and interésting experiments. Here they observed the 
surrounding mountains, not in regular lines and con- 
tinued ridges, as they appear when viewed from the 
plain ; but in the most irregular groups and insulated 
masses ; connected indeed at their bases, yet com- 
pletely detached from each other, distinct in the forms, 
and rated at their summits. In this‘elevated sta- 
tion, they experienced great difficulty of respiration, 
which was increased by the ‘slightest exertion, by a 
stooping posture, and by the use of wine or brandy 5 
were kept in a state of continued fever, and torment- 
ed with a burning thirst; felt no appetite for food, 
no relish for strong liquors, no relief in any thing-but 
in draughts of fresh water. About two o’clock in 
the afternoon they began to descend; and arrived next 
morning, without any accident, at the valley of Cha- 
mouni. On the 8th of August, a few days’ after 
Saussure’s expedition, Mr Beaufoy, an English gen- 
tleman; succeeded ‘in'a similar attempt; but on ac- 
count of the enlargement of the chasms in the ice, it 
was accomplished with greater difficulty. See'Coxe’s 
Travels in Switzerland, vol. 2. Saussure’s Voyages 
dans les Alpes, vol. 4. Martyn’s Sketch of a Tour 
through Switzerland, App. (¢) 
“BLANC, Monv, the name of one of the new de- 

partments of France, formed out of Savoy. It is 
bounded on the east by the Alps, on the south» by 
the department ot the Ripper are and the depart- 
ment of the Doire, on the west by the departments 
of the Aix and the Isere, and on the north by the 
department of Leman. The principal rivers of this 
department are the Arc, which runs from south-east 
to north-west, and joins the Isere, near Mont Meillan; 
the Isere, which, rising in the Alps, runs’ from 
north-east to south-west; and the Guyers, which 
passes the bridge of Beauvoisin. The general aspect 
of this department’ is by no means beautiful; butiit 
abounds im iron, copper, silver, lead, and coal. 
Probably, on account of the want of: wood, the 
mine of St Georges-d’Heurtres isthe only one which 
is actually worked. It employs nine large furnaces 
for the smelting of iron. The forests occup 
112,000 hectares, or from 218 to 219. arpens, na 
belong almost wholly to the communes. Superficial 
extent 1,254,796. Contributions in 1803, 1,148,533 

' BLANDFORD, an ancient town dona we 
Dorsetshire, situated on the river Stour, near 
Downs. The streets are handsome, and the houses, 
which are of brick, are generally well built. The 
principal buildings are, a church, in the Grecian 
style, 120 feet long, and built in 1739; and a town- 
hall, built with Portland stone, on columns of the 
Doricorder. This town has suffered severely by 
fire, before 1579, in 1677, in 1713, and in| 1731. 
Near Blandford stood the fatnous Damary oak, which 
was rooted up in 1755. ‘It measured 75 feet in 
1797; the branches extended 72 feet; the trunk 
was 12 feet in diameter, and 17 feet above the earth; 
and the circumference of the bottom was 68 feet. 
In the cavity, which was 15 feet wide, an old man 
lived during the civil wars, and till after the Resto- 
ration... The only manufactures’ here are‘one of shirt 
and waistcoat buttons, and one of thread. Number 
of houses 405. Population 2326; of whom 480 
were returned as employed in trade and manufac- 
tures, See Hutchinson’s History of Dorsetshire. § 
BLARNEY, amarket town inthe province o 

Munster, celebrated for several manufactories esta- 
blished in it by Mr Jeffries; to whom it — 
Several of them have now fallen into decay, 
only ‘ones which now ‘exist; are a paper mill,/a 
stamping mill, ‘a bleaching establishment, and one or 
two cotton manufactories. See Mr A. Young’s 
Tour through Ireland. (7) Lt finn 

BLASIA, a genus of plants of the class Crypto- 
amia, and order Alge, See Borany. (w) ~ 
BLAST Furnaces. See Iron. per? 
BLASTING or Rocks, is an operation of great 

importance in» the formation of roads, or in the 
breaking up of uncultivated ground.) 6 © 

The process of blasting rocks, or stones, consists 
in boring a cylindrical hola} about 10 or 12 inches 
deep, in the rock; by means of a chisel for that pur- 
pose. The lower part of this hole is filled with 
ae pmo The upper part of the hole is then 

up with fragments of stone, firmly rammed. 
together ; a-hole being left through these materials, 
by the insertion of an iron rod, which is turned 
round during the operation of ramming. This hole 
is next filled with powder, and a match is applied to 
it in such a manner, that the rene has time 
to run out of the reach of the fragments of the 
rock. veneered t : 

This process, which is both tedious and dangerous, 
is now abandoned for one which is more simple and ef- 
fectual, and, which consists merely in introducing a 
straw, filled with: gunpowder, among the powder at 
the bottom of the cylindrical hole in the rock, and fil- 
ling the rest of the cylindrical hole with loose sand. 
By applying a match to the gunpowder in the straw, 
an explosion takes: place ; and, instead of the loose 
sand being driven out of the cylindrical hole, as. 
might naturally be expected, the rock is completely 
shivered in pieces. Mr Jessop tried the experiment 
with great success on some of the hard rocks at 
Fortwilliam, and also on the lime works at Bristoh 

w 
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ed, near 

ives, that the expansive force would 
ieces. See Nicholson's Journal, 

; vol. xi. p. 241. Communications to 
of Agriculture, vol. ii. - Philosophical 
vol. xx. p. 208. (0) 
ING Screw, the name of a simple appa- 

LEACHING, is the art by which those manufac- 
tures which have le substances for their raw 

material, are freed from the colouring matter with 
which such substauces are naturally combined, or 

ci stained ; and. the pure vegetable fibre, 
rived of these coloured matters, is left to reflect 

: Bho sities-st sows of light in due proportion, so as to 
w ; 

pap aie the spoils of animals, mankind, to supply 
ir natural want of covering, haye, in all countries, 
‘recourse to vegetable substances, goitrées 

those whose Vin paunty: in resell peekilys 
and pliancy ; experience having proved, that 
‘flax-and cotton were well adapted to such purposes, 
these substances have been very generally adopted, 
and formed into such cloths as the skill and industry 

_ of the wi could execute. ( ; 
It would soon be observed, that the action of wa- 

_ tet, together with that of the sun and air, rendered 
those rude cloths whiter than they were at their first 

mation; and, since the first step towards refine- 
ment is to add beauty. to utility, as the state of so- 
ciety improved, a desire to give them a pure and 
spotless white would na arise. The idea of 
white raiment being the emblem of innocence and 

_ which seems to have been very early enter- 
<a would make every means for facilitating the 

of natural or adventitious stains more ear- 
nestly studied, 
. Acci would probably discover, that a certain 
ba 9f putrid fermentation carried off colouring 
: 3s from y ble fibres. Hence the practice 

ol! ing cloth in water, mixed with putrid 
mire dung of domestic animals, hick has 
been continued to our days, 

IV YNGTA G1 a 
_ gunpowder, invent: 

BLA 
ratus for blasting logs of wood by the explosion of Blatta. 

by Mr Richard Knight... The “~V~” 
instrument. is a screw, having a small hole drilled 
through its centres. When a log. -of wood is to be 
split, a cylindrical hole.is bored, to a proper depth, 
with an auger, anda quantity of gunpowder intro- 
duced. The screw is then screwed into the cylindri- 

cal hole, till it, nearly touches the powder, and a 
match is put down through the. hole in the screw 
till it touches the charge.. This match, which~is 
about 18 inches long, and made. of twine or linen 
thread, steeped in a solution of saltpetre, is then»set 
on fire,.and the log is broken in pieces. See T'rans- 
actions of the Society of Arts, for 1802.; and Ni- 
cholson’s Journal, vol. v. p. 31. (#) 
BLATTA, a genus of hymenopterous insects. 

See Enromotocy. , 

Se ee BL ACHING. 
Bleaching. B i From the earliest accounts we have of India, E- Bleaching. 

gypt, and Syria, it appears, that these enlightened ———” 
nations knew the efficacy of natron, (the nitre of 
scripture, ) an impure mineral alkali found in these 
countries; for combining with and carrying off the 
colouring matters with which cloth is. stained ; and 
it is still found in great abundance by the present in- 
habitants, and nak for the same p se. We are 
also informed by Pliny, (lib. xviii. c. 51.) that the 
ancient Gauls were acquainted with the use of a lixi- 
vium, extracted from the ashes of burnt vegetables 
as a detergent, and knew how to combine this: lixi- 
vium with animal oil to form soap. 

But, though these nations appear to have’ early 
acquired some knowledge of the art of bleaching, 
the progress of improvement which they made in it, 
when compared with the advantages. which some-of 
them enjoyed, was very inconsiderable. The same 
practices seem to have been handed down from one 
generation to another, without any material improve- 
ment.._In India, it would appear, that the art of 
bleaching, as well as that pf staining cloths of vari- 
ous colours, are not in greater perfection at present, 
than they are described to have been in the days of 
Herodotus. Even in Europe, where the arts, after 
they have been once introduced, have generally 
made rapid progress, the art of bleaching made very 
sloyr advances till towards the end of the 18th cen- 
t 

At this period, the oxymuriatic acid, and its ef- Discovery 
fects, were discovered by the justly celebrated’ Mr of the oxy- 
Scheele ; and its application to the art of bleaching, ™¥™ atc 
by Mr Berthollet, has given it an impulse ve aga. 
perfection unknown: in the history. of any other art: * 
It now became-evident; that oxygen had an affinity 

’ 

| * As the facts respecting the introduction of the new method of bleaching are not generally known, and have been greatly 
“misrepresented by some late writers on that subject, we shall make no apology for laying them before our readers, 

attempt acid to the art of + appears to have been made~ by. Berthollet, about The. first to apply the oxymuriatic 
Oe ee (Ana. de Chim, ix 160.) Influenced by the most liberal views, he made no secret of his experiments ; and 
exhil ty” them in presence of Mr Watt of Birmingham, who was instantly impressed with, the importance of the 
discovery, (1b.) Early in the year 1788, an attempt was made by some foreigners to obtuin a parliamentary grant; and, 
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‘Bleaching. with the colouring matters with which cotton and li- 
“——v—— nen manufactures are stained ; and that, by a proper 

Machinery The machinery and utensils used in bleaching are 
used in 
Bleaching. 

Wash 
stocks. 
PLATE 
LV. 
Fig. 6, 7» 
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the turnhead E, the cloth is washed and 
turned. At the same time, an abundant | 
water rushes on the cloth through holes in the up: 
art of the turnhead. Wash.stocks are much. 

in Scotland and in Ireland. In the latter co 
they are often made with double feet, st 
above and below two turnheads, and wrou 
cranks instead of wipers. Wash scocks, prope 1 
constructed, make from 24 to 30 strokes per mi- 
nute. Wh Sad 

This mode of washing is now entirely given up in 

use of the alkalies, along with the oxymuriatic acid, 
these colouring matters could be removed, and the 
goods rendered white, in a space of time almost in- 
stantaneous, when compared with the former method 
of bleaching. : 

Upon these discoveries the present improved state 
of bleaching is founded. And, when the vast ex- 
tent of the cotton and linen manufactures of Great 
Britain and Ireland is considered, every improve- 
ment in it must be admitted to be of the highest na- 
tional importance. ‘T'o exhibit the present state of 
this art, by giving a succinct statement of the late 
improvements, is the subject of the following article, 
which, for the sake of method, shall be arranged 
under the following chapters, viz.: 1. A description 
of the machinery used in the modern bleachfields. 
2. Of the detergent and other substances used. 
$. An account of the manner in which these sub- 
stances are applied. 

called dash wheels squeezers. ‘I'he dash wheels 
are small water wheels, the inside of which are di- 
vided into four compartments, and closed up, only 
leaving a hole in each compartmeiit for putting in 
the cloth. There are, besides, smaller openings for 
the free admission and egress of the water atch ed 
in cleansing. The cloth, by the motion of the 
wheel, is raised up in one part of the revolution of 
the wheel ; while by its own weight it falls in an- 
other. This kind of motion is very effectual in 
washing the cloth, while, at the same time, it d € 
not injure its strength. This plan, however, wher 
the economy of water is an object of any importance, 
is very objectionable, because the wheel must move 
at by far too great a velocity to act to advantage as 
a water wheel. Wks 

CHAP, I. 

Of the Machinery used in Modern Bleachfields. 

various, according to the business done by the 
bleacher. Where linen or heavy cotton cloths are 
whitened, and the business is carried on to consider- 
able extent, the machinery is both complicated and 
expensive, It consists chiefly of a water-wheel suf- 
ficiently pgwerful for giving motion to the wash 

structed to receive its motion from a 

The dash wheel, CD, is fixed on a separate axis, 

ternate strokes of the feet, the c form of Bleac! ernate strokes of the feet, and Beer Bleaching, 

t 3 A? 

untry , 

Lancashire, where a preference is given to what are wheels, 

Fig. 1. Plate LY. represents a dash wheel con- Prats 
shaft A, con- LV. 

nected either with a water wheel or steam engine. Fig. 1. 

stocks, dash wheels, squeezers, &c. with any other 
operations where power is required. 

Figures 6. and 7. Plate LV. represent a pair of 
wash stocks. AA are called the stocks or feet. 
They are suspended on iron pivots at B, and re- 
ceive their motion from wipers on the revolving shaft 

and is engaged or disengaged from the rest of the 
mill Wroik a very simple contrivance. On the 
end of the the shaft AB isa face wheel FG, with 
projecting teeth made to correspond with those of a 
similar face wheel HI. ‘The axis of the dash wheel 
is made moveable endways; by sliding it 

C. The cloth is laid in at D, and, by the al- the teeth lay hold of one another, and the dash 
failing in that, a patent right, for a new method of bleaching, which they professed would shorten the process, and reduce it 
to afew hours. Mr Watt, however, having been made acquainted with Berthollet’s discovery, and having actually applied 
it in practice to the whitening of 500 pieces of cloth, resisted this monopoly ; and was joined by Mr Cooper and Mr Henry 
ef Manchester, both of whom had also been successful in their attempts to apply the acid to the bleaching of cotton goods, 
though their experiments were conducted on a smaller scale. The opposition was effectual, and the foreigners were foiled in 
their attempt to obtain a patent. , “9 

Owing most probably to his distance from the seat of the cotton manufacture, Mr Watt did not himself embark in 
practice of bleaching.. Mr Cooper, however, formed an establishment for the purpose of applying Mr Berthollet’s discovery 
and Mr Henry not only engaged in a similar undertaking, but gave, to some of the principal bleachers in this country, the 
first instructions which they received respecting the new process. The method of the latter gentleman at first consisted, 
sometimes in immersing the goods in a watery solution of the gas, or in an alkaline ley impregnated with it, and sometimes 
in exposing the goods, previously moistened with water, to the action of the gas itself. Soon afterwards, he made a farther 
improvement in substituting lime for alkali, as a means of condensing the oxymuriatic acid gas. An air-tight chamber was 
prepared, on the floor of which rested a stratum of lime and water, mixed together to the consistenee of cream. Through 
this the goods were passed by means of a wince; and the chamber being filled with gas, the goods were alternately exposed 
to the lime liquor, and to\the acid vapour. Thus an oxymuriate of lime was formed upon the cloth, which, after a sufficient 
continuance of the operation, was taken out, and exposed to the usual processes of washing, &c. ; om 

A very tial improv in the application of lime was, some years afterwards, discovered by Mr Tennant of Darn- 
ley, near Glasgow, and was secured to him by a patent, dated January 30, 1798. It consisted in effecting a combination 
of oxymuriatic acid with lime, in a separate vessel, containing lime suspended in water by mechanical agitation. The re- 
dindant lime was allowed to subside, and the clear liquid, a solution of oxymuriate of lime, applied, properly diluted, to 
the purpose of bleaching. Jt is remarkable, that this combination, even when the oxymuriatic acid is perfectly neat ised, has 
the power of bleaching light or thin goods, though it is much less active in discharging some vegetable colours. — Hence this m 
has certainly a advantage over all former ones, in the facility and. safety of its application, especially to coloured goods, 
which would be discharged by the contact of either the acid or of lime in an uncombined form. This pa fe since been set 
aside by the decision of a court of law, with what justice we do not pretend to decide. Mr Tennant, ver, still retains 
an exclusive right to a method, securéd to him by a subsequent patent, of uniting the oxymuriatic acid with dry quicklime, 
and thus rendering the bleaching sult portable to any distance in’ the form of a powder. Eprrony)) 
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ied, round by, the mill; by the pipe has a valve on each of its extremities ; that, on Bleaching, ~ the teeth t a ‘ ees the upper pe al when shut, prevents, the ley <== » Ss at uts the rom running into the boiler, and is regulated by 

7] 

e NN (f1 ay are the 
t e cloth in 5 ihe ‘our com- 

partments ; the partitions are equidistant from the 
Roles. © (Fig. ) is the pi e which supplies the wa- 

the attendant by means of the red and handle IB. 
The valve at K. admits the ley; but, opening in- 
wards, prevents the steam from escaping through 
the pipe IK. The boiler has a steam tight iron co- 

for cleansin e goods. PQ is an opencircle ver IL; and at CD, in the kieve, is a wooden 
by back of the wheel for Gieiian ME water grating, a small distance above the cover of the 
from the pipe O, The ircle has a number of wires Boiler 
set all around to prevent any part of the cloth from At MNO isa cone and broad plate of metal, in 

ing through the circle PQ. Near the cir- order to spread the ley aver the cloth. It is hardly 
Y ce of wheel are other holes, through necessary to say, that the boiler has a furnace, as 

which the wa nds its way after passing from the usual for similar purposes. 
cloth. _ Dash wheels are made to engage and disen- 
or: ‘by various other modes than that which is de- 

aboye. Circumstances make it necessary to 
yary these ; and a judicious mo rreat will be at 
no loss how to adapt the mode of throwing the 
wheel in and out of gear to the rest of the mill- 
work, ‘ 
A dash wheel, six feet and a half in diameter, and 
two feet and a half wide, making twenty-two revo- 
lutions per minute, is the most approved size and di- 
mensions, The Plate represents the kind used in 
Lencashire, and in some parts of Scotland. In the 
neighbourhood of London, they are a little different 
in the mode of introducing the water. Instead of 
‘having the circumference close boarded, as in Lan- 
cashire, they are made of sparred work : The end of 
the water pipe is flattened so as to make the aperture 
very wide and narrow ; and it is applied near the 
upper part of the circumference. 
e Aer the process of washing by the dash wheel, 
the water is compressed from the cloth by means of 

ZeTs. 
_ Squeezers consist of a pair of wooden rollers, 
which, in moving, draw the cloth through between 
oer afte lower roller receives 4 motion from a 

and the uppermost is pressed down upon it b 
means of wee evil of at these rollers wor fixed 
in strong. wooden frames; but the framing is now 
enerally made of cast iron, which makes a neater 

While the ley is at a low temperature, the pump 
is worked by the mill or steam engine. When it is 
sufficiently heated, the elasticity of the. steam forces 
it up through the valves of the pump, when it is dis- 
joined from the mill. 

P is a copper spout, which is removed at the 
time of taking the cloth out of the kieve, 

The boilers used in bleaching are of the common 
form, having a stopcock at bottom for running off 
the waste ley. They are commonly made of cast- 
iron, and are capable of containing from 300 to 600 
gallons of water, according to the extent of the bu- 
siness done. In order that the capacity of the 
boilers may be enlarged, they are formed so as to 
admit of a crib of wood, strongly hooped, or, what 
is preferable, of cast iron, to be fixed to the upper 
extremity of it. In order to keep the goods from 
the bottom of the boiler, where the heat acts most 
forcibly, a strong iron ring, covered with netting 
made of stout rope, is allowed to rest six or eight 
inches above the bottom of the boiler. Four double 
ropes are attached to the ring, for withdrawing the 
goods when sufficiently boiled, which have each ar 
eye for admitting hooks from the running tackle of 
acrane. Where more boilers than one are. employ- 
ed, the crane is so placed, that, in the range of its 
sweep, it may withdraw the goods from any of 
them. For this purpose, the crane turns on spindles 
at top and bottom; aud the goods are raised or 

* The apparatus here described does not differ essentially from that employed by Berthollet, and Pajet Des Charmes: 

Boilers. 

and more durable peer of work. lowered at pleasure, by double pulleys and sheives, 
Prate Figures 4. and 5. represent one of these ma- by means of a cylinder moved by cast-iron wheels. 
LV. chines having a cast-iron framing, as constructed by Before the year 1794, the apparatus used for Fisher's 
Fig. 4,5» Mr Parkinson of Manchester. R is the lower roller, making the oxymuriatic acid, was so very inconye- apparatus 

B the upper roller, CD a lever which presses upon nient and defective, that the health of the work- os malang 
the brass of the upper roller. FE another lever to men employed was often injured, or at least their pryesd 
increase the power connected with CD. The extre- situation was rendered very uncomfortable, from acid. 
mity of F is kept down by a pin. In some cases a the deleterious qualities of the gas. To remedy 
weight is used in place of the pin. this defect, Mr Peter Fisher, late of Rutherglen, 

LLowrie’s |. ds mode of bucking was the invention near Glasgow, in the year 1794, invented an ap- 
bucking of Mr John Lowrie, a native of Glasgow. It is now paratus * admirably calculated for this purpose, 
apparatus. practised by many bleachers in Lancashire, some on which, with very slight alterations, has been almost 

more plans than others; but we shall give universally adopted. It consists of a Jeaden retort 4 
the description of the kind of apparatus most appro- A, Fig. 4. Plate LVI. set on a tripod of iron D, Prats 
ved of by those whose experience and skill have ren- into a cast-iron boiler B, built into brick-work, with LVI- 
ered them the most competent judges, a furnace and ash pit of the common construction *'8* * 

Prats vIn Fig. 2. Plate LVI. ABCD is the wooden kieve EF. The top of the retort is closed with a leaden 
As containing the cloth. CEFD represents the cast- cover with screws and nuts, having an iron flenge of 

Fig-2. iron boiler. GG the pimp. IK the pipe of com- the same diameter above and below the mouth of the 
munication between the kieve and the boiler. This retort, with corresponding nuts and screws. The 
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use of the flenges is to prevent the retort from being 
compressed out of shape, ‘and thereby preventing its 
fitting properly. Between the joinings of the mouth 
of the retort, loose flax, dipt in white lead, ground 
in oil, is spread equally; and the whole is firmly 
screwed together. In the top of the cover, a circu- 
lar hole is made of three inches in diameter, for in- 
troducing the materials for making the bleaching li. 
quor, and cleaning out the retort. The hole is fit- 
ted with a plug of lead C, which is gently struck 
into the cover when the apparatus is arranged for 
working, and is luted with a little soft clay to pre- 
vent the escape of gas, 

The oxy-muriatic gas is conveyed by the lead tube 
G, which is two inches in diameter, into the interme- 
diate vessel H, set upon a stand as in the figure. 
This vessel is circular, and is from 12 to 18 inches in 
diameter, according to the capacity of the other parts 
of the apparatus; the use of it is to prevent any im- 
purity from descending by the leaden tube I into the 
receiver K, should the contents of the retort be for- 
ced’ upwards by the effervescence of the materials in 
it ; but this is now seldom the case, since the distilla- 
tion of the oxymuriatic acid is carried on by the use 
of the water bath, in place of heated sand. 

~ The receiver K is a vessel of: n inverted conical 
shape made of lead, where the capacity does not ex- 
ceed 120 gallons, or of wood lined with lead when 
the quantity of work done is large. It is closely 
covered at top, and has a hole for introducing water 
into the receiver at M with a leaden plug. The brass 
stopcock for drawing off the oxymuriatic acid, is 
about two inches from the bottom of the receiver, as 
at N. In some apparatus’ of this kind, two or three 
false bottoms, as they are called LL; made of lead, 
are laid on brackets of the same metal fixed to the 
side of the receiver. These false bottomis are pierced 
full of holes, in order to spread the oxy-muriatic gas 
through the water during the distillation. 

CHAP. Il. 

~Of the Detergent and other Substances used in 
Bleaching. 

As it is of importance for the bleacher to be ac+ 
quainted with the qualities of the substances he uses, 
and to know the proper methods of ascertaining their 
purity, in this Chapter we shall briefly point out the 
manner of arriving at the knowledge of this. The 
substances used in bleaching are chiefly, 

1. Pot and pearl ashes, 
2., Soda. 

. Soap, 
. Oxy-muriate of potash. 
.. Oxy-muriate of lime. 
. Manganese. , 
. Muriatic acid,, 
» Sulphuric acid, 

ge 

C-TQaS 

I. Pot and pearl/ashes, as they 
the United States of America; whetice’ the 'prin- 
cipal supplies are derived, are of three different qua- 
lities + vig. first, second; and third ‘sorts, thie casks 

. 

i from 
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which contain them being ee ys Bachan ! 

rad screed ata ae quality, and the third sort the worst.) © ti. ; 
‘rio micatis 

an alkali free from impurity, it bein mp: 

the inferior kinds. It never contains above | 
cent. of real alkali, but more frequently from 60 

phate and muriate of potash, muridté of soda, a por- 
tion of uncombined charcoal, carbonic acid, and five” 

no detergent qualities whatever, it is the interest of 
the bleacher to purcliase only those kinds of potash’ 

tious salts. The second sort of potash is often very 
impure, and the third or lowest ‘fre testy 

crease the weight. Te same observations are ap 
cable to pearl ashes, which differ from potash only in © 

consequently are what is termed a milder alkali. 

bleachers, it is customary to ascertain the strength of 
the solution by the hydrometer, an instrument admi-— 

always of the same degree of purity. But as this is ~ 
not the case, we shall it out two methods whereby — 

accuracy. a 
1. It isa fact’ well known to chemists, that the 

of any acid required to saturate it. Thus, if an ounce 
of one kind of potash requires for saturation a given’ 

kind of potash requires twice that quantity, the latter 
is twice as strong as the former, ai 

standard of comparison, it will be oie always to 
employ an acid of the same strength. is may be 

urposes, by 
diluting the common ES acid of ih asante to 

these distinguishing marks. As may 

Bat the best potash, as imported, is ; 

tively so when its value is sis with | 

: te 

per cent. ; the remainder of the mass consistin il 

or six per cent. of water. A's these substances possess 

which contain the smallest portion of these adventi- 

guality ie 
designedly mixed with common salt, m or 

containing a greater proportion of carbonic acid, and 

When:a solution of pot or pearl ashes is made by 

rably calculated for this purpose, were these salts 

this may be ascertained with a sufficient degree of 

strength of an alkalis in proportion to the qu 

quantity of sulphuric acid, and an ounce of another’ 

In order, however, to obtain a sufficiently accurate 

effected sufficiently well for ordinary purposes, 

the same degree by the hydrometer. For example, 
let the standard consist of one part of acid and five of 
water. After the mixture has cooled down to the tem- 
perature of 60 degrees of Fahrenheit’s Siete ae 
observe the height to which the hydrometer rises, 
and make this the standard for subsequent trials. 
The strength of an alkali will now be learned, by ob- 
serving what quantity of this acid a given quantity of 
the alkali under triaf requires for saturation. For 
this purpose, put half an ounce of the alkali into ajar 
with a few ounces of water, and’ filter the solution ; 
weigh the diluted acid employed before aang it to 
the alkali; then pour it gradually into the so 

cht of the acid will ascertain 
the strength of the alkali. oak ii3 

2. Another method recommended by Dr Higgins 
of Dublin, for ascertaining the’ purity of potash, is, 

iron with BI . 



tity of the alkali, and dissolve it 

filter, in order to wash out the 
remainder of alkali. ali. The undissolved salt remain- 
ing apo ee potash, which must 

taken off, dried and weighed, . orvet to 
ascertain its quantity. To determine whether any 

nmoff salt is pee ae in the alkali which has been 
ed, evaporate the clear solution a little in a sand 

bath, and set it in a cool place for 24 hours ; at the 
1d of which time, any common salt it may contain, 

be found crystallized in the form of regular cubes 
at the bottom of the vessel. The sulphate of potash 
and common salt being dried, weighed, and deducted 
from the weight of the crude alkali employed, will 
give the precise weight of the pure alkali it contains. 

II. Pure carbonate of soda, or the minéral alkali, so 
much resembles the vegetable alkali, when used as an 
agent ‘in bleaching, that little difference is observable 
in its effects when the strength of the alkaline leys 
and every other circumstance are the same. The 
high price at which soda has hitherto sold, has pre- 

ted its being generally used at the bleachfield ; 
since habia cosiakigcs! processes are adopted in 

the manufacture of it, and since it is made in a 
degree of purity, its introduction into the 

Eieach field will naturally follow. It is admirably cal- 
culated, as a detergent, for the finishing of the finer 
fabric of muslin; it being ascertained beyond doubt, 
that 6 ounces of pure carbonate of soda, together 
with 10 ounces of soap, produce effects in bleaching 
equal to 14 pounds of , when used by itself. 
2d, as impc from Alicant in Spain, is 

in masses, of a dark gray colour. It usually 
contains. from 20 to 24 per cent. of pure mineral al- 
Kali, and never above 33 per cent. when in a state of 
the greatest purity. The remainder of the mass usual- 
ly consists of sulphate and sulphite of soda, with a 

> proportion of charcoal and common salt. 
py best method of extracting the soda from ba- 
Tilla, is to pound it, and fill a large wooden vat with 
it, the bottom of which has been previously covered 
with straw, to act as a filter; the vat is then filled 
with cold water, which is allowed to remain for some 
time to dissolve the salt. When sufficiently strong 
for use, the solution is run off at the bottom of the 
vessel by a stopcock, by which means it is freed. 
from the charcoal and other impurities. eh arnk — 
is again poured on the barilla, until the whole of the 
salt is dissolved. By this operation the soda is ex- 
tracted, which being a very soluble salt, is easily dis- 
solved by the water ; but, at the same tiie, the com- 
mon salt, which is équally soluble, together with a 
portion of the sulphate, of soda, is A dissolved; 
which contaminate the solution, and have no effect 
as. detergents. On this account, pure soda is cer- 
ny. preferable for bleaching, (when it is not tod 
gh priced, ) as it contains none of the foreign salts 

co in barilla, which retard in place of promo- 
ting’ the process of bleaching. The ear Lere in 
Ireland formerly used large quantities of barilla, but 
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a “substituted in its stead. 

3d, 

its use is now’ almost universally given Up; potash Bleaching. 

Kelp would be unworthy of notice, were it Kelp. 
not that it is still recommended by some as a deter- 
gent in bleaching. f 

As at present manufactured, kelp is very inferior 
in this respect : The very best Scotch kelp never con: 
tains above 7 or 8 per cent. of mineral alkali, but 
more commonly from 3 to 5 per cent. Considering 
the other impure substances contained in kelp, itis . 
at present unworthy of attention. But there is no 
doubt, that if proper methods weré adopted for the 
manufacturing of it properly, it may be very much 
improved in quality. In the present rude manner in 
which it is made, the marine plants called Fucus 
Serratus and Fucus Vesiculosus of Linnzus, being 
cut at midsummer, and dried by the sun and air, are 
burnt in holes made in the sea beach: when a large 
portion of it is burnt together, part of tlie salt fused 
by the strong heat combines with sand, and other 
earthy matters, and forms an imperfect glass, In a 
furnace properly constructed, with a graduated heat, 
we have known Kelp made of a quality far superior 
to the very best of that which is made by the com- 
mon process. 

It has been suggested, that weré the sea plants, 
from which the kelp is made, previously washed in 
fresh water before they are dried, they would thereby 
be freed from a large portion of the marine acid ad- 
hering to them, which remains undecomposed during 
the burning of the plant when it is converted into kelp. 
This theory supposes, that the plant, during the pro- 
gress of its growth, has the power of decomposing the 
sea-water, and retaining soda as one of its component 
parts: and that if this be the case, and if the com- 
bustion of the plant were properly conducted, a salt 
néarly equal in value to barilla would be the pro- 
duct. These facts may be easily proved by those 
who have skill to ascertain, and opportunity to in- 
vestigate, a matter which is of considerable national 
importance. - ; 

‘ 

In order to ascertain. the quantity of real alkali Real al- 
contained in the different detergent salts used. in kali con- 
bleaching, M. Descroizilles sen. employed the me- 
thod ron mentioned, by saturating a given quan- 
tity of the alkaline salt. with diluted. sulphuric acid, 
the specific gravity of which was always the same. 

After many thousand trials during the course of 
26 years practice, the following are the mean results : 

Real Alkali 
in 100 Parts. . 

Best American pearl ashes,........ 60 to 73 
ait ditto pot ashes in reddish? 60 63 

Second ditto ditto in gray lumps,'. . 50 55 
Second ditto pearl ashes, .... 2... 50. 55 
White Russian pearl asties;’.. ..... 52 588 
White Dantzic ditto,.. 2.0. 2 2... 45. 52 
Alicant barillay 0. 20 33 
Inferior kinds of barilla,...... ~ 10" "15 
WINUNGetiocpasen tiene s tsa yeh Spm OU 
Salt of tartar of the shops,...... 72 

To these may be added the following from Mr 
Kirwan’s tables of the composition of salts : 

tained in. 
different 
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Monching. Alkeli, Acid. Water. 

“Y— Crystallised carbonate of potash, 41 43. 16. 
Ditto carbonate of soda,..... 21 14% 64 — 
Ditto ditto desiccated,. .... 60 40 y 

Hence it appears evident, of what importance it is 
. to bleachers, and others who use alkalis in any quan- 

Oxymuria- 
tic acid, 

tity, to have it in their power to ascertain the quan- 
tity of pure salt contained in them; as, by a proper 
knowledge of this, t saving may be made by 
them in the course of ‘their business. 

IIL.Soap is an. article so well known, that it re- 
uires no particular description. It is sold of three 

different iifds, viz. brown, white, and soft soaps. 
It is the two latter kinds which are chiefly used in 
bleaching ; the former being commonly sold for house- 
hold«washing in some parts of Britain. 

IV. Of ail the agents used in bleaching, there is 
none of them which ranks higher for giving facility 
and dispatch tothe various operations than the oxy- 
-muriatic acid. 
We might even at this moment have been unac- 

‘quainted with the cause of the destruction of the co- 
louring matter of vegetable substances, if the disco- 
very of this acid, one. its effects on colouring matter, 
had not pointed it out to us. For this discovery, 
and its inestimable advantages, the arts are indebt- 
ed to the celebrated Scheele. While employed in 
making experiments on manganese, about the year 
1774, he noticed its powers in rendering vegetable 
substances colourless, mbre as a matter of curiosity 
than of use. Having communicated his observa- 
tions to Berthollet, in France, about the year 1786, 
the latter lost no time in applying the properties of 
this curious and interesting substance to the most im- 
portant practical purposes. His application of it to 
the’ bleaching of cotton and linen cloth proving suc- 
cessful, he published the result of his experiments in 
the year 1789. The new method of bleaching was 
uickly and successfully introduced into the manu- 

factories of Rouen, Valenciennes, and Courtray ; and 
soon after into those of Manchester and Glasgow ; 
and it has since been generally adopted in Great Bri- 
tain, Ireland, France, and Germany. The advanta- 
ges which result from this method of bleaching, in 
-every season of the year, can be best appreciated b 
-commercial people who experience its beneficial ef- 
fects in many ways, but particularly in the quick 
circulation of their capitals, 

Great difficulties at first impeded its progress, ari- 
sing chiefly from prejudice, as well as from the igno- 
rance of the bleachers in chemical processes. These 
obstacles were however soon removed by the assist- 
ance’ of several eminent chemists at Glasgow and 
Manchester, particularly Messrs Watt, Henry, and 
‘Coopers See p. 577, Note. 

r Berthollet’s process for forming the oxymu- 
riatic acid, consisted in distilling one part of the 
black oxide of manganese with two parts of muria- 
‘tic acid, ina glass retort; the product of the distilla- 
tion was received in glass bottles, properly applied, 
when the quantity was small, or into a receiver lined 
swith lead when the quantity was larger. 

From the volatility of the oxygen as united with 
¢ muriatic acid, when simply diffused in water, 

immersed in it or the purpose O1 be ing whi ened, 

and its discharging ‘those cUlours whic! were wove 
into the goods irtended to rémain jpermanent ; as 
well as the suffocating vapours arising from it pro- 
ving hurtful to the health of the workmen employec 
it soon became evident, that the application of it in 
an extensive manner would be impracticable if these 
difficulties were not more or less removed. 

Torti 

attempts were made to effect this; and since it has 
been actomplished, a number of persons have put in 
their claims as the inyentors of so advantafeous an 
improvement. Mr Higgins of Dublin and Ber- 
thollet had both combined the oxymuriatic acid with 
potash, so early as the year 1788. The knowledge 
of the latter’s haying done so, and that the acid was 
thereby deprived of its offensive smell, induced the 
bleachers at Javelle, in France, to add a solution of 
caustic potash. Hence the oxymuriatic acid com- 
bined with an alkali, ig usually known by the name 
of the Javelle liquor. hts, 

Notwithstanding this evident improvement, it was 
still generally maintained by chemists, that the oxy- 
muriatic acid, uvited simply with water, possessed 
greater bleaching power than that which is‘combined 
with caustic alkali; but this was contradicted by the 
practical bleachers, whose experience taught them, 
that though the acid, thas combined with an alkali, 
whitened with somewhat less rapidity, it had the ad- 
vantage of retaining the gas much longer in 7 ves- 
sels, and of preserving fixed dyed colours, such as the 
Turkey or pret firs These facts are now so 
fully established, that although several attempts have 
been made, since the year 1796, again to introduce 
the. oxymuriatic acid, diffused simply in water, into 
air dinrhe vessels; to prevent its offensive smell, yet, 
from a conviction of its absurdity, it has been adopt- 
ed only by afew. ~ ns 

In order to produce the oxymuriatic acid, bleach- 
ers follow different methods to obtain a liquor which 
they suppose possesses the highest bleaching powers. 
In one point they generally agree, which is, in gi- 
ving a superabundance of the materials employed, | 
which they are certain of procuring a liquor whic! 
possesses high eg powers. One of the most 
common proportions of materials employed for ma- 
king this acid, is to take equal parts, by weight, of 
common salt and manganese, which are intimately 
mixed together. Some bleachers moisten the mix- 
ture with water, to the consistence of a thick paste, 
so that the dissolved salt may incorporate more inti- 
mately with the manganese. An equal weight of 
sulphuric acid is taken as of the other mcterials, 
which is diluted with its bulk of water, and allowed 
to cool before being poured into the retort on the 
combined salt and manganese. The charge for the 
distillation thus consists of equal parts of salt, man- 

ese, and sulphuric acid, diluted with an equal 
ulk of water. ‘ 
In the above proportions of the materials, it is evi- 

dent, that the quantity of sulphuric acid employed is 
more than sufficient for expelling the muriatic acid 
from the salt ; two-thirds of the former acid ps 
enough to disengage the latter at a moderately hig’ 

3 



| Bisching, temperature. Hence, when equal parts of salt, man- 
—v—— ganese, and diluted sulphuric acid, are used in‘the 

Fietillation of the oxymuriatic acid, the residuum ta- 
¥ ken from the retort is snitorialy found to be super- 

sulphate of soda combined with manganese. The 
quantity of manganese used is also too great, and 
much of this substance is wasted, no more being ne- 

- cessary than is sufficient fully to oxygenise the mu- 
riatic acid during the distillation 
_At the same time, it is proper to. remark, that the 

proportion of manganese must be subject to variation 
accordi Bane ak 
Mr Rupp of Manchester ( Trans. of the Lit. and 

Phil. Soc. of Manchester, vol. v.) recommends, man- 
ranese 3 parts, common salt 8, sulphuric acid 6, water 
12. The bleachers in the neighbourhood of Glasgow 
‘0. nly use equal parts of salt, manganese, sulphu- 
ric acid, and water, as mentioned aboye. In Ireland, 
the common proportions are said to be, manganese 
6 parts, common salt 6, sulphuric acid 5, water 5. 
In France and Germany, we understand, they vary 
little from the following : manganese 20 parts, com- 
mon salt 64, ps ae acid 44, water 54. 

Besides the above methods of making the oxymu- 
riatic acid, that which was originally introduced by 
Mr Berthollet has again been used by several bleach- 
ers, on account of the high price of potash. It con- 
sists of introducing one part of oxide of manganese 
into the retort, on which is poured two parts of mu- 
riatic acid, of the specific gravity of 1200, which is 
diluted with its bulk of water. 
The reason given by those who have again resorted 

to the latter process for making this acid, is, that 
one-half of the qncspet alkali is sufficient for neu- 
tralizing it in the receiver, because the oxymuriatic 
acid gas is presented in a pure state without any mix- 
ture of sulphureous acid gas, which they suppose is 
a produced by a part of the sulphuric acid be- 
ing composed in the retort by the impurities mixed 

the oxide of manganese; and. that, in conse- 
quence, one-half of the alkaline lixivium is sufficient, 
no more i being necessary than a sufficiency to 
retain the oxymuriatic acid gas in a proper state of 
neutralization for the purposes of bleaching. What- 
eyer of theory may be in these inferences, it is cer- 
tain, that bleaching liquor made in this manner pos- 
sesses power € if not superior, to any in use, for 
rendering 3 white expeditiously. 

Distillation _ We shall now describe the preparation of the oxy- 
of the oxy- muriatic acid combined with potash, as conducted in 

uriatic the apparatus invented by Mr Fisher. See Plate LVI. 2 Fig. r Sine 
ing the receiver K to contain 120 gallons 

En lisk wine measure, it is filled at the hole M with 
a solution of caustic potash of the specific gravity of 
1015; the lead stopper is then replaced. Twenty- 
one Ibs. of common salt being intimately mixed 
with fourteen Ibs. of the black oxide of manga- 
nese, the mixture is moistened with water, and 
wrought together until it is of the consistence of 
moist dough. By this means, the salt, in a state of 
solution, unites more intimately with the manganese. 
The top of the retort being removed, the salt and 
manganens are put into it ; the cover is then replaced, 
and firmly screwed on its place. , 
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Tnto 16 Ibs. of sulphuric acid pour gradually the Bleaching. 

same weight of water, and allow the mixture to cool, ““"v"~” 
One half of the diluted acid is poured, by a lead fun- 
nel, into the retort by the hole at C, which is then 
closed by the lead plug to prevent the escape of the 
oxymuriatic acid gas which is instantly disengaged, 
after which a violent agitation is heard in the receiver 
K... The distillation is usually begun in the evening, 
and the workman, after seeing the operation going, 
properly forward, leaves it to work of itself., In the 
morning, the distillation having abated, the remainder 
of the diluted sulphuric acid is poured into the re- 
tort, when a fresh disengagement of the gas takes 
place. As soon as it is observed to slacken, a fire is 
put into the furnace in order to heat the boiler B, 
which is filled with water, into which chaff or any 
similar light substance is put to prevent the evapora- 
tion of the water. By the increased heat of the wa- 
ter, the distillation goes forward with renewed vigour 5. 
and the fire is continued until no more gas..is, disen- 
gaged, which is known by the bubbling noise-in the 
receiver being no a heard. The oxymuriatic acid 
combined with potash may now be drawn off by the 
siapeane® N from the receiver for, use. 

n the above process, the, sulphuric acid, having a 
greater affinity for the soda contained in the common 
salt than that. which the muriatic acid has, the latter. 
is disengaged from the soda, and, acting on the man- 
ganese, it deprives it of its oxygen, which now exist=_ 
ing in the state of oxymuriatic acid gas, by its ex- 
pansive force is impelled forward through the tubes 
G and [ into the receiver K, where it is absorbed by 
the caustic alkaline solution. 

V. No farther improvements seem to have taken Oxymuy 
place in the combination of this acid with any other riate of 
substance than the alkalis until the year 1798, when lime. 
Mr Charles Tennant of Glasgow, by a well conduct- 
ed series of experiments, shewed, that it was capable 
of being united with what are called the alkaline 
earths, such as barytes, strontites, and lime. Lime 
being most readily procured, after a number of trials 
he found, that, by mechanical agitation, and in con- 
sequence of the suspension of the finer particles of 
the lime in water, it readily united with the oxymuri- 
atic acid gas, and was thereby completely dissolved. 
When, therefore, a sufficient quantity of finely pul- 
verised.quicklime is put into tbe receiver Kin place 
of potash, and mechanically agitated during the dis- 
tillation of the oxymuriatic.acid, it will be found that 
it is entirely Ped and forms a pure and transpa- 
rent solution of oxymuriate of lime, possessing the 
same power of retaining the gas as the alkalis do. 
Mr Tennant has since carried this improvement to 

a greater degree of perfection, by combining the oxy- 
muriatic acid with quicklime in the dry way, and 
thus rendering it portable to any distance at a small 
expence. For this further improvement he justly re- 
ceived another patent, which secures him the exclu- 
sive right of this valuable manufacture, This disco- 
very is of great importance, as, by means of.so com- 
mon and. cheap a substance as lime, great savings are 
made by the bleacher in the, expence of alkali; and 
this, improvement may. not improperly be called a 
new era in the history of bleaching. 

For use, the concrete oxymuriate of lime is diffused 
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in water by agitation 5 the insoluble, matter contained 

Time is allowed to subside until the liquor. is 
transparent. When drawn off for use, it is further di- 
luted with water before the goods,are immersed in it, 
inorder to be whitened. «7 4,) 5 6 4 op 
‘VL. The oxide of manganese, when of a good qua- 

litysis of a black shining colour ; when combined with 
oxygen at a maximum, it contains 44 parts of the 
metal with 66 parts of oxygen; but as’ taken from 
the mines which contain it, it is never found so pure. 
The principal defect of manganese arises from-its be- 
ing united with chalk, or ores of iron ; and when any 
of these are mixed in quantit 
feoreetinathy Geakincd in making bleaching liquor. 
he presence of carbonate of lime may be discovered 

im manganese, by Pouring on a portion of this sub- 
stance nitric acid diluted with eight or ten parts of 
water. If the manganese be good, no effervescence 
will ensue, nor will the acid dissolve any thing; but 
if carbonate of lime’ be present, it will be taken up 
by the acid. To the solution add a sufficient quan- 
tity of carbonate of potash to precipitate the lime. 
Its weight will show how much chalk the manganese 
under examination contained. a 

The adulteration of manganese when it is mixed 
‘with the ores of iron is less easily discovered. But 
if the iron be in such a state of oxidation as to be 
soluble in muriatic acid, the following process may 
discoyer it: Dissolve a portion of the manganese in 
strong muriatic acid, with the assistance of heat ; di- 
lute Fhe solution largely with rain-water, and adda 
solution of crystallized carbonate of potash. The 
manganese will remain suspended by the excess) of 
carbonic acid, but the iron will be’ precipitated ‘in 
the state of a coloured oxide, on mixing the two so- 
lutions... From an observation of Klaproth’s, (Zs- 
Says, isp. 572.) it appears that oxides of iron are se- 
parable by nitrous acid, with the addition of sugar, 
which takes up the manganese only. ; 

VIL. ‘Sulphuric acid, or oil of vitriol, as it is com- 
monly called, when pure, is a transparent, colourless 
fluid, slightly viscid, and without smell. The speci- 
fic gravity of the sulphuric acid of commerce is gene- 
rally 1850, or almost twice the weight of distilled 
water. The manufacture of it is now carried on to 
such extent in Great. Britain, that any further de- 
scription of a substance so well’ known is unnecessa- 
ry. Theonly substances with which it is ever adul- 
terated are lead, and supersulphate of potash. A’ 
small portion of lead is ake up during its formation, 
in chambers\of that metal, and its subsequent concen- 
tration in boilers.. On this account, a white: precipi- 
tateis often found in'the bottom of the bottles con- 
‘taining it, whichis stilphate of lead. After the com- 
bustion:of the sulphur and nitre’ in the manufacture 
of sulphuric acid, supersulphate of potash is left-as a 
residuum, by the aflinity of the potash contained in 
the nitre with the sulphuric acid. Some manufacta- 
rers add a strong adlohion of this salt to the water 
which is put into the lead chambers where the sul- 
phuric acid is formed. Now, in proportion to the 
uantity of potash contained in this solution, in so 

fir is the specific gravity increased, and, in. conse- 
quence, the sulphuric acid is rendered ineffectual for 
answering the purposes of bleaching. 

with it, its effect 1s’ 

An Account of the Manner 

BLEACHING. 

VIII. The muriatic acid of commerce has gene- 
rally a slightly yellowish Tnett whic! part- 
from the impurities contained in salt 

from which it is, made, and partly fre m its x di 
tilled in iron retorts. When distilled in 38 
from,pure salt, the muriatic acid is perfect ou: 
less, and its specific gravity is about 1170. “ 

femey ©: 0. et i e nee 
Ot (abocer wate § rm tisg 

re BO tre ote es | J Ti] in which <, Fi stances are applied, 
The common operations of bleaching e si 

Buna 

of 
Steeping, ee 39 diets 
Bucking, ANE CAs 
oiling, rosie wet eiaeem sal 
mmersion in the oxymuriatic acidy v7 

Souring, washing, Ke. as 
a v 

wok ore | Sect. T. On Steeping. iy 

__In the preparation of yarns for weaving, wheth 
composed of flax or cotton, it is n that th 
weaver employ some gelatinous mobetange bstance to give the 
threads the requisite adhesion to stand t c operat C on 

of mad 

This is the gh eg Ba | 
goods, which it is the business 

To, accomplish nik 
roperly assorted, are, was' ‘ ¥ stoc 
{Hine LV. Fig. 6.) for some ho order 
ree them from peer stuff which ahd 2 
them. They are shen pends al la 
made of fir-deal boards, callec Le : ily a ‘ey 

into which they are laid regularly one above another, 
without being too much compressed, . A e 

‘oods are disposed in the kieve, it is filled with alka- 
ine ley, at.a blood-heat, which has been age - used 
in bucking or boiling former parcels.. A piece of 
wood, in the form of a cross, is then fixed above the 

0 PLATE 
9 LV. 

. Fig. G 



ae a in'thie : they would absolutely rot. ed to run on the cloth in the kieve, until it comes off Bleachivss. 

= Se th err fershsee ts to guard aguinet so almost transparent. ‘The linens are now taken to “~V~ 
serious an accidemit. ~ 1P nyse ; f the wasli-stocks, or to the dash-wheel, to be further 

; ; ing | i i i LVL. Fig. 2.) being filled with Prats ; the linens having been steeped in the alkaline ley, as The boiler ( Plate ig ) being : 
| i _afterwards well washed, are re- caustic alkaline ley, and the linens being properly ar- 4.” * 
| — = : ranged in the wooden kieve above i the handle of "8 * 

——— slr CT 

alltel 
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Sect. Il. On Bucking. 

shall only select two, distinguishing them as the old 

and new methods of bucking. In the former way, 

arranged in a large wooden vat, or kieve; a 

Beiter of sufficient capacity is then filled with caustic 
alkaline ley, which is heated to the temperature of 

blood.» The boiler is then emptied by a stopcock 
u the linens in the kieve, until they are covered 

with the liquor. After having remained on the 

cloth for some time, it is run off by a stopcock at 
the bottom of the kieve, into an iron boiler sunk in 

the ground, from whence it is raised into the boiler 

by a pump. The heat is now raised to a higher tem- 
ature, and the ley again run upon the 1 god in the 

gales from whence it is returned into the boiler, as 

before described : and these operations are continued, 

always increasing the heat, until the alkaline ley is 
completely saturated with the colouring matter taken 
from the cloth, which is known by its having acqui- 
red a completely offensive smell, and losing its caus- 
ticity. 
When qe consider the effect which heated liquids 

have upon coloured vegetable matter,’we shall see the 
of the temperature of the alkaline ley be- 

tng gradually increned. ‘Thus, when vegetable sub- 
_ stances 
Er ing matter, in place of being’ extracted, is by 
this high temperature fixed into them. It is on this 

in 
are ily plunged into boiling liquids, the 

principle which a cook acts in the culi art, when 
the green colour of vegetables is inne v3 be pre- 
served: in place of putting them into water when 
cold, they are kept back until the water is boiling ; 
because it is well known, that, in the former case, 
the colour would be entirely extracted, where- 
as, when the vegetables are not infused until the wa- 
ter is boiling, the colour is completely preserved, or . 
fixed. On the same principle, when the temperature 
of the alkaline ley is gradually raised, the extractive 
and colouring matter is more effectually taken from 
the cloth; and the case is reversed when the ley is 
applied at the boiling temperature, so much so, that 
linen which has been so unfortunate as to meet with 
this treatment, can never be brought to a good 
white. 
When the alkaline ley is saturated with colouring 

matter, it is run off, as unfit for further use in this 

> 

cleaned, with the pee safety: i 
The process of bucking was long carried on in 

this ‘manner without. any improvement, until Mr 
isi ie most im t operations inthe John Lourie, as before narrated, introduced an appa- 

7 wad a Pe kobe poet pe There are peered methods ratus admirably calculated for conducting this opera- 
j ce whereb S his is carried on, but of these we tion on the large scale, which being in some measure 

self operative, much labour, as well as a considerable 
quantity of alkali, is saved. 

the pump GG is set in motion by the machinery : 
the ley now flows through the pipe N by the work- 
ing of the pump, and falling on the broad plate of 
metal MO, it is spread in a perpetual current on the 
cloth, while the valve K opening inwards, admits 
the ley to return into the boiler: Immediately on 
the pump being set to work, a fire is put to the boil- 
er, by which the ley being gradually heated, the 
linens receive the benefit of the regular increase of 
temperature, and the colouring matter from the 
cloth: is thereby more effectually remoyed. When 
the ley begins to boil, the handle of the pump is 
detached from the machinery of the water wheel, 
and by the ley being completely confined in the close 
boiler, it is forced up the pump, and falls in a per- 

tual stream through the pipe N upon the linens 
in the kieve ABCD, j 

The efficacy of this manner of conducting the 
bucking process must be evident at first sight : while 
the heat 1s gradually increased, a current of fresh ley 
is constantly presented to different surfaces of the 
goods for saturation, thereby rendering it more ac- 
tive in cleaneing them. Besides, the manner in which 
the apparatus is first wrought by the water wheel, or 
steam engine, and its self-operating power afterwards, 
puts it completely out of the power of servants to 
slight the work, independent of the great saving of 
alkali, which, in most cases where it has been ap- 
plied, amounts to from one-fourth to one-third of the 

. Quantity formerly used. 

Sect. III. On Boiling. 

“In the bleaching of linen cloth, boiling is only: On boiling. 
used when the goods are nearly white, with pearl 
ashes alone, or with pearl ashes along with soap to- 
wards the end of the whitening process: all that is 
necessary in this operation, is to keep the goods com- 
pletely under the liquid, so that it may act uniformly 
upon them. In no case is the boiling carried on ina 
violent. manner, but with a gentle simmering heat. 
The boilers are made of cast iron, of the’ common 

tion. But were the linens to be instantly taken construction, with a large stopcock at bottom, in-or- 
out of the kieve, and carried to be washed in the der to empty it of the waste ley. Be 
dash-wheel while hot, a certain portion of the colour- 
ing matter would be again fixed into them, which is 
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, cextremely difficult to eradicate. In order to prevent Sect. IV. Immersion in the Oxynturiate of Potash. 

this, the most approved bleachers run warm water 
the cloth so soon as the impure ley is run off ; 

is combines with, and carries off part of the re- 
maining impuritiés ; a stream of water is then allow- 

VOL, Il. PART IV. 

According to the.doctrine of modern chemists, the Immersion 
oxymuriatic acid, in consequence of -yielding ‘up its in the oxy- 
oxygen to the colouring matter-of ‘vegetables, there- poy os 
by deprives them of colour, and-by this. means they P°** ' 
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are further jared for alkaline substances actin 
upon them, and fitting them for the reception 
oxygen in subsequent immersions. ' We have al 
described the method of preparing the oxymuriatic 
acid with potash at some beaten) and have now only 
to remark, that the common way of diluting it for 
use, is by adding it in sufficient quantity to pure wa- 
ter, until the specific gravity of the mixture is 1005. 
The linens, after being clean washed, are steeped in 
it for twelve hours, then drained, and washed for be- 
ing further bucked or boiled.’ ** ° 

“Seer. V. On Souring. . 

' Souring is in general the last or finishing process 
in bleaching, as afterwards the linens are Bak further 
washed in spring water, in order to their being blued 
and made up for the market. 

. Th preparing the sour, into a large fir tub, lined 
with sat as much sulphuric acid is added to water 
us will give it the acidity of strong vinegar. The 
acid and water must be well mixed together before 
immersing the linens, which are generally steeped in 
it for twelve hours, then drained, and washed in pure 
water. “The operation of washing must be paid par- 
ticular attention to after this process; were any of 
the acid to remain in the goods, and to be dried into 
them, they would infallibly rot, although the acid 
has no such effect upon them while they are kept 

What effect souring has in bleaching, neither the 
practical bleacher nor the chemist have attempted to 
determine. It is certain, that, from frequent use, it 
completely loses its acidity, and remains an inert sub- 
stance, similar to a neutral salt. Some suppose that 
it. is saturated with the remaining alkali which has 
not been completely washed from the goods; with 
iron, which is said to be a component part of all ve- 
getable substances ; or with earth, which is likewise 
said to be contained in them. Whatever may be in 
these conjectures, it is certain, that when linens are 

BLEACHING. | 
soured about the middle of the bleaching process, it Bleaching. 
has a vgn, elsiv gr in hastening 

ds to a complete white, and, in consequence, car- 
y souring has been adopted by the best practical 
bleachers. a Ey he + ; ‘a 

Having made these preliminary observations with 
regardto the method of applying the various articles 
used in bleaching linen cloth, we shall now bring 
whole into one point of view, by detailing the con- 
nection of these processes, as carried on at a bleach- 
field which has uniformly been successful in. return= 
ing the cloth of a’ good white, and otherwise giving 
‘satisfaction to their employers; and we shall only 
previously remark, that we by no means hold it up 
as the best process which may be employed ; as every 
experienced bleacher knows, that must be 
varied, not only according to existing circumstances, 
but also according to the nature of the linens:opera- 
ted upon. © Ppt Zh euwin-senge” wok. Bets 

In order to avoid repetition, where washing is 
mentioned, it must always be understood that the li- 
nen is taken to the wash stocks, or dash wheel, and 
‘washed well in them for some hours. | This part of 
the work can on be overdone; and on its beii 
_properly executed between eve of the bucking, 
toi ing okedistuge in the ox icalen acid, and. sour. 
‘ing, not a little of the success) of bleaching | po 
By exposure is meant, that the linen «is taken 

hgreen for four, six; or and. spread upon the bleac 
eight days, according as the routine of business calls 
for the return of the ‘cloth, in order to undergo fur- 
ther oe nee ke 4 reit 

« A parcel of goods consists of $60 pieces of those 
linens etic are called Britannias. isd. plete is 
35 yards long, and they weigh on an average 10 Ibs. 
each: the weight of the parcel is, in consequence, 
about 3600 pounds avoirdupois weight. The. dinens 
are first sadh c and then steeped in waste alkaline 
ley, as formerly described under these, pro 3 
they then undergo the following operations:, 

the 

lst, Bucked with 60 it pearl ashes, washed, exposed on the field. ’ 1 sai ui 
9d, Dattorse. 2° eOws: ¢ 

4th, Ditto;. ..°80 ...do. 
5th, Ditto ... 80 
6th, Ditto ».. 
7th, Ditto ... 
8th, Ditto ... 

50 
70 
70 

061, ls 
elie «4108 

.. do. 

- do, . 
3d, Ditto ... 90. potashes, .. do. 

- otados 
Papa: | Marae 

“ee 

- sada 

9th, Soured one night in dilute sulphuric acid, washed. 

de. tine seLnisat's nod 
sty doula Ja 

. do. 
do .. 

doa sso. o) dek 

10th, Bucked with 50 tb pearl ashes; washed, exposed om the field.. » 
11th, Immersed in the oxymuriate of potash 12 hours. 
12th, Boiled with 30 fb pearl ashes, washed, exposed on the field. 
18th, Ditto... 30...) do. 
14th, Soured, washed. 

The linens are then taken to the rubbing board, 
and well rubbed with a strong lather of black soap, 

_after which they are well washed through pure sprin 
water. At this period they are carefully examined, 
and those which ate ‘fully bleached are laid aside to 
be blued and made up for the market ; while those 
which are not fully white, are returned to be boiled 
and steeped in the oxymuriate of potash, and soured, 
until they are fully white.” E 

. wales Seer hrs .. do. 

By the above process, 690 pounds weight of al- 
kali is taken to bleach 360 pieces of linen, each piece 
consisting of 35 yards in length; so-that the expen- 
diture of alkali would be somewhat less than 2 ib 
for each piece, were it not that some part of the 
linens are not fully whitened, as above noted. Two 
pounds of alkali may therefore be stated as the ave- 
vn agama employed for bleaching each piece of 
goods. : 

— 
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; Bleaching for Calico Printing. 
5 ek Gi So : an J j 

Bleaching _ In bleaching linen and cotton cloth, for the pur; 
for calico pose of bei pate different colours; in the 
‘printing. of calico printing, a pure white is not so 

: mel well rooted ; that is, that the colouring 
r and yegetable oil is fully extracted from them. 

Thee attal iefly by th ked 

or suspension in the smallest Proportion, it is apt 
» precipitated into the fabric of the cloth, and 

lr 2 rae y ‘th ore intended to be white. 
: en cloth requires to be bucked and boiled from 

ten to twelve times in the alkaline solution ; being 
ell washed and exposed. on the bleachgreén be 

SAgb Onrs ion, It is soured at the end of the 
sixth b ng 5 _again soured at the end of this 

process, when the goods are supposed fully bleached 
or printing. aaldriet *% ; f 

vail deh in whether the cloth is fit for printing, 
wife is fit ies the end of one of the 
pieces, and printed with one of the mordants used 
in the fixing of the dye. After that the mor- 
dant has remained a irc Nga in the cloth, it 
is rinsed in pure water to carry off the superfluous 

- parts of the mordant, and then immersed into a 
copper pan in cold water, which contains a little 
EL. Ply the heat is gradually increased, while ‘the 
cloth is alternately raised abd lowered. by a bit of 
stick in the decoction of madder, until the colour is 
_dyed to the Made equired. At. this period, if the 
cloth is cua ached, the: place stairied with 
the mordant will alone have attracted the colouring 
matter of the madder 3 while the rest of the rag re- 
mains white. But should the part intended for white 

J be stained a dirty light red, the cloth is not fully 
bleached, and it must again be boiled in the solution 

“Cotton cloth intended for calico’ printing is more 
easily bleached than linen cloth} five,or at most six 

a 

Pe °_ +. # 
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boilings in the ke all that is re Bleachisiis, 
=o uisite for mak: 0 d white. One pound of pot- =" 
pit ically sees tob a a piece of calico of 
21 square yards. es gives about three ounces of 
ried to each piece for every time they are, boiled. 
Between every part of the boiling process, the cali- 
coes are washed and exposed on the bleachgreen, the 
same as linen cloth ; and soured, at the end of the 
process, in the same manner. In order to ascertain 
whether they are fully bleached. for pringings the 
same method is followed as that which is already de- 
scribed for the trial of linen cloth, _ woh) 
In bleaching both kinds for printing, it is not cus. 

tomary to immerse them in the oxymuriatic solu- 
tions ; except in the winter months, when a good 
white is not so easily obtained, by the action oP the *°\ 
sun and air. Neither are the goods watered arti. ( 
ficially when spread on the bleachgreen ; but they 
are ipies being well washed) allowed to lie exposed 
to all the vicissitudes of the season, until the common 
routine of business calls for their return to under 
farther operations. This process is commonly called 
dry bleaching, in contradistinction to that, in which 
the goods are artificially wetted when exposed on the 
field. atk, 

After linen or cotton cloth is printed and dyed, 
a certain dulness of colour attaches itself to the 
parts intended to remain white; arising partly from 
the imperfection of the bleaching, but more fre- 
quently from a part of the mordant, which has been 
printed on the cloth, being loosened by the increa- 
sed temperature of the water bath. This unites 
with the decoction of madder or other colouring 
matter used in the bath, and is precipitated on the 
parts intended to remain a pure white. To remove 
this partial stain in an easy manner, without long ex- 
posure upon the bleachgreen, has long been. much 
wanted by calico printers. 

In order to attain this, various methods have been 
resorted to without effect, arising partly from the 
imperfection of the substances employed. Steepin 
rinted goods after being dyed, in the oxymuriate o 
ime, not only changes all the colours, and renders 
them of a duller hue ; but also particles of the lime 
attach themselves so intimately to the cloth, that it 
acts as a discharge, and effaces the colours altogether. 
Although a dilute solution of the oxymuriate of pot- 
ash does not act in so severe a manner as the oxymu- 
riate of lime, yet it operates strongly as an alterative 
to most colours ; changing the red colour to pink, 
and the purple and lilac are turned to bluish shades 
of the same colour; besides, the action of the alkali 
scourges the whole colours, by reducing their inten- 
sity and brilliancy. “ In consequence of theté defects, 
“both these substances are unfit for producing a good 
white on printed goods ; without at the same’ time 
acting as an alterative, in completely changing tHe 
shade of colour wanted. 

‘In searching for a substance which possesses none 
of these pernicious qualities, we have found, that the 
‘oxymuriate of magnesia in’ every respect answers in 
the most complete manner, not only for clearing the 
white og of the goods, but also in preserving 
a colours of the same shade which they were origi- 
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ter, magnesia possesses the pro} of changing co- 
8 lours least ; the alteration nh ag on paper stain- 

ed with litmus being scarcely tibie It is, 
therefore, peculiarly fitted, when united with oxygen, 
for the purpose of clearing the stain from the white 
of nee goods. 

n making this preparation, the magnesian earth 
must be previously foes en. in water, as fine as possible, 
in the manner of starch. It is then introduced into 
the receiver K of the c. aratus for making the 
oxymuriatic acid. (See hate LVI, fig. 4.) Into 
the retort A one of good manganesé is intro- 

BLEACHING 
Bleaching. § Of all the earths which are partially soluble in wa- white. They are then. soured and. washed in pure Bleaching... 

spring water. ey 
bleaching the finer fabrics, of muslin, such ‘as 

those kinds Mull Mull and Book, nearly the 
same process is followed as the above for bleaching of 
Jaconet; only that, on account of the fineness of , 
the fabric, no pearl ashes are used in-boiling, but 
soap alone, Otherwise, they are treated in/the same 
manner, in being alternately washed, - boiled, - ; 
steeped in the oxymuriate of potash ; and when: 
white, they are soured in dilute sulphuric acid. — 

In the bleaching of cotton cloth, where fixed co- Bleaching 
LVL Fig. loyrs * are previously dyed in the yarn. before! it, is coloured 

wove into cloth, great care is . Before cottons 
it was customary to jrtnddn cbieonatic allead intorthe, 

duced, on which is poured two parts of muriatic acid, 
of the specific gravity of 1200, diluted with its bulk 
of water; the distillation instantly commences, and 
the magnesia is dissolved by the oxymuriatic acid. In 
order to keep the magnesia in suspension, it is neces- 
sary to agitate the liquor in the receiver occasionally 
by a staff similar to a churn staff, which is placed in 
the receiver, the handle coming up through the cen- 
tre of the cover. 
When the magnesia is dissolved, and the impurities 

which it may contain have subsided, it is drawn off 
for use. For. this paper, a clean copper is filled 
with pure water, and. the heat is raised to about 160 
or 170 degrees of Fahrenheit. So much of the oxy- 
muriate of magnesia is then added as will give to the 
water in the copper a sensible taste of the salt. As 
soon as it is introduced, the whole must be quickly 
mixed together by a clean broom. The’ printed 
goods, having been previously slightly braned, are 
then quickly run over the wince into the copper ; 
continuing to run them over the wince until the white 
is sufficiently clear. This operation takes only a few 
minutes. The goods are then carried to be stream- 
ed in pure water, to prevent the further action of the 
oxygen on the colours. By the addition of a little 
more of the oxymuriate ‘ef magnesia, fresh parcels 
of goods may be entered into the copper for clear- 
ing, and the process, may be thereby contizmed for 
a whole day ; after which: the contepis are run off 
from the boiler. 

CHAP. V. 

On Bleaching Muslin. 

In the bleaching of the coarser kinds of muslin, 
such as the fabric of goods called Jaconet, after 
they have been steeped and washed, they are first 
boiled in a weak solution of pot and pearl ashes ; af- 
ter being again washed, they are twice boiled in soa: 
alone, and then soured in very dilute sulphuric acid. 
Being washed from the sour, they are again boiled in 
soap, washed, and-then immersed in the oxymuriate 
of potash, The boiling in soap, and steeping in the 
oxymuzriate, is now repeated, until the muslin is a pure 

receiver of the apparatus for making the oxymuriate. 
of potash, the most complete uncertainty occurred 
with the bleacher in his ‘attempts to bleach cotton 
goods wherein the most fixed. colours were wove, 
Sometimes the colours were in, tolerable preservation 
when the oxymuriatic acid was used in, moderation ;. 
at other times, the colours were almost entirely ex-» 
tracted from this acid being used too strong. At last 
it was discovered, that when a considerable quantity 
of the alkali was introduced into the receiver, for the 
neutralizing of the oxymuriatic acid, that the fixed. 
or phones colours, arhichaaerae § immersed into it, 
were by no means injured. On_this principle, cotton 
goods of the kind called Pulicates, ee which fixed | 
colours are wove, and which have thoroughly to. wn. 
dergo the whole process of bleaching, Se abla 
are more brilliant than in those goods,-of the same . 
kind, which are wove along with yarns that have 
been previously bleached. ko Aciititte S 

The common process of bleaching pulicates, in- 
to which permanent colours are wove, is, to wash. 
the dressing or starch well out in cold water. To 
boil chem gently in soap, and, after again washing, . 
to immerse them in a moderately strong solution of} 
the oxymuriate of potash ; and this process is fol- 
lowed until the white is good: they are then soured 
in dilute sulphuric acid. If the goods are attend-. 
ed to in a proper manner, the colours, in place of» 
being impaired, will be found greatly improved, and » 
to have acquired a delicacy of tint which no other 
process can impart to them. Safir 

Pulicates, or ginghams, which have been wove 
along with yarn which has been previously bleached, 
are first freed by washing from the or dres- 
sing: they are then washed, or slightly boiled with 
soap. _ ‘Alter which, they are completely rinsed in 
pure spring water, and then soured. 

Besides these comman processes for bleaching, an- 
other has been lately introduced with great success, 

by Mr John Turnbull of Bonhill-place, in Dunbar- 

tonshire, for which a patent was granted him. 
This method of bleaching consists of immersing 

the cotton or linen goods in a pretty strong solution 

of caustic alkali, and afterwards exposing them to 

* By Fixed Colours are here meant, those which resist the action of the alkalis in an eminent degree, with proper trea- 

ment. .The colours usually denominated fixed, on cotton, are the Turkey or Adrianople red, and its com ds of lilac or 

purple; by the addition of iron bases} Various shades of blue from indigo, 
the oxides of iron. ' 

together with buff and gold colour, tinged with 
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dried on a ‘sand -heat’;) it then ‘assumed ‘a shining Bleaching. 
black colour ; became more brittle; but internally “vo” 

: 

ye * 

te steamin a close vessel, (see Plate LVI. 
yr. 3. . ABA Be evs 

Piate ‘A is the receivés, made of fir-deal boards firmly remained of a greenish yellow, and weighed an‘ounce 
hooped, into which the cloth is laid looselyon the and a half. 

“ala iro gang! ©: BB are iron hesps fixed to the side By treating eight quarts more: of the saturated 
of the receiver, into which another hesp of iron, con- ley in the same manner, I obtained a further quan- hesp 
taining D, is placed. . This is moveable, and 
folds over. bors to'make fast'the cast-iron cover: 
onthe eat 2 ‘the tub or receiver: the joining of the 

re teed the greenish deposit, on which I made the 
following experiments. : 

1. Having digested a portion of it in rectified spi+ 
lid is closely luted by | rope being nailed tothe’ rits of wine, it communicated to it a reddish hue, 
mouth of the tub. The iron cover is put on its and was in a great measure dissolved ; but, by the 

- place, or removed at , by the k of a addition of distilled water, the solution became 
~ crane being put into the ring E fixed in the-centre milky, and a white deposit was gradually formed 
ef the lid. A hole is pierced through the cover, in- the black matter dissolved in the same manner. 

What is 

to which a wooden pin F is thrust, the use of 
‘which is to know when the steam is of sufficient 

The cotton or linen goods having been previously 
cleaned by steeping and washing, are, after oe 
well drained, in a solution of caustic alkali 
pte ee gravity of 1020. After the super- 
fluous alkaline ley has been drained from them, they 
are arranged on the grating C in the receiver. The 
cover is d on the vessel, and firmly screw- 
ed down ; and the steam is admitted by turning the 

H, ofthe pipe G, which communicates 
ith a steam boiler of the common construction. 

~ ‘When the steam is admitted, the action of the al- 
kali is increased by the heat, so as completely to dis- 
solve the colouring matter of the cloth. The steam- 
ing is continued for some hours, after which the 
cloth is removed to the wash stocks, or dash wheel, 
iv order to be’ cleansed : they are again immersed in 
the solution of alkali, and steamed in the receiver 
until they are sufficiently white; after which they 
are ‘soured and washed as in common bleaching. 
This process of whitening cotton or linen cloth, may 
also be forwarded by the assistance of the oxymuria- 
tic acid, at proper inte: 

y this method of bleach » a considerable saving 

2. Neither the green nor the black matter was 8q- . 
luble in spirit of turpentine or linseed oil, by a con- 
tinued long digestion. 

8. The black matter being placed on a red-hot 
iron, burned with a yellow flame and black smoke, 
leaving'a coaly residuum. 

4. he green matter being put into the vitriolic, 
muriatic, and nitrous acids; communicated a brown- 
ish tinge to the two former, and a greenish to the: 
latter ; but did not seem at all diminished. 

Hence it appears, that the matter extracted from 
linen yarn by alkalies, is a peculiar sort of resin, 
different from pure resins only by its insolubility in 
essential oils, and in this respect resembling lacs. I 
now proceeded to examine the powers of the differ- 
ent alkalies on this substance. Eight grains of it 
being digested in a solution of crystallized mineral. - 
alkali, saturated in the temperature of 62°, instantly 
communicated to the solution a dark brown colour ; 
two measures (each of which would contain 11 pen- 
nyweights of water) did not entirely dissolve this 
substance. 'T'wo measures of the mild vegetable al- 
kali dissolved the whole. ; 

One measure of caustic mineral alkali, whose spe- 
cific gravity was 1.053, dissolved nearly the whole, 
leaving only a white residuum. . 

of i is gai as. the whole is completely satu- One measure of caustic vegetable alkali, whose 
rated with the colouring matter of the cloth. Nine, specific gravity was 1.039, dissolved the whole. 
erat most ten steepsin the alkali, with alternate expo- One measure of liver of sulphur, whose specific 
sure to the action of the steam bath, being sufficient 
tobleach linen cloth effectually: Five steeps, with 
exposure to the steam, is sufficient for cotton cloth. 

> oe , 4 

Having thus given a succinct account of the 
various operations of bleaching; we shall close this 
article, by making such observations as seem natu- 
rs arise from the subject. 
. The first inquiry which presents itself is, What 

the colour- are the substances with which linen and cotton cloth 
ing matter 
of linen? is coloured? This is shown by Mr Kirwan in his 

excellent memoir on this subject, contained in the 
Irish Transactions for 1789. 

He precipitated, ‘by means of muriatic acid, the 
colouring matter from an alkaline ley, saturated with 
the extract from linen yarn, and found it to possess 
the following properties. When allowed to dry on 
a filter, it assumed a dark green colour, and felt 

. at most bleachfields, t 

gravity was 1.170, dissolved the whole, 
One measure of caustic volatile alkali dissolved also 

a portion of this matter.??.~ - 
From the foregoing observations of Mr Kirwan, 

it is evident, that the lac or resinous matter which is 
extracted by the alkalies from linen yarn, is in pro- 

rtion to their capacity for acting upon this colour- 
ing matter; and that the vegetable alkali, whether 
in its mild or the caustic state, is the best solvent of 
this matter. 
We here take the opportunity of remarking, that 

Se are extremely defective in 
rendering: the .alkaline. leys. properly. caustic . by 
quicklime. Into a solution of about. four. hundred 
weight of potashes, dissolved in. about 300. gallons of 
water, we have frequently seen only 40 or 50 pounds 
of quicklime used; and so rg ap was it ap- 
pied, as only to be agitated by a rake for five or 

clammy like moist clay. ten minutes in the cold solution. Quicklime haying 
* I took,” says he, “ a small pean of it, and the power of precipitating the uncombined charcoal 

added to it 60 times its weight of boiling water; but and other impurities, the operator was satisfied, that 
not,a particle of it was dissolved, The remainder I erin he had given to the alkaline ley its full powers;, but 
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Bleaching. this is @ mistake. When the alkaline ‘ley is rendé on account of the great expenditure of ful necessary © . 
ae completely caustic, ape more is Hees ree for evaporating the ley to a proper consistence i ome 

reduce the quantity of the ley used. “By * 8 means’ procuring the alkali, We auil, therefore, bake'no aves 
the linen cloth will not be too severely acted upon.” Felice’ of the methods which have ’ _ ° s | 
This process is now carried into effect by the more bit mention one, which to us ‘appears = 

and which those who are interested may use with) ! intelligent bleachers ; and at least one-third of the 
alkali they formerly used is thus saved. _ safety. “Tt'is scarcely necessary to observe, that the 

Method of Tn order to render the alkali tufficiently caustic, alkali Perot : alkaline ley’must be sup to be of such valu 
reudering the following process may be followed :—To two to render the recovery of the sh an object ec —_ , 
i caus parts of pocathe dissolved in hot water, add one part bleacher, ~~ inetd ee bate Pees ry 

i of fresh slaked lime, finely pulverised. After the At some extensive chemical manufactories, where: Recovery 
lime is added, make the mixture boil ; taking-care, it is necessary to , very large quantities of of waste al- 
that it ‘is agitated by an iron rake, to keep it from liquid to'a’ “strength, at a small expences im ‘#li | 
subsiding and fixing on the bottom of the boiler.’ place of evaporati e solutions in iton or leaden» 
After it boils, the agitation will be sufficient to keep boilers, it is fo more economical to construct 
‘the lime in suspension ; the ebullition may be conti- what are called stone boilers for this . These Pirate 
nued for two hours, and the lime allowed to sub~ are nothing more than large oblong ‘chambers, the LVl 
side : the clear liquor may then be run“off for use, side walls of which are about two y built Fig. 1. 
and the precipitated lime well washed with water, into the ground to prevent them from gi Le em 
until it loses the alkaline taste. ‘Fhe washings may The outside oof the wall is well: tém- 
be kept for making fresh alkaline solutions. ey er puddle, to prevent le ) Amarch of: 

On examining the quicklime which has been used, brick is then’ thrown over betwéen the walls, which 
it will now be found in the state of a carbonate; is covered with mortar to retain the heat. » Proper 
having, by its superior affinity for carbonic’ acid, openings are, at the same time, léft to examine the 
deprived the potash of this principle, which will con- state of the liquid ; these are\covered’with a plate of 
sequently be found nearly in the caustic state. / iron.) At one end of .the»chamber, a furnace of a 

‘From the experiments of Mr Kirwan, as ‘narrated’ sufficient capacity is built, having a breastwork in- 
aboye, it will be seen, that the power of caustic pot- terposed between it and the ‘liquid, over which ‘the 
ash, in dissolving thé colouring and resinous matter flame plays. At the other end ‘of the’ chambér, a 
contained in linen yarn, is at least double the power vent of sufficient’ height is ‘built to ‘carry’ off the 
which it possesses when in the mild or carbonated smoke. ‘The fire being dighted, ‘the flame ‘plays 
state. This agrees also with the experience of every along the surface of the liquid;! which»by this means 
well-informed bleacher. “Hence at least one-half of is evaporated. “Some of these stone boilers:are so ca« 
the alkali will be sufficient when used in the caustic’ pacious as to contain’ 10,000 gallons. (4 s+» » 
state,“ when put in opposition to the quantity which’ — In orating: waste ley for the recovery of the 
will be required when in the mild state. © alkali, all that ismecessary, after it has ‘been —— 

Hydrome- _ As having the alkaline ley nearly of the same rated to the ‘consisterice “of ‘tar; is; to “carryy it to 
ter for al- specific gravity, is of considerable importance to the a reverberatory furnace, of a? proper construction, 
xe a Deacher the hydrometer is generally” used “for as- where, the mass being Riprandh rhee Bsrene es = 9 
acids, : _ certaining its streugth.’ ‘Formerly this useful instru- 

ment was constructed on no fixed principley so that 
when one of them was broken, another could ‘not be 
procured made to the same scale. ‘This difficulty is 
now overcome, and thé.instrument may be had from 
Mr William Tweedale, of Glasgow, with invariably 
the same scale. The principle ‘6n which ‘he con: 
structs these hydrometers,” is,"that’ the ‘scalevedm- 
mences at 1, and évery degree indicates .005'6f spe- 
cific gravity. Hence, supposing the alkaline ‘ley to 
indicate 20 degrees on the scale of the hydrometer, 
its specifie gravity would be 1.420 .005=1.100, 
the specific gravity of water being unity.- A’ com- 
plete series of these, from No. 1 to 6, indicate the 
specific gravity of fluids ‘from distilled water’ as 0, 
to sulphuric acid’2., the héaviest liquid ‘known. 
These instruments are now used in most parts of the 
united kingdom. Raster f 
From the intrease'and variable price of potash, 

and the dependance of Great Britain on foreign’ na- 
tions for this necessary article, it is of importance, 
that the expenditure of it be~as ‘much reduced as 
possible.” Accotdingly, various attempts have’ been 
made to recover the’ alkali from the strongest waste 
ley which ‘had been used’ in: the boiling of linen 
cloth. But the methods which “have. been. followed 
for this purpose, have, in general, been given up, 

incre vivid siege viet Se ; 
ciently strong, the’ iv s,:and forms a liquid 
saath? wlellke ‘rut out’ of the furnace,’ bei 
hole ‘at’the’ side of the furnace; into an’ old boi 
which ‘has “been: ‘previously ‘heated, to -prévent ‘the 
melted mass -from: sparking up, ‘and-burning ‘the 
workmanemployeds (2 = ome) St Ot argte ae 

On examining the alkali thus procured, it will be 
found in’ a ‘state tetera. than wh 
used ; “because, in'the incineration, every” cle of 
the resinous and colouring matter is* completely con- 
sumed, and the carbonacebus*matter which it /had 
éxtracted out of the cloth, réduces any sulphate’ of 
potash, which the purest imported alkali always con- 
tains,’ to the state‘of'a carbonate. © Hence, whenthe 
recovered alkali is dissolved and rendered causti 
quicklime, its effects in’ bleaching will be found 
equal, if not superior, to the first ‘sort’ of | pot- 

’ 
ashes.” . 

Anothér method by which potash, when’ used in 
boiling cotton goods, may be freed from a lar, pro-. 
‘portion of the impurity which*it contains, is, by the 
application of quicklime to the waste’ ley in’ the’ li- 
quid state. oh Wee © soar Et 

If, to a solution of potash; ‘saturated with the co- 
Joured extract from cotton cloth, a proper quantity 
of quicklime be added, and the mixture be well agi- 

at y 
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ia decomposition takes: place,..andi tht solgur- 

591 
Barilla being, as rel as potashes, a foreign pro- Bleaching. 

1 = matter is p ted. Tuli: Sy iL aids duct, it is a matter of no small i saponins to know, 
L extract ects whether we can be. supplied with alkali, of home 
x po oho of, yen og y de manufacture, ata cheap.rate.. We do not hesitate 
wy composed.; yet, if a) aie srakeronn sh keoh to sayy that, in a very short. period, it will be com- 
4 to, it along. with the the pletely in our power. 

ee ae en 

fm a th of alum. be 
the. roar gap be. well, agiaigh a decompo- 

“The he impure alain al siidise, acluon is rendered caustic, 
becomes transparent, although it does not en- 

from the lac. a resinous, principle 
from the linen cloth. In both 

Bory ‘best fromthe extiactive matter 
the is cold ; and the lower the tempe- 

rature so much the better. 
On account of the comparatively high price of 

cach in ead who, from habit, gave it a pre- 
So late as the year 1800, the 

gouty of ie, OFS Lap’s: ee 

barilla imported was +» + 175,629 cwt. 
i MP cgher  h FOL SIS 

“1800, uantity of potashes im- 
aan 4 +O 135,400 

es. the quantity was only «4 oan 

“ se Of) 

It is well known. to every chemist, that common. 
salt contains the mineral alkali, in the proportion of 
53, parts in 100, Could the government of this 
country be/induced to allow the. soda manufacturer 
the free use of this salt, or of sea water, under pro- 

restrictions, we venture to. predict, that Great 

ritain and. Ireland would soon render themselves. 
i ent of foreign nations for barilla, as well as 
of a large.proportion of the pot and pearl ashes 
which are used. 

; soda, it has hitherto been yery little used in bleach- The manufacture of soda, of an excellent uality, 
ing. From'the experiments of Mr Kirwan, already has, already made rapid advances, even under the 

{ mentioned; it will be seen; that the power of soda, present restrictions, at London, Newcastle, and 
asa ty of bail an is ane) inférior-to potash. A large Glasgow. At the latter’ place, and its neighbour- 
quantity te alkali, is im- hood, no less a quantity than 500 tons is manufactu- 
ported into inds 5a considerable pro- red annually ; and large establishments. are | daily 
portion of which was, aap rig lately, used by the forming for increasing this quantity.. It is much to 

be regretted, that the manufacture of this article, 
which is of so much consequence to bleaching, dye- 
ing, the manufactures of glass and soap, as well as 
to many other important branches. o “commefce, 
should be shackled by absurd and impolitic restric~- 
tions. (W. Re) , 

2a: 

BLE B L E 
~ BLECHNUM, a genus of plants of the ¢lets "This. barbarous people appeared in the third . cen- Blemmyes, 
pom cu erat rae See Borany. (w) tury, as the allies of the Egyptians against Diocle-. Blenheim. 

» a town of Africa, in the kingdom of sian, ‘¢ The number of the Blemmyes (says Gib. “~V~” 

Blechnum. - 

aS 
—— Algiers, situated at the bottom of a ridge of moun- 

tains, which forms part of Mount Atlas. It is en- 
pn aaa a mud Salk about a mile in circuit, 
ee population, but little trade. 

Shaw’s Travels, p. 36. (7 
ING. See Surcery. 

. BLEKINGEN, a mountainous province of Swe- 
den, about 70m 70.miles wah EH broads and stretching 

It s in forests of oak, pine, 
beh and esti The inhabitants. are chiefly em- 
ployed in fishing and hunting ; and. they carry ona 
considerable trade in. potash, tar; tallow, hides, lea- 
ther, beams, deal boards, and masts.» The shallow- 
~ness of the pcr in a great measure, unfit for 
cultivation. — towns are, Carlscrona the 

weer Solvitsborg. (7) 
BLEMMYES, the name of a people who appear 

to have inhabited part of ia ; and who, proba- 
bly from the circumstance of depressing their heads 

~ .and raising their nalieg were: represented by the 
ancients as without heads, and as having their eyes and 
‘mouths in their breasts... Agathemerus (¢. 10. p. 49. 
Geogr. Min. i. ii.) supposes that this people inhabited 
the part of Ethiopia under the equator, or the vallies 
of chain of Ethiopian mountains. Deme- 
trius of psacus places nm the same region. 

cluded from the, 

bon), scattered between the island of Meroe and the 
Red Sea; their disposition was unwarlike,  their- 
weapons rude, and unoffensive.. Yet in the public 
disorders, these barbarians, whom. antiquity, shocked ' 
with the deformity of their. figure, had almost ex- 

uman. species, presumed, to rank 
themselves among the enemies of Rome:, Such had 
been the unworthy, allies, of the Egyptians ; and 
while the attention of the state was engaged in more 
serious wars, their. vexatious inroads. might again 
harass the repose of the province. With a, view of 

posing to the Blemmyes.a suitable adversary, Dio- 
Pe persuaded the Nobatz, a people of Nubia, to 
remove from, theirancient habitations in the desarts 
of Libya, and resign to them an extensive but unpro- 
‘fitable territory above Syene and the cataracts of the 
Nile ; with the stipulation, that they should ever,re- 

t and guard the frontier of the empire,’”? See 
Cibbon’s J ’s Hist. chap. xiii. vol. ii. p. 114 ; Strabo, 
lib. xvii. p. 1, 172.5. Pomponius Mela, lib. i, cy 405 
Univers. Hist. xol, xv. p- 475, (F)» 4915, 497 5. xvi. 
132; xviii. 258. (j 
BLENHEIM, ‘a village of Germany, in the cir- 

cle of Suabia, about 25 miles to the) north-west of 
Augsburg, has been rendered memorable in history, 
in consequence of the decisive. defeat which the 
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August 1704. The two contending armies were 
composed of the best and bravest troops in the ser- 
vice of their respective oneiene and-were con- 
ducted by the most distinguished generals of the 
age. The French and Bavarians, amgunting to 
80,000, were commanded by Marshal Tallard: and 
the Elector of Bavaria ; and the confederates, nearly 
equal in number, were led on by Prince Eugene and 
the Duke'of Marlborough. The French army. was 
posted, in a ee degra. ge manner, upon the 
eminence of Hochstet ; their right being covered b 
the Danube and the village of Blenheim, their le 
by the village of Lubzengen and'the wood of Schel- 
lenberg, and their front by a large valley, which 
extended nearly two- leagues in length, and which 
was intersected by several rivulets, hemmed >in’ at 
some places by banks extremely steep, and-at others 
flowing freely over a marshy plain. As this position 
would soon, by daily fortifications, have been ren- 
dered completely impregnable ; and, as the enemy 
would thus have been able to lay waste the neigh- 
bouring circle of Franconia, as well as to prevent the 
confederates from procuring the necessary supplies 
of forage and provisions, as it appeared from an in- 
tercepted letter of Marshal Villeroy, that he was ad- 
vancing to act in concert with the Elector of Bava- 
ria, to ravage the country of Wirtemberg, and to 
obstruct the communication of the allied army with 
the Rhine; and as the troops of the confederates 
were in the highest spirits, in consequence of the 
victory which they had recently gained at Schellen- 
berg, and of their having been joined by a reinforce- 
ment under Prince Eugene ;—by these reasons the 
Duke of Marlborough was induced to run some _ha- 
zard, in order to bring the enemy to a:general en- 
agement, with the utmost possible expedition ; and 
Ee adapted his plan of attack, with wonderful skill, 
to meet the dispositions of the hostile army. 

The French and Bavarians were formed into two 
distinct bodies. At the head of the plain, half a 
mile from the marshy ground, through which the 
confederates had to pass, 48 squadrons and 10 bat- 
talions were drawn up under the command of Mar- 
shal Tallard. Marshal de Marsin, a general of great 
capacity and experience, with the rest of the French, 
and the Elector of Bavaria, with his own troops, 
were stationed upon the left, nearer to the woods, and 
close upon one of the rivulets which flowed through 
the valley. In the village of Blenheim, which stood 
in the front of the right wing, and where it was ex- 

that the allies would direct their principal ef- 
‘ort, 28 battalions and 12 squadrons were posted 

for the defence of the place, and for the purpose of 
attacking the confederates in the rear, should their 
left attempt to advance against Tallard. To be 
ready to join these troops, if necessary, or to act as 
a corps de reserve as exigencies might require, eight 
more battalions were ordered to the village of Oberk- 
law; and a few others, at a little distance from 
these, were stationed near to two mills, between 
Oberklaw and Blenheim. 

On the right of the confederate army, Prince Eu- 
gene, at the head of the Imperialists, advanced 

BLENHEIM. 
’ Blenheim. French and Bavarians sustained in its neighbourhood 
‘myand from the British and their allies, on the 13th day of 

metent the Bavarians, and the forces under Marsin ; 
while the Duke of Martborough, with the British —— 
and Dutch troops on the left, directed his attack 
= Marshal Tallard. The Duke, being aware 
of the French general’s design to entice him across 
the plain, and to receive him in front, while the 
troops in Blenheim should fall upon his rear, ordered 
ee es of his division to make an attack » that 
illage. This detachment, which consi chiefly 

of British troops, under Major General Wilkes, be- 
gan the enga nt at 10 o’clock, by making a most 
ant assault upon the village of Blenheim ; and, 

though they failed in ed attempts to dislod, 
the enemy, they inital in sekiogy coll a satin: 
in its front, as effectually. blocked up the French 
troops which were stationed in the » and which 
could only have come out in defi, through very 
narrow passages.. The Duke of Marlborough ha- 
ving thus secured his rear from molestation, mely 
passed the rivulet, preceded by his cavalry ; ascend- 
ed the hill in a firm compacted body, attacked: the 
enemy’s right wing with the utmost vigour, and, in 
a short time, compelled it to give way. _ The brave 
Tallard repeatedly rallied his troops as they re- 
tired, commanded ten battalions to fl up the inter- 
vals of his cavalry,. made a most determined effort to 
ob a his ground ;. and, by the tremendous fire of his 
infantry, succeeded, for a moment, in disorderi 
the line of the. confederates, and. obliging them to 
recoil about 60 paces. But Marlborough, with the 
utmost promptitude, ordered three battalions of the 
troops of Zell to sustain his horse, renewed the 
charge with redoubled ardour, completely routed 
the cavalry of the French, and entirely cut to pieces 
the 10 battalions of infantry, who had been sent to 
their support, but who. were now abandoned by 
their retreat. e 
ing his broken cavalry, behind a few tents; and. re. 
solved to make the attempt to draw off the troc 
that were posted in the lege of Blenheim. With 
this view he dispatched an aid-de-camp to Marshal 
Marsin on the left, directing him, with the el 
Oberklaw, to face the confederates without . 
in order to favour the retreat of the forces in Blen- 
heim. Informed .by that commander, that, instead 
of being able to spare assistance, he could with 
difficulty maintain his own ground; Tallard was no 
longer able to sustain the pressing assaults of the 
victorious squadrons of Marlborough. His cavalry 
were totally dispersed ; his soldiers thrown into the 
utmost confusion and consternation ; and the misera- 
ble fugitives driven into the Danube with dreadful 
carnage. Tallard himself, endeavouring to the last 
to rally this disordered squadrons, was .surrounded 
at the village of Sonderen, and made prisoner, toge- 
ther with many officers of distinction in his army. 

While these occurrences were. passing on the left 
of the confederate army, the Prince of Holsteenbeck, 
in the centre, at the head of 10 battalions, passed 
the rivulet, with undaunted resolution, to: attack 
Marshal Marsin at Oberklaw ; but, before he could 
form his men on the other side, he was overpowered 
by numbers, mortally wounded, and taken prisoner. 
His division, however, supported by some Danish 
and Hanoverian cavalry, .renewed the charge ;, but 

Again did Tallard succeed in collect- ..., 

: : 
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platen semmercenied a second time ; anditwas only by the —Rhine.’? Ten thousand French and Bavarians were Blenheim, 

OE ee ee ee 

of the Duke of Marlborough in:person, with left dead on the field ; the greater part of 30 squa-, "Blight. 
some fresh sq Secbtninkee reserve, that © drons of horse perished in the Danube; thirteen 

» the enemy compelled to retire. Prince‘Eugene ~ thousand were made prisoners; 100 pieces of can- 
on the right, having surmounted a multitude of dif- non, 24 mortars, 129 colours, 171 standards, 3600 
ficulties, sustained i j ionjandsha- -tents, 300c7laden mules, 15 barrels and eight casks of 
_ving seen his.cay ee times had at len ‘silver, &¢. were taken by the victors. On their’side 
_»begun to force the ‘from their ground. The -5000-men were killed, and 7000 wounded. ‘The 
Duke of Marlborough, having completed the defeat victory was not only’ complete in itself, but ‘also 
of the\enemy’s right wing, had made a disposition to most important in its consequences.. Augsburg. was 
-send shim -reinforcements; but, before these could 

ives the Prince had driven his opponents from O- 
tetivenat Lutzingen, and pursued them as far as 
-Morsdingen and Teissenhoven. The confederates 
‘being now :masters of the field of battle, surrounded 
ithe-villageiof Blenheim, in which so large a propor- 
.tion ofthe French army had been posted at the be- 

inning of the en ent; and as»these troops 
owere) cut off from all ‘communication with the 
west.of their army, .as.well.as unable to force their 
«way through the ranks of the allies, they were under 
the necessity of capitulating, and»surrendered them- 
selves prisoners of war. 

‘Dhe success of ithe attack has been represented -as 
ing in,a great measure ‘toi the errors committed by 

_-thed icommander, in:weakening ‘his centre by 
the detachment of ‘so many troops to the village of 
Blenheim ; in failing to advance against the right 
wing of the coufederates, «while making its way 
‘through theimarshy plain ; and in neglecting to drive 
back thevattack upon Blenheim, before the Duke of 

had time to*form the 

: : ‘and forcing them to give way in opposite directions, 
eodkaeTbt in me small degree 

who rode gh the hottest of the fire with the 
(greatest | 

“occurrences required, with the utmost composure and 
ipresence; of mind. at 
‘Twas then Great*Marlbro’s mighty soul was prov’d, 

» Phat, in theishock of charging hosts unmov’d, 
_ . Amidst confusion, horror, and despair, 

_ Examined all the dreadful scenes of war : 
iis e. thought, the field of death surveyed; 

: iting s sent the timely aid ; 
Inspired ied Weise: to engage ; 
“And taught the doubtful battle where to rage. 

The loss sustained in this battle by the vanquished, 
~was immense.“ 

quickly abandoned by the’ French, the garrison of 
‘Ingoldstadt surrendered ; and the fortress of Ulm, 
where the elector of Bavaria’ had retreated with the 
wreck of his'army, was taken after a short siege, 
The house of Austria was saved from “impending 
ruin, and the face of affairs|in the empire. entirely 
changed. 7 : 
The following account of this memorable engage- 

ment, from the pen of ‘Prince Eugene himself, may 
probably prove gratifying to our readers; and we 
have, therefore, kept it distinct from the above state- 
ment, which-has been taken from the most approved 
historians. | ** With patience, and without ghting, 
Tallard and Marsin might -have forced me to ‘have 
abandoned Bavaria ; for I had no other place than 
Nordlingen for the establishment of my magazines. 
But; those gentlemen were impatient, and the elector 
was enraged at the pillage which I had allowed Marl- 
‘borough to commit ; who, by that means, was en- 
‘tirely with me. We loved and esteemed each other. 
~He\was a great statesman and general. They had 
~80;000, as well as ourselves. But why did they se- 
parate the French from the Bavarians? ‘Why did 
they encamp so far from the rivulet, which would 
have impeded our attack ? Why did: they throw 27 
battalions and 12 squadrons into Blenheim? Why 
did they disperse so many other troops in the neigh- 
‘bouring villages ? Marlborough was more fortunate 
than myself in the passage of the rivulet, and in his 
‘fine attack. A little steepness of the bank made me 
half an hour later. ‘My infantry behaved well: my 
cavalry, very ill. I had a horse killed under me. 
»Mariborough was checked for a moment; but not 
repulsed. I succeeded in rallying some regiments, 
-which had at first been shy of attacking. I led them 
back four times to the charge. Marlborough, with 
his infantry and artillery, and sometimes with his ca- 
valry, got rid of that of the enemy, and went toe 
take Blbahein! We were all driven back for a mo- 
‘ment by the gendarmerie ; but we ended by pushing 
thenyinto the Danube. I had the greatest obliga- 
-tions to Marlborough for his alterations in the ds. 
positions ‘according to circumstances, A Bavarian 
dragoon took aim at me ; one of my Danes luckily 
revented him. We lost 9000 men; but 12,000 

French killed, and 20,800 prisoners; prevented them, 
‘this time, from singing the usual Te Deum ‘for their 
‘defeats ; which they make it a point never to ac- 
hen ptr of Memoires du Prince Eugene. See al- 
so, Smollet’s Hist. of England, vol. ii. p. 23; Tin- 
dal’s Hist, of England, vol. vi. p. 549; Somerville’s 
Hist. ve the Reign of Queen Anne, p. 60; Account 
of the Battle of Hochstet, London, 1704 ; and Mili- 
tary History of Marlborough, p. 58. (9) 

LIGHT. See Acricuttrure Index. 
4 : 
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the same which he had before known by thosenames. Bling. 
Now scarlet he thought the most beautiful of all co- wes 

Blind. Burs, an epithet applied to a living creature en- 
—-— tirely deprived of the sense of sight. It belongs to 

medicine to point out the method of curing or alle- 
viating this malady, in cases where it admits of cure 
or palliation. What we propose in this article, is, 
to examine the mental, rather than the bodily state 
of those individuals of the human species, who have 
been destitute of eye-sight from earliest infancy ; to 
estimate the privations under which they labour, 
and the expedients by which these may be most suc- 
cessfully compensated ; to inquire into their capacity 
of enjoyment, and of mental improvement ; and the 
proper means of rendering them comfortable in them- 
selves, and useful members of society. 

It was put as a question, by Mr Molineux to Mr 
Molineux. Locke, whether a person, blind from his birth, 

would, upon being suddenly restored to sight, be 
able to distinguish, by his eyes alone, a globe from 
a cube, the Siifetokce of which he was previously 
aware of by feeling? Both these gentlemen were of 
opinion, that the distinction could not be made by 
such a person by the sight till first assisted by the 
touch; and their conclusion seemed amply confirmed 
by the experience of several persons, who, having 
been afflicted with cataracts from their earliest years, 
and afterwards receiving their sight by the opera- 
tion of couching, appeared at first unable to distin- 
guish any one thing from another, however different 
in shape and magnitude. A very remarkable case of 
this kind has been detailed by Mr Cheselden, the ce- 
lebrated anatomist, in No. 402. of the Philosophical 
Transactions, of a young gentleman, who was 
couched by him in the 13th year of his age. As it 
tends greatly to illustrate our present subject, as 
well as the general nature of vision, we shall) insert 
its most interesting particulars, in Mr Cheselden’s 
own words. 

“ Though we say of this gentleman, that he was 
blind, as we do of all people who have ripe’ cata- 
racts, yet they are never so blind from that cause, 
but that they can discern day from night 3 and, for 
the most part, in a strong light, distinguish black, 
white, and scarlet: but they cannot perceive the 
shape of any thing. For the light by which these 
perceptions are made, being let in obliquely through 
the aqueous humour, or the anterior surface of the 
crystalline, (by which the rays cannot be brought 
to a focus upon the retina,) they can discern in no 
other manner, than a sound eye can through a glass 
of broken jelly, where a great variety of surfaces so 
differently refract the light, that the several distinct 
pencils of rays cannot be collected by the eye into 
their proper foci; wherefore, the shape of an object 
in such a case, cannot be at all discerned, though 
the colour may; And thus it was with this young 
gentleman, who, though he knew these colours 
asunder in a good light, yet, when he saw them af- 
ter he was couched, the faint ideas he had of them 
before, were not sufficient for him to know them by 
afterwards ; and, therefore, he did not think them 

7 

lours,.and of others the most. gay were the most 
pleasing : whereas the first time he saw black it gave 
im great uneasiness, yet after a little time he was 

reconciled to it; yet some months after, seeing, by 
accident, a negro woman, he was struck with great 
horror at the sight, 

* When he first saw, he was so far from makin 
any judgment about distances, that he thought all 
objects whatever touched his (as he expressed 
it,) as what he felt did his skin; and thought no ob- 
jects so agreeable as those which were smooth and 
regular, though he could form no judgment of their 
shape, or guess what it was in any object that was 
pleasing to him. He knew not the shape of any 
thing; nor any one thing from another, however 
different in shape or magnitude ; but, upon being 
told what things were, whose form he ‘ore knew 
from feeling, he would carefully. observe,. that he 
might know them again; but having too many ob- 
jects to learn at once, he forgot many of them, and 
(as he said) at first he een to know, and. again 
orgot, a thousand things in a day. One particular 
only, though it may appear trifling, I will relate. 
Having often forgot which was the cat and which 
the dog, he was ashamed to ask; but catching’ the 
cat, (which he knew by feeling, ) he was observed to 
look at her stedfastly, and then, setting her down, 
said, So, puss, I shall know you another time: 

«* He was very much surprised, that those things 
which he had liked best did not appear most —. 
able to his eyes ; expecting those persons would ap- 
pear most beautiful that he loved most, and such 
things to be most he to his sight that were so 
to his taste. We thought he soon what pic- 
tures represented which wefe shewed to him, but we 
found afterwards we were mistaken; for, about two 
months after he was couched, he discovered at once 
they represented solid bodies ; when, to that time, 

he considered them only as party-coloured planes, or 

surfaces diversified with variety of paint ;. but, even 
then, he was no less surprised, expecting the pictures 
would feel like the things they represented 5 and was 
amazed when he found those parts which, by their 
light and shadow, appeared now round and uneven, 
felt only flat like the rest; and asked, which was 
the lying sense, feeling or seeing ? j 

« Being shewn his father’s picture in a locket at 
his mother’s watch, and told what it was, he acknow- 
ledged a likeness, but was vastly surprised ;_ asking, 
how it could be that a large face could be expressed 
in so little room, saying, it should, have seemed as 
impossible to him, as to put a bushel of any thing 
into a pint. : L eapt 

« At first, he could bear but very little light, and 
the things he saw he: thought extremely: 3 but 

upon seeing things larger, those first seen he con- 
ceived less ; never being able to imagine any lines be- 
yond the bounds he saw. ‘The room he was in, he 
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said, he knew to be but part of the house, he 

ive that the whole house could look 
bigger. Bef was couched, he expected little 
advantage from seeing, worth undergoing an opera- 

and writing ; for, he said, he 
thought he could have no more pleasure in walking 
abroad than he had in the garden, which he could do 
safely and readily.. And even blindness, he observed, 
had this advantage, that he could any where in 
the dark much better than those who can see; and 
after he had seen, he did not soon lose this valuable 
uality, nor desire alight to go about the house in 

the night. He said, every new object was a new de- 
light; and the pleasure was so great, that he wanted 

sto express it. But. his gratitude to his opera- 
tor he could not conceal; never seeing him for some 
‘time without tears of joy in his eyes, and other marks 
‘of affection ; and if he did not happen to come at 
‘any time when he was expected, he would be so 
grieved, that he could not forbear crying at the dis. 
appointment. 

«© A year after his first seeing, being carried upon 
Epsom ns, and observing a large prospect, he 
was exceedingly delighted with it, called it a 
new kind of seeing. And, now, being lately couch- 
ed of his other eye, he says, that objects at first ap- 
peared large to this aati not.so ae as they did 
at first to the other; and looking upon the same ob- 
ject with both eyes, he thought it looked about twice 
as large'as with the first couched eye only, but not 
debbie, that we can any way discover.” ; 

Mr Cheselden adds, in another paper printed: by 
itself, that he has brought to sight several others, 
who had no remembrance of ever having seen; and 
that they all gave the same account of their learning 
to see, as they called it, with the young gentleman 
above mentioned, though not in so many particulars ; 
and that they all had this in common, that, having 
never had occasion to move their eyes, they knew 
not how to do it, and, at first, could not at all direct 
them to a particular object ; but in time they acqui- 
red that faculty, thought by slow degrees. 

Some later observations, however, of a similar kind, 
seem rather at variance with Mr Cheselden’s conclu- 
sions concerning the first notions of vision of those 
who have been couched for cataracts after havin 
been deprived of sight from their earliest years ; ale 
though, perhay the difference may be more appa- 
rent than In the Philosophical Transactions 
for 1801, there is a paper on this subject, by Mr J. 
Ware, surgeon, who has had great practice in couch- 
ing for cataracts, and who had, in this manner, re- 
stored to sight many young persons, who had no re- 

i ever having seen; all of whom, how- 
ever, he found had a notion of distance, and of 
the forms of objects, even from the very first moment 
that they recovered their sight. ‘The case which he 
particularly describes in this paper, is that of a Mas- 
ter W., whom he restored to sight at seven years of 
8% after having been deprived of it by cataracts be- 

he was a year old, 
« I performed the ion,”’ says Mr Ware, *¢ on 

the left oro. the 29th of December last, in the 
presence of Mr Chamberlayne, F,A,S.; Dr Bradley 
of Baliol College, Oxford; and Mr Platt, surgeon in 

London...-It is not necessary, in this place, to enter. 
into a description of the operation. It will be suffi-. 
cient tojsay, that the child, during its performance, 
neither uttered an exclamation, nor made the smallest 
motion either with his head or his hands. ‘The eye was 
immediately bound up, and no inquiries made on that 
day with regard to his sight. On the 30th, I found 
that he had experienced a slight sickness on the pre- 
ceding evening, but had made no complaint of pain 
either in his head or eye. On the 31st, as soon as I 
entered his chamber, the mother, with much joy, in- 
formed me, that her child could see. About an hour 
before my visit he was standing near the fire, witha 
handkerchief tied loosely over his eyes, when he told 
her, that under the handkerchief, which had slipped 
upward, he could distinguish the table, by the side 
of which she was sitting. It was about a yard and a 
half from him ; and he observed, that it. was covered 
with a green cloth, (which was really the case,) and 
that it was a little farther off than he was able to 
reach.. No farther questions were asked him at that 
time, as his mother was much alarmed lest the use: 

. thus made of his eye might have been premature and 
einjurious, Upon examination, I found that it was 
not more inflamed than the other eye, and the opacity 
in the pupil did not appear 'to be much diminished. 

+ © Desirous, however, to ascertain, whether he was 
able to distinguish objects, I held a letter before him 
at the distance of about twelve inches, when he told 
me, after a short. hesitation, that it was a piece of 
paper; that it was square, which he knew by its 
corners ; and that it was longer in one direction than 
it was in the other. On being desired to point to 
the corners, he did it with great precision, and rea- 
dily carried his finger in the line of its iongest diame- 
ter. I then shewed him a small oblong band-box, 
covered with red leather; which he said was red, and 
square, and pointed at once to its four corners. After 
this, I placed before him an oval silver box, which he 
said had a shining appearance; and, presently after- 
wards, that it was round, because it had not corners. 
The observation, however, which appeared to. me 
most remarkable, was that which related to a white 
stone mug; which he first called a white bason, but 
soon after, recollecting himself, said, it was a mug, 
because it, had a handle. These experiments did not 
give him any pain ; and they were made in the _pre- 
sence of his mother, and of Mr Woodford, a clerk to 
his, majesty’s treasury. I held the objects at, different 
distances Ha his eye, and inquired ve particularly 
if he was sensible of any difference in their situation, 
which he always said he was, informing me, on every 
change, whether they were brought nearer to or car- 
ried farther from it. 
_.  T again inquired, both of his mother and of him- 
self, whether he had ever, before this. time, distin- 
guished, by sight, any sort of object * and I was as- 
sured by both, that he never had on any occasion ; 
and that, when he wished to discover colours, which 
he could only do when they were very strong, he 
had always been obliged to hold the niet object 
close to his eye, and a little on one side, to avoid the 
projection of the nose. No further experiments were 
made on that day. On the Ist of January, I found 
that his eye continued quite free both from pain and 
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- all objects touched his eyes, was able’ to 
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inflammation, and that he felt no uneasiness. on the 
approach of light. I shewed him a table knife, which 
at first he called a spoon, but soon rectified the mis- 
take, giving it the right name, and distinguishing the 
blade from the handle, by pointing to each as he was 
desired. He afterwards called a yellow pocket-book 
by its name, taking notice of the silver-lock on’ the 
cover. I held my hand before him, which he Knew, 
but could not at first tell the number of my fingers, 
nor distinguish any one of them from another. I 
then held up his own hand, and desired him to re- 
mark the difference between his thumb and fingers ; 
after which he readily pointed out the distinctions in 
mine also. Dark coloured and smooth objects were 
more agreeable to him than those which were bright 
and rough. On the 3d of January, he saw, from the 
drawing-room window, a dancing bear in the street, 
and distinguished a number of boys that’ were stand- 
ing round him, noticing particularly a bundle of 
clothes which one of them had on his head. On the 
same evening, I placed him before a looking-glass, 
and held up his hand; after a little time he smiled 
and said, he saw the shadow of his hand, as well as 
that of his head. He could not then distinguish his* 
féatures; but, on the followiig day, his mother ha- 
ving again placed him before the glass, he pointed ’to 
Kis eyes, nose, and mouth, and seemed much gratified 
with the sight.” 
Mr Ware then proceeds to compare the case of 

Master W. with that of Cheselden’s patient, and to 
deduce some general conclusions, which are altoge- 
ther at variance with those of that celebrated anato- 
mist. He finds that Master W., instead of at’ first 
forming no judgment of distance, and thinking’ that 

distinguish, 
at the first moment of his seeing, a table’ a yard and 
a half from him; and to prove that he had some ac- 
curacy in his idea of distance, by saying, that it was 
a little farther off than Nis hand could réach: In- 
stead, also, of being unable to ** know the figure of 
any thing, or any one thing from another, however 
different in shape and magnitude,’”’ Master W. knew 
and described a letter, not only as white, but also as 
square, because it had Corners; and an’ oval silver 
box, not only as shining, but also as round, because 
it had not corners. These observations, he says, so 
contrary to, the account we have réceived of “Mr 
Cheselden’s patient, would have surprised him much 
more than they did, had he not previously, in some 
similar instances, had reason to’ suspect, that children, 
from whom cataracts had been extracted,“ had ‘a no- 
tion of distance the first moment they were’ enabled 
to see. “ In the instance particularly of a young 
gentleman from Ireland,’ he subjoins, « fourteen 
years old, from édth of whose eyes I extracted a ca- 
taract, in the year 1794, in the presence of Dr Ha- 
milton, physician to the London hospital, and who, 
before thé operation, ‘assured me, as did his friends, 
that he ever had seen’the figure of any object, Dr 
Hamilton and myself were much. astonished by the 
facility with which, on the first experiment, he took 
hold of my hand at different distances, mentioning 
whéther it was brought nearer to, or cawried further 
from him, and conveying his hand to mine in a circu- 
lar direction, that we might be the better satisfied of 
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the accuracy with which he did it.”*—*? In this case, 
however, and in others of a like nature, although 
the patients had certainly been blind from early in- 
fancy, I could not ontiafy myself, that they had not, 
before this period, enjoyed a sufficient degree of sight 
to impress the image of visible objects on their minds, 
and to give them ideas which could not afterwar 
be entirely obliterated. In the instance of Master W., 
however, no’ suspicion of this kind could occur; 
since, in addition to the declaration of himself and his 
mother, it was proved, by the testimony of the sur- 
geoti who examined his eyes in the country, that the 
cataracts’ were fully formed before he was a year old: 
And T beg leave to add farther, that on making in- 
quiries of two children, between seven and eight years . 
of age, now under my ¢are, both of whom have been 
blind from birth, and on whom no‘operation has yet 
been performed, I find; that the knowledge they have 
of colours, limited as it is, is sufficient to enable them 
to tell whether coloured chjects be brought nearér to 
or carried further from them ; for instance, whether 
they are at the distance of two inches or four inches 

» from their eyes ; nor have either of them the slight- 
est suspicion, as is related of Mr Cheselden’s patient, 
that coloured objects, when held before them, touch 
their eyes.” ve 

The conclusions of Mr Ware and of Mr Chesel- 
den, although they seem so much at variance with 
each other, may, in our opinion, be perfectly récon- 
ciled, upon the very simple supposition, that the pa- 
tients, upon whom the observations of each were 
made, were affected with blindness in different de- 
grees. Mr Ware himself informs us, that all the pa- 
tients whom he had an opportunity of examining, 
were able to distinguish colours before they were 
couched ; and to such a degree, as * to enable them 
to tell, whether coloured objects be brought nearer 
to or carried further from them.” ‘This being the 
case, it is not at all surprising, that the moment they 
were restored to sight they should be capable of 
forming a tolerable estimate of distances, and even of 
distinguishing forms which were simple and well de- 
fined. . It does not at all appear, however, that Mr 
Cheselden’s patient had so much use of his eyes be- 
fore he was couched. He could, indeed, discriminate 
strong colours, such as black, white, and scarlet ; 
but he was totally unable, as this célebrated anato- 
imist expressly informs us, to distingtish the shape of 
any thing, and does not appear to havé been in the 
least sensible when an object was brought hearer to 
or farther from his eyes. ' ; 

As to the fact of his supposing, when he first saw, 
that all objects whatever touched his eyes, Mr Che- 
selden is also express in his testimony ; and it is dif- 
ficult to admit, either that so accurate an observer 
could have been mistaken, or that the ingenious 
yoube gentleman, whose case he describes, could have 
been himself deceived, or have intended to deceive 
others on this point. If he had no previous concep- 
tion of visible distance, it is in perfect conformity to 
the received philosophy of vision, that he should at 
first be unable to form any distinct judgment concern- 
ing it; for it has been clearly shewn by Bishop Berke- 
ley, and those who have followed him in this track of 
investigation, that our estimate of visible distance is 

a 
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_ lot an original but an acquired’ faculty. That it is 

not io of colour, oF apparent magni 
tude and form, @ once impressed’ upon the mind ; 
but pres mental investi- 
gation, in which we 2 er” a variety of 

ulars made known by the eye, when we look 
at the'same object at different nye 4 cree tee 

rative or obsct of outline, t 
Brightness of its colours, its apparent bulk, the pecu- 

liar by which we are conscious that the 
‘apie all co's variation of distance, and the 

change in the inclination of the axis of the two eyes, 
a of distance requires. On account of 

the great rapidity with which saa mental induction, 
or comparison of particulars, is made, in consequence 
of constant habit, those who have long used their 
eyes are her unconscious of its ever having ta- 
ken place. t it has been proved, in a most satis- 
factory manner, by Berkeley and his followers, that 
the estimate of visible distance really depends upon 
stich a mental investigation, or comparison; and if 
this be the case, it is a en aah ha ma that 
when’a person, who has been all his life totally blind, 
is first restored’ to sight, he will, for some time, be 
ut unable to judge of distances, and will natu- 
rally be inclined to believe, that the things which he 
sees touch his eyes, just as the things which he feels 

Account of We have the satisfaction to find this defence of 
oe 

_ couc! 

Mr Home, 
the accuracy of Cheselden’s interesting report con- 
cerning his couched patient greatl eovlebiciened by 
a paper of Mr Everard Home, lished in the Ph2- 

phical Transactions for 1807, and containing two 
cases of children born with cataracts, whom he re- 
stored to si by couching. These cases are much 
more in ‘mity with case of Cheselden’s pa- 
tient than those of Mr Ware, and clearly prove, that 
there is a considerable diversity in the degree of blind- 
ness which cataracts produce. In the first case, the 
sight of the patient, a boy of twelve years of age, 
was so obscured, that he could discern light only, 
_but neither'colours nor forms. He was only imper- 

tly restored to vision ; but, as far as could be as- 
certained, he had no knowledge of visible forms after 
the operation, and judged all objects to touch his 
eyes. The other patient, a boy of seven years of 
age, could distinguish colours as well as light ; and, 
t re, had some knowledge of distance. In him 
the operation was completely successful ; and he was 
86 charmed with the new sense of seeing, that he took 
every opportunity of removing the bandage from his 
newly couched He could distinguish distancé 
immediately, But had long a very imperfect know- 
ledge of forms. “A pair of scissars,” says ‘Mr 
Home, ** was shewn to him, and he said it was a 
knife. On being told he was wrong, he could not 
make them out; but the moment he touched them 
he said they were scissars, and seemed delighted with 
the discovery. On being’shewn a guinea, at the dis- 
tance of fifteen inches from his eye, he said it was a 
seven shillings piece ; but it about five inches 
from his eye, he knew it to be a guinea; and made 
the same e as often as the ent was re- 
peated.” The account adds, that, four days after 
the operation, he was allowed to go about ; when, 
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on going to the window, he cried, “ What is that Blind. 
moving ?? Mr Home asked him, what he thought “=v” 
it was ? he said, A dog drawing a wheelbarrow. 
There is one, two, three dogs drawing another. How 
very pretty!” These proved to be carts and horses 
on the road, which he saw from a two pair of stairs 
window. At first, he called all regular shaped sur- 
faces round ; but soon learned to distinguish. those 
that were angular. 

To persons who have been totally blind from their 
infancy, it is altogether impossible to impart any no- 
tion or conception of light and colours; the eye be- 
ing the only avenue by which such a conception can 
reach the mind, This notion, however, seems to be 
the only one, of all that immense stock of ideas which 
we derive from sight, that is completely beyond the 
reach of a blind man’s capacity. Of forms, the touch 
communicates the most accurate information; and 
distance must be previously ascertained by touch, be- 
fore it is made known by the eye. Even motion, the 
"perception of which might seem peculiarly to belong 
to the eye, is only certainly ascertained by the touch; 
for the eye often considers motion to be real, when 
it is only apparent. If the ideas of the blind, there- 
fore, be necessarily more limited than those of per- 
sons who see, they have the advantage of superior 
accuracy and precision so far as they extend. 

It is not, however, without much cultivation and Condition 
care, that the blind can be enabled to make those ac- of the 

quisitions, by which they may possess a rational blind. 
source of enjoyment within themselves, and become 
useful and important members of society. In that 
state of mental darkness to which they are naturally 
exposed by the deprivation of so important a sense, 
they are objects of the liveliest compassion ; and call, 
from their more fortunate brethren, for all the ten- 
derness and sympathy which enlightened humanity 
can impart. ‘he language which Milton has put in- 
tothe mouth of Samson Agonistes is scarcely too 
strong for their unfortunate condition, and was, no 
doubt, dictated by his own painful feelings : 

** O loss of sight, .of thee I most complain ! 
Blind amongst enemies! O worse than chains, 
Dungeon, or beggary, decrepid age ! 
Light, the prime work of God, to me’s extinct ; 
And all her various objects of delight 
Annull’d, which might in part my grief have eas’d. 
Inferior to the vilest now become , 
Of man or worm. 
O dark, dark, dark, amid the blaze of noon 

Irrecoverably dark ; total eclipse, 
Without all hope of day !”” 

The appeal which the same poet makes, in his own 
perien, to the sympathy of his readers, in, the sub- 
ime address to light in-his Paradise Lost, is, perhaps, 

still more pathetic and affecting : 
——* Thus, with the year, 

Seasons return; but not to me returns 
Day, or the sweet approach of ev’n or morn, 
Or sight of vernal bloom, or summer’s rose, 
Or flocks, or herds, or human face divine ; 

But cloud instead, and ever during dark 
Surrounds me. From the cheerful ways of men 
Cut off; and, for the book of knowledge fair, 
Presented with a universal blank 
Of nature’s works, to me expung’d and ras’d, 
And wisdom at one entrance quite shut out.” 
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_ Blind. The following striking picture of the condition of so attractive ; but entertains and inflames the imagi- Blind. 
—v——’ the blind, is delineated by one who had the misfor- nation with every possible exhibition of the sublime “v= 

tune to be is Sta deprived of his eye-sight at 
the early age of five months,—the well-known aud 
much esteemed Dr T. Blacklock of Edinburgh. © 

«* There is not perhaps any sense or faculty of the 
corporeal frame, which affords so many resources of 
utility and entertainment, as the power of vision ; 
nor is there any loss or privation which can be pro- 
ductive of disadvantages or calamities so multiform, 
so various, and so bitter, as the want of sight. By no 
avenue of corporeal perception is knowledge in her 
full extent, and in all her forms, so accessible to the 
rational and enquiring soul, as by the glorious and 
‘delightful medium of light. For this not only re- 
veals external things in all their beauties, in all their 
changes, and in all their varieties ; but gives body, 
form, and colour, to intellectual ideas and abstract 
essences ; so that the whole material and intelligent 
creation lie in open prospect ; and the majestic frame 
of nature in its hole extent is, if we may speak so, 
perceived at a single glance. ‘To the blind, on the 
contrary, the visible universe is totally annihilated ; 
he is perfectly conscious of no space but that on 
which he stands, or to which his extremities can 
reach. Sound, indeed, gives him some ideas of dis- 
tant objects ; but those ideas are extremely obscure 
and indistinct. "They are obscure, because they con- 
sist alone of the objects whose oscillations vibrate in 
his ear; and do not necessarily suppose any other 
bodies with which the intermediate space may be oc- 
cupied, except that which gives the sound alone: 
they are indistinct, because sounds themselves are 
frequently ambiguous, and do not uniformly and ex- 
clusively indicate their real causes. And though by 
them the idea of distance in general, or even of some 
particular distances, may be obtained; yet they never 
fill the mind with those vast and exalting ideas of 
extension, which are inspired by ocular perception. 
For though a clap of thunder, or an explosion of 
ordnance, may be distinctly heard after they have 
traversed an immense region of space 5 yet, when the 
distance is uncommonly great, it ceases to be indi- 
cated by sound; and, therefore, the ideas acquired 
by auricular experiment, of extension and interval, 
are extremely confused and inadequate. The living 
and comprehensive eye darts its instantaneous view 
‘over expansive valleys, lofty mountains, protracted 
rivers, illimitable oceans. Jt measures, in an indivi- 
sible point of time, the mighty space from earth to 
heaven ; or from one star to another. By the assist- 
ance of telescopes, its horizon is almost indefinitely 
extended ; its objects prodigiously multiplied ; and 
the sphere of its observation nobly enlarged. By 
these means, the imagination, inured to vast impres- 
sions of distance, can not only recal them in their 

test extent, with as much rapidity as they were 
at ‘first imbibed; but can multiply them, and add 
one to another, till all particular boundaries and 
distances be lost in immensity. 
“Thus nature, by profusely irradiating the face 

of things, and clothing objects in a robe of diversi- 
fied splendour, not only invites the understanding to 
expatiate on a theatre so extensive, so diversified, and 

or beautiful. ‘I'he man of light and colours beholds 
the objects of his attention and curiosity from afar. 
Taught by experience, he measures their relative dis- 
tances ; distinguishes their qualities ; determines their 
situations, positions, and attitudes; presages what 
these tokens may import ; selects his favo’ tra- 
verses, in security, the space which divides them 
from him; stops at the pomt where they are placed; 
and either obtains them with ease, or i iatel 
perceives the means by which the obstacles that in- 
tercept his passage to themymay be surmounted, The 
blind not only may be, but really are, during a con- 
siderable period, apprehensive of danger, in every 
motion towards any place from whence their con- 
tracted power of perception can give them no intelli- 
gence. All the various modes of delicate propor- 
tion ; all the beautiful varieties of light and colours, 
whether exhibited in te works Dou i i Ha 
to them irretrievably lost. dent for every 
thing but mere soiliahstan es on the good offices of 
others; obnoxious to injury from every point, which 
they are neither capacitated to perceive nor qualified 
to resist : they are, during the present state of being, 
rather to be considered as prisoners at large, than 
citizens of nature. ‘The sedentary life, to which by 
tivation of sight they are destined, relaxes their 
5 and subjects them to all the disagreeable sen- 
sations which arise from dejection of spirits. Hence 
the most feeble exertions create lassitude and ‘uneasi- 
ness. Hence the native tone of the nervous system, 
which alone is compatible with health and pleasure, 
destroyed by inactivity, exasperates and embitters 
every disagreeable impression, Natural evils, how- 
ever, are always supportable; they not only arise 
from blind and undesigning causes, but are either 
mild in their attacks, or short in their duration ; it 
is the miseries which are inflicted by conscious and 
reflecting agents alone, that can deserve the name of 
evils. ‘These excoriate the soul with ineffable poig- 
nancy, as expressive of indifference or wr at bry 
those by whom such bitter potions are cruelly admi- 
nistered. The negligence or wantonness, therefore, 
with which the blind are too frequently treated, is 
an enormity which God alone has justice to feel, or 
power to punish.”? i 

‘That this affecting appeal should be somewhat too 
uerulous and gloomy, will not excite the wonder of 

deny who are aware that its author, though endow- 
ed with a powerful mind, was liable to pe owe fits 
of ates nisi: and extreme depression of spirits ; 
in consequence of which, the natural evils of his 
situation occasionally presented themselves to his ima- 

. 
nation, in too aggravated and. distorted a form. 
or this, he seems anxious to apologise ; when, in’a 

subsequent part of his appeal, he exclaims: * Thus 
dependent on every creature, and passive to 
accident, can the world, the uncharitable world, be 
surprised to observe moments when the blind are at 
variance with themselves, and with every thing else 
around them? With the same instincts of self pre- 
servation, the same irascible passions which are com- 
mon to the species, and exasperated by a sense of 
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eniieys either by retaliation or defence; can the by 

real objects of resentment or contempt, even 
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_ The blind, however, are not without sources of 
consolation peculiar to themselves ; of which, no one 
was more conscious than the amiable ock, or 
more capable of forcibly detailing. ‘¢ Their beha- 
viour,”’ says he, ‘is often highly expressive, not erly 
of resignation, but evenof chearfulness ; and thou 
they are often coldly, and eveninhumanly treated by 
men yetare they rarely, if ever, forsaken of heaven. 
‘The common Parent of nature, whose benignity is 
permanent as his existence, and boundless as his em- 
pire, has neither left his afflicted creatures without 
consolation or resource. Even from their loss, how- 
ever oppressive and irretrievable, they derive advan- 
tages; not, indeed, adequate to recompense, but suf- 
ficient to alleviate their misery. The attention of 
the soul, confined to those avenues of perception 
which she can command, is neither dissipated nor 
confounded by the immense multiplicity, nor the ra- 
pid succession of surrounding objects. Hence her 
contemplations are more uni! emi fixed upon her- 
self, and the revolutions of her own internal frame. 
Hence her ions of such external things as are 
contigs and ovis to her > nn et 
more lively and exquisite. Hence, even her instru- 
‘ments of sensation are more assiduously 
cultivated improved ; so that from them she-de- 
-rives such notices.and presages of approaching plea- 
sure or inpeeding danger, as entirely escape the at- 
tention of those who, depend for security on the 
reports of their eyes, . A blind man, when walkin 
swiftly, or running, is kindly and effectually check 
by, nature from rudely encountering such hard and 
extended objects as might hurt or bruise him. When 
he approaches bodies of this kind, he feels the atmo- 
sphere more. sensibly resist his progress; and, in 
proportion as his motion is accelerated, or his dis- 
tance from the object diminished, the resistance is 
increased. He ues the approach of his 
friend from far, by the sound of his steps, by his 
manner of breathing, and almost by every audible 
token which he can exhibit.. Prepared for the dan- 
gers which he may encounter from the surface of the 
ground upon which he walks, his. step is habitually 
rm and cautious. Hence, he not only avoids those 

falls which might be occasioned by its less formidable 
inequalities ; but, from its general bias, he collects 
some ideas how far his. safety is immediately con- 
cerned; and though these conjectures may be some- 
times fallacious, yet they are generally so true, as to 

him, from such accidents.as. are not incurred 
y his own temerity. The rapid torrent. and thé 
é not only warn him to keep at a proper 

distance, but inform him in what direction he moves ; 
and are a kind of audible cynosures to regulate his 
course. In_places to which he has been accustomed, 
he, as it were, ises his latitude and longitude 
from every breath,of varied fragrance that tinges the 
‘ 3 from every ascent or declivity. in the road ; 

om every natural or artificial sound that strikes his 
ear: if these indications be stationary, and confined 
to particular places. Regulated by these signs, the 
blind have not. only been known to perform long 

journeys themselves, but to conduct others through 
dangerous paths, at the dark and silent hour of mid- 
nights with the utmost security and exactness.” 
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he perfection to which the blind. are capable of Advan- 
arriving in the use of those senses of which they re- 
main in possession, is indeed truly admirable ; and 
strongly manifests the bounty of nature, in providing 
new resources and enjoyments to compensate: for any 
accidental deficiency. In the delicacy of their hear- 
ing and touch, the blind excel those who see, to 
a degree which is almost incredible; and renders 
them, in some respects, objects of envy. Their deli- 
cacy of ear renders them particularly susceptible of 
the enjoyment of music, and capable of attaining to 
the most consummate excellence in the practice of 
that delightful art. Of this, every age has. afforded 
abundant proofs ; from the rude period when dlind- 
ness and minstrelsy were usually conjoined, to the 
resent time. In the 16th century, Franciscus Sa- 
inas, a native of Burgos in Spain, who was-afflicted. 
with incurable blindness, obtained the greatest cele- 
brity for his skill, not only in the practice, but also 
in ya theory of music. His treatise on the scientific 
rinciples of harmony, according to Sir John Haw- 
ins, 1s equal in value to any that is yet extant. 

Caspar Crumbhorn,. a native of Silesia, and Martini 
Pesenti of Venice, who flourished not. long after, 
were also blind musicians that exceHed all their co- 
temporaries in their exquisite performance); and in 
their compositions tig Ns instruments and the voice. 
To these we may add the well-known English or-. 
ganist, Stanley ; who obtained the greatest celebrity 
in his day, both for his performance and his compo-~ 
sitions. So delicate and susceptible was this gentle- 
man’s ear, that he was able to'accompany any lesson 
with a thorough bass, though he had never heard it 
before ; thus anticipating the harmony, before) the 
chords were sounded, and accompanying it.in a man- 
ner suitable to its mature. f 

In the sense of touch, the blind: have a: no less 
striking superiority over those that see, than in the 
sense of hearing.. Many of them have been able.to 
distinguish the various colours of cloths and other 
substances, by the delicacy of their fingers alone, 
without any assistance from their eyes.; This was 
the case with Stanley, already mentioned ; as well as 
with a French lady, blind from her infancy, whose 
accomplishments are particularly. detailed in the An- 
nual Register for 1762. Dr Blacklock, however, 
says of himself, that though * he tried repeated ex- 
periments, by touching the surfaces of. different bo- 
dies ; and examining whether any such diversities 

‘could be found in them, as might enable him to dis- 
tinguish colours ;, yet no such diversity could he ever 
ascertain. Sometimes, indeed, he imagined that ob- 
jects which had no colour ; or, in other words, such 
as were black, were somewhat different and. peculiar 
in their surfaces; but this experiment did not always 
nor universally hold.’? Stanley was an expert player 
at cards, by means of packs which he previously pre- 
pared, by pricking them in several parts ; yet so im- 
perceptibly, that the closest inspection could scarcely 
discern his.marks. The blind French lady likewise 
played at cards in this manner; she played also on 
the guitar; and contrived a way of pricking down. 

tages pos- 
sessed by 
the blind, 
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the tunesyas an assistance:to her memory. ‘ Sodeli- 

” says the account, ‘ that.dn 
singing a. tune, though new to her, she «is able .to 
name'the notes. In figured dances, she acquits her- 
self extremely well; and in a minuet, with inimitable 
ease and, Iness. As for the works of hersex, 
she has.a masterly hand:: she sews and hems perfect- 
ly well ; and in all her works she threads the needles 
for herself, however small.”? 

A. still more extraordinary le of acquired 
dexterity, inspite of the mostafflicting natural. pri- 
vations, was inthe case of a lady, who, in conse- 
quence of a violent attack of the confluent smallpox, 
was completely deprived both of her sight:and hear- 
ing, as well as of her speech, notwithstanding the 
medical aid of Sir Hans Sloane. In this deplorable 
condition, hertouch and her smell became so exquisite, 
that she could.distinguish the different. colours of silk 
and flowers ; and -was-sensible when.any stranger was 
in the room with her. After she became blind, and 
deaf and:dumb, it was-not easy to contrive any me- 
thod:by which:a:question could be asked her, andvan 
answer received. ‘This, however, was at last seffec- 
ted by talking with the fingers ;»at which she was 
uncommonly ready. » But who conversed with 
her in this.manner, were obliged ‘to express them- 
selves by:touching ‘her ‘hand and fingers instead of 
their own. |» She -generally distinguished ‘her friends 
by feeling their hands ;' which they presented to her, 
when they came in, asa means of making themselves 
‘known; the make and warmth of the hand. pro- 
duced, in general, the differences that: she distin- 
guished ; but-she sometimes used.to span the wrist, 
and measure the fingers... To amuse herself, «in the 
mournful and perpetual solitude and darkness ‘to 
which her disorders had reduced’ her, she used to 
work much at»her needle ;. and it is remarkable, that 
her needle-work was uncommonly neat and exact. She 
used also sometimes to write ;:and her’ writing’ was 
vyet more extraordinary than her needle-work ; the 
character was handsome, the lines were all even, and 
the letters placed at equal distances.from each other: 
but the most astonishing particular of: all, with \re- 
spect to/her writing, was, that she could -by some 
means discover when a letter had by mistake “been 
omitted ; and would place it: over that part of the 
word where it should have been inserted, with a caret 
under it. It was her custom to sit up in bed at any 
hour of the night, either to-write or to work, when 
she was kept awake by pain, or-any other cause. 

‘These circumstances were so very extraordinary, 
that it-was long doubted whether she had notisome 
faint remains both/of hearing and ‘sight, and many 
e iments were made to ascertain the fact ; some 
of which, when she accidentally discovered them, 
eresaay prodigious uneasiness,’ on account of her 
being suspected of insincerity. At length Sir Hans 
Sloane, after being permitted to tativly himself’ by 
such experiments and observations as he thought 
propery ronounced ‘that‘she was absolutely “blind 
an 4 

If: we may credit Leo Africanus, (1. 6.),. there 
was a blind‘man who used to exercise the surprising 
office of conducting merchants through’ the sands 
and -desarts. of Arabia. ‘His ‘relation, however, “is 
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death has been recently announced in the: 
Though this man had become blind :at»a very 
age, he followed the profession of a wa; > and 
occasionally of a guide in intricate roads the 
-night, /orwhen the tracks were covered with snow. 
At length he became a projector and surveyor of 
highways, «in difficult and mountainous districts 5 an 
occupation that we. should suppose, would be the 
ast to’ which a blind man-v -ever turn his atten- 
tion. His abilities, = in this respect, were 
80 great as\to procure him constant employment 5 
and most of eiltinianne the Peakin Derbyshire, 

ance only of ties staff,” says Dr Bew,« Ihave 
several times met Sinn cuuslty «traversing | the “roads, 
ascending precipices, exploring valleys, and investi- 
-gating their several extents, forms, and situations, so 
as to answer his designs in'the best manner.” 

In-respect of in’ ual advancement, and exten- 
sive proficiency in the various departments of science 
and literature, there are many remarkable instances 
‘on record in the annals of the blind. ‘Dr‘Blacklock, 
already mentioned, was an excellent classical scholar, 
a learned: divine, ‘anda ‘pleasing poet. » The cele- 
brated Saunderson, it is wellknown, though totally 
destitute of sight, was able to make such’ pr 
in mathematics, that he discharged the duties of 
fessor of that'science, in the university of! idge, 
with great applause. ‘The- smallpox -had “so ‘com- 
pletely destroyed his eye-sight in early infaney, that 

had no perception of light ; yet so delicate’ was 
his feeling, that he was sensible of the slightest vicis- 
situdes of the atmosphere; and while ‘he sassisted=in 
the open air, at astronomical observations, he dis- 
tinguished the times at which a cloud obscured the — 
sun, by the impression of ‘the air on’ his “face.” In 
passing over with his hands a cabinet of medals, “he 
‘could detect the counterfeits, ‘even though so well 
executed as to deceive the eyes of a connoisseur; . 
and he judged of the exactness of a\ mathematical 
instrument, ‘by’ passing his fingers over its divisions.» 

No less remarkable for ‘his scientific attainmertits, 

was /Dr Henry Moyes,:a native of Fifeshire; of - 

whom the world has been but lately deprived. Healso 
Jost his sight by the smallpox, at so early a period, 
that he never recollected to have ‘seen. Possessed, 

however, of a lively genius and an ardent application, 

he made great proficiency in almost every branch of 
liberal ‘knowledge; and larly in the- various 

departments of chemistry, natural history, and natu- 

ral philosophy. Mechanical pursuits «were the fa- 
vourite employment of his early years; and even 
when a boy, he was expert at the use of edged tools, 

‘When he afterwards became a lecturer on various 
branches of natural philosophy ‘and «chemistry, “he 
performed most of the experiments which his course 
required, with his own hands, and’ with “great neat~ 
ness. He lectured also with the ‘greatest precision 
and accuracy on the laws of optics, and the pheno- 
mena of light atid colours; although it does not 
‘appear that his eyes had ‘any proper perception of 
3 
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MMensieeds when suf- 

‘he red gave him a “sen- 
he compared to the of a saw. 

clivities, were the figures by which he cexpresied = 
ideas of beauty : rocks, irregular points, 

for terror and disgust.’? Dr Moyes had long ab- 
stained from the use of animal food and fermented 
liquors; nevertheless, he was remarkable for the 

r or equanimity of his temper ; and great- 
in the charms of conversation. 

» That the blind should be able to.discourse with ac- 
on the general laws of optics, need not so 

ly excite our surprise, when it is mere 
that, except it be the mere ion of light an 
colours, these are Saiaaiiiinetamaghen iden of im- 
pulse and attraction, in causing various deviations 
from,the rectilineal course which luminous rays natu- 
rally . Analogy, therefore, will in most cases 

the blind with means of satisfying themselves 
trath of an optical theorem. Diderot, in his 

Lettres sur les aveugles, al de ceux qui voyent, 
mentions an extraordinary blind man whom he had 
seen eee - create who was accustomed to 
express is ideas of visible objects, and of optical re- 
lations, in this ical manner. He slomode tales 
ror to be ‘¢ a machine by which objects are placed in 
relief, out of themselves ;?? and he called the eye, 
‘am organ upon which the air the: same 
effect; as a stick does upon the hand.’ This ana- 
logical: mode of expression, however, will be of little 
or no service where the simple notion of light or of 
colour is alone concerned, for the communication of 
which there is no avenue whatever but the eye; so 
that, when a man who has been totally blind from his 
infancy, discourses concerning light and.colours, thus 
simply considered, his language must be like that of 
a-parrot, without appropriate ideas annexed. 

Dr Blacklock, however, in his poetical produc- 
tions, alludes to the various beauties of the visible 
world, and to the charms and delicacies of colour, 
with all the propriety, and with all the rapture and 

iasm,| that ever fired the breast of a poet who 
had the fullest aajerincat of his eye-sight. Nor was 

‘Y> this done or merely by rote; for having 
himself put, it»as a question, “ How shall we ac- 
count for the same energy, the same transport of 
description, exhibited by those on whose minds visi- 
ble obj were either never impressed, or have been 
entirely obliterated 2”? he assures us that, ‘ how- 
ever, unaccountable this fact may appear, it is no 
less certain than extraordinary.’? This paradox seems 
to be explained with ingenuity, and in a very 
er manner, by Mr Alison in his Essays on 

~yltthatethe blind,’ eaysehe,sté:mayereceive. the 
same delight from sheidgna debiigh Shabueiocins with 
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colours that they do not see, is a fact which I think 
one will be convinced of, who reads the poems 

of Dr Blacklock. No man who is “ow acquainted: 
with the history of their ingenious author, could per- 
ceive that he hed the misfortune to lose. his arent i 
early infancy. That from conversation, and from 
the perusal of books of poetry, it was ible for 
him to learn the distinguishing colours of certain ob- 
ea and to apply them with sufficient propriety in 

is own verses, I do not deny ; but the circumstance 
of i nce, at present, is this, that his poetry is 
full of the same sentiments, and expresses the same 
admiration with regard to the different visible quali- 
ties of matter, with that of poets who had no such 
defect ; and that the same power is ascribed to them - 
in producing the emotions of beauty, and with as 
great accuracy with regard to particular instances, as 
in the compositions of those who have had the sense 
of sight in its fullest perfection. If our perception 
of the beauty of colours arose from some original fit- 
ness in such qualities to produce this emotion, it is 
obvious, that the blind must be as incapable of per- 
ceiving this beauty, as of perceiving the colours 
themselves; but if the beauty of colours arisés from 
the associations we connect with them, this fact, in 
the case of Dr Blacklock, admits of a very simple 
solution. From reading, and from conversation, he 
has acquired the same associations with the words 
that express such colours, as we have with the co- 
lours themselves ; that the word white, for instance, 
signifies a quality in objects, expressive of chearful- 
ness and innocence,—the word Purples the x a of 
ee word black, the qualities of gloom and 
melancholy, &c. In this case, it is obvious, that he - 
may feel the same emotions from the use of these 
words, that we do from the colours which they ex- 
press; and that, from the permanence of these asso- 
ciations in a great variety of cases, he may apply the 
terms with sufficient propriety, either in sublime or 
beautiful descriptions. As this is in reality the case, 
it seems to be a very strong confirmation of the opi- 
nion, that the beauty of such qualities arises from 
the associations we connect with them, and not from 
any original or independent beauty in the colours 
themselves.’? . Essay ii.chap. 3. sect. 2. 

From the instances we have now uced, it ap- 
pears sufficiently evident, that the blind are suscepti- 
ble of a very high degree of intellectual improve. 
ment ; and are capable of attaining skill and dex- 
terity in many mechanical employments. That a 
due degree of care and diligence should be bestowed 
upon their education and improvement, is strongly 
prompted by-every feeling of humanity and gene- 
rosity ; and is; indeed, no more than they have a 
right to demand, from the justice and benevolence of 
their more’ fortunate fellow creatures. It is with 
pleasure we add, that their claims have not been 
slighted nor treated with neglect ; and that the pre- 
sent age is highly distinguished by the attention that 
has been bestowed, upon the most eligible means of 
rendering these unfortunate persons useful to ‘thena- 
selves and to society. In London, in Edinburgh, in 
Paris, and in many other great cities and flourishing 
towns, asylums have been erected for the vot an 
blind ; where they are not only fed and clothed by 

4G 
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Blind. charitable contribution ; but instructed inva variety - hole at the side; and so onin order, to the number Blindy 

&c., which it is found they can exercise in great pers 
fection; and where also the cultivation of their mo- 
ral and intellectual faculties is properly attended to. » 
tis not spe long ago since the prejudice against 

the capacity of the blind was so» , that a de- 
ascendant of the celebrated Lord Verulam, Mr Nicho- 
las Bacon, who had the misfortune to lose his eye- 
sight at nine years of age, and afterwards assiduously 
addicted himself to study, found great difficulty in 
procuring admission into the learned seminaries of 
Brabant, where he resided. ‘This. prejudice, -how~ 
ever, he so completely overcame, that he was after- 
wards created doctor of laws in the city of Brussels, 
with high approbation ; and having commenced plead- 
ing counsellor, or advocate in the council of Brabant, 
he had the pleasure of terminating almost every suit 
in which he was engaged, to the satisfaction of his 
clients. It may, nevertheless, be doubted, whether 
the profession of a barrister affords a sufficiently pro- 
mising opening for the abilities of a blind man, to 
induce him to devote himself to such a pursuit. 
We read also of a celebrated blind sculptor in the 

Cours de Peint of De Piles, who took. the likeness 
of the Duke de Bracciano in.a'dark cellar; by means 
of moulding his face in wax 3 and who made a mar- 
ble statue of King Charles I., with great. elegance 
and justness; yet we would not from: all this. infer, 
that the blind are well qualified to excel in sculpture. 
A sufficient. variety of liberal pursuits, however, will 
still remain within their reach, in the various depart- 
ments of natural philosophy, mathematics, chemistry, 
theology, and the belles lettres ;, in all of which we 
have seen that they are well qualified to excel: and 
in the fine art of music, their eminence has been’ un- 
rivalled. 

_ A variety. of expedients have been devised for fa- 
cilitating the studies of the blind, and rendering that 
readily intelligible to the touch, which, in those who 
see,. is addressed only to the eye-sight. It is well 
known, that the celebrated Saunderson had contrived 
for himself a machine, by which he greatly facili- 
tated his arithmetical calculations, as well as his geo- 
metrical studies... Of this kindof palpable arith- 
metic, be has himself given an account; and it is 
much more minutely described in. Diderot’s Letters 
on the Blind, already mentioned. » It consisted of a 
square board of a convenient size, divided by paral- 
iel lines: into a considerable number of smaller squares. 
Each of these smaller squares, or separate depart- 
ments, was pierced with nine holes, standing in three 
parallel:rows; and by: fixing a pin in one or other of 
these nine holes, the nine digits were denoted, ac- 
cording to the position of the pin. In order to faci- 
litate his. calculation, Saunderson made use of two 
sizes of pins, a vr oat and a smaller. The pins with 
large heads were always placed in the centre holes of 
the squares; and when they stood alone, without 
any small pins, they denoted thecypher. The num- 
ber 1 was denoted. by a pin with a small head, placed 
in the centre of a square; the number 2, bya large 
in in the centre, and a small.one at the side, in the 
le which was first in order;|the. number 3, by a: 

large pin in the centre, and a small one in the second 

be expressed, in a number of ‘squares ( 
to the’ number of its figures ; and thus, 1e 
meticak operations performed. Saunderson, it is saidy 
possessed wonderful facility in the use of this  ma- 

indians hie: promsinalale ito ‘orm: diag or his geometri trations ; 
the pins serving the purpose of making the anglesof 
the Prcxaabieiskes 2 or with silk dodetaiaiehaly 
between them. = = 50) | s nee ote 

Sadonaliasohehatinbaeys-arhencucadaay ville, had a ere ae 

ofa square board full pra arc of 
of different forms, corresponding digits 

“—\-—” of trades, such as weaving, spinning, rope-twisting,, 9. By this means, it is evident that ‘ca sum-could ——— 

arith. 

‘to the nine 
and cypher. But by far:the most simple and com- 
modious of these machines, seems to be that invented 
by Dr Henry Moyes for his own use; of which he 
has himself inserted an account in the Encyel. Brit. 
$d. edit. » He informs us, that when he began to 
study the principles of arithmetic, he: soon found 
that a person deprived .of sight ‘could scarcely. pro- 
ceed in that useful science, without the aid» of pal- 
pable symbols representing the ten numerical charac- 
ters ; and: being they unacquainted with Saunderson’s 
or tts - embraced ow obvious, though, as he 

erwards found, imperfect expedient, of cutting 
into the form of the numerical characters, thin pieces 
of wood or metal; which being: arranged on the 
surface of a board by means) of a. lamina of »wax,. 
readily represented: any given number. \ It soon, 
however, occurred-to him, that his notation, consist- 
ing of ten species of symbols or characters, wasmuch 
more complicated than was absolutely necessary ; and 
that any given number might be distinctly expressed: 
by three species of. one, viz. two with heads: 
eethesiiuns of a right-angled triangle, and: distin- 
guished from each other by having @ notch cut in 
the oblique side or hypothenuse of one of them, their 
other two sides being, one of them a continuation of 
the peg, and the other at right angles to it; and 
the-third peg: having a head of the form of a square. 
These pegs were to be stuck into a board of about 
a foot square, and divided into 576 little squares, by 
lines which were cut a little into the wood, so as to 
form a superficial groove. At each ‘or inter- 
section of the grooves, a hole was made for the in- 
sertion of the pegs. Sixty or seventy of each kind 
of pegs were necessary, which were placed in a case 
consisting of seer a or Pe a for Jew ar 

« Thin in s prepared,” say Doctor, 
‘leta recip be first set’ (with a ‘pain triangular 
head) be fixed into the board; and it will acquire 
four different values, according to its position re- 
specting the calculator. When its sloping side is 
turned towards the left, it denotes one, or ‘the first 
digit ; whem turned upwards, or from the calculator, 
it denotes two, or the second digit ; when turned to 
the right, it ents three ; and when turned down- 
wards, or towards the calculator, it denotes four, ‘or 
the fourth digit. Five is denoted by a peg’ of the 
second set’ (with a notched triangular head), having 
its sloping side, or hypothenuse, turned to the left; 
sixy by the same turned upwards; seven, by the same 
turned to the right ; and eight, by the same turned 

Os cinta robb’ 
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Blind. directly down, or towards the body of the calcula- 
ye" tor: a by a ‘of the third set 

| d) when 

- LT place the numerator im the: 

formsyi 

(with a its” are divided to 

i and left § and the same peg expresses: cy- 
piers whe i edges are di up and down.— 

it is necessary to express a vulgar fraction, 

low the groove integers stand; and in 
decimal arithmetic, an empty hole in the i 
groove represents the comma or- decimal point. By 
similar breaks, I also denote pounds, cially qrenos, 
&ce. 3 and’ le same expedient, I separate, in divi- 
siony the: divisorand quotient from the dividend. 
Coefficients and indices, in. algebra and fluxions, are 

ied. ‘similar principles.’? 
ae piaiesleedeees have been made to supply the 
blind with tangible musical characters, or signs, by 
which their. progress in the acquisition of an art 
which affords them no intr delig rw for. Mea 

are so peculiarly qualified, might be materia’ 
re oa We aovads think, rt that these 
attempts have been attended with the same success, 
asin the case,of the palpable arithmetic. In Tan- 
sure’s Musical Grammar, p. 93., it is recommended, 
that the blind musician should be provided with a 
smooth board with ledges of deal glued on it at pro- 

i to represent the five lines of the musi- “per distances, 
cal staff; with such additional lines as occasion ma 
require. In these ledges, as well as in the interv 
between them, a number of holes. are to be drilled 
for the ion of a variety, of pegs of different 

to indicate the viiicondainile of notes 
in» music ; such as semibreves, minims, crotchets ; 
ws yen with the rests, flats, sharps, bars, &c. 

»In a contrivance of Mr Cheese for the same pur- 
pose, and which we have seenactually introduced into 
‘some of the blind, a stuffed cushion is sub- 
stituted forthe board of Tansure, upon which strings 

_ are sewed:to represent the musical staff, and the pegs 
intended to denote the various — characters, are 
fixed upon inted wires, by which meanst 

be ue. any required carn of the eee 
What we chiefly object to this contrivance, ‘is the 
multiplicity of pegs, of awkward and arbitrary. forms, 
which it employs, the ready use of which cannot be 
taught to the blind without a great deal of trouble. 
Instead of this, we think it would be better to have 
the heads of the pegs formed into a resemblance of 
the notes, rests, bars, shakes, &c. which are actually 

xyed in written music, which: are sufficiently 
simple.and intelligible, and far from being too nume- 
rous, as they have a relative value from their position, 
as well as an absolute one from their form. 
dn the year 1786, an Essay on the Education of the 

Blind was printed.at Paris, under the patronage of 
the Academy of Sciences, It is the composition of 
M. Haiiy, and does honour to the author, on ac- 
count of the comp ive and liberal views which it 

exhibited. It containsa detail of a great variety of 
expedients by which the blind may be successfully in- 
structed in onne of the a sa arts, as. well.as in 
music, arithmetic, geography, &c,., and may even 
be taught to read, write, and print. In order to in- 
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struct the blind in music, at the institution of which 
M. Haiiy communicates the details in this work, mu- 
sical characters of every necessary form were cast in 
metal, and so many in number as to represent upon 
paper, by elevations on its surface, all the possible 
varieties that occur. In teaching geography, which 
was the department of M. Weissenbourg and Mad. 
Paradis, the circumference of countries was marked 
out by a tenacious and viscid matter, and the different 
parts of the maps was covered with a kind of sand, 
mixed with glass in various modes ; the order of the 
towns ‘being. distinguished by grains of glass of a 

ter or less size; or, according to the P an of M. 
iiy, the limits of the maps, for the use of the blind; 

were marked by a small rounded iron wire; and by 
some difference, either in the form. or size of every 
part of a map, the pupils were assisted in distinguish- 
ing one part from another. ‘ 
She manner in which the blind are taught to write 

and print, is as follows: The pupil, by repeated ex- 
periments, having familiarised himself to the forms of 
the letters as drawn in relief, both in their direct and 
inverted position, gradually learns to impress them 
upon strong paper, a little moistened, with the point 
of a blunt iron pen or stylus, which marks without 
piercing the paper. By this means the letters become 
perceptible to the touch, on the one side sunk, and on 
the other in relievo ; and thus the blind may be ena- 
bled-to form and decipher, not only the’ characters 
required in common language, but also mathematical 
diagrams, geographical plans, and all the characters 
employed in arithmetic, music, &c. In printing, the 
blind compositor has a box for every letter, on the 
outside of which is marked in relief, the peculiar cha- 
racter belonging to each. By this means he is enabled 
readily to choose and arrange his types, and when they 
are set, he makes use of a strong paper, slightly mois- 
tened, like that employed in writing, in order to ren- 
der it more easily susceptible of impressions. Having 
laid this upon his types, by the operation of the press, 
or the strokes of a small hammer, he raises an impres- 
sion upon the. paper, which, when mis is sufficiently 
obvious to the touch, to enable the blind to read by 
their fingers, and is so dyrable as to be by no means 
easily effaced. This metltod of printing, it is evident, 
is also legible by the eye-sight ; and it has one advan- 
tage over that in common use, that the types are set, 
not in the reverse, but in the direct order, so that 
the characters may appear in relievo, in the same or- 
der, on the opposite side of the paper, Dr Biack- 
lock mentions, that he was in possession of a copy of 
M. Haiiy’s Essay, which was printed in the manner 
now described, and also bound by the blind pupils of 
the Parisian institution, with great neatness. An 
English translation of the Essay is annexed to the 
edition of that gentleman’s poems, printed at Edin- 
burgh in 4to, in 1793. : 

See Journal des Sgavans, Nov. 19th 1685, which 
contains James Bernoulli’s method of teaching ma- 
thematics tothe blind. (m) ~ 
» BLISTER.» ‘See Farniery, PHARMacy; and 
SuxGeEry. . 

» BLITUM, a genus of plants of the class Monan- 
dria, and-order Digynia. See Borany. (w) 

Blitum. 
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Biock. [fs the name given to a pulley, or system of pulleys, 

* mounted in a frame or shell, but considering them 
as detached from the ropes which run through them. 
‘When speaking of the block with its rope, the seaman 
uses the phrase of a tackle of single or double blocks.; 
hence the term block is applied to the pulley or pul- 
lies, with its frame or shell, and its band or strap. 

The ship’s block consists of its sheaves or pullies, 
which are circular pee, of wood (usually lignum 
vite, ) or sometimes brass or cast metal, with a groove, 
turned on its edge for the reception of the rope ; and 
in the best blocks, called coaked sheaves, the sheave 
has a brass bush fitted into the centre, with a hole 
through it to receive the pin on which the sheave re- 
volves. The pin is made of lignum vite, cocus, ora 
West India wood called green heart; but the best 
blocks-have iron pins. The pin is supported by :pass- 
ing shrpagh the sides of the shell of the block, which 
is made of elm, ash, or other tough wood, with a 
hole morticed through it to receive the sheave, and 
confine it to revolve steadily though freely upon its 
pin, and at the same time keep the rope from getting 
off the groove in the edge of the sheave. When the 
block contains two or more sheaves, as many mors 
tices are made. Sometimes the same pin serves all 
the sheaves; and at other times, the sheaves are placed 
one above the other, haying of course separate pins. 
‘The strap is a rope, or, in.some cases, a band of irong 
encompassing the shell of the block, in a notch or 
scoring cut round the block to receive it: The strap 
terminates in an eye of rope, or hook. of iron, by 
means of which. one of the blocks of a tackle is at- 
tached to the object upon which it is to act as a me- 
chanical power, while the other block is suspended 
from some fixed support. The former is called the 
running block, and the latter the standing block. 

The blocks in use among shipping are so. nume- 
rous, having different names according to, the pur- 
poses to which they are applied, and the. manner in 
which their straps and tackles are fitted up, that a 
mere enumeration of all their,names would take con- 
siderable room. They may, in general, be divided 
into single, double, triple, and four-fold, blocks, ac- 
cording to the number of sheaves they contain. The 
shells of very large blocks are made of separate pieces 
of wood, as the cheeks of the shell, its partitions, &c. 
These are called made blocks.. The shell. is formed 
of several pieces of elm plank, suited to the thickness: 
of the cheeks, sheave holes, and partitions, and is 
strongly bolted together by three bolts at each end, 
driven through and. riveted with a washer at the 
points, 

Blocks are again divided into,thick and thin blocks; 
the former being intended to receive large ropes, and. 
the latter smaller ones. The following may serve asia’ 
eer idea of the mode of making any of the common 
inds of blocks in the old way, before the introduc-: 

tion of machinery. The shells being sawn to their 
length, breadth, and thickness, the corners or angles) 
are sawn off. The workman then gauges or marks 

pt? whys a7 xc aii war, 
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out the size of the sheave hole in the middle, one six- 
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Block. 
teenth ee than the thickness of the sheave, and “=~ 
once the thi ss longer than the diameter, fora 
single sheaved block. In blocks of two sheaves, the 
partition is kept in the middle, and is one sixth less 
than the sheave hole; each sheave hole is gauged on the 
two opposite sides, and in the’same manner for blocks 
with a greater number of sheaves. The blocks are 
then jambed up edgewise with “in a clave or 
frame, and the:sheave holes are made in this manner; 
the length and bréadth are first gauged out, and 
holes are bored half: way through ‘the: along 
the part gauged out, with an auger of the size of the 
sheave hole; then the sheave hole is’ gauged, and 
bored on the opposite side inaive same manner, so as- 
to meet the Me holes.. Blocks from ten inches 
and upwards have one hole bored at each end, and 
cut through with a chisel, and the wood is sawed 
out with a rib saw. All blocks have the’ sheave 
holes cleared through by chisels, and by burrs at 
the corners, Blocks that are to have iron straps 
should have the strap fitted on before the wood is 
cut out of the middie. The hole forthe pin is bored’ 
through the middle of the block, one-tenth less'than 
the diameter of the pin. The outsides and edgesiof 
the shell are next rounded) off bythe ‘stock shave, 
and neatly finished by the spoke shave: Im the royal 
navy, blocks are left thick upon the edges of the 
cheeks; but in the merchant’ ships, the edges: are 
somewhat thinned off to a small square, and ‘some- 
what rounded off. The scores, which are the» grooves: 
to receive the strap, are gauged out along the out- 
sides of the cheeks, and tapered in depth, from no« 
thing at the pin to half the thickness of the strap at. 
the ends of the block for a single score, and the same 
on each side of the pin for double scores, which ‘are 
made when the block is to have double straps. The 
scores are gauged down across the breast of the block 
to half the size of the strap, in order to allow for the 
serving. After the score 1s cut, the sheaves“are  fit- 
ted ;. they are one-tenth thicker than the diameter of 
the rope intended for running on them, and five 
times that thickness in diameter. The hole for the 
pin should be bored through the centre of them b 
a bit fixed in the mandrel of a turning lath,’ or with- 
a stock and bit, and opened out with an auger one 
sixteenth larger than the pin, that it may easily turn. 
They are then put in a lath, and turned smooth, and 
the outer circumference hollowed one-third of its’ 
thickness, that the rope may embrace it closely. 
The diameter of the pin is the thickness of the'sheave, 
and is turned in shades except its head, which is left 
octagonal to prevent its turning in the block, andthe ~ 
pin is driven through the holes in the block and 
sheaves. «After the sheaves are fitted, the inside’ of 
the sheave hole, at one end of the block, is gauged 
hollow to admit the rope, and correspond with the 
sheaves ; anda small neat chamfer is taken off the* 

» The following articles will explain some of 
the different kinds of blocks used in shipping : 
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Snatch block, is a si sheave, with a notch cut 

one ofits ch to admit the rope or fall 
to be lifted in out of the block without putting 
its end through fist. (See a figure of this in Plate 

block —— in the navy. © The snatch 
paiyeoinh ing hap the notched 

e bolt, 
enough to receive several turns of lashing, 

which fastens the block to its fixed support. That 
part of the strap over the noteh in the side lifts u 
with a — and is confined down, when the rope is 
in the block, by a small pin put across through the 
end of the pin of the sheave, which projects up from 
the block sufficiently to pass through an eye made in 
the hinge part of the strap. The strap on the other 
ion of the block is let into the block, and confined 

Deep sea 
about from nine to eleven inches long. 
«Cheek blocks are half shells, bolted against the 

mast heads; the chief bolt serves for the pin of the 
sheave ; they receive the halyards and stays of their 

masts. ~ 

: “D blocks, ave lumps of oak in the form of the letter 
D; from 12 to 16 inches ‘long, and 8 or 10 feet 
wide ; they are bolted to the ship’s side in the chan- 
nels to:receive a ‘ 

tackle blocks are two single sheaves placed one 
above the other in the same (See Fig. 3. Plate 
LV.) The lower sheave is only ids the size of the 
other; it is used in combination with a common single 
block, to form the long tackle, for loading, or any 
other purchase. In the navy and East India service 

are used as yard tackles. The re is reeved 
through it in the same manner as it would be through 
acommon-double block; but it is preferred where 
it is convenient, because the strap being in the centre 
of the resistance, it hangs more steadily than when 
the sheaves are on one pin. 

Clue garnet blocks. These are’ single sheaves sus- 
pe on fom the yards by a strap with two eyes; a 

ing» surrounds the and passes through the 
“80 as to suspend the block beneath the yard; 

receive the clue garnets or ropes which 
haul up the clues of the sail; this is applied to the 

Clue line are\for the same purpose as the 
preceding, but applied to the top-sails, top-gallant, and 
sprit-sails. A great i t has lately been made: 
in these blocks, by Mr Brunel, inventor of the block 
machinery at Portsmouth. The old clue line and clue 
garnet blocks, (for they are the same except in size, ) 
was asingle sheave block, swapped with two eyes as 
above; a knot was made in the end of the clue line 
or garnet, just at the place where it-was attached to 
the clue of the sail, to prevent the corner thereof be- 

ing drawn into the block. ‘This was not effective, and 
frequent inconvenience arose ;-for the sail being so 
constantly in motion, the os had a great tendency 
to get entangled with the sail, and drawn over the 
sheave. The improved block in question is shewn in 
Plate LVIII. Fig. 1. The two holes at aa, are where 
the rope goes in and out again. The sheave is si- 
tuated in the centre of the block, so as to be wholly 
inclosed except a mortice at 6, where the sheave is 
pe in. The strap surrounds the lower part of the 
lock ; then both ends pass through a hole in the up- 
es part about c, crossing each other. They are then 
ormed into an eye, by which the block is suspended 
from the yard. By this means no accident can happen, 
as the garnet, or rope, is so inclosed in the block, 
that it cannot be ei by any violence, nor the 
sail be drawn into the block. _ 

Main sheet block is used for the sheet tackle of 
the main-sail-booms of small vessels. The pin projects 
from each side of the block, being in ai the same 
length as the block ; the fall or rope of the tackle is 
belayed or twisted round this pin, to stop it. This 
block is either single or double, and has a hole through 
the end to receive its strap. 

Monkey blocks are sometimes used on the lower 
yards of small merchant ships, to lead (into the mast,. 
or down upon the deck) the running rigging be- 
longing to the sails. The shells are made of ash or 
elm. Sond are only small single blocks attached by 
a strap and iron swivel to iron straps, which embrace 
and nail to the yard the block turning to lead the 
small running ropes in any direction ; others are near- 
ly eight square, with a roller working in the middle, 
and a wooden saddle beneath to fit and nail to the 
ard. ~ 

, Nine pin blocks are used to lead the running ropes 
in an horizontal direction. The shells, made of ash 
or elm, resemble the form of a nine-pin, though flat- 
ted on the sides. Their lengths are generally confined 
to the place in which they are fixed 3 and this is for 
the most part under the cross pieces of the fore- 
castle, and quarter-deck bitts. he breadth of the 
block, sheave, &c. is governed by the rope, and ta- 
per at the ends to three-eighths of the breadth of the 
middle; the pins at each end serving as a vertical 
axis, is two-thirds of the size of the end. The thick- 
ness is five-eighths of the breadth. These blocks 
may be turned in a lathe, and flattened afterwards 
with a spoke sheave. 

Rack blocks, are a range of small single blocks, 
made from one solid, by the same proportions as 
single blocks, with ends in form of a dove’s tail for 
the lashing by which they are fastened athwart the 
bowsprit, to lead in the running ropes; they are sel- 
dom used. 

Shoe blocks, ate two single blocks, cut in a solid 
piece, transversely to each other ; they serve for legs” 
and falls of the bunt-lines, but are seldom used. 

Shoulder block, is a large single block, left nearly 
square at the upper end of the block, and cut sloping 
in the direction of the sheave. Shoulder blocks are 
used on the lower yard arms, to lead in the topsail 
sheets; and on topsail yards, to lead in the top- 
ie sheets; and by means of the shoulder are 
ept upright, and prevent the sheets from jambing 
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between the block and the yard; they are also used 
at the outer end:of the boomkins, to lead in the fore- 
tackle, See Plate LVILI. Fig. 2, iv 

Sister blocks, are similar to two single blocks, and 
are formed out of a solid piece, about 20 inches long, 
one above the other. Between the blocks is a scorin 
for amiddle seizing : A round head is turned at oak 
end, and hollowed underneath to contain the end 
seizings; along the sides, through which the pins are 
driven, is a Per. or scoring, large enou 
ceive part of the topmast shrouds, in which it is 
seized. These blocks receive the lifts and reef tackle 
pendents of the topsail yards. 

Spring block, a new kind of block, invented by 
Francis Hopkinson, Esq. of Philadelphia, and de- 
signed to assist a vessel in sailing, by ‘increasing the 
acting spring of her rigging. It is proposed to apply 
it to all such parts of the rigging as will admit of it 
with safety and convenience, and where its operation 
will be most advantageous, but particularly to the sheet 
ropes, and, if practicable, to Ke dead eyes, in lien of 
what are called the chains. A, (Plate LVIII. Fig. 3.) 
is a block made inthe usual manner, having a ring or 
eye B at one end; cis a spiral spring linked at one 
end tothe hook DE, and:at the other to the ring F, 
which is to be annexed to an eye-bolt at the timber-- 
head, or by some other means, to the place where it 
is to be applied. _The spring ¢ must be of well tem- 
pered steel, and ieipartiqued in strength to the ser- 
vice it is to perform. When used, two of these 
blocks are employed, one attached to the timber- 
heads and the other to the sail. Within the cavity 
or pipe, formed by the spiral spring, there must’ be 
a B yaa of suitable strength, Filled a check chain, 
(represented in the centre of the spring, ) connected 
by the links to the hook’ DE. and ring F.. When 
the spring is not in action, this chain is slack ; but 
when the spiral spring is extended by the force of 
the wind, as far as it can be without.danger of in-: 
jury, the check chain. must then begin to bear to 
prevent its further extension, and if strong enough, 
will be an effectual security against failure. The an- 
ventor of this machine apprehends, on good grounds, 
that a vessel thus furnished will be less liable to heel ; 
and that she will receive the impulses of the wind to 
better advantage, and sail with a more lively and 
equable motion, than if rigged in the common way. 
We have never heard of its Beioe tried ; but fear the 
weight of a spring sufficiently strong to have any 
effect on a‘large sail, would be very unmanageable, 
particularly aloft, from its weight, and would also be 
very expensive. There is.no doubt if this, or a similar 
contrivance,.could be applied to a sail, it would have a 
good effect ; for instance, when a ship is sailing with 
a certain rate, if a sudden blast of wind comes, but does 
not continue, it will not advance the vessel at all; be-_ 
cause it does not continue long enough to communi- 
cate an increased momentum to so large a mass as a 
ship, though, at the same time, it may make her heel 
or'pitch violently. If her rigging is titted with these 
springs, she would receive the impulse of the. same 
blast in a regular and progressive manner, which 
would tend to increase her velocity instead of causing 
her to heel. We think it would be very improper 
and dangerous to apply any thing of this kind to the 

tore- _ 
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shrouds. We recollect meeting with a similar inten- Block. 
tion, to be effected by a cylinder, fitted witha piss —— 
ton, which, when drawn out, would cause a vacuum, 
and act asastrong spring. By this means a sufficient 
elastic force might easily be obtained ;. but it would 
be. difficult, nay, impracticable, to preserve such a 
cylinder in an acting state at sea, unless it were situa- 
ted beneath the deck, and defended from the weather, 
&c., and then it could not be applied to the upper sails, 

Strap bound blocks, are siugle blocks, with.» 
shoulder left on each side, at the upper part, to ad- 
mit the strap through:a little above the pin. These 
blocks are used at the clues of the square-sails for 
the clue rets, or clue-lines ; and under the yards, 
the shoulder preserves the-strap from. chafing. 

Thick and thin, or a » is a double block 
with one sheave, thicker than the other, and. is used 
to lead down the topsail-sheets and clue-lines. 

Although these are used for the topsail-sheets, and 
intended br the clue-lines, a single block would be 
cheaper and better, as the thin sheave is seldom used’ 
for the clue-lines, it being found rather to im 
than to facilitate. Small ships in the merchant ser- 
vice have a double block lashed in the middle of the 
yard as the quarter block, through which the sheets 
reeve, and lead down on opposite sides... Large ships 
in the merchant service have a single bluck lashied 
on each side of the middle. of the yard, and the sheets 
reeve on their respective sides, and lead down by the 
mast. p bled ; apie MB 

Block voyal or viol, is a single sheaved block. » The 
length is ten times the thickness of the sheave hole, 
which is three-eighths more than the thickness of the 
sheave ; the yaa of the sheave is one-tenth more 
than the diameter of the viol; and the diameter of the 
sheave is seven times the thicky The breadth of 
the block should be eight times the thickness. of the 
sheave, and the thickness two-sevenths of the 
This block is double scored, the sheave is:coake 
with brass, and the pin is iron, and nearly as thick as 
the sheave. It is used in heaving up the anchor. 
The-viol passes round the jeer capstan, and pale 
the block which is lashed to the main-mast, and 1 
cable is fastened in a temporary manner to the viol in 
several places. It is seldom used except in the largest 
ships of the royal navy. eriviee: 

The blocks Tashed to a ship’s principal yards, are 
as follow : Ft Reet 

To the lower yards. The jeer block; duntline 
blocks ; leech line Berlne i{t blocks .and pend 
sheet blocks, strap together ; guarter 
line blocks, rae 2 fer 48 clue garnet blocks; 
tricing blocks; preventer brace blocks; pendant 
blocks; studding-sail h blocks. 

To the top-sail yards. Buntline and tye blocks, 
strapped together; top-gallant sheet block and lift 
block, strapped together; jewel block and brace- 
pendant blocks ; clue line blocks, and block to lead 
down the top-gallant sheets. ee 

To the top-gallant yards. Jewel, clue line, and 
brace pendant blocks. Bers 

To the mizen-yard. Jeer block; derrick block ; 
signal halyard block ; throat brail, middle brail, and 
coak brail blocks. 
To the crossjack yard. Quarter blocks; jeer 

-\¥ 
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blocks s and Jift and top-sail sheets blocks, strapped 

her, . 1 e* = at / wth st.“ 

i” othe Sug The bee block, bolted to the 
bowsprit at the outer end under'the bees; fore bow- 
line blocks, lashed on each side the fore stay collar; 
Sore top-sail bowline block lashed to an eye bolt in 

nhac ste died the rit cap. . 2 
- Fish block, is in a notch at the end of the 
davit, and’serves to haul up the flukes of the anchor 
to. the ship’s bow. » ‘ 
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_ Girt-line blocks, in riggin 

head, zbove the top of the cap; one to hang on each 
side.’ The girt lines that reeve through them, lead 
down upon deck for hoisting the rigging, tops, and 
cross-tree, and the persons employed to place the 
rigging over the mast head. 

‘at block, is employed to draw the anchor up at 
‘the cat head. (3. F.) 

BLOCK MACHINERY. 
ap) 

"Pie immense number of blocks employed in the 
navy, and the great importance of having them accu- 

may put the 
prt At ail times, the nein, Wed labour on board a 
ship will be ve t, from having the numerous 
ees of her +g yee well made ; for it is well known 
to mechanics, that, in any system of pullies, a consi- 

portion of the purchase they would otherwise 
is lost in the friction of the sheaves upon their 

pins, the inside of the shell of the block, and 
as well as in ing the rigidity of the 85 
for these, if tight laid,"that is 4. 2 will not 
a bend over small’ sheaves, but will take a con- 

power to force them into the sudden curva- 
ture. Hence it follows, that blocks, with small pins 
made of iron, the sheaves large, and coated or bushed 
with metal, and all points of contact of the sheaves 
and shell made accurately, and using slack made ropes, 
will be’ the best means of diminishing the friction, 
atid, at the same time, rendering the apparatus durable, 
a circumstance of equal importance to the seaman. 
_ These, and other circumstances, induced govern- 
ment in 1802, on the recommendation of General 
Bentham, to attend to the suggestion of Mr Mark 
Isambard Brunel, a gentleman who had at that time 
“imyented and taken out a patent for a complete set of 
machines for the manufacture of every part of ship 
blocks. He consequently employed Mr Maudslay 
of London to erect from his designs an extensive 
suite of inery in the arsenal at Portsmouth, for 
the fabrication of these articles. 

These machines were set to work in 1804, and 
have been in constant use’ever since. They consist 
of 44 machines, forming in the whole the most com- 
plete and perfect system of manufacture by machine- 
my: of any establishment which is to be met with in 

ingdom, or perhaps in the whole world, at least 
of an article which has so many different parts to be 
formed in hard materials, and has such a great variety 
of sorts and sizes to be made by the same machines, 

not less than 200 kinds of blocks being manufactured Block Ma- 
The mechanical contrivance, as well chinery. 

‘as the elegant construction of the block machines, is —~v——~ 
at these works. 

at least equal, if not superior, to any examples of prac- 
tical machinery, which we have at present contempla- 
ted for the succeeding volumes of our work. Under 
these circumstances, we do not think our readers will 
require from us any apology for extending this ar- 
ticle beyond the bounds which the manufacture of a 
ship’s block alone would deserve. 'T'o our mechani- 
cal readers, this article, and its accompanying Plates, 
will be highly acceptable, as presenting them with 
a number of curious machines, which may in their 
hands, at the expiration of the patent, be rendered 
applicable to a great variety of other similar opera- 
‘tions in the mechanical arts, which are now perform- 
ed by manual labour. ; 

Before proceeding to the detailed description of 
the drawings of the most striking of these machines, 
we shall give a general outline of the operations 
which a block and its sheave, or shiyer, are subjected 
to, that the connection of one machine with another 
may be more clearly understood. ‘The machines are 
put in motion by a capital steam-engine of 32 horses’ 
power, erected by Messrs Boulton and Watt. The 
whole establishment contains 44 machines, as before 
stated, which form three sets, that is, three blocks 
of different sizes may be proceeding in all their stages 
at the same time, though in some of these stages one 
machine operates at the same time upon two, or even 
ten blocks. The building or block mill is of great 
length, having the steam-engine in the centre, which 
therefore divides the house into three lengths: the - 
centre, which is a large and tall house, for the engine, 
and two wings for the mills. One of these wings is 
devoted to the machinery for sawing and converting 
the timber into scantling, that is parallelopipedons, of 
the proper size to form the different blocks ; this de- 
partment contains seven large sawing machines. On 
the opposite side of the building are the machines 
which Bei the blocks and their sheaves: These are 
smaller and more delicate engines, being $7 in num- 
ber. It is to these we shall chiefly turn our atten- 
tion in this article, because they are the real block 
machinery ; the other seven, though no less deserving 
of notice from their ingenuity, and perhaps superior 
from their general utility, are only sateing-machines, 
and‘ equally applicable to sawing wood for any other 
purpose besides block making: We shall therefore 
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unity of presenting our readers 

with these, or at least the most curious among them. 
See Sawine Machinery. ; 

To trace the whole process from the tree to the 
finished block, we shall commence with—No. 1. The 
straight cross-cutting saw. This is a saw operating 
very nearly in the same manner as the carpenter’s 
hand-saw. The timber is brought to the mill in lon 
trees, (of elm for the shells of the blocks, ) with their 
sides rudely squared by the chip axe, so as to become 
irregular ottagons in their transverse section ; these 
are drawn by the machine upon a long horizontal 
bench, which is situated in the yard; and one end of 
the tree is brought through the window against 
which the machine is placed, and, being adjusted to 
their proper place, is cut across by the saw; exactly 
the proper length being cut off the end of the tree 
to form the shell of that kind of block for which the 
piece of timber seems best adapted, either as to it's size 
or quality. This machine is only used for the largest 
trees. 

No. 2. The circular cross-cutting saw, is for ex- 
actly the same purpose as the former machine, but is 
pa only to the smaller trees: It is a very curious 
iece of mechanism, difficult to be described in words. 

The timber is brought as before, through the win- 
dow. The saw isa circle, with its axis parallel to the 
length of the tree. This axis is so mounted in a cu- 
rious form, that it can be moved in all directions, ei- 
ther raised up, or moved sidewise; but in. all these 
motions its axis continues parallel to itself, and the 
saw continues in the same plane. The saw continues 
in rapid-motion by the mill; and the attendant apply- 
ing the saw, by means of turning a handle, to the 
side of the tree, which it euts into about one-third 
the diameter of the saw, and perhaps half through the 
tree, then he does the same on the top of the tree, 
next on the oppdsite side, and lastly beneath, if it is 
necessary, till the wood is quite cut across. from its 
different sides. By this means a tree could be divi- 
ded.by a saw which could not be of sufficient diame- 
ter to reach through from any one side. 

_ No. 3. The reciprocating ripping saw. 'The blocks 
cut by the last machine are bee cut in the direction 
of the grain of the wood, first into two, three, or 
more pieces, in one direction, and then in a direction 
perpendicular to the former, so as to reduce the logs 
into the size for the scantling of the required block, 
This saw is on the same principle as that in common 
use in America and other countries, and which has 
often been described; but the construction of the 
machine is somewhat different. ‘The largest blocks 
only are sawn or ps up by this saw; the smaller 
ones being cut in the next machines, which are 

No. 4. The circular ripping saw. They have four 
of these, each consisting of a circular saw, projecting 

ly up through a table similar to a carpenter’s 
Bech. The piccesof wood being applied to the saw, 
are cut through the length of the grain, and divided 
into the proper scantling, in the same® manner as by 
the foregoing machine; but this is applied to the 
smaller sizes. , 

These are the machines appropriated for converting 
the timber, and occupy one of the wings of the build- 
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ings. The parallelopipedons which are formed here, y 
are carried to the opposite wing of the mill, where the 
machines for forming them into blocks are situated. 
They are as follow: 44y jy Malia 4 

No. 5. The boring machines. The blocks thus 
sawn out, are fixed into a frame, and two centre bits 
are applied; one to bore a hole for the centre pin, 
and the other, perpendicular to this, can be’ t 
to bore a hole for the commencement of the mortice 
which is to contain the sheave; the latter borer can 
be so fixed as to bore either one, two, or three 
holes, according as a single, double, or threefold 
sheave block is wanted.. Five of these machines are 
used. : 

No 6. The morticing machines are most ingenious 
and perfect pieces of mechanism, which might be ap- 
plied to many other useful purposes ; each gives mo- 
tion to chisels,; which mortice out the cavities for the 
reception of the sheaves in two blocks at the same 
time, if single or double blocks ; but in morticin 
threefold blocks, only one is done at once. Three of 
these machines are used. ~ Y ’ iy 

No. 7. The corner saw cuts off the angles of the 
parallelopipedons which have passed through the 
above machines. There are three of these machines, 

No. 8. The shaping engine is a curious engine, in 
which ten blocks, previo y morticed, and with their 
angles taken off, are fixed by their extreme ends, be- 
tween the rung of two equal wheels fixed upon the 
same axis. ‘These having a rapid rotatory motion given 
them, the blocks are successively brought against the 
edge of a fixed gouge, which forms the outsides of 
all the-twelve blocks to the segment of a mag ae 

describe by their rotation with the large which th 
wheels. ‘The gouge has also a p ssive motion 
following the curvature the block is intended. to 
have. hen this is done, all the blocks, by an in- 
stantaneous movement, are turned half round; so\that 
the sides which were towards the centre of the circles 
are now brought outside; and the whole’ machine 
being again turned about, these sides of the blocks 
are formed by the same means as the former. The 
shaping machine, therefore, forms the outside of the 
blocks to their proper figure. They have-three of 
these engines for different sized blocks, though’ ei- 
ther of the machines will receive several sizes, among 
which the differences are small and progressive. 

No.9. The scoring engine forms the scoring of 
the blocks, which is a groove round its Jar; dia- 
meter, for the reception of the of the block. 
This groove is shallow, where it passes over the ends 
of the pin of the block, and atone end; but at the 
other end, it is of considerable depth. Only twoof . 
the scoring engines are required, as they will admit 
a great latitude of different sizes, and they perform 
so quickly, as to score all the blocks made by the 

eo ope ae The foregoing machines are appropriated to 
formation Ais the shells of the blocks. Afterwards 
they are trimmed, polished, and finished by hand, as 
the surfaces are somewhat rough, though exactly the 
true shape'and size ; and this is almost as expensive 
an operation as any of the preceding, not because the 

$ require much to be taken off to make them 

chinery. 
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the purpose of rivetting the pins which hold the gun Block Ma- 
peor coaks into the cavity in the sheaves, made by | chinery- 
the coaking engines. ‘These hammers, also, by pres- 

We now come to enumerate those machines em- 
for making the sheaves, The wood for these 

is cut. from a tree of lignum vite, across the grain, so 
to. form senae agge sian ing to’a circular figure, 

= sens aid ic Se nme. intended sheave. 

These pieces are cut by two machines. The first of © 
he nes , 

No..10.. The straight saw, for converting the lig- 
num vite. This is constantly moving backwards and 
forwards bY, the machinery, in a horizontal plane. 
The tree of lignum vitz is fixed vertically, and raised 
so much above the plane of the saw as the thickness 
of the intended sheave; and the saw being applied 
to the wood, quickly cuts it through, separating a 
piece from the end of the tree, just the true thick- 
ness to form the sheave. This saw is appropriated 
to cutting out the largest sheaves, because the circu- 
lar saw; to. be man mentioned, would not-act freely 
through a large and hard substance. 

| No. 11. Thecircular saw is for the same purpose, but 
is applied to the smaller sheaves. The tree is, as in the 
former instance, fixed in a vertical position, but upon 
the end of.a'spindle, in such a manner that it can re- 
volve upon its own axis, and the circular saw has its 
axis placed vertically, and mounted in a frame which 
moves’ ‘centre, ‘so that the saw moves in an arc 
of a circle, but still continues inthe same plane. The 
saw, asit op mm pe against the tree, by mo- 
ving it in its arc, cuts off a thin plate. ‘These 

are now sorted out as to the sized sheave which 
each will make with the least waste: They are then 
carried to, 
No. 12. The crown saw. 'This'is a saw similar to 
atrepan, and having a centre bit in the axis of it. 
The piece of wood being: fixed by a neat contrivance 
before this saw, it is applied against the wood, and 

ickly cuts out a cis and at the same time forms 
\ centre hole, exactly in the centre of it. 

No. 13. The coaking engine is perhaps the most 
jepson of all these machines. It forms, by means 

we cannot describe without the drawing, the’ 
cavity.in the centre of the sheave for the reception of 
the coak or metal bush. ‘This cavity is in the form of 
three: small semicircles, arranged at equal intervals 
round the circular holes formed in che last machine. 
‘Two of these engines are used. The sheaves are 
cut by this engine, first on ofie side for one of the 
coaks, and they are then turned to have the other cut. 
The coaks are now inserted into the cavities cut by the 
coakingengines. They are cast of a mixture of copper, 
zinc, and tin,‘called gun metal, to the true shape at 
once, by means of an accurate pattern moulded in sand. 

No, 14, The drilling machine is applied to perfo- 
rate the three semici rojections of the coaks; at 
the same time it drillsthrough both the coaks and 
the wood of the'sheave. The copper pins, which are 
put into these.holes, are eut from the proper sized 
wire, by a simple tool fixed in the vice, all the same 
dength. The pins being inserted into the holes, are 

to, 
No. 15, The rivetting hammers, two small tilt 

hammers put in rapid motion by the machinery, for 
VOL, Ul. PART iy, 

sing on a-treddle, can strike a heavier blow towards 
the end of the operation. The sheaves in this state 
are carried to, | - ; . 

No. 16. The broaching enginesy of which three 
are used. ‘The sheave is faxed toa vertical revolving 
axis, and the borer is brought down into’ the hole in 
the centre of the coaked sheave, and broaches it out 
to.a perfect cylinder. The sheaves thus formed, re- 
quire only to be turned in, =| 

No. 17. The face turning lathe. This is an ex- 
cellent lathe, provided with a sliding rest, which sup- 
ports the turning tool, and moves it slowly across the 
face of the sheave, which is fixed upon the end of the 

indle or mandrel of the lathe, and turned round 
thereby. yey 

The blocks, shells, and sheaves, being now finish- 
ed, we have to consider the iron pins for them. The 
small blocks, indeed, are: fitted with pins of hard 
wood. The iron pins are first forged to the true size 
and shape, having a cylindrical part of sufficient 
length to pass through the shell of the block ; and’a 
square part, which is to be drifted into one of the 
cheeks of the shell, to prevent the pin from turning 
round. ‘They are then taken to, 

No. 18. The turning lathe, where the iron pins 
are turned by a slide rest, in a manner something ‘si- 
milar to the facing lathe : they are then covered with 
spiral scratches from the scoring of the tool. These 
are rounded by, J 

No. 19. The polishing engine. The pin is fixed 
into the lower end of’a vertical revolving axis, and 
forced down into a sort of die, immersed in oil, hold- 
ing three pieces of hard:steel, between which the pin 
is pressed as it turns, and by that means is perfect- 
ly ee 

he wood 'pins are cut by the circular saw into oc- 
tagon pieces of the he 4? length. These are put 
into a common lathe, having adapted to it a simple 
tool, called a witchit, which aiekty cuts the pin to a’ 
true cylinder, except ‘a short piece at the end, which 
is left of an octagon: form to be inserted into the 
cheek of the’ block, in order to prevent the pin from 
turning. We have not nunibered this’ as a separate 
machine, because it is used in the common way of 
making blocks, being applied to the same’ lathe in 
which they turn the sheaves. 

Besides all these machines, the block mills contain 
three others ; one for large blocks, and two for dead 
eyes. 
7 aii 20. The former is acomplete apparatus for bo- 
ring very large holesinany position. Itis used forblocks 
of a size beyond what the regular machines ate calcu- 
lated for; some of these blocks being as large as 54 
inches in length, with 4 sheaves. The shells for these 
are made up of pieces. They are used for the mast 
hulks; and by them the masts of the largest ships are 
suspended while they are fixed in their situation. The 
number of these blocks which is required, is not so 
great as to make it worth the expence of a set of ma- 
chinés for'them ; but the workmen avail themselves 
of all the assistance which they can derive from the’ 
largest of the three sets of machines, and perform the 

4 
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rest by hard labour. This large boring machine is the, 
only one exclusively appropriated to large: blocks.» 

No. 21, The machines for making dead eyes. Af 
ter the scantling for these has been cut out by, an 
machines before deseribed, they are bored in the bo-: 
ring machine: The angles are then removed by. the. 
corner saw 3 and they are next put into a machine 
which shapes them, and cuts.the score round them.. 
They have two of these machines; the first making 
dead eyes from five to nine inches diameter, and. the. 
second being adapted to those from 10 to. 19 inches. 

Thus we have given a general idea of the objects, 
of this really interesting mill ; but a general idea of 
the whole is all that we can hope to give, from the lie. 
mits we have been obliged to prescribe to our Plates. 
We shall select a few of the most curious of the ma- 
chines, and give perspective drawings of them, reser- 
ving others for a future opportunity. On entering; 
the block mill, the spectator is struck with the mul- 
tiplicity of its movements, and the rapidity of its ope-; 
rations, The elegant structure of the small machines, 
strike the eye as objects of ornament as well as. utili, 
ty. On this score, great credit is due to Mr Mauds- 
ley for the perfection of workmanship displayed. 
throughout these works; all. the ‘bearings, »sliders,, 
and fittings, being executed in the most accurate 
manner, so as to move freely, but. without shake, 
This accuracy is essential in. these machines, jag they 
are contrived so as to adapt themselves to, blocks of 
many different sizes and shapes; for if all-the fittings, 
were not very correct, the. parts would be.insufficient. 
to restrain the large blocks, while they.-were clumsy, 
and inconvenient forthe smallones. This. will 
appear from the great number of different. blocks: 
made at these mills, which are as follows:. , 

Thick. blocks, 4 varieties—single sheaves, double; 
sheaves, treble, and fourfold.. The sizes of each.va- 
‘riety are from 4 inches to 28 inches in length; but. 
only the three first varieties are wholly, made by the 
machine ;. the fourfold, which. are chiefly made with: 
the hand, can.only have the assistance of those, ma- 
chines which will form their parts ;. their;sheaves and 
ins, however, are completely made by the machines., 
‘hese, make about. . 60. eve. ene w.e.e sue 72 sizes. 

Thin blocks are. the same, but.with nar- : 
row sheaves: these, run from 6 to 26, 

~ inches in length, . 01.5. 6 oe. were a 48 
Clue garnet and clue line blocks are of a 

peculiar construction, introduced by the 
inventor of the machinery, (See the ar- 
ticle Buock)... «1... re ee +. 105 

Sister blocks,. . 2... eves 2h ai keeeO 
Top sail sheet blocks; ........ 4+. te ysity 20 
Fiddle,or viol blocks, 0. 0-6 6 eowey 24. 
TGC BN GEIA Sw tcl itn cghiee ois 20.» 90%, bys Ene y 20. 
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It may therefore be. safely said, that not less than. 

200 sorts and sizes of blocks are constantly,making, 
by these machines, 

It will give some idea of the expedition of. these, 
works, to state the number of block shells of 
different sizes, made. by each set of machines in a, 
day. 
The first set of machines make. blocks from. 4 to 7 

‘by which it is jointed to,the lever, has a handle or) 

but before it gets.out of the guide, it is.so deep in: 

inches in length, at the rate of 700 perday.’ These Pig Mae : 

the rate of 520 per day, ‘These have iran pins. 
The third set from 11 to 18 ihe i ent, 

the rate,of 200 per day, with iron .pinss; So, thy a 
the machines will mgke 1420.perdaye: 9). > 
yf 19 to. 28 inches, are not so. 

frequently. wanted, as. to. employ. the. - machines con- 
stantly: indeed they cannot make these large blocks: 
by. the machines alone, though they perform particu- 
lar,parts with them, asthe sheaves, pin, and cheeks, : 

Having» now enumerated the number and objects of 
these machines, »we shall proceed:to. describe each of: 
them inthe sameordern  . 

The straight cross cutting saw. The log is-placed: Straight 
horizontally on.a very low bench, which is continued ; 670% Cuts 
through the window of the mill into: the yard... An.“°S 
horizontal shaft,, turned. by the mill, is situated over: 
head, with a crank in it... Phe crank .roddescends to 
the horizontal arm of .a, bent lever, whose:centre is: 7 
rather. below the floor., The upper end of the vertical 4 
arm ofthis lever_is jointed tothe saw, which will 
therefore rise and fall omits joint in a vertical plane. It: 
is a large pit saw, without any. frame, placed horizon~ 
tally, its teeth downwards, but sloped so as to cut 
when drawn towards-the lever.. Over.the back of the: 
saw a piece of. wood. is. fixed,’ and whensthe saw is: 
lifted up upon the joint connected with the lever, so» 
as to be at its most elevated. position, the , back of its: 
blade is received into a kerf or cleft cut in this fixed’ 
piece of wood. The end of the-saw, opposite to that: 

spar fixed to it in a straight line with the blade ; this. 
spar, which may be called_its handle, is received be- . 
tween two vertical posts, which confine it to move: 
straight, but allow. it to.rise or fall... By/a rope attach-. 
ed to this pole and conducted. ale te the at- 
tendant lifts up the saw into the + in the fixed» 
piece or guide before, mentioned,: (we suppose the: 
saw.is not now in motion,, the crank being cast off 
from the mill,) then by,a windlass and lever he draws: 
the log forward on the platform,,till the end of it~ 
(which we suppose has. been cut, off square by the. 
same process we are about to describe), comes in: 
contact witha lump of wood screwed upon.the eat 
form. . "Che. saw is now. exactly. over the place where - 
the log is to be divided... It.is let down, and suffer- 
ed to rest avith “its teeth upon the log, the back still. 
being in thecleft of the guide. The crank being set in. 
motion, the saw, reciprocates backwards and forwards: 
with exactly, the, same, motion, as if. worked by a, 
carpenter, and quickly cuts through the tree... When: 
it first begins to cut, its back is in.the. cleft in. the, 
guide, ats this cayses it to move ina. straight line ; 

the wood as to guide itself: for in cutting across the» 
rain of the wood, it has no tendency to be diverted : 
rom its true line by. the irregular grain. When the. 
saw has descended through. the. tree, its handle is; 
caught in a fixed stop, to prevent its .cuttin the . 
bench. The machineis cast off, the attendant lifts up» 
the saw by the rope before mentioned, removes. the 
block cut off, and advances the tree forwards to take a, 



Block Ma- fresh cut. The lump of wood before mentioned can 
‘chiinery. he §xed at <¢ along the platfortn, so as to cut 

NV any required off the end of the tree. It should 
. _ be mentioned, that a lever is placed across the end 
E -of the tree; one end turning on a pin fixed ina firm 
7 post, and the other so loaded, as to’ keep the piece 

be! steady upon the-bench when it is nearly or quite cut 
; ‘through. ‘The under side of the lever is fitted with 
_* large teeth, which penetrate into the tree and hold it. 
1 This is a very and’ effective machine ; but does 

“not cut so quickly as the circular saw which follows, 
, - because it not admit of such a rapid motion; but 

sit can be-constructed to cut trees of very large di- 
“mensions at a Small expence. 

~ Cirevlar ~~ The ¢ircular cross cutting saw. The reader must 
cross cut- “figure to himself a frame formed of two long parallel 
ting saw. . spars of wood, united by cross bars and braces ; this, 

‘ fc ari we call the saw frame, is suspended ‘vertically 
: “by one end, where it is jointed to the end of a similar 

“frame, (say the upper frame, ) poied nearly horizon- 
‘tally, on an horizontal axis which passes through it 

: ‘near the middle of itslength. The end opposite that 
. - “which supports the saw frame is loaded, so as to coun- 

“terpoise its weight. At the lower end of the saw frame, 
the spindle of the : saw is mourited, by its bearings be- 

| ing bolted on the spare of the frame. The saw is fixed 
: on the extreme end of the spindle, so as to be on the 

“outside of the spars. “The spindle is parallel to the 
“axis of the upper frame. The tree is placed on a 
‘bench, and drawn up toa stop ‘by a windlass, just the 

: / Same asin the foregoing machine, and is kept steady by 
~a crodked bar ina similar manner. The tree lies in a 
-direction parallel to the axis of the saw. Now it will 

| be'seen by this arrangement, that the saw possesses 
“universal motion ; but the axis is always parallel to 
“itself, and the saw in the same plane. It can be raised 
“up or lowered down, by inclining the upper frame on 
its axis; and to move it sidewise, the saw frame must 
swing sidewise on'its joints, which connect it with 

) ‘the upper frame. © These movements are effected b 
; “two winches, each furnished with a pair of equal pi- 

nions, working a pair of racks fixed on two long poles. 
The spindles of t winches are fixed in two vertical 
posts, which support the axis of the upper frame. One 
“of these pair of poles are jointed to the extreme end 

’ ‘of the upper frame ; therefore by turning the handle 
3 -belongiig to them, the frame and saw is elevated 

or depressed: in like manner, the other pair are at- 
tached to the lower part of the saw frame, so that 
‘the saw can be moved sidewise by means of their 
handles, which then swing the saw from its vertical 

on. i 

* "These two handles give the attendant a complete 
‘command of the saw, which we suppose to be in rapid 
motion, the tree being brought forwards and properly 
fixed. By one h » he draws the saw against one 
side of the tree, which is thus cut into, (perhaps half 
“through ;) now, by the other handle, he raises the saw 
up, and by the first-mentioned handle he draws it a- 
cross the top of the tree, and cuts it half through 
from the upper side; hethen depresses the saw and cuts 
‘half through from the next side ; and lastly a frifling 
tut of the saw, as the lower side completely divides 
the tree, which is then advanced to take another cut. 

' Whestrap for the saw is conducted oyer pullies, 

=I, es OO 
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rizontal axis; and it then turns a pulley, fixed on an chinery ; 
axis concentric with the joint, connectiig the two “~V—” 
Jarge frames. On the same axis is another equal pul- 
ley, around which the strap is passed, which turns the 
‘pulley on the spindle of the saw. By this means, the 
“strap never becomes slack in any movement of the 
‘saw, as its’ points of flexure are the same as the 
frames. ‘This machine is very ingenious, and acts with 
“great accuracy, and astonishing rapidity. 

The great reciprocating saw is on the same prin- The great 
ciple as the saw mill in common use in America, at reciproca. 
least the differences are so small, that they cannot be "8 54: 
explained without drawings ; and as this machine is 
by no means essential to the manufacture of blocks, 
we shall refer our readers to the article Sawing Ma- 
chinery. \ [ 

The circular ripping saw, is-a thin circular plate The circu. 
of steel, with teeth similar to those of a pit saw, form- lar ripping 
ed in its periphery. It is fixed to a spindle placed saw: 
horizontally, at a small distance beneath the surface 
of a bench or table, so that the saw projects through 
2 crevice a few inches above the bench. The spindle 
being supported in proper collars, has a rapid rotatory 
motion communicated to it by a pulley on the opposite 
end, round which an endless strap is passed from a 
drum placed overhead in the mill. he block cut 
by the preceding machine, from the end of the tree, 
is placed with one of the sides flat upon the bench, 
and thus slides forward against the revolving saw, 
which cuts the wood with a rapidity incredible to 
any one who has not seen these or siinilar machines. 
The wood is guided in its progress toward the saw 
by a large parallel ruler, similar to that used for 
drawing, which can be placed and fixed at any re- 
quired distance from the plane of the saw, but is al- 
ways -parallel to it: by this means the circular 
saw becomes a general machine, and can be adapted 
to cut any required width. Its great advantages are, 
the saving of labour, and the great accuracy of its 
performance, as it invariably cuts a perfectly plane 
surface; and it is evident that any number of pieces cut 
by it must be of precisely the same size, when the 
parallel ruler remains fixed at the same point, This 
is dn important circumstance in these works, as the 
accurate performance of many, or indeed all the ma- 
chines, depends upon the blocks which are submitted 
to them, at the same time, being of one size. We have 
not given these sawing machines among our Plates 
in this article, because this saw is in constant use for 
sawing in general, and will therefore come more pro- 
perly under Sawtnc Machinery, where we pro- 
pose to pra ong this, or a similar one constructed by 
Mr Maudslay, who has a peculiar mode of makin 
the collars for the axis of the saw, which Witneeds 
remarkably well. It is a great improvement upon 
the usual mode of fitting up the circular saw, and 
which, we believe, was first introduced (at least for 
sawing large timber) by Mr George Smart of Lon- 
don. In the old method, the ends of the spindle 
were perforated with small conical holes, and the 
conical points of two fixed, screws were inserted into 
them, All the points of contaet were made of steel, 
and hardened. Nothing could’be more perfect or easy 
than the movement of such a spindle, until it was 
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put into rapid motion by the machinery, when, ha- 
ving’ a considerable strain on the pivots from. its 
work, it required a constant supply of oil, which was 
very quickly consumed, as the ait: force tended 
.to draw the oil up the largest part of the cone, and 
consequently take it from the points of contact. If 
the machine continued to work without oil, the great 
velocity and pressure would: cause such a friction, as 
to warm one or other of the steel joints. This would 
at once expand and soften it, soas to increase the fric- 
tion in a two fold degree ; and if this evil continued, 
the point would su y become red, or even white 
hot, and being too soft to resist the power of the 
saw, would then be twisted off. The broken point 
when cold,- would then be found so jambed, or ra- 
ther welded, into the hole in the end of the spin- . 
dle, that it would be impossible to get it out except by 
-driling, ‘The improved piney sas constructed 

e 
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by Mr Maudslay, have double conical sockets, so dis- 
posed as to’attract the oil into the fitting, instead of 
throwing it out. For small saws, where the strain is 
but slight, the old method is as good as can be de- 
vised. The blocks applied to the ripping saw are 
first split or ripped, in the direction of the grain, into 
the proper breadth in one direction; and then in the 
other, so as to reduce them tothe proper scantling 
for the various sizes of blocks. 

Boring machine, The blocks, prepared by the 
foregoing saws, are placed in the machine represented 
in Plate VII. Fig. 4, This machine has an iron 
frame, AA, with three legs, beneath which the block 
isintroduced,and the screw B being forced down upon 
it, confines it precisely in the proper spot to receive the 
borers D and E. This spot is determined by a piece 
of metal fixed perpendicularly just beneath the’ point 
of the borer E, shewn separately on the ground at X: 
this. piece of metal adjusts the position for the borer 
D, and its height is regulated by resting on the head 
of the screw x, which fastens the piece X. down to the 
frame. The sides of the block are kept in a lel 
position, by being applied against the heads of chase 
screws tapped into the double leg of the frame A. 
These screws are represented by. dotted lines. in the 
Figure. The borer D is adapted to bore the hole for 
the centre pin in a direction.exactly perpendicular to 
the surface resting against the three screws; the 
other, at E, perforates the holes. for the commence- 
ment of the sheave holes.. Beth borers are construct- 
ed in nearly the same manner; they are screwed up- 
on the ends of small mandrels, mounted in frames. si- 
milar.to a lathe. These frames, G and H, are fitted, 
with sliders upon the angular edges of. the flat 
broad bars, I and K. The former of these is screw-. 
ed fast to.the frame; the, latter is fixed upon a frame 
of its own, moving on the centre screws, at. L L, be- 
neath the principal frame of the machine. By this 
means, the borer E can be moved within certain li- 
mits, so as to bore holes in different positions. These 
limits are determined by two. screws, one of which is 
seen at. a, the other being omthe opposite side.. ‘U'hey 
are tapped. through fixed pieces. projecting up from 
the frame. A. projecting, piece of metal, from the un- 
der side.of the slider K. of the borer E, stops against 
the ends of these, serews, to limit the excursion of the 
borer. Lhe frames for both borersare brought up to: 

an axis D, on 
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wards the block by means of levers Mand N.. These. Block Ma~’ 
are centered on a pin, at the opposite sides of the ° 
frame of the machine, Bp s groovesthrough. Vr 
them which receive screw pins, fixed into the frames. . 
and H beneath the pulleys P, P, which give motion. 
to ag apne ft i ge IN,” ‘ty i 

n using this machine, the workman draws back Met 
both borers, which always continue turni : He then og ee 
takes the block and applies one of Ff against boring ma- 
the heads of the three screws, resting it on eehead chine. 
of the screw 2 above mentioned, and thrusts it against. 
the stop This ascertains the, true.position; and 
the sore h Dang, screed down: upon. it, holds it 
perfectly fast. The point of this screw has a. steel 
ring, or washer, fitted u it, the lower side of 
which is a sharp edge. When the screw is, twirled 
round, the, balls at ci ends of its cross cause 
it to act as a fly-press, to stamp the impression upon . 
the end of the block. The workman tee i 
handles M, N, and forces them towards the block. 
This brings the borers against it ; and, as they are in» 
ae motion, they will bore as fast as they can be 
followed up to the work, This is the process of bo= 
ring a single sheave block, when the screw-stops at a 
are screwed so far as to confine the frame K ina ver- 
tical position, and then its borer makes a hole through. 
the centre of the block. For a double. block, gh 
screws are withdrawn so far, that when the frame is. : 
held against one screw; its borer will be in the proper. 
place for one hole; and, when inclined to, the ah: 
screw, will be in the proper place for the other hole; 
and it is evident, that these limits, or the distance be- - 
tween the holes, may be increased or diminished at 
pleasure, to suit thick or thin blocks. The» borers, 
which are made in the same form as a. c *5 
centre bit, can be unscrewed, near the ends of their 
respective spindles, at 4, to put on one of.a larger-or 
smaller, size, The points of the screw-centers at L,. 
upon which the frame.of the borer E vibrates, can be. 
put into different holes inthe frame, so as to alter the. 
difference. of the level between the two borers, inorder. 
to suit blocks of different dimensions ; and the screw x 
is changed for one witha thicker head, or, what is the 
same, a washer is put under its head. The stop X 
can be altered in, its position, by sliding it farther 
from or nearer tothe frame, and can be a am by 
the screw x. "Threefold blocks are bored at one opera- 
tion, by the machine set in the same manner as. for- 
single blocks:. They are then put in \the machine. 
when set for, double blocks, and the two. external 
holes. bored: 

The mortising machine, isexhibitedin Plate LVIII. Mortising 
Fig. 4, whichis a perspective view of this beautiful ™chine. 
piece of mechanism, It is put in motion by anendless Prats 
strap passing round a drum at A, screwed to a fly- ia 
wheel B,that regulates the movement. Thisdrumturns 8" * 

‘ike extreme end of which is.a crank,. 
This has a long rod extending from it up to a jointat. 
a; which connects it with a frame EE, fitted between 
sliders b, d,.and guided by a cylindrical red F, sliding 
through a fixed collar supported by the framing. By 
this means the frame is. moved up and. down when 
the axis D revolves. To this frame the chisels are. 
fastened, and operate upon the block fixed at G; in a. 

ice horizontally in the frame. of, the 

ee eee 

oe 
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the same sizéd ring at its end. ‘This enters the 

against a cross bar of the catriage, shewn separately 
eke omelet Es. TC tae tae 
ings, f; fixed to it opposite the ends of the screw e. 
Wee ok thee tee includes two. smaller rings, also 
made with a sharp. ec Now At pressure of the 
screw e¢ forces the block against these rings, so as to 

print their sapreson in the wood ; ma by this 
means the block is held quite fast in the carriage 

i ing the process of mortising. T 
jage has a large double wormed screw R attached 

fo it behind, and this is received through a nut, or 
female screw, which is fitted to turn round in a fixed 
collar, supported by a bar extended across the frame 

of the machine. To this nut two wheels g, /, are 
fixed; the former is a large ratchet wheel, the latter 
a.cog wheel, which has a smaller one geering with it. 
This is fixed on the end of a long axis 4, on the extre- 
mity of which isa winch r. When thisis turned round 

the attendant, the nut of the screw is turned at 
the same time, and the carriage moved slowly, either 
backwards or forwards. This motion is only intend- 
ed to adjust the carriage to the proper point of com- 
meéncement. The gradual advancement of the block 
to each cut of the chisel, is produced by turning the 
ratchet wheel g in this manner:—The axis D. has 
an eccentric circle I fixed upon it; which, as it re- 
volves, acts upon a roller K, fixed in one arm of a 
bent lever, aiich cannot be wholly seen in the view: 
the other end ap me red jointed to it, 
having a tooth in the middle, which engages the 
teeth of the ratchet wheel, and turns it onde tain 
at atime, as the rod reci backwards and. for- 
wards. The extreme end of this rod rests uponale- 

column of the frame. It is held up by a second lever 
0, supported on a cock screwed on the frame. The 
ge peer this lever is made.so thick and heavy, 

the weight of it is sufficient to raise up ” and 
m, so that the tooth of the latter will, be too high to 
intercept the teeth of the ratchet wheel in its motion, 
The heavy end of the lever is kept up by a piece of 
metal fastened to the side of the carriage at_p. The 
screws which fasten this, pass through oblong grooves 
in it, so that it can be fixed at diferent parts along 
the length of the carriage. By this means when the 
pas hes advanced as far as intended, the loaded 
end of the lever o falls off the piece p, and disengages 
the rod m from the ratchet whéel. The fly-wheel 
and drum which turns the machine, are, as before 
mentioned, screwed cai but.they are fitted on 
a cylindrical part of the axis, so as to turn freely 
thereon, when it is not required to turn the axis D, 
and work the machine. conical wheel S, havig 
a hollow axis or tube. centre piece, is fitted upon the 
axis D, so as to slide freely endwise, but is confined 
to revolve at the same time by fillets inserted into it, 
The.end of the tube of the wheel. S is formed. in- 
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toa circular grooye, which is embraced by a fork- 
ed lever L, centered in the opposite side of the 
frame.. Now by moving the end of L towards the 
fly-wheel, the conical wheel S is thrust forwards, and 
jambed into the inside of the drum A. This exactly 
fits the wheel; and the friction caused by the contact 
of the two conical surfaces, is sufficient to work the 

On the other hand, when the lever L is 
pulled away from the fly-wheel, the. conical wheel is 
drawn out from the rigger, and by that means the 
fly-wheel is detached from the axis, so as to revolve 
upon it freely without turning, it; but, to prevent. 
any danger of the axis being turned by the friction 
of the fly-wheel upon, it, the wheel. S has another 
cone formed on the back of its rim, the bases of the 
two being conjoined. When the wheel is drawn back, 
this cone is jambed into a fixed ring M, supported by 
the frame of the machine, so as to be fixed fast, and 
prevent the axis from turning. uy 

The mortising machine, is, used. in the. following 
manner: The block brought from the boring ma- 
chine has the print formed by the screw thereof 
applied to the end of one of the serews.at ee. If one 
double or threefold sheave block is. to be mortised, 
as shewn in the Figure, the centre screw alone-is used 
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to hold it in; but if two,single sheaves are to be fixed: 
in, then only the outside screws are used, the centre 
one being left loose. By screwing it tight, the block 
is fixed between the double circle prints, before men- 
tioned, on the bar Y ; and _stops are situated on the 
same bar. To guide the block to its proper position, 
which is, that the hole bored for the commencement 
of the sheaye hole shall be vertical, suppose the block 
fixed, the handle r is turned till the hole is brought be- 
neath the sliding frame. The chisels are now adjusted. 
These are long square bars of steel TT’, and ave fas- 
tened to the frame by a clamp, seen ‘separately at X. 
This goes behind the cress bar of the frame, and has 
two square holes through its ends, to receive the 
chisel 'T, and two screws. to bite it fast in the square 
holes; at the same time that this keeps the chisels from 
slipping up and down, it fixes them fast to the frarne 
EL, by drawing the chisels forcibly against the 
cross bars, by means of the clamps behind them.. 
The two screws of eaeh clamp being slackened, the 
chisels are put exactly over the holes which are to 
become sheave holes, and screwed fast.. The machine 
is now.put, in motion. by depressing the handle P. 
This is at the end of a lever, the fulcrum of which is 
a pin fixed in the column. of the frame at s; anda 
short arm gives action to the end of the lever L, be- 

PLaTe, 
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fore described, so as to. put the machine in. motion. . 
At. the first. descent of. the chisels, they cut down’, 
through the whole depth of the holes. previously 
bored, so as to give them a flat side when they rise 
up-. The eccentric circle I, moving the bent lever and 
rod m, turns the ratchet wheel round on: both, and 
adyances the block a. very,minute quantity towards . 
the fly wheels so. that the chisels in descending cut 
a fresh space, and. in ascending the block advances. 
In this manner it proceeds, with a.most astonishing 
rapidity, through the whole length of! the intended . 
sheave hole, At this time, the loaded end of the 
lever o drops off the piece p, previously adjusted, and ; 
raises the rod. m, so that the farther advance of the. 
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‘ehinery. .machine observes this, he raises the handle, P. This 
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»stops the machine, as before stated; and the boy 
ttakes care to-stop it when the chisels are at the 
thighest, point, which he effects by a very dextrous 
-moyeinent. ‘Lhe finished block is now removed, and 
ca fresh one put in; the handle 7 is screwed back, to 
bring the-biock to the proper point, and the machine 
> starts, and proceeds as before. 

The backs of the chisels have a small piece of 
‘steel ¢ ‘fixed to them, which thrusts out the chips 
which they cut, otherwise these would accumulate and 
‘wedge up the hole, so as to obstruct the chisel most 
materially, by filling up the space behind it. It has 
‘also two small cutters, called scribers, at vv, fixed 
-perpendicular to its edge, so as to project rather be- 
ae it, being fitted in dovetail notches, formed in the 
sides of the chisels. These small scribers, in'the des- 
cent of the chisel, cut or scribe two small clefts, 
which include the width of the chip which will be 
cut out by the chisel in the succeeding stroke. By 
this ingenious device, the mortice cut in this machine 
has its sides as smooth as if they were made by a 
lane. The back of the chisel is rounded, to con- 

-form to the hole bored in the boring machine. 
To adapt the mortising machine for different sized 

‘blocks, the cross bar Y, in the back of the carrjage, 
against which the blocks are pressed, can be fixed by 
notches cut in the frame, at one inch asunder, so as 
to hold all blocks of different lengths, having an inch 
difference in each, The stops, above mentioned, to 
ascertain the position of the block, can be fixed upon 
the cross bar at any point, either as to height or po- * 
sition sidewise, in the following manner-: ‘The piece 
of iron w, (see the separate view,) with a ve 
through it, carries two vertical pieces xx, at the up- 
per and lower end of which is a knob; these will 
place the sides of the blocks applied against them 
truly vertical. Two small pillars nn are fixed to the 
cross bar of the carriage; they have a piece sliding 
upon them, which can be fixed at any height by 
screws, to adapt it for different sized blocks, The 
two pieces xz, are fixed at the same distance asunder 
as the screws in the front of the carriage; so that 
when one is set in the position for a Bats to be 
held by one screw, the other will ‘be at the proper 
‘place for the other screw: by these means the car- 
riage can be adapted to.receive a block: of any dimen- 
tions, and can guide it to its proper position against the 
prints in the cross bar. The ei E may have any 
number of chisels fixed to it, corresponding to the 
number of mortises intended to be cut. 

Thecorner saw (see Fig. 5. of Plate LVII.).con- 
‘sists of a mandrel mounted in a frame A, and carry- 
ing a circular saw L, upon the extreme end of it. 
This mandrel and its frame being exactly similar to 
those at G and H, Fig, 4. Plate LVII. does not 
require a separate view, although it is hid behind 
the saw, except the end of the screw marked A: 
This frame is screwed down upon the frame BB of 
the machine, which is supported upon four-columns, 
CC, DD is an inclined bench, or a Gnd of trough, in 
which a block is laid, as at E, being supported on its 
-edge by the plane CC of this bench, and its end kept 
4ip to its position by the other part of the bench DD. 

BLOCK MACHINERY. 
By sliding the block along this bench, it is ‘applied 
to the saw, which cuts off its angles, as is evident from 
the Figure, and prepares it for the shaping engine. 
All the four angles are cut off in succession, by Ap 
plying its different sides to the trough ‘or bench. Ih 
‘the figure, two of them are drawn as being cut, and 
the third is just marked by the saw. This machine 
is readily adapted to different sizes of beeping the 
simple expedient of laying pieces of wood of di 
thickness against the plene DD, so as to fill it t 
and keep the block nearer to or farther from the saw ; 
for all the blocks are required to be cut at the same 
angle, though, of course, a larger piece is to be cuit 
from large than from small blocks. The block.re- 
duced to the state of E is now taken to 

tinal 

The shaping machine, represented in Plate LIX. shagiag: 
as it is seen from one side. ~A. great deal of the ap- machi 
parent complication of this figure arises from 

dest the blocks, which are revolving in the circles, 
or chuck, with an immense velocity, stiould be loosen- 
ed by the action of the tool, and fly out by their 
centrifugal force. ‘Without this provision, t n= 
sequences of such an accident would be dreadful, 
as the blocks would be projectéd in all directions 
with an inconceivable force. . The principal part of 
this machine is its chuck, which holds the blocks. 
This consists of two equal wheels AA and BB, 
placed upon the same axis, the former of: which is 
firmly fixed to the axis, while the latter slides upon 
‘it, in order to render the space between them greater 
‘or less, as is required, to contain blocks of different 
lengths. This ‘ts effected'by five bolts, fixed into the 
zim of one wheel, and passing through the'rim of the 
other. Each bolt has a nut upon it, on the outside of 
the wheel B. By means of these nuts the wheel B is 
held fast at any required distance from the other: 
The head of some'of these bolts are marked x. Both 
wheels of the chuck are divided into ten equal parts, 
At each of these joints, thf ‘wheel A, a short 
axis, or mandrel, is fitted through a jectin 
of the rim of the wheel. ‘On ‘the pueide Se the 
wheel, each of these mandrels “has a small wheel & 
‘fixed upon its end. - On the ends, in the inside of the 
wheel, the mandrels have each a short cross bar fixed, 
just sufficiently long to contain two steel rings ; which 
are exactly the same size and distance apart as those 
in the mortising machine, which support the block. 
The wheel B has, at each point site. the man- 
drels @,.a screw centre similar tor the back centre of 
a lathe, but furnished at its point with a steel ring, 
of the same dimensions as that at the end of the 
screw of the boring machine. ‘The ring is fitted 
upon the point of the screw, to turn freely upon the 
end of it. The blocks are held in between the 
wheels, by putting the double print at one end of 
each block against the double rings at the end of one 
of the mandrels, and then screwing the screw in the 
other wheel tight up, the block is confined be- 
tween them. In this manner, the chuck being filled 
with ten blocks, if they are turned round rapidly, 
and a chisel or gouge fixed for them'to cut against, 
each will be formed to a segment of the circle in 
which they move. This gouge is ‘Supported in a 
frame, moving on a fixed rest D, which 1s curved to 

PLATE 
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_ Block Ma a-circle, whose centre is in the centre of the chuck. 

-chinerys [¢ is confined to move on this arch by a curved radial 
“7 bar E, fitted to ogntre on the floor beneath the ma- 

oo chine at oneend ; and having the otherattached to the 
frame FF, which supports the tool. This frame con- 
tains a slider f,. moving in a groove, and at the end 

ing the tool g in a holder, where it is fixed by a 
screw. The slider has an axis or spindle, fitted: per- 
pendicularly in it at h. On the lower end of this is- 
a roller, which applies itself against a curved piece of 
metal i, called a bs It is. fixed: fast upon the 
framing of the machine by a pillar at each end. 
The roller is kept. in contact with the shape by a. 
lever, centered at & on the frame F, and prea, sir 
a.short. conplin ling iron with the slider,f; so that, when 
its handle / is aol towards the mak bury the roller 
is kept up to the shape. Gis a handle jointed to the 
frame F ; and, by means of this, the frame F, carry- 
ing the tool and all its apparatus, can be moved along. 
the rest D, being guided by the radial bar E in. its 
motion... It Srretchsits that if the other handle / is 
at the same time pushed forward, the roller applies 
itself to the shape, and, consequently, the gouge de- 
scribes the same curvature that the shape has. ‘This 
curvature can readily be altered by the following 
means: There is a second shape m fixed below the 
former, and, by a simple movement, the roller can be 
depressed, by slipping its axis downwards in. its 
socket, so as to BP the lower shape, and give 
the curvature of it to the tool, instead of the upper. 
one. 

Method of | The mode of using this. machine. is as.follows : 
_usingthe ‘The ten blocks being all fixed in, as before descri- 
pee Sedat aidhewa io the Figure, the frame F of the 
| r gouge is rane $3 a pe ee ey ve abe 

putin rapid motion by a. round a pu 
H, fixel on eee, The coe Poca with the neawef 
G in his right hand, and / in his left, sweeps the frame 
along its’ rest by the handle G, while he keeps the 
roller in contact with the shape, by pressing the lever 
Ztowardstthe machine. -In this movement the gouge 
cuts all the ten blocks at once to their proper curva- 
ture, at least that face of each which is farthest from 
the centre. When the frame has-slowly traversed 
the whole len; 
the blocks are finished, and the machine. is stopped by 
casting its movement off from the mill: But, as it. 

a considerable momentum, this is checked 
- ig a steel spring at [, which is fixed at one end to 

the frame, and then extends round .a wheel fixed on. 
the H, or rather cast in the same piece. The 
other of this spring has a handle upon it; and. 

this is pressed down, the curved part of the 
ing incloses the wheel, and operates as a gripe, . 

to check the velocity of the Boek: When the mo- 
tion ceases, the blocks are all turned one quarter 
round on the small mandrels a by this means. The« 
wheels a have each an endles screw, which turns them 
round. These screws are cut in the ends of as many 

indles d, pointing towards the centre of the chuck. 
Ae the ends of these, nearest the centre, each spindle 
has a small bevelled wheel e fixed upon it. There is al- 
so a large bevelled wheel K, which is fitted upon the 
axis between the wheel A and the pulley H, so as to 
slip freely on upon the axis, and when it is turned 

— = 

of its sweep, the outside face of all. 
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round, it is evident it will turn all the wheels, spindles, Block Ma~ 
screws, and mandrels, at once, and by that means, “ery: 
turn-all the blocks,’so as to bring another face out- “i 
wards. This is not effected by turning the wheel ; 
but, what has the same effect, he wheel is held fast. 
while the chucks are turned round. To stop the. 
wheel K, a catch L is employed. It moves ona 
joint fixed on the ground; and when pushed-to- 
wards the wheel, a stub, or knob, projecting from 
its rim, is caught in a fork, or notch, at the up-> 
per end of the catch. The wheel is now detained, 
and the attendant to the machine takes hold of the- 
chuck by «its rim, and turns it round four times, 
which he determines by a mark on the wheel A.) 
The bevelled and other wheels are so proportioned, 
that these four times will make the blocks revolve 
exactly one quarter on their individual axes, so as’ 
to bring another side of each outside. This being 
done, the catch L is removed, the roller at A is shift- 
ed by depressing its axis; so. that its roller acts 
against the lower shape, which has a curvature suit-. 
ing the other side of the blocks. The machine is 
now put in motion, and the tool moved along its rest, , 
in the same manner as before described; forming, . 
in this manner, the second side of each block. The 
machine is now stopped, the blocks turned round an- 
other quarter, and the upper shape is employed to: 
cut the third side, in the same manner. as the first ;. 
which being, done, the fourth side is cut in the same - 
manner as the second, and with the same shape. ‘The 
blocks are now completely shaped, and the ten are- 
removed to make way er another set, which are 
treated in the same manner. 

The roller 4, or rather the socket supporting its; 
axis, is not fixed to the slider f, but is fitted to the 
same in a groove;. so that, by means of a screw 7,. 
it. can be moved along»the slider. The effect of this 
is, that the tool g projects more or less beyond the - 
shape, as is required, to cut larger or smaller blocks. 
The mode of adapting the chuck to take in larger 
blocks has been before mentioned. The same shapes 
will serve several different sizes ; and if not, they can. 
easily be removed, and others substituted of the 
proper curvature. 

The scoring engine receives two blocks, as they Scoring 
come from the shaping engine, and forms the groove machine, 
round their longest diameters, for the reception of Puare 
their ropes or straps. A,B, (Fig. 1. Plate LX.) repre. LX. 
sent these two blocks, each held between two small pil- Fig: 1- 
lars a, (the other pillar is hid behind the block, ) fixed 
in a strong plate D, and pressed against the pillars , 
by a screw 6, which acts on aclamp d. Over the 
blocks a pair-of circular planes or cutters EE are 
situated, both being fixed on the same spindle} which | 
is turned bya pulley in the middle of it. The spindle 
is fitted in.a frame FF, moving in centres at ee, so as 
to rise and fall, when moved, by a handle f’ This . 
brings the cutters down upon the blocks; and the 
depth to which they can cut, is regulated by a cur- 
ved shape g, fixed by screws upon the plate D, be- 
tween the eng on this rests a curved piece of 
metal h, fixed to the bs F, and inclosing, but not 
touching the pulley. To admit the cutters to tra- 
verse the whole length of the blocks, the plate d, 
(or rather a frame beneath it,) is sustained between 
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- chinerys Pete The frame inclines when the handle’ will suit many i ag re es ae, as chinery. 
"vw Lisdepressed. At M isa lever, witha weight at 
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Method of 

the end of it, counterbalancing the weight of the 
blocks and plate D, all which are above the centre 
on which they move.. The frame F is-also provided 
with a counterpoise to balance the cutters, &c. The 
cutters E, E are circular wheels of brass, with round 
edges. Each has two notches in its circumference, at 
opposite sides ; and in these notches chisels are fixed 
by screws, to project beyond the rim of the wheel, 
in the manner of a plane iron before its face. 

This machine is used as follows: In order to fix the 

By these machines the shells of the blocks‘are coms “—"V—" 
pletely formed, and they are next polished and finish- 
ed by hand labour ; nee ae ae ey ae 
and methods pana are well known, it is needless to’ 
enter into any explanation : the finishing required being 
only a eitathin of the surfaces. machines cut 
80 ctly true, as to require,no wood to be removed 
int beslties but as they cut without regard to the 
irregularity of the grain, knots, &c. it happens that 
many parts are not so smooth as might be wished, 
and for this purpose manual labour alone can be em- 

using the block, it is pressed between the two pins, (only one of bi hi - aye : 5s 

en €n- which ata, can be seen in view), and the clamp d screw- ‘he lignum vite for the sheaves of the blocks, is 
ed upagainst it, soasjust to hold the block, butno more. 
The clamp has two claws, as is seen in the Figure, 
each furnished with a ring, entering the double 
prints before mentioned, in the end of the block. 
‘These rings are partly cut away, leaving only such a 
segment, of each as will just tetain the block, and the 
metal between them is taken out to admit the cutter 
to operate between them, or nearly so. In putting 
the blocks into this machine, the workman applies the 
double prints to the ends of the claws of the clamps, 

* but takes care that the blocksare higher up between 
the pins @ than they should be; he then takes the 
handle f, and by it presses the cutters EE, (which we 
suppose are standing still,) down upon the blocks, 
depressing them between their pins at the same time, 
till the descent of the cutters is stopped by the piece 
h resting on the shape g. He now turns the screws 
bb, to fix the blocks tight. The entters being’ put 
in motion, cut the scores, which will be plainly seen 
by the mode of adjustment just described, to be of 
no depth at the pin hole; but by depressing the 
handle L, so as to incline the blocks, and keeping 
the cutters down upon their shape g by the handle s 
they will cut any depth towards* the ends of ‘the 
blocks, which the shape ¢ admits. 

By this means, one quarter of the score is formed; 
the other is done by turning both blocks together 
half round, in this manner: The centres J are not 
fitted into the plate D itself, but into a frame seen at 
R, beneath the plate, which is connected with ‘it 
by a centre pin, exactly midway between the two 
blocks A,B. A spring catch, the end of which is 
seen at 7, confines them together ; ‘when this catch is 
pressed back, the plate D can be turned about upon 
its centre pin, so as to change the blocks, end for 
end, aid bring the unscored quarters (7. @. over the 
clamps) beneath the cutters ; the workman taking the 
handles 4 and L, one in each end, and pressing them™ 
down, cuts out the second quarter, This might 
have been effected by simply lifting up the handle 
L; but in that Case the cutter would have struck 
against the graiit of the wood, so as to cut rather 
roughly; but by this ingenious device, of reversing 
the blocks, it always cuts clean and smooth, in 
the direction of the grain. "The third and fourth 
uarters of the scofe’are cut, by turning the other 

sides of the blocks upwards, and repeating the above 
operation. The shape dane remoyed and another 
put in its place, for different ‘sizes and curves of 

thelin 

ley and saw revolve together upon’ 
abe b, which is haters eae rea 
c to a fixed ptppet B, and on'this tube 
saw and phy turn, and may be slid. 
collar fitted round the centre piece of t 
having two iron rods (only one of which can be seenat | 

grough oles eae hough 

of wood e is supported during the o 
ing, being pressed forcibly against 1 
acting through a puppet fixed to the frame of the 
machine. At the end of this screw, is a cup or bason 
which applies itself to the piece of wood, 80. as to 
form a Kind of vice, one side being the end of the 
fixed tube, the other the cup at the end of t e screw 
D. Within the tube 4, is a collar for supportmg a 
central axis, which is perfectly cylindrical, r 
end of this axis (seen at f;) turns in ac 
fixed puppet E. The central axis has a pul 
on it, and giving it motion by a strap similar to 
other. Close to the latter pulley a co’ ar g is | t 
the centre piece of the ‘pulley, so as to slip rou 
frecly, but at the same time confined to move end- 

wv tard 1 yb nee 
sv 

' 
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Block Ma+ wise with the pulley andits axis. This collar receives 
chinery. 
aye 

- milar collar with the pulley 

’ 

eee err 

: eee while the latter cuts:out the circular ie 

the ends of the iron rods Y. The opposite ends of 
these rods are, aaibsve mentioned, connected by a si- 

A of the saw a. By this 
connection, both the centre bit, which is screwed into 
the end of the central axis f and the saw sliding upon 
the fixed tube 4, are brought forward to the wood at 
the same time, both being in rapid motion by their 
respective pulleys. The power to bring them for- 
ward is communicated to the machine by a bent le- 
-ver H, having a handle / at the end, and at the other 
end a fork, which receives the two ears or pins pro- 
Be = a collar 2, fitted on the central axis, so 

tory motion is not interrupted; but. or 
At 

isa spring of ient strength to counterbalance the 
weight of the handle, and draw both the saw and cen- 
tre bit back. In this state, the workman takes a 
piece of wood and places it against the-end.of the fix- 
ed tube b, so as to be nearly concentric with the saw 5 
then by turning the screw D, he advances the cup at 
the end of that screw, so as tb hold the wood fast ; this 
being done, he de the handle h, and, as'above de- 
scribed, brings centre bit and the saw both to- 

against the wood. The former bores the cen- 

collar cannot slip endwise upon the spindle. 

phery of the intended sheave: then raising the han- 
h, the saw and borer retreat, and the round piece 

of wood may be removed to make way for another 
rough scantling. 

is machine is easily adapted to cut sheaves of 
different Scenes br eget the saw from the 
centre pi its -A, and putting on a larger 
or thee Gon 3 rsa is hy case ith the ae 
tré bit, which is attached to the central axis, by screw- 
ing into the end of it. ats 

coaking engine. is ingenious piece of ma- 
chinery is represented in Plate aX. Fig. 1. It is 
used to cut the three semicircular holes which sur- 
round the hole bored by the crown saw, so as to pro- 
duce a cavity of the shape represented in the sheave S 
ing on the ground’beneath the machine. To effect 
is, the sheave is fixed (by an universal chuck enter- 

ing its centre hole) to a circle A, which has three 
arms extending from it. This circle-has a short axis 
passing a lever BC, of whichC is the ful- 
crum, by a pin projecting from the frame of 
the machine. D, E, F are three columns rising from 
the circular frame G. These sustain an upper frame, 
and two vertical rodsa._ Upon these, a frame slides, 
catrying a small mandrel 4, which has the cutter fix. 
ed at its lower end. The sliding frame has a screw 
at d, which prevents it descending too deep into thé 
sheave; and a catch at H retains it when raised up 
above a certain height, so as to hold it out of the way 
while the sheave is fitting in. 
motion on its centre within certain limits, which are 
determined by two screws, one at e, and the other un- 
seen, intercepting the end of abolt f, fitted to the 
underside of the lever; but by withdrawing this bolt, 
the lever may be brought forward, so as to remove the 
sheave to some distance from the centre of the circu- 
Jar frame. . 

The circle A is confined from turning round on its 
axis, by the end of one of its arms being engaged 
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The lever BC hasa ' 
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with the hook of a detent 

this detent is withdrawn by the finger, the circle A 
may be turned: round till the next arm comes 'to the 
detent, when it is locked till again set at liberty by 
the finger. The universal chuck formerly mention- 
ed, for fixing the sheave to the circle A, is an admi- 
rable contrivance. The centre piece expands itself 
concentrically with the axis, in order to fill the centre 
hole of the sheave in the following manner. A pinis 
fitted through the centre of the axis of the wheel A, 
made cylindrical in the part where it fits the axis, but 
with a fillet to prevent it from'turning round. At the 
lower end it is tapped, and has a nut r fitted upon‘it. 
The upper end above the axis is formed conical, the 
smallest part being downwards. Round this is fitted a 
small ring of steel, the inside conical to fit the pin, and 
the pater, cylindrical, the size of the inside of the cen- 
tre hole of the sheave. This steel ring is divided inte 
three segments, kept together by a piece of watch 
spring lapped round them, and ‘contained in a groove 
turned round the outside of the ring, so that the 
springis lodged beneath the surface of the outside of - 
the three segments of the ring. When the nut 7 is 
screwed down, and the pin pushed up, the spring , 
surrounding the steel ring collapses the segments upon 
the smallest part of the cone, so that the chuck is of 
its smallest dimensions. One of the pieces of wood, “ 
rounded and centered in the crown saw, is now put 
with its central hole over the chuck. The nut 7 being 
screwed, draws the pin down, and the conical head of 
it expands the stecl ring, so as to jamb fast in the cen- 
tral hole, and fix the sheave upon the wheel A. This 
being done, the lever B is pushed as far as it will go 
towards the cutter; and the spindle 4, with its frame, 
being let down, by disengaging the hook H, its cut- 
ter enters the centre hole, (we suppose it all the » 
while revolving by its band,) and the lever B being 
drawn towards the spectator, it cuts a semicircle of 
its own diameter on one side of the centre hole, till 
the lever B is stopped by the point of the screw at e. 
The lever is now gudlied back to rest upon its oppo- 
site screw, the detent / is withdrawn, and the wheel- 
turned round by one of its arms, till a succeeding arm 
engages the tooth of the detent; then the lever is 
drawn down towards the spectator, and cuts the se- 
cond semicircle at 60 degrees distant from the for- 
mer. This being done, the lever.is brought forward, 
the circle turnedround, and thethirdholecut. It must 
be noticed, that when the sheave is turned round with 
the circle A, the cutter still cuts a part of the wood, « 
and acts to enlarge the central hole to the proper fi- 
gure, to contain the metal coak or centre. One side 
of the sheave being cut in this manner, the nut of the 
screw ¢ is slackened, the sheave taken off, and turned 
the other side upwards, which is to undergo the same 
process. The semicircles on the different sides of the 
sheave are-cut exactly opposite, by means of a small 
cylindric pin, with a head large enough to fill one of 
the semicircles. At the proper distance from the 
centre, this pin is countermarked in the circle A, and 
has a small spiral spring surrounding its tail, which 
throws it always upwards. While the first side of the 
‘sheave is cutting, this pin is pressed into the circle, 
level with ite surface ; but 7" the second side’ is to 

4H 

h, which is pressed to- Block Ma- 
wards the centre of the wheel by a spring. When chinery. 
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610 BLOCK MACHINERY. | 
Block Ma- be done, the shicave, while fixed to the circle, is turn- man presses his foot on the treadle, which strengthens Block Ma+ 
chinery- ed about on its centre pit, till the pin jumps up into the spring, and makes the hammer strike more forci- chinery: 

the first semicircle which comes over it, and lock yaw 
the sheave from turning round farther. The screw 7 
is now lightened to fix the sheave fast; and in this 
position the sheave is ready for cutting, and the se- 
micircles will be exactly opposite each other. The 
cutters unscrew from the end of the spindle, to change 
for different sizes, and this regulates the diameter of 
the semicircle. Its distance from the centre of the 
sheave can be increased or diminished by the screw 
opposite toe. The quantity which the centre hole 
will be enlarged, is determined by the screw at e; and 
the depth which the semicircle will be cut, is gauged 
by the screw d. And, lastly, the universal chuck can 
be changed for one larger or smaller, by removing the 
nut 7, and putting in a fresh one, By these means, 
this engine will suit many_different sizes of sheaves. 
The sheaves thus prepared, have the coaks fitted into 
them. These are cast in gun metal of the true-size, 
to fill the cavity cut by the coaking engine. Each 
sheave has two coaks, one shewn at L, below Fig. 1, 
Plate LXI. and the other at M. The former has a bar- 

_ rel or tube w projecting from it, which passes through 
the central hole of the sheave; but M is only a ring. 

* put in on the opposite side, and receives tht end o 
the barrel, which is rivetted down in it, so as to hold 
both fast in their places. But besides this rivetting, 
three pins are put through both coaks and the sheaves, 
and rivetted fast. One of these pins passes through 
the centre ofeach semicircular projection of the aale 
These pins are made of copper wire, from a coil of 
which they are cut by a small pair of shears held -in 
the vice, and provided with a stop behind them, 
which regulates the length of the pins. 
The coaks being inserted into the sheave, are ta- 

ken to the drilling machine. Here a drill is in con- 
stant motion. ‘The workman applies a sheave against 
it, and quickly drills through both the coaks, and 

-and smooth. The cutting 

bly towards the end of the rivetting, = = © 
The coaks being thus fixed fast in their places, 

are broached out to render the centre hole through engine. 
them truly cylindrical. For this purpose, the sheave 
is placed u “hn a flat chuck at the upper end of a ver- 
tical mandrel, which we suppose standing still, 
though it is capable of being turned round by the 
mill. A b: » or cutter, is brought down into the 
hole, to enlarge it to the true figure. The sheave is 
fixed truly concentric with the mandrel, by the end 
of the broach, which is cylindrical, and is not, there- 
fore, the cutting part, being received into a hole in 
the end of the mandrel, which it exactly fits: ‘This 
insures the broach and spindle being in one line; and 
as the cylinder part of the broach fills the hole 
through the coak, it fixes the sheave on the centre of 
the chuck. A clamp is now brought down upon 
the sheave, one end moving on a hinge fixed to the 
chuck, and the other forced down by a screw; this 
clamp fixes the sheave on the chuck, and the machine 
is put in motion. The sheave with its mandrel are 
now ing Aes y and the broach is brought lower 
down into the end of the mandrel, so that the cutting 
it ‘comes against the metal of the coak, and en- 

es the hole sufficiently to make it perfectly true 
81 of the broach is a 

steel cutter, or tooth, fixed into one. side of the cy- 
lindrical part of it. The inside of the hole through the 
coaks have spiral grooves made round in them in the 
casting, and these are too ar to be removed by the 
broaching.. They are intended as receptacles for 
Breasts which is a very precaution, as 
locks, when in use, cannot often be greased. The 

sheaves are-now finished except the ‘turning of the 
groove in their edges. This is done in the v 

Face turning lathe. (See Fig. 2. of Plate LXT. 
The sheave A is fixed against a flat chuck at the en F 

ee ee 

_also through that part of the wood of the sheave 
which is between them. The place where the hole 
is to be drilled is pointed out by a small dent in the 

of a mandrel B, by an universal chuck, similar to that )° 
LATE . 

before described in the coaking engine, except that Lx. 
the centre pin, instead of having a nut, is tapped into Fig. 2. : 

\ 

casting of the coak, in the center of each semicircle. 
Into these holes the pins above mentioned are insert- 
ed, and the sheave is taken to the rivetting hammer. 

This is a small hammer mounted on an axis, so as 
to moye up and down. The tail of the hammer pro- 
jects beyond the axis, and is pressed down at inter- 
vals by three cogs fixed into a small wheel, revolving 
by the machinery. By pressing the tail, these raise 
the head of the hammer, and it falls partly by its 
own wright and from being assisted by a stron 
spring which presses upwards beneath the tail, an 
hes the hammer down. This spring is fixed on 
a lever, the end of which rests upon an eccentric 
wheel, which can be turned round by a rope, connect- 
ng it with a treadle placed beneath the machine. 

hen the workman presses his foot upon this treadle, 
it turns the eccentric wheel, and raises up the lever, 

+ $0 as to strengthen the spring, and throw the hammer 
down with greater force. The workman holds the 
sheave upon the anvil, and the hammer strikes upon 
the pins and coaks so as to beat them down, and 
rivet them fast in their places. At first the hammer 
strikes lightly ; but as the process goes on, the work- 

the flat chuck and turned by a screw-driver. The 
sheave turns.in such a direction, that the action of 
the work tends to screw it faster. By this means the 
slightest force is sufficient; even turning the screw 
by the thumb nail will expand the chuck sufficientl, 
to turn the sheave round, and the drift of the wor! 
will fix it perfectly fast. The mandrel B is turned 
round by an endless strap X, working on either of 
the drums-D or E; the former of these is fixed to 
the mandrel, and the latter is fitted upon it to slip 
round freely. Now when the strap is working on the 
loose pulley E, as in the figure, it slips upon the 
mandrel, and the machine stands still; but by moving 
the strap upon the other pulley, it turns the machine 
round. ‘The tool a, for turning the sheave, is fiked 
in a slide rest, being held by a screw J. This at- 
taches it to a dove-tailed slider dj which will move in 
a groove, on an assemblage of pieces marked F, in a 
direction ndicular to the mandrel. The groove 
F of this slider is fitted to slide upon a dove- 
tailed piece G, fixed down upon the frame of the 
machine. Both sliders are moved by screws. ‘That 
which moves the lower slider F, is turned by a small 

— 
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4, then makes a turn round H, and goes to a pune 
is si- 

tened by a screw ing down through the frame. 
The ction sakes cisienive, and fixes it against the 
chuck at the end of the the mandrel B, fastening it 
tight by the screw in the centre; then by pressin 
the strap X sidewise, it. passes on the pulley D, an 
puts the. mandrel, in motion. The screw Y is now 
turned, till the tool at @.advances so as just to cut 
the coak of the revolving sheave, (we suppose the 
serew of the slider d has been previously withdrawn, 
by turning back the handle O, so as to bring the tool 
nearly into the centre of the sheave). The workman 
now the rod g towards the pulley H: this, 
as be'! described, puts the screw in motion, and 
moves the slider d, with the tool, away from the cen- 
ter of the sheaye, turning it all the way across to a 
true flat surface. When the tool arrives at the out- 
side of the sheave, the loop 4, which moyes at the 
same time, intercepts a nut 7, screwed on the end of 
the rod.g, and by this means draws the rod, relieving 
the arm e from H, so that the motion can- 
not be continued to break or damage the screw or 
sliéers. During the time the tool was traversing the 
face of the sheave, the attendant, having nothing else 
to do, was t in turning the groove in the 
edge of a sheave, by a gouge placed on the rest N. 
The lathe is now ma aga shifting the strap X 
upon the loose pulley E. The sheave is removed from 
its chuck, and turned with the other side towards it. 
Then the handle Y is turned back, to draw the tool a 
clear away from the sheave, and the handle O is turn- 

‘immense strength. 
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ed back to bring the tool again to the center. The Block Ma- 
lathe is now set in motion, and the operation above de- chinery. . 
scribed repeated, except that the groove on the edge 
does not require to be turned a second time. In our 
drawing, we have not been able to explain a most inge- 
nious contrivance in the pulley, which ives motion to 
the endless strap turning the lathe. It is found by 
experience, that a certain velocity is best for turning 
brass or other soft metals to the greatest advantage, or 
of cutting the greatest quantity without wearing the 
tool, but that wood will work best with a much great. 
er velocity. The sheave contains both the metal coak 
and the wood sheave; and to give it the proper ve- 
locity for both, is the object of the contrivance in 
question. _ It is effected, by having two pulleys, or 
wheels, which give motion to the endless strap X. 
These are of equal size, and placed close together, 
their axis being in a line. One revolves with the 
velocity proper for turning brass, and the other 
for wood. Now in the commencement of the ope- 
ration, when the tool works upon the coak only, 
the strap works upon the slowest of these two 
pullies ; but as the tool advances, and has got over 
the metal, and begins to cut the wood, the strap is 
shifted to the nee pulley, and turns the lathe. with 
an increased velocity. The tool a is merely an angu-. 
lar point ; but the slider d is so perfectly true and 
firm, that it cuts as even a surface as could be expec- 
ted from a wider tool, and with this advantage, that 
the point will cut through every thing it meets with 
less danger of breaking than an edge. The tool is 
fitted into a holder, and held by the screw 4, by 
loosening which it can be removed to make way for a 
sharp one. The lathe adapts itself readily for differ- 
ent sized sheayes. The chuck may be unscrewed 
from the end of the mandrel, and another put on. 
The screw Y will allow of any thickness ; the nut’n, 
on the end of the rod 2 can he screwed along the 
rod, to adjust the diameter of the sheave; and the 
rest N can be drawn out in the same manner as any 
common lathe. 

The machines for making the pins. As we are not 
able to present our readers with drawings of these 
machines, we have but little more to say of them 
than was mentioned in our list of the machines.. The 
iron pins are forged between swages, by two men, 
in the usual way, being cylinders, except a small 
length at the end, which 48 left square for the pur- 
pose of holding in one of the cheeks of the block, to 
preyent the pin from turning round. ‘These pins being 
centered by a simple tool, are carried to a lathe of 

Jt has a short mandrel, and a 
back centre to support the extreme end of the pin. 
It has also a long slider fixed parallel to the pin, and 
provided with a rod similar to g in the last machine, 
which detaches the movement of the screw, when 
the whole length of the pin is turned. The holder 
of the tool has a small table fixed to it, which carries 
a vessel containing cold water, and provided with a 
cock, from which a continued stream of this water 
falls upon the tool. ‘This is an essential provision, 
as the great strain of turning so large a piece of iron 
would certainly heat and. soften the tool, which is of 
an excellent form for the purpose, being a cylindrical 
piece of steel cut obliquely, so'as to form an eiliptic 
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section, the highest point of which forms the cutting 
edge. The tool is held in the same manner as the 
gouge’ of the shaping engine. 

After being turned, the pins are burnished in a 
curious machine. It has a revolving spindle, placed 
vertically. The pin is fixed at the end of this, and, 
as it turns round, is forced down between three dies, 
or smooth pieces of hard steel, highly polished. ‘These 
are fitted in a frame, and have screws behind them, 
by which they can be thrust forwards against the 
pin, to grasp it tight, and make such a pressure as 
will burnish-down all the spiral scorings by the 
turning lathe. The dies are immersed in oil to faci- 
litate operation, and prevent the dies from heat- 
ing. The pins after this process are highly polished 
and fit for use. 

Having now explained the mode of making all the 
parts of a block, its shell, sheave, and pin, it only re- 
mains to put them together, in which operation there 
is nothing singular or worthy of detail. 

. We shall conclude’ this article by observing, that 
these machines, with alterations, might be adapted to 
many useful purposes in the mechanical arts ; particu- 
larly the mortising machine, which would be a most 
excellent tool for forming mortises in any pieces of 
work where a great number of similar pieces are re- 
quired, so as to render it worth while to erect such 
an engine, Any person who has had the patience to 
stand by a carpenter while performing the tedious 
and laborious process of mortising through a large 
beam of wood, will judge/of the importance of a ma- 
chine which makes from 110 to 150 strokes per mi- 
nute, and cuts at every stroke a chip as thick as 
pasteboard, with the most perfect accuracy. (J. F.) 

We are proud in having had it in our power to pre- 
sent our readers with the first account of ‘these valu- 
able machines that has yet been given to the world ; 
and we are fully: compensated by this feeling, for 
the great labour and expence by which this object 
has been obtained. We hope, in the course of our 
work, to lay before our readers, other proofs of the 
reat mechanical genius of Mr Brunell. (Ep.) 
BLOCKADE. | See Mirrtrary Tactics. 

BLOW-PIPE. hoe acai elt 
Buow-Pre, in chemistry, mineralogy, and the arts, 
is an extremely useful instrument, employed to raise 
an intense heat by the flame of a lamp or candle. It 
operates by throwing a rapid current of air through 
the flame, and by this means urging it violently against 
the object to be heated, which must nécessarily be 
of small size. The blow-pipe is capable of throwing 
such a heat on a small object as would be difficult to 
obtain for a larger quantity of the same substance 
in the most powerful furnaces, and with this advan- 
tage, that the process is all the time under the in- 
spection of the operator, whereas he can only con- 
jecture what passes in the centre of a furnace. The 
stream of air for blow-pipes is usually raised by a 
wlast from the mouth ; in some instances by the va- 
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BLOIS, the Bus, or Castrum Bursense. of 

the Romans, a town of France, and capital of the 
department of the Loire and Cher, a y situated 
in a pleasant country, partly on a smail eminence, 
and partly in a plain near the river Loire. hone 
the town itself is ill built, yet many of the publi 
edifices are deserving of notice. The castle, which 
at first sight has the appearance of two separate 
buildings, that communicate by a 
the rock, is the chief ornament of the town. A 
of it was demolished in 1632 by the duke of Orleans, 
who built in its place a superb. edifice, which is 
still unfinished. This castle was the birt of 
Louis XII. and the chambers in it are still shewn 
where the duke of Guise and his brother were assas- 
sinated, on the 23d December 1587, by order of 
Henry III. In the extensive court e the castle 
is situated the Church of St Saviour, which is a hand- 
some and large building. The cathedral, called the 
Church of St Solenne, the bridge of seven arches 
over the Loire, the Jesuits college, and the gates of. 
the city, are the only other objects worthy of atten- 
tion. The town is supplied with water by adarge 
aqueduct, supposed to be built by the Romans, into, 
which the water descends from the clefts of a rock, 
about three-quarters of a mile from the city. . The. 
water is distributed from a large reservoir near the 
walls into fountains ‘in different parts of the town. 
About six miles from Blois is castle of Cham- 
bord, built by Francis I. and belonging to Marshal 
Saxe, who died therein 1751. : nas 

The commerce of Blois consists chiefly of brandy. 
and wines, which are carried by the Loire to Orleans, 
Paris, Tours, Angers, Laval, and sometimes _b; 
land carriage to Normandy. . , . per: 

Blois carries on a considerable trade, in serges, 
ticken, skins, gloves, hats, stockings, knives, &c. 
About 600 or 700 picces of serges, &c. made of the 
wool of the country, are. manufactured annually. 
The gloves of this place have been long held.in great 
estimation. Population 13,312. ca 1° 20’ 
10”, N. Lat. 47° $5’ 20”. (x) i 
BLOOD. See Anatomy and Cuemisrry,. but 

particularly PuystoLocy, és . 

. 
“ 
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pour of boiling alcohol ; and in others from bellows,, Blow: pips. 
or other pneumatic machines. . We shall begin with, ~~ 
blow-pipes of the first kind, as being the most simple 
and conyenient. ‘The common blow-pipe in use, 
among artificers, consists of a conical metal tube, re- 
gularly tapering from the size convenient. to.be held. 
in the mouth to the size of a small pin; The smgll. 
end. is bent with a regular curvature, so. as to be 
nearly at right angles to the main tube, This pipe 
being held in the mouth, and a, regular stream of air, 
discharged through it into the flame of a candle, the ‘ 
flame is projected sidewise into.a long conical spi-. 
racle of fire, which is of a, blue colour at its root, or. 
the part where it joins the flame; farther on it is of 
a yellow cast, growing more. ans faint towards. 



BLOW-PIPE. ; 
ipe. theextreme point. The object ‘to be heated is held 

——~—" so that efi striker upon or, if it is large, it 
ened . should be a piece of charcoal, which re- 

verberates the flame forcibly on all sides of the ob- 
ject, and at the same time*maintains the heat by its 
own combustion. This simple instrument is very ef- 
fective in the hands of a dextrous operator ; but the 
principal objection to it is, that, after using it a few 
minutes, the moisture of the air blown from the lungs 
is condensed, ‘and accu in the tube till a drop 
is formed, which, by means of the current of air, is 
thrown so forcibly through the flame upon the ob- 

~ ject to be heated, as to cool it, and spoil the expe- 
riment. To temedy this defect, and render the in- 
strument more convenient, many different forms have 
been proposed. 

_ In consequence of an application to Mr Accum of 
Street, London, that ingenious chemist has 

favoured us with a sight of all the blow-pipes which 
he keeps for sale, and we have gladly availed our- 

‘selves of his permission to represent several of them 
. in Plate LXIL. y 

Dr Black’s 
_blow-pipe. 
Fig. 2, 

" stad’s Blow-pipe, is 

; tenors ey iets 

A very common blow-pipe, for chemical and mine- 
ical experiments, known by the name of Cron- 

nted in Fig 1.- It is the 
same as the common blow-pipe, above mentioned, ex- 

having a globular ball at A. This unscrews ont 
in its largest diameter, to remoye the moisture which 
may collect in it. The small pipe a, passing away 
from the ball, enters into it, projects nearly into’ 
the centre, as is shewn b the dotted li ines, by which 
means the will hold more water than can ever 
be collected in it 2 the sat one experiment, 
without any danger of getting away at a. ‘The mouth- 

iece B is made of ivory, and the rest of the pipe of 
5 the nose J, or aperture through which the air 

issues, may be removed to screw on others of different 
poe chee tee nie erally three of these 
sizes ; the smallest but just large enough to admit a 
bristle, and the largest only the size of a small pin, 

The blow-pipe represented in Fig, 2, is attributed 
to Dr Black. It is simply a conical tin tube, of a 
convenient size to be held in the mouth at a, and en- 

to.an inch diameter at the other end. The 
jet 6, fixed to it at one side, is,a short pipe soldered 
into thé tube, and projecting inwards almost to. its 
centre on the outer end. It is made conical, and a 
small jet bis stuck upon it. If well fitted, the fric- 
tion will be quite sufficient to fasten it; and any 

may be adapted to fit on. This-is a 
of blow-pipe, as the large internal 

hart of the conical tube effectually condenses the 
vapour of the breath, and affords a lodgment for it 
inthe bottom of the tube. When it collects into a 
quantity so as to be troublesome, it may be poured 
out at the end a. | 

ig. 5. i8 a convenient blow-pipe. Its. ivory, 
mouth-piece a, is fitted to the dod of a brass tube 
A’; and at the other end of this is soldered a small 
cylindrical box B, from the centre of which the jet 
b proceeds. ‘This is fitted in by a joint, which al- 
lows the jet to be placed at any angle with the tube, 
a property which will frequently be found conve- 
nient in Placing the flame in any direction. The 
joint is formed by a part of the jet, at right. angles 
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to the nose 4, being fitted through a hole in the box; Blow-pipe: 
and the end, which comes through, rivetted down, at —“v——~ 
least so far.as to prevent it coming out. The box 
B has a lid c, which unscrews for the purpose of 
wiping out the dampness. 7 . 

Fig. 4. is Dr Wollaston’s ingenious portable blow- Wollas- 
pipe, which is remarkable for its neatness, and the ton’s port- 
small space into which it may be packed. A is the: ble blow+ 
mouth-piece, 4 a second length of the tube, receiving PPC 
the conical end of the first, andd the jet, with a small: Lxn. 
globe e, which has a hole through it to.admit the. Fig. 4. 
end of 6, In the side of this is a hole, which, when’ 
the two are put together, coincides with the tube of ? 
the jet d. This pipe, when joined, has only the pro-. 
rome of the common blow-pipe before mentioned.. 

hen its parts are separated, as in the figure, the 
jet eis thrust into the.large end of .6, but the globe 
1s left projecting out of the end; then both these are 
pushed into the tube A, at its large end, by which 
means, when put up, it is ‘only the size of A, which 
is not larger dea asmall pencil, and may be always 
carried in the mineralogist’s pocket-book; and in 
many instances will prove extremely useful when a 
better pipe is not at hand. : : : 

Fig. 3. is a blow-pipe, which has been handed to New in- 
us by its inventor... It consists of two tubes A, B, vented | 
of a tolerable size, soldered together like a hammer.. oe 
The jets are screwed in. at,a, and the end of them’; x11. 
projects some distance into the tube By, in order to. Fig, 3.. 
prevent the water from being blown out. The jet: 
6, at the opposite end, is for the escape of a part of’ 
the air. When blowing with a small jet, the quan- 
tity of air required is so small, that the operator 
would find relief in opening another, as he would 

* then be enabled to breathe more frequently, and with 
rease’ 

It will readily. be seen, that all the blow-pipes: 
above described have advantages peculiar to shew 
selves, though the differences between them are but 
trifting ; and any of them will perform well, if sup- 
plied with a constant and equable stream of air, in 
which lies the principal art of ysing the blow-pipe.. 
This is effected by the operator breathing sadly: 
through his nostrils, in the most natural manner, 
without breathing materially quicker or slower than 
ordinary ; but at every expiration, throwing a por- 
tion of air into. the mouth, so as tovinflate the cheeks,. 
which, by their muscular action, condense the air, 
and force it through. the tube into the flame, in a: 
continued stream, though the mouth is only supplied 
at the iateryal of every respiration. To: perform this 
readily, requires some practice; and the facility of it 
can only be obtained by habit, it being one of those 
things which is not easily, taught by words.» If a 
person finds any. difficulty in the first attempt, he 
will derive some advantage, from accustoming hime 
self to breathe through the nostrils, first. with the 
mouth open, and then shut; for in either of these- 
cases, the passage from the lungs through the mouth 
is closed. Having acquired this habit,. he should 
begin to. throw some of the air, at. each: expiration 
into the mouth, as. above described; suffering it to. 
escape regularly through to the pipe, or any. other 
tube held: ia the lips; but. it should have \a larger. 
aperture than the jet of the blow-pipe,. to render, the 
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Blow-pipe. operation more easy ; and he must endeavour to. coms 
—"v—-—" press the air by the cheeks, with an. equable force ; 

’ for the regularity of the blast materially de on 
the regular pressure of the air. Every time, therefore, 
that the air is injected into the. mouth, the cheeks will 
be swelled out ‘by suffering the muscles to relax in 

-some degree, to enlarge the capacity of the: mouth, 
and will gradually subside as the air issues forth, till.a 
fresh supply inflates them, By this means the mouth 
will exactly imitate the action of \the upper portion 
of a pair .of smiths’ beHows, and will regulate the 
blast on ‘the same’ principle. . ‘The most effective ap- 
plication of the blast to the-flame, is the next object 
of consideration. A lamp. is sometimes used, but a 
candle is probably better. In either case, the: flame 
which it. raises must be considerable. The end pipe 
must be just.entered into the flame, and the current 
of air will throw out a horizontal cone of flame from 
the opposite side. If it is well managed, the cone 
will be as distinct and well defined as. possible, and 
extending often to the length of three inches. Care 
must be taken that the stream of air does not strike 
against any part of the wick, as it would then. be 
divided, and the cone split into several. It. is)for 
this reason that a large flame is required, because 
the pipe must be somewhat above the wick ;: and 
unless the flame is considerable, there will not «be 
sufficient at that part for the stream. of air 'to act 
upon. In order to. increase 'the flame, it is proper to 
allow the .candle: to burn till it. has a considerable 
length of snuff ; and this should be opened out into 
numerous heads, or the wick turned down, so as to 
expose the largest .surface, and cause the ‘greatest 
flame, The pipe should then be directed. through 
that part of ce flame where the combustion: appears 
tobe the most perfect and brilliant. By examinin 
the horizontal cone of flame, it appears to be forme 
of two, the interior cone bei ue, and the external 
yellow, which is therefore the longest, and'terminates 
the flame: the blue being so much deeper in colour, 
gives the base of the cone the appearance of being 
blue and capped witk yellow. The subject of expe- 
riment is held in the yellow flame till it becomes red 
hot, and is then advanced towards the candle, to 
bring it into the blue flame, where it receives the 
reatest heat. It is held in the small platina spoon; 

Piare Fig. 6, which has the advantage of reflecting the flame 
mae » from all sides upon the object ; and though this does 

not perhaps actually increase the heat thrown upon the 
object, it creates an atmosphere of flame and heated 
air around it, which prevents the object being so 
much cooled, if it should for an instant .be moved 
out of the cone flame, from the unsteadiness of the 
hand in:holding the»pipe or the spoon, or from acci- 
dental currents of air which would disturb the flame, 
and cause such a wavering in the point of the cone, 
as to divert it, in Some measure, from the object. > 
The most Ve operators with the blow-pipe 

find, that after they have attained the art of blowin 
with the most perfect regularity, they sometimes fai 
in the course of along experiment, by a tremulous 
motion which seizes the fps, from: the fatigue of 

> holding the pipe so long, with a sufficient force, to 
prevent the escape of the air by the sides of it. This 

. causes sucha motion of the pipe, that the flame is 

the object, wit a 

BLOW-PIPE. 
too unsteady to produce a proper effect upon the ob- Blow-pipe-- 
ject. When charcoal is.used to support the subject "vo 
of experiment, it should be of a.close compact grain, ; 
and properly burat; for if itis too little isi 
it will flame like a piece of wood, and obscure the 
object ;_ and if it is too much burnt,. it is so qui 
consumed. and burned to ashes, that the object isin 
danger of being lost in it. The charcoal greatly in- . 
creases the heat ; but we are disposed to think that 54 

ceribed it in case of the platma s 9 from % 
its own combustion, though ath hee dotibelecs “7 
effect in heating ats Aopen shee site side. 

The great heat raised from the -pipe has been’ 
a matter of surprise to many philosophers; for it 
does not appear to act by increasing the combustion, 
as is the case in bellows’applied to a furnace  1t must 
therefore act b projecting Wie heat mechanically upon 

h eater force tanta gp: than when 
it receives it by the mere application of the flame. 
This opinion is founded upon some experiments mad 
by Count Rumford, which will be found in vol. ii. 
his Essays. ‘The difficulty of managing the moi 
blow-pipe, has induced many operators to employ _ 
the -blowers lamp. ‘This is a tabley with fee 
of double bellows fixed beneath it, and worked by 

phat regio me. t » 18 pla al cotton wic 
ing over thé aatal oh it. The lame ob Net 

blown by a nose-pipe fixed above the table, and! 
ving universal motion. This machine is extremely 
useful in many of the arts, for softening and bendi ak 
glass tubes, and for forming any small vessels in glass, sadaaad 
and, iudeed, it is by this means that all small glasse: ral 
are blown, as we shall describe under Guass Blowing. rae 
This instrument is not at all convenient for the pur- i] 
pose of experiments, as the motion of the body caused 
by blowing with the foot, prevents the object from 
being held with the requisite steadiness; though it is | 
extremely useful to the artist fair looting small 
things in metal, hardening small drills, enamelling, 
and many other purposes. Ae ne ee 

In ee to have an apparatus at once convenient, ay 
steady,.and powerful, the alcohol blow-pipes have < 
been invented. T'wo of these are represented in 
Plate LXII. hi ideall 

The first, Fig. 7. is the invention of e Pictet’s | 
Pictet of Geneva, and consists of an oval vessel AB, alcohol = 
filled with oil, and having two wicks at C and D, blow-pipe. | 

}} 

The former is for the flame, which is to be blown, P4\T* 
and the other is smaller, being intended to heat a pig7, 
small boiler E, which is filled with spirits of wine. 
On the top of this boiler, asyphon tube F is'screwed, 
which turns down, and presents its jet e to the flame 
of the wick C. The boiler is fitted into a ring, 
which is supported by a collar sliding up and down 
onawire G, and can be fastened by a screw S at any 
elevation. The nose can be moved. sidewise on its 
wire to meet the flame; and its distance from the 
flame may be varied, by turning the socket of the 
wick round, The wick not being in the centre of 
the socket, of course traverses in a small circle. The — 
jet unscrews at ¢, to change it for a larger or smaller 
aperture. ‘This blow-pipe operates by the alcohol 
being boiled by the heat of the lamp my and its steam 

ae 
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tor will not be fatigued by any of the causes above Blow-pipe, 

~ the flame at C. [ts advantages are; steadiness of the enumerated; or he may take his mouth from the Blowmg. 
ss flame, and, at the same time, the inflammable vapour pipe at any time for a few seconds, without interrupt- —~Y——~ 
Y very greatly increases the effect. The only objection’ ing the streams and he may take the air into his 

to it is, the expense of alcohol and the two lamps. mouth, and blow it into the tube, so as to supply it 
Hook’s al- © Fig. 8. is another form of the same instrument, with pure atmospheric air, instead’ of that which has 
cohol _—_— proposed by Mr Benj. Hook. Here the boiler isa  passedintothe lungs: or if it is more convenient, hemay 
blow-pipe, oni B, supported in a ring fixed on two pillarsaw. employ an assistant to blow. The socket which con- 
Prate ween these, @ small lamp E slides up and down, nécts the blow-pipe with the dome C, is made coni- 
L-XIL and is retained at any height, by the friction of two cal, and fits on very stiff, so as to fix the blow:pipe 
Fig. & small springs. | This at the same time heats.the very ‘firm, at the same time that it admits the pipe to 

0 and its flame is by the vapour which 
issues at apipe F. This passes through the boiler, and 
rises up above the surface of the spirit, so that there 
is no danger of its boiling over into the tube. At 
G is a valve, loaded with a weight acting as a safety 
valve, to permit the escape of the vapour, if it should 
become so strong as to jeny ao rupture of the 
vessel ; and at H is a sctew plug, through which the 
alcohol is introduced. This instrument’ acts in the 
same manner as’ that before described ; and the ad- 
justment of the distance* of the wick from the jet is 
affected in the same manner. The alcohol blow- 
jipes are not a new invention, one being: described 
is the Abbé Nollet, in his Art des jences, 
se in 1770. ‘They have, however, but lately 

een brought into use, and are found to answer ex- 
tremely well for small experiments, where the con- 

have an angular motion. To adjust its distance from 
the frame, the joint connecting the jet d with the pipe, 
is fitted in the same manner, to admit of changing the 
elevation of the jet; and a jet of any other form or 
size may be fitted on at the same joint. It will easil 
be seen, that this blow-pipe may be adapted to blow 
with oxygen gas, by connecting a flexible tube with 
the mouth-piece 6. The gas is injected into this pipe - 
from a bladder filled with gas, by means well known 
to chemists. A 

The heat raised by oxygen gas, when projected 
through a blow-pipe upon a piéce of burning char- 
coal, excites the greatest heat that is known. Some 
very interesting experiments upon this subject: were 
made at the London Philosophical Society.in 1798, 
and are detailed in the Philosophical azine, vol. 
viii. The nose pipes, which were used in these ex- 

sumption of alcohol is not serious, 
‘From what we have already said, our readers will 

form some idea of the requisites for a good blow- 

periments, are shewn in Fig. 10. »'The socket A re- p, . +» 
ceives a pipe coming from the gasometer, which con- Lxi1. 
tains the gas. ‘Upon this pipe are: two brass boxes Fig. 10. 

a New blow- 
| Pipe by the 

writer of 
_ this article. 

 Prate 
’ 4 LXIL 

| Fig. 9. 

dis fitted into it, wit 

3 and wébeg to present them with one, con- 
apes on the same ies as the great blowing en- 

for the iron furnaces. It is represented in 
- 9. of Plate LX{I. where AB is a vessel of ja- 

med tin, or containing water, and C another 
ncluded within the former, and closed by a dome 

at top, aiid open at the bottom. It is supported in 
= other vessel by a ring or cover, soldered to both, 

Figure, On the top of the dome, a short brass tube 
is soldered, the outside of which is made conical, for 
the reception of a'socket, projecting from the side of 
‘a common blow-pipe D. The mouth-piece of this 
blow-pipe is made ecard at @, and a short tube d 

a valve adapted to the end of it, 
“shutting outwards, so as to prevent the return of any 
air into the mouth. At the other end of the blow- 
pipe, a curved tube d is fitted on, which has the jet 
‘at the end of it. The lamp E is situated on the top of 
a and can be raised or lowered at pleasure, 

‘by means of the rivetted nut F. This’ nut fits upon 
a screw formed on the stem of the lamp, the lower 
‘part of which stem is made square, to prevent it turn- 

round by the action of the nut. The vessel 
rakes a steady support for blow-pipes, which is 

by applying the mouth to the tube J, and 
throwing air into the interior vessel C ; this expels 
the water at the lower end of it into the external 
‘vessel ; and the pressure of the water to return to its 
or level, causes a constant compression of the 
pad and By i ‘it through the jet into the flame of the 

5 is means it is not necessary to’ blow 
‘constantly with the mouth; for if the air is’ forced 
into the receiver at intervals, the pressure of the wa- 
ter will expel it in a constant stream, and the opera- 

ited with several holes, as shewn in the ~ 

dand-e, into which are fitted the tubes 4, g, which 
turn in these boxes, air tight, for the purpose of en- 
abling the tor'to move the blow-pipes /, 7 nearer 
or farther from each other. The bivepises hy @ 
also turn at A, /, in the saben fe g, to enable the ope- 
rator to alter the direction of the streams, and make 
them fall on the charcoal m, dt any angle he pleases. 
This apparatus may be adapted to fit on the end of 
the blow-pipe, Fig. 9. and may, with very little al- 
teration, constructed to throw the flame of two 
lamps into one focus, as has been proposed by a gen- 
tleman in America. An inconvenience sometimes 
occurs in using the inverted receiver: When the 
blowing stops, and the pressure of the water forces 
the air from the internal receiver, the momentum of 
the water rising upon it, is such as to dash up into the 
pipe, and put out the lamp. ‘To prevent this, a wire is 
soldered to the bottom of the outside cistern, and ex- 
tends upward through its whole height.. Upon this 
wire a cork slides, and always floats upon the sur- 
face of the water; ‘so that if it rises above its proper 
level, this cork rises, and forms a plug to close the ori- 
‘fice in the top of the dome, and prevent the water from 
getting out. For farther information on blow-pipes, 
see Leblond, in Rozier’s Journal, tom. xxx. p: 92. 
Haas, in Nicholson’s Journal, 8vo. vol. iii. p. 119. 
Marquard, in the Repertory of Arts, vol. xiii: p. 279. 
Hassenfratz, in Rozier’s Journal, vol. xxviii. p. $45. 
Hooke, in Nicholson’s Jouriial, 8vo. voly iv. :p. 100. 
and the same work, 8vo. vol. iii. p. 1. See also Dr 
Thomas Young’s Natural Philosophy, vol, ii. p. 534, 
where the reader will find some curious observations 
made with the blow-pipe.’ (J. F.) 
BLOWING, an operation by which a continued 

stream of air is projected with great force and veloci- 
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‘Blowing. 

Regulating 
‘cylinder, 

Air vault, 

‘pipe be-now opepeas and 

off by t 

ty into a furnace, for the 
combustion. 

When large bellows.are employed for this purpose, 
or when the air is pumped from a cylinder directly 
into the furnace, it is introduced in irregular puffs, 
which are completely insufficient for the intended 
P . In order to equalise and continue the blast, 
three different contrivances have been adopted. The 
first method is -by a regulating cylinder, which is fit- 
ted with a piston heavily loaded, having at least three 
spounds‘on the square inch. The air which is pump- 
ed from the blowing cylinder, passes into the regu- 
lating cylinder, and as this cannot escape, it will, of 
‘course, raise the loaded piston. The twere, or pipe, 
which conveys the air out of this cylinder into the 
furnace, is‘connected with this:cylinder, so that when 
the mouth of ‘the twere is open; the air will rush from 
the regulating cylinder into ‘the furnace, and the 
weight of the loaded piston will force the air through 
the twere with a constant blast during the intervals 
between each stroke of the piston of the blowing cy- 
linder. “This method was originally adopted in blast 
furnaces ; but though the anal of the air is subject 
to little alteration from any change in the atmo- 
‘sphere, yet the regulating cylinder has several disad- 
vantages. Owing to the small capacity of this cy- 
linder, the blast is not altogether rom irregula- 
rities. A considerable quantity of dense air, likewise, 
escapes by the sides of the piston; and if this is re- 
medied by fitting the piston closer to the cylinder, 
the friction is so much increased, that the piston does 
not follow the air fast enough down, and the blast 
weakens a little at the end of every stroke; while at 
the beginning of the succeeding stroke, the air must 
overcome this friction before the piston will rise, and 
hence another puff accompanies the commencement of 
each stroke, 

The second method of equalizing the blast, is by 
discharging the air from the blowing cylinder into an 
air-tight apartment, or air vault, the air being pre- 
vented from returning into the cylinder by a valve. 
Let us suppose that-the air vault is of such a size as 
to contain 100 fulls of the blowing cylinder, and that 
the nose pipe, which discharges the air into the fur- 
nace, is stopped. After the engine has made 25 
strokes, and forced into the air vault 25 cylinders of 
air, the air vault will then contain 125 cylinders of 
air in a state of condensation, and having a’ force ‘of 
three pounds upon the fare inch. Let the nose 

et it be of such a size as to 
discharge:one full.of the blowing cylinder during one 
stroke of the-engine. The blowing cylinder will 
then supply the air vault. as fast as the air is carried 

he twere, and the blast will be very equal; 
the end. of each blast .being only about two. parts 
weaker than the beginning -of the blast... It is ob- 
vious, that the elasticity of the condensed air will 
keep up the regularity,of the blast .during the inter- 
vals between each stroke of the engine. The air 
yault.at the Devon iron works is excavated out of 
the solid rock. It is 72 feet long, 14 feet wide, and 
13 feet high, and contains about 13,000 cubic feet of 
air. Mr Mushet is of-opinion, that.the air from the 
air vault is of a ve oe uality for the purpose for 
which it is voqnired This immense magazine of 
compressed air,”’ he observes, ** generates a consider- 

purpose of increasing its 

“ 

-combustion in a greater ratio than i 

disc 
coals, under such a degree o 

BLOWING. 
able portion of heat, which greedily seizes the damps 
which are unavoidable in under ground excavations, 
and conveys them to the furnace. In the summer 
months, the air becomes so debased, as to affect the 
uality of the iron, and change it from grey to white. 
very change in the temperature of the atmosphere, 

during this period, is indicated by various changes in 
the furnace.”” ae oe: 

The third method of equalizing the blast is, by the 
water vault, or water 
the. following article, an 

Water 

regulator, which is described in regulator. 
resented in PlateL XIII. Prare 

The water regulator has the advantage of a steady LXIII. 
and cold blast. No air is lost, as in the case of the 
regulating cylinder, and no irregularity arises from_ 
friction... The air, however, always contains a con- 
siderable portion of moisture from its being in con- 
tact with water; and the blast is so cold, that the 
temperature of the disc air seldom exceeds 
38°, when the temperature of the atmosphere is 60°— 
65° and 70°. a } 4 

The effect of the blowing engine depends, in a 
considerable degree, on the density of the ain: and 
the velocity with which it enters the furnace. 
Mushet is of opinion, that the area of the discharging 
pipe, and the compression of the blast, depend on the 
qualities of the coals employed. A soft or mixed 
quality of coal,’”? he observes, ‘¢ is more susceptible 
of combustion than either the splint or clod coal ; the 
consequences of which is, that unless the neces 
compression of air is used, decomposition is too early 
ac¢éomplished, and the cokes become oxygenated by 

roper for the 
carbonation of the metal. To avoid this, the column 
of air ought to be ed, in the case of soft 

compression as to resist 
entire decomposition in the ignited passage.’? From 
this cause, the density of the blast should vary from 
2 to 3 pounds in the square inch, Mr Roebiick 
supposes, that, ‘ with the given power, it is rather 
by a great quantity of air thrown into the furnace 

_ with a moderate velocity, than by a less quantity- 
thrown in with a greater velocity, that the greatest 
benefit is derived in the smelting of iron stones in 
order to produce pig iron.’’ «* Chemically speaking,’? 
says Dr Robison, “it seems to be the quantity, not _ 
the density of the air, which renders it effective in 
the iron furnace. Yet I can conceive a great quan- 
tity of air sent through a furnace without effect, be- 
cause, being spread through much of the materials, 
it consumes the fuel too slowly in the different parts 
of the furnace for raising the smelting heat, whereas 
the same quantity made more dense, by crowding it 
into one part of the fuel, will rapidly consume it, and 
give out all its heat in a very narrow space, and thus 
produces effects which cannot be produced in any 
other way.” Forsome of the preceding observations, 
we have abet indebted to a manuscript paper of the 
late Professor John Robison, which, we believe, was 
the last production of that distinguished philosopher. 
It is an answer to several queries of Mr Grieve re- 
spécting blowing engines ; and we Dope to have it in 
our power to present it to our readers in a future 
part of our work, For farther information on the 
subject of this article, see Smeaton’s Reports; Roe- 
buck, Phil. Trans. Edin, vol..v,-p.31.; and Mushet, 
Phil Mag. vol. vi. p. 60, 113, 362. (#) 

¢ 
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cient for smelting iron when charcoal was used for Blowing 
fuel as in other countries ; but when coal began to _<Bgint 

; BLOWING ENGINE. 
» BLOWING Enainz, is a machine for forcing air 

i ity into a furnace.in order to increase 

} ‘ad 

poaene ade in all the practical 

PT he machine facaekned d for this purpo rn se Was a 
pair of leather beilows wrought by the hand; but when 
it! came, ‘to smelt tron in quantities, the 
size. and number of the bellows were increased. ghup 
pairs of bellows were so yg ead by means of a le- 
ver, that the one pair shut when the other opened. 
The handle of ¢ each Bais wag successively moved by 

_ two cogs, placed at right angles to each other on the 
horizontal axis of a.water wheel ; so that during the 
revolution of the wheel, one of the cogs shut one pair 
of bellows, and forced the included air into the fur- 
nace, while the other, which was at this instant open- 
ed, was shut by means of the other cog, and thus 

its contents into the furnace.. By this 
means a continued blast is kept up, excepting a 
trifling pause when the motion is changed. A ma- 
chine similar to this, called the slag-mill, is used for 
refining the lava from the reverberating furnace in 

i yo, TA F re > the water blowing machine, 
has been eet roducing a strong blast. It has 
been pretty pel a adopted on the continent -for 
more than a century, but does not seem to have 
_come into use in this country. A current of water 
is made to pass through a kind of cullendar placed in 
the open air, and perforated with a number of trian- 
gular holes. The water descends through these 
apertures itggg@¥ small streams, and by exposing a 
_great surface to the atmosphere, it drags along with 
it an immense quantity of air, and is conveyed 
through a tube till it dashes against a stone pedestal 
Ss sag eB ‘ Mio ale por of air and 
water whi upon pedestal is dispersed in 
every direction ; the air is separated from the water ; 
it ascends to the SEER Nadi of the vessel, and rushes 
through a pipe to the furnace, while the water de- 
scends through apertures at the bottom of the vessel. 

Fabri and Dietrich imagined, that the wind is oc- 
casioned by the decomposition of the water, or its 
transformation into gas in consequence of the agita- 
tion and percussion of its parts; but M. Venturi, 
(Experimental Inquiry concerning the lateral com- 
munication of motion in Fluids, Prop. VIII.) to 
whom we are indebted for the first philosophical ac- 
count of this machine, lias shewn, that this opinion is 

* erroneous, and that the wind is supplied from the at- 
mosphere ; for when the lateral openings were shut, 
no wind was generated. 

Hence the principal object ‘in the construction of 
: machines is to combine as much air a8 possible 

with the descending current. With this view, the 
water is often made to pass through a cullendar, as al- 

__ Franciscus Tertius de Lanis, ( Magistero Nat. et Ar- 
tis, lib. v. cap. 3.) observes, that he has seen a greater 
wind generated by a machine of this kind, than could 
"be Sag by bellows ten or twelve feet long.* 
_- Machines of such a nature might have been suffi- 

© Pergusoo’ | 
Nicholson's Journal, Vol. XII. p. 48. 
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be used, it became necessary to construct machines 
capable of affording a powerful and constant blast, 
and formed of the most durable materials. 

- The earliest contrivance of this kind was a forcing 
pump, worked by a water wheel, or a steam engine ; 
and it would appear, that the first cylinders of this 
kind, at least those of any magnitude, were erected 
by Mr John Smeaton, in 1760, at the Carron iron 
works. ‘The pumps were wrought alternately by a 
water wheel, having four cranks upon its axis, each of 
which moved the piston of a cylinder, which had a 
stroke of four feet six inches; the diameter of each 
cylinder being also four feet six inches. 

In situations where a fall of water could not be 
obtained, steam engines were employed to work the 
pumps; but as these machines were then only single, 
the piston descending by the pressure of the atmo- 
sphere, it was necessary to have some contrivance for 
producing a continued stream of air during the de- 
scent of the piston. This object was effected, by re- 
ceiving the air into a regulating cylinder of the same 
size as the blowing cylinder, and furnished with a 
piston loaded with heavy weights. As every stroke 
of the engine would pump into this cylinder twice 
the quantity of air that would pass through the nose 
pipe into the furnace in the same time, the air raised 
the loaded piston of the regulating cylinder, and’du- 
ring the time that the engine ceased to act, the weight 
of the regulating piston forced the air into the fur- 
nace. This method ‘of regulating the blast, which 
continued in general use for many years, has been 
superseded by the water regulator, and by the dou- 
ble acting blowing cylinder, wrought by a steam en- 
gine of Watt and Boulton’s construction. © — 

An engine of this kind, of large dimensions, ié re- 
resented in Fig. 1. of Plate LXIIT. It is wrought Prate 
y a steam engine of thirty-five horse power, with a LXIIl 

steam cylinder of thirty-three inches diameter, ‘acting Fig: !- 
with a seven feet stroke. On the opposite end of the 
beam from the steam'cylinder is jomted the rod D, 
which is turned exceedingly true, so as to move 
through the stuffing box without allowing any air to 
escape, and without any unnecessary friction. A 
quantity of hemp is placed round the rod in the’ box 
aa, which forms part of the lid of the cylinder, and 
is held tight by die iron nuts 64, The piston is fit- 
ted to the lowerend of the rod D, and is packed 
with leather so as to fill exactly the internal diameter 
of the cylinder A A., To this cylinder are fixed four 
necks, B, F, G, H; two of which, B, F, contain 
the suction valves, by which the air enters the cylin- 
der, while the other two contains the forcing valves, 
through which the air is expelled at every elevation 
and depression of the piston into the chambers I, K, 
and through the pipes L, M, into the regulating re- 
ceiver OP, which is of the form of a parallelopipedon, 
or an inverted box without the lid, and is immersed 
in a cistern RS, filled with water. 

Let us now suppose that the piston is at the bot- 
tom of the cylinder A A, and begins to be raised by 

erguson’s Lectures, by Dr Brewster, Vol. IJ. p. 415. See also Lewis's Commerce of Arts, the Journal des Mines, and 
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mence the engine. The air above the piston will obviously 

ge. be condensed, and ares open the hanging valves in 
the neck Gy, will rush through them into the pipe 
L, and thence into the receiver OP. While t 
piston thus rises:and condenses the air above it; there 
1s;a'vacuum below the piston, and the external air 
rushes through the valves in the neck F, and fills the 
space below the piston.. When) the piston descends 
from the top to the bottom of the cylinder, the air 
below it is condensed, and forced through the valves 
in the neck, H. into the pipe L, and thence into the 
receiver O P, while the space above the piston is a 
vachum, andvis instantly filled by the rush of the ex- 
ternal air'through the valves in the neck B. This 
—— is repeated at every stroke of the engine; 
the cylinder-full of air, white is inhaled at the necks 
B.and F; being forced through the opposite necks 
Gand:H:. hen the piston reaches the top or bot- 
tom of the cylinder, there would evidently bea short 
cessation in the blast of air that passes into the. fur- 
nace, were it) not for the regulating receiver OP. 
When the air is forced into this receiver, the water 
within it is pushed out or displaced, and rises in the 
cisterny so that the surface of the water in the cistern 
is often six; seven, or eight feet higher than the sur- 
face of the water in the receiver. The air in the re- 
ceiver, therefore, is pressed upwards by a column of 
water, six, seven, or eight feet high, so that if there 
should» be any intermission in the supply of air from 
the cylinder, the blast will be kept up by the extru- 
sion of the air in the receiver.. The receiver OP, as 
shewn in the Figure, is composed of a great number of 
cast iron plates; united by screws and flaunches. Its 
size in the drawing is purposely diminished, in order 
to. comprise it within the limits of the Plate. The 
general size is forty feet in length, twelve feet in 
depth, and twelve feet in breadth. The water cis- 
tern is then forty-seven feet long, fourteen feet deep, 
and nineteen feet broad. The receiver is supported 
upon blocks of wood and masonry ; its lower edge 
being two-feet from the floor.of the cistern, to allow 
a free passage for the water. The buoyancy of the 
receiver is overcome by a great quantity of masonry 
placed upon the top of it ; but we have omitted this 
in the. figure, for the purpose of shewing the manner 
of uniting the plates of which it is composed. 
A valve, loaded with a weight; is placed at Tin 

the horizontal pipe. The weight is sufficient to keep 
the valve shut when the engine works with a proper 
velocity; but when it works too hard, the excess of 
air wi a through the valve. When this hap. 
pens, the velocity of the engine must be diminished. 

The horizontal pipe NM, after bending down- 
wards, is divided into two branches X, Y, which, by 
a'series of pipes, convey the air routd the furnace, 
so as to introduce the blast at opposite sides of the 
pe practice which is now pretty genetally 
followed: 

In the construction.of a blowing machine the 
greatest caution is necessary. The pipes should be 
carried at ‘such a height above the cistern, that there 
is ‘ho; possibility of the water, -when at its» highest 
point, being forced through the pipes into the fur- 

2 
“ 

The cylinder‘ A A is made of cast/iron, with a 
flaunch’ each end. The upper necks G; Bare cast eine 
in the same piece with it, but the lower ones, H, Fy 
are screwed to the under flaunch ofthe «cylinders 2, 
The valves within the necks B and F open’ inwards. 
They are made of leather, covered with plates-of irony 
and are screwed, by a projecting part of the leathery 
against the external plate a of the chamber, so/as to’ 
cover three corresponding apertures'in the plate (See py are _ 
Fig. 2.) xy, which is screwed to the:neck by.a num- LXUk  ~ 
ber of bolts, shewn in tlie Figure. This plate is ree Fig. 2- 
moved when the valves require any material repairs; 
but any trifling adjustments: may -be made, by the 
workman’s thrusting his hand through one of the 
valves to repair the adjacent’ one, The plates which 
carry-the valves in the chambers I, K, are not move- : 
able; but apertures are left above to give access to 
the valves.. These apertures, when the engine is at 
work, are covered by the lids AA, which are ‘fixed 
down by screws at each end, is tis 

The piston is rendered air tight by means of a ring 
of leather screwed on the upper and one on-the under 
side of the piston, griicly in wes werey their 
elasticity, press gently against the inside of the cylin- 
der. In elle “ renown abies rings when worn out,. 
there is a hole in the lid, and another in. the bottom 
of the cylinder, sufficient to admit a man for that 
purpose. In some cases a moveable lid is /made in 
the piston, - 

he cylinder is held down by four large bolts; twe- 
of which are seen in the figure at dq, passing through 
a massive pier of brickwork or ma%¥ E 
stable to keep the cylinder steadily in &s place. The: 
cistern R'S is placed at a much greater distance from 
the cylinder than is represented in the Figure, lest 
the tremulous motion produced by the violent conens+ 
sion of the included air should make the cistern leak. 
An accident of this nature ought to be: carefully pre- 
vented ; as the water which escapes'may insinuate it- 
self into the sand of the casting-house, and occasion 
the most perilous explosions, when the hot’ metal is 
introduced into the moulds. 

The internal diameter of the cylinder A A is five- 
feet two inches, and the stroke seven feet. It is ca- 
pable of blowing one furnace, when working at the 
rate of six strokes per minute. (a) f 
BLUBBER, the name of the fat which liessun- 

der the skin of all large fish of the cetaceous kinds 
See Phil. Trans. N° 77. See also Orn and WHALE. 

ORLUE colour of the sky. See ATMOSPHERE. 
BOA, a genus of serpents, See HerPeToLocy and 

SERPENT. 1 aye a t 
BOADICEA, Bounrera,y or Bunpuiea, a queen 

of the Iceni, and famous for the formidable resistance 
which she opposed to the Rotian arme-in Britain. 
Prasutagus, the king of the Iceni, had. submitted 
with an unworthy humility to the Roman power, 
and a sor his estates to his two daughters and 
to the Emperor Nero. In carrying this will into exes 
cution, Catus Decianus, the procurator, seized upon 
all the property of the king. Beadicea a- 
ted against this iniquitous proceeding ; but her bold- 
ness was purished by the ‘most dmplesebleso rages. 

~ — Jone 
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' 3 and-the spirit of revolt; which was 
kindled from individual wrongs, was speedily infused 
into the neighbouring nations. | The ins ts soon 
amounted to-aboye 120,000, and began their offen- 
sive tions against the Romans. Camalodunum 

and the inhabitants put tothe-sword. The 
ninth legion-was cut to. pieces, and Petilius €erealius, 
who'commanded the cavalry,.was compelled to en- 
trench himself in-his camp. In order to quell this 
rebellion, Suetonius:Paulinus marched by a danger- 
ous route to Augusta (London); but as he reckon- 
ed this post untenable, he retired to unite his scat- 
‘tered forces. The. eastern part of the island was 
mow in the. possession of Boadicea. The blood of 
70,000 of her persecutors had been shed to expiate 
her 3 and her army now amounted to 230,000. 
Even against this werfal host, Suetonius determin- 
ed to risk a-battle. He waited in silence the ap- 

h of the Britons, who ‘began the attack with 
oud shouts and songs of victory; but the skill 
and intrepidity of the Romans repelled this furious 
-attack, and gained a t and decisive «battle, with 
‘the loss only of 400 killed. More than 80,000 of 
‘the Britons fell in this engagement, which put an 
vend-to the hopes and the power of the insurgents. 
*Dispirited by this irretrievable defeat, and. dreading 
the consequences of becoming a Roman captive, Boa- 
-dicea either died with chagrin, or ended: her days by 
ae (A.D.61.). See Dion. Hist. Roman. lib. 
dxiicap. L—12. Tacit. Annail. lib. xiv. cap. 31— 
837. Hume’s Hist. of England, chap. i. p. 8. (x) 
» BOADJOOS, a set of itinerant Mahometan fisher- 
men,’ of uncertain origin, who live on the coasts of 
Borneo, Celebes, and other adjacent islands, in small 
‘covered boats, which are managed by the women. 
Their chief occupation is fishing sc making: salt, 
swhich they obtain from sea-weed. The lang of 
the Boadjoos is peculiar to themselves, batt they lites 
nio\ written characters. See Stavorinus’s Voyages, 
vol. me 240. (j) 
‘BOAR, Winn, the Sus Scrofa of sytematic natu- 

ralists. ‘The description and habits of this: animal 
will be found under the article Mammaia. In 
the present article we shall merely give a short ac- 
count of the method of killing and hunting the boar. 

» The wild boar abounds in various parts of Europe 
and Asia, and also in the north of Africa; and in 
every country that it frequents, it affords-a barbarous 
amusement to the natives. 

‘The best — for hunting boars is between 
September December, ore they go to rut. 
‘The oldest boars are the. best subjects for sie sport, 
as they do not run far, and often stop to repel the 

3 while the young:boar runs to a great distance, 
and does not allow the dogs toapproach it. As the 
Sietaed a ae pO SF so shim, and moves 
‘ “ yy trained mastiffs. are. erable to fine 
hunting dogs, which would lose ane of their 
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nose, and acquire a habit of moving slowly. When 
the dogs are:in:full chace, ithe: huntsman «rides into 
the middle of them, and impedes and disheartens the 
boar by charging chim with “his: spear. “When the 
animal tinds-a place of ‘shelter, he will stand at bay, 
and attack the dogs..as they attempt to seize:him. 
In this situation: the huntsmen generally strike the 
boar with:their spear or Jance;*but. this is done with 
the utmost caution, as he attempts .to:catch their 
spear upon his:snout or-tusk, and often attacks them 
inthe most:ferocious manner. ‘The blow-is generally 
aimed between the eyes, or on the shoulder, where it 
commonly proves fatal. “When he attacks the hunts- 
man, he sometimes endeavours to catch the spear in 
his mouth, and when he succeeds in this attempt, the 
huntsman will infallibly fall a prey to him, unless-an- 
other person attacks‘him: behind. » The:boar returns 
upon his second opponent, and ‘is sure: to fall under 
this system of alternate attack. ‘The dogs are some- 
times provided with: bells: round: their-necks,. which 
often prevent the boar from attacking them. 

In the. year 1787, a boar of an extraordinary size 
near Cognac in Angoumois, resisted all the attempts 
of the huntsmen, and killed several dogs and men 
whenever he was attacked.’ He was at length slain, 
and several bullets were found between his skin and 
flesh. See Buffon’s Hist.\Nat. tom. ix. ;-and Sonni- 
ni’s Travels, p. 348, &c. (7) Lune 
BOARDING. | See Nava Tactics. 
BOAT, Lum The hazard to which mariners 

-are incessantly exposed, and the helpless condition ot 
mankind struggling with an element speedily destruc+ 
tive of existence, have led to many ingenious contri- 
vances for the purpose of averting danger, Though'we 
cannot but lament thatthe expedients resorted to have 
so often proved abortive, we must, in’ justice ‘to-the 
inventors, maintain, that the want of due deliberation, 
which, in difficult situations, is generally indispensible 
to success, has more fhecucathy been the occasion 
-of failure than any imperfection in the expedients 
themselves, About sixty years ago, jackets covered 
with cork were adopted; yet notwithstanding ‘the 
certain and immediate security which,’ in ordinary 
cases, the use of them will “afford, they are now: to- 
tally neglected. Cords, in like manner, with buoy- 
ant substances affixed, are formed to encircle the 
body; ‘and a- buoyant apparatus has, in the course 
of last year, (1810,) been exhibited in France, by 
the aid of whieh a person can safely advance into 
the sea, without the risk of sinking. ‘Che Chinese, 
when going on voyages, provide themselves with a 
very simple means of preservation in the event of 
shipwreck. ‘This consists of four spars joined toge- 
ther, so as to form a square hollow frame, which be- 
ing put below the-arms, easily supports a person float- 
ing in the sea. ‘Recently a gun has been employed 
to throw a rope ashore, for which contrivance a par- 
liamentary reward has been given; and it certainly 
promises success, where a vessel is stranded, or is 
driven towards a steep rocky shore. Nay, it is un- 
doubted, that had the same expedient been tried, where 
there was full opportunity of doing so, the fatal con- 
sequences of many most deplorable shipwrecks might 
have been averted. But an invention which has 
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roved of infuitely greater utility, in this island at 
east, is a-vessel of a particular construction, called 

the Life Boat. 
It is well known, and has long been familiar to 

seamen, that some vessels of a certain form are better 
adapted either to keep the sea, to resist the violence 
of storms, or the pressure of ice ; and it has repeat- 
edly been found, that~where others sunk, or were 
overset, the accident was partly owing to their 
structure, Examples are commonly given of the 
Deal boats, and those employed at Madras, of the 
construction which is best. suited to come through 
the heavy surf beating on an extensive shore; and in 
different places, the nature of the service to be per- 
formed is studied in the structure of the vessel. The 
wonderful voyages accomplished in open boats, such 
as those of the Centaur man of war, the Bounty store- 
ship, and the Pandora frigate, proved that safety did 
not invariably depend on the size of a vessel ; and it 
was thence conceived, that a boat sufficient to extri- 
cate shipwrecked mariners from perilous situations, 
might be navigated by an adventurous crew. But the 
more immediate origin of the life boat, which we are 
about to describe, resulted from a dreadful shipwreck 
in September 1789. A vessel struck on the Herd sands 
of Tynemouth during a storm; though within 300 
yards of the shore, and notwithstanding high rewards 
were offered, the imminent danger deterred every sea- 
man from going to her relief, and the unfortunate 
crew dropped one after another from the shrouds in- 
to the waves in sight of thousands of spectators. 
Deeply impressed by this melancholy catastrophe, 
the gentlemen of South Shields immediately formed 
themselves into a committee; and offered a premium 
to any one who should invent a life boat, on such a 
construction as would be beneficial in situations of 
danger. Different models were accordingly framed, 
which were submitted to the committee; and after 
due consideration, one invented by Mr Henry Great- 
head of South Shields received the preference. A 
boat was soon built on the plan of this model, which 
first made an smite in January 1790, that proved 
completely successful; and since that period thou- 
sands of useful lives have been preserved, both in this 
kingdom and abroad, by others of a similar construc- 
tion. © 

This is not the only life boat that has been propo- 
sed, nor can we affirm that it is not susceptible of es- 
sential improvements ; yet, having met with more ge- 

neral approbation, and having been more frequently 
put to practical use, we shall treat of it in preference 
to others. \ 

The inventor’s attention was originally attracted to 
the principle on which the life boat is constructed, 
by observing, as he himself expresses it, * that each 
part of a spheroid divided into quarters, nearly re- 
sembles a wooden bowl having projecting ends. If 
this be thrown into the sea, or broken waters, it can- 
not be upset, or lie with the bottom upwards.” With 
these remarks in view, Mr Greathead formed his life 
boat, the keel being a curved beam, and both the 
stem and stern raking towards each other. 

The size of the life boat is arbitrary, depending on 
the different service it has to perform; and if certain 
definite dimensions, such as we are about to describe, 

floor. 
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be adopted, it is from conceiving them sufficient for Life Boat. 
ison of “—V—™ the intended purpose, and not by a comparison of 

the ialeebsages streuiio life dante: of various sizes. 
The life boat is thirty feet in length, ten in breadth, 
and in depth, from the top of the 
lower part of the keel in midships, three feet four 
inches, from the gunwale to the platform within 
two feet four inches, from the top of the sterns to 
the bottom of the keel five feet nine inches.’ Both 
ends of the boat are alike, the sterns being ts 
of a circle, with a considerable rake to’ each 
other. The keel consists of a beam three inches: 
thick, of a proportionate breadth in midships, nar- 
rowing gradually towards the ends to the breadth of 
the sterns at the bottom, and bending with a great 
convexity downward. The bottom section to the 
floor heads is a curve fore and aft with the sweep of 
the keel; the floor timber has a small rise, curving 
from the keel to the floor heads; a bilge ‘peri 
wrought in on. each side next the floor heads, with 
a double rabbit or groove of ‘the same thickness as 
the keel ; on the outside of this are fixed two bilge 
trees, nearly corresponding with the level of the 
keel. The ends of the bottom section resemble the 
lower part of a kind of fishing boat which in Scot- 
land is called a coble; from whence to the top of 
the stern it becomes more elliptical, and forms ‘a 
considerable projection. The sides, fromthe floor 
heads to the top of the’ gunwale, flaunch off on each 
side, in proportion to about half the breadth of the 

he breadth continues far forward towards 
the ends, leaving a sufficient length of straight side at 
the top. The sheer is regular along the straight 
side, and more elevated towards the ends; the gun- 
wale, fixed on the outside, is three “inches thick. 
From the under part of the gunwale, extending 
21 feet 6 inches along the whole eae of the regu- 
lar sheer, the sides are cased with layers of cork, 
sixteen inches downward, and four inches thick >” 
whence the casing projects’ a little without the gun- 
wale at the top. The boat is fastened with cop) 
nails, and the cork. on the outside secured with t 
plates or slips of copper. There are five seats, or 
thwarts, double banked, therefore the’ boat may be 
rowed with ten oars, and these thwarts are firml 
stanchioned.. The oars are short, and made of fir‘of 
the best quality, which is preferable to any other 
wood ; for experience has proved, that an ash oar, 
dressed clean and light, is too flexible among break- 
ers, and if strong and heavy the rower becomes soon 
exhausted. The oars are slung over an iron thole, 
provided with a grommet, which enables the rowers, 
merely by facing about, to’ row either way without 

turning the boat ; a circumstance of infinite import- 
ance in broken water. The boat is steered by an 
oar at each end, one-third longer than the rowin 
oars;-and, for the convenience of the steersman, a 
platform within, at the bottom of the boat, is hori- 
zontal the length of the midships, and elevated at 
the ends. From the under part of the thwarts down 
to the platform, the inside of the boat is cased with 
cork ; on the quantity of which, indeed, the chief pro- 

rties of the life boat, in our opinion, depend. ~No 
ss than 7 cwt. of cork being used in the construction 

of the life boat now described, the great specific levi- 

wale to the» ———eV 
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be observed on approaching a-wreck, where the re- Life Boat. 

: uctive of danger, and "Ww. 
Life Boat. ty, if we may so express ourselves, will sustain an 
soya gheazing vein whik: the parts of the oat dteelf hold 

> i only of great’ service in keeping 
the boat inher due position on the sea, but also in crea- 
ting a tendency i i to recover from any sud- 
den cant, or lurch, from a heavy wave; and it is, be- 

inst the sides of the 

the deepest consideration, as 
causes of an unsuccessful 

improved Exclusive of the utility of the 
cork, it is maintained, that the similarity of the ends 
of the boat, which admits of her being rowed either 
way, facilitates her rising over the waves ; the curva- 
ture of the keel aids her motion in turning, and con- 
tributes to the ease of steerage, because a single 
stroke of the steering oar produces an immediate ef- 
fect, the boat-moving as it were on a centre. When 
rowing against the waves, the fine entrance below is 
of use-in dividing them ; and, combined with the 
convexity of the bottom, and elliptical form of the 
stern, enables the boat to rise with wonderful buoy- 

in a high sea, as also rapidly to launch forward 
ithout shipping water, when a common boat would 

be in danger of filling. It is said to be proved b 
experience, that boats of the construction of the life 
boat, in ae from the floor heads to the gun- 
wale, are best adapted for rowing against turbulent 
waves; and that the continuation of the breadth for- 
ward, is a great support to her in the sea. When 
full of water, the life boat is in no danger either of 

owness, her sinking or upgetting, as her internal sh 
: ie gue, and bul of the cork within, admit 

a quantity.of it. These are some of the qua- 
lities which are conceived to result from the fi 
and structure of the life boat, compared with matin 
of the ordinary construction. 

The life boat,is generally kept in a boat-house 
close to the beach, w it rests on four low wheels, 
or trucks, concave, for rolling on oars, or spars laid 
on the sand, so as to be run out on a moment’s no- 
tice. But, where the over which she must be 

is rough, and the safety of lier frame would 
be en » another expedient is adopted. This 
consists of two wheels, twelve feet in diameter, with 
a moveable arched axis, to which a pole is fixed for 
a lever. The boat is suspended between the wheels, 
under the axis, towards each extremity of which is 
aniron pin. When the pole is perpendicularly eleva- 
ted, the upper part of the axis becomes depressed, and 
a pair o ings encompassing the boat bein 
fixed to desieos ins she is ireised wisi great facile 
ty by means of the pole, which is then fastened down 
to her stern. There are commonly two crews, each 
consisting of twelve men, employed to navigate the 
life boat, to whom rewards are distributed, according 
to the success of their ise. 
On the first alarm of a vessel in danger, the life 

boat immediately puts to sea, when some experienced 
steady person takes the command. Her head should 
be kept to the sea, and she must possess an accelera- 
ted v to meet the wave. Great caution is to 
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flux of the waves is often prod 
it is considered safest to go to the lee quarter. This, ' 
however, depends on circumstances!) 9) 

Aclife boat, built on the preceding construction b 
Mr Henry Gréathead, the inventory ‘first went 0 
from South Shields in January 1790, and complete- 
ly succeeded in: bringing the crew of a stranded ves- 
sel ashore. After the value of the invention. had 
“been acknowledged, by the presentation of a gold me- 
dallion to Mr Greathead by the Society for the En- 
couragement,of Arts, as also one by the Royal:-Hu- 
mane Society, and various gratuities in money, par- 
liament, on the 9th of June 1802; unanimously vo- 
ted him £1200. - The committee of underwriters 
likewise at Lloyd’s Coffeehouse in London, having 
voted Mr Greathead 100 guineas, appropriated £2000 
of their funds for the purpose of encouraging th 
building of life boats on different parts of the Saas 
of the kingdom. Life boats have been sent from Bri- 
tain, on the order of the Emperor of Russia, who 
signified his approbation by presenting the inventor 
with a faenonk, ting ; by the Kings of Prussia, Den- 
mark, and those of other states. 

Although the life boat has been successful in innu- 
merable cases, and has been the means of preserving 
many valuable lives, it has sometimes failed. Of this 
there was a deplorable instance in last year, 1810. 
The weather becoming more moderate on the 7th of 
April than it had been for some time past, induced 
several fishermen near "Tynemouth to: launch their 
boats and put out to sea. But a furious storm sud- 
denly arising, great apprehensions were entertained 
for their safety, and the life boat was quickly procu- 
red, which, amidst a high sea, aa. through the: 
breakers with fifteen men. The fishermen were safe; 
ly taken on board, and 2000 people were collected on. 
ede anxiously expecting the return of the adven- 
turers. Some difference of opinion prevailed among 
the crew of the life boat, regarding the most suitable 
place at which to land, and the majority determined 
to push for Hartley Bates, instead of making Shields’ 
harbour, which they could have done within an hour. 
When nearly in a state of perfect security, a very 
high wave broke into the life boat, killed or dread- 
fully maimed the steersman, along with two or three 
others, and almost stove her in pieces. Nevertheless 
she continued floating, though her gunwales were 
level with the broken water ; but the crew lost 
all command of her, and, drifting still nearer the 
shore, she struck and split asunder. Only two indi- 
viduals out of twenty-seven, from. this. unfortunate 
circumstance, escaped. It is true, that there might 
here have been mismanagement, but there are situations 
where the attempts of the life boat may be abortive. 
It proves of infinite atility on a sandy beach, but can 
be less serviceable on a rocky shore. The great 
weight of this life boat is also a considerable impedi- 
ment, both to. dispatch in getting her out, and to 
management in a turbulent sea. 

Previous to Mr Greathead’s invention, a patent 
‘was to Mr Lionel Lukin, a coachmaker in 
London, for ‘an improvement in the construction 
of boats and small vessels, which will neither sink 
nor overset.’”? ‘The essence of the invention rests on 
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Life Boat. the property and «et of outriggers, known'to Mr Lukin’s. Amexperiment is :said ‘towhave ‘been Life Boat. 
—v— all the savages of the South Sea islands.’ Projecting made! with it in-1806,, whem ¢ight persons putito:sea ——~—— 

gunwales are built ‘to. vessels of the ordinary con- and rowed through: very heavy breakers, during’ bois+ 
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struction, sloping from the:top of the-common gun- 
wale towards the water, so as not'to interrupt the 
oars'in rowing ; and from the extreme projection ‘re- 
turning to the side in a faint curve, at a suitable dis- 
tance above the water line. ~ These projecting gun- 
wales are very small at the stem and stern, and gra 
dually increase to the requisite dimensions: and °y 
may either be solid consisting of light substances, 
cork, or hollow. In the inside of the vessel:at'stem 
and stern, and at ‘the ‘sides where “projecting gun- 
wales are ‘unnecessary, as also under the seats and 
thwarts, are to ‘be inclosures or’ bulk heads water 
tight, or filled with substances specifically lighter 
than water. ** By this means,’”the inventor ob- 
serves, ** the boat or vessel will’ beso much lighter 
than'the ‘body of the water it must displace in sink- 
ing, that it ‘will with safety carry more than its com- 
mon burden, though the remaining space should by 
any accident be filled with water.” To give stability 
to the vessel, the‘inventor further proposes'to affix a 
false keel of cast iron or other metal along the centre 
of the real one. “The patent granted to’ Mr Lukin 
is dated in 1785. "We do not discover that he ob: 
tained any honorary reward for his invention, but 
‘above twenty*years later we find a gold medal voted 
by the Society for the’ Encouragement of Arts to 
Mr Christopher Wilson, ‘for a ‘* secure: sailing’ boat, 
or life boat.” This boat, which is called the new- 
tral built: self-balanced ‘boat, is balanced exactly ac- 
‘cording to Mr Lukin’s device, by empty projecting 
gunwales. Mr Wilson divides his projecting gun- 
walés into compartments, by which means the failure 
of one will not injure'the others, and is undoubtedly 
a’ material ‘improvement. ‘The “Chinese vessels ‘are 
said to be on’ the samhe "principle. “Instead’of a large 
‘open hold, ‘as in‘European ships, there''are so'man 
chambers, “all water tight, ‘and’ unconnected -wit 
each other, so that a'leak’ ‘springing ‘in’ one cannot 
communicate’ to ‘the rest. There are some peculia- 
‘rities in the construction of Mr Wilson’s : boat,‘in 
being neither clincher nor carvel “built, whichena- 
bles her to’sail quicker ; ‘and the oars, resting on the 
extremity of ‘the’ projecting’ gutwale, rowing ‘is’ also 
more easily accomplished. hese gunwales area foot 
in breadth ; and Mr Wilson affirms, that ‘his boat 
cannot roll at sea, but must always keep a level *po- 
sition, “so far'as the surface of the’ sea-will allow. 
«She may heel, but cannot roll; as the balances 
(projections) ‘are‘always ready to’ catch eitherway, 
and the opposite one“assists the other ‘by its weight 
out of water and gravitation ; neither can this boat 
pitch like another, forthe balance bodies ‘(empt 
gunwales) being out of the water, and the breadt 
of six feet only in the water, it can act with a gra- 
vity on the water equal to’a boat of the weight 
(width) of six feet’; but the resistance of the ‘water 
upwards equal a bout of eight feet wide.” ‘The au- 
thor of this device is here'exactly describing the pro- 
perty of outriggers, to’ which-his reasoning is appli- 
cable in respect to the ‘projections. But, excepting 
in the compartments of the hollow gunwales, we can 
scarcely discern any difference between his boat and 

terous weather. “She shipped little ‘water, and 
seemed ‘to “promise much ntibiey, tos “we !cannot 
overlook, :on- a comparison swith ‘Mr ' Greathead’s 
‘boat; that the latter, even though shattered, ve: 
a great d of buoyancy from the ity of 
cork used in its construction ; whereas;Mr Lukin’s 
or Mr Wilson’s boat in that condition \would ‘only 
po eae eas Gags oan, oe mete A boat of su- 
perior and strength, devised by Mr Bos- 
well, ot properly be included under this) head, 

“Several a previous to 1798, Mr Bremner, a 
Scottish .clergyman ‘in ‘the -Orkn 
practicable to prepare a: common ship boat iin such a 
manner, as to be highly useful in cases:of shipwreck. 
The seme he«proposes is, ‘first, to‘load the bot: 
tom or keel with a:picce of iron for ballast’of three 
hundred weight. » Secondly, to:secure a quantity of 
cork, by tnthlays; sufficient'to render any particular 
boat‘ buoyant; ‘or, where cork cannot be P 
to secure, in like’manner’ by lashings, ‘two*casks in 
the inside of the bow‘ of ‘the. boat; ‘and/other two-in 
the stern, which shall have the same effect. \Inupre- 
pating a boat for this@pparatus, ‘four ring bolts must 
be fastened in ‘the inside of the keel, one close to the 
stem, and another:close to the stern, and eachiof the 
remaining two a third of the whole’ length from stem 
and stern. On the outside of the keel are to’ be two 
auger holes, through which ropes lashing the cork 
may be run and fastened ‘to the ring bolts.) «* The 
uantity of cork necessary, which will depend’on the 

size of the boat, is to be made up into several “par- 
cels, but none larger than one person’can easily ma- 
nage. Each parcel to be properly seeured/and num- 
bered, so that the whole may fit and fill up the boat 
completely in the epaces betwixt the ring bolts fore 
cand aft, as above described; and to answer the-end, 
it is material that/there should be cork*enough to 
rise nearly three feet above the gunwales, so as to 
form an arch from gunwale to gunwale. ‘The cork 
being thus laid in the boat, it is to be properly secu- 
red, first, by passing a strong rope rourd all, over 
the ganiwales and through the auger bore outside the 
keel : as also by passing’ seizing ‘ropes’ from the ring 
bolt in the stem to that next it in the keel, taking 
eare to make as ‘many turns and seizings betwixt 
these ring bolts as completely ‘to secure the cork 
from slipping out. “The very’same thing to be done 
as'to the’ rope round ‘thé :gunwales and through the 
hole outside the ‘keel, with seizing ropes from the 
ring bolts, ‘to ‘be ‘made aft, or in the stera’of the 
boat.’? "We readily agree with Mr Bremner, that, 
in ordinary circumstances, a boat provided thus with 
buoyant “substances, will neither sink nor overset ; 
but the previous condition of three hundred weight 
of iron for ballast, ‘we acknowledge inspires us with 
well-grounded apprehension. * Neither is there an 
thing’ here to-enable the boat to encounter a boister- 
‘ous sea, which in all life boats we consider an indis- 
pensible qualification." Fhe buoyaney of a cargo-has 

te mani Cee 
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there were empty casks within, which, 
Mr Bremner’s » iple, prevented her 

from sinking. Wedoubt not that in-smooth water, 
and in certain cases’ of shipwreck, a boat provided 
with cork or casks may be useful; yet we cannot 
forget that, without either, some open boats have 

one, two, even ee eee. miles. 
through tempestuous seas. The Royal Humane 

r awarded a premium for this ‘ipediaat in 
1800; and the Hi | Society of Scotland, to 
which the model of a boat prepared as above was 
transmitted, likewise testified, theit approbation by 
ps Sarre remuneration. We believe that more 
recently, Mr Bremner has submitted his expedient 
to.the Society for the Encouragement of Arts, and 
that it has met with the he epee siiege we 
are still ignorant of the particulars.. The principal 
inferiority of this.and the other life boats, compared 
with Mr Greathead’s invention, consists in their be- 
ing so much more easily injured, and in their remain- 
ing serviceable so long as entire; whereas his 
boat sr fut grievously damaged, and still bring a 
erew safe ashore, In studying the best principles 
whereon a life boat should be constructed, 

is to be paid to those expedients adopted by 
had few conveniences at 

rebar boats or decked vessels ‘at sea. 
‘ ’s Report of the Evidence re in 

Sr pretee of the Y; ramen 

eit vand 

ont 

by eh Transactions for 
Encouragement of Arts, x. 20, 25. ee 

tory of Arts, vol. iii. 27. Transactions of the High- 

sion ; and; with this view, placed him under a mer- 
ons Florence, who carried him with him to Pa- 

gained the affection of his master; but his taste for 
poetry began to relax his attention to business, and, 
after a = rota = years, his master dismissed him 

d » He now an the study of the 
prvet ae 3 but neither fas reste wc d of his 

nor the hopes of preferment, could induce 
him to continue a study which was at such variance 
with his'taste for poetry and philosophy. He per: 
severed, however, in his studies till the deat of ii 
father, when he abandoned all his professional views, 
and devoted himself wholly to poet 

See es toeipe to 
sity of Petrarch, who supplied him both with money 
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Boaty:- many vessels. In the: ble!accident’ and books. About this time he met with Leontius Boccacie. 

Boccacio. which befel the Guardian frigate, she sunk until her Pilatus, a learned Greek of Thessalonica, whom he “Vv 
SA decks were ith the water; and‘whenall her received into his house, and loaded with kindnessy 

and by whom he’ was initiated into Greek: literature. 
He heard him read Homer; he conversed with hiny 
familiarly for almost three- years; and, as Boccacio 
himself remarks, ‘ his best memory: wasi unable/to. 
retain the infinite number of things he told:me, my: 
mind being also perplexed with ‘other: cares, had. I 
not committed them to writing? Thesreputation 
which Boccacio soon acquired, in consequence of his 
intellectual attainments, attracted the attention‘of the 
republic of Florence, who honoured him: with the 
freedom of the city, and employed. him in many of 
their public concerns. In‘consequence of the turbu- 
lent state of Florence, which was then agitated with . 
contending factions, Petrarch (1350) withdrew from - 
that city into security and retirement. The republic 

tted the loss of this illustrious poet, and ‘com- 
missioned (1351) Boccacio to negociate’ his return ; 
but, instead. of succeeding in this attempt, Boccacio 
was inspired by Petrarch: with the same love'of tran- 
quillity, and he henceforth resolved’'to quit ‘Flo. - 
rence. After having:visited several parts of Italy; 
he went to the court of Naples, where he met withia . 
kind reception from King Robert. Here he fell in 
love with Mary of Ar » the natural daughter of 
that prince, whom he has celebrated under the name of _ 
Fiametta, and from this cause he remained a consider - 
able time at Naples. From Naples he went to Sici- 
ly, where he attracted the ic ened notice of Queen 
Joan. The tranquillity of Florence being in some - 
measure restored, Boccacio returned to that. city, 
In 1359, he went to visit Petrarch at Milan, and, in 
consequence of some conversation which passed be- 
tween them, he resolved to follow a more: serious 
course of life. ‘This resolution was carried into ef- 
fect in 1361, when he was warned that his life would 
be short. This warning was given him by Joachim Ci- 
ani, a Curthusian friar of Sienna, who can.e to him at 
Florence, and requested a private audience. ‘ I came 
hither,’’ said the friar, ‘ at the desire of the blessed 
Father Petroni, a Carthusian of Sienna, who, though 
he never saw you, by the illumination of heaven . 
knows you thoroughly. He charged me’ to! repre- 
sent to you your extreme danger, unless you ‘reforni ., 
your manners and your writings, which are the in- 
struments the devil uses to draw men into his snares, 
to tempt them to sinful lusts, and to promote the de- 
ravity of their conduct. Ought you not to blish 
Ee such an abuse of the talents God has given you 
for his glory? What a reward might you have ob: 
tained, fhad you made a good use of that wit and elo- 
quence with which he has endowed you! On the 
contrary, what ought you not to fear from devoting 
yourself to lust, and waging war with modesty, by 
giving lessons of libertinism both in your life ‘and 
writings! The blessed Petroni, celebrated for his. 
miracles and the sobriety of his life, speaks to you by 
my voice. He charged me in his last moments, to 
beseech and exhort you, in the most sacred manner, 
to renounce poetry and thoge profane ‘studies: that 
haye been your constant employment, and prevented 

* Mrs Dobson says, that Boccacio was born at Paris, Life of Petrareh, book iy. 6v0, vol it. p. 91. 
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ut a short ‘time to live, and that you shall suffer 
eternal punishments after your death, God has fe- 
vealed this to Father Petroni, who gave me strict 
charge to inform you of it.’ Terrified at this so- 
lemn admonition, Boccacio.asked the friar how Pe- 
troni came to know him; to which Ciani aie 
that Petroni, saw all this in a vision, and charged him 
with this-and other commissions at Naples, France, 
and England. 

In consequence of this interview, Boccacio aban- 
doned the study of poetry and the profane authors, 
and, in opposition to the expostulations of Petrarch, 
he determined even to dispose of his library. _ Under 
these serious impressions, he assumed the clerical ha- 
bit, and became more regular and circumspect in his 
conduct. He revisited Naples in 1362 or 1363, and 
he soon afterwards went to Venice to see Petrarch. 
In 1365, he was chosen ambassador to Pope Urban V. 
at Avignon, and in 1367 he attended that pontiff at 
Rome in the same capacity. He was appointed. to 
th¢ public lecture on the Comedia of Dante, which 
was then instituted at Florence, and began his labours 
in October 1373. The bustle of active life, how- 
ever, was too oppressive for his advanced age, so that 
he felt it necessary to retire to Certaldo, where he 
died of a disease in his stomach, on the 2lst of De- 
cember 1275, in the 62d year of his age, and was 
buried in the church of St James and St Philip. 
_ Boccacio was the author of numerous works, both 
in poetry and prose. Thongs he was ranked in the 
poetical triumvirate next to Dante and Petrarch, his 
oetical compositions are feeble and languid. His 

eseide is remarkable chiefly for the new kind of 
measure in which it is written. Boccacio seems to 
have been sensible of his inferiority as a poet. After 
having perused the sonnets and songs of Petrarch, he 
resolved. to commit his own to the flames; and in 
spite of the remonstxance of Petrarch, he actually 
burnt all his Italian verses. 
_ The elegance and purity of the stile, however, in 
which his prose compositions are written, amply atone 
for the defects of his poetry. “The most celebrated 
of his productions is his Decamerone, or a collection 
of an hundred stories, fupboess to have been recited 
in ten days, by a party of ladies and gentlemen, who 
had. retired from the plague at Florence in 1348, 
This work met with universal applause. It passed 
through numerous editions. It was translated into 
many foreign languages; and even Petrarch himself 
was so delighted with it, as to translate it nto Latin, 
and dedicate the work to Boccacio.. The stories of 
the Decamerone are only parily fictitious. The man- 
ners of various classes of society are accurately pour- 
trayed; the tricks of the priests are sewerely ex- 

sed; and the absurd doctrines of the Catho- 
* faith are lashed with the same severity. Hence the 
Roman Catholic writers have charged Boccacio with 
impiety and immorality, and his Decamerone has been 
put into the list of prohibited books. Nor is this 
charge altogether without foundation. _The stories 
are often of such a lascivious and obscene nature, that 
the French translator, in the edition of 1697, * has 
taken particular care to regulate the expressions, and 
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Boccacio. you from discharging your duty as.a Christian. If 
—y—e ie do not follow my directions, be asgured you have 

BoOoC 
to wrap up things in such a manner that the fair sex 
may laugh at them without blushing.’ — Bayle calls 
it ‘* a work of gallantrys wherein ase to be seen ve 
diverting‘love adventures, and a. great many i 
tricks played husbands,’’ Is cepim i! tase 

The other works of Boccacio are, 1. his treatise 
De Genealogia Deorum, fol. Basil, 1532, with the 
notes of J. Mycillus; and containing also a Treatise 
“ ease baer ay sana) a 

lgment of the Roman Hist om Romulus to 
A. U. 724. Cologn. 1534, ios 3. De Casibus Vi- 
rorum illustrium, beginning with Adam and ending 
with John King of France. Augs. 1544.. This 
work was translated into Italian, Spanish, English, 
and French. His Italian works are, his J/ Philo- 
calo; La Fiameitta ; L? Ameto; Ii Labirinto d’ A- 
more; La Vita di Dante; which are all written in 
prose, and, excepting the last, are all romances of an 
amorous kind, interspersed with poetry, See Fa- 
bricii, Biblioth. Latin Med. avi, tom, i. .p. 248. 
Tiraboschi, Storia della Leiteratura Tialiana, tom. v. 
B 83, 439. &c. . Dobson’s Life of Petrarch, passim. 

oscoe’s Life and Pontificaie of Leo. X. chap. xv. 
vol. iii, p. 198, Roscoe’s Life of Lorenzo de Medici, 
chap. v. vol. i. p. 320. -Gibbon’s Hist, chap. Ixvi. 
vol. xii. p. 103. . (+) isied 1he 4 
BOCCOLD. Sce AnABApiisTs. ; 
BOCCONIA, a genus of plants of the class Do- 

decandria, and order Monogynia. See Borany. (w) 
BOCHART, Samusi, the most' learked. writer 

of his age, was born.of a goed family at Roueh, in 
1599. is father, who was. minister of the reform- 
ed church at Rouen, paid particular attention to the 
education of his/son, and had the happiness of wit- 
nessing. his. surprising progress iti the acquisition of 
knowledge. He was put under the care of Thomas 
Dempster, a learned Scotsman, who published a book 
on Roman. antiquities in 1612;\and such was the 
maturity of his genius, that, at the age of twelve, he 
composed forty-four: Greek verses in’ praise of his 
master, which were published at. the beginning, of 
the book just mentioned. ' Having gone ha 
course of philosophy at Sedan, and maintained public 
theses in 1615, he went to,study divinity at Saumur, 
under Camero ; but owing to the civil -war, which 
dispersed that academy, he went with Camero to 
London, where he appears to have remained only a 
short time. In 1621, he repaired to Leyden, where he 
studied Arabic under Erpenius, aa a i- 
cular connection with his maternal uncle M. Rivet, 
who dedicated to Bochart his Catholicus Orthodox- 
us in 1629, On his return to France, he was appoint- 
ed to the church of Caen, ap aapgies ties his 
reputation was tly exten a long theologi- 
sy controvers ane he held mith ees This 
theologian having a special mission from the court to 
dispute throughout the kingdom, challenged Bochart 
on the 4th of September, 1628, and harassed him in 
the most importunate mauner till the time and place 
were appointed. This dispute was held in the castle 
of Caen, before a number of Protestants and Catho- 
lics, and in presence of the Duke, de Longueville, 
governor of the province, and continued for nine sit- 
tings, from the 22d of September till the 3d of Oc- 
tober, when Veron was compelled to quit the field, 
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This travelling controversialist, however, claimed the 1251. The mine is about 10,000 feet long, 750 Bodega 
victory ; though his ignorance of Greek and He- broad, and 1200 deep. Alabaster; and large pieces ~~ 

~ brew, and his sephistry and vanity, were completely of black wood encrusted with salt, are found in it, _ Boece: 
, exposed by his learned onist. The high repu- The salt occurs in veins; and, after being cut into 

tation which Bochart derived from thi inate preer, small pieces, is packed up im casks. (j) — 
was increased, in 1649, by the BODEGA, the name of a‘ harbour ‘on 'the west 
his y and Canaan, the titles of the two of coast of North America. |The» north pointy which 

if me : occasioned by the confusion of 

ter, he was led to explain the situation of the 
i of Eden. hse wing’ chapter turned his 

attention to the origin of nations; and many passages 
occurred, which rphmer his attention to the animals, 

lants, and precious stones mentioned in the Bible. 
On a hiamh of this last subject, he published a work 
at London, in 1663, enti Hierozoicon, or De 
Animalibus Sacre Scripture. ~The information 
which he collected respecting the garden of Eden, 

ts, and precious stones, &c. were not in a 
state fit for publication at the time of his death. 

In the year 1652, Bochart was invited to the court 
-of Christina, Queen of Sweden; and, in compliance 
with the earnest wishes of that illustrious princess, 
he repaired thither in company with M. Huet, after- 
wards Bi of Avranches, who composed an ele- 
gant poem/on their journey, in Latin verse. The ca- 
price 

4 

in him. than all 
his Kno nd, on that account, he possessed 
his gl ith a great deal. of tranquillity, sheltered 
from those unhappy quarrels, which so many other 
learned men ays on themselves, by their pride and 
passionate s “Z 

Besides the works already mentioned, Bochart 
published a letter, in 1650, On the authority of Kings, 
and the institution of Bishops and Priests ; in 1663, 
a letter to M. Sarran, attempting to prove that 
ZEneas was never in Italy; and a treatise against La 
Barré, the Jesuit, On the Toleration of Lutheranism. 
The two first of these were published in the edition 
of his G ia Sacra, printed at. Frankfort in 
1681. > works of Boc were collected and 

blished at Leyden in 1712, in three volumes folio, 
_ M. de Villemandy. (0) 
BOCNIA, a town in the palatinate of Cracow, in 

Poland, surrounded with hilh and situated near the 
small river Raab, which runs into the Vistula. It is 
celebrated for its salt mines, which were discovered in 

VOL, Ill. PART IV. 

consists of low steep cliffs, has the'appearance of an 
island when seen from the south. The. land’ rétités 
to the east, and forms an inlet favourable for anchor- 
age. It is much exposed to the south and south-east 
winds; and the entrance of the harbour is obstructed 
by a bank of sand, on which the water is about nine 
feet deep. The land rises gently from the shore, 
and is covered with bushes and verdure.' The na- 
tives were quite inoffensive. The men went naked, 
while the women wore skins over their shoulders, 
and about their waists, and were tatooed like the fe- 
males of the Sandwich Islands. The language which 

spoke, was a mixture of Spanish and their “4 
dialect. East Long. 237° 21’, North Lat. 38° 21’. 
See Vancouyer’s Voyage. (7) 
BODIANUS, a genus of thoracic fishes. See 

IcurHyoLoey. » (w) y 
BODMIN, a borough and market town in Corn- 

wall, situated ‘between two hills, nearly in the centre 
of the county. "The town, which has lately been 
much improved, stands on ‘the northern face of ‘one 
of the ‘ailla and consists of a single street, unequally 

ved, and narrow at one end, stretching for’ a mile 
m east to west. It was once the principal seat of 

religion in the district, and is said to have contained 
no eer than fourteen churches. The parish church, 
the only one now remaining, is a large ancient build- 
ing, consisting of three aisles and a tower.’ The 
rincipal public building is a new ‘count Ene and 

Bridewell, begun in 1779; on’ the plan of “Howard. 
Near the town are some monumental stones; arranged 
in three circles, called the Hurlers, supposed, by Dr 
Stukely, to be the remains of a Druid temple. There 
is here a manufacture of common serges, anda num- 
ber of dealers in wool, which is washed'and combed 
in the town, and spun in the surrounding parishes. 
The yarn is sent to Ashburton, and other places in 
Devonshire. Large quantities of wool are also depo- 
sited here for sale. Number of houses 325. Popu- 
lation 2299, of whom 350 are returned as engaged in 
trade and manufactures. ‘See Polywhele’s History of 
Cornwall. (0) 
BOECE, or Borernius, Hector, a native of Dun- 

dee; descended from an ancient family in the shire of 
Angus, was born in the year 1470. He first studied 
at Dundee, and then at Aberdeen, where he was af- 
terwards professor. On quitting Aberdeen he visit- 
ed Paris, and became a student in that university in 
the college of Montague... This was the commence- 
ment of a friendship and correspondence betwixt him 
and Erasmus; the scholar and the wit, whose letters, 
addressed td Boethius, are still extant, and sufficient- 
ly attest the estimation in which he’ held his cor- 
respondent. Boethius was appointed prineipal of 
King’s college, which was founded in Aberdeen by 
Dr ist: Bt phiinston; bishop of Aberdeen, about 
the year 1500. All testimonies agree in the descrip- 
tion of his social qualities, and literary attainments. 
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of the Bi of Aberdeen, three mune which are 
given to Elphinston, the founder of his college. ‘This 
work does not appear to have been publicly com- 
mented upon, with much either,of praise or of ani- 
madversion, But his t uction, the history of 
Scotland, Scotorum Historia ab illius Gentis origine, 
1526, has been the subject of dispute, strongly sea- 
soned with that bitterness, which is, thought to re- 
lieve the insipidity of learned disputation. _ Lloyd, 
bishop of Worcester, described Boethius as a late ro- 
mancer, Sir Robert Gordon of Stratogh, with greater 
decorum of language, condemned him as. severely. 
«« To confess the truth,’ he says, ¢ I dislike Boe- 
thius’s history. ._ Ignorant. of the laws of historical 
writing, and living in a rude age, he has written what 
we cannot read without, shame.’’? He then notices 
his stories. of Caractacus, the Silures, whom he places 
in the north, Camelodunum, and the. threatening let- 
ter of their king to Julius Cxsar; and then asks, 
«Ts not this solemn doating ?”? Stillingfleet, bishop 
of Worcester, pronounces, that if Hector Boethius 
did not forge all the names of the pretended first 
race of Scottish kings, from Fergus I. to Fergus II, 
he did insert many things contrary to the ancient 
mythology in John de, Fordon, and filled up the 
story of those kings, not out of their own annals 
as far as yet appears, but in a great measure out 
of his own invention. Boethius, however, has not 
wanted advocates ; of whom the most. distinguished 
were, Sir George Mackenzie, in an answer to Bishop 
Lloyd, entitled, A Defence of the. Royal Line of 
Scotland, and Archbishop Spotiswood. . The arch- 
bishop does not scruple to say, that «* Boethius is tra 
duced by some of the English writers fora fabulous 
and partial historian; but they who. like. to, peruse 
his history will perceive, that this is spoken out. of 
assion and malice, and not upon any just) cause.” 
he truth, however, as in most cases of opposing 

prejudices, probably lies between both. The mind 
of Boethiue was certainly strongly tinctured with the 
credulity of his day ; and he has admitted into: his 
history narratives of idle miracles, pretended to have 
lent their art to signalize every public, revolution. 
He has also brought its authenticity into some sus- 
picion, by. the frequent and detailed specimens. of 
oratory which he has thrown into his history. Hence 
when his friend and panegyrist Erasmus. declares, 
that ** he knew not to lie ;”’ if the phrase allowed it, 
ft.would be difficult not to suspect the lively reformer 
of a sly equivoque, admitting only his want of dexte- 
rity. . Vossius.may seem an impartial judge; and he 
confessed, in his time, that Boethius had mingled man 
fables with authentic history : and Buchanan owned, 
that he was not to be excused. 

The history is written in a style which has gained 
it the highest commendations. Erasmus describes 
the author as a man of extraordinary felicity of ta- 
lents, and natural eloquence. As a proof that he 
gave this opinion honestly, (for he sometimes flatter- 
ed crntand, he gave a catalogue of his own works 
then published, 1530, in a letter to Boethius; and 
in another he sent him some poetical trifles, which he 
did not wish to see the light, with this confidential 

I 
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Boece. Of the latter, indeed, his productions area suflicient- 
v= ly honourable testimony. _ They consist of his Lives 
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caution, Si guid Erasmum amas, cave illius nugas us 
quam efferas, Tesh a : 
. Boethius is thought to have died “albivab the paid Bar 

Bocee 
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1550. Before his death, he added an eighteenth and ~~ 
part of a nineteenth book to his history, which was 
afterwards brought down to the reign of James ITI. 
by Ferrerius, a Piedeobecess, Ferrerius, speaking of 
the eighteenth book, declares, that he has peo: fr} 
things there in so a elaine a manner, that he 
believes no one could have executed the design with 
more fidelity and life than he has done. 5 
» An ‘pigram was written upon Boethius by Hum- 
phrey Lloyd, the English antiquarian, which for 
dulness might be given’ for his epitaph : 4 oe 

: Hi co Ki ici tot ; lacia’ oo ; 

1 + Sivis praaeienlient mews. esmncy. sr } 
Idem me jubeas, numerare marinos, 

This is no more to be accused of wit than that which 
was written upon his friend and correspondent Eras: 
mus, though its prosody is better. See Erasmus? 
(J. M. : AS by Sse 
; DOLHMERIA, a genus of plants of the class 
Moneecia, and order Tetrandria. Borany. (w) ” 
. BQOTIA, was an ancient kingdom of Greece ; 
bounded on the east by Mount Citheron, which se- 
parated it from Attica; on the south by the gulf of 
Corinth; on the west by Phocis; and on the north 
by the strait Euripus, now called. the Negropont. 
This region is now denominated Stramulippa ; and 
Thebes, its ancient capital, is: known by the modern 
appellation Stéves.. Adorned by the Copais, a lake 
fourteen miles in length and ‘eight in breadth, and 
intersected by the rivers Ismenes ‘and’ Asopus, as 
well as by many lesser streams, the valleys of Beeotia 
were remarkably fertile ; and the hills; whieh were 
most numerous in the district of Aonia, properly so 
called, afforded excellent pasturage for flocks, Wash 
ed by the sea on three sides, and indented with»many 
convenient harbours, no country was more adapted 
for the cultivation of an extensive commerce, and for 
adding to its natural productions the comforts and 
luxuries of the various quarters of the globe. The 
following places, rendered famous either by the poetic 
or historic muse, were situated in this region. » Aulis, 
a sea-port on the Euripus, celebrated as the place 
where the Grecian heroes assembled to form that con- 
federacy which terminated in the destruction of Troy. 
Thespia, a city built upon the river of the same 
name, and Mount Helicon, which rises behind it ; 
laces consecrated to the muses, and from which that 
eae choir were called Thespiades and Heli= 
coniades. ‘The cave of vl, oapalagy who, being con- 
sulted as a soothsayer by the credulous neighbour- 
hood, gave rise to the fable that Jupiter there utter- 
ed his responses, and that the persons who entered 
the cave to consult the oracle, were never afterwards 
seen to laugh. The straits of Thermopylae, situa- 
ted at the foot of Mount Oeta, where Leonidas and 
the 300 Spartans opposed the vast army of Xerxes, 
and gloriously perished to save their country from 
Persian slavery. , 4 
When we attempt to form an acquaintance with 

the first inhabitants of this region, we find them so 
involved in the darkness of antiquity, that it is im- 
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possible to discover their origin, to mark their cha- 
racter, or to ibe their exploits. The fabulous 
pokes ey Rietnn ~ efor that Jupiter, i the ape 
of a bull (probably in a ship, which, having that 
animal painted on its stern, bore that name,) carried 
off Europa from the court of Agenor king of Sidon 
to the ‘land of Crete : that her father commanded 

in of his sister, and not to return 
till tat ip touied ¢ that Cadmus, after a long and 

ing at Delphos, in obedience 
to the oracle, followed the foot-steps of an ox, which 
was ing in the fields; and that on the spot 
where that animal lay down, he built a citadel, which 
he called Cadmea from himself; laid the foundations 

place; others that they came from Phenicia ; but if 
we durst hazard a conjecture, we would suppose that 
they were Canaanites, of the a of the Cadmo- 
nites, (Genesis xv. 19.) or East ings, an ew 
tion which they received from their inhabiting Mount 
Hermon, the eastern bou of Canaan, from which 

Hermione the wife of Cadmus derived her 
name; and that they fled from the invasion of Joshua, 
with whom they were cotemporary. It has, how- 
ever, been maintained, that this region’ was called 
Cadmus by Cadmus, and that it received the name of 
Beeotia long after in this manner: Beeotius, the son 
of Neptune by Arne the daughter of olus king of 
#Eolus in Thessaly, succeeding to his grandfather, 
called that kingdom Beotia from his own name, and 
his capital Arne fromthe name of his mother. This 
Beeotia subsisted, as an independent state, upwards 
of 200 years. At the end of that period, the inhabi- 
tants were forced, by the Thessalians, to migrate to 
the country which the descendents of Cadmus still 
ramever and obtaining there a settlement, called it 

tia from the country which they had left. We, 
however, imagine that it bore that name from the 
time of Cadmus. As it is supposed that the rape of 
Europa took place about 1545 years after the flood, 
the kingdom of Bocotia must have been founded a 
short time afterwards. From Cadmus to Xanthus, 
the last of the Beeotian kings, a period of nearly 300 
Hem elapsed. At his death the Béeotians, weary of 

gly government, formed themselves into a repub- 
lic, which continued till they were subdued by the 
Romans. But as this dynasty is chiefly known in 
history by the name of Tuxses, we refer our readers 
to that article for an account of its exploits, both in 
its monarchical and its republican form. 

. As written laws, which only can circumscribe the 
will of the prince and secure the rights of the people, 
were unknown during the time of the Becotian kings, 
a most arbit and ‘tyrannic despotism was esta- 
blished. When the kingdom became a republic, the 
principal officers of state were, the pretor, or stra- 
tegos, who presided in the supreme council, and had 
the chief command of the army. |The beotarchi, 
who formed the grand council of the nation, both in 
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civil and military affairs; and who were empowered, 
not only to ‘assist’ the preter With their advice, but “ 
also to compel him’ to adopt it. The polemarchi, 
who administered justice ries i various districts, and 
maintained the internal tranquillity of the state. Our 
knowledge of the Beeotian laws is very imperfect. It 
appears, however, that though neither merchants nor 
mechanics were allowed to exercise any office of go- 
vernment, till the expiration of ten years after they 
had retired from business, yet they were accounted 
citizens, an honour to which they were not admitted 
in any other Grecian state: That the parent who 
exposed his child was capitally punished; and if he 
was not able to support it, the magistrate had au- 
thority to assign it, as a slave, to any one willing to 
receive it: ‘That marriage was contracted by bring- 
ng home the bride in a kind of car; the axle-tree 
of which, by being immediately burnt, informed the 
bride that she was never to desert the house of her 
husband. Robbery and piracy, which, at least in 
the early period of the state, were frequently prac- 
tised, resided property insecure; and che insecurity 
of property greatly obstructed the progress of agri- 
eidind and commerce. As pride and courage were 
eee features in the Boeotian character, we al- 

w, that the former sometimes inspired them’ with 
insolence, and the latter degenerated into cruelty; but 
their history, disfigured as it is by poetic fables, will 
not allow us to imagine that their annals were stained 
with deeds of greater atrocity than those which black- 
ened the annals of neighbouring states. When we 
likewise recollect that the Sacred Battalion, a band 
of 300 young warriors, were raised and maintained’ 
and disciplined by this state; that <heir military evo- 
lutions were directed by the harmonious sounds of 
the flute; that their minds were animated by the 
most generous and manly sentiments; that their va- 
lour often triumphed over the power of Sparta, and 
at last covered with their bodies the ground on which 
they were stationed at the unfortunate battle of 
Cheronza; we will readily acknowledge, that though 
the Beotians might not-be free from those vices 
which universally prevail when civilization is only in 
its infancy, yet they likewise exhibited, in no com- 
mon degree, those virtues, which, though they ma 
be softened and refined by art, must derive their ori- 
gin and their vigour from ‘nature. The men were 
enerally healthy, strong, and active; the women 

tall; elegant, and beautiful. Horace asserts, that 
their minds were rendered dull by their thick and 
foggv atmosphere. But a country which could boast 
of that transcendent wisdom and valour which Epa- 
minondas displayed on the fields of Leuctra and 
Mantinea—a country which inspired the rural lays 
of Hesiod, which Virgil did not disdain to imitate ; 
and fired the soul of Pindar with those daring num- 
bers, which Horace himself, in the happiest hour 
of inspiration, could scarcely hope to ek might 
hear with contempt the witty sarcasm of that’ sati- 
tist; and we have no hesitation in attributing’ the 
little progress of the Boeotians in literature and the 
fine arts, not to the niggardness of nature, but to the 
want of proper education, and to their employments, 
which were better adapted to improve the powers of 
their bodies than of their minds... Letters, however, 

Beotia. 
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now become the school of medical science for Eu. Boerhaave, « 
rope. Dr Matty says, the city was scarcely sufficient ——y>= 
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Boerhaave. were known in Bototia. from the time) of»Cadmus; 
—-"v~— though the alphabet whigh he introduced contained 

only sixteen characters, and was not completed till 
many ages after. See Pausan. in Beot. Herod. lib. vs 
Diodor. lib. iv. Hom. Iliad. libsiii. ive (Stat. Thebs: 
Bryant, Anal. Anc. Myth. Univers, Hist. vol. iis 
p. 370... (x) ty 
BOERHAAVE, Herman, a most distinguished 

physician, was born Bec. 31.1668. He was son of 
the Rev. James Boerhaave, minister of the village of 
Voerhout, two-miles from Leyden. Being intended 
by his father fot the church, he was educated on a 
plan suited to. that view, and distinguished himself by 
his proficiency, both at the public school of Leyden 
and.at the university. When sixteen years of age, 
he lost his father ;.and his mother being thus left a 
widow with nine children, of whom the eldest was 
notyyet seventeen, and with a very slender provision 
for theirsupport,: he found it difficult: to obtain ‘the 
means of prosecuting his education. At one, time he 
was under the necessity of teaching mathematics to 
procure subsistence. | In 1690, he took his degree in 
philosophy ; and in an inaugural disputation on the 
distinction between matter and mind, he exposed, with 
great ingenuity and learning, the unsoundness of the 
principles of Epicurus, Hobbes, and Spinoza. While 
prosecuting the study of theology, that of nature 
had) not been neglected by him, and at length it 
seemed to engross his whole attention. He-entered, 
with the concurrence of his friends, on a regular course 
of medical education, and resolved to obtain a degree 
in physic before entering the church. Of all medical 
writers, he particularly admired Hippocrates and 
Sydenham. « The former he considered as the source 
of medical science ; and the latter he says, he repeat- 
edly perused, and every time with greater eagerness. 
He made rapid and vast progress: in all the branches 
of medical knowledge, anatomy, physiology, che- 
mistry, botany, surgery, and medicine ; and obtained 
a degree from the university of Harderwick in 1693. 

But being still resolved to devote himself to the 
profession of a clergyman, he was on the point of pe- 
titioning for a licence to-preach, when a report, un- 
justly spread, of his having revolted to the standard 
of Spinoza, excited so much popular prejudice against 
him, that he resolved to abandon his pursuit, and to 
apply himself wholly to the medical profession. 

At first his practice was so small, that it was in- 
sufficient for his support; but he continued to sup- 
ply the defect by teaching mathematics; till, on the 
death of Drelincourt, in 1701, he was appointed 
lecturer on the institutes of medicine at Leyden; 
and was successively professor of physic and botany, 
and of chemistry and botany, in that university. in 
1714, he was made rector of the university, and phy- 
sician'to the hospital of St Augustine. The Aca- 
demy of Sciences at Paris wrote to him about this 
time, reguesting his correspondence on botany and 
physics, and elected him a member in 1728. The 
Royal Society of London elected him a member of 
their body in 1730. 

He had filled with such distinction the: various of- 
fices in which he had been placed, and had acquired 
so much fame by the publication of his celebrated 
Aphorisms, and other treatises; that Leyden was 

to contain the numbers of students who. resorted. to- 
him. But in 1722, the course ofihisjacademical lec-, 
tures, as well as his practice, was interrupted. by an. 
attack of rheumatism, so severe, that. the. history. 
of it can hardly be perused without horror.. He was. 
confined to his bed for five months, and. compelled to, 
lie on his \back without motion ; as ‘the. slightest ef- 
fort gave him exquisite pain. But he at’ length re- 
covered beyond the expectation, and to the great joy, 
of all who knew him. . © wits ae ge 

His malady, he says; was brought..on -by-an im- 
prudent transgression of those rules which he had, so 
often been at pains to inculcate,upon others. He rose 
one morning before light, and rashly exposed himself, 
per in a profuse perspiration, to the cold air and. 
ews. | ; eo Dep PHS .tsy ie 

_ His medical skill seems here to have been, of little 
avail; and it is worthy of remark, that, his ‘disease 
had never been described by medical writers,as dis- 
tinct from. gout before Sydenham, in whose works 
only Boerhaave could find an account.of his own dis- 
order. It is observable, too, that, in the first edi- 
tion of the Aphorisms, which was published in 1708, 
no notice is taken of rheumatism ; but this disease ap- 
pears in the subsequent editions ;. his attention ha- 
ving been but too strongly, directed towards it. In 
the above most distressing, we had almost said scarcely. 
tolerable situation, he set an admirable.example of pa- 
tience and resignation; and this he was enabled to: 
do, not only from his steady acquiescence in the di- 
vine principles of Christianity, of which he never lost 
sight, but also, as he told a friend, from, his revolving, 
in his memory, as he lay whole days and nights with-. 
out sleep, the stores of knowledge he had then trea-. 
sured up, and thus diverting his attention from what. 
he sometimes thought insupportable torment. » | 

Having resumed his studies and labours, and.pur=, 
sued them with unremitting ardour for four years 
more, he again became so ill that his friends despaired: 
of him. He recovered, however, so far as to be able 
to continue his lectures; but; in 1729, having had’ 
frequent returns of his disorder, he judged it prudent 
to resign the professorship of chemistry and botany. 

From, this time he lived more. privately, but:was. 
far from being idle. Numerous. patients consulted. 
him from all parts of Europe, coming to him) when. 
their diseases would permit, and when they would 
not, transmitting to him their cases: in writing, to ask: 
his opinion.and advice. Much of his. time was also 
spent in revising his different works for new and im- 
proved editions, as well as in revising and publishing 
correct. editions of many valuable works of other 
writers. Still, however, he enjoyed ease in compari- 
son of his former mode of life ; and he now chiefly re- 
sided at/his country house, a short way from Leyden, 
with his wife and: daughter, to whom he was greatly 
attached. His principal amusement was to visit and 
superintend, the culture of the numerous plants in his 
extensive garden. i pt ed 

About the middle of 1737, he became affected by 
a disease which at last proved fatal... The following 
account of which, written by himself to a friend ino 
Loudon, fifteen. days before he died, will, we should. 
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to our readers, not only asa'speci- and elegantly expressed, never failed to. seize. and fix Boerhaave. 

1e medical the attention: His method of teaching was most —=~\c— es re men of the cr. ete master of the 
_ art, but as a historival account of the disease which de- 
prived the world of such a valuable man, and asa proof 
of his admirable piety qnd resignation.‘ Etas, la- 
bor, corporisque. ; $ ant anté 
annum, ut inertibus refertum, gra “yori hard 
dine salegusientpapitibalediaat aitis minimos, cum 

suffocationis, eine oi anomalo, ineptum 
 Urgebat. precipue sub- 
respiratio ad prima som- 

ni daiits ¢tnadohaawhons a tt ht cum formidabili’ “p 

ine 

agendis impar. Cum his luctor fessus, nec emergo ; 
patienter expectans Dei jussa quibus resigno data, 

-, ? 

<span iidigels ealeslens Abc like ‘theath: he waa'visits 

never been able to oppress him, or prevent 
pains he endured had been long and exquisite, yet 
they had 
the soul from being alwa master of itself, and re- 

less sensible of 
. He expired on the 

1738, betwixt four and five in the 
pe mer sin the 70th year of his age, greatly honour- 

His conversation towards his last moments was ex- 
tremely affecting and edifying. He often expressed 
to the » how great were now the consola- 

divine mercy as offered in the gospel, and 
particularly recommended to them the observation 
of that heavenly precept, of love to God and man, so 
re insisted on by the apostle John in his first 

Thus died a man of extraordinary talents and worth, 
whose fame asa physician and a teacher knew no 
bounds but those of civilized society; whose genius 
fixed an era in the history of the healing art; and 
whose character commanded the veneration of all who 
knew it. © The celebrated Haller, who was his pupil 
for two: sof him with enthusiasm. * Per- 
mit me,”’ says he, to speak a little more at large of 
my beloved » whose erudition some, though 
few, will equal; but whose divine temper, kind to all, 
beneficent to foes and adversaries, detracting from no 
man’s merit, and binding by favours even those who 
were daily objectiagitoitie doctrines and discoveries, 
will scarcely be paralleled. I attended him,’’ conti- 
nues he, “ from 1725 to 1727, and ‘it is impossible 
to conceive a more eloquent, easy, and happy mai 
ner of expression than he ”?. Indeed, the 
eloquence of Boerhaave was such, that /his auditors 
were always sorry when his: discourses were at an 
end. » Original and important views,. perspicuously, 

luminous and» satisfactory. Pupils flocked to him in 
crowds from all parts of Europe, and were not more 
delighted with his knowledge,and eloquence, than won 
by his affability and attention. He not only guided 
them in their studies, but consoled them in their dis- 
tresses, and relieved their wants.. When Peter ithe 
Great of Russia visited Holland in 1715, he did not 
neglect to converse with Boerhaave. His fame. is 
said to have extended itself even to the distant re- 
gions of China, from whence he received a letter, 
written to him by a mandarine, and addressed, ** To 
the illustrious Boerhaaye, physician in Europe.” 

OF his ae sagacity and penetration in de- 
tecting, at the first sight of a patient, such symptoms. 
of disease as no ordinary observer could perceive, in- 
stances are related: which would be incredible on any 
other than the most unquestionable testimony: Yet 
he was so far from presumption, or an overweening 
conceit of his own powers, that he was remarkably 
particular in his inquiries concerning his patients; well 
convinced, that to acquiesce; in conjecture where, it 
may be possible to obtain certainty, is either vanity 
or negligence, and that the man is inexcusable who 
slights any possible source of information, when the 
health, or perhaps the life, of his fellow creature. is. 
at stake. Haller says he was a successful practition- 
er, and cured the severest diseases by seemingly simple 
methods. Though he commenced practice, as we 
have. seen, in very narrow circumstance, he died pos- 
sessed of a fortune exceeding £300,000... Some have 
censured him as too parsimonious, but unjustly ;) for 
if he indulged not in luxury and expense, it did not 
arise from parsimoniousness, but from want of time. 
His avocations allowed him little leisure for the gaie- 
ties of life; but he was always liberal: when. fit ops 
portunities presented themselves, ; 

His habits of life were particularly simple. He 
rose early, usually at four in summer, and at five in 
winter, and could not be distinguished by his dress 
from the. plainest citizens. Haller says of him, 
“ Tedia vite tentudine consolabatur. Vita ei sims 
plex, calcei in horto lignei, in toto victu exilis, vesti- 
tugue civis minoris et opificis alicujus similem se. ge- 
rebat.”? His favourite exercise, till towards. the 
latter part. of his life, when he became corpulent, 
was riding on horseback; and when. this could no 
longer be conveniently enjoyed, he spent. much of 
his time in his garden. . In personal stature he was 
above the middle size, ‘robust and athletic in’ his 
make, and of great muscular strength. In. his air 
and manner there was something so plain, that it 
might be almost accounted, rough ; yet there was, 
at the same time; something: so majestic and great, 
accompanied by so:much' good nature, innocent face- 
tiousness, and evolence, that. no- man. could look 
upon him without a mixed sentiment of love and ve- 
neration, ‘Though grave and serious,.he was fond of 
pleasantry, and both in his private conversation and 
public discourses used occasionally to indulge ina 
strain of delicate, good-humoured raillery, in so much, 
that his manner has been compared to that:of Socra- 
tes; whose bust he is also said to:yhave resembled in 
features. He was modest, but not timorous, and al- 



Boerhaave. ways cheerful. 
—v—~ sometimes assailed even him) he never thought it ne- 
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Calumny and detraction (which 

cessary to refute, nor could they ever fret or sour 
his temper. He said they were sparks, which would 
go out of themselves if you did not blow them, and 
that the best way to get the better of malice, was to 
live it down. , 

Being one day asked by a friend, who admired his 
tience under great provocation, whether he knew 

what it was to-be angry? He replied, with the ut- 
most sincerity and frankness, that he was naturally of 
an irrascible temper, but had attained this command 
over himself by reflection and prayer to God. He 
was, indeed, an admirable example of every moral 
and Christian virtue. Through his whole life he 
made it a rule to dedicate the first hour after he rose 
in the morning to religious retirement. This, he 
said, gave him vigour through the rest of the day, 
and enabled him to support the fatigues of his pro- 
fession: For the tranquillity of the mind, he averred, 
was necessary to the healt of the body, and could 
be maintained amid the distresses of life only by a 
well-grounded hope of the approbation of our Maker 
on Christian principles. 

Aware that mar at men had injured the repu- 
tation, and lessene fie utility, of their writings by 
inattention to the graces of style, he made eloquence 
and poetry a principal object of study ; and was a no 
less elegant scholar than a profound and ingenious 
philosopher. 
» His funeral oration'was pronounced by his friend 
Schultens, and the city of Leyden erected an elegant 
monument to his memory, in the church of St Peter, 
with this inscription: Salutifero Boerhaavit genio 
sacrum. R 

He married, in 1709, Mary Drolenveaux, only 
daughter of the burgomaster of Leyden, by whom 
he had four children ; three of whom died in their in- 
fancy, and the other, Joanna Maria, survived her fa- 
ther. - 

His genuine works, according to his own catalogue 
of them, and he declares, in 1732, that all others un- 
der his name are spurious, except some prefaces to 
new editions of books, are as follow: Oratio de com- 
mendando studio Hi atico, 1701. Oratio de usu 
ratiocinit Mechanict in Medicina, 1703. Oratio qua 
repurgate Medicine facilis asseritur Simplicitas, 
1709. Oratio de comparando certo in Physicis, 1715, 
Oratia de Chemia errores suos expurgante, 1718. 
Oratio de Vita et Obitu Clarissimi Bernardi Albini, 
1721. Oratio quam habui quum, honesta Missione 
impetrata, Botanicam et Chemicam Professionem 
public ponerem, 1729. Oratio de honore Medici 
servitute, 1731. Elementa Chemie que anniversario 
labore docuit in publicis privatisque scholis Herman- 
nus Boerhaave, 1732. Institutionis medica in Usus 
Annue Exerciiationis domesticos, 1728. Qui dein 
auctior aliquoties recusus, in 8vo. Aphorismi de cog- 
noscendis et curandis morbis, in usum doctrine do 
mestice, 1709. Qué dein aliquoties recusus, in 8vo. 
Index Plantarum que in Horto Academico Lugdu- 
no Batavo reperiuntur, 1710, in 8vo. Libellus de 
Materid Medica et Remediorum formulis, 1719. 
Index alter Plantarum que in Horto Academico 
Lugduno Batavo aluntur, 1720; in 4to. Atrocis nec 
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descripti prius morbi Historia, secundum medicee ar- 
tis Leges-conscripta, 1724, in 8vo. Atrocis rarissi- 
mique morbi Historia altera, 1728, in 8vo. » Tracta- 
tus medicus de Lue Aphrodisiac, 1728, in folio, 
His three principal works jare, his Institutes, his 
Chemistry, and his Aphorisms . the lat- 
ter, which is perhaps more useful than any other 
book that has ever been written on the et of 
medicine. He himself calls it “ dibellum “par- 
vum, gravem materie, nec sine labore natum ;”? and 
it is said to have had the honour of being translated 
even into the Arabic, and circulated in the Turkish 
empire. See Haller’s Bidblioth. Med. Pract. 1788. 
H. Boerhaavii omnia Med. Veneticis, 1757. 
Math. Matty, Essay sur le charactére du grand Me- 
dicin, ou eloge nar: de H. Boerhaave, 1747. 
Hutchinson’s Biograph. Med. 1799. (x) 
BOERHAVIA, a genus of plants of the class 

Monandria, and order Monogynia. See Borany. 
Ww — 

( ,OERG, Burro, Burro, Bouro, or Bourro, 
the name of one of the Molucca islands, situated be- 
tween Celebes and Ceram. It is about 54 miles Tong 
from east to west, and 40 from north to south, 
was once subject to the king of Ternate: wr 2a 
the capital, is situated at the bottom of a gulf of 
the same name, in a marshy plain, extending about 
four miles, between the rivers Soweill and Abbo, the 
latter of which is always turbid, and is the principal 
river in the island. The island is inhabited by Moors 
and Alfourians, the former of whom are strict Maho- 
metans, and the latter a free people, who’ inhabit the 
inaccessible mountains in the interior. The Dutch 
company obtain from this island only black and white 
ebony, and other kinds of valuable wood, ‘The other 
productions of Boero are pepper, cocoa nuts, bana~ 
nas, shaddocks, lemons, citrons, bitter oranges, &c. 
The country is infested with enormous serpents, and 
with a smaller species of snakes. The rivers‘swarm 
with huge crocodiles, which often devour both men 
and beasts. ‘The Fort of Defence is protected bya 
arrison of 25 men. See Bougainville’s Voyage. 
H 
omelets: Fravius Anicrus Mantius Tor- 

quarus SEvERiNUS, the most eminent of the la- 
ter Romans, was born at Rome about the year 
470, and flourished in the reigns of the Emperors 
Zeno and Theodoric. He was deprived ‘of his fa- 
ther at an early age, and thus succeeded ‘to the pa- 
trimony and honours of a family so illustrious, that 
even kings and emperors ambitiously assumed its 
name. Several years of his youth were spent at 
Athens, where he prosecuted his studies under the 
direction of Proclus, with such indefatigable assidui- 
ty, as to make himself master of all the’ learning of 
the age. His sound and vigorous judgment preser- 
ved him from the affectation of mystery and magic, 
which then disgraced the Grecian schools; but he 
caught the spirit, and imitated the example, of Pro- 
clus and his predecessors, who endeayoured to recon- 

tile the nervous sense and acute subtlety of Aristotle 
with the sublime but fanciful contemplations of Plato. 
On his return to Rome, he continued to pursue his 
studies with an eagerness unabated by the splendour 
and the numereus avocations of his exalted situation ; 

noi 

ius. 
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_, Boethius. _ andsoon gave proofs, in various publications, of the conquest, excited by avarice, and encouraged by im- Boethius. 

a defence of the orthodox, | against the Arian, 
E ian, and Nestorian heresies ; and he afterwards 
published a formal treatise upon the eye which 
pee a ee il ical terms, but with 
metaphysical leties.. Boethius appears to have 
been the first who employed the Aristotelian philo- 

ohy to explain the mysteries of religion: a plan 
which was afterwards yery. eagerly adopted by the 
school divines, and which, in. their injudicious hands, 
became the source of such endless wrangling and 
error, as completely destroyed the spirit, and clouded 
the beauty, of. the mild and pure religion of the gos- 

of his genius. His first work appears to have been 
nr creas anions 

His next object was to make his countrymen ac- 
= with the arts and sciences, which had long 
ourished, though they were now on the decline, in 

Greece. With this view he translated, and illustra- 
ted by commentaries, the metry of Euclid, the 
music of ‘Py; the arithmetic of Nicomachus, 
the mechanics of Archimedes, the astronomy of Pto- 
lemy, the theology of Plato, and the logic of Aris- 
totle: ‘« And he alone,” says Gibbon, * was esteem- 
ed capable of describing the wonders of art, a sun- 
dial, a water-clock, or a sphere which represented 
the motions of the planets.’? In the midst of these 
important. studies, Bauhivg never forgot his. more 
essential duties as a citizen, and master of a family : 
his coffers, almost inexhaustible, were ever open for 
the relief of the indigent ; and his eloquence, at that 
time unrivalled, was uniformly exerted in the cause of 
innocence, humanity, and justice. He now saw him- 
self in possession of every thing requisite to his pub- 
lie, bility and private happiness. Allied by 
birth to the first nobles in the empire, his family 

»was' increased by his marriage with the 
of S s, who possessed every quali- 

could give pleasure to the nuptial union. His 
dignity and his acquirements well entitled him. to 
aspire to the highest offices in the state ; and his claims 
were felt and recognised by the Emperor Theodoric. 
He was exalted to therank of consul and patrician : 
the important station of master of the offices, gave 
an honourable and. useful employment to his talents ; 
-and when his two sons had ower up to manhood, 
he enj the si satisfaction of seeing them 
united in the consulship. 

Universally esteemed and respected, caressed by 
his sovereign, and adored by his dependants, one cir- 
cumstance alone threw a shade over, his happiness, 
and at last letely reversed the fair scene which 
we have ibe With the generous and. inde- 
pendent spirit of a Roman patriot, Bocthius could 
not see without regret the misfortunes of his 
eountry, ruled by a foreigner, and oppressed and in- 
sulted by barbarian conquerors. His authority had 
often checked the pride and tyranny of the royal 
officers ; and his influence had rescued Paulianus from 
the.dogs of the palace. The provincials, whose for- 
tunes had become the prey of public and private ra - 
pacity, had often been relieved by his generosity ; 
and he was the only person who was bold enough to 
oppose the insolence of. the barbarians, elated by 

—— extent of his erudition, and the amazing versatility Pon “In these honourable contests,’ says the —-v——~ 
istorian quoted above, ‘ his spirit soared above the 

consideration of danger, and perhaps of prudence ; 
and we may learn from the example of Cato, that a 
character of pure and inflexible virtue is the most 
apt tobe misled by prejudice, to be heated by en- 
‘thusiasm, and to confound private enmities with pub- 
lic justice.” 

hen age had converted into a tyrant the wise 
and tolerant Theodoric, Boethius magnanimously re- 
solved that he should not be degraded to the condi- 
tion of a slave, and opposed, without fear, the sullen 
barbarian, who heaghe the safety of the senate in- 
compatible with the stability of his throne. When 
the senator Albinus was accused, and already con- 
victed of hoping the liberty of Rome, the eloquence 
of Boethius, animated by all the. warmth of friend- 
ship and patriotism, was exerted in his defence. «+ If 
Albinus,” he exclaimed, * be guilty, the senate and 
myself are all guilty of the same crime. . If we are 
innocent, Albinus is equally: entitled to the protec- 
tion of the laws.’? If merely to hope for the liberty 
of Rome was criminal in the eyes a tyrant, Boe- 
thius could. not fail to incur his mortal resentment 
by the less equivocal avowal, that if he had known of 
a conspiracy, Theodoric never should. He was ac» 
cordingly involved in the same charge with his client 
Albinus ; their signature, which they denied as a for- 
gery, was exhibited in the senate, affixed to the ori- 
inal address inviting the Greek emperor, Justin, to 
liver Italy from the dominion of the Goths; and 

Trigilla, Congiastus, and Cyprianus, persons of the 
most infamous character, though of high rank, were 
suborned to attest the treasonable designs of the pa- 
trician. The senate, overawed by the power of the 
tyrant, yet unwilling too anal Bo to condemn the 
most respected and illustrious of their members, pro- 
nounced against him a reluctant sentence of banish- 
ment ; while Boethius, lamenting the servility, and 
degeneracy of his countrymen, predicted, that none, 
after him, should be found guilty of the same of- 
fence. He was conveyed to the tower of Pavia, 
where he was closely imprisoned and loaded with 
fetters, expecting every moment the fatal mandate of 
his sovereign. -It was in this dismal situation that 
he experienced the chief advantage of those studies 
to which he had devoted his youth. He beguiled 
the tedious interval between his imprisonment. and 
death, by composing the Consolation of Philosophy, 
an incomparable treasure of sublime and delicate mo- 
ral sentiments, but still more admirable, considering 
the barbarism of the age, and the situation of the 
author when it was written, for the classical purity 
and elegance of its style. ‘he most judicious critics 
have not hesitated to compare the Consolation of 
Philosophy with the happiest productions of Plato 
and of Tully and Bertius, one of the editors and 
commentators of Boethius, in.a still loftier strain of 
panegyric, endeavours to account for the superior 
excellence of this performance by supposing, that, as 
men approach nearer their death, they feel something 
divine within them, and passing beyond the ordinary 
limits of mankind, speak, see, and think much 
nobler things than they could ever do before. This 
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e form of a-conferénce between the 
Author and Philosophy, who endeayours. to soothe 
him ih his afflictions. He begins by complaining of 
the miserable state to which he is reduced, when his 
divine instructor, to assuage his distresss, reminds 
him of the instability of fortdnd, and of the large 

rtion of happiness which he had so long enjoyed. 
fet the supreme good, she assures him, ‘consists not 

"in the ‘eth; the honour,’ or even the safety which 
he had lost, but in the enjoyment of God alone. 
Hence it follows that the good alone are in posses- 
sion of real happiness; and although the wicked 
may often enjoy apparent felicity, and the virtuous 
may sink in occasional distress, this is only the na- 
tural result of the moral government of the Deity 
over beings free and accountable, whose actions and 
motives he now watches attentively, and whom he 
will afterwards equitably judge, to reward and punish 
them according to’their deeds. 

~ About a year, or somewhat more after his confine- 
ment, the messengers of death were dispatched by 
Theodoric, to terminate the sufferings of the virtu- 
ous and heroic sage. The’ mannér of his execution 
is variously recorded. According to some histo- 
rians, he was beheaded: but othérs inform us, that a 
strong cord was fastened round his head, and for- 
cibly tightened till his eyes almost started from their 
sockets; and that, in this agonising state, he was 
beaten with clubs till he expired. Thus perished 

BOHEMIA, — yt. yi hich 

Bohemia. A kingdom in Europe, forming part of the Austrian 
dominions, arid bounded on the west by part of the 
electorate of Saxony, the principality of Salpatach, 
and the Upper Palatinate; on the north by Misnia, 
Lusatia, and Silesia ; on the east by Moravia, Sile- 
sia, and the county of Glatz; and on the south by 
Austria and Bavaria. It stretches from 48° 30’ to 
51° 5’ N. Lat. in an oval figure of about 951 geo- 
ak sie ey miles. 

he whole country resembles an immense bason or 
concavity, and its bottom forms a plain considerably 
elevated above the level of the sea. It is surrounded 
on every side by high mountains ; on the north-east 
by the Sudetes mountains, and the Riesengebiirge ; 
on the south-east and south, by the mountains of 
Moravia ; on the west, by the Bohmerwaldgebiirge, 
(Lat. Sylva Gabreta, or Hercynia,) ; and on the 
north, by the Erzgebiirge. A. very considerable por- 
tion’ of these mountains is composed of the first or 
oldest granite formation, on which rest gneiss, mica, 
slate, clay slate, various porphyries, and other primi- 
tive rocks; and these are covered with Acctz sand- 
stone, limestone, and various rocks of the newer trap 
formation. Even the highest summits of the Boh- 
merwaldgebiirge are covered with a kind of brush- 
wood; but the elevated parts of the Riesengebiirge 
are almost bare, and, in iahteled hollows, snow re- 
mains during the whole year. The loftiest and most 
naked branch of this chain is called, in German, Rie- 

‘y 1632) 5) 
Boethius. work, written partly in prose, and partly in verse, 
“v= is thrown into t 
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Boethius ;_ a man against whom: calumny 
able to allege nothing worse than a.generous in 
nation against the oppressors of his coun 4 
patriotic eagerness for its, liberty... ‘¢ With 
us,”’ says Mr Harris, “the Latin “ng ; 

us 

shas, been. 

Coy ANAg 
last remains of Roman dignity,, may, said to ha 
sunk in the western world ;’’ yet.his gen surviv! 
to diffuse a ray of Krowleden over the darker ages 
of the Latin world; and his, virtues .and_s 
were supposed by his credulous admirers. to. be 
noured by the testimony of a miracle at his, death, 
No author has ever been more POU than Boe. 
thius, especially before the revival of, literature .h 
restored to light the productions of the bappier ages 
of Greece and Rome. His Consolation of Philosophy 
was translated by two of the most illustrious mo 
narchs that ever fited the British t Alfred eal 
Elizabeth. Chaucer translated it into prose, and.a 

* 
verse translation of it was printed in the n 
of Tavistock, in Fa Pain cr in 1525. ms W: ‘ike 
wise translated into English by Sir Richard fern ons 
secretary to King James II. who, was .committed 
the Tower on a charge of high treason in 1690, and n 
suffered.a tedious imprisonment. . His trgnolagion mal 
printed at London in the year 1695... See Gibbon’s, 
History, vol. vii. p. 42—50... Entield’s Lives of the 
Philosophers, vol. ii. Le Clerk’s, Biblioth,. 
tom.xvi.. General Dictionary, vol, iii. (Kk) > 
BOG. See Drainine. oy nk, 
BOGOTA. See Santa FE.DE Bogota... y.. 
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sengebiirge, the mountains of the giants. p The: Sut) Bohemia. 
tem ee) detes resemble an immense rampart,,surmounted, 

train of other ramparts, placed almost. transversely. 
Their principal masses. are com of. granites 
round which, as a nucleus, are formed strata of; pom 
phyry, and mica, and clay slate... On .the,south- 
east the granite sas ae and the mountains dwin- — 
dle. This in iate chain, which..connects the. 
Sudetes with the Carpathian Alps, is. called by 
a general name Moravian Hills, or, Gezenkergeb« 
iirge, lowered mountains. The mountains of Carsle~ 
berg and Maunhast gird Bohemiaon the; south, and 
touch, on the west, the hills named the Forest of 
Boliemia, (Bohmer-Wald,) which are much less ele- 
vated than the Sudetes, and are clothed with verdute 
almost to the summits. At the western extremity, 
of Bohemia, the Fichtclartrgee or mountain of pines, 
rises to the height of 3630 Rhenish feet, and forms 
a common centre to the three chains which separate 
Franconia sootaieaaeP fe a4: well te Bohemia from , 

e Fichtelberg,is an assem. . Saxony and Bavaria. ‘T’he 
blage of mountains, precipices, shelves, and, ravines: 
and on the summit;there was formerly.a lake, now, 
converted into a marsh. Between Saxony and Bohe- 
mia, run the mountains named. Erzgebirge, or me- 
tallie mountains, which join the Sudetes in Lusatia. 
On the side of Saxony, these, mountains rise to. the 
height of 3600 or 3700 feet above the level: of the 
sea, On the side of Bohemia, Rambpieocat a great 

ede ae 
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number of peaks composed of basalt, whose imposing 

— \eemymed aspect adds greatly to the beauty of this picturesque 

Gouiitry: > ea rh ch 
Among the natural curiosities which here present 

themselves, none is more remarkable than the laby- 
rinth of rocks, near Adersbach, in the circle of Koe- 
nigingroetz. Innumerable rocks of freestone, placed 
perpendicularly, from 100 to 200 feet high, and of a 
circumference equal to half racial rete gar 
great s are towers, occ a space of a league an 

two hinds in length, ‘by half “sl league in bread: 
The entrance into this immense group resembles that 
of an re ect te the verdure of scattered trees 
and shrubs forms a striking contrast with the gre 
masses of rocks, the figures of which are fantastical- 
ly varied. Through the midst of this singular scene 
winds a pleasant rivulet, which soon asin into a 
; oentegentin terror seems to reign. The echo of a 

rocks reverberates the roar of this stupen- 
dous cascade. 

Bohemia is so much elevated above the level of the 
sea, that all its rivers take their rise either in it, or 

"immediately on its borders. Its principal river’is the 
Elbe, ( Albe of the mountaineers, Labbe of the Bo- 
hemians,) which rises from the western acclivity of 
the Weissen Wiese, (white meadow,) at the foot of 
the’ Schnee Koppe, (snow cap,) near to the Silesian 
frontier. It flows first southwards, then makes a 

it turn westwards, when it reaches nearly the 
middle of Bohemia, and from thence it flows north- 
west towards the Erzgebirge, through which it 
forces its way into Saxony. "Phe principal tributary 
rivers are the Aupa, Erlitz, Orlitz, Dabrowa, Iser, 
the Moldau, which is the second principal river of 
the ki and the Eger. The Elbe, with the 
accumulated waters of all these rivers, escapes from 
Bohemia at Win » near Schandaw. As the 
— through which the ‘river forces its way is 
not only narrow, but bears evident marks of a great 
rent, and as the whole of Bohemia is surrounded by 
lofty rangesof mountains, it has been conjectured by 
the celebrated German mineralogist Werner, that this 

i was formerly a great inland sea, or lake, in 
which was collected all the water from the surround- 
ing mountains; that the water of this vast lake, or 
sea, had forced its way through the bounding rocks 
at the lowest point at Winterberg ; and thus emptied 
itself, and formed the narrow rocky ravine through 
which the Elbe now flows in passing out of Bohemia 
into Saxony. : 

‘No country in Europe can boast of a finer climate 
than that of Bohemia. Italy itself has not a more 
delightful spring ; and summer and winter, without 
ever. i a their rigour, only introduce an 
agreeable season. The mountains, which 
surround it on af sides, shelter it from every wind; 
and it is refreshed and beautified by several consider- 
able rivers, the flow of which is so much facilitated 
by deep cavities in the middle of the vale, that no 

or marshes are formed, to taint, by their malig- 
nant vapours, the salubrity of the air. 

The excellence of the climate is equalled by the 
fertility of the soil. Every thing which can contri- , 
bute to the comfort, and even pleasures of life, is here 
produced in abundance. Besides supplying its own 
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numerous population,’ Bohemia exports great eee Bohemia. 

e oe pce ties of grain to Silesia, Saxony, and Austria. 
crop in 1794 amounted to 24,012,507 measures of 
corn. Buckwheat, millet, pulse of different kinds, 
and exquisite fruits, are almost the spontaneous pro- 
duction of this generous soil. It is particularly re- 
markable for cherries of a very large size and. deli. 
cious flavour ; but almost every kind of fruit- grows 
there in great perfection. In 1786, the number of 
fruit trees throughout the kingdom amounted to 
7,649,489. Its mountains are covered with pines, 
firss and various other species of trees ; and the inte- 
rior of the country is adorned by magnificent forests 
of oak. The aggregate extent of its waods in 1786 
was not less than’7,700,000 feet, from which 2, 164,174 
fathoms of timber may be cut annually. Vineyards 
have not been cultivated in Bohentia with that dili- 
gence which the excellence of the soil and climate 
seems to invite. The annual produce of its vineyards 
is estimated at 26,326 eimers, and its most esteemed 
wines are those of Melnik and Podskalky. Saffron, 
gin er, calamus, and foxtail, are likewise produced 
in Bohemia in considerable quantities ; but the fa- 
vourite crop of this country is hops, which grow 
here in great profusion, and ate altogether unequal- 
led in the excellence of their quality. Its cattle, 
though not.very numerous, are of the finest kind: 
in 1798, their number did not exceed 805,611. Its 
breed of horses, too, is uncommonly valuable ; and 
in 1793, their number amounted to 130,774. The 
breed of sheep in this country, though originally of 
an inferior kind, has-of late been much improved. 
Their number, in 1793, was 2,095,693, yielding an- 
nually 40,000 quintals of wool. ‘The annual crop of 
hay is estimated at 8,101,799 quintals or hun 
weight. Great herds of swine are reared in Bohe- 
mia, as well as numerous flocks of swans, ducks, and 
hens, Several thousands of cocks are annually ex- 
ported into the surrounding provinces. The phea- 
sants of this country are the most beautiful in the 
world. Its forests and mountains abound with the 
most interesting species of wild fowksand of game ; 
wild boars, hares, wolves, bears, lynxes, foxes, bad- 
gers, beavers, otters, and martins ; and its rivers and 
ponds swarm with various kinds of excellent fish. 

Yet the bounty of nature is here but little second- gtate of 
ed by the industry of man, The degrading and op- agricu!- 
pressive system of villainage damps every exertion of ture. 
the peasant, and. deprives him of all interest in the 

’ improvement of fields, the fertility of which, instead 
of multiplying his own comforts, only pampers the 
luxury of a haughty lord. Nothing can be more 
wretched than the condition of the peasantry in Bo- 
hemia. “'Their- dwellings are mere ruins, which af- 
ford them scarcely the slightest shelter from the 
wind, the rain, and the cold. To each of these 
wretched abodes is allotted a piece of ground, with a 
cow or two, a pair of oxen, or a work horse. Their 
lords demand om them the labours of the whole 
week, allowing them only Sunday for the cultivation 
of their own little spot. In these circumstances, it 
cannot be wondered that Bohemia should be in ge- 
neral under the worst cultivation, and that even in 
this fertile country the scourge of famine should be 
occasionally felt. ‘To prevent the recusrence of this 

4k 
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Bohemia. evil, magazines of provisions have been established ropus of the ancients,) is remarkable forlits fine deep Bohemia, 
“"\— in various parts of the kingdom, from which, in cases blood-red colour and great transparency, and isin === 

Mineral 
produc- 
tions, 

of scarcity, the inhabitants receive the necessary sup- 
plies of food for themselves and their cattle. 
_I£ it be admitted as a general fact, that the mine- 

ral riches of a country correspond to the sterility of 
its surface, Bohemia at least must be allowed to be a 
remarkable exception ; for while the fertility of its 
soil can scarcely be surpassed, its subterraneous trea- 
sures are likewise extremely valuable. Mines of gold 
have been found in various parts of the kingdom, but 
they are too scanty to be wrought with any advan- 
tage. Some rivers, too, wash down particles of that 
-metal, but in very small quantities. The silver mines, 
which are pretty numerous in Bohentia, are richer 
and more profitable. The richest were those of Kut- 
tenberg, but they are now inundated. There is one 
of considerable importance at. Joachimsthal, where 
the counts of Schlik ordered crown pieces'to be struck 
for the first time in 1619 ; and: others less consider- 
able are found in the circles of Pilsen and Bechin, as 
well asin the district of Elnbogen. The produce of 
these mines is about 2400 marks, of eight ounces, 
annually. Mines of iron are disseminated through- 
out the whole of Bohemia, and yield annually 193,400 
uintals, ‘There is an excellent copper mine in the 

duagriet of Elnbogen ; and the lead mines give about 
6000 quintals a year. The copper of Bohemia is 
very frequently, and. the lead always, mixed with a 
little silver. ‘The tin of Bohemia is, next to that of 
England, the most valuable in the world ; and its tin 
mines, besides the importance which they. derive 
from their intrinsic excellence, are remarkable as be- 
ing the termination of the tin mines in’ the east of 
Europe ; nor are any found farther east till we reach 
Sumatra and Japan. There are ten mines of this 
metal in the circle of Saatz, and two in the circle of 
Leutmeritz; and these are sufficient for the supply 
of all the Austrian dominions. The net produce of 
all these mines, without including the iron, is estima- 
ted at one million of florins of Vienna. Cobalt 
abounds in various parts of the country ; and its an- 
nual produce, which is at present about 11,000 quin- 
tals, might be much increased if the demand for it 
were greater. 

There is abundance of zinc, arsenic, and calamine; 
some antimony, manganese, and bismuth. Mercury 
is found at Beraune, but. in too small quantities to 
compensate for the expense of working it. Amon 
the minerals in Bohemia we may likewise reckon rad 
phur and vitriol; and alum is so abundant, that 3500 
ct of it are sold annually for about 36,000 
rins. Black coal (pitcoal) and brown coal are in 

several places, and. likewise porcelain clay, and lime- 
stone. -There are likewise rich quarries of beautiful 
marble, especially at Tesin in the circle of Beraune. 
Jasper is found in considerable quantities, as well as 
alabaster, asbestus, serpentine, and other minerals 
of a similar kind, Several gems are found in Bohe- 
mia, viz. sapphire, topaz, precious garnet, hyacinth, 
and pyrope. The sapphires are small and. of but 
little value ; the topazes scarcely equal those of 
Saxony; the precious garnet has a good fire and wa- 
ter; the hyacinths are small, and not fit for the pur- 
poses of jewellery; and the pyrope, (the carbo py- 

el 

high estimation. Very fine agates occur in’ various 
parts of Bohemia.- In regard to the rocks of this 
country, we may remark that it contains nearly all 
those enumerated and described in the Wernerian 
geognosy. Pearls are fished in the stream of Wal- 
tava, and mother-of-pearl is found near Budweis, in 
the circle of Bechin. Bohemia is likewise celebra- 
ted for its mineral waters, which not only attractia 
multitude of strangers, but are conveyed to every 
part of Germany. . Ma OR 

Before the peace of Hubertsburg, which was conl- Manufae- 
cluded in the year 1763, the manufactures of Bohe« tres 
mia were very inconsiderable; but since that era they 
have improved so rapidly, that foreign articles are 
almost wholly excluded from the Bohemian market 
by the cheapness and superior quality of those fabri- 
cated at home. . Bohemia is particularly celebrated: 
for its hardware, woollen and silken stufls, and 
of a very fine quality.. Its pottery, too, is ex 5 
and its paper works, which have the advantage of 
ema pure water, produce paper of the best 
colour and texture, both for writing and printing. 
This country excels likewise in its manufactures of 
delf ware, composition stones, mirrors, needles, fire- 
arms, tinwork, hats, (made chiefly of the’ fur *of 
hares,) gloves, stuffs, stockings, all kinds of jewel- 
lery, laces, cambric, and linen. An accurate idea of 
the manufactures of Bohemia may be formed from 
the following statement. In 1801, it contained 
$21,720 spinners of linen thread, and 85,335 manu- 
facturers of linen cloths, ribbands, &c. who were em- 
ployed at 41,142 looms: the produce of their indus- 
try amounted to 9,810,900 pieces of linen, the va- 
lue of which was about twenty millions of florins. The 
manufacture of lace employed 16,295 persons, and 1302 
were engaged in making. veils and cambric. There 
were 1686 bleaching greens for thread, and 1150: 
for linen. At the same time this country reckoned 
50,614 spinners of wool, 24,563 manufacturers, and 
1128 venders of woollen cloth: the value of this ma- 
nufacture amounted to eight millions of florins. The. 
cotton manufacture epployed $1,902 spinners, and 
8769 weavers, who wrought at 5830 looms. The 
town of Prague alone fabricated, at 350 looms, 12,000 
dozens of pairs of stockings; the circle of Burzlaw. 
1650 dozens. There were 360 manufacturers of 
silken stuffs, who had 166 looms; 630 manufacturers 
of silk ribbands, and 483 looms; so far back as 1782, 
there were 70 looms for silk hose, and 111 manu- 
facturers. The whole of the silk manufacture was 
estimated at 448,260 florins. There-were at the 
same date (1801) 782 paper-makers, who made pa- 
per to the value of 181,000 florins; besides a great 
quantity of pasteboard, parchment, and cards. In 
1796, there was sold leather to the value of 915,555 
florins, and gloves to the value of 85,000. In 1801, 
there were 179 forges for iron work, which employ- 
ed 2517 persons; twelve wire manufactures, in which 
there are 293 artizans; two manufactures of fire- 
arms with thirty workmen and sixty-two. forgers ; 
thirty-five forgers of scythes, 185 armourers, fifteen 
file-makers, $82 nailers, and sixty-three cutlers. . In 
‘the same year, the number of glass-works in Bohe- 
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Bohemia. mia amounted to 78; which employed 1821 work- 
“yr men. The, of the glass vessels annually ex- 

ported to Spai merica, Russia, and the Levant, 
1s estimated at two millions anda half of florins. Be- 
sides these. works, there are six manufactures of 
mirrors, in which are employed, 282 workmen ; the 
sale of the two manufactures at Pirnstein amounts 
annually to aout 60,000 florins.. The composition 
stones of Turnau employ 189 workmen, and bring 
ip 40,600 florins a year. ‘The two manufactures of 
granates at Dlaskowetz and Swictla bring in only 
$000 florins.. The manufacture of white starch and 
hair powder brings in 123,680 florins. There are 
fifty gold and silyer smiths, the value of whose work- 

ip does not exceed: 140,000 florins. For cop- 
per work there are eleven forges, and for brass there 
is. one forge and fifty-four workmen ; the value. of 
cen lceun amounts to about 140,000 florins. 
The founderies mhichsuPpyy the whole empire with 
arti and bells, are’ in Bohemia and Lower Aus- 
tria... The value. of the tin manufacture may be esti- 
mated at 56,100 florins annually. Of smalt there 
are eight manufactures, which export to the value of 
72,000 florins; there are likewise manufactures of 
Sniphaisie acid, which bring in about, 13,884 florins. , 
There are few countries where the balance of trade 

is more favourable than in Bohemia, for its commerce 
consists almost entirely of exportation. Besides the 
cheapness and excellent, quality of its home manufac- 
tures, the commerce of importation is extremely li- 
mited in this country by the want of capital, and the 
severe prohibition against the introduction of foreign 
commodities, or the heavy duties to which they are 
liable. There is one. circumstance, however, extreme- 
ly prejudicial to the interests of the natives ; and that 
is, the disproportionate number of Jews, and, in some 
districts, of Greeks and Armenians, who have en- 
grossed almost all the trade of the country. * It is 
a demonstrable and notorious fact,’’ say Schreyer, in 
his work on the commerce and manufactures. of Bo- 
hemia, ‘¢ that. in every town, and in every place 
where the Jews are established, the Christian trades- 
men are reduced to the most wretched condition, and 
that the Jews have enriched themselves at their ex- 
pense.” The countries with which Bohemia carries 
on the most extensive traffic, are Austria, Spain, 
Portugal, Italy, and Turkey. Of the quantity and 
value of its trade, some idea may be formed from the 
statement which we have already given of its manu- 
factures. The superior elegance which the Bohe- 
mians have attained in cutting and polishing flint- 
lass, occasions such a demand for their glass vessels, 

that they are sent not only to most of the European 
‘nations, but even to America. 
". The administration of commerce in Bohemia is en- 
trusted to a chamber of commerce, resident at Prague, 
and subordinate to that of Vienna. This chamber 
consists of a president, who is, at the same time, a 
privy counsellor, of six counsellors, and some other 
‘officers. Subordinate to them are eight inspectors 
of the provinces, who. make regular tours through 
the districts assigned them, to examine the various 
factories, and give in a report of them to the cham- 
ber. _ In cases of importance, such as the advance of 
funds, the nomination of commissaries and factors,. 

granting new privileges, erecting new manufactures, 
the interdiction of foreign commodities, the raising 
or lowering customs and imposts, &c. The cham- 
ber of commerce can decree. nothing without first 
consulting the board at Vienna, and receiving its. di- 
rections.. The exchequer of commerce has consider- 
able revenues, and, in case of being exhausted, is 
supplied by that of Vienna.. The interior. commerce 
of Bohemia: is much facilitated by the excellence of 
the roads., Ten grand roads issue from Prague, and 
run through the whole country in an inyariable line. 
In:many places they are supported by mason work 3 
and there are deep ditches on both sides, to facilitate 
the flow of the waters. These roads were completed 
at the expense of several millions of florins; though 
the tenantry were obliged to give their labour sii 
out hire. T'wo creutzers, equivalent to about Is. 11d. 
are paid at every stage, for. defraying the expense of 
making and repairing them. The Empress and Queen 
Maria Therese, established, in 1749, a regular mail to 
run from Vienna to Prague, and another from Prague 
to Vienna, both to fayour commerce, by the facility 
of intercourse between the two capitals, and to fur- 
nish travellers with proper accommodation. : 

The name Bohemia is derived from the German 
Boehman, which signifies the residence of the Bott.’ 
The Boii were a branch of the Celts, who, under 
the command of Sigovesus, passed over from Gaul 
into Germany, about 600. years before the Christian 
era. Proceeding as far as.the frontiers of the ran 
and Sarmatians, they settled in that part of the Her- 
cynian forest which then covered Bohemia. In the 
reign of Augustus they were invaded by the Marco- 
manni, who expelled them, and took possession of 
their territory. Some of the conquered nation, how- 
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ever, still cantoned in Bohemia, though the greater 
art of them took. refuge in Noricum, the modern 
avaria. ‘The Marcomanni remained in possession of 

Bohemia till the 6th century, when they were, in 
their turn, attacked and dispossessed by the Sclavo- 
nians, under the command of Czechow. This leader 
governed with such clemency and moderation, that his 
name is still cherished with reverence by the Bohe= 
mians, who take particular pride in the appellation of 
Czechs, or Czechowians. In those countries, indeed, 
where the Sclavonian Janguage is spoken, they are 
known by no other name. Czechow found the coun- 
try almost in a state of nature, covered with wood, 
and occupied by herds of wild cattle, which no owner 
could claim. He taught the savage inhabitants to 
cultivate the ground, and to rear crops of corn; and 
thus rendered them acquainted with some of the com- 
forts of life, and prepared them for the restrictions 
and the advantages of regular government. . We have 
no means of ascertaining what particular form of go- 
\vernment was established by Czechow, or what title 
he assumed ; but the title of duke was first adopted 
in Bohemia by Premislaus, who flourished about the 
,commencement of the eighth century. Premislaus is 
said to have founded the city of Prague, and to have 
distributed his subjects into different ranks ; the go- 
vernment was transmitted to his descendants; one of 
whom, named Borzivori, embraced the Christian re- 
ligion about the close of the ninth century, and found 
means, not without some violent struggles, to esta- 
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ratislaus, his widow, D 
veterate enemy 

omira, an in- 
to the Christians,. massacred: about 

$00 of them in one night, burnt. their. temples, and, 
compelled them to. surrender their arms. Her son, 
Wenceslaus II..was a zealous friend of the Christians, 
but had not reigned many years when he was: mur- 
dered by his brother, Boleslaus I. surnamed, the 
Cruel, who persecuted the Christians with unrelent- 
ing rigour, and forced them to abandon the kingdom. 
They were again protected and cherished by his son, 
Boleslaus Il. surnamed the Pious, who founded and 
endowed a. number of churches, and obtained leave 
from Pope John IX.. to create a bishop at eeeien. 
An insurrection of his subjects, occasioned by their 
dislike to some reforms which he attempted to intro- 
duce, was quelled by the Christians, aided. by the 
Jews, who, in return for this service, were allowed to 
build a synagogue in the capital. The ducal form. of 
overnment continued till the year 1086, when Wra- 

tislaus II. was,invested with the dignity of king by 
the Emperor Henry IV. who at the same time gave 
him possession of Lusatia,;Moravia, and Silesia. ‘The 
regal title, however, was at this time confined to 

ratislaus himself ; and it was not till the close of 
the twelfth, century, or the commencement of the 
thirteenth, that the sovereigns of Bohemia were per- 
manently honoured with the appellation of kings. 
From their attachment to the interest of the Empe- 
ror Otho, Premislaus II. who began to. reign in 
1199, and his immediate successors, were styled Otho- 

rl. Premislaus Othogar III. who succeeded to the 
throne in 1255, obtained. possession by conquest ‘of 
Austria, Carinthia, Stiria, and other southern pro- 
vinces, and, marching into Prussia for the defence of 
the Christians, defeated’ his sepa in waves en- 
agements, and prevailed on many of the le to 
in wert the Christian faith. On his Scherr > Bo- 
hemia, the imperial crown was tendered to him, but 
he rejected it with disdain. It was afterwards given 
to Rodolph, count of Hapsburgh, to whom Pre- 
mislaus refused to do homage, or to receive from him 
the investiture of his estates. He was at length 
compelled, however, to submit, and to deliver five 
standards to Rodolph, for the five fiefs which he 
held. A reconciliation took place between these 
rival monarchs, and Othogar was invested in Bohe- 
mia and Moravia, on condition of renouncing Austria, 
Stiria, and Carinthia. Premislaus was succeeded, in 
1278, by Wenceslaus V. who was likewise elected 
king of Poland, and was offered the sceptre of Hun- 
gary, which he refused in favour of his son. In 
1310, this dynasty became extinct ; and the Bohe- 
mian sceptre fell to John, son of the Emperor Henry 
VII. of the family of Luxembourg, who had. mar- 
ried the youngest sister of Wenceslaus VI. John 
resigned the kingdom of Bohemia to his' son Charles, 
and, having procured for him the imperial dignity, 
proceeded with him to France to assist Philip against 
the English. He: fell in’ the battle of Cressy, in 
2846. The Emperor Charles IV. created his ‘bro- 
ther John, Marquis of Moravia ; established an univer- 
sity/at Prague, upon 'the plan of that ‘at Paris ;. and 
engaged Pope Clement VI. to erect the see of Pra 
into an. archbishopric, assigning/ to ‘the archbishop 
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the official privilege of crowning the king of Bohe- 
mia, This public spirited monarch pos et his ca-. 
ital by the addition of the new city, in which he 
ounded the college of Carlstein; reduced the laws 
of the kingdom into a written code, known by the 
name of the Caroline Constitutions; and proj 
the junction of the Moldau and the Danube- by 
means of a canal, which was begun before his death, 
but the completion of which has been found imprac-. 
ticable. He was. succeeded. by his son Wenceslaus, 
VII. a profligate and tyrannical prince, during whose 
reign the doctrines of reformation were introduced 
into Bohemia by John Huss and Jerome of Prague, 
On the sudden death of Wenceslaus, the Hussites, 
headed by John Zisca, acquired considerable strength ;. 
and when Sigismund, who succeeded his brother as 
king of Bohemia and emperor of Germany, advanced 
from Hungary to take possession of the thtone, he 
was met by their deputies, who entreated that he. 
would allow them to worship God according to 
their conscience, Their poasion was rejected ; and a 
civil war ensued, in which the troops of Sigismund. 
were pregnant defeated. At length, after an oppo-. 
sition of sixteen years, he made several important. 
concessions in favour of the Hussites, and was ad- 
mitted into the capital with ‘great solemnity, and: 
much apparent joy. Sigismund was succeeded, in 
1438, by his son-in-law, Albert of Austria, who 
continued in possession of the crown, though not: 
without Woheitersiie opposition, for 33 years, when.. 
Uladislaus, already king of Poland, was elected by 
a majority of the sates, and soon after invested by. 
the emperor. . His son Lewis, who succeeded him in. 
1516, had reigned only ten years, when he was de- 
feated by the Turks at Mohatz, and was drowned in, 
the Danube, in endeavouring to make his escape. 
The sceptres of Bohemia and of Hungary now passed. 
into the hands of Ferdinand, archduke of Austriay. 
and infant of Spain, who had married Anne, the 
only daughter of Uladisiaus. He was afterwards. 
elected emperor, and, at a diet of the states, held in: 
1547, he declared the kingdom heredi and abso- 
lute. Since that time, both the imperial crown and 
that of Bohemia have continued in the house of Aus« 
tria. ‘The immediate successors of Ferdinand made 
no unwarrantable abuse of their arbitrary. power 5. 
but the cruel and violent proceedings of Ferdinand. 
II. roused the Bohemians to revolt, and induced the 
Protestant princes to combine for his destruction. 
The crown was torn from his head, and nted 
to the elector palatine. A civil war continued for 
30 years to distract Bohemia, and so dreadful were 
its horrors, that more than 30,000 families are said: 
to have taken refuge at this time in foreign countries. 
Some idea may be formed of the desolations occa- 
sioned by this revolution, from this striking fact, 
that, in the reign of Rodolphus, scarcely two cen-. 
turies.ago, the preset of Bohemia amounted to . 
three millions of souls, whereas, after the civil wars, 
it did not exceed four hundred thousand. . After the 
peace of Westphalia, Ferdinand III. and his succés- 
sors remained in. tranquil possession of the throne of 
Bohemia, till the death of Charles VI. in 1740, when 
the elector of Bavaria preferred his’ claim to the 
sovereignty of that country.. This claim gave ‘rite 
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Division of | Bohemia was fomerly divided into sixteen 

in 1745, since 
which time, the"sight of the house of Austria to 

a err ; reheking.cormpebenn tthe ret rince of the empire, the king of Bohemia is ' t 
eons elector, and does’ the emperor for 
his states. In every other res he acts as an in- 
dependent sovereign, nor is there any appeal from’ 
the decrees of his tribunals to the tribunals weftns: 
emperor. He-is hereditary archbutler of the holy 
Roman empire, and from ‘this office derives a right of 
voting for the king of the Romans. Bohemia, though 
a genuine state of the Roman empire, was exempted 
by Ferdinand II. from contributing to its taxes, and 
rendered independent of the jurisdiction of the su- 
ar wacladdncert At an act of the 

Sibehater by che thie saeeal totaniere chat by the co of the empire, that 
the Linge of ohatnis has an unquestionable right to 
sit and vote in all its assemblies ; and, at the same 
time, the r came under an engagement to pay 
for his kin of Bavaria, and the coun- 

300 florins: to the chamber judicatory. The 
states of the em resolved, at the same time, to 
take the kingdom of Boliemia under their protection. 

art. 

Bohemia. ments; but a new division was adopted by the states 

i 

assembled in diet in 1714, according to which it was 
distributed into twelve circles, Haurzimer, Pilsner, 
Leutmeritzer, Konigingratzen, Rakowitzen, Chrudi- 
mer, Prachiner, Slaner, Bunzlawer, Saatzer, Czas- 

The gov of Bohemia is entrusted to six. 
courts, viz: the council of the regency, or great ro 
council, which is composed of Sos Stent mo a 
burgrave of Bohemia, with eighteen lieutenants of the 
ing, and other assessors; the council, or superior 

chamber of justice, in which the grand master of the 
eee the chamber -of fiefs; the new 
tribunal, for judging the appeals of the German vas- 
sals, eS preiilent; vice-president, and other as- 
-8€880TS 5 royal chamber of finances, having a pre- 
sident, and vice-president ; and the chancery, which 
always follows the court. The states consist of the 
clergy, nobility, and deputies from ‘several towns, 
who meet annually at Prague, rather to receive the 
orders of the court than to enact-any decrees of their 
own. 

_ The Bohemians are ‘in 
ishop of Olmutz, who 

~s » thus describes his coun. 
trymen in the fanciful language of that age. “ As 
this land is inde tallucnee ofthe hoje its inha- 
bitants have r+ qualities of that noble animal. Their 

breast, their sparkling their long and thick 
aie their vigorous limbs, Atty siehgels, “their cou- 
rage, their resistance to obstacles, every circumstance 
shews evidently that the lion is their star, as he is 
their emblem.”” They are without comparison the 
best of the imperial troops. None of troops 

1 ‘handsome, active, 
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can bear up, as the Bohemians do, under the fatigues Bohemia. 

The state of ig 9 in which their pea- —-~—~ 
t 

of war. 
santry live, gives them habits of temperance, which at 
once invigorate their coustitution, and’ render’ them 
incredibly patient of hunger, to every German’ sol- 
dier more formidable than death ; and the system 
of feudal servitude which here ‘prevails in “all ‘its 
rigour, accustoms them from their infancy to unli- 
mited obedience, the first of military virtues—No 
middle rank is known in Bohemia; for there every 
man is either a petty sovereign or a slave, Of late, 
indeed, the peasantry on the imperial demesnes have 
been released from the bonds of feudal slavery, and it 
is to be hoped that the benevolent example of the 
emperor will be generally followed by the Bohemian 
nobility. Till that time, it is in'vain to expect any’ 
improvement in science or the arts; for a land of free- 
dom is their only congenial soil—Bohemia can boast, 
indeed, of several public: seminaries ; an university, 
twelve gymnasia, 2219 German schools, 200. schools 
of industry, and 33 ladies’ schools, Yet learning is 
almost wholly neglected ; though the success of those’ 
few who have applied to study prove that this ne. 
glect is owing rather to the cireumstances of the 
country, than to any want of genius in its inhabi- 
tants. They are uncommonly Sndeok music; and 
the orchestras of Prague are said’to excel even those 
of Paris in’ exactness of harmony, “and brilliancy. 
of execution. In general they are addicted to tra- 
velling’; and when in foreign countries, live'in the 
greatest amity, and repose in one another unbounded- 
confidence. 

Bohemia‘contains 250 cities, the principal of which 
is Prague; 308 borough towns; 11,455 villages; and. 
430,000 houses. The following official ‘Table, pub+ 
lished in.1786, will give an idea of the proportion 
which exists in Bohemia between the different kinds 
of rural economy : : , 

Sq.Acres, . Sq. Fathoms, . 

Arable land. ...., » » 8,609,360 776 
AD DOGOG aise so sin pens 67,115 1373 
RWG. a. at sist pie OH PRABATS VE 1393 
Meadows... . +++ +. « 978,393 1066.. 
RSBFORUE Sy >\5 oto cde. wate cafe 85,712 722. 
Ponds used as meadows .. . 65,515 970 
Pastures and heath ..... 613,131 1209 
Vineyards «1. se ee ee ss 4,482: 672 - 
"Woads> 1.) 02 5 one 0 ore Sp 2l9,S1 1: 575 

Total. 7,783,660 8738 

Its contributions to the empire, according to: the 
manual of Frankfort in 1803, amounted to 15,736,000 - 
florins ; according to Hoeck, 15,500,000 ; according . 
to Ochart, (1803) 16,500,000 florins. Population . 
8,022,000. 

The established religion of the country is Popery; . 
but! by the humane ‘and ‘judicious regulations of 
Joseph IT. both Protestants and Jews are allowed the 
free exercise of their-worship, See Topographie et 
Statistique dela Boheme, par Schaller, Riegger, . 
Schreger, and Stransky. Tableau Statistique de la. 
Monarchie Autrichienne, par M.°M. ‘Raymond: et 
Roth, (1809). Annales des Voyages, &:c. par Malte 
Brun, ‘tom. vii. (14809.) . Peuchet’s Dictionnaire de. 
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OHUS, or Banus, a province of Sweden, bound- 
ed on the north by Norway, on the west by the 
Schagger-rack, and on the south and east by West 
Gothland. It extends about 100 miles from north 
to south, and about 20 from east. to west. The 
country is productive, and watered by rivers and 
lakes, which produce plenty of fish. Wood, fish, 
itch, tallow, hides, and lime, are its principal articles 

‘or exportation, 
This province takes its name from a fortified island 

situated at the southern extremity of the province, 
and encircled by two branches of the Gotha. The 
fortress, which is built on a rock, was erected in 
1309.. Its situation is strong, and it is garrisoned by 
100.men. (j 
BOKHAR. See Bucuaria. ; 
BOII. See Czxsar, Bell. Gall. lib. i. cap. 28 ; 

lib. vii. cap. 17. Univers. Hist. vol. xi. p. 212 ; 
vol. xii. p. 42, 144, 280, 345, 348, 452; vol. xiii. 
p- 161, 517 (N.);)vol. xvii. p.595; vol. xix. p.471; 
and Bonenmia, p. 635. (w 
BOILEAU, Nicoxas, (Sieur Lisepreaiia one 

of the most able poets whom France has produced. 
He lived during the reign of Louis XIV.. and rose 
toa high distinction in pti cluster of wits, whose co- 
existence has ranked that period among the golden 
ages of literature. He was born in 1636; and his 
various works were successively offered to the pub- 
lic, between 1666 and 1707.. He sprung, accordin 
to his own information, from a race of lawyers (Fu 
Wun pere Greffier, né d’ayeux Avocats,) and was the 
youngest of three brothers, all of whom were ambi- 
tious of writing for the public. The oldest, an ad- 
vocate, produced a life of Epictetus, and a transla- 
tion of his philosophy from the abridged view of it | 
supplied by Arrian. He also composed occasional 
verses, of which a collection was published after his 
death, Jacques, the second brother, was Dean of 
the Faculty of Divinity in Paris, and a voluminous 
author on ecclesiastical subjects. We shall mention 
the titles of two of his works, for the amusement of 
those, whose more rational faith will tempt them to 
smile at the trifles, to which the dignitaries of the 
Gallic church attached a serious importance. One 
treatise of the Dean was, De tactibus impudicis, dans 
lequel il prowve que ces sortes d’atiouchemens sont des 
pechex mortals ; and another, De re vestiaria homi- 
nis sacri, dans lequel il pretend qu’il est assez indif- 
JSerens dux Ecclesiastiques de porter des habits tro 
longs ou trop courts. Nicolas having finished his 
academical course at the college of Beauvais, engaged, 
by the persuasion of his father, in the study oF law ; 
a study, to the repulsive inelegance of which, both 
France and England are indebted for some of their 
favourite poets. By apprising a youth of the mental 
exertions most uncongenial to his taste, it leads him, 
by. that species of association resulting from contra- 
riety, to those in which he penghia 3 while a profes- 
sion less hostile to the play of imagination, might 
have occupied him sufficiently to prevent the disco- 
very. Boileau, however, proceeded far enough to be 
called to the bar.. On quitting it, he became a stu- 
dent of theology, at the Sorbonne; but was again 
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disappointment, he resolved to’ indulge his literary 

Tite 

BQ? . ; 
disgusted, and says that here he found. Chicanery’ 
fiat ouly shifted her dress. After this repetition of 

ropensities, without the interruption even of a lite~ 
appear il though he humorously acknow- 
ledges that his relations were displeased with the re~ 
solution : 7 ie 

La famille en pulit, et vit en fremissant = my 
Dans la: Poudre'du Groffe un pocte saistants ot 
On vit avec horreur une muse effrenée 
Dormir ches un Greffier la grasse matinée. 

To poetry, in which he had both delighted and exs- 
auvais, he now returned with fresh avit- celled at 

dity; and it may be presumed that, even as a poet, 
he reaped some advantage from his two unsuccessful 
experiments to alter his destination. They had ae- 
uainted him with characters and topics, at which: 

the satirist has frequent occasion to’ glance, and his. 
acquaintance with which enabled him to sharpen the 
poignancy, and enrich the humour of his apr 
production. In” France, as in Britain, the pub 
taste. was, at this period, extremely vicious, and au- 
thors had become popular, by exposing whose faults; 
and thus obliquely correcting their admirers, Boileau. 
began to prepare the latter for a favourable recep- 
tion of his own attempts to resist the graceful sim: 
plicity of the ancients. In this application of his 
talents we perceive their early vigour; for to out- 
run the judgment of our age, to resist the current of 
fashion, and to reject the support of popular deci- 
sions, are the efforts of no ordinary mind, nor is. ge- 
nius less manifest in leading back ‘fom error, than in. 
leading forward to truth. The Satires of Boileau; 
which he wrote with this design, being admired in 
manuscript, and surreptitiously printed, an accurate’ 
edition of them was published by himself in 1666. 
Their appearance enraged the host of minor poets; 
who loudly complained of the introduction of their 
names ; but these complaints only served to aggra= 
vate their sentenee, by provoking Boileau to a se- 
vere and sarcastic apology in his 9th satire. His in- 
dependence, however, was more conspicuous in the 
affairs of literature, than in those of life: for Horace 
was not more profuse of incense to Augustus, than 
Boileau to Louis, who was then the darling of For- 
tune, and therefore the idol of subjects, to’ whose 
national egotism, success is virtue. To that’ prince he 
addressed two epistles, on his different atchievements; 
and also an ode on the surrender of Namur, which 
shews that its author had misjudged his powers, 
when he attempted to follow Horace into the higher 
regions of Parnassus. f 

Of his Lutrin, which he says, in the original pre= 
face, was the first attempt of any French writer in 
heroic comic poetry, four cantos were published in 
1674, and two more added in i683. Boileau at first 
was anxious to conceal the origin of this masterly 
production. In his preface he misled the reader, by 
a false account of it; but, in 1683, he threw off the 
disguise, and acknowledged that the poem was found- 
ed on a quarrel between the treasurer, and chanter of 
the Holy Chapel at Paris, about the position of a 
reading desk. . His next publications were the Art 
of Poetry, and a translation of Longinus, with notes; 
which exhibit much critical penetration and sagacitys 

Boileau. 
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=a Roe, ato bestowed a Ae on their author, and not among that elevated order of poets, whose lofti- —““——~”" | 
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inted him jointly with his intimate friend, the 
Ses mache write the hi Ivey oF bie reign. 

To improve their qualifications for this duty, t 
two royal faite: 3 visited the army in Flan- 
ders, which was then engaged in the siege of Ypres. 

The duty, however, notwithstanding this pompous 

“preparation, was never executed. It is curious to 
observe, that the illustration of the military exploits 
of Marlborough, like those of his royal antagonist, 
should have been entrusted to two poets {Glover and 
Mallet), and that in both cases, by an additional co- 
“incidence, the reward should have been conferred, 

and the task neglected. In 1683, Boileau was elect- 
ed a member ‘of the Academie Francoise ; and, soon 

after, of the Academie des Inscriptions. To the for- 

mer of these he published an address of thanks. A- 
bout this time a violent controversy had arisen in 
‘France respecting the comparative merit of the an- 
cient and modern authors, in which Boileau took a 
zealous part, as an advocate for those classical writers, 
the successful imitation of whom is among his prin- 
cipal merits. “His chief opponent was Perrault, and 
the controversial ardour of the disputants produced 
many valuable additions to the maxims of criticism, 
‘though it was.also the unfortunate cause of much 
5: al animosity. With Fontenelle the quarrel of 
Boilean never abated, but with Perrault it termina- 
“ted in a cordial reconcilfation, of which the poet, in 
the triumph of a benevolent nature, hastened to ap- 
prise the public. Boileau, we have seen, was a suc- 
cessful courtier ; and Louis, who must have pessess- 
eda part of that taste which he affected, added to 
his pecuniary favours the personal distinction of re- 
-serving-a weekly hour for conversation with the poet. 
~On the death of Racine, however, his friend and: col- 
“league withdrew from court, and dividing his time 
between the country and the capital, slid down the 
descent of life with more enjoyment than is the usual 
lot of literary genius. Like Pope, whom he resem- 
bled in his moral as well as in his mental character, 
but unlike the majority of other poets, he was ad- 
dicted to no dissipation, and so careful to suit his ex- 
senses to his means, that he even incurred the impu- 
tation of avarice. Pope, by his figure and infirmi- 

ties, and Boileau, as is supposed, by the effects of an 
accident, in an early operation for the stone, were 
deterred from certain gross pursuits, which have em- 
bittered and abridged the days of numbers, to whom 
mankind are indebted for their most refined gratifi- 
cations. After enduring, with patient serenity, the 
frequent intimations of approaching dissolution, in 
pain, faintings, and fever, Boileau died of water in 
the chest, on the 11th of March 1711, in his 75th 
ear. ; ; 
The character of Boileau differed widely’ from 

what the circumstances of his life would lead us to 
expect. In general, when men abandon a profession 
for the seductions of poetry, this radical irregularity 
diminishes their dread of others, arid involves them in 
errors, for which the pleasure derived from their ge-. 
iius cannot always purchasé our indulgence. The 
case was, otherwise with Boileau, whose conduct was 
guided by the same good sense and correctness which. 

ness occasionally swells into extravagance, neither did 
his actions exhibit any of that tagh gent vehemence, 
by which the former too often defra:d themselves of 
outward respect and inward repose. He had, by 
his own information, in his fifth epistle, a sufficient 
patrimony to warrant the indulgence of his peculiar 
taste; and though he was certainly too lavish of 
courtly adulation, with which even his Lutrin is art- 
fully interlarded, yet this proceeded more from the 
contagion of universal practice, than from a profli- 
gate or parasitical cupidity. The force of mind, 
which qualified him to judge for himself, and to op- 
pose the prevailing corruptions in literature, was not . 
sufficient to make him stand alone, in a hopeless ‘ef- 
fort to separate triumph from applause, or to mea- 
sure splendid actions by moral rules, which he knew 
the loyal vanity of Frenchmen would reject. The 
esteem which he deserved, appears from the number, 
the cordiality, and the duration of his friendships ; 
and from the encomiums which his worth extortéd 
even from those whose works he had’ ridiculed. 
Though his intimacy with Racine was so tender and 
impassioned, as to make the latter, on his deathbed, 
rejoice at escaping the misfortune of surviving him, 
yet such was the benignity of his nature, and such 
lis uniform sympathy with genius, that when Cor- 
neille, the rival of his friend, was about to lose his. 
pension, he sued with success to Madame Maintenon 
for its.continuance, which he offered to purchase by 
the resignation of his own. From the charge of ava- 
rice he ought to be absolved, by a fact so decisive,. 
as well as by his generosity to Patra, (the chosen 
censor of his works before publication, ) whose libra- 
y he not only purchased at a price much greater 
than distress would have doripelled its possessor to, 
accept, but also allowed him to retain it for life. 
In the catalogue of poets, it is a relief to the mind to 
discover one whose virtues we can thus extol ; nor is 
it among the slenderest merits of his sovereign, that 
he was studying the comforts of those who hadi 
added to his rational pleasures, while Butler and 
Otway were amusing a prince who permitted them. 
to starve. , 

As a writer, Boileau was more distinguished by 
rectitude of judgment, than by richness of imagina- 
tion. He was, therefore, less qualified to. invent, 
than to improve the inventions of others; and though: 
he could seldom create new, materials for poetry, yet 
‘of those which were prepared, he could frame a more 
chaste and beautiful edifice than preceding architects. 
‘Though far from deficiency in original thoughts, yet 
his singular power of giving the gloss of novelty to. | 
the ideas of others, suggested to the Journalists of 
‘Trevoux a charge of tis jarism, which roused him,,. 
towards the end of his life, to a severe reply, in his 
epistle «on Equivocation.”” Plagiarism was a term 
by no means applicable to the practice of Boileau,, 
which is most happily described by La Breiyere, , 
when he says, ** Que Despreaux paroissoit creer les 
pensees d’autrui ;”? and by Dryden, when he oby 
serves of Jonson, ‘ he hasdone his robberies so open+ 
ly, that one may sce he fears not to be taxed by any 
law. He invades authors like a monarch; and what 
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comparative in- 
~ difference on the charms of external nature, and even 
on human conduct, when modified by lofty passions, 
or extraordinary situations. ‘Like Pope, he prefer- 
red the study of man as he appears in ordinary life, 
or as he is fashioned by local .and accidental habits. 
‘His genius, therefore, turned to ethical, didactic, 
and satirical poetry ; and this circumscription of his 
ambition left him more at liberty to attend to the 
minuter decorations of -his art. His familiarity with 
ancient authors, which, as it was not conspicuous in 
his ec must have been owing to the voluntary 
preference of his maturer ‘years, when he became stu- 
dieux amateur et de .Perse et @ Horace, made him 
anxious*to. transfuse the classical graces of regularity 
and smoothness into the versification of his country. 
Previous to thisperiod, the French and English poets 
had been inattentive to rhime and measure, and trust- 
ed more to the value of the cargo, than to the beauty 
of the vehicle. ‘Here, therefore, Boileau perceived 
an opportunity for the exertion of his talents; and 
while’ the wit of Butler was procuring not only par- 
don, but applause, for slovenly and harsh expression, 
Boileau was studying the combination of melody with 
mirth, and exemplifying the precept, which he couch- 
es in the following lines : 

N’ Offre: rien au lecteur.que ce qui peut le plaire ; 
Ayes pour la cadence une oreille severe— 
Le vers le mieux rempli, la plus noble pensée 
Ne peut plaire a Vesprit quand Voreille est blessée. 

Though Boileau and Butler a in the applica- 
‘tion of mock-heroic irony to the follies of religionists, 
the characters of their satire differ as widely as.come- 
dy from farce, or as the polished eloquence of a legi- 
‘timate pulpit, from the vigorous and impressive, but 
endless and unequal harangue of the conventicle. 
Butler overlays us with an accumulation of wit, and 
fatigues us with the learning by which he increases 
its ludicrous effect. Boileau, inferior in both, ac- 
commodates them with more address to ordinary 
readers, and calculates more correctly, from the na- 
ture of the mind, the period when attention must 
flag, and risibility languish from excess. He also 
verifies the remark of Johnson, that ‘ the learning of 
the French is, like their food, not the best, but they 
know how to cook it.”’?» In Butler, we are surfeited 
with substantial, but inelegant, profusion; while Boi- 
leau, by the rapidity and lightness of the repast, pre- 
vents any decay of appetite till it is finished. Of all 
the British poets, Pope has been most frequently 
-compared with Boileau. There seems to have been 
a natural resemblance in their minds; and Pope was 
enabled by the priority of Boileau, as Boileau by 
that of Horace, to transfuse into his writings more 
of it than might otherwise have appeared. In the 
works of ae we find the same bias to ethical seve- 
rity ; the same abundance of pointed and proverbial 
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“—v-~ Boileau appears to have looked wit 
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lets; the same felicity in, co’ 1 or re 

es acny etc the same correctness 
of design ; and the same copious mellifluence of num- 
bers. It must be allowed, however, that Pope pc 
sessed a greater variety of talents Boileau ; fo 
we doubt if the latter was capable of producing any 
thing so pathetic as the “ Epistle of Eloisa,” or so 
original as the fanciful machinery of the Syl 3 and 
in frig poetry Boileau sinks farther beneath Po 
than Pope beneath Dryden. The “ Rape of tie 
Lock” and the “ Lutrin” have been always consi. 
dered by critics as poems of the same class, thu 
the latter, perhaps fein its subject, epessty to shade 
at times into coarser manner of the Dunciad, 
The follies of fashionable life admitted of a light and 
smiling airiness of ridicule, which would not have 
harmonized with the rebuke of ignorance, gluttony, 
and sloth. Between the two poems, however, t 
is an obvious likeness, from parity of conception and 
felicity of execution ; from the wit which es im 
the parts, and the seasoning of humour which enrich. 
es the heath In humour we, cyty consider theny 
as nearly equal; but on comparing their wit, we a 
prehend the balance will incline Fy our count = 
Our limits not permitting the colarneapent of these: 
remarks, we shall close them with the literary cha- 
racter of Boileau, which was drawn by Voltaire oi 
his usual discrimination. Incapable peut-etre du su- 
blime qui eleve lame, et du sentiment gui Vattendrit, 
mais fait pour eclairer ceux a qui la nature sale 
Vun et Vautre, laborieux, severe, precis pur, harmo 
nieux, il devint, enfin, le poete de la raison. (w) 
BOILING. See Cuemistry. : 
BOIS, Du, or Lake of the Woods, a lake in 

North America, situated to the north-west of Lake 
Superior, and to the south of Winnipeg lake. This 
lake, which is nearly round, has a cluster of 
islands in the middle of it, so large, that by those 
who sail past them, they have been taken for the main 
land. Large quantities of oak, pine, fir, spruce, &c. 
row upon its banks, and from this circumstance. it 
pee its name. It stretches about 70 miles from 
east to west ; and, in some parts, it is about 40 miles 
wide. | See Mackenzie’s Voyage ‘om Montreal 
through the Continent of North America, Introd. 

. 59. j 
5 Ba Sitva Ducts, or the Duxr’s 
Woon, called also Hertogenborch, which has the 
same meaning, is the capital of Dutch Brabant, and 
is situated at the confluence of the Dommel and the 
Aa, in a low, sandy, but cultivated tract, almost 
surrounded by a morass. This city was built in 1184, 
by Godfrey III., duke of Brabant, who had been 
accustomed to resort to that quarter for the pleasures 
of the chace. The town is of a triangular 
above three miles in circumference. It has four gates, 
one towards Breda, called Vucherpoorte ; another to- 
wards Grave and Nimeguen, called, Hintemmpoorte; 
a third towards Bommel and Utrecht, called Ortere 

* Between wit and humour we take the distinction of Mr Jackson, whose precise words, however, we do not recollect. 
Wit he represents as a sort of intellectual legerdemain, by which we are led to expect one idea, and s urprised by. the dexter- 
ous substitution of another, as a juggler leads us to expect an egg, and discovers an orange. A juggler-is a wit in things; a 
wit is a juggler in ideas, and a punster in words. Humour again, without these sudden changes, produces its effect by pre- 
A4ending a disposition contrary to what the subject naturally creates, as/by censuring with praise, and praising with censure, 
or by treating a light subject gravely, and a grave subject lightly. 
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ids) andinot Iéss: than. 200 species of Boleny Bokliata poorte ;) hitherto ‘unkno not less. th 

“pdr John’s petrified shells have been dug from the tufa, marbles, —“v"—~" 
ce, Tuiels: y and basalts, of which the néighbouring territory is com- 

the large posed. By a wonderful accumulation, shells, whose 

Brabant, arimals inhabited different seas and different climates, 

to it by land ‘The approac 
yy water at three r he Grand H the 
peti Hekel, sad the Bose, ‘The cathedral, built 

“is one of the finest — in ae a4 
ries. Its wooden tower, which was so lofty as 

‘all the: ‘from Antwerp, was support- 
‘pillars, but was destroyed by light- 

_ There were formerly other four church- 
‘three of them are now used as warehouses. 

this town belonged to the Catholics, it con- 
16 monasteries. The monastery of the Jesuits 

‘now the governor’s palace. There is likewise in 
i » and a town hall which is:an exact 

miniature of at of Amsterdam, . There are here 51 

€ountry can be easily laid under water, and sometimes 

me 

s, and 8 made of wood. The adjacent 

in winter the town can be approached only in boats. 
The principal manufactures of Bois-le-Duc are linen 

knives, and several articles of iron 
n ure. Population 9600. East Long. 4° 
59, North Lat. 51° 40’. (a) 
- BOKHARA. See Bucwarra. 
- BOLABOLA, or Borazora, one of the Socie- 
ty Isles, in the Southern Pacific Ocean, discovered 

Captain Cook in July 1769. It is about seven 
i e, and is surrounded with a reef, 

of productive and populous islets. As its 
iF i 

Paes 
shores are rough and itous, it has only one har- 
bour. lofty dow’ uked mountain rises in the 
eentre of the island. This mountain is barren on the 
east side, but has bushes and trees on its craggy 
parts. The lower grounds towards the sea are co- 
vered with cocoa, and bread fruit trees. It is B that the first inhabitants of Bolabola were male- 

: BOLER, Mouxr. About eighteen or creaty 

stahce are contained some of the most remarkable na- 
tural productions which the world affords. 

Around Mount Bolca, and throughout the territo- 
ry of Verona, unequivocal volcanic remains demon- 
strate the of subterraneous eruptions, and 
also that the whole must have once been covered by 
the sea. Numerous petrifactions of plants, shells, and 
marine animals, are dispersed in the earth, but fre- 
quently in such an arrangement, that beds in one dis- 
trict are confined to certain species unmixed with 
others, while the same peculiarity is observed in dis- 
tricts more remote. In the mountains, whereof Bolca 
is one, there have been found 27 genera of Testacea, 
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are collected together in the same heap, along with 
those which never retreat to water. There are also 

“many petrifactions of zoophytes, consisting’ of the 
articulations of asteriz, clusters of corals, and madre- 
pores; and in this unaccountable aggregate, the parts 
of terrestrial quadrupeds, of birds, and of insects, are 
not wanting. The bones of huge elephants, stags, 
and bears, and likewise those of an intermediate tribe, 
the phoce, have ‘been discovered. Basaltic columns 
of various kinds are seen on Mount Bolca, and in the 
neighbourhood, differing: not only in’ structure, but 
in the proportions a their peis-wae ea — no a 

re 1s hexa, » pentagonal, quadrangular, an 
on snestagalis yond thelr. psiti6n is generally per- 

icular to the horizon; but at San Giovanni d’I- 
ne they exhibit a degree of obliquity, as if some 

disturbing cause. had altered their position. Burnt 
earth, scoriz, lava, and other volcanic productions, are 
scattered about the Purga di Bolea; and the hill itself, 
barren of vegetation, is covered-with earth intermixed 
with animal and vegetable remains. These circum- 
stances, added to the natural phenomena which will 
come under our consideration, plainly shew, that the 
tract environing Mount Bolca has been subject to 
volcanic eruptions, and that the sea has covered it at 
some’ very remote period. At present, the nearest 
shore is fully fifty miles distant from its base. 

Part of what passes by the general nameof Mount 
Bolca, is situated at a short distance from the real 
hill; and called Lastrara ;.so that, according’ to the 
strictest. topography, they should be'separated : but 
no such division being spoken ‘of when those who 
precede us treat of the productions of the place, we 
shall follow their example, in considering Bolca and 
Lastrara:as synonymous, , 

All the fossils of the Veronese territory are incon-’ 
siderable when compared with innumerable petritied 
fishes found in Bolcea, where it would seem as if the 
whole seas and rivers of the globe had concurred’in 
depositing their contents. Those of Europe, Asia, — 
‘Africa, and America, are huddled together in’ one 
confused heap: the fishes of the torrid zone are mix~ 
ed with those of temperate climates ; those of fresh 
water rivers with those of the most extensive seas; 
and all differing in habits, structure, and properties. 
_Large masses of stone, detached and unconnected 
with the ordinary substance of Mount Bolca, lie im- 
bedded in. the side of the hill, 1000 feet above the 
level of the sea. Quarries penetrating into’ these, 
have exposed the fossil fish to view. ‘The stone con- 
taining them is calcareous, of a schistose structure, 
and susceptible of being split into flags, or laminz, 
of various thi and dimensions ; and it has been 
denominated by mineralogists a marl or marley schist. 
Itis of awhitish, yellowish colour, or of a bluish grey, 
and some of it is quite black. Its hardness, though 
of different degrees, is such as commonly to yield to 
the knife, but not to the nail ; and it has one characte- 
ristic peculiarity, which consists in emitting a peculiar 
fetid odour on being struck, or rubbed, compared to 

4M 
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that of swine-stone. This odour, the Abbé Fortis, 

“=~ in treating of petrified shells found not far from Bolca, 
supposes to proceed from animal putrefaction. On 
e tting the flags asunder, remains. of petrified: 
shes appear of a dark brown colour, and are const- 

quently very conspicuous on ,the light ground of the 
stone. They lie flat between the lamin ; their contour 
and component parts being little, if at all, distorted 
from their natural shape and. dimensions ; but. some- 
times there is an enlargement or defect, arising either 
from, the changes undergone in passing from an animal 
to a fossilstate, or by the stone apparently, having: been 

ected by motion after they were inclosed within it. 
heir whole form is completely defined, and, the 

harder parts, such as the head, fins, spine, and other, 
bones, are still more evident. The dark brown sub- 
stance composing the fish remains quite distinct, and 
projects from the lamine of the stone, in proportion 
to the size of each part in its natural state, and it 
may. be separated from the stone. It is hard, brittle, 
and rather glossy, excepting some of the larger bones, 
-such as the joints. of the vertebra, which, though 
presenting the same external appearance, exhibit ca- 
yities filled with beautiful crystals. The different 
colour of the slate, or, flag, inclosing the fishes, has 
been ascribed by naturalists to the chemical effects 
of their bodies on the stone, which is not improbable,. 
on reflecting that it could not be. originally in an in-. 
durated state... Fossil fish are found in various parts 
of the world, and high above the present level of the 
geay but no where in. the same abundance as in, the 
quarries of Mount Bolca ; and the fishes of this hill; 
are further distinguished from the impressions.usually 
seen in argillaceous, schistus, as well as from the pe- 
trifactions of shells found.ia limestone ‘strata. In the 
latter. nothing more than the) simple impression of: 
the fish remains, and the external shape of the shell is; 
alone preserved; whereas, in the productions of Bol-, 
ca, the form and size of. the animals are not only ad- 
mirably exhibited, but there even:seems to bethe re- 
sidue of animal matter, in that substance which we 
have said may be, detached, from the stone. Inspec- 
tion determines it to be.of a, different nature from) 
that. of the inclosing stone, and, so, far as could be, 
judged without analysis, those naturalists who. have 
bestowed most attention on the subject, conclude it 
to, be animal remains; and that it is in a condition 
similar to. the flesh of mummies ;.from which cir- 
cumstance Volta denominates. the state of these fishes. 
natural embalming. - 

Most of the fishes of Bolcaare.such as now inha 
bit the European, seas, but there are some species 
peculiar to the rivers, of India.and America exclu- 
sively, while there are» many belonging to the.freeh 
water streams of our.own and neighbouring coun- 
tries... It, is. asserted by .observers, that. petrified 
American, fishes are ‘ough in no other part of Eu- 
rope, notwithstanding, there are numerous impres- 
sions of European.ones in Franee, Switzerland, Ger-. 
many, Britain, and elsewhere. 

Of many hundred. specimens 
ries of Bolca, the species amount to.94 5 the. rarity 
er abundance of which «is extremely diversified, as, 
well as the sizeof each. .Some have. been found. 
three feet in length ; and, in 1789, the pegasus natansy 

-fishes of Brazil, and 

dug from the.quare, 

BOLEA, Ioa4 
a small fish, was dug out of Lastrara, whi 
its minyteness, almost escaped notice. . 
natural agent affecting their transition fro . 
mal.to the fossil state, has equally operated on 
bodies of all. A young shark, now: i 

very soon have followed the. captiire of the préy! 
rances ‘denoté incipient: pede 

which y proves, that the commencement of ‘the: 
transition to the fossil: state must have speedily dr- 
rested its progress. . The sudden change wl 
sued is further corroborated by the skeletons of two: 
fishes imprinted on the same stone; one of which has’ 
seized the head of the other, and seems in the act of 
swallowing it. This is esteemed»one of the most’ 
singular productions afforded by Bolca. thn ; 
chztodon has. more frequently been de than! 
others, either from readily occurring, or from being: 
better adapted for preservation. ichzer 
ago observed, that the chwtodon pinnatus, a fish 
commonly inhabiting the Arabian and Indian’ seas,’ 
was dug out of Bolca; and more modern European’ 
naturalists, on comparing the fossil with the realani-! 
mal, ascertain, that, in the transition undergone, some’ 
parts have either en -or become defective. The 
cheetodon mesoleucus, lately transmitted’ from Japan, . 
and which still lives: in the seas. of Africa also, is) 
found entire in Bolca. This fish, which is neither: 
mentioned by Artedi nor. Linnzus in its living state, 
was first discovered bane mer on the shores of 
Arabia; and Bloch afterwards received it from the 
island of Japan. Gmelin, however, in his edition of 
the Systema Nature, probably Ree Hoerene <H 
the remoteness of these two regions: seach other, 
has formed two species, which seem ‘to constitute: 
anly one. The fossil extracted from the) ‘quar- 
ries of Bolca corresponds with both. Atniong ther 
finest specimens procured, is the chetodon ry oy 
bearing a. minute and perfect resemblance to that” 
caught in the rivers. of India, orin stagnant lakes, 
where it feeds on insects, and animal substances sup-- 
plied to it.. The chetodon argus is conjectured to. 
pass through extensive seas, for it has been’ described 
as inhabiting places: many) asuttder. “Soi far 
as hitherto. ascertained, the todon arcuatus has’ 
never been seen in the European seas, yet it is'dug 
out. of Bolca.. .Marcgrave enumerates it‘among the’ 

rtedi classes it with those in’ 
habiting India. T'wo specimens from the hill, which: 
are still reserved, first proved it to»have.anciently: 
existed. in Europe. There is a fish of uncommon 
structure, called the sea bat by thée-older ichtliyolo- 
ists, and thence chetodon vespertilio by the mo-' 
rnsy which very few have deseribeds’) Willoughby’. 

speaks of it, but. it was) unknown) to’ Linneus, and’ 
seems. to..be found solely: in the seas‘ surrounding: 

a 

< 
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defective, but their origin is still ate conspicuous. 
Two other specimens of the same fish are likewise ex- 
tant. species of ray, which is scarce to be re- 

and nine broad, and exactly 
Arabia, called 

ree or four times 
The fishes of Mount Bolca are by no 

era and species now extant ; for 
ve appeared hitherto undescri- 

means confined to 
various specimens 
bed, and which are still unknown. The uranoscopus 

yum, so named in its fossil state, has never been 
seen as a Lp gata 3 and the most careful compa- 
risons of all the specimens found, remove it from an 
pcp _ We shall dwell no longer onghe 

ion of the natural pots of Bolca ; catalogues 
ef which have been published in Italy, shewing what 

pecies be to the seas of the four quarters of the 
» and - vare-exotic fresh water fishes. Be- 

sides these, several rare species of fossil crabs are ob- 
m_ the quarries, such as the Jongimanus, se- 
A of which the specimens are parti- 

cularly fine. Among the insect tribes, there have 
been dug Up an ontscus, oéstrus, two asili, and an 
American pi hey Complete exuviee of marine ser- 

3 and 
stones. 

tifer, 

a$ an exception from the gen 

formation of this singular hi 
wend _ contai ah irst, How can such an aggre- 
gate of animals, inhabiting regions so many geo 
phical degrees asunder, bate been collecte f i rs 

“space? Secondly, How are the fishes inha- 
biting salt and fresh waters respectively, which may 
almost be denominated different elements, intermixed ? 
And, thirdly, How have the bodies of such soft and 
destructible ani been able to resist the usual de- 

questions, which, in this e, we shall not pre- 
wil partly come under ta 

_It is evident that the sea has once overflowed the 
pe sais mountains. Beds of shells, and strata of cal- 

areot substances, added to the impression of fishes 
on stone, besides many other concurring circumstances, 
prove the truth of this assertion. It is clear, there- 
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fore, that the Veronese territory, which presents all 
these indications in the most. conspicuous manner, 
may have anciently been pobeicrges or even may have 

been the bottom of the sea. In various portions of 
the globe the waters have receded ; and we know, 

that, in certain places, their | gradual retreat has been 

= i onecessive ages. At the same 
slowly exmiviceu su occ. eaten ec saa eer 
time, it is not improbable that they may here Mave 2 
once been withdrawn by some violent convulsion of 
the earth; a fact which has been exemplified in the 
course of the preceding centuries. But supposing 
that they naturally covered the Veronese territory, it 
is far from easy to account for the diversity of fishes 
belonging to remote climates being found in the same 
spot, especially as the heat of the torrid zone seems 
indispensible to their existence. Yet, without recur- 
ring to the gradual refrigeration of the earth,-or the 
gradual change of-climate in limited districts, which 
we are well assured has followed, two circumstances | 
ought to be preserved in view : Nothing can be more 
imperfect than our acquaintance with the finny tribes, 
Genera and species innumerable have never met the 
eye of mankind ; and it is justly remarked by a mos 
dern ichthyologist, that our principal knowledge of 
their Gikeioguithing characters have first been derived 
from those served up at our repasts. Can we affirm 
with confidence, that any fish of the Mediterranean is 
unknown in the Pacific Ocean, or that many in the 
Greenland Seas do not frequent the shores of. Bri- 
tain? Skilful naturalists are aware, that animals are 
daily discovered in one region, that have been refers 
red to'and described as peculiar to another ; and that, 
with care and. attention, even ‘when removed from 
their original liberty, they may be preserved and 
propagated in climates not naturally their own. Nei+ 
ther can we overlook an important fact, relative to 
the temperature of the elements, which terrestrial 
and aquatic animals respectively inhabit.. The air 
is subject to constant vicissitudes from external causes, 
but it is probable that the temperature of a vast body. 
of water always continues at nearly the same degree; 
nay, it is probable, that, with the exception of ex- 
treme cases, the temperature of the sea, above fifty 
fathoms deep, is not very different all over the world. 
Hence it is possible, supposing the genera of Mount 
Bolca and those of the Indian Seas to be identified 
beyond dispute, that both may have enjoyed a requisite’ 
degree of temperature when a deep sea covered the 
territory of Verona. Fishes, however, are more pri- 
vileged than terrestrial animals, in the facilities of 
seeking a temperature agreeable to themselves ; if the 
surface of their element undergoes refrigeration, they 
have only to plunge farther into its'depths; and the 
body being too immense to be susceptible’ of sudden 
vicissitudes, they have time to withdraw from one 
parallel of latitude to another, as their sensations may 
require. We know, that certain fishes can support a) 
considerable change of climate without injury ; and 
that some, transported north from places far to the: 
southward, have been naturalized. Thus, we can- 
not with absolute confidence maintain, that the fishes: 
hitherto thought peculiar to the warmer climates 
could not live in the seas covering Mount Bolca, or 
that they did not enjoy that degree of temperature 
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been heated by the effects of the volca- 

for althoug paar: water cannot cane 
denly affected oe change of temperature, the shal-’ 
lows immediately surrounding volcanic mountains’ 
and isles have-been known to melt the n#-* 7 
selg sailie-- 2 re ot or vege 

-. <weg ciose by their sides. Such shallows are 
always a grateful abode to fishes: there they flock 
together in numbers, and perhaps find more copious 
supplies of food in the marine insects which the heat 
conspires to propagate and diffuse. The atmosphere 
‘is likewise greatly heated by the fires of constant 
voleanoes ; and it has been med, that one of the 
most productive islands in the globe is rendered so, 
principally by the constant flames of eight volca- 
noes. In this way, the temperature of the Veronese 
territory may have anciently been augmented. It 
is infimtely more difficult to explain how salt and 
fresh water fishes are intermixed; for although it 
be very possible, that, by gradual and almost im- 

reeptible transitions, they might be reciprocally 
brought to live in either ; or successive generations, 
by passing from greater or lesser degrees of saltness 
or freshnes while in the oyular state, might habituate 
the perfect animal to the change; as we have not 
witnessed the fact, we cannot maintain that it has 
taken place. Still it is to be remembered, that some 
fishes dwell in salt or fresh water indiscriminately ; 
that we do not know whether confinement to one of 
them only is destructive ; and that there is a minute 
resemblance between the species of the same genera 
which inhabit both. 

The presence of the sea, however, on the Vero- 
nese territory, is not indispensible to the existence of 
the fishes of Bolca. A volcano on the surface of 
the earth may have been the sole agent. Some 
philosophers affirm, that all volcanoes have a commu- 
nication with the sea by subterraneous caverns, 
Mount Vesuvius vomited quantities of water in 1538, 
and in later times: and AZtna, in 1755, cast up salt 
water, mixed with stones and sand. But we have 
still more decisive proof, how essential volcanic agency 
might be in producing the fishes of Bolca, from learn- 
ing that vast quantities of a species of small fishes 
have been discharged from the burning craters of 
mountains in South America; sometimes in such ex- 
traordinary numbers, that their putrefying bodies 
threatened to create a pestilence in the land. Vol- 
canic eruptions in the vicinity of the sea, or of lakes, 
are commonly fatal to vast multitudes of fishes; on 
which account, those which issued from the Peruvian 
mountains might have perished before being absorbed 
by the craters. Pliny, in describing the fatal catas- 
trophe wherein his uncle perished, remarks, that the 
sea suddenly ebbed during the eruptions of Vesuvius, 
and. many animals remained dry on the sand: and 
centuries afterwards, a similar phenomenon allowed 
the inhabitants of the neighbourhood to collect the 
fishes lying dead on the shore. During the rise of 

; of October, threw down . 

new islands from the sea of the Greek Archipelago,’ 
dead fishes continued to be thrown up during a whole 
month on the sand: and an instance,’ still more no- 
ted, was seen in 1742, at the port of Vera Cruz in 

BOLCA. 
Belea. which was necessary to their nature. Perhaps those 

and threatened:the ‘vessels in. the harbour ithe struction. Next day incredible quantities of fishes 
covered the beach, lying in heans on each others and” 
Consist ur many species altogether unknown to the 
fishermen ; nor were they confined to the. vicinity 
of the port, as the same appeared at the distance 
of leagues from it. ‘The heaps were so t, thar, 
to avert the danger of putrefaction infecting the 
atmosphere, all the slaves of the place, and the crews 
of the royal gallies, were employed in burying them in 
the places where they lay. “The like phenomenon was 
renewed in the inna of Rory in ord ear 1755, 
when an amazing multitude and variety o » some 
dead, othecs ayia » were fc ae shore, Weare, 
therefore, entitled to maintain, that fishes may be 
yori! from the crater of a volcano; and to con- 
clude that volcanic eruptions are sometimes singular- 
ly destructive of Phoae ta the surrounding scan Dik 
pee theories are entertained respecting the cause of 
their death. Some naturalists conceive that a mephi- 
tic vapour is suddenly diffused throughout the water, 
which immediately becomes fatal to’the animals with- 
in its sphere ; that they are inyolyed in showers of 
volcanic ashes, which then become the deposit of 
their bodies, and the source, as Ne before us, 

of Bolea 

trees, and are even Gat ad ° "killing birds ; and that 
Satan odour emitte 
e 

could not be im 
canic showers,” in the words of Di 
« having fallen on Bolca, destroyed aud burned to- 
rether, the fishes of the sea, the birds of the air, 

the trees, and plants of the earth. Thus did an, 
eruption form that celebrated cemetery of fishes, 
which for two centuries has equally been the admi., 
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_ Bolea ration of the learned, and’ the wonder of the igno 
——" rant. It migh igno- the work of a few hours, or at 

most of a few days ; a truth which should so much 
the more im those naturalists who; on the phe- 
nomena exhibited by the fons of Verona, form 
self-convincin zuments for prodigious anti- 

qeis of thematic Br ory 
Several reasons are advanced by Testa on the pos- 

sibility of the rise of Mount Bolca not being of very 
ancient date; but these perhaps were suggested by 
net to make the antiquity of the world ex- 
Uy with the common, though perhaps - Sas : : 
rronet r of scripture ; and in coun- 

tries like his, so lately under the papal dominion, if 
it was ( rous to think the reverse, it was still 
‘more soto express it. ‘ How many facts in natural 
history,” he exclaims, ‘ have happened in ages not 
remote from those in which we live, but which have 
passed unnoticed and unremembered! The celebra- 
ted Lago 7’A near Naples, did not exist to- 
wards iddle of the 9th century ; but when was 
it afterwards formed? In what part of the territory 
of Pozzuolo were those gold and silver mines situa- 
ted, from which the bishops levied a tithe in 1135? 
Under the reign of what prince were they abandon- 
ed? The Venetian chronicle of Sagornino, which is 
not more ancient than the 11th century, speaks of 
certain islands in the Lagunes of Venice, which no 
longer exist. In what year did they disappear? In 
the 15th century, part of Giera was inundated by 
the sea; but we know nothing'of its total desicca- 
tion... Neither can we tell when the city of Gabi, 
lately discovered in the Campagna di Roma, whose 
succession of bishops terminates in the eighth cen- 

z ceased to be inhabited; for it is disclosed in 
io history, 2 ‘He therefore concludes, that although 

also, search history in vain: for the precise 
foot of Mount 

_the volcanoes of Lombardy still vomited 
wwe are not altogether void of traditions ‘re- 

ing it. Four thousand years ago, the sea’‘may 
extended to the Vicentine mountains, and may 
formed, so. many islands of Berici and or the 

hills... The names of extinct volcanoes be- 

pa be F - 3 

: i i 
ing in, the Italian language, induces Testa to su 
that their have remained open attest fo 
° Christian zra; for he cannot ascribe to simple 
chance those, such as -Montenuovo, Monterosso, Mon- 
terugio, Moncenere, and the like. He cites exam- 
vo of volcanic eruptions in the Vivarais, proved jto 

e existed in the 5th century, by the prayers offer- 
ed up, for, their cessation. ‘They have long since 
been extinet ;,though it is unknown, when they cea- 
sed to.burn. ‘* Mount Bolca is. scattered over with 
lava ; basaltic prisms crown \its. summit ; and even 
the quarries containing its fishes are ‘covered with 
a deep stratum of volcanic tufa.’”’ ; 

Theories not dissimilar from that of Testa are en- 
tertained by other phi hers ;. for all who have 
studied the phenomena of this hill, incline to refer 
them, in a great measure, to yolcanic agency ; at the 
game time judging the presence of the sea indispensible. 

‘hey maintain a principles. which we are’ inclined to 
support, that the ihn extracted from the excava« 

‘tions of Bolea could be only a short time dead before Bolea. 
they were enclosed in the substancé surrounding them; “—"——" 
and as.a necessary condition, ‘that this substance 
must have’/been' in a very fine and “pulverised state, 
and either suspended in the water, where the’ fishes 
‘swam; or subsiding from it: ‘Thus, the water con- 
‘taining them would be clear and fit for supporting 
life, and the diffusion of the pulverised matter must 
have been suddenly effected, whereby it arrested and 
enclosed the fish in the masses formed by its deposit. 
Certainly the deposit, excluding the access of water, 
was speedily effected, otherwise the progress of pit 
trefaction, so powerfully rprochosed by humidity, 
would have injured the figure of the animals, and the 
various gases pre RY would have deranged the 
laminar structure of the flags it formed, by their frac- 
ture or the formation of cavities. All this, the advo- 
cates of the theory we allude to, explain by sup- 
posing, that the explosion of a submarine volcano, 
suddenly discharged a vast quantity of ‘calcareous 
matter into the sea above it. The fish within its 
sphere were destroyed, the matter became’ pulverised, 
and subsiding to the bottom, enclosed them: in’ the 
deposit. “ The stone (where the fishes are enclosed) 
is wholly calcareous, of a light colour, of a’ grain. 
dull, though fine, and entirely devoid of any crystal- 
line or sparry appearance. Now, it is well known, 
that limestone, whatever its original colour may have 
been, becomes uniformly white or whitish, on being | 
calcined or burnt, more or less, to a lime; that after- 
this calcination, it immediately slacks or’ falls’ into a 

wder, on being immersed in water ; and by agitation 
is easily diffused in this element, from which, if left 
in tranquillity, it soon subsides in a pulverulent state. 
That this diffusion of lime in water, quickly deprives 
of life such fish as happen to be within its reach; 
and, in fine, there is every reason to Believe, that a 

ition’ of this nature possesses remarkably the 
quality of quickly absorbing, even in water; oily and: 
other soft parts of animals; and when sufficiently 
slacked, ‘iid thus impregnated with animal matter, 
without destroying the harder and firmer’ parts.’ 
Applying this theory to the appearance’ of the flags 
dug out of Bolca, it is supposed to‘receive’a strong 
confirmation from their structure. ‘The deposition 
of the lime gradually and successively concreting’ at 
the bottom of the water, it is said,°** may naturally 
be expected'to.assume a flag like or laminar structure ; 
the grain, too, of this new aggregate, should ‘be- 
wholly without lustre, as well on account’ of its cal- 
cination as of its formation, by subsidence from, not 
in consequence of solution in, a liquid menstruum ; ‘in 
which last case alone crystals are known to be form- 
ed. This’ will farther easily account for the forma+ 
tion of the calcareous spar found within the promi- 
nences occasioned by the joints of the vertebra, and 
the, other ‘grosser bones ; for these being fresh and 
sound at the first arrangement of'the stone, of course 
excluded thé subsiding matter; but in process’ of 
time, their hollows were filled, and by degre¢s as it‘de+ 
ceayéd, their substance was replaced by-a successive fil- 
tration of water, holding calcareous matter‘in' soltition, 
which deposited plate after me its‘crystalline mat- 
ter in these cavities.” The fetid odour escaping by - 



absorbed a great proportion of animal matter... |, 
Admitting the truth of the general voi on 

which these theories are founded, there are still man: 
difficulties, to be surmounted, and one of the most 
important lies in the structure of Bolea. This hill is 
not a homogeneous mass; it consists of various sub- 
stances, in unequal proportion, and forming four 
classes, according to ists, among which are 
marl, spar, basalt; coal and amber; pyrites and hi- 
matites; marine plants, insects, fishes, and the re- - 
mains of terrestrial animals in a state of petrifaction. 
The petrified, substances do. not lie in. horizontal 
strata; horizontal so far-as would result from the 
deposit of pulverised matter on an uneven surface ; for 
the masses of stone wherein they are: contained are 
imbedded in the sides of the hill: they» seem de- 
tached and apart, from the other parts composing it, 
and rest in various degrees of inclination. But per- 
haps this may be accounted for, by supposing, that 
subsequent to their formation, they were exposed to 
some, vioient disturbing cause, which affected their 
original position. There is no necessity that such 
disturbing cause should have approached. the era of 
their formation; on the contrary, appearances indi- 
cate that it, has existed at a time’very remote from it. 
If the fishes were suddenly destroyed by some perni- 
cious vapour, absorbed by the water where they 
swam, or by some lethal quality otherwise imparted 
to it, they must have remained. for ages in their ori 
ginal state. The open mouth and distended fins ex- 

ibited by them, naturalists have conjectured, denote 
-immediate suffocation; after which they were invol+ 
ved by the component, matter of the stones contain: 
ing them, and themselves converted.to stone. But 
that the deposit was made on a surface at rest, is 
evinced by the laminar structure of all the strata; 
their whole leaves are parallel to each other, and per- 
fectly flat; where their continuity is interrupted, the 
extremities are sharp and cleanly.cut off, as if by frac- 
ture in their horizontal position... Though the time 
requisite for complete ifaction is unknown, we 
may presume that it is slowly accomplished ; and if 
we are to credit the correctness of an observation, 
that in 1500 years wood was not affected above'a 
quarter of an inch in depth, the period must :almost 
exceed the bounds of calculation. Therefore it is 
not unlikely that two great epochs are to be counted 
in the formation.of Mount. Bolca and its singular 
fossils: first, that which occasioned the sudden de- 
struction of an infinity of living beings, and their un- 
disturbed envelopement and investitureat the bottom 
of the sea, by the substance diffused; and secondly; 
the disturbance of that deposit from its originab level; 
which may probably shave been accomplished. by 
some violent convulsion of. the earth. But the one 
may have followed the other at an immense ‘interval 
of time.. Had it happened soon after the'animals in 
question perished, their tender and corruptible.sub- 
stance would have soon been so essentially altered; as 
to, preclude all possibility of recognising them at the 
present. day. Sirely we need not; anticipate objec- 
tions from the force required to implant the huge 
calcareous masses in the sides of Bolea, If rocks are 
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al dean puangapemmnstionsien that its whole substance has 
projected from burning 

there which violent convulsions of the 
able to overcome? |» 220) sees Sue ant 
~The curiosities afforded by Bolca, had, centuries 
ago, attracted the notice of ingenious ulative 
minds; and thence the peasantry and labourers of the 
neighbourhood have gained a livelihood by procuring 
them. Blocks of moderate size are detached from 
the face of the quarries; and being brought out and 
set onedge, are split asunder with sharp hammers or 
wedges. The -workraen then examine the leaves, to 
discover whether there be 

and either given to the owner of the soil, or/private 
‘sold to dealess in such production’, or to naturalis 
desirous of acquiring them.: tis said that the pur- 
— ~who obtains the sare 3 state on the 
workmen, is then obliged to employ a skilful lapi 
to search out and a e the pieces’ composi th 
specimen, and cement te on another stone of the 
same kind. So much art and ‘accuracy are some= 
times used indoing this, that itis scarcely possible to 
discover) the » places of junction; ahd it is thus that 
the specimens are* prepared for sale, or for cabinets. 
As a greater or less proportion of the brown matter 
of ‘the bones, fins, and other parts of fishes; some- 
times adhere to one’side in: splitting ‘the stone, and 
sometimes to another, or is frequently divided be- 
tween both, the more valuable’ specimens consist of 
duplicates; for when the pieces are well and skil 
put together, their prominences correspond with’ 
cavities in the opposite half, Most of the specimens 
hitherto extracted» have come from one principal 
quarty in the side of the hill, called Pescaia by the 
inhabitants of a setioney oe there are Slenually 
sides, supposed to be of later discovery; all equally 
rt 2 ‘in petrifactions. The people, however, 
who attempted to form excavations being poor, and 
no funds being specially appropriated for this curious 
research, which would have been“attended with con- 
siderable expense, nothing important followed. The 
soil where the quarries lie, has belonged to different 
owners, who were solicitous to obtain its contents.. © 

The variety and singularity of the fossils discovers 
ed on the surface and in the recesses ‘of this hill, af 
ford so much*scope’ for philosophical’ contempla- 
tion, that unusual care has been taken to collect and 
preserve them. Extensive cabinets, from which) all 
other varieties were excluded, have thence been form- 
ed of them alone ; and these have passed into the 
hands of successive owners, along with a right to ex- 
plore the soil, in the same manner as we-are wont to 
transfer the richest territorial property. The first 
cabinet of the productions of Bolea with which we 
are acquainted, was colleeted by a person distinguish- 
ed in the pharmaceutical art, eat Calceolari, 

islands formed:in =feienstia ania; alias c - 
earth are: un- 
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) i in the sixteenth century. He:is cele- 

ena Rigeeeeas Gesnery and ‘other cotempo-. 
Bey ors, for ‘knowledge of natural his 3 

same. pro} gas ined espa 
consisting of the petr of Bolca.. Still more: 
recently, a member of the noble family of Rotari and) 

‘ Gazola, were: vied. with. similar: 
ursuits to earlier part of the 18th century.) 
The for died in 1744, addressed a. learned. 

istle to Vallisnieri, on the subject of the fishes of 
the latter laid se foundation of the Ky 

cnt of ed-of all. collections of this description, which 
ill subsists in his nephew's’ possession. Soon'after- 
wards, the. learned: Marquis. Scipio Maffei, equally - 
woe 

which i d during his life. . 
died; in 1750, it ‘into the hands of Maffei, 
from whom M. Seguier acquired “it ; and by him it | 
was carried to the city of 

on the ifactions and fishes of the territory of Ve- 
roma, "The loss of his museum, and of the collections 

indemnified ef Maffei to that country, were. partly 
whos inet was enriched, 

‘ous: petrifactions, but particularly” fishes. » 
ole was on his death name ga rquis | 

Pp ri when the las. 

Twenty years were) 
pied in forming: his museum, etic f neither ex-.. 
nor trouble:were spared in rendering complete. 

Pl ed'the soil wherein the quarries of Bolca : 
lie, or obtained permission from the heirs of Maffei. 
to renew thé excavations; and, towards the year 1770, 
began to found a collection, from its. owner denomi- 
nated Gabinetto Bozziano, which was famed over all 
Europe, The activity of Bozza,was not less excited’ 
by his love of investigating the profound phenomena 
weliioh laa Guaeatthed tended to elucidate, than by 
the desire of sing those cotemporaries who 
were ed in the like pursuits. At length his. 
cabinet contained 700 specimens of petrified fishes, . 
eee a ees animal ae Spa substances, 
recov in same state from the territory of Ve- 
rona. Amidst such a number of Geclonens, 8 dif. 
ferent species of fishes could be distinctly identified, 

aside others whose characteri istics were not 
iently prominent to ive them an. appropriate. git eek Chr P.M we nyene 

tH 

zza, “ which contains aboye 600 lishes of different _ 
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sizes, all extracted from Bolca, there are more than _ 

ee BOL o 
100. whose kinds are known, which’ > tb aah 
other in genera and species ; and many‘others be 
to vali ied ones have not yet been dis@8vered 
alive.” Juan Andres, a Spanish’ traveller, relates, 
that. Bozza assured him, that he possessed ‘eight spe- 
cies of fishes such as,now inhabit the Pacific Ocean, - 
and above 30 other species.totally unknown ; and‘he 

. saw some specimens 30 or 40:inches in length. © But 
the Physical Society of Verona, on: stricter scrutiny, 
have reduced the species to'69.. In the year 1794, 
this magnificent collection was purchased, at a high | 
price, by the Count Giambattista Gazola, nephew to 
Count Andrea,mentioned above. The Count had him- 
self with great industry procured fossil fishes during’ 
the space of eight years, and his museum containé 
many, specimens not to be found in that of Bozza. ' 
He likewise ired. the museum of another collec- 
tor, the Marquis Giacopo Donisi; so that he came 
lito possession of the most splendid and extensive 
collections which aw alin had ever enjoyed. - 
From Mount. Bolca alone he had above’ 800 ‘speci- 

and the same place afford- 
ed nim numerous: petrifactions of crabs, winged in- 

a) 

, af. < 

Bolcheret- 
skoi. 

—_——— 

; mens of petrified fishes, many of extraordinary ‘size,’ 
. andof the finest qualit ; : 

sects, and marine plants, of which he was enabled to’ 
form a perfect series. | See Societas Physicorum) Ve- 
ronensium, paerene Veronese del Museo Bozzi= 
ano, 1796... Bozza 
universale rivoluzione ‘0 dali 
Erimengildo Pini sulle rivoluzioni del globo terrestre 

ettera al P: Oraxio Rota, ‘sulla 
*terracqueo. . 

provenienti dal? azione deli? acque;:part iii. Spada, 
Dissertazione ova si che li Petrificate Corpi 
Marini che nei monti adiacenti a Verona’ si trovano, ° 

_ non sono scherzi di natura, ne dilwoiant ma antedilu- 
viani. » Spada, Corporum a tiny agri Vero~. 

. et nensis Catalo, 
del Monte 

Testa. 
Fortis, Transunto della r 

‘Testa, era su é. Pesci Fossili 
lca. Fortis, Lettera al Sienor Abate 

a Pesci Iseheletriti te’ Monte di Bolca. ' 
ica al Signor Abate Tes- | 

sa sugli izzioliti de’? Monti Veronesi.. Juan Andres,’ 
Cartas familiares del viage que hizo -@ varias ciudades 
de ‘tall Bc 
Compendio della Verona Ilustrata, ad uso de’ Fores- 
tieri, tom. i. Catologo Sistematico dei piu rari Ittio- 

ta, Vv. 3. Maffeiy Verona Illustrata, tom. iii. 

liti-del: Monte Bolea, che si conservano nel gabinetto 
privatodel Sig or Vincenzo Bozza.’ “(c)* 

BOLE. tx See*ORYCTOGNOsY... = 3 
BOLETUS, a Poo of | rg of the class Crypto- | 

gamia, and order Fungi. See Borany. ’(w) 
BOLINGBROKE, Lorp. | See Sr Jon. 
BOLCHERETSKOI, 4 town of Kamtchatka, <. 

situated in'a swampy plain on the banks of the Bol- 
chai » a river which rises about'the middle of 
the peninsula, and after running northerly about thirty 
mile falls into the sea of 
placed on an island formed by the arms of this 
river, which divide the town into three parts. 'The 
town consists,of several rows of low buildings, thatch- 
ed and built with logs. Each of these buildings con+ 

_ tains of five or six dwellings, connected together with 

chotsk._' The town is 

a long common passage, which separates the store- ’ 
house and kitchen from the dweiling apartments. ’. 
The princi 
and barrac 

buildings are a church, a court room, 
for, the cossacks and)Russian soldiers. 

The river ig about six or eight feet deepy’and a.quar 



Bologna. ter of a mile broad below the town. 
—— government once proposed to make this place the de- : 
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pot ofetheir commerce; but the harbour affords no 
shelter from the winds, and as the navigation of the 
river is extremely x me gaeny this idea was abandoned. 
Population 600. _E. Long. 187°, N.Lat. 53°. (u) 
‘BOLOGNA, Boronia, Bononta, or Fersra, a 

city of Italy, formerly the capital of the duchy of Bo- 
logna, but now the chief place of the department of 
Reno, is situated.in a beautiful plain at the foot of 
the Apennines,’ on the rivers Savona and Reno, the 
former of which washes its walls, while the latter. runs 
in several branches through the city, and communi- 
cates with the Po by means of a canal. 
_ The ancient name of this city,’’ says Keysler, 

*¢ was Felsina, from Felsinus, a Tuscan king, who is 
supposed to_have built it twenty-five-years before the 
foundation of Rome. *. The name of. Bononia is by 
some derived. from a successor of, Felsina, called 
Bonus, but others derive it_from the Boii.’’. 

_ Bologna,) which is of an oblong form, is surrounded 
with a joey brick wall, and is about five or six Ita- 
lian miles in‘circuit.+ The streets are narrow, and 
rather gloomy, from the fronts of the houses being 
built upon arcades, and the houses are tolerably built. 
The pillars of these arcades or porticos, are irregular 
in diferent houses, some of ‘them being high, others 

' low, some’ square, and some round, and some. of 
stone, while others are of wood. The streets where 
the carriages \pass are considerably lower than the 
porticos, like the rows at Chester. The houses are 
flat roofed, with’a parapet towards the streets, and 
are covered with tiles. 

The public buildings of this city are large and ele- 
gant, and are equally remarkable for the beauty of 
their architecture and for their internal decorations. 
Next to Rome, Bologna contained the most valuable 
paintings by the first Italian masters ; but many of 
these noble relics have been carried off by the French 
to adorn their capital ; and while we think that we: 
are noticing the curiosities.of Bologna, we may un- 
knowingly be describing the statues and pictures of 
Paris. L. 2 

The tower of Asinelli, built by Gerardo Asinelli 
in 1109, stands in the centre of the city. It is 371 
feet high, and is the, loftiest.in Italy, excepting the 
cupola of St Peter’s.. The tower, which is square, 
is ascended by 464 wooden steps, and inclines from 
the perpendicular about three feet and. a half. 

ear this tower is the leaning tower of Garisenda, 
which is 144 feet high, and inclines about eight feet 
two inches from a vertical line. It was formerly of a 
much greater height; but the foundation of it having 
given way, a great part of it fell or was taken down. 

One of the finest-buildings of Bologna is the Pa- 
lazzo Publico, in which the vice legate, the gonfalo- 

BOLOGNA. 
niere, and other officers of state had their apartments, Bologna. 
and in which the courts of justice were held. 
stands in the great market place, presenting a front 
of 218 common paces. A brass statue of Pope Gre- 
gory XIII. executed by Minganti, and weighing 
11,300 pounds, stands over the entrance ; and at the 
left of the entrance is another statue of Pope Boni- 
face VIII. . On the front of the palace are two in- 
scriptions, one commemorating the interview between 
Charles V. and Clement VII. in 1529, and the other 
the dreadful pestilence which visited the city in 1650.’ 
One of the a 
lone D’Erc 
Hercules, of a huge size, executed in terra cotta by 
Lombardi. In another little saloon are represented 
the principal achievetnents of the Bolognese, inscri- 
bed with Latin verses. Above the Salone D’Ercole 
is ie Bele Fabtems res conn its name from a 
marble statue of Pope Pa belonged to the 
Farnese family. Ae pe expense pispivay <b oer 
Farnese, the walls. and cieling of this apartment were 
painted: by the best masters of Bologna. The prin- 
cipal paintings are, Francis I. King of France, touch- 
ing for the.evil at Bologna before Pope Leo X.;— 
the public entry of Paul III. into Bologna;—the 
aqueduct of Cardinal Alborno ; and the coronation of 
Charles V. The museum of Aldrovandi is also in 
this . consisting of 187 folios, and above 200 
bags full of single leaves, written by the hand of that 
learned naturalist. The cabinet of valuable medals, 
belonging to the Marquis Cospi, has been added to 
this collection, The arsenal, containing “military 
stores and artillery, with 6000 stand of arms, are 
likewise kept in the palace, 

Before the palace is an area $70 feet long, and 300 
broad, containing a noble marble fountain, which, 
with the leaden pipes, &c. is said to have cost 70,000 
golden crowns. On the top is a'statue of ‘Neptune, 
eleven feet high, supporting a trident. A number 

ts shewn to stran; is the Sa- 

of dolphins ejecting water, and four séa vere 
streams issuing from each breast, are placed within 
the bason.. The brass statues were executed b 
Giovanni di Bologna, the rest by Antonio Lupi, 
and the whole arranged by Lauretti. 
In the private palaces at Bologna are many inte- 

_ resting paintings, which our limits will only permit 
us to enumerate. 

In the palace of Bonfiglioli are several beautiful 
pieces by the Caracci’s, and nearly fifty drawings by 
the first masters, among which are the massacre of 
the innocents, by Raphael; Veturia and Coriolanus, 
by. Baptista Franco. Aig: 
The palace of Cam Bi built of freestone, was 

once the residence of Charles V. In the gardens is 
alion of white marble, which was formerly erected 
at Ravenna by the Venetians. 

* The name Felsina has been derived from a word in the language of the ancient Gauls, which signifies a hill, and is sup- 

posed to have been given to Bologna, from its situation on the western declivity of the Apennines, ** Les Gaulois qui occu- 
paient deja la vaste plaine qui borde le Po des deux cotes, appelerent le lieu ou elle est située Felsina, qui dans leur langue, 
comme dans la Teutonique, signifiait colleul ou petite montagne.” Tableau Historique, Statistique et moral de la Haute Italie, 
par Ch, Denina, sec. 16. p. 289. Par, 1805. 
+ “* Bologna is formed in the similitude of a ship, more long than broad, at one side shewing the figure of a prow, and at 

the other, that of a poop, having in the midst the most: high tower Asinelli, {which reprevents the main mast, the lower Gari- 
senda, the sails, andthe other small towers, the shrouds, to the eyé of the beholder.” Jtaly in its Original Glory, Ruin, and 
Revival, by Edmund Warcupp, Esq. Lond, 1660. 

» which contains a noble statue of 

ai 
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A fine. marble statue of St Petronius, by Brunelli, Bologna,” 

—_—_——— 

eer on wood. 
is enriched with the works of 

ae On the. oP of a saloon, the adven- 
are painted i inte sco, in eighteen pi 

‘the two Caraccis, under the inspection of their 
. In another a ‘twelve paintings 

ea the nea; are-executed in fresco, on the frize, 
by Luigi Caracci, from which five etchings have been 
made by Mitelli. The other adventures of Eneas 

feat mm) i ‘is celebrated the his- 
tory of aie oo Faso tS Ca- 
taccis. The beauty-of the colouring is-faded. 
td itt ‘Molari contains a number of pieces 
‘Albani and the Caraccis; a gallery rte 

binaries Soacitea ets and a mu 1 admired 

bn Bab ements while alan “Sgenslaal 7 
ng down upon her breast a sing ‘suspended 

ath 
ae oli contains several fine paint- 
ings on ‘the ceilin There is’ here .also a silver 

tplenidpalace of Ramet i Sivbacilicieh 
preety bm a 

aaa ‘Jerome, and another of Ji 
cae Guido ; and the:f: Sates 

ntonio Gionima, i in which the figure of Esther 

by palace of Sampieri oe eerah ‘several paint- 
be (gee er Sed of Al. 

represents ing Venus, and 
Soe te Pete -with:a triumphant air to.the ae of Proser- 
p wiht Pluto. ‘There is also here a. masterpiece of 

ido, called the Repentance of St*Peter.” 
‘Besides the palaces which we have enumerated, 

PA of. Lega, oot ena and’ Volta, are worthy 

a are both numerous and “ete 
ead to amount-to’200, most. of 

some: Of ‘the finest productions of 
salt 

Gverthe: great 7 

Ge reels 8 Pema wl ‘an. annuncia- 
“eaonp nativity, and the flig tinto' Egypt,’ b Al 
‘bani. Phe’ three aisles were painted gratuitously: by 
“Angelo Michael Colonna,‘from a motive-of devotion. 
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stands before the church, 
“In the vestry of the aes of the gaping isa 
cha ming crucifixion by Gu 
The chureh ad. Corpus Domini is advtaad with a 

Christ descending into ie the fimbus , »-and the 
maitre of the Virgin Mary, both by. Luigi Ca- 

The Cathedral, or IZ Duomo, which is a modern 
structure, is elegantly finished both within and with- 
out. It contains a great number of monuments, and 
is peculiarly rich in marble decorations. On the ceil- 
ing of the chapter room is a fine painting by Luigi 
Caracci, re resent St Peter on his knees before 
the Virgin in the tribune of the cathedral 
is the annunciation of the angel Gabriel, the last ef- 
fort.of the genius of the same inimitable artist. 

The church of the Dominicans contains, in a mag- 
nificent chapel, the monument of St Dominico, who 
died in 1221, which is of white marble, and afivened 
with beautiful ‘basso relievos by. Michael Angelo. 
The v meg contains a great.quantity of jewels, along 
with the Old Testament, said to be written by Ezra. 
Montfaucon, in his Diarium Jtalicum, says, that this 
MS. is very ancient, and was presented by the. Jews 
at the beginning of-the 14th century. P. 
The chapel of ‘Rosario contains the remains of 

Luigi Caracei ; and possesses such ja quantity of 
plate, that it is guarded in.the night by several mas- 
tiffs, and,a centinel well armed, 

The Franciscan church is. enriched with some 
highily finished paintings .by Luigi Caracci, Facini, 
Brizio, Guido, and /Tiarini. 

The chureh called Chiesa del Buono, Giesu, is, of 
an oyal igre and, is, ornamented with paintings in 
fresco by Pianori. » It contains also,a fine statue.of 

/our Saviour by Brunelli, .a marble one of St Apol- 
lonia,.and one of St Bernardine in terra cotta, both 
by Lombardi. The , basso. relieyo of the .circumci- 
sion by. Brunelli is.above. all praise. 
The church of St Geenet contains the nativity of 

Christ in fresco, by Cignani; the annunciation, by 
Luigi Caracci; the Virgin Mary, by Annibal Ca- 
racel ; and the baptism of Christ, by Albani. 

The church of, St Giovanni Battista de Celestini 
a8 a high altar piece, coutaining a picture of the 

with .the infant Jesus, which they pretend to 
rears by St Luke. 
The.church of Giovanni in Monte is in possession 

of an, admirable picture of St,Cecilia -by Raphael. 
Entranced with i harmony of a choir ie angels, the 
saint dashes all her musical instruments upon the . 
ground, Thongh the Count Malvasia censures the 
stiffness of this piece, it is highly praised by Addi- 
son, and.is. reckoned one of Raphael’s masterpieces. 

In:the church of St Gregory is a fine piece. by 
Luigi Caracci, representing St George relieving St. 
Margaret from the dragon; a picture of St Ga ty 
performing a miracle, by Dionysius Calvert ; 
tism . of , Chest vby ‘Annibal acci; .and.a, "lange 
picture of St Willem, by Guercino. ; . 

Thedargest church.in Bologna is the church ar 
St Petronius, famous for being ‘the place wliere 
Charles V. was crowned in 1530. It is 360 feet 
long, and 154 anne’ The pictures of the cler 

AN 
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Bologna. gy in hell, of an executioner beheading a saint with Peter Crescenzi was the first of the modern Italians Bologna. 
——v— a long sword, and of the coronation of Charles V., who wrote a considerable work on the art of agricul- seven’ 

are deserving of notice. The principal ‘curiosity in 
this church, however, is the meridian line, drawn by 
Dominique Cassini in 1653, and renewed in 1695. 
The line is half-the length of the church, and is 
équal to the 6000th part of the circumference of the 
globe. It consists of pieces of red and white marble 
inlaid, about three or four inches broad, and the 
poe on which the signs of the zodiac are cut are a 
oot square. The marbles, which were quite out of 
repair, were renewed, in 1776, under the direction of 
M. Zanotti. The gnomon is 83 feet high ; a circu- 
lar image of the sun, about eight inches diameter, 
being admitted through a round aperture’ in the 
roo 

The church of St Salvatore is adorned with many 
fine paintings by Luigi Caracci, (the assumption of 
the Virgin Siew: and the picture of our Saviour, are 
by this artist,) Girolami Carpi, Guido, Benevenuto 
Tisio, Samachino, and Cavedoni. The perspective 
pieces, by Mitelli; the marble statue of Christ, by 
Brunelli; a MS. of the book of Esther; a Hebrew 
MS. of the Old Testament; and about 300 other 
MSS. are among the curiosities contained in this 
church. The building itself is very fine, having three 
noble chapels on each side. 

The university of Bologna is said to have been 
founded in 433, by the Emperor Theodosius ; while 
others are of opinion, that it owed its origin to 
Charles the Great. If this monarch had not the me- 
rit of being its founder, it was at least greatly indebt- 
ed to his generosity, and to that of the Emperor Lo- 
thario. ‘The first professor of civil-law was Ireneri 
or Irnerio, who was brought here by Lothario. In 
the time of Andrea and Azzo, the one professor of 
canon and the other of civil law, it is said that there 
were no fewer than 10,000 students at the university. 
The public college, or university, called IZ Studio, 
is 213 common paces long, and was built by Barocci 
of Vignola. Under the word Acapremy, we have 
already given a full account of the Institute of Bo- 
logna. tn this establishment, the principal objects 
deserving of notice are the astrenomical school, con- 
taining a model of the Copernican system, the meri- 
dian line, cut through a wall a foot thick, under the 
direction of Manfredi; the observatory ; the college 
library ; the school for experimental philosophy; the 
academy of sculpture; the academy for painting ; - 
the anatomical theatre ; and the museum, which con- 
tains a large collection of antiquities and natural cu- 
riosities. ‘These admirable institutions, of which a 
full account will be found in Keysler’s Travels, are 
owing to the liberality of Count Marsigli, one of the 
enerals of Pope Clement XI‘; who, being dismissed 

From the service, went to Bologna to spend his for- 
tune in the patronage of the sciences, 

Bologna os given birth toa great number of emi- 
nent men, who have distinguished themselves in the 
various departments of literature and science. Azzo, 
Odofredus, Campeggi, Paleotti, and Ireneri, were 
among its distinguished lawyers. Mondini Achillini 
and Marcello Malpighi, were among its anatomists 
and physicians. Natural history was under obliga- 
tions to Aldroyandi and Ferdinand Marsigli; and 

ture. _The mathematicians and natural philosophers 
were Ghedini, Manfredi, Zanotti, Beceari, Canterza- 
ni, Monti, and Galvani. ‘ pad 
A very considerable trade in damasks, sattins, taffe- 

ties, silks, and velvets, has been carried on in this city 
since the year 1341. The silk mills are driven by 
the river Rheno, which also gives motion to a great 
quantity of machinery for various other purposes, 
The crapes and gauzes of Bologna are also in high 
estimation ; the works of the gold beaters is much 
admired ; and its manufactures of paper and playing 
cards were reckoned very superior. The crapes, 

uzes, and cards of Bologna were exported to 
Sheese and Germany, and its hemp and flax went to 
Venice, for the manufacture of sails and cordage, 
Artificial flowers of all kinds are made in great abun- 
dance by the nuns ; and a great trade is carried on in 
hams, dried tongues, sausages, maccaroni, olives, per- 
fumes, wash-balls, liqueurs, essences, and leather 
bottles. _ i Lobal Spee 

The surrounding country is rich and fertile, and 
the neighbourhood of Bologna resembles an immense 
garden. The vineyards are divided .by rows of elms_ 
and mulberry trees. The melons, olives, and tobacco 
are particularly celebrated ; and the hemp grows to 
the remarkable height of twelve and thirteen feet, 
and has been raiota kel by travellers for plantations of 
young ash trees. The trade of Bologna has been 
much facilitated by the canal which joins the branch 
of the Rheno that runs through the city, with the 
lake of Valle di Marara, from which the merchandise 
of Bologna is sent to Ferrara, and other places situa- 
ted on the Po. « : 

In the time of the Roman republic, Bologna was 
but a small town, with two gates; and it is only 
mentioned in Greek and Latin authors as deriying 
its name from the nation of the Boii., It would ap- 
pear from Martial, (Zp. lix. lib, 1.) that, under the 
first emperors, the gnese were particularly po- 
lished ; and we are expressly. informed by that au- 
thor, that one of the most lucrative trades in this 
place was that of a shoemaker. Though inferior to 
the surrounding cities, Bologna gradu io in im- 
portance. . It acquired celebrity from the interview 
between Octavius, Anthony, and Lepidus, in an 
island formed by the Rheno, and from several events 
during the civil war of these triumvirs. . It was not, 
however, till a —_ and i ohne Cap it beeane 
a great and a learned city. It enj a species 
euveateine under the bn of Germany till the 
ear 1278, when it was given over to Pope Nicholas 

IIL. with the exception of some special privileges. 
The internal discord with which it was agitated, and 
the wars with neighbouring states, kept it in an un- 
settled condition, till Julian II., taking advantage of 
the Venetian war, made himself absolute master of it, 
expelled the family of the Bentivoglio, and annexed 
it to the papal dominions. It was stipulated, how- 
ever, that the Bolognese should have a nuncio at the 
court of Rome, and an auditor in the Rota; that 
the town should not be overawed. by a citadel ; and 

that the effects of the citizens should not be liable to 
confiscation. The ecclesiastical affairs were decided. 
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hbishop, while the civil affairs were under BOLSOVER, a town of England in Derbyshire, Bolsover 

Geodon cardinal-legate from Rome, with a is delightfully situated on the deelivity of a stecp hill, aoe 
~ The police and re- which commands an extensive view. ‘The part of the 

-acouncil of fifty 
— the gonfaloniere, 

gonfalone, or standard of the 

however, was merely nominal, as the cardinal legate 
influenced decision. 

In the car 1796, after this city was taken by the 
French} Ferrara, Modeno; and Reggio, ¢n- 
tered into a treaty to form a republic under: the 
name of Respublica Ci - Some time afterwards, 
however, these cities united with Lombardy to form 
the Cisalpine republic. Bologna now belongs to the 
kingdom of Italy. Population 70,000. East Long. 
11° 21’ 15”, North Lat. 44° 29’ 36”. See Italy in tts 
original ,» Ruin, and Revival, by E. Warcupp, 
Lond. 1660. 8 Travels, vol. iii. sage 
Drummond’s Travels, letter ii. p. 55. ina’s Ta- 
bleau Historique Statistique et Moral de la Haute 
Italie, sect. xvi. p. 289. Rei ’s Guide des Voya- 

en Europe, tom. i. p. 439. uis Angelette’s 
Notizie del?’ Origine e Progressi dell’ Instituto delle 
Scienze, &c. 1780. Travels from Paris through 
Switzerland and Italy, in 1801 and 1802, by a Na- 
tive of nore ihe Ta in Philips’ Collection, &c. vol. ix. 
Stolberg’s Travels, vol. i. p. 265. ; and Moore’s View 
of Society, Sc. in Italy, vol. i. p. 252: (*) 
BOLSENA, a town of Italy, in the ecclesiasti- 

eal state, situated amon: see ie mountains, on a 
lake of thesame name. The town itself is poor, and 
is-indebted:for any reputation it enjoys to a pretend- 
ed miracle. It i surrounded with a pretty high wall, 
flanked with towers, and surrounded with a dry ditch. 
.. The ancient Volsiaium, formerly one of the chief 
cities of Etruria, and said,to contain 2000 statues in 
its temples, squares, and streets, stood on an emi- 
nence behind 

great quantity of fish of different kinds. In this lake 
are ot islands, Martana and Bisentina, or Pressen- 
tina. The first is very small, and has only a hermi- 
pe = haa chapel, and a few trees on its margin ; 

the other is adorned with a fine Franciscan con- 
It was here that Amala- 

sontha was assassinated by order of Theodatus. Pli- 
ny says that these two islands float about with their 

es, sometimes assuming a triangular, and some- 
een Solsena and Re. 

dicofani are several fine basaltic columns. East Long. 
11° 54’, North Lat. 42° 37'.. See Keysler’s Pek 
vol. ii. p.89. (0) -  ' 

vent, and large gardens. 

town which is not upon the hill, is surrounded by a 
very deep ditch and high bank, which extends about, 
halt a mile, and is double at the end of the town next 
the church. There was formerly a castle here of 

- great etrength, situated on the summit of a hill, on 
the north-west side of the town, which belonged to 
William Peverel, at the time of the Norman conquest. 
‘Leland visited its ruins in the reign of Henry VEIL. In 
1613, Sir Charles Cavendish erected, on the site of 
the ancient fortress, a modern house, which still ex- 
ists under the name of the Old Castle, It is alofty 
structure, nine stories high, supported by stone pil- 
lars, and the most curious Gothic groins. It. is 
partly furnished, and is the property of the Duke 
of Portland. Bolsover was formerly celebrated for 
its manufactures of bridle bits, stirrup irons, spurs; 
and. buckles ; but those articles are now chiefly made - 
at Birmingham. The only manufactory in this place 
is one of tobacco pipes, which are reckoned the best 
in England. Number of. houses 259. Population 
1091, in 1801. (11) 
BOLTING Mitr. See Frour Mitt. 
BOLTON-.k-Moors, or Boiron in THE Moor, 

an ancient and large manufacturing town of England, 
in Lancashire. The town, which is well built, is di- 
vided by a rivulet into two parts, called Great and 
Little Bolton. Even in the time of Leland, this 
town, and many of the villages in its vicinity, were 
en din the manufacture of cottons and coarse 
woollen goods. The manufacture of fustians, which 
is still carried on to a considerable extent, was intro- 
duced into Bolton at a very early period. Counter- 
panes, calicoes, muslins, dimitties, and all kinds of 
articles called Manchester goods, are manufactured 
here, and are sent to Manchester and Liverpool. Be- 
tween Bolton and Wigan are found great quantities 
of cannel coal, of which the turners make snuff box- 
es, salts, candlesticks, &c. The canal communica. 
tion with Manchester and Bury has proved of great 
advantage to the trade of Bolton. The population 
of Bolton was, in 

UTES a) 0 si eyeia axa a 5,339 
AE TBD sow 'e'50 | so shee BI,789 
180] ou. wee ov, oe bT5S416 

The number of houses in 1801 was 3386. . The num- 
ber of males 8177, females 9139; of whom 10,066 
were returned as engaged in trade and manufactures. 
The annual returns of Bolton are said to exceed a 
million sterling. Lime, veins of lead, and calamine, 
were wrought in this parish, but not with great suc- 
cess. See Aikin’s Description of the Country round 
Manchester, 1795. (@) j 
BOLTONIA, a genus of plants of the class Syn- 

genesia, and order Pirgucis Superflua. See Bo- 
TANY. . (w 
BOLZANO, Bouzac, or Borzen, a town of 

Bavaria, in the Tyrol, situated on the river Eysak, 
near its confluence with the Adige. . It is a fine thri- 

* « Insule fluctuantes--in Tarquiniensi Lacu magno Italie due nemora circumferunt, nunc triquetram figtrarm edentes, 
nune rotundam complexu, ventis impellentibus, quadratum nunquam.” Plin. Hist. Nat, lib, ii. cap, 95, 
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ving town, and carries on a considerable business in 
banking. It has four annual fairs, which are fte- 
duented by merchants from Germany and Italy. _ 
The principal foreign merchdnts who frequent 

these fairs form a society, which enjoys particular 
ptivileges. Those who wish to be enrolled in this as- 
sociation, are proposed by a person of their own reli- 
gion. They are chosen by ballot, and the votes of 
two-thirds of those present are necessary for the elec- 
tion of new members. Neither the members of this 
society, hor their servants, nor their effects, can be ar- 
rested within the Austrian States, while going to the 
fairs or returning from them. 

The town was governed by a council, consisting 
of a deputy, who ought to be a Count, chosen from 
the highér nobility, three of the order of Knights, 
and thret of the lower nobility, with some burghers 
and peasants. 

In May 1797, Bolzano was taken by the French; - 
but was cedéd to Bavaria by the treaty of Pres- 
burgh. Since June 1808, it has been the capital of 
the bailliage of Botzen, in the circle of Fisak, This 
bailliage contains 214 square miles, and 43,784 inha- 
bitants. (w).  - 
BOMB. See ArritLEry, Gunnery, and Pro- 

JECTILES. ; 
BOMBAX, a genus of plants, of the class Mo- 

nadelphia, aiid order Polydndria. See Borany. (w) 
BOMBAY, an island on the western coast of In- 

dia, and the seat of one of the English presidencies. 
It i8 situated, according to Mr Howe’s observations, 
in 18° 58’ North Lat., and‘72° 38’ East Long.; and 
is about seven miles in length, and twenty-one in 
circumference. 

_ "This island was taken possession of by the Portu- 
guese soon after their arrival in India; and was af 
terwards céded, in 1662, to the English, as part of 
the dowry of the Infanta Catharine, on her marriage 
with Charles II. Accordingly a squadron under the 
command of Lord Marlborough was dispatched to 
India to receive investiture of the island from the 
hatid off the viceroy; and his Lordship arrived at 
Bombay in September 1663, with Sir Abraham Ship- 
man, as governor, on board. The viceroy was dis- 

osed to comply with the instructions of his master, 
But the powerful opposition of the Catholic clergy, 
who were unwilling that the island should be deliver- 
ed into the hands of heretics, terrified him into their 
measures, and determined him to maintain his station. 
The obstinate refusal of the viceroy obliged Lord 
Marlborough to retire with his fleet to Swally road, 
for refreshments ; and, after having laid in a store of 
necessary provisions, he set sail, in the beginning of 
1664, for England, Jéaving the rést of the squadron 
under the command of Sir A. Shipman, ‘to spend the 
remainder of the winter monsoon in some of the near- 
est ports; and he accordingly remained on the. deso- 
late island of Anjadiva from April to October, du- 
¥ing which period he buried upwards of 200 of his 

‘men. ‘he monsoon being over, Sir Abraham put 
to sea, and sailed again for Bombay. On his arrival, 
he threatened the viceroy and the clergy with the 
vengeance of the kings of England and Portugal, if 
they continued to tellic obedietice to their’ majesties 
contract and instructions ; and accordingly, they at 
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length agreed to a treaty, by which the’ iiRabitants 
Were to enjoy the free éxercisé of their 

pa leeks But although the tradé Of Bombay was 
at this time ‘exceedingly flourishing, yet, as*the ‘re 
venue of the island was riot equal to the expence of 
the establishment, the king, in [668, made a’ full 
grant of it tothe East India Company, in‘ ‘whose 
possession it still rrhains. rea berael 

The climate of Bombay is temperate, ‘as,’ from its 
insular situation, it enjoys the full advantage of the 

cooler than in many parts of ‘the continent of 
The rains last about four months, and continue with 
little interruption from about the end of May to the 
beginning 0 piste Goonde vin ieee shews 
the quantity of rain which ing t! $ period, in 
the part Leone season ; SW TaWN Tay 

ihe: “Peat er 

refreshing breeze, which renders the pti aa 
dia. 

pL be piace ploy erat P 
Wher. ee eee eu 
Fs CAEN RHR ec allie nie segeinseehay 
Aupiits So ig gression 
Bepreitiver, «>. ts Le eee eee 
October, .. 0... eB ee 

Maras Seer oe RAM <All: steve 
This island was formerly reckoned exceedingly tin- 

healthy, insomuch that it was considered as the grav 
of the English; but it is now ‘rendered much more 
salubrious, by the building of a wall to prevent the 
encroachment of the sea, where it formed a salt marsh} 
by draining the marshes in its environs; and by an 
order that the natives should tot’ manure their ‘cocoa 
nut groves with ee fish. Nevertheless, “many 
Europeans, especially on their first arrival, are at+ 
tacked by the diseases common in ‘warm climates ; 
but this, in many cases, is owing to the irregularity 

esti coll oF Bombay's tele; aad fackpable oF a ’ The soil of Bombay is sterile, a e of any 
material ite bane: The vegetable sinc 
of this island are, consequently, very insignificant, 
consisting chiefly of cocoa nut , rice; and'some 
other Indian fruits. However, not'a spot of ‘it re- 
mains uncultivated ; so that although it is far from 
producing a 1 pit ee of food adequate to the ‘con- 
sumption of the inhabitants, yet, notwithstanding the 
isd vant of its soil and situation, the p é is 
very considerable. ' = 

he city of Bombay is about ‘a mile in » and 
is defended, both towards the lafid and sea, by vari- 
ous fortifications, the construction of which has cost 
an immense expence. ‘The houses are, in general, 
neither splendid nor commodious : they are common- 
1 ee ground floored ; but are not flat roofed, as'in 
the other parts of the East, gee eae. with tiles 
im the European fashion. , a have glass 
windows; but'the other inhabitants “their win- 
dows of small pieces of transparent shells framed ‘in 
woot, which renders the apartinents exceedingly 
dark. The floors of the houses are of a composition 
of lime made from shells, which, if properly prepa- 
red, is extremely durable, aid takes’so ‘smooth ‘a f = 
‘lish, that a person may ste his face iin it. gions 

This island is of peculiar importance, on account 

on,’ and 
the potsession of theit estates undér the crown of “~~ ~~ 

a, a 
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ing 1000-vessels* at anchor, and is. 
; from every:wind. On the whole 
of | we do not possess one good har- 

our; so that, on the approach of the monsoons, all 
vessels are obliged to ‘stand out to sea, in order to 

ent inevi “destruction. Att these seasons, the 
Farbour of Bombay; and Trincomalee, in the island 
of Ceylon, are ‘the ee we possess which are 
eapable of affording a safe retreat. On account of 
the peculiar importance of Bombay in this respect, it 

) fur ‘convenient dock yards, and nige? 
rine arsenal, for building and refitting ships ; and, o 
late years, a considerable number of + s have been 
built on this island, of the celebrated teck wood, 
ee ow on the neighbouring: continent ; but it 
is fc ee gns be furnished at a cheaper rate from 

of Rangoon, in the Birman empire. 
7 population of this island has increased to a 
singular degree gince it fell into the hands of the 
bee 4 nder the Portuguese government, it is 

id to have contained only about 10,000 inhabitants ; 
‘and Niebuhr informs us, that, when he visited Bom- 
bay in 1763, they were \estimated at 140,000, al- 
pa te 20 years did not amount. to 

so that in this short period the number ap- 
Toon, have been more than doubled. In the year 

: ; 

Sir James Mackintosh, the eloquent recorder 
‘this island, computed the number of inhabitants at 

. The Ro- 
of’ Bombay; they are 

very numerous; and their churches are su 

the natives, but under considerable restric- 
tions. If any person chooses to embrace the Catho- 
lic faith, the reasons must be laid before the govern- 
ment, and, if they are rs Sieg tenn hy 
make profession of it. The priests complain of the 
difficulty of obtaining this permission ; but they still 
reer siderable success“ among the negro ares , 

Bombay is the seat of the English government for 
the coast of Malabar. T'he council consists of a go- 
vernor and three members; but they are under the 
controul of the oman of Bengal, with 
respect to treaties of peace with the native powers, 
the making of war or concluding of peace, Lelie. 

Ava. ‘Buchanan’ expediency of a 
Establishment for India. Asvatic Register, 

Bercivat dco of Ceglon. Syme’s Embassy t0 
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mbay. of its excellent harbour, which is said to be capable Re 

“and the salted goat 

BON 
vol. v. Niebuhr’s Lravels, vol. iis p. 374-391. 
twee, Worscomitves Bot tue 1 eek & nsf 
BOMBIC Acip. See Cuemisrry. 

Eywtromorocy. = © LNG Gut : 
BOMBYX, a genus of lepidopterous insects, ‘See 

Enromoroey. i } t Eg axe 

- BOMBYLIUS, a genus of dipterous'insects. See 

BOMMEL-Wazrr, called by ‘Cesar Eysuna 
Baravorum, is an island in Holland formed by the 
‘Meuse and the Wahal.- It is abouit fiftcen miles long 
from west to east, and nearly-six miles broad. It 
contains the strong town of Bommel, the town of 
Louvestein, and thé'three forts of St Andrew, Voorn, 
and Crevecoeur. ‘The town of Bommel is situated 
in a plain, fertile ‘in grain and fruits. Its commerce, 
which was once very considerable, has now passed to 
Bois-le-Due, chiefly on account of a bank of sand, 
about 900 feet, which is formed im the Wahal, and 
prevents vessels from repairing to Bommel. Peuchet 
says, that the town contains 600 houses, and 300 in- 
habitants, which is’ two houses ‘to every inhabitant. 
He must certainly have meant $000. (7). > ° 

- BONA, Bowng, or Brarp-rL-Anxp, the Aphre- 
disium of Ptolemy, a sea port town of Algiers, in 
the ae? of Constantia, situated near the: mouth 
‘of the Seibouse. ‘It was formerly a rich and po- 
pulous town, but its appearance is now mean, and 
ats population greatly diminished. Although: its 
“two harbours are both inconvenient’ and insecure, 
from being in a great- measure choked up, yet’a 
great quantity of corn, butter, oil, hides, wax, and 
wool, are annually shipped from the French factory 
at Bona. The vessels are obliged to lie near the Ge- 
noese fort, about a league to the east of the town. 
The surrounding country produces corn and fruits, 
and rears great numbers of cattle, but is greatly 
exposed to the ravages of the wandering Arabs. 
The town and harbour are.capable of great im- 

ement.. The Genoese have a coral fishery upon 
eastern bank’of the bay of Bona. E. Long. 79 

45', N. Lat. $6°'52'.. See Shaw’s Travels in Bur- 

ie 460° (7) | 
BONAIRE, or Buren-Ayne, the name of one of 

the windward islands, situated about 60 miles from 
the north coast of South America. It is about 30 
miles from Curagoa, and nearly 50 miles in circum- 
ference. The harbour, which is on the south-west 
of the island’ near the middle, is tolerably deep. 

Bonaire is inhabited ‘solely by-a small number of 
negroes, and by the Dutch garrison. The former 

t maize, yams, and ‘potatoes, and rear goats, 
which they cure by means of the salt obtained from 
the salt pond at the south-east extremity of the 
island. here are horses, bulls, and cows, but no 
sheep here. Thevegetable productions of this island, 

Tesh, and the salt itself, are daily 
sent off to Curacoa, as’ provisions for ‘the garrison 
and negroes of that island. Cotton is also produced 
here. WW. Loug. 68° 25’, N. Lat. 12° 15". (w) 
BONAVI , Or BUENA-ViSTA, the most east- 

ern of the Cape de Verd Islands, discovered in 1450, 
18 about 24/miles long, and 15 miles broad. "There 
are two bays which are frequented by vessels. One of 
them, called the English Bay, is very spacious, but 

ae 6 nd opiate 

_ 

_ Bonaire.) 
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has numerous shallows. The other, which is called 
the Portuguese Bay, though less commodious for de- 
barkation, has the advantage of being near the town, 
and has nothing injurious to shipping but its banks. 

The productions of Bonavista are, salt, indigo, 
and cotton. _Those who come here for salt receive 
it from the meee and ¢ it i eos + ee ne a 
proper place for drying .it.. The inhabitants then 
Siaeeelh to the ship by means of asses, which tra- 
vel in troops of 15 each, every troop being under the 
charge of a negro. 
The indigo, which grows without cultivation, is 

gathered by the inhabitants ; but they have: mot the 
art of separating the dye, and of making what in the 
West Indies is called blue stone. . They satisfy them- 
selves with bruising the green leaves in a wooden 
mortar. They next form it into a kind of paste, 
of which they make round balls, that are dried for 
Uses’ 

Though the cotton tree grows naturally on the 
island, yet its culture is greatly neglected by the na- 
tives. They never think of collecting it till-some 
vessel arrives to purchase it. Roberts maintains, that 
the island could furnish annually the ¢argo of a large 
vessel; and he informs us, that in some years, when 
it has failed inthe other islands, it has been produced | 
in t abundance in Bonavista. 

he surface of the island is low towards the sea, 
but hilly in the interior, particularly towards the 
north-east, where there is a hill, probably volcanic, 
from its resembling a truncated cone, ere is still 
a higher hill in the south-west. The soil is sandy 
and uncultivated, and the inhabitants live .on fish, 
goats, turtle, and milk. W. Long. 22° 47’, N. Lat. 
16° 6’. (a 
BOND, in Law, is a deed, or written obligation, 

whereby a person binds himself, his heirs, executors, 
and administrators, to pay a certain sum of money, or 
perform some other act, in favour of another, against 
a day appointed. A bond in this simple form is call- 
eda single one — xz obligatio); but, in general, 
a condition is a » that, if the obligor does some 
particular act, the obligation shall be void, or, other- 
wise, it shall remain in full force. If the condition 
is not performed, the bond becomes forfeited, or ab- 
solute at law, and charges the obligor while living ; 
and after his death, the obligation descends upon his 
heir, who (on defect of personal assets) is bound 
to discharge it, provided he has real assets by de- 
scent. 

Executors and administrators are bound, although 
the words, “ heirs, executors, and administrators,’’ 
should be omitted in the bond; but heirs are not 
bound, unless they be expressly named. And if a 
bond be taken to a man, his heirs and successors, the 
executors and administrators shall have the advantage 
of it, and not the heir or successor, the bond being 
‘in the nature of a chattel. 

The condition of a bond must be such as is possible, 
and lawful ; and if the matter or thing to be done be 
impossible, or contrary to some rule of law that is mere- 
ly positive, or the condition itself be) repugnant, in- 
sensible, or uncertain, it becomes void, and the. obli- 
gation stands single and unconditional. If the con- 
dition be possible at the time of entering into the 

BOON 
bdnd, but. afterwards becomes impossible, by the 
act of God, the act of the law, or the act of the 
obligee himself, it is void, and the penalty, of the 
obligation is saved: as if a man-be bound to 
next term, and dies before the period arrives. TP the 
condition be to perform any criminal act, or to do 
any thing that is malum in se, as to killa person, &c. 
the obligation itself is yoid. So also are bonds made 
by duress, by infants, by feme coverts, &c. If a 
bond be made by a, feme covert, she may plead her 
coverture, and conclude non est factum, &c. her 
bond being void. But if an infant seal a bond, and 
be sued thereon, he is not to plead Non est factum, 
‘but must avoid the deed by special pleading ; for his 
bond is only voidable, and not in itself ae ; 

If no time be limited in a bond for payment of the 
money, it is held to be due p ys and payable 
on demand. The judges, however, have sometimes 
appointed a conyenient time for payment, having re+ 

to the distance of place, and the time necessary 
or performance. Where no place is specified for 
performing a condition, the obligor must find out 
the person of the obligee, if in. England, and tender 
the money, otherwise the bond is forfeited: But 
when. a place is appointed, he is not obliged to seek 
any further. And where no place is specified) for 
payment of money due on a bond, if the obligor, at 
or after the day of. payment, tenders the money, and 
the obligee refuses it, the obligor shall be excused 5 
but if he be afterwards sued, he must plead; that he 
is still ready to pay it, and tender the money in\court, 
If a bond be of 20 years standing, and no demand be 
proved thereon, nor any good cause of. so long for- 
bearance shewn tq the court, upon pleading Solvit 
ad diem, it shall be intended paid. Te 
When several persons are bound severally ina 

bond, the obligee may sue all. of the obligors, either 
together or apart ; and, in the latter case, he may 
have several judgments and executions : But if he 
obtain full satisfaction from one, that shall discharge 
the rest. When persons are bound jointly, and not 
severally, all the obligors must be sued; and if only 
one be prosecuted, he is not obliged to answer, unless 
the rest be sued likewise. wea 

When a bond was forfeited, or become single, the 
whole penalty was formerly recoverable at law: But, 
in consequence of the interposition of the courts,of 
equity, a man was not permitted to take more than 
in conscience he ought ; that is, his principal, inte- 
rest, and expenses, if the forfeiture accrued by non- 
payment of money borrowed ; the damages sustained, 
upon non-performance of covenants, &c. .And it is 
enacted by the statute 4. and 5 Ann, c. 16. that, in 
the case of a bond conditioned for the payment of 
money, the payment or tender of the principal sum 
due, with interest and costs, shall be a full. satisfac- 
tion and discharge, even although, the bond be for- 
feited, and a suit commenced... See Blackst. Com- 
ment. b. isc. 20. Jacob’s Law Dict. ate ae 

Bonds, according to the law of, Scotland, are eis 
ther heritable or moveable. The taking of interest 
being prohibited by the canon law, those’ persons 
who wished to make profit of their money, by put- 
ing it out to interest, were, before the Reformation, 
obliged to purchase rights on land constituted by 
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infeftment 3 in consequence of which, the lands were sacred regard to the laws and authority of the pros Bondon. 
burthened with a certain annual rent to the receiver, phet. Religious persecution is, however, unknown ee” 

EE 

i la es, 

redeemable by. tte —— on 

: ‘ 
of 
But afterwards neeaayts -were changed into 
bonds, by which the debtor nara gt 

bound to repay the principal sum, and interest, 
as a further security, obliges himself to infeft 
creditor in the annual rent. All bonds, there- 

ing a clause of infeftment are heritable. He i 
» Bonds merely personal, on the other hand, have 
always been moveable before the term of payment ; 

hey-were anciently considered as 
ie, and consequently heritable. But by 

the statute 1661, c. 32. all sums contained in con- 
tracts and obligations are made moveable in 
to succession ; al they still continue heritable 
with to the and to the rights of husband 

ife. The statute excepts bonds bearing an 
obligation to infeft, and bonds payable to heirs and 
po eC md executors ; which continue heri- 

in all respects, - 
AD ble to heirs, without any men- 

tion of executors, not to the heir in heri- 

B 

table, before seisin, er be affected by creditors, ei- 

liar to heritage, or by arrestment, which is peculiar 
to, moyeables, Bonds secluding executors, ctiough 
they descend to the creditor’s heir, are payable by 
the debtor’s executors, without relief against the 
heir. See Erskine’s Prin. of the Law of Scot. b. ii. 
a Ad eg. (z) 
» BOND or Tomry. . See Borromry. 

.. BONDOU, a kingdom in Africa, situated in W. 
Long. 11° 50’, N. Lat. 13° 53’, betwixt the Gambia 
and Senegal rivers; and bounded on the east, by 
Bambouk ; on the south-east and south, by Tenda, 
and the Simbani wilderness ; on the south-west, by 
Woolli; on the west, by Foota Torra ; and on the 
north, by Kajaaga. The name of its capital is Fatte- 
‘ he country is woody, and elevated ; but in 
fertility it is believed to be equal to any’ part of 
Africa. In the month of December the banks of 
Falemé, the chief river, are covered with large and 
=e fields of corn, pe by the natives manio ; 

y botanical writers, from the dependin i- 
tion of the ear, holcus cernuus. Wee 

.. The inhabitants are of the tribe of the Foulahs, of 
ctu complexion, with small features, <— 

A are naturally mild, and gentle in 
poe dispositions; but they consider all the negro 
natives as their inferiors; and, when speaking of dif- 
ferent. nations, always rank themselves among the 

: 

Their religion is Mahometan, and they pay a 
3 

for 
these rights was with little varia- _ 

among them; forno molestation is given to those who 
chuse to retain their ancient superstitions. In the 
different. towns schools are established, in which the 
Pagan as well as the Mahometan children. are taught 
to read the Koran, on the principles of which, their 
character and manner are Taal formed. From 
the nature of their religion, they are less hospitable 
to strangers, and more reserved in their manners, than 
their Pagan neighbours. With the Mahometan faith 
the Arabic language has of course been introduced : 
their native tongue abounds in liquids, but their ar- 
ticulation is uncouth. 

In the occupations of pasturage and agriculture, 
their industry is remarkable ; ms has not only se- 
cured to them all the necessaries of life, in the greatest 
abundance, but also,- comparatively speaking, raised 
them to a high degree of opulence. In the manage, 
ment of their cattle they are extremely skilful, and, 
by kindness and. familiarity, have made them very 
gentle and tractable. When night approaches, they 
collect them from the woods, and secure them in 
folds; and in the middle of each fold’a small hut is 
erected, in which some herdsmen keep watch during 
the night, to prevent the cattle from being stolen, 
and to keep alive the fires which are kindled. round 
the huts, to secure them from the attack of wild 
beasts. . The milk of their cows is of an excellent 
uality ; and is used, but not till it be quite sour, as 

the chief article of diet. The rich cream affords them 
reat quantities of butter, which, when melted and 
fal m its impurity, is preserved in earthen pots, 
for the purpose of seasoning their dishes, and anoint- 
ing their bodies. They are, however, unacquainted 
with the art of making cheese; partly from. their 
rooted prejudice against every new invention, and 
partly, from their mistaken belief that the advantage 
would not sufficiently compensate for a process, which 
appears to them so tedious and troublesome. . They 

ssess also some excellent horses, which appear to 
a mixed breed of the Arabian with the original 

African. , 
On the river Falemé, whose current is rapid, and 

its banks rocky, the natives are much Ae pie in 
fishing ; and they catch the large. fishin the follow- 
ing manner: They build walls of stone across the 
stream, open places being left through which: the 
water rushes with great ick Below these open- 
ings they place baskets, more than twenty feet in 
length, made of split cane; and when once the fish 
-have entered them, the force of the stream prevents 
them from returning. The small fish, which are 

_ about the size of sprats, are taken in great numbers 
in hand nets, which the natives weave of cotton, and 
use with great dexterity. These are prepared for 
sale by being pounded entire, the moment they are 
catched, in a wooden mortar; and then are exposed 
to dry in the sun in large lumps, like sugar loaves. 
Their smell is-very disagreeable ; nevertheless they are 
esteemed a great luxury, and bring a considerable pro- 
fit in the Moorish countries, to the north of the Se- 
negal, where fish is little known, 

he central situation of Bondou, betwixt the 
Gambia and Senegal rivers, has rendered it a place 
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to the interior; and for occasional ‘traders, who: fre- 
quently come from the ‘inland countries ‘to purchase 
salt. - They also barter corn for iron, shea-butter,* 
and gold-dust’; and they sell a variety of sweet smel- 
ling gam, ~which-are used as perfumes.t The cus- 
toms and duties on travellers are very heavy. In al- 
most every town, an ass load/pays'n ‘bar of Euro 
trierchandise;‘t and in the capitabone Indian baft, or 
a musket, and six bottles of gunpowder, arevexacted 
as ‘the ‘comfiion tribute... Inc of ‘these 
duties, theking of Bondou is well supplied-with arms 
and ammunition, and is formidable to theneighbour- 

states. "paid i4 
he following interesting “account of ithe journey 

of M. ‘Ribault through the kingdom of Bondou, ‘is 
given by M. Durand, under ‘orders ‘he was 

d. - “908 : , 

es On the 10th of February 1786, Rubault set off 
‘early in’the morning, and arrived at noon at the village 
‘of Tilliko,'a frontier of the kingdom'of Bondow: ‘this 
is probably the same village which Mungo ‘Park ‘calls 
Tallika, and’ by which’he also entered the’kingdom.. 
‘The major paft of ‘the inhabitants of this village are 
‘Foulahs, who ‘profess‘the Mahometan religion: they 
are merchatits, who enrich ‘themselves either ‘by sup- 
‘plying ‘the caravans supa hg through their coun- 
fey ath provisions, “or by ‘the sale of ‘ivory, which 
they: procure by hhutitiig  lephanits, ‘to *which they 
‘are ‘accustomed ‘from their infaticy. © - 
By the 14th Rubault had reached the willage of 

Coursan, the! ordinary’ tésidence ‘6f ‘the king ‘of the 
‘country, “whose name is Almami. » Itvis worthy of 
remark, that Mr Park no'longer followed ‘the track 
‘of my “traveller; for “he sindicates the residence of 
the king of "Bondou to be’at ‘the village ‘of ‘Fatte- 
‘onda, on “the'right bank of ‘the river Falemé, and 
fat ‘a great distance from Coursan. “Both ‘gentle- 
men saw the ‘king, and ‘have given ’a- description . 
‘of ‘the |palace ‘which he inhabited, which exactly 
‘correspond ; hence ‘we ‘can only reconcile: the diffe- 
rence in the places to arise from the king having’ pa- 
‘laces ‘at'€ach of them. part aa 

‘His majesty’ being ‘at a country seat, ‘the’stranger ° 
“was received by’ his prime minister, who: supplied ‘him 
“with provisions, and told him. that the “king would 
“arrive ‘the next ‘day. -On the ‘14th the queen*saw 
~him, and entraated him to stop'a little longer, ‘as‘she 
had’sent an'express to her husband, who shortly :re-- 
‘turned with intelligence’ that he was coming. An 
ox was therefore killed; and the king, on/arriving, 
“sent for our traveller. 
Pg tact ag | him “the ‘usual questions, as to-what 

‘had brought him “into his country, he wished ‘to 
‘know,’ if I-had*not’sent him some present ? ‘Rubault 
answered, that I intended to do’so, but that he had 
distributed all the merchandise which I had given 
‘him. He, however, promised to send the‘king what- 
“ever he might wish for, as*soon~as he ‘arrived at‘Ga- 

*. 

“* Butter made from the fruit of the shea tree. ~ 
+ Cotton and indigd are much ciltivated: the’ fortier they manufactire into a strong cloth, 

BONDOU. i 
Bondou. of great resort, both for the Slatees, or free ‘black 
——— merchants, who trade chiefly in slaves from the coast 

i.) a 
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Gat iis hiber cod ba arctan 
the factory at Galam; but he had had nothing from 
them. conclided by adding, that, as Rubault 
had brought him no present, he wouldnot suffer him 
wciegec The next day, however, he became more 
tractable, ‘told shim that mo harm » ‘te 
him ; -buteinsisted. ou. receiving a present, it ng an 
ancient privilege which he wouldmot forego. It was 
at Jength agreed; that. Rubault»should send hima 
plintent trom sGalam, which was fixed at two- 

pieces of guinea, .a fine musket, four pounds of pows 

BO! 
nevertheless, 

other ‘women, they ‘all wished ito see ‘the. traveller, 
‘and he was in: uence conducted to the 
where they resided... Immediately on his entrance, 
vall rushed ng Bans 9 him, .and expressed : 
astonishment by laughing and:shouting. (Several of 
them:would Rrra BA pl nose, 
&c. at which they:expressed ‘surprise and curiosi 
they then asked :him.anuniber:of questions, asito't 
origin of the colour-of »his skin, .as well:as about the 
white women, their amorous -propensities, and the 
«onduct of ‘their husbands towards them, . ‘Rubault 

_ satisfied them’as*welleas ‘he could, and did not! failoto 
flatter them. Indeed, he asserts, that there were 
‘marty-of them that were ‘handsome ‘and swell:shaped. 
“Most of them were young : he endeavoured ’to count 
‘them, ‘but could not, as they were,continually run- 
jing-about shim; ‘he, ‘however, supposes, that there 
wereat least fifty. Se oid SIAN Sahel Mg 

‘The village of Coursan is surrounded «with pali- 
-sades, and contains about -1200 inhabitants. Rubault 
then continued his journey ; and onthe ‘7th quitted 
the kingdom/of Bondou. .The duties or:customs are 
-very- ri us in this state; ‘and in many of its towns, 
sthe value of a par pte tot MB is 
‘for thepassage of a loaded ass, Inithe part 
oo testes; they demand - toe: a 
‘of powder. I ‘lately. spoke ‘of ‘the preparati . 
capueseiieh ‘this. n ywas - “against ‘the 
king of ‘Bambouk ; the expedition »was successful, 
and the conquered »party was: obliged: to. cede-all the 
‘countries and villages on» the veasternbank of the 
Falemé, Hhrobess 
If it were: not for the uncharitable-maxims of the 

Koran, the’Foulahs of Bondou, who are naturally 
-good, «would ‘be*kinder to -stran rs, -and less “reser- 
ved in their conduct ‘towards ‘the ‘Mandingos : my 
‘traveller, -however, had nothing to. complain of, as 
he was very ‘well treated. AS iS 
“The government is under the influence of the Ma- 

Fegahe> "te 
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which, When dyed ofa deep 
“bhue'with indigo, they’ sell to théir neighbours the Bamboukians, and receive their gold in exchange. 

“} Bar is'the nominal money ; ‘a single*bar is equal in value to two"shillings sterling. : 

Bondou. 
—— 

7? —— 

—_ ee 
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Bones hometan laws, with the exception of the king and his 

“<i family ; but though the great le of the state 
Bonnets aa eouteee rad ete wy not to sanction 

v— ‘religious persecation ; and’ Pagans and 8 

‘The Fou ve a partici age; but al- 
‘most all of them speak erates they are graziers, 

Sone chap. xv. (A. F.) 
- BONES. ‘See Anatomy, Curemistry, and Sur- 

lia Bona Verona of the ancients, was formerly the 
‘residence of the electors of be but is now a town "6 
Es f Fratice in the department of the Rhine and the 
‘ elle, Bonne is most beautifully situated on the 
left bank of the Rhine. The streets are narrow and 
“awkwardly built ; and, besides perpetually intersect- 
‘ing one another, are dirty and aved. The prin- 

i jects of curiosity in this place are the metro- 
‘politan church, and the fine area before its porch ; 
the town-house, in the Gothic style, which is adorn- 
ed with paintings; the rampart, from which 
‘there is a charming view the Rhine; and the 

which was formerly the residence of the elec- 
Cologne. This » which stands without 
was built by the elector Clement Augustus 
on the spot where no fewer than four pa- 
been burned to the ground. The prospect 
commands embraces the windings of the 

3; part of the of Pop rf; the’ ci- 
monastery of Gruizberg, on the summit of a 

‘the spires of Coblentz; and, in the distance, 
seyen mountains, covered with vineyards, This 

ailding is now appropriated for the use of the 
French government ; and in ‘the left wing, towards 
the Orange Garden, Bonaparte placed the Lyceum, 
one of the central schools, which is a very flourishing 
institution, and conducted by able teachers. Under 

row of lime trees, there is a fashionable 

\ 
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springs of Draitsch, which contain fixed air, iron, 
magnesia, and salt. are situated at the base of 
the celebrated hill of Godesberg ; and an assembly, 
and other rooms, with pleasure gardens, were con- 
structed on the spot by the late elector, for the com- 
fort of those who frequented the springs. These 
buildings, however, are now coneread into barracks, 
and about 3500 linden trees, which formed a fine 
walk to Bonne, have been cut down. Number of 
houses 1000. jon 8837. East Long. 8°, 
North Lat. 50° 41’. See Carr’s Travels through 

London to Con- 

ii, p, 241. (w) 
INNER, Epmunp, Bishop of London, was 

born at Hanley in Worcestershire, 
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though others affirm, that he was the legitimate son Bonner. 

BON 

of one Bonner, a poor man, whose residence is still 
said to retain, in that part of the country, the name 
of Bonner’s Place. About the year 1512, he enter: 
ed a student in Oxford ; arid, in 1519, he was admit- 
ted bachelor of the canon and of the civil law. He 
next entered into holy orders ; and, by the favour of 
Cardinal Wolsey, he, at one and the same time, en- 
joyed the several ecclesiastical livings of Blaydon and 

erry Burton, in Yorkshire; Ripple, in Worcester- 
shire; East Dereham, in Norfolk; prebend of St 
Paul’s ; and the archdeaconry of Leicester. Bein 
more distinguished by his ability in conducting busi- 
ness than by his learning, Wolsey next appointed 
him his commissary for ‘the Faculties ; and be was 
with that prelate at Cawood, when he was arrested 
for high treason. After Wolsey’s death, he found 
means to ingratiate himself with Henry VIII., who 
appointed him one of his chaplains; a favour which 
he afterwards repaid to that monarch, by promoting 
his divorce from Queen Catharine of Spain, and by 
his assistance in < rogating the pope’s supremacy in 
England. He was also’a great favourite of Lord 
Cromwell, the secretary of state ; by whose recom- 
mendation he was sent as ambassador to several 
courts. Being a man of a bold temper, he was, in 
1532, chosen’ as a fit person to go to Rome, along 
with Sir Edward Karne, to apologise for Henry’s 
non-appearance upon the pope’s citation ; and, in the 
following year, he was again sent to Rome, to deliver 
his sovereign’s 5? i to the next general council, 
from a sentence of excommunication pronounced by 
the pope against Henry on account of his divorce. 
On that occasion, Bonner demanded an audience of 
the pope, and executed his sovereign’s commission so 
rudely, that the pope threatened to cause him to be 
pee into a cantare eo melted lead: upon which 
e thought r to make his escape. aving re- 

turned i Enplind, and being at <4) time in fi h 
favour with Ri reformers, he was, upon their appli- 
cation, promoted, first to the see of Hereford, and 
next to that of London; which they found reason 
afterwards deeply to regret, when he beats a most 
violent enemy of the Reformation. 
He was ambassador at the court of Charles V., in 

1547, when Henry died; and although, during that 
reign, he had appeared very zealous against popery, 
and had strenuously supported all the measures of his 
sovereign for abrogating the pope’s supremacy, yet 
his subsequent eottinde showed, that he had had his 
own preferment solely in view; for, in that same 
sie on the accession of young Edward VI., he re- 
sed to take the oaths of abjuration and allegiance, 

and entered a protest against the king’s injunction, - 
and against the homilies. For this he was committed 
to Fleet prison ; but having submitted an@recanted, 
he was released. He now saw, that it would be ne- 
cessary for him to give a public compliance with the 
measures taken to advance the Reformation, while, 
privately, he did every thing in his power to counter- 
act them. He was summoned before the privy 
council, and ‘admonished; but, as his ‘after conduct 
clearly evinced, that he supported the church of 
Rome, and that he despised the kifig’s authority, 
commissioners were appointed to proceed against 
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Bonner. him ;, and, after a eee 
were the Marshalsca, and 

BON 
trial, he was committed to 

priyed of his bisho rick, 3i- 
shop Burnet remarks, that, on his trial, he _ 
more like'a madman than a bishop. \_ 

On the accession of Queen ee yin, ats es 
he Homies. Yeats 

vocation, in the room of A erent mR 
was committed . to the Tower. The persecution 

restored to his bishoprick ; , 
he was created vicegerent, an pertidine of the con- 

Cranmer, who 

which arose against tl the reformers, now gave him an 
portunity of gra his. cruel and vindictive 

ear ;. aah he sede a his power and influence 
against them in the most, maligna at and.yiolent man- 
ner. He obtained a fomaahos for searching . out 
ani punishing all heretics, and for erazing from the 

lic records all the proceedings of Henry VIII. 
st the pope, and particularly the accounts. of 

visitations of the monasteries and the renuiiciation 
of the papal authority by the monks. , He dismissed 
many of the ioreee bishops ; and set up mass in 
St St Paul’s, even before the act for, restoring it was 

ssed. In the short space of, about three years, 
aS the beginning, of. the year 1555 to the: year 
1558, it is said, that he caused no fewer than two 

. hundred persons to be committed to the flames ;, be- 
es many who, by his orders, were. impriegnes, 

publicly whipped, and cruelly tortured. 
After Elizabeth succeeded to the crown, in 1558, 

the face of affairs, with regard to religion, was com- 
pletely changed. Bonner, however, (a ough it was 
i Fei that Elizabeth would. espouse, the cause 
Fe the Reformation, ) had the impudence to, go with 
the Protestant bishops to congratulate: her upon her 
accession ; but, she received him; with that cool re, 
serve which he so justly, deserved. , For: some, months 
he was allowed to remain, unnoticed 3,but, in, 1559, 
being called before the pri our ant ving.1e- 
fused to take the oaths of ace and, su eee 
he was again deprived of his bi oprick, k, and,thrown 
into Marshalsea, where he died 1m a 569. ‘His, body 
was interred by his friends, in the most private, man- 
ner, during the night, lest any indignity. should have 
been offered to itiby, an enraged populace. 

Bonner’s temper .was violent, .and,, his, disposition 
el! It is also said, that he.was addicted. to, swear- 

ing, and that he sometimes made a prophane use of 
the Holy Scriptures: His ruling principle. was am- 
bition, which ed-him to sacrifice every ang for the 
advancemént of his temporal. interest. Destitute of 
merit, he raised himself,. rt the reign of the. im- 
petuous Henry, by offering. his services te those who 
were in power, and: by, ug tans the will. of /his, prince 
the rule of his conduct; and, inthe short. but bloody 
reign of Mary, he persecuted the ..Protestants, with a 
barbarity,,which will forever render his character 
and baode memory detestible. It has been justly remark, 
ed, that it is a clear proof of the lenity of the,reform- 
ed church, that such a man was permitted to end his 
days in a, prison. 
_ Further particulars of his life may be, found)in eve. 

History 0 of Feng! land, durin bef reigns of Henry 
— HY, Te. and , » See also! Biog. 

* See his remarks ouriles Perini i Traits once and in his arn mm H ts 
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BON . 
Biri and Bars’ istoryof wvatenaien 
BONNET, Cuances, an en 

gt at Geneva on the 13th } 
only son of a Protestant refugee, who 30 
sef weBaritzailand from the religious 
which France was at, that time agitat 
‘sent him early to school ; but, in Bp a pe 
fect i in pack with which he. eycnits, 

d probably from his bein 
femur the | ,and, rivalry of a 4? 

made little his studies, and was 
“under the care be br a domestic # tutor, oi ieee 

taste 1736, t 
whee pi 1 Hie che’s eres el eit te 
Spectacle we la Malye Moms i oles tot 

of nines of. assure Te 
which, he obtained such distaguch 
investigated with partic en ( 
habits. of the Bie os alled th leo, 01 
ant lion, and. detected man: ; sete whieh 
escaped the.notice of Poupart and, Reaumur. 

le repeated many..of .Reaumur’s experiments on in- 
sects.. He made several ahi) is ek 
caterpillars; and, at, the early age of re 
the courage. to io aa 26 esa 

to Keaumur, w 

young Bonnet, and. so ome ile 
the study. of 
respecting the geen fon a gphide, on vine fi 
conducted him toa ig gt ae 
these si ular insects. 
nation of a female, aphis bay. the male tran a 

ity to its offs spring even to, the ten 2 
rsey so’ that each succeeding fe 

as Filan all produce jits ts ste 
sexual intercourse with the male, *... 
was communicated, in pe aemer ts, 
Sciences at. Paris, who \immediat 
nious author’ among» the number. o. 
members. . These. SORTEHE A pe as 
nature, and required. such minute 88. as eae 
and such close attention, that they brought on se 
Dad 2 sighs fom wih he, never, vatterwards, reco 

re oe 2 at erent te wet 

these inguires, Boone was. prosecuting, 
withvextreme reluctance, the study, of the law,; a pro- 
fession.to which he 4 peaks eset Pe e" 
He continued, however, se lea 
task till the year. I raSaseinnc bones 1c 
of doctor,of. ees ge Re e abandoned 
for ever the stud a year 1741, he 
discovered, pr feb rs of the polypus 
was, in some measures, posses 
of worms ;,.and,/in 1742, he made, ‘some. new, observa- 
—" onthe tape worm, and found that /butterflies 
and caterpillars respired, by means.of their stigmata, 
or pores. \In the year 1743, he communicated to, 
Royal. Society of London a long papery: entitled, An 
Abstract. of some new Observations on Insects; the 
substance of which was republished in his Jnsectologie, 
which eee in Mes: and which contained: his. ob- 

oat Lv A By 

nite 

navel 95 

4) ne 

different, kinds. 
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servations on worms and “In consequenceof this improper challenge, assured the Jew that he 
ip papch keigacteaceaoaimidiber "of tle Raye  wawnot a party towdell widefiande, © 
Society. | vrai? | » ol beteth ie donited some sits The study of natural hist having again invited 

<a 16 i op ese incessant 'la- his attention, he published in’ Rozier’s Journal.a me- 
pours redid sever ; is and thod of -preserving insets! and’ fish in cabinets; and 
for 60 je was compelled: to! relinquish oe in 1774, ‘ aper on the au oe a in conse- 
ly his favourite ‘parsuits, ° By this’ relaxation ‘from quence of his having observed a kind of opening in 
study, his: ey iON is ‘cl erably improved, and the) pisil'of wll. The other subjects wichwiieh 
his general health ‘so’ greatly re-established; that,in he'was at this time occupied were, the reproduction 
1746) he renewed his’sttidies by'a course of experi: of the heads of snails, the water salamander, the pipa 
ments On’ moss : idother vegetable substances. These ~ or Surinam toad, the manners of bees, the blue co- 
xperime Meramececded Uy His i quiries' réspeet-  lowrjacquired by a mushrooms to the air, and 
ing’ the dscent’of sap in vegetables Ladd th ‘action of other“bratiches of natural- history.) . 
rhe upp ¢ and under leaves’ of plants’; the ‘result of © ‘I'he reputation“of Bonnet was now fully establish. 

hich ‘weéte given’ to the yin 1754;under the éd, and*he had''the honour of ‘cofresponding ‘with 
i “Recherches sur Vu des Feuilles dans les y-Of the’most distinguished naturalists of Eu- 
Plantes which was improved ‘bya supplement, in ropé.” In 1746, he had been’ chosen a member of the 

of his works. He p 

tion Which Bonnet ha sad “Tong purmued; he was al- 
lured, by the study of Malebranche and Leibnitz, into 

ate 
es, 

Facilties of the Soul} meee Kin mark. } e works 
were well feceived ; though the’ latter exposed him 

i tae we i He ly tf étirdious 
sai defect of his heariig}'to’participate in 

the bustle demos of acti Tike the Gait 
Chica! eaRdUts Which “ai: 

OF 

ete. denied‘ him. * Tit 1756," he. married one of - 
family of Dé La Rive, the aunt of the celebrated 

Saussure. ae ee, contributed greatly to the Hap- 
een Bonnet, whom she had the misfortune to 

“In the year 1762, “Bonnet published at Amster- 
Apin'2 vols v6) x work entitled)’ Contemplations 

§ Organisés. From some misapprehension 
of which’ this’ work ‘inculcated, M. des 

erbes it from being ‘sold in France ; 
but the interdi¢t was removed, if consequence of a re- 
monstrance from‘the author. His next production, 
entitled, The Contemplation of Nature, appeared in 
1764, in 2 vols ‘8vo. - This’ popular and entettainin 
work; adorned ‘with’ all the ‘charms’ of ‘simple elo- 
quence ‘and enlightened piety, was’ translated into’ 
most of the languages'of Europe. In 1769, he pub? 
lished at Geneva, in 2 vols 8v0, his Palingenesie Phi- 
losophique; a work which treats on the past and fu’ 
ture’ state of livin g beings. “To this work he annex- 
ed an “Enquiry into’the Evidence of the Christian’ 
erica ae et spel ethan 3” which 
was shed separ at Geneva in 1770, alon 
ith W Dissereation on the Existence of God. The 
German translator “of this’ work ‘dedicated it to a 
learned Jew, whoi‘he'summoned éither to refute it, 
or acknowledge his conviction.” Bonnet hearing of 

vena of the ce 

‘105. , 

Academy of Bologna, and introducéd’ to’ the ac- 
ated Zanotti’; and he was, itt 

1783, elected: one“ of the foreign associates of the 
Academy of Sciences at Paris. From 1752 to 1768; 
Bonnet continued‘a ‘member of the great council of 
the'republic. A love ‘of retirement, however, indu- 
ced him to withdraw from this active situation, and 
spend the’remainder of his life among the simple plea- 
sures of the country, ‘and in the select society of his 
frietids..' His time was*chiefly spent ‘in' the’revisal of 
his-works, which appeared ‘in French at Neufchatel, 
in 9 Vols. 4t0)"and'18 ‘vols: Sve. Exhausted witli 
these laboiirs,’ his ‘health began’ visibly to decline “in 
1788, when a dropsy in’ the ‘chest assailed his consti- 
tution. In 1799 it had reached an alarming height; 
and, after tiamerous and severe sufferings, le expired 
on ‘the 20th of May'1793, at the age’ of 73. A’ 
public funeral’ was ‘decreed to him by. fellow citi- 
zens ;! and his nephew, the celebrated’ Saussure, pro+ 
notinced upon him’a funeral eulogy. 

© The taleits of Bonnet, though not of the first or- 
der, were'such as to entitle him toa high rank among 
the naturalists of the 18th eentury. His discoveries 
were useful, but not brilliant ; and, if his writings 
are not distinguished by’that depth of thought and 
acuteness of tration which indicate a powerful 
pea i marked ‘by an originality of concep- 
tion, a clearness of illustration, and a simplicity of 
eloquence; which’ entitle them‘to no ordinary praise. 
The excellence of his private character, the wisdom 
and moderation of his:public measures, and his ra- 
tional piety and -regard for the Christian religion, 
are qualities'which ‘posterity will long admire. See 
Meioire pour servir ‘a ? Histoire de la’ vie et des 
at ea ‘M. Charles Bonnet.. Berne, 1794, (un) 

- BONNETTA, a genus of plants'of the class Po- 
lyandria, and order Monogytia, See’Botany. (w) 
BONONIA:. Boroéra 
BONONIAN Srowr, a stone found near Bologna, 

which, when properly prepared, has the property of 
emitting light in the dark, See Keysler’s Travels, 
vol. iii} p. 301. Homberg, Mem. Acad. Par. tomvit. 
p»12, 133. Nollet, Mem. Acad. Par, 1743, Hist. 

Comment. Bonon. vol.i. p. 184. Phil. Trans. 
N° 2, N° 134; and Hooke’s Philosophical Colleo- 
tions. See also Puosruorus, where this subject will 
be fully discussed:  (w) ; 

Bonnet 

Bononian. 
Namen es 



BON 
BONONIAN Jars or Borrtes, are small thick 

jars of unannealed glass, which break into a thousand 
i the impulse of a single grain of sand. See P ieces 
sw hil. Trans. 1745, p. 272; and Dr Thomas 
Young’s Nat. Phil. vol. i, p. 644. See also ANNEAL- 
ING. (w xy" 
BO PLANDIA, a genus of plants of the class 

Pentandria, and order Monogynia. See Botany. (w) 
BONTIA, a gemus of plants of the class Didyna- 

mia, and order Angiospermia. See Borany. vad. 
; BONZES, a name given to the priests and - 

tees of the god Fo, in China; Japan, and. Tonquin, 
and other oriental countries. ‘They are distinguished 
by different names in the different countries where 
their superstition prevails. In Siam they are called 
Ti alapoins 3 in Tartary, Lamas; Ho-chang in China; 
and in Japan, Bonzes; by which name they are best 
known among Europeans.. They are exceedingly 
numerous, and generally live in separate communities, 
in places wholly consigned to themselves. Splendid 
spenents are assigned to them in the temples of 
their god, around which they have rich and exten- 
sive domains. Their pagodas are most numerous in 
the province of Kiang-Nan, where they are a: bly. 
situated, and well pay see ‘In the north of China, 
on the other hand, the greater part of these pagodas 
have fallen into ruins. The island Pon-to, near 
Chusan, is wholly occupied by bonzes, who lead 
there a recluse life, like monks in a convent. There 
are also female bonzes, who attach themselves to 
particular temples, and, like nuns in the Romish 
church, take a vow of perpetual celibacy. These 
devotees worship their divinity under a great variety 
of forms, representing the different animals into 
which they suppose him to have transmigrated pre- 
vious to his deification, Quadrupeds, birds, reptiles, 
and the vilest animals, had temples, and became ob- 
jects of public veneration ; because the soul of the 
god, in his transmigrations and metamorphoses, might 
ave inhabited their bodies. See Grozier’s China; 

vol. ii. p. 218. 
If we may credit the accounts given of them by 

the European missionaries, the bonzes are the most 
odious set, of impostors that ever disgraced the priest- 
ly character, The hatred which these missionaries 
naturally entertained against a set of Pagan priests, 
who were the most Selene adversaries of the Chris- 
tian faith, renders it necessary, indeed, to regard their 
representations with some suspicion. Yet, after every 
fair allowance that can be ‘aah for the exaggerations 
of prejudice, it is impossible to contemplate the cha- 
racter of the bonzes, without feeling horror for their 
crimes, and a mingled emotion of contempt and com- 
passion for the credulous and ignorant people who 
are the dupes of their knavery. Dancer the precepts 
which ey enjoin on all the "Fithfat votaries of Fo, 
they inculcate, with particular eagerness, deeds of 
beneficence to the bonzes, as the surest means of 
reaping the full benefit of their prayers and mortifi- 
cations ; obtaining the remission of their sins; anda 
happy transmigration in a future life. The Jesuits, 
who declaim so vehemently against these crafty 
priests, were never half so accomplished in the arts 
of hypocrisy and fraud. Their ordinary income must 
be considerable; for they are consulted in all cases of 
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sorcery, which forms an essential part of :pub- Bonzes, 
lic uk ee — 

BON 

private deliberation ; their advice 
the most common affairs of life ; and they preside at 
funerals, and mark out the places of interment suita- 
ble to the deceased. From this last office they derive 
considerable emoluments ; for there is ly a se- 
cret understanding between them and the proprietors 
of the ground, who. share the spoil. Not content, 
however, with these regular means of subsistence, 
they have recourse to the lowest and most unwarrant- 
able tricks, for the purpose of extorting money from, 
the su itious. *¢ We saw,”’ says M. de Guignes 
“ at Hang-Tchedu-Fou, upon the borders. OF the 
lake Sy-Hou, a pagoda, which contained five hun- 
dred. pods. ' The emperor Kien-Long, then living, 
was of the number; and it cannot be doubted, that 
this deification was advantageous to the pagoda, for 
it was in the best condition. . The bonzes shewed 
us a well, into the bottom of which they let down a 
light, to discover to us the trunk of the tree of which. 
the pagoda was constructed. © This miraculous tree, 
renewed its branches all the time necessary oe 
construction of the edifices, and ceased to grow as. 
soon as they were finished.’?: ; ee OE 
Many oF them, who have not the address to ex- 

tort presents by their knavery, endeavour to pro- 
cure them by the h method of exciting com- 
passion by the penances and mortifications which 
they voluntarily ain Sometimes they appear 
in the squares and publi places dregeins, inge and, 
massy, chains, which are ened round their necks, 
and legs ; sometimes they mangle their bodies, and 
cut their flesh with hard flints till they stream with. 
blood ; and sometimes they carry burning coals upon 
the tops of their naked heads. In this situation, 
they go about from door to door: ‘* You see,’? bY 
they to those whom they supplicate, *¢ what we 
fer, that we may expiate your sins;;can you be so 
hard-hearted as to refuse us a small pittance?’ Fa- 
ther Le Compte mentions a very extraordinary pe-~ 
nance, of which he was an eye-witness. .A young: 
and handsome bonze, of the most insinuatin sddeee 
stood erect in a kind of narrow chair, stuck full. of. 
sharp nails, pointed in such a manner that he could 
not move without being wounded. He was convey, 
ed slowly from house to house, and endeavonred to 
excite the compassion of the perce by declaring, 
that he had shut himself up in that chair for the g: 
of their souls, and resolved not to quit it till they. 
had purchased all the nails, the number of which ex- 
ceeded two thousand. Each of these nails, he assured 
them, would prove a source of numerous blessings to 
them and their families; and even to purchase one, 
would be an act of heroic virtue. 

- Yet all these devices are trifling and harmless when 
compared with the enormities of which they. are often 
guilty. When any person is so audacious as to provoke 
them, by withstanding their petitions, or refusing to 
be duped by their impostures, their diabolical revenge 
can sé adn be satiated without the murder of the un- 
fortunate offender.. A mandarin passing with his reti- 
nue along the highway, observed an immense concourse 
of people, and, on coming up to them, found that 
the bonzes were celebrating an extraordinary festival, 
On a large theatre was constructed a very high ma 



Bonzes- ¢hine, surrounded by a small balustrade, above which the literati, and to, insinuate themselves into the  Boodi, 
"= a young man put forth his head, rolling his.eyes ina houses of the great ; and others, venerable for their __ Book. 

‘ wery molt and frightful manner. Therest of his bo- age and grave deportment, endeavour to ingratiate “~V~ 
was entirel In the mean time, an old since with the fair sex, and preside in the female 

bonze gued the the theatre, extol- assemblies, which are held in several of the provinces. 

BON 

peo: mt 
‘ling the piety and fortitude of the youth, who had 
en fe eect aitagtite Fo, by throwing him- 
self into a deep rivulet which flowed along the side of 
the x ae The mandarin expressed his surprise 

that this heroic young man did not himself explain 
_ the motives which i him to undergo this mar- 

: m, and requested that he might be permitted to 
come down in ordef to converse with him. The bonze, 
terrified. by this proposal, protested, that irreparable 
evil might fall upon the whole province if the victim 
opened his mouth. But the mandarin, firm to his 
purpose, promised to take all the risk of that evil 
upon himself, and, at. the same time, ordered the 
young man to come down. To this command he 
usphes by a wild irregular movement of his eyes, 

which seemed ready to burst from his head. ‘** Ob- 
serve his agitation,” cried the bonze, “ and judge 
from that of the injury you do him; already he is 
sinkin , and if you persist he will cer- 
tainly expire through grief.”? In spite of these re- 
‘monstrances, the mandarin commanded-his attendants 
to‘mount the theatre, and_to-bring down ra 
-man by force. They found him closely bound and 
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These religious assemblies are the source of consider- 
able gain to the bonzes. They are composed of fif- 
teen, twenty, or thirty ladies, most of whom are of 
some rank, and advanced in life, or rich widows. One 
of, these ladies is elected superior for the space of a 
ear, and at her house all the assemblies are held. 
ach of the members contributes towards the expence 

occasioned by ornamenting their oratory ; by the ce- 
lebration of certain festivals; and the assistance of 
the bonzes. 

For the religious tenets and ceremonies of the 
bonzes, see Cuina. See also Grozier’s General De- 
scription of China, vol. ii.; Du Halde’s China, vol. i.; 
Le Compte’s State of China; and Barrow’s Account 
of Lord Macartney’s Embassy to China, (k) . 
BOODH. See Buppua. : 
BOOK may be defined, a work composed for the Book de- 

purpose of communicating the knowledge or ideas of “¢¢- 
its author, on any subject, and with any. design. 
The immense variety of topics which. human know- 
ledge embraces, and which reason or fancy may sug- 
-Gest,-rvenders it necessary, for the sake of precision, 
to distinguish books by different names, according to Different, 
the objects proposed by them, or the matters which kinds of 
they a Ried of these names are specific and eam: coats 
appropriate substantives, as romance, poem, novel, by diffe- 
history, journal, &c.; while others are merely gene- rent names. 
ral appellatives, applicable not to books alone, but to 
every thing connected. with the subject or science 
from which these appellatives are derived,—as philo- 
sophical, henlipicale metaphysical, mathematical, or 

; and no sooner had he recovered his speech, 

‘than he demanded immediate vengeance upon the 
execrable bonzes, who had seized him before break 
of days bound him to the machine in such a manner 
that he could neither move sede 6% ; and determined 
to throw him into the river, to perform their de- 
testable mysteries at the expence of his life. The man- 
darin ordered the old bonze himself to be thrown into 
‘the stream ; and the rest of them were carried to prison, 
-and afterwards punished as their atrocities deserved. 

With all their pretended, sanctity and austerity, 
too, these infamous wretches are no less voluptuous 
and profligate, than they are selfish and cruel. In- 
stances of their lewdness are mentioned by creditable 
‘writers, the recital of which would disgust the least 

chemical. It ts necessary likewise to express, b 
particular names, the various sizes and forms in whic 
books appear; and hence arise the distinctions of 
folio, quarto, octavo, &c. Short and fugitive pieces 
are denominated pamphlets, in contradistinction to 
books, which are of greater length, and embrace more 
general or more PE maRERS topics. 

delicate of our readers. In short, in the black cata- 
of human crimes, there can scarcely be found 

sone which does not disgrace the character of the 

The origin of books may be traced to as reniote Materials 
antiquity as the manner of expressing thooghe by al- of which 
phabetical or hieroglyphic characters. Their form, eng save 

bonzes. Hence the Chinese, though one of the most 
superstitious nations in the world, generally hold the 
bonzes in contempt and abhorrence. It is partly the 
cause, and partly the effect of this contempt, that the 
numbers of the bonzes are recruited from the dregs 
of the people. They purchase young children, whom 
F “initiate in their mysteries, and in all the 
arts of deception. ‘These in time succeed them, and 
in like manner transmit their knowledge and depra- 
vity to another generation. In general they are so 
ignorant, as to be unable to explain the true doc- 
trines of their sect. Though subject to no regular 
hierarchy, they acknowledge superiors, whom the 
call ta-ho-chang, or grand a This rank enti- 
tles those who have obtained it to. particular distine- 
tions, and to the first place in all religious assemblies. 
There are bonzes of all conditions, Some are em- 
ployed only in collecting alms; others, more elo- 
quent and. Better saftonaety are commissioned to visit. 

and the materials of which they were made, varied 
with the local circumstances of different nations, and 
their progress in the arts. The etymology of the 
word » and its equivalent in many languages, in- 
dicates that they were originally written on vegetable 
substances; such as the rind or bark of trees, the 
leaves of plants, or on tablets of wood. Thus, from 
the Latin words liber and codex, we learn, that books 
were sometimes inscribed on the inner bark, and 
sometimes on boards cut out off the main body of 
the tree ; and the English word dook, derived from 
the Saxon boc, the root of which is the northern 
buech, a beech or service. tree, evidently shews that 
the books of our ancestors were of a similar fabric. 
The custom of making books of bark still continues 
in several nations which have made but little progress 
in refinement. A very curious library of this de- 
scription was discovered some time ago by the Rus». 
sians among the Calmuc Tartars, e books were: 
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exceedingly long and narrow ; the leaves very thick, 
and made of barks of trees, smeared over with a 
double varnish; the ink, or writing; was white ona 
black ground. Copies of the Gospels in the Malay 
tongue are occasionally brought to this country writ- 
ten on oblong slips of bark, fastened Pes sipemte’ 
cord. ‘The Egyptian papyrus, too, which was first 
manufactured into paper, was in ry common use 
among the ancients, about the time of Alexander the 
Great ; but as these vegetable materials were of too 
frail a nature to be long preserved, it was found ne- 
cessary to have recourse to some substance which 
might be less liable’ to be destroyed by accident, or 
to decay with time. ‘Leather, made of the skins of 
goats or sheep, was accordingly employed for this 
purpose ; and successive attempts to remedy the im- 
perfections of that substance, gave rise to the inven- 
tion of parchment. The manufacture of skins into 
parchment is said to have been first invented at Per- 
amus, when the exportation of the papyrus from 

pt was prohibited by one of the Ptolemies, in 
order to throw an obstacle in the way of Eumenes, 
King of Pergamus, who endeavoured to’ rival him in 
the magnificence of his ibrary. Most of the ancient 
manuscripts now extant are written ‘on parchment, 
and scarcely any of them on the papyrus. There 
are to be seen, in some libraries on he continent;-ma- 
nuscripts written on a kind of parchment manufac- 
tured from the human skin ; these maiuscripts are 
supposed to come from Peru. Books have ‘some- 
times likewise been engraved or stamped upon lead, 
and written or printed on silk, linen, horn, ‘vellum, 
and paper. The manufacture of paper is an inven’ 
tion of so late a date as the thirteenth or fourteenth 
century. The different materials which havé been 
employed in this manufacture will be more properly 
described under ‘the article’ Paper. ~ At present, we - 
shall only observe, that the attention of the curious 
was long directed towards the discovery of a sub- 
stance susceptible of writing, and proof against fire. 
Professor Burkman, of Brunswick, published a trea- 
tise on the manufacture of linen from asbestos, and 
is said to have caused several copies of his work to 
be printed on paper fabricated from linen of that de- 
scription.  Signior Castagnatta, too, in his account 
of the asbestos, proposes a scheme for making a 
book of so unperishable a‘nature, as to merit the ap- 
péllation of the Book of Eternity. The leaves of 
this book were to be of asbestos paper, the coverin 
of a thicker texture, but fabricated from the same 
substance, and the whole to be sewed together with 
asbestos thread. ‘The contents of it were to be writ- 
ten in letters of gold; so that the whole materials, 
being not only incombustible, but proof against all 
the elements, must remain for ever undestroyed. 

The form of books seems to have been originally 
square, to which we find frequent allusions in Scrip- 
ture, under the appellation sephir, translated by the 
pata wine, square tables. When they came 
to be written on flexible materials, they were rolled 
up in scrolls, called by the Greeks xeflaxia, and vo- 
lumina by the Romans, Only one side of the paper, or 
parchment, was written upon, and one sheet was always 
joined to the end of another, till the volume, or book, 
was finished, when it was rolled up on a cylinder, or 
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staff. To each end of this stick was affixed a’ ball, 
or nob, which was employed as a handle for evolving 
the scroll. These b rece a ialiee 
nua, and were ‘generally made” of bone, wood, 
horn, and often carved and adorned with ivory,’ 
gold, of precious stones: © Only one book was i 
ded in a volume, so that a work genérally corisisted 
of as mary volumes as books. On the outside was 
‘generally written the title, Svrndo, © 9 

Th the Oriental countries, it‘is customary n 
‘only to roll up their books in the’ marher we 
have described, but to wrap them in an elégant and 
costly covering, and’ to inscribe ‘on the ‘cov a 
title indicating the general tenor of their conten 
This custom of writing on the outside of the cover- 
ing of a book, or letter, ha ysostom to sup- 
pose, that, in the passage ‘of the 39th Psalm, which 
our translators have rendered, “ In the voliime of the 
book it is written of me,” the “word ‘translated “yo- 
lume was the wrapper in which ‘the sacred bo 3-4 
contained ; and that on this wrapper'was inscribed 
title, which signified « the coming of the Messiahi”* 
This interpretation suggests a much’ more distinct 
idea than the English word volume; for, as every 
‘Hebrew book was in ‘reality a roll, or volume, the 
passage, according to our version, merely coon 
“ In the book it is written of me.’? But, when we 
refer it to the.case in'which the book was -inclosed, 
the expression becomes clear and energetic, i 
that the sum and substance of the sacred book is, 
that “ the Messiah cometh 3” which title might, 
with great propriety, be inscribed on the wrapper or 
covering of these sacred writings. © 

In{another translation this expression is rendered 
e ‘loza, which, seems to intiniate, that the. motto was 
inscribed on the cylinder, round which books of the 
form we have been describing were rolled. In gene- 
ral, the cylinder extended enough beyond the 
parchment, paper, or writing’ material, to exhibit 
conveniently, by'a title, the general ‘purport of the 
volume. In illustration of this idea, Mr Harner, in 
the fourth volume of his Observations on Scripture, 
mentions a circle of gold, with the name of one 
our Saxon princes inscribed upon it, and ornamented 
after the rude manner of those times, which, he sup- 
poses, might be Uesigned to case the end of the cy- 
inder, on which some book belonging to. that mos 
narch, or’ relating ‘to him, was rolled. Of this an- 
cient piece of gold theve is an engraving in the seventh 
volume of the Archwologia, or Transactions of the 
Antiquarian Society. The square form, composed 
of separate leaves, which is now universal in Europe, 
is said to have been first invented by one’ of ag 
of Pergamus ; and soon came into general use. We 
are assured by Montfaugon, that, of the numerotis 
Greek manuscripts which he had seen, only two 
were in the form of rolls, the rest were made up 
much inthe same manner as modern books. © 
The internal arrangement of books has varied con+ Their in. 

siderably in different countries, and’ at different pe- ternal ar 
yy Tangements riods. At first, the letters were only atec 

lines, and it was long before their separation into in- 
dividual words was even thought of. While this 
mode of writing prevailed, the utmost care was ne- 
cessary to guard against errors; and accordingly we 
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records many facts which place in a very striking Book. 
light the scarcity, and consequent value, of books, “=~ 
during the dark ages. Private persons seldom. pos- 
sessed any books at all; and even. fusiegoiteed mo- 

general, boast of no more than a nasteries gould 
- single aw owards the end of the seventh cen- 
tury, even, t library at Rome was so, poorl 
andi with Pf Hp that Pope St Martin oe 4 
Sanctamand, bishop af Maestricht, to sup ply tis de de- ° 

t, if possible, from the remotest, parts o i So 
early, two centuries after, Lupus, abbot of Fer- 
eee in France, sent two, of his monks to Pope | Be- 

III. to beg a copy of Cicero de Oratore, and. 
one by 3 for,”’ says the abbot, ¢ al- 
pecs we, have, tof these books, there is no 
complete, copy; of, them in. all, France.’? John de — 
*ontissara, op’ of: ‘Winchester, on borrowin — 
is cathedral conyent of St Swithins, at Wine 
be 1299) a Bible with marginal, annotations; in ped 
folio. slams gave.a bond for the,return/of it, drawn 

with great, solemnity, For the’ bequest, of .this- 
Bible, long with. 100, marks, the. monks were. so 
grate ful, that they appointed a daily mass to. be said 
or the soul,of, the donor. To present a book toa 
religious house, was thought so. valuable a donation 
as to, merit eternal salvation ;_, and it ,was, offered,.on 
the altar with, great ceremony. Books were some- 
times given to. monasteries, on, the condition thatthe 
donor should have the use of, them) for life; .and. 
sometimes | ‘to private, persons, with the special i in- 
ek ae that they who; received them ‘should pray 
for the souls of their benefactors... The prior and 
convent of Rochester, threatened to, pronounce every 
year. the irrevocable sentence of damnation on the 
person who should dare to purloin or conceal a La- 
tin translation of Aristotle’s Poetics, or eyen oblite- 
rate the title, Roger de Insula, dean of York, pre- 
sented several. Bibles to the University of Oxford, in 
ths year 1225, with,this provision, that every student 
who, perused them should. aeons acautionary pledge, 
So. late as the year 1300, ‘the Jibrary-of that; univer- 
sity consisted of only,a few. tracts, chained or locks 
ela Resta ar the ae oh wares 7s Scbuscte One: 
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; more than 
= ee others shall- mm hindered) from! the use of the 
same. Amore, sae cae could not be adduced 
of. of she paucity of yhich the library. then con- 

_The celebrated library,established by Hum- 
pe Duke: of Glocester, in the same university, did 
not contain.more, than 600 volumes., In, the, begin- 
ning of the fourteenth century, the only classics.in 
the possession of the| University of Paris, were single 
copies of Cicero, Ovid, Lucan, and Boethius. | 

Some. idea of the extravagant price of, books.in Their high. 
these ages, of ignorance, maybe. formed, from the price in the 
following well authenticated facts: ‘The Homiliesof middle 
Bede, and St:Austin’s Psalter, were purchased, in the #8 
year ogee Walter, = of St Swithins, at Win- 
eh ag m the monks of. Dorchester, in: Oxford. 
shire, for, twelve. mcrae of vbarley, anda) splendid 
pall; on which was embroidered, in: silvery the histo~ 

of St Birinus converting a Saxon/king... About 
the e year 1400, a copy of John of Meun’s eatin: de 
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la Rose, was sold before the palace gate at Paris for 
40 crowns, or £33:6:6 sterling. For a copy of 
the Homilies of Haimon, bishop of Halberstade, the 
countess of Anjou gave 200 sheep, five quarters of 
wheat, and the same quantity of rye and millet. 
When Louis XI. of France borrowed the works of 
Rhases, the Arabian physician, from the medical fa- 
culty at Paris, (so late as the year 1471,) he not 
only deposited by way of pledge a considerable quan- 
tity of plate, but was obliged to find a nobleman to 
join with him as surety in a deed, binding himself, 
under a great forfeiture, to restore it. 
The manufacture of paper from linen, afforded 

such facilities for the multiplication of manuscripts, 
a8 produced a very great reduction ‘in their price, 
and, of course, contributed essentially to’ the diffu- 
sion of knowledge. “T.earning had already begun to 
revive, and to be cultivated with considerable ardour, 
when the invention of printing, about the middle of 
the fifteenth ‘century, gave a new stimulus to’ the 
human mind, and formed the most important zra to 
the‘history of literature and civilization. € power 
‘of increasing indefinitely the number of books, now 
plated them within the reach of persons of the most 
moderate fortunes; the avenues of science were thus 
thrown’ open to any one who had the curiosity to 
enter them; and its: mysteries became scozeaBle to 
all'who had the perseverance to proceed. For some 
time ‘after this happy invention, it was allowed to 
produce its natural cieets's and the reading part of 
the community, delighted with the advantage of per- 
using their favourite authors at an easy rate, never’ 
thought of undervaluing a book on account of the fa- 
cility of procuring it, as if learning could become less 
recious by being generally diffused. By degrees, 

fowbrer; the -fastidiousness induced by plent agit: 
to manifest itself, even in the appreciation of works 
of literature ; the natural ambition of possessing what 
few could obtain, inspired the wealthy and the cu- 
rious with a kind of contempt for books, however ex- 
cellent in themselves, which were rendered common 
by their cheapness, and gave to others, which neplect 
or other causes had now rendered scarce, an adventi- 
tious value, often in inverse proportion to their intrin- 
sic worth. Were the passion for rare books confined 
to those alone whose merit makes them desirable, it 
would be equally useful and respectable. But when 
it delights in raking up from just oblivion, at any 
trouble or expense, works which no man of taste 
or judgment would wish to open, it surely deserves 
no gentler appellation than drivelling and folly. That 
the majority of rare books are rare, only because they 
are destitute of merit, is obvious from this considera- 
tion, that new impressions of them would certainly 
have been printed, if there had been any hopes of 
their being sold ; yet there are others, not so despi- 
cable, which particular circumstances have prevented 
from finding general circulation, and which, there- 
fore, have become the objects of a very allowable; and 
even laudable curiosity. It may not be improper 
here to mention some of the causes of the scarcit 
of particular books ; in enumerating which, we shall 
be fed to relate some very curious facts in the history 
of modern literature. 

1 
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~ Bibliographers have classed rare books under two Book, ibliographer: nd 

Under Causes of ee ' “ the — 

small impression Scarcity 
was originally printed, and of which the Snprchatbes — 

neral heads, those whose scarcity is absolute, 
those of which the scarcity is only relative. 
the first head are comprehended, Mr whe 

1. Books of which only a very 

from particular circumstances, could not be renewed. 
One of the Earls of Bute published a botanical 
work in eight volumes, with coloured plates, the 
impression of which he is said to have limited to 
twelve copies. Some additional copies, however, 
seem to have been surreptitiously Psy 3 for ‘on 
with uncoloured plates was lately offered to sale} f 
which, though imperfect, forty guineas were demand- 
ed. The twelve original copies’ were distributed as 
presents. In the year 1807, a work entitled Views 
in Orkney, by the Marchioness of Stafford, was print- 
ed for private distribution only. The large Bc et 
copies of the Grenville Homer were likewise intend 
solely as presents ; and whén they con paring | 
to sale, are valued at one andrea tineas.. ‘The An- 
tichita d’ Ercolano, a splendid work ‘in nine folio vo- 
lumes, was printed at the expence of the King of 
Naples, and presented to illustrious individuals, or to 
lati biched: literary bodies; and a translation of 
Sallust by Don Gabriel, one of the princes of Spain, 
and, we think, of the same family, was printed ina 
beautiful Italian character, and distributed in a si- 
milar manner. But none of these works can be com- 
pared with the Museum Worsleyanum, which consists 
of two large folio volumes full of engravi It was 
printed in 1'794, and the prime cost of each copy was 
estimated at £300 sterling. It was wholly disposed 
of in presents by its munificent author, Sir Richard 
Worsley. A ‘small work entitled Museum Typogra- 
hium, was published by Debure, who is ‘said to have 
mited the impression to twelve copies; and Four- 

pier, a French bibliographer, fsa only twenty-five 
copies of his Essai Portatif de Bibliographie. ——— 

2. The second cause of the absolute scarcity of 
books is, when they have been very rigorously sup= 
pressed. However we may regret any restrictions on 
the liberty of the press as unfavourable to the evolu- 
tion of the human powers, and the progress of liberal 
knowledge, we must at least allow it to be natural 
for every government, to oppose the promulgation of 
any doctrines or principles which a to have éveni 
the remotést tendency to undermine its civil or reli- 
ious institutions. In our own country, works so 
irectly subversive of every thing sound in policy, 

and sacred in religion, are published under the shel- 
ter of the freedom of the press, that we are sometimes 
tempted to wish for the interposition of the civil go- 
vernment to repress this licentiousness, till we are re- 
minded, by the example of other nations, how fatally 
such interposition might tend to repress at the same ~ 
time all free inquiry, and, instead of p ing the 
influence of morality or of genuine philosophy, to be 
perverted into the instrument of public oppression, 
or of private revenge. In the Indices Expurgatoriz 
of Roman Catholic countries we see many $con- 
demned, which contain such treasures’ of learning, 
and exhibit so enlightened and liberal views of every 
subject which they discuss, as command the admira~ 
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Books tion of all the unbiassed and judicious. Who can hear, ee 
without emotion, that the works of such menas Lin- 
neus, and our coulitryman Principal Robertson, men 
not more remarkable for the vigour of their genius, 
and the amplitude of their haere ioe their 
sacred regard to religion, are prohibited on the con- 
tinent, as dan in theirtendency ? The slightest 
appearance of contradiction, even though unintended, 
to the abstrdities of a/prevailing superstition, has 
often drawn down the weightiest vengeance on the 
unfortunate authors. printer was beheaded in 

ion of a Dutch Bible. Pape- 

footed monks, were not descended from the prophet 
Elias; secondly, that the image of our Saviour was 
not impressed on the sacred handkerchiefs, and that 
doubts might be entertained whether there was ac- 
tually a Saint Veronica ; and, lastly, that the church 
of | was not, as it pretended, in possession of 
that eal evidence which proved the circumci- 
sion of . ‘Christ. After these examples of into- 
lerance, we cannot be surprised that the truly excep- 
tianable works of Voltaire should have been con- 
demned and suppressed immediately on their publica- 
‘tion ; that the Finile of Rousseau was torn and burnt 
by the hands of the common executioners at Paris 
and Geneva ; and that the same sentence was passed 
= the setae mp eme of sy a by 

h parliament in 1770, and against the History 
of the East and West Indies by the Abbé Raynal in 
1781. Even in the literary history of our own coun- 
try, many instances occur of persecution equally un- 
rapa against authors, w publications have 

n offensive to church or state. William Prynne, 
the celebrated author of Histriomastix, a work level- 
led against the licentious amusements and practices 
which prevailed in'the court of Charles. was com- 
mitted to the Tower of London in 1633, the year 
after its publication, and sentenced by the Star Cham- 
ber to pay a fine of es aes tt pote 

; rom the university of Oxford, and the Temple 
Por Lincoln’s Fhis's testedegtadoa and disabled Sots 
Practising his profession as a lawyer ; to stand on the 

"3 there to lose part of his ears; to have his 
book burnt before his face; and to be imprisoned 
for life. The execution of this severe sentence did 
not deter him from again exposing himself to the 

ce of the court, by the publication of another 
work, entitled News from Ipswich, which made its 

ice in 1637. He was a'second time senten- 
‘by the Star Chamber to pay a heavy fine, to lose 

the remainder of his ears on the pillory, to be brand- 
ed on both cheeks with the letters S. L. (Schisma- 
tical Libeller,) and to be perpetually imprisoned. 
This sentence was enfi i 
when the was overturned by the revolu- 
tionists, he was relieved by an order of the House of 
Commons in 1640; and twenty years after was himself 
elected a member of parliament. Neither prosperous 
nor adveree fortune, however, could check his pro- 
pensity to 9 te and inveigh against what he con- 
ceived to be abuses ; and he now published some re- 
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in all its rigour; but. 
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flections against the House; for which he was com- 
pelled to apologise. 
ral-controversial works in theology,: was prosecuted 
in the Court of King’s Bench, for the publication of 
the Moderator and Apostate, with two Supplements. 
At the solicitation of Mr Whiston, the attorney ge- 
neral then desisted from the prosecution. But when 
he published his Siz Discourses on the Miracles of 
Christ, a new prosecution was commenced against 
him, and he was fined in £100, and sentenced to one 
year’s imprisonment. Coward’s Thoughts on the 
Human Soul, published at London in 1702, were 
condemned by parliament to be burnt by the hands 
of the common executioner, as. containing doctrines 
hostile to the Christian religion; and the famous John 
Wilkes was expelledfrom parliament, in consequence 
of the publication of his North Briton, and Essay 
on Women. While the question of the expediency 
of a union between England and Scotland was keenly 
agitated, Atwood, an English lawyer, imprudently 
revived the obsolete dispute concerning the superiori- 
ty of England over this np. Pay A. treatise which 
he wrote on this invidious subject, was communicated 
to the Scottish parliament, who, with becoming in- 
dignation, condemned it to be burnt in Edinburgh 
by the common executioner. Works suppressed 
from such causes as these, often excite an interest . 
which leads in time to their. extensive circulation ; 
but at all events, the original editions of them neces- 
sarily continue exceedingly rare; and whena portion 
of them has been destroyed, the scarcity must al- 
ways remain. In some instances, the most rigorous 
suppression becomes not only justifiable, but indis- 
peasibly necessary, as in the case of works directly 
immoral, or of malicious libels calculated to ruin the 
character and the peace of individuals. Yet such is 
the 8 AN <a of human nature, that such works 
are frequently read with an avidity exactly propor- 
tioned to the severity with which they are prohibit- 
ed. Two volumes by Pasquill, published at Rome 
in 1544, are now very eagerly sought after, and bear 
an extraordinary price. They contain a number of 
epi 8 in verse, and dialogues in prose, inveighing 
with much asperity against the government, and the 
conduct of private persons. 

3. The next cause of the scarcity of books is, when, 
by particular accidents, they have been almost wholly 
destroyed. It is owing to a cause of this nature, that 
the Atlantica of Olaus Rudbeck can scarcely be ob- 
tained complete; and had not some copies of the se- | 
cond part of the Machina Celestis of Hevelius been 
given to the author’s friends, it would have been to- 
tally lost in the flames which consumed his house. 
A similar accident destroyed most of the large paper 
copies of Wakefield’s Lucretius de Natura Rerum 3° 
in consequence of which those which were preserved 
are valued at sixty guineas each. 

4. A fourth cause of the absolute scarcity of books 
is, when only part of them has been printed, the rest re- 
maining unfinished, Cases of this kind too frequently 
occur, to require or to pees any particular enume- 
ration. It necessarily happens when an author or 
editor, for want of encouragement, is unable to pro- 
ceed with his work; and as none but an amateur of 
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rarities would take the trouble of rescuing. such frag- 
ments from, total. destruction, these untae pr 
ductions become, of course, the scarcest of books. 

5. The next class of books which are absolutely 
scarce are, those which are printed on very large pa- 
per, or on vellum, pe r. The. copies, of a work 
printed on paper o ths description, are in general 
very few, and their great. expense, would at any rate 
pacens them from becoming common. Strength and 
beauty of paper, and ample extent of margins, are 
qualities so much valued. by some curious, collectors, 
that they will scruple at no price to obtain them. A 
stern. philosopher will be disposed to ridicule that 
taste which prizes a book merely for the blank space 
which it contains, and the size of the type, or the 
stiffness of the paper ; and will be contented.to enj 
the, accuracy. of a Grenville Homer for thirty. shit 
lings, leaving more wealthy or more passionate ama- 
teurs to pay 100 guiness for its greater magnitude, 
and, more splendid dress, ._We should be. little dis- 
posed, for our own parts, to regret or to censure this 
passion for royal paper, and wide margins, had it not 
become ee among honkecliess to publish 
eyery, new work in, this expensive manner, as if they 
wished those days, to. return. when. reading was the 
exclusive privilege of the opulent, and the reposito- 
ries of learning remained shut against all who did not 
possess the golden key. : 

. 6 The next cause which we.shall mention. of the 
absolute scarcity of books.is, their being printed on 
vellum,, or any, other substance besides paper. We 
have already mentioned some of the other materials: 
employed for writing previous to the. invention. of 
printing, or in modern nations where the invention is 
unknown. Books formed of such materials must:al- 
ways be highly. prized by the curious bibliographer, 
hoth, for their great spat | and singular texture. Next: 
to these in value, as well, as. in ela are books 
printed in vellum, the expense of which is so great, 
that very. few vellum copies of any work have ever 
been prepared. So far as we know, there is not a single. 
instance, of, a whole impression of any work having 
been printed on this beautiful, but costly substance. 
Hence books.on. vellum have generally been esteemed 
as the most precious treasures.of a library; and there 
are instances of their being transmitted to successive 
generations, as one of the most important articles in 
a family property. One of the most beautiful speci- 
mens of vellum printing is a Roman breviary print- 
ed at Venice in 1478... It is a large folio volume, 
consisting of 40] leaves. The vellum is of the-finest. 
quality, thin and remarkably white, and the typogra- 
phy so smooth and well defined as to vie with the 
most beautiful impression from copperplate. It is 
printed in black and red ink, and decorated with 
splendid.illuminations in gold, and different. vivid co- 
tours; and with paintings of different animals. Whole 
pages occur in red ink, which has no gloss; but the 
black ink is extremely deep, and shines as if varnish- 
ed. A few months ago, the, Faculty of Advocates: 
purchased a copy of this. breviary = 100 guineas. 
Another very, elegant work, of a similar description, 
entitled Heures a ?usage de Rome, was. printed on 
vellum in 1507, or 1527. It is.a small folio, consist- 
ing of 115 leaves, each page encircled by engravings 
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on wood n gett profusion, an forthe period fit _ os 

pearance, extremely well executed. 
Betanion was likewise peblished. on, yells wibio, 
consisting almost entirely of engravings, with a small 
portion of text on each plate. 
parts; the first, entitled Supellectilis 
the second, Veterum Nummorum._ Tho: 
necessarily so rare, that they are i 
met with. But there are to be found: in, pu 
braries, as well as in private aaiped re 

YEaT$s; 
count of its great expence; but. was recently revived 
in several of the countries, of Europe. Though mo- 
dern works of this description.are said to. be inferior 
in beauty, to those of greater antiquity, still they are. 
ia valued, and. bring an extraordinary price. 

Goldsmith’s and Parnell’s. Poems, and the Econo: 
of Human Life, were printed on vellum in 1 and. 
sold for fifteen guineas each. 'Three copies of Lewin’s 
British Birds were printed on vellum in 1796; one of. 
which the author.tore to pieces in. *.ftene x of. “ 
sion, and each of the remaining two was. so 40 
guineas. ‘This. kind of, printing seems-to have 
introduced into our native country ata yery 
periods. So,far back as the year 1536, Bel n’s. 
translation.of Hector Boethius’s History of Sco 
was printed on vellum, in a folio of 250 pages. Four 
copies of this work are known to.exist in. Scotla nd 
one in the university. of Aberdeen, another int 
Edinburgh, and two in the possession of pte 
dividuals. Vellum printing was revived. ' 
in 1809, when a beautiful specimen was produced 
a small volume called Monastic, Antiquities, .M. Van 
Praest is now engaged ina LANG a list. of all the 
works that have been printed on vellum, of which he. 
has been able to enumerate above 2000... For farther 
articulars respecting the different materials of which 
aa have been, made, and. the various sue sof 
printing them, we must refer to. the. articles Paper. 
and. Printine. feed OS 
We cannot let slip this OPROR TAIN, however, of > 

mentioning a very remarkable book, neither dustin 
nor printed, entitled, Liber passionis. Domini Nostré 
Jesu Christi, cum, ne et aracterthus nulla matee 
ria compositis. . For sin c 
ee Il. et offered 11,000. 
ducats, in the year 1640, It consists. of, the Baett 
vellum ; the whole letters nt the sek ae fat out. 
each folio; and, being interleaved with blue, p f 
it is as easily read as if it had been priated. It lates 
ly belonged to the family of the Prince, de Ligne, 
and is at present in France ;. but. as it. bears the Taal 
arms of England, it appears extremely probable,t 
it is an English production, ‘sary cere 

The last description of books which are absolutely 
scarce, are manuscripts, written either before or after, 
the invention of printing. Such ori manuscripts. 
form the chief riches of libraries... They are general- 
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Under the second ¢lass, or book’ of relative scar- 
city; are’ comprehended such as excite little inte- 

‘st, or are too extensive for the purchase of indi- 
viduals. Under this head, therefore, we may class, 
1. Great’ works, such asthe Acta Sanctorum, the 
Councils, the d Library of the Fathers, the 
Bibliotheca ] a of Rucaberti, and the 
Gallia ‘Christiano, and others of a similar description 
2. Fugitive pieces Whe ‘interest’ of which dies with 
the’ which gave them birth, 3 epee 

towns, which can be properly b 
fethunseaee alone 4 Histories of académies and 
literary societies, the subject of which is too parti- 
ciilar to excite general attention. 5. Lives of learn- 
ed men, which, like other private histories, excite 
—s q 

and’ transient mtetest. 6. Cata es 

in enn ‘quence, only a few copies are printed. 7. 
Books of { academe as they suit the 
taste of critics alone, who form but a very small pro- 

ion of the reading world, are scattered into dif- 
Ieee countries, at last -become inciet 8. 
Books of antiquity, which, being 'y adorned 
with numerous vines of urns, salties: medals, &c. 
are at first exceedingly expensive, and cannot be re- 
en without much di : 9. Books which 

reat of the curious arts, such as music, painting, and 
sculpture, which are suited to the taste only of ar- 
tists or amateurs, among whom, when they are once 
pe te mr Ai cannot easily be recovered. “The 4th 

des s 

d for sixty Fretich livres. The cause of this scar- 
city is, that a thousand copies were printed of the 
three first volumes, and only five hundred of the 
fourth. 10. Books written in languages little known, 
or those whose style is caricatured, or intentionally 

Particular editions of books likewise acquire great 
value for their relative scarcity. Of this kind are, 
1. Editions printed from ancient manuscripts. 2. The 
first edition printed in a particular town. ‘3. Edi- 

ions which have issued ie the oe of celebra- 
ted printers. 4. Editions distinguished ‘by any pe- 
culiar and extraordinary letters or c| ; dy: ao 
ditions published in foreign countries. 6. Editions 
which have never been exposed to sale. 7. Editions 
which have been sold under different titles. To 
what an enthusiastic height some bibliographers have 
carried their fondness for ad, éditions, the follow- : 
ing facts will most strikingly illustrate. Ten guineas 
were paid for four odd leaves'of an early edition of 
some of the works of Cicero. \ A first edition of 
Suetonius is valued at 1 » and the Floren- 
tine Homer was recently purchased for £95 sterling. 
The Mazarine Bible was sold in Edinburgh, in 1806, 
for 150 guineas ; and the first edition of Ghckaiekte, 

in 1629, is valued nearly as high. 
For further particulars on the subject of ‘books, 
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Book. written on vellum’; and, independent of their anti- the reader may ‘consult’ Peignot Dictionnaire Rai- : 

Cabtanehaiguicime hited WARMIGMENS tis sonnb de Bibliologie, Stone Peignot Dictionnaire Book-bind- 
ures nod gold letters with h areadorn- des principas livres condamnes au feu supprimes ou bia 

ed, and the excellent order ‘in they are “pre- censures. Peignot Essai de Curiosités bibliozraphiques. 
ateredioen foi gasteaged? cit Juoda Dictionnaire Bibli ique, & tom. Paris, 1790— 

: 
1802. Fournier, Nowveau Dictionnaire Portatif de 
Bibliographic.’ Clarke’s Bibliographical Dictionary, 
Barbier Dictionnaire des owsrages anonymes ou Pseu- 
donymes. Miglius'et Stollius Bibliotheca ‘anonymo~ 
rum et onymorum. Clement Bibliotheque des 
livres difficiles a:trowver. Taym Bibliotheca Italia- 
na. Debure Bibliographie Instructif. Bandini Ca- 
talogus Codicum bibliothece Medicee Laurentian. 
Heinekén Idée'génerale dune collection d’ Estampes. 
Panzer Annales Typographici. Mattaire Annales 

ry hict. Meerman Origines Typographict. 
Brandolese ‘Serie’ dell? edizione Aldine. Renouard 
Annales de P imprimerie des Aldes. | Audiffredi Ca-~ 
talogus Romandrum editionum seculi xv. Harwood, 
View of the various editions of Greek and Roman 
Classics: Dibdin, Introduction to the rareand a- 
ae Greek and Latin Classics. mie se 

ey hical Antiquities of Great Britain an 
Ireland Bald én Dest et pk festcder Bartho- 
linus De Libris legendis. (c) °(k) oe 
BOOK-Binpine, the art of sewing together the 

sheets of a book, and securing them with a back and 
side boards. Binding is distinguished from stitching, 
which is merely sewing the leaves, without bands or 
backs; and from ci binding, which consists in se- 
curing the back only with leather, the ~pasteboard 
sides ‘being ‘covered with blue or marbled paper ; 
whereas, in binding, both the back and ‘sides are co- 
vered with leather. fi 

At what time the art of book-binding was first in- 
vented it is impossible to ascertain; but Phillatius, a 
leartied Athenian, was the first who poitted out the 
use of a particular kind of glue for fastening the 
leaves of a book together; an invention which his 
countrymen thought of such importance as td entitle 
him to a statue. ‘T’he most ancient mode of bindin 
consisted in gluing the different leaves together, an 
attaching them to cylinders of wood, round ‘which 
they were rolled. "This is called Egyptian binding ; 

continued to be practised long after the age of 
Augustus. It is now wholly disused, except in ori- 
ental countries, and in the Jewish synagogues, where 
they ‘still continu€é to write the books of the law on- 
slips of vellum sewed together, so as to form only one. 
long page, with a roller at each extremity, furnished 
with’ clasps of gold or silver. "The square form of 
binding which is now universally practised, at least 
in Europe, is said to have been first invented by one’ 
of the kings of Pergamus, the same to whom we owe 
the invention of parchment. See Book. 

Book-binding, according to the present mode, is 
performed in the followiiig mannet :—The sheets are 
first folded into a certain number of leaves, according’ 
to the form in which the book is to appear; viz. two 
leaves for folios, four for quartos, eight for octavos, 
twelve for daodecimos, &c. This is done with a slip 
of ivory oF box Wood, called a folding stick; and in 
the ngement of the sheets, the workmen are di- 
rected = catchwords and signatures at the bot- 
tom of the pages. When the leaves are thus folded 
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Book-bind- and arranged in proper order, they are beaten on a Wbenezer Palmer, a London stationer, for an impro- Book-bind 

498 stone with a heavy hammer, to make them solid and ved way of binding books, particularly merchants 18 ~ 
7" smooth, and then they are pressed. After this pre- account books, This improvement has been describ- —V 

nm, t 

cords or packthreads called bands, which are kept at 
a proper distance from, each other, by drawing a 
thread through the middle of each sheet, and turning 
it round each band, beginning with the first and pro- 
ceeding to the last. number of bands is gene- 
rally six forfolios, and five for quartos, or any small- 
er size. ‘The backs are now glued, and the ends of 
the bands are opened, and ‘scraped with a knife, that 
the pasteboard sides may be more conveniently fixed ; 
after which the back is turned with a hammer, the 
book being fixed in a press between boards, called 
backing boards, in order to make a groove for admit- 
ting the pasteboard sides. . When these sides are ap- 
plied, holes are made-in them for drawing. the bands 
through ; the superfluous ends are cut off, and the 
parts are hammered smooth. The book is next press- 
ed for cutting; which is done by a particular ma- 
chine called the plough, to which is attached a knife. 
It is then put into a press called the cutting press, 
betwixt. two boards, one of which lies even with the 

ress, for the knife to run upon; and the other above, 
or the knife to cut against. After this, the paste- 
boards are cut square with a pair of iron shears; and, 
Tast of all, the en are sprinkled on the edges. of 
the leaves with a brush made of hog’s bristles; the 
brush being held in one hand, and the hair moved 
with the other. 

Different kinds of. binding are distinguished by 
different names, such as daw Leodine, marble binding, 
French binding, Dutch binding, &c. In Dutch bind- 
ing, the backs are of vellum. In French binding, a 
slip of parchment is applied over the back. between 
each band, and the ends are pasted on the inside of 
each _pasteboard. This indorsing, as it is called, is 
eculiar to the French binders; whe are enjoined, 
y special ordonnance, to back their books with 

parchment. The parchment is applied in the press, 
after the back has been grated to make the :paste 
‘take hold. The Italians still bind in a coarse thick 
paper, and this they call binding alla rustica. . It.is 

_ extremely inconvenient, as itis liable to wear without 
particular care. , 
- A patent was obtained in 1799, by Messrs John 
and Joseph Williams, stationers in London, for an 
improved method of binding books of every descrip- 
tion... The improvement consists of a back, in any 
curved form, turned.a little at the edges, and made 
of iron, steel; copper, brass, tin, or of ivory, bone, 
wood, vellum, or in-short of any material of sufficient 
firmness.. This back is put.on the book before it is 
bound, so as just to. caver without pressing the edges ; 
and the advantage of it is, that it prevents the book, 
when opened, from spreading on either side, and 
causes it to rise in any part to nearly a level surface. 
In this method of binding, the sheets are prepared in 
the usual manner, then sewed on vellum slips, glued, 
eut, clothed, and boarded, or half boarded; the firm 
back is then fastened to the sides. by vellum drawn 
through holes, or secured by inelosing it in vellum, 
or ferret. wrappers, or other materials pasted. down 
upon the boards, or drawn through them. 
A patent was likewise ebtained in 1800, by Mr 

hey are sewed, ina sewing ‘press, upon 

- ent, sections on a 

ed as follows: Let several small bars of metal be pro- 
vided about the thickness of a shilling or more, ac- 
cording to the size and thickness of the book ; the 
ine of each bar being from half an inch to several 
inches long, ia proportion to the strength required in 
the back of the book. At each end of every bar let 
a pivot be made of different lengths, to correspond to 
the thickness of two links which they are to receive. 
Each link must be made.in ar oval form, and contain 
two holes proportioned to the size of the pivots; 
these links to be of the same metal as the hinge ; and 
each of them nearly equal in length to the width of 
two bars..,.'The links are then to be rivetted on the 

Sli shasGrosteceiies canealaieiieaie olding tl » on principle of a 
linkedin or Coal There must be two holes or 
more of different sizes, as may be required, on each 
bar of,the hinge or chain ; by means of these holes, 
each section.of the book, is strongly fastened to the 
hinge, which operates. with the back of the book, 
when: bound, in such a manner as to make the differ- 

1 with each other, and thus 
admit writing without inconvenience on the ruled. 
lines, close to the back. ‘ rs ; 

The leather used: in, covering books. is prepared 
and applied as follows : Being first moistened in! wa- 
ter, it is cut to the size of the book, and the thick- 
ness of the edge is pared off on a marble stone,, It 
is next smeared over with paste, made of wheat flour; 
stretched over the pasteboard on the outside, and 
doubled over the edges, within. The book is then 
corded, that is, ‘Bon firmly betwixt two boards, to 
make the cover stick strongly to the pasteboard and 
the back; on the exact, performance of which, the 
neatness of the book in a great measure depends. The, 
back is then warmed at wb fire to soften the glue, 
and the leather is rubbed down, with a bodkin or 
folding stick, to set and fix it close to the back of 
the book. . It is now set, to drys and when dry the 
boards are removed; the book is then washed or 
sprinkled over with a little — and water, the edges, 
and squares blacked with ink, and then sprinkled 
with a brush, by striking it against the hand, or a 
stick ; or with large spots, by being mixed with 
vitriol, which is called marbling. Two blank leaves- 
are then pasted down tothe cover, and the leaves, 
when dry, are burnished in the press, and the cover 
rolled on the e The cover is then glazed twice 
with the white of an egg; then filleted, and last of all 
a ae by passing a hot iron over the glazed colour. 

or farther informatiog on book-binding, see Dudin, 
Art du relieur doreur de livres. Metho- 
dique, art. RELIEUR. Williams’s Patent for Book- 

binding, in the Repertory of Arts, vol. xiv. p. 89. 
Palmer’s Patent for binding Books with Hinges of 
Metal, in the Repertory of Arts, vol. xiv. p. 305 ; 
and Hardy’s new Cutting Press for Bookbinders, in 
the Transactions of the Society for the Encourage- 
ment of Arts, &c. vol. xxiv. p. 116. (h) - 
BOOK-Caszs. An account of a new and im- 

proved bolt for book-cases, invented by Mr Herbert, 
will be fqund in the Transactions of the Societ: ny 
the Encouragement of Arts, vol. xxiii. p. 313. te 
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pook- Booox-Keepie, is the his pol spublic or private 
Keeping. property in all its changes ; edef.tke causes of these 
——v——~ changes, and of the increase or decrease of property 
geste pag Soe rie 

forms. ~The | 4 erty; written in the. 
™ order o Berne, iatcalled the, Waste-Bvok : When writ- 

ten specially to point out the causes of the changes, 
it is called the 1: When the particular parts 
of each transaction, separate from each other in point 
of time, are collected together in ac reat hock, 
the Leger. They also form a gene istory, but 

; cha. piture.difiestnt from the two former. . 
its exist- The Grecian history has left vs a memorial of great 
ence in the anxiety about public accounts in Pericles, who was 
Grecian by Alcibiades not to trouble himself a- 
gaa bout: them; and in the person of Augustus, who 

presented the state of the nation (Rationarum, Suet. 
in Aug. c. 28.) to the magistrates and senate assem- 
bled in his own house to a committee:of accounts, 

‘The names The Grecian and Roman lan furnish also 
used in the the names used in the arrangement : Diploma, a grant ; 
art. syngraphum, a bill; gramma, a note; cautio, a note ; 

, the entire account ; m liber, the Leger ; 
venale, the day of sale ; sanguinolenta cente- 

sime, —— usury, ( De Benef. lib. vii. cap. 
10.) ; and utraque pagina, debtor and: creditor, 

is (Pliny, lib. ii. cap. 7S 
The neces ~The slaves formed a great part of the population 
sity of the ‘of the Roman world; they were employed on the 
art among farms, and in the work-houses, which were manu- 
them. factories ; their maintenance, and rewards ( ium), 

were. certainly valued by their labour ; these farms 
extended nearly over entire provinces ; these work- 
houses were as large as cities ; and these slaves were 
as numerous as warlike nations (Seneca, Ibid.) ; and 
all these were under the controul, and for the advan- 
tage, of individuals in a private station, who diligent- 
eet eagerly examined the great book. (Seneca, 

‘Their me- — Notwi ing this, there is no method by which 
a jer be panko their ect ome 

a i in the order of time, or by 
the prmtthaer ieee bleh article, as those do 
now who are not acquainted with the art. No book, 
or part of a book of this kind, has been preserved 
during the revolution of the Roman world. 

The cities of Italy in the middle ages raised them- 
selves to power by commerce. In the time of the 

authors of ‘were not only carriers, but also con- 
the system tractors. ‘The Venetians felt the effects of the league 

of or ay om the beginning of the 16th century. It 
i ap was after t iod that. the system of book 

introduced ing, the appen of commerce, became known in 
— England. Hugh Oldcastle published his work in 

1543, and John Peile in 1569. ‘These and their suc- 
_ cessors laboured only to settle the forms of words in 
the two Day-books, leaving the Leger without an 
absolute rule, (§ 28. 51.) Nothing more was done 
even on the Continent. Mr Macolm at length pub- 
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lished: his work; wherem.he shewed. by) example, Book- 
that the writing of the titles of the Leger accounts Keeping. 
in.a margin of a third of the page to the left of the 
entry of the Waste-book, was a sufficient prepara- jp5:o¢e- 
tion for the Leger; because the original entry was ment. 
inthe view of the book-keeper : thus the full halfiof 
the former labour was saved. Mr. Ephraim .Cham- 
bers (edit. 1738) strongly recommended: this. prac- 
tice ; but few followed this good example. Even 
the most popular of the present writers, Mr Kelly, 
has not thought proper to recommend it.: a 

Transferring the accounts ‘from one book to.an- Mr Jones’s 
other, and thus making.three fair copies of the.same system of 
transaction, one in the Journal, and two in the Leger, a m 
produced a great degree of weariness and inattention, } 0). 
and of course mistakes. The balancing of the Leger 
was a most serious undertaking, and seldoni success-.. 
fully accomplished; and even then, it could not be 
sroved toybe an exact transcript of the Day-books. 
Ro remedy this, Mr Jones of Bristol, an. account-, 

Macolm’s 

_ant by profession, in. 1796, published a work, to. 
shew. a method of forming a balance-sheet in. the- 
Day-books. For this purpose he used a Day-book 
for the entries of personal and cash accounts, and an- 
other for the entries of goods, with their prices; but 
without any reference to the. personal or cash ac- 
counts, but by the dates. The personal and cash 
accounts were respectively entered in’ the marginal 
columns; and their total were to be the same as the. 
general column of entry, which was placed near the 
creditor inal column. With this preparation he 
set out; and having collected the balances of goods,, 
added the total to the debtor column of the cash and. 
personal accounts, and truly prepared for the answer, 
according to the examples given. The proposal and 
book were received with an eagerness which mani- 
fested the anxiety of the mercantile world. Mr Jones His failure 
failed, because he did not understand the language of in the at- 
the art ; because he did not know the only difference tempt, 
which exists between the two orders of accounts, of 
those which have inner columns and of those which 
have none ; and because he did not observe how these 
two orders of accounts concur to form the balance- 
sheet in the Leger. The reviewers ( Analytical Re- 
view, 1796, April) equally shewed their want of in- 
formation on the subject, when they spent their time 
in refuting his phantom of single entry; and:-by as- 
serting, that nothing was gained by the system if it 
were double entry. They did not observe the omis- 
sion of all those accounts, which, by having inner 
columns, could not be introduced into his plan. A 
later writer has asserted, that the detection of an er- 
ror decided the controvery. Mr Jones’ examples 
could admit but a clerical error. The principle 
must hold: but Mr Jones’ plan failed, because there 
could be no reference to the accounts of goods; be- 
cause no entry could be made of those acquired by 
barter, nor of accounts between employers and fac- 
tors, nor, between dealers imexchange ; and especially 

\ 
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Book- because he omitted the only difficulty which can oc- 

Keeping: cur in balancing a set of personal and cash accounts. 
byomtine his happens when the merchant lessens his debt by, 
cheonly die anticipated paythent ; for this an allowance tee A y 
ficulty in to the merchant, which truly alters the correspondent 
his own ex- creditor side of the account, (See Jan. 27.) and must. 
amples. —_ be taken off by some title : discount is the one chosen 

in the following system. Two entries aremade’ 
there, to ie He the principle. - The one for notes 
payable could only be introduced by the author in 
his original teh es aie 5 13 - 

At length a true and yap bene balance in 
ee the Day-books was published September 1809, in 
balance in Dublin. The experiment of its utility was tried on 
the Day- 4 very popular work, known by the title of The Sys- 
book tate of Dalian Book-keeping, by the Rev, Daniel 

Dowling, The trial shewed immediately the only 
-error in the Leger of that work, which had.crept in 
‘by the mistake of a pretender to the knowledge of 
‘the plan of double et and it also shewed two er- 
_rors in the copy of that work published with the 
name of Mr Jackson, for which there could be no 
remedy but by single entry; which is out of the 
lan. 

‘The Leger. Thus the only point which-remained to be attain- 
balances €d to complete the system is now in existence ; and 
must be an easy and true criterion is presented to the mer- - 
equalto chant, to enable him to prosecute his business with- 
phe! out waiting for the tedious operation of distributing 
Sate: pik and closing the accounts in the Leger ; and the book- 
by part. keeper is consoled, by shewing, that his balances in 

the Leger are the same, part by part, with those in 
the Day-books. See Balance-sheet. 

‘An index An index for the personal accounts, formed like 
for the per- the index of the letter-book, will enable the book- 
sonal ac- keeper to make out all personal accounts and bills 
Pagel of parcels, in a more easy manner’than can be done 
book. Y- while the Leger is kept in the abridged form in 

which it appears in the printed systems, : 
Several In houses of very extended business, it is neces 
Day-books to haye two or three Day-books, that the clerks of 
are ess ¢qe the sales may riot be interrupted in making their en- 
tensive bu- tries’ by the interference of the bookkeeper, as a 
siness, ~<" Book A. for Monday and Thursday; 

Book B. for Tuesday and’Friday; 
Book C. for Wednesday and Saturday. 

CHAP. 1° 
Nature of Book-keeping. 

Nature of ~ 1, Every transaction of mercantile business consists 
Book- of two parts,—the giving of one thing for another. 
Keeping: "This giving away and.receiving are two different re- 

lations, each of which requires its distinct entry, to 
shew ‘the change of property ; and thus, 

2. Book-keeping is the art of keeping accounts by 
double entry. 

3. It consists, first, In the method of recording 
the’ transactions in the several books ; secondly, 

4, In transferring the accounts from one book to 
another ; ‘and, in some, from a particular account to 
a general account ; thirdly, 

5. In the method of finally ending each account ; 
commonly called, closing the account. 

_ 6. The-whole of property is distributed ‘into, 
/ Money, Debts due to the mer- © 

Wares, ‘| chant, or by him. 
‘Paper effects, 
Single effects, Engagements. 

by the word, Stock; which means, fixed at 
7. And this entire property is generally erpirtees 

e diss 
posal of the owner, and.liable to all claims on him. 
* 8. The-ordinary means of acquiring property be- 
ing by barter or service, the word transaction, which 
expresses the Biving 28y, is applied to all mercan- 
tile business, and 

9. Receiving, 

al ending, , 
Bo mg S Money. 

Lodging, 
| Drawing, 

Buying, 
Selling, 

«) Bartering, 

' Consigning, Wares. 
Receiving consignments of, 

“Making or receiving, ! 
A batements ‘for defects in, « 

10. Issuing, 
Accepting, | 
Dadian ? Bills. 
Remitting, 

Protesting, 

detail is as follows : 

Paying protested bills, for the honour of the 
rawer. 

Receiving or paying bills, with discount. 
11. Issuing or receiving bonds. 

Lending, on bottomry, or 
Borrowing, § at interest. 

12. Buying, 
Selling, E 
Freightin , or letting Ships. 

to freight, , 
Buying, : 
Selling, {soo nd Lands 
Letting, ; 

13. Assigning, ye (Active due to the 
Counterbalan- : merchant. 

cing, i ') Passive due by the 
Discounting, ._} - , _ merchant. 

14. Giving or receivin security for old debts, 
15. Making conditional bargains. 

Making or receiving presents. 
Finding or losing. . 

CHAP. II. 

Principal and, Auxiliary Books. 

16. 1st, The Waste Book. 
2d, The Journal. 
3d, The Leger. 

Book- 
Keeping. “aes 

—- 

Oe 

°°.” erm “bo “tee 

1 



: 4th, The Sales Book.» 
; 5th, The Book of Ac- 

* counts-current.) 
. 6th, The Book of 

missions. ie 
. 7th, The Book of Char- | 
; ges. Tati i 4 

Come | 
of Memorandums,. 

of Accounts-current,. 

, pega 

: 19, The method of coir Sa in. pal ~- eyed 
} books, depends on the rules in t inci 83 
; therefore, the forms of these are pe grsese to be ex- 

' @HAP. TIT? 

The Waste-book. 

The Wastes. 20, The Waste-book is a Day-book, in which 
4 
' 

oe. the several transactions which occur are recorded in 
: » the order of business, and in the most plain language. 
‘ 21, It begins with an inventory of the whole pro- 
i erty of the merchant, atchorised by his name. 
f circumstances to be mentioned are, 

Ist, The date. 
2d, The part of the transaction that belongs to 
pe Se merchant. » 

4th, The payment. 
os The quantity and quality, mark, &c. 

_ 6th, The price. per a 
22. It ie oleh ait three columns to the right, for 

#&. s.d.3 one to the left, for a margin ; to which it 
ig convenient to add another inner column, pencilled 
and 1 to the pay $00 at the distance of four 

i uality. 
Be “The entries ace tattbs made on the left hand 
page throughout this book. Particular care is to be 
re as that no space bé left at the bottom of the 

to introduce a new article; and that no article 
rnll be inserted near the bottom of the page, unless 
it can be fully entered in it: otherwise, 

- must be occupied by a diagonal line. 
2. The date isin the centre, and ink lines’ are 

drawn from it to the perpendicular lines, in every 
transaction. . 

25. 

@ space 

January the \st, 1807 ? 
#. 13. a 

Bought of A. B. for ready money, 
40 pieces of linen cloth at £3 ¥ piece 120) 0| 0 

ee 

ginning of the lines speci-. 

CHAP: IV. 
The Journal. 

26. The Journal is a Day-book, in which the two The Jour- 
parts of every transaction of the Waste-book are as- nak. — 
certained by their proper titles, and by their mutual . 
relation’ of debtor and creditor in the ‘transaction, 
to be brought to their separate accounts in the Le: 

SER this| was made’a separate book, and was 
ruled in the form of the Waste-book. 

27. In the present system, the right ‘hand page of 
the Waste-book is divided into two equal spaces 
from the top to the bottom of the page, with mone 
columns in each ; and the titles belonging to eich 
part of the transaction are written in a protracted ho- 
rizontal line, with their corresponding expressions in 
the Waste entry, either in the columy to the left, 
called the debtor column, or in the column to the 
right, called’ the creditor column, according to the 
nature of their relation to each other. Each division 
is to have a margin for a reference to the Leger, by 
a single figure, which points out the folios of the 
Leger, when these accounts have no entry in the 
Numero-book ; but when’ they have, a fractional ex- 
pression is used, and the numerator points to the Le. 
ger, and the denominator to the Numero-book. Each . 
title is written in a large and thick letter. 

28. By ascertaining the titles, and their relation 
to each other, the articles are sufficiently prepared 
for the Leger, and for the novel purpose of a ba- 
lance by the Day-books. The narrative of the Jour- 
nal entries become useless, because the original en 
is in view on the left hand page; and’ becatise these - 
entries; which are in five different forms, never can - 
ive one precise rule for the narrative of the Leger: 
hey most commonly apply to the debtor entry, and 

but in one case to the creditor entry ; whereas these 
two parts have always separate and distinct forms of 
narrative in the Leger, appropriate to their titles, 
except inthe conjunction: of some personal and real 
accounts ; as will appear in the direction to be given 
for the narrative of the Leger ; an instruction which 
has. been omitted by the several writers on this sub- 
ject. ; 

29. The titles of the accounts are so well arranged, 
and so brief, that they not only express the object of 
the transaction, but also the relation in which it 
stands to the n who conducts it; thus, the 
titles ‘are first divided into the classes of real, per- 
sonal, intermediate, or summary} and, since these 
accounts may be for the sole benefit of the conduc- 
tor, or for the 
another, they are divided into 

Proper ‘ the first set ; 
Facog Lic are called 2 the second set ; 
Company the third set. - 
30 

the parts of the transaction bear to each other, mark- 
ed by the words debtor and creditor, it is necessary 
to observe, that the entry of the Waste-book is (ac- 

benefit of another, or for himself and”. 

or-the understanding of the relation which . 
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cording to the language of grammar) in the active 
form without any abbreviation, as I bought one hogs- 
‘head of sugar for ready money : 

While the entries of the Journal and Leger are in 
the passive form, accompanied with a considerable 
pits er ofa word derived from the Latin language, 
and also an abbreviation. ; ; / 

31. The word’ debtor is corrupted from debitur, 
the passive form of the obsolete verb debio, to bind, 
agreeing with the title (Lennep, Latin Etymology v. 
debio) and in like manner creditor is corrupted from 
the compounded passive verb creditur: this is formed 
from do.—to give—and the participle cretwm 4m 
rated, as meal by a sieve, (Kuster, v. Cerno) this 
analysis is plainly proved by the English phrase con- 
nected with these Latin words; thus, ; 

The thing received is bound to, or connected with 
the thing given for it in barter. One kind of wares 
is connected with another, or with the person who 
sold it in trust. 

But the manner of the connection, is to be supplied 
by the mind. In this sentence, the figs came from 

Turkey to London; the word from. shews the be- 
ginning of the journey, and the word to marks its 
termination ; the nes word to ee a“ be used to 
mark every part of the ‘progress of the journey: as 
first to Malta, then ly: set to Falsiouth, to 
London: -in' the same manner the word ¢o.in this 
art marks every person with whom (whether owner, 
factor, or partner factor,) and also every property 
with which the buyer, borrower, or broker, may be 
connected from the commencement to the end of the 
mercantile transaction. 
The expression is then: These wares stand me in 

ten pounds: that is, stand to me in the place of ten 
ounds given for them ; the word cost being formed 

Aa the Latin verb consto, to stand with. The 
wares were connected with the ten pounds as a bar- 
ter, before they were comected with me as the 

owner, or on the behalf of the owner. _ This shews 
the reason of the abbreviation of the Journal and 

Leger forms. ‘The thing given for another is sepa- 
rated from its, account, Eoin the property and the 
cause of the separation is expressed and accompanied 
with the word éy: to which, whenever it is used in 

the passive form, the mind must connect, either agent, 
instrument, or cause. ; 

This word dy is no other than the word 5e in the 
imperative mood ; and be cash the cause, is of the 

same import, as by cash. See Diversions of Purley, 
vol.d. p. 402. 

$2. By this statement it will appear, that the words 
Debtor and Creditor have but one uniform meaning 
in the whole system, that is, 

Debitur is bound tover Creditur is separated 
connected with the thing | from its accougt by the 
given for it, or the person | thing received, or the pers 
who gave it. son released. 

Connectedwithanerror. | Separated by an error. 

Connected with anew | Separated by a new ac- 
account or folio, whether | count or folio, whether 
particular or general. particular or general. 

BOOK:KEEPING. 
33. The articles of real accounts, when cohnécted 

with each other, shew instantly a barter, or exchange 
personal accounts, when connected with each other, 
shew mutual claims and releases. Personal accounts, 
when connected with real accounts, shew claimsior 
releases substituted for barter. Steger 

34. There are besides titles of accounts to record 
the general state of property. ry, viaahild "S58 ayebete 

ist, At the commencement of business, and also 
the receiving or giving away any property for any 
cause not connected with a real or personal account,’ 
service, or engagement. 

2d, Yn its progress by service or engagement. 
3d, The profit and loss arising from the purchase 

and sale of commodities in the respective and parti- 
cular account of each article. _ ; 

Although all these may be entered» in/one general 
account, titled Stock, merchants have commonly se- 
parated them into six, which have titles in the Jour- 
nal and Leger. 5,3 iad ai; Dy et i 

85. There is as yet. a seventh general account, 
called Balance, which has hitherto been peculiar to . 
the Leger ; but can be formed with more ease and 
certainty in the Day-books. : 

86. The Journal Titles of Real Accounts which are 
to be kept in the Leger. 

Money. —_ a & Bankers! eal 

WaresbynameasP. 
Sone” oe ix Bcd 

In the Merchant’s pos- 
Wares. session for his own ac. 

1 Linen cloth.” 
¢ General 

_ count. 
' ¢|Bought for exportation. 

of wares. 

Voyage to 

: 

Consigned to another for 
the Merchant’s  ac-j 
count. r ‘ 

Consigned by a Factor, 
to another for th 
Merchant’s account. - 

Wares,’ In the possession of the| 1 
Merchant for the ac-}| of wares. ‘actos 

. eount of another. 
‘| (Under his direction for| | Claretin Co. wi 

himself and others. A.B. &e, 
'||Under the direction of} 

another for a joint ac-| 
| count. ‘ 

ills or promissory notes} { Bills and notes. {P. 
payable to the Merch. : 
he Merchant’s accept.| | Billsor notes pay: 
or notes. ; able. : 

Paper 4 |Gontracts for money lent} 3 } 
Effects. to fit out ships, em 

payable on’ their 
arrival. 
mds for money lent. 

\/The Merchant’s bonds. 
hips. / 

Houses and lands. 

‘ Bonds. A; z 
LBonds payable. |P. 
Ship (by name) |P. > | 

Single 
Effects. 

Moveables. | Howe furniture. 

37. The Journal Titles of Personal Accounts. 

Ist, A common person-JA. B. Fs 

al account. 
2d, An account of the\|A. B. my account. P. E. - 

merchant’s affairs done by’ 
another. ; 



ie, raed 

. 

ewe EEPING. 

 Bth,, ‘Do. for a joint ac-A. 
nish aS fexepange tm ¢ 

88. The-Journal Tite of intermediate or swnmary 
Accounts are, 

Ist, Pees of the merchant’s } - 
the cottimencement, or { |<?» 

= of accourits, ‘and ‘eve- 
ry increase or decrease of his pro- be 
perty in the intervening time, with- > Stock. 
out giving a valuable consideration 
of a a for such increase; or | 

a valuable *consi- | 
Sede for such decrease .. . 
a as or lose BY Be ‘Profit and loss, 

penses S. , 

ipa ae pe Charges. 

wat Gano by amici Copia, 
sum Gain or loss by lending Interest, 

< Gino ot isin uring for? raeurance. 

There is besides another Account hitherto 
peculiar to the Leger. 

“Ist, Balitice the’ difference bétween ‘the inner co- 
‘lumns of the real accounts, and of the inner columns 
‘of the factor’s accounts in foreign inoney, and also of 
‘factor’s accounts of domestic dey? attended with 
exchange, and the difference between the two sides 
of personal acc¢otints, except the single cas¢ of insol- 

vency- 
39. For the ready management of those'titles, the 

following rules have been contrived : 

A Real Account is 

Wr , 2 and Cr, 

it becomes mine, 
Te the ee: 

Engagement, 
The cause or occasion | When it ceases to be mine, 
“of this for its value, | By the Thing, 

Engagement ; 
‘| Which is Sanee OF he 

separation, and produ- 
aby 

VOL, II. PART IV. 
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A Personal Accountis Dri} wand Cr. 6 3s gor 
Whea he getsintomy debt. ‘When he gets out of my 

i 1G ¥ iz ie dae o@ebt. 7 + od ef 

Forwhat hethen contracts. | By what lhe-paye aetensds 
tac jid Qs. 6 oomel or vIOs le 
: > OTP 

WhenT out of his debe, ‘When Iiget into his! debt. 
‘To the Thing, | By whav‘he gives me? 

| eee, i 

En cided 
“The caer or oceasion 

r ‘of | : 

_ A Summary Account. ; 

one ‘When Dr. “When Cr.” ; 
And connected with a real ‘And connected with areal 

_ or personal account im-| . or personal account im- 
plies a loss. 8 gain. 

There are also three Maples: F ite 

: FIRST MAXIM. | © 

40. Wheti the summary accounts are débtors, ow 
thus the cause of the separation of some ‘real or 
‘sonal account, there is a loss; this is true, bat 9 a 
secon consideration: the immediate ealbe? of the 
title, and not the form of the entry, pfoves'the’ rule ; 
for, if a personal account be insolvent, or wares be 
damaged, a loss is incurred as Comtnanly as by any of 
the Teer accounts. 

'SECOND MAXIM... 
41. To take off.a debit, credit the account by so 

much; to take off a credit, debit the account to so 
much ; the relative value of either side is changed by 
the equivalent, addition, and. thus all/erasure in the 
book is avoided, . — 

¢ 

; } THIRD MAXIM, : 
42. To carty a débit from one folio to another, | 

make the former creditor atid the latter'debtor. ‘To 
catry a credit from one folio to another, make the . 
former debtor and the latter creditor. - This’ maxim 
is but a consequence of the second, and the truth of . 

and cre 

CHAP. v. 

"The Leger” 

43. The 
transactions with are dispersed in the Waste-book 
and auxiliary books, and prepared by the Journal 
entries of the titles, with the relation of debtor and 
a are transferred. each to its DPSS Ae account. 
44, By this arrangement, the merchan dae a pers 

ceives by'the ine columns the true staee ° 
real account “in. res to the: quantity: mr 
and by the inner columns of those personal accouints 
which have them, what he owes, or is due to. him; . 
arid by the Outer columns. of the other personal ac-_ 
“courits, What is due to him, or what he owes ; and in, 
respect to. the a the. state "of the. . 

Ri, 

both d 8 on the meaning of the words, debtor 

- Book- 

Rose: ot. 9 A 

is a book into which the several The Leger... 
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-Book- property at the:commencement, and. arty gain, orloss & & 4th,. 

‘arising: from business, | etriisence cammeranann W 
45. But, to know-the total State, another repairs 

4th, The steaneection be- 
Ipnging to the title ; ahah | longing, 0 this 

5th, The mark, quality, &c, The: iJ 

or in some acePo 9) Yor in 

loss or gain ; 
ve Tthy) The. folio. 6f the deb- 

yD tet or 5 

{Buy ‘The amount n thé mo- 
Iney columns. 

' we v 

entries ave ford in a diffe- 

is done b Evming a baler sheet this has — Be past gr 5 dail. ban con ¢0- 
been confined to the Leger; its nature, and check in 6th, The J domestic. or| 6th, The "Tumns for do- 
-the Leger, wwill,be explained in, cae: VEL. § 2G-yy quantity, foreign mo-|quantity, |, mestic or fo- 
16. The. accounts in this book apie of, two | ney attended |”) feign money 
arts ; the two pages of the book, eee? pen, be- i se remem ed 3d texidediwivh 
ong to the same account; that to left is called © 
the Debtor side, that to the. chetho Creditor side. tor. | 

47. The debtor side is »by. the _title.of the 
account, and the word debtor, and the credifoy side, 
thus, 

Claret, 05. Dry. Contra, Cr. Aud diate hs the’ 
are ‘opened i in it in the order in Tent manner. 48. The accoun 

Jeby th a rare in e J urnal ; and atetransferred to 

. fe Cash,* 
ber? 

ion t Vreferetice in ‘the ~~ 
pegeot the’ ane ii which ‘debtor and creditor 

ne Aug. %5.| 5|To andes, resived nm) 
OPES he PaaS 

oe + 

Nee. § rR ee 

& 

mm 2 

x 

respectively ‘are; § 27. 
49. This book has an alphabet for all ar accounts : 

Each kind of wares'is classed’by its*name ; each ge- i 
neral title by its names, and each person by the sir- Le mt To 
naaeec uate the Christian name annexed. 5 ie oe ceaes 7 sh) hi 

. It is ruled ‘with three columns to the right patrig 
_side of each page, and immediately to the left of these But in Memeak ie the fll ot a a 
_with a column of reference to the’ SBR folio le in Phsehaeenidauiuy 2 y wells 
ie eres i July (25, a2 Sa 4 

, An As ry are the i UREE columns Fespectively OM id at 

z ME 81 BOOB, opemtab we ; 

ios re ie Of 

EE 

24 CL. Fy 

seis 
oreign money, : ' 

Domestic money attended with loss and gain, Ae cay AR sect tect) = 
co.) The sum Specitied eee: oe apa anid day of ifearsint 2 eed? [9 

weekds dude: “in cay scat eanl ace TS oy A re 

‘It is on‘the left! side wf.senshi pige onthe aline, ivi CHAP “Wr? 2° 889. €9. 
Rt Spe a Bape: ; Lo tee 8 08 oy, 8 ae Ft eet aes aie ED 

of the month, and a line to leave a space*for the da “7 : ees ee ; 
of the month. 2 7 Auxiliary Boog. 5558 Gh tS 

.. ‘Do which, it will be. convenient | to add another line 
for the Journal folio, page. i in which the transaction 
owas, entered 5 it, 18, obvious,.that. the. transactions. of 

ter- Auxiliary 
in book. 

_»558,Having dents how. the srnesctons 
-ed.in the Leger, the forms of wi en 

ix Picea Ae ale it 

-an extensive business, occupy several folios; in the, Cash-boo * day therd dans 

seat other case, the, Say oe the month will answer, _.and in the Book of C ace jons are t¢ 44 
1, The.circumstances to be entered, on the. re- be made, on them,, as, Ps anh 

Se side of the two titles, when there is but one .'>.54. In the Cash-book are Filles A me t. sal Cash-book. 
debtor and one creditor, or on the respective side of ‘the receipts, and on the right the iiGanoneas sis 

the titles, when there are several debtors and credi- ..) . The Dateso jo», 
tors. : Consideration, 7, ¢. debtorvor, “ered " 

Person 
52, On the left. hang _And on the right hand Specie, , fo Ais Shots 

page, page the words, Sum. 

<a "The Leger title of the a pty es Be Once in a month thé total is transferred to he ¢ Waste. 
ee being entered, the} © ©) SS vs book, and through the Journal to the’ Leger." |” 

owing cir reumstances s Contra, °° It is better to post it immediately it in’ 16 Leger, 
‘are tobe observed din ma- ‘Being entered; and check it by the folio reference to” and from the 
“king the entry: © ™ ti Leger. 
sig! oo ret i i eee rs i a ter te aoe Peg Book. of Accounts CueRGHtseahts s the Book of 

’ ie 3 e Jo ‘lids 
near: Each. creditors. itley}).I8dy Bach: debtor title, which ‘i eae a ete fort eg , pian ass 

a wy ca % re \ ee Rickie pict particular than the general entries’ of ithe Leger ad- 

fe Whe overt titles are united in-one. tanection the word foie is ‘used to include team By this method itis im- 
aoe te Laer eae Teh 

729, 

the entry. : 
sip 

; 

' 



ad 

Invoice- 
book. 

Book of 

BOOKKEEPING 

t essa 

thé accounts in the pommise els bere (3 fmm 

56. The Book; is Useful to! savé the 
immense trouble of : three different eiitries for 
each trivial’su must be’ expended ine 

“eénnected with’ af’ extensive” business.’ The 

f 
held 

et ‘Phe Bill:book.” The jnnitiediate use OF this 
book is to Syavethd thowble of ing to’ the Le er, 
to-examine when thejbills become’due, and’alsoowhen 

ermay'be collected, and ’p 
mént of the latter.” eel 

sums which’ 

ayable 5 that the form- 
ronson made for the pay. 
nw gise Od de son lotr 7s 

be: peng he tye ee this:book ‘any 
othertise receivable or ‘payable with- 

in the succeeding month’;; such as'annuities, rent, &c: 
fee Byres it 3s mtn ath 

Its! Phe wataber dfahe 
bill in the order of its end} 

yrhily has WTO si 

aplarticolass es peta pe 
Ory tg GE ef, 1 Das sit 

ir mth, Dishes of 
© 8th, Cost of'y) oC too 

| Oth, How disposed +n 
10th; ‘The amount 're- 

: sdeivedinn 
» “The 8th ‘end om ‘cos 
lumins'are the exact drafts 
Of the outer columns of the 
ra Tope 

Gth,-Dayipayabia} Fe ie 

59. The Invoice- ois Shade partigalar! re- 
lating torthe goods shipped im the: pert obvious lan- 

guage 3 as, goods shipped 
ty Ste 

in such a ship; A. Bs mas- 
Fo transi teal togstors ey ge aes 
for account,’ : | ¢ dy 

of 5: 
Satie dhe deconsioobls a ell dey! 

ty 3 2 eR Tet teen oR tno rom 
ir? efand mey each Zdind ou erat Sore 
(60. ‘Then mention the 

<od sstieye Rit, od. .2992/ 

wey 
ie not 

ark, 

we i vist halts ¢ i spel W omer / i 

and if the tfansaction 
be for another, the-4- 

“Coimmilsion 
After every particular sis mentioned, the total ‘is ‘ear- 
ried to yealiine entries, in which there 6ught to be 
oe aaedome Page of this books 

61. The 
the. Legets» 

kof Sad is at in the form of 

It parce detorere ads aie thé particulars of 
the wares to be sold,.andeon the right hand-page the 
different sales‘made: ‘Though ini the! form of: the 
Tegccoaes itis one of the Day-books; and may haye all 

géiof the. 
narnia for the» 

tate ; thus, it may 
+) Lt, was intro- 

ducéd into: the office:to pe, res. the quanti- 
tyjof wares for sale 5 aap greatvutility ap- 

This book will bé mentioned’ § 182. ; itis o print 
eda usé in forming -t -the® balance* ahest; and, :by the 
brief riiatiner in which’ it: is' formed, will give’no ad: 
ditional trouble in the office. See the Numero-book 
of each of these sets, immediately after'the Journal, 
from*which it is posted’ by the denominator of” the 
fractional-expression annexed: ‘to those accounts that 
are'to be brought to it." tao. 9d Gi anw Injos 

© 62. The Book of: Cotiinissibng contain’ a fair copy 
ofall ‘the’ orders receivedfrom employers, by which 
the merchant -must ‘exactly regulate ‘his! conduct’ to 
avoid’all loss through mistake on this part. 90) 0? 

63." The Copybook of Letters'i is: ‘also necessary 
for the same purpose. ,°'” uy 
» 64, ‘The? Book” of (Ship: Adebiints}: likevithe> In- 
voice/book, contains teo many particulars as be left 
tothe entry 'in the Waste-book. | poh ae 

The expenses’ from the arrival to the sailit ‘should 
make but one’Leger entry, which will shew the great 
sapeeephes of this oy a It ‘ought to nay a neat 
check. 

{2 uataolo. to 

CHAP. vile 

The Methods hitherto used to prove the ale to be 
a Transcript of the: ‘Day-book;' cand the Balance 

as “in the Leger. 

65? It is taken for granted, that. “every spunasedon 
of the merchant’s businéssis truly entered in the Day 
and Auxiliary books.. Any omission in‘these must 
be supplied-by memory, and regularly: ‘posted. «+ 

66. A great difficulty arises to know, whether the 
Leger-be a fair and true copy of the Day-books, and 
to prove this various’expedients have been contrived ; 

\ Ist, Suchvas the-examination of the posting marké 
aa she Journal. - a 

.o 9d,°The particular; and, ree iy tae 
»» 8d 'The general trial balances". 49 

4th,o'The: ion of the® ‘money’ eddies by 
months in the Leger. 

The utility of each of which shall be now exalaidel. 
67. When any article is posted from the Journal 

to the Leger, there is a mark’ by a figure; ‘referring 
to the page in the Leger in which the sameentry is 
made ; each figure, accor 
expressing a.debtor or creditor ent To! examine 
these, by? calling over the ‘whole: Journals’ gives a 
proof, by inspection; that eachiarticle is entered ‘both 
ona debtor‘and creditor’side. > © « bie 

68. "The next process is to add all the debtor cos 
lumns of the ‘Leger:into ‘one sum,! and» the’ creditor 
columns | into: another. | If these two, sums’ agree; 
there is nothing to hinder: the merchant to-proceed 
toa balance; diber: do not agree, a trial balance ‘is 
to be made of each month, that the particular : month 
immepery esknib was 1) Sh «MiB? 39200 
6% eens pusposty itis better to have this a 

676 . 
the opportunity it afforded'to make ‘up: 

a and ye s when iit-was not Kees ! 
pose to do account of the great arrear’in the ——V—™ 
posting of the se The final éntries of ‘each ac- 
count of this book ‘ate: carried to. te Journal, and 
then’'to. the f} in“both ‘they are posted by the 
title ‘Sundries ; evaut? which title, see/note of) § 52." 

Book of 
Commis- ° 
sions. 

Book of 
Letters. 

Book of 
Ships Ac- 
counts « 

Whether 
the Leger 
be a fair 
copy of the: 
Day-book. - 

fi to its “place, (§ 48.) | 
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=v" the 

Balance in 
the Leger. 
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tithe: close of every, month; that.a. general, balance 
in the. may, not. be.a. matter ages to 

the merchant, i $99 4) oy 

.70..It may, happen, that the credit.or debit may, 
be, really. ent A t In an account to which At, de . 

not belong. This.error cannot be, removed but. 
inspection ;, atthe, same time it, mast. be. ahoumele 
that this error may extend only, to two or three jac- 
counts, and seldom to more. than five. In the plan 
now, Brsveaten to the, public, this inconvenience, is re- 
moved, 

71..A.method has, been lately recommended, ta 
form four money, columns to the left, of the debtor 
side, each to.contain three months, at..which period 
the total was t@ be entered in one line in. the  narra- 
tive of the account ; the same process, was,to’ be eb- 
served in the right of the creditor side, and carried 
into the narrative of the creditor side. This, seems 
to abridge the labour of the merchant, but has. this 
evil. consequent to it, that his accounts furnished can 
never be the transcript of his, Leger, for.the-import- 
ant entries of it, (§ 55, 66,61.) should the.Day-book 
be lost or injured, the memorial of the whole: trans- 
action is utterly destroyed ;.while, by. the; common 
method, these two. inconveniences. are. avoided. - 

72. From what has been said, the total. sums.of 
the debtor,and creditor side must be found ennai be- 
fore the merchant can proceed to the final busines 
of closing the accounts. 

73. e word Balance has, to,this period of the 
Book-keeping, been used to express the equality of 
the whole of the, opposite sides of the. Leger entries; 
but, now it, is limited to, point out, the. difference be- 
tween the amount of the inner columns of all, the, real 
and personal accounts, and the difference of the euter 
columns of the cash account, and: of such personal 
accounts as haye no inner columus, (§ 38.),except the 
single case of insolvency...» 

74. Thus it is a title peculiar to the, Leger, and.i8 
an account formed by. 

Debtor and Creditor. 

The.debts due by the mer- 
chant... 

'The- amount; of sales: of 
such igoods as.couldinot 

|. be specially, valued, 

On. thededtor site are the. 

Wares not sold, 
Paper effects, ] remain-;../ 
Single effects, §,. inge. 
Debts due to the mer- 

chant. 
The. cost. and..charges..of 

such goods as. could not}: 
be» balanced, : as _ their 
special. value . was; not. 

Nye. - . 

This leads to the! solution.of the problem of Books 
keeping, What is theanerchant worth? The difference 
between these two sides is evidently. the.answer; and 
eg een ‘is given by the suceeeding operation. 

he difference between.the columns .of the: cash 
account being found, it is brought. to. the balance 
sheet.. The inner columas of the wares are compared; 
to. shew what. quantity remains; this is found and 
valued at the. first.cost, and the amount carried: tothe 
outer column, and from it to the balance titles. next, 
the.amouat.of the inger columns.of the. personal iac- 

BOOKKEEPING 

other personal account is carried tothe balance sheet, 
What, had been done on. the. opposite sides of the 
whole, Leger, is now to.be done on. each particular 

pins outer to the Pe _ In pursuance of this 

of t he summary titles of 
Charges, are to be made equal, and.the 
Commission, onal title chosen for this is, Pro- 
Interest, and Loss. 

accounts which have inner columns, if the debtor 
side. exceeds the creditor, there is a- loss 5. 
the produce of the sale was less than the price of the 
purchase: on the contrary, if the. creditor side ex- 
ceeds the debtor side, there is a. gain, which remains 
unnoticed in some. real or personal account. From 
this it:must appear, that this summary account, pro- 
fit and loss, is appropriated to the: Leger; and can 
never appear in the Journals ‘unless..some -entire ac- 
count be at that time closed in the Leger, as will be 
proved in the process of the second and third sets; 
it, must, also appencsitete this title: profit..and) loss is 
unnecessary in forming: the sheet, when that 
account is not connected with theLeger. The par- 
ticular sums connected. in’ the several accounts, with 
the title profit and loss, are transferred to.one gene- 
ral account, and the difference of the two sides.of. it 
made equal by the title stock. Ifthe difference iis to 
be brought tothe creditor side of the stock account, 
it shews, by, addition, what is the property. of the 
merchant ;. and if: the difference is to be: to 
the. debtor, side, of the stock account, it shews,. by 
subtraction, what is the property of the merchant ; 
and, therefore, these two, accounts are necessary to 
shews that the balance in the, Leger is correctly ta- 
ken; and isthe. only proof that ican. be given, that 
errors have not been committed in the posting of the 
Leger. . ne 

Now, in the'balance sheet, the difference be- 75. 
tween ; 

Dr. iste Crere™ 
And what the merchant | What the merchant owes. 

has, and Sis ale re 
What is due to himy 

Is really what hes worth 

And in theatock ageouity the difference between 

“What the’ merchant ‘had 
when-hebegan. 

n g | What he gained:since... 
Is really; what he is worth. bpiete 

Therefore these two .accounts,, apparently: different 
from: each: other, leave a proof, that the accounts are 
fairly-stated, so far as they relate to the Leger. 

he entire yalue of the property at the:commence- 
ment. was represented by the stock account 3 the in- | 

ly: marked by. crease or decrease of it was. particularl 

the closing. of the real-agcouuita,- of, the, personaliag» 

‘oT 

Or lost sincev. 

Lyait i 

: Se 
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Rook: counts with inner columas, and-of the three summary 

accounts, and brought to the stock account. © 
2 mer ace en the actual possession of ithe mer- 

chant, claim, can be Fie aching: more of 
less than the substitute of stock, increased or de- 
omanety the eet saga 

“oie vo. 

| Metodet . i a 
Secing the xi, So i i columns are 

Wash isi: toured pirds 1 ; 
83. Some real accounts;,are closed. by.. personal, 

either totally as. ven _ npn tet his ac- 
j oe ¥ P 

: Pree Fone ty mig ope : 
85. And stock by balance. 

~ 86, all the eter accounts ae closed in 
the order of the. pages of the 

. 87. Tessie 3. are. and, all the 
accounts, .of their own, nature produce a an 
spines see ceoes profit and loss., it iacclo by 
stock ;.a | stock and balance. close each other. 

7 . . CHAP. IX. . 
| : The Titles closed by Balance 

The titles - 8B) The following tiles are closed by balance : 
closed by 

‘balance. ee asde 
Voyages, the account of sales not received. 

: _ Stock in a.company,not sold. 
~. ieaionaeapeeaigtiae tina it aed 

Bends Sagi 

| ites sate moyeables, . J remaining, 
ey nears Baer part only 

is 

| CHAP. Xs | 

Particular Methods foreach Title... 

Particular 89, Some. are. lobed ibijptisleuce and. profit ond Jams 
on NR PRE 4 og nee. each title. 

90, The debit shews the “sums tfesiatveds and'the 
redit shews oe “Sie ide 1; credit’ the bccotut 
a for the excess of the ‘debit above the credit, 

3 the sum remaini rth the Cet if it should 
tule che iy tifhog ok he ‘ches does not 

sais ie ell deete nny Feat in ae, 
ich 

Book: 
must be sought after, if considerable, and. if Keeping: 

Nemes it cannot be discovered, 
91. And the cash be more than. the balance. ace 

count states, debit the account to profit and Toss for 
the difference. 

92. If the money be less, credit the account by 
profit and loss for the! ‘difference, 

93. And then credit the account by balance for 
the exact sum in the chest. 

Wares. 

94, The debit shews the cost and charges and cott- 
ose for defects, and the credit the ‘produce by 

x3 There are four cases. 
96. If none be sold; credit the account “by balance 

for the amount of.the debtor side... 
97. If all be sold, debit the accourit to profit and 

loss for the gain, | 
98. Or credit. the account. by, profit, and. loss. for 

the loss...’ 
99. If -be sold. and part .be unsold, credit. the 

account. by balance, for what remains unsold at its 
value, including prime. cost and all charges, and. ther 
debit the account to. profit. and loss for the pm or 
credit the account by profit and loss for the loss 

100. [f it be difficult tosascertain the value of 
what remains unsold, the account may be closed by 
‘entering on the creditor side, thus, by bal balance for 
the total of the debtor side, and debiteny the account 
to balance for the total of the credit side, by whieh 
the account 'will appear in the next Leger in the very 
state in which it was in the present Leger. 

101. Leakage may happen in casks of liquor. 
102: And a fick in the weights or measure, 

(see also § 142. A. B. my account), whieh, when 
observed, ought to be entered and carried to the cre 
dit side of the respective account in the Leger, ob- 
serving to begin the entry with a black line, and only 
to enter the quantity missing in the inner columns, 

Goods bought for Exportation. 

103... The debit .shews the cost, andthe credit 
shews when and..to whom consigned ; if: all remain, 
close the account by balance. 

104. And if but part remain, it is better to close 
the account with’ a double balance. 

Voyage. 

105... The debit shews the cost, and charges of the 
; the credit, shews the neat preceeds as they ap- 

pe y the amount of the bill I of sales received from 

Tf ‘the account of sales be not received, cre- 
dic the account, by balance for the total of the debtor 

a7, If id cet of sales be received, ipo is 
account the factor, a unt 5; and for the di- 

ference be ers: retell — two sides, close the 
08. TT profit and loss, 

any return in wares or bills for the neat 
‘be rectived, credit the account: by Mor taf 

ttitle, and close the account by profit and 
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* the account-by balance 

678 » 
. 109. [fit be a Pigg hPa ages, credit 

and close the account by proft and» loss -for the re- 
maining differences § stint od “Wesosar bak se 

saoeyT OF ig v2 ul? = ee 

Srey Aly —_ 

“iio. The Thies sos zi or 3 as are re- 
cored by the merchant, the credit ‘shews: aaa they 
produce.. 

111.. Credit the account by poles ees > many as 
remain, allowing a sepatate line for each bill, in the 
mae ae is expressed, on Me debtor:sideny 5 

d or di erence, 1 Me ARAN », close, eneres 
count by profit and loss 

- Acceptances and Notes Ra bg = ‘en 

113. The debit shews the cost of those’ gtd have 

114. And the croft shews the consideration fot 
which ‘they were accepted or passed. 9 0 

‘115. For the notes not yet paid, debit the-aceownt 
to balance in as" many lines as. there “are” acceptafices 
or notes remaining” unpaidy in vs matiner each is ex= 
pressed on the’ creditor’ side, ‘and ‘for ‘the ‘remaining 
difference close the account by profit and loss.’ — 

ODI8 a ft nb 

Bowonry ia? nea 

116.. The debit shews ee ‘was gi ven 
for. such, contracts, the acd iuit avhat, they. 
produced. 
ah be Credit. the account, in.6o. many. lines. as there 

are contracts remaining in the terms in which they 
are expressed on the debtor side. 

118. Close the account for the remaining difference 
by’ ey Sen me yie AP A AM sali sed) 

% fot nla .bevisedo 

: » Bonds. : ite ails 

“P19. This is of the’ same’ ‘wature "a3 eis ae me 
closed in the same manner. 

Bonds Payable. 
120.° This ‘is of the same nattire as accéptancés‘and 

‘notés ‘payable, ‘and ‘elosed in the same renee awe! 
_ 121. Houses, 

wo 9* Lands, * 
Moveables; 

 (,are of the : same nature, pe mR = 
sed in the same. maaner,- .../) 

A Personal Account. 

122, "The ue ‘shews the merchant?s § charge a: -ainst 
that persou, the ctedit. shews his’ charge against! the 
merchant: ' heart! 

123. pete the a count to balance if t itor 
side be greater. * > by ere 

194. Credit the #etathé by ‘alan, if the debtor 
side, be greater. e: tof ; ~ 

aL ON in 4) 

Aw Acs Current of (a Into5 
ef + 

“195, The ‘merchant’s business done by, a, factor, and 
titled A. B, miyjaecownt. y 4) of4 vue Ll ROE 

© 12965; The; debit shes; the, employer's. charge, on 
thé factor Org yd OIDs © ih stele baw etd 4 {ai 

197, The credit shews the factor’s charge against 

for such a8 pe i aan celebliy 
' 9698.’ The 

eit nyt ) 

the other, and_t 

BOOK-KEE PING! 
the employer, so when'the account is sent'to:thevem> 
ployer, Sowagor aby lanai 4 ot ted or urd bith yesébes 

particulars of the debit of :the one miust 
be oe with the credit of the othdr 4 000) 
9b) 190° ,A60Ib To Sereda cibs mals deel 

| There are three Cases, vids et bain 

129. When the factor’s money is of the same, va- 
lue and denomination, and. drafts on them, or remit- 
tances to them are made at par. 

= 

1o badttsa 
aut? yield 
4 -Ea0I3e 

130. When the mone ot forcigpe. and drafts 
met es dvniees- cio uae , 

131 en the money is foreign, and drafts, and 
remittanees'are not made a fepos 20 
°"-132MIwthe first case t a sowed Tike 
paws account. s 
Pngge! ‘In ane éecord lecctchdiandaane’ diaper 
columns, for the articulars of which’ and 
the ie elitr ge tine rhe a 
lumns ‘shew, what the several ‘of the inner 
columns! iy produce!)2"* trot omoc. BR. 
M “134, "Phe ‘itner coluiins are’ 
which: balanée is valued at the fy rate’ ‘apes 
chagge> ee to the outer ieee Bee Ee 
Re “outer columns are ek abe BU Prom roft and 

: 136! The hit ean regi in cai 
actor’s money; close 

for what ney le er him or cparbo. i ad ag 
© °137. Enterithe'v lae in the’ 
Current rate of exchange. 0"! 

138,"Close the in RC “and loss, © °° 

at the 
er ok te .20ahqo © 

189. Note.—When a factor urnishes an account, - 
it is to be compared_with the employer’s Leger ac- 
count; the debtor ofeach, with the creditor side of 

factor’s colamns wah the em- 
ployer’s inner columas. 0) 

140. The additional charges are to ‘e. examined, 
that ifthere be any-mistakey ‘the factor aay belad- - 
vised of it without delay. mitiatenues Mee D> 

141. When every charge is found to bevexaet, en- 
ter in one line on the credit side of your*Leger ac- 
count, and in the inner columns‘the total ;and unless 
it so happen that the account: nveriosianee ae: 

142, Make no entry, for. any ¢ harges of inte- 
rest, brokerage, or commission in t slounes ‘columns, 
as was~ geen ‘of cease and“lackage,'§! 1 aha 
102; the only. exception to this is, when th 
loss maylative’ from different catises, ‘as Ist ie. 
ger, folio 4, by interest, and by the exchange. 

143. Close the account with profit and loss. : 
n that 144. Note also; the it may frequently hap 

the merchant may deéire be Baamniie his books with- 
out settling pee we factor, in eda _case the true 
method -is te close Ha-dou as men- 
tioned. To qadetitent the raat given in the 

different sets, it will be useful to refer to the follow- 
ing Tables of the ‘par of exchange; which were then . 
published, and this comparison will shew. the course 
of the exchange. P 

. A.certain space 

cor 
8 

n or ths Oo; 

Pai oi is Horch Nu 

huis 

slorbers 
reso we 

aha 
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SPR 8 foihos i ao Ws The Duyn of Grave are respite af Payment allel 88 oben: vit fa 
’ Jhyvasieas of te Agee pbc e pk We 28 son bun evk w ee a “te ; a 2g Dass 

2 » 6+» Sundays } France ..... 

oa Great Brita nd ae - ss a8 pRas ety: and boll | Hambur h. 11 

Trelahd . 0 ie rae 5) Breslaw... 6 (Cay® ote Sreskboln m. 12 

2 Vienna. sees . - -e)8) Antwerp ....-: 26 ree vmigg 6} ciuaea. | Spain. .- - 14 

- pera en UaBeh , a eee spot Ne Rome... « be pec - 

) Prato i ‘the Fair 2) Rotterdam... ...- q antzick, .. 10. - Genoa... 80 

_ - out of the Fair. 4 sites ‘Koningsburg 10 DANE 
oe Pd OEP Wes no die yor YE OL «dol | 8 ao yma itl 

00 00 2 setenv BEE se wiont0T ™ fe: de se “: ne Res De ; 

the Par of ‘Exchange to. which these Abconante refer, here @ publis d by the Rev. Danie 
: A Ti pe seats 2 PFs : » according font Waluatih at the wnt." 

ae a ts 

= - Di i 8 js hodat: * us ? a ih if eae i 

oo erz™ ss a he. -& Conde 
é, Le sir 

ins 2012 4 p 20:12 - 4 
oR pbs: | B1O0® yi deie nie toe weer } ‘ BB cival 
pehissi 3° fe “UGSEROW vise inns 40s Entries A or more vv} 0} 215.365 

i Schil. $2 Den. Gros. i at |Schil, 35, Den. Gros. 2. ..,], 1 
: a 1 Dollar, 2 Mark Lubs . . . \Schil. 35, Den. Bred 24s lj Oo 

: Gailler Banco at 4percent, |. 
2 whe dee Vi ) |Schil. 36, Den. Gros. 7. eye | op Oo 

sin at 5 per 546 Rix Dollars ..... - 1100} O10 
x Dollars... .. 1 Piece of 8 Reals .....| O| 34.66 

Piece of 8 Beal cin, aie 1 Ducat Banco ....... Oj 414 
asec ae _\l Dollar 5 Lires 2... 1 0 

rof 5 I Lires ... _|t Dollar 6 Lires.. . 6% se] 0} 413.69 
of 6 Lires ..... iWetss . ve ss se | Of Oe 
Brac 2 Uses seit £108 6s. 8d. 100 

A, B. his Account Wares. 

ets name of each 
Te debit win ni shews int 

lo. eiafau Marks 005 vd bs 
ee 8 Quays soup eis 4 

easurey 

147. Andsin the saratve the i 

ind is expressed. ] 

ahi ex; Pesersess a 
“title; by awhich 

by, sale. 
149. If bs be finished, debit i Betonat to 

all the charges not yet peste 
a i [ 'Tothe purchaser for 

an any defect, and for the 
1502"*£6 "Brokerage, t j aba ae pete to the 

< purc 

2 

F become 
ee debt © 

be not in red; if the 
et sales be cli ed,ithe em- | 

ployer’s account cur- 
‘Commission, rent is to be debited for 
; eee these defects, and con- 
| aeore(e a abatement and 

L 7 

151. Tot b his ase fis account 
for the neat proc ape aye ( . ah 
152. Theseate Bund by deductibg the total charges 

from the peleeey 
153. But if the “Lids Be not finished, it is better to 

close this account by a double balance, § 100. 

e inner columns t the | 

‘taken from 

A. B. his Account: bid, Ot 

154. The -debit shews what, the factor has ad- 
vanced. 

155. And the credit odie pibae ‘the pee has re- 
ceived for the.employer’s account. 

156. When an account current is to\ be furnished 
to an em plo yer, 
ay fe is to be debited i im, $0 “many-lines. 

8. T'o agio for the interest of t the’ money ad- 
vanced. 
2159. 'To commission for the trouble of receiving 

or paying money, at 10s. cent. !,on!the igreater 
ell ge Ficwee and credithemdes. but not oo both: 
these articles» sare not to bey taken into this account 

‘have commission charged; onjthem, a8 is‘sated in 
the next paragraph. 
160. To commission for the purchase of 15 at 
£2, 10s. per cent. OF 

161. To brokerage for negaciatin g ‘the femittances 
of the factor,and any drafts of the factor for the em- 
ployer’s account, iad also any remittances of the em- 
ployer which are to be negociated ; these-articles are 

beth sides of the,account. 
162. To postage, for all Nl eharges: ‘of thisekind, to 

the day on which the account_is furnished ls ‘ 
git: Closethe account with balance due to) the 

loyer, or factor. 
G4. Or in easethe account is not to be furnished, 
close it ‘with a abe balance, § 100. 
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Let the Learner consider the following Example of an Eniployer’s Aecount Current, in the orm in which it i we 
be sent to him, without the corresponding Drs. and Crs. of the Leger Account, ‘with whah i at ts ceded 

Mr Pierre Laroche; of Bourdeaux, in‘ Account with A. B, 
r Dr. Contra, * a a Cr. 4 

1810. ws ss 2.||1810. a sd. 
Jan. 2. To his draft of the 4th December to 100 0 of Jam 20. By my draft of £150 at 8 per cent, 

Mr Thos. Dillon and Co. . .... §~ Eng. on Lawson, of London, for? 162 0 0 
15. To m Ay remittance of 2400 livres, at 100 “0° his account © 

= Pets on Brison ...- +. Feb. 10. Byn my draft on himself of 1990 livres 
Feb. 3. To his draft of the 20th of December, 95 0 Sg ee at 114d. per livre at wt 90 00 

N.S. at usance, to Corn. Connor. to La Borde, 25.5. ..00% +s) 0% 
16. Tg my remittance of 1395, W. at 32d. 1. 1e¢ . ol es By his remittance on Thomas Rian ~ 70 00 

per, on La Haye... . 20... Mar. ° 8. BY his remittance of £250 Eng. 
Mar. 11. To amount of butter and_ beef, sent 260 0 Dillon and Co, of London, nego. 270: 00 

aps by a orders .*. a sah _ 4. . elated at 8 per cent. BI 
20. To agio o advance on his affairs * 13. By my draft on himself 

at Sper con. perann..). 5%). A a vor nels, at 11d. per to ‘Tiabets } =. °° 
To commission on-#491, at £ per r ——_ 

cent. on the first 4 articles of the 2 91 tem oe “00 
Geb TESS RI A es of. *  IBy balance due'to me, for ‘which I debit his al 7 4 

To brokerage on £961, at 4th per néw decoant.. SSG". Su 
cent. on the 2d and 4th of the b 40 r 4 es 
debit, and “Ist, 2d, 4th,-and 5th , 8746 17 4 
of the credit ..,......3 ; . ————: 

To postage of letters.......0- 012° Bs March the 20th, ee 
Of trors and be 58 ‘except 

BIG TEA OOP bs pet 

Divided by 100)9608 To find 
The Method of Finding the Agio. a Sp a 
LES then by $)32 0 26 

“Days. Prod. __ —_ 
point Jan, 2. Paid 100. . for... 13... . 1300 #112 OF 
ae - 15. Paid ... 110 Deduct 3,;. 0 0 5 

2 PIO I VA 1060 Agio at 6 percent. 2, . #1 11 7 
90. Received 162, . 9608 divided by 100, are: groats and decimals of : 

, 48 14 67g) groat; this quotient divided by 3 are shillings ; and rere le iy ig Rat Nae ce pay F ar si 

NG Oe Sn | Is Ode for 796 oF #9. 18. 0 
; : Subtract then 1d. for 73d. or 0 6 ten Reegg ae ae ten i ‘for 738 or -O-2. 6 

—_ B ; The opétation is thus: are eee 
de Cae <. he+ «ORG pe oe 

16, Paid ** 186 — 

BOO 8 SID TS E2808 a: 1S groats 
26. Received 70 ae We Be Bi ia “543 * 51 4gpee ate, 

Re on gt 507 au 
Mar. 1. Paid ee ees 9608 

419°. t 2°. 838 . 
3, Received 270 A oma 100)9608 

age) 22" 10 1490 $)82026 
13. Received 143 - d.\ s.d. 

‘pat 1 for 6 1 #112 OF 
‘Pa the 20. ee 7 42 * 16 0 0 

POS A, Peas 4111 7 ai 
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| BOO K-KEEPING. 3 
The Method of Finding the Commission on the Four _An Account nt with @ Factor. Poa 

en a aye avers: ’ ire rtiaats ~ 17% Fora company under your direction. _— 

Oey PION... cen ind att te eeibooe D 173. The debit shews the employers’ share of the 

10. ‘ Kt ieee ai first cost. 4 : j 

ts ™ {iar a ¥ The whole quantity. 
136 ale > All charges and abatements. 

nan capt. ; The partners’ share of the neat proceed, found 

_ #49] at 4 percent. £2: 9: 15. ; _ «+ -as mentioned § 167. 
' H alf the bundr ds ae po i the tens are shil- : wa: T = remaining difference shews the profit 4 

' Tings, the units are pence and fifth of pence. ; 175. The credit shews'the total sales, and any de- 
fect by gh or wien a? as mentioned § 102. Ee 

ancl : account is tit. Voyage from to in Co, 

The SOS (gh eeen Sap thei s pais “pond with C.D. andvE. Feeach 4d. and A,B. for Co. 
a Uily ? 2 ? O} A. 

Fifth of the Credit. , i 

; — A. B. Our Account of Exchange in Co, 

162 ’ 176; Close the inner columns with balance, carry- 

. pa > ‘ing the value to the outer columns at the current rate 

{ A exchange. ‘ 

vf 143 177. Then debit the account to the partners’ share 

“ PR Ens ’ of the neat gain. 
£961 at ¥ per cent. £1 74: Of. 178. And close the account with profit and loss. 

7 ipaap oc  l ea eay  e a cir 3 | ~ of tens are units. are farthings : a 
fifth of farthings. 

' CHAP. XI. 
£100 & £491 (2.455 

' —_—. The Balance Sheet in the Day-books. 
pe 9s. 1d. 

6. teit : : 179. The Waste-book is written as directed § 21, The ba- 
The direction of the Rules is to reduce the deci- 22, 23, 24. on the right hand page; and the Journal lance-sheet 

mals to diverse denominations. on the left hand page, as directed § 27. The titles oo Day- 

Wares in Company. 

165. In the agent partner’s Leger, 
166. The debit shews, “4 

The cost of the agent partner’s share. 
-. The total quantity. 

_. The total charges. 
All abatements. . 
The share of the neat proceeds belonging to 

each partner, 
167. The neat proceeds are found by subtractin 

the sum of the’charges and abatements from the tot 

; 168. The remaining difference between the two 
sides is to be charged to profit and loss. | - 
1m The credit shews the total sales, and the in- 

ner ans shew any deficiency by leakage or lack- 
+3 which circumstances-are necessary to be enter- 

ed in the inner columns, as it was observed § 102. 
170. If thesales be not finished, it is more advisea- 

ble to close the account with a double balance, § 100. 

Adventure in Company. 

171. This is 
er voyages. 

VOL, Ill. PART iv. 

arranged in the same manner as wares 

alone are written § 28, and they are so full, that they 
include every transaction, § 29. 

180. This Journal is to be arranged so that every 
article, which must appear onthe debtor side of the 
balance sheet, must appear without any confusion on 
the debtor side of this book ; and likewise every ar- 
ticle of the creditor side of the balance sheet must 
appear on the creditor side of this book. In all ac- 
counts called real, except 

Cash, 
Bonds, 
Notes, 
Acceptances, 
Bottomry, 

the creditor side should be the greater to reward the 
merchant fortis time and treuble, and to improve his 
capital. 

181. All accounts commence 
By gift 

j \ of | Money or Wares, 

payable 

Barter, or 
~ Credit, 

and are disposed of in the same manner, or they re- 
main with the merchant. 

182. If they are sold or bought. for cash, or on 
credit, their value appears on the debtor or on the 
ereditor side of the Journal inthe cash entry, or in 
the entry of some personal account ; or if’they are 
= ired by gift or barter, the quantity, quality, and 

we, are ascertained in a short account, (§ 58.) to 
™ aR 
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Book- which the merchant may with ease at any time resort 

Keeping. to ascertain what remain, 
ee z 

This short account is in 

183. The Sales-book, or Numero or. Warehouse- 
hook. It is formed by debtor and creditor, and ruled 
in the manner of the Leger, with a column of refer- 
‘ence to the Journal page of the entry. 

184. It is uniformly posted by single entry, (be- 
cause the counterpart is in the Journal,) except in 
the cases of 

Ist, Barter, 
2d, Partial returns for consignments, 
$d, And counterbalancing accounts 

reign factors. In these the two entries are in the 
Numero-book, Ist set, Jatiuary 15th. ‘ 

185. Wares received by gift are entered in the 
Numero-book ; and if disposed of in the same man- 
ner, the quantity is separated by the creditor entry. 

186. If the wares be bartered, the quantity given 
away is entered on the creditor side of its title, and 
the wares received are entered on the debtor side of 
its proper title. 

187. The accounts with foreign or. other factors, 
whose remittances are attended with loss or gain by 
exchange, have inner columns, which form these par- 
ticular accounts in the same manner ds the accounts 
of goods and wares; and, therefore, these balances, 
(§ 73.) are ascertained and collected in the same 
manner like the other balances, and respectively 
brought to the debtor or creditor column of the ba- 
lances of the Day-book, according to the rate of ex- 
change of the day, § 136. - , 
188. All the accounts of wares, and with foreign 

and other factors, bills, and voyages, are entered in a 
very short though satisfactory manner, to enable the 
book-keeper to collect the balances, § 61. , 

189. The accounts of goods admit but of one ex- 
ception, that is, when the precise value of any speci- 
jic quantity cannot be made out, (§ 100.) in which 
case they are to be closed with a double balance, and 
the amount of the money, value of each sale, is to be 
entered in the Numero-hook. ! 

CHAP. XII. 

Articles which have Entries in, the Money Columns 
of the Journal. 

Arles 190. The rule of posting the Journal is, the title 
which have being entered in the language of the Journal, enter 
entries in’ the amount of each debtor and creditor entry in the 
the money money column. 
tee of Ist, Of cash. 

re Jqur- 
“al, 2d, Acceptances and notes payable. 

3a, Bonds payable. . 
4th, Contracts for money borrowed on bottomry 

payable. ‘ 
5th, The discount of the 2d, 3d, and 4th articles, 

in the event of payment before they becon:e due. 
6th, The accounts title, A. B. his account, A. B.C. 

their account. 

‘and creditor sides of 

between fo- 

BOOK-KEEPING. 
Tth, All common accounts; the debtor 

with the debtor and creditor side of the cash and —— 
personal accounts in the balance-sheet. 

191. The creditor side of cash can néver be greater 
than the debtor side, but by an error, § 89; if the 
creditor side of A. B. his account, and of A. B.C. 
their account, be greater, the merchantowes somuch; | 
and his property on the debtor side is lessened by so 
much. 

Acceptances, , a 
i hers 

ntracts for bottomry payable, 
are real debts in their first entry, aad tong payable 
at a future day, may be lessened by discount ; for 
this reason this title is to have a special entry in the 
money column of the debtor side, precisely to take 
off an error which would really be on the creditor 
side of the account; for example, if the note passed 
for €50 be paid by £49; i artiele for which it 
was passed really cost but £49. (See Ist set, 
March 19.) This item of discount will appear in the 
closing of these accounts in the Leger, by the title 
of profit and loss, All anticipated payments are with- 
in this rule. 

198. Then let each page of the Journal be added, 
and the total of it carried to the balance-sheet, and 
collected into one sum in the balancésheet. ” 

194. The merchant then proceeds to examine by 
his Numero-book what 

Wares, nf 
Bills, 
Bonds, - 
Bottomry contracts receiveable, 
Ships, 
Houses, 
Lands, 
Furniture, J 

What is the original value of the dso closed by 
a double balance; the total charges of wares on com- 
mission not closed; his share wares in company ; 
charges on do. ; adventures in Co. ;'the balances due 
by foreign orother factors, whose accounts have in- 
ner columns; this total, with the total of the debtor 
side/of the Journal, is the same'that should appear 
on the debtor side_of the: balance sheet in the 
Leger. . 

195. And the total of the creditor side of ‘the 
Journal, with the balances due by the merchant to 
foreign or other factors, whose ‘accounts have inner 
columns, and the total cash amount ‘of the sales of 
such wares as are closed by a double balance, and 
sales on commission not closed, form’ the same amount - 
that should appear on the creditor side of the balance 
sheet in the Leger. 

196. The Bifference between these*two sides is 
the real property of the merchant, and solves the 
question, What ts the merchant worth ? 

197. If the merchant desire to ascertain precisely 
his gain or loss for any particular iod, he is then 
to debit and credit the stock title in the money co- 
lumns in the Journal, whenever that title occurs, Le- 
ger, page 6. 

> Remain. 

3 
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_ 198. And the difference of the two sides of the the gain or loss will appear in the same matner. Book. 

Journal, to The stock account also may be formed from the ba- Keeping. with the balances of the Numero- 
—_ in or loss (balance-sheet, Le- 

must be a gain: i 

creditor sides of the stock account be added to the 
balance-sheet, (as it is, 2d account, Leger, page 6.) 

’ 

BOOK-KEEPING. 

lance-sheet, as it is in the $d account, Leger Balance. “~V~ 
199.. Finally, to prove the correctness of the ba- 

lance-sheet formed in the Day-books, there is nothing 
necessary, but to shew that the difference of the tots 
of the two sides of the Journal account is, and ought 
to be the same, as the sum or the balance of the cash 
and personal accounts in the balance-sheet of the 
Leger. 
same; and all the other items are proved by inspec. 
tion to be the same. 

Inpex to the Day-Book. 

Henry, James, 3, 1;. 3, 3.. 

Ker, William, 2, 6. 
on King, John, 0. A. Ex. in Col, 63 1,63 1,73 2 43 2 & 

In the Leger, 2d account, the sum is the 

Kane, William, 3, 5; 3, 8. 
King, John, H. A. 2, 8. 
Walsh, James,.1, 5; 2,93; 3, 9. 
Runner, Robert, 1; 2, 9. 
Scott, John, 2, 3; 2, 2. 
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DAY-BOOK. 

Due to me 
By Robert Runner ... 

——"_ 

I have in ready money ..... 
' inthe Royal Bank ... 
my house and furniture, worth .... ++ ..-245 3K AS 
7 pipes of port'wine, A. ..... ee ES oP SES tar > 

Delivered 4 do. into Co. 1, under the direction of James Higgins . . vA 
Taken 5 tons of madder into Co. 2, with\ John Scott, (mark) A... . 

By John King, our account of exchange in'Co..3, . 2a. eee ee 

An Inventory of my Exfects and Debts active, taken this Date by me A. B. 

: EpInpurcHy, Jan. ¥. 1810. . 
/ 

© © 6 GC O° SHH tO oF O OS Or" S*!Or'S 6 (O70 4S, 

co oooooeo oo oooceso 

S g i] ° 

2 

Bought of Thomas Willan, for ready money, 
3 fe of madder, ot £93 ¥ cert. mark B eae hea ce hoe oe Rs Ria eae 

M. C. 

— o 

Sold for ready monéy, 
1 Pipe of port wine... .. StiMiece scule os 2 er er ee eer ere 

2. - = 

Bartered with James Reeves, 1 pipe of port wine for 14 ton of madder, at £3 ¥ ri 

Lent James Walsh, to be be repaid in 1 month, with interest, at 5 cent. 

4. 

Drawn on John King of London, O. A. of Exchange, a bill of £50. at usance, favour 

of James Quin, or order ; value received of do. at £14 # cent. advance. ..... 

4. 

Drawn on John King of London, O. A. of Exchange, a bill of £450, at usance, fa- 

your of James Williams, or order; value received of do. at £1 ¥ cent. advance. .« 

- 

5. 

Received from James Higgins, the account of the sales of our red wine, 
The total sales of 8 pipes... 1. eee tt ee eh et tees ‘ss éiaMge2o .0 0 

His commission at 24 y COMES ee ee ee eee eee es Jin 18 0 0 

The neat proceeds .....+.. £702 0 O 

which he paid me by a draft on the Royal Bank for that sum. 

160 | 

100 | 

50 

454 

$51 

12 

10 
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(1) 
= Ss pg re 

aie DAY-BOOK. 

j : _ 4 Drs. 4 _ Crs. 

£ |s.\d. y £ {s. 
\— Jan, 1. 1810. — : 

Rihome 40. SREP ew. ie 0, 0 
Reyalipadk. $02.0 2 2 tay." alen . - }4000}0 0 
House, &c. 
Port wine. 
Adventure i in Co. 1, with James Hig- 

gins. 4 

Madder in Co. 2. with John Sot oe 
Runner ..... +». | 100} 00 

John King, O. Av Ex. Co: 3% 
: Srock. 

: | eee 

Madder, B Dae eee Soe stiue Bes a; Ss ‘ 160) O} 

- z. 

DPR aE cc, ce ts 94] 0 oj? Port wine. 

2, - 
IMadder, C. 2)Port wine 

ys 

James Walsh tae id dab a TART RIGOR ces c's tebe oye theese ete 100; 0 

. a 

Oe PU @ Rea anr er eerariear 5012 6|-<'Jobn King, 0. A. Ex. Co. 8 

gn et | 

ISR FRCL i il ean er 454.10 0 * John King, O. A. Ex. Co. 3. 

— Be 

ON RE SR i weir ara 351! 0 0 e Adventure in Co.1. > 

7150) Olt 
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(2) 

Jan. 6. 1810. — & | 8.) d, 

Received from the Royal Bank the balance of the interest account ending the 24th of 
December ie sme ves reevcE ES we Se en eer eo 40; 0} 0 

6. 

Sold for the account of Co. 2, to James Taylor; for an accepted draft on the Royal ' a ra 
Bank, the 10 tons of pet marked A. 

1 Ton at . be ek ee a # cwt £80 0 O 
Ton et ois cs case sae 310 0 Pes 630 0 0 

710 0 0 710| 0} 0 
My commission on the sale, at £2: P cent. ......2-.+.. 1715 O 

692 5 0 

Ae cea erage Se PRs gas 3-8 y 
|. John Bootes Hallas on. vk a eee ws ode ees S40 “Bee |: : 

Which I have paid by my draft on the Royal Bank. ..... - Sune Ae ce oes ste ane ee 

11. = 

Remitted to John King of London for our account of exchange, John Ker’s draft of 
£300 at usance, on Coutts and Co. of Do. to the order of John King, by af draft 
onthe Royal Bank in favour of John Ker... 1.2.2 eee eee eee erences 297| 0) 0 

12. 

Shipped in the Lark of Leith, Paul Henry master, and consigned to William Kane of 
Hull to sell for ey. account, 42 tons of madder, at first cost. 

Si Fone, sD. .. 3 See era» | 236 5 Ie ht shardofaywits . £160 0 0 
BE OAS.) shatscs ol wales. sabe eels 5 AS Se ; 90 0 0 
Paid Freight, &c. ..... - Sckate oA reir a z 1310 0 P 

263 | 10; 0 

138. 

Sold William Kerr at 2 months, 
‘1 Pipe of port wine. ...- a ce Lip tag fp Whol otha aoe ie ba Davigs uae ah einem 96} 0} O 

18. 

Bottled for the use of the house, 
+ Pipe of the port wine... ... Poco a any ve Up lrater sabia. wii ss rin velhewne tc Gh a ae 

jand used the remaining a to fill those that leaked, 

24. 

Counterbalanced by the desire of John King of London, what I owe him by the invoice 
of madder received this date, against what he owes me by our account of exchange. 
The balance to be brought to his account. The balance to be divided ine the 
Numero-book) is.). 60 6 6 eee ee ee ee ele ¢ 8] 2] 6 

He shipped in the Fame, James Lawson master, 5 tons of tomdder at £3 ¥ owt. 300} 0} O 

25. : - 
4 ; “ i 

Robert Runner is dead and insolvent. 
What he owed me is lost ........ Shop once Eee - +++] 200] 0; OF 
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(2) 

rr. ee mee : Crs. 

|—__——_—— Jan. 6. 1810. £ Is. mi & |s.\d. 

Cash J... dhol latadeeees «|. 40@L0l1 [Royal Bank, \:-acisca wiiiris arcbulaia aS | ieO): 0 

ears ® 

LiRpyal Bank Gy ee ws ea | 710) 0,.0).2| Madder in Co. 2. 
ane o 

) 5 |Commission. j 

: 3|John Scott, H. A... 2 6 2 0. 2 | 846) 2) 6 

3 John Scott, H. A. . «2 «+ 4 + + | 346] 2. 6)1)Royal Bank 6 6 oe ce eis aw ee | 346) 2 6 

| : ll. 
+ John King, O. Ai Ex. Co. 3: 1}Royal Bank... 2.624.050 41997) 0 

12. 

+ \Voyage to Hull. 3 |Madder, B.C 

WD CMRIS, es vec oars ce fan 5 set | 13910 

13. 

4) William Kerr... . . eS Ae. 96] 0: 0] 2|Port wine. 

= 13, 
5| Charges. 2|Port wine. 

2 | Leakage. 
t 
t 

24. 

3 \Madder, D. $\John King, O. A. Ex. Co. 3. 

4 - 4,|\John. King, 
jJohn King, O. A. Ex. in Co. 3. ie scone Suey kg De Maen doosate 41) 3 

Profit. ; 

7s 3 

5 | Profit and loss. Q2\Robert Runner... .. 2 eee wie 100, 0} 0 

a fe : nde 16 3 

Keeping. 
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Jan. 26, 1810. = £]4s]/a- 
Bought at the auction sales at six ix months, with the condition of the abatement of £1 ae 
¥ cent. ¥ month for ready money, - A) 

5 pipes of port wine at £75 W pipe... . wie ewe ce ewe ee eee ~seve | 875) O}-6 

26. 

Bought of-James Ker, on my note payable in two months, 
ok age’ in peumakalcknupialune cai eG es le Be ae Sy Ah ae 220} 0}; O 

27. 

Discounted to James Henry, the agent of the sales, my debt for the 5 pipes of port 
wine, 
Whediedount ass css: toe ova oa Ghee s a - £2210 0 
Pig he sath ae a aoe Be BFS pecans egal FI lho va\fo Ba) cat he te peeing te , 852 10 O 

Paid by my draft on the Royal Bank . ES | to at er Stra os ciahen puke ta Ne 352 | 10] 0 

, im 

Discounted to James Ker, my note payable in two months, at 6 & cent. & annum, 
The discount is ......-- is Suelnle: ie tt aie nae g ee ee eee ee Te LY 
Ape te Many ES sie) a, 6 be 6 ay tale eves Ce CheaEn: © Sprke Bel h'vs ie 217 16 5 

Paid tmveady money... 55 je. 0.8. 6 a bieid! peor ea ee ee a aa a 217 |} 161) -5 

28. 

Paid James Taylor the award of the examiners, who viewed the hogshead of madder 
Me A. Be draft on the .Royal Bank, 

a eee Par irc eae F ; --- £5 5.0 ; 
6 ROROEL B16. 6 ose p 20.2! Shue venous ac sl.e cat ade ae We Ree Sates. 5 & 0 10°) 10 0 

28. 

Paid for the honour of William Kane of Hull, his draft of £50, on James Henry, 
‘protested yesterday for nonpayment. 

Charges of protest... +++ + +sees eS) er eh ee oo 219 010.10 
SOMMMIMMON EW GONG, C5. sce: sass ip oie eS etats Mw ahaa, oxy 0 5 0 

Faron cree 50}15} 0 

Feb. 2. 

Received from William Kane of Hull, an account of the sales of the 44 tons of madder | 
consigned to him the 12th current, 
FA he ROtAL PALEB). 5 <+ 0.0) 8 5.0. s 0 > eel eset Ses diekege’ slic <3 . £382 5 0 
His charges». eee ee eee eee eee ee es £011 6 
Commission and insurance of credit 4 # cent. ......15 6 0 : 

15.17 6 

366 7: 6| 366) 7) 6 
For which he has remitted me a draft of Laine and Co. on King and Co. at 7 at 417| 21 6 

sight, for £417 . 2: 6, which includes my former demand of £50, 15s. .... 

2. 

Received from James Walsh, £100 lent tohim. ... « Ae Pe a 100} 8} 4 

—— 2. 

Paid the expenses of the house for the last month , PANNE fo Ss + 8 0 bis Sa S 50} 0} O 
Salaries...... et TAPEOA wakes 0's!» lite des... £90 0-0 e310} 0 
Petty. charges 5.6.5 6 oa epi essa e oad yates, Ses in Boh OF 

0 EE 
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: wt [2 3 3 r afs Drs. vl 4 ws 4s Crs. 
14 Jan. 26. 1810. zh) ots | € ssld. i a wn £ |s 

[2 Port wine 3 tinea OAS] mq! 4 James Henrys... . wee ee eet} 375) 0 
} . : aS 3 % 4 ; a h nit 

ue: : ‘ 

( 7 Madder, RE 4 Notes payable... we ee 220; 0 

; i 27. = - -- 

4 bames Heory sos wpe ered eee 35210 j DjRoyal Bank ye. .'s oye kh). oer, a's | 95210 

Wiscoupe, 2-1: S02 PER. | 2210, 0 sea 

_ — 27. a 

hes payable ne Esti 21716 4 LiGash!.2Fwyerg tarry be we «se | LUTE 

(Discount ..... Bhs Wak ale 46 Vento ke . 2 3 7; 

. 28. : 

5 Profit and loss, r WCashsiiercze s/t . Te Svsricageh yolen.t pprodORO 

|3John Scotts; H/ Ad. ..-..-+-.]) 550 gan 

_— 28, ‘ 

| ‘William Kane of Hulls os. 0. 0 50150} 1 Cashi; 2. se dl oil. f des weird 50110, 

5\Commission.. . - 

} NM oid Feb. 2. ee eel ss 

‘ 4 
+ = Tea oe 7 Voyage to Hull by the- Lark.» 

4.|William Kane of Hull ......4,. 5015 

ah: ' mee 
: Siames Watts sist acts: pete leh. Ve 100, 0 

1/\Cash P| Me aR es ws 3 100 8 4 Prone and fous. 6 

os Qe 

5 Charges, 1 (Gua el dtu ove pareg 78.10 

751 8 4 145011 
L | 
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Total Sums of the Day-Books collected together to form the Balance-Sheet. 

_ Drs. Crs. 
First page ..... . -. £7150 26 |. £260 0 O 
Seeond page. ..... 1192 2 6 1144616 3 
Third page ...... 751 8 4 1450 11 5 

£9093 13 4 £2857 7 8 
6236 5 8 

£9093 13 4 

The balance is the same-as the Leger, fol. 6. 

These total sums brought forward to form the entire account with the Numero balances : 

£9093 13° 4& - £2857 7-8 
Numero Balances. 

Fol. | 1| Madder, 
D. 5 tons. . 300 0 0 
Eiih'dO. ce 2 2 TO oD 

1} Bills, 
Laines and Co ..-417 2 6 

1| House .... - 1800 0 06 
1} Port wine, 

A. 3 pipes 240 0 0 
Be Oi GO.r. e's 6th 375 0 0 Neat stock ..... 9588 8 2 

£12,445 15 10 ‘£19,445 15 10 

And to find the neat gain, deduct the neat stock at the commencement of the business from the neat 
stock at the close of it, from the creditor side of the balance-sheet. 

: 1810. 1810. ree es, 
Feb. 4. The neat stock at the Jan. 1. Total effects ...... £9580 

close wf, ierei 36! a7 } 29588 Sf Profit... +204: 8 8 2 

£9588 8 2 

And to form the new aecount of stock. 

Stock, Dr. Cash, Cr. 
1810. : 

Feb. 4. .ToJohn King, H.A. £4 1 38 By balance for the total / 
To balance ...... 9588 8 2 effects and debts pas-¢ £9592 9 5 

\ SOE. pa ee 
£9592 9 5 ’ 

8 

——————— 

Oe ae | 

Gh cate 

a_—. = — 
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(1) NUMBRO-BOOK. 

3 =| Adventure in Co. 1. 
1810. ¢ Mark. Pipes. '£ Ss. 
Jan. 1/1] Port wine, A. » RET TRS om eee ttle wae $20} 0}. 

. Madder in Co. 2. nue 
Jan. 2 Pd Stone LO: Sis See eer maps ae ee ole Joh oewene ond 800 | 0 

o 

John King, O. A. Ev. in Co. each one-half. 
Jan. me! #500 Ex. 500} 0 

11 |2 300 297} 0 

* £800 3 
24 |2| Balance to be divided in the Journal, otherwise there can s| 2 

be no balance... 2... 2. it siehete cA a * a) 

Madder. : oo 
Mark. | Tons. : 

~ Jan. 2\1 B. ite Geiger ates SPECHT S ah Sec Oe ee 160] Oj} O| 
‘epi in TS ON ge air Bier ar a Pid Sg ash, 90| 0| 0 

PA 12 D. GEMM e Sp a Fes ays iat ck 8 Mer hoe ae he RR SEE etn 300} 0} O 
26 a E. By ERG 98 oe ein A Cee Ay ce ea - 220} O| O 

13% a 4 

Voyage to Hull per the Lark. 
; Mark. | Tons. 

Jan. 12 |2| Madder RA Whe 2 th hath eee tan A AS es 250} O} O 
a ie aL eee beh ea eae roe. ; -| |. 13} 10] 0 

Bills. 
Payable. Sum. ‘ 

Feb. 2} 9) Lanes, 7 days, 6417:2:6 2. 02... Se es Besare ere 

Jan. RD) Rbotipey = e+. oon ewworere rate Rr. tire st peteoaraes 1800 | 0} oO 

Port Wine. 
Mark, | Tons. 

Jan. 1]j1 A. YER S a dove Teva sin tet e hae AeA ye a ae 560} 0; O 
BRA Be te 8, SS 7. De aS Mats 5 6 375 | 0} O 

12 

— — 
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‘BOOK-K EEPING. ae 
Book. 

«1) . ‘ a ¥ ] , eeping- 

* ont NUMERO-BOOK. 

. a): TN ¥ ak ?. 

rh | Niel Cage. Cr. . 
Sisic, 4 2BGR hs toe! se ' #1} iba. 
Jan. 5 1 Closed. 

i“ 
= 

vy Sat Ca. ; Cr. 
Jan. 6 | 2) Closed. 

| Ca. Cr. 
; 1) Ser aiapndntene j Ex, 
Jan. | 441) | 2000 0..3... FE RE SM Ph clo 1 50} 12] 6 

“ MEMIGPOO PWN A. 2A cS. a a eae orb 1 454] 10] 0 
| 24 }2) MOR raid oc Migr an ous , 300} 0] 0 

lor 9x Mewes £800 .0 0. ae | . 

| ———-——_—_ a 
- H Ca. . : ! 7 3 Cr... ; 

4 te de Mark. | Tons. dele W ex - 
Jan. | 12/2) Voyage to Hull, Fox iy Bi t J 

iy = 14 : 
| Balance... ... | D. Sh WA Teo tas be eee kek sib he 300 0; oO 

—! aie to Btn MRE OS, Sere cin bor ait Chine Bienes tse 220} 0} 0. 
of a LES 

Le . 135 

we | | Con Cr 
~ Feb. |:-213) Closed. 

Sd eee OK are 3 Cr: 
G Lim Balance 

| 
Ca. 4 Cr. 

r Balance. 

) < - ‘i 

| Ca. - ° Cre: 

Mark. | Tons. 
Jan. 2 A. 1 

1 
13 |2 1 

A}. Of 
OF 

Feb, 4 Balance, ..| A. + A BP ey Ae ei 240 0 (0) 
B. 5 <3 oC at ot ates bie 375} O| O° 

12 
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LEGER. (1) 

Stock, Dr. \* 
1810. 4) #@-ladd. 
Feb. 4| | To balance for my neat stock... ...6-0000-. wee el] | 9588 | B jo 2 

Cash, Dr. 

Jan. 1 To stock inchest ...... pile io HONE, Pic omaaeed le ated find incr a ROWS -OELO 
: 2 To pért wine received » 64s see eee ce eee eee es ewes [Zt 94) 0] O 

: To John King of London, O. A. of Exchange in Co. S: ote “aD 50} 12] 6 
4 To John Kitig of London, O. A. of Exchange in Co.3......|8] 454/10) 0 

ay 6 Las ewan ee eee haifa She cavitih| - 40] 0}; 0 
eb. 2 To James Walsh Prokt and loss ¢ received + a fee, atl Fe ee eee Oke 

} a 

2789 | 10} 10 

. Royal Bank, — Dr. ‘ 

Jan. 1 ig Bidet Sc Fes, is scoce. oe ace) g sree sole Abmiaitan aang 0}. 0 
5 To Adventure in Co. 1. . 2. ei wieiensi ew. & ordkarg ddvd eitag Ok F OTe 
6 To Madder in Co. 2 ee ey Ce ee 2 710 0 0" 

| 5061] o| 0 

| 

| 
| sa 

House, &c. Dr. | 
Jan. 1} 1/ To stock for its value .......--- we eae « palate yy | 18008 O47 OF} 

rec f 
| 
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2 i Ms ng. 
. Were LEGER. \eaon ead 

“Ca, Ora i 
al bod J 8. | d. 

By sundries for the total of my oie and pice active. oss fi,.| 9580] OF 0 
By profit and loss for my neat gain ......... eo akel Toecaee ae 8} 8} 2 

9588 |. 8| 2] 

Ca. Cr. 

By madder, <A ee Thomas Willan. ...... yy EPRI. SANS 3} 160} 0} 0 
By James. alah, lent bint: 4) 6.5% seule) 60:9 Sk Qheteet AWM Reteys 3 100 0 0 

IBF soo popes) pat domes Kier Ditties sat aasuicl ie) 128 £10} 20 
cd winged gn paid James Kerr 1.0.2.0. aoe PN a a 4) 217) 16] 5 

By John tt, his acceptance ; : 3} 4 oo CPS te ey paid James Taylor ..... «+s 0/10] .0 

By William Kane of Hull, paid bearer . 2... ee eee es 4) 50])10} 0 
By | Si ees harap PS -ee oh DWP 1gTS HHO. 1° 6 
By balance remaining ay ey ter are ect eye. Sool Mhel ob dual oiien | ORME | LIL PSS 

2739 | 10 | 10 

‘Ca. Cr. 

\By cash for interest... SR ah oma bas  eaife SI i « 1} 40] O} 0 
‘By John Scott, H. Ac. for my draft _ oKelte. af baguad sat een va. |S} 346) 2] 6 
\By John King, O. A. Ex. 2 ig RS oe Su SD ee FSC OF | 0 yO 
\By James-Henry for my draft . Pade cad: tha steer ee 4) 3521}10} O 
{By balance... 2.0. HUETM A artes atte ee deans . sa 46] 4025] 7} 6 

5061 | O|} O}; 

% 

Ca. cr. 

SPEAUCE Ss ohio res Omi sa Sbiial phe oo aS a } .|6] 1800 | 0} oO 

1 
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696 BOOK-KEE PING, 

. LEGER. 

~ - ne saa Shas = = . <a 

Port Wine, Dr. \3\ 

1810 Mark. | Pipes. £ s.| d. 
Jan. 4 To stock, BE Sy Padre sir0ie “enale sie akhesdn thes! oth; 1} 560 

26.18) To James Henry, at °75, Fi... ok eee ob Be 5 |4| 375 
Y 12 

935 | 0 

Adventure in Co. 1. with John Higgins, each 
one-half, Dr. 

Jan, To stock for 4 pipes of port wine at £80 ® 2... 2. . 2a. {DT} 320] 0 
T’o profit and loss, gained ... 2s SS ee 5| 31} 0 

351 | 0 

Madder in Co. 2. with coe “Scott, each one-— 
half, Dr. 

Tons. | | : 

Jan. 1| To stock, for my half of, at £3 # cwt.. 4.20. . aerd @ TOK Jat) 9008 | 01] | 0 
2\°To commission .~ 2... es ee 4 weed fe oncedh Ae Pea T BS | VO 

To John Scott, H. A. for his 4 of the neat ‘progeeds oso Seles 191) 6 |) 2406 
Feb. Tp prokt.and lose... ...h e's cls walt vuelto p eae -|5| 46; 2] 6 

710| 0 

‘Robert Runner, : Dr. : 

Jan. 1 1} 100 

a 

1 ap 
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; Par Dp: ; Keeping. 
(2) ~* LEGER | . ; 

it 
a 

ss Ca. neg Cr. £ 

1810. | 13. RR ; Mark.|Pipes. |] | 2] | d. 
Jeg: PIT By cael. svat Oise. [a Pop [eh ost of-o 

Bi ee ret barter eS Rha. Be te, 1 |3| .90; O} 0 
13 |2} By William Ker, sold at 2 months......... 1 |4] ; 96) 0}.0 

: By charges for the house... 6... ee ee eae Of |5| 40] OO] O 
ah ee Mey leakage + sie s. ..0. oi a oy, Ee ee ee Ox 

: . | A. | 3 Je} 2401 0] 0 Feb. | 4| | By balance. .......00 00.00 eee ad de Te SA ee 

/ 12 

9351 01 0 

Ca. , Cr. 

Jan. 5 |1}| By Royal Bank, for the neat proceeds. ... 24020-0220 |1 351| 0} o| 
rn q 

“Ka. | . Cr. 
Jan. 6 |2| By Royal Bank, sold James Taylor Tons. 

~ . at £4 0 OW cwt.....1 [1] “80} 0} O 
$10 0* do..+ 0-9 630} 0; 0 

‘ 710} 0} 0 

Ca. . : -Cr. 
Jan. | 25 | By profit and loss, for his insolvency .........0+e0+{5| 100] 0} 0 

VOL, Ill. PART IV. “ 
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Book- : : 

ig t ¥ Keepin LEGER. 

| - John King of London, O. A. of Exch. in Coo3. |\3 
each one half; Dr. | 4 | 

1810. a-ergmals A . ot egnts 2}3| a 
Jan. 1} 1} 'To stock, for remittances. »...°. 28 SRA e600 1) 500] 0; 0 

11 |2} To Royal Bank, for John Ker’s ye on Coutts 
and-Co. London, for . « « pee eke 300 | 1 a ‘eit : 2 

To John King, Ht A. gained by ¢ exc ange SAA Jorare we ’ q 
To profit and loss, do... .....+- Aa cen wah oy 4) 1) St 

805; 2\ 6 

) Madder, Dr. ; 

Mark.) Tons, ‘ } 
Jan. 2 |1| To cash, bought of Thos. Willan, at £2 13 4¥cwt| B.|3 |1] 160] 0}, 0 

To port wine, received in barter....3 0 0 C.} 14 ]2) 90} 0} Oo 
24 |2| To John King, O. A. exch. for the : 

ETE Sy Rae es A amie. 3 00 D.|5 {3} 300} 0} O 
26.|3| To notes payable, bought of James Ker 215 0 E.!4 |4!| 220] 0} Oo 

f 770 | 0 

James Walsh, . Dr. 

Jan. 2 \1]| To cash lent, to be repaid in one month, with interest at 5 # cent.}1} 100} 0} O 
Bo week at lowe RES 6 see = Siw aneteite «he tele teen 8] 4). 

100} 8| 4 

John Scott, his account, ; Dr. 

Jan. 6 |2| To Royal Bank, for.the neat proceeds of madder in Co. w.4 4 fl] 346) 12) 6 
28-13) To cash, for the award against the madder spoiled .....+-+- 1 5) 5) 0 

| 361 }17| 6} 
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, co "fy Ss LEGER 

‘ io Vee Bo ." t % 

5 : ‘ Ca. a] i \ Cr. a 

1810, | «| 4) Ex. z| slog 
Jans 4.|1] By cash, for my draft, favour of James Quinn. ..... 50/14 }1/ 50/12) 6 

sf y By cash, for my draft, favour of James Williams... . 450}1 |{1] 454] 10) 0 
. 4 ony? ‘By madder for the balance of this... ...... +++ 800/0 {3} 300] 0} 0 

: 805 | 2] 6 

Ca. E Cr. 

Matk.| Tons. a! 
Feb. | 12 |2 By a voyage to Hull... 2... es eee wees = 7 4} 2601 of 0 

| Feb. | 4] | By tat SRO Sle, e's { D. | 5/6) 300} 0} o | do: Ree win, he O15) & 0.6 Sone. ayes E. 4 6 220 rn) 0 

8) BS - — - . - 

; 20 770} O| O 

E TT Cac, ix jahatly 

Feb. | 2|3] By cash, for principal and interest,...... als hoe 1; 100} 8| 4 

sf Ca. Cr. 
By ; : 
- Jan. .| 6 |Q| By madder in Co. 2. for the neat proceeds, ... ...---++ ~|2| 346/12] 6 

By balance due tome,...... egress at 5 Sea. 5] 5] 0 

351 | 17 

q 

_ Book: 
Keeping. 
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mney ; | eeping, eg : - ping LEGER. | (4) 

| Voyage to Hull per the Lark, Paul Henry, |x 

1810, | » |” Master, Dr. |") g |} se lod. 
Jan. 12 |2| To madder, ree mt: to William Kane for my acceptance .|8] 260| 0| 0 

cash, paid 5 ach leat AS ZAR IS OD TE 13;10; 0 
To profitiand lossy oo oe oo oe FID DS IM Poker 6] 108 2.17 |S 

366} 7| 6 

William Kerr, Dr. 

Jan. 18.) 2] ‘Fo port wine, for. 1 pipe cs... 05. 5.0) 0 0-0» 0 emi bigetpicet aE Lele 

James Henry, Drv t sk bet 
Jan. 27.13} To Royal Bank, for my draft... .. F alitr bdeteotaheh ' 1| 352 (10) 0 

To profit and loss for the discount... « a orale -{5| 221/10] 0 

875| 0} O 

= ‘ 

1 

Notes Payable, Dro} | | 

Jan. | 2713) To ag Bank paid to James Ker £220 .....4.44% 1} 217} 16} 5 
To profit and loss for the discount ........... os eae Dh 1 Dae So pelt 

220; 0] 0 

William Kane ‘of Hull, Dr. 

Jan. | 28 |3| To cash for his draft protested . ? eneh eno iomenomecesp het! 50 110d Oe 
To commission at 3 percent. .......0-- ore. enie armel 5 0; 54 0 

50/15} of 

John King of London, H. A. Dr. . i 

To balance due tohim........ pie. + sual eeadn oie fain vals’ + AO 4)°1) 3] 
: 
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8) By bills for the amount . = . ‘ 

709 

eae Cee \ ope le 
sy Cas ip Y" og | wl a. 
3} By bills for the neat proceeds 0). 0. we Lot 25 5| 366} 7) 6 
| iy ae Te y GIhoreiA We, Ny 

; ; f ’ ; 
4 

Ca. Cr. 

iby balance due .2 5 fois oie ee ee ee wt es 6} 96] 0} O 

Ca. Cr. 
3| By port wine bought from him .. 5.2... ce ewe e ee 375 | oO} O 

Ca. Cr. 

—' 4 Pa: ‘ Lut r 

By madder, passed to James Ker | Mae se. | SF aeetch eta ptt 220; 0} 0 

Ca. 

) 

) 

SF Se ep bcey es eile pis ebeie be. Si 50 )15} 0 

' ‘ 2 

Ca. - ETRE 2N0 a Oip' | 

‘By John King, 0. A. Ex. gained by exchange ........+-|9 a} 1) 3 
, Ff 

: 

- 
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Bills, Dr. |*| 
1810. Payable. ‘ 
Feb. | 2 To voyage to Hull, 2 for Laine and Co. ..7 days ft} 

illiam Kane, on King and Co. ,..... €417, 16s. |4 

2 | 
Commission, Dr. { 

Feb. 4 To profit and loss, gained . 2 2 ee ee ee ee ee ee ee [5] 18] OF 0) 

Charges, Dri 

Jan. , | 13 To port wine for the house -... 2... ee reece eet ee |Z} 40) O} 0 
Feb. | 13 To'cash, for salaries and petty expences ......++.2+-.,{1| 78]10| O 

113 )10} 0 

Profit and Loss, | Dr. 

To Robert Runner, lost ...... ovollete'e ety Sean emer £200 FOO 
TS charges o's... - + «ole + nls oh wile e's tee ee ea 419 1107 6 
Too cash paid for the defect of madder in Co... ++. ...---]1 5| 5| 0 
To stock for my neat gain 2.6... eee eee eee sere wall 8) 8} 2 

LA e ; \ ios | = 

go7| 3| 2 

ee 
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ashe, (5) LEGER. ou 

| a Cr. ri 
1810. Cus "lo £ | Seed. 

By balance... 2. ++ +s AS een cae gee --|6} 417] 2) 6 

} 

q 

Ca, a 

Jan. 2 By. madder, on - €710.... at QF centys . wee de 3} 17|15] 0 
By William Kane, on « . BO. ac at EP cent. wo alot aie 0} 5] 0 

: 18} O;| O 

Ca. . Cr. 

Feb. By profit and loss for the balance. 2 1+ 16 ee ee cence oe 5}. 113} 10] 0 

Ca. Cr. 

By ae AO ete ee te 31} O|] O 
By madder in Co, .... 2.225 ve Edo. 2.004 ; v{2} (46) 27 6 
By James Walsh’ 2. a AO.>i5 5 resend? UOe 148 Oo}; 8] 4 

i By John King of London, O. A. Ex... .do. ...-+.20% 4] 1] 3 
' By voyage to Hull. Fi bas ec WA a ea ie 4} 102}17] 6 

‘James Henry for discount pie. 6 vee WBS heabie Sip is ies cs 4) 22)10) 0 
y notes payable fordo, ....-... (hee | a ae 4 | SS: Bl Bie 4 

Dy Commission... . 6. ste we wis SUR CST aisis wteoeim 5]! 18} 0} 0 

227); 3} 2 
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a, LEGER. (6) 

i =| Balance, hae Dr. |) 
1810. ; ; e [sid 
Feb.. ‘PO CHANg » "- alates. S Stal RN es vod a deat oe a of kL} S18 44.) 5 

To Royal Bank, | hers & iit PE Bice Seer 4 Pet eee ‘ 1) 4026 | 7 6 
' To John Scott, his account, . . 3 26. ol ee 3} oo TE 64 O 

To William Kerr, pe sy es PI Wee 91 ta 4} 961 0] 0 

£6240 6 11 ; «- 

The following are the same as the balances collected cs 
from the Numero-book : ; 

To house and WROVERDIER, Coie ie sia edenn ce akee ke iaiis <svemens eL! 1800 1) OF) 8 
To port wine,...... Ke flue “A. $ pipes... ee ae 2; 20! 0] 0 

* "PGRGLOR S15 20 Veils veiw Saaeiaue a) eveve: Bs BGO <a! Pes 875; 0| 0 
To maddery-.i0 ss see ue Bie 94 AS TO Sere eae ae ee 3 = 0! oO 
"To-dittoy. «624930. Sia OS 2& ditto... A190 Ci. ~ 2 0; 0 
To. bille, for Laineuihd' Cb, CR) ee re mats Gates a 216] 417 1°21 6 

9592 | 9] 5 

1st Account. ~ 

The total of the columns of __ Fy 
the Day-books, ' Drs. and Crs. = 

[st page, .6. ss £7150 2 6|#£ 20 0.0 
2d page, ss 6 ss 1192 2 6 1146 16 3. 
$d page,...-. 751 8 4| 1450 PY S|, 

: 4 

; » £9093 13° 4 2857 7° 8. 
AGIRROOS, 6+ agitdus oo si ataee a aaa es 6236 5 8 

as it appears on the credit side of this sheet. —_—-—-—-—— 
£9093 13> 4 

Therefore this part is truly done, about which alone a doubt might 
be entertained. 

C 8d Account. ; 

To form the Stock Account of the next Leger. 

a Stock. Dr. Ca. Cr. 
0 balance, debt passive 
for John King, H. ay isi: | 

For neat stock, ..i..... 9588 8. 2, By. balance for. thes to-. 
i . er tal of my-effects and | 

£9592. 9 5\ . debtsactive, ....|.| 9592} 9} 5 

} 
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Ate Oh. - LEGER. ~ (6) 
o> = tw ~ , =e : it -— re -. >" ce t r 

i poly = 
siding Po, Wie Cr. |" 
1810. : ; : ; $18. jvby-ho di 
ats By John King of London his account, si .iefbe eee ee [4] 4] 1] 8 
et per Reig belanct pf the cahand}. £. 4.1 3 
~~ | [+f personal accounts is the (.. 6236 5 8 

wry a i same as that in the Day- ee 
yan : book, page 4. £6240 6 11 

: ) By stock; for my neat stocky... oe ee eee ee ee ee ee 1}9588| 8] 2 

> 

, 9592] 9] 5 
7 Gage. an} pide” “5g ) ‘ 

2d Account. 

‘ E To find the profit and loss on the entire account, entet in the mo- 
, ney columns of the Day-book the respective sums belonging to : 

: iF that title whenever it occurs, and the diiieenes between the two | > in 
fa, _ | |. columns, will answer the question ; as, ee Ws SL ia : 
: aren Sn Te eter tol! y sae 
5 ° +9 Dr. Cr. F Ny A 

Feb. | 4] | Balance... £9592 9.5 £ £1.38 ae ae 

Jan. 1 : : Stock,.... 9580 0 0 

; . ; 9584 1.8 
. Profit and loss, 8 8 2 |5 

yr if 

fee ER AEN ot : ; £9592 9 5 

he a LE ) 

Vi 

» *,* For the preceding excellent article, the Editor is indebted to the Rev. Denis Ferrall of Dublin,to wham the mercantile 
world are under great obligations for the valuable invention which it contains, 

or ve 

‘VoL. M1. PART IV. ; " 4c 
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BOO 

_ BOOM. Sce Navau Tactics, and SHIPBuILp- 

Ss “Boos, a genera ap pellation for the Russian 
peasantry, who are divided into two,great 
Py er by the names. of vassal boors and free 
boors. It is necessary to observe, however, that the 
free peasants, though pidlance pes ppg 
the boors, both in state papers, in the enumera- 
tion of the people, are, in reality,.a distinct class; 
forming a.middle link between the b rs and: the 

peasantry, to whom the name_of boors 
iy belongs. “Thos es peasants patna -e ienated 
sold; most of them possess immoveable property: 
pin en eM the FH npn regen of-hat 

ley earn, provided they duly pay.their taxes,'or per+ 
Bee ee ee they. have the priv 
vilege. educating their children as they, 
in short; are.as co 

house owners, who possess their houses and the lands 
belonging to them as free property, for which they 

er perform feudal services, nor give any portion 
their produce; but are compelled to.furnish + 

Sivibex torn ag urente Coe ven eeesin end 
pressly prohibited from purchasing in es, or pos+ 

ing vassals.as property.. ‘The Sectein on eas 
icks, in all their’, branches, Tartars, Bashkirs, Vo- 

ls, Kalmucks, most. of the Monadic: tribes, and 
inhabitants of the.steppes, as ley have a real and 

heritable. pro) » their, lands,” properly 

to the class pd ete pesitata, Disbanded i ad 
so to reside in the'country, and vassals who ha 

Spaced their freedom - seugreck superiors, alone 
ed it.as a reward for their, faithful services, are like- 
we 2 be numbered. in) the same class. The male + 

sssian peasantry, or those of Little Russia, hold a 
Kind of inte iate rank between the vassal boors 
and those we have described, being neithér-so —de- 
pendent asthe former, nor so. free as the latter: 
they are attached as fixed y to the land, 

rately from which they can neither be. aliena- 

ei NO are sunk,in the:most abject slave- 
ry: qualified from holding any possessions of their 

and their families are at, the absolute dispo- 
sal.of their’ lords, 5, they may be-alienated, 
sold, or exchanged, like any other,part. of their pro- 
perty.. These degraded people may be distributed 
into three classes, —crown boors, boors of the mines, 
and private boors. 1utng 

_In the condition of the first-class, who are the vas- 
sals of the crown, there are various gradations of ser- 
a and misery. -Some.of them are absolute and 

i yr property 3,others.re attached to the mines, 
and can neither be sold, nor-have it in their power to 
remove; while rg i Naar tasked with a cer- 
tain portion of work, or, obli to a stated 
quantity of the produce. of. scar la A stri- 
king difference may.be observed ‘between the condi 
tion. of the ts of the: crown, and that of the 
boors who. belong to individuals. In general the for- 
SOFT 1phy,0 goveriment.an abrock:or rent of 
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about five rnbles-at an/average ; and as they are cet+ 
tain that it willnever be raised, we have every en- 
coura “to exert themselves for the improve- 
ment of their fields, or the amelioration of their con- 
ditions - Many of these are in’ such comfortable cir- 
cumstances; x ba they might almost forget their state 
of vassalage; did not the crown possess, and some~ 
times exert, the power of granting them away. 
~The crown -boors are ‘distingui by various de- 
nominations;according to their respective employ- 
ments, orto particular circumstances in their deult . 
tion: | ee kiuids‘of crown boors are men- 
tionedvin the laws and ukases of Russia: empire boors, 
who belong neither to the court, nor the nobility; 
nor-to the monasteries,‘but are members or burghers 
of theempire';: imperial boors, who belong to the 
monarch lly, or rather to the court 5 boors of 
the black who inhabit great part of northern 
Russia, as far as: Archangel ; post boors, who, in 
lieu of the abrock and other taxes, are bound to keep 
posthorses ;:court boorsy whose service and tribute 

to the support of the imperial court ;: monastery 
ero formerly attached ‘to the monasteries, but now: 
throughout Great, Little, and» White Russia, -uni- 
formly found: under the Kameral-hofs; economy 
boors, who, in''Great R ussia, were taken from the 
a and churches, and made ie toa 

rticular :college of economy, established for that 
ae fee sie eholistiedyied that the boors are 
under the: Kameral-hofs, retaining however their for- 
mer name; and peltry tribute paying boors, who 
deliver their tribute ‘in or furs. The crown 
boors: one important advantage over’ boors of 
e other description; being permitted to purchase 
Sronvanbibiedsp! elias rag patie with the vassals 
belonging to them. t 
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~ The next general class of boors are those called Mine 
mine boors, who are attached to Pb agen mines, boors | 

from which they cannot be sold or exchanged, 
though they may be transferred along with the works 
to different masters. : 

The third class. comprehends those boors who be: Private 
long’ to ‘individual 
of course, depends entirely on the temper or the 
caprice of ‘their lords, The condition of many of 
these boors indeed is far’ from being unhappy ; for 
when their lords: are wealthy and good natured, re- 
quiring only a moderate abrock, they are enabled 
to grow rich, and to enjoy many of the comforts 
of fe . In general, however, the abrock demand- 
ed by their proprietors is regulated by their means 
of getting money, and becomes thus a direct tax 
upon the industry of the peasant. The abrock ex- 
acted by individual proprietors from their peasant+ 
ry, amounts, at an! average, to about eight or ten 
rubles annually for every male. Besides this abrock, 
the lord may demand from: his ‘slave the labour of 
three-days during each week 3 or may even employ 
him every day; provided he furnish him with food and 
clothing. Nor is this task service imposed on male 
slaves e. Women, and children above the age of 
ten, are likewise compelled to perform their share. 
When’ the peasant is thus obliged to give his labour 
for three days in the week, the abrock is in wie 
diminished, But still both’ the quantity of labour 

men,’ and whose condition, boors. 
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which he bas to perform, and the amount of the tax 

ov which he must’ pay, depends entirely,onithe will of his 
tyrants, To!render hid servitude still more oppressive; 
he must resign to his lord a.tythe of all the property 
which he may earn by the culture of;his little spot of 
land, or by) any manual employment ;» andif ‘by aw 
aegident he should: be deprived of the tribute whic 
he is expected: tolpay, he must beg, borrow, ‘or'steal, to 
make up the deficiency... The master is\obliged to fur- 
nish his vassal with a house, and a small 
the allotment-of which is settled by’ the storasta, (el- 
der of the village, ) and a meeting of the!peasants them- 
selves, , If they happen-to- exercise. any trade more 
profitable than agricultural employments, the abrock 
imposed upon them is. proportionally higher. © Pea- 
sants employed as drivers, pay a certain portion even 
of their/drink money, for being permitted to. drive. 
The aged)and:infirm are allowed a certain portion of 
food and raiment ;. but if any ofthem chuése:ratherto 
depend on, public charity; than to, subsist’ on the 
wretched pittance which they receive from their lords, 
they must pay a_certain abrock out of what they 
earn by begging. A master is allowed to correct his 
slave by blows and/confinement; but for any wanton 
cruelty, is amenable to.the laws, which \are said to be 
eXecuted in such cases with the strictest impartiality. 
A certain countess was lately, confined in one of the 
prisons ‘near Moscow.with an unrelenting» severity; 
which she had justly merited.by her barbarity to- 
wards her slaves. Instances of the most dreadful cru- 
elty, however, frequently occur.’ M. Heber, as quo- 
ted by DrClarke, mentions one instance. of a noble- 
man having caused his slave to be nailed to:a cross. 
The master was sent to a monastery, and the busi- 
yess was hushed over.| The.slaves, in their turn, are 
extremely vindictive. Some years ago, the master of 
a distillery suddenly. disappeared, and. it) was univer- 

| sally understood that his boors had thrown him’ intoa 
boikin vat. No slave can quit his village, or his mas- 
ter’s family, without a-passport, which, he must pro- 
duce to the storasta of every town or village through 

- which: he, happens ‘to, pass." The punishment. /of a 
runaway. is-imprisopment and hard labour in the»go- 
vernment workhouse ;,and,if asperson be found dead 
without a passport, his body is given for dissection, 
‘Lhe boors on the,coasts or, frontier. provinces often- 
find means to efiect.their escape. In the interior it is 
extremely difficult,’ yet desertion, is very frequent, 
particularly in summer, or when there is to bea new 
levy of soldiers, Aslayecan,,on.na pretence, be sold 
out of Russia, and.in, Russia to. none-but a person of 
noble birth, andj» if. not, noble, having at least the 
rank of lieutenant-colonel... This. law, however; is 
sometimes evaded; Many of the boors are sold:to 
plebeians; and,all nobles. have the privilege of letting 
out their,slaves forvhire.’. In short, the condition of 
the-boors is, in general, deplorably. wretched.) The 
only property. whichtheir lords allow them to.possess; 
is thefood which they, themselves. cannot, or will not 
eat, the bark, of trees, chaff, and other refuse ;. grass, 
~water, and fish oil... 1fby.any means they. acquire any 
portion of wealth, it hecomes.a very, dangerous pos: 
session, and, when discovered, is invariably seized. by 
their, tyrannical lords.» A’ peasant in the village vof 
Celo-Molody, near Moscow, who had accumulated 
considerable wealth, wishing to marry his daughter to 
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portion of land, 

~ther the father has been bondman OF free. 

> 
7 

a tradesman of the city;-offeyed his lord fifteen thou. 

ransom, and then told the father, that botlt 
and the money were his property, and‘that; 
still continue among thenumber of his slaves. Tt is 
thus;” says Dr — « we behold the subjects of a 
vast empire stripped of all th s,;and existing 
in theymost. Setbetonnane Ke victims oftyran en) 
torture, of sorrow and poverty, oP digits atid Ra 
mine.” «Traversing the provinces south of Musdo- 
ne continues, **the land appears as the garden of. 
Muerte duanveahen with‘corn, we are 

smiling in plenty.’ Enter the cottage of the poor la? 
bourer, surrounded) by all these rs le and you find 
him dying of ‘hunger, or pining from bad food, and 
in want of the common necessaries of life. Extensive. 
paemarecnngrests with cattle, afford no milk to ‘him. 
n autumn, the harvest-field yieldsno™bread "for his 

children, : ‘The lord claims ‘all. the’ } ices” * Cai 
there be amore affecting sight than/a Russi 
heorbg erate, 5a Latte eae nD ee t of the 
common stores to! ‘and support them through ugh. 
the rigours of ol and indloment winter? Bon 
\ ‘The empress Catharine often’ expressed her anxie? 

sand rubles for her hberty. The tyrant cla 

sshe 

_ tyto abolish‘the system of vassalage 
empire, or at least to ameliorate the condition of ate 
boors, and to restrain the abuses to which they were 
exposed,” ‘To accomplish’ this benevolent purposes 
she instituted a regular tribunal for the boors, entite- 
ly chosen out of their own body; delivered the boors 
at the mines from the oppressive servitude in which 
they vhad formerly been ‘held;°appointed overseers 
arid guardians to prevent every species of violence; and 
oblonga recommended gentleness and- huma- 
nity, of which she herself exhibited a most laudable 
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. By far the greater number of vassals in’ Russia are 
those who have been born of bondmen. ‘By the com 
mon. law. of Livonia, every child, born of an ‘uninarr 

a 

vassal, belongs to the estate on whicli itis born, whe- 
Peter Ti, . 

however, ordained, that a child born in such ¢ircum- 

stances should \be free, if a’ freeman ‘own himself its - 
father, and cause it to-be ‘baptised in his ‘name. Not- 
withstanding the degraded state in which the hoors are 
generally held, some of them rise to considera 
spectability. Several have been known to obtain com- 
missions in the-army for their good behaviour ;: and 
ane ane ancien: at home, having abundance of 
wholesome food, ‘and neat and becoming apparel. In 
some villages they display.a degree of comfort, and 
evenof wealth, which the peasantry of very few 
countries can rival. _ aS ai i Af 
A Russian nobleman/estimates the value of his es- 

‘tate by the number of his vassals, as a West Indian 
estimates his by the number of hog ee Some of 
them. possess seventy, or even an hundred thousand. 
In ait mortgages, the national lombard takes the 
vassal: at forty:rubles ;:but in the ‘sale of an-estate, 
they are seldom’ or never estimated/at so low a price. 
Inithe.government of: St Petersburgh; every slave is 
valued: at 200.or 300 rubles, according to the ua- 
lity of the estate ; in other of the empire thei 

is commonly much Iower, though there is scarce- 
ly any part of the empire where itis utider 100 rubles. 

According to an enumeration of male inhabitants 

ee rhc ee 
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Booshoo- made from 178} to 178%, in the forty-one wideroyal- verdure:» Riclivorchards, fertile fields, and thriving  Bootes,: 
“—anase~ ‘ties of they ;'the number sieteoteahetde: oni villages,. crown their summits, while forests of lofty) Bopal- 
Bootan. 8 trees risé:at’ their baSeinBootan ‘is .bounded onthe “~V—" 

Travels, chap. 9. Rk) ysteast es ony tater 99225 501 

‘BOOSHOOANAS; or BoosHvAwas, ‘a tribe“of 
Caffres who-inhabit'a fertile’ country in the south’ of 
“Africa:)! Theirmantiers are remarkably simple,and 
their principal i in attending their cows, 

the . The’relative duties of the 
men and women are, in’ a singular manner, -inter~ 

iro he, sow the wedy reap the gran a depont : sow ‘the grain, and*deposit it 
in their granari ta'beate iv for une} while'the men 
attend the cattle, milk the cows, and prepare the dif- 

' ferent articles of dress for their wives and children. 
~The ‘capital of the Booshooanas ‘is’ Leetakooj'a 
Jarge and populous town, which is divided into” two 
parts by a river of considerable size. Leetakoo was _ 1 
estimated by the commissioners who visited it:in 1801} 
to be as large in cireumference as Cape Town, inclu- 
ding all the gardens of Table Valley. The'strects are 
regular; and the buildings 
plan of every house is‘exactly circular, and is from 12 
to 15 feet in diameter. The floor consists ‘of hard 
beaten clay, elevated about four inches above the'sur- 

_ face of the The lower part of the house; 
to thé heightof four feet from the floor, ‘is formed of 
stone laid ‘on clay, ‘having wooden ‘spars erected: at 
certain distances.’ About one-fourth part of the'cir2 

- ele is entirely « and this opens was’ the part 
which ‘see: ys to face the east. By means of 
an inner ci wall passing through the centre of 
the house; and of the same radius as the outer wall, 
60 as to cut’ off one-third of the circumference, an 
eee eer te wtuel they: d it their clos 

sing, their ivory ornaments, their hassagai or 
which they use in hunting and fighting, ) their 

“knives, and other articles of value. In this apartrerit 
the heads of the family sleep, while the children sleep 
in the half closed viranda, which compreliends. two- 
thirds of the circumference of the circle. The ‘roofs 
of the houses are round, and pointed in the form of a 
tent, thatched with reeds, or the straws of the holeus. 
Every house is surrounded with a pallisade, the open 
space between which and the house is reserved for the 

ary. The grain is lodged in jars of- baked clay, 
h of which about 100° iss’° Bach jar 

stands upon a tripod of baked clay, which raises it 
about nine inches from tlie’ground. A round straw 
‘roof, erected on’ poles, forms a covering for the -jars 

‘in such a manner, as ‘to allow an opening into each of 
. * Leetakoo contains about two or thrée thou- 

d houses, and'ten or fifteen thousand inhabitants. 
East . 27°, and South Lat. 26°-30'.. See Bar~ 
row’s Voyage'to Cochin-China, p. 390. (1) > 
2B VAN, ‘or BUTAAN, a: province dependant’ 
on Thibet, and’ situated between that country and’ 
Bengal. The’ limits of this province are not accu- 

ascertained. fig and the chain: of 
“mountains tiear it, — posed ‘to have been the 
‘boundary between FE and Thibet'; but it ap- 

from later anteroed that they form the: boun- 
Mer between ‘Thibet and Bootan. © This ‘country 
abounds with lofty mountains, covered with cternal 

very low. The ground | 

Court of the Teshoo Tama in Thibet. See 

_ issuing»from the neigh 

south; by a ridge of mountains, which; in the space 
of fifteen miles, rise cada , libalansbeight lob 
one mile and:a half;from the: plains of Bengal. : The 
few passes thatoare:fo cbexfound in this»chain are 
strongly fortified, ‘and .the: road.'tovT'assasudon; the 
capital of Bootan, is over the rugged ‘summits: of 
igh: mountains ands dangerous precipicess: In ad- 

ing still farther into the interior, .we'meet with 
another lofty:chainvof .mountains, covered! with-snow; 
called Rimola;, or’ Himmalehs which: is ‘seen atbthe 
distance of 150 miles.. "This chain-runs between Tas- 
sasudon;and Paridrongy/ahdethe mountains.are: sup 
sed to exceed in height even the iighest-of the ‘Andes. 
Mr'Turneris of opinion, that iron; aida ‘portion 
of coppér;.are the! only metalsin /this province.’ The 
iahebhanesbE Bovtan ‘are »sipposed to-have a nearef 
affinity to the Chinese than, to the Hindoos. .: They: 
ones ona yaa iy Yr age ithe spe 
irinagur. Theyecbringy t6) that coifatry *déky alt 

and) bofax, and; catny: im exchange npalaelich 
is brought from: Lahore, .and is calleds\Nemuk Las 

_ hoorées», For a mtorescomplete yaccount cof this )pro- 
vince, see Turneriél degount of an Embe ot a 

ap- 
taiisThémas Hardwicke’s Narrativeafa Journey to 
Sirinagiir im the Asiatic Researches, vol. vis po S695 
and Tuizer. i. on (>) 
« BOOTES;! mame of») constellation Sif) ithe 
northerh hemisph ¢ ing/23 ‘stars in Ptolemy’s: 
catalogues.28 in: Tycho’s, 34, in» Bayet’s, 52 in Hes 
velius’s, 54 in Flamstead’s; and 64 in the} catalogue, 
published:in'the Lables de Berlin. 
p» 751s. A ae tebranod baivpoze bed 2 nook 

BOPAL, or Bopauran, a townyvof-Hindostan, 
and: capital.of a territory/of ‘the same; name: in) the 
couhtryxof Malwa./-As the only correct account of 
this town is:that»whichiis' given by Mr’ Hunter, in 
his: Narrative of a Journey from, Agra to. Ouein; 
performed in the'year 1792; we shall:make no apolo- 
gy for presenting itrim his own wordsws 4, ; oo» 
bos The towmof. Bopal isiextensive, and surround- 
ed with a «stone wall.! ! On» the ‘outside: is;:aslarge 
gunge, with streets:wide.and straight.’ wee a 
ground, to.the.southewest:of:the town, ié.a fort call- 
ed. Futteh-gurb, newly} erected, and not yet quite’ fi- 
nishéd.: | It’ haswavetone ; wall with square; towers, 
but:no. ditchs:;: The | spot: ‘on. which it is built is'one 
solid rock, To the south-west, under the wallsiof, 
this fort, is: aivery: extensive: tanky or. pond, formed 
by ainembankment, :at neeer a aniey of pfiyé: streams, 

ring, hills, which forma 
kind) of, amphitheatfe raund the lake.\::ItsJength is. 
about six: miles, and: from it the,town‘has the addition. 
of tal ‘to its name. These, hills, and others in. the, 
eighbourhood, contain.a soft <free; stone, and a red- 

Hoslogiailesh the latter of which-seems well calculated 
for ‘buildings. that: will\ resist waterand)the injuries. 
of the re oltis accordin Fi used-in the, new. 
embankment,. which. is nb wieod ing at the,east. end; 
of the lakes From, this: part. issue, the ysmall river; 
Patdrayand it is. said that the Betwah takes. its. rise. 
frdmianother part of.tlie sameyon) bac so 

See AsrRoNoMX; 

sof , 
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The town and territory of Bopal aré occupied 

by ‘a colony of Patans, to. whomthty:were: on assigned 
me b -Aurehg-Zebe. The present: Ndwab, Mohammed: 

at, a'man about sixty: yearsiofiage; had, fronivin« 
dolerice, love of pleasure, want of capacity, or devoe 
tio, resigned ‘the whole administration into the hands 
of his dewan, who was born a Bramin; but purchased, 
when a child, by the Seri and. apa a in: the 
Mussulman faith. 
woot day of Bopal in ceteaaeds at tae ‘or 

twelve re) does not’ pay an; 
tribute to thie Makrattass but, from lies ad 
handsome present is given to. coriciliate their fibelide 
pest The people seem to be happy wndermthe: 
pe te pen ment; these teeny Se his hoepitdhieys 
and the protection afforded to strangers, /had induced: 
the ‘caravans; and’ travellers in » tortake this 
road between the Deccan and Hindostan’?:+ East 
Long. 77° 28', North Lat::25°° 14. Gee Asiatic 
Researches, wok fi. p- 31, 82. (7) > hy 
‘BORACIC Ac. See Cudectoan> IO ere: 
BORACITE. See OrycroGnosy: | 90 )c0/u% 
BORAGO}a genus of plants of the class Penta 

aria, and order Mon See Borany:" i 
BORASSUS, a genus of plants‘of the Glass Die- 

cia, and,order Hexandria. See Borany. — iw 
~(BORAX,. See Cuemisrry. olive! 9) Yo Yoo 
-BORBONIA, «@ genus ‘of ‘plants’ of het Thies 

Diadelphia,. and. order Decandria. »\See Borany: 
Ww) ‘ast i <ber 

“Borpa, Jomw Crinrus;a celebrated French 
mathematician ‘and natural» was born:at 
Dax, in the department ‘the Landes,‘on the 4th 
of May 1733. His ‘mother. was Maria Theresa de 
Lacroix, ‘and his father was John\ Anthony Bordaj 
whose ancestors had acquired rs me ne — 
in the French army. wo LIOF 

The subject of the following: article ‘his stus 
-dies inothe college of the’ Barnabites af Dax, where 
he gave early indications of his future genius, : Has 
ving: remained a considerable time at semina 
he! was put under the charge’ ofthe Jesuits: ofiie 
Fleche ; 3, and such was his ardour for study,;and his 
presage of talents, that hé very frequently cartied 

the ‘prizes which were held out as the reward of 
youthful'géenius: Phe Jesuits were not blind.to the 
greatness of his talents; and)-exerted their utmost 
endeavours to press him into their order; but his at~ 
tachment'to geometry was too powetful to! be weak« 
ened by any allurements which the Jesuits could rer 
out. 
The’ ardour for mathematical research which Bids 
da so’éarly displayed; received an. unfortunate check 
from ‘his fathien who was hostile to the prosecution 
of ¢uch unprofitable studies)’ Borda’ saw the oppo 
sition with ie he was tobe’ assailed, and’ endea- 
voured to ‘soften it by proposing to enter into'the en+ 
ineer service of a A ar Joe the objects of »his 
eae fad ph herve ‘require a knowledge of 

geortiet ’ ‘His: father; however, having! 
eleven“e idiete a ig ron et to support two of 
his sons who were dn the army, was\anxious 
that Charles should look igréinan to ‘some*situation 
in’ the magistracy, which: might bevobtained:without 
much expense and troubles “To these views: of “his 
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father Borda reluctantly submitted ; but,»after. ha- 
ving thus lost some of the most precious years of his ——— 
youth, a friar, who was/a-particular friend of \his fa 
ther, obtained, by, earnest solicitation, the repeal ofa 
sentence which had condemned to etual inactivity 
the genius and talents of his gon. ap ‘ 

hen every restraint was removed,’ ‘Borda: devoted 
himself to his favourite sciences:and, in the year 
1753, when he was only twenty years of age, he was 

ht worthy of beitig introduced. to the celebra- 
A Alewbartss | Borda was at this time about, to 

service, which would. have 

d hi the ne fom ach om a visinig im to remain: in . 
ward to a situation in the academy. Influenced by 
this advice; Borda entered the igh horse, horse, sad com 
tinwing shis.wustheendtiedh atstiiiny 
to. mi mt jv appre | 

In 1756, he laid before the-acddemy a memoit on 
the. ‘motion, ‘of . iles, (which was 
mentioned in the history of its'proceedings ; and in 
the same yéarshe was appointed: ewemociate of ae 
academy... her ny 
«In-the following. funcbs sch, eliekdetnasundie 
viceyand' was present at the|battle of Hastembeck, 
on othe, 26th July. 17575: as, did-de-camp to Mw de 

species of duty wibighinrorvepend the progress of his . 
studies ; and. upon his 
candidat or uation nthe gir aero; and 2 
such, was the estimation. in w his talents were — 
held, that he was- received without examination, and 
ps na 7 as an. dnepestins af) the dock. 
yards, miriey 

‘This new appointment was particular] favourable 
for, calling i into action’ the 
It inspired him with a’ fondness: for-every'thing that 
related to the naval services and, what peldpas fitpe 
pens to’ the man of genius, he found himself ina Sir 
tuation ‘im which ‘he was led. both. by. jiateretniae 
and, by: his. inclination to the same line of study. ° 
The first subject. of | his was. an, exami- 
whe ty wn ‘of the resistance of fluids, a 

whee ‘intimately connected with the advancement 
and’ perfection, of ‘naval architecture... The experi- 
ments. upon this subject made by. the Academy: Lae 
Sciences, were by no means fitted to: determine the 
resistaiice of bodies that were wholly immersed in the 
fluid.. Borda, however, employed.a, method — 
was susceptible of, great accuracy, and had also t 
advantage ‘of ascertaining accurately the. velocity 7 
the motion. ' The,,surfaces) upo ergamhch his. experi- 
ments were made: were of various 
riments were made both in air and water. The results 
of these ‘experiments are extremely, interesting, and 
are given at great;length in the Memoirs of the Aca, 
demy for 1763-and, 1767. '.We are. led, hows 
ever, to’ say,that the. -apparatus ie aon 
was not/of, his invention... Auma 

_ kind had: been used’ some | are wane by our inge- 
nious /countryman, Benjamin - Robins, in his sania 
ble experiments on the resistance of air 
i We areindebted. to Borde likewiee for many i inges 

s, and theiexpes 

Borda. 
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he made new experiments on the. vena contracta.)\’ 
' In the year 1767, he published an excellent disser- 
tation in the Memoirs of . : jentitled, Me. 
moires sur les Roues Hydrauliques. tw that valuable 
paper, he has: shewn, thatyan:undershot wheel -pro- 

Sebcedeccnmntindaphepcansicertareticagt t the. in:practice! locity is 
never more than shoeolesgilie thassafi the:vcurrent. 
He proved, after: Deparcieux,, from theory, before 
Smeaton: had» determined. it by experiment, that the 
effect of overshot wheels/increases with the slowness 

Dfhers tution Ree aE GMT orl Move 
The last work of our author, which ‘appeared «in 

the Memoirs we the + was a disserta rong 
the" of Projectiles. he immense differences 
wanes theory and the experimental . results 
which had been obtained on this subject, stimulated 
the ingenuity of Borda. . He found, that the ran 
of a twenty-four pounder was diminished nine-tent 
by the resistance of the air; and.that the diminution 
would be still when the flight of the ball was 
opposed by wind; and: he has:formed.a table, shew- 
ing the results erpaeran goer sts of all: calibres, 
poem rene elevation, and for various ranges and 
— velocity,» :2 205 25). +t 

success and utility of the labours of Borda 
brought him under the particular notice of M. -Pras- 
lin, the minister of marine, who was'anxious to have 
prs ss come 8: a talents in the French navy... Fhe 
practice of the service, however;-c ; a plan, 
ar cc archon bom A r resisted ped meee 
sure which might ulti ly prove injurious to: their 
own interests. But M. de Praslin had taken his res 
solution’: He considered the brilliancy of Borda’s:ta- 
lents as entitling him ee anniedae general : ‘cw'eubsli 
he ace us eur arevemma 
in 1 navy. «- ir siied 3 

- Borda made his-first ein his new: profes: 
sion in the yéar 1768, *but, till the year 1771, no 
events occurred whichsare deserving of notice.) The 
rizes which were at this'time offered; both:in Eng- 

and France, for the» nt: of chronome- 
ters, to find the longitude'at sea, naturally produced 
in both countries a‘great’variety of inventions. » The 
French government having determined:to try the ac- 
curacy ‘of some ofthese timepieces, and of other iu- 
struments'which were subsidiary to'the great object 
of finding the longitude, the Academy of Scienees 

i Borda: and Pingre as commissioners tv 
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in -the: Eloravh 
dun ‘de Ja: Crannes:| This ge was performed: in 
thevyearé\ 1771 and:£772, during which they touched 
at various» places! in. Europe: Africa, and: America, 
and! completely? fulfilled: the !objects. for which they 
were;sentont...| An account of this. voyage was pub- 
prea tis» bre in 2 \vols. 4to, Pa ie 
Koyage fait par ordre dw.Roy.en 771 et 1772, &c. 
meer icdacnaneat the! rte obtained during the 
expedition iwillibe found in the Memoirs of the Aca- 
demy fori 77Boli1 4! af : 
~The eal and suceess;with which: Borda had per- 
forsied: his’ part in ‘this expedition, pointed him out as 
the nto, be! ed in determining the 
pin art iden With this Seka? tie vies 
promoted: to: the of lieutenant in/1775, and:in 
the year following he set sail:in the frigate La Bous- 
soley having ‘under his orders! the. Zspit command- 
ed by Ms de Puysegur.» During this interesting 
voyage he; determined the relative ‘and sabsolute posi- 
tion, of the Canary Isles, iby: means of several points 
taken on-each; and.on the! coast of Africa.’ He veri- 
fied the height/of the Peak of Teneriffe, and calcu- 
lated tables for finding the. position: of ‘a ship at sea. 
from the apparent hi of this mountain... He ex- 
amined the peak itself with great care, and brought . 
home with him several mineralogical specimens. 
.-M. Borda was appointed major-general to the naval’ 
— cat which sted from a) on the Count 
D’Estaing, and he was.present with that distinguish- 
ed commander at all the naval o ions, by Shih. 
he contributed to the final emancipation of America. 
In this high situation;' the wisdom, prudence, and in- 
woe Borda‘excited the admiration of his fellow. 
r at Salta lies 

v»From.the-experience which he ‘had'now-obtained 
ofithe naval service, Borda perceived many. defects 
in the construction of: vessels, which could easily be 
remedied... He considered the want of uniformity in - 
the construction of ships which were to act together 
asa great defect, from which arose a great discord- 
ance in their movements, and in the execution of sig- ~ 
nals. Upon his. return. to France, he: communica- 
ted this idea to, ‘the government, who. immediately 
resolved \to-carry it into -effect. -The best form for 
a ship of 74 guns was selected by Borda from a vya- 
riety: of constructions, and was made the model for 
the formation of others';, and the same plan was fol- 
lowed for vessels of different:rates, (009 ¢- 
-:In the year 1781, Borda was appointed to the 
command of the vessel) Le Guerrier; and in-the year 
1782, he obtained the command of ‘the Solitaire, a 
ship of 64 guns, for the of escorting a body 
of troops to ‘the island of Martinique, at a time when 
the reduction of allour West India islands was the fa- 
vourite’ object of! the allies; and when: they had ac- 
tually: succeeded: in the capture ‘of the islands of. 
Nevis.and St Christophers. Borda had the good for- 
tune to'co the troops utder his orders to their 
final destination'; and: having joined the fleet under. 
the Count De Grasse, he was ordered to a cruising 
station with the command of several frigates, After 
he Held Senavaved ror the fleet, 2 thick fog came on, 
adh Bayea ad The memifitaton te find his little - 

making: these’ trial’; and) they were ordered: to sail Borda. 
+s) under the, command’ of) /Ver- “1 



Borda. 
ee 
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squadron in'the middle of eight ° h shipsof war. 

e'tried, in vain, to extricate himse ‘fom a. force so 
superior to’ his own}! and when he found that é 
was impossible, he refused to ‘sutrender till hissown 
ship became’a complete wreck. «| Borda; was treated 
swith great ‘kindness and « ‘dacbictida’ rh English, 
avho sent him, back! to Fiance‘upon: his’ ; but 
thé ch whichvhe'felt forthe loss of Fequedroa, 
and the fatigues’ of three naval cam’ s, having be- 
‘gum to produce: a'serious:effect 0 n his health, he de- 
termined to spend therremaiider ‘of ‘his as in the 
quiet prosecution of science and Heyes a 

Dirih stata ewe ingré in i771, Bor- 
-da'found, fro nce, that the valuable-quadrant 
dnyented by. our countryman Hadley, was susce cad 
of great improvement. The celebrated’ Tobias 

-alréady endeavoured to remove its innperfections, 
“He made the instrament 'a complete circle, and re- 
peated the measure of: the-angle on different parts of 
its’ graduated : ircumfefénce.: By taking amean of 
these measures, he -obtained.ia ‘result:independent of 
the-various sources‘of “error, t6 which EHadley’s qua- 

-drant was liable: ‘Mv Lefevre» Ginean, the biogra- 
pher: ‘of Borda, declares that! the’idea‘of Mayer was 
never carried ‘into effect, and thus “endeavours* to 
ascribe the whole:merit of the invention to-his own 
countryman: .: This statement, | however, is completes 
ly false; ones eed. rs circles: was:made for Ad- 
inital : Campbell hy Bird} sand Mayer had ‘himself 
used an pecans oe reve sie » terrestrial. angles 
upon: the ‘repeat le,: which ‘is*d in 
the’ Cobitagihie oA Phe yal Society’ f —_- 
for 1752, tom. ii. po $25. | 

‘Borda having examined, with the utmost. attention, 
the construction ed ‘by Mayer, soon perceived 
its defects, which he has coined out in his» De- 
scription et usage « ae Circle de.Reflexion, published 
in 1787. ‘Ehese defects she had, m a‘great measure, 
removed, jin a néw circle’ of his‘own invention, which 
owas first made in 1777 » and which has éince. been em- 
-ployed with at SUCCESS, under the name-of the Circle 
of Borda. "This instrument, however, excellent as it 
was, had still. numerous imperfections;-and:it was re- 
served to our 7 an toa countryman,:Mr, Troughton, 
to bring to perfection one of the, happiest! inventions 
that was ever made. See pA arose, Pe Lee and 
‘Crreie. 

‘When the Furie ‘overnment. had sdibvitls ‘to re- 
form their-weights and measures, Borda was appointed 

the Academy one of the commissaries fo or fixing 
ae basis of the»new system: With this view he'in- 
vented a,most. simple and ingenious method. of -mea- 
atieaniyiweth extreme,aceuracy; the length’ of the 
pendulum; he gave a new form: tarthe,rods which 
were Soe etplovee or measuring a base in trigonometti- 
cal surveys ; he aT a most ingenious-method 
of measuring the changes, which, they suffered from 
a difference.of temperature ; and he ascertained the 
jncrements,in ‘length and -bulk which platina, iron, 
and brass wasiatved when the temperature was raised 
from; 1° to 180° of Fahrenheit. | Bo rda was delight- 
ed with this national work, and exerted himself with 
the utmost zeal to bring. it to a close. ‘The parsi- 
mony of the French government, however, interrupt- 
«his progress, and he was often obliged to advance 
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‘money to the different artists who were ae 
this great undertaking, but who had eee ri a 

¥ ‘for‘payment from the public ison taal 

* Success'in such a struggle, mt 
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ments were at length 
with the foreign commissaries were 0: 5 teas 
thing remained but to enjoy the teow bh had 
been so laboriously -earned. B ot hc ory 
not destined to — during his that “high re- 
wad et OWMMM tine eaniiner rue of the 
winter enfeebled h doasientinl and brought ona 
dropsy in the late of which he expired-on the 20th 
of February: 1799, in the of his‘age. ©> 
» Though: ordadbronedittes: Tf wtaencice to the 
physical sciences and the useful arts, he/had a ‘great 
predilection ‘for poetry and belles lettres; an 
Odyssey of Homer was his favourite work.’ The re- 
spect which Borda’s talents always ‘inspired, /was 
supported by the excellence of hie i private character, 
His conversation was a ghcnallestnd cloniadiea 
was-animated by a <i cetcejvof lateness ides earhioh! eaaete 
ed him a« Plednehe Jancis Ji Borda was, 
in 17975 ewe of the candidates forthe office of a di- 
rector'of the French republic but he did not possess 
those:talents for intrigue, which would have: 

ives ent omit eh 

» Besides the works which we ‘have hdeclyidh 
tioned Burda sdretv: ‘up, in conjunction with M, De- 
lambre, the T'ables trigonbmetriques yr 
was, biestiekDacarat 1801s 30 show sent oily 
poThe: account of -his »voyage "to iy 
drawn ag by himself, and full of interesting informa 
tion, has not yet been published ; but we} reason 
to believe that. this work, along with other manus 
scripts. and fragments: written tip Bi vde,yeiithcagen be 
given to the world. © a hentog. “ral -tdrsen eS 
~ BORDENAVE, Toussawnt, acelebrated Fréneh 
pees sha berh at Paris onthe! 10th’ Alpril 
1728. -The profession of a su been al- 
most hereditar in his family, his father) was 
that it should. soutebaed.a in the eechhers a 
and gave him a complete education, in language 
philosophy; to qualify him, for the situation w she 
might. be icalled) to fill. The progress which he’ 
made in the’ Latin» Janguage was so great, that he 
learned, to speak it with»unusual fluency ; and this 
circumstance!alone gave him great. consideration in 
his own profession, and in the public schools, at a 
time of life when he could’ not othenwise« have: been 
entitled to receive it.) 1 || «tate ea 
. Bordenave was extremely Pri tie to. haveral seat 
in the Academy of Sciences 5: and; in the year1774, 
ree was appointeda’ rem sewn oesthaerh learned 

his appointment: in direct oare Al 
to nn e- rules of the academy; gave great di 
tion ;\and though, Bordenave Morel epmencal this 
mode of admission, the members of the academy were 
nat irritated at such an intrusion. |The mild- 
ness and modesty of Bordenave, however, gained him 
the friendsh “3 his colleagues;-and he! enriched: the. 
memoirs of the academy with several valuable, 

Bordenave was created Echevin of: Paris, he 
was the first person who had. been’ elevated to this 
office. On the birth of an heir to.the throne, he was 
rewarded with the ribbon of the orderiof St Michael. 
but he did not long enjoy this honour. He was 

ee 
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ig 
fering, he expired on the 12th of March, 1782. 

ot 
tn 1767° ke published his Rem 

‘the leading philoso 
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struck with apoplexy ; and, after eight days of suf- 

Bordenave wae professor royal and director of the 
yf and member of the Imperial 

A at Florence. To the Memoirs of the first 
of these nn ayn he contributed many a 

3 on various subjects in surgery, medicine, 
ro + In 1756, he alii his Essai sur la 

jologie, in 12mo, which was reprinted in 1764. 
Ss SUT ee’ 

bilité de qi parties, 12mo. 1n 1768, he pub- 
lished a Lim oc Bs of Haller’s Elements of Physio- 

» for the benefit of his pupils. In 1769, appear- 
is Dissertations sur les Antiseptiques, 8vo; and 

in 1774, he published his Memoires sur le danger des 
ustt ur la cure radicale des Hernies. See 
ler’s Bib. Chirurg. ; and the Mem. Acad. Par. 

1782, Hist. p. 78. (x) 
BORDER. See Garnenine. 
BOREALIS, Aurora. See Avrora Borealis. 
BORELLI, Jonn Atruonsos, a celebrated Ita- 

lian physician and anatomist, was born at Castel Nuovo, 
in the rt pete of Naples, on the 28th of January 
1608. ving been sent to finish his education at 
Rome, he made rapid p' under the care of 
Castelli, and acquired such a reputation for his abi- 
lities, that he was invited to teach mathematics at 
Messina in Sicily. In 1647 and 1648, a malignant 

having broken out in that island, and committed 
dreadful ravages, Borelli paid particular attention to 
the disease, and published a treatise upon it at Co- 
senza, entitled, Delle ragioni delle febri maligni di 
Sicilia, 12mo, 1649. From Messina he went to Pisa, 
where he was appointed professor of philosophy and 
mathematics, an office which he filled with great suc- 
cess. ‘The fame of his talents had reached the ears 

_of the Grand Duke Ferdinand, and of Prince Leopold, 
through whose influence he was honoured with a seat 
inthe Academy del Cimento. About this time he be- 
gan to em his mathematical knowledge in ex- 
plaining the functions. of the animal economy; and 
we accordingly find, that between the years 1659 
and 1664, he wrote numerous letters to Malpighi 
upon that subject, which were afterwards published 
in the posthumous works of that learned anatomist. 

en in the revolt of Messina, he was 
obliged to quit Sicily and retire to Rome, where he 
lived under the patronage of Queen Christina, who 
was at that time resident in the capital of Italy. The 
liberality of the Swedish queen, however, does not 
seem to have been of great extent, as we find Bo- 

-relli under the necessity of teaching mathematics in 
the pious schools in the convent of St Pantalion, 
where he died of a pleurisy on the 31st December 
1679, in the 72d year of his age. 

Borelli carried on a correspondence with some of 
phers of his age, particularly with 

Mr John Collins, Mr Oldenburgh, Dr Wallis, Mr 
Boyle; and Malpighi, and was held in high estima- 
tion among his contemporaries. 
His De te writings are: 
1, Delle ragioni delle febri maligni di Sicilia. 

Cosenza, 1649, 12mo. 
‘2 Della cause delle febri maligni, Pisa, 1658, 
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8. Apollonii Pergzi Conicorum, lib. v. vi. et vii. 

Florent. 1661, Eo. 
4, De Renum usu judicium, accompanied by Bel- 

lini’s'treatise De structura Renum. Strasburg, 1664, 
8yo. } 

5. Theorie Medicorum Planetarum ex causis 
Physicis deductz. Florent. 1666, 4to. _ 

. De vi Percussionis. Bologna, 1667, 4to. 
7. Euclides Restitutus. Pisa, 1668, 4to. 
8. Osservatione intorno alla vista in eguali degli 

Occi, spublishen in the Journal of Rome for 1669. 
9. De motionibus naturalibus de Gravitate pen- 

dentibus. Regio Julio, 1670, 4to. 
10. Metcordlogia Ateiea. Regio Julio, 1670, 4to, 

Borelli having been present at the formidable and 
destructive eruption in 1669, drew up an account of 
it at the desire of the Royal Society of London, who 
printed it in their ‘Transactions. 

11. Osservatione dell’ Ecclipi Lugari 11 Gennaro 
1675, published in the Journal of Rome for 1675, 

34 p. 34. 
12. Elementa Conica Apollonii Pergzi, et Archi- 

medis Opera, nova et breviori Methodo demonstrata. 
This work was printed at Rome in 1679 in 12mo, at 
the end of the 3d edition of his Euclides Restitutus, 

13. De motu Animalium. This work was pub- - 
lished after Borelli’s death. The first part appeared 
in 1680, and the second in 1681. A more correct 
edition was published at Leyden in 1685, along with 
John Bernoulli’s Mathematical Meditations concern- 
ing the Motion of the Muscles. Another edition ap- 
pees at Leyden in 1686, under the care of Dr 

roen, along with his two pieces, De vi Percussionis, 
and De Motionibus, &c. 

The principal writings of Borelli are, his treatises 
on the Force of Percussion, and on the Motion of 
Animals. In the first of these works, he endeavours 
to demonstrate the proportion between the percus- 
sive force, the motion or the velocity of the percus- 
sion, and the resistance of the body struck; and he 
has not scrupled to say, that he has succeeded in de- 
monstrating the nature, cause, properties, and effects 
of percussion. In this work he occasionally treats 
of gravity, magnetism, pendulums, and the tremor 
of bodies. 

Borelli’s treatise on the Motion of Animals, which 
was dedicated to Christina, Queen of Sweden, and 
printed at her expence, exhibits a fine application of 
the laws of statics to’ the motion of living beings. 
He supposes the muscular fibres to be vesicular, and 
their contraction to arise from the intreduction of a 
portion of the nervous fluid, which mixes with the 
blood they contain, and by swelling them, shortens 
their length. He endeavours to measure the indi- 
vidual and the collective power of the fibres which 
compose a muscle; and he shews in what measure 
their power is varied, by the manner in which the 
fibres are united with the tendons. Varignon and Dr 
Keil have pointed out some errors in the calculations 
of Borelli; but these are quite isifliog, when com- 
pared with the value and originality of this curious 
work, mit 
BO » See AucEr. 
BORGIA, Czsar, one of the most consummate 

villains mentioned in modern history, was the second 
4x 

Borelii 

Borgia. 



V22 = of BORGIA. 
Borgia. son of Cardinal Roderigo, (afterwards Pope Alexan- tion, was further inflamed by the suspicion, that he Borgim 

“——v-—~ der VI.) by his mistress Vanozza.. The year of his rivalled him in the affections of a particular lady. 
birth is unknown; but he was pursuing his’ studies 
at Pisa when Alexander ascended the papal throne, 
in 1492, He immediately hastened to Rome to con- 
gratulate his father on his elevat.yn, impatient to reap 
those honours which he had it now in his péwer to 
bestow. Alexander, instead of welcoming him with 
the warmth and exultation which his recent prospéri- 
ty might naturally have inspired, received. him with 

_ cold formality, admonishing him to repress his rising 
ambition, and to strive to reach preferment only by 
the path of virtue. A.reception so ill suited to the 
aspiring temper of Cesar, and so inconsistent with 
the known dit acter of his father, at once mortified 
and surprised him. He retired in the utmost con- 
fusion from the presence of his Holiness, and went 
to seek consolatior and advice from his mother. Va- 
nozza exhorted, him not to be discouraged, assuring 
him that.she was well acquainted with his father’s 
intentions, and that though he thought it necessary 
at present to’ assume an appearance of moderation 
and ‘disinterestedness, he:might confidently hope for 
every advantage from his indulgence, and his ambition 
for the aggrandisement of his family. ‘These assu- 
rances were immediately confirmed by the promotion 
of Borgia, who was first made’ archbishop of Valen- 
za; and, in the following year, appointed cardinal of 
St Maria Nuova. } 

Ecclesiastical preferments, however, could not sa- 
tiate the turbulent and aspiring soul of Borgia, who 
seemed to feel the clerical habit an irksome, though 
a very feeble restraint, on the excesses. to which his 
natural depravity prompted him, and longed for some 
temporal dominion, which might enable him to. pro- 
secute more successfully his schemes of, ambition, 
and, to yield with less disguise to the wildest impulses 
of his savage and impetuous temper. ©. 

When the army, which Charles the VIIIth of 
France led against Naples, had entered Rome, and 
compelled the Pope to a treaty, Borgia was forced 
to accompany the king as apostolical legate, or ra- 
ther as hostage for the performance of the stipulated 
conditions. Vinding an opportunity, however, tomake 
his escape, the treaty was broken, and the. king ob- 
liged to abandon Italy. Vanozza having been plun- 
dered by the French army while it lay at Rome, ex- 
cited both Alexander and Borgia to take a_ severe 
revenge for her wrongs. Théy began by poisoning 
Geme, brother to Bajazet, who had fled from that 
sultan to Italy, as to a sanctuary, and had entered 
into a league with the French, who intended, after 
reducing Naples, to undertake an expedition against 
the Turks. They next proceeded, by means of as- 
sassins, to destroy the. French who remained at Rome. 

While Alexander thus employed Cesar-as the :fit- 
test ‘instrument for the execution of his nefarious 
schemes, he, at the same time, shewed a marked pre- 
dilection for his eldest son Francis, on whom he con- 
ferred all the secular dignities so much coveted by 
Cesar, and who, through his influence, had been in- 
vested with the dukedom of Gandia, by Ferdinand 
king of Castile and Arragon. ‘The hatred which 
Cesar entertained against his. brother, whom he re- 
garded as the greatest obstacle in his career of ambi- 

He resolved, therefore, at all hazards, to get vi ion" a 
so troublesome a competitor; and acec : 
four assassins, the chief of whom was Michelotto, a 
Spaniard, the most barbarous ruffian of the age, to 
assassinate his brother, and throw his body into the 
Tiber. The time which he fixed for the perpetra- 
tion, of this atrocious murder, was the eve ‘of his de- 
ola ie neyses to assist at _ tag eile 

ing Frederic, in his capacity of a legate. 
It is said, that when Abeaites. ovepheliied: with 
gtief for the death of his favourite son, caused the 
most anxious inquiry to be made after his murderers, 
Vanozza went to him privately to induce him to 
give up the search, threatening that if he persisted, 
he himself should perish by the same hand which had 
destroyed his son. / Ue" iP eee gee 

About this time, Ferdinand and Isabella complain- 
ed, by their ambassador, of a dispensation’ granted by 
the Pope, for the marriage of a nun, the only heiress 
to the crown of Portugal, to a natural son of the late 
king of that country,—a marriage extremely prejudi- 
cial to Ferdinand, who hoped to succeed to the Por- 
tuguese throne. Alexander, wishing to have Czsar 
married to Charlotta, Sopher to the king of Na- 
ples, who was the near relation and faithful ally of 
Ferdinand, saw how much his interest was concerned 
in freeing himself from the blame of that dispensa- 
tion. Florida, archbishop of Cosenza, was therefore 
accused by. Borgia of having forged it; and upon 
this charge he was immediate i 
where death, in a few days, released him from bis un- 
merited sufferings. ; ‘) uit aint ty 

Soon after this, Louis XII., monarch of France, 

: 

' solicited the Pope for a dispensation to divorce his 
wife Jane, and ‘to. marry Anne of Burgundy, widow 
of the late King Charles. Borgia eagerly seized this 
opportunity of promeng his ambitious designs; and 
having prevailed with his father to entrast him with 
the dispensation, he resigned his dignity as cardinal, 
and proceeded as ambassador to the French court. 
He was cordially received by Louis, who immediate- 
ly created him Duke of Valentinois, granted him 
an ample pension, and appointed him to the command 
of a body of cavalry. ith the view of extorting 
still more important favours, Borgia retained the dis- 
pensation ‘for some time in his possession, pretending 
that he had not yet received it from Rome, but was 
in daily expectation of its atrival, Louis, becoming 
impatient, applied to the bishop of Setta, the Pope’s 
nuncio at Paris, who assured him, that, notwithstand- 
ing the pretences of Borgia, he was certain that he - 
had brought the dispensation along with him to 
France. Tips this, Louis convened a number of 
divines, who authorised him to divorce his wife, and 
to proceed, without further delay, to solemnize his 
marriage with Anne of Burgundy. Borgia, findin 
that his schemes were .baflled, was obliged, with 
very bad grace, to deliver the dispensation; but the 
discovery proved fatal to the nuncio, whom he car- 
ried off by a doze of that poison which he had al- 
ways ready for administering to those who incurred 
his resentment, or stood in the way of his promo- 
tion. wig 

7 

y thrown into prison, . 
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ith horror. from Nas addresses, he 
sued for and obtained the hand of the daughter of 

with the order of St et i_bieepea, | ce sun- 
shine to a serpent, seemed only to rouse the invete- 
rate malignity of his nature, “Incredible numbers of 
victims were sacrificed to his revenge or his ambition ; 

and not only-in Rome, but in every part of the eccle- 

siastical dominions, he had assassins in his pay, rea- 
Gy, Gaze sigbest hint, to execute his cruel designs. 

is father instigated or assisted him in his villanies ; 
and having determined to reduce Romagna into sub- 
jection'to the holy see, they dispatched a number of 
the richest cardinals, and seized’ their property, to 

ible them to carry on the iniquitous war which 
had undertaken. As duke of Valentinois, 

Borgia was able to levya considerable force in France, 
with which he proceeded to Romagna. He com- 
menced his. campaign with the siege of Imola and 
Forli, which soon surrefidered. ‘He next reduced 
Pesaro, Rimini, and Faenza ; and, in the year 1501, 
was honoured, by his father, with the title of Duke 
of Romagna. Unheard of atrocities were committed 
by Borgia in the course of this war ; which he pur- 
sued with such vigour and success, that the Italian 
powers, alarmed for their common safety, formed a 
combination to oppose him. He contrived, however, 
to defeat this. confederacy by his usual arts of 
treachery and rae He invited three of the lead- 
ing men to Senigaglia, under a pretence of negocia- 
ting peace, and caused them all to be strangled. 
Thus ia and his father proceeded in their usur- 

ions, alternately courting the friendship’ of the 
monarchs of France and Spain, as the influence of ei 
ther appeared to prevail or decline in Italy. Such 
was Borgia in his rk pele aman whom Machia- 
vel proposes as a model of imitation to all succeeding 
princes, who, like him, might acquire dominions by 
their valour or address; a man whose talents enabled 
him to form the most extensive schemes of aggran- 
dizement, and whom no motives of justice, honour, 
or humanity, could ever move from his purpose. 
' Providence, as if to counteract the influence of 
such a pernicious example, condemned him to outlive 
the greatness which he had so foully acquired ; to 
see his fortune dispersed, and his dominions wrested 
from him ; to see his enemies prosperous and exalted, 
and himself sunk in the lowest poverty, and the most 
abject dependance. Poison, which Borgia and his fa- 
ther had p d for nine wealthy prelates, on whose 
possessions they wished to seize, was drunk, through 
mistake, by themselves. The Pope died next day ; 
but the vigorous constitution of Borgia 
enabled him to. recover, though he long experienced 
the pernicious effects of the poison. He escaped. bes 
ing massacred: by the partizans of Pope Pius IIL, 
his father’s successor, only through the protectioa 
of the king of France, A party he afterwards 

- the King of Navarre, and was honoured b - Louis 

un abandoned. Only. four of the places 
which he had usurped now remained in his posses- 
ion ; and these, to secure his personal safety, he of- 

to resign to Pope Julius I1., the successor of 
Pius III. Julius, though he at first refused them, 
afterwards ordered Borgia to be seized at. Ostia, and 
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PA vacter, shan 
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confined in close custody till he had again agreed’ to 
resign them all, He now sought refuge in Naples ; 
where he was treated at first with some respect by 
the Spanish general Gonsalvo de Cordova, but was 
afterwards sent to Spain, in consequence of an order 
from the king, and doomed to perpetual imprison- 
ment in the castle of Medina del Campo, Here he 
was closely confined for two years, when, escaping 
out of a window by means of a rope, he fled’ to Na- 
varre, where he was received in a very friendly man- 
ner by his brother-in-law King John. © He intended 
to have gone from Navarre to France, with the view 
of engaging Louis to assist lim*in retrieving his for- 
tune. ouis, however, instead of listening to his 
proposals, refused to receive him into his territories, 
confiscated his duchy of Valentinois, and withdrew 
his pension. Reet pin 

Thus degraded and destitute, he, whose’ ambition 
once knew no bounds, was forced to depend for sub- 
sistence upon his brother-in-law, who was then at 
war with his subjects. Cwsarengaged as a.volunteer 
in his service, and was killed ina skirmish before the 
walls of Viana in the year 1507. His body was 
stripped by the victors, but was recognised by his 
servants, who carried it off.the field on a horse, and 
interred it in the cathedral of Pamplona, of which he 
had formerly been bishop. <* Hated in prosperity,’” 
says ene of his biographers, ** scorned in adversity, 
stripped of all his honours and possessions, even such 
as he might fairly have claimed, and leaving behind 
him a name consigned to-universal detestation, it would 
seem that he gained little by being a villain.” 

He asstimed as his motto, Aut Caesar, aut nihil; 
which gave occasion to many epigrams ;: with two of 
which we shall conclude this sketch of his life: The. 
first is written by Sannazarius : 

Aut nihil, aut Cesar vult dici Borgia; quidni 2. 
Cum simul. et Cesar possit, et esse nihil. 

The other is by an unknown author: 

Borgia Cesar crat factis, et nomine Cesar. 
Aut nihil, aut Cesar, dixit ; utrumque fuit. 

See General Biographiy. General Dictionary. Gore 
don’s Lives of Pope Aesuhilee VI. and his son Ca» 
sar. Machiavel’s Principe, cap. ‘7:3 and Mod. Univ: 
Hist. vols. xxiv. and xxvi. (ky ‘ 
BORING Macuine may be defined to be, any 

machine for working a borer, or tool, which, by a- 
rotatory motion on an axis, cuts ovta hollow cylin- 
der in any substance subjected to its action... 

The carpenter’s whimble or crank, the drill; 
pulley, and bow, are, in this sense, boring machines ; 
ut custom has confined the tertn to signify, the ap- 

paratus which is used for boring out larger cylinders 
more quickly and accurately than can be performed 
by manual labour, but which requires the power of 
a water wheel, steam engine; or horse wheel, to give 
it motion, These machines are principally employed 
for two purposes ; for boring wooden pipes for the 
conveyance of water, and for boring out the metal- 
line‘cylinders used in hydraulics and in pneumatic en- 
ines. In the first case, the whole cavity is removed 
y the machine, which will be described under. the 

article Pire Borinc; but in the latter, the machiné 

Borgia, 
Boring 
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Soriug is Only used to smooth, alid make true, the internal are advanced, we must refer to Figs, 2, 3. Boring 

Machine pes of the cylinder, which is cast hollow. the inspection of which, it will bales nites (epite 2 Machinee. 
——v-—~ The accuracy of cylinders for pumps, steam en- is, in Pact, a tube of cast iron hollow throughout! It is S77" 

gines, blowing engines, &c. is an object of so much divided by a longitudinal ure cc; Fig. 4, on each ey 
importance in the construction of machinery, that side. At the ends it is left a complete tube, to keep Fig. 4. 
many very expensive engines have been made for the the two halves together. The cutter head KK, Lig: 
purpose, The old and common method is to have consists of two parts,—of a tube KK fitted upon.the 
an horizontal axis turned slowly round by the mill, axis D with the greatest accuracy, and of a cast iron 
at the.end of which a borer is fixed, and the cylinder ring LL fixed upon KK by four wedges. On its cir 
is fastened down upon a carriage, sliding in a direc- cumference are eight notches, to receive the cutters 
tion parallel to its axis, and drawn forwards to the or steelings oJ which are held in, and adjusted by, 
borer by the descent of a weight. The objection to wedges. e slider K is kept from slipping round 
this method is, that any deviation from a rectilineal with the axis, by means of two short iron bars ee, 
motion in the carriage will be transferred to the cy- which are put through the axis, and received into 
linder, and cause it to be crooked; and that the notches cut in the ends of the sliders KK. These 
weight of the borer and its axis acting on the lower bars have holes in the middle of them, to ita 
side only of the cylinder, causes it to cut away more _ bolt at the end of the toothed rack L to pass, rough. 
at that part, and render the metal of the cylinder of A key is put through the end of the bolt, which, 
unequal thickness. This evil, however, was in some at the same time, prevents the rack being drawn 
measure obviated by a contrivance of Mr John back, and holds the cross bars ee in their places. The 
Smeaton, which was a steel-yard mounted upon a_ rack is moved by the teetlr of a pinion N, andis kept 
moveable wheel carriage, running within the cylin- to its place by the roller O: the axis of the pinion 
der, By suspending the weight of the cutter and and roller being supported in a framing attached to 
boring bar from it, the machine was much improved, the standard BB, as shewn in the perspective view of 
boon still very imperfect. the machine in Fig. 5. The pinion is turned round 
A boring machine, for metal cylinders, which is by a lever put upon the square end of the axis, and 

not liable to any of these sources of error, is construc- loaded with the weight P, that it may have a constant 
Pcarz ted in the manner shewn in Plate LXIV. Figure 5. tendency to draw the cutter through the cylinder, 
LXIV. ig. a perspective view of the machine in the action of This lever is capable of being put on the square end 
Vig. 5. boring out a cylinder for a steam engine; the other ° of the axis either way, so as to force the rack back 

Figures explain the construction of its parts, and are into the cylinder if necessary. eeepstey 
drawn toa scale. In Fig. 5. AA denote two oak In some boring machines, another contrivance, su- 
ground sills, which are firmly bolted down parallel perior perhaps:to what we have now described, ig 
to. each other upon sleepers let into the ground. At employed to draw the cutter through the cylinder. 
each end of these a vertical iron frame, BB, is erect- It consists of four small wheels, one of which is fix- 
ed, to support the gudgeons at the end of along cy- ed at the right hand extremity D, of the bar DD, 
lindrical axis DD, which is turned round by the mill, Fig. 4, Another pinion is fastened on the extremity 
The cylinder LL, which is to be bored, is fixed un- of an axis, analagous to the rack M, having at its 
moyeably over this bar, and exactly concentric with other extremity a small screw, which works in a fe- 

Figs. 2,3, it. A piece of cast iron, KK, LL, (Tigs. 2,3, and male screw, fixed to the cutter KK at e, (Fig. 2.) 
4. 4, called a cutter head, slides upon the axis, and has Below the second pinion is another containing the 

fixed into it the knives or aoa, Jonata which same number of teeth, and fixed on a horiz axis 
perform the boring. This cutter head is moved along 
the bar, by machinery, to be hereafter described ; by 
means of which it is drawn or forced through the 
cylinder, at the same time that it turns round with the 
axis D. The steel cutters will necessarily cut away 
and remove any protuberant metal which projects 

- within the cylinder, or the circle which they describe 
by their motion, but cannot possibly take any more. 

The cylinder is held down upon an adjustable fra- 
ming, which is readily adapted to receive a cylinder 
of any size within certain limits. Pieces of iron EE 
are bolted down to the ground sills, having grooves 
through them to ree bates, which fasten down two 
horizontal pieces of cast iron FF, at right angles to 
them. These horizontal pieces support four move- 
able upright standards GG, which include the dia- 
meter of the cylinder LL, which is supported upon 
blocks 45 below, and held fast by iron bands aa, 
drawn down by screws in the top of the standards 
GG. The cylinder is adjusted to be concentric with 
the axis DD, and held dirmly in its place by means of 
wedges driven under the blocks and the standards. 

o explain the mechanism by which the cutters 

agit to DD. At the other end of this axis is a 
ourth pinion, which is driven by the first pinion at 
the end of the hollow axis DD. The first pinion 
has 26 teeth, the fourth $0, and the second and third 
may have any number, provided they are equal. As 
the axis DD revolves, the first pinion fixed on its ex- 
tremity drives the fourth, which, by means of the 
third fixed on the same axis with it, gives motion to 
the second. The second pinion being fixed to an 
axis within DD, unscrews the screw at its other ex- 
tremity, and of course makes the cutter advance al 
the cylinder. This screw has eight threads in an 
inch, and sixty turns of the axis are required to cut 
one inch. ‘ SE 

To introduce a cylinder into its place in the ma- 
chine, it is necessary to remove the upper braces W 
of the bearings, upon the standards BB ; and by sup- 
porting the axis upon blocks placed under the mid- 
dle of it, the standard, with the pinion N and roller 
frame, is removed, by taking up the nuts which fas- 
ten it down upon the ground sills AA, the rack M 
being supposed previously withdrawn. A cutter 
block L, of the proper size to bore out the intended 
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linder, is now placed upon the slider K, (Fig.4.), 

po wedged fst The, pes head is then moved to 
the farther end of the axis, and the cylinder lifted into 
its, place. The standard B is returned, and the whole 
machine brought to the state of Fig. 5, the cylinder 
being by estimation adjusted concentric with the axis 
D. Two bars of iron are now wedged into the aper- 
tures c,¢ in the axis, and applied to the ends of the 
cylinder ; while the axis is turned round, they act as 

yasses to prove the concentricity of the cylinder, 
iron are driven round the cylinder to 

adjust it with the utmost accuracy ; and in this state 
a apap ready for boring. ; 

he next operation is fitting the cutters, which 
are fastened into the block L by wedges, and adjust- 
f by turning the axis round, to ascertain that they 

describe the same circle. The boring now com- 
mences by putting the mill and axis in motion, and 
the machine requires no attention, except that the 
weight P is lifted up as often as it descends by the 
motion of the cutters or steelings. When the cut- 
ters are drawn through the cylinder, they are set toa 
circle a small quantity larger, and returned through 
the’cylinder a second time. For common work, these 
tivo operations are sufficient ; but the best cylinders 
are bored many times, in order to bring them to a pro- 
perc findrical surface. The last operation is turn- 

the flaunch n of the cylinder. perfectly flat, by 
bo a proper cutter into the head. This is of 
great importance, to ensure that the lid will fit per- 
pendicular to the axis of the cylinder. The cylinder 
is now finished and removed. 
The accuracy of this machine depends on the bo- 

ing bar DD being turned upon its own gudgeons; 
if it is turned to the same diameter throughout, 

it- will certainly be perfectly straight. While the 
axis is iu the operation of turning, a piece of hard 
wood should be fitted into the grooves in the cylinder. 
The slider K is first bored out, and afterwards ground 
pon the axis with a? to fir as true as possible, 

_ The elevation of a mill proper for moving two, of 
these machines, is represented in Fig. 1 The pinion 
30 is supposed to be on the axis of a water wheel, 
and turns the two wheels 60, 60, which have project- 
ing axes, with a cross cut similar to the head of a 
screw, as is shewn in the Figure. 
_ The ends of the boring axes have similar notches, 

and by putting keys in between them, the motion 
may be communicated or discontinued at pleasure, by 
the removal of the key. (J. F.) (2) 
.. BORMIO, a county in Switzerland, lying at the 
foot, and in the midst of the Rhetian Alps, upon the 
confines of the Tyrol and the Grisons. Surrounded 
on every side by lofty mountains, it has only one nar- 
row opening. connecting it with the Valteline, and 
apparently formed by the river Adda, which flows 

ugh it. This opening is named the Serra. The 
other accesses to Bormio lie across the rugged Alps, 
which et all es are difficult ape toilsome, and in 
winter frequently impassable. .This county, which is 
about 15 miles 7 and 14 in een, is divi- 
ded into fiye communities or districts ; viz. Bormio, 
including the capital and several dependent villages ; 
the valley of Furba; the valley of Pedinosa; the 
valley of Cepino ; and the valley of Luvino. It for- 

mH BOR 
med once apart of the Valteline, from which it.was 
disjuined about the end of the twelfth century, when 
it became a separate county. After having frequent- 
ly changed masters, and sustained many destructive 
wars, it was at length reduced under the dominion of 
the Grisons, who made a conquest of it in the year 
1512. In the new division of Switzerland, recently 
made by its French conquerors, the county of Bor- 
mio, with the Valteline, and Chiavenna, form a part of 
the Cisalpine republic. 

The county of Bormio is, in general, very fertile. 
Its mountains, besides producing considerable quan- 
tities of wood, afford excellent pastutage for cattle ; 
and its valleys yield luxuriant crops of grain. It 
would appear, however, that the rearing of cattle is 
the principal object of attention; for the inhabitants 
are obliged to import corn and other articles of provi- 
sion from different countries, For their wine they 
are indebted to the Valteline ; for corn, to the Ty- 
rol; for corn and rice, to Milan; for linen, to Ber- 
gamo and Appenzel; and for cloth, to Germany. 
“heir exports consist of cattle, cheese, and iron, 

which is obtained from the mines of Freli, in the plain 
of Pedinoso, wrought at the expence of a private in-’ 
dividual, who enjoys all the profit, after paying a 
small annual rent to the community. The honey 
produced in Bormio is of the finest quality. The 
climate is keen, pure, and salubrious. 

The established religionis Poperye nor is any other 
even tolerated. In spiritual affairs, the inhabitants 
of Bormio are under the jurisdiction of the bishop of 
Coire. Their priests dte held in great reverence, 
and enjoy peculiar privileges, which extend even to 
those who wear the clerical habit. Before Switzer- 
land was revolutionised by the French, most of the 
peasants possessed a Mea portion of land; and in 
consequence of the freedom of their government, were 
much happier than their neighbours of the Valteline 
and Chiavenna. Population 14,000. For further 
particulars relative to the former government of Bor- 
mio, the reader may consult the third volume of 
Coxe’s Travels in Switzerland. See also Diction- 
naire dela Suisse. (we) 
BORMIO, the capital of the above county, is 

beautifully situated at the foot of Mount Braglio, 
between.the rivers Adda and Fredolfo. The inter- 
nal appearance of the town is very paltry. The 
houses are! built of plastered stone, and some of them 
would make a tolerable figure, were they not disgra- 
ced by the neighbourhood of others with paper win- 
dows, or with wooden: window shutters in the-style 
of the Italian cottages. The palazzo, or town-house, 
contains a suite of miserable apartments for the resi- 
dence of the podesta, or chief magistrate, a chamber 
for the courts of judicature, and a room in which the 
representatives of the people assemble. ‘There is here 
a chapter composed of an arth-priest and ten canons. 
The Jesuits have had an establishment in this town 
since the year 1612. About half a league from Bor- 
mio are the warm baths of St Martin Melina, in the 
valley of Premaglia, one of the quarters of the coun- 
ty. They are celebrated for their efficacy in cases 
of rheumatism, catarrhs, and apoplexy. East Long. 
10° 21’, North Lat. 46°17’. See Coxe’s Trave 
in Switzerland. Dictionnaire de la Suisse. («) 

Bormio, 
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- BORN; Inico, Baron, a celebrated German: mi- 
neralogist, was born ofa noble family at Carlsburg, 
in /Transylvania, on the 26th of December 1742. 
At an early period of life he came to Vienna, where 
he studied in the college of the Jesuits, who, il 
ceiving the talents of their pupil, prevailed upon him 
to enter into their order. | After remaining a year and 
a half in this society, he went from Vienna to Prague, 
where, according to the custom of the Germans, he 
studied the law. Having completed his course of 
-education, he ‘set Jout on a tour through Hungary, 

rt of Germany, Holland, the Netherlands, and 
‘France, and upon his return to Prague he began the 
study of natural history and mining, aiid was received 
in‘L770 into the department of the mines and mint 
of that city. About the beginning of June 1770, Born 
set out ona mineralogical tour through the Bannat 
of Temeswar, Transylvania, and Hungary, of which. 
he ‘gave a detailed account in a series of twenty-three 
letters addressed to the celebrated Ferber, who pub- 
lished them in 1774. ° This work was translated from 
the German by R: E. Raspe, and published at London 
in 1777. In the first of these letters, dated ‘T'emes- 
war, 14th June 1770, he complains of the loss which 
he sustained in being ignorant of botany, owing to 
the want of public institutions in which this’ science 
might-be taught.’ ** Had I,” says he, “* besides my 
little mineralogical science, some knowledge in bo- 
tany, my three days travelling over barren heaths, 
from Ofen to Segiden, and thence to Temeswar, 
might have pee procured me an opportunity to 
entertain you at least with the names and descrip- 
tions of some plants. “But, alas! I am no botanist, 
though that is not my fault. You well know how 
fond L-am of natural history : but I never met with 
any proper opportunity to improve in this part of 
science. Except at Vienna, there is no academy in 
all the Austrian States in’ which botany is'taught ; 
nay even at Vienna there is no professor of natural 
history. For this reason, you need not be astonish- 
ed that natural history is entirely unnoticed and ne- 
lected in Austria,- while the English, - French, 
Swede and Russians, for the sake of useful science, 
examine their own and the remotest countries in the 
world, Bunt to what purpose these complaints? 
You may guess by them the dissatisfaction-that will 
attend me m my journey through the mountains of 
Bannat, Transylvania, and part of the Carpathian 
hills. All the riches of Flora, during the finest sea- 
son of the year, displayed in those parts, will be 
scarce at all enjoyed by me.” 

Born continued his travels till the beginning of 
August 1770, when he had nearly lost his life by de- 
scending into a mine at Felso-Banya, which brought 
upon him a disease that embittered the réniainder 
of his life. "This accident is so well described in his 
letter to Ferber of the 22d August 1770, that we 
are induced to give it in his own words, ‘ My 
long silence,”’ says he, “ is the consequence of anun- 
happy accident which was very near putting 7n end 
to my life. To examine the common dang of 
“Felso-Banya, and the great effects produced by so 
small. an experice of wood, I visited the great mine 
when the fire was hardly bufnt down, and when the 
mine was'still filled with smoke. An accident made 

BORN. PX. Ly 
the tarry somewhat longer in the shaft, By which the Born. 
smoke went off. In short, I lost my senses, and fif- 
teen hours after, I was restored to myself by blisters 
and other sppiicaliapes My lips were swoln, 1 

res run with blood, and nly limbs in general lame 
ithout the assistance of a skilful, young physician at 

Nagy-Banya, and the great care of the Bene adminis- 
tration inspector Baron Gerham, in whose house I 
lodge, you would have been deprived of your friend ; 
and the question is still, whether he is to be saved. 
A_ violent coughing, and acute pains in the loins, 
which alternately put me on the rack, are, I fear, 
more than sufficient to destroy this thinly framed 
machine. If that should be the case, then, my friend, 
I desire you to have my name at least, inserted in the 
martyrology of naturalists.” In this wretched state 
of health, Born travelled with great pain from Nagy- 
Banya to Schemniz, where he arrived in the begin- 
ning of September, and where his family-at that time 
resided. Here he remained during the month of 
September ; and ir the beginning of October he 
set out for Vienna, partly for the purpose of obtain- 
ing medical assistance. In 1771 he went to Prague, 
where he was, appointed counsellor of the royal mines 
in Bohemia, and where he published, in 1771, a trea- 
tise written by the Jesuit Poda on Mining Machinery. 
In 1772, he published his Lithophylacium Bornea- 
num, or a catalogue of his collection of fossils, which 
he afterwards sold to the honourable Mr Greville for 
#1000. t : Me etsy eee 

The reputation of Born now began to extend, and. 
he was honoured with the correspondence of somé of 
the first mineralogists of the age. He waselecteda , 
member of the Royal Secietics of Stockholm, Sien- 
P sng ape 3 and in re he was chosen a fellow» 
of the Royal Society of London. rr 
The talent of Bark were not confined to mineralo: 

gy alone. He had a taste for general literature, 
which he displayed, not only in his writings, but in 
the active zeal with which he Jaboured to inspire his 
countrymen with a taste for learning. He contribu- 
ted largely to a work entitled Abdi en Bohmis- 
cher und Mahrischer Gelehrten und Kunstler, or, Por- 
traits of the learied Men and Artists of Bohemia and 
Moravia. He likewise wrote in the Acta Literaria . 
Bohemia et Moravie. Te induced government to 
form a public cabinet for the use of the students at 
Prague and Vienna; and, in 1775, he founded a lite- 
rary society at Prague, which has published several 
volumes, under the title of Abhandlungen einer Pri- 
ba Siti in Bokmen, or, Memoirs of a private 
Society in Bohemia. 3 er? oe 

The fame of Born was now so great, that, in the 
ar 1776, he was called to Vienna by the Empress 
aria Theresa, to a and describe the imperial 

collection. In 1778, he published the conchology 
of this collection in a splendid work, the expense of 
which was partly defrayed by the empress herself. 
On the death of the empress the work was disconti- 
nued, in consequence of the parsimony of her succes- 
sor, Joseph IE. Some time afterwards, Born was 
chosen to instruct in natural history the Archdu- 
chess Maria Anna, for whom he formed an elegant 
museum. in consequence of these services, he was, 
promoted to the tice of actual counsellor to the 
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department of the mines and 
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“Bhé.aceidengtwhich: he had pet with at, Feo 
banya now “to pre the most dangerous 
symptoms. » He was encked Ohl the most excru- 

‘colics, and having, in one of his paroxysms of 
pain, swallowed an erent of opium, a le- 
thargy was brought on, which lasted 24 hours. The 
disease now attacked his lower extremities ; his feet 
withered by degrees, and he was unable to walk du- 
ring the rest of his life. 
Few about this time that the freemasons, for- 
saking the dark mysteries of their order, began to 
diffuse that light which had hitherto shone in their 
own lodges, and to take an active part in reformin 
the abuses and corruptions of society ; and Born too. 
au active and prominent part in all their measures. 
It is impossible to form any idea of a German lodge 
from those in our own country. e most distin- 
guished li characters frequented these meetings ; 
and, instead of being regaled with good fare for their 
appetites, they were instructed by di tions on his- 
tory, ethics, and moral philosophy, or on the ancient 
andemodern mysteries of the association. ‘The cor-- 
— of the Romish church, and the exactions of 
arbitrary power, were among the evils which this so- 
ciety | to discuss and reform. Into such 
societies a few desperate individuals may have gained 
admission, who were the ‘enemies of all government 
and of all religion ; but these men neverdirected the fo- 
reign lodges, and it never was the object of the German 
niasons to overturn either the church or the state. \ In 
the reign of Maria Theresa, these:meetings were dis- 
couraged ; but, upontheaccession of Joseph II.thefree- 
masons received complete toleration, and Baron Born 
founded at Vienna the lodge called the T’rué Concord. 
The dissertations which were read at the lodges were 
afterwards published in the Journal sur Freymaurer, 
or, Diary for Freemasons, and were also the foun- 
dation of another periodical work, entitled, Physica- 
lische Arbeiten der eintrachtigen Freunde in Wien 
aufgesammelt von Born. Vienn. 1783-7 ; which was 
xonducted Baron Born. and some of the other 
brethren of the order. : 
Born was also admitted a member of the Society 

of the inati; and such was his zeal for the in- 
stitution, that, when the elector of Bavaria ordered 
all in his service to renounce the order, Born sent 
‘back to the academy at Munich the diploma which 
he received when admitted among its members. 

In the year 1783, when the emperor was making 
some reforms in the church, Born published a singular 
work entitled Monachologia ; which is a severe satire 
on the monks, whom he ibes in the technical lan- 
guage of natural history. This production is so full 
of admirable satire, that we cannot resist the tempta- 
tion of laying before our readers the description of 
an animal, which, in the course of a few years, may 
be completely extinct. ; 

- Mowacuus. 
Descriptio. Animal avarum, fetidum, immundum, 

siticulosum, iners, inediam potius tolerans quam la- 
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borem ; vivunt e rapina et questu ; mundum sui tan- 
tum causa creatum esse predicant ; colunt clandesti- 
ne, nuptias non celebrant, fetus exponunt ; in: pro- 
priam speciem seviunt, et hostem ex insidtis aggre: 
diuntur, 9 bein. ; 

- Usus. 
nati. 

In his description of the Dominicans, the same just 
and severe raillery is happily employed. 

Eximio olfactu pollet, vinum et heresin e longin- 
quo odorat. LEsurit semper polyphagus. Juniores: 
Jame probantur. Veterani, relegata omni cura et ocx 
cupatione, gute indulgent, cibis succulentis nutriuntur, 
molliter cubant, tepide guiescunt, somnum protrahunt, 
et ex suis diata curant, ut esca omnes in adipem 
transeat, lardumque adipiscantur:: hinc. abdomen pro- 
lixum passim pre se ferunt, senes ventricost maxime 
estimantur, &e. . 

’ The justness of this satire was universally felt ; and 
such was the sensation which it’ excited, that the 
archbishop of Vienna complained to the emperer, 

‘Terre pondus inutile. Fruges. consumeré 

who replied, that the attack was made only upon the: - 
idle and useless part of the order. Being thus sup 
ported by Joseph, he published. another ‘satire, entix 
tled, Defensio Physiophili, which was followed by. his 
Anatomia Monachi. His satirical powers were like» 
wise displayed upon Father Hell, the astronomer, 
who was a great enemy to the free-masons. vk 

The Emperor Joseph at last withdrew his support 
from the reforming free-masons, and checked them 
with such restrictions, that they found it necessary 
to dissolve the society. "The influence of Born, hows 
ever, was not diminished. H-3 great skill in minera? 
logy and metallurgy raised hin high in public’ opt- 
nion, aid was of great service to his country.. Though: 
the use of quicksilver, in extracting the precious me- 
tals from their ores, was long known, yet) Baron 
Born was the first. person who introduced it on a 
great scale. At the desire of the emperor, an expe- 
riment was made.on a large quantity of ore at'Schem+ 
niz, in presence of some of the first chemists and me- 
tallirgists in Europe. The success of the experi- 
ment, and the approbation which he received, indu- 

*ced him, in'1786,.to publish his treatise on the Pro- 
cess of Amalgamation, illustrated by engravings of 
the necessary instruments and machinery, * This pro- 
cess was one by the emperor to be adopted in the 
Hungarian mines, and Born was remunerated for his 
discovery with one-third of the savings during ter 
years, and with 4 per cent. of this third part for the 
next twenty years. ‘The success of this plan excited 
the jealousy of his enemies, who exerted every nerve 
in frustrating his views, and in defrauding himof his 
just reward. Besides the works which we havé men- 
tioned, Born published, in 1790, in 2 vois. his Cata- 
logue methodique raisonnée; of Miss Raab’s collection 
of fossils. He began a Latin work, entitled, Fasté 
Leopoldini, or a History of the Reign-of Leopold IL. 
and also a ‘T'reatise Ser tclarsony 4 but he was suds 
denly seized in the midst of these occupations with 
violent spasms and cold, which put an end to his ex- 
istence, on the 28th of July 179L . nye 

* This work was translated into English by R. E. Raspe in 1791, in 4to, under the title of « Bavon Born’s new. process of 
Amalgamation of Gold and Silver Ores, and other metalic Mixtures,” t ' 
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Borneo.  «¢ Born was of the middle size,’? says Mr Town- 
—\— son, “ and delicate constitution, dark complexion, 

black hair, and long black eye-brows. Wit and sa- 
tire, and a quick comprehension, were marked in his 

eyes, and his lively and penetrating genius appeared 
in his countenance. . Besides being a good Latin 
classic, he was master of most European languages 
of note, and possessed a deal of general information 
no ways connected with those branches of science re- 
quired in his profession. He was a great wit and 
satirist, and a good companion even under the suffer- 
ings of bodily pain. His house was always open to 
the travelling literati who visited Vienna ; and unpro- 
tected genius was always sure to find in him a friend 
and patron. He carried this perhaps too far,—so far 
as to ruin his estate: Probably the expectations of re- 
ceiving a large income from ub amalgamation, made 
him less attentive to economy in his domestic con- 
cerns, though I believe his insolvency was chiefly 
owing to usurers and money-lenders, to whom he 
was obliged to have recourse to carry on his expen- 
sive projects. Thus, though his patrimony was very 
considerable, he died greatly in debt. This is the 
more to be lamented, as he left a wife and two daugh- 
ters.” See Dr Townson’s Travels in Hungary in 
1793, p. 410. Lond. 1797; and Born’s 7'ravels 
through the Bannat of Temeswar, Transylvania, and 
Hungary, in 1770. Lond. 1787. (7) 
BORNEO, known likewise by the name of Bona 

Fortuna, the greatest and most important of the 
Sunda islands, which are Borneo, Sumatra, and Java, 
was sppote’, before the discovery of New Holland, 
to be the largest island in the world. It has the 
Philippine islands on the north; Java on the south; 
Sumatra on the west; and Celebes on the east. 
It extends from the fourth degree of south latitude 
to the eighth degree of north erate: and from 109° 
to 119° =. Long. It is about 780 miles in length ; 
and its breadth, which is nearly equal throughout, 
except towards the north, is about 720 miles. 

The climate of this island is nearly the same as that 
of Ceylon. Its extensive forests, and the deep.ver- 
dure of its fields, preserves a perpetual freshness in 
the atmosphere; it is exposed neither to hot land* 
winds, as the coast of Coromandel, nor to such vio- 
lent heats as prevail in Calcutta and Bengal. Here 
the land and sea breezes are always fresh; or if there 
be any variation from this general rule, it is occasion- 
ed only by particular circumstances which affect the 
atmosphere in all countries, such as the vicinity of 
marshes, or the free circulation of the air being pre- 
vented by the thickness of the forests. 

Few countries can boast of a more fertile soil than 
that of Borneo; yet such is the indolence and depra- 
vity of the inhabitants, that, in spite of the bounty 
of nature, they live in the most abject poverty. The 
air of Borneo is the best in all Asia; Al the tropical 
fruits grow here in perfection, besides several other 
species scarcely known any where else, except at 
Sooloo, particularly the madang, which resembles a 
large apple, and the balono, which is not unlike a 
large mango. The northern part of Borneo is co- 
vered with forests of beautiful and very lofty trees, 
ate free of brushwood. These forests furnish the 
nest building wood in the world; a black wood, 

Sr ful 

trees which yield a great quantity of pitch and rosin. 
Several kinds of petitive mi ine island, the 
most remarkable of which is the vatian, whose medi- 
cinal virtues are much celebrated. The plantations 
of pepper belong to the Chinese established in Bor- 
neo. They do not, according to the practice of the 
Sumatrans, conduct the pepper plant around the 
chinkareen tree; but they fix in the ground a large 
stake, which supports the plant, without robbing it 
of its proper nourishment. The Chinese keep the 
ground between the rows of plants extremely clear ; 
and they often thin the leaves, that the clusters of 
pepper may be the more exposed to the rays of the 
sun. A single plant sometimes bears seventy or even 
seventy-five clusters, which is much more than is ever 
seen on the pepper plants of Sumatra; a fact which 
proves incontestibly, what indeed might be naturally 
supposed, that the chinkareen is extremely hurtful to 
the pepper tree. Borneo produces likewise abundance 
of aromatic plants, cassia, camphires, benjamin, and 
wax. It is thought that spiceries would succeed there 
well; and, indeed, there are several places in the 
island where the clove and nutmeg attain all their re+ 
quisite flavour. 
Among the animal productions of Borneo several 

are peculiar and extraordinary, Leriee wh the oncas, 
a species of apes, whose body is white and black, 
and from whose entrails is extracted the most per- 
fect bezoar. The orang-outang is common in the 
forests of this island; and in some of them there 
are whole families, or rather flocks of red apes. 
There is likewise an animal sometimes to be seen here, 
the fur of which is almost the same as that of the bea- 
ver. With the exception of the sparrow hawk, there 
is no bird in Borneo which resembles those of Eu- 
ri ie The plumage of many of its birds is beauti- 
ful beyond description; its parroquets, in particu- 
lar, have attracted the admiration of every traveller 
who has visited the country. Goats, swine, cows, 
horse, and buffaloes, are exceedingly common. 

Borneo is scarcely less fortunate in its mineral 
preductions than in the bounty of its soil. Its dia- 
monds have been thought by some persons preferable 
even to those of Hindostan ; though others main- 
tain, that they are smaller than those of Golconda, 
and that any which are found of a large size, are 
yellow, and very imperfect. The most productive 
diamond mines of Borneo are at Ambauwang, beyond 
Molucco, in the district of Banjar-massin, and at 
Landac and Pontiana, Diamonds are likewise found 
in several of the rivers, and are fished up by diyers 
in the same manner as This fishery is carried 
on chiefly in the months of January, April, July, 
and October. Four kinds of diamonds are distin- 

ished by the natives ; the white diamonds, which 
they call verna ambon, or white water; the A 
which are called verna loud; the yellow, named ver- 
na sakkar; and a kind between the yellow and the 
green, which bear the name of verna bessi. Many 
of these diamonds are found from four to twenty-four 
carats, and sometimes even thirty or forty carats. 
The total amount of diamonds found in a year sel- 
dom exceeds 600 carats. In this island there are - 
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likewise found several kinds of metals ; iron, copper, 
tin, and gold. e gold is found chiefly in the state 
of dust oxi ak: the sand of rivers. It is said 
that gold-dust is not only more abundant, but much 
finer in Borneo than in any other part of the globe. 
There appears to_be no silver in this extensive. re- 
gion; or the unskilful islanders know not how to ex- 
plore and work the mines. Hence, if we may credit 
the accounts of some travellers, silver is exchanged 
in Borneo weight for weight with gold; or if we 
should suspect these accounts of being somewhat ex- 
aggerated, they must at least be admitted as a suffi- 
cient proof of the great scarcity of silver. In the 
northern regions of Borneo, there are numerous and 
very productive quarries of freestone. The cetitre 
of the island is occupied by an extensive ridge of 
mountains, which, from the eon antity of crystal 

contain, are called the crystal 3 Mountains, 
t the foot of these mountains there is a large 

lake, which gives rise to all the rivers that traverse he 
island. Of these rivers, the most important are the 
Banjar-massin, Succatana, Lawa, Sambas, and Bor+ 
neo. The river of Borneo is navigable far above the 
town of the same name, to vessels of considerable 
burden ; the only difficulty is at the mouth, where 
the channel is narrow. For the length of a quar- 
ter of a mile, it is at the most about seventeen feet 
broad at high water; but the bottom is sandy and 
soft, and the river so completely enclosed between the 
banks, that a vessel which should run arene there, 
would be in little danger of being wrec 

On the coasts of ete: i is a species of 
sea-snail, called by the natives swadloo, which is es- 
teemed a uxury, and is a pretty lucrative 
article in their commerce with the Chinese. It is 
fished by the Biadjoos, the original inhabitants, in 
seven or eight fathoms depth of water. When the 
water is clear, they perceive the swalloo at the bot- 
tom, and strike it with an iron instrument having four 
points, fixed along a stone almost cylindrical, but 
narrower at one end than at the other, and about 
eighteen inches long. To the end of the. stone, 
near the four prongs, they always attach a ball of 
iron.. The swalloos are likewise procured by diving ; 
the best being always found in the deepest water. 
The black owellog is much preferable to the white ; 
but there is a kind more esteemed than either, of a 
clear colour, and found only in deep water. Swalloos 
of this kind are sometimes so large as to weigh half 
a pound; and they are sold at China for forty Spa- 
nish dollars the pécul (somewhat more than the 
twelfth of a ton,) whereas the same quantity of 
white swalloos never brings more than four or five 
dollars, 

This island was at first wholly occupied by the 
Biadjoos, or Dajakkese ; but the incursions of va- 
rious nations from the continent of Asia, and the 
neighbouring islands, have obliged them to retire 
from the coasts, and to take refuge in the interior of 
the country. The coasts are now inhabited by Ma- 
lays, Moors, Macassers from Celebes, and Javanese. 

people are said to have once extended their 
dominions as far as Palawan, Manilla, and other parts 
of the Philippine isles, and even Sooloo is supposed 
to have formed at one time a part of the empire of 
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Borneo. These distant conquests, together with some 
traditions current among the Borneans themselves, 
warrant the belief that they were originally a war- 
like people, but that they have experienced the fate 
of many other empires, which, after attaining a cer- 
tain pitch of greatness, have relapsed into their ori. 
ginal condition for want of an active and vigorous 
government, without which no foreign conquest can 
ever be preserved. At present they are sunk in the 
most listless indolence and inactivity, completely des- 
titute of the enterprising courage of their piratical 
ancestors, and without the least influence over the 
states of the north of Borneo, which they had for 
merly subjected to their empire. Thus enervated and 
unwarlike, they are at the same time extremely en- 
vious of the private property of one another. Yet 
they are frank in their dealings; cool and deliberate 
in their reséntments even when they have the power 
of revenge in their own hands, upright in their inten- 
tions, strangers to that polish and acuteness which is 
called a knowledge of the world, z by no means 
deficient in native intelligence, which they have par- 
ticularly displayed in the perfection to which they 
have brought the mechanical arts established among 
them, especially the foundery of bronze cannon: in 
this art they are superior to all the Asiatics. This 
character, ever, must be understood as applying 
only to the inhabitants of some parts of the coast, 
and even of their character we have a darker side to 
contemplate. They are civilized and refined, indeed, 
compared with the Biadjoos, and the Idaans or 
Mooroots, yet they are not altogether free of the 
barbarities which characterise these rude and savage 
people. 

he Idaans and Biadjoos are the slaves of the most 
dreadful idolatry. It is one of their religious tenets, 
that their fate in a future life depends on the number 
of human beings whom they shall have slain in their 
combats, or in their ordinary quarrels, and that their 
happiness or respectability will then be proportioned to 
the number of human skulls which they have in their 
possession. ‘The bloody heads which they have been 
so fortunate as to obtain in their skirmishes, are sus- 
pended over their doors as the most honourable tro- 
phies. In order to increase their number of these 
trophies, they frequently make secret excursions to 
the river. Banjar, and surprise some small vessel 
belonging to Banjar fishermen. . One or two of their 
unfortunate captives are then sacrificed to their dismal 
superstition. When they return with a head, all the 
inhabitants of the village in which they reside, men, 
women, and. children, exhibit the most éxtravagant 
demonstrations of joy. Gongs, or musical instru- 
ments of copper, are beat by those who coriduct the 
conqueror to his own house, where the women dance 
around him, and receiving from him the head, force. 
into the mouth some meat and drink: this ceremony 
is followed by a banquet and dance, after which the 
head is hung up at the door. The aims of these sa- 
vages are long knives, and the soompihan, which is a 
sarbacand or trunk of wood, across which they shoot 

arrows poisoned at one end, and cheated at the 
other witha small bit of cork, just thick enough to 
fill the tube. If one of these arrows only cut the 
skin, the wound brings inevitable death, unless there 
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about with them, and which is said to 
be quite efficacious. 
Among the Biadjoos, as in most other savage na- 
ns, a person who is inclined to marry, makes it his 

first object to obtain the consent of the parents with- 
out once consulting the inclinations of his intended 
bride. Before he can succeed in his suit, he must 
have proved his courage by cutting off the head of 
an enemy; and when he is accepted by the parents, 
he carries to his bride a present, which generally con- 
sists of a male or female slave, two dresses, and a 
water-pot, adorned with some favourite figures. On 
the wedding-day both the parties give a feast at their 
respective Boaiee} after which the bridegroom, in 
his best apparel, is conducted to the house of the 
bride, at the door of which ‘is stationed one of her 
relations, who smears him with the blood of a cock, 
killed on purpose, and the bride is smeared, in like 
manner, with the blood of a hen. They then pre- 
sent to each other their bloody hands, and. the so- 
lemnity is closed with a second entertainment. Po- 
lygamy is unknown among the Biadjoos; and when 
a wife dies, the husband cannot contract a second 
marriage till he has again cut off the head of an-ene- 
my as an expiation for the death of his wife. If the 
husband bes to get rid of his wife, on account of 
any delinquency, he retains her clothes and ornaments, 
and makes-her pay a fine, amounting to about thirty 
rials; and each party is then at liberty to marry. 
When a married woman has committed adultery, the 
husband, instead of taking vengeance on the adul- 
terer, puts to death two or three of his slaves, ‘and 

- his ignominy is thus removed ; the woman is in general 
punished only with’ words, though some husbands, 
more irascible, or more jealous of their honour, pro- 
ceed to blows, Among the inhabitants of the coasts, 
the laws relating to marriage are quite different. 
Like all other Mahometans, they are allowed to 
marry several wives, though they rarely form al- 
liances with strangers. - The punishment of adultery 
is instant strangulation. ‘The powerful. and the 
wealthy, indeed, set this law at defiance ; but it falls 
with extreme rigour on culprits in the middle or 
lower classes of the community. 

The funeral ceremonies of the Biadjoos partake 
of the same bloody character as ‘the rest of their su- 
erstitious rites. When one of them dies, his body 

is put into-a coffin, and kept in the house until the 
‘remaining males in the family have conjointly pur- 
chased a slave, When the body is burnt, the slave is 
beheaded, that he may attend the .deceased_in the 
other world ; and before he is put to death, he re- 
ceives strict-injunctions to be faithful to his master, 
The ashes of the deceased, together with the head 
of the slave, are put into a watering pot, and deposit- 
ed in a small edifice, or tomb,’ constructed for the 
purpose. é 

carcely any regular form of government prevails 
among these barbarians. ‘They have no sovereigns ; 
but are ruled by chiefs, whose authority appears to 
be very circumscribed, and is supported by no writ- 
ten code of laws. Their trials bear a strong resem- 
blance to the trials by ordeal which prevailed in Eu- 
rope during the dark ages, Ifa person happened to 

‘different. kinds of co 
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be accused of theft, and 110 sufficient ‘proof can be 
alleged against him, the culprit and the accuser are 
carried before one of the oldest inhabitants. An 

_earthen pot, containing ashes and water, is placed on 
the ground ; across the pot is laid a piece of wood, 
on which are put two small copper buttons. An 
cath is then adthinistered to each party, and the che 
of wood is turned round, -so that the buttons in- 
to the water; the accused and the accuser take each 
one of the buttons, and he is deemed to have suc- 
ceeded whose button appears as if scowered and 
whitened by the ashes. ; % years 

-The Biadjoos acknowledge a Supreme Being, 
whom they worship under the name of Dewatta ; 
and to whom, as the creator, aa Ne and ruler = 
the universe, they utter prayers for pr ity in this 
world, and yates fate in ie orske Tie be Piiuider- 
ed part of their religious duty to resemble this ey 
in character, he must be a very gloomy and terrib 
being ; for no nation on earth can equal the Biadjoos 
in their thirst for blood, and their propensity to re- 
venge. Though they have no kings of their own, 
they recognise the sovereignty of the sultan of Ban- 
jar-massin, to whom they pay annually a tribute in 
gold dust to the value of 20 rials. 

The Moors, who have taken possession of the 
coasts of Borneo, are much more civilized, living un- 
der regular governments, and. restrained by well de- 
fined and certain laws. : 
into several distinct kingdoms; Banjar-massin, Succa- 
tana, Landac, Sambas, Hermata, Jathou, and Bor- 
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neo. ©The largest of these kingdoms, and the most . 
important, on account of its connection with the 
Dutch East India Company, is that of Banjar-massin 
on the southern coast, (See,BansAR-MAssiIN,) Ca- 
gu-Tangie was formerly the residence of thé sultans 
of that kingdom; but, in the year 1771, the Sultan 
Sasuhannan transferréd the seat of his court from 
that place to Martapura, where he caused a large ci- 
ty to be built, and a canal to be conducted through 
the middle of it; and, at the same time, he changed 
its name from Martapura to Bumie-Kintjana. ‘The 
Dutch factory is situated at the end of the village of 
Tatas, or Banjar-massin. It is protected by a fort 
of an eeaeral form, surrounded by palisades, and 

Banjar- 
Massin. 

furnished, on the east side next the river, with three © 
bastions, and with two on the west or land side. For 
the preductions of the country valued in commerce, 
which are copper, gold, diamonds, canes, birds nests, 
wax, pedra del poreo, dragons’ blood, and iron, the 
Dutch give in exchange, agates, rings of red agate, 

Bb coarse porcelain, silk of va- 
rious colours, all kinds of cotton cloth, such as are 
worn by the Indians, various productions of Java, 
and opium, which, being prohibited by the sultan, is 
privately smuggled. At the town of Banjar-massin 
there is a manufacture, or, more properly, a dock- - 
yard, for junks; one of which, loade with the com- 
modities of the country, may be had at a very low 
rice. . 

; The kingdom of Succatana lies about 50° south ef 
the equator, having a little to the north the river 

Pontiana, which discharges itself into the sea under 

the line through several mouths. At the distance of 
about seven or eight miles from the sea the’ river’ ses 

Succatana, 

: 
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the Company’s factory. ly wrought. The sovereign, conceiving these figures 
Landac. On the northern arm of the Pontiana liesthe king- to be enchanted.men, who might have some fatal de- 

dom of Landac, in. north latitude 35’. Here'the signs against him, sent them back with horror, and 
Dutch.had a factory about a century and a half ago; expelled the Portuguese from the country. They 
but they were soon after completely driven out of soon after effected a settlement there, but were all 
their possessions, which they never recovered till the massacred by the suspicious inhabitants. In_ the 
year 1778, when the =e, tee Bantam, to whom Lan- course of the 17th century, their merchants from 
dac and Succatana then belonged, made a grant of Macao carried on a pretty. free commerce to Banjar- 
these kingdoms to the Company. The Dutch had massin; and even obtained permission, about the 
no sooner obtained possession of them, than they year 1690, to establish there a factory. Their 
built a fort at Pontiana, between Landac and Succa- counting-house was scarcely built, however, when it 
tana, and appointed Pangarang Saidja Nata regent of _ was pillaged by the Moors, who murdered the director 

j the whole Tearict. From that time they have ac- and the commissaries, took their vessels of Macao in 
y counted these lands their own property, and the the harbour, and butchered the crews. This disaster 
4 princes who govern them as their‘ vassals. The ca- effectually deterred the Portuguese from all further 

ital of Landac, which is the residence of the prince, attempts to establish a commercial connection with 
: . is. situated on the projecting point of a mountain, to Borneo. . 

which there is an ascent by 118 steps. Onthe right © The Spaniards, established in the Philippine spanish 
r and left of this mountain flow two rivers, so full of islands, were no less eager than the Portuguese to settle- 
: rocks as to be totally unnavigable, so that the place. engross the commerce of Borneo. The port of Bor ments. 
: is, by nature, impre; le ; and; to give it addition- neo, the ancient capital of the island, was for severak 

al security, it is well furnished with artillery. ’Be- years in their possession. They had concluded an 
J tween Landac and Borneo there are’ several smaller advantageous treaty with the sultan of that kingdom ; 
a kingdoms, as yet but little known;. the petty sove- who engaged himself to shut the ports under his con- 
; es reigns of which are vassals of the sultan of Borneo. _troul against all other European nations, and to make 

_ Kingdom he civil government of the kingdom of Borneo war against all the enemies of Spain.. They found it 
4 ef Borneo. js exercised by a sultan, and a superior council, com- expedient, however, to, abandon that. establishment, 
; sed of those pangarangs who are invested with the either because it was too distant from the Philippines, 

igh offices of state: such as the bandahara, who is or on account of the rude treatment which they re- 
entrusted with the executive. power; the degadong, © ceived from the Moors, who were no less cruel and 
er chamberlain of the sultan’s palace ; the fomongong, suspicious than those of Banjar-massin. 
or general in chief of the armies; the pamancha, or The bad success of the Spaniards and Portuguese, Dutch set- 
judge in law pleas; and the shabander. The govern- did not deter the Dutch from attempting to form tlements. 

: ment of Borneo bears a very striking resemblance to settlements on an island which seemed to combine so 
the ancient feudal system which prevailed in Europe, many commercial advantages, They, at first, suc- 
The prerogative which the sultan enjoys, of naming, ceeded in establishing factories at Borneo, Sambas, 
in his own right, all the great officers of state, will and Succatana. But the persecutions of the Moors 
always, indeed, make his authority respected, and forced them likewise to abandon these inhospitable 
give him a great influence in the councils; yet every coasts; nor do they seem to have eyer revisited them 

pangareng exercises an absolute power over his par- till the year 1748, when they appeared off Banjar- 
ticular vassals, who never fail to espouse his cause, massin with a squadron, which, though feeble, so 
even though he should happen to oppose his sove- overawed the sultan, that he granted them the exclu- 
reign. They have no particular laws against treason. sive commerce of pepper, with this single exception, 
Murder is punished with death, except in the case of that he should be permitted to deliver 500,000: 
a master killing his slave. Theft, according to the pounds of that commodity to the Chinese who fre- 
enormity of the offence, is either punished capitally, quented his harbours. The advantages which the 
or by the amputation of the right hand. They have Dutch derived from this commerce scarcely courter- 
no positive laws relative to commerce; a defect — balanced the expense of the establishment. 
whieh must be ascribed to their want of communicas ~ The English, like the- Dutch, were tempted, by Englishset- 
tion with any other nations except the Chinese, who the advantages which Borneo held out, to brave. all tlements. 
pay to the chiefs of Borneo presents, which appear the dangers which other Europeans)had experienced’ 
to be a kind of tribute. The Chinese who are set- in endeavouring to’ settle on its coasts. ‘Chey, ac- 
tled here enjoy tranquilly the fruitsof their industry; cordingly, began by establishing a colony at Succata- 
but those who ‘on an occasional traffic are ex- naj which, like all their predecessors who had made 
posed to many hardships, from the want of laws to the same attempt, was compelled to leave the. island 
compel the debtor to discharge his debts, and: from .in 1694. A short time after that, however, they 
the necessity of yielding to the most unreasonable were received at Banjar-massin ; where, with the as- 
demands of those who are invested with authority. sistance of two hundred Indian families, who. placed 

Portuguese ‘he Portuguese, who first discovered Borneo in themselves under their protection, they rapidly form- 
settle- 1526, wished to form a settlement on its coasts. As eda very flourishing colony. .The Medes: enyious 
ments their military force was too insignificant to inspire or divaid of the growing prosperity of this factory, 

BORNEO. 
Borneo. parates into two branches. It has about twelve feet the good will of one of the sovereigns of the country, Borneo. 

by presenting him with some beautiful pieces of -“v—~ ————"’_ of water at its mouth, and at high water sixteen ; so 
that small 

terror into the natives, they endeavoured to secure 

can proceed, with great ease, up to. 

> 
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tapestry, on which human figures were very curious- 

were approaching one day to plunder and destroy. it, 



732 BORNEO. 
Borneo. when the captain of an English vessel, who had 

“——v——’ come by accident to Banjar-massin, dispersed the 
barbarians, and»pursued them along the river as far 
as Nagra, about sixty leagues from the mouth of the 
Banjar.. The factory was no longer molested by the 
natives; but the English, destitute of money and of 
victuals, were obliged to abandon it. They return- 
ed, however, in 1704, with a fleet of several ships, 
which enabled them to give law to the islanders, 
Captain Barr was ordered to take the direction of 
that establishment, and to build a fortress upon the 
banks of the Banjar. Alarmed by that undertaking, 
the Moors advanced upon the river with a nuierous 
flotilla. to attack the factory; but Barr, proceeding 
against them with a single vessel, terrified them to 
such a degree by the fire of his artillery, that they 
fled in all directions. ; F 

The death of that brave and active man, in 
1706, was immediately followed by the total de- 
struction of the English factory. Cunningham, 
his successor, was a mean-and dastardly wretch, a- 
fraid to encounter the slightest danger, and unable 
to provide against the most trifling contingen- 
cy. The Moors, no longer kept in awe by the name 
of Barr, again appeared in arms before the fortress ; 
when its infamous governor, without making one ef- 
fort to defend it, embarked with all the garrison, and 
set sail for England, abandoning, to the discretion of 
the enemy, not only all the goods and ammunition of 
the factory, but a number of workmen and slaves at- 
tached to its service. The Moors pillaged and sack- 
ed. the fort, massacred all the Indians whom they 
found there, and, soon after, drove from~I'amborneo, 
at the southern extremity of the island, a remnant of 
English who had settled in that quarter. Such was 
the disgraceful manner in which the British colony 
in Borneo was completely destroyed. 

They again attempted, in 1766, to form a settle« 
ment in the island of Balambangan, at the northern 
extremity of Borneo, which was ceded to them by 
the king of Soloo. They stationed there a few Eu- 
ropeans, and a garrison of 300 soldiers, Europeans 
and blacks, and designed to establish a factory, 
where they might exchange the productions of Eu- 
rope and Hindostan for those of China and the In- 
dian islands; but, in the year 1772, their garrison 
was greatly reduced by contagious diseases, and the 
fort which they had constructed being badly forti- 
fied, was suddenly attacked, and the whole establish- 
ment was destroyed.| Yet the English have still a 
factory at Borneo, and are masters of all the northern 
coast of the island, which was delivered up to them b 
the Soloos, who had conquered it. The places ced 
to the English to the south of Pirates Point are, 
Pandassan, ‘T'ampassook,.Abia, Amboug, Salaman, 
‘Tawarran, Juannan, and Palatan as far as Keemanees. 
In this extent of coast there are some good harbours ; 
and it is much more populous than the country north 
of Pirates Point, which extends a little beyond the 
spacious harbour of Sandakan as far as Towson 
Abia, where the English possessions in this island 

tt Dal 1 plan wh b he h f r Dalrymple, in a whic! as given for 
forming aa Rahebtiskime at Balambangan, ; apetint 
his conviction, that the Idaans, if they were well 
treated, would eagerly crowd in from all quarters, to 

peans who should settle in their neighbourhood, 
opinion is omayertee by Mr Forrest, a very judiciou 
navigator ; who adds, that if an English establish- 
ment should be formed in that quarter, these people 
would supply them abundantly, by their different ri« 
vers, with pepper and rough materials for exportation, 
besides the ste articles of gold and diamonds; not 
to mention, 

place themselves under the protection of any Bae Borneo. . 
7 ir ete pane 

great advantages which a free commerce . 
between this island and Hindostan would afford to 
Bengal.and Bombay. There might be there trained 
a race of Lascars, or mariners, who would employ a 
great number of vessels; because the commodities 
which are exchanged for the salt and embroidered 
cloths of Hindostan are of bulk. These Las- 
cars, pet with an equal number of English. sea- 
men, would fight a vessel. well, as has been often ex- 
perienced in. India, especially on the coasts of Mala- 
bar. Another advantage resulting from this establish- 
ment would be, the ready communication which it 
would open with Cochin-China, and other es on 
the eastern shores of the China seas. As the track 
is nearly north-west or south-west, every trade wind 
would furnish a favourable gale for sailing thither from 
Borneo or Balambangan, and even for returning ; and 
Cochin-China would afford a ready market, not only 
for woollen stuffs, but likewise for the cottons of In- 
dia, and particularly the muslins of Bengal. 

Long before Borneo was known to Europeans, Chinese 
the Chinese had established an extensive commerce trade: 
with that island, which: they still continue. This 
commerce resembles, in some measure, the trade of 

‘ Europe with America. The Chinese export from 
Borneo great quantities of wood, which they employ 
for making furniture, and which eae purchase for 
about two dollars the pécul, and sell for five or six.. 
They likewise export junks, a kind of resin, cloves, . 
swalloos, tortoise shells, birds nests, and hor, - 
which is much superior even to the camphor of Su- 
matra. A great proportion of this precious drug , 
comes from. those districts of Borneo which have 
been ceded to the English by the Soloos, In return 
for these commodities, the Chinese import every de- 
scription of their national manufactures or workman+ 
ship, and keep open shop, not only on shore, but 
likewise on board their junks. 

The bay of this island is very spacious, and has a - 
gulf in the form of an arm of the sea, interspersed 
with several islands. The water is every where deep, 
and is never more agitated than a lake or a river... 
See Transactions of the Batavian Society ; Merkwur- . 
dighetten aus Ostindien ; Valentyn’s General Descrip- 
tion of India ; Salmon’s Present State of all Nations ; 
Prevost’s General History of Voyages ; Oriental Re- 
pertory; Forrest’s Voyage, &c.; and Peuchet’s Dict. 
de la Geog. Commerg. (h) 
BORNEO, a sea-port town in the island of Bor- 

neo, and capital of the kingdom of the same name, is 
situated about ten miles from Pulo Chirming, on the 
north-west side of the island. It consists of about 
$00 houses, built upon piles along the two banks of - 
the river Borneo, and the houses are entered by lad- 
ders and stairs, On the left, the houses stretch to- 
wards the land, upon a narrow: point or cape. There 
is little communication from house to house by land, . 
because there is no road, and the ground is very 



circumstance, resembles Venice, with a great number 
of streets of water, so to speak, at right angles, and 

to the river, which is here as large as the 
‘Thames at London bridge, with six fathoms of wa- 
ter in its channel. In these divisions of the town by 
canals there is neither firm land nor island, the houses 

ing entirely built ‘on piles in shallow water. The 
market is held sometimes in one place, and 

sometimes in another ; and consists of a number of 
boats loaded with the necessaries of life, and the vas 
rious articles of merchandise, and. crowds of purcha- 
sers rowing up and down the river. (/) 
BORNHOLM, the most eastern of the Danish 

islands in the Baltic, is situated between Scania and 
Rugen, about 16 miles from the extremity of Zeal- 
and. It it about6 miles long and 3 broad, and extends 
from north north-east to south south-west. 

Though the soil of Bornholm is rather stony, yet 
it produces all sorts of grain. From the excellence 
of the pasturage, the inhabitants export a good deal 
of butter, oat rear a considerable number of sheep; 
the wool of which is spun and used in the island. 

Bornholm abounds with excellent pasture, which 
is superior to that of Gothland and Bremen; and it 
possesses also a kind of coal, which is equal to the 
coal of this country. Clay proper for potteries, and 
particularly useful in the manufacture of porcelain, is 
also found here. In a kind of globular stone com- 
mon in Bornholm, are found. small, crystals called 
diamonds of Bornholm. 
The inhabitants of this island have a peculiar me- 

thod of curing and Gey ATT MR which are sent 
to Copenhagen, and are held in high estimation. 
Herring and cod are caught in great numbers. 

There are-no fewer six. little towns in this 
island, of which Sandewick is the: principal. ies 

houses are scattered over every part of the 
i which renders it extremely populous. ‘The in- 
habitants are proprietors of the soil, and are remark- 
ably jealous of their rights and privileges. Popula- 
tion 30,000. E. Long. 15°, N. Lat. 55° 10’. (w) 

BORNOJU, an extensive empire in the interior of 
Africa, situated to the south-east of Fezzan, and 
bounded on the north by the desart of Bilma; on the 
west by aon, Kuka, pe ba gf 3 on the south by 
Kanga ani ermee ; on the east by Cassina, 
Z ers 5. ram This country, which ex- 
“ae the 26° to the 22° north latitude, is num- 
bered by the Mahometans among the four most pow- 
erful monarchies in the world,—the other three are 
Turkey, Persia, and Abyssinia. Bornou is the name 

which it is known among the natives, but it is 
called by the Arabs, Bernou,,or Bernoah, the land 
of Noah, because they believe that it was on the 
mountains of this country that the ark rested after” 

The climate of Bornou, asmight be expected from 
the position of the country, is excessively, though 

BOR 

sons, the first of which, commencing about the mid- 
dle of April, is introduced by violent winds from the 
south-east and south, bringing with them an intense 
heat, a deluge of sultry rain, and tempests of thunder 
and lightning, which destroy multitudes of the cattle, 
and not a few of the people. The rainy period con- 
tinues from three to. nine successive ‘days with short 
intervals, from the occasional shifting of the wind to 
the north or west. During this ‘period, the inha- 
bitants confine themselves closely to their dwellings ; 
but the rest of the first season, however sultry or wet, 
does not suspend the labour of the fields. With the 
commencement of the second season towards the end 
of October, the ardent heat subsides; the air be- 
comes mild; the weather continues serene ; and, as 
the year declines, the mornings, before sunrise, are 
ung asantly cool. 

he soil of Bornou is, in general, amazingly fer- Soil and 

tile, though frequently interrupted by stripes of bar- agricul-- 
ren sand. The grain, which is principally cultivated ‘’™* 
there, is the Indian corn, of two-different kinds, dis- 
tinguished by the. names of the gassob, and the gam- 
phuly. The gassob, which, in its general shape, re- 
sembles the common reed, is:of two species ; the first 
grows with a long stalk, that bears an ear from eight 
to twelve inches re and containing, in little husks 
or cavities, from 300: to 500 grains, of the size of 
small pease. The second species, which is common 
in Tripoli, differs from the first only in the shorter - 
size of its ear. The stalk of the gamphuly:is much | 
thicker than. that of the gee ; its ears are more nu- 
merous, for it has several on the same reed, and the 
size of its grain is considerably larger: This is the 
same kind of corn which is frequently seen in Spain, . 
and which is there called maize. heat and barley - 
are not raised in Bornou ; but the:horse-bean of Eu- 
rope, and the common kidney-bean, are cultivated 
with much assiduity, as they are used for: food both 
to the slaves and to the cattle. Gum trees are thin- - 
ly scattered throughout the country. Cotton, hemp, 
and indigo, are produced in great abundance. In . 
the agriculture of Bornou, the plough is unknown, . 
and the; hoe is the only instrument employed. In the 
labour of husbandry, the men are always assisted b 
the women, While the former open the ground wit 
their hoes, and form the trenches in straight parallel . 
lines, the women follow and throw in the seed, and as 
soon as the weeds begin to rise where'the grain has . 
been sowed, it is their business to root them up with » 
the hoe. The sowing season commences when the 
periodical rains of April have ceased ; and so rapid 
in that climate is the vegetation, that the gassob is 
reaped early in July; but the gamphuly, of slower 
growth, is seldom cut down till the month of Au- 
gust or September. 

Besides the: vegetable productions already mention- Food of the 
ed, two species of roots are used by the inhabitants inhabi- 
of Bornou, which. constitute a wholesome: and sub- ‘0's - 
stantial food. The one called ‘dondoo, produces a 
low plant, with branches that spread four or five 
feet upon the ground, and leaves resembling those of . 
the 
planted, the leaves fall off, and the root istaken from 
the ground, and being cut into small pieces, is dried 

not uniformly, hot.. The year is divided by two sea- Bornou. 

-bean, In five months, after it has been Vegetables; 
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Bornou. in the’sun, in which state it may be kept for two 

“—-v——~" years. Before being used as food, it is reduced to a 

Fruits. 

Animals. 

Architec- 
ture. 

fine powder, and mixed with palm oil till it assumes 
the consistency of paste. The other root is that of 
a tree, with the name of which we are’ unacquainted. 
It is prepared for use by boiling, without any further 
rocess. ; 
The fruits of Bornou ‘are as delicious as they are 

abundant. The most common’ species are grapes, 
apricots, and porhegranates, lemons, limes, and water 
and musk melons. ‘There is a valuable tree called the 
Kedeynah, indigenous, and, as far as weknow, pecu- 
liar to this country, in form and height resembling 
the olive, and the lemon in its leaf, and bearing a nut, 

- of which the kernel and’shell are both in great estima- 
tion, the first as a fruit, the last on account of the oil 
extracted from it, which the people of Bornou burn 
in their lamps as a substitute for the oil of olives. 

The supply of animal food in Bornou, is even 
more ample and varied than its vegetable stores. 
Innumerable flocks of sheep, and herds of goats and 
cows, with amazing numbers of horses; buffaloes, 
and camels, (the flesh of which is’ highly esteem- 
ed,) brouze on the vales and the: mountains of this 
favoured country. \'T'he common fowl is also rear- 
ed by the inhabitants ; and their bees are extreme- - 
ly numerous. ‘Their game consists of the huad- 
dee, and other species of antelopes, the partridge, 
the wild duck, and the: ostrich, the flesh of which 
they prize above every other. Their other wild 

‘ animals are the lion; the leopard; the civet cat, the 
small wolf, the fox, the wild’ dog, with which they 
hunt the pen the elephant which is rare, and of 
which they make no use, the crocodile, the hippopo- 

BORNOU. 
gularly fixed a proper number of stones. Thus with 
alternate layers of clay and stones, the wall is raised 
to the height of six or seven feet, when the workmen, 
suspend its progress for’a week, that it may have 
time to settle, and become compact ; for which pur- 
pose they water it every day, The roofs are for- 
med of branches. of the palm-tree, intermixed with 
brushwood, and covered with layers of earth, in such 
a manner as at-first to be water proof, though the 
violence of the wind and rain generally destroys them 
before the end of the second year. ‘I'he whole build- 
ing is white-washed with a ao of chalk, 
oe hough the symmetry, 
neral resemblance to each other, would easily have ad- 
mitted ofa regular arrangement of streets, yet all the 

_ towns of Bornou consist of houses straggling wide of 
each other, and placed ae nkiay The 
obvious propriety of giving to the principal mosque 
a coutral eitadcione seals the ae, proof of atten- 
tion to. general convenience.”” ‘The towns, in gene- 
ral, have no external defence ;. but. Bornou, the capi- 
tal, is surrounded by a wall of fourteen feet inbcight, 
the foundations of which are from eight to ten 
deep, and which seems. to be very firmly built. A 
ditch surrounds the whole ; and in the wall there are 
four gates, opening to the east, west, north, and south, 
‘ech are carefully shut every evening at sunset, to 
protect the inhabitants from any sudden surprise. 

Rorvisaz: 

the houses, and their ge- Towns. 

Less attention is paid to the furniture of the houses Furniture, 
than to their) structure. . Among the lower classes, 
the only articles of furniture are mats covered witha 
sheep skin, upon which they sleep, an earthen pot, 
a pan of the same kind, two or three wooden dishes, 
two wooden bowls, an old carpet, a lamp for oil, and 

tamus, and a large and singular animal called Zara-s sometimes a copper kettle. Besides these utensils, 
at, which is described as resembling the camel in its 
ead and body, as having a long and slender neck 

like the ostrich, as being much taller at the shoulder 
than the haunches, and as defended by so tough a 
skin, as to furnish ithe natives with shields that no 
weapon can pierce. Like all countries in similar la- 
titudes, Bornou is much infested with dangerous or 
loathsome ‘reptiles, especially snakes and scorpions, 
centipedes and toads. The camel, the horse, the ass, 
and the mule, are common throughout the country ; 
the dog which they employ in hunting their game, 
appears to be their only domestic animal. 

In Bornou,; the houses are similar in form to those 
of Tripoli, and throughout the whole empire the 
same mode of building prevails. Four walls inclosin 
a square, are first erected ; within these, “and parallel 
to them, are built four other walls; the intervening 
space is then divided into. different apartments, and 
covered with a roof. ‘Thus the space within the 
interior walls determines the size’ of, the court 3 the 
space between the walls determines the width of the 
apartments ; and the rooms are of the same height as 
the walls. On the outside of the house there is usu- 
ally a second square or large yard, surrounded by a 
wall, for the accommodation of the cattle. In the 
construction of the walls, the following method is in- 
‘wariably adopted: »A trench being made for the 
foundation, is filled with dry and soli materials, ram- 
med in with force, and levelled ; over these is placed 
a layer of tempered mud or-clay, in which are re- 

the richer inhabitants possess leathern cushions stuffed 
with wool, several -brass and copper vessels, a hand- 
some carpet, and a sort of candlestick ; for instead of 
vegetable oil, which is used by the common people, 
they employ the light of candles manufactured from 
bees wax, and the tallow of sheep. : 

The wide dominions of Bornou are ens 
countless multitude, among whom no fewer t 
ty different languages are spoken. The language 
which prevails in the capital, bears a strong resem- 
blance to that of the neighbouring negroes; but the 
nobles ‘and principal. families: converse in Arabic. 
‘They are acquainted with the art of writing, and are 
taught to express the Bornou tongue in Arabic cha- 

by @ Popula-’ 
an thir- tion. 

racters. The natives are represented as singularly Manners of 
courteous and humane. 
ger on the road without stopping to salute him ; their “ts 
houses are ever open for the reception of visitants ; 
and theirsh q sare mere contests of words. 
Passionately fond of the amusement of ‘drafts, they 
often sit down upon the ground, and forming holes to 
answer thé purpose of squares, supply the place of 
men with:dates, or the meaner substitute of stones, 
or camel’s dung. On the event of a game, they stake 
their whole property, sometimes even their clothes ; 
and as the bye-standers constantly take sides, and 

‘ obtrude their advice, the whole groupe presents the 
most ludicrous scene of violent gesticulation and cla- 
morous abuse. Persons of superior rank ‘devote them- 
selves to chess, in which they are said to be eminently 

They will not pass a stran- the inhabi- — 



BORNOUW. 
Bornou: - skilled. The gultan of Boriou, and his court, profess 
“—\— the Mahometaitfaith; but the majority of the people 
Religion. adhere to the idolatrous superstitions of their fathers. 

The monarchy, as in the empire of ‘Bathna, is 
elective ; but the election is confined’to the royal 
family. On the death of a sovereign, the tivilege 
of chusing a successor among his sons, without’ re- 

d to priority of birth,’is- conferred by the na- 
tion on three of the most distinguished men, whose 
age and character for wisdom are denoted by their 
title of elders, and whose conduct has entitled them to 
the public esteem. Limited in their choice by no 
other restriction than the necessity of electing the 
most worthy, they retire! to'an appointed’ place, the 

Goverr- 
. ment. 

ple; and during their deliberations, the princes are 
Method of Confined in separate chambers of the palace. When 
electing their choice is determined, they proceed to the apart- 
their kings- ment of the sovereign elect, and conduct him in si- 

lence to the place. where the corpse of his father, 
which cannot: be interred till this awful ceremony: is 
ray awaits his atrival. There they | expatiate 
reely on the character of his departed parent, and 

de with this awful warning, ** You see before 
you the end of ‘your mortal career 3 the eternal which 
succeeds to it, will be miserable or happy, in propor: 
tion as your reign shall have proved a curse or a bles- 
sing to your people.” The new sovereign’ is then 

tions of the multitude, and is invested by the electors 
with all the slaves, and two-thirds of all the lands and 
cattle of his father ; the remaining third being al- 
ways kept as a provision for the other children of the 
Hecciod monarch. t 

Bad consee. Fatal dissensions in the royal family, are the’almost 
Pvp of inevitable consequences of this mode of election. As 
this mode "soon as the sovereign is invested with the ensigns of 

ee such of his brothers as have reached the age 
manhood, prostrate themselves at his feet, and rising, 

press his hands to their lips in testimony of their alle- 
iance. If their sincerity be doubted, either by the 
oe or the elders, they are either removed by death, 
or 

not sus 
cd to perpetual imprisonment : when they are 

a allotment of lands and cattle 
they receive from the reigning monarch 

rom the “pos- 
‘sessions of their father, together with presents of 
slaves. Such of the princes as are too young. to re- 
ceive their proper portion of their father’s property; 
are educated in the palace, till they arrive at the. years 
of maturity, at which time their respective shares of 
land and cattle are assigned them. . Jt often happens, 
however, that. the most popular, or the most ambi- 
tious of the rejected princes, veiling his designs under 
the affectation of zealous.attachment, creates a pow~ 
erful party, and, assured of foreign aid, prepares in se- 
eret the means of revolt. But. stained with such 
kindred blood,” says the writer who has drawn up 
the account of Bornou from Mr Lucas’s communi. 
cations, “ the sceptre of the victorious rebel is:not 
lastingly secure—one revolution invites and facilitates 
another ; and till the slaughter of the field, the sword 
of the executioner, or the knife of the assassin, has 
left him without a brother, the throne of the sOVE>' 
reign is seldom firmly established.” 

n Bornou, as in every Mahometan empire, the 
2 

avenues to which are carefully guarded by the peo- * 

brought back to the palace, amidst the loud acclama- - 

“85 
administration of the provinces is committed to go- 
vernors appointed by the crown; and the expences:o 
the sovereign are defrayed 
lands, and partly by taxes levied on the people. The 
monarch of Bornou is not, like the sovereign of many 
neighbouring kingdoms, the .executioner of the cri- 
minals whom his own voice has condemned ; but com- 
mits the care of executions to the cadi, who directs 
his slaves to strike off the head of the: prisoner. 

Bornou. 
f —_—_— 

pete from his hereditary. Revenue., 

The military force of this empire consists chiefly Military 
of cavalry, armed with the sabre, the lance, the pike, force. 
and the, how, and defended by shields of | hides. 
Fire arms, though not entirely unknown to them, are 
too difficult to be procured for common use. When 
the sultan levies an army for'the purpose of taking 
the field, he is said to have a custom of causing a 
date tree to be placed as a threshold. to one of the 
gates of his capital, and commanding his horsemen to 
enter the:town one by one, that the parting of the 
tree'in the middle, when worn through by the tramp- 
ling of the horses; may serve as a signal that the 
levy is complete. . 

The inhabitants of Bornou, though composing so Appear- 

mauy different nations, are alike in their appearance, ance and 
having a black complexion, 
from those of the negroes. . Their dress consists of 
a girdle for the waist, a turban, consisting of a red 
woollen cap; sutrounded by folds of cotton, together 
— a loose robe.of coloured cotton, of a coarser, 

ind... 
The only manufactures knownin Bornou are coarse 

linen, made from the hemp of the country, and cal- 
licoes and muslins woven in pieces of about nine 
inches in breadth, and varying in length from fifteen 
to-twenty yards, These cotton manufactures, when 
enriched with the blue dye:of the country, which is 
preferable to that of the East Indies, are valued more 
ighly than silk, They also manufacture a species 

carpet, which they use: as a covering, for their 
horses ;, and a coarse cloth from woel,. mixed with 
the hair of goats and. camels, of which they make 
tents for the use of the army, The little silver they 
have is converted by their own. artists into rings ; 
and from native iron ore,they fabricate,.though un- 
skilfully, such tools as are employed: in their rude 
husbandry. Their articles of exportation are gold- 
dust, slaves, horses, ostrich-feathers, salt, and civet ; 
in return: for which: they receive copper and brass, 
which are brought to them from. Tripoli, and are 
used as the current species of Bornou; imperial dol- 
Jars, which are likewise brought from Tripoli by the 
merchants of Fezzan, and are Converted by the ar- 
tists of Bornou into rings and bracelets for their wo- 
men; red. woollen caps, which are worn under the 
turban ;. check linens ;. light. coarse woollen cloths ; 
baize, barakans, small Turkey carpets, .and plain 
Mesurata carpets. . See Proceedings. of the African 
Association, chap. vi. and xii.; Discoveries in Africa ; 
and Browne’s Travels in Africa... (k)... 
| BORNOU, the capital of the above. empire, is 
situated about 600 miles south-east of .Morzouk, 
and 420 miles west of Sennaar.. It is.a town of greater 
extent than Tripoli; but the houses are so irregilar- 
ly placed, that the'spaces between them have no-ap- 
pearance of streets, ‘The king’s, palace, . surrounded 

but features different dress of 
the inha- 
bitants. 

Manufac- 
tures and 
commerce. 
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Borough. with high walls, forms a kind of citadel, and is built under whose clientship'they'accordingly stood, and Borough 
—v—" ina corner of the town. Provisions are sold in pubs to whom they were obliged to pay a considerable an- . 

lic markets within the city; but for other articles, a 
- weekly market is held, as in Barbary, without the 

walls. Near this city there runs a ‘small river, which 
falls into the Bahr-el-gazalle. East Long. 28° 10’, 
North Lat. 19° 45’. (&) 
BOROUGH, or Burcu, (Sax. Borge, Borgh, 

or Borhoe ; Germ. Burg ; Lat. Buia | is a term 
frequently used to denote'a co te town, which is 
not a city ; but, at t, it is more commonly ap- 
plied to a town, whether corporate or not, which 
possesses the privilege of sending representatives to 
Parliament. 
By some etymologists and antiquarians, the term 

borough is supposed ‘to have been primarily ny outa 
toa aything or small community, consisting of ten 
families, who were mutually bound as pledges for the 
good behaviour of each other; and this conjecture 
derives some plausibility fromthe subdivision of the 
counties in England into hundreds, and tythings, or 
towns, which appears to owe its origin to ‘Alfre ’ 
( Hume’s Hist. ch. ii.), and from the similarity of 
the term to the tee in the bare dialects, (birge, 
biirg-shaft,) signifying, pledge or security. In fact, 
these ef fri, a ag fribour presen: 
received the name of frank-pledges. It may be ob- 
served, however, that, to this day, the word burg in 
the German language, signifies a castle or place of 
strength ; which seems to confirm the observation of 

-Verstegan, that the term borough denotes a town, 
having a wall or some kind of inclosure about it’; so 
that all placés which, among our ancestors, had the 
denomination of borough, were, in one or other, 
fenced:or fortified. Indeed, it is Leiden, chi at the 
period when towns began to be formed in modern 
times, they must either have been in some manner 
folsitietennetoen, or placed within the protection 
of a nobleman’s castle or residence. 

But, leaving the obscure labyrinth of etymologi- 
cal conjecture, it is of more importance to inquire mn- 
to the origin and progress of towns and communities, 
which have had such a decided influence on European 
government. é 

During the wild and lawless periods which imme- 
diately succeeded the subversionof the Roman em- 
pire, the proprietors of land, (that. is, the nobility,) 
seem generally to have lived in fortified castles’ on 
their own estates, in the midst of their tenants and 
retainers. Many other individuals, too weak, singly; 
to defend themselves against the restless and rapaci. 
ous spirit of the feudal chiefs and their dependants, 
sought protection from the caprice and violence of 
their more rful oppréssors; by combining toge- 
ther, and inhabiting within the precincts of vaiedoes 
tified place. There they industriously cultivated the 
useful arts and manufactures; and when united in 
such situations, were the moreveasily enabled to de- 
fend their persons and properties against the attacks 
of invaders. For some time, however, their political 
condition was but little different from that of the en- 
slaved peasantry. They were, for the most part, 
obliged to court the protection or patronage of sonie 
powerful prince, nobleman, or ecclesiastic, near whose 
castle or residence they had ‘established themoelves ; 

1 

nual tribute, as the price of the protection which the 
enjoyed. Some conception may be formed of the 
degraded’ state in which the inhabitants of towns 
were then placed, from an enumeration of the privi- 
leges which were afterwards successively conferred 
upon them. The people, as Dr Smith observes, 
(Wealth of Nations, b. iii. ch. 3.) to whom it is 
granted as a privilege, that they might give away their 
own daughters in marriage without the consent of 
their lord; that, upon their death, their own chil- 
pe and een Maa lord; should succeed to their 

3; and that they might dispose of their own ef- 
Feuhd by will; sit Hees these grants, have been 
either altogether, or very nearly in the same state of 
villanage with the occupiers of land in the country. 

There were other analagous causes which also con- 
tributed to the increase of towns, during the dark | 
ages. In those turbulent times, when law and go- 
vernment were only respected, in so far’as they were 
seconded by the immediate application of constrain- 
ing force, the princes of Europe found it 
difficult to protect their remote subjects, and particu- 
larly those who inhabited the frontier provinces. On 
this account, they found it necessary to encourage 
the formation of towns, which should at once serve ag 
a protection against domestic disturbances, and as 4 
bulwark against’ foreign invasion. In betas 
for instance, in addition to the towns which dy 
existed, the Emperor Henry I. founded several others 
in Saxony, Thuringia, &c. which he causedto be forti- 
fied ; and, at the same time, conferred upon the inhabi- 
tants several important privileges. ‘The same policy was 
pursued by his successors, and their ex le was imi- 
tated by the nobility. In England, even the princi- 
pal cities appear, by Domesday-book, to have been, 
at the time of the conquest, little better than villa- * 
ges: but under the first princes of the Norman line, | 
the towns and boroughs gradually rose to import+ 
ance; and in the reign of tag vee II. they-were 
so’ highly privileged, that if a bondman or servant 
remained in a borough’a year and a day, such resi- 
dence entitled him to the rank of a freeman. 

During the 12th and 13th centuries, a remarkable 
revolution took place, in regard to the condition of 
towns, which powerfully operated ee political Lae 
vernment, throughout the whole of Europe. i 
slow and silent revolution was partly a natural con- 
sequence of the riches acquired by the inhabitants of 
towns, by their application to industry and com- 
merce, and was tis partly owing to a new line of 
policy which the princes of Europe found it expe: 
dient to adopt. th y had, at first, endeavoured to 
make use of the influence of the clergy, in order to 

ress the ove! and formidable power of the 
nobility; but having, at length, gradually lost the 

part of their authority over the church, they 
were forced to look round for some other means of 
diminishing the weight of their powerful vassals. 
Such a counterbalance naturally presented ‘itself in 
the increasing wealth and importance of the towns, 
and accordingly we find, that during the period above 
mentioned, the inhabitants of towns began, by de= 
grees, to emerge out of that state of dependence and 
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Borough. tion in which they had hitherto existed, and among the Anglo-Saxons, the meadow near Staines, Borough, 
——y— at h to an influenceon the affairs of go- in which King John granted the great charter, being “v7 

vernment. Somewf them asserted their independence 
by main force, others obtained it: from their needy. 
lords in consideration of a sum of money, and 
were desirous of securing it by royal charters. This 
revolution in the ical state of the towns began in 
Italy at the commencement of the 11th century. In 
France, Louis the Fat; who commenced his reign in 
1108, was the first of the, French kings who granted 
corporate privileges to the towns of his demesnes, 
either from views of political) expediency, or from 
more y motives; and his subjects followed 
his. e. greater part of these charters are 
of the 12th or beginning Stabe 13th century. . The 

will find a long list of them in.Du Cange’s 
> ¥. Commune. In Germany, the emperor 

Henry Y. ‘was the. first who .adopted this line of 
policy ; and the measures which he and his successors 
pursued, gave rise to that; powerful body of towns, 
which, as as the German constitution remained 
entire, a distinct college or chamber at the 
imperial. diet. . The enjoyment of liberty and secu- 
rity gave a spur to the industry of the towns, and 
their population increased with their wealth. These 
communities had now an independent political exist- 
ence, and were at length admitted to beara part in 
the national councils. » The example was. given b 
Engieud daune the meign.el Hepry tL, Je was fol 
lowed by France in the reign of Philip the Fair; and 
by Germany under the Emperor Henry VII. But 
in.no country has this system been pursued to such 
extent, or attended with such,salutary practical ef- 
fects, asin England. eee, ; 

It has been a question acrimoniously disputed, 
among our learned antiquaries, at what period the re- 
presentatives of boroughs were first to take a 
share in the national councils. Some have endeavour- 
ed to trace their origin as far back as the Saxon 
W thenageres : Others, on the contrary, have main- 
tained, that the commons formed no part of the great 
council, till some time after the conquest. This con- 
troversy we are certainly inclined to consider as more 
curious than important. If the system of popular 
: be of great antiquity, .and if it be in 
itself salutary and expedient, it really appears to us 
to be a matter of very little ranat§ sace whether its 
origin is to be dated from a more barbarous, or fram 
a more civilized age. At the same time, we conceive 
it.to be our duty to present our readers with asum- 
mary of the arguments by which the advocates of 
either side of the question have endeavoured to sup- 
port and illustrate their opinions. Those who are 
desirous, of enquiring more minutely into the merits 
of this controversy, may consult the volumes to which 
we refer them at the end of this article, 

The advocates of the higher antiquity of the com- 
mons maintain, that their origin is to be traced to 
the original customs of the ancient German nations, 
among whom, according to Tacitus, (de Mor. Germ. 
¢- 25.) all the freeholders ders enjoyed an equal right 
with the nobles to assist in important deliberations. 
This right they exercised, upon their first settlement 
in foreign countries, by assembling together in open 
plains ; and this is asserted to have been the practice 
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called Runemeed, or the Meadow of Council, be- 
cause in ancient times it had been usual to: meet there, 
and consult upon business which concerned the peace 
of the kingdom, This custom, it is said, had gone 
into disuse under, and even previous to, the Norman 
government ; and the meeting in the reign of : Kin 
John is the only instance of its having been revived. 
From a record cited by Dr Brady, so late as the 
fifteenth year of King John, it appears, that not only 
the ter barons, but all the inferior tenants in 
chiet of. the crown, had a right to be summoned. to 
Parliament by particular writs; from which. it is 
concluded, that till then, they had attended the great 
councils of the nation personally, and. not by repre- 
sentatives. But these did not constitute all the free- 
holders of the Nagios ; for this description compre- 
hended all who held of the ‘barons, either by knight 
service, or free soccage, all the possessors o allodial 
estates, and all the free inhabitants of cities and bo- 
roughs not holding of the crown... Was that nume- 
rous class of men altogether excluded from Parlia- 
ment; or were they present by any kind of representa- 
tion ?' It has been supposed by some learned writers, 
that eyery superior tenant of the crown gave an opi- 
nion on matters of government, which bound all his 
vassals, But in this case, the allodial: proprietors 
could not have been represented, nor, consequently, 
bound by the.acts of the barons, to whom they were 
not attached by any feudal tie. Upon the above hy- 
pothesis, too, the right of the barons to sit in Parlia- 
ment arose wholly from their tenures, and not from 
any{trust conferred upon them by the people. It is 
certain, however, that the feudal superiority was the 
same under the government of Henry III. as under 
that of William the Conqueror. If, therefore, the 
barons, and superior holders of great feifs of the crown, 
had, by virtue of the institutions of William L. been. 
supposed to represent their vassals in Parliament, and 
the notion then was, that every inferior feudatory 
was bound by the parliamentary acts of his lord; 
how came that notion to be discarded in the 49th 
year of Henry II1., to which period this change has 
been referred. An existing record, it is said, de- 
monstrates this date to be false. A writ of summons, 
directed to the sheriffs of Bedfordshire and Bucking- 
hamshire, and requiring two knights to be sent’ for 
each of these counties, is extant in the close roll of 
the 38th year of Henry III. And there is also a clause 
in the great charter of the 9th of the same king, 
whereby it is declared, that, together with the spi- 
rittial and temporal lords, other inferior freeholders, 
et omnes de regno, by which, it is alleged, we are to 
understand, ‘ the whcle commonalty of the realm,’? 
granted to the king the fifteenth part of all their 
moveable goods, in return for the liberties acceded 
to them in that charter. We have no reason, it is 
observed, to presume, that so great an: alteration was 
then first made in the constitution of England. Such 
an innovation must have produced disputes, which 
would have been noticed ‘by some of the numerous 
historians of that age. But the English history. is 
altogether silent as to any disputes between the no- 
bility and the people, on be account,’ from the ear. 

Z 
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Borough. liest periods of the Saxon government down to the 
—r— reign of Charles I. Hence it is concluded, that the 

right of the commons must have been incontesti 
established by custom, and interwoven into the ori- 
ginal frame of our constitution. Again: If we sup- 
“pose, with some, that the sitting in Parliament was 
at that time considered only ‘as a trouble and burden; 
the imposition of such a burden on orders of men, 
who had been previously exempt from it, must have 
been on their part resisted and opposed. But from 
the words of elie act of the 4th Ea » ILL. by which 
. Tt is accorded, that a parliament ‘shall be holden 
every once, and more often, if need be,”” it may 
be i , that it was rather rh oem as a privi- 
lege of which they earnestly desired the frequent en- 
joyment, than as a burden from which they wished to 
he exempt. There’ were’ some boroughs, ‘indeed, 
which, on account Of their poverty, were unable to 
bear the expense of sending members to Parliament, 
and therefore declined the exercise of that privilege ; 
but it were unfair to form any general conclusion 
from these particular instances. sides, there are 
examples of boroughs petitioning to be restored to 
the use of the pri of sending members to Par- 
Jiament, after a long interruption. 

It appears iaaredtble, that, if the whole so 
power had, before the reign of Henry IIT. been al- 
ways placed in the hands of the nobility and the 
king, they should not have opposed the extension of 
it to so many persons of inferior rank; nor is it pro- 
bable, that any new measure of ‘such magnitude and 
importance, introduced by the Earl of Leicester, 
while acting at the head of the nobles and the people 
in a very dangerous contest against the erown, should 
have been confirmed and perpetuated by Edward I. 
But among the close rolls of the 24th of ‘that king, 
there is a writ of summons to Parliament, in which it 
‘is asserted, not as an innovation introduced by the 
Earl of Leicester, “* but as a maxim grounded ona 
most equitable law, established by the foresight and 
wisdom of sacred princes, that what concerns all, 
should be done with the approbation of all; and that 
dangers to the whole community should be; obviated 
by remedies provided by the whole community,” a 
species of language which could not, with propriety, 
have been used by Edward I. if the practice of sum- 
moning the commons to Parliament had been'a mea- 
sure of recent introduction. It is, moreover, obser- 
ved, that there is not the slightest intimation, in any 
of the oldest writs for sending up representatives 
from cities or boroughs, that such elections were a 
novelty. ‘Two claims are still extant, made in the 
reigns of Edward II. and III. which have been held 
forth as decisive of the antiquity of the custom of send- 
‘ing citizens and her fom to Parliament, even from 
towns that were under subjects, and not imme- 
diately of the crown. These are the claims of the towns 
of St Albans and Barnstaple. In the petition of the 
borough of St Albans, presented to Parliament in the 
_veign of Edward II. the petitioners assert, that 
rity ts they held in capite of the crown, and owed 
only for all other service their attendance in Parlia- 
ment, yet the sheriff had omitted them in his writs ; 
whereas, both in the reign of the king’s father, and 
all his predecessors, they had always sent members. 

BOROUGH. 
This expression, it is alleged, could not. h 
used, if the commencement of the House of Comr 
were to be dated only from the reign of Henry Ii. 
Reference is also toa statute of the 5th year of 
Richard Il, st. 2. which enacts, * that all and. singu. 
lar ns and commonalties, which from henceforth 

have the summons of the Parliament, shall come 
from henceforth to the Parliaments in the manner as 
they are bound to do, and have been accustomed with- 
in the realm of England, of old times.. And if any 
person of the same realm, which from henceforth 
shall have the said summons |(be he archbishop, bi+ 

clas eed ti re, 9 burgess 0, » OF 
other singular person or commonalty,) do pd 
himself, &c. he shall be amerced and wise pu- 
nished, according as of old times hath been used to be 
done within the said realm in the said case? There 
is likewise a petition of the Commons in the second 
Parliament a V. which sets forth, «that as 
it hath ever been their libertie and freedom, that there- 
should no statute nor law be made, unless they passed 
thereto their assent, considering that the commune 
of your land, the which is and ever hath been a mem- 
ber of your Parliament, .be,as well assenters as peti- 
tioners,”’ &c. This claim was not disallowed either 
by the lords or the king. ’ 
. Such is the train of reasoning by which 
the advocates of the antiquity of the House of Com- 
mons have endeavoured to support their cause. They 
maintain that the people, that is the citizens and bur- 

always formed a constituent part of the great 
council ; that the statutes and records to which they 
refer, are to be considered as merely sanctioning and 
confirming an ancient privileges and not as introdu- 
cing any new measure of policy; and that although 
in some periods, and in certain instances, the people 
seem to have for a time discontinued the exercise of 
this privilege, yet that this discontinuance has been 
owing to particular circumstances, and ought not to 
have any effect upon the general angenet: 4 

"Those, on the other hand, who deny this high an+ 
tiquity of the commons, contend, and, we think, suc- 

ly, that in those periods to which their origin 
is referred, no such class of men as are denominated 
citizens and burgesses had any political existence. 
Although Tacitus affirms, that, among the ancient 
Germans, the consent of all the members pe the com- 
munity was required in every important deliberation ; 
yet hd cceshinnel of representatives ; and this ancient 
practice, mentioned by the Roman historian, could 
only have place ‘among small tribes, where every ci- 
tizen might, — pe enema ts assem 
upon any extrao emergency. With regard to 
i Saxon Wisecbewiandte, it has not been determin- 
ed with any degree of certainty by antiquaries, who 
were its constituent members. Besides the prelates 
and aldermen, or nobles, mention is also made of the 
wites, or wise: men, as a component part of this na- 
tional council; but who these wites were, it is not 
easy to ascertain from a review of the laws and his- 
tory of that period. Some have ecporee that they 
were the judges, or men learned in the law ; others, 
that they were the representatives of boroughs, or 
what we now call the Commons. This latter sup- 

. 
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House of Commons neyer performed one single legis- Borough. 
lative act, so considerable as to be once mentioned by "Ww 

posits, however, appears to be contradicted by 
ae expressions eaores by all ancient historians, 

in mentioning the Wittenagemote. ‘The members 
are almost always called the pene satrape@, op- 
timates, » proceres ; which terms seem to 
apply only to an aristocracy, and to exclude the 

from this 
ually they acquired 

them to the rank of 

the affairs of government. It may be remarked, too, 
the commons are well known to have had no 

er barbarous and uncivilized than those other tribes, 
could have ever thought of ing such an ho- 
‘nourable privi on trade ‘and industry. Indeed, in 
those rude all who could boast the rank of free 
men were soldiers, and therefore vzerrang ® rofes- 
sion was alone considered ‘as honourable. eocis 
of industry were held in little repute, and were chief- 
be Appt yersons ina servile condition. Even 
at the period of t eaanens as abbsersstece Darede. 

: the 
pd Faiaars Wileites 4’ will che achabirenths woes ce a. 

ug! 

no community ; 

pd oa aning Shaan a snden' nics, living in nei to- 

: represented in asia of the kin - 
‘corporation, even in France, w 

ay early advances in arts and civilization than 
is sixty years posterior to conquest ; 

Noraiady, the constitution of which was 
t likely to be William’s model.in raising his new 
i GRE aRUh erkoarneri the sted marhucntee- 

sed of the clergy and nobility ; and the first 
incorporated boroughs, or — u 
duchy, iy Rouen meat ber sd enjoyed their 

i ya grant ili tus, in the 
ties The famou sha go of 
the conqueror, ‘to the city of London, although 
granted at a time when he assumed the appearance of 
gentleness and lenity, is nothing but a of pro- 
tection, and a declaration that the citizens ake gir 
be treated as slaves. 

It is remarkable, that all the English historians, 
‘when they mention the great neal the nation, 
eall it an assembly of the baronage, nobility, or great 
men ; and none of their expréssions can, without the 
utmost violence, be tortured to a meaning, which will 

* admit eho: to be renee yas of that 
body. in ng period of two hundred years, 
Ghtell lepeed ret woud shescondiabit and the latter end 
of the reign of Henry III., and which abounded in fac- 
tions, revolutions, and convulsions of all kinds, the 

r 
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any of the numerous historians of that age, they must 
have been. totally insignificant ; and what. reason, 
then, can be assigned for their ever being assembled ? 
Every page of the subsequent histories discovers their 
existence ; yet these histories are not written with 
greater accuracy than the preceding ones, and indeed 
scarcely equal 7 oh in that pinche ay The Magna 
Charta of King John, enumerates. the persons. enti- 
tled to a seatin the great council, viz. the prelates 
and immediate tenants of the crown, without, any 
mention of the commons: anauthority, as Mr Hume 
observes, so full, certain, and.explicit, that nothing 
but the zeal of could ever have procured credit 
to.any contrary thesis, ' 

The statutes and records, upon which the, argu- 
ments on the other side of the question are founded, 
are chiefly of dates posterior to the period, when the 
commons are admitted, upon,all hands, to have form- 
ed.a part of the parliaments; and, besides, they ad- 
vance merely general principles. and. maxims of go- 
vernment, without any reference to, particular. facts, 
With regard to the claims of St ans and Barn- 
staple, Mr. Madox has shewan, that.no.such tenure was 
known in England, as that of holding by. attendance 
in parliament, instead of all other service ; and that, 
moreover, the borough of St Albans never held of . 
the crown at all, but was always demesne land of the. 
abbot. _ It is no wonder, therefore, says Mr Hume, 
that a petition, which advances two falsehoods, should 
contain one historical mistake, which, indeed, amounts 
only to an inaccurate and exaggerated expression ; no 
strange matter in ignorant burgesses of that age, who 
wanted to e off the authority of their abbot, and 
to-hold of the king, without rendering any services 
eyen to, the crown. ; 

_ The first notice which is given by historians of any 
representatives being) sent, to parliament by the bo- 
roughs, occurs during the reign of Henry III, in the 
year 1265.;—-at the period when the Earl of Leices- 
ter had usurped the royal authority, and summoned 
a new parliament, to .London,, where he knew his 
power was uncontrollable... This assembly he fixed. 
upon a more democratical basis, than any which had 
been called together, since the foundation of the moy, 
narchy. Besides the barons of his own party, and 
several ecclesiastics, who were not immediate’ tenants 
of the crown, he ordered returns to be made of two 
knights from each shire, and, what is more remark- 
able, of ties from the boroughs ;_ being the first 
time that this order of men appear to have been sum- 
monedto parliament. This period, accordingly, is com- 
monly considered.as the epoch of the House of Com- 
monsin England. The precedent, however, appearsto 
have been regarded as the act ofa violent usurpation, and 
to have been discontinued in subsequent parliaments, 
until the 23d year of Edward I., who, in consequence 
of his pecuniary, embarrassments, occasioned by | his 
foreign and domestic, military expeditions, again had 
recourse-to the measure of summoning the represen- 
tatives of the boroughs to parliament ; aud this _pe- 
riod seemsto be. the real and. true epoch of the House 
of Commons, and the dawn, of Poppa government. . 

Att first, these representatives of boroughs did not, 
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ly speaking, compose any essential part of the 

perinme: they sat apart both from the barons and 
nights, who appear to have regarded them as per-_ 

sonages of a very inferior rank. Having given their 
consent to the taxes required of them, their business 
was considered as finished, and they ted, even 
although the parliament still continued to sit;’and to 
canvass the national business. By this union, how- 
ever, they gradually acquired’more weight s and it be- 
came customary for them, in return 
which they granted, to prefer petitions to the ing 
for redress é any grievances of which they foun 
reason to complain. The commons, however, do not 
yet appear to have asstimed the character of legisla- 
tors. Throughout the reign of Edward I., theiras- 
sent is not once expressed in any of the enacting clau- 
ses, nor in the ensuing reigns, until ths 9th of Edw. 
TII. nor in any of the enacting clauses of 16th 
Richard II, Nay, even so late as Henry VI., from 
the beginning till the 8th of his reign, the assent of 
the commons is’ not ‘once expressed in any enacting 
clause. (See Ruffhead’s edit. of the Statutes, pre- 
faces p. So little were they accustomed to 
transact public business, that they had no speaker 
till after the parliament 6th Edward III., and, in 
the opinion of most antiquaries, not till the first of 
Richard II. ‘The burgesses did not even form the 
same house with the knights of shires. But as their 
wealth and consideration gradually increased, so did 
aléo their public importance; and, in the reign of 

eury V., the commons required, that no laws should 
be framed merely upon their petitions, unless the sta- 
tates were worded by themselves, and had passed their 
house in the form of a bill. "They were, at length, 
united in the same house with the knights of shires. 
This union, according to Mr Carte, who had careful- 
ly consulted the rolls of parliament, does not appear 
to have taken place until the 16th of Edward: Tit. 
{See Carte’s Hist. vol. ii. p. 451.) Even this union,” 
however, was not uninterrupted ; for instances after- 
wards occur of the knights and burgesses acting se- 
parately. 

’ ‘hus did ‘the coimnfons, or third estate of the 
kingdom, gradually ‘acquire their’ present form and 
importance. Tt were unnecessary or us, at present, 

tw trace any farther the progress of an institution, 
which, besides the inestimable benefit of securing the 
liberties of the subject, has contributed so much to” 
the efficacy and stability of the British constitutional 
government, as we shall have occasion to revert to 
this subject in the articles PARLIAMENT and WitrTeEn- 
AGEMOTE. : 

Boroughs are distinguish¢d’ into those by charter 
orstatute, and those by prescription or custom. The 
number 6f boroughsin England and Wales, inclu- 
ding cities and cinque ports, which send members to 
parliament, is 215 ; some of which send one, others 
LWO représéntatives. 
a ag were first admitted into the Scottish par- 

liamments by ‘Robert Bruce, in the ‘year 1926 ; and in 
the preamble 'to the laws of Robert- III. they are 
raiiked among the constituent members of that assem- 
bly. By the articles of the unidn, the Scottish bo- 
rough ‘send fifteen represefitatives to the British par- 

‘or the supplies’ 

BOROUGH. 
See Jacob’s Law Dict. Heinrich’s Geschichte der 

Deutschen. Hume’s Hist. Lyttelton’s Hist. Ma- 
dox Firma Burgi, and His the Exchequer. 
Brady’s Historical Troatice of Cibo and Bo 7 
Petyt’s Right of the Commons.  Brady’s i ‘to 
Petyt. Tyrrel’s Appendix to his Hist. of England. 
Robertson’s Hist. of Scotland. (z)° 
BOROUGH, in the law of Scotland, ia 

corporate body, erected by charter of the sovereigns. 
and consisting of the inhabitants of a ‘certain district, 
with jurisdiction annexed to it. Boroughs hold ei- 
ther of the crown, or of a subject : hénce are 
bse deren into borou hand and boroughs of. 
regality or barony. royal boroughs have power, 
by thee claves, 6 dow sniiually aiich office-bearers 
or magistrates as are specified in the grant; gener- 
ally a provost, bailies, dean of guild, treasurer, and 
common council, who are ERS, terms of the set. 
or constitution of the borough. 4 Pig) shea! 
The magistrates of royal boroughs have as extensive- 

a civil jurisdiction within the borough, as the sheriff’ 
in his territory. They are also empowered by special’ 
statute, 1644, c. 35. revived by 1663, c. 6. to value’ 
and sell ruinous houses, when the proprietors refuse 
to rebuild or repair them. Their criminal jurisdic- 
tion, anci pereeer extensive, is now confined te 
petty riots. They'never had jurisdiction in blood- 
wits, with the exception of a few boro’ to whom 
that special right was granted by charter. The mas 
gistrates of some boroughs are,’ by their ome yert 
constituted justices of the peace within the bounds« 
their erection; and, since the union, the eldest ma- 
gistrate of every royal borough is named, of course,. 
in all the commissions of the peace. In all matters 
of police, the magistrates and town council must con- 
cur, as the full representatives of the community. In° 
this capacit ‘they enact by-laws, chuse persons into’ 
offices which are in their gift, &e.; and they may 
not only proportion the public taxes among the inha-’ 

 bitants, but also impose taxations, for the ed ey: 
the borough, by their own authority, provided they 
have not only the consent of the magistrates and: 
one but of the special corporations Burdened. ae 

e Convention of Royal Boroughsis composed of- 
deputies or ae Coes one from each borough,. 
who were, as early as 1487,.c. 3. authorised to meet 
yearly, to consider of the ‘* welfare of merchandise, 
the gude rule and statutes for the common profite of 
burrows, and to provide for remeid upon a = 
and injuries sustained within the burrowes:’”” Their 
powers were confirmed and d by many sub- 
sequent acts; and accordingly that body have been 
in the practice of meeting annually in Edinburgh, for 
the purpose of regulating the matters committed to. 

Fe Bale chk eitedy aaa feat the right of n boroughs of | y an ity, the right of 
electing prio is, by the charter, vested some- 
times.in the inhabitants themselves, and sometimes 

a eee a: 

nd, b. i. tit. iv. § 20. 
Scotland. (=) 
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sin Londons (z) vi 
BOROUGH-Encrisu, 80 ¢alled in contradistinc- 

' tion, as it were, to the Norman customs, is a custo- 
maty descent of some téiements' held in ancient bur- 

age, and copyhold manners, in consequence of which 

issue, the estate descends to’ his younger brother. 
Various reasons have been assi ed for this singular 
custom. Littelton (§ ct be e8 itis because the 
youngest son, by reason of his tender age, is presu- 
med to be more helpless than the rest of his bre- 
thren. Other authors have given a much stranger 
reason for thiscustom. It originated, they say, from 
the lords of certain lands having anciently the privi- 
lege of breaking the seventh commandment with their 
tenants’ wives, on their wedding night ; and there- 
fore the tenement descended not to the eldest, but to 
the youngest son, who was more certainly the off- 
spring of the tenant. ‘The custom alluded to, how- 
ever, never prevailed in England, although it appears 
to have obtained in Scotland, under the name of mer- 
ele ape, it was abolished by Malcolm 

’ Blackstone, on the other hand, endeavours to trace 
the origin of this species of descent in a more rational 

youaeest son, and'not the eldest, succeeds on the , 
death of his father; and if the proprietor leayes no 

way, by deducing it from the practice of the Tar- 
tars, and other tribes ; among whom, accord- 
ing to Father Du Halde, this custom of descent to 

youngest son also prevails. ‘The reason assigned 
for it is this, that among nations composed totally of 

8 mo aterm ‘the a whag Maher as. 
capable leading @ ‘pastoral life, mi 

father with’ pieuleiha Baesiode of cattle, 
afid'go-to seek’ a new habitation; while the young- 
est son, who. remains last at home with the father, is 

the heir of his house; the rest being ‘already 
for. This custom of the elder son’s sep; 

‘remnant of that pastoral state of bachaty! 
which Cesar and Tacitus describe as obtaining among 
our British and German ancestors. See Blackstone’s, 
Comment, b. ii. ch. 6, Jacob’s Law Dict. (z). 

‘ BOROUGH-Heap, or HeAbd-Borovcn, called 
also, in some places, the Borsholder, or Borough’s 
ealder, Tithing-man,. &c. bin rete era 
appointed to preside over a tithing, according to the 
institution of Alfred. He was n¥ of che’ principal 
inhabitants, and to be the discreetest man 
in the town or tithing. These head-boroughs are now 
a species of petty constables. See Constaniz, and 
TiTHING. ve LONE 8 ay - 
-BOROUGH-Breacn, or Burcu-Brecue, ( Bor- 

eefraiees) signifies a breach of the peace by the 
bitants of a tithing, which was punishable by a 

fine imposed upon the community, ZL. Canut, c. 
35, (2) 
BOROUGH-Baee, a market town of England, 

OR MGRSOE 
in the west riding of Yorkshire, situated upon the 
river Eyre, over which there is a good stone bridge. 
In a field near the bridge there are three large stones 
of a huge size, and of the form of obelisks, standing 
upright in the ground. They are called the Devil’s 
Arrows, and are supposed by some to be trophies 
raised by the Romans, while others imagine that 
they were placed there by the Britons. The highest 
stone is 22 feet, and 16 feet in circumference ; ‘the 
sécond is 21 feet high, and 17 feet round; and the 
third is'17 feet high, and 24 feet in circuit: There 
was formerly a fourth stone, but it was long ago 
demolished. Several Roman coins and antiquities 
have been found in the neighbourhood. The town 
carries on a considerable trade in hardware, which is 
the only manufacture it possesses. Number of 
houses 113. Population 680. See Gough’s Camden’s 
Britannia, and Pennant’s Tour from Alston Moor to. 
Harrowgate, 1804. ) 
BORROMEAN SLANDS, the name of two 

islands called Isola Bella and Isola Madre, situated 
in the most western bay of the Lago Maggiore, and: 
deriving their general name from the family of Bor- 
romeo, to whom they belonged. 

The Borromean islands have been described with 
the greatest enthusiasm by Bishop Burnet and b 
Keysler as among the finest places in the world, 
Keysler says, ‘* that these islands can be compared 
to nothing more properly, than to pyramids of sweet- 
meats, ornamented with green festoons and flowers.’? 
Keysler has given a very minute description of these 
islands, of which we shall avail ourselves in our ac- 
countof the Lago Maggiore. At present we shallcon- 
tent ourselves with laying before our readers the brief 
description of them given by Mr Coxe, who does not 
seem to be such an enthusiastic admirer of these arti- 
ficial islands., “ As the taste of mankind alters with 
the succession of years, I considered it only as a mo- 
nument of expence and folly. Terrace rises above 
terrace in regular gradations, bordered with flower-. 
pots, or gigantic statues of horses, gods, and god- 
desses. e whole is raised upon arches, amd the. 
soil has been brought from the shore to cover them. 
The palace is magnificent, and contains a profusion 
of marbles and paintings. The lower part of the 
house overhangs the lake on one side, where. several: 
apartments are furnished in the style of grottos ; the 
floors, pillars, and walls, are inlaid with various co- 
loured stones, marbles, and shells; the view and the - 

part a delicious summer“ coolness united make this 
retreat. If any thing justly gives this island Ge oP 
pellation. of Se hantede it is the prospect. from the 
terrace. The gradual diminution of the mountains, 
from the regions of eternal snow to the rich plain ; 
the sinuosity of the lake; its varied banks; the bay 
of Marzozzo, bounded by vast hills; the neighbour- 
ing burgh of Palanza, and more distant view of La- 
veno ; the numerous villages ; the Isola Madre, on 

BOR SET 
Borromean 
‘Islands. 

which is a palace of the Borromean family ; and ano- © 
ther island, sprinkled with fishermen’s huts, form a 
delightful assemblage. ‘These islands, and the whole 
western coast of the lake to the village of Locarno, 
was céded'to the King of Sardinia by. the ‘late Em- 
préss Queen at the treaty of ors, in Consideration , 
of the assistance which she received from that mo-. 
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-Borromeo.-narch.’? See Coxe’s Travels in Switzerland, vo). iii. This system was soon extended from the cathe- 
vo lett. 91. p. $12. _Burnet’s Letiers*in Switzerland,  drals to th i- 

Svo. 1686, which is also published in Harris’s Col- 
lcction of Voyages, vol. it. ; and Keysler’s Travels, 
vol, i. lett. 35. p. 374, &c. (7) 
BORROME! , CHARLES, a celebrated Cardinal 

af the Romish church, whose piety and zeal for re-. 
formation, entitle him to the remembrance of _poste- 
rity. He was born at the castle of Arona, upon the 
Lago Maggiore, in October 1538, and was the son 
of Gilbert Borromeo, Count of Arona, and of Mary 
de_Medicis. At the early age of twelve, he was ap-. 
pointed to,an abbacy, which had been hereditary in 
the family ; but he accepted of this office merely that 
he might apply the revenue which it yielded to cha- 
ritable purposes ;.and he afterwards refused to hold 
any new benefice, unless he was, permitted to apply 
the income which it afforded to some benevalent or 
public use. After acquiring a knowledge of lan- 
uages at Milan, and studying the canon and civil 
w at Pavia, he took his doctor’s degree in 1559. In 

the following year, his uncle Pius IV. succeeded to 
the pontificate, and the highest prospects of prefer- 
ment were thus laid open to Borromeo. He was in- 
vested with the dignities of cardinal nephews arch- 
‘bishop of Milan, legate of Ancona, Bologna, Ro- 
magne and protector of several crowns, and religious 
orders, Elevated to such dignities at an early period 
of life, and necessarily surrounded with a brilliant. 
train of attendants, we could scarcely have expected 
any of that humility and ic Sy with which Bor- - 
romeo was distinguished. The first. use which he 
made of the high influence he possessed, was to in- 
stitute an academy, composed both of laymen and 
ecclesiastics, for the purpose of discussing liter- 
ary topics, but particularly those which related to sa- 
cred subjects. This society met in the Vatican, and 
hence the transactions which they published were en- 
titled Noctes Vaticane. 

~ After the council of Trent had issued. its decrees. 
for the reformation of the clergy, Borromeo devoted 
himself, with the utmost ardour, to carry into effect 
these important resolutions. He dismissed at once 80 
of his domestics ; he abandoned the use of silk in his 
dress; and he began to reform the clergy, by increa- 
cing the means of their education. ith this view, 
he founded a college at Pavia, and a Jesuit’s college 
at Milan, and he took a principal part in erecting a 
splendid building-for the university of Bologna. 
Though strongly attached to the church of Rome, 

he was by no means blind to the vices and corrup- 
tions which were undermining its foundation, and 
he set ‘himself to carry through a system of reform, 
perhaps too extensive for the power and influence of 
a single individual. 

He revived the pastoral visits in Rome; he gave 
decency to public worship, by a number of salutary 
regulations ;_ he cleared the cathedrals of those pom- 
ous busts and ornaments with which they were dis- 

Beured 3 and he began this unpopular work, by re- 
moving the monuments of his nearest relations. 

wards the Borromean isl 

e other churches, to the fraternities of pe 
tents, and even to the monasteries. themselves, 

began to regard such changes with a ghele ep 
by re-, 

romeo’s plans. This opposition, however, was not so. 
ove wering as that which he met with from sever-, 
al of the religious ‘Three provosts of the or-_ 

ing the 

nal_ exposed himself to every danger, and even sold hit 
= in order to Procure ee arnoa 

Worn out with these labours, and by that mi- 
ous severity which he prescribed to himself, Borros, 
meo was seized with an intermittent fever while os. 
place called the Sepulchre, on the. mountain. Varait 
he violence of the disease permitted him, wit ait 

Milan, e pero the 
day after his arrival, on the 4th of November 1584, 
in the 47th year of his age... Laahts 

The sensations of true sorrow which were Sie 
ae OUR; 

) 

ficulty, to. travel. to Milan, where 

the loss, of this great man, extended. s Own. 
diocese to every corner.of the province. He was. 
immediately worshipped as a saint, by. the vulgar, 
though he was not regularly canonized till the year 
Vet 2 a en nee 
_AS slide distance fri he sown. of Arona to 

nean islands, a colossal statue. of brass 
has been erected in honour of Borromeo. It is placec 
on. an eminence, very near a seminary | fort ; a: 

t 

ar by 

founded by the cardinal. It is abent 35 el 
and stands upon a pedestal about 25 ells in 
Borromeo is represented in the sariaata habit, look- 
ing towards Milan he has a book under his left arm, 
and his right hand is extend |, as if he were in the 
attitude of blessing the city. This statue was cast at 
Milan, and was brought to Arona in separate pieces. 
Keysler, however, says, that it consists of one single 
piece. Seosbat 
The writings of Borromeo were very numerous, 
and were collected in 5 vols. folio, rete Oe t Mi. 
lan in 1747. His Acta Ecclesia Mediola lanensis 

was published in folio, in 1519. A life of Borro meo'was published in the 17th century by Ribe 
* The exertions of Borromeo during the prevalence of the plague, form the subject of many.of the-finest pictures of Milan. 
+ Mr Coxe gays, that the height of this statue is 60 feet, 

4¢ 
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“Bortow- eera, a Spanish Jesuit, which is filled with ridiculous 

“fables 
Borrow- “ther life of 
stonesse ene) Vols. 12mo., by the Abbé Touron. “See Keysler’s 

a¢ the miracles of the cardinal, Ano- 
was published at Paris in 1761, in 3 

Travels, vol. i. let. xxxv. p. 373; and Coxe’s T'ra- 
‘vels in Switzerland, vol. iii. let. xci. p. 314. (0) 
BORROWDALE. See Cumperanp. 
BORROWSTONESS, a town of Scotland, is si- 

tuated on the south side of the Firth of Forth, about 
18 miles north-west of Edinburgh, and 3 north ‘of 
‘Linlithgow, the county town. At what time the 
‘town of Borrowstoness began to be built is not ex- 
‘actly known, but'it became a place of some conse- 
quence early in the seventeenth century ; for in the 
year 1634 the population had increased so much, that 
‘an application was made to the parliament of Scotland 
to have the town erected into a separate parish from 
‘Kinneil, of which it had hitherto formed a part. And 
“inthe year 1669, the then Duke and Duchess of Ha- 
“milton applied for, and obtained an act of parliament, 
“conjoning, Kinneil to Borrowstoness ; since which pe- 
~riod they have continued one parish. 

“The town is a burgh of barony governed by a ba- 
ron bailie, appointed by the Hamilton family ; and 
‘although it is built in ie Ars. raed manner, there 
‘are a number of good dwelling-houses, besides seve- 
ral very large and commodious warehouses for grain, 
“Be. two principal: streets are narrow, and run 
‘from west to-east about 350°yards, when they termi- 
‘nateé'in one, which is continued nearly 300°yards far- 
ther. The houses, from ‘the smoke of the public 
works carried on in the town, bear all the marks of 
“antiquity, and stran are struck with the pande- 
“me appearance of the place. The smoke, how» 
‘ever, is by no means so offensive as sine be suppo- 
‘sed, and, to those accustomed to it, ives an 
coneern,—at any rate it is not pernicious to the healt 
of the inhabitants, there having been many instances 
‘of longevity ; and at present there are several 8 
‘living above 80 years of age, and, in particu » one 
‘lady, said to be 94, who continues vigorous and in 
good spirits. 
~The town stands upon a point of land projecting 
into the sea, and nature seems to have pointed it out 
‘ds an advantageous situation for a harbour. Previous 
“tothe existence of Borrowstoness, and for man 
“years after it began to be formed, Blackness (a small 
village about 3 miles east of Borrowstoness,) was the 
-place where the Glasgow merchants carried on the 
‘principal part of their trade with the east country; 
Kt rrowstoness being nearer, and in every respect 
“better adapted for the purpose, the chippiny soon be- 
‘gan to resort there. As a consequence of-this, about 

é time of the union, in 1707, the customhouse 
pears to have been transferred from Blackness to 
rrowstoness, where it still remains. Commerce 

continued to be carried on at Borrowstoness to a con- 
siderable extent, more particularly betwixt the’ years 
°2750 and 1780, during which period: it was one of 
the most thriving townson the east coast, and ranked 
as the third in Scotland. But when the junction 
of the Forth and Clyde took place about 30 years 
-ago, by means of the great the trade to. 
resort to Grangemouth, (at thatitime called Lea- 
jeek,) where the canal terminates on the east 5. and 

BOR 
the trade of Borrowstoness has since continued to Borrow. 
decline. ‘The merchants and others interested in the 
‘prosperity of Borrowstoness, soon foresaw the injury 
it would suffer by being deprived of the Glasgow 
trade, and with the view of obviating it, a subscrip- 
tion was opened in 1782, and an act of parliament 
obtained for making a branch’ from Borrowstoness to 
join the great canal at or near Grangemouth, which 
was actually begun and carried some length, but the 
funds failing, it was necessarily stopped, and still re- 
mains unfinished. ‘The completion of tltis: underta- 
king was the only probable means of preserving the 
trade at Borrowstoness, the harbour there being mucli 
more accessible to ships of size than Grangemouth, 
where the navigation is both very narrow and crook- 
ed; but it having unfortunately failed as above sta- 
ted, Grangemouth has become the seat of commerce. 
All the customhouse business, however, being trans- 
acted at Borrowstoness, the town continued to de- 
rive. some advantages from the resort of merchants 
and shipmasters, &c. ; but of this advantage it has. 
also been lately deprived, Grangemouth having been 
constituted a separate port, and a new customhouse 
opened there on the Ist Dec. 1810. 

From the causes which have been stated, and more- 
recently from the pressure of the war, the trade of 
Borrowstoness has become small indeed, compared to: 
what it once was. : 
The following Table exhibits the quantity of 

shipping employed in the foreign and coast trade,. 
inwards and outwards for four vei precedin the: 
5th January 1811, with the nature of the trade car- 
ried on.. 

TInwards. 

J Foreign Coast ‘ 

Non! cod (tualearas bien Nature of the Tradé 

|Ships, Tons. Ships Tons. 

Jan.5,1806.} 20 2615) 151 |7069 } vimber, deals, i 
1809.|- 4 | 917/113 15904! biubher ant ane 
1810.) 4 122 (6019) [ Flax, madder, ana 
1811.) 8 11899} 130 3 gtain.® | 

Outwards. . 

Jan. 5; 1806.) 8 }1301) 168 16625} } Coals, ° salt, soap, 
1809) 3 | 775) 184|6479|{ soapers salt. Pro- 
1810.) 8 |1382) 207 |8863] [| /10P% rain, an 
1811) 6 (1196, 20383671) Sac 

The above view of the trade shews how limited 
the foreign commerce has become, and that the im- 
ports have fallen off considerably ever since.the year 
1806. j 

The shipping of Borrowstoness has also. much 
decreased since 1794.. At that time there ‘were 
seventeen brigs and eight sloops belonging to- the 
town, but now they cannot be reckoned above half 
that numbers The building of: ships, however, is - 
still carried. on, although not ‘so extensively as for- 
merly. . There is only now one master builder, whose 
mode of building is held in high estimation; and his 
vessels consequently meet with a ready market. 

Several ‘branches of manufacture and mechanical 
3 

“stoness. 
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industry are carried on in Borrowstoness. Of these, 
the making of salt deserves first to be mentioned, 
This useful manufacture is carried on to a great ex- 
tent here and in the neighbouring. village of Grange- 
pans.. It is a lucrative concern to the proprietors, and 
produces a considerable revenue to the crown... > 
A pottery for manufacturing stone and earthen 

ware was begun in the year 1784, and is still con- 
tinued upon a pretty extensive plan. This branch 
of business, however, is at present suffering, in com- 
mon with others, under the pressure of the times. 
In the year 1803 an English gentleman, who has de- 
voted his attention to chemical studies, settled in 
‘Borrowstoness, and carries on with considerable suc 
cess, the making of sal ammonaic. 
The manufacturing of soap is likewise a branch of 

industry i in the pe There is also, in .the imme- 
diate neighbourhood, a distillery newly erected, upon 
a pretty large scale, ‘and at considerable expence. 
And at present, two capacious lime kilns are build- 

‘ing at the west end of the town, for supplying the 
farmers in the neigehporieed with lime for their land, 

ht by sea from ‘Dunbar ; and 
the coal for burning them is got, at-a reasonable rate, 

amilton’s coal. works, 
Maa of the women in the town and country 

arounts are employed in tambouring, and in the spin- 
ning of silk sent from London to agents here, who 
‘return the yarn to be manufactured into stockings 

Two of the Leith whale ships have fitted out here 
for some years past, and return with their blubber, 
which is manufactured into oil.at a boiling house a 
little above the town. , 

As a natural:consequence of the: decay of trade, a 
number of families have from time to time left the 
place ; and, at present, there are several good houses, 
headed some of an inferior sort, ‘without inhabitants. 

In these circumstances, it is not surprising - that 
the population since the year 1794, should have di- 
minished above 400. t ; 

At that time it was... + « 2613 
But at present (1811) it does not exceed 2200 
From te facts which have been mentioned, it a 

ears that this place is in a very declining state. t 
is indeed hardly possible to conceive that the foreign 
trade and shipping can be less than they are. It is 
more pfubsble, were peace restored and a communi- 
cation i ese ‘with the great canal, (as formerly un- 
successfully armpits Rabraviitoncee, from its ad- 
vantageous, situation and excellent harbour, might 
still revive, and even surpass ee it was at the time 
of its greatest SPaGWPD (1. B.) 
BORYST E NES. See Dyyeprr. 
BOSCAWEN’S Isianp, or Kooraue, the name 

of an island in the South Pacific ocean, discovered by 
Schouten and Le Maire jin 1616. It is about three 
miles in, diameter, and is lofty and of a conical form. 
It, is, populous.and. productive, and is situated in 
W.,, Long. 178° 48’, S. Lat. 15° 55. a Intro» 
duction to.the Missionary: Voyage, p. 67. .(j) 
BOSCIA, a genus plants of .the class ae 

dria, and order Trigynia. “See Botany.—The same 
name has been fr ven by La to another genns 
of the class Dodecandria,.and order Monogynia. (w) 

BQ)S. 
BOSCOVICH, Rocer J 

republic’ of the same uame, on. the 
1711. _ His father, who. was a 
Ragusa, had no fewer than nine ¢ 
Joseph was the youngest. At an early a he: was 
sent to learn grammar and phulaeophy’ ae the 

thematician and natural , ee as —— 
Ragusa, a city of Dalmatia, and i aL ul 7 

of the Jesuits in: Ragusa. 
which he displayed. a the bane temper end ae education, 
pointed him out a3 a young man who might one day 
pr hen to, a able and Pascale re 
nfluence r example of his 

who had peat se) Pe chgap anni “ vich ae 
admission into the order of mye lagi 1m and in re i 
teenth year of his age, he went to, hig 
the habit of the noviciate. In this new 
attention was principally directed to. ts 
of the order, to the study of rhetoric, and } les = 
tres, but particularly to the composition, st Latin. 
poetry, in. which he ob such distin- 
guished eminence. Having, complete these se prelimi- 
red studies, Boscovich, was sent to the Jesuits col- 

e at Rome to study mathematics ~ a hoonnl 
Thee new branches of knowledge 
upon his affections, till he found ShimeclE ie tne 
absorbed in the study of 5 Svc pe Wi 
idity, unusual even in the history of genius, rade 

self master of all the branches of elementary. 
metry ; and when his i eg were no, teeters 
to assist him in his daring flight, he prosecuted with- 
out any help, the higher geometry, ven he was en- 
abled to read the Prancipia , of Newton. In conse- 
quence of the reputation. for mathematical knowledge 
which he thus, acquired,. he. comelntb aro 
private lessons in that science, and was exempted. 
the drudgery of, teaching rsmgen and the classics, 
which all the noviciates of the order were obliged to 
undergo’ for five years bolom they were admitted to 
the study of the From the humble station 
of a private teacher, Boscoyich was. promoted to the 
promenpetir of mathematics at Rome, a. situation 
or which he was satinestlg qualified, from his ‘ac- 
quaintance with the works of the ancient geometers, 
as well as from the happy talent which he possessed 
‘or communicating his ideas to others. He was now 
led, by the nature of his duties, to. compose elemen=, 
tary treatises on arithmetic, algebra, geometry, tri 
gonometry; and conic sections, a pecan: bogs? 
ae vied een success portico reas of 

se! y ine! Tae memaeaeal 
tem of geometry contained the leading truths of = 
science in fourteen, pireonanmaciall cand his. treatise on 
conic sections, which appeared. in 1755, has been 
much admired for the umplieity and eo hes ‘its 
demonstrations... .9 weed 

In-the public, disputations, the geniun ‘of Bosco-’ 
vich was pri y_called into, actign. » His loye ef. 
lory. was hig inflamed: by every accession to ‘his: 
‘ame; a ited no opportunity. to gratify this 

favourite-propensity, in the only way in. on coger 
oug meee patiteho a zealous prosecution of 

covery, and{by an unremitting 
= in promoting the: happinessof his ye creatures, 
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nce of such excitements, Boscovich © came these difficulties, it is not easy to discover ; but’ Boscovich. Boscovich: Under the in 

he must have possessed no ordinary confidence in his "Vv" —v—" directed his at 

earth; ‘the annual aberration of the fixed stars; the 

"tainty in astronomical obsé 

‘ion to almost every branch of phy- 
new theory oF the dolar spots; the 

; e of the 
sical science. | 
transit of Mercury over the sun; the fi 

inequalities in terrestrial gravity; the limits of cer- 
sink omical Mitta; the tolig of 
greatest attraction; the comets; the flux and reflux 
of the sea; and the atmosphere of the moon, were 
prt aa stibjects of astronomy which he investiga-_ 

ted n pure mathematics, he wrote upon osculating 
circles ; on infinitesimals ; on the cycloid ; on logistic 
curve line’; and’ on the calculation of fractions. _ His 
optical dissertations were, on a new telescope for ce- 
lestial objects; on light; on the rainbow; on lenses 
and dioptrical telescopes, and on the object glass mi- 

~ erometer, Besides these ‘various papers, he wrote on 
the aurora borealis, on the motion of bodies in un- 
resisting media, on the vires vivw, on the centre of 

vity, on the law of continuity, and on the divisi- 
of matter. In the course of these various in- 

vestigations, the attention of Boscovich was neces- 
sarily drawn to the constitution of matter; and he 

pears, even at this early sa of his life, to have 
formed an outline of that Theory of Natural Philo- 

hy which has been’so universally ‘admired, and on Be 4 ly , 

- the physical and’ mathematical sciences. 

te reputation as a philosopher principally 
af 

y was’ the attention of Boscovich confined to 
He had a 

wonderful facility in the composition of Latin verses ; 
and:such was his love for this species of amusement, 
that every incident, however trifling, called forth an 
offering'to the muses. ‘With such talents and ac- 
quirements; the company of Boscovich was assidu- 
ously courted at Rome; and at every party to which 
he was invited, he shone, by the liveliness and flu- 
ency of his conversation. ith a pardouable vanity, 
which is not usual with men of profound genius, he 
often led thé conversation of the company to the 

- subject of his own studies, which he had a sin 

" extem 

faculty of explaining to the most common capacities ; 
and he seemed to derive particular pleasure the 
recitation of long passages of his own poetry. This 

talent of amusing a company with subjects of 
science, though it may have been possessed by other 

i , was certainly exhibited for the first time 
in the manners of Boscovich. The habits of abstract 
thought and close reasoning, which a natural philoso- 
pher must necessarily acquire, are utterly incompa- 
tible with that quickness of association and: versati- 
lity of thought, which are the ipal sources of 

: declamation. ~ . antisocial -ha- 
bits, however, are less hostile to his colloquial efforts, 
than the nature of the subjects with which the mind 

the natural 
= 

conversation, the Sar ai is -prevent- 
subjects which would e- 

ible, and is thus. denied: the opens: 
f ing his knowledge and his talents, 

‘ is granted to those who cultivate literature 
and the fine arts. In what manner Boscovich over- 

talents, and no ordinary“influence over the minds of 
others, who could fix the attention of a mixed com- 
pany upon the abstract speculations of sciencé and 
philosophy. 

The fame which Boscovich now enjoyed was not 
confined within the limits of his native country. He 
was admitted, without solicitation, into most of the 
learned societies of Europe, and, without enjoying any 
of the substantial patronage of kings, he was ho- 
noured with their invitations and their praise. Pope’ 
Benedict XIV. consulted him on several subjects of 
civil engineering, and appointed him a member of a 
committee consisting oF architects and mathemati- 
cians, ‘who were assembled from different parts of 
Italy, to examine the cupola of St Peter’s, in which 
a rent had been perceived. The architects and the 
mathematicians differed in their sentiments ; but the 
latter, with Boscovich and the’ Marquis Poleni at 
their head, finally prevailed. Boscovich proposed to 
strengthen the cupola by enclosing it in a: circle of 
iron; and this opinion being adopted, the Marquis 

~ reported it to the Pope, but unfortunately neglected 
to give Boscovich the merit of the suggestion. ‘Tis 
omission grievously offended the vanity of the mia- 
thematician, and conspired, ‘along with other causes 
“of mortification, -to make him resolve on quitting. 
Rome. About this time, John V. of Portugal had 
determined to survey Brazil, and to fix the boundaries 
between that country and the territories belonging to 
Spain. He applied to the general of the Jesuits for 
ten mathematicians to execute this plan; and no sooner’ 
did Boscovich hear of the project, than he offered to 
superintend the undertaking, and to:measure, at the 
same time, a degree of the meridian. The enlighten- 
ed minister of Benedict XIV., unwilling that Italy 
should lose one of her greatest ornaments, appointed 
Boscovich to correct the maps of the papal territories, 
and to’ measure a degree of the meridian in Italy.. 
Provided with excellent instruments, and assisted by 
Christopher Maire, an English Jesuit, Boscovich 
began the undertaking about the end of the year 
1750 ; and after two years labour, he extended the - 
meridian from Rome to Rimini, across the Apen-: 
nine chain, and found that the length of a degree in 
the latitude of 43° was 56,979 toises. During the 
intervals of this active employment, he was engaged’ 
in completing his Elements of Conic Sections; . and . 
when travelling over the mountains, he is said to have 
composed, on horse-back, his fine Latin poem, en- 
titled, De Solis ac Lune Defectibus, * on the Eclipses 
of the Sun and Moon.’”? An account of this survey 
was publised by Boscovich at Rome and Paris, along 
with some excellent dissertations on several subjects 
connected with his undertaking. At the comple- 
tion of a service so full of labour and anxiety, Bosco- 
vich was entitled to expect some adequate remunera- 
tion, or some office that would have freed‘him from 
the drudgery of teaching. The Pope, however, who 
seems to have undervalued the national ;work' which he. 
had just completed, presented him- with a gold box, 
and the paltry sum of 100 sequins.* In consequence 
of this blind parsimony, Boscovich was compelled to . 

* About forty-five pounds sterling. . 
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“.son for settling a misunderstanding that existed be- . 
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resume -the labours of his ‘mathematical. professor- 
ship. 
A dispute respecting the draining of a lake, which, 

about this time, originated between the Tuscan go- 
vernment and the republic of Lucca, afforded a new 
opportunity for the exercise of Boscovich’s talents. 
A number of mathematicians and commissioners had 
been appointed to decide the controversy ; but the 
commissioners having failed to appear, he repaired to 
Vienna to obtain the decision of Francis I. whose 
influence was paramount in Italy. At the Austrian 
capital he employed his poetical talents in celebrating 
the successes of Francis over Frederick the Great ; 
but his attention was chiefly directed to his new 
theory of natural philosophy, which he is said to have 
drawn up in the short space of thirty days, and 
which he published at Vienna in 1758, under the 
title of Theoria Philosophie Naturalis redacta ad 
-unicam legem virium in natura existentium, a work 
of distinguished merit, which we shall have occa- 
sion to consider at great length in the subsequent 
article. 

Having succeeded in settling the dispute in favour 
of the republic of Lucca, he was handsomely re- 
warded by the senate with a present of 1000 se- 
quins. * 

‘The talents of Boscovich as a negociator, pointed 
him out to the Senate of Ragusa, as the fittest per- 

tween that republic and the British government. It 
was alleged by the latter, that the Ragusans had in- 
fringed their neutrality by fitting out vessels for the 
_French service ; and as there had been no just ground 
for this suspicion, so injurious to the commerce of 

' his natiye city, Boscovich repaired to London, and 
succeeded in establishing the integrity of the republic 
of Ragusa, 

On his way to London, Boscovich visited Paris, 
where he remained for six months, enjoying the ex- 
quisite society which then distingui the French 
metropolis.. During his stay at London, he was 
chosen a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1760; and 
he published his work, De Solis ac Lune Defectibus, 
which he dedicated to|that learned body. 

The approaching transit of Venus in 1761, had 
at this ‘time absorbed the attention of philosophers, . 
_and numerous parties of astronomical observers were 
sent to different parts of the world. Boscovich was 
invited by the Royal Society to‘accompany the party 
of its members that was going to America; but as 
such an expedition would have greatly retarded his 
return to Italy, and interfered with some other plans, 
-he was obliged to decline the invitation, and return to 
his native country. At Venice he met with his friend 
Corner; who accompanied him to the Plain of Troy, 
which they ;visited on their way to Constantinople. 
During his-residence in Constantinople, his happiness 
was completely embittered by a continuance of ill 
health, which rose to such a height that it frequently 
threatened his,existence. After he had begun:to re- 
.cover his strength, he left Constantinople in. the: train 
vof the English ambassador, Sir James Porter, and:tra- 
welled through Bulgaria, Moldavia, and part of Po- 

“” About four hundred and fifty pounds sterling. 
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land, with the intention of visiting’ the ‘capital ‘of Boscovich. 
Russia; but the death of Peter deterred him from ——y— 
the prosecution of his travels. An account.of this 
journey was afterwards .published in French and 
Italian, but it did not much to the fame of its 
author, : 

The return of Boscovich toRome was eagerly 
welcomed by his countrymen, and his talents were 
speedily called into exercise for the public good. In 

e spring of 1764, the Austrian governor of Milan 
appointed him to the mathematical chair in the uni- 
versity of Pavia, where the mean jealousy of his col- 
leagues forced him to’ defend ‘his reputation by the 
publication of his Dissertationes Dioptrica, which 
related principally to the correction of the aberra- 
tion of refraaibibey in achromatic telescopes. ‘The 
fame which he derived from this -i s-work, si- 
lenced, for a while, the calumnies of his rivals; but 
their malice having again broken out with i si 
violence, Boscovich sought for tranquillity in-a,jour- 
ney to France and the Neukevlantee ' a he re- 
turned from this excursion, he was transferred from 
‘the college of Pavia'to the Palatine schools at Mi- 
lan, where he received from the Empress queen the 
professorship of astronomy and optics, and was also 
appointed to superintend the observatory of the Royal 

ollegé of Brera, which was furnished with instru- 
ments chiefly at his own expense, ~ f 

When Boscovich had repaired to the baths o 
Albano to strengthen his constitution, he received 
the mortifying intelligence, that several of they 
Jesuits whom he had employed as assistants, | 
conspired against his favourite pupil, and had pre- 
vented the government from appointing him to some 
office of trust. He complained, in vain, to Prince 
Kaunitz and to the governor of Milan, of this in- 
sulting .conduct ; but ‘having received no redress, 
he retired to Venice, where he continued for ten 
months, and at last formed the resolution of spend- 
ing the remainder of his days at Ragusa. When he 
was upon the eve of carrying this resolution into ef- 

- fect, his plans were completely frustrated by the 
suppression of the order of Jesuits in'1773. 

In consequence of this sudden revolution, so -hos- 
tile to his temporal interests, he went to Paris alon 
with La Bord, the chamberlain oe: mou XV., an 
sought in a foreign country those honourable rewands 
of = which had been, so’ unjustly denied, him.in 
hisown, The influence of his friend La Bord procured 
for him the patronage of the French,king, «who ap- 
pointed him Disease of Opties for the Marine, anew 
office created on purpose, with two pensions, amount- 
ing to 8000 livres.+ li on given.to 
a foreigner, naturally excited the jealousy of the 
French philosophers. The piety of Boscovich, the 
freedom of his conversation, and his personal vanity, 
were by no means calculated for the, meridian’ of 

Paris. The generosity of the sovereign was.not,se- 
conded by the kindness of his subjects ; and Bosco- 
vich, afterall his services to science,..was doomed to 
experience aneglect, which was the more mortify- 
ing, when he reflected on the idolatry with which he 
awas formerly regarded at Rome. To aman of keen 

+ About three’ hundredand thirty-three pounds sterling. 
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Boscovich» temper, like Boscovich, who knew his. own merits, 
—— this cold t was unsufferable. -He therefore 

requested leave of absence from his royal patron, and 
retired, in 1783, to Bassano, in the state of Venice, 
where he employed himself in preparing for the press 
a collection of his unpublished’ works, which he com- 
pleted in 5 vols, 4to, entitled, Rogerii Josephi Bos- 
covich, Opera pertinentia ad Opticam et Astronomi- 
am maxima ex parte Nova; et omma hucusque in- 
edita, in quinque-t 7 Bassani, 1785. 

Many of these dissertations are extremely va- 
luable; and the mathematical. investigations which 
they contain, are distinguished by a clearness and 

tary simplicity, which is very unusual in simi- 
lar writings. en this labour was at an end, he spent 
some months in the convent of Valombrosa, in 'T'us- 
cany, and afterwards went to Rome to revisit the 
companions of his early years. From Rome he went 
to Milan, where he resumed his own studies, and : 
amused himself with completing a new edition of his 
friend Benedict Stay’s beautiful poem, entitled, Phi- 
losophia Reet _ enriched with notes, and extend- 
ed'to'ten books. The however, which he 

did not obtain him 

leave of absence from Paris-was now nearly expired, 
and he felt the gre reluctance to return am 
the j i ich surrounded him: in the Frenc 

The conflict between his gratitude to the 

Pp ees spirits, 
while a violent attack of the gout, and an inflamma- 
tion in the lungs, his _and drove 
him into a state of derangement. , 

‘this dreadful disorder proceeded, in some 
measure; from the bodily infirmities of Boscovich, 
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yet it was chiefly owing 

the Sree of his cotemporaries. The’ visions of 
youthful ambition which the sanguine hopes of Bos- 
covich had so early cherished ; the reverence which 
was paid to him at Rome, at Paris, and at London; 
the great success of his writings; the high employ- 
ments which he was afterwards called to fill, and the 
favour which was shewn to him by. several of the 
princes of Europe,—the recollection of these better 
days, contributed to-awaken more acute sensations. at 

- the neglect into which, in his old age, he had been 
permitted to fall. He felt that all his. philosophy 
was insufficient to quiet the ferment of a proud spi- 
rit, and he sought in religion for that support which 
it alone could bestow. Under the influence of these 
pious feelings, he regretted that he had spent so little 
time in the sacred duties of his profession, and that 
so much of his leisure had been occupied by what he 
now considered, as the idle speculations of philoso- 
ph . Weare unwilling to believe, with one of the - 
iographers ‘of Boscovich, that these religious im- 

pressions were the consequences of his mental deli- 
rium, At no period of his life, did Boscovich ever 
hazard an opinion hostile to the noble sentiments - 
which supported him in his latter days; and the ree - 

‘verses and disappointments which embittered the 
close of his life, naturally carried his views beyond 
this troubled state of. existence, which a proud and. 
mortified spirit is so willing to resign. Under the- 
influence of these feelings, an imposthume burst in 
his breast, and he died on the 13th of February, 
1787, in the 76th year of his age. He was interred 
without any kind of pomp, in the parish church of 
St Maria Bedore ; and the Senate of his native city. 
erected a monument to his memory, with the follow- 
ing inscription, composed by his friend Benedict« 
tay : : 

Roegrto. Nicoxal. F. Boscovicnio, 
Summi. Ingenii. Viro. Philosopho. Et. Mathematico. Prastantissimo » 

Scriptori. rum, Egregiorum. 
Res. Physicas: Geometricas. Astronomicas 

Plurimis. Inventis. Suis. Auctas. Continentium 
Celebriorum: Europe. Academiarum, Socio 

Qui: In. Soc. Jesu. Cum. Esset. Ac. Rome. Mathesim, Profiteretur - 
: Benedicto XIV. Mandante 

Multo, Labore. Sin lari. Industria 
Dimensus. Est. Gradum. Terrestris. Circuli 

Boream: Versus. Per. Pontificiam, Ditionem. Transeuntis: 
Ejusdemque. Ditionis, in Nova: Tabula. Situs. Omnes.. Descripsit. 

Stabilitati. Vaticano. Tholo. Reddunde - . 
Portubus. Superi. Et. Inferi. Maris. Ad. Justam. Altitudinem. Redigendis« 
Restagnan tibus. Per Campos. Aquis. Emittendis. Commonstravit. jam 

. Legatus. A. Lucensibus, Ad. Franciscum. I. Czsarem. M. Etruriz. Ducem 
Ut. Amnes. Ab. Eorum. Agro . Averterentur. Obtinuit: 

Merito. Ab, lis. Inter. Patricios. Cooptatus 
Mediolanum. Ad. Docendum Mathematicas. Disciplinas, Evocatus . 

. Extruxit. Instruxitque. Servandis. Astris. Speculam . 
Deletz. Tum. Societati. Sue. Superstes 

Lutetiz Parisiorum. Inter. Galli. Indigenas Relatus , 
Commissum, Sibi. Perficiunde. In. Usus. Maritimos. . 

Optice. Munus. Adcuravit : 
Ampla. A. Ludovico. XV. Rege: Kmo. Attributa, Pensione 

Tfter. Et: Poesim, Mira. Ubertate, Et, Facilitate. Excoluit « 

to that secret anguish which Boscovich. 
sprung from the ingratitude of his countrymen, and “Vv 
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Doctas, Non, Semel. Suscepit. Per. Europam. Peregrinationes 

Multorum.Amicitias. Gratia. irorum. Principum. Ubique. Floruit 
Ubique. Animum. Christianarum. Virtutum 
Vereque. Religionis. Studiosum. Pra-se-tulit 
Ex. Gallia. Italiam. Revisens. Jam. Senex 

Cum. Ibi. In, Elaborandis., Edendisque. Postremis Operibus: 
Plurimum. Contendisset. Et. Novis. Inchoandis. Ac. Veteribus. Absolvendis 

: Sese Adcingeret 
In. Diuturnum. Incidit. Morbum. Eoque. Obiit. Mediolani . 

Id. Feb. An. MDCCLXXXVII. Natos. Annos LKXV. Menses 1X. Dies, II. 
Huic. Optime. Merito. De Republica. Civi 

Quod. Fidem. Atque. Operam. Suam. Eidem. Sepe. Probaverit 
: Arduis. Apud, Exteras, Nationes . _ 

Bene. Utiliterque. Expediundis. Negotiis © 
Quodque. Sui. Nominis. Celebritate. ovum. Patriz. Decus.. Adtulerit. 

Post. Funebrem, Honorem. In. Hoc. Templo. Cum. Sacro, Et, Laudations .. 
Publice. Delatum 

Ejusdem. ‘Templi..Curatores 
Senatus. Consulto Ex, 

Boscovich was considerably above the middle size, 
ofa strong make, and with a long and sallow visage. 
He possessed the virtues and the failings which spring 
froma warm temper ; and whilethe formerendeared him 
to his friends, the latter proved injurious only to himself. 
His numerous writings are evidently the production 
of an original and inventive genius, and though com- 
posed in a diffuse style, and with a redundancy of illus- 

cuity which are seldom found in physical investiga- 
tions. 

The works of Boscovich which he published at 
Bassano, contain the following Opuscules : 

Vou. 1. Opusc. 1., De constructione et usu novi in- 
strumenti maxime idonei ad determinandas. vires re- 
fractivas, et distractivas substantiarum diaphanarum. 
Opusc. 2. Deductio formularum pertinentium ad fo- 
cos lentium, cum earum sPpigetone ad calculandas 
sphericitates, que adhibendi debent pro telescopiis 
acromaticis. Sonal ‘ y 

Vout. u. Opuse. 1. De correctionibus pertinentibus 
ad oculares, quibus accedit correctio’solius erroris fi- 
gure spherice objectivorum. Opusc. 2.. De Lente 
ustoria potissimum ingenti. Opusc. 3. De modo de- 
terminandi discrimen velocitatis, quam habet lumen, 
dum percurrit diversa media, per dua telescopia diop- 
trica, alterum commune, alterum novi cujusdam ge- 
neris. Opusc. 4. De novo genere micrometri objec- 
tivi. -Opusc. 5. De telescopis exhibenti simul bi- 
nas imagines ejusdem objecti, alteram directam, 
alteram inversam, cum earum motibus contrariis 
et equalibus. Opusc. 6. De globulis nigris trans- 
latis per discum solis, cum Epistola Gallica ad ejus 
phenomeni observatorem. Opusc. 7. De refrac- 
tionibus astronomicis. .Opusc. 8. De refractionibus 
astronomicis, et altitudine poli, determinandis per 
distantias apparentes binarum fixarum supra et in- 
fra polum. Opusc. 9, Methodus determinandi re- 
fractiones astronomicas sine ulla suppositione physica, 
que non videantur omnino certa, ope instramenti ha- 
bentis utilitatem generalem in tota astronomia, 

Vou. m1. Opuse. 1. De la determination de l’orbite 
dune comete par trois observations, pas eloignées en- 
sr’elles. Opusc. 2. Sur la nouvelle te. 

Vor. tv. Opusc. 1. De verificatione divisionum 

M. P. 

1). Wi laa © 

P. ; ' ny ag 

quadrantis muralis.. De verification machine. paral- 
lactice. Des formules. differentielles. de trigonome- 
trie. De rhombo micrometrico... . ie sega 

Vou. v. Opuse. 1. De apparitione.et’ disparitione 
annuli Saturni. Opusc: 2.. Sur les elements de la ra- 
tation du soleil sur son axe determines par observations 
de ses taches, Opusc. 3. De determinatione longitu- 

_dinis penduli oscillantis ad singula secunda temporis . 
tration, are distinguished by a simplicity and perspi- i medii. Opusc,. 4. Notice sbragée de V’astronomie pour ; 

un marin... Opusc 18. De calculando aberratione.as- , 
trorum orta e propagatione luminis. successiva, . &c._ 
and several other opuscules on the orbits of the comets . 
and planets. Boaites dole alte 

. The principal works published by Boscovich in a. 
separate form, were, _ backs: peaches 2: 

De Maculis. Solaribus._.exercitatio. Astronomica, 
habitum Collegio Romano Soc, Jesu. .Rom..1736,, 
4to. f ; , 
_De Mercurii novissima infra solem transitu, disser- 

tatio habita in Collegio Romano. Rom. 1737, 4to. 
_ De Inequalitate gravitatis in diversis terre locis, 
dissert. habita in Sem. Roman. .Rom, 1741. Ato. 
De Annuis fixarum Aberrationibus, De Observa- 

tionibus Astronomicis, et quo pertingat earumdem cer- 
titudo. Disquisitio in universam astronomiam. Rom, 
1742, 4to. |. 

. De Motu ris attracti in centrum immobile, 
in spatiis non resistentibus. Rom, 1743. 4to. This 
is published in the Comment. Bonon. 1747. tom, ii. 

ill. 
< Nova Methodus adhibendi phasium observationes 
in eclipsibus, lunaribus, Rom. 1744. 4to. This is 
also published in the Memorie sopra la fisica &c, in 
Lucca per li Salani, 1747. 8vo. 

De Cometis, Rom. 1746. 4to. 
De stu Maris.. Rom. 1746. 
Dissertatio de Lumine, Rom. 1749. 4to. , 
‘Osservazioni,dell’ ultimo passagio di Mercurio. sotto 

il soli, reguito.a’ 6 di Maggio 1753. Rom. 1753. 
De Lentibus et telescopiis dioptricis. Rom. 1755. 

Ato. : " . 
De Inequalitatibus quas Saturnus. et, Jupiter sibi 

mutuo videntur inducere. Rom. 1756. This paper 
was drawn up for the prize given by the Academy 
of Sciences; but the Memoir of Euler was successful, 
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Boscovich. Philosophie Naturalis theoria redacta/ad unicam 

viriumpin natura existentium. Vienne; 1758. 
_ 4to.. The d edition of this work appeared at 

Venice in 1762, and the third at Vienna in 1764. 
De Solis ac Lune defectibus libri quinque. Lon- 

don, 1760, 4to. This work was reprinted at Venice 
in 1761 in 8vo.; and a French translation of it by 
the Abbé Barruel, appeared at Paris in 1779.. 

Voyage Astronomique et Geographique pour me- 
surer deux degrés du meridien par les PP. Maire et 
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Boscovich, traduit du Latin, par le P. Hugon, et Boscovich. 
augmenté par le P. Boscovich lui-meme. emia Sites 

emorie sulli cannochiali diottrici. Milan, 1771. 
Beside these works, Boscovich wrote several trea- 

tises on practical hydraulics, connected with the sub- 
ject’of rivers, harbours, and lakes. See. Elogio del 
Boscovich per il Sr. Baiamonti.— Ragusa, 1789; 8vo. 
Journal des Sgavans, Feb, 1792, p. 113. Journal 
de Paris, 13th Mars. 1787. (6) 

BOSCOVICH’S THEORY. 
Boscovich’ Tie theory of natural philosophy which claims 

YT coanich Sar ithventhars.)enistizestedy do si tail 
Natural 

Philoso- we are by no means dis to imagine, that much 
phy. nee likely to be made in physical science by 
Introduce | te one excogitation, or by the genéral applica- 
tory obser- tion of theories of any kind, and are rather inclined 
vations. to fall in with the opinion of the celebrated Bacon, 

-into. the winding mazes of error and fancy, than di- 
rected in the’more difficult path of truth and know- 

ious, so 

explanation of most of the difficulties that occur in 
physical science, that we have thought it would be 

per to give our readers such an account of it, at 
as, if not sufficien b pore shen masters of 

ingenious conceptions of its author, may per- 
haps induce them to search for farther ietiistnalsin, 
in the works of the illustrious Ragusan. ; 
' This theory is » by Boscovich, to hold the 
mean between those of Leibnitz and of Newton; since 
it admits, with the former, that the elementary par- 
ticles of matter are simple and unextended ; and with 

ithat the latter, that they act on each other by mutual 
of Leibnitz forces, which are variable at different distances. 
aud New- "We may add too, that, with Leibnitz and his fol- 

lowers, vich argues strenuously for the exist- 
ence of the law of continuity. While, with 
the followers of Newton, he admits, in general, the 
actio e distanti ; and also a with them in their 
ideas respecting light, gravity, the pressure of fluids, 
&e. “ 

But from the Leibnitzian this theory differs wide- 
ly, in not admitting that continued extension can 
rie icy lo pre sand ped pees ees a dif- 

‘o urge inst t tem of Zeno: 
and soy alegg that the ultimate pare) of 
matter are us, in opposition to the princi- 
ples of indiscerntbles,, and the suffictent pA Bo a 
against that doctrine by the disciples of Leibnitz. 

From Newton also he conceives himself to differ, 
in explaining by one law of forces, not only all those 
phenomena (and many more) for which the former 
author, in his last optical query, seems to think three 
principles were requisite, viz. gravitation, cohesidn, 
and fermentation ; but also in ing, that, at the 
least distances, the mutual forces are not attractive, 

. - ~ 3 ‘ 

but repulsive ; and that this repulsive force, with poscovich’s 
the diminution of distance, increases in infinitum. theory of 
OF course, it necessarily follows, that cohesion does Natural 
not arise from absolute contact of parts; and that, = 
in fact, absolute mathematical contact, as it is called, P°Y° 
cannot possibly exist. 

- Let us now proceed to unfold the theory. The The theo 
first elements of matter, according to Boscovich, are,. expounded. 
points altogether inextended and indivisible, dissemi- 
nated in an immense vacuum, and placed at certain; 
distances asunder. ‘These distances may be increased. 
or diminished, but cannot altogether vanish, without 
an absolute compenetration of particles ; for their pos~ 
sible contiguity he altogether denies. These par-. 
ticles he conceives endued with inertia; persever- 
ing, if single, in their state of rest, or uniform ’recti- 
lineal motion. 

He conceives two of these points of matter to have 
a determination, at some distances, to approach each 
other ; at others, to recede; and this 4 calls, the 
force attractive or repulsive, the magnitude of which 
changes with the distances, according to some law 
which may be expressed by an algebraical formula, or, 
as is common in mechanics, by acurve line. This law 
of the forces is such, that, in the smallest distances, it 
is repulsive, increasing. indefinitely as the distance is 
diminished ; and is therefore equal to the extinction 
of any force of approach, however great. At a dis- 
tance somewhat greater, this force diminishes, so 
that a very little way off, it vanishes entirely : be- 
yond that, the force becomes attractive, which, as 
we continue to pass outward, arrives at its maximum,, 
then diminishes and vanishes ; after that, a repulsive 
force takes place again, which, in its turn, increases 
to a maximum, then diminishes and vanishes ; and 
thus, passing through several alternations until we 
arrivé, at length, at-a force constantly attractive, 
but diminishing inversely as the square of the dis- 
tance, which continues at least as far as the limits 
of our planetary system, and is no other than the ge- 
neral law of Newtonian gravity. 

The apparent complication of this, will be best By help of 
removed, and a general idea of the whole system 4 curve. 
most readily obtained, by referring to Figure 1., 
Plate LXV. where the axis CAC’ has, in the point A, Prars 
a perpendicular drawn to it ; on either side of which, LXV- 
there are two equal and similar branches of a curve. 8! 
One of thesee DEFGHIKLMNOPORSTYV, has, 
in the first place, the asymptotic arc ED, That is, 
if it were produced towards the parts BD, beyond 
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any’ whatever: limits; a it will constantly. ap- 
proach nearer'to the line AB, and come at length 
within less than- any assignable distance from it, yet 
it'will-niever meet its Qn the other hand,. the curve 
in the direction DE, constantly recedes. from: the 
same right line, (nay, even all the other ares to- 
wards V, successively recede from it), and first ap- 
proaching the axis CC’, meets it somewhere in EB, 
cuts it, and departs. off to a certain distanee. F ; from 
whence it begins again to approach the axis, and 
cuts it again in G; and thus winds across the axis 
CC’ for several times, until, at length, it ends in an- 
other asymptotic branch T ps V, which approaches 
the axis so that the distances from it are apparent- 
ly in the duplicate ratios of the corresponding dis- 
tances.from the centre A. 

It is hardly necessary to inform: the scientific 
reader, that if from any points of the axis, as a, 6, d, 
there be drawn perpendiculars ag, br, dh; any 
segment‘of the axis, as Aa, Ab, Ad, is called an 
abscissa, and refers to the distance between the two 
points of matter ; while the perpendicular a g, or dr, 
or dh, is called the ordinate, and exhibits the mutual 
force, repulsive or attractive, according as it lies’ on. 
= side of the axis towards D, or on the opposite 

le. 
Now, it is plain that in this form of the curve, 

the ordinate ag increases’ beyond any limits what- 
ever, if the abscissa A-a is diminished equally be- 
yond any given limits; that if this- abscissa~be in- 
creased as in Ad, the ordinate is diminished as’ in 
ér 3 and so continually, until it arrives at’ E, where 
the ordinate vanishes. Then’ the abscissa being’ in- 
creased" to A d, the. ordinate changes its direction 
into dh 5 and on the opposite side will increase, first 
towards F, and then decrease by 7/ as far as G, 
where it vanishes; and again will change its direc- 
tion into the former, as at mn, and so, after several 
changes, the ordinates'come to have’ a’ constant di- 
reotion, as in op, vs, sensibly decreasing in the in- 
verse ratio of the squares of the abscissas Ao, Av. 
Wherefore “it is manifest, that, ‘by a curve of this 
kindy these forces may be expressed ; first repulsive, 
and inthe smallest distances increasing indefinitely as 
the’ distances‘are diminished ;’ lessening as these are 
increased’; then vanishing ; then, wel a change of 
direction, ‘passing off into attractive forces, which 
also, in their turn, vanish ; and at léngth, after seve- 
ral: clianges, they become, in distances. sufficient! 

ity attractive in the’ inverse’ duplicate ratio of t 
stance. ; 
‘This curve; which Boscovich has exhibited in a 

variety of his dissertations, differs considerably from: 
that ex ng the: Newtonian law of y: The 
latter, which isa hyperbola of the third degree, lies 
entirely on one side.of the axis; and has two asymp- 
totic branches; the one of which; forming a part 
also of Boscovich’s curve, expresses: the ‘indefinite di- 
minution of the force of gravity, while the distances 
are inereased ; the other, the indefinite enlargement 
of that’ force, when’ the bodies’are sufficiently near. 

According to Boscovich, however, this indefinite 
enlargement: of.the force of gravity, is not orly-con= 
trary to experiment; but’ even intpossible. He o¢cu- 

* . 
pies a Goan atile part'of*thie Dissertitio de Lezibus 
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cannot be attractive forces in the least distances; in- 
creasing infinitely. For, in the first’ pjace, if these 
forces act in small distances, they must augment the 
velocity of approach until. absolute contact. A: 
which instant this augmentation, where it) Has arri- 
ved at a maximum state, will be at once dest 

Secondly, should these forces thus acting: in’ mi- 
nute distances, increase in any inverse ratio of the 
distance; the at increasing constantly until com 
tact must be infinitely greater there than at any given 
distance ;. a supposition which Boscovich considers 
as absurd, since an infinite velocity implies a finite 
space passed over in an instant or point of time. For 
these, and many other reasons unnecessary for us to 
repeat, Boscovich has rejected the possibility of any ~ 
attractive force acting’ in the most ‘minute distances, 
let the law of action be what it may. But the whole 
of these difficulties cease at once, were we to —— 
that a repulsive force, equal to the extinction of any, 
given velocity, should act in the like situations, since 
that force must hinder entirely any mutual access or 
concourse.- ray é; 

But it will in ‘all probability be 
follow our author, in the account’ he has 

were origi | to him. 
In writing a-dissertation De viribus vivis, or cons Percussion. 

cerning living forces, as they are called’ by the fol-’ 
lowers of Leibnitz, and in which he derived all'those’ 
things commonly referred to the vires vive, from’ 
sole velocity generated by the powers of gravity, 
elasticity, &c., he began to enquire more } 
into the velocity produced by impulsion; where, since’ 
the velocity is supposed to be acquired in a moment of” 
time, the force is said to be infinitely 4 pe ca ? 
any pressure. - And it occurred to him, that the laws’ 
of percussions of that kind must be very different 
from the other. - But, upon more-mature: refléction, 
it appeared, that this notion was inadmissible, sitce 
nature every where employed’ the’ same mode: of ac-. 
tion’; and that immediate 1 ‘or pe ’ 

aes 

tain saltus and breach of what. is’ called’ the law of 
continuity, a law which he conceived’ really to exist’ 
in nature, and'to be sufficiently demonstrable. 

For instance, let two equal bodies be conceived” 
moving in the same directions Ay which precedes, - 
with the velocity 6, and B following with. the velo~ 
city) 12) After collision, it: is well known they 
both proceed with the velocity 9. Now; if each of. 
the bodies retains it§ velocity until the very moment’ 
of collision, it’ must follow, that at that: very “instant, 
the one diminishes’ its velocity, while the other in- 
creases; berg oo yer be BN per saltum; viz. 
A passing from 6'to.9, and B from 12 to 9, without. 
any transit through’ the intermediate degrees, 7 and” 
1d, Stand 10; 9¥ and 8%, &c. For it weuld’be'ab- 
surd to’ say, that, duting the contact any change - 
through the intermediate degiees'.can take: ecw 
for the anterior. parts of B; which is, by. - 
thesis; moving’ faster, must, in the small portion of. 
time which elapses: between. the beginning’of the ccti- - 
tact’ anid the acquisition of the common velocity, have’ 

better: for us to Discovery 

given’ of of the 
the way in which the essential parts of this theory: theory. 
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must, therefore, be abrupt ; 
volve:a breach of the law of continuity, according to 
-which it is, her impossible to’ pass from one 
degree oe near another, without also passing 

. the intermediate degrees. ; 
There-are many who get rid of this difficulty, by 

ing altogether the existence of bodies perfectly 
hard, ori »of compression, and by alleging 
that the: change of velocity takes place during ‘the 
-introcession or’ i ithe parts of the bodies, 

; and, ‘consequently, 

| or compression of 
_ without any breach of the law of continuity. 

What it is. 

Proofs of 
its exist- 
ence. 

By induc- 
tion. 

But this is of no avail to those who, 
swith Newton and most of the ancient philosophers, 
sup the first elements of matter to be altogether 
eselnakdsctlidy ‘incapable of change of figure. © For, 
what are we'to make of the meeting of two atoms, 
-or two-monads, or by whatever other name we desig- 
‘mate these primary particles of matter? 

saw. , plating 
the collision of ‘bodies, in his Account of Newton’s 
Discoveries, book i. ch. 4, and finding «that there 
‘was no way of preserving the law of continuity invio- 
late in the case of actual contact, he allowed a breach 
of it in the collision of: hard bodies. He had not the 
‘boldness to reject, as Boscovich has done, impulsion 
and:immediate contact: alt sand to insist that 
a breach of the law-of continuity is altogether im- ible. . 

The law of which we are now treating consists in 
this, that any variable quantity, whilst it passes from 
wie tovanother, passes through all the in- 
rae ae i of same kind ; by which 
it is to be understood, not that the different .magni- 
tudes are formed by certain ‘small and momentary ac- 
cessions, for that, as Maupertuis has objected, would 
ibe itself a breach of the law of continuity; but that 
to every particular instant a particular state corre- 
-sponds, and that the increments or decrements are 
eee during continued portions of time. 
. /Phat this law of continuity:exists in nature, the 
smajority of philosophers do-admit. “Boscovich con- 
oe se Sbreachot it is altogether impossible ; and 
-has endeavoured to poeee 80, mm of ‘his wri- 
(tings, ‘by the’ following inductive reasoning. . 
wT sedan is eer every kind of -mo- 
‘tion, ‘since moving bodies*describe continued lines. 
The planets and comets perform their courses in'con- 
‘tinued lines ; ‘their retrogradations are gradual, and 
even when they appear ened sere is always 
ssome-little motion. The light of day comes:in by 
‘theumorning dawn, and departs by the evening twi- — 
Aight. The diameter of the sun, not suddenly, -but 
»by a continued motion, ascends above the horizon, or 
‘descends belowvit. Heavy bodies projected oblique- 
‘ly perform, vin: likesmanner, their motions in ‘conti- 
aued lines;: viz. parabolas; if »we exclude the »resist- 
ance of thevair;-or,/if we:admit that,.in curves *ap- 
proaching the: »And, indeed, they must 
sienyd Bare: iquity ; it being infinite 
7 bable thatsany ofithem should:be so proj 
as to sacend and descend in ae seulse line, 
‘Every other motion depending on gravity, as well as 
on magnetismvor electricity; Toust necessarily follow 

«some seconds, where there ‘a 
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the law of continuity. Gravity acts: universally as 
the square of the'distance ; and we evidently see that 
magnetism and other forces of that kind act much in 
the same way: In all these, therefore, and the mo- 
tions dependent on them, the law of continuity is 
strictly observed, as well in the lines described, ‘as-in 
the velocities acquired. “Hence in natural motions 
there is nothing angular ; but the change of direction 
is always made gradually. And even in bodies'them- 
‘selves there are no exact angles; for, however sharp 
‘the: point or edge may appear in thorns and prickles, 
the beaks and talons of birds, or the like, the curva- 
ture is always evident, at least through the microscope. 
‘The same thing is also to be observed in the courses 
of rivers; the leaves of trees, the twigs and branches, 
stones, and the like. In short, if we go through all 
nature, we find 'the continuity strictly adhered to, if 
all things be rightly considered; and it may be enough 
to challenge a single instance to’ be produced to the 
contrary, or where the continued connection is alto- 
gether undiscoverable. 

From-this ample and general inductive reasoning, 
Boscovich would infer that the law of continuity is 
really universal ; and that, so far from conceding it 
in those cases where observation seems to ‘contradict 
it, it becomes us rather to search for some explana- 
tion by which they may be reconciled with the general 
law. To do otherwise, would be to contradict. one 
of the fundamental principles of sound philosophy. 
For in the-investigation of the general laws of nature, 
there is scarcely any other mode of: procedure than 
by induction. “By its means, extension, figurability, 
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mobility, impenetrability, have been always, even by — 
the ancient philosophers, admitted as properties of 
matter; and, in like manner, later philosophers have 
to these added inertia and general gravity. And 
although even in these, there appear to be some: bo- 
dies which admit of a deviation from these ° general 
‘laws, yet a careful examination enables us to give -a 
rational explanation of such cases, reconcileable with 
them ; and therefore we consider such cases as no-ways 
militating against the acknowledged principle. For 
example, because we see’ so many of the bodies that 
we have: among’ our hands resist others when we try 
to-make them occupy the same ‘place, and rather 
giving way when the resistance is unequal, we admit 
the impenetrability of bodies ; nor does it prevent tis 
from Goh so, that there are some which may irisi- 
-nuate themselves into other and ‘even ‘very ‘hard bo- 
dies, as oil into marble, light into glass-and gems ; 
‘for this: phenomenon can be easily reconciled:-with im- 
penetrability, by saying that these bodies penetrate 
‘through ‘the pores and Pe ‘of 'the others. 

Now the proofs by induction of the law of continu- 
ity, areas abundant and as convincing as those for the 
impenetrability of matter. We ‘sometimes ‘make 
-abrupt passages'in our minds. ‘Thus in ‘physics, if 
ewe conceive the length of a day to-be ‘the interval 
from sunset to sunset, or from sufirise to ‘sunset, we 
say; the preceding ‘day differs‘from' the following by 

rs no intermediate 
day which differs less : but if -we- take all the places 
on the same parallel, we find a series composed of 
days of all the intermediate lengths, the first of which 
was the preceding, and the ‘last, the following day 

6 
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Roscovich's above spoken of. In like manner, we say one oscil- 
theory (lation of the pendulum is shorter than the preceding, — be real and existing limits : But nothing has no limit ; theory 
a not observing, that if we were to subdivide the arcs, and therefore, in creation, a body passes over no in- 
phy. and compare corresponding parts, we would find termediatestate. It begins to exist, andto have astate, phy, 
—~-— the change of velocity gradual throughout the whole and existence is not divisible. In passing from posi- —o-.—_ 

course of the oscillation. The saltus, therefore, is tive to negative quantities, have we not a saltus? fn 
not in nature, but in our minds. We are often apt to changing from attraction to repulsion, have we not a 
confound a quick motion with an instantaneous one; breach of continuity in our very theory itself? ‘To 
and to suppose something done in a moment, which, this we answer, that the attractive forces diminish 
in fact, is done. in a continued, though very short through all intermediate degrees down to nothing, 
space of time. ‘Thus some will say, that a stone through which, as a limit, they pass to repulsion. 
thrown from the hand, or water spouting from a Nothing here, however, does not properly imply non- 
vessel, acquires instantaneously a finite velocity. But existence, but is merely relative, and expresses the 
in the former case it is evident, that a finite velocity limit between two different variable states of exist- 
can by nomeans be produced in a moment. There ence, as the single parabola/is the limit. between the 
must be some time, however little, for the mind to infinite variety of the ellipse and hyberbola, - 
act upon the nerves and muscles, for the extension of In this sense, too, rest is a real state of existence ; 
_the fibres and the like; and if we would give any -so is no velocity, or perseverance in the same 4 
sensible velocity to the stone, the hand must be drawn _no force or perseverance in retaining the previous ve- 
back, and the stone held for some time, until by re- locity ; and so of others. ‘These differ greatly from 
turning it forwards, and perpetually ee it, non-existence. When, in the solution of a problem, 
we communicate to it the requisite velocity. Inlike we arrive at a quantity of the former description, the 
, mauner, the ball is not thrown out abruptly fromthe determination is real, though of a peculiar kind. But 

un: for a certain space of time will be requisite ere _ we arrive at an expression of the latter kind only, 
the whole of the powder be inflamed, the air dilated, where the ae is impossible. 7 teat 
that by its elasticity the ball may be gradually acce- | From what we have now said, we believe that the 
lerated. ; eneral law of continuity is sufficiently manifest ; and 

A breach But however satisfactory this inductive reasoning it will be hardly necessary for us, as Boscovich has 
io may be, our author has adduced other arguments to done, to prove that, upon the same principles, the 

shew, that a breach of the law of continuity is meta- 
physically impossible. These arguments he derives 
from the very nature of continuity. . As was long 
ago observed by Aristotle, the limit which joins the 
precedent conditions with the consequent, must, in 
that respect, be common to both, and therefore indi- 
visible. Thus the superficies, which is the common 
boundary of two solids, is destitute of thickness; 
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dary. Of a finite, real and existing series, there must peer: J 

change from one velocity to another never takes place 
but by passing through all. the intermediate veloci- ° 
ties. For example, if there was an abrupt passage 
from the velocity 6, arising from all the precedi 
circumstances affecting the moving body, to the velo- 
city 9, then, at the very instant of the passage, we 
have a determination to two different velocities, 
which, as-already shown, would be absurd. > 

the line. separating the two parts of a continued sur- 
face, has no breadth ; and a point separating the se; 
ments of a continued line, is altogether indivisible. 

It is therefore evident, that the whole velocity of a’ Deduction 
body, can neither be created nor extinguished in amo- of the law 
ment; and consequently, in the collision of two bo- of forces. 

Thus also in time, when an hour ends, the next im- 
mediately begins, the common boundary being an in- 
divisible instant. . Neither cantwo instants be chosen 
so contiguous, but that a finite portion of time must 

infinitum. Thus also in any variable quantity, since 
variations are made in time, they all partake of its 

continuity ; and to every instant which may. be as- 
signed, a certain state of the variable quantity will 
correspond: As after the sixth hour we cannot have 
the 9th, without having previously the 7th and 8th; 
so in motions, you cannot go from the distance 6 to 
the distance 9, without previously passing through 
the distances.7 and 8; for in that instant of passage, 
you would be both at ‘the distance 6, and at the dis, 
tance 9, which is evidently impossible. The same 
thing may be said of density, of heat and cold in the 
thermometer, and the weight of the air ; and, in fine, 
of all variable quantitjes. - 

But against this argument it may seem, that in 
-€reation from noth or annihilation, the passage is 
_thade per salitum: ‘On r author replies that it is not ; 
_that, in these cases, there is no passage from one state 
to another ; that non-existence 1s no state, but a. mere 
nothing, awhich, of course, has no properties or boun- 

dies, there must bea breach of the law of continuity, 
if the contact takes place with any determinate dif- 
ference of their velocities, Let us see what must 
happen, if no such breach be admitted, since these 

intervene between them, which is again divisible ad - i ies cannot come into contact with the previous ve- 
locities. The velocities must begin immediately to. 
change, either by the increase or diminution of one 
or both. The cause of such a change as this, is called: 
a force; and there must consequently be some force 
acting to produce this effect, even though the bodies 
have not yet come into contact. ’ ; 

To prevent the breach of continuity; it would be 
sufficient that the forces should act only on one of 
the bodies ; but from the principle of the equality 
of action and reaction, for which there is abundant 
evidence by induction, we must suppose, that this 
force is mutual between them, increasing the velocity 
of the one at the same rate as it diminishes that: of 
the other. This is, in fact, producing a sort of op- 
posite velocities, by which, if the bodies were er 
sed alone, they would be made to recede. The force 
is therefore repulsive, and it becomes us to enquire 
into the laws by which it is regulated. In the case 
above mentioned, where A, moving with the velocity 
6, is overtaken and hit by B, moving with the velocity 
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i therefore, first, a transition from the primary repul- Boscovich's 

sion to.attraction; then to repulsion again ; and last- he x now discovered, sh 
of difference 

ment in.which the v ; 

* 

should .B, following with 20 degrees of velocity, hit 
A with 6. the diflsence or e reeets is 14; 
and though the ive bee to the 
extinction, of 8 
at the time, there «must. be: even).a 
greater. ; for the coolants 
power, wi to act. than in, the former 

_The contact of the. two bodies. would therefore 
take place, although the difference of their velocities 
be even... er than. degrees, and we should have 
the.same breach of continuity that we have already 
demonstrated. to,. be. impossible... Nature. therefore 

- wallyprovide for, Sarcaarinetie former.case ;, and at 
adi more minute,,an additional. force will take 
away,all the. 14 degrees of difference even before the 

far, it is,evident that there can. be no, limits assign- 
edto the increase of. the, repulsive power, which 
acts between the twoibodies hindering their approach. 
It must.be, equal,.to the extinction of any velocity, 
however.great-. We must,therefore admit, that the 
repulsive’ forces, as. the distances are diminished, in- 
crease ad infinitum; that is, we must admit the ex- 
istence of the asymptotic, are ED. of the. curve in 
Fie, let, which, exhibits the law. of impenetrability, 
be es ed the actual contact of bodies or particles is al- 

Thi . aps is.not the only asymptotic arc in the 
eurveof forces: There may beothers, or a succes- 
sion of them—a circumstance which opens a fertile 

of contemplation. _But we proceed to those 
=—< of, the.curve for which we have undoubted 
evidence: ; 

_ Inthe first place, the gravity of all bodies, which is 
daily experienced, evinces, that the) repulsive forces 
which we discover in the smaller distances, is by no 
means indefinitely extended,;. but in. the. greater dis- 
tances, gives place to a force of attraction: and-the 
laws of. y in,astronomy, so) happily reduced by 
Newton under the single law figeneral gravity, suffi 
ciently shew, that this attraction, if it does not ex- 
tend.ad.infixitum, musty at leasty pass as-far as the 
utmost limits of the planetary and cometary system. 
The curve, expressing the law of forces; has:there- 
fore another arc ‘STY, which, to all sense, is the same 
with thatshyperbola of the third order, of which the 
ordinates ate reeiprocally in the duplicate ratio of the 
distances: or - But it is evident: that there 
must be some place E, where this curve cuts the axis, 
and in which the \transition’is made from.attraction 
to nage ue » 3 

The phenomena of vapour arising from water} and: 
of air produced from: fixed substances, exhibit to us’ 
two other limits:of thesamekind*: For in these there) 
is at first no sepulsiony-but rather: an»attraction and: 
coherence... Nevertheless their expansion.and. elastic: 
force,are afterwards sufficient manifestations, that. a 
repulsive force exists among their particles. We have 
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ly, to.the general attraction of gravity. But indeed 
there appears to be many such limits and transitions; 
for'without. them .the, numerous. effervescences and 
fermentations, in- which the particles approach and re- 
cede. so variously, and. the»phenomena especially of 
soft bodies, are not otherwise to be explained. 
, The whole form of the curve of forces being now 
elicited, by., direct reasoning, fromthe phenomena, it 
remains to.determine the constitution of the primary 
elements of matter,as deduced from:those forces; and 
this being» done, the theory, as proposed in the be- 
ginning of this account of it, may be legitimately ap- 
plied to mechanical and physical science. 

Seeing that the: repulsive force, in lessening the 
distance, increases in infinitum, it is evident, that no 
particle of matter can be contiguous to, or in contact 
with, another.. The. first elements of matter must 
therefore be altogether simple, and composed of no 
contiguous parts. «They must be also inextended. 
We need not therefore be perplexed with the ques- 

tions, whether any division of a real: being can be car- 
ried ad infinitum? or, whetherthe number of distinct 
and separable parts of matter be finite or infinite ? or 
any of the. numberless difficulties which arise from 
the supposed continued extension of body, and which 
philosophers have hitherto, been so oe « puzzled to 
explain: For if the first elements of matter are points 
altogether imextended, indivisible, and separated by 
sonte interval, the number in any givensmass must ne- 
cessarily be finite. [he density of abody may be in- 
definitely increased as »well as diminished; since the 
distance between the particles may be indefinitely di- 
minished; but upon . supposition of solid and ex- 
tendedelements, thereis.an evident limit to the increase 
of density, even when the particles. come into contact. 

With the simplicity and inextension of the primary 
articles, we) should also admit.their homogeneity. 
he arch of the curve expressing impenetrability, 

and the exterior arc exhibiting gravity, are always Pr 
same; for all bodies are equally impenetrable, and 
for their quantity of matter are equally heavy. It 
is therefore exceedingly improbable, that there should 
be any. variety in’ the other parts of the curve 
among different particles; or that it should be dif- 
ferent in different directions from the same particle. 
Besides; such a variety is unnecessary, since it can, 
as we shall soon, see, be sufficiently provided’ for, 
from the variety in the number and position of the 
points composing the sensible particles of matter. 

The objections to this doctrine, which are urged 
by the. Leibnitzians, derived from the principle of 
indiscernibles, and of the sufficient reason, (See 
Leisnirz;) Boscovich removes, by expressing his 
conviction, that the infinite mind of the Divinity can 
erceive the individuation of cbjects altogether simi- 
aes and, with; res to the anificient reason; he con-- 
tends for its falsity, as being, founded on the princi- 
ple of necessity, maintained by Leibnitz ; and as to 
the semmaouicann induction, derived from: the won- 
derful variety we find in nature, where not two leaves 
in a forest are'exactly the same, he says; all this va- 
riety may be completely produced by the various ar- 
rangement of the pointsof matter,.seeing their num- 
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reat. This he illustrates, by supposing an 

immense library of books in various languages, the 
letters in which were formed by small round points, 
placed'so near each other, that the interval could only 
be'discovered by the help of the microscope. Now 
sshould any person, ignorant of languages, and of this 
kind of writing, begin diligently to examine this’ col- 
lection;“he would first find out of the vast multitude 
of words,’a certain number which occurred often in 
some of the books, and in others never appeared ; 
and collecting these together, he might form diction- 
aries of the several languages. But upon further inves- 
tigation, it would be found, that’the’whole of these 
words were expressed by the help of only twenty-four 
different letters; and here he must stop, unless he 
could procure ‘farther assistance: But suppose him 
provided with a microscope, he would at ‘length dis- 
cover, that by the variousarrangements of: hee points, 
were formed the whole of the letters, words, langua- 
ges, and books, on various subjects, that composed this 
great collection. Just so, says Boscovich, 18 it in 
chemistry, where the farther we push our analysis, 
the more nearly do we arrive at elements, simple and 
homogeneous. And thus we have detailed the whole 
of the proofs which Boscovich has given for his sys- 
tem: but before going farther, it will not be impro- 
per to follow him also in refuting some of the objec- 
tions which have been, or may be, proposed against 
its general reception. 

Against mutual attractive and repulsive forces, it 
has been usual to object, that they are no better than 
the occult qualities of the Peripatetics, and that they 
induce action at a distance. ‘The same objection has 
been made to the Newtonian theory of gravity ; but 
the answer is easy, we observe the effects, which are 
sufficiently manifest. We must admit for them an 
adequate cause. Whether that be the immediate act 
of the Creator, or some mediate instrument which he 
employs, we are unable to determine. With respéct 
to action at a distance, there is, at least, nothing more 
-occult in*that, than in the production of motion by 
immediate impulse. Newton has given a satisfacto- 
ry explanation of the phenomena of lights and has 
reduced mechanical astronomy to rigid calculation, 
without employing impulse ; and it is highly proba- 
ble, that we may ‘be equally successful in other de- 
partments of nature. 
' It has been objected, that the theory itself admits 
ofa breach of continuity, in passing suddenly from 
repulsion to attraction; but this we have already 
shown to’ take place, by passing through all the in- 
termediate degrees, in the same manner as the change 
is made from positive to negative quantities, by a con- 
tinual subtraction. | * 

Tt may be objected, that the complication of the 
curve, made up of many arches, repulsive and attrac- 
tive, is no better than the old doctrine of the arbitra- 
ry qualities and substantial forms. Boscovich an- 
swers, that repulsion is but a negative attraction, as 
may be illustrated by algebraic equations, and geo- 
metric’ loci: and again, that, supposing us entirely 
ignorant of the law’ of mutual forces, it is at first 
much more likely, that the curve, which expresses it, 
is of a high than of a low order; that is, it is much 
more likely that it frequently intersects the axis, or 
has frequent flexures, than otherwise; seeing that the 

BOSCOVICH’S THEORY. 
higher orders of lines are so much more numerous Boscovich’s 
than the lower.” But, independent of this conjecture, theory of 
the form of the curve has been derived by ‘positive Neteral 
argument from the phenomena ; and it is well known, phy. 
that there are many curves which, from their nature, Gomymed 
must form frequent flexures and intersections with 
the axis. To our minds,’ the mutual congruity of 
straight lines, upon which, by the way, the whole of 
our geometry depends, makes them appear the sim- 
plest of any, and others to be the more complicated, 
only as they remove the more from the right line. 
But all continued lines of uniform nature are equally 
simple ; and a mind may be conceived, to which the 
parabola, for instance, might appear as essentially 
simple, as to us appears the straight line. But besides 
this general reply to the objection before stated, Bos- 
covich has shewed, in his Tebditetiok de Lege Viri- 
um, that this curve is uniform and regular, and may 
be expressed by one’ general algebraic equation: 

For this purpose, six conditions are proposed, as 
requisite to the complete expression of the law ef 
forces. Ist, The curve must be regular and simple, 
and not composed of an aggregate of different curves, 
2d, It must cut ‘the axis CAC’ only in certain given 

Analyticad 
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points, at equal distances on each side, as AE’ AE, © 
AG’ AG, AI’ AI, and so forth. 3d, To every ab- 
sciss there must be a corresponding ordinate. 4th, 
To equal abscisses on either side, equal ordinates 
must correspond. ‘Sth, The’straight line AB must 
be an asymptote to the curve on either side, and the 
asymptotic area BAED must be infinite. 6th, 
The arch, intercepted between any two intersections, 
may be varied at pleasure, may recede to any dis- 
tance from the axis, and may approach at pleasure 
to an arch of any other curve, cutting, touching, or 
osculating it, in any place, or in any way that may be 
proposed. 

I. That these conditions may be fulfilled, he 
finds an algebraic formula which contains his law, 
calling the ordinate as usual y, and the abscissa 
=z, he takes cx=z. Let all the values of AE, 
AG, AI, &c. be taken with the negative sign, and 
let the sum of the squares of these values be. a; 
of the products of every two squares be called 6; of 
évery three c, and so on; and let the product. of 
all of them be called f and let the number of values 
be called m. Now put 

2 paz"! $b"? por" 4, &e. f=P. 

If we suppose P=, it is clear that all the roots of 
the equation will be real and positive, namely the 
squares of the quantities AE, AG, Al, which are 
the values of z, and since 2*=z, r==t+/z, it is 
plain that the values of x are as well AE, AG, AI, © 
positive, as AE’, AG’, Al’ negative. 

IL. Next, let any given quantity be taken for z, 
only that it may not have a common divisor with P ; 
and z vanishing, it will also vanish ; and x being made 

an infinitesm of the first order, it will also become an 

infinitesm of the same, or a lower order, as any formu- 

la toe ge”—)ph2"—*, &e. 46, which being put 
=0, may have any number of imaginary, and any num- 

ber of, and whatever real roots ; (but none of them 

=AE, AG, &c. either positive or seeeee) if then 
the whole be multiplied by z, let that be'called Q. 

ll tates 
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III. If now we make P—Qy=0, this. equation 

‘Theory of will fulfil conditions proposed but the last ; 
Natural 

phy. . 
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’ while it is of the same len 

and that may be fulfilled in an infinite number of 
ways, by properly determining the value of Q. 

_. For, in the first-place, since the values of P and 
Q, put equal to 0, have no common root, they have 
no common divisor, and therefore the equation can- 
not by division be reduced to. two; it is therefore 
simple, and expresses one simple and continued curve, 
whichis not composed of others. This is. the first 
condition, vibue ; 

Next, a curve of this kind will cut the axis CAC’ 
in all the points’ E, G, I, E’, G’; &c. and only in 
these... For it-can only cut the axis in those points in 
which y=0, and it will cut it in all these. Besides, 
when y=0, Qy=0, and since P—Qy=0, therefore 
P=0, which can only happen when z is one of the 
roots of the equation P=0; that is, as we have al- 
ready shown, only in the points E, G, I, &c. or 
E’,»G's &c. Wherefore the quantity y vanishes, 
and the curve cuts the axis only in these points. 
That the curve will cut it in these points, is also clear 
from this, that in each of them P=0, therefore also 
Qy=9, and it is not Q=0, for there is no common 
root of the equations P=0 and Q=0; therefore it 
must be y=0, and consequently the curve meets. the 
axis: which fulfils the second condition. 

“Besides, since P—Qy=0, oy and if any ab- 

scissa x be given, z is also given, and therefore P and 
Q are single and determined, and therefore y is also 
single and determined. ‘T’o every absciss x, therefore, 
‘there is a ing ordinate y, and only one. 
‘This is the bBo Macey ns : 
' Again, whether x be assum itive or negative, 

a h, Oeevidue of yeasty al- 
ways the same ; and therefore the values of P, 2 and 
consequently of y, must be the same. So that if equal 
abscisses be taken on each side of A, the corresponding 
ordinates will be equal : which is the fourth condition. 

If « be diminished in infinitum, whether it‘be po- 
sitive or negative, z will also be diminished in infini- 
tum, and will be an infinitesimal of the second order. 
Wherefore in the value ee all en aa will de- 
crease in infinitum, f only excepted, because all the 
rest besides it are *Srciled ret and thus the va- 
lue of P will be as yet finite. But the value of Q, 
which involves the formula drawn entirely into z, will 
diminish in infinitum, and will become an infinitesimal 

of the second order. Therefore o= will increase 

an eebatium, and becomes an infinitely great quantity 
second order. Wherefore the curve will have 

for its the straight line AB; and the area 
BAED will increase in infinitum, and if the positive 
ordinates y are taken towards the parts AB, and ex- 
press the repulsive forces, the asymptotic arc ED 
will be towards the same parts AB; which was the 
fifth condition. 

It is clear, then, that however Q be assumed with 
‘the given conditions, the first five requisites will be 

d. Now the value of Q may be varied in an 
infinite number of ways, so as. still to fulfil the con- 
ditions with which it was assumed, And therefore . 
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tersections may be varied in infinite ways, so that 
the first five conditions may be fulfilled... It: may 
therefore be varied so as to fulfil the sixth condition. 
For if there be given however many, and) whatever 
arches of whatever curves, providing they be such 
that they recede always from the asymptote AB, 
and thus no right line parallel to that asymptote cut 
these arches in more than one point, and in them let 
there be taken as many points as you please, and as 
near one another; it will be easy to assume such a 
value of P, that the curve may pass through all these 
points, and the same may be varied infinitely; so that 
still the curve will pass through all the same points: 
Let the number of points assumed be what:you please 
=r, and from every. one of such points, let right’ 
lines.be drawn. parallel to AB, as. far. asthe axis 

Philoso- 
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CAC’, which must be ordinates of the curve that ‘is - 
sought ; and let the abscisses from A- to the said or- 
dinates be called M*, M*, M3, &c., and the ordinates 
N*, N?, N3, &c. Let there now be taken a certain 

quantity Az” 4 Bz’! 4C2’—°4.Gz, and let this 
‘quantity be supposed equal to R. Then let another 
such quantity i be assumed, so that z vanishing, any 
term of it may vanish, and so that there be no com- 
mon divisor of the value of P, and of the value of 
R+', which may be easily done, seeing all the di- 
visors of the quantity P are knowns Let it now be 
made Q=R-+T, and then the equation of the curve 
will be P—Ry—Ty=0. After this, let there be 
put in the equation’M*, M’*, M3, successively for =, 
and N*, N*, N3, &c. for y ; we shall have x equations, 
each containing values of A, B: C...G, of one 
dimension, besides the given values of M*, M*, M3, 
&c. N*, N*, N3, &c. and the arbitrary values, which 
in T are the coefficients of z.: 

By-these equations, which are in-number 7, it will | 
be easy to determine the values of A, B, C,....G, 
which are likewise in number 7, assumin 
equation, according to the usual ‘method, the value 
A, and substituting it in all the following equations, 
by which means the equations will become 7—1. 

ese, again, by throwing out the value B, will’ be 
reduced to y—2, and so on, until we come to one 
only, in which'the value Q being determined, by 
means of that, in a retro e ordery all the preceding 
values will be determined, one by-each equation. The 
values A, B, C,....G being in this manner deter- 
mined in the equation P—Ry—Ty=0, or P—Qy=0, 
it is clear that the values M*, M*, M3, &c. being suc- 
cessively put for x, the values of the ordinate y must 
successively. be N*, N*, N3, &c.; and therefore that 
the curve must pass abonah these given poirits in 
those given curves, and sti 
the preceding conditions. For 2 being lessened be- 
ond whatever limits ; seeing all the terms of the va- 

rhe of T are lessened which were thus assumed, and 
likewise the terms of the value R are lessened, which 
are all multiplied by z, and besides this there will be 
no common divisor of the quantities P and Q, seeing 
there is none of the quantity P and RP. 
‘But if two of the nearest of ‘the points assumed in 

the arches of the curves, on the same side of the axis, 
be supposed to accede to one another, beyond what- 

1 

in the first - 

the value Q will have all - 
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from being inversely as the squares pf the distances, “Boscovich's 
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Theory of done by making two M equal, and likewise two"N But they have some motion, and it isinotenough to Theoryor 
vere equal; then the curve sought willitouch:thearchvef 3a that this is owing to.the disturbing forcesof ‘nhe Naturaleit 
phy. the given curve there, and if three:such points coins 0 a ere for this is not yet accurately demon- cee o* 
—y—— cide, it will osculate it ; nay, as many points as/we strated ; and indeed it is only many attempts and yest. 

please may be made to meet together where we 
please, and thus we may have osculationsiof what or- 
der we please, and as near one another as we please, 
the arch of the given curve approaching as we please, 
and at whatever distances we please,’ to whatever 
arches of whatever curves, and yet:still preserving all 
the six conditions required for expressing that law of 
therepulsive and attractive forces. ‘And whereas the 
value of T can be varied in infinite manners, the’same 
may be done in an infinitenumber of ways, and there- 
fore‘a simple curve, answering the given conditions, 
may be found out in an infinite number of ways. Q. 
£..F. 

It would be very possible to divide this curve, 
though single:in itself, into two or more. ‘Thus, if 
any one should wish to ‘consider. general gravity as 
accurately reciprocally-as the squares of ‘the distances, 
he may describe on the attractive side the hyperbola 
which expresses it,; which, in fact will be a-continua- 
‘tion of the leg VTS, then to each of the.ordinates 

approximations, that a partial solution has been 
ven of the celebrated problem of three» bodies, in 
which there is sought the motion of three bodies act= 
ing-on each other in the inverse duplicate ratiovof the. , 
distances. It. maybe guessed, therefore, how far 
we yet are from having any demonstration of the strict 
er of net law of forces. ang 

‘o many the greatest difficulty in the theory: 
pears to be the total cojecihal eMichentondsets: ae 
which, they think, is evidently shown by the testi- 
mony of the senses; a rod, they say, should be used 
to him who denies contact. But/it is:admitted, that 
bodies approach so near each other as to leave no:sens. 
‘sible distance between them; ‘and that the ‘resistance 
we experience is “produced by the repulsive power, 
which gives cus PORE He os actual «contact 
is supposed to do: the contact being physical, al- 
though not mathematical. ; ath 'd emp k 

So much for the objections which may ‘be made to 
the proposed law of the forces.» Let-us next enquire 

Prate ag,hd, of the.curve of forcés, Fig. 1. hemay.add into:those made to the constitution “of the :primary 
LXV. ‘the ordinates of this new hyperbola towards the parts elements, deduced from thatlaw.) 965 i 5 
Hig. 1. AB, beginning at the pointsg.and h of the curve. _. In the first place, there are. many who can by-no Objections 

By which means a new curve will arise, coinciding to means be persuaded to admit the existence of points to the ele~ 
sense with the axis, towards the parts Vp, but else- altogether indivisible.and inextended, alleging, that ™*'*- 
where at a distance from it; andjeven winding about it, they cannot possibly form any ideaof them, Because 
if the vertices F, K, O,.are more distant thanthehy- all the bodies cognisable by the senses are extended, 
perbola is: In this way even many different forcesmay  we.are'apt to. look upon.extension as essential to. mat- 
be expressed, which, asin the resolution of: forces, ter. But this error may be corrected by roflection; 
may sometimes be found useful in more*readily de- andthe idea of an inextended ‘point’ may. be formed 
monstrating tlie effects. And, infact, it »will be.a by the help of geometry, and that,veryidea of con- — 
true ‘resolution ,of forces: but, nevertheless, it is tinued extension; which is'so.familiar to, our) senses. 
merely the offspring of the,mind. ‘Thus the common.section of two. contiguous parts of 

“Objections As we have mentioned.the decrease of gravity'to .a plane surface is a ‘mathematical, line, destitute. 
. answered. be accurately in the reciprocal duplicate.ratio,of the 

distance, which ‘is; generally, admitted -by. the. culti- 
vators of mechanical.astronomy,. it may seem) an ob- 
jection against our theory, that.it departs.so widely 
from that law. But, in the first-place, the action of 
the particles in the lesser distances, does’ very much 
differ from that law, seeing that yapours, which exert 
such a great force of expansion, must have, in these 
distances, a repulsion. to each other, and) not an at- 
traction, and that even the attraction of cohesion is 
vastly greater than that which should be produced 
by general gravity ;,and hence'some of the disciples 
a Newton ave supposed)a force corresponding to 

this formula a+ =, the former part of which is im- 

mensely lessithan thelatter when «2 is much greater 
than the acsumed unity, ‘but is greater than’ it when 
-w is much less; so that inthe greater distances the 
force is very nearly inversely as the squares, and in 
the less very nearly as thecubes of the distances, »Go* 
sthat the duplicate ratio is not strictly adhered to-even 
among the Newtonians. 

It beet indeed ‘been demonstrated by Newton, that 
the line of apsides of the planets would ‘have an ini- 
mense motion, if the ratio of forces were very distant 

breadth, and the.meeting of two-such: sections.is.an 
indivisible point. tlh Fer 

We.may here.observe that..Zeno the jan- 
cients,’.and. Leibnitz among the moderns, held that 
the first elements of matter were simple and.inextend- 
ed; but they were guilty of aminconsistency in main- 
taining that,these were contiguous to.each other, and 
thereby, comparing a continued extension of indivisible 
and inextended elements. j i Atlon 

There are some who say that if the elementsof © 
matter are void of extension, they are in no respect 
different from spirits. But the chief difference be- 
tween body and spirit is, that the.one is tangible and 
incapable of thought or volition, the other may think 
and will, but does not affect the senses. For sensi- 
bility does not consist in extension, but in impenetra- 
bility, by which the fibres of the body are affected, 
and the rays of light are reflected. . 

But if substances capable of cogitation and volition _ 
were endued with the same law of forces, would t 
not produce to-our senses the same. effects as these 
points? We answer, that it is not our business to en- 
quire whether such a conjunction could. 
or not. ofl > 

Such.a body would neither be matter nor spirits 
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Boscovich’s but a thing differing from ‘both ; fromthe one by its 
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traction; as'is the case at E, I, N, R, which aré called Boscovich’s 

Theory Of power of co ion, as from the other by its inertia imits.of cohesion, for in such a situation the points 2 
a bad copeneteaaaicy £ aaevot joann Lp resist KA change of position, viz. separation by widens en 20 te 
phy: OTe i aeRRR It Gt i of the attractive — which ene begins > phy. - 
—— ss Application of the appt Mechanic ' operate, and mutual a ch in like manner by the ~—yp—ee 

Application of the Theory to Mechanics. indipiedéide pnleionsit Burda the tilkiliofitbesetand Lins of 
Applica- The: second department:ofour subject is, the ap- kind, as G, L, P where the transition, by aniincrease beso". 
tion of the plication) which may be. made»of this theory to the of distance, is froni attraction to repulsion, although 
vw dei -explanation of the principaldaws of equilibrium, and the points in such situations do not exert any force on 
oe ie re s of,elementary mechanics. «But,:in the each other, yet the smallest change of distance pro- 

pase acre observations are to be ised're-. duces a very important alteration: for if they be in 
specting the curyeiof forces, upon:which all'the phe- the least separated, the repulsive force then acting 
nomena d. These observations relate to the will remove them still farther asunder; and, ‘on. the 
arches-of the curve, tothe areas intercepted. between ‘other hand, if their distance be diminished in the least, 
it and the axis, and to the points'in which the curve they will tend together more and more. Such limits, Limits of 
cuts the axis. , 1 therefore, are by Boscovich called limits of non-cohe- non-cohe- 

Arches. The arches are either Isive or attractive, ac- sion. “hee 
cording as they lie on the sidevof the asymptotic The limits of cohesion may be powerful or weak, 

Pirate . arc’ EG, or on the opposite side. “The arches may according to the angle at which the curve intersects 
LXV. touch the axis, or they may bend from it witha con- the axis, or the distance to which it removes from it. 
Fig.l. trary flexure, as PefgR, Fig. 1. tN yexhibits a limit of the former;'¢ N x of the latter 
Aiea, The area corresponding’ to “any small portion of kind. The most powerful kind of limit at first, at 

the axis may be ever'so great, and that which cor- least, is, where the curve at cutting the axis has the 
_responds to a great «segment: may be’ ever so small, ordinate for its tangent, as X, Fig. 6.; and, in like Prate 
according as the curve recedes very far from the manner, the weakest is, when the axis is the tan- 1XV- 
-axisy or approaches’ neartoit. It were easy to t, as Y Fig. 6., both being points of contrary Fig 6. 
-demonstrate this, but'we shall not occupy the re 8 diem: 

- time with it. . The area included between an asymp- This being premised, we now proceed to the con- 
tote and any ordinate, may be either finite or infinite. sideration itedese of the combinations of the points 
The -former, when:the ordinate increases in a less ‘of matter, and of their mutual actions on each other. 
ratio than the-reciprocal’simple ratio of the-abscisses; ~ If two points be placed at: such a distance from Of the sys- 
the latter, when it increases in»that or ina greater -each other, as is equal to that of some limit from the tem of two 
ratios as: may-be:thus:proved.' Take x the ordinate beginning of the line of abscisses, as AG, AE; &c, PO" 

A ‘ . 1 and without any kind of motion, they must evidently Ptate 

Prate as Ava, Fig..1,,and y the absciss ag, and let Y=F; ‘remain there at»rest, since they have no mutual ac- 7 
ig. 1 ele ay Q aiaes pea ‘tion, But if the ‘points be placed out of limits of sida 

i, of y=a™ #3 then the fiuxiomofthearea yx'will be = ‘that kind, they will immediately begin to approach 
yp ry b n zm : . © 9” ‘or recede by equal intervals. he force continuing 

2” # wand its fluent —— * b A,orsinces™% in one direction, will carry them to the distance of 
# ‘the nearest limit, which will, of course, be a limit of 

= y, we have —— xy + A; Abeing a constant cohesion: They will arrive at that with an accele- 
er rated motion, and the squares of their velocities will 

quantity. Since the area begins in A, the beginning be proportional to the area described by the accom- 
of ‘the abscisses, if —m be a positive number; and “Panying ordinate. But they will not stop at this li- 
therefore n>—m) the area will be finite, and A= 0: -mit: Having arrived there with a motion continually 
But the area will be ‘tothe rectangle A ag as to ~accelerated, they will go on beyond it, and, of course, 
n—m; which rectangle, sinceag may'be great’or ‘they willbe immediately acted on-by a force directly 
small without limit, is also without limit. “Its value -opposite. "Their motion will therefore be retarded 
is infinite, if m—=n, for then the divisor =0; much until the velocity be totally extinguished, by the area 
more ‘then’ if mn, “that is, when’ the ordinate i- -under this ‘second branch ‘of the curve becoming 
-créases in a greater'than thé reciprocal ‘simple ratio equal to’ that intercepted between the ordinate at the 

Are scales Of theabscisses. This Observation wasnecessary,that original'place of the* point’ and the limit aforesaid, 
of velocity. -weemight have'some scale of ‘velocities in' the access Should the area of this second segment be too small, 

‘or recess of one point from ‘another.’ For, as‘alre#d'y “the ‘original’ motion of ‘the points will goon; they , 
‘observed, ‘wlien ‘thespaces'are expressed’ by the'ab- ‘will pass the’ secorid limit of non-cohesion, if they ar- 
scisses, ‘and the forees by the ordiates, the’area de- ‘rive-at it with the smallest velocity, Beyond that the 
-scribed by ‘the ordinate expréssés ‘the increment or ‘original motion ‘will be again accelerated by an action 
decrement ‘of the square of ‘the’ velocity. of the same kind as at first, and the, points will, pase 

Limits. With ‘respect to the*points in which the curve ~another limit of cohesion. A second retarding force 
“meets the’ axis, they aréeither points of section, ‘as 
-E, G, I,or 6f ‘contact. “Inthe former, there is’a 
‘transition from attraction’ ‘to ‘repulsion, or the con- 
‘trary, and ‘these ‘by’ our’ author ‘are ‘called ‘limits. 
These limits are of two kinds’; first, where the transi- 
tion, by an increase of distance, is from repulsion to at- 

‘will now act, and may at length be equal to the ex- 
“tinction of the velocity. If that does not take place 
ex sat a'limit of non-cohesion, which is scarcely 
“possible, the bodies will be returned again with a se- 
~ries of motions just the contrary of the former, and 
they will arrive at the same position from which they 
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late in this way for an indefinite length of time. 
Cor. The velocity will be greatest at the limits of 

cohesion, and least at the limits of non-cohesion. 
No velocity of 2 gg can overcome the repulsion 
expressed by the first or asymptotic arc, ED. But 
if the points be placed at first within that arc, the 
repulsive force may, perhaps, be so great as to ned 
them over all the subsequent arches, and even throu 
that which expresses the law of general gravity; the 
points would therefore recede ad infinitum. 

All this would be the case, were these points left 
entirely to themselves. But if other external forces 
act on them, the case might be very different; for 
these forces may possibly retain the points in limits 
of cohesion or non-cohesion, or even in situations out 
of these limits. Should the two points be projected 
obliquely; with equal and opposite motions, they 
would revolve in equal curves round the middle point 
of the line joining them, which curves, if the law of 
forces were given, might be formed by the inverse 
problem of central forces. And it may be observed, 
that if two points be brought towards each other 
from ever so great a distance, not directly, but with 
some small obliquity, (and, indeed, direct motion 
must be hardly possible, ) they will not return back, 
but, from the nature of central forces, will revolve 
round’ the middle point of space, always near each 
other. Although the interval be not cognisable by 
the senses, this remark will be hereafter peng when 
we come to treat of cohesion and of soft bodies. 

In treating of the system of three points, the sub- 
ject, if generally stated, is reducible to the two fol- 
lowing problems; viz. 1. Given the position and 

‘distances of these points, to find the forces acting on 
any one composed of the forces by which it is urged 
by the others, the common law of these forces being 

ven by the first figure; and, 2. Given the law, to 
find the motions of these points, each of them being 
projected with given velocities and directions from 
given places. : 
Whe first problem may be solved with comparative 

facility, either geometrically or analytically, by means 
of the curve of forces. ' The acon: if it be requi- 
site to define the curves described in every case, 
either by construction or calculation, exceeds, al- 
though the number of points be only three, the 
powers of the methods yet known ; and is, in fact, 
no other than that celebrated problem of three bodies, 
so much sought after by the most celebrated mathe- 
maticians of our time, and to which, only in some par- 
ticular cases, and with the greatest limitations, they 
have been able to give any solution. 

It may be remarked, that if the three points be 
A, B, and C, Fig. 2., and if the distance of any 
two of them AB, be bisected in D, DC joined, and 
one third of it be taken as DE, however the points 
be moved by any projection and their mutual forces, 
the point E will either be at rest, or move uniform- 
ly in a straight line. This depends on the properties 
of the centre of gravity. Therefore, if the points - 
be left to themselves, C will approach to E, and D>» 
will likewise, with half of the velocity of C ; or else 
they will recede, or move sidewise ; but still pre- 
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serving their relative position and distances with re- 
spect to E. 

‘As to their mutual forced!” Lee thaee be spel Lt ke 
in Fig. 1., abscisses in the axis, equal to the straight 
lines AC, BC, Fig. 2.; and taking out the‘correspond- 
ing ordinates, set off CL if the ordinate to AC 
tractive, CN if it be repulsive ; and, in like manner, 
set off for BC, CK, or CM. Then, completing the 
proper parallelogram, its diagonal CF or CH, CI or 
CG, will exhibit the direction and magnitude of the 
resulting force, according as the composing forces 
are both attractive or both repulsive ; or one attrac- 
tive and the other repulsive. 

Now, if the point C be supposed to be found al- 
ways in some indefinite line DE, the resulting force 
a be found for any number of points in that line ; 
and these ordinates being set off at right angles to 
the line DE, a curve drawn through their vertices 
would express the force of the points A and B, at 
any point in the direction DEC. 

Every new direction would 
curve ; and the force acting on C, at any point in 
the same plane, could only be expressed geometrical- 
ly by the perpendicular distance from that plane to 
a curve superficies. i 

But it would be more satisfactory to express, not 
only the goa but the direction of the result- 
ing force. For which se, draw FO at right 
angles to CD, meeting it in'O. One curve may ex- 
press the amount CO of the force, in the direction 
DEC, for every given distance ; and another the va-' 
lue of the perpendicular FO ; taking the ordinate on 
either side of its line of abscisses, according as the 
action was towards B or towards A. - 

The force resulting from the action of any number 
of points disposed in the same superficies, may, in 
like manner, 7 expressed by the perpendicular dis- 
tance at any situation, from a plane to a curve super- 
ficies. If there be any of the points, in such a sys- 
tem, situated out of te plane, the force cannot be 
expressed geometrically in this way, since solidity is 
the limit of geometric composition. But we are sur- 
prised to find a mathematician of Boscovich’s emi- 
nence say, that geometry is altogether incapable of 
expressing the law in that ease ; although it may be 
done by an algebraic equation with four indetermi- 
nate quantities. The jt ad superficiem is indeed 
insufficient. Neither is it necessary to express an 
equation of three indeterminates. A  geometrieal 
construction is possible for the expression of any al- 

braic formula. Each of them implies a process to 
e performed. And the geometric locus differs as 

completely from an algebraic equation of two or 
three variable quantities, as a table of logarithms 
from a formula for finding them. In this case, the 
geometric construction for any number of points is 
obvious. It is merely a continuation of that com- 
position of forces, by which the action of two was 
discovered. It can, indeed, only become definite by 
supposing all the points given im position ; we may 
then find the amount of the force for that position. 
But the algebraic equation can do no more, since it 
can only be applied to use by finding an arithmetical 

juire its particular 

value of any of its roots, 

at- Peate. 
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Boscovich’s All this while, we have supposed the points Aand excess in attraction. The curve will pass through Boscovich’s 
theory of B to be relatively at rest; but it must be evident the point D, and the directions will be changed as be “e 
Na that the variety is immense, if we take different in the former case. If a perpendicular be drawn phitoco. 
phy. sitions and distances of these points. Boscovich through B, it will be an asymptote to the curve on phy. 

. enumerated many of the more remarkable cases. either side, since the repulsion of B will prevent ab- ——\— 
- Tt will be sufficient for us to notice a few of the solute contact. There may be several limits or in- 

more simple, and those especially which may be tersections, either between A and B, or beyond 
referred to in the physical application of the theory, them; and according to the distance at which we 

Pate In the first place, the attraction of C towards A suppose A and B to be posited, the attractive force 
LXV. and B, in those greater distances at which the curve of the one may neutralise the repulsive force of the 
Fig. 2. of forces sensibly coincides with that of gravity, will other, or double its attractive force, and vice versa. 

Pirate to resist. any other of the same kind. Should the 
Poni case, the action of B and A being equal and of the force constantly urge the point D towards C, and 
- same kind, the access or recess of the point C will AB to the opposite side, we have a bending or in- 

bein the line DC ; andthecurveexpressing the forces flexion; and, in like manner, forces acting in the 
acting on C, might be found by drawing Bdequal direction of the line joining the points ADB, will 
to any abscisses from Fig. 1.; laying off in it, de its produce a compression or dilatation. The forces re- 
corresponding ordinate ; drawing ea at right angles sisting this may be so powerful as to render this 
to DC, and making the perpendicular dh equal 2da, change almost imperceptible, or they may be weak, 
on any of the sides for repulsion, and on the oppo- so as to admit of considerable deviation from the ori- 
site side for attraction. The curve will cut the axis ginal situation. In this manner we may have an idea 
in various points ; it will also pass through the point of rigidity, and of flexibility and elasticity. 
D, and have a similar branch on the opposite side of If the two forces AQ, BT be perpendicular to AB, Fig. 5 
AB; in which, however, the sides expressing attrac- or parallel to one another, the third force CF will 
tion and repulsion will be reversed. Each intersec- also be parallel to them and equal to their sum, but 
tion will be a limit, and the point D will be a limit in the contrary direction. For, draw CD parallel to 
of cohesion or non-cohesion, according as the arch them, and also KI to. AB; and since CK=VB, the 
on either side of it is attractive or repulsive.. It will triangle CIK is equal and similar to BTV or TBS ; 
also be a weak limit, for the opposite forces. of A and, therefore CImBT, and IK=BS=AR=QP. 
and B will nearly destroy each other, although the Wherefore, if IF be taken =AQ, and KF drawn, 
points be a small matter out of the straight line. the triangle FIK=AQP; and, therefore, F K is equal 

In the second case, where the point C is taken and parallel to AP or LC, and CLFK is a parallelo- 
any where in the line AB, the curve which expresses gram, the diameter of which, CF’, expresses the force 

Piate the law of forces may be thus found. Fig. 4. For of the point C, is parallel to AQ and BT, andis equal 
LXV. any point d, assume two abscisses in Fig. 1., the one to their sum, but in the contrary direction. Also, 
vige4 equal to Ad, the other todB; and taking the cor- since SB: BT, as BD: DC, and QA: AR::DC 

always be towards D, proportional to the reciprocal 
of the square of DC, and sensibly double of what 
corresponds to that distance in Fig. 1. And the case 
will be the same in masses consisting of any number 
of points; the attraction being sensibly the sum of 
the forces of all the points pith constitute these 
masses. 
~ But in those smaller distances, at which the curve 
winds about the axis, the actions of the points upon 
each other will sometimes be attractive, sometimes 
repulsive, and the forces resulting therefrom will be 
infinitely diversified. So that, although the force of 
gravity be universal, and depend only on the mass 
and the distance, yet those properties, which depend 
on the action of matter at fot i distances, as the 
reflection and refraction of light, and the separation. 
of colours ; the impressions on the various fibres, in 
tasting, hearing, smelling, arid feeling ; cohesions, se- 
cretions, nutritions, fermentations, precipitations, ex- 
plosions, and all the phenomena of chemistry ; and a 
thousand others, however various in their effects, may 
pi be satisfactorily explained on the principles of this 
theory. : 

Suppose the point C be placed any where in a line 
DC apt aag ular to AB; or any where in the line 
joining them, Fig. 3. It is evident that, in the first 

responding ordinates, lay off dh equal to their som 
or their difference, according as they are of the same 
or of different kinds, assuming one side of the axis 
AB to express excess in repulsion, and the other 

‘\ 

; Let the three points A, D, B, be in a straight Prare 
line, their mutual action will be 0, if the three dis- LXV. 
tances AD, DB, AB, be each the distances of limits. F!g- 3 
The point D may be attracted by both extremes, 
repelled by both, or attracted by one and repelled 
by the other. . These cases are, however, vastly dif- 
ferent ; in the first, if D be removed from its place 
to C, it will return to it again; in the second it 
will recede still farther. In the former case we have 
an instance of cohesion; in the second of non-cohe- 
sion. -In the third case, it is plain that the point D 
will move away from the repelling end, and approach 
the attractive. 

In the first case, the three points may retain, to 
sense, their rectilineal situation, however powerful 
the force may be which tends to disturb them. If 
the force be in the direction of the line, it will be 
sufficient if, for the middle point, the attraction in- 
creases very much-with the increase of distance from 
either extreme; and for either extreme point, if the 
repulsion decreases very much with the increase of 
distance from the middle. Should the force be im- 
pressed perpendicularly, as, for-example, if the mid- 
dle point be urged in the direction DC, then the 
forces may be so powerful as at a very small distance 

: DA; therefore, by equality, AQ: BT :: BD: DA; 
that is, the forces in A and B are in the reciprocal 
ratio of the distances AD, DB, from the right line 
CD, drawn through C in the direction of the forces. 
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This theorem is general, and. applies equally. to 

the mutual action of three points having any position; 
whether in aright line or not, But its application 
to unequal masses makes it mucli moré general, and 
will lead us to the equilibrium of the lever, centres 
of oscillation, percussion, &c. ; 

If the three points do. not lie in a straight line, 
they will be in equilibrio only when the distances ex+ 
pressing the sides of the triangle correspond to li+ 
mits. Let AE, EB, BA, (Fig. 7.) be distances 
constituting an assemblage of this'kind; and let 
AE=EB: let FEOH be an ellipse passing through 
E, with A and B. its foci. Let AN, Fig. 1., be 
equal to the semitransyerse DO=BE=AE, and let 
DB be less than the breadth of the next arcs “LN, 
NP, Fig. 7. ; and the arcs NM, NO, Fig. 7., equal 
and similar. It is plain, that-if the point E were 
moved: to C, the attraction of A in CL, and repul- 
sion of B in CM, would composeia force in CI alon 
the tangent, which would return C to E ; since BC 
would as much shorter than at first as A was 
longer; and to these equal removals from the inter- 
section, equal ordinates or forces will correspond. 

But should the point E be brought to O, the 
forces of A and B will bé equal and opposite, and 
no motion will arise, unless the point be otherwise 
somewhat removed from it, in which case it will re- 
cede still farther, and pass with an accelerated) mo- 
tion towards E or H. The points E and H, there- 
fore, are exactly similar to the limits of cohesion in 
the original curve, Fig 1.; the points F and O are 
limits of non-cohesion, On the other hand, if the 
distance BC was that of a limit of non-cohesion, the 
less distance CB would produce an attraction CK ; 
the greater AC, a repulsion’; and the resulting force 
CG would make the point C pass to O. So that, 
in that case, F and O would be limits of cohesion, 
KE. and H of non-cohesion. é 

‘The point C, if removed a little from the peri- 
phery of the ellipse, will return towards it ; for the 
increasing attractions when it passes without the 
ellipse, and’ the increasing repulsion when within, it, 
will compose a force, in either case, tending towards 
the periphery and the limits of cohesion. This ass 
semblage of three points may even serve to give us 
some oe of solidity, for rs any thing should stop 
the motion of the point B, Fig. 7., while. the point 
A is made to revolve round it, as from Ato A’; the 
point E will, in like manner, pass from E to EY, still 
peste the original form of the triangle.—But: 
enough of the system of three points. 

The system of four or moré points would afford us 
a much greater variety, were we carefully to\examine 
them. We shall only observe, that if two: points be 
situated in the foci of. an. ellipse, and two others at 
the vertices of the conjugate axis, they will form a 
kind of square or rhombus ; and if on the four angles: 
of this square, there be conceiveda series of points of 
the same kind, to any height, some idea may be got of 
the solid rod, in which, if the base be inclined, the 
whole superstructure will immediately be moved to one 
side. And the celerity of conversion will depend partly. 
on the magnitude of the connecting forces : for should 
that be weak, the upper’part: of the structure will 
move more slowly, and the! rod will be bent like a 
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same plane, so. that they will powerfully, 
their position, even by the help of a, sin; by 
distance sufficiently powerful: for the four, poi 
may be arranged as a triangular pyramid, which. wil 
therefore constitute a kind of particle most tenacious 
of its shape. _ Of four of these particles, disposed. in 
another: pyramid,.a particle of a second order may, be 
formed,, less firm on account, of the ‘greater distance 
of the» primary, particles composing it, whence the 
action: of external points upon it will, be more un- 
equal. In like, manner, of these particles others may 
be formed of a higher-order, still less firm; and thus 
at length we. may arrive at,those, which, being much 
greater, are more moyeable.and variable; upon which 
chemical operations depend, and of which the grosser 
bodies are composed ; so that we’would arrive at the 
same thing as Newton has proposed in his last optical 
query respecting his primary. and.elementary , par- 
uolet, which compose, other particles of; various or- 

13. 

covich, that since he has admitted that all the par- 
ticles of matter may be formed, upon the supposition 
only of one limit of distance, what, good reason’ can 
be given for supposing, as he has; done,. that there 
are a succession of changes from attraction to repul- 
sion, and vice versa, according to the change in the 
distance of his primary points... Surely this is to con- 
tradict one of the first rules of philosophising, and to 
multiply causes without, necessity.. Would. it not 
have been infinitely preferable; to have proceeded. at 
once upon that supposition, for theexistence of which 
he appears to have brought forward such abundant 
proof? In so doing, his ‘theory would have appeared 
abundantly more simple,, and bres satisfactory. 
We can see no use whatever for.that yague and Pro- 
teus-like law of forces which: he has just been esta- 
lishing, unless, it be to-use a fayourite phrase of his 
own, to exhibit the ¢nfinita, fecunditas theoria., How . 
different from, we. had almost said. how unsatisfac~ 
tory. in comparison to, the beautiful: law of Newton- 
ian gravity, by which the infinite variety, of physical 
astronomy, the more generally itis applied, is. the 
more completely explained !, Compared, to this, in« 
deed, the theory of Soseatech like the.orbs, the 
deferents; and the epicycles.of our forefathers, which, 
instead of explaining, only, tended to multiply the 
difficulties of our progress in)science. . Butywe defer 
this, and some other remarks, until, .we have com- 
pleted our account of the:theory, and in. the mean 
time return to its application to-mechanies, perhaps 
the most valuable part.of his work, and which is, in 
reality, little dependent. upon this peculiar: law, of 
forces. . 

In proceeding to the consideration of maseeay, the Of masses. 
first subject which offers is, the numerous and import- 
ant properties of the centre of skank These are 
readily derived and demonstrated from: our theory ; 
but are of such importance, that we shall. make them 
the subject of a separate article. (See Centre of 
Gravity.) In the mean time we shall.only observe, 
that our author has demonstrated generally, that. in 
every mass there must be some, and onlyone centre; 
he shows by what means it may be generally deter- 

And here we would, beg eave to object, to Bgs- Remark. 

\ 
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n way of finding the centre of seve- 
strating the subject by the multiplica- 

tion of numbers, and the composition of forces ; and 
he demonstrates the celebrated theorem of Newton, 
that the centre of gravity is undisturbed by mutual 
internal forces ; consequently, that the quantity of 
motion in the universe 1s preserved always the samey 
when computed in the same direction, and therefore 
that action and teaction are always equal and con- 

in the com 
ral bodies } 

“trary. - 

From this law of the equality of action and re- 
action, readily flow the laws of collision, discovered 
at the same time by Wren, Huygens, and Wallis, 
asis mentioned by Newton, when treating of this very 
law. (Prin. lib. i. Cor. 4. Ax.) Boscovich derives 
them in this way. Suppose a soft globe or ball goes 
forward witha lee velocity, and followed by another 
soft globe with a greater velocity, so that their centres 
be always carried in the line which joins them, and 
that the one at length hits the other, which is called a 
direct collision; this hitting, according to our au- 
thor, is not done by an immediate contact, but be- 
fore they come in contact, the after parts of the first 
and the fore parts of the last are compressed by the 
mutual ‘repulsive force; and this compression goes 
on increasing until they come to have equal veloci- 
ties, then all further access ceases, and, conseqyently, 
all further compression ; and since the bodes are 
soft, they exert no mutual force after compression, 
but continue to go on with as velocity. Aud 
since the‘quantity of motion will be the same in the 
same direction, we must, in order to find the com- 
mon velocity after collision, multiply each mass into 
its velocity, and divide the sum of these products by 
the sum of the masses. If one of the globes were at 
‘rest, its velocity might be made =O, and, if moving 
in the ee direction, it might be taken with a 
ne e 

rom soft bodies, the transition is easy to those 
which are elastic. In these, after the greatest com- 
‘pression and change of figure, the two globes con- 
tinue to act on each other, until they recover their 
first shape, and this action doubles the effect of the 
former. If the elasticity be imperfect, and the force 
in losing shape be to the force in recovering it in any 
iven ratio, the effect of the former to that of the 
tter will also be in a given ratio, (See Coxzision) ; 

the deductions of Boscovich being no way different 
from those given in other elementary treatises. 
. Proceeding now to oblique concourse, let the two 

A and C in Fig. 8. come in a given time, by 
the right lines AB, CD, which measure their velo- 
cities into physical contact at-B and D. By the 
common mode, the effect of the contact is-thus ex- 
plained: Join the centres by the straight line BD, 
to which, eee if necessary, draw the perpen- 
diculars AF, CH; and completing the rectangles, 
AFBE, CHDG, each of the motions AB, CD is 
resolved into two, the one into AF, AE, or BE, BF, 
the other into CH, CG, or GD, DH. The first 
of these on each side remains entire ; the second, FB 
and HD, make a direct collision. We must there- 
fore find, by the law of direct collision, the velocities 
DK, DI, which, according to that law, will be dif- 
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ferent for different sorts of bodies; and we must 
compound these with the forces or velocities expres: 
sed by the straight lines BL, DQ lying in the same 
straight lines with BE and GD, and equal to them; 
therefore BM and DP will express the velocities and 
direction of the motions after collision. The reso- 
lution of motions in this way is considered as a real 
and actual resolution, the one of which continues un- 
altered, the other undergoes achange; and in the 
case which this figure expresses, is altogether ex- 
tinguished, and then another is produced again. But 
the thing takes place, in fact, without any real resolu- 
tion, in the following manner: The mutual force No real re- 
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which acts upon the balls B, D, gives to them, du- solution of 
ring the whole time of the collision, the contrary ve- forces 
locities BN, DS, equal, in this case, to those two, of 
which the one is commonly supposed destroyed and 
the other reproduced; these forces, compounded with 
BO and DR, equal, and in the same direction with 
AB, CD, and therefore expressing the entire effect 
of the preceding velocities, exhibit the very same re- 
sulting velocities BM, DP. For it is evident, that 
LO will be equal to AE or BF, and therefore MO 
=BN, and BMNO a parallelogram. In like manner, 
DRPS is a parallelogram. herefore there is no 
real resolution in this case, but merely a composition 
of motions; namely, the former hae i persevering 
by the vis inertie, and that compounded with the 
new velocity which the forces aavtaes that act in the 
collision. 

In the same manner, when.a ball strikes obliquely 
on a plane, when a heavy body descends on an in- 
clined plane, or is constrained to move in the arch of 
a circle, by being suspended by a thread, the case 
may be always explained without having recourse to 
the resolution of forces or motions, and all the pheno- 
mena shown to depend only on the composition of 
forces: thus the procedure of nature is always simple 
and uniform. And, indeed, that this is general, appears 
evident from the theory ; since no motion can be par- 
tially obstructed, when there is no such thing as ab- 
solute contact ; and that any point is freely moved 
in empty space, and at liberty to obey, at the same 
time, the velocity it had previously acquired, and the 
forces which arise from all the other points of mat- 
ter. Accordingly Boscovich can see no necessity for 
introducing the principle of the vires vive, which 
Leibnitz and others have brought forward to ex- 
plain the common doctrine of the resolution of forces, 
since those very instances employed to demonstrate 
their existence may be equally well explained with- 
out them. One instance may be given in the oblique 
collision of elastic bodies. Let (Fig. 9.) the triangles Prate 
ADB, BHG, GML, be right angled at D, H, M, Lxv. 
so that the sides BD, GH, LM, are cach equal to 
half the base AB; and let BG, GL, LQ be paral- 
lel to AD, BH, GM, the ball A, with the velocit: 
AB=2, hits at B the equal ball C, lying in D 
produced from the oblique impact, it communicates 
to it the velocity CE=1=DB, which it loses itself, 
and then goes on in BG with the velocity=4/3=AD. 
In like manner, if it meets the ball I, it communi- 
cates to it the velocity IK=1, while it loses IH; and 
its velocity in GL is =4/2; then communicating to 
Li the velocity OP=1, it goes on with the velocity 
Dot 5c , 

Fig. 9. 
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LQ=1, and which it communicates, by direct con- 
course, to the ball R. Wherefore, say they, with 
that force which it had with the velocity 2, it has 
communicated to four balls equal to it, forces which 
being each =1, make a total of 4; and since the ori- 
re velocity was 2, the forces are not as the simple 
velocities into the masses, but as the squares of the 
yelocities. But in the theory of Boscovich this ar- 
gument has no force. The bell A. does not commu- 
nicate a part of its velocity AB resolved into DB, 
TB, to the ball C, and with it a part of its force. 
There acts upon:the balls a new and mutual force in 
opposite directions, which impresses upon the one 

e velocity CE, and BD onthe other. The velo- 
city of the former ball, expressed by BF, equal and 
in the same direction with AB, is compounded with 
the new acquired velocity BD, and there arises the 
velocity BG, less than BE from. the obliquity of the 
composition. In like manner, a new mutual force 
acts on the balls at G and I, L and O, Q and R, and 
the new velocities of the first ball GL, LQ, zero, 
compose the. velocities GH and GN, LM and LS, 
LQ and QL, without cither any actual resolution or 
translation of vis viva. 

In the collision of bodies and reflected motion, it 
may be observed, that since, by this theory, there are 
no continuous. globes, no continuous planes; the 
most part of the phenomena above mentioned take 
place only perceptibly, and not with a strict ac- 
curacy. The change of direction in impact is- not 
made in one point, cb by a continued curve, since 
the forces act at a distance, something in the way of 
AB and DM, Fig. 10. if the forces act only by re- 
pulsion. If there be alternate attractions and repul- 
sions, the body will proceed by a winding course. 
But it is still evident, that if the forces be equal, at 
equal distances, the two halves ABQ and QDM are 
equal and similar. If the plane CO be rough, as 
‘must be the case in nature, and as we have exhibited 
in, the Figure, this equality of forces will not take 
place ; but if the inequalities be very small in respect 
of the distance, the irregularity, from this cause, will 
also be small;,and it must be observed, that all the 
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points within the segment RT'S will be in action, 
which will render the inequality so much the more 
imperceptible. toad 

In,this manner one may observe, that light will 
be reflected at equal angles, from glass sufficiently 
polished, although the. polishing matter has left some 
small inequalities. But from surfaces, which are sen- 
sibly rough, it must be dispersed irregularly and in 
all directions... 

To. apply the theory to the refraction of light, let 
there be two parallel surfaces AB, CD, Fig. 11, and 
a moveable point without them. At some distance 
it is not acted on by any force, but, within that, is 
urged by forces which, however, are always perpen- 
dicular to the plane. Let it approach either of them 
in the direction GE, with the velocity HE. Let 
this be expressed, or, as it is usually called, resolved 
into the two HS, and SE.. After ingress, between 
the planes, its motion will be inourvated by these 
forces, in such a manner, however, as.not.to. alter its. 
velocity. parallel to the, Planes 5 but its perpendicular 
velocity will be materially changed. There are three 
cases Ist, The velocity ES may be extinguished 

* one case the interior angle ACB, and in the 
one vertically opposite. With the attractive force CV _ 

BOSCOVICH’S THEORY. 
somewhere in X, and then the body being reflected Boscovich’s 
back by the same forces, will pass off in 
and we have the same phenomena as in Fig. 1 
2d, The body may pass on to CD, with a diminished 
velocity as at O, where taking PN=HS, but OP 
less than SE, the angle DON is less than the angle 
GEA of incidence. 3d, If the velocity be increa- 
sed, then op being greater than SE, the angle Don 
will be greater. .And it will be easy to demonstrate, 
that the sine of the angle NES of incidence, is in 
a constant ratio to the sine of the angle of refrac- 
tion PON. 
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We shall now consider the mutual action of three Three 
masses, being a more general application of the sys- masses, 
tem of three points. . t the three masses, of which p, are 
the centres of gravity are A, B, and C, act on each LXV. 
other, with forces directed towards the centres of Fig. 12. 

vity ; and first let us consider the directions of 
the forces. The force of the point C, when attrac- Their mu- 
tive on either side, as CV, Cd, will be Ce; if repul- tual forces. 
sive, as CY, Ca, it willbe CZ ; and the direction, in 
either case, will pass through the triangle, at least 
when produced to the opposite parts, cutting in the 

r, the 

towards B, repulsive CY from A, the resultin 
force is CX. The opposite supposition gives C 
each of which keeps without the triangle, and cuts 
the external angle. Tio the first, Ce, the attractions 
BP and AG correspond, and these, with the attrac- 
tions AE and BN, would produce the forces AF and. 
BO; but with the repulsions AI and BR, they would: 
produce AH and BQ. In either case the forces lie to-- 
wards the same side of the line AB, and either both 
enter the triangle tending towards it, or both of them 
go away from it, and tend in a direction opposite te 
that of the force Ce in respect of AB. ‘To the se- 
cond, CZ must correspond the repulsions BT and 
AL, which, with the repulsions AI, BR, constitute: 
AK, BS; but with the attractions AE, BN, the 
form AD and BM. OF these, the first Bair phat 
as the last, lie towards the same side of AB, and the 
directions of both, when produced backwards, enter- 
the triangle, but with contrary directions, to CZ; or 
they go away without the triangle in opposite direc- 
tions from CZ, Thirdly, if CX. gor» which would: 

be praducedby CV,CY,then BP and AL correspond. 
to it, and, if the first be, conjoined. with BN, we shalk 
have BO. entering the triangle ; but if with BR, then 
indeed BQ falls without the triangle.as wellasCX ; but 
the corresponding forces AL and Al produce AK,, 
which, at least, enters the triangle when produced. 
back ; wherefore there is, in every case, some one of 
the directions which. passes through the triangle; and. 
then what was said in the cases of C e-and. CZ, re- 
turns respecting the other two.. We have therefore 
the followin ; If three masses act on each. 
other, with es directed to their centres of Bravity> 
the compound force, acting on one at least, has a di- 
rection, which, at least, when produced towards the 
opposite parts, will cut the internal angle of, the tri- 
angle, and enter it; The remaining twe both enter,. 
or they both avoid the triangle, and: alma 
to s the same parts, in respect of the line joining: 

the centres of the masses: And, in the first case, 
the three forces tend towards the interior of the tri- 

ys proceed_ 
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theory of from the triangle lying in the vertical opposite an- 
= eee les : But ithe eccond case, with respect to the are the ratios of sin. CBA : sin CAB, which is the i 
phy. ine joining the two masses, they tend towards the first direct ratio; sin. CAD : sin. CBD, which is the phy. 

. . . . * , B; ; 

which is the third and inverse ratio. The demon- p,are 
stration is the same, if BQ or AH be compared; and yxy. 

——— opposite parts from that towards which the force of 
the first mass is directed. : . 
‘Another and more elegant theorem, relating to the 

directions, is, that the directions of all the three com- 

PLate 
LXV. 

pound forces, if produced both ways, will pass Seroot 
the same point; and if the point be within the triangle, 
they tead directly all to it, or all from it ; but if with- 
out the triangle, two tend directly towards it, and 
the third from it, or the reverse. 

- That all three pass through one point, is thus de- 
monstrated: In any figure, from 13 to 18, which ex- 
hibits all the different cases above mentioned, let the 

Fig- 18-18. force of C be that which enters the triangle, and let 

~ the centres of 

the other two HA, QB meet in D. The force be- 
longing to C is also directed by D. Let CV, Cd be 
the composing forces, and having drawn CD, let VT 
be 1 to CA, meeting CDin T : if it be shown 
that it is equal to Cd, the thing is proved, since, by 
drawing dT, we have dV a parallelogram. Its equa- 
lity will be seen by considering the ratio of CV to 
Cd, as compounded of the five ratios CV: BP, 

_ BP : PQ; PQ, or BR’: AF; Alor HC: Cad. The 
first, by calling A, B, C masses, of which these are 

ity, is; from the equality of action 
and reaction, the ratio B: C. The second sin. POB 
or ABD, to sin. PBO or CBD ; the third A :'B; 
the fourth sine HAC or CAD, to sine GHA or 
BAD; the fifth C: A. The three ratios of the 
masses compose the ratio Bk AxC: BxCxA, 
a ratio of equality. There remains the ratio sin. 
ABD x sin. ACD, to sin. CBD x sin. BAD. Forsin. 
ABD and sin. BAD, put AD and BD a gee 
al to them; and‘for sin. CAD and sin. CBD, put 

in this demonstration the angles, or their supplements, Fig. 13-i 6. 
having the same sines, may be taken indiscriminately. 

From this proposition, a number of elegant corol- 
laries are derived; but as they cannot easily be 
abridged, we refer our learned readers to the work of 
the author. We shall only observe; thatthe properties 
of the lever, and of the equilibrium of forces acting ini 
the same plane, are derived with facility, independent 
of the usual, but unphilosophical, supposition of in- 
flexible connecting ‘lines, Teverchte of all force but 
cohesion. With a a ease, he derives the proper- 
ties of the centres of oscillation, conversion, and per- 
cussion. But ere we take leave of this part of the 
subject, we cannot refrain from offering to the atten- 
tion of the reader, the solution of the ‘ollowing pro- 
blem, respecting the equilibrium of two masses con- 
nected by two other points, since all’ that relates to 
momentum and equilibrium in the lever is compre- 
hended in ‘it. ; 
» Let there be any number of points of matter in A, Equilibri- 
which call A, and any number in D, which call D, um. 
Let all these points be solicited in the directions AZ, p, arp 
DX, parallel to the given straight line-CI, however Lxv. 
different may be the forces. Let there be in Cand Fig. 19. 
B two poits, which mutually act on each other, and + 
on the points situated in A, 3, and by these actions, 
hinder all action of the forces in A and B, and all mo- 
tion of the point B ; the motion of C being prevent: 
ed by the contrary action of some fulcrum upon which 
it-acts, according to the direction compounded of all 

sin. ACDXCD _, sin. BCD XCD the forces it has. Required the ratio of the sum of 
AD. and BD equal to these the forces at A and D must have to this, that the 

by trigon ; and we have the ratio sin. ACD x  ¢quilibrium may exist, and likewise the magnitude 
CD : sin. BCD XCD, that is, sin. ACD or CTV 20d direction of the force exerted on the fulcrum at 

l,) tosin, BCD © equal to it sine VI, CA are paralle 
Ver or which is the same, the ratioof CV: VT. 
Therefore CV: Cd:: CV: VT, or Cd=VT; and 
therefore CVTD a parallelogram. Q. E. D. 

Cor. Should two of the forces be parallel, the third 
must also be parallel, and the middle one has the op- 
posite direction of the other two. 

Cor. If the directions of two forces be given, the 
third may be found, being drawn through their point 
of concourse. ‘ 
‘Let us next compare the magnitudes of the forces 
-—there immediately occurs this theorem: The acce- 
lerating forces of any two masses are, in the ratio, 
compounded of the direct ratio of the sines of the 
angles, which the line, joining their centres, makes 
with the lines joining the same centres with the cen- 
tre of the third,—the inverse ratio of the sines of the 
angles, which the directions of the forces make with 
the same lines joining them to the third,—and the in- 
verse ratio of the masses. , 

For BQ is to AH as BQ : BR, and BR: Aland 
Al: AH. The first ratio is that of the sines QRB, 
or CBA, to the sine BQR, or PBQ, or CBD ; the 

-second as A ; B; the third sin, IHA, or HAG, or 

Let AZ, DX express'the parallel forces of all the 
pointsin A and D. That these may be op » there 
should be equal and contrary forces at these points, 
viz. AG, and DK.° These must arise from the ac- 
tions of the points C and B, according to the right 
lines AC and AB on A, and on D according to DC 
and DB. Having drawn GI, GH parallel to BA, 
AC, it is plain that the force AG must be com- 
posed of AI and AH, of which the first repels any 
point in A from C, and the second attracts it to B. 
On account therefore of the equality of action and 
reaction, the point C will be repelled from A, and B 
will be attracted: in like manner C will be repelled 
from D, and B attracted. The point C therefore 
has two forces, one”in the direction AC, and equal 
to IA drawn into A; the other equal to DM into 
D, and in the direction CD : in like manner, Bis af- 
fected by the two attractions HA x A, and LD x D. 
The force resulting at B ought to be equal, and op- 
posite to the resulting force at C. It has’ therefore 
the direction BC, when the point C is within the an- 
gle ABC, and the reverse when without it: and to 
produce the equivalent reaction in'CB, we must give 
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LDxD.. Wherefore - 

The point of A has two forces, AI, AH. 
The point of D has two forces, DM, DL. 
The point of B has two forces, Ax AH,DXLD. 
And C four, Ax IA, DxMD,AxHA,DxXLD. 

Now let the line BC express the magnitude of the 
force compounded of CN and CR parallel to DB, 
AB..BN and BR will express the magnitude of 
these forces as well as their directions, and therefore 
RC, NC, equal and parallel to them, will express the 
third and fourth forces of the point C. Produce AC 
and DC till they meet, in T and O, the lines RT,. 
NO drawn parallel to VF, GZ, or KX, and drop the 
perpendiculars AF, DE, RS, NQ. 
ince IAG, CTR are similar, having their sides 

parallel, and also CON and MDK, therefore as IG 
or AH, to CR or BN or Ax AH, (that is to say, 
as listo A,) sois AG to TR, and AI to TC. 
TR is therefore equalto GA, (or AZ,) drawn into 
A, andCT=IA XA. The former consequently ex- 
presses the sum of the forces AZ of all the points of 
A; the latter the first part of the force of the point 
C, viz. AXIA.. For the same reason, NO will ex- 
press the sum of all the forces DX of all the points 
in D, and OC the second force of the point C, viz. 
DxDM. Wherefore 

The sum of the parallel forces in Am TR. 
The sum of the parallel forces in D=NO. 
The two forces in B= BN, BR. 
The four forces in C= CT, OC, RC, NC. 

Now it is obvious, that the first CT and third RC 
compose the force RT=the sum of parallel-forces in 
A, and that OC and NC compose NO the.sum of 
the like forces in D. Wherefore it is also evident, 
that the fulcrum C is urged by the point C alone, 
with a force which has the same direction as the pa- 
rallel forces in A and Dj and is equal to.their sum ; 
that is, it is urged in the same manner as if all the 
points in A and D were in the point C alone, and 
acting with these forces immediately on the fulcrum. 

Besides, from the same samligioa. of the sides 
we have the following triangles similar, viz. CNO 
and DPC; CNQ and PDE; CPR and VCN; 
CRS.and VNQ; CVA and TCR; VAF., and 
CRS. 

These exhibit the following proportions :. 

ON:CP::;NC: PD ::NQ: DE, 
CP :CV:: CR: NV:: RS: NO: 
CV :RT:: VA: RC:: AF: RS. 

In which, comparing the first column with the last, 
we have by peosibine equality ON: RT: :AF: 
DE. That is, the sum of all: the parallel forces in D, 
to which ON is equal, is, to the sum Of all the forces 
in A=TR, as the perpendicular, distance AF (from 
the latter point to the line which passes through the 
fulcrum parallel to the direction of the forces) to the 
perpendicular distance DE from the former point to 
the same line. Wherefore the ratios required are now 
found; and we have a demonstration of the funda- 
mental property of the lever in the commonly suppo- 
sed desperate case of parallel forces. . 

BOSCOVICH’S THEORY. 
take notice, in this place, of the Poscovich's: 

e theory is applied to the pressure theory of | 
We shall ouly 

mode in which t 
and velocity of fluids. Let the points lying (Fig. 20,) Natural © 
in any straight line AB, tend in that ea y pa. on 
external force the action of which these points de- 
stroy by their mutual forces, so that they are in equi- Pressure of 
librio. 
next it, there must be a repulsive force equal to the 
external force acting on A. The second. point will 
therefore be urged this repulsive force, as well as . 
by its own pit ante The repulsive force between 
the second and third must be equal to this, and so. 
on, increasing towards B, which will be urged for- 
ward by the sum of all the external forces of the 
points before it. ae Se ata 

But if the points are not in one straight line, 
but dispersed A cata a parallelopiped 
whereof FH is the base dicular to, and EFHG 
a section parallel to the direction of the, external- 
force, it may be shown by the composition .of 
forces, but it is sufficiently evident, that the repul- 
sive forces with which the base acts on the particles 
next it, is in this case also equal to. the sum of all 
the external forces, and this either in solids or fluids. _ 
But since the parts of a fluid are free to move in any 
direction, the reason of which we shall see hereafter, 
each particle will be pressed in every direction with 
the same force; so that in any plane IL, the forces. 
are every way oul and any particle N in-LM will, 
be urged towards FH as towards EG; and hence 
we see at once the reason why the base FH receives - 

the same pressure from the fluid FLMACKIH, . 
as from the whole FEGH ; and the superficies LM. 
receives a pressure upwards from the particles N,_ 

_ equal to what it would receive in the opposite direc- 
tion from.the mass LEAM. In this way, therefore, . 
the hydrostatic, paradox, bellows, &c. admit of ex- 
planation. If to/increase the repulsive force consi- 
derably, much change! of distance be requisite, the - 
compression of the mass will be sensible, and like-. 
wise the increase of density among the lower par- 
ticles; such is the case with air, W the repulsive . 
force be powerful at small changes of distance, the 
mass will appear as if incompressible; which is the - 
case with water, mercury, &c. — ' 
When a free exit is 

mass of this kind, by means of an orifice, they will 
escape with velocities corresponding to the forces by 
which they are impelled. he first particle will be- 
gin to move by the repulsive force with which it is « 
pressed by the neighbouring particles; then the se- 
cond, being more distant from it than from the third, _ 
will also move away with a force corresponding to 
the difference between the repulsions, and therefore . 
more slowly: the particles, therefore, will separate 
by the first being accelerated, until at length the re- 
pulsive force ceases, or an attraction. begins, so that 
there will be some oscillation ; but this only during a , 

. very short space of time. “The velocities will depend 
on the area of a curve, the axis of which expresses the 
space passed over from the beginning of the motion, 
We know, that inthe efx of water the velocities ~ 
are.as the square roots of the heights, or compress- 
ing forces. ‘This may be expressed by the logistic 
curve, as well/as by many others.. Whether the-.. 

Between the first point A, and the second fluids. 

i , PLate. 
WEE LXV. 

Fig. 21«.. 

owed to the articles of a. , 
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Boscovich's game absohite’velocity takes place in all fluids, is mat- _pellucid. homogeneous space without ‘any compene- 
theory Of ~ ter of experim But we shall now proceed to the tration or derangement of its rectilineal motion. 
xe _ application to physics ; what has been already said re- From impenetrability arises physical extension : Rare 
phy. specting mechanics, being a specimen ofthe. bound: For, since the points of matter cannot occupy the phy. 
———— less fertility of the field before us... ' - same place, they must necessarily be posited without ——~—~ 

Lia ‘ each other ;7and since they cannot be in cone Extension. 
pplic i , Theory IsiCSe contact, they must be separated by some space, how- 

; hs yeh cae ever eedilsnck all in oheck line or tee but diffused 
Applica- Ta treating of the application of the theory to mee in space, extended: in length, breadth, and depth, al- 
tiun of the chanics, we have noticed many things connected with though so near each other that the interval escapes 
theory to the department on which we are about toenter. But, our senses. » 
Physics: in order to proceed with more regularity, we shall re- From extension arises figurability, since the space Figure. 

turn, in this place, to the general properties of bo- throughout which the points are dispersed has its 
dies, and, in afterwards proceeding to those particue limits, upon which its figure depends. The figure, 
lar properties by which the variety of nature is ex- however, of those bodies which fall under our notice 
plained, content ourselves with the deduction of the can never be accurately defined, on account of the 
common principles on which their respective proper+ . inequalities of all surfaces; but we take, in a vague 
ties depend... and indistinct way, that figure which séems to ap- 

bet og The impenetrability of bodies flows naturally from proach nearest to the true form. Thus, we say the 
y the,theory:of repulsive forces acting in the smallest world is a globe,»or a flattened spheroid, although 

distances, the mutual compenetration of the points the roughness of its surface makes it very different 
being thereby prevented. Besides, as the least part indeed from either the one or the other. From fi- Bulls - 
of space is infinitely divisible, whilst the number of gure arises bulk, which is nothing more than the 
points of matter in any body is finite, it is infinitely whole space in length, breadth, and thickness, which 
improbable that any two points should ever meet; _ is-inclosed within the external surface, and therefore 
seeing there can be an infinite number of lines for our idea of it must be sig vague with that of the 
thém to move in, besides that which joins them. If, figure. The mass of a body is the whole quantity Mass. 
indeed, there were no. repulsive forces, every mass matter, or, according to Boscovich, the number 
would pass freely through every other, as light of points belonging to it. Our ideas of mass are 
through glass, é&c. and yet.without any realcompe- yet more vague and indeterminate than those of bulk 
netration ; but the forces.extending to some distance, or figure ;, for it is not clear what must.be excluded 
hinder this free passage. Now, the curve of forces when we take only the matter belonging to a body. 

— — no asymptotic arch, except the first DE, For all bodies are composed of very heterogeneous 
EXV. in Fig. 1. of which the asymptote is in the begin- parts, as is evident from ocular inspection, as well as 
Fig. 1 ning of the abscisses. Or it may have several such chemical analysis. Some exclude from the. mass of 

arcs. - In this second. case, if there be any asymptote 
at a distance from the beginning of abscisses, which 
has a repulsive arc without it, and an attractive arc 
within, then the points placed at a nearer distance 
cannot pass outwards, nor those at a greater distance 
come nearer. And in this way we may conceive a 
particle, a sheet, or a wall, composed of such points 
which would be altogether impenetrable by any ex- 
ternal force. - But in sapoeay ieee pee re is + 
asymptotic arc except it, it is. plain, that ji 
a.velocity atckmlye great be given rap mass, it 
may pass through any other without any derange- 
meat of parts. For a certain time is requisite, in or- 
der that the forces, by-their-action, may-produce 
any the smallest motion; and we may, suppose this 
time by the swiftness of the motion to be Lmisiabet 
without limit. Thus, an iron ball. may, pass swiftly 
near several strong magnets, without being sensibl 
attracted by them, although its passage might be, al- 
together prevented if it should. move more.slowly, 
Should the motion of the ball be. not so great, it 
may derange some of the nearest. magnets, and even 
carry them away with it, although the others at a 
greater distance be not sensibly affected. . Thus, a 
ball from a gun passes through ‘a plank of wood 
without deranging any part: but, that which lies be- 
-ore it, though it would break all the neighbouring 
parts if its motion were slower. . And it is probabl 
the vast velocity of light which, carries it through 

bodies that very fine ether, much rarer than air, 
which they suppose interspersed throughout space; . 
and even the air which: occupies the pores of most 
bodies,.is considered as forming no part of them. 
The water and air are no part. of the spunge; but 
who considers the blood and juices as forming no, 
part of the animal, or the sap as no part-of the living . 
tree: And air has been shown to exist fixed.in miny. 
bodies, and essentially contributing to their,constitu-. . 
tion and properties... It. is evident, therefore, that 
our notion of the mass of a body is, as yet, but arbi+ 
trary-and rude.. “fil 

Density, is the relation of the bulk to the mass, Density» 
and is greater when the mass is greater in the same 
bulk. Hence the measure of density is the mass di. 
vided by the bulk. But this theory differs from the ~ 

- common opinion, as we have already seen, in suppo- . 
sing that there can be-no limit to the density of bo- 
dies, since- the points of matter may»approach to . 
each other indefinitely near, or. may be removed to... 
an, indefinite distance. 

The inertia of bodies arises from the inertia of the tnertic, 
points, and their mutual forces: For having demon- 
strated, that the centre of; gravity of, any system is. . 
either at rest, or moves uniformly in a straight line, 
undisturbed by the mutual action of the points com. 
posing the, system ; it is plain, that the same thing 
must take place in all bodies; and the wis inertia _ 
consists in nothing else being the determination of. 
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continuing in‘the same state of rest, or uniform mo- 
tion. 

Mobility is a consequence of the curve of forces, 
which, expressing by its ordinates the determinations 
to access or recess, necessarily implies mobility, or 
the possibility of motion. Some have mentioned 
-quiescibility, or the c ability of being at rest, as a 
property of matter. ovich thinks it does not 
exist in nature, at least as at present constituted ; and 
he endeavours,to demonstrate the truth of this senti- 
ment, by arguments drawn from the nature of infini- 
ties, and the law of continuity. He proceeds next to 
the consideration of the law of equal action andreaction, 
which had‘been already proved in the second part. 

Divisibility is assumed by many as a property of 
matter, and, with respect to continued space, infinite 
divisibility is undeniable; but, when we consider 
matter as made up of a finite number of points, the 
divisibility has evidently a limit ; for, if we suppose 
it carried so far as that the intervals are less than the 
distance between the points of matter, subsequent 
sections will divide not matter but empty space. But 
although there be no divisibility in infinitum, accord- 
ing to our author, yet there is what he calls compo- 
nibility, which answers the same purpose: That is 
to say, between any two points of matter there may 
-be interposed a third, another between this new one 
and each of the first; and so on without limit. So 
that, within a given space, however small, there may 
be such a number of points as if distributed through- 
out a greater space, may leave no cubic space so 
small as to be altogether free of matter. 

Universal gravity, at all sensible distances, is also 
a of our theory ; and perhaps the curve of forces, 
after extending to the utmost limits of our planetary 
and cometary system, may intersect the axis, and 
pass to repulsion. ‘This would obviate the objection 
made to the Newtonian doctrine of attraction, that 
the planets, stars, and all matter, must be thereby at 
length condensed into one mass. If such a repulsion 
takes place, the curve may even wind again about the 
axis, and form limits of cohesion. And in this way 
it is posh that our sun, with all the fixed stars, 
may form a particle of an order superior to those 
which compose our system, and belonging to a sys-, 
tem vastly greater. 

From gravitation we proceed to cohesion, which 
has never been so well explained as by the theory of 
Boscovich. It arises immediately from the limits of 
cohesion, of which we have already treated in the 
first part. of that article, and, therefore, we need not 
here enlarge upon it. : 
We proceed now to the particular properties of 

bodies, by which the infinite variety of nature is 
accounted for. And here the variety offered to 
us by the theory is indeed immense: For, in the 
first place, there may be different numbers of points 
constituting particles of the same bulk; then the 
bulks may. vary so, that no two particles have the 
same bulk, mass, or density; or, these being the 
same, the figure may be infinitely varied ; ae the 
points may be altogether placed towards the exte- 
rior surface, or dispersed diconghoie the mass; or 
of different densities in different parts of the particle. 
And great as may be the variety in the number and 
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distribution of the points, the variety in’ the mutual 
forces of the particle is still more unlimited. 

The parts of fluid bodies are easily separated from, 
and moved among, one another. This seems owing to 
their being spherical and homogeneous. Their forces 
are in a great measure directed to their centres. 
‘They are therefore at liberty to be moved round 
each other, and will yield in any direction to a 
small force. Between the particles of some there is 
— little, if any attraction, as in sand, dry powders, 
and seeds, which approach much to fluidity; others 
havea sensible attraction, as water, or, more percep- 
tibly, mertury, and the like, since they form them- 
selves into drops; in a third sort, as air, there is a 
powerful repulsion, and, unless confined, they will 
dilate themselves to a eee extent ; the icles 
must therefore be not in limits of cohesion, but in a 
repulsive arc of the curve expressing their forces, 

being spherical, or the distribution of the points is 
elite, the free.circular motion cannot take place, 
and the cee a bee will gts al the 
henomena of solidity. us, if two parall lopipeds 
be situated beside at other, and in some limit of 
cohesion, the one cannot move away without bring- 
ing the other with it by the increasing attraction, 
or move towards the other, without pushing it before 
it by the increasing repulsion, And if it be any way 
inclined, the other ec te will be attracted on 
one side, and repelled on the other, and of course 
will follow the inclination of the first. A continued 
series of lopipeds will form a long fibre, or a 
solid rod, of which if the base or end be inclined, the 
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When the geet the particles recedes much from Solidity. 

whole will follow. The same is true-of all other fi- — 
gures, however unequal. 

If the limits in which the particles are situated be 
powerful, the bodies will a hard and inflexible; 

sy 
2 flexibility. 

but soft and flexible, if these limits be weaker. If the elasticity, 
arches of attraction and repulsion do not extend fart 
on either side, the particles may come in flexure to 
new limits, and remain without any effort to recover 
their shape, as lead, and other ductile bodies. If the 
arches be very small, and if after that no action or a 
repulsion take’ place, the body is fragile, or brittle. 
if the arches are longer, the same force will continue 
to act, and bring back the body to its former posi- 
tion ; nay, in consequence of the accelerated moti6n, 
the parts will pass their former positions, and vibrate 
backwards and forwards, by which means we account 
for elasticity. ; 

Viscous bodies occupy the mean between solids and 
fluids ; having less cohesion than the one, and more 
than the other. Besides their mutual tenacity, they 
have a force of attraction, whereb Hye | stick to 
other bodies, and moisten them. This humidity is 
relative. Water will stick to some “bodies, and is 
expelled by others. : ’ 

he composition of crystallized and organic bo- 
dies appears very wonderful. But if we consider 
that particles may be so formed as in certain parts of 
their surfaces to attract certain other s, in 
others to repel them, it is easy to conceive how they 
may only coalesce in certain“peculiar figures ; and in 
this way secretion, nutrition, and vegetation, may be 
equally explained. 

&e. 

Viscosity. 

Organiza- 
tion. . 
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Boscovich’s . The resistance of fluids to bodies in motion arises 
theory of 

. 
- 

ly from the motion impressed on the particles of 
Pre Said, since, “according to zhe laws of collision, 
the body impressing a motion on another will lose 

its own. It also arises partly from the for- 
Resistance ces exerted by the particles against those which ob- 
of fluids. struct their motion. To define accurately the laws 

of resistance, is a, matter by no means easy. We 
should know the law of sy 5 paler nnd it 

ition of the particles.  . er all the problem 
pa be too complicated for our analytical skill. 
But it may be. observed, that, in so far as 
it arises from the inertia of the fluid itself, the resist- 
ance is.as the density and square of the velocity joint- 
ly. As the density, because with an equal velocity, 
the resistance will be as the number of particles mo- 
ved. As the square of the velocity, because the 
number of particles moved will be as the velocity, 
and the motion impressed on each will be also as the 
velocity. The resistance arising from the mutual for- 
ces of the particles, will be constant, or as the times 
only, if these forces be equal in all the particles; but 
as a greater velocity will produce a greater compres- 
sion among the particles, and of course produce great- 
er mutual forces, the resistance, therefore, is partly 
constant, and partly also in some ratio of the veloci- 
ty. And with this, experiments appear pretty well 
to yi 
2, a of chemical operations are all dedu- 

cible from the same source, namely from the variety 
of the particles. Were they subjected to the obser- 
vation of our senses, yr gg sss doubt, be 
a general reason given from the t , for every che- 
mical operation. But for this wo etait an 
intimate knowledge of the texture of en particle, 
and its disposition in the mass ; and a skill in 

and analysis, which far exceeds the powers 

pg ae js age be explained as fol nomena ma ained as fol- 
lows. The eels of some solids bang less attrac- 
tion for each other, than for those of some fluids. 
Hence these particles are ed, and surrounded 
on all sides by the fluid. The mixture is therefore 
composed of globules, and retains its fluidity. In 
this way we may have an idea of solution. But, as. 
the attractive force will cease at a little greater dis- 
tance, the solid particles will only be covered to a 
coma dere) and the fluid is then said to be satu- 
rated. another substance, whose particles are 
more attracted by those of the fluid, be introduced 
into the mixture, the particles which had been con- 
glomerated round the former, will be drawn. aw 
and accumulated round those of the latter, which 
will be dissolved in their turn; while the former by 
its natural gravity, falls down ina fine powder. ‘This 
is called precipitation; and perhaps rain is a precipi~ 
tation of this kind, when the aqueous particles are 
abandoned by the air. The combination of two fluids 
frequently forms a sqlid; and it is often observed 
that the specific gravity of the compound is greater 
San St aie, Sank Pees ay te sum of the 
component su i be explained b 
supposing that the particles, io de first aac bee 
into limits of cohesion ; and that in the other, by being 
attracted. more strongly, they come into alahes dis- 
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tances. When a solid is combined with.a solid, it is 
necessary to dissolve, or reduce one of them to pow- 
der, so that their small particles may approach to 
and join each other. This is principally done by fire, 
which, by its vehement agitation, and the intestine 
motion of its particles, may account for the pheno- 
mena of fusion, liquefaction, and volatilization. By 
this violent agitation, our author proceeds to account 
for several other of the phenomena of chemistry, such 
as fermentation, effervescence, and the like. But the 
reader acquainted with modern chemistry will put 
little value on such explanations as this. The facts. 
at that time known were too few, or too imperfeatly 
described, to enable him to found a permanent theory. 
And we have since seen many others fail in.perfecting 
the same structure, who had more numerous mate- 
rials than Boscovich. 

Fire he conceives to be a sort of fermentation, 
which chiefly, if not solely, takes place in sulphure- 
ous matter, when it meets with the matter of light 
in sufficient abundance. This agitation separates the 
parts of other bodies, and brings their particles into 
new spheres of action, by which a small spark may 
8 y Propagate the motion throughout a great 
mass ; as the foot of a small bird, alighting on the. 
top of a precipice, may move the sand, and that the 
gravel and stones below it, until at leagth great rocks, 
towards the bottom, tumbling into the sea, may pro« 
dice a wide and lasting agitation. In the same man- 
ner, if the limits of cohesion of any body, be suc- 
ceeded by a powerful repulsive arc, the small motion 
produced by a foreign body, may make some or all 
of the points pass the limits of cohesion, and be re- 
pelled Sai each other with great force and velocity ; 
so that a volatilization may take place—a, deflagra- 

’ tion, or sudden explosion, 
Light may be a sort of very fine fluid, or a. kind 

of vapour, thrown off by vehement fiery fermenta- 
tion. . Its celerity may be accounted for, by suppo- 
sing the repulsive arcs sufficiently powerful :, its rec. 
tilineal propagation, by its great velocity, which af- 
fords little time for the forces of the points to pro« 
duce any sensible effect ; and also by the equality of 
actions on all sides, in a medium which is homogene- 
ous. This homogeneity~accounts for the free passage 
through pellucid bodies; whereas opacity will arise 
from the unequal texture of heterogeneous particles, 
producing unequal forces, which, acting on the light 
in. vari6us directions, inflect it in various ways; and, 
if the substance be somewhat thick, totally prevent 
its i e. The other phenomena of light may be* 
explained in equal conformity with the principles of 
the theory, as is done by our author, with great a- 
cuteness and ingenuity. ’ 3 

He next proceeds to our bodily sensations of taste, 
sound, smell, and feeling. He explains these much 
in the usual way, excepting, that for the immediate 
contact of bodies, or of the particles emitted, he sub- 
stitutes the attractions and repulsions, or oscillations 
of the particles; which, indeed, are particularly well 
fitted for causing that motion in our nerves, which 
the disciples of Hartley have supposed to take place 
in the organs of sensation. But, indeed, we do ‘hot 
see how any attempt to account for these should have 
been introduced into his theory. 
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Boscovich’s In explaining the phenomena of electricity, he 
pect tad adopts the theory of Franklin respecting a peculiar 
Philoso. fluid, which, by it’ transference and’ constipation, 
phy. produces the attractions, repulsions, sparks, &c. and 
———— even lightning and thunder. ‘ 
Electricity — “As to the phenomena of magnetism,‘ they may be 
en ~ ‘all reduced to the attractions of certain substances for 

* each othér. Perhaps they also may be.owing to the 
intervention of some peculiar efluvium ; but, in either 
case, they are sufficiently reconcileable with the prin- 
ciples of the theory. : 

‘The theory ~ Finally, it-may be observed, that although the first 
reconcilea- elements of matter are said to be indivisible, inextend- 
ble with 0 ed, endued with the vis inertie, and the mutual for- 
oe SY ces expressible by the curve, so often alluded to; 

- yet el thse this law be intrinsic and essential to 

¢ i 

BOS t ‘ 
BOSJESMANS, or Bosutes-men, the name of a * Bosjes- : . re: AR 

mans, savage people who inhabit an extensive district in the 
———— colony of the Cape of Good Hope. They are called 

Bosjesmans, or men of the thicket, from their lurkin 
among the bushes, in order to’ shoot ‘travellers wit 
their poisoned arrows. The Dutch colonists, who 
often suffer from the rapacity of this people, treat 
them with the severest retaliation. They fire at them 
as if they were wild beasts; and Mr Barrow heard 
one of the colonists boast, that he had shot with 
his own hands nearly 300 Bosjesmans. Those who 
are taken alive, in any of their predatory excursions, 
remain during life in a state of servitude. 

While the Bosjesmans are ‘en in their plun- 
dering expeditions, their haunts are in the kloofs: or 
chasms excavated, by torrents of water, that wash 
‘down the steep sides of the high stratified mountains. 
A. succession of caverns is thus formed, the highest 
of which is chosen by the Bosjesmans, as the most 
difficult to surprise. In one of their retreats, which 
was visited by Mr Barrow, he observed drawings of 
several animals, executed with great force and spirit, 
upon the smooth sides of the caverns. ‘The materi- 
als which were used were charcoal, pipe clay, and 
different kinds of ochres. A. black substance, re- 
sembling pitch, or rather Spanish liquorice, formed a 
thick coating upon the upper surface of the cavern. 
It had a bituminous smell, flamed weakly in the can- 
dle, gave out a thin brownish fluid, and left a black 
coally residuum about two-thirds of the original bulk. 
It is said to be deadly poison, and to be used by the 
Hottentots for poisoning their arrows. The Bosjes- 
mans live together in small hordes or kraals, consist- 
ing of a number of separate huts, each of which is 
made of a small grass mat, bent into a semicircular 
form; and fixed down between two sticks. These huts 
are only about three feet high, and four feet wide, and 
are open before, and closed behind with a second mat. 
The mould within the hut is excavated like an os- 
trich’s nest ; and a little grass strewed in this simple 
hollow, serves for the bed in which the Bosjesmans 
lie coiled round like some of the lower animals. In 
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those elements; whether it ‘be something added to yeas: 
them, as the substantial and accidental forms of the 
Peripatetics ; or whether it be the free law of the 
Author of Nature, chosen at will for the direction of 
these motions, as may be more agreeable to the Car- 
tesian; we do not here enquire, nor, in truth, can 
it be learned from the phenomena which opinion is 
the most correct. The theory may be’ employed in 
any of these modes of philosophising, and fitted to 
the peculiar turn of thinking in each, a! 

e intended to have concluded this article with a 
‘few general observations on the theory of Boscovich ; 
but as we shall have occasion to resume the subje 
under the head of Corpuscurar Puitosopny, the 
observations may be introduced with equal propriety, 
and with more effect, in that part of our ma 9 A.N.} 

: ; tow. tap oe 
Tt 1 i, » at ea. ts) 
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one of the kraals which Mr Barrow saw, there were 
25 huts, and about 150 inhabitants. hi Fae Sot 

Bigamy ‘seems to prevail among the Bosjesmans, 
‘The elderly men have two wives, one that is young, 
and another that is past childbearing ; and no e 
of ‘consanguinity prevents a marriage; unless in the 
case of brothers and sisters, and parents and children, 

The men go completely naked, and the women 
have only a small belt of springbok’s skin, having the 
fore part eut into loose threads, which, theugh per! 
intended for a covering, did not answer the purpose. 
‘The men had pieces of wood, or a porcupine’s quill, 
suspended to the cartilage of the nose ; and some of 
the women had caps like helmets, made of ass skins, 
and shells, beads, or bits of copper, hanging on'their 
necks from their curling tufts of hair. In 
the Bosjesmans are extremely diminutive. Th 
lest of the men was only 4 feet 9 inches high, while 
the tallest woman measured only 4 feet) 4: inches. 
Though they have a general resemblanceto the Hot- 
tentots, yet they are greatly inferior to them in per- 
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sonal appearance, and seem to be the ugliest of all — 
the savage tribes. Their high cheek bones, flat nose, 
prominent chin, concave visage, and sharp rolling 
eyes, resemble those of the ape tribe; and the upper 
eyelid is so rounded into the lower'on the nasal side 
of the eye, that it does not form an angle. ‘The 
protuberance of their bellies, the projection and size 
of their posteriors,-and the great curvature of their 

spine, though characteristic, in some degree, of the 

whole Hottentot race, belong, in a still greater de- 
ree, to the Bosjesmans. ‘ Ifthe letter 8,” sa 
r Barrow, “ be considered as one expression of the 

line of beauty, to which degrees of approximation 
are admissible, the Bosjesman women are entitled: to 

the first rank in point of form. A section of the body, | 
from the breast to the knee, forms really the s 

of the above letter. The a of the posterior 
part of the body in one subject, measured five inches 
anda half from a line touching the spine. ‘This pro- 
tuberance consisted of fat, and when the women 

walked, had the most ridiculous appearance imggin- 
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BOSJESMANS. 
able, every stepibeing accompanied with a quivering 
and tremulous motion, as if two masses of j ae 
attached behind,”? It is a woman of exactly this de- 
scription, that has been for some time exhibiting in 
London under the name of the African or Hottentot 
Venus. : 
But though the general figt of the Bosjesmans is 

emarkably distorted, yet their limbs are well turned 
and proportioned, and their activity is truly astonish- 
ing. They . from rock to rock with the velocity of 
the robin horsemen cannot overtake them on 
reugh ground, or along the sides of mountains. In 
order to give them additional speed, they push the 
testicles to the upper part of the root of the penis, 
where they remain as fei and securely as if it had 
been their natural position. : % 

The Bosjesman women possess another peculiarity 
of a very singular nature. The nymphzare in all of 
them elongated, and in some of them, examined by Mr 
Barrow, the elongation exceeds five inches, though in 
others is said to be much longer. These projecting 
labia collapse and hang down, and appear, at first 
sights to be a masculine organ. Their colour is livid 
blue inclining to red, not unlike the excrescence on 
the beak of a turkey. This deformity is said by 
some travellers to be produced artificially, by sus- 
pending pieces of stone from the internal bis but 

are numerous instances of its being possessed 
by Bosjesman women, who have been taken from 
their mothers when infants, and brought up with 
the Dutch farmers. This elongation of the nym- 
phz is found in all Hottentots, seldom exceeding 
three inches, and appearing only like a projecting 
orifice, or elliptical tube an inch long. In the chil- 
dren of a European and a Hottentot this deformity 
ceases to a 

Though the Bosjesmans are completely Hottentots, 
t, in bent and en of their minds, they dif- 

x widely from those who live in the colony. Live- 
ly, cheerful, and active, they hate to be idle, andare 
always employed in some active occupation or amuse- 
ment. During the day they are generally confined 
to their huts, aches should be surprised by the 
Dutch colonists; and they often dance by moon-light 
from the setting to the rising of the sun. They hail 

the first thunder-storm, at the end of 
winter, as the harbinger of summer, and, ‘animated 
with joy, they tear in pieces their skin coverings, and 
dance for several nights in succession. 

There are few savage tribes whose physical condi- 
tion is more unfavourable to this natural cheerfulness 
of mind, than that of the Bosjesmans. They neither 
breed cattle, nor cultivate the ground, and they have 
few vegetable p tions that can be used as food. 
The bulbs of the iris, and a few gramineous roots of a 
bitter taste, which are found by scratching the sur- 
face of the plains, are the only vegetables which they 
can obtain. The larve of ants, and those of locusts, 
are the animal productions on which they subsist. 
They exhibit great ingenuity in taking them, but all 
their dexterity is‘often pa to ensure success, 

At some particular seasons, these precarious sour- 
ces of subsistence completely fail them, and they 
are compelled, by the strongest principle of their na- 
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ture, to undertake a hazardous expedition into the 
colony for plunder; and in these excursions they ex- 
hibit a ferocity of character which does not naturally 
belong to them, but which has been created and in- 
flamed by the barbarous treatment which they have 
received from the Dutch. ‘ Should they seize a 

‘Hottentot,”? says Mr Barrow, “ guarding his mas-. 
ter’s cattle, not contented with putting him to imme- 
diate death, they torture him by every means of cru- 
elty that their invention can frame; as drawing 
out his bowels, tearing off his nails, scalping, and 
other acts equally savage.’ Even the poor animals 
they steal are treated in a most barbarous and un- 
feeling manner: driven up the steep sides of moun- 
tains, they remain there without any food or water. till. 
they are either killed for use, or drop for want of the 
means of supporting nature. 

When a horde is surrounded. by, the. farmers, and: 
little chance is perceived by them of effecting an es- 
cape, they will f ht it out most furiously so long as 
a man shall be left alive. It frequently happens on 
such occasions, that a party will volunteer the for- 
lorn hope, by throwing themselves in the midst of 
the colonists, in order to create confusion, and to give 
to their countrymen, concealed among the rocks or-in 
the long grass, at the expence of their own lives, an 
opportunity of exercising more effectually their mor- 
tal weapons upon their enemies, and at the same time: 
to facilitate the escape of their wives a d childrens. 

Their plundering expeditions are conducted not’ 
without system. If in carrying off their booty they 
should chance to be pursued, they always denies 
one party to drive away the cattle, while the other 
continues to harass the pursuers.; and when. the pea-. 
santry prove too many for them, they stab and maim, 
with poisoned weapons, the whole herd. On all such 
plundering expeditions, they carry, in addition to. 
their bows and arrows, lances that resemble the Kaf- 
fer’s hassagai, but of a much smaller size, and. al- 
ways dipt in poison. Their bows are remarkably 
small; and, in the hands of any one but of a Bosjes- 
man, would be entirely useless. From their cadet 
infancy they accustom themselves to. the use of the. 
bow: all the little boys who came to us. at the 
Kraal, carried their bows and small quivers of ars 
rows. A complete quiver contains about 70.or 80,. 
made like those of the Hottentots ; and, in addition’ 
to these, a few small brushes to lay on the poison ; 
pieces of iyon, red ochre, leg bones of ostriches cut 
in lengths and rounded, and two little sticks of hard. 
wood to produce fire: This is done by placing one 
horizontally on a piece of withered grass, and whirl- 
ing the other vertically between the hands, with the- - 
point acting in a hollow place, made in the surface of: 
the former. In a few seconds of time, the velocity 
and friction set the grass in a blaze.’” 

When the Bosjesmans succeed in capturing a herd. 
of cattle, they are slain in such numbers; that vul- 
tures are attracted by the putrefying mass.which sur- 
rounds their kraals; and these birds of. prey are 
thus frequently the means of pointing out to the 
colonists the haunts of the plunderers.. 

The Bosjesmans have asingular remedy for diseases 
of every kind. From the belief that the disease is 

5D, 
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‘Bomia, carried off by the effusion of blood, they take off the © 
liorphorus. extrerae joints of the fingers, commencing with the 
—"v" little finger of the left hand, as the least useful. 

BOS , : 4 

joins the sea of Azof with the Black Sea. These ~Bossitea’ 
streights are supposed to have obtained this name. __|i 
from their being so narrow that an ox ‘could easily Bosuct: 

They bury their dead, and load the grave with heaps 
of stones, 

The language of the Bosjesmans is the same as that 
of the Hottentots, though they differ extremely in 
their mode of speaking it. The Hottentots gene- 
rally pronounce one syllable of every word by the 
action of the tongue against the roof of the mouth, 
or the teeth; while the Bosjesmans pronounce every 
syllable in the same manner, but with a more forcible 
utterance. See Barrow’s Account of Travels into 
the Interior of ‘Southern Africa, 4to. p. 84, 234, 
275, &e.; and Sparrman’s Voyage to the Cape of 
Good Hope. (a) 
BOSNIA, a province of European Turkey, de- 

rives its name from the river Bosnia, which passes 
through it,” arid falls into the Save. It is about 120 
miles long, and 72 broad; and is bounded on the 
north by Sclayonia, from which it is separated by 
the Save ;-on the east by Servia, from which it is 
“separated by the Drino; on the west by Croatia and 
Dalmatia ; and.on the south by Albania. Bosnia 
is a mountainous province. The arable land on the 
banks of the rivers produces good wheat; and the 
mountains afford excellent pasture to numerous herds 
of cattle, and are enriched with several silver mines. 
Bosnia carries on an inconsiderable commerce with 
-Sclavonia at Brod, on the banks of the Save, where 
there is a chamber of health for the merchandise and 
the merchants that-come from Turkey. |The prinei- 
pal articles exported by the Bosnians to Brod, are, 
raw skins, wool, and -cotton. Besides Brod, there 
are several small ports upon the Save where the Bos- 
nians exchange theie cattle, which they swim across 
the river, for the productions of Sclavonia. A fair 
is held at these places every week, under the super- 
intendance of a customhouse officer. The Bosnians 
import also a small quantity of wine from Sclavonia. 
In 1802, it amounted only to 19 barrels and a: half. 

. In 1802; 168 barrels of sliwowitza was imported into 
Bosnia.- - 

The capital of the province is Banjaluka, which is 
the residence of a Beglier bey. The Latin bishop 
of Bosnia resides at Diakevar, in Sclavonia. 

The part of Bosnia which ‘borders on the right 
bank of the Save, belonged to the house of Austria; 
but they lost it by the peace of 1739. In 1789 and 
1790, they reconquered a considerable part of the 
province ; but it was restored to the Turks in 1791, 
by the treaty of Sistovia. 

‘The principal inhabitants of Bosnia are Greek 
Christians, and a few Mahometans, Jews, and Catho- 
lics.. See Demian’s Tableau Geographique et Poli- 
tigue des Royaumes de Hongrie, D’Esclavonie, de 
Croatie, &c. Paris, 1809, tom. ii. p. 54, 55, 56. (1) 
BOSPHORUS, from @ovs an ox, and zroges a pas- 

sage, is a mame given to a streight by which two 
seas communicate with each other; but applied par- 
ticularly to the streights of Constantinople, or the 
Thracian Bosphorus, which joins the sea of Marmo- 
ra with the Black Sea; and also to the streights of 
Caffa, in the Cimmerian or Scythian Bosphorus, which 

swim across them. ‘Tournefort is’ of opinion, that 
the Thracian Bosphorus was so called from the 
cattle market being held near it. According’ to 
Olivier, the Thracian Bosphorus is about 21 miles 
long, ‘and about 20 miles from the Cyanean isles, at. 
its entrance into the Black Sea, to the point of the 
Seraglio of Constantinople. Its greatest breadth 
does not exceed two’miles. The Cimmerian ne te 
rus is about four leagues broad. See ‘Tournefort’s 
Voyage au Levant, tom. ii. lett. 12 ¢t 145 Olivier’s 
Voyage, &c.; and Dureau de Lamalle, Geographie 
Physique dela Mer Noire, Sc. passim: — See" also, 
Brack Sza. (7) Miran ditninicok 

’ BOSSLAA, a genus of plants of ‘the ‘class Dia- 
delphia, and order Decandria. See Borany. (w) 
BOSSINEY, Trevena, or TinraGeL, an an- 

cient eke of Cornwall, partly situated ‘on ‘an 
isthmus, and partly on an island which ‘was once’ 
joined to the main land by a bridge. Dir Maton: de- 
scribes it as a miserable groupe of about 20 cottages, 
though possessed of all the privileges of a chartered 
borough. The surrougding country is bleak and 
rugged. Near Bossiney are the ruins of a castle, in 
which King Arthur is said to have been born. See 
Oldfield’s History of the Boroughs. (7 
BOSSUET, Jacques Benienz, a celebrated 

French Laer Maal at Dijon on the 27th of 
September, ,» of a family of great respectabilit 
in the Spree of Burcendy. The talents “whic 
he displayed in the commencement of his studies, ren- 
dered the Jesuits, his first instructors, anxious to en- 
list him inte their society ; but their design was im- 
mediately perceived by an imtelligent uncle, who had 
the we of his education, om 3 who, to rescue his 
nephew from that factious and intriguing order, sent 
him to Paris to finish his studies at the college of 
Navarre. 

As his views were directed towards the clerical 
profession, he pursued, with the ardour and-emula- 
tion of a rising genius, every study which appear- 
ed to be essential, or even remotely conducive, to 
his excellence as a minister of the gospel. He pe- 
rused the sacred writings in particular, with a re- © 
lish and fondness approaching to passion ; he studied 
with assiduous attention, the writings of the fathers, 
among whom Augustine was his principal favourite ; 
and he enriched his mind with Al the treasures of 
classical literature. ‘The sublime, the bold, and un- 
constrained effusions of the Mzonian bard, while the 
called forth the kindred qualities of his own ied, 
inspired him with a kind of affectionate reverence ; he 
dwelt with great delight on the eloquent declama- 
tions of Cicero, and the graceful strains of Virgil ; 
but, with a sternness that does more honour to his 
conscience than to his taste, he condemned the fasci- 
nating, though often licentious, verses of Horace ; 
nor could the enchanting gaiety of the poet’s fancy, 
and inimitable felicity of his expressions, compensate, 
in the rigorous judgment of Bossuet, for the lax 
morality of the Epicurean. 

The same austerity of disposition led him to dis- 



BOSSUET. 
Bossnet. approve the liberty frequently taken by Christian 
—v— poets, of in Sen into their verses, the names of 

heathen diviniti€s, and allusions borrowed from Pagan 
mythology. We are not certain whether we should 
be as much alarmed as Bossuet, by the fancied im- 
moral tendency of such a practice ; but we have no 
hesitation in joining him, even against the authorities 
of D’Alembert and Boileau, in the condemnation of 
an abuse, which serves only to introduce absurdity 

~ into modern poems, without adding, in any respect, 
to.their interest. A poet of genius cannot need the 
aid of these mythological fictions ; and when they 
are interwoven.into the flimsy productions of an or- 
dinary versifier, they only attract attention to that 
intiginse oF thought, which they cannot conceal. 

Mathematics was almost the only science which 
Bossuet disregarded ; from a strange opinion, that.a 
knowledge of mathematics was either useless to the 
divine, or directly -hostile to the feelings which he 
ought to cherish, and the studies which he ought to 
pursue. Though averse to this study, Bossuet en- 
tered, with considerable eagerness, into the spe- 
culations of philosophy. The Cartesian system, 
which had been socal divulged, and which was 
then forcing its way against inveterate prejudices, re- 
commended itself, by its boldness and its novelty, to 
his vigorous and independent mind; and he warmly 
patronized and defended it, against the fulminations 
of his ecclesiastical brethren, and the more formidable 
edicts of civil authority. ; 

His talents for eloquence, to the improvement of _ 
a all pa 4 vase directed, were admirably 

i m the pulpit, at the early age of six- 
men "ie had been announced as a See man of 
premature ius, at the Hotel de Rambouillet, to 
which merit of every kind was then summoned to 

pear, A. numerous and select company met for 
she purpose of deciding on his qualifications as an 
orator, and proposed to him a.subject, from which 
Bossuet, almost . without een pronounced a 
sermon, which drew forth the warmest applauses 
from his auditors. He had the merit of produ- 
cing a total change in the tone of pulpit eloquence ; 
and. of substituting, for the coarse indecencies and 
quaint affectation by which it was degraded, the 
strength and dignity which become the sublime 
truths and elevated morality of the gospel. * One 
of those men,” says D’Alembert, ‘* who make a pa- 
rade of believing nothing, wished to hear, or rather 
to brave him. .Too proud to own himself over- 
come, but too just not to pay homage to a great 
man; ‘ There,’ said he, on leaving the church, ¢ is 
the first of preachers for me; for he is the son 
by whom I feel that my conversion would be e d, 
if it were to be effected at all.” Thus applauded as 
an erator, Bossuet hecame ambitious of distinguish- 
ing himself in the field of theological controversy. 

ith this view he undertook the refutation.of the 
catechism of Paul Ferry, a Protestant minister, with 
whom he had hitherto lived in intimate friendship,; 
and it deserves to be recorded, to the immortal ho- 
nour of both, that the heat of their theological cen- 
fentions never betrayed them into even a momentary 
oblivion of their former amity. The reputation of 
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Bossuet soon reached the court, and he was invited 
to Versailles, the proper theatre for the display of 
his brilliant talents. Amidst the splendour and se- 
ductions.of a palace, he preserved a dignity and in. 
dependence of conduct, becoming his character as the 
ambassador of Heaven. Without a single effort to 
force himself into notice, except by his exhibitions 
in the pulpit or at the altar ; without once descend- 
ing to the meanness of flattery or paltry intrigue, he 
obtained from Louis XIV. he bishopric of Condom 
—a just tribute to his transcendant, though unob- 
trusive merit. . 

The French Academy, desirous of appropriating 
to themselves part of the reputation of so celebrated 
a man, admitted him into their number, in 1671. 
About the same time, he was selected by Louis as 
the most proper person to be intrusted with the im- 
ortant charge of the Dauphin’s education. ‘That 
fe might be enabled to devote himself entirely to 

‘this sacred charge, he resigned his bishopric, and 
received, in exchange, an abbacy of trifling revenue, 
but sufficient to satisfy his moderate desires. Aware 
that religion alone can furnish any restraint on the 
caprices of an arbitrary monarch, Bossuet made it 
his principal care to inspire his pupil with a habi- 
tual regard. to the King of kings, whose vigilant 
eye observes our minutest actions; and at whose im- 
partial'tribunal sovereigns, as well-as their subjects, 

Bossneé. 
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must account for the use which they have made of ~ 
the advantages with which His providence has fa- 
voured them. He composed, for the use of his 
royal charge, A Discourse on. Universal History, 
which is certainly the most important of all his 
works. ‘ In this grand sketch,” we again borrow 
the words of D’Alembert, ‘* we admire a genius as 
vast as profound, which, disdaining to dwell on fri- 
volous details, so dear to the crowd of historians, sees 
and judges-at one glance, legislators and conquerors, 
kings and nations, the crimes and virtues of men ; and 
traces with a rapid but expressive pencil, time, which 
devours and engulphs every thing,—the hand of God 
on human grandeur; and Livsdoa, which: die like 
their masters.’’ 
When he had completed the education of the 

Dauphin, Louis testified his satisfaction. with his 
talents and fidelity, by appointing him first almo- 
ner to the Dauphiness, and investing him with. the 
bishopric of Meaux. In this new. situation, re again 
devoted himself to the service of religion, and the 
defence of the church. The numerous controversies 
in which he became involved’ with-. infidels: and Pro- 
testants, gave him an opportunity of displaying much 
logical acuteness and dexterity of argumentation ;-he 
is said to have brought back. to. the Catholic. faith, 
several who had. embraced the Protestant religion ; 
and such was his anxiety to effect. a re-union of the 
Protestants with the church of. Rome, that he made 
a voluntary offer to travel; for this purpose, into fo- 
reign countries. With-the same view, he established 
a correspondence with the celebrated Leibnitz.;. who, 
more tolerant or more indifferent than Bossuet, wished 
to restore unity and peace by. mutual concessions. 
Bossuet remained inflexible, and insisted. that. the 
Protestants, as a preliminary step, should implicitly. 
* 
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Bossuet, submit to every thing required by the council of 
“<v—’ Trent. In justice to his character, however, we 
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truth which he had sought for in-vain at court, and Bostosis 

must observe, that, though thus zealous in the cause , 
_of Popery, he never gave the slightest countenance 
to the persecution of the Protestants; persuaded 
that argument, and not the sword, is the proper 
instrument of conversion. 

While he thus stood forth as the champion of his 
religion, hé was no less strenuous in defending the. 
particular rights of the French church, and the in- 
dependence of the French crown, against the pre- 
sumptuous claims of Pope Innocent XI. His holi- 
ness held out to him the temptation of a cardinal’s 
hat, in order to induce him to withdraw his opposi- 
tien; but Bossuet, true to his brethren and his king, 
refused an honour, which, without increasing his re- 
spectabilit in the church, could only add the sound- 
ing title rf Eminence to tis name. n 

The reputation of Bossuet was now at its height ; 
and we wish, for the honour of his memory, that we 
could here close the list of his theological contests. 
Unfortunately, he thought himself obliged to oppose, 
with a degree of harshness and severity for which we 
can find no apology, the amiable and’ virtuous Fe- 
nelon, who entertained some notions on Quietism, 
avhich alarmed the orthodoxy of this zealous guar- 
dian of the true faith. We are afraid that something 
like envy may have prompted that asperity of cen- 
sure which extorted from the mild, Archbishop of 
Cambray a reluctant complaint ; and whatever might 
be the result of their dispute, we believe there is not 
‘one of our readers who would not have resigned all 
the triumphs of Bossuet, for the more honourable 
testimony given to his rival: Bossuet, it was ob- 
served, proves religion; Fenelon makes us love it. 
Yet, however we may condemn the relentless vigour 
of his temper, it is impossible not to res; his sin- 
cerity and firmness. hen Louis, astonished at the 
impetuosity with which he inveighed against Fene- 
lon, asked him, “* What would you’have done, if I 
had taken part with Fenelon against you ?”’ ¢* Sire,’? 
replied the spirited bishop, ** I would have cried 
twenty times louder.”” On another occasion, how- 
ever, he shewed a more temporising disposition : for 
when Louis, who was passionately fond of theatrical 
entertainments, which Bossuet had uniformly con- 
demned, consulted him with regard to the propriety 
of going to a certain plays “ Sire,” replied he, 
*¢ there are great examples for it, and strong reasons 
against it.” 

From these scenes of bustle and contention, we ac- 
company Bossuet, with much satisfaction, to his own 
diocese ; where, forgetting the tumult and vanity of 
the world, he devoted his whole*time to the instruc- 
tion of the ignorant, the support of indigence, and 
the consolation of misfortune. * It was a rare and 
affecting spectacle,’’ says his panegyrist, “ to see the 

at Bossuet, transported from the chapel of Ver- 
sailles to a village church, instructing the peasants to 
bear their evils with patience; assembling with ten- 
der affability, their young family around him; tak- 
ing pleasure in the innocence of the children; and the 
simplicity of the parents; and finding in their nai- 
yeté, their movements, and affections, that precious 

so rarely met or men.’”? Amidst these labours ——v— 
of love, he tranquilly closed his life, on the 12th of 
April 1704, regretted by the whole Catholic church, 
which still reveres his memory as one of her ablest and 
most faithful champions. Different colleges vied with 
each other in the funeral orations whic they pro- 
nounced in his praise ; and his ve was bedewed 
with the unfeigned tears of the flock, whom he had 
guided by his example, and soothed with the affec- 
tionate care of a om 

Of the merit of Bossuet, asa preacher, it is’ not 
easy to form a fair estimate ; for, as he seldom wrote 
more than the heads of his discourse, the sermons 
which he has printed must be regarded rather as 
bold and hasty sketches, than finished itions. 
In his funeral orations he is altogether unrivalled, 
for elevated sentiments and affecting tenderness, ‘The 
most celebrated of his funeral orations are those pro- 
nounced in honour of the Queen of England, widow 
of Charles I; the Duchess of Orleans, sister to- 
Charles “II. ; and the celebrated Prince of Condé, 
(zk). 
BOSTON, formerly Botolph’s Town, a large com- 

mercial town of England, in Lincolnshire, situated on 
the east side of the river Witham, about five miles 
from the sea. The townis well built, and has lately 
received very considerable improvements. - Its spaci- 
ous market-place is adorned with a handsome cross, 
and a commodious assembly room. The public build- 
ings are the theatre, the fish market, built in 1772, 
and the elegant church of St Botolph’s. This mag- 
nificent building was begun in 1309, and is said to be 
the largest parochial church, without cross aisles, in 
the world. Its lofty tower, which is 282 feet high, 
supports an octagon lantern which serves as a light- 
house to the vessels that navigate the dan 
channels of Lynn Deeps and Boston Deeps. It has 
365 steps, 52 windows, and 12 pillars, corresponding 
to the number of days, weeks, and months, in the 
year, and is 300 feet long, and 100 feet wide. 

Boston formerly carried on a great trade in the ex- 
portation of wool, but after this trade was prohibited, 
it carried on a considerable foreign and coasting trade. 
At spring tides, the Witham is navigable for vessels 
of about eleven feet of water, and the barges navigate 
this river as far as Lincoln. Some of the foreign ves- 
sels trade in timber, rye, wine, &c. and several ships 
are employed in the corn trade to London. 

The fens with which thig town was formerly sur- 
‘rounded, have been, in a great measure, enclosed and 
drained, and form good meadow and arable land. It 
is proposed to build an iron bridge over the Witham, 
instead of the present wooden one. Number of 
houses 1221. Population in 1801, 5926, of whom 
866 were returned as employed in trade and manufac- 
tures. See Oldfield’s History of the Boroughs, and 
Howlett’s Select Views of Lincolnshire. Vv 
BOSTON, called Shaumut by the Indians, and 

Trimountain by its first settlers, is a large town of 
America, the capital and port of the state of Massa- 
chusetts and of New England, and the third town in 
point of size in the United States. It is situated on 
an irregular peninsula at the bottom of Massachusetts 
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Botton. ‘hay, and is connected with the main and by an isth- 
——— mus, at the h end of the town. The length of 

the town, inéluding the rock, is three miles, and its 
widest part one mile and 139 yards, The town of Bos- 
ton contains 79 * streets, 36 lanes, 26 alleys, and 18 
courts. The principal public buildings are the State- 
house, the court house, two theatres, Faneuil hall, 
concert hall, the almshouse, the workhouse, the 
powder magazine, the gaol, and the bridewell ; be- 
sides 19 buildings for public worship, most of which 
are adorned with | and beautiful spires. On Bea- 
con Hill, the highest in the peninsula, is a monu- 
ment, having on its top a gilt eagle, and the arms of 
the urlion, with several inscriptions on its base, in 
commemoration of the leading events of the Ameri- 
can war. On the south side of the hill, a magnificent 
statehouse was begun in 1795; and on the east side is 
the Mall, which is a delightful promenade about 600 
yards long, adorned withrows of trees. The twobridges 
over Charles River, called Charles River Bridge, and 
West Boston Bridge, contribute to the ornament, as 
well as to the accommodation of the town. The 
former is 1503 feet long, and 43 feet broad, stands 
on 75 piles, and cost 50,000 dollars. The latter is 
$483 feet long and 40 feet wide, stands on 180 

iles, and cost 76,700 dollars. Besides these public 
ings, there are seven free schools at Boston for 

the education of the pp ogeebinn ching 
The approach to on from the sea is singular- 

ly pi ue and beautiful. The town 1s built in 
an irr 7 circular form round the harbour, which 
is stu with about 40 small islands, 15 of which 
afford excellent pasturage, and are frequented in 
me te numerous parties of pleasure. The har- 
bour » which is formed by Nahant Point on the 
north, and Point Alderton on the south, is so capa- 
cious, as to allow 500 vessels to ride at anchor in a 
tolerable depth of water. The entrance to the har- 
bour, which is so narrow as scarcely bet ip ya 
ships to pass abreast, is defended by the fort of Cas- 
tle William, erected upon Castle Island, and having 
40 pieces of heavy artillery. On one of the islands, 
at the north entrance the channel, is placed a 
lighthouse about 65 feet in height. 

Prior to the late commercial decrees, which have 
proved so injurious to the trade of the United States, 
the trade of Boston was very considerable, as appears 
from the following statement : 

Vessels . 
Cleared out. 

Vessels 
Entered. 

1748... 500 ... 480. 
178A 0,0 AGO oe. 372 
1794.2 «2a 667 
1795 . ©», 025 

There are no fewer than 80 wharfs and quays in 
Boston. ‘The long wharf, or Boston pier, stretches 
1743 feet into the harbour. It is‘ 104 feet broad, 
and at the extremity of it there is 17 feet of water 
at ebb tide. 
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The principal manufactures of Boston, are sail: Boswell. 

cloth, cordage, cards for wool and cotton, payng ———— 
cards, paper hangings, hats, plate, glass, tobacco, 
rum, 10h ue T, i and picclae There are in 
Boston 30 distilleries, 11 rope-walks, 8 sugar-houses, 
2 breweries, and 3 banks. The principal ‘societies 
are the American Academy of Arts and Sciences ; 
the Marine Society; the Massachusetts. Agricultural 
Society ; the Massachusetts Historical pee the 
Medical Society ; the Humane Society ; the Boston 
Library Society ; and the Boston Mechanic Associa- 

“tion; beside several religious and charitable institu- 
tions. 

The town of Boston was settled from Charlestown 
in the year 1631. It received great damage from an 
earthquake on the 29th October 1727, and has since 
suffered severely from’ numerous fires, the houses be- 
ing chiefly built of wood. - In 1794, no fewer than 
96 houses were consumed, and the loss sustained 
amounted to 209,861 dollars. Number of houses 
2376. Population in 1790, 18,038; but sin¢e that 
time it has considerably increased. West Long. 70° 
58’ 53”, North Lat. 42° 23’ 15". See Morse’s Ame- 
rican Geography, p. 187. Morse’s American Ga- 
zetteer. Wansey’s Journal, London, 1796. A full 
account of the operations of Boston during the Ame: 
tican war, and an excellent plan of the town, har- 
bour, and environs of Boston, are to be found in Mar- 
shall’s Life of General Washington, vol. ii. chap. iv. 
and vol. v. frontispiece. (7) ; 
BOSWELL, James, a celebrated literary cha- 

racter, was descended from an ancient and honourable 
family in Scotland. He was born at Edinburgh, 
October 29, 1740. His father, Alexander Boswell, 
was one of the judges in the supreme courts of Ses- 
sion and Justiciary, by the title of Lord Auchinleck, 
a man of a strong understanding, a sound scholar, a 
respectable and useful country gentleman, and an able 
and upright judge. His mother, Euphan Erskine, 
descended in the line of Alva from the house of Mar, 
was a woman of exemplary piety. He received the first 
rudiments of his education partly at home under pri- 
vate tuition, and partly at the school of Mr Mundell in 
Edinburgh. In his earliest years, he displayed that 
as of mind, vivacity of disposition, and tasté 
or literature, which accompanied him throughout 
his life. He afterwards studied civil law in the univer- 
sities of Edinburgh and Glasgow. ‘This latter semi- 
nary was then, as it is now, very much resorted to by 
students from England, with several of whom Bos- 
well became intimate, but with none so much as with 
Mr Temple, afterwards Vicar of St Glurias in Corn- 
wall, who was a friend of Gray, and whose character 
of that poet has been adopted both by Dr Johnson 
and Mr Mason. This society confirmed in him a de- 
sign, which he had early formed, of visiting England, 
and a predilection for English manners, which he has 
often been heard to say, was originally derived from 
a perusal of the lively representations in the Specta- 
tor. His first visit to London was in the year 1760, 

* Morse, in his Gazetteer, makes it 97 streets 3; but in his American Geography, where the number of streets is expressed in 
words, he makes them 79. As it is more likely that there has been a transposition in the figures, than an error in the words, 
we have adopted the latter. 

1 
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which afforded him the highest gratification. He 
happened, at his first entrance into the capital, to 
form an acquaintance with Derrick, an author by 
profession, who was afterwards master of the cere- 
monies, or king, (as it is termed), at Bath, Derrick 
was a man of some literature, but had hung loose 
about the world for some time, and was thus admi- 
rably qualified, by his lively talents and desultory ha- 
bits, to introduce a stranger into all the varieties of a 
London life. The circumstances of this visit Bos- 
well used often to detail with that felicity, for which 
he was always remarkable in narration, and exhibited 
so curious a picture of the scenes he had passed 
through, that fis friend Dr Johnson advised him to 
commit it to paper and preserve it. Notwithstand- 
ing he was intended, by his education, for the bar, yet 
he was himself, at this period, earnestly bent upon 
obtaining a commission in the guards, and solicited 
Lord Auchinleck’s acquiescence; but he returned, 
by his desire, into Scotland, where he received a 
regular course of instruction in the law, and passed 
his trials as a civilian at Edinburgh. Though still 
anxious to pursue his original design, he at last re- 
linquished it in compliance with his father’s wishes, 
and consented to go to Utrecht in 1763, to hear the 
lectures of an eminent civilian, after which he had 
pean: to make the tour of Europe. But before 
e quitted his native country,-a circumstance took. 

place, of no small importance to himself, and, as it 
afterwards appeared, of no small importance to the 
ublic. He obtained this year an introduction to 
Dr Johnson. He.had long entertained the most en- 
thusiastic admiration of that great man as a writer ; 
and having learned. that. his powers in conversation 
were a to his noblest productions, he’was anxi- 
ously solicitous for his acquaintance. From hence 
we are to. date a friendship which continued unabated 
to the last, Boswell, who saw every day as his know- 
ledge of Johnson increased, fresh evidences of the 
strength of his intellect and the goodness of his 
heart, regarded this venerable moralist with almost 
filial reverence; while Johnson, whose sagacious in- 
tuition into character, soon led him to perceive and 
appreciate justly the fertile talents, and truly amiable 
disposition of his young acquaintance, repaid his fer- 
vent affection with the most, cordial attachment. 
Having continued one winter at Utrecht, during 

‘which time he visited several parts of the Nether- 
lands, he commenced his projected travels... Passing 
from Utrecht into Germany, he pursued his route 
through Switzerland to Geneva, whence he crossed 
the Alps into Italy, having visited in his journey 
Voltaire,at Ferney, and Rousseau in- the, wilds of 
Neufchatel. . But the most distinguished. incident in 
his tour was, his spirited expedition into Corsica, then 
struggling against the tyranny of the Genoese.’ He 
adopted the eelings of those brave islanders. with the 
most. ardent enthusiasm, and commenced the most 
intimate friendship with their illustrious chief. He 
afterwards went to Paris, from, whence he returned 
to Scotlarid in. 1766, and soon after became an ad- 
vocate at; the Scotch bar. But, in the mean time, 
he was by no means forgetful of the interest of that 
gallant body-of patriots whom he had left behind. 

BOSWELL. 
He endeavoured to stimulate the statesmen. of his Boswell. 
own country to advocate their cause ; and he had, —_—— 
on this occasion, the honour of a 1 in! ing ins 
terview with Lord Chatham. One particular of this 
conversation which he has recorded, does equal ho- 
nour to the liberality of the ~distingrtiahedeharsendy 
by whom it was said, and to the great man of whom. 
it was spoken. It may be said of Paoli, as the Car- 
dinal de Retz said of the great Montrose, C’est wn- 
des ces hommes gu’on ne trouve plus que dans les Vies 
de Plutargue. The celebrated Douglas cause was 
at this time the subject of general discussion. Bos- 
well, who had warmly adopted that opinion which 
was afterwards established by the decision of the first 
tribunal in Europe, justly thought that the great 
body of readers opld scarcely endure the labour of 
extracting the real merits of the case from the yolu- 
minous mass of papers which had been priniéd on 
that question, and he therefore compressed them into 
a pamphlet, entitled, The Essence of the Douglas 
Cause, which had a considerable share in procuring 
for Mr Douglas the extensive popularity which a 
knowledge oF his claims enabled him'to obtain. _ In 
1768, finding that the public were not a little anxious 
to learn the narration of him, “ whom,(as Johnson 
expressed it,) a wise and noble curiosity had led 
where perhaps no native of this country ever was bes 
fore,”’ he published his Account of Corsica; with Me- 
moirs of General Paoli. On the appearance of: this 
work, he was again gratified by’ an encomium from 
Johnson’s pen. ‘* Your history is like other his- 
tories; but qosr journal is in a very high degree cu- 
rious and delightful.****You express images which. 
operated strongly upon yourself, and you have im- 
sams them with great force upon your readers... I 
now not whether I could name any narrative by 

which curiosity is better excited, or better, gratified.” 
This book has been translated, into: the German, 
Dutch, Italian, and French languages ;and his name 
by it has nearly acquired: as much celebrity-on. the 
continent, .as his admirable biographical -work has’ 
procured for him at home. 

In 1769, Mr Boswell was married to his cousin, . 
Miss Margaret i ari ih His union with this . 
truly amiable-and accomplished woman proved a 
source of felicity:to.him for:many years ; but he was 
doomed to suffer the affliction of: losing her‘in: June. 
1789. Dr Johnson had long formed the plan of 
visiting the Hebrides of Scotland in company with 
his friend, and: ii 1773, though at an advanced pe- 
riod of life,-he put that plan in execution, They have 
both publishedan account of their journey. In 1782 - 
Lord Auchinleck-died, and his’son succeeded to the 
family estate in Ayrshire. The coalition ministry 
having been driven ‘from power ‘in 1783, for an at-- 
tempt which Mr. Boswell:was. convinced would have 
been, subversive of the constitution, he published-a 
pamphlet on the subject, entitled, A Letter to the 
People: of Scotland, which produced considerable 
sensation, and for which he was complimented b 
Mr Pitt. But he was no party man ; for, in the fol- 
lowing year, a plan having been in agitation to re- 
form the court of session, by the compendious mode 
of cutting off one-third of the number of the judges, , 
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Riswell. Mr Boswell again embarked in politics, in opposition 
“——v— to the very ry whom he had zealously support- 

ed before, when he thought them in the right, and, ir 
A Second Letter to the People of , he remon- 
strated warmly against the measure, which was af- 
terwards withdrawn. In 1784, he met with a severe 
affliction in the death of his illustrious friend Dr 
Johnson, who died on the 13th of December of that 

. Mr Boswell, during his residence in- Scotland, 
tin inconsiderable practice at the bar, and enjoy- 
ed the intimate acquaintance of the most celebrated 
among his countrymen, of Lord Kaimes, Lord 
Hailes, Dr Robertson, Dr Blair, and Mr Beattie, be- 
sides a numerous circle of other persons, distinguish- 
ed for their rank, talents, and virtues; but his love 
for London, and its wide-.and varied scene of life 
imbibed in his youth, and which gained strength 
as he w older, determined him at last to settle 
with his family in the metropolis, which he did 
in 1786, having a short time before been called to 
the English bar. In 1785, he published his Journal 
of a Tour to the Hebrides, which not only forms a 
striking pat of his delineation of Johnson, but is re- 
pate with interesting information on various topics. 

ere has no where appeared so lively or so affect- 
ing an account of the difficulties and escape of the 

dson of James IL. after the battle of Culloden. 
rom this time he was for some years most assiduously 

employed in preparing his great biographical work for 
the press. At last his Life of Dr Johnson appeared in 
1790, in 2 vols 4to. Of this work the public expecta- 
tion was high, and it was amply gratified. Never be- 
fore had the world seen so full, so faithful, and so cor- 
rect a representation of an eminent man. Those who 
had been unacquainted with Johnson were now intro- 
duced into his society, and enjoyed “ the feast of rea- 
son” as much as if they had conversed with him for 
ears. Those who had known him found their know- 
dge so agreeably renovated, and so. enlarged, that 

many of them confessed, that they had a more vivid 
idea of Johnson’s character and colloquial powers from 
Mr Boswell’s narrative, than their own experience, 
even in actual intercourse with him, could have sup- 
plied. This work, however, did not escape criti- 
cism: Some objected to the minuteness of the rela- 

_tion, and the introduction of petty details; but it 
should be recollected, that circumstances which, se- 
parately taken, are of little moment, when united to- 
gether go to constitute a full and lively resemblance, 
instead of that meagre outline which Cisctigieen, in 
general are content to display. Others maintained, 
that Johnson’s virtues were such, that no mention 
should have been made of his failings ; but to this.it 
may be observed, that the mode they recommend would 
have been contrary to that strict regard for truth 
which Johnson himself always inculcated in works of 
this nature ; and, secondly, that this plan would have 
defeated it own purpose. The world was already in 
poo of the writings of Sir John Hawkins and 

rs Piozzi. Had Mr Boswell confined himself to 
the exemplification of his great friend’s virtues alone, 
the unfair and false exaggerations of the others would 
have been considered as the real reverse of the pic- 
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ture. He did better: By a candid, unvarnished ex- 
hibition ef the whole truth, he clearly proved that 
his faults, when compared with his excellencies, were 
as dust in the balance. Others there were who, un- 
able to deny the merit of the work, attempted, with 
feeble effect, to tear the laurels from the brow of the 
author. It required no great power of mind, they 
observed, to record the brilliant sayings of others: 
Nothing can. be more ignorant than this remark. 
There is no faculty more rare. ‘* Few people,’’ said 
a celebrated wit, ‘¢ can carry a bon mot: It cannot 
then be easy to carry as many as will fill two quarto 
volumes.’? But, in fact, it is a false representation 
of the Life of Johnson, to describe it as merely a 
collection of good sayings. Valuable as it is in that 
respect, it is E from being the whole of its merit. 
It contains an exquisite delineation of character, con- 
veyed throughout with dramatic vivacity, and proves 
the writer, as has been truly observed, to have had a 
picturesque imagination, and a turn-for poetry as 
well as humour. It is remarkable that, notwith- 
standing his ey-thusiastic admiration of Johnson, he is 
free from all attempt at imitation, and has never 
transfused ‘ the long majestic march” of the great 
moralist’s language into his own style, which, though 
frequently colivenedd by a happy vein of imagery, is 
uniformly simple and unaffected. ' , 

On the publication of this work, he was gratified 
with the most liberal applause by his most distin- 
guished contemporaries. Nor were their sentiments 
in its favour expressed to himself alone: Mr Burke, 
ina conversation with Sir James Mackintosh, decla- 
red, that- Boswell’s Life would do more honour to 
Johnson than all his works put together. Such an 
encomium from such a man will much more than 
counterbalance all the witling sneers with which dul- 
ness, spleen, or malice, have assailed him. From 
this time till his death, we have nothing memorable 
to record. In 1795, he was suddenly seized with an 
ague. The confinement which this disorder occa- 
sioned brought on a painful complaint to which he 
was subject, and he died at his house in London, on 
the 19th of June. 

As a writer, his works must speak for him; asa 
man, his character will be always remembered by 
those who knew him with affectionate regret. He 
has been described by others, and has even described 
himself, as being vain; but his vanity was of that 
playful kind, pon so remote from all wish to depress 
others, that no one, whose temper was not sour in- 
deed, could possibly have been offended with it. He 
had his foibles; who has them not? His fondness 
for social conviviality sometimes led him into excess, 
but his principles were always untainted. In poli- 
tics, he was at once a steady royalist and an ardent 
friend of genuine liberty. In religion, he was from 
thorough conviction a member of the English church ; 
but intolerance, or enmity towards those who differed 
from him, would have been totally inconsistent with 
his mild disposition. ‘ I can drink, I can laugh, I 
can converse,” as he tells us, “ in perfect good hu- 
mour, with Whigs, with Republicans, with Dissent- 
ers, with Independents, with Quakers, with Mora- 

Boswell: 
ee emt 
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Boswell. vians, with Jews. They can do me no harm: m 
“—v——~" mind is made up: my principles are fixed: But 

would vote with Tories, and pray with a Dean and 
Chapter.””? Such was his good humour, that Mr 
Burke remarked, he had so ‘ach of it naturally that 
it was scarcely a virtue. His lively and fertile mind, 
and his rich und of' anecdote, made him an inimita- 
ble companion. The old, the young, the graye, and 

ere all equally fascinated and borne a 
ee Fey. we ible Der hilarity of his manner. His bee — 
aus harsloe, 004 a, eeonteemeonane Let us “Vv 
add to him that praise, without which all other 
must be wretchedly imperfect,—he lived and. 
sincere and humble Christian. (F) 
Ptr sci Battie or. See mae In- 
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